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PEEFACE

This encyclopedia presents in a condensed and modified form that great body of Prot-

estant learning called the Realencyklopddie fur protestarUische Theologieund Kircke,edited by
Professor Albert Hauck, Ph.D., D.Th., D. Jur., the famous church historian of Germany. The
German work is the third edition of that religious encyclopedia which was originally edited

by the late Professor Johann Jakob Herzog and bore his name popularly as a convenient

short title. The late Professor Philip Schaff was requested by his intimate friend Dr. He>
zog to adapt the encyclopedia to the American public and this he did. To this combination

of German and American scholarship the publishers gave the happy title of The Schaff-

Herzog EncydopcBdia of Religums Knowledge, This name has been familiar to thousands of

the religious public on both sides of the sea for the past twenty-five years and so has been

preserved as the title of this publication, with the prefix " New."

The histoTy of this encyclopedia up to the present is this: In December, 1853, there appeared at Gotha
the fint part of the RealencyklopSdte fUr protestantiache Theologie und Kirche, which was the Protestant

reply to the challenge of the Roman Catholic scholars engaged upon the Kirchenlexikon oder Enq^klopddte

der katholiBchen Theologie und ihrer Halfewiasenschaften , which had been appearing at Freibm-g im Breisgau

since 1S46. The credit for suggesting the latter work must be given to Benjamin Herder (181S-88), one
of the leading publishers of Germany. Its editors were Heinrich Joseph Wetzer (1801-53), professor

of Oriental philology in the University of Freiburg im Breisgau, a layman, and Benedict Welte (1805-85),

a priest and professor of theology in the University of Tilbingen. The proposition to do as much for Prot-

estant theology and research was mooted by a company of Protestant theologians, and Matthias Schnecken-

burger (1804-48), professor of theology in Bern, had been chosen editor of the projected work. But
the political troubles of 1848 prevented the carrying out of the scheme and the death of Schneckenburger
that year made it necessary to find another leader. At this jimcture Friedrich August Tholuck (1799-

1877), professor of theology in Halle, where Johann Jakob Herzog was professor from 1847 to 1854, was
consulted and he named his colleague. It was an ideal choice, as Professor Herzog was a competent
scholar, a friend of progress in theology, moderate in his views, and a persona grata to all parties among
the Protestants. The publisher of the Protestant encyclopedia was Christian Friedrich Adolf Rost (1790-

1856), who was carrying on the business of Johann Conrad Hinrichs, and imder that name.
Both the Roman Catholic and Protesttot religious encyclopedias were conspicuous successes and came

to be called popularly, by the names of their editors, " Wetzer und Welte " und " Herzog " respectively.

The fonner was finished in 1856 in twelve volumes, followed by an index volume in 1860; tiie latter in

1868 in twenty-two volumes including the index. In December, 1877, the Herders entrusted a new edition

of " Wetzer und Welte " to Joseph HeigenrGther (1824r-80), at that time a professor of theology in Munich.
On his elevation to the cardinalate in 1879 he transferred his editorial duties to Franz Philipp Kaulen
(1827-1907), Roman Catholic professor of theology in Bonn, and under him the new edition was finished

in 1901 in twelve volumes, eadi one much larger than those of the first edition. In September, 1903, the

index volume appeared. In 1877 the first volume of the second edition of " Herzog " appeared, edited by
Professor Herzog with the assistance of his colleague in the theological faculty in Erlangen, Gustav Leopold
Plitt (1836-80). On Plitt's deathHerzog called in another colleague, Albert Hauck (1845-), the professor

of church history, who survived him and brought the work to its triumphant close in 1888 in eighteen

volumes, indudingthe index. In the spring of 1896 appeared the first part of the third edition of " Herzog"

with ELauck, who meanwhile had gone to Leipsic as professor of church history, as sole editor. It is upon
this third edition that the present work is based.

The idea of translating " Herzog ** in a slightly condensed form occurred to John Henry Augustus
Bomberger (1817-90), a minister of the German Reformed Church, and then president of Ursinus Col-

lege, Collegeville, Pa., and in 1856 he brought out in Philadelphia the first volume, whose title-page

mds thus: The Protestant Theological and Ecdeeiaetical Encyclopedia: Being a Condensed Translation

of Herzogs Real Encyclopedia. WUh Additions from Other Sources. By Rev. J.H.A. Bomberger, D.D., As-
dieted by Distinguished Theologians of Various Denominations, Vol. I. Philadelphia : Lindsay dt Blakiston,
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18S6. In this work he associated with himself twelve persons, all but one ministers. In 1860 he issued the
second volume. But the Civil War breaking out the next year put a stop to so costly an enterprise and it

was never resumed. The first volume included the article ** Concubinage," the second ** Josiah." It
had been issued in numbers, of which the last was the twelfth.

In 1877 Professor Philip Schaff (1819-03) was asked by Dr. Herzog himself to undertake an EngMsh
reproduction of the second edition of his encyclopedia, and this work was fairly begun when, in the autumn
of 1880, Clemens Petersenand Samuel Macauley Jackson were engaged to work daOy on it in Dr. Schaff's
study in the Bible House, New York City. The next year Dr. Schaff's son, the Rev. David Schley Schaff,
now professor of church history in the Western Theological Seminary, Allegheny, Pa., joined the staff.

The original publishers were S. S. Scranton & Company, Hartford, Conn., but a change was made before
the issue of the first volume and theencyclopediawas issued byFunk &Wagnalls. The title-page read thus

:

A Reliffuma Encydopasdia : or Dictionary of Biblical, Historical, Doctrinal, and Practical Theology. Basedonthe
RealrEncyklopadieofHerzog, PliU, and Hauck. Edited by PhUip Schaff, D.D.,LLJ)., Professor in the Union
Theological Seminary, New York. Associate editors : Rev. Samud M. Jackson, M.A., and Rev. D. S. Schaff.
Volume I. New York : Funk dt Wagnalls, Publishers, 10 and 12 Dey Street. The first volume Was issued
Wednesday, November 1, 1882, the second Thursday, March 1, 1883, and the third Tuesday, March 4,
1884. Volume I. had pp. xix. 1-^7; volume II. pp. xvii. 848-1714; and volume III. pp. six.
1715-2631. In November, 1886, a revised edition was issued and at the same time the Encyclopedia of
Living Divines and Christian Workers of All Denominations in Europe and America, Being a Supplement to

Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge. Edited by Rev. Philip Schaff, D.D., LLJ)., and Rev.
Samuel Macauley Jackson, M. A. New York: Funk & Wagnalls, Publishers, 18 and 20 Astor Place, 18S7.
In 1891 the third edition of the encyclopedia was issued and with it was incorporated the Encyclopedia

of Living Divines, with an appendix, largely the work of Rev. George William Gilmore, bringing the bio-
graphical and literary notices down to December, 1890. The entire work was repaged sufficiently to
make it one of four volumes of about equal size, and it is this four-volume edition which is known to
the public as the Schaff-Herzog Encycydopedia, the volumes being respectively of pp. xlviii. 679 and four
pages unnumbered; 680-1378; 1379-2086; iv. 2087-2629, viii. 296. As the Gennan work at its base was
overtaken by the time "S" had been reached, the "Schaff-Herzog" from that letter on was based on the
first edition of '* Herzog." Therefore much of its matter is now very old. Yet it has been a useful work,
and in 1903 its publishers determined on a new edition based on the third edition of ** Herzog," which
had been appearing since 1896. But inasmuch as there was a space of ten years between the be-
ginnings of the two works, it has been necessaiy to bring the matter from the Grerman down to date.
This end has been accomplished by two courses: first by securing from the German contributors to " Her-
zog " condensations of their contributions, in which way matter contributed to the German work has in
many instances been brought down to date, and second by calling on department editors for supplemen-
tary matter.

As appearsfromwhat hasbeen said above, this encyclopedia isnot entirely a new work. It

isreally anoldworkreconstructed. Its list of titles is largely the same and it follows the same
genertd plan as inthe oldwork. The pointsof identity are: (1) that at its base lies theReaienct^

Mopadie fur proteatantische Theologie und Kirche, once associated with the name of Herzog,

now with the name of Albert Hauck, professor of church history in the University of Leipsic,

and the author of the authoritative history of the Church in Germany; (2) that it gives in

condensed form the information in that work, and takes such matter directly from the Ger-

man work in most instances, although occasionally while the topic is the same the treatment

is independent of the German contributor's; (3) that it has much matter contributed by
the editorial staff and specially secured contributors; (4) that in Biblical matters it

limits its titles to those of the German base, so that it should not be considered as a Bible

dictionary, although the Biblical department comprehends the principal articles of such a

dictionary. The points of dissimilarity are these: (1) It contains much matter furnished

directly by those contributors to the German work who have kindly consented to condense

their articles and bring them within prescribed limits. These limits have often been narrow,

but in no other way was it possible to utilize the German mprtter. (2) It con-

t£dns hundreds of sketches of living persons derived in almost every instance from matter

furnished by themselves. In writing these sketches much help has been received, principally

in the suggestion of names, from the English and American Who's Who and from the German

Wer ist's (which is a similar work for Germany) , and we desire to acknowledge our indebtedness

with thanks. But comparison between the sketches in this book and those given of the same

individual in the books referred to will reveal many differences and be so many proofs of the
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extensive correspondence carried on to secure the given facts. Every person sketched herein,

with ahnost no exception, has been sent a blank for biographical data. Some thought to

save themselves the trouble of filling out the blank by referring to a dictionary of living

persons, but it has generally turned out that the requirements of this blank were not met by
the book referred to aad it has been necessary to write to the subject, and frequently more
than once, before the desired information could be secured. (3) The matter in proof has been

sent to persons specially chosen for eminence in their respective departments. These depart-

ments with the names of those in charge of them are: Systematic Theology, Rev. Clarence
Augustine Beckwith, D.D., professor of sjrstematic theology, Chicago Theological Seminary

;

Minor Denominations, Rev. Henrt King CarrolIi, LL.D., one of the corresponding sec-

retaries of the Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church, New York City;

liturgies and Religious Orders, in the first volume. Rev. John Thomas Creagh, D.D.,

professor of canon law. Catholic University of America, Washington, D. C, in subsequent

volumes. Very Rev. James Francis Driscoll, D.D., president of St. Joseph's Seminary,

Yonkers, N. Y.; the Old Testament, Rev. James Frederick McCurdy, Ph.D., LL.D.,

professor of Oriental languages. University College, Toronto; the New Testament, Rev.

Henry Sylvester Nash, D.D., professor of the literature and interpretation of the New
Testament, Episcopal Theological School, Cambridge, Mass.; Church History, Rev. Albert
Henry Newman, D.D., LL.D., professor of church history, Baylor Theological Seminary

(Baylor University), Waco, Texas. Besides reading the proofs they were requested

to make such additions as would not only bring them up to date but represent the dis-

tinctive results of British and American scholarship. (4) A much more thorough bib-l

liography is furnished. The attempt has been made to give sources so that students may
pursue a subject to its roots; second, to supply the best literature in whatever language it

occurs; third, to supply references in English for those who read only that language, (p) All

articles based on German originals have been sent in proof to the writers of the original

German articles when these writers were still living. Some of them had furnished the articles

and they had merely been translated, but in the great majority of cases the German authors

had not given that cooperation; not a few, however, have kindly read our condensations

and made corrections and additions. For this cooperation thanks are due.

We here mention with gratitude the permission given by the publisher of the Real-

eneykiopddie fur protestarUische Theohgie und Kirche, Mr. Heinrich Rost, the head of the

great publishing house of J. C. Hinrichs of Leipsic, and by the editor of its third edition.

Professor Ai-bbrt Hauck, Ph.D., D.Th., D.Jur., of the University of Leipsic, to use its

contents in our discretion. Dr. Hauck has done far more than ^ve permission. He has

manifested a kindly interest in our work, has revised the condensations of his articles, and

facilitated our efforts to secure from his contributors advance articles. This helpfulness is

much appreciated, and we would (sin give it prominent recognition.

Rev. David Schley Schaff, D.D., who holds the chair of church history in the Western

Theolo^cal Seminary, Allegheny, Pa., whose father was the founder of this work and

who was nimflelf one of its ori^nal associate editors, felt unable on account of other duties

to assume any editorial responsibility for the present work, as he had been asked to do by
the publishers when the new edition was determined on, but he entered heartily into the

arrangement whereby the sole responsibility of general editor should be lodged with his

former associate editor, and has cooperated by bringing down to date almost all the articles

which he and his father contributed to the first edition.

The labor of coordinating the material sent in by the many persons who have coop-

Qated to bring out this work has fallenupon the managing editor, Charles Colebrook Sher-

^KAN, who has discharged his difficult duties with conscientious fidelity and marked ability.
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The bibliography, which is probably the greatest novelty of this encyclopedia and is a fea-

ture certain to be greatly appreciated, has been prepared by Professor George William
GiLMORE, late of Bangor Theological Seminary, and the author of Hurst's Literaiwre of

Theology. The work of condensing and translating the articles from the contributors to

the ReaJencyklopddie fur protestanUsche Theologie und Kirche has been done by Bernhard
Pick, Ph.D., D.D., Lutheran pastor, Newark, N. J. ; Alexis lRks±E du Pont Coleman, M.A.
of Oxford University, instructor in English in the College of the City of New York; Alfred

Stoeckius, Ph.D., of the Astor Library; William Price; and Hubert Evans, Ph.D. of

Leipsic. The pronunciations have been supplied by Frank Horace Vizetelly, F.S.A.,

managing editor of the Standard Dictionary.

When the contributors to the Realencyklopddie have chosen not to condense their articles

themselves, but have preferred that this work should be done by the editors of the New
Schaff-Herzog, the fact is indicated by the use of parentheses enclosing the signature. Edi-

torial additions or changes in the body of signed articles for which the contributors should

not be held responsible are indicated by brackets. A double signature indicates that an
article originally prepared by the contributor whose name appears first (in parentheses) has

been revised by the contributor whose name follows. The cross (f) following the name
of a contributor indicates that he is dead.

SKPrKMBBB 15, 1907. TBffi EDITOR.

CONCERNING BIBLIOGRAPHY.

For purposes of research and definite information the student is constantly under the

necessity of discovering not only lists of works on a given subject, but also initials or full

names of authors and place and date of publication and often the exact form of the title

of a book inaccurately or partially known. To furnish this information the work which

will prove useful beyond all others is the British Museum CataJogue, which with its

Supjdement records the books received down to 1900; accessions beyond tins date

are also recorded in supplementary issues. Especially valuable to the theolo^cal stu-

dent are the four parts devoted to the Bibles and Bible-works in the British Museum,
though the large number of entries makes it hard to consult these parts. Some help is

given by the 'tables of arrangement. A Subject Index for 1881-1905, ed. G. K. Fortescue,

4 vols., London, 1902-06, makes available a very considerable part of the late literature

upon all subjects. Next to this, if indeed not equally valuable so far as it is finished, is

the exhaustive work doing for the French National Library and for publications in French

what the work just named does for the British. This is the Catalogue giniral . . . de la

Bibliothkque Natianale, now in course of publication, Paris, 1897 sqq., of which volume xxiv.,

the last received, carries the list through "Catzius." The value of these two publications

will be more accurately estimated when it is recalled that the two institutions are stated

repositories for cop3rrighted books in the two countries respectively. An impor-

tant feature of the first volume of the French catalogue is a helpful account of pre-

vious catalogues of the French National Library. The English work is in folio,

the French in octavo. Perhaps the next best general work is that of J. C.

Brunet, Manuel du IQyraire, 3 vols., Paris, 1810, superseded by the 5th ed., 6 vols.,

1860-65, with Supplement, 2 vols., 1878-80. After these two works come in point of

usefulness what may be called the national catalogues, recording the books published in

Germany, France, Great Britain, Italy, and America. For Germany the work was begun
in the AUgemeines Burher^Leoncan, by W. Heinsius, reedited and enlarged by O. A. Schulz,

then by F. A. Schiller, covering the period 1700-1861 in 11 volumes, Leipsic, 1812-54, for
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the earlier period incomplete. This was continued by Hinrichs' BUcher-KataJog, cov-

ering the years 1851-65 in one volume (1875), and from that time to the present by the

Funfjdkriger BUcher-Katalog. Half-yearly volumes are published which are superseded in

course by the five-year volumes. These were accompanied by a Repertorium up to 1885,

which arranged the entries topically. From 1883 on the Repertorium was superseded by a

Sehlagwort-KcUalogj by Georg and L. Ost, Hanover, 1889-1904 (now complete down to

1902), serving as an index to the Hinrichs, and arranging the catch-words alphabetically.

For publications in French there is the Catalogue girUrcd de la librairie frangaise, cover-

ing the period 1840-99, 15 vols., Paris, 1867-1904, begun by O. Lorenz and continued by

D. Jordell, with a Table des maiiires or index published at irregular intervals, but exceed-

in^y full and usable. The Table syatimatique de la bibliographie de la France is an annual

list of copyrighted books classified according to subjects, published in Paris.

For British publications the London Caialogu^, London, 1846, now very hard to obtain,

carries the list of books from 1800 to 1846 with Index to the same. This was continued by

the English Catalogue,now complete down to 1905, 7 vols., London, 1864-1905. The three vol-

umes for 1890-1905 are arranged by authors and subjects in one alphabet. For the period

1837-89 there is an Index of Subjects, 4 vols., London, 1858-93. A Yearly Catalogue is issued,

which, like the French annuals and German semiannuals, is superseded by the volume cov-

ering a series of years.

For modem Italian works the authoritative source is the CaUdogo generate detla libreria

Italiana, 1847-99, compilato dal Prof, AttUio Pagliaini, 3 vols., Milan, 1901-05, a work

singularly complete for the period it covers.

For American publications the period 1820-71 is inadequately covered by the Biblio-

theca Americana, by O. A. Boorbach to 1861, and then by J. Kelly, a set of books rarely

on the market. The American Catalogue continues this to the end of 1905 in 6 vols,

folio, 2 vols. roy. 8vo, New York, 1880-1906. This was begun by F. Leypoldtand is con-

tinued by the Publishers^ Weekly, In this series a Yearly Catalogue is issued, superseded like

the other annuals by the larger volimie. The whole is being supplemented by Charles

Evans with the American Bibliography, a Chronological Dictionary of AU . . . Publications

. . . , 1639-1820, Of this magnificent work, vols, i.-iv. are issued, Chicago, 1903-07, bring-

ing the titles down to 1773.

For earlier books a valuable set of volmnes is L. Hain, Repertorium bibliographicum,

2 vols, in 4 parts and an Index, Stuttgart, 1826-91, giving a list of books printed from

the invention of printing to 1500. To this W. A. Copinger has added a Supplement in 2

vols., 3 parts, London, 1895-1902, and Dietrich Reichling, Appendices, in course of prepa-

ration and publication, containing corrections and additions, Munich, 1905 sqq.

Valuable as selected and classified lists of general literature, including theology, are

Sonnenschein's Best Books and Reader's Guide, London, 1891-95. The foregoing are all

in the field of general literature and are not specifically theological.

Of specifically Theological Bibliographies, ^ving lists of literature in the various depart-

ments of the science, the older ones have principally a historic value. Some of the best

are: J. G. Walch, Bibliotheca theologica sdecta, 4 vols., Jena, 1757-65, arranged topically

with an index of authors; G. B. Winer, Handbuch der theologischen Litteratur, 3d ed., 3 vols.,

Leipdc, 1837-42 (gives little literature in English) ; E. A. Zuchold, Bibliotheca theologica,

2 vols., Gottingen, 1864 (an alphabetical arrangement by authors of books in German issued

1830-62) ; W. Orme, Bibliotheca theologica, London, 1824 (contains critical notes) . One of the

olderbooks, often referredto for its lists of editions of Scripture, is J. Le Long, Bibliotheca sacra,

2 vols., Paris, 1709, enlarged by A. G. Masch, 5 vols., Halle, 1778-90. T. H. Home added
to his Introduction a rich bibliography of the works issued before and in his time (also printed
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separately), London, 1839, which, however, is not found in editions otthe Inirodiictum later

than that of 1846. An excellent work is that by James Darling, CycZopcBdia Btblioffraphica

;

a Library Manual of Theological and General Literature, London, 1854, with supplementary

volume, 1859, particularly useful as giving the contents of series and even of volimies. Amodem
production, noting only works in English, is J. F. Hurst, LUeraJbwre of Theology, New York,

1896, fairly complete up to its date, arranged according to the divisions in Theology and in

convenient smaller rubrics, with very full indexes. Unfortimately, it needs supplementing

by the literature subsequent to 1895. It is to be hoped that the publishers will see their

way to add a supplement, containing the later literature. For Roman Catholic theology

consult D. Gla, Syatematisch geordnetes Repertorium der katholischrtheologischen LUteraiurj

Paderbom, 1894. W. T. Lowndes, Bibliographer's Manual, 4 vols., London, 1834, new
edition by Henry G. Bohn, 1857-64, while not exclusively theological, deals largely with

curious theolo^cal books and is useful for the annotations.

Among the most useful guides to theological literature are the works on Introduction

to Theology or on Theological Encyclopedia and Methodology, most of which give classified

lists of literature. Schleiermacher's Kiarze DarsteUung dea iheologiachen Studiums, Berlin,

1811, 1830, was followed by K. R. Hagenbach, Encyklopddie und Methodologie, Leipsic, 1833,

revised by M. Reischle, 1889. This last, though not in its latest form, was practically repro-

duced by G. R. Crooks and J. F. Hurst, New York, 1884, rev. ed., 1894, with copious lists

of literature, English and American, added. Better even than this is A. Cave, Introduction

to Theology, 2d ed., Edinbiu^, 1896, in which the lists of literature are especially valuable,

though the lapse of a decade since the publication makes a new edition desirable. Of very

high value for its citation of literature, including Continental, English, and American, is

L. Emery, Introduction d Vitude de la Oi^ohgie protestante, Paris, 1904.

In the way of Biblical and Theological Dictionaries and Encyclopedias the past

decade has witnessed great progress. The two great Bible Dictionaries, superseding

for English readers all others, are A Dictionary of the Bible, by J. Hastings and J. A.

Selbie, 4 vols, and extra volimie, Edinburgh and New York, 1898-1904 (comprehensive

and fully up to date in the Old Testament subjects, but conservative and often timid

in dealing with the New Testament), and Encyclopcedia Biblica, by T. K. Cheyne and

J. S. Black, 4 vols., London and New York, 1899-1903 (also comprehensive, much
more "advanced'' in the Old Testament and admitting representation to the "Dutch
School " in the New Testament parts, but handicapped by the Jerahmeel theory of Prof.

Cheyne). F. Vigouroux, Dictionnaire de la Bible, Paris, 1891 sqq., still in course of pub-

lication, has reached "Palestine" with part xxix., and is an excellent specimen of the

conservative type of French Biblical scholarship.

In Christian Archeology the work of W. Smith and S. Cheetham, Dictionary of Chris-

tian Antiquities, 2 vols., London, 1875-80, is still valuable, and there is no later work in

English to take its place. Of high value is F. X. Kraus, ReaJrEncyklopddie der christlichen

AtterthUmer, 2 vols., Freiburg, 1881-86. The best work, which must supersede all others

because of its extraordinary completeness and fulness, but which has been only recently begun

and must take many years to complete under its present plan, is F. Cabrol, Dictionnaire

d'arch^ologiechritienneetde litwrgie, Paris, 1903 sqq. (parts i.-xiLareout, and bring the reader

down to "Baptfeme'O- In & different field, and worthy of high praise, is W. Smith

and H. Wace, Dictionary of Christian Biography, Literature, Sects, and Doctrines, 4 vols.,

Londoa 1877-87, representing the best English scholarship of its day, and, from the

nature of its contents, not easily to be superseded. A help to this, particularly in the matter

of early Christian writers, is W. Smith, Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography and Myth-

ology, 3 vols., new edition, London, 1890.
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In the general field of Historical and Doctrinal Theology must be men-

tioned on the Roman Catholic side the Kircherdexikon of Wetzer and Welte, 2d

ed., b^un by Cardinal Hergenr5ther, continued by F. Eaulen, 12 vols, and Register,

Freiburg, 1880-1903. This work must be commended for its accurate scholarship, its ad-

mirable regard for proportion, and for the large range of subjects it treats with fairness

and with only a suspicion of a tendency toward ultramontanism. Briefer is the Handlexi-

ken der kcUholischen Theologie, begun by J. Schafler (continued by J. Sax), 4 vols., Regens-

burg, 1880-1900. The new Kirchlichea Handlexikon of M. Buchberger, Munich, 1904-06

(in progress), is not particularly valuable. The evangdical side of German scholarship is

represented by the great work of J. J. Herzog, Realencyklopddie fur protestantiache Theologie

und Kirche, 3d ed., revised under A. Hauck, Leipsic, 1896 sqq., 18 vols, issued to date.

This is the great storehouse of German Protestant theology and the basis of the present

work. The most ambitious work of American scholarship is J. McClintock and J. Strong,

Cydopcedia of Biblical, Theological, and Ecclesiastical Literature, 10 vols., New York, 1867-

1881, with two supplementary volumes, 1884-86 (claims to have over 50,000 titles; necessarily

it is now in need of revision). Other works, each having its distinctive field, are: W. F.

Hook, A Church Dictionary, 8th ed., London, 1859, reprinted Philadelphia, 1864; J. Eadie,

The Ecclesiastical Cyclopedia, ib., 1861 ; J. H. Blunt, Dictionary of Doctrinal and Historical

Theology, 2d ed., ib., 1872; idem, Dictionary of Sects, Heresies, and Schools of ThougfU, ib.,

1891 (both of considerable worth, representing ''High Anglicanism''); W. E. Addis and

T. Arnold, A Catholic Dictionary, London and New York, 6th ed., 1903; J. Hamburger,

RedrEncyUopadie des Judenthums, 3 vols., 3d ed., Leipsic, 1891-1901 (deals with both

Biblical and Talmudic subjects; "by a Jew for Jews"); The Jewish Encyclopedia, published

under the direction of an editorial board of which I. K. Funk was chairman and Isidore

Singer managing editor, 12 vols.. New York, 1901-06; F. Lichtenberger, EncydopHie des

sciences rdigieuses, 13 vols., Paris, 1877-82 (for French Protestants). T. P. Hughes, Dio-

tumary of Islam, London, 1885, is the only encyclopedic work on the subject, but

defective and imreliable. In Hymnology there are: H. A. Daniel, Thesaurus hymnologicus,

i. Latin h3rmns, ii. Latin sequences, iii. Greek hymns, iv.-v. supplement to vols, i.-ii., Leip-

sic, 1841-55 (a storehouse of material often inaccessible elsewhere, but ill digested, inac-

curate, and perplexing to consult) ; E. E. Koch, Oeschichte des Kirchenliedes und Kirchenr

gesangs der diristlidien . . . Kirche, 3d ed., partly posthumous, 8 vols, and index, 1866-77

(the greatest collection of biographies of hymnists, unfortunately not reliable) ; the one Eng-

lidi cyclopedic work in hymnology is J. Julian, Dictionary of Hymnology, London and New
York, 1907. A work of immense erudition and alone in its field, which comprehends much
that is theological, is J. M. Baldwin, Dictionary of Philosophy and Psychology, 3 vols.. New
York, 1901-06 (vol. iii. in 2 parts is devoted to the bibliography of the subject, duly classified).

While most of the Biblical Helps are noted under the appropriate titles in the teict,

the following are worthy of special mention here. For the Old Testament all the books

except Exodus to Deuteronomy were published in handy foim in the Hebrew by G. Baer

and F. Delitzsch, Leipsic, 1869-95 (the text, though critical, does not concern itself with

readings from the versions); the best ed. so far of the complete Hebrew text is C. D.

Ginsburg's Hdfrew Bible, 2 vols., London, 1894; the text alone was reprinted in 1906

(the Introduction to the HArew Bible by Ginsburg, London, 1897, is the one indis-

pensable handbook to the text); yet a very excellent Biblia Hebraica has been

published by R. Kittel with the assistance of Professors G. Beer, F. Buhl, G. Dal-

man, S. R. Driver, M. L5hr, W. Nowack, J. W. Rothstein, and V. Ryssel, in 2 parts,

leipsic, 1905-06, obtainable also in smaller sections. The new series entitled The Sacred

Books of the Old Testament, ed. Paul Haupt, now in course of publication, Leipsic, London,
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and Baltimore, 1894 sqq.| and known generally as the ''Rainbow Bible" and less widely

as the " Polychrome Bible/' sets forth the composite origin of the books and indicates the

separate documents by printing the text on backgrounds of different tints (the critical

objection to the series is that as each book is not directly the result of a consensus of scholar-

ship, the effect in each case is the pronouncement of a single scholar and consequent in-

decisiveness in the verdict). The lexicons which are most worthy of confidence are: W.

Gesenius, Thesaurus phUologicus criticua livguoR HebrcBcs, 3 vols., Leipsic, 1826-53 (indispen-

sable for the thorough student) ; idem, Hdfraisches und Aramdisches Handu)drterbuch, 14tli

ed. by F. Buhl, ib., 1905; and (best for the English student) F. Brown, C. A. Briggs,

and S. R. Driver, HArew and English Lexicon of the Old Testament, Oxford and Boston,

1906. Besides the old Concordance of J. Flirst, Leipsic, 1848, there is now avail-

able S. Mandelkem, Vderis Testamenti concordantias Hebraice et ChaMaice, ib., 1896,

which unfortunately is badly done, the errors being very niunerous. The best gram-

mar is W. Gesenius, Hebrdische OramnuUik, 27th ed. by Kautzsch, 1902, Eng. transl.

of 25th ed. adjusted to the 26th Germ. ed. by G. W. Collins, London, 1898, along with which

should be used S. R. Driver, Treatise on the Use of the Tenses in Hebrew, London, 1892. Re-

lated to Old Testament study is M. Jastrow, Dictionary of the Targumim, Babli and Yerur

shalmi, and the Midrashic lAteraJture, 2 vols., London and New York, 1903. For the Greek

of the Old Testament there is sadly needed a new lexicon. The only one of moment is J. F.

ScUeusner,Lexicitn interprets G^ojcM FetemTcstome^ . . . ,2 vols., Leipsic, 1784-86. The

Concordantias GrosccB versionis, by A. Tronmi, 2 vols., Amsterdam, 1718, ought not to be dis-

carded, even by those who possess E. Hatch and H. A. Redpath, A Concordance to the Sejh

tuagird, Oxford, 1892-1900, 2d ed., 2 vols, and supplement, 1906, the omissions in which

make still necessary recourse to the older work.

For New Testament texts the student will naturally turn either to the Ediiio octava

critica major of Tischendorf, 2 vols., Leipsic, 1869-72, with Prolegomena by C. R. Gregory,

3 vols., ib., 1884-94 (containing the most complete collection of the variant readings with

description of the sources from which they are derived) ; to the edition by B. F. Westcott

and F. J. A. Hort, 2d ed., Cambridge, 1890; to R. F. Weymouth's Resultant Greek Testa-

ment, London, 1892; to E. Nestle's Novum Testamentum Grosce, 3d ed., Stuttgart, 1901; or

to O. vonGebhardt's ed., combining the readings of Tischendorf, Tregelles, and Westcott and

Hort, 16th ed., Leipsic, 1900. Of lexicons the best for general purposes is J. H. Thayer,

Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament, New York, 1895; but notice must be taken of

H. Cremer, Biblisch-theologisches Wdrterbuch, 9th ed., Gotha, 1902, Eng. transl. of 2d ed.,

Edinburgh, 1886, with supplement (a work that aims to bring out especially the the-

olo^cal, philosophical, and psychological elements of the New Testament vocabulary, and

is not a general lexicon). A choice is given in concordances between C. H. Bruder, Con-

cordarduB . . . Novi Testamenti, 5th ed., Gottingen, 1900, and W. F. Moulton and A. S.

Geden, Concordance to the Oreek Testament, Edinburgh and New York, 1897 (good for

Westcott and Hort's text). For the English Bible the two concordances of value now are

R. Young, Analytical Concordance to the Bible, 7th ed., Edinburgh and New York, 1899;

and J. Strong, Exhaustive Concordance to the Bible, New York, 1896. The best granunar of

the New Testament is F. Blass, Grammatik des neiUestamentlichen Griechisch, Gottingen,

1902, Eng. transl. of 2d ed., London, 1905, along with which should be used E. D.

Burton, Syntax of Moods and Tenses in New Testament Greek, Chicago, 1901 (the best work

on the subject). Of H. J. Moulton's Grammar of New Testament Greek, only vol. i.,

Prolegomena, is published, Edinburgh, 1906. General Semitic and Oriental philology ifl

treated in separate volumes on the individual languages in the Porta linguarum orim-

taiium, ed. J. H. Petermann, H. L. Strack, and others, Berlin, 1884 sqq.
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As a directory upon the geography of Palestine the following works represent the choi-

cest: the latest and the standard bibliography of Palestine is R. Rohricht, Chronologic

sckes Verzeichni88 der auf die Geographie des heiligen Landea bezilglichen LiUeratur von SSS

bis 1878, Berlin, 1890. Earlier but still useful is T. Tobler, Bibliographia geographica

PalestinoB, Leipmc, 1867. On the topography there is nothing in English, perhaps nothing

in any other tongue, superior in its way to G. A. Smith, Historical Oeography of

the Holy Land, 7th ed., London, 1897. Alongside this should be put E. Robinson's Bib-

lical Researches in PcUestine, 3 vols., London and Boston, 1841, and in Genu, transl. at

Halle the same year, and Later Biblical Researches, 1856 (a second ed., including both

works in 3 vols., was published, Boston, 1868, but omits some things in the first edi-

tion which are sadly missed). In spite of its age this book is still useful. The Palestine

Text Society of London has since 1887 been engaged in republishing the ancient itineraries

and descriptions relating to Palestine, thus making available to the student material other-

wise obtainable only by painful research. Special notice is deserved by the monographs

published by the Palestine Exploration Fund of London, including the massive Memoirs,

An epoch-making work was W. M. Thomson's The Land and the Book, 3 vols., New York,

1886 (perhaps the most popular book ever written on the subject). An old classic, by
no means superseded, is H. Reland, PalcBstina ex monuments iUustraia, Utrecht 1714.

On the antiquities of Israel two works with nearly the same title, Hdjrdische Archdologie,

were issued in the same place and year, Freiburg, 1894, the one by I. Benzinger, in 1 vol.

(new ed., Tubings, 1907), the other by W. Nowack, in 2 vols.

In the department of Church History the sources available to the student are

growing exceedingly abundant. For a survey of early Christian literature the most

detailed work is that of A. Hamack, Oeschichie der allchristlichen LiUeratur bis Eusebius,

2 vols, in 3 parts, Leipsic, 1893-1904 (a book of reference). A handbook of great value

is G. Eriiger, Oeschichie der altchrisUichen Litteratur in den drei ersten Jahrhunderten, Frei-

burg, 1895, 2d ed., 1898, Eng. transl.. NewYork, 1897 (a model of compression and succinct-

ness, including short lives of the writers and good lists of literature). C. T. Cruttwell, LUr

erary History of Early Christianity, 2 vols., London, 1893, is also a work of merit. A
massive work, doing for the Byzantine and later writers of the Greek Church what Hamack
docs for the early period, is K. Krumbacher, Byzantinische Litteraturgeschichte, 527-1453,

Munich, 1897. As a guide to the use of medieval literature, and as a help to the

sources and an indicator of all that is best in those sources in modem works, there is no book

which can be compared with A. Potthast, Bibliotheca historica medii csvi, Berlin, 1896, quoted

in this work as Potthast, Wegtoeiser. No student of ecclesiastical history can afford to

be without this most complete guide to the MSS. and the editions of the sources of

knowledge of the lives of the saints, notables, and writers down to 1500 a.d.

As a source for original investigation in Patristics, as well as in medieval theological

writings, there is nothing so handy (because of its comprehensiveness) as the collec-

tion made under the direction of the Abb6 Migne, Patrologice cursus completus, Series

Latina, 221 vols., Paris, 1844^64; Series Grasca, 162 vols., ib., 1857-66 (a set of works

rarely on the market, costing about $1,200, but possessed by the principal general and theo-

lo^cal libraries in the country; the drawback is that the text is often not critical and

is very badly printed). Subsidiary to the use of Migne the following works are often

quoted: J. A. Fabricius, Bibliotheca Orceca, 14 vols., Hamburg, 1705-28, new ed., by G. C.

Haries, 12 vols., 1790-1811, incomplete (quoted as Fabricius-Harles), which is a biblio-

graphical and biographical directory to early patristic writings, and contains textual matter

of great importance; J. S. Assemani, Bibliotheca orientalis Clementino-Vaticana, 3 vols.,

Rome, 1719-28 (a collection of Syriac, Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Hebrew, Samaritan, Ar-
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menian, Ethiopic, Egyptian, and other documents, with critical matter relating to them)

;

]6. Mart^ne and N. Durand, VeUrum acriptorum et monumentorum . . . coUectio, 9 vols.,

Paris, 1724-33; A. Gallandi,. Bibliotheca veterum patrum antiqiujrumque scriptorum ecclesv-

aaticarum, 14 vols., Venice, 1765-81 (contains some works otherwise difficult of access. An
index of contents to Gallandi is to be found in J. G. Dowling, NotUicB scriptorum aanctorvm

patrum, pp. 192-209, Oxford, 1839). A work of great usefulness is R. Ceillier, Histovre

gintrale dea auteurs sacris et eccUsiastiques, new ed., 14 vols, in 15 and Table gintrale des
matikres, 2 vols., Paris, 1858-69. Noteworthy are the excellent and handy Corpus scrij>'

torum ecclesiasticorum Latinorum, Vienna, 1867 sqq., appearing in parts and not in regular

order (vol. xxxxvii. appeared 1906), and Patrum apostolicorum opera, ed. O. von Gebhardt,
A. Hamack, and T. Zahn, 4 vols., Leipsic, 1876-78, the same, 5th ed. minor, 1905; and J. B.
lightfoot. Apostolic Fathers, 4 vols., London, 1877-89 (a work which will stand as one of
the monuments of English scholarship, rich in ori^nal investigation, and with excursuses

of the first rank in value and brilliancy). All these are supplemented in the case of new
discoveries or by new treatment of works already in hand in the Texte und Untersuchungen

zur Oeschichte der altchristlichen Litteratur, ed. O. von Gebhardt and A. Hamack, 1st series,

15 vols., 2d series in progress (14 vols, issued), Berlin, 1883 sqq., and by the English Texts
and Studies, ed. J. A. Robinson, 7 vols., Cambridge, 1891-1906. For the English student
there are available the Library of the Fathers, ed. E. B. Pusey, J. Keble, and J. H. Newman,
40 vols., Oxford, 1839 sqq. ; and the Ante-Nicene, and Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, best
and handiest in the Am. ed., published as follows: Ante-Nicene Fathers, ed. A. Cleveland

Coxe, 9 vols, and Index, Buffalo, 1887 (Index volimie contains a valuable bibliography of

patristics); Select Library of the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, 1st series, ed. P. Scha£F,

14 vols.. New York, 1887-92, 2d series, ed. P. Schafif and H. Wace, 14 vols.. New York,
1890-1900. The first series includes 8 vols, of Augustine's works (by far the best collection

yet published in English) and 6 of Chrysostom's; the 2d series includes the church histories

of Eusebius, Socrates, Sozomen, and Theodoret, and selected works of Gregory of Ny^sa,

Basil, Jerome, Gennadius, and others. Not to be left out of account is the ReHguioe sacriB

of M. J. Routh, 2d ed., 5 vols., Oxford, 1846-48, a collection of patristic and other frag-

ments still of value and constantly employed and referred to.

Among collections of Sources the first place is easily held by the masdve Monumenia
OermanicB historica, still in course of publication, of which over 60 volimies are already issued

in folio and quarto, Hanover and Berlin. This series originated in the Oesellschaft fur die

dltere deutsche Oeschichtskunde in Frankfort, 1819. The work was put into the hands of

Dr. G. H. Pertz, to whom the great comprehensiveness of the series and its consequent value

is largely due. Dr. Pertz was editor and did much of the work till in 1875 it passed into

the hands of Prof. G. Waitz, at whose death in 1886 Prof. W. Wattenbach took charge,

and in 1888 Prof. E. Diunmler. Most of the German experts in the branches which the

collected documents represent have collaborated. There are five sections, Scriptores, Leges,

DipUmuxJta, Epistolos, Antiquitates, and many subsections. The documents in this royal

series concern Christendom at large and not, as the title suggests, the German empire alone.

There is a volmne of Indices by O. Holder-Egger and K. Zeumer, Berlin, 1890, covering the

volimies issued up to that time, and the table of contents is carried five years farther along

in the work of Potthast mentioned above.

Other collections of value to the historical student are: the Bibliotheca rerum Oermanir

earum, ed. P. JsS6, 6 vols., Berlin, 1864^73; M. Bouquet, Rerum OaUicarum et Francicarum

scriptores. Recueil des historiens des Oavies etdela France, 23 vols., Paris, 1738-1876 (begun

by the Benedictines of St. Maur and continued by the Academy. A new ed. was published

under L. DeMe, 1869-94. The record is carried down to 1328 a.d.) ; L. A. Muratori, Rerum
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Italioarum scriptorea, 25 vols, in 28, Milan, 1723-51 (covers the period 500-1500 a.d.; an

elaborate new ed. under the direction of Giosud Carducci and Vittorio Fiorini is being pub-

Wdied by S. Lapi at Cittli di Castello, 1900 sqq.) ; Corpus acriptorum kUtoricB Byzantinoe, ed.

Niebuhr, Bekker, and others, 49 vols., Bonn, 1828-78 (not so good in workmanship as is

usual with German issues; a new ed. is in course of publication in 50 vols, at Bonn). In

connection with this series of Byzantine historians should be noticed E. A. Sophocles, Greek-

English DicUonary, Memorial edition, New York, 1887 (good for the Greek of the Roman
and Byzantine periods). Recueil des historiens des croiscuies, 13 vols., Paris, 1841-85 (pub-

lished under the care of the French Academy), is necessary for the study of the kingdoms

of Jerusalem, Cyprus, and Armenia. The Corpus Reformatorum, begun at Halle, 1834, with

the works of Melanchthon in 28 vols.; continued with Calvin's in 59; and now presenting

those of Zwingli, is the indispensable source for the student of those writers. Of some

value to the student, more particularly to the archeologist, are: Corpus inscriptionum LaJti-

varum, Berlin, 1863 sqq., and Corpus inscriptionum GnBcarum, Berlin, 1825 sqq. A mag-

nificent series is in progress in the Corpus inscriptionum Semiticarum, Paris, 1881 sqq.

For those who have not access to large libraries a number of selections from

historical documents have been printed. For church history to the time of Con-

stantine, cf. H. M. Gwatkin, Selection from Early Writers, London and New York,

1893; for the medieval and modem periods one of the best is E. Reich, Select

Documents Illustrating Mediceval and Modem History, London, 1905, with which may
be compared the smaller collection by S. Mathews, Select Medioeval Documents, 754.-1264.

A.D., Boston, 1892 (both give the selections in the original languages). For stu-

dents of the medieval period O. J. Thatcher and E. H. McNeal have translated many impor-

tant documents in A Source Book for Mediaeval History, New York, 1905. Other works of

this character are E. F. Henderson, Sdect Documents of the Middle Ages, London, 1892;

D. C. Munro and G. C. Sellery, Medieval Civilization, New York, 1904 (consists of transla-

tions or condensations from European writers on important topics) ; J. H. Robinson, Bead-

ings in European History, 2 vols., Boston, 1904-06 (containing translations, condensations,

and adaptations of selections, ranging from Seneca to J. A. Hobson, useful for illustration

of European and American history, sacred and secular). The reader of German will receive

efficient help in such publications as M. Schilling, Quellenbuch tur Oeschichte der Neuzdt,

2d ed., Berlin, 1890; K. Noack, Kirchengeschichaiches Lesdmch, 2d ed., Berlin 1890; D. A.

Ludwig, Qy£Uenbuch zur Kirdiengeschichte, Davos, 1891 ; P. Mehlhom, Aus den Quellen der

Kirchengeschichte, Berlin, 1894; C. Mirbt, QiLeUen zur Oeschichte des Papsttums, 2d ed.,

Tubingen, 1901; H. Rinnand J. Jiingst, KirchengeschichtUches Z^eimcA, Tubingen, 1905.

To English Ecclesiastical Sources an excellent guide is C. Gross, Sources and Literature

of English History to i486, London, 1900. First among the collections of sources is

to be mentioned A. W. Haddan and W. Stubbs, Councils and Ecclesiastical Documents

rdating to Great Britain and Ireland, 3 vols. (vol. ii. in 2 parts), London, 1869-78

(covering the period 200-870 a.d.; a storehouse of original documents, unfor-

tunately left incomplete through the death of Haddan). Of high value are David Wil-

Uds, Concilia Magncs Britannice . . . 44^-1717, 4 vols., London, 1737; Monumenta his-

(oriea Britannica. Materials for the History of Britain . . . tothe End of the Reign of Henry

Vn. Notes by H. Petrie and J. Sharpe, Introduction by T. D. Hardy, vol. i. folio, London,

1848 (no more published; issued under the direction of the Record Commission); J. A.

GSes, Pabres ecdesia Anglicani ad annum ISOO, 36 vols., Oxford, 1838-43 (the work not

well done, but still useful). For the reader of English alone a large number of select sources

MB given in H. Gee and W. J. Hardy, Documents Illustrative of English Church History,

London, 1896 (covers the period 314-1700). Known by the searcher after original sources
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as of the highest value are the publications of a number of societies. Belonging in this

class, though not under the care of any society, are Rerum Britannicarum medii cm acrip'

tores, published under the Directum of the Master of the Bolls, London, 1858-91 (known as

the Bolls Series. One of the most important of this series is No. 26, T. D. Hard3r's De-
scriptive Catalogue of Materials Bdating to the History of Great Britain and Ireland . . . to

the End of the Beign of Henry VII., 3 vols, in 4, 1862-71). The Henry Bradshaw Society

of London began in 1891 to publish monastic and other documents; the Camden Society

exists for the purpose of publishing documents illustrative of English history (London,

1838 to date), many of which are of ecclesiastical interest; the Surtees Society of Durham,
founded 1834, has issued over 100 volumes, many of which make available sources of the
first rank.

In the field of Biography a nimiber of works should be known to students. A monu-
mental work begun by J. S. Ersch and J. G. Gruber, continued by A. Leskien, is AUgemeine

Encyklopddie der Wissenschaften und Kunste in alphabetischer Folge, Leipsic, 1818-89 and still

receiving additions. Already 100 volumes and more have been issued, and it is to be contin-

ued from time to time. The biographical interest is so pronounced in this production that it

takes a front rank in this class of works. The biographical interest is also predominant in

another work to which very frequent reference is made, L. S. Le Nain de Tillemont, MSmoires

pour servir h Phistoire eccUsiastique des six premiers si^cles, 2d ed., 16 vols., Paris, 1701-12,

parts of it in an English translation by T. Deacon, 2 vols., London, 1721, 1733-35. J. P. Nice-

ron, M&moires pour servir h Phistoire des hommes iUustris dans la republique des lettres, 43 vols.,

Paris, 1729-45, is a work of reference often used; mention is due also to the Biographic univer-

selle, andenne et modeme, 45 vols., Paris, 1843 sqq., and Nouvelle biographic universeUe

of J. C. F. Hoefer, 46 vols., Paris, 1852-56, both serviceable and sometimes the only avail-

able works. Of national biographical works, for Germany there is the AUgemeine deutsche

Biographic, 50 vols., Leipsic, 1875-1905 (still in progress; it is under the auspices of the

Historical Commission of the Royal Bavarian Academy of Sciences) ; for France, the His-

toire littiraire de la France begun by the Benedictines of St. Maur, 12 vols., Paris, 1733-63,

and continued by members of the Academy of Inscriptions and Belles-lettres to vol. xxxii.,

1898 (a new edition is in progress, completed as far as vol. xvi.); for Protestant France

may be consulted E. and ^. Haag, La France protestante, 7 vols., Paris, 1846-59, 2d ed.,

enlarged by H. L. Bordier, vols, i.-vi., 1887-89; also belonpng here is A. C. A. Agnew,

Protestant Exiles from France, 2 vols., Edinburgh, 1886 (printed for private circulation only).

The one work of note for Holland is A. J. Van der Aa, Biographisch Woordenboek van der

Nederlanden, Haarlem, 1852 sqq. For England there is the noble Dictionary of National

Biography, edited by Leslie Stephen and Sidney Lee, 63 vols., and 3 supplement vols., with

one of errata, London and New York, 1885-1904 (contains much of interest to Americans,

especially on the founders and notables of colonial times; a cheaper ed. is promised) ; F.

Boase, Modem English Biography of Persons who have died since . . . 1850, 3 vols., Truro,

1892-1901; and J. Gillow, Bibliographical Dictionary of English Catholics, 1534-1885, 5

vols., London and New York, n.d. (the lists of works by the subjects of the entries are an

exceedingly valuable feature, being very complete). The Danes have also a biographical

dictionary like those mentioned, Dansk biografisk lexikon, tillige omfaJlende Norge for tidsrunv-

met, 15S7''18U. Udgivet af C. F. Briska, Copenhagen, 1887 sqq.

There is still needed an adequate work on American Biography which shall correspond

to the English Dictionary of National Biography cited above. There are available the Na-

tional Cyclopcedia of American Biography, 13 vols.. New York, 1892-1906 (the alphabetical

order is abandoned and no consistent substitute adopted; an elaborate index volume

appeared in 1906) ; and Appleton's CydopcBdia of American Biography by James Grant Wil-
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son and John Fiske, rev. ed., 6 vols., ib., 1898-99 (the revision consists mainly of a sup-

plement).

As a propsedeutic to the study of General Church History an indispensable

work is E. Schiirer, Creschichte des judischen VoJkea im ZeUaUer Jesu Christij 3d ed., 3 vols,

and Index, Leipsic, 1898-1901, Eng. transl. of 2d ed., 5 vols., New York, 1891. Of works

on general Church History there is a wide range of choice. A. Neander, History of the Chris-

tian Religion and Church, 11th Am. ed., 5 vols., Boston, 1872 (coming down to 1517

A.D.), and Index volume, 1881, is the most philosophical work on the subject yet published,

superseded in parts by the discoveries made since it was written, but as a whole by no means

obsolete; with this should go J. K. L. Gieseler, whose Ecclesiastical History in the Germanwas

in 5 vols., Darmstadt, 1824-25, Eng. transl. begun by S. Davidson and others, 5 vols., Edin-

burgh, 1848-56, edited and translation carried further by H. B. Smith, translation com-

pleted by Miss Mary A. Robinson, 5 vols.. New York, 1857-81 (especially valuable for its

citation of original documents) ; and J. H. Kurtz, a translation of which from the 9th Ger-

man edition by J. Macpherson appeared in London, 1888-89 (condensed in form and very

usable; new ed, of the German by N. Bonwetsch and P. Tschackert, 2 vols., Leipsic, 1906).

P. Schaff, History of the Christian Church, 7 vols.. New York, 1882-92, coming down through

the Reformation, but omitting vol. v. on the scholastic period, is perhaps the most readable.

A very compact work is W. Moeller, History of the Christian Church, 3 vols., London, 1892-

1900 (comes down to 1648; the 2d ed. of the German original by H. von Schubert, Tubingen,

1902). J. F. Hurst, History of the Christian Church, 2 vols.. New York, 1897-1900, is also

compact; it is conservative in treatment of its subject. A. H. Newman, Manual of Church

History, 2 vols., Philadelphia, 1900-03, is, like Hurst, compact but less conservative in tone.

The reader in Church History will find three works constantly referred to; viz., J. Bingham,

Origines ecdesiasticce, or the Antiquities of the Christian Church, 10 vols., London, 1708-22,

often reprinted, imfortunately not seldom in abbreviated form (recognized by scholars as a

work of "profound learning and unprejudiced inquiry" and remaining one of the standards

m this department; best ed. in 8 vols, of his complete works in 10 vols., by R. Bingham,

Jim., Oxford, 1855) ; A. J. Binterim, Die vorzHglichsten Denkwurdigkeiten der christ^kaiholischen

Kirche, 2d ed., 7 vols., Mainz, 1837-41 (a treasury of important notes on " things worthy

of remembrance"); and J. C. W. Augusti, Denkumrdigkeiten avs der chrisUichen Archdologie,

12 vols., Leipsic, 1817-31. Out of the number of works on the History of Dogma the one

likely to be most useful, though by no means the most philosophical, is A. Hamack, Lehr-

buck der Dogmengeschichte, 3d ed., 3 vols., Freiburg, 1894r-97, Eng. transl., 7 vols., London,

1894-99, and Boston, 1895-1900. A work of the first rank frequently referred to for the

history of Ihirope till the fall of Constantinople is E. Gibbon, History of the Decline and Fall

of the Raman Empire, best edition by J. B. Bury, 7 vols., London, 1896-1900 (Gibbon is

said to be the only student who worked over thoroughly the Byzantine Histories; formerly

regarded as an opponent of Christianity, many of his positions are now taken by church

bistorians).

For the Church History of Germany three works with the same title, Kirdiengeschichte

DeutscUands, are of supereminent worth and are generally used as works of reference: A.

Hauck, vol. i., 4th ed., Leipsic, 1904, vol. ii., 2d ed., 1900, vol. iii., 3d ed., 1906, vol. iv., 2d
ed., 1903 (contains rich bibliography); F. W. Rettberg, 2 vols., G5ttingen, 1846-48 (espe-

cially good for origins) ; and J. Friedrich, 2 vols., Bamberg, 1867-69 (like Hauck, good in

lustory of the dioceses). A handy help to the early sources of German Church History is

W. Wattenbach, DetUschlands OesdiichtsqueUen . . . bis zum Mittd des 13. Jahrhunderts,

5th ed, 2 vols., Berlin, 1885, 6th ed., 1893-94 (the changes are so great that both editions

&re frequently quoted side by side). A work of genius, learning, and attractiveness, but
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avowedly from a strong Roman Catholic standpoint, is Johannes Janssen's History of the

Oerman People at the Close of the Middle Ages, German original ed. L. Pastor, 14th to 16th
ed. completed in 8 vols., 1903, Eng. transl. by Miss MaryA. Mitchell and Miss AliceM. Christie,

London, 10 vols, having appeared up to 1907.

For the Church History of France a bibliography is furnished by A. Molinier, Les Sources

de rhistoire de France, 2 vols., Paris, 1901-02. Besides Bouquet, already mentioned, there are

available for early sources: F. Guizot, Collection des m&moires relatifs A Vhistoire de France,

31 vols., Paris, 1823-35; and GaUia Christiana, 16 vols., ib., 1715-1865. An important

work is J. N. JsLgdT,Histoire de Vtlglise ccUholique en France, 20 vols., ib., 1862-78. In Eng-
lish there are: W. H. Jervis, The Gallican Church, 2 vols., London, 1872; H. M. Baird, Rise

of the Huguenots, 2 vols.. New York, 1883; idem. The Huguenots and Henry of Navarre, 2
vols, ib., 1886-87; idem. The Huguenots and the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, 2 vols.,

ib., 1895.

A fair survey of the course of the Church in England is obtained by combining W.
Bright, Chapters in Early English Church History, Oxford, 1906, with the series edited by
W. R. W. Stephens and W. Hunt, 7 vols., London, 1899-1906, as follows: W. Hunt, T?ie

English Church 597-1066 (1899) ; W. R. W. Stephens, The English Church 1066''lf^2 (1901)

;

W. W. Capes, The English Church in the 14ih and 15th Centuries (1900); J. Gairdner, The
English Church in the 16th Century (1903); W. H. Frere, The English Church in the Reigns

of Elizabeth and James L (1904); W. H. Hutton, The English Church from the Acces-

sion of Charles I. to the Death of Anne (1903); J. H. Overton and B. Felton, The Church of

England 17U-1800 (1906).

For the Church History of Ireland and Scotland the following are valuable: J. Colgan,

Adba sanctorum veteris et majoris Scotia sen HibemioB sanctorum insulcB . . . , 2 vols., Louvain,
1645-47; H. M. Luckock, The Church in Scotland, London, 1893; J. Lanigan, An Ecdesias-

tical History of Ireland . . . to the ISth Century, 2d ed., 4 vols., Dublin, 1829 (a very
important and essential work) ; J. O'Hanlon, Lives of the Irish Saints,7 vols., Dublin, 1875-

1877; J. Healy, Insula sanctorum et doctorum, or Ireland's Ancient Schools and Scholars, Dub-
lin, 1890; and T. Olden, The Church of Ireland, London, 1892. Consult particularly the
list of literature under Celtic Church in Brttain and Ireland.

American Church History as a whole is treated in the American Church History Series,

13 vols.. New York, 1893-97, issued under the auspices of the American Society of Church
History. The principal denominations receive extended treatment by some of their own
specialists; for the minor denominations the provision made is only that given in vol. i.

by H. K. Carroll, Tf^ Religious Forces of the United States, new ed., 1896. It is in respect

to the minor sects that most difficulty is experienced in obtaining data. Another series of

a more popular character is Ttie Story of the Churches, New York, 1904 sqq.

For the history of the Papacy an indispensable work is C. Mirbt, Qv^ellen zur Oeschichle

des Papsttums, 2d ed., Tiibingen, 1901 (a guide to the history, giving citations from original

sources and a conspectus of the weightiest literature). The only work which covers nearly

the entire history of the popes is that of A. Bower, History of the Popes to 1758, 7 vols.,

London, 1748-61, toith InJtrodvxAion and CorUinuoMon by S. H, Cox, 3 vols., Philadelphia,

1847 (the latter is the ed. cited in this work; the character of the History is poor, as was

thatof the author). H. H. Milman, History of Latin Christianity, 9 vols.,new ed., London, 1883,

is excellent and brings the history down to 1455; for its period (590-795, 858-891) a worthy

work is R. C. Mann, Lives of the Popes in the Early Middle Ages, vol. i., 2 parts, London,

1902; vol. iii., 1906; of great value is L. Pastor, Oeschichte der Pdpste sett dem Ausgang

des Mittelalters, 4 vols., 4th ed., Freiburg, 1901-07, Eng. transl., 6 vols., London, 1891-1902

(a most industrious and honest work, based on research in the original archives, covers the
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period 1305-1534; vols, i., iii., and v. of the English conttdn bibliographies); the period

1378-1527 is covered by M. Creighton's History of the Papacy, 6 vols., London, 1897 (an

invaluable work); L. von Ranke, Ramische Papste, 9th ed., 3 vols., Leipsic, 1889, Eng.

transl., 3 vols., London, 1896, is indispensable for the period 1513-1847; the story is con-

cluded by F. Nielsen, Oeschichte des PapsUums im 19. Jakrhundert, 2d ed., Gotha, 1880, Eng.

transl., 2 vols.. New York, 1906. A work which parallels part of those mentioned is

F. Gregorovius, Oeschichte der Stadt Rom, 6-16 Jahrhundert, 8 vols., Stuttgart, 188&-96, 5th

ed., 1903 sqq., Eng. transl., from the 4th edition, 8 vols., London, 1901-02. The official

Catholic record, covering the early and middle period, is the Liber pontificalis, best ed. of

the whole work by L. Duchesne, containing text, introduction, and commentary, 2 vols.,

Paris, 1886-92, though the ed. by Mommsen, in MOH, Oestorum pontificum Romanorum
vd, i, 1898, is even better so far as it goes. The bulls and briefs of the popes are best con-

sulted in BvUarium, privUegiorum ac diplomatum Romanorum pontificum coUectio C. Cocque^

lines, 14 vols., Rome, 1733-48, supplemented by BuJlarium Benedicti XIV., 4 vols., ib.,

1754-58, and BvUarii Romani contirmaHo (Clement XIII.-Gregoiy XVI.) by A. Barberi and
A. Spetia, 19 vols., ib., 1835-57, the whole reedited by A. Tomassetti, 24 vols., Turin, 1857-72.

Consult also L. Pastor, Acta inedita ad historiam Pontificum Romanorum, vol. i., lS16-lIfiJ^^

Frriburg, 1904.

A number of collections and discussions of the Decrees and Proceedings of the Councils

has been made. Those most cited are P. Labbe and G. Cossart, Sacrosancta concilia, 17

vols, in 18, Paris, 1672; J. Harduin, ConcUiorum coUectio regia maxima, 12 vols., Paris,

1715; J. D. Mansi, Sacrorum concUiorum nova et amplissima coUectio, 31 vols., Venice, 1759-

1798 (of the older collections the one most cited) ; C. J. von Hefele, ConcUiengeschichle, 7 vols.,

Freiburg, 185&-74 (coming down to 1433; a 2d ed. was begun by the author and carried on
by Cardinal Hergenrother to 1536, 9 vols, in all, 1863-90; apparently vol. vii.of the 2d ed.

never appeared) ; the Eng. transl. of Hefele by W. R. Clark includes only vols, i.-iii. of the

Gemian, down to 787 a.d., 5 vols., 1883-96. Of all these Hefele is the most accessible

and now the oftenest cited.

On the subject of Honasticism all students are most deeply indebted to C. F. de T.

Montalembert, Lea Moines d'occident, 5 vols., Paris, 1860-67, authorized Eng. transl., 7

vols., London, 1861-79. For the history of religious orders the old standard, rich in erudi-

tion, is P. Helyot, Histoire des ordres monastiques, rdigieux et militaires et des congregations

skvlaires de Vun et de Vavire sexe, 8 vols., Paris, 1714-19; the best modem work is M. Heim-
bucher. Die Orden und Kongregationen der koAolischen Kirche, 2 vols., Paderbom, 1896-^7,
2d and enlarged ed., 3 vols., 1907, utilized from Vol. IV. on; the one work in English to

be cited, which, however, leaves much to be desired, is C. W. Currier, History of Religious

Orders, New York, 1896.

On the history of the separate Orders in the Roman Catholic Church the most
important are the following : for the Jesuits, A. and A. de Backer, Bibliothigue des

icrivains de la sociitS de J6sus, 7 vols., Li^ge, 1853-61, new ed. by C. Sommer-
vog^l, Paris, 1891 sqq.; the Histories societaJtis Jesu, by a number of hands, 6 parts

in 8 vols., Home, 1615-1759; J. A. M. Cr^tineau-Joly, Histoire rdigieuse, politique

d UtUraire de la compagnie de JSsus, 6 vols., Paris, 1844-46; for the Benedictines, J. Ma-
billon, Ada ordinis sancti Benedicti, 9 vols., Paris, 1668-1702, and his Annales ordinis

' . . Benedicti, 6 vols., Paris, 1703-39; for the Carmelites, J. B. de Lezana, Annales

9aeri prophetici et Eliani ordinis . . . de Monte Carmdo, 4 vols., Rome, 1651-66; for the

Dominicans, MonumenJta ordinis fratrum prcBdicatorum, in course of publication at Louvain
^iicel896 (the earlier works, now being superseded, are: A. Touron, Histoire des JurnimesiUus-

tres de SairiirDornxnique, 6 vols., Paris, 1743-49, and T. M. Mamachi, Annales ordinis
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prcBdicatorum, 5 vols., Rome, 1754) ; for the Cistercians, A. Maurique, Annaies cisterciennes,

4 vols., Lyons, 1642-59, and P. le Nain, Easai de Vardre de Citeaux, 9 vols., Paris, 1696-

1697; for the Franciscans, the Analecta Franciscana, 3 vols., Freiburg, 1885-97, and the An-
nalea fratrum mincrum, begun by L. Wadding, 8 vols., Lyons, 1625 sqq., continued by J. de

Luca and various hands at Naples and Rome, 26 vols., and covering the period 1208-1611.

Somewhat akin to the foregoing is the subject of Hagiology, in which two works

stand out as preeminent. The one is the Acta sanctorum of J. Bolland, the issue

of which was begun in 1643, continued till the dispersion of the Jesuits compelled

suspension of the work from 1794 (when vol. liii. was issued) till 1845. In all 63

vols, have been published, and a new ed. has appeared, Paris, 1863-94 (see Acta
Martyrum, Acta Sanctorum). This is supplemented by the Analecta BoUan-
dianay edited by a number of Jesuits, Paris and Brussels, 1882 sqq. (still in progress; it

includes documents unused or passed by in the Acta, newly discovered material,

variant accounts, notes on the old accounts, and description of manuscripts). The
other important work is the Acta sanctorum ordinis S. Benedicti of J. Mabillon and T.

Ruinart, 9 vols., Paris, 1668-1701, and Venice, 1733-40. Mention may be made of the

Acta sanctorum Bdgii of J. Ghesquiere and others, 6 vols., Brussels, 1783-94. J. Colgan's

work on Scottish and Irish saints is noted above (p. xviii.). The plan of arrange-

ment in these compilations is that of the Roman calendar, the substance is the lives

and legends concerning the saints, and the value of the material varies greatly. A very

large amount of the material is derived from contemporary sources and is therefore use-

ful when sifted by the critical processes.

In the comparatively new and certainly interesting region of the Comparison and His-

tory of Religions the series of first importance, making available to readers of English many
of the Bibles and Commentaries of the great religions, is that of the Sacred Books of the East,

under the editorship of F. Max Miiller, 48 vols., Oxford, 1879-1904. A valuable set of his-

torical expositions of the historical religions is found in the Darstellungen aus dem Gebiete

der nidUchrisUichen Religionsgeschichte, 15 vols., Mvinster, 1890-1903. The Annates du MvMe
Guimet, Paris, 1880 sqq., combine the features of the Sacred Books of the East (translations

of native sources) and of the Hibbert Lectures (discussions of particular religions). The
Hibbert Lectures (q.v.) are a number of series, each series amounting to a treatise on some indi-

vidual religion or phase of religion, delivered in Great Britain between 1878 and 1902 by spe-

cialists of eminence. Acorresponding series, known as the American Lectureson the History of

Religion (q.v.), has been in progress since 1895 and is planned ahead as far as 1910. A valuable

set is found in the Handbooks on the History of Religions edited by M. Jastrow, of which the

following have appeared, Boston, 1895-1905: E. W. Hopkins, Religion of India, 1895; M.

Jastrow, Religion of Babylonia and Assyria, 1895; P. D. Chantepie de la Saussaye, Religion

of the Ancient Teutons, 1896; A. Wiedemann, Religion of the Ancient Egyptians, 1897;

M. Jastrow, Stitdy of Religion, 1901 ; and G. Steindorff, Religion of the Ancient Egyptians, 1905.

The best individual work on the whole subject is P. D. Chantepie de la Saussaye, Lehrbuch

der Rdigionsgeschichte, 3d ed., 2 vols., Tubingen, 1905 (in which the author had the coopera-

tion of niunerous scholars). Next to this is C. P. Tiele, Inleiding tot de godsdienstwetenschap,

2d ed., Amsterdam, 1900. Other important volmnes areE. B. Tylor, Primitive Culture,

4th ed., 2 vols., London, 1903; J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough, 2d ed., 3 vols., ib., 1900; F. B.

Jevons, Introduction to the History of Religion, ib., 1896 (all dealmg with primitive religion)

.

Geo. W. Gilmore.
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SYSTEM OF TRANSLITERATION

The following system of transliteration has been used for Hebrew:

M = ' or omitted at the

beginning of a word.

a = b

n = bh or b

l = g

j = gh or g

•*l = d

T = dh or d

n = h

l = w

T = z

3 = k

3 = kh or k

D = m

D = s

B = P

fi = ph or p

n = r

fcf=8

e^ = 8h

n = t

n = th or t

The vowels are transcribed by a, e, 1, o, u, without attempt to indicate quantity or quality. Arabic

and other Semitic languages are transliterated according to the same system as Hebrew. Greek is

written with Roman characters, the common equivalents being used.

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION
When the pronunciation is self-evident the titles are not respelled ; when by mere division and accen-

tuation it can be shown sufficiently clearly the titles have been divided into syllables, and the accented

syllables indicated.

a
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ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE

AACHEN, O^en, SYHODS OF: The political

importance of the town of Aachen (Latin Aquia-

granvm; French. Aix4arChapeQe) under Charle-

magne and his succeeeors made it a favorite meeting-

place for various assemblies. The first sjmod of

Aachen (or Aix) is usually reckoned as having met
on )Iar. 23, 789, and there is no doubt that a
gathering took place on that day; but its results

are known only from two royal decrees, the so-

called AdnumiHo generalie {MGH, Leg., i,, Capitu-

laria re^m Francorum, ed. A. Boretius, i., 1883,

cap. 22), and the instructions for the royal repre-

sentatives (cap. 23). The former repeats a
summary of the earlier canonical legislation on the

duties of the clergy, and adds further regulations

for the improvement of clerical and social life,

dealing with diligence in preaching, the education

of the clergy, tl^ observance of the Lord's Day,

just judgment, equal weights and measures, hos-

pitality, and the prevention of witchcraft and per-

jury. The other document treats of monastic

discipline and the regulation of civil society. It

is questionable if this gathering can be properly

called a synod; and still less can the name be applied

to that of 797 (cap. 27), which regulated the con-

diti<m of the conquered Saxons. On the other

hand, the assembly of June, 799, in which Alcuin

disputed with Felix of Urgel (see Adoptignism)

may be so called, and likewise the three meetings

in the years 801 and 802. Their deliberations led

to a series of decrees (cap. 33-35 and 36-41) which

throw light on Charlemagne's endeavors to elevate

clergy and laity. The most important is the great

instruction for the miaai dominici sent out in the

spring of 802, dealing with the discipline of bishops,

clergy, monks, and nuns, the faithful performance

of their duties by public officials, and the establish-

ment of justice throughout the empire. Among
the results of the autumn synod of 802, cap. 36

and 38 deserve special attention; they deal with

the duty of intercession for the emperor and bishops,

the education of the people, tithes, divine worship

and the sacraments, clerical discipline, and the

system of ecclesiastical visitations. The next

«yDod (Nov. 809), was occupied with the doctrine

of the procession of the Holy Ghost. In the autumn
of 816, or the summer of 817, Louis le D^bonnaire

L-1

assembled his first synod at Aachen, when the
bishops laid down new regulations for the com-
munity life, both of canons and nuns. In the
summer of 817 an assembly of abbots discussed

the observance of the Benedictine rule. The diets

of 819 and 825 and similar later assemblies can
again scarcely be counted as synods, though the

one held in the sacristy of the cathedral, Feb. 6, 835,

has a synodical character. It adopted a thorough-
going pronouncement on the life and teaching of

bishops and inferior clergy, and on the position of

the king, his family, and his ministers, with a view
to regulating the confusion which the strife between
Louis and his sons had caused. It also required

of P^pin of Aquitaine that he should restore the

church property which he had appropriated. For
the synod held at Aachen in connection with the

question of Lothaire's divorce, see Nicholas I.

The last two synods of Aachen were held under
Henry II., one in the year 1000 in connection with

the restoration of the bishopric of Merseburg (see

WiLLiois); the other, in 1023, when the contest

between the dioceses of Cologne and Li^ge for the

possession of the monastery of Burtscheid was
decided in favor of the latter.

(A. Hauck.)

BiBUOoRAyHT: .FVoiniMntem hiBiorieum ds eoneiUo Aqui»-

granerui, in MabUlon, AnaUda, I 62, Paria, 1723, and in

Bouquet, B0aml, vi. 41(h443; Ejriatola Synodi Aqui^-
granenna ad Pippin, in Labbe, Concilia, vii. 1728, and in

Bouquet, RecweU, vi. 364; A. J. Binterim, PfviimaHache
OtMchietUe der deutaehen . . . Coneilien, ii., iii.. Mains,
1836-37; MGH, Leg. i. (1836) 466; ib. CapUukaria rtg.

Franc., ii. 2 (1803). 463-466; Hauok. KD, ii.; Hefele,

Coneilienaeachichte, vols, iii., iv.; MOH, Leg, mcHo tit.,

ConeUia, i. 1 (1004).

AARON: The brother of Moses. In the Yah-
wistic sources of the Pentateuch he is called

" Aaron, the LtvUe," i.e., the priest. He is first

mentioned when Yahweh appoints him as spokes-

man for Moses in the mission to Pharaoh (Ex. iv.

10-17, 27-31); and consistently he always appears

with Moses before the Egyptian king. Later Aaron

and Hur support Moses during the battle with the

Amalekites (Ex. xvii. 8-13). When the covenant

was made at Sinai, Aaron, Nadab, and Abihu, with

seventy elders, accompanied Moses to the moun-

tain; but Moses alone " went up into the mount
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of God" (Ex. xxiv. 1-2, ^18; cf. xix. 24;. While

Moses delayed on the mountain Aaron made the

golden calf; and later he sought to excuse him-

self by sa3ring that he had acted under compulsion

of the people, who were impatient at the long

absence of their leader (Ex. xxxii.). In the narra-

tive of Num. xii.y Aaron again appears in an un-

favorable light. He is said to have died at Mosera,

in the wilderness, and Eleazar, his son took his place

as priest (Deut. x. 6). Fmally, he is incidentally

mentioned in Josh. xxiv. 5 and 33. The significant

fact in all these notices is that the Yahwistio sources

recognize Aaron as priest. In the Priest code

Aaron's genealogy and family are given in detail

(Ex. vi. 20, 23). He is three years older than

Moses (Ex. vii. 7). He is made Moses's " prophet

"

before Pharaoh (Ex. vii. 1-2), and, accordingly, plays

an important part in all transactions at the Egyp-
tian court. By means of his rod the miracles are

performed (Ex. vii., viii.). During the wandering

Aaron retains his prominent position, although

subordinate to Moses. The hungry people murmur
against both brothers, and, at Moses's command,
Aaron replies to them, and later preserves a pot of

manna before Yahweh (Ex. xvi.). The priesthood

is instituted at Sinai and solemnly conferred upon
Aaron, his four sons, and their descendants (Ex.

xxviii.). Of these four sons, only Eleazar and Itha-

mar remain after the destruction of Nadab and
Abihu (Lev. x. 1-7). Aaron is not only original

ancestor and type of the priests as distinguished

from the Levites, but also, in narrower sense,

prototype of the high priest, who was always from
his family and apparently the first-bom son in

direct line. A few of the laws of P are delivered

to Aaron as well as Moses (Lev. xi. 1, xiu. 1, xiv.

33, XV. 1; Num. xix. 1). After the departure from
Sinai, Korah and his followers rebel against Moses
and Aaron; and Yahweh miraculously vindicates

the supremacy of the latter (Num. xvi.-xvii.; the

narrative is amplified by an account of the up-
rising of Dathan and Abiram and a contest between
Levites and priests). Aaron dies on Mount Hor,
and EHeazar becomes priest in his stead (Num.
XX. 22-29, xxxiii. 38-39). Of other Old Testament
passages in which Aaron is mentioned none is note-

worthy except Blic. vi. 4, where he is joined with
Mooes and Miriam. (F. Buhl.)

It is important for the history of the priesthood

in Israel to notice that in the narratives of J and E
(called " Yahwistic " above) the priestly function

of Aaron is quite subordinate, he being mainly
represented there as the spokesman and the minis-

ter of Moses and, along with Hur, as his represen-

tative—a "judge " of the people (Ex. xxiv. 13, 14).

It is in the priestly tradition that the idea of Aaron's
sacerdotal functions is elaborately developed.

J. F. M.

Biblioobaprt: S. Baring-Gould, LeffemU of O. T, Charae-
tert. 2 vols.. London. 1871; J. Wellhausen, Qt^ckichU /•-

rocb. chap. iv.. Berlin, 1878; H .vmn Oort, Dis AarormeUn in

ThT, xriii. (1884) 289 and 236; J.Bensinger. HArOiMcU
Arehaolo0i€, pp. 406-428. Freibuis. 1894; W. Nowack.
ArehaoUou, U. 87-180. ib. 1894; A. Kuenen in ThT, xxiv.
(1890) 1-42; A. van Hoonacker, L« Saetrdoee Uvitigus
dant la lai 9t dana VkUioire dea HAreux, Lourain, 1899;
S. I. (Turtias. TKb Leviikal PrutU. Edinbuish, 1877.

AAROH AND JULIUS: English Biartyrs. See

Alban, Saint, of Vbbitlam.

ABADDON, a-bad'en ^ Destruction "): In the

Old Testament a poetic name for the kingdom of

the dead. Hades, or Sheol (Job xxvi. 6; Prov. xv.

11, where Abaddon is psirallel to Sheol). The

rabbis used the name for the nethermost part ol

hell. In Rev. ix. 11 the ^* angel of the bottomless

pit " is called Abaddon, which is there explained

as the Greek Apollyon ('* destroyer "); and he is

described as king of the locusts which rose at the

sounding of the fifth trumpet. In like manner, in

Rev. vi. 8, Hades is personified following after

death to conquer the fourth part of the earth. In

rabbinical writings Abaddon and Death are also

personified (of. Job xxviii. 22).

AB'ADDL See Talmttd.

A-BAR'BA-ITEL. See Abrabankl.

ABAUZIT, flfn^^zV, FIRMIN: French Reformed
scholar; b. of Huguenot parentage at Ua^ (20 m.

wji.w. of Avignon), Languedoc, Nov. 11, 1679;

d. at Geneva, Mar. 20, 1767. After the revocation

of the Edict of Nantes (1685) an attempt was made
to bring him up as a Roman Catholic, but it was

frustrated by his mother. After some hardships

and sufferings, mother and son settled in Geneva,
where Abauzit was educated and where, with the

exception of visits to Holland and England in

1698, he spent his long life devoted to study and

the service of the city library. He was one of the

most learned men of his time, possessed much ver-

satility, and enjoyed the friendship of scholars like

Bayle, Jurieu, Basnage, and Newton. Neverthe-
less, he published practically nothing; and after

his death many of his manuscripts were destroyed

by his heirs. A volume of (Euvres divenes appeared
at Geneva in 1770; and a different edition in two
volumes at London and Amsterdam in 1770-73.

They include essays against the doctrine of the

Trinity as commonly received, upon the Book of

Daniel, and the Apocalypse. He rendered much
service to a society for the translation of the New
Testament into French (published 1726). Many
of his theological writings are translated in E.

Harwood's Miscellanies (London, 1774), with

memoir; and seven essays are reprinted thence in

Sparks's Collection of Eesays and Tracts in The-

ology, voL i. (Boston, 1823).

Bibuoorapht: J. Senebier, Hietoin liitUrair& dm Omkhat,
Geneva. 1786; E. and £. Haag, La Franea protmaianie,

ed. H. L. Boixiier. i. 2. Paris, 1877; A. Gibeit, AbmuU
9lM Thiolooi*, StrasbuiK. 1866.

ABBADIE,a''ba'''di'JACQUES: Protestant apol-

ogist; b. at Nay (10 m. s. by e. of Pftu), France,
1654 (?); d. at Marylebone, London, 1727. He
studied in the French Reformed Church academies
of Saumur and Sedan, and early showed much
talent. On invitation of the elector of Branden-
burg, he became pastor of the French Reformed
congregation in Berlin in 1680; after the death of

the elector (1688), he followed fiSarshal Schomberg
to En^and; and became pastor of the Frmch
church in the Savoy, London, in 1689. In 1699
he was made dean of Killaloe, Ireland. His TraiU
de la vMti de la religion Chrilienne (vola. L and iL«
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Rotterdam, 1684; vol. iii., 1689: Eng. transl., 2

vol8.| London, 1694), became one of the standard

apologetic works in French literature. Of his other

works, L'Art de ae connaUre aoi^mime (Rotterdam,

1602), giving an outline of his moral system, at-

tracted much attention and was warmly defended
by Malebranche.
Bibuookapbt: For full list of his writings, oonmilt

E. and £. Haag. La Pranet proletCante, L, 8.V., Paris,

1846: for bis Ufe, tbe collection of his sennons, Am-
fterdam. 1700. iii.. and D. C. A. A«new, Proteaiant

ExiU$ from France, pp. 223-228. Edinbursh, 1886; on
his work. R. Elliott. The Coneietent Piroteatani . . . toiih

tome obeertationa on a treatiae . . . by J. Ahbadiet Lon-
don, 1777. and H. lUaire, ^^tude eur /. Abbadie eonaid^i
camme pridieaieur, Stnabuis, 1858.

ABBATE; ABB& See Abbot.

ABBESS: The title of the head of many monastic

communities of women, even in some orders where
the bead of the monasteries for men does not bear
the title of abbot. An abbess is commonly elected

by the community. Cases of appointment by
the pope on the nomination of the sovereign have
occurred less frequently than in the case of abbots.

By the ruling of the Council of Trent, only those are

eligible who have been eight years professed and
reached the age of forty, except, in exceptional

circumstances, when a dispensation is granted by
the pope. An absolute majority on a secret ballot

is required. The election must be confirmed by
tbe bishop (or, in certain cases of exemption, by
the pope, or the head of the order), before the new
abbess possesses full jurisdiction. A formal bene-

diction, for which there is a form in the ParUificale

Romanum, is also given by the bishop in many
cases. The power thus assigned to the abbess is

merely that requisite to rule her community, and
in no sense a spiritual jurisdiction; she can not
commute or dispense from vows, laws of the Church,
or statutes of the order. She may inflict light

punishments in the spirit of the rule; but the more
severe ones are reserved to the ecclesiastical su-

perior of the convent, who has jurisdiction in the

Icrum externum. In general it may be said that
the power of an abbess has been and is much more
restricted than that of an abbot. For the pecul-
iariy wide jurisdiction of abbesses over men as
well as women in the order of Font^vraud (not

without precedent in the Celtic monastic system),
see FoNTivRATTD, Obobb op. See also Abbot;
MoNAsnciSM.

ABBEY: A monastic house under the rule of an
abbot or an abbess. The name is strictly appli-

cable only to the houses of those orders in which
these titles are borne by the superiors. While in

the East the free form of a group of scattered cells

(known as a laura) continued side by side with the
common dwelling of a cenobite conununity, the
West devdoped a distinct style of its own in monas-
tic architecture. The extant plan of the monastery
of St. (San (820) may be taken as tjrpical of the
coostruction of Western monasteries in the early

^fiddle Ages. The center of the entire group of

buildingB was occupied by an open rectangular
•pece, on the north side of which was the church,
while on the other three sides ran the cloister or
unbulatoiy, a vaulted passage open on the inner

side, and serving both as a means of communication
and as a place for exercise in bad weather. Con-
nected with the cloister, on the ground floor, were
the refectory and kitchen; the chapter-house, in

which the reading and exposition of the rule and
the chapter of faults took place; the calefactarium

or winter dining-room; and the parleaiorium or

reception-room of outsiders. On the floor above,
opening on a similar passage which connected with
the choir of the church or the organ-loft, were the
ve8tiarium, where the clothes were kept, the library,

the dormitory, the infirmary, the rooms for the
novices, and the apartments of the abbot, which
were supposed to be accessible from outside without
passing through the enclosure into which strangers

were not allowed to penetrate. The kitchen, which
lay within this enclosure, had in like manner a
connection with the house for the reception of

pilgrims, and with the various farm-buildings,

which usually formed a separate quadrangle. The
entire group of buildings was surrounded by a
high, solid wall, which in some cases was fortified

against the dangers of rude times by towers and
strong gates. The monks' burying-groimd was
also within the enclosure.

This S3rstem was preserved, with slight modifi-

cations, throughout the Middle Ages, the CJistercians

adhering to it with especial closeness, as may be
seen at Clairvaux and Maulbronn. Sometimes it

was enriched by architectural decoration, as in the
high-vaulted double refectories of St. Martin at

Paris and of Maulbronn, or adorned with painting,

as the world-famous " Last Supper " of Leonardo
da Vinci in the refectory of Santa Maria delle

Grazie at Milan. In houses occupied by female
religious the extensive farm-buildings were natu-
rally lacking. The combination of hermit and
community life among the Carthusians required a
larger space, which was obtained by adding to the

original quadrangle on the basis of the church a
second Isjrger one, conunonly surrounded also by
a cloister, with an open space or garden (containing

a cemetery) in the center, and with individual

dwellings for the monks around it. The mendicant
orders strove for simplicity in building as in other

things, and were forced by their situation in towns
to a more restricted plan. The teaching orders

added a wing or a separate house for their pupils.

The Jesuits completely abandoned the traditional

plan, and built themselves large palatial houses,

while modem monasteries have little to differen-

tiate them from other large institutions. For a
more detailed treatment of the structural system
of abbeys and monastic buildings, consult the ex-

haustive monograph by Venables in the Enq/do-
podia Briiannica, s.v. Abbey, See Monasticism.
Biblioqrapht: In Ken«ral: DCA, ii. (1880) 1243-68

(sives a liBt of 1,481 monasteries founded before 814);
DACL, i. 26-30; A. Ballu. Le MonaaOre de Tebeaaa,

Paris. 1897 (valuable for detailed description of a typi-

cal abbey). Austria : G. Wolfsgruber. A. HQbl, and O.
Schmidt, Abteien und KlOater in Oalerreidi, Vienna,
1002. Francs : L. P. H^rard, iitudea ardUoloffiquea aur
lea abbauae de Vaneien diocUe de Porta, Paris, 1862;
M. F. de Montrond, DicHonnaire dee dblbayea et

monaaiirea, ib. 1866; J. J. Bourasstf, Abbayea et monaa-
Urea\ hiaUnre^ monumfenie, aouvenira et rutnst, ib. 1860;
E. P. M. Sauvage, Hiatoire litUraire dea abbayea
Normandea, ib. 1872; A. Peigne-Delaoourt. Tableau dea
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abbayM et daa monaUkrm d*hommM «ii Frane§ .... 1708. ib.

1875; J. M. BeoM, Lm pnmun monatiirtt ds la OauU, in

lUmu (Ua ffUMfiottf huioriquM, Apt., 1902. Qibmakt:
O. Qroto, Uxiam dmUtektr Stifte, KUtUr, und OnUnB-
AdtMcr, 5 parts, Osterwiek, 1874-^80; H. G. HasM. Oaadaek'
U dtr acKA«Meft«f» K\MUr vt dtr Mark Mmtmn und Ober-

taunta, Gotha. 1887; H. H. Koob, Die KarmdiUnklOHer
dm' nitderdtuiMtk&n ProvinM, lS-16 Jahrhundert, Fretbuxs,

1880; H. Havntinger. Siiddeutuche KUtt0r vor 100 Jaknn,
Cologne, 1889; L. Sutter, Dis Domimear^KKMer auf die

OebieU d. heukoen deutaehen Sekweiig im 13 Jahrhundtrt,

Luoeme, 1893; A. Hohenegger, Daa Kajmtiner-KhaUr
Mu Mtran, Innsbruck. 1898; F. M. Herhagen. Die KlMier-
Atttnen bu Himmerod in dtr Eifel, Treves. 1900. Grbat
BarTADf AND lasLAHD: M. Arehdall, MonaaHeon Hiber-

nicon ; . , , tha Abbeya, Prioriea . . . in Ireland, Lon-
don. 1788. ed. by P. F. Moran. Dublin. 1871; W. Beattie,

Caatlsa and AhbeifM of England, 2 vols.. London. 1861; M.
E. C. Walcott. MinaUr and Ahbey Ruina of Ika United
Kingdom, ib. 1860; W. and M. Howitt, Ruined Abbeya
and Caatlee of Great Britain, 2 ser.. ib. 1862-64; Religioua

Houaee of the United Kingdom, ib. 1887; T. G. Bonney.
Cathedrale, Abbev and Churchee of England and Walee, 2
vols., ib. 1888-01 (ravised. 1898); W. C. Lefroy. Ruined
Abbeya of Yorkekire, ib. 1890; J. Timbs. Abbeua, Caetlea

and Ancient Haila of England and Walee, 3 vols., ib. 1890;

W. A. J. Arobbold. Somereet Rehgioua Houaee, ib. 1892.

ABBO OF FLEURY, flO^'ri': French abbot

of the tenth century, one of the few men of that

time who strove to cultivate learning and led the

way for the later scholasticism; b. near Orleans;

d. Nov. 13, 1004. He was brought up in the Bene-
dictine abbey of Fleury (25 m. e.s.e. of Orleans);

studied at Paris and Reims; in 985-987 was in Eng-
land, on invitation of Archbishop Oswald of York,

and taught in the school of the abbey of Ramsey;
was chosen abbot of Fleury in 988, and brought
the school there to a flourishing condition. He
upheld the rights of his abbey against the Bishop
of Origans, and at the Sjmod of St. Denis (995)

took the part of the monks against the bishops.

He twice represented King Robert the Pious as

ambassador at Rome, and gained the favor of Pope
Gregory V. He upheld strict monastic discipline;

and an attempt to introduce reforms in the monas-
tery of La R^le (in Gascony, 30 m. s.e. of Bordeaux),
a dependency of Fleury, led to a mutiny by the

monks in which he was fatally wounded. He
wrote upon such diverse subjects as dialectics,

astronomy, and canon law; and his extant letters

are of much value for the history of the time.

BnuooRArHT: For his works, and his life by his pupil
Aimoin, consult MPL, cxxxix.; for his Epietolae, Bou-
quet, ReeueU; for his life, J. B. Pwdiftc. Hietoire de SL Ab-
bon. Puis, 1872.

ABBOT: The head of one of the larger houses

in the Benedictine and other older Western monastic

orders. The term originated in the East, where
it was frequently used as a title of respect for any
monk (being derived from the Aramaic abbOf
" father "); but there it was replaced, as the title

of the superior of a monastery, by arehimandrite

and other titles. In the Western orders foxmded
before the end of the eleventh century the title is

still in use. According to the present system,

abbots are divided into secular and regular; the

former are secular clerics who are incumbents of

benefices originally bearing the title of abbey but
since secularised; the latter are classified accord-

ing as they have authority only over the mem-
bers of their house, or over certain of the

faithful, or enjoy a quasi-episcopal jurisdiction

over a definite territory, or are merely titular

abbots, their houses having fallen into decay.

They are further divided according to the term of

their office, which may be either for life or for three

years. A special class known as mitered abbots
have permission to wear episcopal insignia. The
election of an abbot is commonly by vote of the

professed brothers, in most cases only those in holy

orders. The candidate must be twenty-five years

of age, a professed brother of the order, and a priest.

Actual jurisdiction is not conferred until hiJB con-

firmation either by the bishop or, in the case of

exempt abbeys, by the superior in the case, fre-

quently the pope. His benediction is the next
step, which takes place according to the office in

the PontificaU Romanum, usually at the hands of

the bishop of the diocese. He has the power to

regulate the entire inner life of the abbey in accord-

ance with the rule, and to require obedience from
his subordinates; according to the rule of St.

Benedict, however, abbots are required not to

exercise their authority in an arbitrary manner,
but to seek the counsel of their brethren. In many
particulars a quasi-episcopal jurisdiction has in

course of time been conceded to them. Since the

eighth century they have been allowed to confer

the tonsure and minor orders on their subjects, to

bless their churehes, cemeteries, sacred vessels,

etc., to take rank as prelates, and, if generals ex-

ercising quasi-episcopal jurisdiction, to sit and vote

in genera] councils.

The practise of granting abbeys in eommendam
to deserving clerics, or even to laymen, led to the

creation of a class of merely titular abbots, who had
nothing of this character but the name and the

revenues. This practise, which was the souroe of

many abuses, was regulated by the Council of Trent.

From it sprang the custom in France of applying

the title abb^ to any prominent clergyman who
might, according to the custom of the time, lay

claim to such an appointment, and then to the

secular clergy in general. A somewhat analogous

custom existed in Italy, where many professional

men, lawyers, doctors, etc., though laymen and
even married men, retained some marks of the

clerical character which had earlier distinguished

the majority of scholars in their dress and in the

title of abbate. In some Protestant countries the

title of abbot still clung to the heads of institutions

that had grown out of monasteries suppressed at

the Reformation. See Monasticism.

ABBOT, EZRA: Unitarian layman; b. at Jack-
son, Waldo County, Me., Apr. 28, 1819; d. at Cam-
bridge, Mass., Mar. 21, 1884. He was fitted for

college at Phillips Academy, Exeter, N. H., and
was graduated at Bowdoin, 1840. He then taught
in Maine and, after 1847, in Cambridge, Mass.,

also rendering service in the Harvard and Boston
Athensum libraries. In 1856 he was appointed
assistant librarian of Harvard University, in 1871
he was university lecturer on the textual criticism

of the New Testament, and in 1872 he became
Bussey professor of New Testament criticism and
interpretation in the Harvard Divinity School.

From 1853 he was secretary of the American Orien-
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tal Sodety. He waa one of the original members of

the American New Testament Revision Company
(1871), and in 1880 he aided in organizing the

Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis. He
was a scholar of rare talents and attainments.

He stood first and foremost among the textual

critics of the Greek Testament in America; and
for microscopic accuracy of biblical scholarship

he had no superior in the world. On account of

the extreme attention he paid to minute details, the

number of hisindependent publications was small,

and the results of his labors have gone into books
of other writers, to which he was willing to con-

tribute without r^ard to reward or adequate
recognition. His Literature of the Doctrine of a
Future Life, first published as an appendix to Alger's

History of the Doctrine of a Future Life (Philadel-

phia, 1864), and afterward separately (New York,

1871), is a model of bibliographical accuracy and
completeness, embracing more than 5,300 titles.

He enriched Smith's Bible Dictionary (Am. ed.,

1867-70) with careful bibliographical lists on the

most important topics, besides silently correcting

innumerable errors in references and in typography.
His most valuable and independent labors, how-
ever, were devoted to textual criticism and are in

part incorporated in Gregory's Prolegomena to the

Ed. via. critica major of Teschendorf's Greek Testa-

ment; the chapter De versHms (pp. 167-182) is

by him, and he read the manuscript and proofs

of the entire work. His services to the American
Bible Revision Committee were invaluable. The
critical papers which he prepared on disputed

passages were uncommonly thorough, and had no
small influence in determining the text finally

accepted. His defense of the Johannean author-

ship of the fourth Gospel (The Auihorahip of the

Fourth Gospel; External Evidences, Boston, 1880;

reprinted by his successor in the Harvard Divinity

School, J. H. Thayer, 1888) is an invaluable con-

tribution to the solution of that question.

Of his writings, besides those already adduced,
may be mentioned: an edition of Or/ne'e Memoir
of the Controversy respecting the Three Heavenly
Witnesses (New Yoric, 1866); work upon G. R.
Noyes's (posthumous) Translation of the New
Testament from the Greek Text of Tischendorf (1869);

work upon C. F. Hudson's Greek and English Con-
cordance of the New Testament (1870); The LaU
Professor Tischendorf, in The Unitarian Review,

Mar. 1875; On the Reading '* an only begotten God,"
or "Oodoniy begotten," John t. 18, ib. June 1875;
On the ReatHng " Church of God," Acts. xx. 28, m
the Bybiioiheea Sacra, Apr. 1876 O^^e the preceding,
fint privately printed for the American Bible

Revision Committee); Recent Discussions of Ro-
"Miu ix. 6, an exhaustive article on the punctuation
of this passage in Journal of the Society of Biblical

Literature and Exegesis, June and Dec. 1883.
The four articles mentioned last, together with that
on the fourth Gospel and seventeen others, were
published in 1888, under the editorship of J. H.
Thayer. (Pmup ScHAPPf.) D. S. Schaff.

BnuooaiLraT: Bwra AUnt, a memoir edited by 8. J. Bar-
rovB. Gambrid«e. 1884; Andover Bevitw, i. (1884) 564;
Ukrwry World, xr. (1884) 113.

ABBOT, GEORGE: Archbishop of Canterbury;
b. at Guildford (30 m. s.w. of London) Oct. 29,

1562; d. at Croydon (10 m. s. of London) Aug. 4,

1633. He studied at Balliol College, Oxford
(B.A., 1582; probationer fellow, 1583; M.A., 1585;
B.D., 1593; D.D., 1597), took orders in 1585, re-

mained at Oxford as tutor, and became known as
an able preacher and lecturer with strong Puritan
sympathies. He was made master of University
(3ollege 1597; dean of Winchester 1600; vice-chan-

cellor of the university 1600, 16a3, 1605; bishop
of Coventry and Lichfield, 1609; bishop of London
1610; archbishop of Canterbury 1611. His learn-

ing and sincerity can not be questioned; but he
was austere, narrow, almost a fanatic. His one
great idea was to crush " popery," not only in

England, but in all Europe; and popery to him
meant every theological system except that of

Calvin. To fiurther his purposes abroad, he meddled
persistently in the foreign policy of the State and
chose arbitrary, high-handed, and cruel means to

accomplish his ends at home. His principles

allowed him to flatter the king, to help him gener-

ously in money matters, and to serve him in certain

political undertakings, such as the restoration of

episcopacy in Scotland in 1608-10. At other times

his conscience compelled him to be just, and con-

sequently he could not retain the royal favor. A
Presbyterian at heart, he accepted episcopacy

only from a love of order and sense of loyalty to

constituted authority; and his appointment as

arehbishop was displeasing to the Anglican party,

who had wanted Launcelot Andrewes (q.v.). His
undiplomatic course incensed his opponents, and
they pursued him relentlessly and cruelly. In 1621

he killed a gamekeeper while hunting. It was
purely accidental, and he was deeply shocked and
grieved; nevertheless, William Laud (his successor as

arehbishop and his personal enemy for years) and
others seized upon the incident to annoy him and
weaken his influence. Charles I., after his acces-

sion, favored Laud, who brought about Abbot's
sequestration for a year (1627-28) because he had
refused to sanction a sermon by Dr. Robert Sib-

thorp, vicar of Brackley, indorsing an unlawful

attempt by the king to raise money, and showing
Uttle sympathy with Abbot's favorite policy of

support to the Gennan Protestants. After this

his public acts were few. But with all his faults

and disappointments he was faithful to duty as he

understood it; and he was generous with money,
charitable to the poor, and a patron of learning.

He was a member of the Oxford New Testament
Company for the version of 1611; and through him
Cyril Lucar (q.v.) presented the Codex Alexan-

drinus to Chsjrles I. With other works, he pub-
lished A Brief Description of the Whole World
(London, 1599; 5th ed., 1664), a geography pre-

pared for his pupils at Oxford, containing an inter-

esting description of America; and An Exposition

upon the Prophet Jonah (1600), which was reprinted

in 1845 with a life by Grace Webster.

BiBUoaBAPHT: T. Fuller, Church Hittory, 6 parte, London,
1055 (ed. Brewer, 1845); Biographia BriSannica, 6 vola.,

ib. 1747-66 (oontains his life by W. Oldys, reprinted by
Arthur Onfllow.JQuildford, 1777); W. F. Hook, BcdenM-
tiad Biography, 8 vola.. London, 1845-62; idem, Livot of
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AreMri$hopa, 12 toU.. ib. 1800-72; 8. R. Qmrdmer. Hi$'
iory 0/ Bnoland, IStO-Wa, 10 vola., ib. 1883-84; DNB,
i. 6.

ABBOT, ROBERT: 1. Bishop of Salisbury; elder

brother of George Abbot, Archbishop of Cantetrbuiy

;

b. at Quildford (30 m. s.w. of London) about 1600;

d. at Salisbury Mar. 2, 1618. He studied at Balliol

College, Oxford (feUow, 1681; M.A., 1582; D.D.,

1697), and held several important livings. In 1609

he became master of Balliol; in 1612 regius pro-

fessor of divinity at Oxford; in 1616 bishop of

Salisbury. He was a learned man, an able preacher,

and a prolific writer, holding in general the same
views as his brother, but advocating them with

more discretion and tact. His works include two
treatises in reply to Bellarmine, A Mirror of Popish

Subtiltiea (London, 1694), and ArUichristi demon-
stratio (1603); and A Defenceof the Reformed Catholie

of Mr. WHiiam Perkins (3 parts, 1606-09), which
won him royal favor and a promise of preferment.

BiBLXOORAPHT* Tho9. Fuller, Abel RedevivuSf London, 1061

(ed. W. Nichols. 2 vols.. 1867); idem, Church HtMtory,

6 pts.. ib. 1655 (ed. by Brewer. 1845) ; A. Wood,
Alhma OxonierueM, ii. 224-227, ib. 1692; Biographia
Briianniea, 6 vols., ib. 1747-66 (life reprinted by A.
Onelow, Guildford, 1777); Criminal Triala, illuatrative of

BriHah HitUrry, u. 366-367, ib. 1837 (deals with Abbot's
part in the controversy over the Gunpowder Plot) ; DNB,
L 24.

2. Vicar of Oanbrook, Kent, 1616-43; b.

probably, 1688; d. about 1667. He studied at

Cambridge (college unknown), took the degree

of M.A. there, and was incorporated at Ox-
ford. Parliament having decided against plurali-

ties of ecclesiastical offices, he resigned his Cran-

brook vicarage in 1643, retaining that of South-

wick, Hampshire, although much smaller. He was
afterward rector of St. Austin's, London. He was

a strong churchman; and engaged in many con-

troversies, particularly with the Brownists, to

whom he was not always fair. Many of his writings,

as his MUk for Babes, or a Mother's Catechism for

her Children (London, 1646)y were veiy popular.

Bxblxoobapht: A. Wood. PaHi, appended to Athena Oxo-
meneee, London. 1691-92 (ed. P. Bliss, i. 323. Oxford,

1848); John Walker, Sufferinoe of the CUrgy, ii. 183. Lon-
don. 1714; B. Brook, Ltvet of the Puriiane, iii. 182. ib.

1813; DNB, I 26-26.

ABBOTT, EDWARD: Protestant Episcopalian;

b. at Farmington, Me., July 15, 1841. He was
educated at the University of the City of New York
(B.A., 1860) and at Andover Theological Seminary

(1860-62; did not graduate). In 1862-63 he was an

agent of the United States Sanitary Commission,

and in the latter year was ordained to the Congre-

gational ministry. Two years later he founded

the Steams Chapel Congregational Church (now
the Pilgrim Church) at Cambridge, Mass., of which

he was pastor four years. In 1872-73 he was chap-

lain of the Massachusetts Senate. In 1879 he was
ordered deacon in the Protestant Episcopal Church,

and priested in 1880, his parish being that of St.

James, Cambridge, which he still holds. He refused

the proffered missionary bishopric of Japan in 1889.

At various times he has been a member of the

Board of Visitors of Wellesley College, trustee of

the Society for the Relief of the Widows and Or-

phans of Clergymen of the Protestant Episcopal

Church, director and president of the Aasociated

Charities of Cambridgei vice-dean and dean of the

Eastern Convocation of the Diocese of Massachu-
setts, president of the Cambridge Branch of the

Indian Rights Association, member of the Bfission-

ary Council of the Protestant Episcopal Church,
secretary of the Standing Committee of the Dioceee

of Massachusetts, member of the Provisional

Committee on Church Work in Mexico, president

of the Indian Industries League, president of the

Cambridge City Mission, and has been active in

other religious and philanthropic movements. His
theological position is that of the Broad Church,
sympathizing neither with the extreme of medi-
evalism nor higher criticism. In 1869-78 he was
associate editor of the Boston Congregaiumalist,

and was joint proprietor and editor of the Boston

Literary World from 1877 to 1888, again editing it

in 1895-1903. His principal works are The Baby's

Things : A Story in Verse (New York, 1871); Para.
graph History of the United Slates (Boston, 1875);

Paragraph History of the American RevoltUion

(1876); Revolutionary Times (1876); History of

Cambridge (1880); Phillips Brooks (Cambridge,

1900); and Meet for the Master's Use : An AUe-
gory (1900).

ABBOTT, EDWDf ABBOTT: Church of Eng-
land, author and educator, b. in London Dec. 20,

1838. He studied at St. John's College, Cambridge
(B.A., 1861), where he was elected fellow ia 1862.

He was assistant master at King Edward's School,

Birmingham, in 1862-64, and at Clifton College in

the following year, while from 1865 to 1889 he was
headmaster at City of London School. He was
Hulsean lecturer at Cambridge in 1876 and select

preacher at Oxford in the succeeding year. His

works include Bible Lessons (London, 1872);
Cambridge Sermons (1875); Through Nature to

Christ (1877); Oxford Sermons (1879); the article

Gospels in the 9th ed. of the Encydopcedia Brit-

annica; The Common Tradition of the Synoptic

Gospels (1884; in collaboration with W. G. Rush-
brooke); The Good Voices, or A Child's Guide to

ihe Bible, and Parables for Children (1875); Bacon
and Essex (1877); Philoehristus (1878); Onesimus
(1882); FlaUand, or A Romance of Many Dimensions

(1884); Francis Bacon, an Account of his Life and
Works (1885); The Kernel and the Husk (1886);
The Anglican Career of Cardinal Neumum (1892);
The Spirit on the Waters (1897); St, Thomas of

Canterbury (Edinburgh, 1898); Corrections of Mark
Adopted by Matthew and Luke (1901) ; From Letter

to Spirit (1903); Paradosis (1904); Johannine
Vocabulary, A Comparison of the Words of the Fourth
Gospel with Those of the Three (1905); and Silanus
the Christian (1906).

ABBOTT, JACOB: American Congregationalist;

b. at Hallowell, Me., Nov. 14, 1803; d. at Fanning-
ton. Me., Oct. 31, 1879. He was graduated at

Bowdoin, 1820; studied theology at Andover,
1822-24; was tutor and professor of mathematics
and natural philosophy at Amherst, 1824-29;
principal of the Mount Vernon School for Giils,

Boston, 1829-33; ordained evangelist and pastor
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of tfaa Eliot Congregational Church, Roxbuiy,
MaaB., 1834. In 1839 he removed to Faimington,
Me., and spent the remainder of his life there and
in New York devoted to literary work and teaching.

He wrote many story-books which had a wide cir-

culation, such as the Young Christian series (4

vols.; new edition of the Young CkritHan, with
life, New York, 1882), the BoUo Books (14 vols.)

and RoUo's Tour in Europe (10 vols.), the Fran-
conia Stories (10 vols.), Science for the Young (4

vols.).

ABBOTT, JUSTIN EDWARDS: Presbyterian;

b. at Portsmouth, N. H., Dec. 26, 1853. He was
educated at Dartmouth CoII^e (A.B., 1876) and
Union Theological Seminary, from which he was
graduated in 1879. He was ordained to the Con-
gregational ministry in the following year, and
after acting as stated supply at the Presbyterian

church at Norwood, N. J., in 1881-^, went to

India under the auspices of the American Board of

Conunissioners for Foreign Missions. Since that

time he has been stationed at Bombay in the

Maratha Mission, and has contributed a number
of mimographs to scientific periodicals on the

epigraphy and numismatics of India, in addition

to preparing religious works in Marathi for the

use of Hindu converts.

ABBOTT, LTMAN: American Congregational-

ist; b. at Roxbuiy, Blass., Dec. 18, 1835. He was
educated at New York University (B.A., 1853),

and after practising law for a time was ordained a
minister in the Congregational Church in 1860.

He was pastor in Terre Haute, Ind., from 1860

to 1865, after which he held the pastorate of the

New England Church, New York City, for four

yean, resigning to devote himself to literaiy work.

In 1888 he suM^eded Henry Ward Beecher as pastor

of Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, but resigned in

1898. He was secretary of the American Union
CommisBion from 1865 to 1869, and later was amem-
ber of the New York Child Labor Committee and
of the National Child Labor Committee. Among
other societies, he is a member of the Bar Asso-

ciation of New York, New York State Historical

AsBodation, National Conference of Charities and
Correction, Indian Rights Association, New York
Association for the Blkid, Association for Improv-
ing the Condition of the Poor, The Religious Educa-
tion Association, American Board of Commissioners

for Foreign Missions, American Institute of Sacred

Literature, American Peace Society, New York
State Conference of Religion, and the Universal

Peace Union. His theological position is that of a
CongregationaliBt of the Liberal Evangelical type.

In addition to editing the ** Literaiy Record " of

Harper's Magazine, he edited The Illustrated Chris-

tian WesUy (1871-76) and since 1876 The Chris-

tum Union (with Henry Ward Beecher tiU 1881;

name chan|^ to The Outlook, 1893). He has

written Jesus of Nazareth (New York, 1869); Old

Testameni Shadows of New Testament Truth (1870);

lOvstrated CommerUary on the New Testament (New
Yorit, 1875); Dictionary of Religious Knowledge (Bos-

ton, 1876; in collaboration with T. J. Conant); How
to Shtdy the BibU (1877); In Aid of Faith (New

York, 1886); Evolution of Christianity (Boston.

1896); The Theology of an Evolutionist (1897);
Christianity and Social Problems (1897); Life and
Letters of Paul (1898); Problems of Life (New York,
1900); lAfe and Literature of the Ancient Hebrews
(Boston, 1900); The Rights of Man (1901); Henry
Ward Beecher (1903); The Other Room (New York,
1903); The Great Companion (1904); Christian

Ministry (Boston, 1905); Personality of God (New
York, 1905); and Industrial PrMms (Philadel-

phia, 1905).

ABBOTT, THOMAS KINGSMILL: Church of

Ireland, author and professor; b. at Dublin Mar.

26, 1829. He was educated at Trinity College,

Dublin (B.A., 1851; M.A., 1856; B.D., 1879),

where he was elected fellow in 1854. From 1867
to 1872 he was professor of Moral Philosophy at

Trmity College, of Biblical Greek from 1875 to

1888, and of Hebrew from 1879 to 1900, and has
also been librarian of the College since 1887. He
has been chairman of the Govemots of Sir P. Dun's
Hospital since 1897. In theology he is a Broad
C!hurchman. His works include Sight and Touch,

an Attempt to Disprove the Berkleyan Theory of

Vision (Dublin, 1864); Par palimpsestorum Dub-
Ivnensium (1880); Elements of Logic (1883); Evan-
geliorum versio Antihieronymiana (2 vols., 1884);

Theory of the Tides (1888); Celtic Ornaments from
the Book of KeOs (1892); Notes on St, PauVs
Epistles (1892); Essays, Chiefly on the Original

Texts of the Old and New Testaments (Edinburgh,

1897); Catalogue of Manuscripts in the Library of

Trinity College, Dublin (Dublin, 1900); and Cator

hgue of Incuncinda in the Library of Trinity College,

Dublin (1905), in addition to Kant's Theory of Ethics,

a translation (1873).

ABBREVIATORS: Officials of the papal chan-

cery whose duty it is to prepare apostolic letters

expedited through that office. The name is derived

from the fact that part of their work consists in

taking minutes of tJie petitions addressed to the

Holy See and of the answers to be letumed. For^

merly they were divided mto two classes, di parco

maggiare and di parco minore, but the latter class

has long been abolished. In the College of Abbre-

viators at the present time there are twelve clerics

and seventeen laymen. Legislation of Feb. 13,

1904, defines their duties anew. The office dates

from the early part of the fourteenth century, and
has been filled by many distinguished prelates.

In 1466 Paul II. abolished it because it had been

corrupted, but it was restored by Sixtus IV. in 1471.

There is also an abbreviatore di curia attached to

the datary, who prepares minutes of papal letters

addressed motu propria to the entire Church.

John T. Cbsaoh.

ABDIAS, ab'di-as: Legendary first bishop of

Babylon. Under the title, De historia certamvnis

apostolici there exists a collection of myths, legends,

and traditions relating to the lives and works of

the apostles, and pretending to be the Latin trans-

lation of the Greek translation of the Hebrew work
of Abdias. Neither the book nor its author was

known to Eusebius or to Jerome, nor do they find

mention before Ordericus Vitalis (12th cent.).
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Biblioobaprt: W. Laiinon, De Awforia eeriaminu apo»-

ioUei, PariB, 1660, and often reprinted; Fabridua, Codex
apoeryj^ut, ii. (Ist ed.. 1703). and u.. iii. (2d ed.. 1710);

G. Oudin, CommBfUaritu de eeriptoribue eedeeioMHeie, ii.

41S-421> Leipuo. 1722; G. J. Voas, De kietorieie Oraeie,

p. 243. ib. 1838; J. A. Giles. Codex apocryphue Novi Tee-

tamenti, London, 1862; Miffne, Troieihne et demiire en-

eydopidie thSologique, zxiv. (66 vols., Paris, 186&-^): 8.

C. Bfalan. Confiide of Ute Holy ApoeOee . , . iranelated

from an EOtiopic MS., London. 1871; DCB, i. 1-4.

ABEEL, DAVID: Missionary; b. at New Bruns-

wick, N. J., June 12, 1804; d. at Albany, N. Y.,

Sept. 4, 1846. He was graduated at the New
Brunswick Theological Seminary in 1826; in 1829

he went to Canton as chaplain of the Seaman's
Friend Society; and in 1831-33 he visited Java,

Singapore, and Siam for the American Board.

Returning to America by way of Europe in 1833,

he aided in founding in England a society for pro-

moting the education of women in the East. He
went back to China in 1838 and founded the Amoy
mission in 1842. He published a Journal of hiis

first residence in China (New York, 1835), The
Missionary Convention at Jerusalem (1838), Claims

of the World to the Gospel (1838).

Biblxoorapht: G. R. Williamson, David Abeel, New
York, 1840.

A'BEL ("Breath"): Second son of Adam and
Eve and the brother of Cain, who, according to

Gen. iv. 1-16, killed him from envy.

ABELARD, abVlOrd.
I. Life.

Student Life and Lecturer on Philosophy (| 1).

Heloise ($ 2).

Monk and Abbot ($ 3).

Seoond Condemnation for Heresy ($ 4).

Last Days (| 6).

II. System.
Philosophy (| 1).

Theology (| 2).

III. Writings.

Abelard is a name used as the common desig-

nation of Pierre de Palais (Petrus PaUuinusX the

first notable representative of the dialectico-critical

school of scholasticism founded by Ansehn of

Canterbury, but kept by him within the limits of

the traditional orthodoxy. The meaning as well

as the original form of the by-name is uncertain;

it hajB been connected with the Latin hajulus,

"teacher," and with the French abeille, "bee."
The ending " -ard " is Prankish, and the entire

name may be.

L Life: Abelard was bom at Palais (Le

Pallet), a village of Brittany, about 12 m. e. of

Nantes, in 1079; d. in the Priory of St. Marcel,

nearC^alon-0ur-Sa6ne (36m.n. of BlAcon), Apr. 21,

1142. He voluntarily renounced his rights as

first-born son of the knight Berengar, lord of the

village, and chose a life of study. His first teacher

was Roscelin, the Nominalist, at Locmenach, Brit-

tany, now Looming, 80 m. s. w. of Brest. Then he

wandered from one teacher to another
z. Student until he came to Paris, where William
Life and of C^ampeaux, the Realist, was head

Lecturer on of the cathedral school and attracting

Philosophy, great crowds. Young as he was,

Abelard was bold enough to set him-

self up as William's rival; he lectured, first at Melun
(27 m. 8.8.e. of Paris), then at Corbeil (7 miles nearer

Paris), and, after a few years, in Paris itself at the

cathedral school. His success was sufficient to

make William jealous, and he compelled Abelard

to leave the city. About 1113 he betook himself

to Ansehn of Laon at Laon (86 m. n.e. of Paris) to

study theology, having hitherto occupied himself

whoUy with dialectics. His stay at Laon was short

and was followed by a few years at Paris, where

crowds flocked to hear his lectures and brought

him a considerable income.

This brilliant career was suddenly checked by

the episode of Heloise, a young girl of eighteen,

said to he.ve been the natural daughter of a canon

of Paris, living with her uncle, Canon Fulbert of

Paris. Her education was confided to Abelard,

and a passionate love sprang up between them.

When Fulbert attempted to separate them, they

fled toward Brittany, to the home of Abelard's

sister, Dionysia, where Heloise bore a son, Astra-

labius. To satisfy Fulbert the lovers were married.

Abelard asking that the marriage be

2. Heloise. kept secret out of regard for his eccle-

siastical career. Fulbert disregarded

this request and also treated his niece badly when
she returned to his house. Abelard accordingly

removed her to the Benedictine nunneiy of Argen-

teuil (11 m. n.e. of Versailles), where she had been

brought up, and where later she took the veil, a

step which Fulbert interpreted as an attempt by

her husband to get rid of her. In revenge he had

Abelard attacked by night in his lodgings in Paris

and mutilated, with the view probably of rendering

him incapable of ever holding any ecclesias-

tical office. Abelard retired to the Benedictine

abbey of St. Denis in Paris (probably about 1118),

where he became a monk and lived undisturbed

for a year or two, giving instruction in a secluded

place (the " ceUa ").

He received muchsympathyand hadmany pupils.

In 1121 a synod at- Soissons pronounced heretical

certain opinions expressed by him in a book on the

Trinity (De unitate et trinitate divina; discovered

by R. Stdlzle and published, Freiburg. 1891). He
was required to bum the book, and

3. Monk to retire to the monastery of St. Med-
and Abbot ard, near Soissons. In a short time,

however, he was allowed to return to

St. Denis, but was ill received there; and his

assertion that the patron saint of the monastery
and of France was not the same as Dionysius the

Areopagite (see Denis, Saint) made more trouble

with the abbot, the monks, and the court. He
fled, but was compelled to return and recant his

opinion concerning St. Denis. Afterward he was
allowed to retire to Champagne, near Nogent-sur-

Seine (60 m. s. e. of Paris) where he built an oratory

to the Trinity. Pupils again gathered about him
and the original building of reeda and sedges was
replaced by one which he called the Paraclete.

But he was still imder the jurisdiction of the abbot

of St. Denis and su£fered much annoyance. He
accepted the election as abbot of the monastery of

St. Gildas in Brittany (on the peninsula of Ruis,

10 m. s. of Vannes), and stayed there ten ytears, but

he found it impossible to control the imruly monks
and they tried to poison him. He found refuge
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from time to time at the Paraclete, which he had
presented to Heloise after the niinneiy of Argen-
teuil was dosed (c. 1127); but his visits as spiritual

director of the nuns who gathered about his wife

caused scandal, and he had to give them up. An-
other attempt was made on his Ufe; and once more
he sought safety in flight, whither is not known.
For several years his life is obscure; it is only

known that in 1136 John of Salisbury heard him
lecture in the school on the hill of St. Genevieve in

Paris, and that during this period he wrote his

autobiography, the Historia ealamitatum. In 1141

a council, instigated mainly by Bernard of Clair-

vaux, a man thoroughly antipathetic to Abelard,
who had long considered his teaching wrong and
his influence dangerous, met at Sens (61 m. s.s.e. of

Paris). Certain extracts from Abelard's writings

were pronounced erroneous and hereti-

4- Second cal (June 4, 1141). Abelard declined

Condemna- to defend himself; he appealed to the
tionfor pope, and with his followers left the
Heresy. councO. His former pupil, Cardinal

Guido de Castello (aiterward Pope
Celestine II.), took his part at Rome; but Bernard
wrote a letter denouncing Arnold of Brescia,

another pupil, as one of the champions of Abelard,

and thereby influenced the decision of Pope Inno-
cent 11., who condenmed Abelard to silence, ex-

communicated his followers, ordered him and
Arnold to retire to a monastery, and their books to

be burned (July 16, 1141). Abelard wrote an
apology defending himself against the action of the

council, and sent a letter to Heloise maintaining his

orthodoxy. He wrote a second apology submitting
to the Church, and made peace with Bernard.
By the friendly intervention of Peter the Vener-

able, Abbot of Cluny, permission was given him to

spend the rest of his days at Cluny. He continued

his studies, " read constantly, prayed
5- Last often, gladly kept silence." But, bro-
Dayi. ken by his sufferings and misfortunes,

he did not live long there. With a
view to his physical betterment Peter sent him to

the neighboring priory of St. Marcel, at Chalons
and there be died. His body was taken to the

Paraclete; and on the death of Heloise (May 16,

1164) her body was placed in the same coffin. In
1817 their remains were removed to the cemeteiy
of P^re Lachaise, Paris, and a monument was
erected of stone from the ruins of the Paraclete.

n. System: AbeUrd belonged to the school

of Anselm of Canterbury, but he did not follow

him slavishly; and he was more critic than apolo-
gist of any syBtem, He borrowed much from
Augustine, Jerome, and older Church Fathers, as

well as from Agobard, Claudius of Turin, Engena,
and Fredegia. His originality is seen in his doc-
trine of the Trinity and the Atonement and, as a
philosopher, particularly in his teaching concerning
the frineipia and his position toward the question

of univenalia. The latter is not quite
I. Fhiloao- clear; but it appears that he was

phy. neither nominaUst, realist, nor con-

ceptualist. William of Champeaux,
the extreme realist, declared the universaUa to be
the very essence of all existence, and individuality

only the product of incidental circumstances. To
this Abelard objected that it led to pantheism;
and he pursued his criticism so keenly that he forced

William to modify his system. He rejected nomi-
nalism also, according to which the univerialia are

mere names, declaring that our conceptions must
correspond to things which occasion them. This

view is not conceptualism in so far as it does not in

oncHsided fashion emphasise the assertion that the

general ideas are mere conceptus mentia, mere sub-

jective ideas.

As theologian Abelard is noteworthy for his

doctrine of revelation, his attitude toward belief

on authority, and his conception of the

2. The- relation between faith and knowl-
ology. edge. Concerning revelation he em-

phasizes the inner influence on the

human spirit rather than its external manifestation,

and does not limit inspiration to the writers of the

Scriptures, but holds that it was imparted also to

the Greek and Roman philosophers and to the

Indian Brahmans. He teaches that the Scriptures

are the result of the cooperation of the Spirit of

God with the human writers, recognizes degrees

of inspiration, and admits that prophets and
apoetleis may make mistakes. He does not hesitate

to disclose the contradictions in tradition, and
distinguishes like a good Protestant between the

authority of the Scriptures and that of the Fathers.

Faith means to him a belief in things not susceptible

to sense which can be grounded on rational demon-
stration or satisfactory authority. He opposes

the compulsion of authority, will have free dis-

cussion of religious things, and everywhere follows

his own conviction; but he sets narrow limits to

what can be known. An adequate knowledge of

the unity and trinity of God he declares impossible,

as well as a scientific proof that shall compel belief

in the existence of God and inmiortality. Here
he asserts merely a possibility of belief. He con-

demns the acceptance of formulas of belief without

knowing what they mean, and will have no one

required to believe anything contrary to reason;

he found nothing of the kind himself in the Scrip-

tures or the teaching of the Church, and does not

mean to exclude the supernatural. The doctrine

of the Trinity he always treats in connection with

the divine attributes; and in spite of all precautions

the Trinity always becomes in his thought one of

the attributes. He qualifies onuupotence by
teaching that God does everything which he can,

and therefore he could not do more than he has done.

He can not prevent evil, but is able only to permit

it and to turn it to good. As for his ethics, he

teaches that moral good and ill inhere not in the

act but in the motive. The evil propensity is not

sin; it is the pcma merely, and not the culpa, which

has passed from Adam upon all. His theory of

the Atonement is moral. The aim of the incarna-

tion and sufferings of Christ was to move men to

love by this highest revelation of the divine love.

The love thus awakened frees from the bondage

of sin, enables to fulfil the law, and unpels to do the

will of God, no longer in fear, but in the freedom of

the sons of God. By law he understands the natural

law which Christ taught and fulfilled, giving thereby
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the highest example. By hiB love, faithful to

death, ChriBt has won merit with God; and because

of this merit God forgives those who enter into

communion with Christ and enables them to fulfil

the law. It is in personal communion with Christ,

therefore, that the real Aton^nent consists. Only
such as let themselves be impressed with the love

of Christ enter into this communion. By the curse

of the law from which Christ frees, Abelard under^

stands the Mosaic religion with its hard punish-

ments. Inasmuch as Christ made an end of the

Mosaic religion, he abolished its punishments also,

in. Writings: A practically complete edition

of the works of Abelard (including certain writings

which are spurious or of doubtful origin) was fur-

nished by Victor Cousin in the Ouvragea vfUdiJta

d*Abdard (Paris, 1836) and Petri Abdardi opera

ntmc primum in unum coUecta (2 vols., 1840-59);

the Opera, from the edition of A. Duchesne and F.

Amboise (Paris, 1616), with Opuscula published

later, are in MPL, clxxviii. (lacks the Sic el nan,

that brilliant piece of skeptical writing). Par-

ticular works have been published as follows: the

Thedogia Christiana and the Hexameran, ed. Mar-
t^ne and Durand, in the Theeaurus novus aneodo-

tarum, v. (Paris, 1717); the^^tca (ScitoU ipeum),

ed. B. Pes, in the Thesaurus anecdotorum novis-

simus, iii. (1721); the Dialogus and the Epitome or

Sententix, ed. F.H.Rheinwald (Berlin, 1831, 1835);

the Sic et non, ed. T. Henke and G. S. Lindenkohl
(Marburg, 1851; incomplete in Cousin's edition,

1836); the Historia calamitatum, ed. Orelli (Zurich,

1841); the Planctus virginum Israel super fUia

JeptoB GaladitoB, ed. W. Meyer and W. Brambach
(Munich, 1886); the Hymnarius paraclUensis, ed.

G. M. Drevee (Paris, 1891); the Tractalus de unitale

el trinHaU divina, ed. R. Stdlzle (Freiburg, 1891).

The letters have been often published in the original

Latin and in translation (Latin, ed. R. Rawlinson,
London, 1718; Eng., ed. H. Mills, London, 1850;

ed. H. Morton, New York, 1901; Germ., with the
Historia calamitatum, ed. P. Baumgftrtner, Reclam,
Leipsic, 1894; French, with Latin text, ed. Gr^rard,

Paris, 1885); and selections will be found in some
of the works cited in. the bibliography below.

Bibliography: J. Berington, . . . Livet of Abeillard and
UetaiBa, with . . . Their Letiert, 2d ed., Birmingham,
1788; C. de lUmusat. AbOard, 2 voIb., Paria, 1846 (the
tandard biography); J. L. Jacobi, AbiUard uttd HeiotM,
BerUn, 1850; F. P. G. Guiiot. LeiinM d'Abailard et d'US-
loiae, vrMdiee d*un eteai hietorigtte, Paris, 1839, 1853; C.

Prantel, Oeediichte der Logik im Abendlande, ii. 160-204.
Leipsic, 1861; O. W. Wight, Abelard and HeUriee, New
York, 1861; E. Boimier. AbOard et St. Bernard, Paris.

1862; Hefele. CaneOienoeBchichte, v. 321-326, 899-
435; A. 8t6ckl. Oeeehichte der Philotophie dee MiUelaUert,
L 218-272, Mains, 1864; H. Reuter, Oeeehichte der relioi-

Seen AufklOruno im MiUdaUer, i. 183-259, Berlin, 1876;
£. Vacaudard, Aboard et ea hUte avec St Bernard, so doc-
trine, so mHhoder Paris, 1881; S. M. Deutsch, Peter A6A-
tard, Leipsic, 1883; A. S. Richardson, AbiUMrd and HeUnee,
with a Selection of their LeUere, New York, 1884; J. G.
Compayr^, Abelard and the. . . Hietory of Univereitiee,

London, 1893; A. Hausrath, Peter AbHUxrd, Leipsic, 1896;
Jos. McCabe. Peter Aboard, New York, 1901 (an excellent
book); Hauck, XD. iv. 409 sqq.

ABELITES, 6'bel-ait8 (ABELIAHS,ABELONIANS) :

A sect mentioned by Augustine (Haer,, Ixxxvii.;

cf. PrcBdestinatus, i. 87) as formerly living in the

neighborhood of Hippo, but already extinct when

he wrote. Their name was derived from Abel,

the son of Adam. Each man took a wife, but

refrained from conjugal relations, and each pair

adopted a boy and a girl who inherited the property
of their foster-parents on condition of living to-

gether in like manner in mature life. They were
probably the remnant of a Gnostic sect, tinged
perhaps by Manichean influences. [The name grew
out of a wide-«pread belief that Abel though mar-
ried had lived a life of continence.]

G. ErOqkb.
Biblioorafht: C. W. F. Waloh, Bnlwyrf aimer voOsCaml^m

Hietorie der Keteereien, I 007-006. Leipeio, 1702.

ABELLI, o-belli, LOUIS: French Roman
Catholic; b. 1603; d. at Paris Oct. 4, 1691. He
was made bishop of Rhodes, southern France, in

1664, but resigned three years later and retired to

the monastery of St. Lazare in Paris. He was a

vehement opponent of Jansenism. His numerous
works include: Medulla theologica (2 vols., Paris,

1651), a treatise on dogmatics; La Tradition de

V6gUse iouchani la d&votian envers la Sainte Vierge

(1662); Vie de St, Vincent de Paul (1664); De
VcbHssanee et soumission due au Pope (ed. Cheru^
1870) ; and two volumes of meditations. La Couranne
de Vannie duritienne (1657).

ABEN EZRA (Abraham ben Meir ibn Ezra):
Jewish poet, grammarian, and commentator; b.

in Toledo, Spain, 1092; d. Jan. 23, 1167. He left

Toledo about 1138 and is known to have visited

Bagdad, Rome (1140), Mantua and Lucca (1145),
Dreux (45 m. w.s.w. of Paris; 1155-57), and Lon-
don (1158); in 1166 he was in southern France.
His poems show a mastery of the metrical art but
have no inspiration, his grammatical works are not
logically arranged, and his commentaries lack
religious feeling. His exegetical principle was to

follow the grammatical sense rather tluui the alle-

gorical method of the Church; yet he resorts to

figurative interpretation when the literal meaning
is repugnant to reason. His critical insight is

shown by hints that the Pentateuch and Isaiah
contain interpolations (cf. H. Holzinger, EinleUung
in den Hexateuch, Freiburg, 1893, pp. 28 sqq.;

J. FQtst, Der Kanan des AUm Testaments, Leipsic,

1868, p. 16), though he lacked the courage to say
so openly. His chief importance is that he made
the grammatical and rdigio-philosophical works
of the Spanish Jews, written in Arabic, known out-
side of Spain. His conunentaries (on the Penta-
teuch, Isaiah, the Minor Prophets, Job, Psalms,
the five Megilloth, and Daniel) are usuaUy found
in rabbinic Bibles. His introduction to the Pen-
tateuch has been edited by W. Bacher (Vienna,
1876); the cmnmentaiy on Isaiah, with Eng.
trans, and two volumes of Essays on the Writing
of Abraham Hm Ezra, by M. Friedl&nder (4 vols.,

London, 1873-77). His poems have been pub-
lished by D. Rosin (4 parts, Breslau, 1885-91)
and J. Egers (Berlin, 1886). (G. Dalman.)
Bibuoobapbt: L. Zuna, Die eynagogale Poeeie dee MiiUU

aUere, Berlin, 1865; 8. 1. KAmpf, Niehtandalueieehe Boeeie
andalueiecher Dichier, i. 213-240. Pncue, 1868; M. Eialer.
VorUaunoen Hber die jQdieehe Philoeophie dee Mitletattere,
i. 113-120, Vienna. 1876; W. Baoher. Abraham ibn Eem
ale Orammatiker, Stnsburg. 1882; J. 8. Spiecler. Oe-
eehichte der Philoeophie dee Judentumt, pp. 263-205, Leip-
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nc. 1800; H. Gr&ts. Ouehiehie der Juden, yi. (1804) 184-
101. 280-306, 733-735; iii. (1807) 131-140. Eng. transl..

London. 1801-08; J. Winter and A. Wflnscbe. Die yo-
diach* LUUraiur, u. 184-101. 280-306, Berlin. 1804.

ABERCIUS. See AvBacius.

ABERCROMBIE, ab'er-<!ruin-bi, JOHN: Scotch
physician and writer on metaphysics; b. at Aber-
deen Oct. 10, 1780 ; d. at Edinburgh Nov. 14, 1844.

He studied medicine at Ekiinburgh and London,
and settled in the fonner city as practising physician

in 1804. He became one of the foremost medical
men of Scotland, but is best known as the author
of Inquiries concerning (A« Intellectual Powers and
the Investigation of Truth (Edinburgh, 1830) and
The PhUoeophy of the Moral Feelinge (London,

1833), works which he wrote from a belief that his

knowledge of nervous diseases fitted him to discuss

mental phenomena. The books long enjoyed great

popularity, but were not written in the real spirit

of a truth-meeker, have little originality, and are

now superseded. A volume of Easaya and Tracts,

mainly on religious subjects, was published post-

humously (Edinburgh, 1847).

BiBLtOGKiLrHT: W. Anderson. Seottiak Nation, i. 2, Edin-
bursb. 1864; DNB, i. 37-38.

ABERNETHT, ab'er-neth-i, JOHN: Irish Prea-

byterian; b. at Brigh, County Tyrone, Oct. 19, 1680;

d. at Dublin Dec., 1740. He studied at Glasgow
(M.A.) and Edinburgh, and became minister of the

Presbyterian congregation at Antrim in 1703. In

1717, following his own judgment and desire, he
chose to remain at Antrim, although the synod
wished him to accept a call from a Dublin congre-

gation. To disregard an appointment of the synod
was an unheard-of act for the time, and the Irish

Church was split into two parties, the " Subscri-

bers " and " Non-Subscribers, '^ Abemethy being

at the head of the latter. The Non-Subscribers

were cut off from the Gihurch in 1726. From 1730
till his death he was minister of the Wood Street

Church, Dublin. Here he again showed himself

in advance of his time by opposing the Test Act
and " all laws that, upon account of mere differences

of religioua opinions and forms of worship, ex-

cluded men of integrity and ability from serving

their country." His published works are: Die-

eounee on the Being and Perfections of God (2 vols.,

Lcmdon, 1740^3); Sermons (4 vols., 174^-51), with
life by James Duchal; Tracts and Sermons (1751).

BiBLKXUurBT: J. 8. Reid, Prtibyttrian Church in Irtlattdt

2 TDb., Edinburgh, 1834-37; DNB., i. 48-40.

ABERT, fj^bert, FRIEDRICH PHILIP VON:
Roman O&tholic archbishop of Bamberg; b. at

Munnerstadt (35 m. n.n.e. of WQrzburg) May 1,

1852. He was educated at the Passau Lyceum
(1870-71) and the University of Wttrzburg (Ph.D.,

1875), and from 1875 to 1881 was active as a parish

priest. In the latter year he was appointed an
assistant at the episcopal clerical seminary at

WtknbuTg, and four years later was made professor

of dogmatics at the Royal Lyceum, Regensburg.
In 1800 he was appointed professor of dogmatics
and sjrmbolics at WQrzburg, where he was dean in

1894-95, 1899-1900, and rector in 1900-01. In 1905
be was consecrated archbishop of Bamberg. He
has written Einheit des Seine in Christus nach der

Lehre des heUigen Thomas von Aguin (Regensburg,
1889); Von den gdttlichen Eigenschaften und von
der Seligkeit, zwei dem heUigen Thomas von Aguin
Mugeschriebene Abhandlungen (WQrsburg, 1893);
Bibliotheca Thamistica (1895); and Das Wesen des
Chrietentums nach Thomas von Aquin (1901).

AB6AR (Lat. Ahgarus): Name (or title) of
eight of the kings (toparchs) of Osrhoene who
reigned at Edessa for a period of three centuries
and a half ending in 217. The fifteenth of these
jdngB, Abgar V., Uchomo (" the black," 9-46 a.d.),

is noteworthy for an alleged correspondence with
Jesus, first mentioned by Eusebius (Hist, ecd., i. 13),

who states that Abgar, suffering sorely in body
and having heard of the cures of Jesus, sent him a
letter professing belief in his divinity and asking
him to come to Edessa and help him. Jesus wrote
in reply that he must remain in Palestine, but that

after his ascension he would send one of his dis-

ciples who would heal the king and bring life to him
and his people. Both letters Eusebius gives in

literal translation from a Syriac document which
he had found in the archives of Edessa. On the
same authority he adds that after the ascension

the Apostle Thomas sent Thaddseus, one of the
seventy, to Edessa and that, with attendant
miracles, he fulfilled the promise of Jesus in the
year 340 (of the Seleuddan era=29 a.d.). The
DoctrirM Addmi (Addsus = Thaddeus; edited and
translated by G. Phillips, London, 1876), of the

second half of the fourth century, makes Jesus

reply by an oral message instead of a letter, and
adds that the messenger of Abgar was a painter and
made and carried back with him to Edessa a por-

trait of Jesus. Moses of Chorene (c. 470) repeats

the story (Hist. Armeniaca, ii. 29-32), with additions,

including a correspondence between Abgar and
Tiberius, Narsee of Assyria, and Ardashes of Persia,

in which the " king of the Armenians " appears
as champion of (Christianity; the portrait, he says,

was still in Edessa. Gross anachronisms stamp
the story as wholly unlustorical. Pope Gelasius

I. and a Roman synod about 495 pronounced the

alleged correspondence with Jesus apocryphal. A
few Roman Catholic scholars have tried to defend
its genuineness (e.g. Tillemont, Mimoires, i., Brussels,

1706, pp. 990-997; Welte, in TQ, Tttbingen, 1842,

pp. 335-365), but Protestants have generally re-

jected it. See JsBUB Christ, Picttures and Im-

AosB OF. (K. Schmidt.)

Bibuoorapht: R. A. Lipsius, Die edesaeniacha Ahgartoife,

Brunswick, 1880; K. C. A. Matthes, Die ede—eniaehe Ab-
ffOTMve. Leipaio. 1882; ANF, viii. 702 tqq.; L. J. Tixeront,

LeM crigineB de I'eglite d'Edesee et la UoetuU d'Abgar, Paris,

1888; Lipsiufl and Bonnet, Acta apoUolorum apocrypha,
vol. i.. Leipaie. 1891; W. T. Winghille, The Letter from
Jeaue Christ to Abganu attd the Letter of Abgarue to Chriet,

1891; Harnack, Litteratur, i. 633-540, ib. 1893; TU, new
er. iii., 1899, 102-196.

ABHEDANANDA, a-bed''a-nan-da\ SWAHI:
Hindu leader of the Vedanta propaganda in Amer-
ica; b. at Calcutta Nov. 21, 1866. He was educated
at Calcutta University, and after being professor

of Hindu philosophy in India went to London in

1896 to lecture on the Vedanta. In the following

year he went to New York, where he has since
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remained, succeeding Swami Vivekananda as head
of the Vedanta Society in America. Theologically

he belongs to the pantheistic and univerudistic

Vedanta school of Hindu philosophy. His works
include, in addition to numerous single lectives,

Remcamatian (New York, 1890); Spiritual Un-
fMment (1001); Philosophy of Work (1002); How
to be a Yogi (1002); Divine Heritage of Man (1003);

Self-Knowledge (AtmorJnana) (1005); India and
her People (1006); and an edition of The Sayinge

of Sri Ramakriehna (1003).

ABIATHAR. See Ahtmelech.

ABIJAH, Q-boi'ja (called Abijam in I Kings xiv.

31, XV. 1, 7, 8): Second king of Judah, son of Reho-
boam, and, on his mother's side, probably a great

grandson of David, since his mother Maachah is

called a daughter of Absalom (II Chron. xi. 20;
" Abishalom," in I Kings xv. 2). In I Kings xv.

10, however, Maachah, the daughter of Abishalom,

appears as mother of Asa; and in II Chron. xiii.

2 the mother of Abijah is called Michaiah, the

daughter of Uriel. " Michaiah " here is probably

a scribal error for" Maachah," the addition "daugh-
ter of Abishalom " in I Kings xv. 10 probably a
copyist's mistake; and it is possible that Uriel was
son-in-law of Absalom, and Maachah, therefore,

his granddaughter. Abijah reigned three years

(057-055 B.C. or, according to Kamphausen, 020-

018). The Book of Kings says that he walked in

all the sins of his father, which probably means that

he allowed idolatrous worship, and adds that the

war between Judah ^nd Israel, which followed the

division, continued during his reign. According

to II Chronicles xiii., Abijah gained some advantages

in the war, which, though soon lost, were not imim-
portant. He may have been in alliance with

Tabrimon of Damascus (I Kings xv. 18-10). His

history is contained in I Kings xiv. 31-xv. 8, and
II Chron. xiii. 1-22. (W. Lotz.)

According to the more correct chronology Abijah

reigned 018-015 B.C. J. F. M.

Biblxoorapht: See under Ahab.

ABILENE, ab'^i-ll'ne: A district mentioned in

Luke iii. 1 as being imder the rule of the tetrarch

Lysanias. It is evidently connected with a town
Abila, and Josephus (Ant., XVIII. vi. 10, XIX. v.

1, XX. vii. 1; War, II. xi. 5, xii. 8) indicates that

the town in question was situated on the southern

Lebanon. Old itineraries (Itinerarium Antonini,

ed. Wesseling, Amsterdam, 1735, p. 108; Talmla
Peutingerianaj ed. Miller, Ravensburg, 1887, x. 3)

mention an Abila, eighteen Roman miles from
Damascus, on the road to Heliopolis (Baalbek),

the modem Suk Wady Barada, on the south bank
of the river, in a fertile and luxuriant opening
surrounded by precipitous cliffs. Remains of an
ancient city are found on both banks of the river,

and the identification is confirmed by an inscrip-

tion(C/L, iii. 100) stating that the emperors Marcus
Aurelius and Lucius Verus repaired the road, which
had been damaged by the river, " at the expense
of the Abilenians." The tomb of Habil (Abel,

who is said to have been buried here by Cain), which
is shown in the neighborhood, may also preserve

a reminiscence of the ancient name, Abila. It

has generally been assumed that the Lysanias
intended by Luke was Lysanias, son of Ptolemy
who ruled Iturea 40-36 b.c. (Joaephus, Ant,, XIY.
xiii. 3; War, I. xiii. 1). If this be oorrect, Luke,

is in error, since he makes Lysaniaa tetrarch of

Abilene in 28-20 a.d. It may be noted, however,
that the capital of Iturea was CSialcis, not Abila;

and Josephus does not include the territory of

Chalcis in the tetrarchy of Lysanias. Furthermore,
there is an inscription (CIG, 4521) of a certain

Nymphaios, *' the freedman of the tetrarch Lysa-

nias," the date of which must be between 14 and
20 A.o. Hence it is not improbable that there

was an earlier and a later Lysanias and that the

latter is the one who is mentioned as tetrarch of

Abilene. (H. Guths.)

Bibuoorapht: A. ReUnd, PalmtHna, 627 sqq., Utrecht
1714; Robinaon, Laler ReaeanhM, pp. 47»-4S4: J. L.

Porter, Oiant CiHm of Baahan, i. 261, New York. 1871: C.

R. Conder, T^tUrWork in PatMHne, p. 127, London. 1880;

ZDP, viii. (1885) 40; Ebers and Guthe, PalAaHna in Biid

und Wort, L 456-400. Stuttgart, 1887; SohOier. GemMehix.
i. 716 sqq., Enc. transl., I. ii. 335 sqq.; W. H. Waddinc-
ton, InweripHont Orecquet et LaHtiMde la Surie, Pferis. 187a

ABISHAI, Q-bish^a-oi: EUder brother of Joab
and Asahel (I Chron. ii. 16); like them the son

of Zeruiah, David's sister (or half-aister; cf. II

Sam. xvii. 25, where Zeruiah's sister Abigail is

called daughter of Nahaah, not of Jesse). His father

is not mentioned. He was David's oompanion in

his time of persecution (I Sam. xxvi. 6 sqq.), saved
his life (II Sam. xxi. 17), and served him faithfully

to the end of his reign. He was the first among
the " thirty " in the catalogue of David's mighty
men (xxiii. 1^19, reading "thirty" instead of

"three;" cf. Wellhausen, Der Text der Biicher

Samudia, GOttingen, 1871, and Klostermann's
commentary on Samuel ad loc.). While Joab
was conmiander-in-chief Abishai often commanded
a division of the army (against the Ammonites,
II Sam. X. 10-14; against Edom, I Chron. xviii. 12;

against Absalom, II Sam. xviii. 2; against Sheba,
II Sam. XX. 6). He was valiant and true, but
severe and passionate toward David's enemies
(cf. I Sam. xxvi. 8; II Sam. iii. 30, xvi. 9, xix. 21).

C. VON Orelu.

ABJURATION: A formal renunciation of heresy
required of converts to the Roman Catholic Church.
The First and Second Councils of Nicaea insisted
on a written abjuration from those who, after

having fallen into the religious errors of the time,
desired to be restored to membership in the Church.
The necessity of abjuration is reaffirmed in the

Decree of Gratian and in the Decretals of Gregory
IX., and foimd an important place in the procedure
of the Inquisition. This tribunal distinguished
four kinds of abjuration, according as the heresy
to be renoimced was a matter of notorie^ or of

varying degrees of suspicion,

—

de formali, de levi,

de vehementif de woUnto, Abjiuration of notorious
heresy or of very strongly suspected heretical
inclinations took the form of a public solemn cere-

mony. In modem times the Roman Inquisition
requires that a diligent investigation shall be con-
ducted regarding the baptism of persons seeking
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aHmiwrion into the Church. If it is ascertained

that baptifim has not been received, no abjuration

18 demanded; if a previous baptism was valid, or

was of doubtful validity, abjuration and profession

of faith are necessary preliminaries to reception

into the Church. A convert imder fourteen years

of age is in no case bound to abjure. The act of

abjuration is attended with little formality,—all

that is neoeasary is that it be done in the presence

of the parish priest and witnesses, or even without
witnesses if the fact can otherwise be proved.

The modem formula of abj\iration found in Roman
Catholic rituals is really more in the nature of a
profession of faith, the only passages savoring of

formal renunciation of heresy bieing the following,

—

" With sincere heart and unfeigned faith I detest

and abjure every error, heresy, and sect opposed to

the Holy, Catholic, and Apostolic, Roman Church.

I reject and condenm all that she rejects and con-

demns." John T. Crsaoh.

ABLON: Village on the left bank of the Seine,

about 9 m. s. of Paris, noteworthy as the place

where public worship was first conceded to the

Protestants of Paris. Notwithstanding the edict

of Nantes (May 2, 1598), the Protestants of the

capital were not allowed a church within the city

itself, but had to travel to Ablon. In 1602 they

petitioned the King for a place nearer the city,

alleging that during the winter forty children had
died from being carried so far for baptism. In

1606 their petition was granted and the chiutsh

was removed to Charenton, at the junction of the

Seine and liame, six or seven miles nearer the city.

The toilsome and sometimes dangerous " expe-

ditions " to Ablon are often spoken of by Sully

and Casaubon.

ABLUTIOIIS OF THE ICASS: The rubrics of

the mass prescribe that immediately after com-
munion the celebrant shall purify the chalice with

wine, and hia fingers with wine and water. These

ablutions, aa they are called, are drunk by the priest

unless he is obliged to celebrate a second time on
the same day, in which case he pours the wine and
water of tli^ last ablution into a special vessel,

kept for the purpose near the tabernacle, and
cousumes them at the next mass. Pope Pius V.

in 1570 introduced into his filissal the rubrics on
this matter aa they exist to-day. The first clear

references to the ablutions as practised to-day are

found in the eleventh century. Ablution of the

hands is also prescribed before mass, before the

canon, and after the distribution of communion
outside of mass. John T. Cbicaoh.

ABHER. See Ibh-bosheth.

ABODAH ZARAH. See Taimvd.

ABOT (PIRXE ABOT). See Talmud.

ABOT de-SABBI NATHAN. See Talmxtd.

ABRABANEL, d-bra'^ba-nel' (ABRAVANEL,
ABAEBANEL), ISAAC: The last Jewish exegete

of importance; b. of distinguished family, which

boasted of Davidic descent, at Lisbon 1437; d. in

Venice 1509. He was treasurer of Alfonso V. of

Portugal, but was compelled to flee the country

under his auooessor, John II., in 1483. He lived in

Spain until the Jews were expelled thence by Fer-

dinand and Isabella (1492), when he went to Naples.

In both countries he rendered important services

to the government as financier. From 1496 till

1503 he lived at Monopoli in Apulia, southern Italy,

occupied with literary work, and later settled in

Venice. He wrote commentaries on the Penta-
teuch (Venice, 1579) and on the earlier and the later

Prophets (Pesaro, 1520 [?]) which show little origi-

nality, and are valuable chiefly for the extracts

he makes from his predecessors. In his Messianic

treatises (Yeahu'ot meshUflio, " The Salvation of his

Anointed," Carlsruhe, 1828; Ma'yene fuir^eahu'ah,

"Sources of Salvation," Ferrara, 1661; Maahmia*
Yeahu'ah, " Proclaiming Salvation," Salonica, 1526)

he criticizes Christian interpretations of prophecy,

but with no great insight. His religio-philosophical

writings are less important. In the interest of

Jewish orthodoxy he defends the creation of the

world from nothing (in Mifalot Elohim, " Works
of God," Venice, 1592) and advocates the thirteen

articles of faith of Biaimonides (in Roah amanah,
"The Pinnacle of Faith," Constantinople, 1605).

His eschatological computations made the year
of salvation due in 1503. (G. Dalman.)

Abrabanel held a place of some importance in

the history of Christian exegesis due to the facts

that he appreciated and quoted freely the earlier

Christian exegetes and that many of his own writings

were in turn condensed and translated by Christian

scholars of the next two centuries (Alting, Bud-
dsus, the younger Buxtorf, Carpzov, and others).

J. F. M.
Biblxoorapht: J. H. BCajus, Vita Don lutac Abrabanielia,

GiewenC?), 1707(?); C. F. Biachoflf. DiuerlaHo . . . de

. . . vita aique §cripH9 laaaci Abrabanidiat Altdorf,

1708; Bf. Schwab, Abmvanel et aon Spoque, Paris. 1865;

JQR, i. (1888) 37-62; H. Gr»ts, Oeaehichte der Juden, viu.

324-334. ix. 5-7. ii. 208, 213, Eng. transl., London. 1891-

98; Winter and WOnache, OtachiekU der jUdiachen Lit^

teratur, U. 333. 339, 443, 461. 791-792. Berlin, 1894; D.

Oassel JadiaehB Ot§eh%chte und Litteratur, Leipsio, 1879,

pp. 321 Bqq., 427, 426 sqq.

ABRAHAM, d'bra-ham or a'bra-hOm.
Souroes of his Biosraphy Analysed (§ 1).

Historicity of Abraham Defended (§ 2).

Historicity of the Patriarchs Defended (f 3).

Impossibility of Fully Reconstructing the Souroes ( § 4).

This article will be limited to an attempt to

establish the credibility of the tradition which

represents Abraham as the first ancestor of the

Israelites, against the arguments of those who doubt

or deny the existence of the patriarch as an histori-

cal personage.

Knowledge of Abraham's history must be derived

exclusively from Gen. xi. 26-xxvi. 10. Other

accoimta--Josephus, Ant., I. vi. 5-xvii; Philo,

De Ahrahamo, De migratiane Ahrahami, De con-

greasu qucerendcB emditionis causa, De profugia.

Quia rerum dwinarum hcerea ait; the haggadic

narratives (collected by B. Beer, La>en

X. Sources Abrahama nach Auffaaaung der jadi-

of Hia achen Sage, Leipsic, 1859); the notices

Biography in Eusebius, Prasparatio evangelica, ix.

Analyzed. 16-20—are all excluded by their late

origin. Many maintain that the Bib-

lical narrative is also discredited for the same reason.

It is true that the beginnings of the patriarchal
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hifltoiy cannot be dated later than about 1900 b.c,

and even if GenesiB was written by Moses (c. 1300

B.C.) its account is from 500 to 600 years later than

the life of Abraham. If, as so many believe, the

present Genesis originated between 500 and 400
B.C., a period of from 1,400 to 1,500 years inter-

venes. Whenever it may have been written,

however, the Book of Genesis presents the concep-

tion of the life of Abraham current in the pious

circles of Israel at the time of composition; and
this conception may be shown to have been handed
down from earlier periods. The narrative is a
piecing together of the sources (£, J, and P) without

essential additions by R. For the present purpose
it matters little wh^ P originated, since this por-

tion of the narrative is a mere sketch, barren of

details. It is generally assumed that E and J origi-

nated between the time of Jehoshaphat and Uzziah
(850-750 B.C.); others think it more probable that

E belongs to the time of the Judges (c. 1100 B.C.),

J to that of David (c. 1000 B.C.). If the latter

assimiption be correct, the combination of E and
J (which are supplementary rather than contra-

dictory) gives what passed for the history of Abra-
ham at the end of the period of the Judges and at

the beginning of the monarchy. The Book of Deu-
teronomy contains passages which imply facts and
conceptions written down in EJ (cf. vi. 3, 10, 18;

vii. 7, 8, 12, 13; viii. 1, 18; ix. 5, 27; xiii. 18;

xix. 8; xxvi. 3, 7, 15). If, then, Deuteronomy be
Mosaic, the history of Abraham is traced back to

the Mosaic time. It can not be the product of the

inventive fancy of Israel during the sojourn in

Egypt; for during the first half of the sojoiun the

patriarchal period was too near to admit of fancies,

and during the oppression there was no thought of

migrating to Canaan and settling there. It is

thus quite improbable that fancy transformed

wishes into promises once given to the fathers.

Most of the critics ascribe Deuteronomy to the

last century of the monarchy of Judah. The
narrative of EJ is, then, the oldest

2. Historic- written attestation of Abraham; and
ity ot the question arises, how far can this

Abraham narrative be accepted as historical?

Defended. If it is not historical the origin of its

conception of Abraham must be ex-

plained. It has been suggested that Abraham
was a deity adored in antiquity and afterward

humanized (Dozy, N5ldeke, E. Meyer). But in

all Semitic literature no god named Abraham is

found; and no indication exists that Abraham
was ever conceived of in Israel as a deity or higher

being. More plausible is the view that Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob were ethnographic collective

names (Wellhausen, Prolegomena, Beriin, 1895,

pp. 322 sqq.). Abraham in particular was a com-
bination of Israelitic, Edomitic, Moabitic, and
Ammonitic nations. These collective names were
afterward conceived of as names of individuals of

remote antiquity, to whom fancy involuntarily

ascribed a history reflecting the views and wishes
of the later period. But there is little to prove
that the names of the patriarchs were originally

collective names; and against the supposition is

the fact that the Israelites did not call themselves

after the name of Abraham but after that of laaae,

Jacob, Israel. Moreover, the picture of Abraham
presented by EJ is not what one would expect

Israel's fancy of the time of the Prophets to paint

as the portrait of a patriarch par excdlenee, Well-

hausen says of the patriarchs as they appear in EJ:
" They are not courageous and manly, but good
house-masters, a little under the influence of their

more judicious wives." It is hardly conceivable
that the Israel of the monarchy should have im-

agined as the type of an Israelite indeed a man
without courage, devoid of manliness, and ruled

by his wife. Abraham's faith and obedience are

emphasized and he is depicted as interceding with

Yahweh; but EJ also makes him marry his half-

sister, which was incest according to the iBraelitic

conception; he took Lot with him against Yah-
weh's command; though Yahweh had promised
him Canaan as his abode, he went thence to Elgypt;

more than once he endangered the honor of his

wife; his faith is occasionally, though only momen-
tarily, not free from doubt (Gen. xv. 8, xvii. 17, 18).

If, then, the origin of Abraham as a fictitious per-

sonage can not be explained and traced, nothing
remains but to conclude that his history rests upon
tradition. like all tradition, that of Abraham may
contain inaccuracies, amplifications, or gaps; but

the less it answers the expectation of an id^ form

or can be proved to be a product of later times

developed from the past, the greater is its claim to

credibility.

Another point raised against the historicity of the

Biblical narratives of the patriarchs is that in the

time of Moses, and later, Yahweh was

3. Historic- a thunder-god dwelling on Sinai and
ity of the was worshiped in a fetishistic manner
Patriarchs by the Israelitic tribes, which at the

Defended, same time were devoted to totemism.
But this objection rests upon a rash

inference, from single phenomena of the religious

life at the time of Moses and the subsequent period,

that the religious conceptions and usages of the

Israelites were identical with those of the Arabs
who lived two thousand years later in the time

before Mohammed's appearance. The Israelite

were not conscious of any special relationship with

the Arabs, and the religion of the latter before

Mohammed can not be proved to be a petrifaction

of former millenniums.

The effort to prove the patriarchs unhistorical

from the narrative of the sending of the spies (Num.
xiii.-xiv.)—^because it appears questionable in that

narrative whether it was worth while or possible

for Israel to take Canaan, whereas on the basis of

the history of the patriarchs both were certain-
falls to the ground when it is remembered that the

authors who wrote the story of the spies were fully

convinced that Yahweh had promised Canaan to

the fathers, and that they wrote with the supposition
that no intelligent reader would see in their narra-
tive a contradiction of this conviction. The mosi
plausible objection to the historicity of the narra-
tives of the patriarchs is the length of time betwe«i
the events recorded and the origin of the documen-
taxy sources extant in Genesis. But that tradition

may preserve a faithful record of foraiier events
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especially where matters of a religious nature are

concerned, will be denied only by those who judge
the remote past by the conditions of the present.

The Indians and the Gauls for centuries handed
on their religious conceptions by means of oral

tradition; and it is very possible that the authors

of the documents of Genesis had records from very
ancient, even pre-Mosaic, time. The possibility

once admitted, that a faithful tradition concerning

Abraham may have been preserved to the time
when the documents of Genesis originated, the

last reason for considering him a product of later

Israelitic fancy, is removed.
No one of the three sources which are pieced

together in the present Genesis can be fully re-

constructed. The document P must
4. Impo»- have contained much more material
tihility oi than the sum total of all the excerpts
Fnllj Re- from it. The source E appears &«t
coostmct- with certainty in chapter xx. ; and J,

tug tba especially for Abraham's later years,

Sources, is preserved only in fragments. There
is thus no means of knowing all that

the sources originally contained; and, furthermore,

many passages of Genesis can be assigned with
certainty neither to one nor another of the sources.

Hence the accuracy and completeness of our knowl-
edge of Abraham's history is dependent on the

fidelity and good judgment with which the compiler

of Genesis has done his work; and in attempting
to delineate the true story of Abraham's life it is

an imperative duty to weigh carefuUy the possi-

bility and probability of each detail.

(A. KdHLERf.)
The historicity of the personal as distinguished

from the tribal Abraham is still held by a wide
though perhaps narrowingdrde of scholars. In the

above artide the difficulties are too lightly treated.

The embarrassing question of Abraham's date
is disposed of (§ 1) by the assumption that it can
not have been later than 1900 B.C. But Gen. xiv.,

by its Babjrionian sjmchronism, puts it in the

twenty-third century b.c., at least one thousand
years before Moees, and fifteen hundred years

before the generally accepted date of Abraham's
first biographer. Moreover, practically nothing
is known of the history of his descendants imtil

the era of Moses. When we seek for at least a
substantial personality amid the vagueness, inoon-

sistendes, and contradictions direct or inferential,

that mark the several accounts, we are thrown
back t^wn the fact of the persistent general trar

dition, whidi evidently had a very ^irly origin,

and to which great wei^t should in fairness be
attached. J. F. M.
BnuooaArHT: Bwfdw the historiM of Urael and oommen-
^•nm on Geneab, oooMilt W. J. Deane. Abraham : Hie
^« ontf rmet, London. 1886; H. C. Tomkinfl, Abraham
a»<i7tfil0».ib. 1807; C. H. OornlU. OMcftteftte dM Fottet
itrad, Ls^Mie, 1806. Eng. tranaL. Chioaso. 1806; P.
Donstettar. Abraham ; Studitn Hiber die Anfikige dee h^
trOudhm VoOtee, Freibuiv. 1902. For the extra-BibUeal
tnditbns: G. Weil, BiUieihe Legenden der MuedmAnner,
Pnnkfort. 1M5; H. Beer, Leben Abnhama, naeh Auffae-
«M0 der jMieehan Sage, Leipeie, 1860; T. P. Hughes.
iKcAiowry «f /elom, pp. 4-7, London. 1896 (gives Abra-
bem paMBges in tlie Koran); B. W. Baeon. Abraham the

Beir of FateM*. mihaNew World, voL viii. (1899); JB,
i8»-«.

ABRAHAM, APOCALYPSE OF. See Fssud-
XPIOBAFHA, Old TestIment, II., 21.

ABRAHAM A SANCTA CLARA: Monastic name
by which a famous German preacher, Ulrich
Megerle, is usually known; b. at Kreenheinstetten
(20 m. n. of Constance), Baden, July 2, 1644; d. in

^^enna Dec. 1, 1709. He was the son of an inn-
keeper, and received his education from the Jesuits

at Ingolstadt and from the Benedictines at Sals-

burg. In 1662 he entered the order of the bare-
footed Augustinians, and rose to positions of

authority, becoming prior of his house, provincial,

and definitor. After 1668 or 1669, with the ex-
ception of seven years (1682-^9) spent at Graz,
he was attached to the Augustinian Church in

Vienna. He wsjs primarily a preacher, and his

first published works were reprints of sermons.
His definite literaiy activity dates from the plague
of 1679, which called forth three small books; but
these, as well sjs similar occasional writings—such
as Auf, auf, ihz Christen (1683), inspired by the
danger of theTurkish invasion and imitatedby Schil-

ler in the Capuchin's address in WaUensteina Lager,

viii.; Gack Gack (1685), a book for pilgrims;

HeiUamea GemiachrGtmasch (1704)—are of com-
paratively slight importance. His principal work,
Judaa, der ErzSchdm (4 parts, 1686-95), is an
imaginary biography of the betrayer of Christ,

written from the standpoint of a satirical preacher.

About the same time he wrote a compendium of

moral theology, GramrnaJbica rdiffiosa (1691) in

which the more dignified Latin precludes the

characteristic pungent flavor of his vernacular

works.

Abraham represents the Catholicism of his age
not in its noblest, but in its most usual form. He
is fanatical, eager to make converts, intolerant;

constant in praise of the Jesuits, full of the bitterest

reproaches against Protestants and Jews. He has
the most childish notions of science; but he makes
very skilful use of his scanty equipment of learning.

He has a perfect command of every rhetorical

artifice, and knows how to play upon the feelings

of his hearers, to appeal to their weaknesses, and
to call up vivid pictures before their minds, not
disdaining to raise a laugh. Satire is his strongest

weapon; and he is a direct inheritor of the old

German satiric tradition. He exercises the func-

tions of a critic with the fearlessness of a mendicant
friar; neither his audience, nor the court, nor his

brethren of the clergy are spared. The burlesque

manner which he uses in treating the most serious

subjects was pop\ilar in the fifteenth century, and
may have suited that age; but it was out of place

in the second half of the seventeenth. The force of

the contrast becomes apparent when it is remem-
bered that Abraham was appointed court preacher
in 1677, sixteen years after the same title had been
conferred on a Bossuet. It is only fair, however,
to recall what the general level of. education was
in Roman Catholic Germany at the time, and to see

in Abraham rather a popular entertainer than a
preacher.

A complete edition of his works in twenty-cme
volumes was published at Passau and Lhidau
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(1835-54), and selections at Heilbrann (7 vols.,

1840-44) and Vienna (2 vols., 1846). Single works
are accessible in many editions {Judas der En-
Schdm, Stuttgart, 1882; Auf, auf, ihr Christen,

Vienna, 1883). (E. Steinmeteb.)

Biblioobapbt: T. Q. von Kvaian, Abraham a Saneta
Clara^ Vienn*, 1867; W. Soberer, VortrAffe und AufaHiB*
nw OeHkiddB det ginMaiehen UUn§ in DmUtchland uttd

Omtmrreieh, Beriin, 1874; H. Mareta, UOter Judaa den Brt-
•ekdm, Vienna, 1876; A. Silberstein, DenkeAulen im 0»-
hitU der Ctdtur und LUeratur. Abraham a Saneia Clara, ib.

1879; E. Sebnell, Paler Abraham a Sanda Clara, Munich.
1896; C. BUmckenburg, Siudien Hber die Sprcieke Abra-
ha$ne a Sanda Clara, Halle, 1897.

ABRAHAM ECCHELLSnSIS, ek^'el-en'sis: A
learned Maronite; b. at Eckel, Syria, in the latter

part of the sixteenth century; d. at Rome in 1664.

He was educated in the college of the Maronites at

Rome and was promoted to doctor of philosophy
and theology. For a time he was professor of

Arabic and Syriac at Pisa, and afterward at Rome,
where he was called by Urban III. He was one
of the first to promote Syriac studies in Europe,

and his Syriac grammar (Rome, 1628) was long
used. In 1640 he was called to Paris by Le Jay to

assist in the Paris Polyglot. The Arabic and Syriac

texts for this work had been entrusted to Gabriel

Sionita, a Maronite professor at Paris, who per-

formed his work in an unsatisfactory manner.
Abraham agreed to undertake the books of Ruth,
Esther, Tobit, Judith, Baruch, and Biaccabees, on
the groimd that he possessed better codices than
Gabriel. The latter, however, took offense; where-
upon Abraham resigned the work and returned to

Rome (1642), having edited only the books of Ruth
and III Maccabees. He was attacked in four

letters (Paris, 1646) by Val^rien de Flavigny, who
wrote on the side of his friend Gabriel, and a sharp

controversy ensued (cf. A. G. Masch, Biblioiheca

$aera, Halle, 1778, p. 358). During a second resi-

dence in Paris (1645-53) Abraham taught at the

Sorbonne, and published the concluding volume
of an edition of the works of St. Anthony (1646;

vol. i., containing the letters, had appeared in 1641),

as well as CaUdogua librorum Chaldaorum auctore

Hebed Jesu (1653) and Chronieon orierUaU (1653),

a history of the patriarchate of Alexandria, trans-

lated from the Arabic of Ibn al-Rahib, with an
appendix treating of Arabia and the Arabs before

Mohammed. In 1653 he returned to Rome. He
published two works in answer to the views of John
Selden (q.v.) concerning the early position of the

episcopate, viz., Z>e arigine nominis papcB (Rome,
1660) and Eutychitu patriarcha Alexandrinua
vindicatu8 (1661). (A. jERBMiAa.)

Bibuoobapht: For his life oonmilt J. S. Ersch and J. G.
Gruber, AUgemeine BneydopOdie der Wieeeneehaften, i. 30,
360, Leipeio, 1818; Biographie univereeiU andenne etmo-
deme, xii 467-468. Pane, 1814.

ABRAHAMITES : A deistic sect which appeared
in the district of Pardubitz, eastern Bohemia, after

1782. They claimed to hold to the faith of Abra-
ham before his circumcision; rejected most of the
Christian doctrines, but professed belief in one
God, and accepted, of the Scriptures, only the
Decalogue and the Lord's Prayer. The govern-
ment took measures against them, and they were

soon suppressed. The name was also applied to

the followers of one Abraham (Ibrahim) of Anti-

och at the beginning of the ninth century; the)'

were charged with idolatrous and licentious prac-

tises, probably on insufficient groimds, and may
have been related to the Paulicians.

Biblioorapht: [P. A. Winkopp], Oeeehiehie der bdhmiedien

Deielen, Leipeio, 1786; J. G. Meuael, VermiedUe Nock-

richien und Bemerkungen, Erlangen, 1818; H. Gr^ire,
Hietoire dee eeetee rUi4fieueee, . 419 eqq.. 6 vols.. Fuu,
1828-^.

ABRAHAMS, ISRAEL: English rabbinical schol-

ar and author; b. at London Nov. 26, 1858. He

was educated at Jews' College and University

College, London (M.A., 1881). After teaching at

Jews' College for several years, he was appointed

senior tutor there in 1900, but in 1902 accepted a

call to Cambridge as reader in Tahnudic and Rab-

binic Literature. He has been a member of the

Conmiittee for Training Jewish Teachers, the Com-

mittee of the Anglo-Jewish Association, was the

first president of the Union of Jewish literary

Societies, and has been successively honorary

secretary and president of the Jewish Historical

Society.

Abrahams has been one of the editors of the

Jewish Quarterly Review since 1889, and contributes

each week to the Jewish Chronicle. His works

include Aspects of Judaism (London, 1895; in

collaboration with Claude G. Montefiore); Jewish

Life in the Middle Ages (1896); Chapters on Jewish

Literature (1899); Maimonides (Philadelphia, 1903;

in collaboration with D. Yellin); and Festival

Thoughts (London, 1905-06).

ABRAHAMSON, LAURENTIUS 6USTAV: Lu-

theran; b. at Medaker, Sweden, Mar. 2, 1856. He
was educated at the public schools of his native

country, and at Augustana College and Theological

Seminary (Rock Island, HI.), graduating in 1880.

He entered the Lutheran ministry in the same year,

and in 1886 was called to the pastorate of the Salem
Lutheran Chureh, Chicago, where he has since

remained. He was associate editor of Augustana,

the official organ of the Augustana Synod, from

1885 to 1896, and for six years was president of the

Illinois Conference of the same synod. He is also

a member of the board of directors of Augustana
College and Theological Seminary, president of the

board of directors of Augustana Hospital, Chicago,

a member of the board of missions of the Augustana
Synod and the Illinois Conference, and was a dele-

gate to the International Lutheran World's Con-

gress at Lund, Sweden, in 1901. In 1894 he received

the Swedish decoration of Knight Royal of the

Order of the Polar Star from JQng Oscar II. In

theology he belongs to the historic Evangelical
Lutheran Chureh, and adheres to its original un-

altered creeds. He has written Jubd Album
(Chicago, 1893).

ABRASAX, ab'ra-flax (ABRAXAS, ab-rax'as).

Various E]q>lanatioiiB (i i). The Abrasax Qeme (f 2).

Abrasax (which is far conunoner in the sources

than the variant form Abraxas) is a word of

mystic meaning in the system of the Gnostic

Basilides, being there applied to the " Great
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Aithoa " (Gk., megcu archUn), the pnneepa, of the

365 ephereB (Gk., maranoi ; cf . Hippolytiis, Refu-
tatiOf vii. 14; Ireioueus, Advenua hdreses, I. xxiv.

7). Renan conaiders it a dedgnation of the most
high, uDBpeakable God loet in the greatness of his

majesty; but he has probably been misled by
erroneous statements of the Fathers, such as Jerome
on Amos in. (" Basilides, who calls the omnipotent
God by the portentous name ' abraxas ' "), and
pseudo-TertuUian (AdvenuB omnes hare»e», iv.:

" he [BasQides] affirms that there is a supreme God
by the name ' Abraxas ' ").

Much laborhas been spent in seeking an explana-
tion forand the etymology of the name. Salxnasius

thought itEgyptian, but never gave the proofs which

z Varioaa
^ promised. MOnter separates it into

^jpj^yj^_
two Coptic words signifying " new-

^^' fanned title." Bellermann thinks it

a compound of the Egyptian words
cbrak and sax, meaning " the honorable and
hallowed word/' or " the word is adorable." Sharpe
finds in it an Egyptian invocation to the Godhead,
meaning ** hurt me not." Others have endeavored
to find a Hebrew origin. Geiger sees in it a Grecized
fonn of hoAierakhah, " the blessing," a meaning
which King declares philologically untenable.

Passeiius derives it from abh, " father," bara,
" to create," and a- negative—" the uncreated
Father." Wendelin discovers a compound of the
initial letters, amounting to 365 in numerical value,

of four Hebrew and three Greek words, all written
with Greek characters: ab, ben, rouach, hakadda

;

tOUria apo xylou (" Father, Son, Spirit, holy;

salvation from the cross "). According to a note
of De Beausobre'Sy Hardouin accepted the first

three of these, taking the four others for the ini-

tials of theGreek onlArdpousste^ hagidi xylOiy "sa-

ving mankind by the holy cross." Barzilai goes back
for explanation to the first verse of the prayer
attributed to Rabbi Nehunya ben ha-Kanah, the
litenl rendering of which is " O [God], with thy
mighty right hand deliver the unhappy [people],"

fonning from the initial and final letters of the
words the word Abrakd (pronounced Ahrakad),
with the meaning " the host of the winged ones,"
i.e., angels. But this extremely ingenious theory
would at most explain only the mystic word Abrct-

eadabra, whose connection with Abraaax is by no
means certain. De Beausobre derives Abrasax
from the Greek habroB and sad, " the beautiful, the
glorious Savior." It is scarcely necessary to

femaric upon the lack of probability for all these

interpretations; and perhaps the word may be
included among those mysterious expressions

discussed by Hamack (Ueber dcu gnostiache Buck
PiitUSapkia, TU, vii. 2, 1891, 86-89), " which
belong to no known speech, and by their singular

coUoctttion of vowels and consonants give evidence
that they bdcmg to some mystic dialect, or take
their origin from some supposed divine inspiration."
That the numerical value of the letters amounts to

%5r the number of the heavons of Basilides and
of the days of the year, was remarked by the
fisriy Fathers (Irenseus, Hippolytus, the pseudo-
TertuDian^ and others); but this does not explain
the nan^ ^ny more than it explains Meithraa and

1.-2

Neilo8, of which the same is true. And the num-
ber 365 is made use of not only by Basilides, but
by other Gnostics as well.

The Gnostic sect which comes into light in Spain
and southern Gaul at the end of the fourth century
and at the beginning of the fifth, which Jerome
connects with Basilides, and which (according to

his Epist, Ixxv.) used the name Abrasax, is con-

sidered by recent scholars to have nothing to do
with Basilides. Moreover, the word is of frequent

occurrence in the magic papyri; it is found on the

Greek metal tesaercB among other mystic words,

and still more often on carved gems. The fact

that the name occurs on these gems in connection

with representations of figures with the head of a
cock, a lion, or an ass, and the tail of a serpent was
formerly taken in the light of what Irenseus says

(Adversvs hcBresea, I. xxiv. 5) about
2. The the followers of Basilides: " These
Abrasax men, moreover, practise magic, and
Gems, use images, incantations, invocations,

and every other kind of curious art.

Coining also certain names as if they were
those of the angels, they proclaim some of these

as belonging to the first, and others to the

second heaven; and then they strive to set forth

the names, principles, angels, and powers of the
365 imagined heavens." From this an attempt
was made to explain first the gems which bore the

name and the figures described above, and then all

gems with unintelligible inscriptions and figures

not in accord with pure Greco-Roman art, as

Abrasax-stones, Basilidian or Gnostic gems. Some
scholars, especially Bellermann and Matter, took
great pains to classify the different representations.

But a protest was soon raised against this inter-

pretation of these stones. De Beausobre, Passe-

rius, and Caylus decisively declared them to be
pagan; and Hamack has gone so far as to say that

it is doubtful whether a single Abrasax-gem is

Basilidian. Having due regard to the magic
papyri, in which many of the unintelligible names
of the Abrasax-gems reappear, besides directions

for making and using gems with similar figures

and formulas for magical purposes, it can scarcely

be doubted that these stones are pagan amulets

and instruments of magic. (W. Drexler.)
Bibuooraphy: C. Salmaaiua, De armU dimactericUt p. 672,
Leyden, 1648; Wendelin, in a letter in /. Macarii AbraxoM
. . . aeoedUAbraxatProteua, ten mulHformu gemmaBanlu
diaruB portentoea varietae, exhSbHa ...aj. Chifletio, pp.
112-115, Antwerp, 1057; I. de Beausobre. Hiatoire

critique de Manichie et du MawUhtitme, |ii. 50-€0, Amster-
dam, 1739; J. B. Passerius. De gemmie BaeiUdianie dia-

iriba, in Gori, TKeeaurue gemmarum antiquarum aetrifen-

rum, u. 221-286. Florence, 1750; Tubiferes de Qrimvard,
Count de Caylus, Recueil d'ankquitie, vi. 65-66, Paris,

1764; F. MOnter, Vereueh Hber die ktrdUidien AUerfhikmar

der Onoetik€r, pp. 203-214, Anspaoh, 1790; J. J. Beller-

mann, Vereueh Hber dieOemmen der Alien mit dem Abrtueae-

Bilde, 3 parts, Berlin, 1818-19; J. Matter. Uieioire cri-

tique du OnoeHcieme, i.. Paris, 1828. and Strasburg. 1843;

idem, Abraxae in Hersog. RE, 2d ed., 1877 ; S. Sharpe,

SgypHan Mythologu* p. 252. note, London, 1863; Oeiger,

Abraxae und Elxai, in ZDMG, zviii. (1864) 824-825;

Q. Barsilai, Oli Abraxae, etudio areheologico, Triest, 1873;

idem4Appendiee alia dieeertaeione eugli Abraxae, ib. 1874; E.

Renan, Hietoire dee oriqineedu CArisftanitms, vi. 160, Paris,

1879; C. W. King, The GnoeHee and Iheir Remaine, Lon-
don, 1887; Hamack, (?«scAicUe,i. 161. The older material is

listed by Matter, ut sup., and Wessely, Jffp^ketia grammata.
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ToL U.,Vieiiii», 1886. Worth oonsultincan B. de Moofauoon,
VAnHquiU •xpUqu^, ii. 356, Paris 1710-24, Eng. tranal.,

10 ToLi., London, 1721-25; R. E. Raspe, Dtacriptiwtoaita'

logua of . . . wngnved OmnM . . . ootl ... hy J. Taiti4

... 2 Tola., London. 1701; J. M. A. ChabouiUat. Cata-
logua gifUral et raUonni de9 eamSeM €t piurea grav4M
de la BiUiolkigue ImpSriaU, Paris, 1858; DACL, i,

127-155. PlatM of the ao-oalled Abraxas-sems an to be
found in the works of Count de Oaylua, Matter, King,
and in the DACL.

ABRAVAHEL. See Abrabansl.

ABSALOM. SeeDAYiD.

ABSALON (AXEL): Archbishop of Lund (117S-

1201), one of the principal figures in Scandinavian
medieval history; b. on the island of Zealand,

then under his father's government, probably in

Oct., 1128; d. in the abb^ of SorO (on the idand
of Zealand, 44 m. w^.w. of Copenhagen) Mar. 21,

1201. He was brought up with the future king
Waldemar, amid surroundings which befitted his

birth. When he was eighteen or nineteen, his

father retired from the world to the Benedictine

monastery of SorO, which he had built, and the lad

went to Paris to study theology and canon law.

He came back to Denmark to find civil war raging

among the partisans of three princes. As he was
already a priest, he probably took no part in the

bloody battle of Gradehede near Viborg (1157)
which finally decided the strife in favor of his old

playmate Waldemar; but in the following spring

he and his retainers repelled an attack of Wendish
pirates who were ravaging Zealand. When Bishop
Asser of Roskilde died (on Good Friday, 1158),

the chapter and the citizens quarreled over the

choice of a successor, and the armed intervention

of Waldemar became necessary. At an election

held in his presence, Absalon was unanimously
chosen, and soon showed that he considered the

defense of his country not the least among his

episcopal duties. The Danes now assumed the

offensive against the pagan Wends, and two cam-
paigns were made against them in 1159. The next
year Waldemar joined forces with Henry the Lion,

with the result that Mecklenburg was added to the

German territory, and the island of Rtkgen to the

Danish.

All this time Absalon was busy building fort-

resses and providing guards for the coasts, some-
times undertaking perilous winter voyages to inspect

the defenses, with the aspect of a viking but the

spirit of a crusader. At the same time he was
laboring for internal peace by endeavoring to attach

the partisans of the defeated factions to the king,

and busily providing for monastic reform and ex-

tension. He brought to Denmark his old fellow

student William, canon of St. Genevieve at Paris,

and placed him over the canons of Eskils6 near

Roskilde, whose house he later removed to Ebel-

holt near ArresO, helping them to build their new
church and richly endowing it. After his father's

death (c. 1157) discipline had decayed among the

Benedictines of SorO, and Absalon brought CJiister^

cian monks from Esrom to restore it, making it one
of the richest of Cistercian abbeys. He and his

kinsfolk were buried in the great church there

which he began to build after 1174. In 1162 he
accompanied Waldemar to St. Jean de Laune on

the Sadne, where Frederick Barbarossa soleninly

recognized Victor IV. as the legitimate pope and

banned Alexander III. and his adherents. Abaa-
|

Ion was much dissatisfied with this result; be

desired Waldemar to refuse the oath of aU^iance

to the emperor, and induced him to withdraw from

the sitting in which Alexander was denounced.

He also protested later when Victor IV. undertook

to consecrate a bishop for Gdense, and was sup-

ported in his attitude by the bishops of Viborg and

Bdrglum and by most of the monastic communities, i

while Archbishop Eskil of Lund took the same

position so strongly that he had to spend seven

Srears in exile at (jairvaux. The bishops of Sles-

wick, Ribe, Aarhus, and Odense were on the side

of the imperial pope.

In the fresh campaigns against the Wends,
between 1164 and 1185, Absalon took an active

part, winning from his contemporaries the name of
,

pater patricB, In 1167 the king gave him the town
j

of Havn (Copenhagen), and he erected a strong

fortress, which was of great importance for the

development of commerce. He was active in es-

tablislidng a system of tithes, which aroused much
opposition. The disturbances in E^skil's juris-

diction (he had now become reconciled with the

king) induced him to resign his arohbishopric,

naming Absalon as his successor. The latter

accepted his promotion unwillingly, and was allowed

to retain the see of Roskilde for thirteen years

after his assumption of the higher office in 1178.

As archbishop he withdrew more and more from

political activity to devote himself to the interests

of the Churoh. The part taken by the Danes in

the third crusade was no doubt due to his influence.

He was a strong upholder of clerical celibacy, and

the purity of his own life was universally admired.

He is also credited with having done much for

liturgical uniformity; and it was at his wish that

Saxo, one of his clergy, undertook to write his

Historia Danica, one of the most important souroeB

for Danish history. (F. Nielsen.)
Bibliooraprt: J. Langebek [ooniinued by P. F. Suhm and

others], SeripiorM return Danioarum medii avi, 9 vok..
Copenhagen, 1774-87; H. J. F. Estrup, Life (in DanishX
8or5e, 1826, Oerm. tranal., Leipdo, 1832; Saxo Gifainiittr

tieuB, Hutoria Damca, part i., ed. P. E. MOller, part iL,

ed. J. M. VelBohow, Copenhacen. 1830-68.

ABSOLUTION. See Confession of Sinb.

ABSHNENCB. See Fasting; Total Absti-
nencb.

ABULFARAJ (Abtt al-Faraj ibn Harun, com-
monly called Bar HebrcBiu ; his real name was
Gregory): Syriac writer and bishop; b. in the

Cappadocian town of Melitene (200 m. n.e. of Anti-

och) 1226; d. at Blaragha (60 m. s. of Tabrii),
Aserbaijan, Persia, July 30, 1286. He belonged
to a Jewish family which had gone over to Jacobite
Christianity, but whether his father or a more
remote ancestor made the change is imoertain.
He finished his studies at Antioch and lived for a

time there as a monk in a cave; he went to Tripoli,

Syria, to perfect himself in medicine (his father's

profession) and rhetoric; became bishop of Gubos,
near MeUtene (1246), of Lakabhin (1247), of Aleppo
(1253); maphrian (primate) of the Jacobites in
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Chaldea, Mesopotamia, and Assyria, with his seat

at Takrit on the Tigris (1264). It was the time of

the Hongol inroads mider Hulaku, and the coimtry
was sorely devastated; but by his discretion and
the hi^ repute in which he was held at the Tatar
court, AbuLfaraj was able to do much to ameli-

orate the condition of the Christians. As a writer

his importance is due to his wide acquaintance with
the knowled^ of his time; his works are exceedingly
numerous upon the most diverse subjects. A few
of them are in Arabic, but the greater number in

Syriac.

Bibuoobapht: E. Neetle. 8vriaeh$ Orammaiik, " LUera-
tera," pp. 46-60, Berlin, 1888 (giTaB published work* of

AbulDvaj); life by T. N6ldeke, in On€nialudt€ SkisMen,

pp. 2S0 Kiq.. Berlin, 1892, Eng. tranaL, London, 1802;
W. Wricht, Short History of Syriae LUeratwn, pp. 266-
281. London, 1804 (reprinted, with additions, from Bncye.
BHL, xxiL; gives complete list of works of Abulfaraj);
Hauek-Hersog, RE, L 123-124, ii. 780; E. A. W. Budge,
The LttMohabU Storiea eoUoeUd by Mar Qrtoory John Bar
H*br«niMy Syriae Toxi . . . and Bng. tranai,, London,
1807.

ABUVA. See Abtbsimia and tbb Abyssinian
Cbuhcb, §§ 2, 5.

ABTSSnUA AND THE ABTS6INIA1I CHURCH.
WorthleenMM of Traditional History (i 1.)

Introduetion of Christianity (f 2).

CkMe Gonneetion with Egypt in Doetrine (f 3).

The Ganon and Creed (f 4).

Organisation of the Church (f 6).

Beliefs and Practises (f 6).

The Falashaa (f 7).

Christian Ifiaaions (i 8).

The modem Abyssinia is a country of East Africa,

between the Red Sea and the Blue Nile, to the

southeast of Nubia. Its boundaries are not defi-

nite, and its area is variously given from 150,000
to 240,000 square miles. Estimates of the popu-
lation vary from 3,500,000 to 8,500,000. In an-
tiquity the term " Ethiopia '' was used rather

vaguely to signify Abyssinia (with somewhat
wider extent than at present), Nubia, and Sennar.

These were the lands of the Ethiopian Church, of

which the Abyssinian Church is the modem rep-

resentative. Christianity is now confined to the

plateau and mountain regions of Abyssinia.

Native tradition ascribes the name of the country
and the foundation of the state to Ethiope, the son

of Cush, the son of Ham. The queen
I. Worth- of Sheba who visited Solomon is

lemieas of identified with an Abyssinian queen,
Traditional Blakeda; and her visit is said to have
Hiftory. led to the conversion of the people

to Judaism. The tradition continues
that she bore to Solomon a son, Menelik, who was
educated in Jerusalem by his father. He then
returned to the old capital, Axum, and brought
with him both Jewish priests and the ark, which
was carried away from the Temple in Jerusalem
and deposited in the Ethiopian capital; and from
that time to the present Abyssinia is said to have
been ruled by a Solomonic dynasty, the succession

having been broken only now and then by usurpers
and conquerors. Of course, all this has no historic

value. That Judaism preceded Christianity in the
land is not proved by the observance of certain

Jewish euBt<xns (such as circumcision, the Mosaic
laws about foods, the Sabbath, etc.) ; these may

have been introduced from ancient Egypt or the

Coptic Church. A Jewish immigration, however,
must have taken place, as it is proved by the

presence in the land of numerous Jews, the so-

called Falashas (see below, §7); but the time,

manner, and magnitude of this inunigration can
not be ascertained.

There is no independent native tradition of the
conversion of the Abyssinians to Christianity.

According to the Greek and Roman
2. Intro- Church historians (Rufinus, i. 9;

ductionof Theodoret, i. 22; Socrates, i. 19;
Christi- Sozomen, ii. 24), in the time of Con-
anity. stantine the Great (about 330), Fm-

mentius and Edesius accompanied
the uncle of the former from Tyre on a voyage in

the Red Sea. They were shipwrecked on the
Ethiopian coast and carried by the natives to the
court at Axum. There they won confidence and
honor, and were allowed to preach Christianity.

Edesius afterward returned to Tyre; but Frumen-
tius continued the work, went to Alexandria, where
Athanasius occupied the patriarchal see, obtained
missionary coworkers from him, and was himself

consecrated bishop and head of the Ethiopian
Church, with the title Abba Salamaf " Father of

Peace," which is still in use along with the later

Abuna, " Our Father." It is not improbable that

Christianity was known to the Abyssinians before

the time of Frumentius (whose date has been
fixed by Dillmann at 341); but he is properly re-

garded as the founder of the Ethiopian Church.

In the fifth and sixth centuries the mission received

a new impulse by the immigration of a number of

monks (Monophysltes) from upper Eg3rpt.

The close connection between the Abyssinian

Church and Egypt is very apparent in the sphere

of doctrine. Like the Coptic Church,

3. Close the Abyssinian holds a monophysitic
Connection view of the person of Christ. This

with question has long been settled; but
Egypt in it is still debated whether Christ had
Doctrine, a double or threefold birth. The

Abima and the majority of the priests

hold to the twofold view, which is the more purely

monophysitic. The threefold view was introduced

by a monk about 100 years ago, and is prevalent

in Shoa (the southern and southeastern district).

Also the questions of the person and dignity of

Mary,—whether she really bore God, or was only

the mother of Jesus; whether she is entitled to

the same worship as Christ, etc.,—are eagerly

debated though it seems to be the general view-

that an almost divine worship is due to the Virgin,

and that she and the saints are indispensable

mediators between Christ and man. Some even
assert that the saints, who died not for their own
sins, died like Christ for the sins of others.

The church books are all in the Ethiopic language,

which is a dead tongue, studied only by the priests,

and not imderstood by them. For the Ethionio
Bible translation see Bible Versions, A, VUL
The Abyssinian canon, called Semanya Ahadu,
** Eighty-one," because it consists of eighty-one

sacred books, comprises, besides the sixty-five

books of the usual canon, the Apocrypha, the
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Epistles of Clement, and the Synodus (that is, the

decrees of the Apostolic Council of Jerusalem;

cf. W. Fell, Canones apastohrum
4. The /Ethiopice, Leipsic, 1871). Only a

Canon and very slight difference, however, is

Creed, made between this canon and some
other works of ecclesiastical literature,

—the Didaacalia or AposUdie CofuUtuHona (text

and transl. by T. P. Pktt, published by the Oriental

Translation Fund, London, 1834); the Haimanol'
Abo, giving quotations from the coimcils and the

Fathers; the writings of the Eastern Fathers,

Athanasius, Cyril, and Chxysostom; and the Fetha-

Nagaai, the royal law-book. On the whole, the

tradition of the Church has the same authority

as the Scriptures. Of the councils, only those

before the Council of Chaloedon (451) are recog-

nised, because at Chalcedon the monophysite
heresy was condemned. The Apostles' C>eed is

unknown; the Nicene is used.

At the head of the Church stands the Abuna,
who resides in Gondar. He is appointed by the

Coptic patriarch of Cairo; and, ac-

5. Organi- cording to a law, dating from the

zation of thirteenth century, no Abyssinian,

the Church, but only a Copt, can be Abuna. He
alone has the right to anoint the king

and to ordain priests and deacons. Both in secular

and in ecclesiastical affairs he has great power.

The duties of the priests are to conduct divine

service three or four times daily and for three or

fovar hours on Simday, to attend to the church
business, and to purify houses and utensils. Priests,

monks, and scholars celebrate the Holy Com-
munion every morning. The deacons bake the

bread for the Lord's Supper and perfonn menial
duties. Any one who can read may be ordained

deacon, and a priest is merely required to recite

the Nicene Creed. To learn the long liturgies,

however, is often a matter of years. It is usual to

marry before ordination, as marriage is not allowed

afterward. Besides priests and deacons each
church has its alaka, who looks after church prop-

erty and attends to secular business. The debttira«

sing at divine service; and the larger churches have
a komofat who settles disputes among the clergy.

Beside the secular clergy stand the monastic under
the head of the Etsh'ege, who ranks next to the

Abuna and decides many ecclesiastical and theo-

logical questions in common with him. The num-
ber of monks and nims (living after the rule of

Pachomius) is very great. At Debra Damo, one
of the chief monasteries, about 300 monks live

together in small huts. A part of their duties

is the education of the yoimg. The church build-

ings are exceedingly ntmierous, generally small,

low, circular structures, with a conical roof of thatch
and four doors, one toward each of the cardinal

points. Surrounding the building is a comrt,

occupied during service by the laymen, and often

serving at night as a place of refuge to travelers.

The interior, dirty and neglected, is divided into

two apartments,—the holy for the priests and
deacons, and the holy of holies, where stands the
ark. This ark is the principal object in the whole
church. Neither the deacons, laymen, nor non-

Christians dare touch it; if they do, the church

and the adjacent cemetery become unclean, and
must be purified. Indifferent pictures of the

numerous saints, the Virgin, the angels, and the

devil adorn the interior; but statues are forbidden.

OoBses are found, but no crucifixes.

Service consists of singing of psalms, redtak
of parts of the Bible and liturgy, and prayers,

especially to the Virgin and the wonder-working
saints; it \b undignified and unedifying. They
believe that every one has a guardian spirit and

therefore venerate the angels. The
6. Belieft archangel Michael is oonsdered es-

and peciaUy holy. They divide the good
Practises, angels into nine classes, of which there

were originally ten, but one fell away
under Satanael. RdUcs are preserved and voh
erated as by the Roman Catholic Church. Of
sacraments, the Church numbers two, baptism and
the Lord's Supper. Both adults and children are

baptised, the former by immersion, the latter by
sprinkling. For boys the rite is performed forty

days after birth; for girls, ei^ty days. The
purpose of baptism is the forgiveness of sins. The
Lord's Supper is preceded by a severe fast; and
offerings of incense, oil, bread, and wine are usually

brought. The Jewish Sabbath is kept as well as

the Christian Sunday; and altogether there are one
himdred and eighty holidays in the year. Fasting,

observed with great strictness, plays a prominent
part in the discipline, and about half the days of

the year are nominally fast-days.

Not all the inhabitants of Abyssinia are Chris-

tians; and not all Christians belong to the State

Church. The Zaianes, a nomadic tribe, consider

themselves to be Jews, and keep aloof from the

Christians, though they are described

7. The as being really Christians. The Cha-
Falashas. mantes are baptised, and have Chris-

tian priests; but in reality they are

nearly pagans, and celebrate many thorougjfaly

pagan rites. The real Jews, the Falaahas, live

along the northern shore of Lake Tsana, in the
neighborhood of Gondar and Shelga, where they
pursue agriculture and trade. They are more
industrious than the Christians, but also more
ignorant and spiritxially more foriom. Moham-
medanism is steadily progressing. In order to

distinguish themselves from all non-Christians,

the Christians receive at baptism a cord of blue
silk or cotton, called matebf which they always
wear around the neck.

The first missionary work which the Western
Church undertook in Abyssinia was the Jesuit
mission of 1555, which labored there for nearly
a century; but the missionary activity of the
Jesuits was deeply mixed with the politics of the
country; and their main purpose seems to have
been to establish there the authority of the Roman
Catholic Church. At last they reached the goal.
After a frightful massacre of the opposite party,
King Sasneos declared the Roman Catholic cihurch
the Church of the State. In 1640, however, the
Jesuits, with their Roman archbishop, were com-
pelled to leave the country, and the old rdigion
with its old Church was reestablished. With the
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new Abulia who followed after this Roman Catholic

interTQg;Dum, Peter Heyling, from LQbeck, a Protec-

tant miaaionaiy, came into the country, but his

great leal led only to small results. The Church
Mifwionaiy Society had more success in the first

half of the nineteenth century. The circumstance

that a pious Abyssinian monk, Abi-Ruch or Abre-

ka, who had been guide to the traveler Bruce,

translated the whole Bible into the Amharic lan-

guage (1808-18), gave the first occasion to this

attempt. The British and Foreign Bible Society

bought and printed the translation, and in 1830

the missionaries Gobat and Kugler
8. Chris- were sent to Abyssinia. The latter

tian Mia- was succeeded by Isenberg, and Gobat
nona. by Blumhardt in 1837. Later came

^rapf. The work was partly spoiled

by the opposition of the native priests and the

intrigueB of newly arrived Roman Catholics, and
the mismonaries were expelled in 1838. Krapf
then spent three years in Shoa, but was driven

thence in 1842. The Roman Catholics were ex-

pelled in 1854. In 1858 a Coptic priest who had
frequented the school of a Protestant missionaiy

in Alexandria, and favored the Protestant mission,

became Abuna, and the St. Chrischona Society of

Basel now sent a number of Protestant missionaries

into the country. They labored with considerable

success; but the disturbances of the reign of King
Theodore overtook them, and almost destroyed

their work. They were thrown into prison and
were only released after the victory of the British.

Since that time, few missionaiy attempts have
been made in Abyssinia. The Swedes have one

or two stations in the country; and diuing the

past ten years there has been some effort to resiune

work on the part of the Roman Catholics (mainly

French). There is a vicar apostolic for Abyssinia

with residence in Alitiena, Tigre; and a Uniat
" Geez CtkXJieh " is said to number 10,000 members.
See AnucA, II., Abtbsinia.

BDuoaftATBT: ICakrin (d. 1441), Huioiria Copiorum Ckru-
Hamrmn, ad. T. WOstenfeld. QOttingen. 1846; H. Ludolf.

Biatana mOuopiea and CotnmentariuM, Frankfort, 1681.

1008; J. Lobo. Voifooe d'Ahuatinie (Eng. transl., wUh eor^

timtatiam of fM Awtory of Ahyuima . . . by M. Le Orand,
. . . London, 1736; J. StcBoUein, Atterhand §o Lekr- aU
Gti§tmdUt Brief, Behrifim und Reu-Bfehrmkunomi . . .

MA dcnm MU&ionariu der OoteUtehafi Jew, I. yiii.. Auga-
bvs. 1728; V. de la Crow, Hiaioindu ChriaHanitms d'Etki-

op>, . . . TIm Hacue. 1739; J. Bruoe, Travd$ to Diaoover

ly SawrcM cf Ae NUe, nea-lTTS, Edinburgh, 1790 (often

reprinted); G. A. Hoakina, Travis in Ethiopia, London,
1836; a W. iMnbeig and J. L. Krapf, JoumaU do-

taOtiw Amt Proemdinoa in the Kinodom of Shoa, London,
1848; C. W. laenberg, AbM§inien und dU evanotUaeht

Mimion, Bonn, 1844; J. L. Krapf. TravOa in Eat Africa,

London, 1860; idem, TVoreb and Mitionary Labourt in

Africa €tmd AbyMinia, ib. 1867; Lady Bfary E. Herbert,

Ahmrinia and Ha ApoatU, ib. 1868; J. M. Flad. Tha Fal-

aahaa of Abvaaima, ib. 1869; idem, Zwdlf Jahra in Ahaa-

ftmm, 2 Tola.. Baeel, 1869^7 ; A. Dillmann. Die Anfdnoe
dm ommiHaekan Baiekaa, Berlin. 1879; A. Raffray. Lea
t^kaaa manOtAaa da la vHia de LahbOa, Paris, 1882; T-

Wakbneier. AvMbiography, London, 1890; J. T. Bent,

The Saerad Ciiy of the Bthiopiana, ib. 1893; A. B. Wylde.
Madam Ahyaaima, ib. 1901; H. ViTian, Ahyaainia, ib.

1001; M. Fowler. CkriaHan Egypt, eh. vii., ib. 1901. For
tha htorgy, ete.: J. A. Qiles, Codex apoeryphua Novi Tea-

trnaanH, ib. 1862; E. Trumpp, Daa Taufhudi dar eBthiapi-

aAan K^xAa, Munieh. 1878; 0. A. Swainaon, Greek Litur-

9MB. Qunbridge, 1884; C. von Amhard, LUunhe mm
Tmaf'Faal dar wlhiffpiadiaa Kirdta, Munieh, 1888.

ACACIUS, Q-kd'shi-xTS, OF BBRCBA : A monk
of the monastery of Gindanus near Antioch, after-

ward abbot of a monastery near Beroea (Aleppo),

and from 378 bishop of that city; d. about 435.
He took an active part in the ecclesiastical con-
troversies of the East, and was one of the principal

complainants against Cluysostom at the synod
held in 403 in a suburb of Chaloedon known as
Ad Quercum. For this reason he fell out with
Rome, but was acknowledged again by Innocent I.

in 415. In the Nestorian controversy he occupied
a mediating position. The Syrian Balaeus wrote
five songs in his praise. His extant writings are
a letter to Cyril of Alexandria and two to Alexander
of Hierapolis, as well as a confession of faith (MPO,
Ixxvu. 1445^8). G. KbOger.

BiBUOOBArsT: M. Le Quien, Oriana Chriatianua, iL 782-
783. Paris, 1783; Q. Bickell, AuagewdhUe Gediehia der ey-

fMcAen KirdienvOtar CyriUonaa, Baleaua, ... in Bib'
Kothek dar KirchenviUar, pp. 83-89, Kempten, 1872-73;
Hefele, ConeiUenoeechiehU, ii. paaaim; DCB, L 12-14.

ACACIUSOF CiBSAREA: One of the most influ-

ential bishops in the large middle party which opposed
the Nicene Creed duringthe Arian controversy. He
was the disciple of Eusebius, and his successor in

the bishopric of Csesarea. He took part in the

Eusebian synod at Antioch in the spring of 341,

and in another at Philippopolis in 343. By the

orthodox coimdl of Sardica in the same year he was
regarded as one of the heads of the opposing party,

and threatened with deposition. Common oppo-
sition to the Nicene doctrine held the party

together until about 356. Thus, on the death

of Maximus of Jerusalem (350 or 351), Acacius

helped to get the vacant see for Cyril, who belonged

rather to the opposite wingof the party, the later Ho-
moiousians or Semi-Arians. That he fell out with

Qyril and procured his deposition (357 or 358) wasdue
partly to jealousy between the two sees, partly to the

changed attitude of parties imderConstantius (351-

361). The two wings fell apart, and Acacius became
the leader of the court party, the later Homoians,
in the East. In 355 he seems to have been one of

the few Easterns who represented the emperor at

the Council of Milan; and, according to Jerome,

his influence with Conistantius was so great that he

had much to do with setting up Felix as pope in

the place of the banished liberius. After the so-

called Second Council of Sirmium (357) had avoided

the controverted terms altogether and said nothing

about the ousia (" substance "), it was undoubtedly

Acacius who at the Council of Antioch (358) influ-

enced Eudoxius to accept this compromise for the

East. At the Synod of Seleucia (359) he took a

prominent part. In obvious concert with the im-

perial delegates, he seemed to favor what Ursacius

and Valens tried to carry in the 9ynod of Ri-

mini, the acceptance of the so-called third Sirmian

formula (" similar [funnoios] according to the Scrip-

tures . . . similar in all things ")• He and his

party, it is true, expressly condemned the anomoios

(" dissimilar ") theory, but they omitted the " in all

things," which agreed as little with the real views

of Acacius as with those of the Western Homoians.

The council ended in a schism; the Homoiousian

majority, in a separate session, deposed Acacius
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and other leading Homoians. But he was in touch

with the court; and at the discussions in Con-

stantinople which continued those of Seleucia,

the imperial wishes, represented by Acacius,

Ursacius, and Yalens, prevailed. He was able to

celebrate his victory the next year at the Council of

Constantinople, and commanded the situation in

the East. With the death of Constantius the day
of this imperial orthodoxy was done; and under
Jovian (363-364) Acacius succeeded in accepting

the Nicene orthodoxy which was now that of the

court. His name appears among the signatures

of those who, at the Synod of Antioch presided over

by Meletius (363), accepted the Nicene formula

in the sense of hamoioa kaV ouaian (" similar as to

substance "). With the accession of the Arian

Valens (364), the situation changed once more;

and apparently Acacius changed with it. He and
his adherents were deposed by the Homoiousian
Synod of Lampsacus (365), after which he is heard
of no more; probably he soon died. He was a
voluminous wTiter, but nothing remains except

the formula of Seleucia, a fragment in Epiphanius
(Adversua hceresea, bcdi. 6-10; MPG, xlii. 589-696)

of his polemic against Marcellus, and scattered

quotations in some of the Catense. (F. Looib.)

Along with Eunomius and Aetius, Acacius may
be said to have given dialectic completeness to

Arianism. In their polemics against the Nicene
Symbol they laid chief stress on the fact that the

Father was '' unbegotten," depending for his being

neither upon himself nor another, which could not

be said of the Son. They insisted also upon the

complete comprehensibility of Gk>d. A. H. N.

Bxbuoobapht: Tillemont, Mimoirea, vi. 1090; M. Le Quien,
Orient Ckri»tianu9t iii. 650, Paris, 1740; Fabridus-Har-
lea, viL (1801) 336. iz. (1804) 254. 256; James Raine.
Friary of Hexham, vol. i., Newcastle, 1864; Hefele, Con-
eaien{/e9ckic/U0, i. 677, 712, 714 aqq., 721 sqq., 734-735;
DCB, i. 11-12.

ACACIUS OF CONSTAMTmOPLE. See Mono-
PHTBITE8.

ACACIUS OF MELITENE, mel-i-ti'ne: A bitter

opponent of Nestorius in the Council of Ephesus
in 431; d. after 437. A homily delivered by him
at Ephesus and two letters to Cyril are in MPG,
Ixxvii. 1467-72. Melitene was a town of Armenia
Secunda, the modem Malatie. G. KrCoer.
Bibuoobapht: M. Le Quien, Orient Ckriatiantu, i. 441,

Paris. 1762; Hefele, ConcUiengeschictUe, ii. 271, 275, 314;
DCB, i. 14-15.

ACCA, eikfka: Fifth bishop of Hexham (18 m.
w. of Newcastle, Northumberland); d. there 740.

He was the devoted friend of Wilfrid of York (q.v.),

shared his missionary labors in Friesland and
Sussex, accompanied him to Rome in 704, and
succeeded him as bishop in 709. He was also the

intimate friend of Bede, who received help and
encouragement from Acca in his scholarly labors,

and dedicated to him his Hexameron and several

of his commentaries. Acca seems to have been
worthy of his friends. He completed and adorned
the buildings begun at Hexham by Wilfrid and
collected there a large and excellent library. He
was a good musician, and induced a famous singer,

Maban by name, to come to Hexham and instruct

the rude Northumbrians. In 732 he was expelled

from his bishopric for some unknown reason, but

returned before his death.

Bxbuoobapht: Bede, HiaL ecd., v. 10-20; J. Raine, Priort

of Hexham, i. pp. xzx-zxxv., 31-36, NewcaeUe, 1864; W.
Bright, SaHy Sngliah Church Hietory, pp. 447-448. Ox-

ford, 1897.

ACCAD (AKKAD). See BABYUomx, IV., f 11.

ACCEPTANTS: The name of that party which

in the Jansenist controversy accepted the bull

Unigenitua. See Janbsn, Cornelius; Jansenism.

ACCOLTI, ak-kel'tt : The name of two cardinals

who have sometimes been confused.

1. Pietro Accolti: "The Cardinal of Anco-

na "; b. at Florence 1455; d. at Rome Dec. 12,

1532. He studied law, but later entered the Church,

and was made bishop of Ancona and cardinal by

Julius II. He was the author of the famous bull

of 1520 against Luther.

S. Benedetto Accolti : " The Cardmal of Ra-

venna," nephew of the preceding; b. at Flor-

ence, Oct. 29, 1497; d. there Sept. 21, 1549. He
belonged to the college of abbreviators imder Leo

X., and was made a cardinal by Clement VII. in

1527. In 1535 Paul III. for some obscure reason

imprisoned him in the castle of St. Angelo; and

he obtained his release after some months only by

payment of a large sum of money. He left some

Latin writings induding a few poems (published in

Quinque iUuatrium poetarum carminaf Florence,

1562).

ACCOMMODATION.
Greek Philoeophioal and Theological Usacee (i 1).

Required by Ethics (§ 2).

Negative Accommodation (§ 3).

Pontiye Aooommodation (§ 4).

Modem Theory of Accommodation (f 6).

Untenableneas of the Theory (i 6).

When Aeoommodation is Admissible (f 7).

Accommodation and the New Testament (f 8).

Controversy in the Roman Catholic Church (S 9).

The word " Acconmiodation " is used in the-

ology in two senses : (1) the wider, that of

a general ethical conception; and (2) the nar-

rower, by certain writers of the latter half

of the eighteenth century, in reference to a

particular method of Biblical exegesis.

I. Greek The ethical reserve denoted by this

PhUosoph- term was known to the Greek philoso-

ical and phers as synkalabasis, and the same
Theological word is used by the Greek Fathers

Usages, for that method of teaching which

adapts itself to the needs or to the

preconceived ideas of the scholars; the expression

kai* oikonomian didaskein is also employed, whence

the word " economy " is often applied to this

method by later writers.

Such accommodation or economy is required

by ethics in two cases: (1) when, in a spirit of

love, it spares a condition of ignorance

2, Re- existing in another's mind, or (2) when,

quired by in the same spirit, it keeps back some
Ethics, truth which the imperfect state of

development of the other is not ready

to receive. Love bids to have patience with erring

or weak consciences, so long as they are uncon-

scious of their error or weaJmess, and therefore
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might be more injured than helped by a too hasty

atteck (I Cor. viii. 9-13). The aim must be im-
provemeat, not punishment—^that one may " by
all means save some." This consideration, how-
ever, is not due to conscious and obstinate sin-

ners, in which case it would be a denial of duty
for the sake of pleasing men. But this duty has

its limits; it imports and enforces certain ethical

requirements and certain spiritual truths; and in

both cases its action must be adapted to the ca-

pacity of the receiver. The very nature of the

human mind prescribes gradual progress in knowl-

edge; and thus Christian teaching often requires

reserve and silence, where strict enforcement of

the command or full unfolding of the truth might
give offense. Thus Christ kept back from his

disciples certain things which they could not yet

bear (John xvi. 12); and thus Paid does not exact

the same requirements from all members of the

churches under his care (I Cor. vii. 17, 26, 35 sqq.),

feeding the " babes in Christ " with " milk, and
not with meat " (I Cor. iii. 2). The Christian

teacher can not, indeed, preach a different

gospel to different hearers; but the manner of

the preaching and the selection of material will

vary with the stages in spiritual growth attained

by the hearers. To this manner belong such things

as the popidar exposition of the truth, the use of

comparisons and examples, and argumenta ad
hommem. This kind of accommodation is not only

not blameworthy, but is prescribed by the example
of Christ.

The use of acconmiodation in matter, as dis-

tinguished from manner, is more disputable. It

may be either negative, diastmiUatio, when the

teacher passes over in silence the existence of

erroneous ideas in his scholars; or positive, simur
latio, when he distinctly approves such erroneous

ideas or consciously sets them forth as the truth,

with the purpose in both cases of thus leading by
an indirect road to the truth. Negative accom-
modation may be justified pedagogically by the

fact that no teacher is in a position to remove all

obstacles at one stroke, the gradual process being

equivalent to a toleration of a certain amount of

error for the time. Thus no reproach
3. Hcga- can lie against Christ because in some

tiveAccom- particulars he allowed his disciples

moda- to remain temporarily under the in-

tion. fluence of false impressions, as long

as he did this not by declared approval
and with the distinct looking forward to the time
when the Spirit of Truth should lead them into all

truth; this covers the Jewish beliefs and prac-
tises which they were allowed to retain in his very
presence. The apostles also tolerated the con-
tinued existence of numerous ancient errors in their

converts, being sure that these would fall away
with the^ gradual growth in Christian knowledge
(I Cor. ix. 20 sqq.; Rom. xiv. 1 sqq.; Heb. v. 11

qq).
The case is quite different, however, with regard

to positive acconunodation in the matter of the
teaching. There is no purely objective system of

commandments, the same for all alike. Ethical
law is subjective, varying with the individual and

his circumstances—^position, calling, age^ sex, and
the like. One is not to be a slave to prevailing

customs, but is bound to take them into account,
so as not to offend others. The same thing applies

to prevailing beliefs and views; a
4. Positive man has to consider that he will be
Accommo- judged by his contemporaries accord-

dation. ing to the standards of the time and
place; nay, that if he is to be under-

stood by them at all, he must acconunodate himself

to their standpoint, and speak to a certain extent

as they speak. This leads to a point which has

been in the past vehemently discussed by theo-

logians. The truth just stated was pressed by cer-

tain writers for the purpose of rendering more
acceptable their doctrines in regard to revelation.

It is their attitude which gave rise to the narrower
meaning of the word " accommodation.''

A transition to the theory that many things in

the Bible are to be taken as spoken only in this

accommodated sense is to be found in the treatise

of Zachari&, Erkldrung der Herablasaung GoUea zu
den Menschen (Schwerin, 1762): it asserted that

the revelations of God in the Old Testament, the

establishment of the old and new covenants, the

incarnation of Christ—^in other words, the facts of

revelation in general—were only set forth as an
" acoonmiodation " of God to men. It was seen

that this struck at the very root of the Christian

faith; and the question was hotly discussed how
far many Biblical expressions were mere conces-

sions to the ideas prevalent at the

5. Modem time. The controversy lasted until the

Theory of rise of the modem critical school,

Accommo- early in the nineteenth century, af-

dation. forded an easier way of meeting the

difficulties which these theologians

had thus sought to avoid. With the help of their

theory, such writers as Behn, Senf, Teller, Van
Hemert, and Vogel sought to bring about a harmony
between their views of reason and the Scriptural

expressions. Thus, for example, they got rid of

the Messianic prophecies which, they said, Jesus

referred to himself merely to convince the Jews
that he was the Messiah, without himself believing

that they were written of the Messiah; the doc-

trine of angels and devils was simply a use of the

common conceptions; that of the atonement be-

comes only a condescension of the same kind to

popular ideas, intended to reconcile the Jews to

the loss of their sacrifices.

In more recent times this theory has been in-

creasingly recognized as scientifically and theo-

logically untenable. It is, of coiurse,

6. Unten- obvious that many expressions of

ablenen Christ and the apostles relate to merely
of the local and temporal circumstances.

Theory. and do not contain permanent rules

of conduct. The apparent contrar

dictions between revelation and the facts of physics

and chemistry offer no more difficulty; Christ did

not come to teach natural science; and he was
obliged to adapt himself to current forms of ex-

pression in order to be understood, just as one
speaks of the rising and setting of the sun, when
he knows it is the motion of the earth and not that
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of the sun which is referred to. But there is no
case of concession to real error, still less of assertion

of error, in any of this accommodation.
As to the general ethical use of accommodation,

a case may arise in which one is

7. When bound by the law of love not to make
Accommo- use of a liberty which in the abstract

dation is he possesses, lest the weaker brethren
Admissible, should be scandalized. From this

point of view Paul lays down his rule

in regard to the eating of meats ofifered to idols

(I Cor. viii. 13). In like manner one may be boimd,
like Paul again, by the love of his neighbor to

do something he would not otherwise do (Acts

zvi. 3, xxi. 17 sqq.). Paul's acceptance of Tim-
othy's circumcision was no concession to error;

he did not cease to teach that the rite was unnec-
essary for Gentile converts; and he stoutly resisted

an attempt to impose it on Titus (Gal. ii. 3-5).

Limitations which he willingly imposed on his own
personal liberty in the accommodation of pastoral

wisdom would have been unworthy weakness if

he had yielded to them when imposed by others

when the circumstances did not justify them.
This is the standpoint of the Formvla Concordia
(art. X.) in reference to the Adiaphora (q.v.). In
such matters, what in itself is innocent and may
be used with Christian freedom becomes, when it

is Boiight to be imposed as an obligation, an attack
on evangelical liberty which must be resisted.

(Rudolf Hofmann.)
The theory of theological accommodation, so

far as it is drawn from the New Testament, grows
out of a particular conception of the knowledge of

Christ and the scope of inspiration. (1) If one
holds that Christ possessed complete knowledge

of all matters relating to the natiu^
^ ^^^™" ^^^ld» ^^® Old Testament, the events

™
d A ®^ ^ ®^^ *"^®' ^^ ^^® iyxUrre of the

N» TmL ^'i^gclom of God on earth, he may

m«S *^^^™^ ®^^^®' *^**^ ^ ^^ Christ's teach-

ing on these subjects is authoritative

and final, or else that in many instances he fitted

his teaching to the immediate needs of his hearers;

in the latter case, one could not be sure as to the
precise nature of the objective fact. (2) If, how-
ever, it be alleged that Jesus's intelligence followed
the laws of human growth, that he shared the
common scientific, historical, and critical beliefs of

his day, and that for us his knowledge is restricted

to the spiritual content of revelation, then his

allusions to the natural world, to persons, events,

books, and authors of the Old Testament, to demons,
and the like are to be interpreted according to
universal laws of himian intelligence; thus the
principle of accommodation drops away. (3) In
like manner, inspiration may be conceiv^ of either

as equipping the sacred writers with an accurate
knowledge concerning all things to which they
refer, and yet leading them to fit their oommimica-
tions to the temporary prejudice or ignorance of
their readers, or as quickening their consciousness
concerning spiritual truth, while they were left

unillumined about matters which belong to literary,

historical, or scientific inquiry. It is thus evident
th»t the question of theological accommodation in

the New Testament turns in part on a solution of

two previous questions—^the content of our Liord's

knowledge, and the scope of inspiration in the au-

thors of the various books (cf . C. J. EUioott, Ckristus

Comprobator, London, 1892; J. Moorhouse, The
Teaching of Christ, ib. 1892; H. C. Powdl, The
Principle of the Incarnation, ib. 1896; G. B. Stev-

ens, The Theology of the New Testament, New York,
1899; L. A. Muirhead, The EsdhcMogy of Jesus,

London, 1904). C. A. B.

Under the title " Accommodation Controversy '*

is also frequently imderstood the long and
bitter dispute between the Jesuits and the

Dominicans as to the extent of lawful con-

cessions to the prejudices of their

9. Contro- pagan hearers by missionaries. The
eny in the Jesuits were the first to preach Chris-
Roman tianity in China—Xavier went there

Catholic in 1552. They were attacked by the

Church. Dominicans and Frandscans, when,
forty years later, these orders entered

the same field, on the charge of having made an
improper compromise with (}hinese bdiefs, espe-

ciflJly in regard to the practise of ancestor worship
and to the name adopted to designate the Supreme
Being in Chinese. They maintained, however, that

such concessions were an inevitable condition of

the toleration of Christian missions in the em-
pire. The " Chinese rites " were provisionaUy
forbidden by Innocent X. in 1645, but were again
tolerated by Alexander VII. in 1656, on the ground
that they might be regarded as purely civil cere-

monies. Clement IX. took a middle course in

1669; . but at the end of the centiury the controversy
broke out with renewed violence, to be terminated
only by a buU of Clement XI. in 1715, absolutely
prohibiting the " Chinese rites." The legate

Mezzabarba attempted to mitigate the strict en-

forcement of this ruling; but Benedict XIV. con-
firmed it in 1742, with the result of provoking a
severe persecution which almost exterminated
Christianity in China. A somewhat similar contro-
versy raged in the eighteenth century over the
so-called Malabar rites, terminated in the same
sense by the buU Omnium soUvcUvdinum of Bene-
dict XIV. (1742), the pope refusing, even at the
cost of imperiling the future of missions, to per-
mit any compromise with paganism. A heated con-
troversy on the general subject of accommodation
was provoked in England by the publication of No.
80 in the Oxford Tracts for the Times, On Reserve
in Communicating Rdigious Knowledge, written
by Isaac Williams (q.v.), which caused the author
to be accused of Jesuitical and un-EngJish insin-
cerity, and provoked additional antagonism to
the Oxford movement.

Bibuoorapht: On the general subject: K. F. 8enfr« Far*
•ueft aber die HerabUutuno OoUm su tUn Mmedken, Leip-
ric, 1792; W. A. TeUer. Die Religion der VoUkammem,
Berlin, 1792; P. van Hemert, AceommodaHon, Doitxnund.
1797. On the Aooommodation Controversy: Q. Daniel.
Hietoire apologHiqtMs de la eonduUie dee Jituitee de la Ckeime,
in Reeueil dee divere auvraoee, vol. iii., 3 vols., Paria« 1724;
T. M. Bfamaehi. Originum et anHquiiaium chnaUKnarum
Wfri XX. ii. 373. 424. 42fr-428. 441-442; 6 vols.. Rome.
1749-65; G. Pray. Hietoria eonirovereiarum dm ritOnte
einicie, Budapest, 1789.
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ACHSLIS, BRHST CHRISTIAN: Refonned
Cbuich of Gennany; b. at Bremen Jan. 13, 1838.

He studied theology at Heidelberg and Halle from
1857 to 1860, and was pastor successively at Arsten

near Bremen (1860-62), Hastedt, a suburb of Brem-
en (1862-75), and Barmen-Unterbarmen (1875-

S2). Since 1882 he has been professor of practical

theology in the University of Marburg. He is

presideat of the Marburg branch of the Evange-

litehtr Bund, a member of the FreU deuUche evan-

gdiseke Konferem, and since 1888 has been the

representative of the University of Marburg at the

Hesnan General Synod at Cassel, while in 1897 he
was appointed a royal Konsi^orialrat, He was
created a knight of the Order of the Red Eagle,

fourth daas, in 1896 and of the Order of the Prus-

nan Crown in 1905. His theological position is

that of " the ancient faith, but modem theology."

His writings, in addition to numerous articles in

the ABgemeine deutsehe Biographie and other stand-

ard works of reference, as well as monographs in

theological magasines, include: Die hibliachen That-

9achen tmd die religiiee Bedevtvng ikrer Geechicht-

liehkeit (Gotha, 1869); Der Krieg im LichU der

(MsUichen Moral (Bremen, 1871); Die Bergpredigt

nach MatthAiu und Lukas, exegetiack und kritisch

wUenueht (Bielefeld, 1875); Parteiweaen und Evan-
gelivm (Barmen, 1878); Die EnUtehungezeii von
Luthen geiailiehen Liedem (Marburg, 1884); Die
evangdi»ehe Predigt eine Grosemacht (1887); Ana
dem akademiechen Gotteadienat in Marburg (1888;

a collection of sermons delivered in 1886-88); Die
Gettaihmg dee evangeliachen GoUeadienatea (Herbom,
1888); GoUfried Menkera Homilien in Auawahl
und mU EinleUung (2 vols., Gotha, 1888); Chria-

tusnden (3 vols., Freiburg, 1890-97; new edition,

in 1 vol., Leipsic, 1898; collected sermons); Lekr-

buch der praktiedien Theologie (2 vols., Freiburg,

1890-91; revised edition, 2 vols., Leipmc, 1898);
Zur Symbolfrage (Berlin, 1892); Grundriaa der

praktiaehen Theologie (Freiburg, 1893; 5th ed.,

1903); Aehelie und Laeheae : Die Homiletik und
die KaUcketik dea Andreaa Hyperiuaf verdeutacht

und mU Einleitungen veraehen (Berlin, 1901};
Bjdmaona Ueber unaere Kraft und daa Weaen dea

Chriatenhmia (1902); and Der Dekalog ala kate-

dieHaehea LehretiUk (Giessen, 1905).

ACHELIS, HARS: Reformed Church of Ger-
many; b. at Bremen Mar. 16, 1865. He studied
at Erlangen, Berlin, and Marburg (Ph.D., Marburg,
1887); became privat-dooent at G6ttingen in 1893;
was appointed professor there in 1897; went to
KODigBberg in 1901, and to Halle in 1907. His
theological poaiticm is that of a " modem repre-

Kntative of the ancient faith." He has published:
Daa Sffmbol dee Fiechea (Marburg, 1888); Ada
aanctorum Nerei d AchtOei (TU, Leipsic, 1890);
Die dUeaten QueUen dea orientaliachen Kvrchen-
re^ta, I. Cammea Hippclyti (1891), II. Die ayri-

teken DidaakaUa, HberaeUt und erklOrt (1903; in col-

laboration with J. Flemming); Hippaiyt-dudien
(1897); Die Mcartyrologien, ihre Geachtchte und ikr

Wtji (Berlin, 1900); Virginea aubintroduda, Ein
Beiirag eu /. Kar, vii (Leipsic, 1902); and an
edition of the works of Hippolytus, in coUabora-
tioD with G. L. Bonwetsch (Leipsic, 1897).

ACHERT, d^'sh^'rl', JBAH LUC d' (Dom Luc
d'Achery; Lat. Dacheriw): Benedictine; b. at

St. Quentin (80 m. n.e. of Paris), Picardy, 1609;

d. in Paris Apr. 29, 1685. He entered the Bene-
dictine order while still very young, and in 1632
joined the congregation of St. Maur at Vend6me.
He was of w^ik constitution and suffered much
physically, which led his superiors to send him
to Paris. There he became librarian of St. Ger-
main-des-Pr^, and for forty-five years lived solely

for his books and scholarly work. He took es-

pecial delight in searching out unknown books
and bringing unprinted manuscripts to publication,

and was ever ready to help others from his vast

store of learning. His chief work was the Spid-
legium veterum aliquot acriptorum qui in GallicB

bibliothecia, maxime Benedidinorum, latueranl (13

vols., Paris, 1655-77; 2d ed., by De la Barre, with

comparison of later-found manuscripts by Baluse

and Martdne, 3 vols., 1723, better arranged but less

correct). He edited the £brst edition of the Epiatle

of Bamabaa (1645), the life and works of Lanfranc

(1648), the works of Guibert of Nogent (1651),

and the Regula aolitariorum of a certain priest

Grimlaic (1656); he compiled a catalogue of ascetic

writings (1648); and he gathered the material for

the Ada aandorum ordinia S, Benedidi, which was
published by his scholar and assistant, Mabillon

(9 vols., 1668-1701), and for which the latter has

usually received the credit. (C. Pfendeb.)

Bibuoobapht: L. E. Dupin, BtMioOUque dea aiitmja^ eedS-

ma§iig^Ut xviiL 1445, Amsterdam ed.; Taasin, Hiatoire

liiUrain dt la wngrigaiion da 8L Maur, pp. 103 sqq., Bru»>
mIb. 1770.

ACHTERFELDT JOHANN HEINRICH. See
HXBMEB, GXOBG.

ACCEMETI, Q-sem'e-toi or a''cei-m6'tt,-t6 (" Sleep-

less "): An order of monks who sang the divine

praises in their monasteries night and day without

cessation, dividing themselves into three choirs

for the purpose and undertaking the service in

rotation. A certain Alexander (ASB, Jan., i.

1018-28) founded their first monastery on the

Euphrates about the year 400, and a second at

Constantinople. The abbot Marcellus spread the

custom in the East. Monks from his monastery

were transferred in 459 by the consular Studius

to the monastery newly founded by him in Con-
stantinople and called, after his name, the Studium,

which later became famous. The members of the

order are sometimes called Studites. In the con-

troversy with the Theopaschites (q.v.) they opposed

the views of the papal legate, and in 534 they were

disavowed and excommunicated by Pope John II.

G. KrOoer.

ACOLYTE: A member of the highest of the

minor orders of the Roman Catholic (}hurch. The
order was established in the fourth or fifth decade

of the third century, at the same time as the other

minor orders, probably by Pope Fabian (236-250),

but was not known to the East. The name (from

the Gk. akoUnUhoa, "a follower, attendant")

indicates that the acolyte was originally the per-

sonal attendant of the bishop or of the presbyters.

In this capacity he appears in C^rian's epistles,

where acolytes carry letters and fraternal gifts as
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directed by their bishop; and the same thing is

Been in Augustine's time. This close connection

with the higher clergy explains the position of the

acolytes at the head of the minor orders. In the

year 251 the local Roman Church had not less than
forty-two acolytes (Eusebius, HtaL eccl., VI. xliii.

11). When the canonical age for the different

orders was fixed, acolytes were required to be under
thirty (Siricius, Ad Himerium, xiii.; 385 a.d.). In

the Middle Ages the liturgical functions of the

acolyte assumed greater prominence, including the

charge of the altar-lights and the eucharistic wine.

In Rome the acolytes were divided by special assign-

ment among the various churches and regionea of

the city. Since the close of the Middle Ages, the

order has had only a nominal existence, though
the Council of Trent (Session xxiii., De reform.f

xvii.) expressed a desire to see it restored to

its former practical activity. In his investigation

of the origin of the minor orders, Hamack has
given Fabian as the founder of that of the acolytes;

but he considers that it was an imitation of the

pagan ritual system, in which special attendants

(caUUorea) were assigned to the priests. However,
this and the other minor orders may perfectly well

have grown out of the needs of the Church without
any copying of the pagan system. H. Achelis.

Since the Middle Ages the order has been under-
stood as conferring the right to act as ofiBcial assist-

ant of the subdeaoon in a solemn mass. No
canonical age is now explicitly prescribed, but
the requirement of a knowledge of Latin excludes

the very young. J. T. C.

Biblioorapht: Bingham, Oryjinet, book i.; J. Mabillon,
Muaeum Italieum, ii. 84. Paris, 1687-89; L. A Muratori.
IMwrgia Ramana vetm, ii. 407. Venice, 1748; A Haniack,
Die QuelUn der eogenanrUen apo4toli$dien Kirchenordnung
ndftt einer Unierntehung iiber die Ureprung dee Leelorate

und der anderen niederen Weiken, TU, ii. 5 (1886), 04 aqq.;

R. Sohm. KircKenrechi, i. 128-137, Leipsic, 1802.

ACOSTA, JOS£ DE: Jesuit; b. at Medina del

Campo (26 m. s.s.w. of Valladolid), Spain, about
1539; d. at Salamanca as rector of the university

Feb. 11, 1600. He joined the Jesuits as early as

1553. In 1571 he went to the West Indies and
later became second provincial of Peru. He wrote
Confessianario para los curaa de Indioe, in Kechua
and Aymara (1583), perhaps the first book printed

at Lima; a catechism in Spanish and the native

tongues (Lima, 1585); De natura novi arbis et de

prormdgatione evangelii apud barharoe (Salamanca,

1589), which he afterwanl translated into Spanish
and incorporated in the Hiatoria natural y moral
de lae Indiae (Seville, 1590; Eng. transl.. The Nat-
ural and Moral History of the East and West Indies,

London, 1604), one of the most valuable of the
early works on America; De Ckristo revelato et de
temporibus novissimis (Rome, 1590); Concilium
provinciaJe Limense in anno MDLXXXIII, (Ma-
drid, 1590); Concionum tomiiii. (Salamanca, 1596)

ACOSTA, URIEL (originally Gabriel da Costa):

Jewish rationalist; b. at Oporto, Portugal, 1594;
d. at Amsterdam 1647. He belonged to a noble
family of Jewish origin but Christian confession,

and was educated as a Roman Catholic. In early

manhood he wished to return to the faith of his

fathers; and, as an open change from Christianity

to Judaism was not aUowed in Portugal, he fled to

Amsterdam, where he was circumcised and admitted

to the synagogue. Disappointed in the teaching

and practise of the Amsterdam Jews, he criticized

them unsparingly; in particular he aroused their

resentment by declaring that the Law made no

mention of the inmiortality of the soul or a future

life. After the publication of his Examen dot

tradifoens phariseas conferidas eon a ley escrita

(1624) they put him out of the sjmagogue and

brought him to trial before the magistrates on a

charge of atheism. He was imprisoned, fined, and

his book was burned. After some years he made

public recantation of his alleged errors, was scourged

in the synagogue, and trampled upon at the door.

According to rumor, he died by his own hand.

He left an autobiography. Exemplar kumante vita,

published by Philip Limborch (Gouda, 1687; repub-

lished in Latin and German, with introduction,

Leipsic, 1847).
Bibuoobapht: T. Whiston, The Remarkable Life of Urid

Acoeta, an Eminent Free-Thinker, London. 1740; H. Je}-

linek. U. Aooeta'e Leben und Lehre, Zerbst, 1847; I. da

CoeU, lerael en de volke, Haarlem, 1849. Eng. tnnsL.

London, 1850; H. Graeti. OeechidUe der Juden, 3d ed, x.

120-128. 399-401.

ACTA MARTYRUM, ACTA SANCTORUM,
ac'ta mOr^ter-um, ac'ta sanc^'td'rum.

I. Acts of Mmrtyn.
Acta martynim sinoera (i 1).

Legendary Acts (i 2).

Galendaria and Gesta martyrum (i 3).

II. Histories of the Saints.

In the Churches of the East (i 1). I

In the Western Church (i 2).
<

English Lives of Saints (| 8).

By Acta Martyrum and ActaSanctorum Bremeani
collections of biographies of holy persons, especially

|

of the older Church. The former title refers par>

ticularly to those who have suffered death for the

faith; the latter is more general, including all
i

" saints," i.e., Christians canonized by the Church

on account of their eminently pious and pure lives.

L Acts of Martyrs (Acta sive passiones mar- i

tyrum ; Martyrologid): The oldest authentic I

sources for the history of the early martyrs are the

court records of the Roman empire (Acta procon-

sularia, prcuidialia). They are not preserved in
j

their original form, but more or less complete

extracts from them constitute the kernel of the

passion histories recorded by Christian hands;

and they are acknowledged to be the authentic

bases of these histories (cf . the works of Le Blant

and Egli cited below), which, so far bjb they are

based upon these official documents and thus

demonstrate that they belong to the

I. Acta class of acta martyrum sincera, are

Martynim either written in the form of a letter

Sincera. or are devotional narratives without

the epistolary character (passiones,

gesta martyrum). The former class includes the

oldest of these histories; the chief examples are:

the Passio Polycarpi, in a letter of the congregation

of Smyrna, of which extracts are given by Euse-

bius (Hist.ecd.flV. xv.), while the complete text is
,

handed down in five Greek manuscripts; the letter

of the churches of Lyons and Vienne to the Chris-
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tians of Asia and Phiygia concerning their sufferingR

under Marcus AureliuB in 177 (Euaebius, Hist,

eed., V. i.-iii.); the report of the Alexandrian bishop

DionywiB to the Antiochian Fabianus on the suf-

ferings of the Christians of his church during the

persecutions under Decius (Eusebius, Hist, eccl.,

VI. xli.-xlii.); and certain reports concerning

North-African martyrs and confessors of the same
time, in Cyprian's collection of epistles (xx., xxi.,

ixii., xxvii., xxxix., xl., etc.).

Passions in narrative form are more numerous.
Among the oldest and historically most important
are: From the second century, the Acta Justini

pkilosophi et martyris ; the Acta Carpi, Papyli,

et Agathoniea (cf. Eusebius, IV. xv. 48); the

Pamo tanctorum ScUiianorum of the year 180, a
report of themartyrdom at Carthage of six Nimiidian

Christians under the proconsul VigeUius Satumi-
nus July 17, 180, distinguished by its strictly

objective form, reproducing the official proconsular

acts without Christian additions; the Acta Apol-
ionii, belonging to the time of Commodus (cf.

Eusebius, V. xxi.). To the third century be-

long the Passio Perpetucs et FdicitatiSy covering

the martyrdom of certain Carthaginian Christians,

belonging probably to Tertullian's congregation.

Mar. 7, 203; the martyrdom of Pionius (cf . Euse-
bius, IV. XV. 47), of Achatius, and of Conon, all

three belonging to the epoch of Decius; the Acta
procoruularia which recorid the trial and execution
of Cyprian of Carthage under Valerianus, Sept. 14,

258. Finally, belonging to the beginning of the

fourth century (the time of persecution under Dio-
cletian and his coemperors, 303-323), there are

the records collected by Eusebius, which now form
an appendix to book VIII. of his church history,

and treat of the Palestinian martyrs of that time,

as well as somewhat numerous martyria of the period,

to which must be ascribed a greater or less histor-

ical value (such as the Testamentum xl martyrum
from Sebaste in Armenia, belonging to the time of

Licinius, the newly discovered Greek text of which
has full documentary value).

Much greater than the number of such acta mar-
tyrum sincera give genuina is that of the non-authen-

tic histories of martyrs which contain
2. Legend- little or nothing of contemporaneous
ary Acts, notices and have an essentially leg-

endary character. To these belong,
among others: two accounts of the martyrdom of

Ignatius of Antioch; the Martyrium CoJheriinum
and the Martyrium Vaticanum ; the Acta Nerei
d AdnUei ; the Passio FelicUatis et septem filiorum

;

the Acta S. Cypriani et JuatincB ; the legends of

St. Agnes, St. Cecilia, St. Catherine, St. Maurice

(qq. v.), and others.
Aft«r the cessation of persecutions the memory

of the martjms was cherished mainly by two kinds
of written records: (1) calendaria, i.e., lists of the
nsmes of martyrs in calendar form for the purpose
of fixing their memorial days for the liturgical use
of individual congregations or greater church
dioceses; (2) more detailed memorial books {gesia

»Mirtyrum) for the purpose of private devotion and
instruction, incorporating also longer passion nar-
ratives, and avoiding as much as possible the

putting together of mere names in calendary statis-

tical form. Of the latter kind may have been that

copious collection of martyrological material from
all branches of the Church which Eusebius com-
posed in addition to the booklet on the Palestinian

martyrs already mentioned (cf . his references to *

this collection, Hist, ecd., IV. xv. 47; V. Proem.,
iv. 3; also V. xxi. 5), but which was

3. Calen- lost at a very early period (cf. Greg-
daria and ory the Great, Epi8t.,Ym. 29). Bio-
Gesta Mar- graphical and other notices were

tyrum. gradually added to the names of the

martyrs in many of the calendaria;

and by such inclusion of general hagiological matter
they somewhat approached the character of the

devotional reading-books. This enrichment of the

calendaria with material not strictly martyr-
ological in its nature (i.e., additions of a nar-

rative character, not mere names) conunenced in

the West. While a calendarium of the Syriac

Church from the year 412 (ed. W. Wright, 1865)

still shows a strictly martyrological character, the

old calendar of the Roman congregation from the

year 354 (ed. iEgidius Bucher, Antwerp, 1633;

T. Mommsen, in Abhandlungen der adchsischen

GeseUschaft der Wissenschaften, 1850) gives, besides

the names of martyrs, those of Roman bishops

(twelve in number). The same is true of the Calen-

darium Africanum vetus from the year 500,

edited by Mabillon {Vetera Analecta, iii. 398 sqq.).

The martyrologium of the Church of Rome men-
tioned by Gregory the Great in his epistle to Eu-
logius of Alexandria {Epist., viii. 29) consisted of

martyrological and non-martyrological (especially

papal) elements, and had even admitted the older

Roman festival calendar. The so-called Martyro-

logium Hieronymianum is an enlarged revision of

this Roman calendar. In its present form it is a
compilation edited about the year 600 at Auxerre

in (iaul; but it was previously recast in upper
Italy, as is indicated in the correspondence of the

alleged author Jerome, with the bishops dJhroma-

tius of Aquileia and Heliodorus of Altinum, which
stands at the beginning. It is a medley of names
of places and saints, data of martyrs, and the like,

collected from older local and provincial calendars.

The Syriac calendarium already mentioned was
used (in a somewhat enlarged form) by the com-
piler as a source of information for the East; for

North Africa a Calendarium Carihaginense (proba*

bly from pre-Vandalic times) was used; and for

Rome, no doubt, the Roman martyrologium to

which Gregory the Great referred. Jerome proba-

bly contributed nothing to the collection (cf. the

critical edition of the work, ed. J. B. de Rossi and
L. Duchesne, from numerous manuscripts, in

ASB, Nov., ii., 1894, and the criticism of B. Krusch
in Neu£s Archiv fur dUere deutsche Geechichtskunde,

XX., 1895, 437-440). To still later times belong

similar compilations ascribed to the Venerable

Bede, to Florus Magister of Lyons (c. 840), to the

abbot Wandelbert of PrOm (848), and others (see

below, II., 2).

XL Histories of the Saints (Acta sive vita sanc-

torum) : From the end of the fourth century,

under the influence of the Vitm patrum, dissemi-
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nated at first from the Eastern but soon also from
the Western monasteries, true biographies of the

saints became much more numerous. The bi-

ographies contained in the Hiatoria monachorum of

Rufinus, the Hiatoria Lausiaca of Palladius, the
Historia rdigioaa of Theodoret, as well as in other

works like the Pralum apirUiuile of Johannes
Moschus, and the VitcB patrum and Libri miract^
lorum of Gregory of Tours, furnish much more
devotional matter than the histories of martyrs of

former centuries. This hagiological literature, of

monastic origin, had the advantage that it was not
so much exposed to suspicion of falsification by
heretics or the incompetent {tdiotce) as were pro-

ductions of the older passion literature (the reading

of which in divine service in the Romaic Church
was forbidden by edict of Gelasius I. in 494).

Under the influence of the new kind of biographies

of monks and hermits a general hagiological ele-

ment entered also to an ever-increasing degree into

the martyrological collections of the older type,

and thus brought about their constant expansion.

In the Churches of the East, the older calendary
statistical form of the compilations, confining

itself to martyrological material proper
I. In the and serving only liturgical purposes,

Churches was still cultivated, especially in the
of the so-called menologia, or montUy regis-

East ters, as well as in the liturgical antho-

loffia (" collections "). But besides

these arose hagiological collections of considerable

copiousness: the menaa arranged in a calendary

form and divided according to months; and shorter,

condensed synaxaria (from synains, '* religious

gathering ") or extracts. In the Byzantine Church
the large collection of legends by Simeon Meta-
phrastes (10th cent.), which is preserved in a
greatly revised and corrupt form, exerdsed much
influence (see Simison Metaphrastes). Of the

editors of the martyrologies and menaa literature

of the Syriac Church in the earlier time, Stephan
Evodius Assemani (q.v.) deserves mention, more
recently Paul Bedjan (Acta martyrum et 8anctorum

Syriace, 7 vols., Paris, 1890-97); of those of the

Russian Orthodox Church, Joseph Simonius Asse-

viam (q.v.), and in recent times J. E. Martinov
(Annua ecdenasticua Gr<BCO-Slavicu8f Brussels, 1863,

—ASB, Oct., xi. 1-385) and V. Jagic ("The Menaea
of the Russian Church from Manuscripts of 1095-
97," St. Petersburg, 1886, Russian); of those of the

Armenian Church, the Mekhitarists (q.v.), who
published a martyroloffium in two volumes at Venice
in 1874; and of those of the Ck>ptic Church, H.
Hyvemat (Lea Adea dea martyra de V^gypte, Paris,

1886 sqq.).

In the Western Church, during the Middle
Ages the hagiological literature, critically con-
sidered, deteriorated. Ado of Yienne and Usuardus
(both c. 870); the author of the Martyrologium
Sangalenae (c. 900); Wolfard of Herrieden (c. 910);
later, especially Jacobus de Voragine (d. 1298),
author of the so-called " Golden Legend,"and Petrus
de Natalibus (d. 1382), author of a Catalogua sane-
torum (often reprinted since 1493), are the main
representatives of the writers of this legendary
literature, of whose eccentricities and extravagan-

cies humanists and reformers often oomplAk

Since the end of the fifteenth oentuiy ^oits

have been made to publish criticallj

a. In the genuine and older texts. Early ti-

Weiteni tempts were: the Sanetucaium of

Church. Boninus Mombritius (Venice, 1474;

Rome, 1497); the first (and only) toI-

ume of theMartyrum aganea of Jacobus FaberStapu-

lensis (1525); and the De probatia aanctarvm hit-

toriia of the Carthusian Laurentius Surius (d. 1578;

arranged according to the calendar; 6 vols, folio,

Cologne, 1570 sqq.; 2d ed., 7 vols., 1581 sqq.).

As concerns the abundance of matter and critical

treatment of the documents, these first labors of

modem times are far surpassed by the gigantic

hagiological work the Acta Sanctorum quotquU tato

orhe coluntur, the publication of which b^an at Ant-

werp in 1643. It was conceived by the Jesuit

Heribert Rosweyde (q.v.); and after his death

(1629) was undertaken by Jan Bolland and others.

From the name of the first actual editor it is gen-

erally known as the Acta Sanctorum BoUandi or

BoUandiatarum (dted in this encyclopedia as ASB).

With the exception of a period somewhat less than

fifty years, consequent upon the disturbances of

the French Revolution, the labor of preparation

and publication has proceeded continuously to

the present time, when the editors (following the

calendary arrangement) are engaged upon the

month of November (see Holland, Jan, Bolland-

ibtb). More or less valuable are the extracts from

the Bollandist main work in collections like that

of Alban Butler (The lAvea of the Fathera, Mar-

tyra, and Other Principal Sainta, 4 vols., London,

1756-59; see Butler, Alban), his French imitator,

the Abb6 J. F. (}odescard (Viea dea Pkrea, dea mar-

tyra et avJbrea principaux aainta, traduU librement de

Vanglaia d' Alban Butler, 12 vols., Paris, 1763 sqq.),

and A. R&ss and N. Weiss, the German successois

of both Butler and Godescard (Ld)en der HeUigen,

23 vols., Mains, 1823 sqq.); mention may also be

made of a later French woric by Paul Gudrin, Us

PetUa BoUandiatea (7th ed., 18 vols., Paris, 1876).

In lexical form the lives of the saints are treated

by the Abb^ P6tin (Dictionnaire hagiographiqw,

2 vols., Paris, 1850) and J. E. Stadler and F. J.

Heim (VoUatihuligea HeUigen Uxikon, 5 vols., Augs-

burg, 1858 sqq.). There are also hagiological

collections devoted to the members of particular

orders, of which the Acto Sandorum ordinia S. Bene-

dicti of J. Mabillon and others (9 vols., Paris, 1668-

1701) is the most important. O. ZteKLEfit.

The best-known work in English is that of Alban

Butler, already mentioned. It is written in a

heavy eighteenth century style. Much pleasant^r

reading is the work of Sabine Baring-Gould, Thf

Livea of the Sainta (15 vols., London, 1872-77;

new illustrated ed., revised and enlarged, 16 vols.,

1897-98). The author is a High-church Anglicsm

not untouched by the modem critical spirit. He

states in his introduction that his work is not

intended to supplant Butler, being prepared on

somewhat different lines. Butler " confined his

attention to the historical outlines of the saintlr

lives, and he rarely filled them in with anecdote.

Yet it IS the little details of a man's tile thai give
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it character and impress themselves on the mem-
oiy. People forget the age and parentage of

St. Gertrude, but they remember
3. Eng- the mouse running up her staff." The

Itsh Una style is diversifi^ by occasionally in-

of Sainti. troducing translations and accounts by
other writers. The Sanetorale Catho-

liamf or Book of iSomte, by Robert Owen (London,
1S80), is a single octavo volume of 516 pages, pro-

vided with critical, exegetical, and historical notes.

TheSomUin Christian Art (3 vols., London, 1901-

04), by Mrs. Arthur George Bell (n^ Nancy Meu-
gens, known also by the nom de jiume " N. d'An-
vers "); contains sketches of the lives of the saints

treated, written with little discrimination as to

sources and in an uncritical, credulous spirit. The
SttinU and Servants of God \b a series of lives, origi-

nal and translated, edited by Frederick William
Faber and continued by the Congregation of St.

Philip Neri (42 vols., London, 1847-56). A second
aeries was begun in 1873, in which the lives for

the most part are translations of those drawn up
for the processes of canonization or beatification.

Another series, consisting of single-volume lives

of various saints, specially prepared by modem
writers, is being issued in authorized English trans-

lation imder the editorship of Henri Joly for the

original (French) volumes, and of the Rev. Father
George Tyrrell, S.J., for the translations (Paris

and London, 1898 sqq.).

A number of works are devoted to saints of the

British Isles. As to the older works of this charac-

ter Baring-Gould remarks (Introduction, i., pp.
xxix.-xxx., ed. 1897):
" With regard to EocUad there is a Martsrrology of Christ

Church, Gftnterfoury, written in the thirteenth century, and
oow in the British Museum; also a Martyrology written
between 1220 and 1224 from the southwest of England;
this siso ia m the British Museum. A Saxon Martsrrology.
inoomplete, is among the Harleian MSS. in the same museum;
it dates from the fourteenth century. There is a transcript

UDooff the Sloane MSS. of a Martyrology of North-English
oncui. but this also is incomplete. There are others, later,

of \tm Tslue. The most Interesting is the MartUoge in Bno-
lynhe afta- tkt um of ths ehvrehe of SaHaburv, printed by
Wynkyn de Worde in 1526, reissued by the Henry Brad-
ihaw Society in 1S03. To these Martyrologies must be added
tbe Uggnda of John of Tynemouth, 1350; that of Capgrave,
1450, his AToM Itgenda, printed m 1516; Whitford's Martyr-
clocy. 1526; Wilson's Martyrologo, 1st ed., 1608, 2d. ed..

1640: tnd Bishop Ghalloner's Memorial of AneiotU BriHah
«rf». 1761."

Bishop (Thalloner's larger Britannia Sanda, or the

Lives of the Moet CeUbrated British, English, Scot-

tinh, and Irish Saints (2 parte, London, 1745) may
slso be mentioned. The Saints and Missionaries

of the Angto^Saxon Era, by D. C. O. Adams (2 ser.,

Oxford, 1897-1901), is a collection of brief and
popular liyes brou^t down to Queen Margaret of

Scotland (d. 1093). A Menology of England and
Woks, compiled by Richard Stanton, priest of

tfa« Oratoiy, London (London, 1887; Supplement,
1S92), is probably the fullest list in existence of

nsmes of English and Welsh sainte, with brief bio-

graphical notices. It is a scholarly work based upon
Boiutes (calendars, martyrologies, legends, his-

tori«, acte) many of which were previously in-

edited. A somewhat wide interpretation is given
to the terms " English " and " saint." The Lives

of the Insh Saints, with Special Festivals and th^

Commemoration of Holy Persons, by John O'Hanlon,
is an exhaustive work, in somewhat florid style,

arranged according to the calendar, one volume
being devoted to each month (DubUn, 1875 sqq.).

Scottish calendars have been edited, with brief

biographies of the saints, by A. P. Forbes in his

Kalendars of Scottish Saints (Edinburgh, 1874).
For Wales there is W. J. Rees's lAves of the Cambro'
British Saints of the Fifth and Immediate Succeeding
Centuries (Llandovery, 1853). Cardinal John Henry
Newman's Lives of the English Saints (15 vols.,

London, 1844-45, and often) is more interesting

now for the history of the movement which called

it forth than as a contribution to hagiology. See
also the bibliography of the article Celtic Church
IN Britain ANn iRELANn.
Bxbuoorapht: For elaborate bibliographical lists of acts
and lives of saints: A. Potthast, BiUiotheoa hutonca modii
avi, pp. xxxil.-xxxv., 1131-1646, Berlin, 1806 (the most
complete list yet made in which the editions are accu-
rately given); MOH, Index volume, Hanover, 1890; T.
Ruinart, Acta primorwn martyrum aincera et sdtcta, Paris,

1689 (latest ed., Ratisbon, 1869) ; Gross, iSources. pp.
84-89, 213-222, 245-249. 890-400. 442, 517-625 ; K.
Knopf, AtugouOhlU MOrtyrakten, Tttbingen, 1901; O. von
Gebhardt, Acta Martyrum otttda^ Leipsio. 1902. For
history and criticism: A. Ebert. AUgomeinB OtthicKto der
Literatur tUi Mtttdaliera tm Abendtamio, 3 vols., ib. 1874-
87 (2d ed. of vol. i.. 1889, perhaps the best survey of the
subject); C. Jauningus, Apotogia pro AcHa Sanelorum,
Antwerp. 1695; A. Soheler, Zur Oeachtehto dea Werkea
Acta Sanctorum, Leipsie, 1846; J. B. Pitra, Siudoa aur la

coUaction daa Actaa daa Saintia publt&a par Ua BoUandiataat

Paris. 1850; J. Carnandet and J. Ffevre, Laa Bolkmdiataa
at Vhoffiographia ancianna at modama, ib., 1866; Dehaisnes,

Laa Ortgtnaa daa Acta Sanctorum at laa protactaura daa Bol'

landiataa cUxna la nord da Franca, Douai, 1870; A. Tougard,
Da Vhiatovra profane dana laa actaa graca daa BoUandiataa,

Paris, 1874; C. de Smedt, Introduetuf ganaralia ad hiat.

acd., Ghent, 1876 (contains a bibUography in pp. 111-197);

E. le Blant, Acta Sanctorum at taur aourcaa, Paris, 1880;

idem, Laa Actaa daa martyraa , auppUmant aux Acta stn-

eera da Dom Ruinart, ib. 1882; E. Egh, AUehrxaUicKa
Marturian und Martyrologian AUaatar Zait, Zurich, 1887;

A. Elhrhard. Dta alichriaUicha Litteratur und ihra Erfor-

achung, i. 539-692, Freiburg, 1900; Hamaok, lAtteratm',

ii. 2, 463-482.

ACTON, JOHN EMERICH EDWARD DALBERG,
first Baron Acton: Roman Catholic layman; b.

in Naples, Italy, Jan. 10, 1834; d. at Tegem-
see (31 m. s. of Munich) Jime 19, 1902. He was
educated at Oscott College, Binningham, from

1843 to 1848, then at Edinburgh, finally at the

University of Munich. At Oscott the president,

Nicholas Wiseman, afterward archbishop and
cardinal, greatly influenced him. but at Munich

the greater scholar, Dr. D6llinger, still more.

These men fostered his love of truth and passion

for accurate historical knowledge. Being wonder-

fully gifted and highly trained, he set forth upon

a career of learned acquisition which made him
the admiration of his associates. But in his own
communion he soon became unpopular because he

was a pronoimced liberal. He conducted the
" Home and Foreign Review " irom 1862 to 1864

m the interest of anti-Ultramontanism, and so was

condemned by the hierarchy and his Journal vir-

tually suppressed. He then pursued the same

course in the " North British Review " from 1868

to 1872. His chief object of attack was the doc-

trine of papal infallibihty, and he did all he could
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to prevent its adoption, but when it was promul-

gated by the Vatican Council of 1870 he did not

follow his preceptor and friend D6llinger into the

ranks of the Old Catholics, but remained in the

Roman obedience. He showed that he had neither

altered his views nor would he give up his independ-

ence when in 1874 he criticized with learning and
candor the views of his patron and friend Glad-

stone upon Vaticanism. From 1859 to 1864 he

represented Carlow in Parliament. In 1869 Mr.

Gladstone raised him to the peerage. In 1886 he
founded ** The English Historical Review," with

Professor (afterward Bishop) Mandell Creighton

as editor. In 1895 he was made regius professor

of modem history at Cambridge. He planned the

Cambridge Modem History series, but did not live

to see any of it published.

Lord Acton possessed vast stores of accurate in-

formation, but he wrote very little except review

articles and book-notices. So his list of separate

publications is singularly short for so great a scholar.

He edited Les MatirUes royoLes, ou Vart de regner,

the work of Frederick the Great (London, 1863);

made a great sensation by his Sendschreiben an
einem deutachen Bxachof des vaticaniachen ConcUs

(N6rdlingen, 1870); by his Zur GeachichU dea

vaticaniachen Cancih (Munich, 1871); and by his

letters as correspondent of the London " Times "

during the Council. His lectures. The War of 1870

(London, 1871), and especially those masterly

ones on The Hiatory of Freedom in Antiquity and
on The Hiatory of Freedom in Chriatianity (both

Bridgnorth, 1877), fragments of that complete

history of freedom which he dreamed he should

one day write, and finally his inaugural lecture at

Cambridge on The Study of Hiatory (London, 1895),

show his range of knowledge and love of truth.

Since his death his Lettera to Mary [now Mrs. Drew],

Daughter of the Right Honorable W, E, GladaUme

(1904), edited with a memoir by Herbert Paul,

his Cambridge Lectures (1906), and Lecturea on
Modem Hiatory (1906) have been published.

Biblioorapht: Wm. A. Shaw's BUbUoaraphy of Lord Acton,
London, Rosral Historical Society, 1903; Lord Acton
and Hi9 Circle, edited by F. A. Qasquet. London, 1906 (178
letters, mostly on literary subjects, by Lord Acton, with
introduction by Gaoquet).

ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. See Luke II.

For Apocryphal Books of Acts, see Apocrtpba,
B,II.

ADALBERT (ADELBERT.ALDEBERT): Prank-
ish bishop; contemporary of Boniface (q.v.). He
is known only from the letters of Boniface, who
was his bitter opponent, and from the accounts of

the proceedings instituted against him for heresy,

which represent him as a dangerous misleader of

the people, a skilful impostor, and arrogant block-
head, who thought himself equal to the apos-
tles, declared himself canonized before birth, and
claimed the power of working miracles and of re-

mitting sins. It is said that he pretended to have
a letter from Jesus, which the archangel Michael
had found in Jerusalem, and other relics brought
to him by angels. He disregarded confession, not
thinking it necessary for the remission of sins, and
planted crosses and founded chapels on the hills

and by the streams, inducing the people to come

thither for service instead of going to the churches

of the apostles and martyrs. In his prayers un-

known and suspicious names of angels were found.

At the instigation of Boniface two Prankish synods

(744 and 745) deposed Adalbert and condemned

him to penance as a '' servant and forerunner of

Antichrist." A Roman synod confiiined his sen-

tence and added excommunication. In 747 a gen-

eral Prankish synod received a command from

the pope to apprehend Adalbert and send him to

Rome. The major domtis, Pepin, burned his crosBes

and chapels; but the people seem to have sympa-

thised with their bishop, who did not acknowledge

the authority of his judges and who was not allowed

to defend himself. His fate is unknown. Mainz

tradition relates that he was defeated in a discus-

sion with Boniface, that he was imprisoned at

Pulda, and was killed by a swineherd while trying

to escape. Opinions concerning him differ. Some

look upon him as mentaUy unsound, as an impostor,

or as a fanatic. Others see in him, as in his coud-

tr3rman Clement (q.v.) among the E^t Franks,

freedom from Rome, an opponent of the romao-

izing tendencies of his time, and a victim of the

ecclesiastical policy of Boniface. A. Werner.
Bibuoobapht: Rettberg. i. (1846) 314-317, 36&^370; H.

Hahn, Jahrblieher det frUnkitcken Reidu, pp. 67-82, Ber-

lin, 1863; Bonifaoe, EpiMtclce, in Jaff6, Monumenta Mo-

guntina, 1866; J. H. A. Ebrard, Die iroechottUche Mi*-

etonakirehe der aecheten, 9id>enien, und tuJUtn Jahrhufid-

erten. pp. 341, 432-434, GCktereloh, 1873; A. Werner. Boni-

/o^iM. pp. 279-297. Leipsic. 1875; DCB, i. 77-78; Hanck,

KD. i. (1904) 607-513.

ADALBERT OF HAMBURG-BREMEN (formeriy

often called Albert): Archbishop of Hamburg-
Bremen 1045(1043?)-1072; d. at Goslar Mar. 16,

1072. He came of a noble Saxon-Thuringisn

family, is first heard of as canon of Halberstadt.

and followed the head of his chapter, Hermann, to

Bremen when the latter was made archbishop, in

1032; on Hermann's death, three years later, he

returned to Halberstadt and became provost there

himself. He is probably the Adalbert who early

in 1045 was acting as chancellor for Henry III. in

Italian affairs. Henry nominated him to the arch-

bishopric of Hamburg, probably in 1045, though

some recent historians have placed the date at 1043.

He soon showed that he had a lofty conception of

the dignity of his office; and his ambition was

supported by many advantages—a handsome and
imposing presence, intellectual force, and the repu-

tation of singular personal purity and moderatioo

at a time when such qualities were rare. The reign

of Henry III. was the period of his success and

domination. King and archbishop, endowed with

similar gifts, were attracted to each other, and found

it necessary to make common cause against the

Saxon dukes of the Billung house, who had already

troubled the Church of Hamburg. Adalbert's fre-

quent absences from his diocese gave the Billungs

opportunity to attack it; but the archbishop, often

accompanied by his vassals, could not avoid spoul-
ing considerable time on the king's business. He
accompanied Henry on his campaign of 1045, and
went to Rome with him in the next year, taking
part in the synods which deposed the three rival
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cUimanifl for the papal see (Benedict DC., Sylvester

III., and Gregoiy VI., qq.v.). Henry was minded
to mike him pope, but he finnly declined, and
sugjjested the candidate on whom the choice finally

fell, Suidger, bishop of Bamberg (see Clem-
ent II.).

Adalbert returned with Henry in May, 1047,

and devoted himself to diocesan affairs. In the

tenitories of the Abodrites (Obotrites) Gottschalk

had gained supreme power, and worked with Adal-

bert for the introduction of (Christianity (see Gott-
schalk, 2). Norway, Sweden, and Denmark had
all reoogniied the spiritual jurisdiction of Hamburg;
but an effort was now made to break away from it.

Svend Estridsen, king of Denmark after 1047,

made an alliance with Henry through Adalbert's

mediation, and brou^t forward a plan for the es-

tablishment of a separate ecclesiastical province in

Denmazk, with an archbishop and seven suffragans.

Adalbert naturally could not look with complacency
on the withdrawal of so large a part of his juris-

diction, after the saciifices which the Church of

Hamburg had made in the previous two hundred
years for the evangelisation of the northern king-

doms; and he feared that Sweden and Norway
would follow. Yet he could not deny that there

was some justification for Svend's desire. The em-
peror and Pope Leo IX., who took part in the Coun-
cil of Mains in 1049, seemed not indisposed to grant

it. Adalbert offered to consent, on condition that

he should have the rank of patriarch for the whole
north. This, he thought, would solve the difficulty;

one archbishop could not be subject to another,

but might be to a patriarch. The project grew on
him; and he planned the establishment of eleven

new German sees to serve as a basis for his dignity.

He did not contemplate any inmiediate rejection

of Rome's suzerainty; but it was obvious that his

plan might easily give him a position in the north
not far short of that which the pope held in the

south. Leo died in 1054, and Henry in 1056;

and further thought of so far-reaching a scheme had
to be postponed.

Deprived of Henry's support, Adalbert suffered

much at the hands of the Billung dukes. Henry's
son and suooessor (but five years old at his father's

death) in 1062 fell into the power of Anno, arch-

bishop of Cologne (q.v.); but the latter was soon
forced to share his power with Adalbert, and then
to see it pasmng more and more into his rival's

hands. Of the two, Adalbert had much the better

influence on the young king. He reached the

height of his power when he had the king pro-

claimed of age at Worms (Mar. 29, 1065), and prac-
tically held the government in his own hands.
But in Jan., 1066, the princes, with Anno at their

head, forced Henry to banish Adalbert from court;

and his remaining years were clouded by many
troubles. New assaults of the Billungs forced him
to flee from Hamburg. Paganism once more got
the upper hand among the Wends, who laid waste
the neighboring Christian lands; in Sweden the
Church had to fight for its very existence. He was
ncalkd to court in 1060, but did not succeed in

restoring the prestige of his position. He still

worked for the consolidation of the royal power in

Germany, but had to leave the Saxon problem
behind him unsolved. He bore long phjrsical

sufferings with remarkable finnness, laboring to
the last for the king and for his diocese. He wished
to be buried at Hamburg; but the destruction of

that city by the Wends prevented this; and his

body was kdd in the cathedral of Bremen, the re-

building of which he had himself completed.

(Carl Bertheau.)
Bibuoobapbt: Bruno, D* bello Saxonieo, in MQH^ Script,

V. (1844) 327-384 (2d ed., by W. Wattenbaoh, in SeripL
rer. Oerm., toe. xi, 1880); Adam of Bremen. Oeata Hamma-
Inurgeruit eccUtia pontifieum, in MGH, Script, vii. (1846)
267-389 (printed separately. Hanover. 1846; 2d ed.. 1876),
Germ, tranel. by J. C. M. Laurent (2d ed.. by W. Watten-
bach, Leipaic, 1888); Chronieon OotecemiM, in MOH,
Script., X, (1862) 140-157; Colmar Qranhagen, Adalbert

ErtbUchof von Hamburg, Leipaic, 1864; Lambert. AnnalM,
in MOH, Script, zvi. (1869), 646-650 (2d ed.. by Holder^
Egger. in Script rer. Oerm., 1894); E. Steindorff. Jakr-
bOcher dee deutechen Reiehe unUr Heinrich III., 2 vob.,

Leipaic, 1874-81. and in ADB, i. 56-61; O. Deliio,

Oetdiichie dee ErMetume Hambvro-Bremen, L 178-277.

Berlin. 1876; R. Ballheimer. Zeitiafeln ewr hanUmroiechen
OeeehtdUe, pp. 18-24, Hamburg. 1895; Hauck, KD, iU.

649-664.

ADALBERT OF PRAGUE (Czech, WoUech,
" Comfort of the Army ")' An early German
missionary, sometimes improperly called " the

Apostle of the Slavs " or " of the Prussians "; b.

about 950; murdered Apr. 23, 997. He was the

son of a rich Czech nobleman named Slavenik, con-

nected with the royal house of Saxony. He was
educated at Magdeburg, but on the death of Adal-

bert (981), first archbishop of that place, whose
name he had taken at confirmation, he returned

home and was ordained priest by Thietmar, the

first bishop of Prague, whom he succeeded two
years later. He received investiture at Verona
from flmperor Otho II., his kinsman, and was con-

secrated by Willigis, archbishop of Mainz, his

metropolitan. His troubles soon began. The
attempt to execute strictly what he conceived to

be his episcopal duties brought him into conflict

with his coimtrymen, who were hard to wean from

their heathen customs. After five years of struggle,

he left his diocese, intending to make a pilgrimage

to Jerusalem; but after a sojourn at Monte Cassino,

he entered the monastery of St. Boniface at Rome,
where he led a singularly devoted and ascetic life.

In 992, however, he wa£> required by the pope and
his metropolitan to return to Prague. The con-

flict with stubbornly persistent heathen customs

—

polygamy, witchcraft, slavery—proved as hard
as ever, and he once more left his diocese, returning,

after a missionary tour in Hungary, to the peaceful

seclusion of his Roman cloister.

In 996 Willigis visited Rome and obtained fresh

orders for Adelbert to return to his see, with permis-

sion to go and preach to the heathen only in case

his flock should absolutely refuse to receive him.

He went north in company with the young emperor,

Otho III., and in the next spring, throu^ Poland,

approached Bohemia. Things had grown worse

than ever there: his family had fallen under sus-

picion of treason through their connections with

Germany and Poland; and the greater part of them
had been put to death. His offer to return to

Prague having been contumeliously rejected, he
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fdt himaelf free to turn to the work which he desired

among the heathen Prussians. Here he was killed

by a pagan priest before he had succeeded in accom-
plishing much. His body was brought by the Duke
of Poland and buried at Gnesen, whence it was
taken to Prague in 1039. (A. Haucx.)
Bibuoobafht: J. CanAparius, Vita Adaiberti, in MOH,

aeripL, iv. (1841) 674-620; Bruno, VUa AdaXberU, ib. pp.
605-612; MiraaUa AdsOmti, ib. 613-616; PoMto Adal-
btrti, ib.. xv. part 2 (1888). 706-708; De St. AdaBmio,
ib. pp. 1177-84; MPL, ozxxvu. 860-888 (life and
miradM); H. ZeiMberg, Du polnuAe (7«aeAidk<Mdkrm-

buno dm MiUriaUtn, pp. 10 iqq.. Leipdo. 1878; H. G.
Voict, AdaOmi von Prog, Berlin, 1808; Hauek. KD, iii.

(1006) 1041 sqq.

ADALBOLD, ad'al-b6ld: Bishop of Utrecht;

d. Nov. 27, 1026. He wbjb bom probably in the

Low Countries, and received his education partly

from Notker of Li6ge. He became a canon of

Laubach, and apparently was a teacher there.

The emperor Henry II., who had a great regard for

him, invited him to the court, and nominated him
as Bishop of Utrecht (1010), and he must be re-

garded as the principal founder of the territorial

possessions of the diocese, especially by the acqui-

sition in 1024 and 1026 of the counties of Thrente

and Teisterbant. He was obliged to defend his

bishopric not only against frequent inroads by the

Normans, but also against the aggressions of neigh-

boring nobles. He was unsuccessful in the attempt

to vindicate the possession of the district of lierwede

(Mircvidu), between the mouths of the Maas and
the Waal, against Dietrich III. of Holland. The
imperial award required the restitution of this

territory to the bishop and the destruction of a
castle which Dietrich had built to control the navi-

gation of the Maaf ; but the expedition under Cvod-

frey of Brabant which undertook to enforce this

decision was defeated; and in the subsequent agree-

ment the disputed land remained in Dietrich's

possession. Adalbold was active in promoting
the building of churches and monasteries in his

diocese. His principal achievement of this kind
was the completion within a few years of the

great cathedral of St. Martin at Utrecht. He re-

stored the monastery of Thiel, and completed that

of Hohorst, begim by his predecessor Ansfried.

To the charge of the latter he appointed Poppo of

Stablo, and thus introduced the Cluniac reform

into the diocese.

Adalbold is also to be mentioned as an author.

A life of Henry II., carried down to 1012, has been
ascribed to him; but the evidence in favor of at-

tributing to him the extant fragment of such a life

(MGH, Scnpt, iv., 1841, 67^-695; AfPL, cxl. 87-

108) is not decisive. He wrote a mathematical
treatise upon squaring the circle (AfPL, cxl. 1103-

08), and dedicated it to Pope Sylvester II., who
was himself a noted mathematician. There is

also extant a philosophical exposition of a passage
of BoethiuB (ed. W. Moll in Kerkhi8tort9ch Arckief,

iii., Amsterdam, 1862, pp. 198-213). The discussion

Qiiemadmodum indviktanter muaicas canaonantitB

fudicari po»9int (ed. M. Gerbert, in Scriptores

ecdenastiei de mu&ica Bocra, i., St. Blasien, 1784,

pp. 303-^12; AfPL, cxl. 1109) seems to have been
ascribed to him on insufficient grounds.

(A. Hacck.)

Bibuoobapht: Van der Aa. AddbM, 6inoibap mm Vtntkt,

Utrecht, 1862; Hauek. iCi>. iii.

ADALDAO, ad'ol-dflg: Seventh archbishop of

Hamburg-Bremen (937-088); d. at Brem^ Apr. 28

or 29, 968. He was ofnoble birth, a relationand pu-
pil of Bishop Adalward of Verden and became canon

of Hildesheim. Otho I. made him his chancellor

and notary inmiediately after his acoession, and

on the d^th of Archbishop Unni of Hamburg-
Bremen (936) nominated Mm to the vacant see.

None of the early incumbents of the see ruled so

long a time; and none did so much for the diocese,

though his success was partly the fruit of his pred-

ecessors' labors and of peculiariy favorable cir-

cumstances. Under Adaldag the noietropolitaii

see obtained its first suflFragans, by the erection of

the bishoprics of Ripen, Sleswidc, and Aarhus;

and that of Aldenburg was also placed under Ham-
burg, though the Slavic territories of the present

Oldenburg had formerly belonged to the diocese

of Verden. He resisted successfully a renewal of

the efforts of (Jologne to claim jurisdiction over

Bremen (see Adalgar). He gained many privi-

leges for his see, in jurisdiction, possession of land,

and market rights, by his dose relations with the

emperors, especially Otho I. He accompanied
the latter on his journey to Rome, and remained
with him from 961 to 965, and is mentioned as the

emperor's chief counselor at the time of his corona-

tion in Rome. Otho placed the deposed pope

Benedict V. in his custody. After Adaldag's

return to Hamburg, he still maintained these

relations, and his privileges were confirmed by

Otho II. and by the regency of Otho III. The
|

later years of his life were troubled by inroads of

the Danes and Slavonians on the north, and he

may have witnessed the sack of Hamburg by the i

latter under Bilistiwoi (if its date, as Usinger and

Dehio think, was 983). (Carl Bertheau.)

Bibuoobapbt: Adam of Bremen, GmCo HommKnburgenni
€ccUna pontifieum, in MOH, ScripL, vii. (1846) 267-389

j

(iMued separately, Hanover. 1840; 2d ed.. 1876): W.
on Gieaebreoht. Omckiehte d&r dtadKktn KaimneU, i.

Bnuswiok, 1874; R. K6peke and E. DOmmler, Kaim
Otto der Qrono, Leipeie. 1876; Q. Dehio, GMcJkuAte da I

Bnbiatama Hamburg-Brtnun, i. 66, 104-132. Berlin, 1877;

Hauok. KD, vol ii.

ADALGAR, ad^ol-gOr: Third archbishoo of Ham-
burg-Bremen (888-909); d. May 9. 909. When

|

Rimbert, who was appointed in 865 to succeed

Ansgar, the first archbishop of Hamburg, stopped

at the abbey of Corvey on lus way to his field of

labor, the abbot Adalgar gave him his brother,

also named Adalgar, as a companion. The younger
Adalgar was then a deacon. Toward the end of

Rimbert's life he was consecrated bishop to asosk

the latter; and he succeeded him in the arch-

bishopric (June 11, 888). During the latter half

of his twenty years' rule, age and infirmity made
it necessary for him also to have a coadjutor in the

person of Hoger, another monk of Corvey; and
later five nei^boring bishops were charged to

assist the archbishop in his metropolitan duties.
j

Adalgar lived in troublous times. Althougli

Amulf's victory over the Normans (891) was a

relief to his diocese, and although under Louis the i

Child (900-911) it suffered less from Hungarian '
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onslaughts than the districts to the south and east

of it, yet the general confusion restricted Adalgar's
activity, and he was able to do very little in the
northern kingdoms which were supposed to be
part of his mission. There were also new con-
tests over the relation of Bremen to the archiepis-

copal see of Cologne. Bremen had originally been
under the jurisdiction of Cologne; but this relation

was dissolved on the reestablishment of the arch-

bishopric of Hambuig in 848; and Pope Nicholas
I. had confirmed the subordination of Bremen to

Hamburg in 864 (see Anboar; EUmburo, Arch-
BisHOFRic of). In 890 Archbishop Hermann of

Cologne wrote to Pope Stephen VI., demanding
that the archbishop of Hamburg, as bishop of

Bremen be subject to him. The course of the con-

troversy is somewhat obscure; but it is known that

Stephen dted both contestants to Rome, and when
Adalgar alone appeared, Hermann being represented

by delegates with unsatisfactory credentials, the

pope referred the matter to Archbishop Fulk of

R^ms, to decide in a synod at Worms. In the

mean time Stephen died; and lus successor For-

mosus placed the investigation in the hands of a
synod which met at Frankfort in 892 under Hatto
of Mainz. On the basis of its report, Formosus
decided that Bremen should be united to Hamburg
so long as the latter had no suffragan sees, but
should revert to Cologne when any were erected,

the archbishop of Hamburg meanwhile taking part

in the provincial synods of Cologne, without thereby

admitting his subordination. Little is known of

Adalgar's personality. From the way in which
Rimbert's biographer and Adam of Bremen speak

of him, he seems to have been a man of some force,

but perhaps not strong enough for the difficult

times in which his activity was cast.

(Carl Berthkau.)
Bibuogbapht: Viia Rimberti^ in MOH, Script, ii. (1829)

764-775. and in MPL, ezxvi 091-1010; Adam of

Bremen, Getla HammenburgenaiM eeclenm ponli/lcum, in

MGH, Script,, viL (1846) 267-389 (iMued separately.

Hancnrer. 1846; 2d ed.. 1876); JafiF^, Regeuta, vol. i.

;

G. Dehio, O^uekiehte dM ErzbUtuma Hambvro-JBremen, i.

•7-100. Berlin, 1877; Hauck. KD, voL ii.

ADALHARD AJXD WALA, ad'ol-hOrd, waaa:
Abbots of Corbie (10 m. e. of Amiens) from about

775 to 834. They were brothers, cousins of Charle-

magne, pupils and friends of Alcuin and Paul the

Deacon, and men of much authority and influence

in both church and state. The elder, AdaUiard

(b. about 751; d. Jan. 2, 826), was interested in the

German language and the education of the clergy,

and is especially famous for the establishment of

diocesan colleges and the foundation of the abbey
of New Corbie (Corvey) on the Weser (see Cor-
vet). He gave new laws to his monastery of

Corbie {MPL, cv. 535-550), and defended against

Pope Leo III. the resolutions de exitu Sfiritus

Smeti passed in the autimm of 809 by the Synod
of Aachen (see Fiuoquk Controversy). When
Chariffmagpe's son Pepin, king of Italy, died (810),

Adalhard was appointed coimselor of his young
Bon Beniaid in the government of Italy.

The yoonger brother, Wala (d.at Bobbio in Italy

Sept. 12, 836), also enjoyed the confidence of

ChaiVmagne, and became chief of the counts of

L--3

Saxony. In 812 he was sent to join Adalhard and
Bernard in Italy and work for the choice of the
last-named as king of the Lombards. After the death
of Charlemagne and the accession of the incapable
Louis (814), whom the brothers had always op-
posed, they returned to Corbie, and fell into dis-

grace for having favored Bernard. They were
deprived of their estates and Adalhard was ban-
ished. After seven years, however, a reconciliation

took place between them and Louis. Wala, as suc-

cessor of Adalhard at Corbie, continued his brother's

work and gave especial care to the mission in the
north. As head of the opposition to the repeal pf

the law of succession of 817 and a bold defender
of the rights of the Church, he was imprisoned by
Louis in 830, and regained his liberty only when,
in 833, Louis's eldest son, Lothair, the future em-
peror, came north with an army, accompanied by
Pope Gregory IV. Wala's counsel was gratefully

received by both Lothair and Gregory; and the
former rewarded him with the abbey of Bobbio in

northern Italy. Just before his death Wala became
reconciled with Louis, and, at the head of an em-
bassy sent to that monarch by Lothair, made peace
between father and son. A. Werner.
Biblioorapht: Paschaaiua Radbertus, Viia Adelhardi, com-

plete in ASM, iv. 1, pp. 30&-344; Vita Walm, ib. pp. 466-
622; also in MPL, cxx. 1607-1650; extracts in MOH,
Script., ii. (1829) 624-600; F. Funk. Ludvrio der Fromme,
Frankfort, 1832; Himly, Wala €t Loui^-U-DSbonnaire,
Paris, 1849; Jaff^, Rege^ta, vol. i.; A. Enok. De St,

Adalhardo abbate Corbeia antiqua et nova, Manster, 1873;
B. E. Simson, JahrbQcher de* fr&nkiechen Reicka urUer Lud-
iffig dem Frommen, i., Munich, 1874; Hauck, XZ). vol. ii.;

W. Wattenbach, DOQ, i. (1893) 260, ii. (1894) 170; D.
C. Munro and Q. C. Sellery, MedicevaX CivUiMation, pp.
81»-320, New York, 1904.

ADAM.
I. Doctrinal.

The Biblical Statement Interpreted Literally (| 1).

The Poaition of Adam to the Race (| 2).

The Orthodox Views (| 8).

The Evolutionary Views (| 4).

II. Historical.

The Use of **Adam" as a Proper Name (| 1).

Foreisn Influence in P (§ 2).

The Aim and Plan of P (§ 3).

The Narrative of J (M).
Parallels in Other Literatures (i 6).

The Literary Material Mythical in Character (§ 6).

New Testament References (§ 7).

I. Doctrinal: According to the literal statement

of Genesis (v. 2), the name ** Adam " (Heb. adham,
" man ") was given by God himself to the first human
being. The important place occupied by man, ac-

cording to the Biblical idea, is the

I. TheBib- close, the appointed climax, of creation.

Ileal State- Inanimate nature looked forward to

ment Inter- man. To hU creation God gave special

preted care. It was sufficient for the Creator

Literally, to order the other creatures into be-

ing; but man was molded by the

divine fingers out of the dust of the earth. Thus far

he belonged to the created world; but into him
God breathed the breath of life, and thus put him
in an immeasurably higher place; for the posses-

sion of this breath made him the " image " of God.
What this " image " was is learned from the Bible

(Gen. i. 26, ii. 7); it was likeness to God in the gov-

ernment of the creatures and in the possession of
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the same spirit (see Image of God). God, the ab-

solute personality, reflects himself in man and, there-

fore, the latterbecomes the lord of creation. Adam
was the representative of the race—humanity in

person. Opposite to the species and genera of beasts

stood the single man. He was not a male, still less

a man-woman; he was man. Out of him, as the

progenitor of the race, Eve was taken.

But man's true position can not be comprehended
until he is considered in relation to Christ, the

second man, as is most clearly expressed in Rom.
V. 12 sqq.; I Cor. xv. 21-22, 46-49. By Adam's
fall, sin and death entered into the world, and con-

demnation has come upon all through him; but
from the second Adam has come just the opposite

—

righteousness, justification, and life. Those who
by sin are united to the first Adam reap all the

consequences of such a union; similarly do those

who by faith are united to the second Adam. Each
is a representative head.

Materialism sees in man a mere product of

nature. It is difficult to see how it makes place

for self-consciousness. The unity of the race is

also given up; and so logically Darwinism leads

to belief in a plurality of race origins. Theology,

on the other hand, holds fast to the
2. The Posi- personality of man, but has, from the

tion of beginning of the science, wavered in

Adam to regard to the position occupied by
the Race. Adam toward the race. The oldest

Greek Fathers are silent upon this

point. Irenseus is the first to touch it; and he main-
tains that the first sin was the sin of the race, since

Adam was its head (III. xxiii. 3; V. xii. 3; cf. R.
Seeberg, Dogmengeachichte, i., Leipeic, 1895, p. 82).

Origen, on the other hand, holds that man sinned

because he had abused his liberty when in a pre-

existent state. In Adam seminally were the bodies

of all his descendants (Contra CeUunif iv.; cf. C. F.

A. Kahnis, DogmcUik, ii., Leipsic, 1864, pp. 107 sqq.).

Gregory Nazianzen, Gregory of Nyssa, and Chrysos-

tom derive sin from the fidl. Tertullian, Cyprian,

Hilary, Ambrose, and Augustine represent the

Biblical standpoint. Pelagius saw in Adam only

a bad example, which his descendants followed.

Semi-Pelagiamsm similarly regarded the first sin

merely as opening the flood-gates to iniquity;

but upon this point Augustinianism since it was
formulated has dominated the Church—^in Adam
the race sinned. (Carl von BucHRucKERf.)
The prominent orthodox views are: (1) The

Augustinian, known as realism, which is that

human nature in its entirety was in Adam when
he sinned, that his sin was the act of human nature,

and that in this sin human nature fell;

3. The that is, lost its freedom to the good.
Orthodox becoming wholly sinful and producing
Views, sinners. " We sinned in that man

when we were that man." This is

the view of Anselm, Peter Lombard, Thomas
Aquinas, and Luther. (2) The federal theory of

the Dutch divines Cocceius and Witsius is that

Adam became the representative of mankind
and that the probation of the human race ended
once for all in his trial and fall in the garden
of Eden. Accordingly the guilt of Adam's sin

was imputed to his posterity. This is the theory

of Turretin and the Princeton theologians. (3)

The theory of mediate imputation (Placseus) is

that the sin of Adam is imputed to his descendants

not directly, but on account of their depravity

derived from him and their consent to his sin. (See

Imputation; Sin.)

According to the evolutionary view of man's

origin, which is not necessarily materiaUstic, Adam
may be designated as the firat individual or indi-

viduals in the upward process of de-

4. The Evo- velopment in whom self-oonsdousness

Itttionary appeared or who attained such sta-

ViewB. bility of life that henceforth humanity

was able to survive the shock of death.

By some, the first man is conceived of as a special

instance of creative wisdom and power; by others,

as the natural result of the evolutionary process.

Whether the himian race sprang from one individual

or from several is, for lack of evidence, left an open

question. In this position the unity of the race

is in no wise compromised, since this is grounded

not in derivation from a single pair but in identity

of constitution and ideal ethical and spiritual aim.

This view of the first man brings into prominence

the dignity of himian nature and its kinship with

the divine, yet at the same time profoundly modifies

the traditional doctrine of original sin. In Uie

disproportion between the inherited instincts,

appetites, and desires of the animal nature and

the weak and struggling impulses of the moral

consciousness there arises an inevitable conflict

in which the higher is temporarily worsted and

the sense of sin emerges. By virtue of heredity

and the organic and social unity of the race, all

the descendants of the earliest man are involved

with him in the common struggle, the defeat, and

the victory of the moral and spiritual life. This

conflict is a sign that man is not simply a fallen

being, but is in process of ascent. The first man,

although of the earth, is a silent prophecy of the

second man, the Lord from heaven.

C. A. Beckwitu.
n. Historical: The sources of knowledge of

Adam are exclusively Biblical and, indeed, wholly

of the Old Testament, since the New Testament
adds nothing concerning his personality and his

doings to what is recorded of him in the Book of

Genesis. The main inquiry, therefore, must be

as to the place occupied by Adam
I. The Use in the Old Testament. Here several

of "Adam" striking facts confront us: (1) There

as a is no allusion to Adam direct or in-

Proper direct after the early genealogies.

Kame, In Deut. xxxii. 8 and Job xxviii. 28

the Hebrew adham (adam) means
*' mankind." In Hos. vi. 7 the reading should be
" Admah " (a place-name). The latest references

(apart from the excerpt in I Chron. i. 1) are Gen.

iv. 25 (Sethite line of J) and Gen. v. 1, 3 (Sethite

line of P). (2) Outside of the genealogies there is

no clear instance of the use of the word as a proper

name. The definite article, omitted in the Mas-

oretic text, should be restored in Gen. iii. 17, 21

(J) in harmony with the usage of the whole context,

which reads '' the man " instead of " Adam."
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Eve (Gen. iii. 20; iv. 1) is the first proper name
of our Bible. (3) Whatever may have been the

origin of the proper name " Adam/' its use here

teems to be derived from and based upon the

original generic sense. Even in the genealogies

the two significations are interchanged. Thus
while Gen. v. 1 substitutes "Adam " for '* the man "

of i. 27, chap. v. 2 continues: " Male and female

ereated he them . . . and called their name Adam."
It is a fair inferencethat the genealogies are in part

at least responsible for the individual and personal

usage of the name. When it is considered that

all Semitic history began with genealogies, of which
the standing designation in the early summaries
is "generations" (Heb. toledhoth), the general

motive of such a transference of ideas is obvious.

The process was easy and natural because in the

ancient type of society a community is thought
of as a unit, ia a proper name without the article,

and is designated by a single not a plural form.

The first commimity having been " man " (** the

adam "), its head and representative was naturally

spoken of as " Man " (" Adam ") when there was
need of referring to him. On the etymological

side a partial illustration is afforded by the French
on (Lat. homo) and the German marif which express

individualixation anonymously.
The secondaiy character of the notion of an

individual Adam is also made probable by the fact

that the genealogical system of P is artificial and
of foreign origin or at least of foreign

2. Foreign suggestion. The whole scheme of the

Influence ten generations of Gen. v. is modeled
in P. upon and in part borrowed from the

Biabylonian tradition of the first ten

longs of Babylon. Of these lists of ten there are

five names in either list which show striking corre-

spondences with five in the other, ending with the

tenth, which in either case is the name of the hero

of the flood story. These Babylonian kings also

were demigods, having lives of inunense duration,

two of them, moreover (the seventh and the tenth),

having, like Enoch and Noah, special conmiu-
nications with divinity.

In brief, as regards P, the matter stands as

follows:—His first theme was the process and
plan of creation according to an ascending scale

of being. At the head of creation

3. The Aim were put the first human beings,

and Plan "man" or mankind (Gen. i. 26).

of P. The second leading thought in P's

"generations of the heavens and the

earth" was the continuance of the race or the

peopling of the earth. Ebcpression was given to

it by the statement that " the man " was created
" male and female " (i. 27). The third stage in the

narrative is reached when the descent of Abraham
from the first man is established, in order to pro-

vide a necessary and appropriate pedigree for the

house of Israel. At the head of this line was placed

the individual " Man " or " Adam."
Turning now to the story of Paradiseand the Fall,

which, as has been seen, speaks of the first man
only as "the man" and not as "Adam,"
the main motive of Gen. ii.-iv. is to account for

certain characteristics and habits of mankind,

above all to set forth the origin, nature, and
consequences of sin as disobedience to and alien-

ation from Yahweh. Man is presented

4. The first as a single individual; next as
Narrative being mated with a woman, with and

of J. for whom he has a divinely constituted

affinity; then as the head of the race

upon which he brings the curse due to his own
disobedience. At first sight this might seem to

imply a preconception of the individuality and
personality of the first man, who may as well as

not have borne the name " Adam," which J him-
self gives him in the fragmentary genealogy of

Gen. iv. 25-26. But the inference is not justified.

The pictures drawn by J and the conceptions they
embody are not spontaneous effusions. They are

the result of careful selection and of long and pro-

found reflection, and when the problems which J
sets out to solve and the incidents which convey
and embody the solution be considered, it must
be concluded that the answers to the questions

could have been arrived at only through the study
of man, not in individuals but as a social being.

In other words, this "prophetic" interpreter

worked his way backward through history or tra-

dition along certain well-known lines of general

human experience, and at the heart of the story

appears not a single but a composite figure, not
an individual but a type, while the story itself is

not history or biography but in part mythical and
in part allegorical. Thus the unhistorical char-

acter of Adam is even more demonstrable from
the narrative of J than from that of P.

Some of the primitive mythical material in

Genesis has analogies in other literatures. Not
to mention the more remote Avesta, attention must
again be called to some of the Babylonian parallels.

It is now indisputable that Eden is a B8i>ylonian

name; that the whole scenery of the region is

Babylonian; that the tree of life, the cherubim,

and the serpent, the enemy of the gods and men,
are all Babylonian. There is also the Babylonian
story of how the first man came to forfeit inunor-

tality. Adapa, the human son of the good god
Ea, had ofifended Anu, the god of heaven (see

Babylonia, VII., 3, { 3), and was simmioned to

heaven to answer for his offense.

5. Paial- Before his journey thither he was
lels in warned by his divine father to refuse

Other the "food of death" and "water
Litera- of death" which Anu would offer to

tures. him. At the trial, Anu, who had been

moved by the intercession of two
lesser gods, offered him instead " food of life

"

and " water of life." These he refused, and thus

missed the inunortality intended for him; for Anu
when placated had wished to place him among the

gods. Some such story as this by a process of

reduction along monotheistic lines may have con-

tributed its part to the framework of the narrative

of the rejection of Adam. It is indeed possible

that Adam and Adapa are ultimately the same
name.
An important element in the whole case is the

general character of the literaiy material of which
the story of Adam forms a portion. Apart from
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the oonoeptioDS proper to the religion of Israel,

which give them their distinctive moral value,

the events and incidents related

6. The belong generically to the mythical
Literary stories of the beginnings of the earth

Material and man, which have been related

Mythical among many ancient and modem
in Char- peoples, and specifically to the cycle

acter. of myths and legends which readied

their fullest literary development
in Babylonia, and which undoubtedly were orig-

inally the outgrowth of a polytheistic theory of

the origin of the universe. Much weight must also

be attached to the fact that the story of Adam
is practically isolated in the Old Testament, above
all to the consideration that prophecy and psalmody,
which build so much upon actual history, ignore it

altogether.

The New Testament references show that Jesus

and Paul used the earliest stories of Genesis for

didactic purposes. The remark is

7. Hew often made in explanation that their

Testament age was not a critical one and that
Refer- the sacred authors did not in their

encei. own minds question the current belief

in the accuracy of the oldest docu-

ments. This is probably true, at any rate of Paul

(cf. especially I Cor. xi. 8-9; I Tim. ii. 13-14). His

view of the relation between the first and second

Adam (I Cor. xv. 22, 45; Rom. v. 12 sqq.) is the

development of an idea of rabbinical theology,

and has a curious primitive analogy in the relation

between Merodach, the divine son of the good god
Ea, and Adapa, the human son of Ea (cf. Luke iii.

38). Jesus himself does not make any direct ref-

erence to Adam in his recorded sayings.

J. F. McCuRDT.
Bibuoobapht: I. ill, 2: JO0. Butler, 5«rmon«onHumanATa-

tun, in vol. iL ofhis WcrkM, Oxford, 1844; SJBaird. Th» Firti
Adam and As Sseand, PhiUdelphia, IMO; J. MOUer.
ChriMiche Ixkn von der SUnde, Breelau. 1867, Eng. tranBl.,

Doctrine of 8tn, Edinbursh, 1868; ChM. Hodge, SyetemaUe
Theology, ii.. oh. v..Tii., viii.,New York, 1872; R.W. Lan-
dii,Or^nai iSinand/m2mlaiion.Riohmond, 1884; W.G.T.
Bhedd, Dogmatic ThmAogy, ii. 1-257. iii. 249-377, New
York. 1888 (vol. iiL gives eatena of citations from early
Ghristtan times to the middle of the eighteenth oentury);
H. B. Smith. iSvsfem of ChriaHan The^ogy, pp. 273-801,
ib. 1800; W. N. Clarke, OuOino of Chri&Han Theology, pp.
182-108, 227-260, ib. 1808; R. V. Foster. SyaUmaHe
Theology, pp. 348-356, 863-381, NashTille. 1808; A. H.
Strong. SyetemoHe Theology, pp. 234-260, 261-272, New
York, 1002.

L I 3: H. B. Smith. Syelrnn of Chrietian Theology, New
York, 1886; G. P. Fiaher, Diecueeione in Hietory and
Theology, pp. 355-400. ib. 1880; of. Calvin. InelituUe, book
ii.. oh. i.. ii 6-8.

I. i 4: H. Drummond, Tho Aeceni of Man, New York,
1804; J. Le Conte. EvobUion and ite Relation to Religiotie

Thoui^, ib. 1804; J. Fiske. The DteHny of Man Viewed in
th9 Light of hie Origin, Boston. 1806; idem. Through'
Nature to God, ib. 1800; J. M. Tyler. The Whence and the
Whither of Man, ib. 1806; C. R. Darwin, The Deeccnt of
Man, pp. 174-180, New York, 1806; J. Deniker, The
Racee of Man, London. 1000.

II. IS 1-7: M. Jastrow, Religion of Babylonia and Ae-
eyria, pp. 511, 544 sqq.. Boston. 1808; idem, in DB, sup-
plement ToL. pp. 573-574; H. Gunkel. S^dpfung und
Chaoe, pp. 420 sqq., Q6ttingen. 1805; idem. Oenoeie, pp.
5 sqq.. 33. 08 sqq., ib. 1002; Sohnukr. KAT, pp.807. 520
QQ.

ADAM, BOOKS OF.
Old Tkbtaiibnt, II., 39.

See Pbeudspiobapha,

ADAM OF BREMEN: Author of the Getla

Hammenburgenna eecUna porUificum, a history of

the archbishops of Hamburg-Bremen extending

down to the death of Adalbert (1072). The work

itself tells of its author only that his name began

with " A/' that he came to Bremen in 1068 and

ultimately became a canon there, and that he wrote

the book between the death of Adalbert and that

of King Svend Estridsen of Denmark (1072-76).

But there is no doubt that this is the work referred

to by Helmold and assigned to a Magiater Adam ;

in which case the author must be the Adam magiaUT

aeholarum who wrote and was one of the signatorieB

to an extant document of Jan. 11, 1069, and also

the same whose death on Oct. 12, year not given,

is recorded in a Bremen register.

It may be conjectured from scanty indications

that Adam was bom in upper Saxony and educated

at Magdeburg. His education was in any case a

thorough one for his time. His book is one of the

best historical works of the Middle Ages. Not only

is it the principal source for the early history of

the archbishopric and its northern missions, but it

gives many valuable data both for Germany and

other countries. The author was unusually weU pro-

vided with documents and with the qualities nec-

essary for their use. His general credibility and

love of truth have never been seriously challenged;

and his impartiality is shown by the way in which

he records the weaknesses of Adalbert, with whom
he was in close relations and whom he admired.

The best edition of Adam's book is by J. M. Lappen-

berg, in MGH, Script,, vii. (1846) 267-389 (issued

separately, Hanover, 1846; 2d ed., with full intro-

duction and notes, 1876); the work is also in MPL,
exlvi. 451-620. There is a German translation by

J. C. M. Laurent (2d ed., revised by W. Wattenbach,

Leipsic, 1888). (Carl Bbrthbau.)

Bibuoorapht: J. H. a Seelen. De Adamo Bremcnei, in

hifl Mieeellanea, ii. 415-403, LQbeek, 1736; L. Gieaebrecht.

Hietorieche und Kterarieche Abhandlung der KdnigAerger

douteehon Oeeelleehaft, ed. F. W. Schubert, iii. 141. KOnigs-

berg, 1834; W. Gieeebreoht. GeeehidUe dor doutochen Kai-

eoraeit, L 752. Bruiuwick, 1874; G. Dehio. Geet^idUe dee

ErMetume Hamburg-Bremen, i. 17&-177, Berlin. 1877;

W. Wattenbach. DGQ, iii. (1804) 78-«2; Hauek. KD,m.

ADAM, MELCHIOR, mel^kt-Gr: Protestant bi-

ographer; b. at Grottkau (35 m. s.e. of Breslau),

SUesia; d. at Heidelberg, where he was rector of

the city school, Mar. 23, 1622. He is remembered

for his series of 136 biographies, mostly of Ger-

man Protestant scholars, especially theologians (5

vols., Heidelberg and Frankfort, 1615-20; 2d ed.,

under the title Dignorum laude virorvm immortailir

tas, 1653; 3d ed., 1706).

ADAM OF SAnrr victor: One of the most
important of the litxirgical poets of the Middle Ages;

his nationality is described by the Latin word Brilo

(" Breton "7), and he was canon of St. Victor of

Paris in the second half of the twelfth centuiy.

From his sequence upon Thomas Becket of Canter-

bury it is inferred that he survived the latter's

canonization (1174). His poems do not include

all of his writings, but are the most important.

From the ninth century it was custonuuy to set

words (called prota and sequenHa) to the melodies
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(jvMi, Mtquentia) with which the Hallelujah of the

gradual in the mass closed (see Sxqusncb). In
the twelfth century a more artificial style of com-
position, according to strict rules, took the place of

the freer ihjrthms of the earlier time, and for this

period of sequence composition Adam has an im-
portance comparable to that of Notker (q.v.) for

the former period. He shows a real talent in his

mastery of form; and his beet pieces contain true

poetry, although as concerns power to excite the

emotions and the higher flights of the poetic fancy,

his compositions are not equal to a Salve capid,

Stabat maier, or Lauda Sum. S. M. Dexttbch.
BuuooaAPBT: L. G»utier, (Euvrea poitiQue9 d'Adam ds St.

Victor, 2 toIb., Puis, 1858 (complete and oritieal ed., with
life in Tol. i.; 3d ed., 18M), reprinted in AfPL, cxori.
1421-1534 (Bng. trmnal. by D. 8. Wransham, The Litur-

gieal Pottry of Adam cf 8L Victor, 3 vols.. London, 1881);
K. BeitMh, Dis lattiniaektn Soqueiuen c(et MttlelaUera, pp.
170 tqq.. Roatook, 1868; Histoire KtUnnn de ta France,
XT. 39-45; E. MiaBet, PoMe rythmique du moyen Age ;

Man . . . fur If mwrrwa poiHque§ d'Adam de SLVictor,
Pftria, 1882.

ADAM THE SCOTCHMAH (Adamiu Scoluf,

called also Adamtu Anglicus): A mystic-ascetic

author of the twelfth century. According to his

biographer, the Premonstrant Godefroi Ghiselbert

of the seventeenth century, he was of north-£2nglish

origin, belonged to the Premonstrant order, was
abbot at Whithorn (Casa Candida) in Galloway
toward 1180, and about the same time also lived

temporarily at Pr6montr6, the French parent

monastery of the order. He seems to have died

soon after. It is highly improbable that he was
living in the thirteenth century, as Ghiselbert

thinks, who identifies him with the English bishop

of the Order of St. Noibert mentioned by Gesarius

of Heisterbach (Afirocuiorum, iii. 22). The first

incomplete edition of Adam's works wbjb published

by ^Igidius Gourmont (Paris, 1518). It contains

his three principal writings of mystic-monastic

content: (1) Liber de ordine, habitu, et profeeeiane

Pr<Bmonetratensium, fourteen sermons; (2) De tripar-

tUo tabemaculo; (3) De triplici genere eorUempla-'

Honie. The ecHtion of Petnu Bellerus (Antwerp,

1659) contains also Ghiadbert's life and a collection

of forty-seven sermons on the festivals of the church

year, which seem to have belonged to a larger

collection of 100 sermons comprising the whole

eharch year. In 1721 Bemhard Pes (Thesaurue

oneedotorum, i. 2, 335 sqq.) published Soliloquia de

inttrudione diadpuH, sive de inetrueUone anima,
•which has been ascribed to Adam of St. Victor,

but belongs probably to Adam the Scotchman.
All of these worics with Ghiselbert's life are in MPL,
cxcviiL 9-872. O. Zocxi-BRt.

BnuooEAivr: Godefroi Ghieelbert. Vita Adami, in MPL,
exewiiL; C. Oudin, De ecriptoribue eecleeim, ii. 1544

qq-f Fnakfort. 1722; A. Bfineus, Chroniam erdinie

PrmmonelraUneie, in M. Kuen, CoUeeHo ecripton$m vano-
mn nkoioeemm ordinwn, rt 36, 38, Ulm, 1768; G. Mao-
kiensie. The Lieee and Charadere of the moot Eminent Wri-
lertofOte ScoU Nation, L 141-145, Edinbnrgh, 1706.

ADAMITES (ADAMXAHI): 1. Epiphanius (Hear.,

lii.) gives an account of a sect of " Adamiani,"
that held their religious assemblies in subterranean

chambeiB, both men and women appearing in a
state of nature to imitate Adam and Eve, and call-

ing their meetings paradise. Since Epiphanius

knew of them only from hearsay, and is himself
doubtful whether to make of th«n a special class

of heretics, their existence must be regarded as
questionable. There are further imverifiable no-
tices in John of Damascus {Opera, i. 88; following

the AndkephdUiioeia, attributed to Epiphamus),
in Aiigustine (Hcer., Ixxxi.), and in Hcereticarum
fabularum epitome, i. 6). G. KrOqbr.

9. Charges of community of women, ritual

child-murder, and nocturnal orgies were brought
by the heathen world against the early Ghristians,

and by the latter against various sects of their own
number (Montanists, Blanicheans, Prisciilianists,

etc.). Similar accusations were made against

almost all medieval sects, notably the Cathari, the

Waldensians, the Italian Fratioelli, the heretical

flagellants of Thuringia in 1454, and the Brethren
of the Free Spirit. All of these allegations are to

be regarded with much suspicion. The doctrine

of a sinless state, taught by the Brethren of the

Free Spirit, and, in other cases, extravagant acts

of overwrought mystics may have furnished a
basis, which, without doubt, was often elaborated

from the accounts of " Adamites " mentioned
above.

3. The name " Adamites " has become the per-

manent designation of a sect of Bohemian Tabor^

ites, who, in Mar., 1421, established themselves on
an island in the Luschnitz, near Neuhaus, and are

said to have indulged in predatory forays upon
the nei^borhood, and to have committed wild

excesses in nocturnal dances. They were sup-

pressed by Ziska and Ulrich von Neuhaus in Oct.,

1421. It is probable that they were merely a

faction of the Taborites who carried to an extreme

their belief in the necessity of a complete separation

from the Ghurch and resorted to violence to spread

their principles. The charges against their moral

character are in the highest degree suspicious.

Even in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries

certain religious sectaries were persecuted in Bo-
hemia as "Adamites."
4. An Anabaptist sect in the Netherlands about

1580 received the name " Adamites " because they

required candidates for admission to appear un-

clothed befora the congregation and thus show that

physical desire had no power over them. Mem-
bers of an Amsterdam congregation who in 1535

ran through the streets naked and cr3ring wo to

the godless wero probably insane. The followers

of Adam Pastor (q.v.) were called " Adamites "

from their leader. Silly stories of orgies by so-

called devil-worshipers (the " black mass ") are

sometimes heard at the present time.

(Herman Haupt.)
Bibuoobapht: (1) I. de Beaueobre, DieeerUMon nor tee

Adamitee de Bohime, in J. Lenfant. Hietovre de la guerre

dee Hueeiiee, ii. 355-358, Amsterdam, 1731; C. W. F.

Waloh, Bnhntrf einer voUetdndigen Hietone der Ketfereien,

L 327-335, Leipaio, 1762. (2) J. Nider. FormieaHua, III.

Ti., Cologne, 1470; C. Sohmidt, Hietovre et doctrine de la

eede dee Calharee, ii. 150 aqq.. Paris. 1849; W. Preger.

OeetMdUe der deutechen MyeHk, i. 207 sqq., 461 sqq.. Leip-

sic, 1874; A. Jundt. Hietaire du panthiteme populavre, pp.

48-49. 56, 111 sqq.. Pahs, 1875; H. Haupt, in ZKO, ru
(1886) 552 sqq.; U. C. Lea, Hietorv of the InquietHon, h

100 sqq.. New York. 1888; K. MOUer, KvrdtenoeeehidUe,

i 610. Freiburg. 1892. (3) J. Dobrowsky. OeeehtehU der

hohmtedten Pxkarden und AdamOen, in Abhandiungon der
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hdhtmaeken ChaMaekaft dtr Wiamnaehafign von 1788, pp.
MO-343; K. H6fler. Oatekiektaekrmlm' dtr huantiwehm
BMWtguno in Bdkmtn, i 462, 400 aqa. (FoiAm nrum Amm-
^uuanm, I. ii. Vienna. 1856), ii. 336, 346 (ib. I. vi,

1865); F. PaJneky. Gtadnekte von Bdkmen, in. 2,

227 aqq., 238 aqq.. Pracue, 1851, !. 1 (1857). 462; A.
Qindely. GtacMehia tUr hdhmuekan BrlkUr, L 18, 36, 56-
57, 07-08. Ptacw. 1856; BeMuobre. ut mp.; J. GoU.
QutHtn und Untarmtekungon Kur GaaehiekU der hdkmueken
Bmder.L 119, Ptacw. 1878; ii (1882) 10 aqq.; H. Hnupt.
WaUenatiiktim und InquiaiUon tm aOdoailieken Deuiaek-

land, pp. 23. 100. note 1. Freibiiiv. 1800. (4) Prateolua.

Da vitia haraHeontm, 1, Colocne, 1560; C. SehlOnelburB.
Caiaiogua haretieorum, zii. 20. Frankfort, 1500; F. Nip-
pold. in ZHT, xxziiL (1863) 102; C. A. Comeliua, in Ab-
handbaioan of the Royml Bavmrinn Academy. Hiatoriaeka

daaaa, zL 2, 67 eqq., Munieh, 1872; Natalia Alexander,
HiaL aeeL, xru. 183, Paria. 1600; J. Bob. La Satatriama

al Um mania, ib. 1805.

ADAMNAH ("Utile Adam"): Ninth abbot of

lona (67^704); b. probably at Dmmhome in the

southwest part of County Donegal, Ireland (50 m.
s.w. of Londonderry), c. 625; d. on the isliind of

lona Sept. 23, 704. He was a relative of Columba
and the greatest of the abbots of lona after its

illustrious founder, famed alike for learning (he

had some knowledge of even Greek and Hebrew),
piety, and practical wisdom. He was a friend

(and perhaps the teacher) of Aldfrid, king of North-

umbria (085-705), visited his court in 686 and
again in 688, and was converted there to the Ro-
man tonsure and E^aster computation by Ceolfrid

of Jarrow. He was unable, however, to win over

his monks of lona, but had more success in Ireland,

where he spent considerable time, attended several

synods, and warmly advocated the Roman usages.

Many churches and wells are dedicated to him in

IreUmd and Scotland, and his name appears cor-

rupted into various forms, as " Ownan," " Eunan "

(the patron of Raphoe), " Dewnan," " Thewnan,"
and the like.

The extant writings of Adamnan are: (1) Arctdfi

rdatio de locia aanctis, written down from informa-

tion furnished personally by Arculf, a Gallic bishop

who was driven to England by stress of weather
when returning from a visit to Palestine, Syria,

Alexandria, and Constantinople. Adamnan added
notes from other sources known to him, and pre-

sented the book to King Aldfrid. Bede made it

the basis of his De locia Sanctis and gives extracts

from it in the Hist, ecd., v. 16, 17. (2) Vita S.

ColufnbcB, written between 692 and 697, not so much
a life as a presentation without order of the saint's

prophecies, miracles, and visions, but important
for the information it gives of the customs, the land,

the Irish and Scotch tongues, and the history of

the time. (3) The " Vision of Adamnan," in old

Irish, describing Adamnan 's journey through
heaven and hell, is probably later than his time,

but mav present his real spiritual experiences and
his teaching. Other worlu are ascribed to him
without good reason. H. Hahn.
Bibuoobapht: For works eonsult JIfPL, Ixxxviii.;

Areulfi reUUio, in Itinera HieroaolymHana bdlia aao-
Ha anteriara, i., pp. xxx.-xxxiii., 130-210, 238-240, 302-
418 {PubUcaiiana of tha SocUU de VOriant laHn, SSria gio-
graphi^ua.L, Geneva, 1870), and in Itinera Hieroaoli/milina
aaculi iiii.-viii., ed. P. Gejrer, pp. 210-207 iCSBL, xzxix..
1808); Enc. tranal. by J. R. Macphereon (Palestine Pil-
grims' Text Society, 1880); Vita S. Columba, ed. W.
Reeves, Dublin, 1867 (new ed., with Ens. transl. and an
unfortunate rearrangement of the notes, by W. F. Skene,

Edinbwsh. 1874); abo by J. T. Fowler. Oxford, 1894

(Eng. traasL, 1806); the text of the Viaion, with Eng.

tranaL. has been published by Whitley Stokes, Fit Adaah

mdn, Simh^ 1870; £. Windiaeh, Iriaeka TasOa, pp. 165-

106, Leipsie, 1880 (contains the text). For Adsmnso's
life: Lanigan, Bed. HiaL, pessim; RaeTee, in his ed. of the

Viia Columbia, pp. xl-.lxiriiL, Dublin. 1867; A. P.

Forbes. Kaiandara of Scottiak Sainia, Edinbuii^. 1872;

DCB, L 41-13; W. F. Skene. Caitie Scotland, iL 170-175,

Edinburgh. 1877; DNB, L 02-03; J. Healy, Ituuia

Sanekman, pp. 334-347, Dublin. 1800; P. Geyer. Adam-

nan, Augsburg. 1806; T. Olden, Ckurth of Inland, pp. 59,

77, 104, 110, London. 1805; Cata Adamnan, an old IriA

TraaHaeon Aa Law of Adamnain, ed. Kuno Meyer, in An-

, Oxford. 1005.

ADAMS, GEORGE MOULTON: Congregation-

alist; b. at Castine, Me., July 7, 1824; d. at .\u-

burndale, Mass., Jan. 11, 1906. He was educated

at Bowdoin College (B.A., 1844), Bangor Theologicai

Seminary (1844-^6), the universities of Leipdc,

Halle, and Berlin (1847-49), and Andover Theo-

logical Seminary (1849-50). He held sucoesove

pastorates at Conway, Mass. (1851-63); Ports-

mouth, N. H. (1863-71); and Holliston, Mass.

(1873-89), and also acted as supply at Mentham,

Ifass. (189a<91), and Waban, Mass. (1905), although

after 1889 he was engaged chiefly in literary work.

In his theological position he was a Trinitarian

Congregationalist. He was historian of the New

England Historic-Genealogical Society and a mem-

ber of its Council, a member of the Board of Ove^
seers of Bowdoin College, the treasurer of the

Trustees of Donations for Education in Liberia

and of the Mount Coffee Association for the pro-

motion of education in Liberia, and in 1903 was

made Knight Commander of the Liberian Humane
Order of African Redemption. In addition to a

number of briefer studies and occasional addresses,

he revised the Biblical Museum of James Compel

Gray (8 vols.. New York and London, 1871-81)

imder the title of The Biblical Encyclopedia (5 vols.,

aeveland, O., 1903).

ADAMS, JAMES ALOUZO: Congregationalist;

b. at Ashland, O., May 21, 1842. He was educated

at Knox College (A.B., 1867) and Union Theological

Seminary (1870), after having served in the Civil

war as a member of Company D, 69th Illinois

Volunteers. He was pastor of the Congregational

Church at Marshfield, Mo., in 1870-71; of the

Plymouth Congregational Church, St. Louis, in

1880-86; of the Millard Avenue Congregational

Church, C^hicago, in 1887--88; and of the Warren
Avenue Congregational Church in the same city

in 1889-95. In 1891 he was a del^ate from the

Congregational churches of Illinois to the Inter-

national Ck>ngregational Council in London, and

has also been their representative at a number of

national councils. He was professor in Straight

University, New Orleans, 1873-77, and president

in 1875-77, and then became editor of the DaBas
Daily Commercial, Dallas, Tex. From 1887 to

1903 he was editorial writer on the Chicago Ad-
vance, becoming its editor-in-chief in the latter year.

His principal works are Colond Hungerfonft
Daughter (Chicago, 1896) and Life of Queen Vic-

toria (1901).

ADAMS, JOHN COLEMAN: Universalist; b. at

Bialden, Mass., Oct. 25, 1849. He was educated
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at the high schools of Providence, R. I., and Lowell,

Man., and at Tufts College (A^., 1870) and Divin-
ity School (B.D., I872). He has held pastorates

at the Newton Universalist Church, Newton, Mass.

(1872-^); First Universalist Church, Lynn, Mass.

(1880^); St. Paul's Universalist Church, Chicago,
m. (1884-90); All Souls' Universalist Church,
Brooklyn, N. Y. (1890-1901); and Church of the
Redeemer, Hartford, Conn., from 1901 to the
present time. He has been a trustee of Tufts
College sinoe 1880 and of the Universalist General
Convention since 1895. In his theological position

he is a pronounced Universalist. His works in-

clude The Fatherhood of God (Boston, 1888);
Chruiian Twea of Heroism (1891); The Leisure

of God (1895); Nature Studies in the Berkshires

(New York, 1899); and Life of WHliam HamiUon
Gibson (1901).

ADAMS, SARAH (FULLER) FLOWER: English
Unitarian; b. at Hariow (25 m. n.e. of London),
Essex, Feb. 22, 1805; d. in London Aug. 14, 1848.
Her father was Benjamin Flower (1755-1829),
printer, editor, and political writer, and, Sept. 24,

1834, she married William Bridges Adams (1797-
1872), an inventor and engineer of distinction, also

a writer on political subjects. She was a highly

gifted woman, much esteemed by a circle of friends

which included, among others, W. J. Linton,

Harriet Martineau, Leigh Hunt, and Robert Brown-
ing. Inherited deafness and a weak constitution

prevented her from following the stage as a profes-

sion, which she had chosen in the belief that " the
druna is an epitome of the mind and manners of

mankind, and wise men in all ages have agreed to

make it, what in truth it ought to be, a supplement
to the pulpit." She wrote poems on social and
political subjects, chiefly for the Anti-Com-Law
League; contributed poems and articles to the
Monthly Repository during the years 1832-53,
when it was conducted by her pastor W. J. Fox
(q.v.), and published a long poem, The Royal
Progress, in the Illuminated Magazine in 1845. In
book form she published Vivia Perpetua, a Dra-
matic Poem (London, 1841; reprinted with her
hymns and a memoir by Mrs. E. F. Bridell-Fox,

1893), and The Flock at the Fountain (1845), a cat-

echian. In addition, she furnished fourteen original

hymns and two translations to Hymns and An-
thems (1840), a collection for Fox's chapel at Fins-

buiy, including her best-known production, Nearer,

my God, to thee. Her sister, Eliza Flower (1803-

46), possessed much musical talent and furnished

the original music for this hymn as well as for others

in the book.
BnuooKAFBT: DNB, i. 101; 8. W. Duffield, Enffii^
HymnM, pp. 382-386. New York, 1886; JiiUan, Hvmnol-
on. p. 16; N. Smith. Hymns HistorieaUy Famout, pp. 174-
182. ChicMPO. 1001.

ADAMSy THOMAS: English preacher and com-
mentator of the seventeenth century, called by
Southey " the prose Shakespeare of Puritan theo-

logians . . . scaroely inferior to Fuller in wit or
to Taylor in fancy." Little is known of his life

beyond what may be gathered from the title-pages

and dedications of his books. He was preaching
in Bedfordshire in 1612; in 1614 became vicar of

Wingrave, Bucks; from 1618 to 1623 preached in

London; he was chaplain to Sir Henry Montagu,
lord chief justice of Enghmd, in 1653 was a ** neces-
sitous and decrepit " old man, and died probably
before the Restoration. He published many oc-
casional sermons (collected into a folio voliune,

London, 1630), besides a commentary on the Second
Epistle of Peter (1633; ed. J. Sherman, 1839).

His works, ed. Thomas Smith, with life by Joseph
Angus, were published in Nicholas Series of Stand-
ard Divines (3 vols., Edinburgh, 1862-63).

ADAMS, Wn«LIAM: American ' Presbyterian;

b. at Colchester, Conn., Jan. 25, 1807; d. at Orange
Mountain, N. J., Aug. 31, 1880. He was graduated
at Yale (1827) and at Andover Theological Semi-
nary (1830); was pastor at Brighton, Mass. (1831-

34); of the Broome Street (Central) Presbyterian

Chureh, New York (1834-53); and of the Madison
Square Presbyterian Chureh, formed from the

Broome Street (}hureh (1853-73). From 1873
till his death he was president and professor of

sacred rhetoric and pastoral theology in Union
Theological Seminary. He was one of the leading

clergymen in New York in his time, and his influ-

ence was not bounded by his own denomination or

land. Besides many individual sermons he pub-
lished an edition of Isaac Taylor's Spirit of Hebrew
Poetry, with a biographical introduction (New York,

1862); The Three Gardens (1856); In the World and
not of the World (1867); Conversations of Jesus

Christ with Representative Men (1868); Thanks-
giving (1869).

ADAMS, Wn^LIAM FORBES: Protestant Epis-

copal bishop of Easton (Md.); b. at EnniskiUen

(70 m. s.w. of Belfast), County Fermanagh,
Ireland, Jan. 2, 1833. He came to America at

the age of eight, was educated at the University

of the South, and was admitted to the Mis-

sissippi bar in 1854, but subsequently studied

theology, and was ordained deacon in 1859, and
priest in the following year. He was rector of

St. Paul's Chureh, Woodville, Mass., from 1860 to

1866, when he was called to the rectorate of St.

Peter's, New Orleans, but went in the following

year to St. Paul's in the same city, where he re-

mained until 1875. In that year he was conse-

crated first missionary bishop of New Mexico and
Arizona, but was compelled by illness to resign.

He then accepted the rectorate of Holy Trinity

Church, Vicksburg, Miss., where he remained from
1876 to 1887, when he was consecrated bishop of

Easton.

ADAMSON, PATRICK: Scotch prelate; b. in

Perth Mar. 15, 1537 (according to another account,

1543); d. at St. Andrews Feb. 19, 1592. He was
educated at the University of St. Andrews; preached

for two or three years in Scotland; was in France
as private tutor at the time of the Massacre of St.

Bartholomew; returned to Scotland and to the

ministry; and was made archbishop of St. Andrews
in 1576. Thenceforth his life was a continual

struggle with the Presbyterian party, and he died

in poverty. His enemies have assailed his charac-

ter, but fl^ agree that he was a scholar and an able

preacher and writer. He composed a Latin cate-
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chiflm for the young King James, translated the

Book of Job into Latin hexameters, and wrote a
tragedy on the subject of Herod. His collected

works were published by his son-in-law, Thomas
Wilson (London, 1619), who also added a life to

an edition of his treatise De pastoria munere, pub-
lished separately the same year.

ADAMSON, WILLIAM: Evangelical Union; b.

at New Galloway (20 m. w. of Dumfries), Kirk-

cudbrightshire, Aug. 29, 1830. He was educated

at Glasgow and St. Andrews Universities and at

EvangeUcal Union Theological Hall. He was pastor

in Perth eleven years and in Edinburgh twenty-

seven years, and also conducted a public theological

class in the latter city for eighteen years. He was
for several years a member of the Edinbur^ School

Board, and took an active interest in politics and
movements for reform. He is now pastor of the

Carver Memorial Church, Windermere, Westmore-
landshire. His writings include The Rigkteotuness

of God (London, 1870); The Nature of the AUmemerU
(1880); Beligwus Anecdotes of Scotland (1885);

Knowledge and Faith (1886); Robert MiUigan :

A Story (Glasgow, 1891); Missionary Anecdotes

(1896); Argument of Adaptation (London, 1897);

lAfe of the Rev. James Morison (1898); Life of the

Rev. Fergus Ferguson (1900); and Life of the Rev.

Joseph Parker (1902). He is also the editor of

The Christian News.

ADDICKS, GEORGE B. : Methodist Episcopalian

;

b. at Hampton, 111., Sept. 9, 1854. He was
educated at the Central Wesleyan College, War-
renton. Mo., and at the Garrett Bible Institute,

Evanston, 111. (1876-77). He taught in the pre-

paratory department of the Central Wesleyan Col-

lege in 1875-76, and in 1877-78 preached at Gene-
seo. 111., being ordained to the Methodist Episcopal

ministry in the latter year. From 1878 to 1885

he taught the German language and literature in

Iowa Wesleyan University and German College,

Mount Pleasant, la., and from 1885 to 1890 held a
pastorate at Pekin, 111. In 1890 he returned to the

Central Wesleyan College as professor of practical

theology and philosophy, and since 1895 has been
president and professor of philosophy of the same
institution. In 1900 he was a delegate to the Gen-
eral Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church
and was a member of the University Senate of the
same denomination from 1896 to 1904.

ADDIS, WILLIAM EDWARD: Church of Eng-
land; b. at Edinburgh May 9, 1844. He was
educated at Glasgow University and Balliol

College, Oxford (B.A., 1866). Origmally a member
of the Church of EngUnd, he became a convert to the
Roman Catholic Church in 1866, and was ordained
to the priesthood in 1872 at the London Oratory,
being parish priest of Sydenham from 1878 to 1888.
In the latter year he renounceJ. this faith and be-
came minister of the Australian Chimsh, Melbourne,
Australia, an undenominational institution, where
he remained until 1892, when he took a similar
position at the High Pavement Chapel, Nottingham
(189a-98). In 1899 he was appointed Old Testament
lecturer at Manchester College, Oxford, and shortly
afterward returned to the Church of England.

His college accordingly attempted to expel him and

to declare itself officially non-conformist, but the

movement was proved illegal, and he still retains

his position, although the hostile attitude of the

trustees of Manchester College prevents him from

resuming his work as a priest of the Church of

England. He has written A Catholic Dictionary

(London, 1883; in collaboration with Thomas
Arnold); Christianity and the Roman Empire (1893);

Documents of the Hexateuch (2 vols., 1893-98); and

Hebrew Religion to the Establishment of Judaism

Under Ezra (1906).

ADDISON, DANIEL DULANT: Protestant

Episcopalian; b. at Wheeling, W. Va., Mar. 11,

1863. He received his education at Union Col-

lege and the Episcopal Theological School, Cam-

bridge, Mass. (1886). He was curate of Christ

Church, Springfield, Mass., in 1886-89 and rector

of St. Peter's Church, Beverly, Mass., in 1889-95,

while since 1895 he has been rector of All Saints'

Church, Brookline, Mass. He is examining chap-

lain to the bishop of Massachusetts, director of the

Church Temperance Society, member of the execu-

tive committee of the archdeaconry of Boston,

president of the New England Home for Deaf-Mutes

and the Brookline Education Society, vice-presi-

dent of the Trustees of Donations for Education

in Liberia, and a trustee of the College of Monrovia,

Liberia, and of the Brookline public library. In

1904 he was made Knight Commander of the Li-

berian Humane Order of African Redemption. He
has written: Lucy Ijorcom, Life, Letters and Diary

(Boston, 1894); PhiUips Brooks (1894); Life and

Times of Edward Bass, First Bishop of Massachu-

setts (1897); AU Saints' Church, Brookline (Cam-

bridge, 1896); The Clergy in American Life and

Letters (New York, 1900); and The Episcopalians

(1904).

ADELBERT. See Adalbert.

ADELMANN: Bishop of Brescia in the eleventh

century. The time and place of his birth are un-

known, and the date of his death, as well as that of

his consecration as bishop, is uncertain. Gams {Series

episcoporum, Regensburg, 1872, p. 779) assigns the

latter two events to 1053 and 1048, respectively.

Adelmann himself states that he was not a Gennan;
he has been commonly taken for a Frenchman, but

may have been a Lombard. The first certain fact

of his life is that, together with Berengar of Tours,

he studied under Fulbert at Chartres. Afterward

he studied, and later taught (probably from 1042),

in the school of Ld^ge, then at Speyer. The
works which have made him known are: (1) a

collection of Rhythmi alphabetici de viris iUtutribus

sui temporis, devoted to the praise of Fulbert and
his school, and (2) a letter to Berengar on his

eucharistic teaching; the letter was written before

Berengar's first condemnation, but after his de-

parture from the traditional doctrine was noto-

rious (both works in MPL, cxliii. 1289-98). The
letter is not so much an independent investigation

as a solemn warning to his friend against the danger
of falling into heresy. Adelmann treats the sub-

ject from the purely traditional standpoint, and
considers it settled by the words of institution.
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The change (he usee the words transferre,

troMmtUare) of the bread and wine into the

body and blood of Christ takes place invisibly in

order to afford an opportunity for the exercise of

faith; such occurrences, accordingly, can not be
investigated by reason, but must be believed.

(A. Hauck.)
BiBUOORArHT: Hutoire KiUrmn de la France, vii. £42;

HaudE, KD, vol. ixL, p. 063.

ADELOPHAGI, ad^el-oPo-joi or -g! (" Not Eating

in Public "): Certain people, mentioned in Prce-

dettinatus (i. 71), as thinking it unseemly for a

Christian to eat while another looked on. They
are also referred to by Augustine (i/ofr., Ixxi.), who
copies Philastrius (Hcer,, Ixxvi.) and is uncertain

whether their scruple included members of their

own sect or applied only to others. Further state-

ments in Prcedeatinat'M are to be accepted with ex-

treme caution. G. KrOoeb.

ADEHET, WALTER FREDERIC: Congrega-

tionalist; b. at Ealing (9 m. w. of London), Mid-

dlesex, Eng., Mar. 14, 1849. He received his edu-

cation at New College and University College,

London. He was minister of the Congregational

Chuich at Acton, London, from 1872 to 1889, and

from 1887 to the same year was lecturer in Biblical

and systematic theology at New College, London.

In 1889 he was appointed professor of New Testa-

ment exegesis and church history in the same
institution, holding this position until 1903, as

well as a lectureship on church history in Hackney
College, London, after 1898. In 1903 he was chosen

principal of Lancastershire College, in the Univer-

sity of Manchester, and two years later was ap-

pointed lecturer on the history of doctrine in the

same tmiversity. As a theologian, he accepts the

results of Biblical criticism which he feels to be

warranted, and welcomes scientific and philosophic

investigation and criticism of religion, ^though he

seeks to adhere firmly to basal Christian truths and

to harmonize them with what he holds to be other

ascertained verities. His works include, in addition

to numerous articles in magazines and Hastings's

Dictionary of ike Btble, as well as in nine volumes of

the Pulpit Commentary (1881-90), The Htbrew

Utopia (London, 1877); From Christ to Constan-

tine (1886); From Constantine to Charles the Great

(1888); two volumes in the Expositor's Bible

(1803-94; the first on Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther;

and the second on Ecclesiastes and the Song of

Sotomon); The Theology of the New Testainent

(1894); How to Read the Bible (1896); Women of

the New Testament (1899); the section on the New
Testament in the Biblical Introdiuiion written by
him in ccdlaboration with W. H. Bennett (1899);

and A Century's Progress (1901). He is likewise

editor of The Century Bible, to which he himself

has contributed the volumes on Luke (London,

1901) and the Epistles to the Thessalonians (1902).

ADEODATUS, ad't-6-da'tUB: Bishop of Rome
from Apr. 11, 672, to his death, June 16, 676. His

pontifioite was unimportant. The Liber pontifi'

eatis (ed. Duchesne , i. 346) ascribes to him the

restoraticm of the basilica of St. Peter at Campo
di Merto, near La Magliana (7) m. from Rome),

and the enlargement of the monastery of St. Eras-
mus in Rome, where he had been a monk. The
only documents of his extant (MPLf Ixxxvii. 1139-
46) are concessions of privileges to the churches
of St. Peter at Canterbury and St. Martin at Tours.
For his participation in the Monothelite contro-

versy, see MoNOTHELrrES. He is sometimes known
as AdeodatUB n., because the form " Adeodatus "

is used also for the name of a former pope Deusdedit
(615-618).

ADIAPHORA, ad''i-af'o-ra, A5D THE ADI-
APHORISnC CONTROVERSIES.

CUtasical Greek Uaace (| 1).

ChriBt'B Usa^e (| 2).

Paul's Uaace (i 3).

Patriatio and Medieval Uaace (| 4).

Luther's Usace (| 5).

First Adiaphoristio Controversy (i 6).

Fladus's Restriction of Adiaphora (| 7).

Seoond Controversy (i 8).

Recent Discussion (| 9).

In the history of Christian ethics the tenn " adi-

aphora " (pi. of Gk., adiaphoron, " indifferent ")
signifies actions which God neither bids nor forbids,

the performance or omission of which is accordingly

left as a matter of indifference. The term was
employed by the Cynics, and borrowed by the

Stoics. To the latter that only was
I. Claa- good or evil which was always so and

steal Greek which man could control. Such mat-

Usage, ters as health, riches, etc., and their

opposites were classed as adiaphora,

being regarded for this purpose, not as actions,

but as things or conditions. Adiaphora were

divided into absolute and relative; the former being

such as had to do with meaningless distinctions,

while the latter involved preference, as in the case

of sickness versus health. The Stoics did not,

however, from the adiaphoristic nature of external

things deduce that of the actions connected there-

with.

Jesus's ideal of righteousness, as devotion of the

entire person to God revealed as perfect moral

character, signified, on the one side, freedom from

every obligation to a statutory law, particularly

precepts concerning worship. He regarded the

observance of external rites as a matter of indif-

ference so far as real personal purity was concerned,

and, with his disciples observed the Jewish rites

as a means to the fulfilment of his

a. Christ's mission to Israel when they did not

Usage, interfere with doing good (Mark iii.4).

Yet this ideal involved such a sharpen-

ing of moral obligation that in the presence of its

unqualified earnestness and comprehensive scope

there was no room for the question, so important

to legalistic Judaism, how much one might do or

leave undone without transgressing the Law. The
slightest act, like the individual word, had the high-

est ethical significance to the extent that it was an

expression of the " abundance of the heart " (Matt,

xii. 25-37).

Paul emphasizes, on the one hand, the compre-

hensive character of Christian ethics and, on the

other, the freedom which is the Christian's; and
he concludes that the observance or disregard of

dicta pertaining to external things is a matter of
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indi£Ferenoe in its bearing on the kingdom of God
(Rom. xiv. 17; I Cor. vi. 12, viii. 8; Gal. v. 6;

Col. ii. 20). He recognizes, with the exception of

the Lord's Supper, no forms for Chris-

3. Paul's tian worship, but merely counsels

Usage, that " all things be done decently and
in Older " (I Cor. xiv. 40). From the

fact that the Christian belongs to God, the Lord of

the world, Paul deduces (he authority (Gk. exouaia)

of Christians over all things (I Cor. iii. 21-23), espe-

cially the right freely to make use of the free gifts of

God (I Cor. X. 23, 26; ^m. xiv. 14, 20). Ability to

return thanks for them is made the subjective

criterion of their purity (Rom. xiv. 6; I Cor. x. 30).

Those things also are permissible which are left

free by implication in the ordinances of the Church,

or are expressly allowed. But action in the domain
of the permissible is restricted for the individual

by ethical principles according to which he must
be bound (Rom. xiv. 2 sqq.; I Cor. vi. 12, viii.

9, X. 23). Concrete action in all such cases he re-

gards as not at the pleasure of the individual, but

as bidden or forbidden for the sake of God.
In place of this view of freedom, combining obli-

gation with unconstraint, there soon arose one of

a more legal cast. At the time of Tertullian there

was in connection with concrete questions a conflict

between the two principles (1) that what is not

expressly permitted by Scripture is forbidden; and

(2) that what is not expressly forbidden is permitted.

The restriction of the idea of duty by that of the

permissible, and the recognition of an adiaphoristic

sphere were further confirmed by the distinction

between prcecepta and conailia and by the doctrine

of supererogatory merits. The question of adi-

aphora was argued by the schoolmen. Thomas
Aquinas and his followers held that

4. Patris- there were certain actions which, so

tic and far as being intrinsically capable of

Medieval subserving a good or an ill purpose.

Usage, were matters of indifference; but they

recognized no act proceeding from

conscious consideration which was not either dis-

posed toward a fitting end or not so disposed, and
hence good or bad. Duns Scotus and his adherents

recognized actions indifferent in individuo, i.e., those

not to be deemed wrong though without reference,

actual or virtual, to God. The early Church at

first appropriated the Cynic and Stoic opposition

to culture, holding that it interfered with the con-

templation of God and divine things. But with

large heathen accessions, this attitude was no longer

maintained. The primitive Christian ideal was,

to be sure, preserved; but its complete fulfilment

was required of only those bound thereto by the

nature of their calling.

Luther based his position on that of Paul. He
appears, indeed, to determine the idea of adiaphora
(the expression does not occur in his works) accord-

ing to a legalizing criterion when he distinguishes

between things or works which are clearly bidden
or forbidden by God in the New Testament and
those which are left free—to neglect which is no
wrong; to observe, no piety. But he further says
in the same connection that under the rule of

faith the conscience is free, and Christians are I

superior to all things, particulariy eztemals and

precepts in connection therewith. In accordance

with this view he considers that an

5. Luther's external form of divine worship is

Usage. nowhere enjoined (the Lord's Supper is

a benefidum, not an officium); and he

distinguishes between the necessary and the free

in churchly forms by their effects. Prayer, the
'

Lord's Supper, and preaching are necessary to

edification; but the time, place, and mode have no

part in edification, and are free. His standpoint,

then, was not simply that there were certain things

left free, but that the assertion of freedom (or adi-

aphorism) applied to the whole realm of externals.

In individual cases, however, a limitation was im-

posed by ethical aims and rules. Christians were

to take part in the external worship of God to fulfil

the duty of public confession and that they

might " communicate " (Heb. xiii. 16). Ceremonial

forms served to perpetuate certain effective modes

of observance; but they were not to be idolatrous,

superstitious, or pompous. Luther, in opposition

to Carlstadt, urged that in the forms of worship

for the sake ol avoiding offense to some, whatever

was not positively objectionable should be suffered

to remain. He was ready to concede the episcopal

form of church government and other matters,

if urged not as necessary to salvation, but as

conducive to order and peace. He wished, also,

to maintain Christian freedom against stubborn

adherents of the Law.
The churchly adiaphora formed the subject of

the first adiaphoristic controversy. The Witten-

berg theologians believed that the

6. First concessions on the basis of which

Adiapho- the Leipsic interim was concluded

ristic Con- could be justified by the principles

troversy. enimciated and exemplified at the

outset of the Reformation. They

held that, despite formal modifications, they

had surrendered only traditional points of church

government and worship, and even then only

such as were unopposed by Scripture, had

been so recognized in the primitive Church, and

had seemed to themselves excellent arrangements,

conducive to order and discipline. Further, they

maintained that every idolatrous usage had been

discountenanced, and that from what was retained

idolatrous significance had been excluded. It

may be mentioned, by way of example, that the

Latin liturgy of the mass was admitted, with lights,

canonicals, etc., though with communion and some
German hymns; also confirmation, Corpus Christi

day, extreme unction, fasting, and the jurisdiction

of bishops.

Before the interim had been authentically pub-

lished there arose a controversy in which the attack

was led by Flacius. In his Z>e veria et faUis

adiaphorta (1549), he raised the question by not

only maintaining that preaching, baptism, the

Lord's Supper, and absolution had been commanded
by God, but even by concluding from I Cor. xiv. 40

that the ceremonial usages connected therewith

had been divinely ordained in qenere. He also

sought to limit the Lutheran indifference to detail

by insisting on what he deemed seriousness and
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dignity in the liturgy, as opposed to the canonicals,

muric, and spectacles of the Catholic Church. In
addition he protested that what might be called

the individual character of the Church
7. Fladns't was to be conserved, and that existing

Reitnction means of edification should be altered

of Adi- only in favor of better ones. Under
aphora. the circumstances obtaining at the

time, he said, even a matter in itself

unessential 'X>uld not be treated as permissible, and
the concessions of the interim were an act of treach-

eiy: they were occasioned by the endeavors of the

emperor to restore the Catholic Church, the pro-

mulgators being moved by fear, or at best by
Uck of faith; and in efifect they were an admission

of past errors, strengthening their opponents, while

the rank and file, looking at externals only, would
see in the restoration of discarded usages a rever-

sion to the old conditions. The dispute continued

after the peace of Augsburg; and the Formula
CmcordicB not only drew the distinction (art. X.)

that in time of persecution, when confession was
necessary, there should be no concession to the

enemies of the Gospel, even in adiaphora, since

truth and Christian freedom were at stake, but to

Bome extent appropriated Flacius's restriction of

the idea of adiaphora.
In the so-called second adiaphoristic controversy

the Lutheran and Calvinistic systems came into

conflict. Luther had maintained the right of

temperate enjoyment of secular amusements. Cai-

rn, on the other hand, stood for fundamentally

different principles, in accordance with which he

enforced his Genevan code of discipline. Voetius

carried these principles still fiuther. On the Lu-
theran side wafl Meisner, who is in this respect the

classic opponent of the Calvinists. He puts secu-

iar amusements under the head of adiaphora as

being actions neither right nor wrong per se but per

aitW.^the person and the purpose especially to

be considered,—and in concrete instances beeoming
always either right or wrong. The controversy

began at the close of the seventeenth century,

when secular amusements were attacked per ee

by several writers, such as Reiser and Winkler,

the Pietistio theologians of Hamburg, Vockerodt,

Lange, and Zierold. Lange, for example, contended

that in the l^t of revealed law there

& Second are no indifferent acts. Those actions

Contro- alone are right which are imder the

ersy. influence of the Holy Spirit for the

honor of God in the faith and name of

Christ; and he holds that the divine will exercises

a direct and immediate control. Hence actions

not bidden of God are necessarily actions which
profit not and are therefore coUectively wrong.

He enumerates nineteen separate reasons why
Christians should take no part in secular amuse-
ments and would exclude from the Lord's Supper
those who do. He regards the defense of adiaphora

as a heresy which abrogates all evangelical doc-

trine. Spener's theory was equally severe, but his

practise was wisely modified. He counseled that

those who participated in secular amusements
should be dissuaded therefrom not harshly, but
by indirect exhortations to follow Christ; and he

would not refuse absolution to such, since many
of them did not really appreciate the wrong of

those things. Rothe, Wanisdori, and Schelwig
were the principal champions of the previously

existing Lutheran teaching; but their defense was
far less resolute than the attack.

The question of adiaphora has subsequently
been a subject of discussion. The first to intro-

duce a new point of view of any con-

9. Recent siderable value was Schleiermacher

Discussion. (Kritik der bisherigen SiUerUehre, 2d
ed.; Werke zur Philosophies ii.), who

contested the ethical right of adiaphora on the
basis of the necessity in the moral life of unity and
stability. Only in the realm of civil law, and in

the moral judgment of otherp, whose actions must
frequently, for lack of evidence, remain imexplained,

does he admit of adiaphora. Most later evangelical

authorities, for example Martensen, Pfleiderer,

Wuttke, and, most closely, Rothe, are in substantial

agreement with this position, though introducing

some variations and modifications.

(J. GOTTBCHICK.)
Among British and American Christians no adi-

aphoristic controversy has found place; but the

types of religious and ethical thought that imderlay

the opposing forces in the controversies above con-

sidered have been in conflict at all times and every-

where. Engtish Puritanism and early Scottish

Presbyterianism, as well as New England Puritan-

ism, either rejected adiaphora wholly or r^uced
them to the smallest proportions. The English

Tractarians in seeking to overcome the diflS-

culties involved in uniting with the Church of

Rome gave earnest attention to adiaphora. A
sign of the times \b the watchword of the Evan-
gelical Alliance, " In essentials, unity; in non-

essentials, liberty; in all things, charity." The
Lambeth articles proposing the Nicene and Apo»>

ties' Creeds, the two sacraments, the open Bible,

and the historic episcopate as the basis of union

with non-conforming Churches treated as adiaph-

ora the Atl^^Luasian Creed, uniformity of worship,

and use of the Prayer Book. The Protestant

iBpiscopal Church in America has settled the chief

point in dispute between Churchman and Puritan

by eliminating the State from necessary union

with the Church. In the union of religious bodies

both in Great Britain and America, for which there

is a growing tendency, minor differences are ig-

nored in favor of essential principles. In all

Churches some dogmas once deemed essential to

the integrity of truth are laid aside never to regain

their former position (cf. the Westminster Con-

fession with the "Brief Statement of Faith"

published by authority of the Presbyterian Church

in the United States). With reference to conduct

prescribed by ecclesiastical bodies or recognized

as belonging to personal responsibility—the " per-

sonal instance"—two diametrically opposite ten-

dencies are evident. In the first case, the spirit

of democracy and of enlightened public sentiment

is rapidly withdrawing many actions once regarded

as legitimately \mder church jurisdiction, aa

amusements and the like, from such supervision. In

the second case, if life is to be ruled by moral
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maaama, many actionB must be left morally inde-

terminate, yet when -eveiy deed is seen to be not
atomistic butai^ integral part of aelf-realiiation,

then all actions take their organic place in the

eriouB or happy fulfilment of Uife's aim. In both
inatanoee alike, however, the moral adiaphora

diaappear. C. A. B.
Bibuoorapht: For the ethical and theologioel tieatment

of Adiaphora oonault in (eneral: the traatiaae on ethica,

easuifltry, dogmatios, and the history of philosophy. 8p»-
dal treatment will be found in C. C. E. Schmid, Adiaphora,
wiMmnatkafUieh und hutoritdi unlsrcucAl, Leipsie, 1809;
J. SehiUer, Problsme der dtriMaiehm Bthik, Berlin, 1888; J.

H. Blunt, DieHonary cf 8^et§, Hentiet, . . . b.v., Phila-

delphia, 1874; KL, L 223-232. On the AdiaphorisUe
Controversy consult: Schmid, Conltrovertia de oiiiapAarM,

Jenn. 1807; J. L. r. Mosheim. in»tUuie§ of BeeL HiH., ed.

W. Stubbs. ii. 574-676. London, 1863; KL, L 232-236,
769; iv. 1628; r. 769; zii. 1668, 1719.

ADLBR, CYRUS: American Jewish scholar;

b. at Van Buren, Ark., Sept. 13, 1863. He was
educated at the Philadelphia High School, the

University of Pennsylvania (B.A., 1883) and Johns
Hopkins (Ph.D., 1887). He was fellow in Sem-
itics at Johns Hopkins in 1885-87, and was appointed
instructor in the same subject in 1887, and asso-

ciate professor five yean later. In 1887 he was
also made assistant curator of Oriental antiquities

in the United States Museum, Washington, and
custodian of the section of historic religiouB cere-

monials in 1889. In 1905 he was appointed as-

sistant secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.

He was virtuidly the founder of the American
Jewish Historical Society in 1892 and has been its

president since 1898, and was likewise one of the

reorganizers (1902) of the Jewish Theological Sem-
inary of America (New York City), of which he
is a life trustee, besides serving as president

in 1902-05. He has edited the American Jewish

Year Book since 1899, has been a member of

the editorial staff of the Jewish Encydopediaf in

which he had charge of the departments of poet-

Biblical antiquities and the history of the Jews in

America, and has published, in collaboration with

AUan Ramsay, Told in the Coffee House (New York,

1898).

ADLER, FELIX: Founder of the Society for

Ethical Culture; b. at Alzey (20 m. s.w. of Mainz)
Aug. 13, 1851. He came to America in 1857, when
his father was called to the rabbinate of Temple
£manu-El, New York City, and was educated at

Columbia College (A.B., 1870), the Hochschule
for die Wissenschaft dee Judenthums at Berlin

and the university of the same city, and the Univer-
sity of Heidelberg (Ph.D., 1873). From 1874 to

1876 he was professor of Hebrew and Oriental

literature at Cornell, but in the latter year went to
New York and established the Society for Ethical
Culture, a non-religious association for the ethical

improvement of its members, of which he has since
been the head. He has been active in various
philanthropic enterprises and in popular education,
being a member of the State Tenement Committee
in 1884 and of the Committee of Fifteen in 1901,
and in 1902 was appointed professor of political

and social ethics at Columbia University. He is a
member of the editorial board of the Intemational
Journal of Ethics and has written Creed and Deed

(New York, 1877); The Moral Instruction of ChO-

dren (1898); Life and Destiny (1903); Marriags

and Divorce (1905); Religian of Duty (1905), and
Essentials of Spirituality (1905).

ADLBR, HBRMAHH RATHAN: Chief rabbi

of the United Hebrew Congregations of the British

Empire; b. at Hanover, Germany, Biay 30, 1839.

He was educated at the University College School

and University College, London (BA., 1859), and

also at the universities of Praigue and Leipsic

(Ph.D., Ldpsic, 1861). He received the rabbinical

diploma at Prague in 1862, and in the fcdlowing year

was appointed principal of Jews' College, Lon-

don. In 1864 he became minister of the Bayswater

Synagogue, London, but continued to be tutor in

theology in Jews' College imtil 1879, when he

was appointed delegate chief rabbi to relieve his

father, Nathan Marcus Adler, whom age had ren-

dered unable to perform all the duties of chief rabbi.

On the death of his father, Adler was chosen his

successor as chief rabbi in 1891, and at the same
time was elected president of Jews' College, where

he had already been chairman of the ootmcil since

1887. He is also president of Aria College and the

London heth din, vice-president of the National

Society for the P^ention of Cruelty to Children

and the Mansion House Association for Improving
the Dwellings of the Poor, governor of University

College, and a member of the committee of the King
Edwaxd Hospital Fund and the Metropolitan

Hospital Sunday Fund. He has likewise been

president of the Jewish Historical Society, viee^

president of the Jewish Religious Educational Board
and the Anglo-Jewish Association, and represen-

tative of the Russo-Jewish Committee at Bertin

(1889) and Paris (1890). In addition to numerous
briefer contributions, he has written Solomon ibn

Oabvrol and his Influence upon Sckolaetic PhUoaophy
(London, 1865) and Sermons on the Biblical Pas-
sages adduced by Christian Theologians in Support

of the Dogmas of thtir Faith (1869).

ADLER, NATHAN MARCUS: En^^ chief rabbi;

b. at Hanover, Gennany, Jan. 15, 1803; d. at

Brixton (50) m. s. of London), Sussex, England,
Jan. 21, 1890. He was educated at the univer-

sities of (jOttingen, Erlangen (Ph.D., 1826), Wan-
burg, and Heidelberg, and in 1830 was appointed
chi^ rabbi of Oldenburg. Before a year had passed
he was made chief rabbi of the kingdom of Han-
over, and in 1845 he wss installed in the far more
important post of chief rabbi of the British Empnre.
In 1845 he received the assistance of a deputy
delegate chief rabbi, but retained his own position
until his death. Active both in {rfiilanthropic

and educational measures, he was the founder of

Jews' College, London, in 1855, besides being the
real originator of the Hospital Sabbath among his

coreligionists. He was the author of many works
in Ens^h, Grerman, and Hebrew, including Die
Lube eum Vaterlande (Hanover, 1838); The JewiA
FaUh (London, 1867); and Nethinah lorOer (com-
mentaiy on the Targum of Onkelos, Wilna, 1875).

ADO, a^'dO': Arehbishop of ^enne 860-875:
b. near Sens about 800; d. at Vienne Dec. 16, 875.
He was considered one of the principal upholders
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of the papal hierarchy, and wrote a Martyrologium
(best ed. by D. Giorgi, 2 vols., Rome, 1746), which
surpasses all its predecessors in richness of material,

sDd a Ckronieon de ser cBtatQnu mundi (Paris, 1512;
Rome, 1745 et al.; extracts in MOH, Script., ii.,

1829, pp. 315--323) from the creation of the world to

874. His worioB are in MPL, oxziii. 1-452.

ADOKAI. See Yahweh.
ADOKAI SHOMO. See CoionTNiBif, IL, 1.

ADOPTION.
OldTeatameatConeeptioa The ApolocasU (| 6).

(1 1). Auguctine (| 6).

The Conception of Jeraa (f 2). SeholMtieinn (| 7).

Piul's Gonoeption (i 3). Luther (i 8).

The Goepel end Epistles of Later Germea Theolosy (| 0).

John (I 4). Two Viewe Held »t Pieeent

(I 10).

Adoption is a term of theology denoting the new
relation to God which Jesus experienced and into

which be bringg his followen. In tracing the his-

tory of this conception, attention is to be paid to

the different senses in which the analogy is used
in religion,—^the idea of homogeneousness with
God, of the relation to him, and the divine basis

of both.

In the Old Testament, the people, the king,

and individual pious men and women are called

children oi God. The people become children

of God by their introduction into the promised
land, the king by his election, individual persons by
their physical creation. It is only with regard to
the heavenly spirits that the state of being a child

of God {GotUskindachaft) expresses

I. Old homogeneousness of being. The rel&-

Testament tion is one in which God helps, par-

Con- dons, educates, even through suffering,

ception. and in whichmen have to obeyGod and
trust in him. But the obedience of chil-

dren is not different from that of servants, and their

trust is paralysed by God's inexplicable disposition

to wrath. In later Judaism the relation became
one of right,—the pious man must secure his reward,

which IB a matter of natural desire, by his own
merits and sacrifices, and he always wavers between
self-righteous security and anxiety.

Jesus as seen in the synoptic Gospels, knows God
as the lofty lord to whom men are subjected in

service, and as the just judge; but by inner ex-

periences he recognises this God as his father who
disekwes to him his love, and he encourages men
to believe not that they are God's children, but that

they becoms such by conducting themselves and
fediog as children. The innovation lies in the

quality of the rdation. In spite of God's physical

and spiritual superiority, man is free from the feeling

of oppressian and insecurity, in the first place,

before the demanding will of God. Through the

recognition of God as Father, Jesus

3. The knows himself urged to the service of

Concep- saving love, renouncing every woridly
tion of desire, but this service means for him
Jsm. freedom and blessedness (Matt. xi.

28-30), because he feds it as the ful-

fihnentof his own deaie(Matt. ix. 36-38), and even
as a gain in greatness and power (Matt. xx. 25-28),
because in it be is raised above the Mosaic law (Matt.

V. 22). In the same way he delivers those whom
he encourages to believe in God's fatherly love
and forgiveness, from the oppression of the law by
showing them as its innermost core (Matt. v. 9, 48)
the imitation of the example of the perfect God in a
love which surpasses all bounds of human love.

From this conception of the divine law all hedonistic

elements have been removed; it expresses a rev-

erent and cheerful devotion to an ideal. Where
Jesus also uses Ckxi's retribution as an ethical

motive and thus seems to substitute a relation of

right for the relation of adoption, he deepens and
purifies the traditional view. Reward goes hand
in hand with conduct; a childlike disposition is

rewarded with the dignity due to God's children

(Matt. V. 0) and with physical homogeneousness
(Luke vii. 36); justice is rewarded with justice

(Biatt. V. 6; vi. 33). He promises the kingdom
(Matt. X. 13-16) to the unassuming childlike dis-

position, and promises reward, not to individual

performance, but to the spirit which reveals itself

in it (Biatt. vii. 15, xxv. 23), excludes the equivsr
lenoe between work and reward (Matt. xx. 1-16),

and appeals to fear not as dread of physical evil,

but as anxiety lest the life with God (Matt. x. 18) be
lost. In the second place, the trust in God's
fatherly guidance which Jesus himself proves and
encourages, is of a singular surety and joyfulness.

Whoever through fear of God is kept in his way,
may be certain of the acquisition of salvation (Luke
X. 20) and may hope not only to gain eternal life

(Luke xii. 32), but already here on earth he knows
himself to be lifted above all oppression of the

world since he may be siu^ that his prayers are

granted (Matt. vii. 7) and may expect from God
his daily bread and know himself protected by God
in every way (Matt. x. 28-31) and may venture

even that which seems impossible (Mark xi. 22)

and be sure of the forgiveness of his sins and of his

protection in temptation (Matt. vi. 12, 13) and
triumph over all hostile powers (Luke x. 19).

In opposition to phUosophy, this idea is new
in so far as God in the current systems of philos-

ophy was represented as father only as the shaper

of the world, and the capacity of becoming a
child of God was merely a general function of

reason. The religious importance of the ideal is

here only secondary; it originates rather in per-

sonal dignity and is an altruism which does not ex-

tend to the love of enenues. As faith in a fatherly

providence, it believes only in an order of the world

which offers an opportunity to prove one's strength

of will, and thus does not attain submission as

expressed in Christian adoption, but only resig-

nation.

Jesus speaks of adoption only in the imperative,

—we must become children of God by imitation of

God and trust in God; but he admonishes to be-

come such by pointing to God's disposition and
promise. His word receives additional emphasis

from his personality which lives in God; and he

judges the conduct of God's child in the last analysis

as an effect of Gk>d (Matt. xi. 28, xv. 3; Mark x. 27).

Therefore it is the natural expression of the ex-

perience of the Christian Church when in the New
Testament the awakening of the child's life by the
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effect of divine grace is considered fundamental

(II Cor. V. 17; I Pet. i. 3, 23; John iii. 5).

This effect, according to Paul, is juridical, i.e.,

a real adoption, a granting of the ri^t of children

(Gal. iii. 26-27),83monymous with justification; but
it is also a real change through the overwhelming
influence of the Holy Spirit as an unconscious power
like the impersonal powers of nature (Rom. viii. 1 1

;

Gal. V. 22). Paul bases the certainty of the right of

children upon the fact that through faith and baptism
believers belong to Christ, but also upon the ex-

perience of the liberating effect of the

3. Paul's spirit. The right of cbildren means
Concep- for him the claim upon the future

tion. heritage of the kingdom of God;
namely, the participation in God's

fatherhood (Rom. iv. 3) and the spiritualization

of the body in conforming it to the body of Christ,

the first of the sons of God (Rom. viii. 29-30).

These figures express the idea that the prevening

grace of God establishes a personal relation of love

which has an analogy in the intimate commimion
between father and child. As I am certain that God
is on my side and that I am called to eternal life,

I may surely trust that he will grant me everything

(Rom. viii. 31-32), not only eternal life, but also

everything in the world which is not against God
(I Cor. iii. 21-22) and that he will lead me through

all temptations to that sanctity which belongs to

the kingdom of God (I Thess. v. 23). The faith

which corresponds on our part to God's intention of

love remains secure even against troubles and hos-

tile world powers because the latter can not separate

from the love of God (Rom. viii. 38-39) and the

former must subserve the upbuilding of the inner

man (II Cor. iv. 16-18). Thus the essential feature

of this child-life is not fear, as under the Law and
its curse, but rather unshakable joy which ex-

presses itself in giving thanks as the key-note of

prayer. The unconscious impulse which the ethical

life of the C]!hristian assumes if he puts the impulse

of the spirit in place of the Law, he modifies by
bringing to expression also conscious ethical motives;

namely, the love of God as experienced by him,
and his call to the kingdom of God, which demand
a conduct worthy of both. Even an overpowerful

desire of his nature he begins to transform into an
impulse for consciousness if he guides it into the

channel of experienced love (II Cor. v. 15: Gal. ii. 20).

But in all joy, happiness, and freedom with relation

to God, the Christian is prevented from excesses

by that humility which in all progress and success

gives due honor to God (I Cor. xv. 10). It seems
a contradiction when Paul in spite of all speaks of

a retribution on the part of God according to works
and awakens fear of the judgment. The seeming
relation of right is only an expression for the fact

that the relation of father and children, although
resting upon God's free love, is mutual. The re-

ward is a success of mutual effort (Gal. vi. 7, 8).

It is attained, not by a sum of individual works,
but by a sanctified personality (Thess. v. 23) which
is absorbed in a uniform activity of life (II Cor. v.

10; I Cor. iii. 13). The fear of which Paul speaks
is the fear of watchfulness which takes possession
of us in looking at the world and the flesh, but this

disagreeable feeling is immediately conquered by
the joyful trust that God will protect and perfect

us (I Cor. XV. 2; Rom. xi. 20-21).

The Gospel and Epistles of John trace adoption

back to the testimony of God (Gospel iii. 5; First

Epistle ii. 19). According to them, adoption con-

sists in a close and intimate life in and with God
by which there is vouchsafed, on the one hand, the

impossibility of sinning and the self-evidence of

justice and love to God and our brethren, and, on the

other hand, the victory over the world and blessing

and the future homogeneousness with God (I John
iv. 3; V. 4, 18). However natural all this may
sound, these expressions are only figures for an
ethico-personal communion with God, analogous

to that between father and child which has its basis

in the influence of Christ upon our consciousness,

not in a reflected, but spontaneous

4. The way. The knowledge of God or the

Gospel and word of Christ (I John ii. 3; Gospel

Epistles XV. 3) is parallel to the seed of God
of John, which remains in the regenerated per-

son and guarantees his sanctity (I John
iii. 9). Unity of life with God is an analogon for

that unity which on earth exists between the Father

and Jesus (John xvii. 21-22), where the Father in

preceding love discloses to his Son his whole work
and the Son remains in the love of the Father

(John XV. 10) by speaking and acting according to

the conmiandment of the Father and being solely

concerned with his Father's honor (John v. 44) and
yet enjoying full satisfaction, eternal life (John iv.

34, xii. 50), and at the same time fully trusting that

the Father is with him and always hears him and
in spite of the world brings his work to perfection

which through death leads to glory (John viii. 29,

xvi. 32, xvii. 4). 0)rrespondingly there follows for

his disciples from the certainty of the love of God
the duty to love one another and to show the self-

evident love of children by keeping the command-
ments (I John iv. 11, V. 3) which are freedom and
life because the disciples are not slaves, but friends

of the son of God (John xv. 15) and continuatora

of his work (John xviii. 18). In this tendency of

life they may possess joyfulness (I John ii. 28, iv. 17,

18) in a world full of temptations and enemies and
in face of death and judgment and may count upon
the return of their love on the part of God through
the gift of the spirit and the help of God which is

always near, upon the forgiveness of accidental

sins, purification, hearing of their prayers, and a
place in the heavenly mansion of the Father (John
xiv. 2, 3; xiii. 21-22; xv. 2; xvii. 17; I John i. 9).

According to Jesus, Paul, and John, the child of

God is independent of men and yet he must seek
communion with men. Jesus teaches to pray
" Our Father "; and according to Paul and John,
the spirit communicates with the individual through
baptism and makes him a member of the com-
munity.

The Church has not always maintained this ideal.

When its growth necessitated a stricter inculcation

of the ethical conditions of salvation, the relation

of children was changed under the influence of the
Jewish idea of retaliation, of philosophical moralism,
and the ideas of Romaji law. According to the apolo-
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getic writen, tobe a child of God means subjectively

the ethical resemblancewith God which man realizes

in himselfby his free action on the basis of the knowl-

edge of God as taught by Christ. Since ethics was
absorbed in individual practise of virtue and con-

sciousness of moral freedom, the desire for a coim-

terbolance against the moral checks from the world
was not felt so much. Irenseus follows Paul by
conceiving adoption as the specific effect of redemp-

tion; but he imderstands it, in the

5. The first place, in a moralistic sense, as a
Apologists, call to the fulfilment of the deepened

law of nature, not only in increased

bve, but fear; in the second place, in a physical

sense, as the sacramental elevation of the spirit to

deification or imperishableness. This combination
remains a characteristic feature of the Greek Church.

Augustine deepened the physical change into an
ethical change which governs ethical actions.

Because God's nature is first of all justice, and only

secondarily immortal, adoption, as being deifica-

tion, is in the first place justification, infusion of

love {amando Deum efficimvr dii—" by loving God
we are made gods"; again

—"he who justifies

also deifies, because by justifying he makes sons of

God"), which takes place under the influence of

faith, i.e., hopeful prayer, or through baptism.

Thus man faces the task

—

Reddite diem, efficimini

tpirUuM (" Do your part, and become spirit ").

Adc^tion becomes a reality in a process in which
the capacity for it increases by continual forgive-

ness and inspiration of love until after death the

second adoption occurs, the liberation from the

body which contains the law of sin.

6^ Augus- Our life is a relation between child

tine. and father in so far as love to God,
childlike fear, and hope rule in it.

But the idea of the New Testament is curtailed in

so far as forgiveness concerns always only past

sins, and hope is bound to rely upon one's own
consciousness of love to God and upon merit, and
forgiveness becomes uncertain in consequence of

predestination, and in so far as, with the task to

serve God in the world, the New Testament manner
of trusting in God is also done away with, and a
holy indifference takes its place. The relation of

God seems to be intensified in so far as there is added
as a new element the highest stage of divine love

—

the mystical contemplation of God; but the appar-
ent plus disdoees itself as a ndntiSf since love to

God is now conceived of by analogy with that

between man and woman instead of that between
father and child. Mysticism, it is true, elevates

man to freedom from the Church, but it effects also

indifference toward men ; however, in the premystical

stage there shows itself lack of independence of

the Church.

In the Occident the curtailment of the childlike

in Christian life was still further indulged in by
bringing to prominence the ideas of

7. ScholM- the natural, juridical, and mystical;

ticiam. of the natural in so far as according

to the scholastics a habit of grace is in-

fused into the aecret recesses of the soul, the exist-

ence of wfaieh can only be surmised by way of infer-

ence from one's own ethical transformation; of the

juridical in so far as the provenience of hope from
merit (" apes provenit ex merUis ") is more strongly

emphasized; of the mystical inasmuch as the

higher stage of the love of God seems realizable

only in a thorough separation from occupation
with worldly matters (the lower stage is identified

with childlike fear) and inasmuch as even the

mysticism of calmness and resignation over against

an arbitrary Lord ia far inferior to trust in the

Father.

It was Luther who again conceived the relation

of Christians to God as that of children to a
father in the full sense of the word . For LutherChrist
is the " mirror of the fatherly heart of God," the

revelation and security of God's gracious disposition,

and he draws from this " image of grace " faith

and individual trust. He differs from Paul in so

far as he understands by the iimer testimony of the

Holy Spirit the personal certainty of faith which
has its basis in Christ. As for Paul, so for Luther,

forgiveness of sins or justification or

8. Luther, adoption is a declaration of the will of

God that he adopts us as children.

It is more than the remittance of past sins, it is the

reception of the whole personality into the grace

of God, the transposition into a permanent state

which always has to be seized again by faith. Thus
it is shown to be an error that meritorious works
are necessary in order to obtain grace and eter-

nal life. In this way Luther does not destroy

the ethical quality of adoption, but makes it more
prominent. For secure trust unites the will with

God's entire wiU in love and thus spontaneously

produces, without needing the instruction and in-

culcation of the law, the free and cheerful fulfilment

of the will of God which takes place without any
thought of reward and in which eternal life is en-

joyed. This psychological derivation of morality

from the nature of faith actually invalidates Lu-
ther's other derivation from the natural or uncon-

scious impulse of the Holy Spirit. Only his oppo-

sition to the doctrine of merits made him forget

to do justice to the eschatological motives of mo-
rality as they are found in Jesus and Paul, although

he might have done so, considering his premises;

for will needs an aim and for the will imited with

God in faith and love, this aim can only be the com-
pletion of that which was begun here. Faith gives

him new courage and power for trust in the guidance

of the whole life by the Father in which again the

joy of eternal life is anticipated, and thus lays the

basis for the freedom of the Christian or his royal

dominion over all things which manifests itself in

fearlessness and pride and defiance of Satan, world,

and death as the counterpart of humble submis-

sion to God and which through the certainty of the

blessing of divine guidance surpasses mysticism

—

ecstasies as well as resignation in God. This atti-

tude of children is a life which is homogeneous to

that of the Father, in the first place, to his dispo-

sition, in so far as our trust is a reflex of God's

disposition toward us and our love corresponds

to the love of God since it is not borrowed from

the amiability of men, but is spontaneous, and not

a divided love like that of men, but an all-com-

prehending one; in the second place, to the nature
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of Qodf beeauae this love is superhuman, divine,

and because faith oonquen for itself the power of

divine omnipotence. This life of adoption, accord-

ing to its whole character, can only originate by a
birth from above which, according to Luther, takes

place since adoption, as vouchsafed by Christ, pro-

duces faith and with it new life. Luther also

traces back the new life to a problematic effect of

the Spirit, like the working of the impersonal pow-
ers of nature, which God according to his predesti-

nation adds to the word of Christ in the inner life.

During the period of orthodoxy in Germany
trust in God on the part of his children was regarded

as natural religion. Pietism subor-

9. Later dinated adoption to regeneration.

German In theology as influenced by Hegel,

Theology, childlike union with God after the

example of mysticism was traced

back to an inner self-manifestation of the absolute

spirit. It was Ritschl who renewed the specific

ideas of Luther. J. Gottbchick.

At the present time two ideas of adoption are

advocated: (1) Resting back on Calvin, it is held

that the primary relation of God to man was that

of Creator and Governor. Man is son of God,
not by virtue of anything in his con-

xo. Two stitution as a creature of God, nor

Views Held on account of a natural relation to

at Present him as subject of the divine govern-

ment, but solely by reason of gra-

cious adoption. The only essential sonship is

that of Christ primarily as the eternal Son, and
secondarily as his humanity shares this prerogative

through union with the diidne nature. Through
adoption the elect in Christ become partakers

of Christ's sonship. Adoption is grounded neither

in justification nor in regeneration, but in God's
free and sovereign grace alone. Through justifi-

cation the legal and judicial disabilities caused

by sin are removed; through regeneration the nsr

ture is changed so as to become filial. Thus a
basis is laid for the distinction between the state

of adoption and the spirit of adoption (R. S. Cand-
lish, The Fatherhood of Ood, London, 1870; J. Mao-
pherson. Christian DoqmaticB, Edinburgh, 1898).

(2) According to the other view, man's filial relation

to God is archetypal and inalienable. Adoption, in

order to be real, necessarily involves the essential

and universal Fatherhood of God and the natural

and inherent sonship of man to God. By becom-
ing partaker of the spirit of Christ, who, as Son,

realised the filial ideal of the race, one passes out
of natural into gracious sonship; that is, is adopted
into the ethical and spiritual family of God, and
so enters upon his ideal filial relation to God and
bis brotheriy relation to men (A. M. Fairbaim,
TA^ Flace of Chritt in Modem Theology, New York,
JX^; J. 8- Lidgctt, The Fatherhood of God, pp.
7fh^2U Erlinbur^, 1902; James Orr, Proffrese of
U'M'pna, pp. 326-327, New York, 1902). C. A. B.

h*mjin^krmr', 2. Ocrhard. hod Theohgiti, iv. 311. 374. vii.

U,^ m. ix, 20«'207. Berlin. 180(^76; R. L. Dabney.
k^/l^MM 0f , , , Jhtimmaiie and Potmme Thtolon, pp. 627
•V4 iM ImM. 1S7S; B. WeiM. BtNiooZ Theolon of thM
A-%» Timtmmmi, H17. 20-21, 46. 71, 83. 100. 118. 160,
k/i^M^gk, imz-ia; W. BoiMMt, /mu PrmH^ in ihrem

GeotnuatM Mum Judmtum, pp. 41-^42, GOttingen. 1892; H.

Shulti. Old TeHamsnt ThMlogy, u. 264 tqq.. Edinbunh,
1892; R. A. Lipaiua, Ldirbueh der ^vanoeiuek-proMm'
fiMAm Doffmatik, pp. 126-120. 684^606, 663-703. Bruoa-

wick. 1803: J. McL. Campbell, Naiwre of Ul€ AUnumat,

pp. 298 sqq., London. 1806; A. Titins. Die neuieitamait'

lit^ Lthn wm der SeUaheO, L 103-104. u. 27-28. 13»-

180. 266-267. Tabingen, 1806-1900; W. BeyBohkf. Sn
Teeiameni Theology, i. 60-70. 241. 310. iL 418-410, 480. Ediih

burih, 1896; E. Hatch, Ortek Ideae and Ueaom. fkev l%-

Huenee upon tke Ckrietian Church, London. 1807: R. V.

Fofiter, Syaiemaiic Theology, p. 679. Nashville, 1808; H.

Cxemer. Die paulinieche RedUfertiawngtiUkre, pp. 71-78.

224-233. 247-248, 266-266. 369-370. Gotenloh, 1809; ^
Ritschl, Chrieltian Doctrine of Juetifiioaiion and Seconcdti-

turn, pp. 76, 06, 607. 634. 603. New York, 1000.

ADOPnONISM (ADOPnAmSM).
The Oontroreny of the Eighth Century. Its Roots (1 1).

EUpandus, Bishop of Toledo (| 2).

Felix. Bishop of Urgel (| 3).

Recantation of Felix (§ 4).

Later Adoptioniat Tendencies (| 6).

Explanation (| 6).

Adoptionism—a heresy maintaining that Christ

is the Son of God by adoption—is of interest chiefly

for the commotion which it produced in the Span-

ish and Prankish Churches in the latter part of

the eighth century, although the for-

1. The Con- mulas around which the conflict raged

troversy of can indeed be traced back to the

the Eighth earliest period of Western theology;

Century, but the spirit of the controversy and

Its Roots, the result showed that the orthodoxy

of the eighth century could no

longer entirely accept the ancient formulas. The

phrases in which such writers as Novatian, Hilary,

and Isidore of Seville had spoken not merely of the

assumption of human nature by the Son of God,

but also of the assumption of man or the son of

man, led by an easy transition to words which

seemed to imply that Christ, according to his

humanity, wss the adopted son of God; and formu-

las of tUs kind occur not infrequently in the old

Spanish liturgy.

The Spanish bishops of the eighth century, and

especially their leader, Elipandus (b. 718; bishop

of Toledo from about 780), so used such phrases

as to provoke criticism and disapproval first in

Asturia, then in the neighboring Franldsh kingdooi,

and finally at Rome. A certain Migetius (q.v.),

preaching in that part of Spain which was held by
the Moors, had given a very gross exposition of the

doctrine of the Trinity, teaching that there were

three bodily persons, and a triple manifestation

in history of the one God. Agaixist him Elipandus
wrote a letter vindicating the orthodox idea of the

immanence of the Trinity, but at the same time

establishing a very sharp distinction between the

second person of the Trinity and the

2. Elipan- human nature of Christ. The person

dns, Bishop of the Son was not that made accord*

of Toledo, ing to the flesh, in time, of the seed

of David, but that begotten by the

Father before all worlds; even after the incarnation,

the second person of the Godhead is not the bodily,

of which Christ says " My Father is greater than

I," but that of which he says " I and my Father
are one." Elipandus did not mean to do violence

to the orthodox teaching by this distinction; but

if the expression were pressed, the human nature
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appeared a different perBon from the person of the

£temal Word, and the single personality of Christ

disappeared. Elipandus defended himself in letters

in which he used the expression that Christ was
only acoording to his Godhead the true and real

(propruu) Son of God, and according to his manhood
an Adopted son. The opposition to this view was
vttoed by Beatus, a priest, and the monk Heterius

of Libana. Elipandus wrote in great excitement

to the Asturian abbot Fidelis, bitterly attacking

bis opponents, who first saw the letter when they

met Fidelis in Nov., 785, on the occasion of Queen
Adoflinda's taking the veil. In reply they wrote a
treatise, discursive and badly arranged, but strong

in ita patristic quotations, emphasizing the unity

of Christ's personality. The conflict was com-
plicated by political circumstances and by the

efforts of Asturia to attain independence of the

most powerful Spanish bishop. Complaints were

carried to Rome, and Adrian I. pronounced at

onoe against Elipandus and his supporter. As-

caricuB, whom he judged guilty of Nestorianism.

At what period the most prominent represent^;-

tive of Adoptionism, Felix, bishop of Urgel in the

Pyrenees, firat took part in the strife is unknown.
At the synod of Regensburg in 792, he defended

the heresy in the presence of Charle-

3. Felix, magne, but the bishops rejected it.

Bishop of Felix, although he had retracted his

UrgeL doctrine, was sent by the emperor to

Rome, where Pope Adrian kept him a
prisoner until he signed an orthodox confession,

which on his return to Urgel he repudiated as forced,

and then fled to Moorish territory. In 793 Alcuin,

just back from England, wrote to Felix begging
him to abandon the suspicious word " adoption,"

and to bring Elipandus back into the right path;

and he foDowed this up by his controversial

treatise Advenus futrenm Felicia. About the same
time Elipandus and the Spanish bishops who
bebnged to his party addressed a letter to the
bishops of Gaul, Aquitaine, and Asturia, and to

Chariemagne hiznself, ssking for a fair investigation

and the restoration of Felix. Charlemagne com-
municated with the pope, and caused a new inves-

tigation of the case in the brilliant assembly at

Frankfort (794). Two separate encyclicals were
the results-one from the Frankish and German
bishops; the other from those of northern Italy

—

which agreed in condemning Adoptionism. Charle-

magne sent these, with one from the pope (repre-

senting also the bishops of central and southern
Italy) to Elipandus, urging him not to separate

himself from the authority of the apostolic see and
of the universal Church. Strong efforts were put
forth to recover the infected provinces. Alcuin
wrote repeatedly to the monks of that region;

Leidrad, bishop of Lyons, and the saintly Abbot
Benedict of Aniane worked there personally, sup-
porting Bishop Nefrid of Naibonne. In 798 Felix
wrote a book and sent it to Alcuin, who replied in

the following spring with his more extended treatise

AdvenuM Fdieem. Felix must by this time have
been able to return to Urgel, as he wrote thence to

Bipandus. Leo III. decisively condemned him in

a Roman synod of 798 or 799. Alctiin received a
I.-4

contmnelious answer, and was anxious to cross

swords personally with his antagonist.

Leidrad induced Felix to appear before diarle-

magne, with the promise of a fair hearing from the

bishops. They met at Aix-la-Chapelle

4. Recan- in June, 799 (others say Oct., 798).

tationof After a lengthy discussion Felix ac-

Felix. knowledged himself defeated and
was restored to communion, though

not to his see, and he was placed in Leidrad 's charge.

Felix then composed a recantation, and called on
the clergy of Urgel to imitate his example. Leid-

rad and Benedict renewed their endeavors, with
such success that Alcuin was soon able to assert

that they had reclaimed 20,000 souls. He supported
them with a treatise in four books against Eli-

pandus, and prided himself on the conversion of

Felix. The heretical leader seems, however, to

have quietly retained his old beliefs at Lyons for

the rest of his life, and even to have pushed them
logically further, since Agobard, Leidrad's succes-

sor, accused him of Agnoetism, and wrote a
reply to some of his posthumous writings. In the
Moorish part of Spain, Elipandus seems to have
had a numerous following; but here also he foimd
determined opponents. The belief was gradually

suppressed, though Alvar of Cordova (d. about
861) found troublesome remnants of it.

With the rise of scholastic theology there was a
natural tendency of rigid dialectic to lead away
from the Christology of Cyril and Alcuin toward a
rational distinction between the two natures, not
so much with any wish to insist on this as from a
devotion to the conception of the immutability of

God. This caused the charge of Nestorianism to

be brought against Abelard. Peter Lombard's
explanations of the sense in which God became
man leaned in the same direction. A German
defender of this aspect of the question, Bishop
Eberhard of Bamberg, in the twelfth century,

accused his opponents roundly of Eutychianism.

In fact, the assailants of Adoptionism, starting

from their thesis that Christ is really and truly the

Son of God, even according to his human nature,

because this nature was appropriated by the Son
of God, came ultimately, for all their intention of

holding the Church's doctrine of the

5. Later two natures and the two wills, to a
Adoptionist quite distinct presentation of an
Tendencies. aJtogether divine Person who has

assumed impersonal human substance

and nature. They really deserted the posi-

tion taken by Cyril, though he was one of

their main authorities. If one seeks the his-

torical origin of this late form of Christological

controversy, distinguishing it from the immediate
cause, it must be found in the unsettlement of mind
necessarily consequent upon the attempts of the

ecclesiastical Christology to reconcile mutually
exclusive propositions.

The intellectual mood which led directly to this

distinction between the Son of God and the man in

Christ has been variously explained. Some as-

cribe it to the surrounding Mohammedanism,
making it an attempt to remove as far as pos-

sible the stumbling-blocks in the doctrine of Christ's
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nature; but this may be doubted, since the main
difficulties from the Moslem standpoint—the Trinity

,

and the idea of a God who begiets

6. Ezpla- and is begotten—remain untouched,

nation* Others see in it a survival of the

spirit of the old Germanic Arianism,

which is excluded by the adherence of the Adop-
tionists to the orthodox Trinitarian teaching. The
obvious relation with Nestorianism and the

theology of the school of Antioch has led others

to assume a direct influence of the writings of

Theodore of Mopsuestia; but there is as little evi-

dence for this as there is for the theory that those

whom EHipandus calls his " orthodox brethren "

in Cordova, and whom Alcuin supposes to be
responsible for these aberrations, were a colony of

eastern Christians of Nestorian tendencies who had
come to Spain with the Arabs. (A. Hauck.)
Bibuoobapht: The writincB of EUipandus, Felix, and He-

terius in MPLt zevi.; Pauliniu, Vila et Littercgt ib. xcix.;

Alcuin, Opera, ib. o.-ci.; MonumerUa Alcuiniana, in Jaff^,

Bibliotheea rerum Oermanicarum, rol. vi., Berlin, 1873;

MOH, Epi$t., IT.. 1895; Agobard, Vita et Opera, in

MPL, civ.; the Acta of the Synods of Narbonse, Ratis-

bon, Frankfort, and Aix-la-Chapelle, in Harduin, Con-
cilia, iv., in Manni, Concilia, xiii., in Gallandi,

Bibliotheea, xiii., and MOH, ConeUia, ii.. 1904; C. W.
F. Walch, Hietoria AdopHanorum, Gdttingen, 1766;
idem, BrUwurf einer voUetandigen Hiatorie der Ketxereien,

vol. iii.. 11 vols., LeiiMic, 1762-86; F. C. Baur, Die Chriat-

liche L^hre von der Dreieiniokeit und Menukwerdung GoUea,
3 voU., Berlin, 1841-43; Rettberg. i. (1846) 428; J. C.Rob-
ertiion, Uietory of ths ChrieOan Church, 690-1122. London,
1866; A. Helfferioh, Der tceetgothieche Arianiemus und
die tpanieche Ketsergeechichte, Berlin. 1860; J. Bach,
Doomenoeechichte dee Mittelaliere, i. 102 aqq., Vienna,
1873; K. Werner, Alcuin und eein Jahrhundert, Pader-
bom, 1876; C. J. B. Gaakoin, Alcuin, pp. 79 sqq., Lon-
don. 1904; DCB, i. 44-47; Hefele. ConcUienoeediichU, iii.

642-693, 721-724; Hauck, KD, ii. 289 sqq.

ADORATION OF THE SACRAMENT: A
term of the Roman Catholic Church, where, in

consequence of the doctrine of transubstantiation

which affirms the presence of Christ in the Eucharist

under the species of bread and wine, divine worship
is paid to the Sacrament of the altar, a worship
that includes adoration. This adoration is mani-
fested in various ways, especially in genuflexions

and, if the Sacrament be solemnly exposed, in

prostrations. Certain forms of devotion are in-

tended to promote adoration of the Sacrament,

notably the ceremony called Benediction of the

Blessed Sacrament, the Forty Hours Devotion,

and the practise of perpetual adoration which
secures the presence of adorers before the altar

at ail hours of the day and night. A congregation

of priests, the Society of Priests of the Most Holy
Kaerament, is devoted particularly to the worship

of Chriiit on the altar. John T. Creaqh.

AD QUERCUM, SYNODUS. See Chrtsostou.

ADRAMMELECH, a-dram'el-ec: 1. Name of

a <i<fity wofKhiped with child-sacrifice by the colo-

liititM MJi//f» Har^ron, king of Assyria, transplanted

ii*MU hej/^iarvaim to Samaria (II Kings xvii. 31;

<.*f. jjviw. M', Im, xxxvi. 19, xxxvii. 13). Since

i^i/Kstrvaiin k firobably the Syrian city SAotaro'in,

AU4'ij«y/'>^l ifi a Babylonian chronicle as having

KnA'i, ^t^foyM \/y Hhalmaneser IV., the god Adram-
«-<*itj<t* » itf» 'i/riU a Syrian divinity. The name has

Xaj^-l, tty\?\ie^i^A an riii^ning " Adar the prince,"

" splendor of the long/' and " fire-king," while

others think that the original reading was " Adad-

melech." Since the name is Aramaic, the last is

to be preferred.

8. According to II Kings xix. 37 end Isa. xxxvii.

38, Adnunmelech was the name of the son and

murderer of the Assyrian king Sennacherib. The

form corresponds to the " Adramelus " of Abyde-

nus in the Armenian chronicle of Eusebius (ed. A.

Schdne, i., Berlin, 1875, p. 35) and the " Ardumiufr-

nus " of Alexander Polyhistor (p. 27).

Biblioorapht: (l)Schrader. KAT, tL 408, 460: P. Sehols.

06taendienet und Zauberweeen bei den aiten HetrAem, pp.

401-405. Ratisbon. 1877. (2) H. WincUer, Der MOrder

Sanheribe, in ZA, u. (1887) 392-396.

ADRIAN: Author of an extant Introdtuiiai

to ths Holy Scripture8f written in Greek. He was

evidently a Greek-speaking Syrian; but nothing

is to be learned of his life from the book. There

is no doubt, however, that he is identical with the

monk and presbyter Adrian to whom St. Nilus

addressed three letters (ii. 60, iii. 118, 266, in MPG,
bcxix. 225-227, 437, 51&-517), and who lived in the

first half of the fifth century. This work is no

introduction in the modem sense, but a piece of

Biblical rhetoric and didactics, aiming to explain

the figurative phraseology of the Scriptures, es-

pecially of the Old Testament, from numerous

examples. It closes with hints for correct exegesis.

The hermeneutical and exegetical principles of

the author are those of the Antiochian school

F. GOssling edited the Greek text with German
translation and an introduction (Berlin, 1887).

G. KrOger.
Bibuooraprt: A. Merz, Rede vom Auelegen, pp. 64-67,

HaUe. 1879.

ADRIAN : The name of six popes.

Adrian I.: Pope 772-795. A Roman of noble

birth, he entered the clerical state under Paul I., and

was ordained deacon by Stephen III., whom be

succeeded Feb. 1, 772, not, apparently, by as unani-

mous a choice as the official record of his election

asserts; for soon afterward he encountered vehe-

ment opposition from the Lombard party in Rome
led by Paul Afiarta. His adherence to the Prankish

faction, his hesitation to crown the sons of Kari-

man, who had fied to Pavia, and thus to set them
up as pretenders against Charlemagne, and the

imprisonment of Afiarta by Archbishop Leo of

Ravenna at his orders incited the Lombard king

Desiderius to invade the Roman territory, and
finally to march on Rome itself. Adrian appealed

for help to Charlemagne, who arrived in Italy in

Sept., 773, and forced Desiderius to shut himself

up in Pavia.

During the siege of that town, which lasted till

the following June, Charlemagne suddenly appeared
unannounced in Rome. Adrian, though alarmed,

gave him a brilliant reception. On Apr. 6 a meet-
ing took place in St. Peter's, at which, according

to the Vita Hadriani^ the em^peror

Aided by was exhorted by the pope to confirm

Charle- the donation of his father, Pepin,

magne. and did so, even making some ad-

ditions of territory. This donation,

which rests solely upon the authority of the Vita
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(xli.-xliii.)» if substantiated, has a great importance

for the development of the temporal sovereignty

ot the popes. The question has received much atten-

tion, and its literature is scarcely exceeded in bulk

by that of any other medieval controversy. No
sure and universaUy recognized result, however,

has been reached. Some modem historians (Sybel,

Ranke, Hartens) consider the story a pure inven-

tion; others (Picker, Duchesne) accept it; and a
middle theory of partial interpolation has also

been upheld (Scheffer-Boichorst). AH that can

be maintained with certainty is that Charlemagne
gave a promise of a donation, and the geographical

delimitations give rise to difficult problems.

In the years immediately following Charlemagne's

retum from Italy, his friendly relations with Adrian

were disturbed by more than one

Disagree- occurrence. Archbishop Leo of Ra-
ments venna seised some cities from the

withCharlft- pope, who complained to Charlemagne;

magne. but Leo visited the Prankish court to

defend himself, and met with a not

unfavorable reception. Charlemagne's keen insight

can not have failed to read imperfectly masked
covetousness between the lines of Adrian's repeated

requests for the final fulfilment of the promise of

774; e.g., in the hope held out of a heaveidy reward

if he should enlarge the Church's possessions; in

the profuse congratulations on his victory over the

Saxons, which was attributed to the intercession of

St. Peter, grateful for the restitution of his domain;
in the comparison drawn by Adrian between Charle-

magne and " the most God-fearing emperor Con-
stAntine the Great," who " out of his great liberality

exalted the Church of God in Rome and gave her

power in Hesperia [Italy] "—expressions which
have caused a subordinate controversy as to whether
the so-called Donation of Constantine (q.v.) is

referred to. How far Adrian's consciousness of

his own importance had grown is evident from the

fact that while in the beginning of his reign he had
dated his public documents by the years of the

Greek emperors, from the end of 781 he dated them
by the years of his own pontificate.

Yet Adrian could not afford to despise the Greeks;

they joined the Lombard dukes of Benevento and
Spoleto, and forced him once more

Charle- to turn for help to Charlemagne, who
magne made a short descent into Italy in

Again 776, put down the revolt of the

Helps. duke of Friuli against both him and
the pope, but did nothing more until

780. In 781 he visited Rome again when his sons

were anointed as kings—Pepin of Italy and Louis

of Aquitaine. Charlemagne came to Italy for the

fourth time in 786 to crush Arichis of Benevento,
and Adrian succeeded in obtaining from him ad-

ditional territory in southern Italy. But various

misunderstandingB in Adrian's last years gave rise

to a report that Chariemagne and Ofita of Mercia

had taken counsel together with a view to the pope's

dqxxiUon. The iconoclastic controversy (see

Ihages and IifAOi>-woR8HiP, II., 1 3) brought fresh

humiliations from Charlemagne and from the Greek
emperor Constantine VI. and his mother, the em-
press Irene. When the last-named was taking steps

to restore the veneration of images in the Eastern

Church she requested Adrian to be present in person

at a general council soon to be held, or at least to

send suitable legates (785). In his reply, after

commending Irene and her son for their deter-

mination respecting the images, Adrian asked for a
restitution of the territory taken from the Roman
see by the iconoclastic emperor Leo III. in 782,

as wdl as of its patriarchal rights in Calabria,

SicUy, and the Illyrian provinces which Leo had
suppressed. At the same time he renewed the

protest made by Gregory the Great against the

assumption of the title of tmiveraalis patriarcha

by the Patriarch of Constantinople.

When, however, the council met at Nicaea in

787, while it removed the prohibition of images,

it paid no attention to any of these demands. The
acts of this council, which Adrian sent to Charle-

magne in 790, provoked the emperor's vigorous

opposition, and led ultimately to the drawing up
of the Caroline Books (q.v.), in which

Coun- the position of the Fnmkish Church
dl of with reference to both the Roman and

Nicaaain the Greek was made plain, and the

787. decisions of the Council of Nicsa were

disavowed. Although Adrian, after re-

ceiving a copy, took up the defense of the council

with vehemence, Charlemagne had the contention

of the Caroline Books confirmed at the Synod of

Frankfort in 794. It may, however, have been

some consolation to Adrian's legates that the same
synod publicly condemned Adoptionism (q.v.),

against which the Roman as well as the Prankish

Oburch had been struggling. Adrian died not long

after (Dec. 25, 795).

Throughout his long pontificate Adrian had been

too exclusively dominated by the one idea of

gaining as much advantage as possible in lands and
privileges from the strife between the Franks and
Lombards. He rendered no slight services to the

city of Rome, rebuilding the walls and aqueducts,

and restoring and adorning the churches. His

was not a strong personality, however, and he never

succeeded in exercising a dominant or even a

strongly felt influence upon the policy of western

Europe. (Carl Mirbt.)

Bibuoobapht: Vila Hadriani, in Liber pontifledtu, ed.

Duchesne, i. 486-623; Einhard, Vita CaroU, in MGH,
Script., ii. (1829) 426-463; Vita Caroli, ed. Q. Waits, in

Script rer. Germ., 4th ed., 1880; also in Jaff^, Reaeeta,

iv., Eng. transL in Thatcher and McNeal, Source Book,

pp. 38-45: Codieie CaroUni epiatola, in Jaff^. I.e. iv.

and in MPL, xevi.; one of Adrian's letters, in verse,

dated 774, in MGH, Poet, toL <tn Caroli, i. (1881)

90-91; Jaff«, Ryeeta, I 289-306. Leipsio. 1885; i>« eaneto

Hadriano papa fan /// Nonantula in editione Mutinenti,

in ASB, July. viu. 643-649; P. T. Hald, Donatio

CaroU Magni, Cbpenbagen, 1836; T. D. Mack. De dona-

tione a Carolo Magno, Manster, 1861; J. Ficker, Forechunr

gen eur Reidie- und Rechta-OeediidMe Italiene, ii. 329 sqq.,

347 sqq., Innsbruck, 1869; A. O. Legge, Growth of the

Temporal Powr of the Papacy, London, 1870; W. Watten-
bach, GeedvUhte dee rOmiechen Papttthume, pp. 47 sqq., Ber-

lin, 1876; O. Kuhl, Der Verkehr KarU dee Groteen mU Papet
Hadrian /., Kfinigsberg, 1879; R. (Senelin, Dae Schenkuna*-
verepredien und die Schenkung Pippine, Vienna. 1880;

W. Martens, Die rOmiediM Prage unier Pippin und Karl
dem Gro$een, pp. 129 sqq., 368-387. Stuttgart. 1881;

idem. Die Beeeteung dee pdpeUichen Stuhlee unter den Kav-
eem Heinrich ///. und IV., Freiburg, 1886; idem, Beleueh-

tung der rteueeten Konircvereen Hber die rCmieche Fragt
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vmitr Pippin uni Karl tUm OroMm, Manioh, 1808; H. too
Sybel, Die Sekftnkunomi dv Karolinoer an die POpelt, in

XMfM hiMioriBche SeknftM, iii. 66-115. Stuttcmrt. 1881;

Liber PonHfioaiie, a± Daehww , i.. pp. oozzzir.-^oxlui.,

Paris, 1884; J. ran Pfluck-Harttung, Ada ponHficum
Romanontm tnadifa. ii 22 sqq.. Stuttgart, 1884; P. Sehef-

fer-Boiohorst. Pippins und KarU det Oro§9en Sehenkunge-

verepreehung, pp. 19^-212. Innabniek. 1884; L. von
Rnnke. WdtoeidnehU, v., put 1. p. 117. Leipnc. 1886;

S. Abel. JahrbOeher tUa friknkisd»€n Reiehe§ unter Karl dem
Grouen, i. 768-788. Leipne. 1883 (and ii. 789^14. by B.
Simaon. 1888). and for donation of Charlemagne, ib. L
160 sqq.; P. Kehr, Die eooenannie karoUngied^en Sdten-

hung von 77^. in Sybel's HieloriMche ZeOMekrifU Izz. (new
ser., 1803) xxxxv. 386-441; Ket^AaXoneOimanckithU, rol.

iii.; Eng. tranal., toI. t.; Hauek. KD, roL ii.; Mann,
Papee, I., rol. U. 396-407.

Adrian IL: Pope 867-872. He was the son of

Talarus, of a Roman family which had already

produced two popes, Stephen IV. (768-772) and
Sergius II. (844--847). He was a married man
before entering the clerical state. Gregory IV.

made him a cwiinal. His great benevolence won
the hearts of the Romans, and he twice refused the

papacy, after the death of Leo IV. (855) and of

Benedict III. (858). A unanimous choice by both

clergy and people, however, forced him at the age of

seventy-five to accept it in succession to Nicholas I.

(d. Nov. 13, 867). The election was confirmed by
Emperor Louis II., and Adrian's consecration fol-

lowed on Dec. 14.

His predecessor had left him a number of un-

finished tasks. In the first place, it was necessary

to arrive at a final decision concerning

Forces a matter which had long and deeply

Lothair IL troubled the Prankish Church; namely,

to Take the matrimonial relations of King
Back His Lothair II. Adrian firmly insisted

Wife. that Lothair should take back his

legitimate wife Thietberga, at the

same time releasing his mistress Walrade from
the excommunication pronounced against her by
Nicholas, at the request of Louis II., on condi-

tion that she should have nothing more to do
with Lothair. The last-named visited Rome in 869

for the purpose of gaining the pope's consent

to his divorce from Thietberga. Adrian promised

no more than to call a new council to investigate

the matter, but restored Lothair to commimion
after he had sworn that he had obeyed the command
of Nicholas I. to break of! his relations with Wal-
rade. The king's sudden death at Piacenza on his

homeward journey, a few weeks later, was con-

sidered to be a divine judgment. The efforts of the

pope to enforce the claim of Louis II. to Lorraine

were fruitless; immediately after Lothair's death

his uncle, Charles the Bald, had himself crowned at

Metz, though less than a year later he was forced

by his brother, Louis the German, to divide the

inheritance of Lothair in the treaty of Meersen
(Aug. 8, 870).

Adrian's attempts to interfere in Prankish affairs

were stubbornly resisted by Hincmar of Reims
(q.v.), who wrote (EpiaL, xxvii.), ostensibly as the

opinions of certain men friendly to the West-
Prankish king, that a pope could not be bishop
and king at one and the same time; that Adrian's

predecessors had claimed to decide in ecclesiastical

matters only; and that he who attempted to

excommunicate a Christian unjustly deprived him-

self of the power of the keys. When a synod at

Douxy near Sedan (Aug., 871) ex-

Opposed communicated BishopHincmar of Laon

by on grave charges brought against him

Hincmar both by the king and by his own

of Reims, uncle, the more famous Hincmar, the

pope allowed an appeal to a Roman
council, and brought upon himself in consequence

a still sterner warning from Charles the Bald by the

pen of Hincmar of Reims (MPL, cxxiv. 881-896),

with a threat of his personal appearance in Rome.

Adrian executed an inglorious retreat. He wrote

to (}harles praising him for his virtues and his

benefits to the Church, promised him the imperial

crown on Louis's death, and offered the soothing

explanation that earlier less pacific letters had

been either extorted from him during sickness or

falsified. In the matter of Hincmar of Laon, he

made partial concessions, which were completed

by his successor, John VIIL
Another conflict which Nicholas I. had left to

Adrian, that with Photius, patriarch of Constan-

tinople, seemed likely to have a hap-

Conflict pier issue, when Photius was con-

with demned first by a Roman synod

Photius. (June 10, 869), and then by the

general coimcil at Constantinople in

the same year, the papal legates taking a position

which seemed to make good the claims of the

Roman see. But Emperor Basil the Macedonian

dealt these claims a severe blow when he caused

the envoys of the Bulgarians (see Buloabians,

Conversion of the) to declare to the legates that

their country belonged to the patriarchate not of

Rome, but of Constantinople. Adrian's protests

were in vain; a Greek archbishop appeared among

the Bulgarians, and the Latin missionaries had to

give place. Moravia, on the other hand, was firmly

attached to Rome, Adrian allowing the use of a

Slavic liturgy, and naming Methodius archbishop

of Sirmium. After a pontificate marked princi-

pally by defeat, Adrian died between Nov. 13 and

Dec. 14, 872. (Carl Mirbt.)

Bibuoobapht: The Letters of Adrian in Manai. CcUeeHo,

XV. 819-820; in MPL, oxxii., czzix.. and in Bouquet.

l2ecii«i{,vol.yii.; VitaHadrianill., in Liber pontifUaliM.ed.

Duchesne, ii. 173-174. and in L. A. Muratori, Rentm Itaii-

earum Saripiaree, III. iL 306. 25 vols.. Milan. 1723-51;

Ado. Chronioon, in MOH, Script,, iL (1829) 315-326:

idem, in MPL^ ozxiii.; Annalee FvidenMee, in MGH,
SaripL.i. (1826) 375-^95. and separately in ScripLrtr.

Oerm., ed. F. Kurse. Hanover. 1891; Hincmar. Annak$^
in MOH, SaripL, i. (1826) 455-515. and in MPL, czxv.;

Hincmar. Epiatola, in MPL, cxxiv.. cxxvi; Regino,

Chronicon, in MGH, Script, i. (1826) 580 sqq.; idem, in

MPL, cxxxii. (separately ed. F. Kurae, HanoTer. 1890 •:

P. Jaff^ Reoeeta, L 368. 369. Leipsic. 1885; Bower.

Popea, ii. 267-282; F. Maassen, Eine Rede dee Papek$
Hadrian II. von Jahre 869, die erete umfaeeende BeweU-
una der faleehen Deareialen, in Siizungeherickte der Winer
AkadmiDie, Ixxii. (1872) 521; Hefele. ConeOwficieseAicMr,

vol. iv.; P. A. Lapotre, Hadrian II, el lee faueeee di-

eritaleet in Revtte dee queeHone hietoriguee, xxvii. (1880)

377 sqq.; B. Jungnuum. DieeertoHonee edeeUt in hieL

eed., iii.. Ratisbon. 1882; Milman. Latin Ckrietiamtif.

iii. 35-80; H. SchrOrs. Hinkmar, Freibwc. 1884: J-

J. Bfihmer. Rege^a imperii, I. Die Regeeten dee Kaieer'

reieKe unter den Karolingem, pp. 751-918: idem« ed. E.

MOhlbacher. i. 460 sqq.. Innsbruck. 1889; Hauek. KD,
ii 557 sqq., 699-700; J. Langen. OeeehidUe der rSm-
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tidbi JCardU van NikoiauB I, hU Qngor VII., pp. 113-170,

BoDJi. 1892; E. MQhlbacher. DtuUdie OeschichU unter den
Kanlinoem, 1890; E. DOmmler. Vber «tfM Synoddtrede
Paptt Hadrian* II., Berlin, 1809; Treaty of Meenen, Eng.
tTBSfll. in Tfaateher and McNeal. Source Book, pp. 64-65.

Adrian m.: Pope 884-885. He was a Roman
by birth, the son of Benedict. The story of severe

punishments inflicted by him points to revolts in

the city during his rule. The assertion of the un-

trustworthy Blartinus Polonus that he decreed

that a newly elected pope might proceed at once

to oonseciation without waiting for imperial con-

finnation, and that the imperial crown should

thenceforth be worn by an Italian prince, are con-

finned by no contemporary evidence. He died

near Modena Aug., 885, on his way to attend a
diet at Wonns on the invitation of Charles the Fat,

and was buried at Nonantula. [He was the first

pope to change his name on election, having pre-

viously been called Affapetus.] (Carl Mirbt.)

BxBuoaaAPirr: Ejrietola, in Bouquet. ReeueU, ix. 200, and in

MPL, cxxri.; BuUa anni 885, in Neuee Ardiiv der Oe-
•dlMduMfl UkriLd. Geeehidae, xi. (1886) 374. 376; Vtto. in

Liber PonHfUaUe, ed. Dueheane, ii. (1892) 226, and in L.

A. Muratori. Renun ItaUearum Scriptoree, III. iL 440-446,
25 vols.. Milan, 1723-61; Antudee FuUeneee, in MGH,
Script, i. (1826) 376-396 (separately in Script rer. Oerm.,
ed. F. Kurie. Hanover, 1891); Chronica BenedieH, in

MOB, Script, iii. (1839) 199; J. M. Watterieh, PonHficum
Ronanormn vita, L 29, 660, 718, LeixMic, 1862; P. Jaff^.

IUoe$ta, L 425-427; Bower, Popea, iL 293-294; R.
Baxmann. Die Politik der PApete von Oregor I. bie auf
Greoor VII., ii. 60 sqq., Elberfeld, 1869; E. DOmmler,
Q*eehidUe dee Oetfrdnkieehen Reiehee, ii. 247, 248, Berlin,

1888; J. Lancen, Oeedtichie der rfimiechen Kirche von
Kikolaual. bis Oregor VII., pp. 298 sqq., Bonn, 1892; T.R. v.

8ickel, Die VHa Hadriani Nonantulana und die Diumue
Handethrift, in Neuee Ardiiv der OeeeUeehaft fUr A. d. Qe-
cefcwAle, zviii. (1892) 109-133.

Adrian IV. (Nicholas Breakspeare; the only
Englishman in the list of the popes): Pope
1154-59. He was bom in England about the
beginning of the twelfth century. He went to

France as a boy, studied at Paris and Aries, en-

during severe privations, and finally settled down
m the monastery of St. Rufus near Avignon. Here
he became prior, then abbot (1137), but met with
bitter opposition from the monks when he attempted
to introduce reforms. Eugenius III. made him
cardinal bishop of Albano, and chose him (1152)
for the difficult mission of regulating the relations

of Norway and Sweden to the archbishopric of

Lund. Returning to Rome, he was welcomed
with high honon by Anastasius IV., whom he
rocoeeded on Dec. 4, 1154.

His first troubles came through Arnold of Bres-
cia (q.v.), who, besides his ethical opposition to the

hierarchy, aimed at reestablishing the
Arnold of ancient sovereignty of Rome and its

Brescia and independence of the papal see. Adrian
Frederick strove to secure Arnold's banishment,

Barharona. and succeeded in 1155 only by pro-

nouncing an interdict on the city.

Hemade Arnold's captureand delivery to the ecclesi-

wtical authorities a condition of crowning Frederick
BaibaroBsa, who thus sacrificed a man who might
have been a powerful auxiliary in his conflicts

with this very pope. The first meeting between
Frederick and Adrian (June 9, 1155) was marked
by friction; but Frederick managed, in reium for

substantial concessions, to secure his coronation

nine days later. The Romans, however, whose
subjection to the papal see the new emperor
had promised to enforce, refused their recog-

nition; and when Frederick left Rome, the

pope and cardinals accompanied him, practically

as fugitives. Frederick had also promised to sub-

due William I. of Sicily, and was inclined to carry

out his promise, but the pressure of the German
princes forced him to recross the Alps.

Adrian then attempted to pursue his conflict

with William, and, by the aid of the latter's dis-

contented vassals, forced him to offer

William I. terms. When, however, these were not
of Sicily, accepted the king rallied his forces, the

tide turned, and Adrian was obliged

to grant his opponent the investiture of Sicily,

Apulia, and Capua, and to renounce important

ecclesiastical prerogatives in Sicily (Treaty of

Benevento June, 1156). In consequence of this

settlement, he was enabled to return to Rome at

the end of the year, but the emperor resented this

apparent desertion of their alliance, as well as the

injury to his suzerainty by the papal investiture.

An open breach came when, at the Diet of Be8an9on,

in Oct., 1157, the papal legates (one of them the

future Alexander III.) delivered a letter from their

chief which spoke of the conferring of the imperial

crown by the ambiguous term heneficium. The
chancellor, Reginald, archbishop of Cologne, in his

German rendering, gave it the sense of a fief of the

papal see; and the legates thought it prudent to

leave the assembly and retreat speedily to Rome.
Imperial* letters spread the same indignation

among the people; and when Adrian required the

prelates of Germany to obtain satis-

Rebuffed faction from Frederick for his treat-

by ment of the legates, he was met by
Frederick the decided expression of their dis-

Barbarossa. approval of the offending phrase.

Adrian's position was rendered more
difficult by the appearance of a Greek expedition

in Italy and by a revolt in Rome; be offered the

concession of a brief in which he explained the ob-

jectionable word in the innocent sense of '' benefit."

Frederick took this as a confession of weakness,

and when he crossed the Alps to subdue the Lom-
bard towns (1158), he required an oath of fealty

to himself, as well as substantial support from the

Italian bishops. Attaining the summit of his

power with the conquest of Milan in September, two
months later he had the imperial rights solemnly

declared by the leading jurists of Bologna. This

declaration constituted him the source of all secular

power and dignity, and was a denial equally of the

political claims of the papacy and of the aspirations

of the Lombard towns. The breach with Adrian

was still further widened by his hesitation to con-

firm the imperial nomiuAtion to the archbishopric

of Ravenna; and an acute crisis was soon reached.

An exchange of communications took place, whose
manner was intended on both sides to be offensive;

and Frederick was roused to a higher pitch of anger

when the papal legates, besides accusing him of a
breach of the treaty of 0>nstance, demanded that

he should thenceforth receive no oath of fealty from
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the Italian bishops, that he should either restore

the inheritance of Ck>unte08 Biatilda, Spoleto,

Sanlinia, Ck>r8ica, Ferrara, etc., to the Roman see,

or pay a tribute for those lands, and that he should

recognise the right of the successor of St. Peter to

•x)mplete and unlimited dominion in Rome. These

claims he met by declaring roundly that on any

strict interpretation of his rights the pope also

would be bound to take the oath of fealty, and that

all the latter's possessions were but imperial do-

mains held in consequence of Sylvester's investi-

ture by Constantine.

Both the opponents sought for allies in the im-

pending struggle. Adrian, who was the sworn
foe of the Roman republic and its

Impending liberties, joined hands with the Lom-
Coniiict bard commutes who were struggling

Stopped by for their own. The emperor, who
Adrian's was doing his best to abolish corn-

Death, munal liberty in the north of Italy,

aided the Romans to uphold the prin-

ciples of Arnold of Brescia. Adrian was already

taJdng counsel with the cardinals as to the advisa-

bility of pronouncing a sentence of excommunicsr
tion against Frederick when death overtook him
at Anagni Sept. 1, 1159.

Adrian was a ruler who grasped clearly the ideal

of a papacy striving for universal domination, and
contended passionately for its accomplishment;

but John of Salisbury (who, as ambassador of the

king of England, had opportunity to study him at

close range) records that there were moments when
the terrible burden of his office weighed almost un-

bearably upon him. (Carl Mirbt.)

Biblioorapht: EpUtolcB §t Tprivileffia, in Bouquet, ReeueU^
XV. 606-603; idem, in MPL, elxzzviii.; Butta. in NeuM
Arekiv dm- O^^lUehaft fUr a. d, Oetd^idUe, u. (1876) 211-

213. XV. (1889) 203-206; Fito. in Liber PonHficalit, ed.

Duchesne, 1892, ii. 388 sqq.; Otto of Frisengen. Oeeta

Friderici /., in MOH, Script, xx. (1868) 403 sqq.; Raderi-
ous of Friaengen, ConHnuaUo [of Otto's Getto], ib. pp.
454 sqq.; Jaffd. RegMta^ i.; J- M. Watterioh. Romano-
rum ponHflcum vit€B^ i. 323-336, Leipsio. 1823; Bower,
Pope§, 1845, ii. 487-502; R. Raby. Hittorical Skeieh of

Pope Adrian IV., London, 1849: H. Reuter, OeeehidUe
AUmnder'e III., vol. i., Leipsio, 1860; Fr. v. Raumer.Ge-
tehiehte der Hohenetaufen, ii., ib. 1871; Milman, LaHn
ChrieHaniiy, London. 1883; DNB, i. 143-146; Hefele,

ConcUienoeechiehie, v. 527-566; J. Langen, Oeeckichle der

rCmiuhen Kirehe von Oregor VII. hie Innooenx III,, pp.
417-438, Bonn, 1893; Eng. transl. of Letter to Barbaroeea
(Sept. 20, 1157), Manifeeto of Frederick /., Letter to the

Oerman Biehope and their Letter to Adrian, and Letter to

the Emperor (Feb., 1158), in E. F. HendevBon, Select Hie-
larical Doeumente of the Middle Agee, London, 1892; J.

jMtrow and G. Winter, Deuteche OeechicKte im Zeitalter

der Hohenetaufen, vol. i., Stuttgart, 1897; S. Malone.
Adrian IV. and Ireland, London, 1899; O. J. Thatcher,
Btudiee Coneemino Adrian IV., (Chicago. 1903; Hauck,
KD, iv. 35, 199-227; Eog. transl. of Treaty of Con-
etanee, Stirrup Bpieode, Treaty of Adrian IV. and WHliam
of SicUy, Lettere of Adrian (1157-58). and Manifeeto of
Frederick I., in O. J. Thatcher and E. H. McNeal, Source
Book for Mediweal Hietory, New York, 1905.

Adrian V. (Ottobuono de' Fieschi) : Pope 1276.
He was the nephew of Innocent IV., and as car-
dinal deacon had been sent to England by Clement
IV. to mediate between Henry III. and his barons.
He was elected July 12, 1276, in a conclave on which
Charles of Anjou had enforced all the rigor of the
regulations of Gregory X.; and one of Adrian's first

acts was to abrogate them as oppressive to the cardi-

nals. Before he could promulgate any new system,

however, and even before he had been ordained

priest, he died at Viteibo Aug. 18, 1276.

(CaBL MlBBT.)

Bzbuoobapht: A. Chrouat, Bin Brief Hadriane V., in Ifeuet

Arekiv der OeeeUecKaft fUr d. d. Oeechiehte, xx. (1894) 233

sqq.; Bower, Popes, iiL 24; A. Potthast, Regeeta powti-

ficum Romanorum, ii. 1709, Berlin, 1875; Milman. Latin

ChrietianUy, vi. 134.

Adrian VL (Adrian Rodenburgh or Dedel,

more probably the latter): Pope 1522-23. He
was bom in Utrecht, was educated by the Brethren

of the Conmion Life and at Louvain, and became
professor and vice-chancellor of the university.

During this period he composed several theological

writings, including a commentary on the Sententia

of Peter Lombard. In 1507 Emperor Maximitian

I. appointed him tutor to his grandson, Charles of

Spain, and in 1515 Ferdinand the Catholic made
him bishop of Tortosa. In 1517 he was created

cardinal by Leo X. When Charles was made
German emperor and went to the Netheilands in

1520, he appointed Adrian* regent of Spain. In

1522 the cardinals almost unanimously elected him

pope.

The vexation of the Romans at the choice of a

German, moreover a very simple man who was not

inclined to continue the splendid traditions of the

humanistic popes, lasted during his entire pontifi-

cate; more serious minds, however, looked forward

to his reign with hope. In spite of the fact that he

consented to the condemnation of

Friend Luther's writings by the Louvain

of theologians, and although as inquisitor-

Refonn. general he had shown no clemency,

yet Erasmus saw in him the right

pilot of the Church in those stormy times, and hoped

that he would abolish many abuses in the Roman
court. Luis de Vives addressed Adrian with his pro-

posals for reform; and Pirkheimer complained to

him of the opposition of the Dominicans to learning.

Even in the college of cardinals, the few who favored

a reformation looked up to him. hopefully, and
^gidius of Viterbo (q.v.) transmitted to him a

memorial which described the corruption of the

Church and discussed the means of redieas.

Adrian fulfilled these expectations. Concerning
indulgences he even endeavored to find a way which

might lead to a reconciliation with Luther's con-

ception, vi2., to make the efiPect of the indulgence

dependent on the depth of repentance on evi-

dence of it in a reformed life. But here Cardinal

Cajetan asserted that the authority of the pope
would suffer, since the chief agent would no longer

be the pope, but the believer, and the majority
agreed with the cardinal. Nothing was done in

the matter, no dogma was revised, and the com-
plaints of the Germans increased. Nevertheless,

Adrian simplified his household, moneys given for

Church purposes were no longer used for the sup-

port of scholars and artists, he sought to reform the

abuse of pluralities, and opposed simony and nepo-
tism. His effort to influence Erasmus to write

against Luther and to bring Zwin^ by a letter to

his side shows his attitude toward the Refonnation
in Germany and Switzerland.
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When the diet at Nuremberg was opened in

Dee., 1522, he complained in a brief of the rise of

heresy in Germany and asked the diet, since mild
measures could not be effectual, to employ the
metDs formerly used against Huss. But in his

iostructions to his legate at the diet. Bishop Chiere-

gati, he took a different tone, and acknowledged
that " wantonness," " abuses," and " excesses "

were found at the curia. This is the only instance
where such a confession received official sanction.

An answer was prepared by a committee, which
took notice of the confession, refused

His to execute the edict of Worms before

Coofenion. an improvement was visible, and
asked for the meeting of a council in

a Geraian city, promising to prevent Luther from
publishing his polemical writings and to see to it

that the preachers proclaimed the pure gospel,

but " according to the teaching and interpretation

of the Scriptures approved and revered by the
Christian Church." Chieregati accepted neither

this nor any other answer, but left Nuremberg in

haste. In strict papal circles Adrian's confession
has not yet been forgiven. He died at Rome
Sept. 14, 1523. K. Benbath.
Bzbuogbapht: P. Burmaimiu, Hadrianut VI. tive analeda
kittorica, . . . Utieeht. 1727; O. Moringus. Vita Ha-
driani VI., LouvBin. 153A; Bower, Popes, iii. 299-
302; L. P. GAchard, Correapondanee de CharUt V. et

d'Adrien VI., Bnusek, 1869; J. 8. Brewer, LeUera andPa-
pen .. . cf the Beiffnof Henry VIII.,4yo\B.,Ijondon,lS62-
1901 (especially vol. iii.); G. A. Bergenroth. Calendar . . .

rdatino to tKe Neoottationa betiaeen England and Spain, ii.,

London, 1S66; idem. Supplement to vols. i. and ii. (1868);
M. Brosch, Otaehickte dee Kirchenataatee, vol. i., HambwSt
1880; C. . Hdfler, Papet Hadrian VI., Vienna, 1880; A.
Lapitre. Adrien VI., Paris, 1880; L. v. Ranke. Deuieche
GcKhieUe tm Zeitaller der Reformation, ii., Leipnc, 1880;
idem. Die r&miadten POpete, i., ib. 1889; Eng. transl., i.

n-74, London. 1896; liilman. LaHn Chriatianity; Hefele,
ConeHienaeaekit^te, ix. 271-299; Creighton, Papacy, vi.

214-273.

ABSO: One of the more prominent of the
refomiing abbots of the tenth century. He be-

longed to a noble family in the Jura Mountains,
became a monk at Luxeuil, and went later to the
monastery of Montier-en-Der (120 m. e.s.e. of Paris),

in the diocese of Chftlons-sur-Mame, reformed
about 935 by the abbot Albert, whom he succeeded
in 967 or 968. He laid the foundation for a splendid

new basilica, remains of which are still standing
(of. Sackur, Die Cluniacenser, ii. 391), and under-
took to reform other monasteries, e.g., St. Benig-
nus at Dijon. Like his friends Abbo of Fleury and
Geibert of Reims (cf. Havet, Les Leaves de Gtrberi,

pp. 6, 74, Paris, 1889), he was interested in learning
and investigation; and his library included the
writings of Aristotle, Porphyry, Terence, Ceesar,

and Veigil. He was often ur^ to write books,
especially the lives of saints, and several works
of this class by him may be foimd in ASM (ii. and
iv.; copied in AfPL, cxxxvu. 597-700).

The most famous of Adso's writings is the earliest,

an Epiada ad Gerhergam reginam, de vUa et tempore
AntidvieU, composed before 954, in which he
opposes the prevalent notion that the appearance
of Antichrist was near at hand. The work was
much read, and suffered greatly from mutilations
and interpolations (cf. MPL, ci. 1289-98); its

original form has been restored by E. Sackur, in

Sibyllinische Texte tmd Forschungen, pp. 104-113,
Halle, 1898. S. M. Dbutbch.
Bxbliographt: The chief Bouroe for Adso's life ib an addi-

tion of the eleventh century to his Vita S. Bereharii, the
patron saint of Montier-en-Der, ch xi., in MPL, cxxxvii.
678-670. and in MOH, Script., iv. (1841) 488. Consult
also the Hiatoire littSraire de la France, vi. 471-402; A.
Ebert, AUgemeine Geachiehte der Litteratvr dee Mittelaltera

im Abendlande, iii. 472-484. Leipnic, 1887; and. especially,

E. Sackur. Die Cluniacenaer, vol. i.. Halle. 1802.

ADULTERY. See Marriage.

ADVENT: The first season of the chm-ch year.

The celebration of Advent in the Western Church
was instituted toward the close of the fifth century,

in Gaul, Spain, and Italy [but traces of it arefound in

the Council of Saragossa, 380]. The term was first

understood as referring to the birth of Christ, and
so the Advent season was a time of preparation for

Christmas. Since it conunenced at different periods

(e.g., at Milan with the Sunday after St. Martin

[Nov. 11]; in Rome with the first in December),
the number of Sundays in Advent differed in the

individual churches. The term adventua was also

taken in the wider sense of the coming of Christ

in general; hence the lessons for Advent which
refer to the second coming of Christ and the last

judgment. With it was also connected the notien

of the coming of the kingdom of heaven. Thus
originated the idea of the triple coming " to man,
in man, and against man " or, corresponding to

the number four of the Sundays which afterward

became general, the notion of the quadruple com-
ing '' in the fiesh, in the mind, in death, in majesty."

In the medieval church the Advent season was a
time of fasting and repentance. Hence one finds in

it the figure of John the Baptist, as the precursor

of Christ and the preacher of repentance. The
whole season from Advent to the octave of Epiph-
any was a tempua elausum (q.v.) until the Council

of Trent, which took off the last week. In the

Church of Rome Advent has still the character of

a penitential season. The color of the vestments
then worn is violet. This character of earnest and
serious devotion appears in more preaching, teach-

ing, and insiBtence upon attendance at communion.
Fasting during Advent is not a general ordinance

of the Church of Rome [being required only on all

Fridays, the vigil of Christmas, and the three em-
ber-days in the last week of the season].

With the adoption of the medieval church cal-

endar, the Protestants also accepted the Advent
season and Advent lessons. Thus the season

retained its double character, preparation for the

Christmas festival and contemplation of the dif-

ferent ways of the coming of Christ. Since it has

become customaiy to separate the civil and ecclesi-

astical chronology and to distinguish between the

civil and church years, the first Sunday of Advent
has been dignified as the solemn beginning of the

new church year. These various relations of the

first Sunday of Advent and the whole Advent
season explain the variety of the contents of the

Advent hymns and prayers. Among Protestants

also the Advent season has a twofold character,

that of holy joy and of holy repentance. The
first Sunday in Advent is no church festival in a
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full sense, but the relations referred to lift it and
the succeeding Sundays above ordinary Sundays.
See Church Yeab. W. Caspari.

In the present usage of the West, the season

begins on the nearest Sunday to St. Andrew's day
(Nov. 30), whether before or after. In the Anglican

prayer-book the service for the first Sunday em-
phasizes the second coming; that for the second,

the Holy Scriptures; that for the third, the Christian

ministry; while only the fourth relates specific-

ally to the first coming. Advent in the Eastern

Chiutsh begins on Nov. 14, thus making a season of

forty days analogous to Lent.

Biblioorapht: The lectionmrieB in lAbtr oomiciM* i., Oxford,
1803, and in SaeramenJUsnMm QtUuianufm pubUflhed in L.
A Muratori, L4turffia romanum vetua, vol. i., Venice, 1748,
and in MPL, budv.; Smaracdus, in MPL, di.; Ama-
lariua Metenaia. Dt eedetiatHcU officiia, ib. cv.; Bemo of
Reiehenau, De cdebraHone advgnhu, MPL^ cxlii.; Isidore

of Seville, De o/ficiiM, ed. Cochlanie, Leipeic, 1534, and in

M. de la Bigne. Magna biblioOisea veterum ptUrum, x., Paris,

1654: E. Mart^ne, De anHquie ecdeeia rittbue, Rouen,
1700.

ADVENT CHRISTIAirS. See Adventistb, 3.

ADVENTISTS: The general name of a body
embracing several branches, whose members look

for the proximate personal coming of Christ. Will-

iam Miller (q.v.), their founder, was a converted

deist, who in 1816 joined the Baptist Church in

Low Hampton, N. Y. He became a close student

of the Bible, especially of the prophecies, and soon
satisfied himself that the Advent was to be personal

and premillennial, and that it was near at hand.

He began these studies in 1818, but did not enter

upon the work of the ministry until 1831. The
year 1843 was the date agreed upon for the Advent;

then, more specifically, Oct. 22, 1844, the failure

of which divided a body of followers that had
become quite numerous. In the year of his death

(1849) they were estimated at 50,000. Many who
had been drawn into the movement by the prevar

lent excitement left it, and returned to the churches

from which they had withdrawn. After the second

failure, Miller and some other leaders discouraged

attempts to fix exact dates. On this question and
on the doctrine of the inunortality of the soul there

have been divisions. There are now at least six

distinct branches of Adventists, all of which agree

that the second coming of Christ is to be personal

and premillennial, and that it is near at hand.

The Seventh-day Adventists and the Church of

Ood are presbyterial, the others congregational

in their polity. All practise immersion as the mode
of baptiHm.

1. Evangelictl Adventists: This is the oldest

branch, indeed the original body. The members
adopted their Declaration of Principles in confer-

ence in Albany, N. Y., in 1845, and in 1858 formed
the American Millennial Association to print and
circulate literature on eschatology from their point

of view. Their organ was the weekly paper The
Signs of the Timee, which had been established in

Boston in 1840; subsequently its name was changed
to The Adt^ent Herald, and later still to Messiah's

Herald, iU present (1006) title. The paper has

always been published in Boston. The Evan-
gelical Adventists differ from all the other branches

in miiinfftiTiing the coDBciouBiieflB of the dead in

Hades and the eternal sufferings of the lost.

BiBUooaArarr: H. F. Hill, The Saints Inkeriianm, Boitoo,

1852; D. T. Taylor, The Beign cf Chriai, Peaeedale. R. I..

1865. and Boston, 1889.

8. S6v«nth-day Adventists: This branch dates

from 1845, in wUch year, at Washington, N. H.,

a body of Adventists adopted the belief that the

seventh day of the week is the Sabbath for Chris-

tians and is obligatory upon them. In 1850 thdr

chief organ. The Advent Review and Sabbath Herald,

was first issued at Battle Creek, Mich., which was

made the headquarters of the body; and there in

1860 a publishing association, in 1862 a general

annual conference, in 1866 a health institute, and

in 1874 an educational society and a foreign mission

board were established. In 1903 the publishing

business and the general headquarters were re-

moved to Washington, D. C. Their organ is now
styled The Review and Herald. Besides the tenet

which gives them their name they hold that man
is not inunortal, that the dead sleep in uncon-

sciousness, and that the unsaved never awake.

They practise foot-washing and accept the charis-

mata, maintain a tithing system, and pay great

attention to health and total abstinence. They

accept Mrs. Ellen G.White as an inspired prophetess.

Biblioorapht: J. N. Andrews, Hiatary of the Sabbat and

Firat Day, Battle Creek, 1873 (3d ed.. 1887); Life Skeldiei

of Elder Jamee White and hie wife Mre. Ellen G. White,

1880; J. N. Louffhborough, Rieeand Progreae of the SevenA-

Day Adventiete, ib. 1802.

8. Advent ChristiaDs: The organization under

this name dates from 1861, when a general asso-

ciation was formed. The organ of these Advent-

ists is The World's Crisis and Second Advent Mes-

senger, published in Boston. Their creed is given

in the Declaration of Principles^ approved by the

general conference of 1900. They believe that

through sin num forfeited inunortality and that

only through faith in Christ can any live forever;

that death is a condition of imconsciousness for

all persons imtil the resurrection at Christ's second

coming, when the righteous will enter an endless

life upon this earth, and the rest will suffer com-

plete extinction of being; that this coming is near;

that church government should be congregational;

that inunersion is the only true baptism; and that

Sunday is the Christian Sabbath.
BiBiiOGRAraT: I. C. Wellcome, Hiatary of Oia Second Ad-

vent Meeaage, Yarmouth, Me., 1874.

4. Life and Advent Union: This may be said

to have existed since 1848, but it was not until

1862 that it was organised, at Wilbraham, Mass.,

under the leadership of Elder George Stores. Its

organ is The Herald of Life and of the Coming King-

dom, published at Springfield, Mass., weekly since

1862. It holds that all hope of another life is

through Jesus Christ, and that only believers in

him, who have manifested in their daily lives the

fruits of the Spirit, attain to the resurrection of the

dead, which will take place at Christ's coming,

and that such coming will be personal, visible, and
literal, and is impending. The Union holds four

camp-meetings annually: two in Maine, one in

Connecticut, which is the principal one, and one in

Virginia.
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BoLMMiAnT: O. & Halsted. Tk§ Thmdogy of A« BibU,
Newk, 1860; Di9eu9awn b0twmn MUm Orant and J, T.

Cwry. BcMton, 1803.

6. Chnrch of Ood: ThiB is a branch of the

Seventh-day Adventiste, which seceded in 1866
because its membeis denied that Mrs. Ellen Gould
White was an inspired prophetess. Their organ
is The Bible Advocate and Herald of the Coming
Kingdom^ published at Stanbeny, Mo., which is

their center. like the parent body, the Church of

God has tithes, sanatoriums, and a publishing house.

BinjoQRAnrr: A. F. Dugger, Pointa of Difference between
du Chunk cf Ood and SeventK-Day AdvenHete, Stanberry,
Mo.; J. Brinkerhoff, Mn. White'a Vieione. ComparUon
ef A« eariv Writinge of Mre. E. O. White vfiih later Pubiiea-
Amu, showing the Suppreeeione made in 0^em to deny their

emmnue Teaekinoi D. Nield, The Good Friday Prob-
lem, skomng from Scripture, Attronomy and Hietory that

the Crudfixion of Chriet took Place on Wedneeday, and hie

Reeurreetien on Saturday,

6. Churches of God in Christ Jesus, popularly
known as the Age-to-come Adtrentists : These have
existed since 1851, when their organ, The Restiiv^

tion (Plymouth, Ind.), was established, but they
were not organixed till 1888, when the genersd

eonference was formed. They believe in the res-

toration of Israel, the literal resurrection of the
dead, the immortalization of the righteous, and
the final destruction of the wicked, eternal life

being through Christ alone.

BiBuooaAivr: J. P. Weethee. The Coming Age, Chicago.
1884.

The statistics of the Adventists are thus given
by H. K Carroll in The Christian Advocate for

Jan. 25, 1906:
Commu-

Naiha. Mjniaten. Churahea. nicanta.
Evangelical 34 30 1.147
Seventh-day 486 1.707 60,471
Advent ChriatiADa 912 610 26.500
Ufe and Advent Union 60 28 3.800
ChofcfaofGod 19 29 647
Chnrdica of God in Christ
lesw. 64 95 2^72

Total AdvantiaU 1.565 2.499 95.437

ADVERTISEMEirTS OF ELIZABETH: Name
eommonly applied to the regulations promulgated
in 1566 by Matthew Parker, archbishop of Canter-
bury, for the purpose, as alleged, of securing uni-

formity and decency in public worship, against

the tendencies of the extreme Protestant party
(see Pdrttamb, Puritanibm, (6). It is now
generally admitted that, though they represented

Elizabeth's policy in ritual matters, they never
received her formal sanction. They assumed some
impOTtanoe in the ritual controversies of the nine-

teenth century, the High-church party contei^iing
that they were merely an archiepiscopal injimction
enforcing an irreducible minimum of ritual, while
their opponents attempted to show that they were
a legal prescription of a positive kind, which made
the surpliee tbs only lawful vestment of the clergy
in parish churches.

BnuooaApBT : The text of the Advertisementa is given in
Geeand Hardy, Doeumente, pp. 467-475. Conault: J. Strype.
Ltfe ondAeU of MatOtew Parker, London. 1821; Church
Quarterly tteHew, xvii. (1881) 54-60.

ADVOCATB OF THE CHURCH (Lat. Advoeaim
or Defeneor Bedeeim): An officer charged with
the secular affairs of an ecclesiastical establishment,

more especially its defense, legal or armed. The
beginnings of the office appear in the Roman em-
pire. From the end of the fifth century there were
defeneorea in Italy, charged with the protection of

the poor and orphans as well as with the care of

Church rights and property. In the Merovingian
kingdom legal representatives of the churches had
the title. In the Carlovingian period, in accord-
ance with the effort to keep the clergy as far as

possible from worldly affairs, bishops, abbots, and
other ecclesiastics were required to have such an
official. The development of the law of immunity
made such advocati necessary—on the one hand,
to uphold Chureh rights against the State and in

court, on the other hand to perform judicial and
police duties in ecclesiastical territory. The Carlo-

vingian kings had the right of appointment, but
sometimes waived it in individual cases. These
officers were at first generally clerics, later laymen,
and finally the office became hereditary. Often
this advocate of the Church developed into a tyrant,

keeping the establishment in absolute submission,

despoiling and plimdering it. He usurped the

whole power of administration, limited the authority

of the bishop to purely spiritual affairs, absorbed
the tithes and all other revenues, and doled out to

the clergy a mean modicum only. Innocent III.

(1108-1216), however, succeeded in checking the

growing importance of this institution, and soon
the office itself disappeared.
Bibuoobaprt: R. Happ, De advocatia ecdeeiaetica, Bonn,

1870; H. Bninner. Deuteche Rechtegeeehichte, u. 302. Leip-

aic 1892.

ADVOCATES, COHSISTORIAL: Twelve lawyers

who outrank all the advocates in the papal court.

They trace their origin from the close of the sixth

century, when Gregory the Great appointed seven

defeneoree in the city of Rome to plead the cause

of poor litigants who would otherwise be without

legal counsel. Sixtus IV. increased the number by
the addition of five junior advocates, but the

memory of the historical origin of the body was
preserved by reserving to the seven senior mem-
bers certain privileges, among them the right to

constitute the college proper of consistorial advo-

cates. This college at the present time is made
up of two clerics and five laymen, one of the latter

being dean. The name ** consistorial " comes from

the fact that their principal duties—^presenting the

claims of candidates for canonization and petition-

ing for the pallium—are performed in papal con-

sistories. John T. Crbagh.

ADVOCATES OF ST. PETER: An associsr

tion of Roman Catholic jurists formed on the

occasion of the episcopal jubilee of Pius IX. in 1876,

for the purpose of asserting and vindicating the

rights and teaching of the Chureh and of the Holy
See. The organization, which was blessed by
Pius IX., received a signal mark of approbation
from Leo XIII. in 1878, when its constitution was
approved in a papal brief. From Rome, where
its headquarters were established, it has spread into

all the coimtries of Europe, but is unknown in the

United States. John T. Creagr.

ADVOCATUS DEI, DIABOU. See Canonisa-
tion.
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ADVOWSON: In the Church of England, the
right of nomination to a vacant ecclesiastical

benefice, vested in the crown, the bishop, one of

the universities, or a private person. Such nomi-
nation, or presentation, as it is called, is the rule

in England, election by the congregation being
almost unknown.

jEDITUUS, I-dit'a-us: A term applied to a
person having the care of ecclesiastical property.

Among the Romans it described one who, with the
local priest, if there was one, had charge of a temple.

The Roman customs in regard to this office had their

influence on the development of similar functions

in the Christian Church. They were at first dis-

charged by the osttarivs (q.v.), to whom the term
CBdituuB was sometimes applied (cf. Paulinus of

Nola, Epiat.fL). By degrees, as the major and
minor orders developed, and Church property
became more valuable, permanent suborctinate

officials were required to look after it. The func-

tions and designations of these officiab varied,

however, in different provinces. The name cedituus

fell into disuse, probably from its original associa-

tion with heathen worship. It was employed in

the Vulgate version of Ezek. xliv. 11; Hos. x. 5;

Zeph. i. 4; and Durand (Rationale, ii. 5) says of
the ogtiarvi that their functions resemble those of

the ceditui. In the Middle Ages the execution of

the less dignified functions, which were thought
incompatible with the clerical office, was conunitted
more and more to subordinates, and by the end of

that period almost entirely to laymen. The name
adUuus was still used for these officials, being thus
equivalent to the later sacristan. But this was
principally in central Europe, especially in Germany,
where conciliar decrees show that their duty was
to ring the bells, to open and close the church, etc.

In the more western countries the ceditui became
rather identified with the procuratores or provisores

(qq.v.) who had charge of the ecclesiastical prop-
erty, though this included in some degree the main-
tenance of the building and the provision of
vestments, candles, incense, and the like. In
America during the nineteenth century the name
has been not infrequently employed in Roman
Catholic ecclesiastical terminology for the trustees

who administer the temporal concerns of a parish.

(Johannes Ficker.)

iEGmiUS, !-jid'i-U8, SAINT. See Giles, Saint.

^GIDIUS DE COLUMNA (Egidxo Colonna): A
pupil of Thomas Aquinas and reputed author of
the bull Unam sanctam; b. at Rome 1245 (?) ; d. at
Avignon 1316. He joined the Augustinian eremite
monks, studied at Paris, and taught there for many
years, being called Doctor fundatisaimus. From
1292 to 1295 he was general of his order. In 1296
he was made archbishop of Bourges, but continued
to reside in Rome. He defended the election of Boni-
face VIII. in his De renuntiatione papcB, showing
that the abdication of CJelestine V. was not against
the canon law, and followed the court to Avignon.
His numerous writings (mostly unpublished) deal
with philosophy (commentaries on Aristotle),
exegesis (In Canticum Canticorum ; In epiatolam
ad Romanw), and dogmatics (In sententias Longo-

bardi ; Qiwdlibeta). A portion of his work on

ecclesiastical polity, Dt potentate eccUviatiica, was

published in the Journal de VinetnuHon pubUque

(Paris, 1858). K. Beneath.

Bibuoobapht: C. E. du BoulAy, Hiataria univenUaiit Pari-

neruia, in, 671-672, Parts, 1666; W. Gave. Scriphnm
eceUnaaHcorum liUeraria, iL 33^341, Oxford. 1743; J. A
Fabrioius, BMiotheca Latina, i. 1^20. Florence, 1858;

F. X. Kraus, JBgidiua von fiom, in O^temithiMtha Viertd-

iakruaehrift fUr katholiM€^ Thaologie, i. 1-33. Vienna,

1862; F. L[ajard], Oillea de Rome, r^ii/ieux, AitffiMitn.

theologien, in HiaUnre litteraire de la France, xzx. 421-560,

Paris, 1888.

^GIDIUS OF VITERBO : G^eral and protector

of the order of Augustinian eremite monks to which

Luther belonged; d. as cardinal at Rome 1532.

Of his many theological writings (for list cf . Fabri-

cius, BAliotheca Latina, i., Florence, 1858, p. 23) but

few have been published. His address at the open-

ing of the Lateran council of 1512 may be found in

Hardouin (CondUorum collection vol. ix., Paris, 1715,

p. 1576), and a memorial on the condition of the

Church, which he presented to Pope Adrian VI.,

was published by C. HOfier (in the Ahhandlungen

of the Royal Bavarian Academy, hist. cl.,iv., Mu-
nich, 1846, pp. 62-89). K. Beneath.
Bxblioorapht: T. Kolde, Die deuiatka AttouaHner^oncr^

gation, Gotha, 1879.

ALFRED, ^LFRIC. See Alfrxd, Alfric.

£NEAS, t-ni'os, OF GAZA, gj^'za: A pupil of the

Neoplatonist Hierocles at Alexandria, and teacher

of rhetoric at Gaza. Before 534 he wrote a dia-

logue, Theophrastua (in MPG, Ixxxv. 865-1004),

in which he opposes the doctrine of the preexistence

of the soul, but asserts its immortality and the

resurrection of the body; the perpetuity of the

world is rejected. Twenty-five of his letters may
be foimd in R. Hercher, Epistolographi GrcBci, pp.

24-32, Paris, 1873, and several of his treatises are

in M. de la Bigne, Bihliotheca veterum patvm,
viii. (8 vols., Paris, 1609-10); Moffna bibliotheca, v.

3 and xii. (15 vols., Paris, 1618-22); and Maxima
bibliotheca veterum patrum, viii. (28 vols., Lyons,

1677-1707). G. KntGER.

Bxbliographt: G. Wemsdorf, DiajnUatio de JSnea Gaiao,
Naumburg, 1816; K. Seitx, Die Schule von Gam, pp. 23-

27, Heidelberg, 1892; K. Knimbaoher. Oeadiiekte der hy-

aantiniachen Litteratur, p. 432. Munich, 1897; G. Schalk-

hauser. jEneaa von Chua aia Philoaopk, Erlaogen, 18^.

£N£AS OF PARIS: Bishop of Paris 858-870;

d. Dec. 27, 870. He is best Imown as the author

of one of the controversial treatises against the

Greeks called forth by the encyclical letters of

Photius. His comprehensive Ldber adversus Grcecoa

(in D'Achery, SpicOegum, Paris, i., 1723, 113-148;
AfPL, cxxi. 681-762; cf. MOH, Eptst., vi., 1902,

p. 171, no. 22) deals with the procession of the

Holy Ghost, the marriage of the clergy, fasting,

the consignatio infantiumf the clerical tonsure, the

Roman primacy, and the elevation of deacons to

the see of Rome. He declares that the accusations
brought by the Greeks against the Latins are
" superfluous questions having more relation to

secular matters than to spiritual." [The work is

mainly a collection of quotations or " sentences,"
from Greek and Latin Fathers, the former trans-
lated.] (A. Hauck.)
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JSHEAS SYLVIUS PICCOLOMmL See Piub
n., Pope.

MPnXUS, 6-pi'nuB, JOHARNES Johann Hoeck):
The first Lutheran superintendent of Hamburg;
b. at Ziesar or Ziegesar (29 m. eji.e. of Bfagdeburg),

in the march of Brandenburg, 1499; d. in Ham-
burg May 13, 1553. He was a diligent student as

a boy, and was imder Bugenhagen's instruction,

probably while the latter was rector of the monas-
tery of Belbuck. He took his bachelor's degree

at Wittenberg in 1520; here he became the friend

of Luther and Melanchthon. Then he had a school

in Brandenburg, but was persecuted and imprisoned

for his reforming activity, and had to leave home.
Partly on accoimt of the malice of his enemies,

he adopted the modified form of the Greek word
aiprinos (" lofty "), by which he is generally

known, and which he claimed was a translation of

his real name (Hoeck =fcoc^). He spent some time

in Pomerania, in dose relations with the leaders of

the Reformation there. From about 1524 to 1528
he was in Stralsund, in charge of a school (probably

private). The local authorities asked him to draw
up an order of ecclesiastical discipline (Kirchen-

orinimg), which went into effect Nov. 5, 1525. In

Oct., 1529, he succeeded Johann Boldewan as pastor

of St. Peter's in Hamburg. He carried on vigor-

ously the work of his teacher and friend, Bugen-
hagen, and was chiefly instrumental in introducing

his Older of discipline in Hamburg. His contest

with the cathedral chapter, which still adhered to

the old faith, gave occasion to the earliest of his

extant writings, Pinaeidion de Romana ecdesia

impo9turi8 (1530). On May 18, 1532 he was ap-

pointed to the highest office in the Lutheran Church
of Hamburg, that of superintendent according to

Bugenhagen's order of discipline. In 1534 he
Tinted En^and at the request of Henry VIII.,

to advise him as to his divorce and as to the carrying

forward of the Reformation there. He returned

to Hamburg in the following January, and sub-

sequently niade numerous journeys as a represent-

ative of the city in important affairs. He took
part in all the church movements of the time, and
frequently had the deciding voice in disputed mat-
ters. Melanchthon considered his work on the
interim (1548) the best that had been written,

though it did not agree with his own views.

In all his writings ^pinus displays great theo-

logical learning and equal gentleness of temper.
He gave weeldy theological lectures, usually in

Latin, which were attended by the preachers
and other learned men, and spent much time on
the Psalms, taking up especially the questions
which at the moment were agitating men's minds.
He is best known by the controversy which arose
over his teaching as to the descent of Christ into
Hades. In 1542, finding that the article of the creed
on this subject was frequently explained as mean-
ing no more than the going down into the grave,
in his lecture on the sixteenth psalm, he put for-

ward the view, already given in Luther's explana-
tion of the Psalms, that Christ had really gone down
into hen, to deliver men from its power. Garcsus,
hU BuceesBor at St. Peter's, called him to account
for this teaching, but left Hamburg in the following

year and did not return until 1646. Meantime
iSpinus's commentary on Pa. xvi. had been pub-
lished by his assistant Johann Freder, so that his

view was widely kuuwn.
The controversy became a public and a bitter one

after Garceus's return, and both sides sought to

gain support from Wittenberg. Melanchthon could

only say that there was no agreement among the

doctors on this point, and coimsel peace. iSpinus's

opponents in Hamburg were so tiurfoulent that their

leaders were deprived of their offices and banished
from the city in 1551. The principal monument
of iBpinus's activity in Hamburg is his ordinances

for the church there, which he drew up in 1530
at the request of the council. It was a necessary

amplification of that of Bugenhagen, and seems
to have remained in force until 1603.

(Cabl. Bbrtheau.)
Bibuooraprt: N. Staphorat, Hamburffiadte Kirehenge'

•chidUe^ II. i., Hambtirg. 1729; A. Greve, Afemoria J.JEpini
tTMlaurola, ib. 1736; N. WilokeiiB, Ucanbvrgi$cher Ehren-
tempcl. pp. 248-280, ib. 1770; F. H. R. Frank, Theoloaie

der Konkcrdienfcrmel, 4 vols., Erlancen. 1858-06; Schaff,

Creeds, i. 296-298.

AERIirS, fir^'ri-us: Presbyter and director of

the asylum for strangers, maimed, and incapable,

in Sebaste in Pontus in the fourth century. He
was one of the progressive men of the time who
protested against the legalistic and hierarchic

tendencies of the Church. Supporting his con-

tention by the Scriptures, he objected to the in-

equality of presbyters and bishops, denied the value

of prayers for the dead, and opposed strict ordi-

nances concerning fasting, which he wished to

leave more to individual judgment. About 360
he resigned his position. He had many followers,

who constituted a party of " Aerians "; they were

severely persecuted and soon disappeared. The
only source isEpiphanius (Hoer,, Ixxv.; cf. Gieseler,

Church History
f
i., section 106, not« 3), who treats

him in a very partizan spirit. Philipp Metkr.
Bibliographt: J. Qlas, Monoffraph on the Hereey of Aeriue,

Perth, 1746; C. W. F. Waleh, Hitiorie der KetMereien, iii.

321 sqq., Leipoie, 1766.

AETIUS. See Arianibm, I., 3, §6.

AFFRE, DENIS AXJGXJSTE: Archbishop of

Paris; b. at St. Rome de Tarn (55 m. n.w. of Mont-
pellier), Ave3rron, France, Sept. 27, 1793; d. at

Paris June 27, 1848. He studied at the Seminary

of St. Sulpice and taught theology there after having

been ordsdned priest (1818); he became vicar-general

of the diocese of Lu^on 1821, of Amiens 1823, of

Paris 1834, archbishop of Paris 1840. As arch-

bishop he was zealous and faithful, and lost his

life in the periormance of duty. During the revo-

lution of 1848, hoping to induce the insurgents to

lay down their arms, he mounted a barricade at

the Faubourg St. Antoine and attempted to address

the mob, but had hardly begun to speak when he

was struck by a musket ball and mortally woimded.

He was one of the founders of La France chrHienne

(1820), wrote much for it and other periodicals,

and published several treatises of value on edu-

cational, historical, and religious subjects.

Bibuoobarht: P. M. Cniioe, ViedeD. A. Affre, Parii, 1849

(abridgnd, 1860): E. Caatan, HitUrire de la vie et de la moH
de Uvr. D. A. Affre, ib. 1866.
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AFRA, SAdT: An early female martyr, con-
cerning whom all that can be confidently asserted

is that she suffered at Augsburg. This fact is

attested by Venantius Fortunatus (Vita Martini,

iv. 642-643) and the mention of her name in the

older martyrologies, and there is no reason to

question it since the importance of Augsburg makes
the early introduction of Christianity there prob-

able. Her Acta (ed. B. Krusch, MGH, Script., Rer,

Merov., iii., 1896, 41-64) consist of two independent

parts, Conversio and PasHo, of which the latter is

the older. It is said that she was dedicated by

her mother to the sendee of Venus and lived an

immoral life in Augsburg imtil she was converted

by a bishop and deacon, who, in time of perse-

cution, took refuge in her house, not knowing

her character. She boldly confessed her faith in a

general onslaught on the Christians and died by

fire Aug. 5.

Bibuoorapht: Rettbeiv. XD. i. 144-149; Friedridi. KD, I

186-199. 427-430, u. A53-654: L. Dueheane, Ste. Afn
d'Augabourg, in BtUleHn eritiqus, ii. (1897) 301-305.

. The Contment as a Whole.
1. Geographical Description.

2. The Races of Africa.

3. The Openins of Africa.

The Arabs and Portuguese (8 1).

The General European Invasion (8 2).

AFRICA.

The Prohibition of the SUve-Trade
(§3).

Later Explorations and the Partition

of Africa (8 4).

4. Religion and Bfissions.

Native Religions (8 1).

II.

Mohammedanism (8 2).

Protestant Missions (8 3).

Colonists and Missions (8 4).

The "Ethiopian Movement " (8 5).

The Political Divisions of Africa.

III. African Islands.

L The Continent as a Whole: 1. GKeoffraphlcal

Deacription: Africa extends southward from the

Mediterranean Sea nearly 5,000 miles. The equator

crosses it nearly in the middle of its length; but
by far the greater part of its mass lies north of the

equator, the breadth of the continent from Cape
Verde to Cape Guardafui being about 4,600 miles.

Its area is about 11,500,000 sq. miles; and the

adjacent islands add to this 230,000 more. Easily

accessible to Europe by the Mediterranean Sea
through 2,000 miles of its northern coast, and touch-

ing Asia at the Isthmus of Suez, this continent has

ever invited investigation, and has received notable

influences from both of its active neighbors. The
Sahara Desert, however, severing the Mediterranean

coast regions from the southern and equatorial

regions of the continent, has proved for centuries

a bar to extended intercourse. " Had it not been
for the River Nile," says Sir H. H. Johnston, " the

negro and the Caucasian might have existed apart

even longer without coming into contact." In

fact, the great rivers of Africa are quite as impor-

tant as aids to foreign intercourse in these days as

the Desert has been an obstruction to it in the past.

The greatest of the African rivers are the Nile, the

Kongo, the Niger, and the Zambesi. Closely con-

nected with the rivers, again, are the great lakes of

central Africa, namely, Victoria, Tanganyika, and
Nyassa, which belong, respectively, to the Nile, the
Kongo, and the Zambesi systems. A further

characteristic of the continent, noteworthy for all

who seek entrance to its interior districts, is the
insalubrity, one might say the deadliness, of the
climate of its coasts both east and west throughout
its tropical zone. The low-lying coast regions,

extending in some cases 200 miles inland are sown
with the graves of white men, germs of strange and
fatal fevers lying in wait as it were for all strangers
who venture to set foot unprepared upon that black
and seething soil. The greatest mountains of

Africa are all in its east central section. Kilima-
Njaro in German East Africa, east of the Victoria
Nyanza, is 19,600 feet high; Mweru, close by, is

about 16,000 feet; and Ruwenzori, west of the
Victoria Nyanza and on the border of the Kongo
Independent State, is over 20,000 feet. Among
the high lands of the interior the most notable

section is a broad causeway of elevated plateaux

which stretches from Abyssinia southward almost

to Cape Colony, and which offers to the white man
an almost ideal residence at a height of from 5,000

to 6,000 feet through a long range that is hardly

broken save by the Zambesi River.

2. The Baoea of Aftloa: The puzzle of the races

in Africa which the casual visitor classes under the

comprehensive term negroes is insoluble at this

day. But the key to the puzzle may probably be

foimd in the repeated mingling of Asiatic and

European blood in varying degrees and at divers

distinct epochs with the blood of the African of the

projecting jaw and the woolly locks. The history

of Africa is practically the history of Egypt and then

of her Carthaginian rival untU well toward the

Christian era. Only then did the Mediterranean

coast of North Africa begin to have a tale of its

own. The mention of this is significant; it sug-

gests the repeated entrance of Asiatics into Africa

through the whole period when Egypt was a world

power, and of various sorts of Europeans into North

Africa during a thousand years before the Moham-
medan era.

The races now inhabiting Africa are a perpetual

subject of discussion and theory because of the dif-

ficulty of accounting for the resemblances as well

as the differences between them. Alongthe Mediter-
ranean coast of North Africa the Ars^ race rules;

but in all the coimtries of this coast from the west

frontier of Egypt to the Atlantic Ocean the Berber

race forms the larger part of the population, and

even extends into the Sahara. A little further south

,

negroes of a low and degraded type are found on

the west of the Nile; and they appear at different

points throughout the continent as far west as the

Atlantic coast. In Egypt the larger part of the

population is a mixture of Arabs with the ancient

Egyptian race, commonly classed as Hamites.

This name distinguishes this people from the Sem-

itic races, without throwing light on their origin.

Arabs appear also at intervals along the coast of

East Africa as far south as Portuguese East Africa

in considerable numbers. In the northern section

of this coast, along with the Arabs is foimd a race

of negroes commonly called Nubians, the result

apparently of mixtures of Arab, Egyptian, and
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negro noes. Abyssinia, the Somali coast, and the
Qalla country contain a large block of people of

the Hamite race, divided into groups, however,
by language as well as by reli^on. Along the
Upper Nile as far as the borders of Uganda and
esstward well toward the coast are foimd tribes of

another type of negroes generally called the Nilotic

group. The negroes of the western part of Africa

north of the equator are not all of the degraded type
that appears along the western coast. The Fulahs
are of an entirely different race, resembling the

Hamites, excepting in language. The Mandingoes
of the interior of Sierra Leone, Liberia, and the

Ivory Coast, are also of a higher type, although
their languages show no traces of northern or

Asiatic influence.

Throu^out Africa north of the equator small

detached bodies of Arabs are foimd at different

points; and in general the religious control of this

whole great region is with the Mohammedans.
For this reason north Africa is frequently spoken
of as " Mohammedan Africa." It should be borne
in mind, nevertheless, that throughout the region,

Dumy pagan tribes exist imder Mohammedan rulers.

South of the equator, generally speaking, the inhabit-

ants of central Africa, and indeed to the borders
of Cape Colony, are of the Bantu stock, often warlike

and of a much higher type of intelligence than the

negroes of the western coast. In the southwestern
part of the continent are remnants of the Hotten-
tots and Bushmen, once numerous in Cape Colony,

while throughout Cape Colony proper the natives

are known as " colored people," and represent a
residue of mixtures of races during centuries. A
coDsideiable number of Dutch and of British are

found in South Africa; and Portuguese, as well as

many Portuguese half-breeds, are numerous in

Angola and Portuguese East Africa. European
colonists are slowly entering the country on all sides

and from all nations, but more than half of the

continent can never be a fit residence for Euro-
peans and must remain in the hands of the negro
races.

This mixture of races stands in the place of a
historical record concerning the people of Africa.

Neither the Africans nor any others can read the
record. It is the misfortune of the people of this

continent to have no history except as appendages
to the outside world; and the whole mass of allu-

sions to them in ancient history has the vague
quality of tradition. Even the Roman records

lack precision, and remain generalities which throw
little light on the history of the actual people of

the continent.

8. TheOpeninir of Africa: The Mohammedan con-

quest, beginning about 640, added little to knowl-

edge of the continent, although the
^•^1m Arabs in time gave to the rest of

Arabs and
Porta* the world information about the fertile

negro land beyond the desert in the un-

limited region to which they gave the

name Sudan, " the Country of the Blacks." Eight
hundred years laterthe Portuguese imdertook a won-
derful series c^ explorations of the African coasts,

which between 1446 and 1510 began the process of

tamping the continent as a possession of Europe.

Portugal named every important feature of the Afri-

can coast as though she owned the whole continent,

which in fact she did as far as the coasts were con-

cerned. She ruled the west coast and the Cape of

Good Hope from Lisbon, and the east coast, as a
part of India, from Goa; and there were none but
the Arabs to dispute her sway. She introduced

missions also into her African possessions. But,

after the fashion of the times, a mission had no
objections to raise against maltreatment of the

people to whom the land belonged.

At last in the seventeenth century began what
may be called the third period of the opening of

Africa, the Arab invasion and the Por-
2. The tuguese occupation having been the

^iropeui ^"^ ^^^ second. The characteristic

Invasion, of this third period was a rush by every

European nation that could handle

ships to make the most money possible out of

a vast territory whose inhabitants had not the

ability to object. The Dutch took the Cape of

Good Hope; and the British, the French, and the

Spaniards all gained foothold in different parts of

the western coast, and imprinted the nature of their

enterprises upon the region by names which persist

to this day; such as the " Gold Coast," the " Ivory

Coast," the " Grain [of Paradise] Coast " and the
'' Slave Coast." When the slave-trade began, in

the seventeenth century, the Germans, the Swedes,

and the Danes also made haste to acquire territory

whence they could despoil the continent. North
Africa, however, remained in the fierce grip of Is-

lam. The history of Africa was still a history of

outsiders working their will upon the coimtiy.

At the end of the eighteenth century the nations

of the lesser European powers had all been dis-

possessed. Portugal held to her ancient acqui-

sitions about the mouths of the Kongo and the

Zambesi and began to try to discover what lay

back of these; Great Britain had replaced the Dutch
at the Cape of Good Hope, thus securing an exten-

sive region in which white men could live and
thrive; while France and Spain had some small

settlements on the northern part of the west coast

of the continent.

The slave-trade, during nearly 200 years as far

as Europe is concerned, and during uncounted cen-

turies as concerns the Asiatic countries, siuns up
history for the African people. They Imow little

else of their past; but they know that. That fear-

ful traffic transported Africa westward, imtil from
the Ohio River in the United States away south-

ward to the valley of the Amazon in Brazil and
throughout the West Indies, the population be-

came strongly and often predominantly African.

A fourth era begins for Africa with the prohi-

bition of the slave-trade by Denmark, Great Britain,

Holland, France, and Sweden (1792-
8. Prohl- 1819). It was the slave-trade and its

of^he ^on^rs which turned Protestant mis-

Slave- sionary activity toward Africa in the

Trade, earliest days of the nineteenth cen-

tury; and it was the discussion which
preceded the prohibition of slave-trading which
suggested the beginning of a systematic exploration

of Africa.
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A fifth period of African history is that of effect-

ive exploration of the interior by Europeans
- - between 1840 and 1875. In this

Szplora- pcnod the missionary Livingstone

tionfl preceded Stanley. But Stanley, fol-

and the lowing Burton and Speke and Grant

y^^j^ and Cameron, and seeking to find Liv-

ingstone, turned the attention of the

world to the vast commercial value of Africa. A sixth

period is the period of partition, beginningwhenGreat
Britain, after taking possession of many of the best

territories in the southern part of the continent,

occupied Egypt in 1882. In the eager rush of the

European powers which followed, the great conti-

nenthas been parceled out as a gold-field is parceled

out by prospectors who protect by men with guns
the stakes they have hastily driven into the soil,

and who only then sit down to estimate the value

of what they have secured in the scramble. So
to the present day the history of Africa is a history

of what outsiders have done in the continent rather

than of what the people of the country have done
or thought or plaxmed.

4. Beli^on and Kiasiona: A rapid survey of the

modem political divisions of Africa will be given

imder the name of each. It seems
l^Hatlve ^gii^ however, to make here a few
:R«"ilions.

ggjjgyjj remarks upon some religious

and social peculiarities of the people of the

continent as a whole. The religion of Africa in

its imtouched and natiu^ condition is not prop-

eriy idolatrous. There is almost always some sense

of a supreme being, who is a spirit, and from whom
all power has originally proceeded. The actual

religious observances of the people, however, except

where they have been affected by Mohammedanism
or by Christianity, are forms of spirit-worship

connected with the use of fetishes (see Fetibhibm).
M/^hfi.mmftHA.nigm has become an indigenous

religion in Africa. It rules absolutely the rdigious

thought of nine-tenths of the people
2. Mo- of the northern parts of the continent,

and controls in a less degree millions

south of the Sahara from the Nile

to the Niger. As a civUizing force Mohanunedan-
ism has value. The first thing the awakened negro
does imder Mohammedan influence is to obtain
a decent robe wherewith to cover himself. Islam
wherever it goes ends cazmibalism. Its scheme of

religious motive in life is to commend religion by
making it " easy ** to those who find restraint hard.

It teaches a certain proportion of the people to

recite Arabic litanies of praise to God, and to read
Arabic; but to the great mass of the negroes its

effect includes neither knowledge of Arabic nor
information on the dogmas of Islam. It encourages
war in a positive and very real sense; its slave-

r^ds know no amelioration through the change
from the tenth to the twentieth century; and they
are barely less brutalizing than the man-eating
raids which they have displaced. The weakness
of Mohanunedanism as a civilizing force is that it

can not raise men to a level higher than the old
Arabian civilization which it is proud to represent.
And it is a fact of the deepest meaning, from the
missionary point of view, that negroes who have

hanuned-

become Mohammedans aro equipped with an

assurance of righteousness and knowledge which

makes them almost impervious to Christian in-

struction.

The Protestant missions, on the other hand,

bring to their converts the Christian civilization

of the twentieth century with its

*• 1^5*"" blessings and enli^tenment. The

"Mimmi^^^ ,
belief that the commonest man will

be elevated by study of the Bible,

makes the literary culture of African languages

a first principle in every mission. More than

100 of the tribal dialects have been reduced

to writing, and have been given an elementary

Biblical study apparatus which improves as the

capacity of the people develops. In the process

the language itself becomes in some degree purified,

and its words enriched by more profound mean-

ings, until the language receives power to express

feelings. In South Africa hundreds of native

Protestant churches lead independent ecclesiastical

lives imder native pastors. It is perhaps too soon

to claim that anything b proved by the moderate

successes of a century of Protestant missions; but

at least it is not out of place to emphasize the wide

difference of aim between the two great branches

of the Christian Chureh now working for the regen-

eration of the tribes of Africa.

African missions encoimter diflSculty from the

European colonists. Their aim is quite different

from that of the colonists. This alone would make

friction and mutual opposition probable. But

the aim of the colonist is sometimes

i5*«t«^^^d
aggressivelyopposed to that of the mis-

Kloai^a. si^i^ry. That aim was frankly stated

by the German KoUmidU Zeilsthrift

early in 1904 as follows: " We have acquired this

colony not for the evangelization of the blacks,

not primarily for their well-being, but for us whites.

Whoever hinders our object must be put out of the

way." Such assmnption of the right of might

is found not only in German Southwest Africa;

but in the Portuguese colonies, where the slave-

trade is still brutally active; in some of the French

colonies, where the cruelties of the local adminis-

tration broke De Brazza's heart; and in the Kongo
Independent State, where mutilations and other

cruelties mark the Belgian rubber trade and are

glossed over by the assurance that the cutting off

of hands is an old native custom. The same spirit

often appears in British colonies in Africa, but

there it is repressed by the government. Where
the colonist acts on the " might is right " principle

the missionary works a stony soil.

The colonist has had occasion from the very

beginning of missions in Africa to complain that

one effect of them is to make the people

"mki^i self-assertive. This is not a fault,

jJove- provided the self-assertion does not

ment.** P^ss the limits of mutual right. Dur-

ing the last five or six years a move-

ment among the native Christians of South Africa

has attracted much attention. It is what is known
as the " Ethiopian movement." Its watchword
is " Africa for the Africans "; and its aim is to place

all African churehes under strictly African leader-
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ship. There is a political sound in some of the

utterances of the " Ethiopian " leaders; and the

local governments are on the alert to check any
developments along that line, more especially since

American Africans have taken a hand in the move-
ment. There appears to be some connection

between this movement and the revolt of the tribes

in the south of German Southwest Africa. What-
ever the final outcome, it appears certain that as

the African tribes learn to think for themselves

they must assert their manhood; and, however
foolish and futile some of the manifestations of this

growing manhood may be, the fact itself is a token
that ou^t to be welcomed. Through it Africa

may yet have a history of its own.
n. The Political Divisions of Africa: Abyssinia:

The only Christian coimtry of Africa which resisted

the Mohammedan irruption. It consists for the

most part of a mountain knot in which rise the

Atbara River and the Blue Nile, and lies between
the Egyptian Sudan and the Red Sea. Area about

150,000 sq. miles; popuktion about 3,500,000;

religion, a debased form of the Coptic Chureh with

over 3,000,000 adherents. There are also between
60,000 and 100,000 Jews (called Falashas, " ex-

iles'Oi and about 50,000 Mohammedans, besides

300,000 pagans. The prevailing language is the

Amharic with dialects in different sections. The
sacred books of the chureh are in Ethiopic or Geez.

The Gallas in the south have a language of their

own. In 1490 Portuguese explorers introduced

the Roman Catholic religion into Abyssinia. In

1604 a Jesuit mission was established which finally

won the adhesion of the emperor. Intrigues led

to their expulsion after about thirty years. The
Carmelites and Augustinians also engaged in the

.

work, but with no lasting results; the mission was
entirely abandoned in 1797. All attempts to reestab-

lish Roman Catholic missions were thwarted until the

eariy part of the nineteenth century. The Lazarists

succeeded about 1830 in gaining a foothold in vari-

ous provinces. They were again expelled from the

interior provinces, and now have their headquartersi

in the Italian territory of Eritrea (see below). A
strong missionary advance into Harrar is also being

made from Jibuti.

The eariiest effort to establish a Protestant

misfdon in Abyssinia was that of Peter Heyling,

a Uw student of Lilbeck. He went there in 1640,

won favor with the Abyssinian court circles, and
began to translate the Bible into colloquial Am-
haric. He was captured by Turks in 1652, and,

refusing to becomeaMohammedan, was decapitated,

leavingnotrace of his work. In 1752 Christian Fred-

erickWilliam Hocker, a Moravian physician, began a
penristent effort to establish a mission in Abyssinia.

But the mission got no further than Egypt, and was
recalled after the death of Hocker in 1782. In

1830 the Church Missionary Society established a
Dusnon in Abyssinia, which was broken up in 1838.

Later the London Society for Promoting Chris-

tianity among the Jews sent missionaries to the

Falaahas. Suspicions of political designs ham-
pered the missionaries; and in 1863 they were im-

priwmed by the emperor. A British military

expedition stormed Magdala, the capital, in 1868

and freed the captives; but the mission was not
again undertaken. In 1866 the Swedish National
Missionary Society began a mission in the border
of the province of Tigr6, near Massowah. For
fifteen years the mission made little progress,

suffering through the hostility of the people and
through attacks of disease. Then the earliest

converts were baptized, the first a GaUa slave,

and next a Mohammedan. In 1904 the society

had ten stations in Eritrea (see below) and had
succeeded in sending, with the consent of the

authorities, native preachers into the southern

Galla country west of Gojam. The Bible has a
limited cireulation in Abyssinia in several versions.

The old Ethiopic Chureh version has been revised,

and printed by the British Bible Society. The
whole Bible has been translated into Amharic
(1824), and into the southern Galla dialect (1898).

l?he New Testament has been rendered (1830) into

the Tigr^ dialect of the Geez, and single Gospels

into Falasha, into two Galla dialects, and into

Bogos. See Abtssinia and the Abyssinian
CHtJRCH.
Algeria: A French possession in northern Africa

extending southward from the Mediterranean a
somewhat imoertain distance into the Desert of

Sahara. Area about 184,474 sq. miles; population

about 4,739,000. The Algerian Sahara has about

198,000 sq. miles in addition, with a population

estimated at 62,000. Although Algeria is regarded

as a part of France, it still remains a Mohammedan
coimtry. The Mohammedan population is rather

vaguely estimated at about 4,100,000, considerable

uncertainty existing as to the number of inhabitants

of the mOitary district in the hinterland. The
Christian popidation of Algeria is chiefly Roman
Catholic (527,000). There are also about 25,000

Greeks, Armenians, and Copts, and about 30,000

Protestants. The number of Jews is 57,000. The
language of the country outside of the European
colonies is Arabic with several dialects of the Berber

language known here as Kabyle (i.e. " tribesman ")•

Algeria forms an archdiocese of the Roman Catholic

Chureh, and is the seat of the Algerian Missionary

Society organized through the energetic efforts of

Cardinal Lavigerie (q.v.), for missionary enter-

prises on the edge of the Sahara and in Senegambia

and other African districts as far south as Lake
Tanganyika. Protestant missionary enterprises

are represented in Algeria by the following: two
French societies working among the Jews; Miss

Trotter's educational mission; the Plymouth
Brethren, who have ten missionaries in different

cities in Algeria, but publish no statistics; a small

Swedish mission; and the North Africa mission,

which occupies four stations and carries on a num-
ber of small schools for Mohanmiedans. None of

these missions has a very large following among
the natives. In fact missionaries are not allowed

by the French authorities to engage in open evan-

gelization among Mohanunedans. The Arabic

version of the Bible has a limited cireulation in

Algeria. A colloquial version of some of the Gos-

pels has been prepared for the use of the common
people who have difficulty in understanding the

classical Arabic. Some parts of the Bible have
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been translated into the Kabyle dialect; and this

version, too, has a steady though small circulation.

A painful historical interest attaches to the town

of Bugia in Algeria as the scene of the martyrdom
in 1315 of Raymond Lully (q.v.), the missionary

to the Mohammedans.
Anffola: A colony of Portugal in West Africa,

with a coast-line extending from the mouth of the

Kongo River to the borders of German Southwest

Africa. It extends into the interior to the Kongo
Independent State. Area 484,000 sq. miles;

population about 4,000,000, of whom 1,000,000 are

rated as Roman CathoUcs. The Portuguese carried

Roman Catholic missions to Angola in the last

quarter of the fifteenth century, and a century later

established a full ecclesiastical hierarchy in the old

kingdom of Kongo, which lay on the left bank of

the Kongo. Large numbers of the people of the

old kingdom were converted to Christianity, even

the king of the Kongo tribes being baptized in 1490.

The residence of the king was at the place now
known as San Salvador, in the northern part of

Angola. This was the seat of the first Roman
Catholic bishops. The residence of the bishop

was afterward removed to St. Paul de Loanda on
the coast, and the buildings at San Salvador fell

into ruin as well as the human edifice of the Church

in that region. During a hundred years or more
the Church gave its blessing to the slave-trade,

even the missionaries engaging in it and the bishop

encouraging it. This confusion of missionary and
mercantile enterprises perhaps accounts for the

little progress made by early Christianity in Angola.

The present Roman Catholic missionary force is

in connection with the Congregation of the Holy
Ghost and Sacred Heart of Mary, the mission being

connected with the ecclesiastical province of Lisbon

(Ulysippo).

Protestant missions in Angola were commenced
in 1879 by the Baptist Missionary Society of Eng-
land, which occupied San Salvador and the northern

part of the Loanda district as a part of its Kongo
mission. The American Board opened a mission

partly supported by Canadian CongregationaUsts,

in the Benguela district in 1880. In 1882 the

Livingstone Inland Mission (English) established a

station, in connection with its Kongo mission, in

Portuguese territory at Mukimvika on the left

bank of the Kongo. This mission was turned over

to the American Baptist Missionary Union two
years later. In 1886 Bishop William Taylor (q.v.)

opened seven missionary stations in the district

of Loanda, which are now carried on by the Ameri-
can Methodist Episcopal Chiutsh. The Plymouth
Brethren also have a mission in Angola, and the

Swiss Phil-African Mission under Heli Chatelain

has a single station in Benguela, called Lincoln.

All of these missions make use of education, indus-

trial training, and medical aid to the sufiTering as

instruments for evangelizing and elevating the
people. Together these various Protestant mis-
sions report (1904) 65 missionaries (men and
women), 142 native workers, 50 schools of all classes,

4,235 pupils, with about 4,000 reputed Christians.

These I^*otestant missions have the commen-
dation of the higher and the secret execration of the

lower Portuguese officials; they are also hampered

by the open hostility of the Portuguese traders

and colonists; but they are encounged by the

growing desire of the natives to learn to read and

to be men. The native tribes of the interior are

numerous, and often separated by barriers of lan-

guage, although chiefly of Bantu stock. Parts of

the Bible have been translated into the Kimbundu,
and the Umbundu dialects, and printed respectively

at the presses of the Methodist Episcopal and the

American Board missions.

Basutoland: A native protectorate in South

Africa, governed by native chiefs under a British

commisBJoner. It lies north of Cape Colony, with

the Orange River Colony and Natal forming its

other boimdaries. Area 10,293 sq. miles; popu-

lation (1904) 348,500, of whom 900 are whites.

No white colonists are admitted to this territory.

The Basutoe belong to the Bantu race; and thdr

language is closely idlied to the Zulu-Kafir language.

About 300,000 of the people are pagans; about

40,000 are Protestant Christians; and about 5,000

are Roman Catholics. The capital of the territory

it Maseru, where the British commissioner resides.

The Protestant missions in Basutoland are main-

tained by the Paris Evangelical Missionary Society,

which entered the ooimtry under RoUand and

Semu^ in 1833, and by the Society for the Propa-

gation of the C>08pel, which began its work in 1875.

These two societies have about twenty-eight prin-

cipal stations and more than 200 outstations with

schools, seminaries, printing establishments, etc.

The Roman Catholic missions are erected into a

prefecture apostolic. They have 6,000 converts.

The missions are carried, on by Oblates of Mary the

Immaculate. Statistics are difficult to obtain,

since the reports do not separate work in Basutoland

from that of the Orange River Colony and Griqua-

land. The Bible has been translated by CasaKs

and Mabille of the Paris mission into the language

of the BasutoB, generally spoken of as Suto or

Lessuto (1837). There is also quite a CSiristian

literature in the same language.

BechtLanaland Protectorata: A British protector-

ate in South Africa, lying between the Molopo River

and the Zambesi, with German Southwest Africa

on the west, and Transvaal and Rhodesia on the

east. Area 275,000 sq. miles, much of it bemg
desert; population (1904) 119,772, besides 1,000

whites. It is governed by native chiefs, Khama,
Sebele, and Bathoen, each ruling his own tribe.

The British commissioner, who supervises all,

lives at Mafeking.

The country is traversed by the railway leading

from Cape Town northward. Among the regula-

tions is one which forbids the granting of licenses to

sell liquor. Somewhat over 100,000 of the people

are pagans, and about 15,000 are (Christians. The
Bible has been translated into the language of the

chief tribes, which is called Chuan or Sechuan (1831)

and single Gospels into Matabele and Mashona.
Roman Catholic missions in this territory are under
the charge of the Jesuits connected with the Zam-
besi mission. Statistics are very difficult to ob-

tain, but the Roman Catholic Church seems to have
about 3,000 adherents. Protestant miasions are
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carried on by the London Missionary Society, which
extended its work to this territory in 1862, and by
the Hermannsburg Mismonary Society of Germany,
which entered the territory in 1864. It is difficult

to obtain the exact statistics of either of these

societies, since the mission reports of both cover
land b^rond the borders of the Bechuanaland
Protectorate. It is estimated, however, that the
number oi their adherents is not far from 12,000.

Brltlflh JEast Aflrioa Pxoteotorata: A territory

under British control in the eastern part of Africa, in-

dudingcoftst lands ten mileswidenominally belong-

ing to Zanzibar. The protectorate extends inland to

the borders of Uganda. Area about 200,000 sq. miles.
While the coast r^^ions are on the whole not health-

ful, there is a broad belt of highland 300 miles back
from the coast which is most suitable for European
habitation; and it was upon this belt of highland

that the British government invited the Hebrew
ZionistB to establish a colony. A railway has been
constructed from Mombasa to Eisumu on the

Victoria Nyansa. The population is estimated at

4,000,000, of whom 500 are Europeans and about
25,000 Hindus, Chinese, Goanese, and other Asiatics.

Many Arabs are found in the coast districts, ea-

pedally in the northern part of the territory; and
with them are the mixed race called by the Arabs
SuahiU (" coast people ")• Inland the larger part

of the population is of the Bantu race; but there

are some powerful tribes like the Masai and Nandi
who are of Nilotic stock. In the northern part of

the country Gallas and Somalia are found. The
capital, Mombasa, has had a checkered history.

It was founded by the Arabs, who were in possession

when the Portuguese arrived in 1498. The Portu-

guese continued in power with various vicissitudes

until their colony was destroyed 200 years later

by the Arabs. The actual British acquisition of

this territory dates from 1886 to 1890.

Roman Catholic missions were established on this

coast by the Portuguese in the fifteenth century,

the stations being treated as an outlying district

of the ecclesiastical province of Goa on the west
coast of India. The missions followed the fortunes

of the Portuguese occupation. They were reestab-

lished in 1860 at Zanaibar. Protestant missions

began with the arrival of Johann Ludwig Krapf, of

the Church Miasbnary Society, in 1844. They were
foDowed by the United Methodist Free Chimsh in

1S61, the Leipsic Missionaiy Society in 1886, the

Nenkirehen Mianonary Institute in 1887, the Scan-
dinavian AlHanoe Mission of North America in

1892, and the African Inland Mission, an American
enterprise, in 1895. The Church of Scotland
Foreign IGssions Gomndttee is preparing to enter
the country also. All of these societies together

report 172 missionaries, 92 stations and outstations
with schools and hospitals, and about 11,000 ad-
herents. The languages of the tribes of this terri-

tory differ greatly from each other; and several

ernons of the Bible will have to be prepared for

them. A begmning has been made in translating

theGo^>ds into the Suahili, Nandi, Masai, Somali,
ttid Galla languages.

The iriands of Zanzibar and Pembtt, lying off

the coast of Gennan East Africa, politically belong

L-5

to this territory. Area of the two islands 1,020
sq. miles; population 200,000, including 10,000
East Indians and about 200 Europeans. Zanzi-
bar has played an important part in the history of

East and Central Africa since the beginning of the
seventeenth century, when the region was occupied
by Arabs of Muscat. It became a great center of

African trade, including the slave-trade. The
domains of the Sultan of Zanzibar extended along
the whole coast from Blozambique neariy to the

Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb. Since the begiiming of

the nineteenth century the influence of Great
Britain has been gradiially increasing, and so leading

up to the present protectorate. Germany obtained
the southern part of the possessions of Zanzibar on
the mainland; Italy bought in 1905 its possession

on the Somali coast; and a strip ten miles wide on
the coast of British East Africa alone remains to

the sultan of all his domains on the mainland, he
himself being under the tutelage of a British official.

Zanzfbar is the seat of a Roman Catholic bishop,

with missions conducted by the Congregation of

the Holy Ghost, in both islands and on the main-
land. The mission has about 3,500 adherents.

There are ten stations. Schools and hospitals,

conducted by Roman Catholic sisters, have been

built in the city of Zanzibar. Protestant missions

are represented by the Universities Mission which,

after abandoning the Shir6 country in 1861, moved
its headquarters to the city of Zanzibar. Here Bish-

ops William George Tozer, Edward Steere, and
Charles Alan Smjrthies prepared the way for ad-

vance into the interior. The mission has a very fine

cathedral and hospitals and schools in the isUmd of

Zanzibar, besides a line of stations on the mainland
in German East Africa, which extends to Lake
Nyassa. What has already been said of versions

of the Bible in British East Africa applies to Zan-

zibar also. The city of Zanzibar itself is a Babel

of all African nations and tribes.

Gape Colony: A British colony occupying the

southern part of the African continent; bounded
on the north by German Southwest Africa, Bechu-

analand, the Orange River Colony, Basutoland,

and Natal. The colony was founded by the Dutch
in 1652, was taken by the British in 1796, was
again given up to Holland in 1803, was reoccupied

by the British in 1806, and, finaUy, was ceded to

Great Britain in 1814. Area (1904), including

native states and Walfisch Bay on the coast of

Gennan Southwest Africa, 276,995 sq. miles;

population (1904) 2,405,552, of whom 580,380 are

white, and 1,825,172 are colored. Of the colored

population about 250,000 are a mixture of various

races; 15,000 are Malays; and the rest are Hotten-

tots, Kafirs, Fingoes, Bechuanas, etc. About
1,118,000 of the population are Protestants; 23,000

are Ronuin (Catholics; 20,000 are Mohammedans;
4,000 are Jews; while 1,226,000 are pagans. Ro-
man Catholic missions were represented in the

colony before the English occupation, by two
priests residing in Cape Town. In 1806, when the

British captured the colony, these priests were ex-

pelled. Sixteen years later two priests were again

stationed at Cape Town, without Uberty, however,

to go into the surrounding country. The existing
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misBion in the colony did not conunenoe until 1837,

when Raymond Griffith arrived. He had been an
Irish Dominican monk, was appointed vicar apos-

tolic and consecrated bishop by the Archbishop of

Dublin, Aug. 24, 1837. Roman Catholic missions

now occupy about 100 stations and outstations

in the colony. There are two vicariates and a
prefecture apostolic.

Protestant Christians do not seem to have worked
among the native population during the Dutch
period. In 1737 the Moravian George Schmidt
was sent to Cape Town, at the request of certain

ministers in Holland, to try to benefit the Hotten-

tots and the Bushmen. HIb success only served

to anger the colonists; and he was sent back to

Europe in 1742. Fifty years later, in 1792, the

Moravians were permitted to reopen their mission

in Cape Colony and it has been continued and
expanded until the present time, now extending

to the east and west. From 1822 to 1867 it had
charge of the leper settlement at Hemel en Aarde
and Robben Islimd. About 20,000 native Chris-

tians are connected with the Moravian mission.

The London Missionary Society began a mission in

Cape Colony in 1799 with Vanderkemp as its first

missionary, and with such men as Bfoffat, Living-

stone, Philip, and Mackenzie as his successors in a
long and brilliant history which through many
pains has added some 70,000 natives to the Chris-

tian body within the colony. The society has

moved its missions northward into Bechuanaland
and Rhodesia, one single station being still retained

at Hankey in Cape Colony as an educational center.

The Wedeyan Methodist Missionary Society of

England commenced a mission in the colony in

the year 1814 with Barnabas Shaw as its first

missionary. This mission afterward spread over

the whole of the colony, and extended into Natal,

Transvaal, Bechuanaland, and Rhodesia. The
oaie of the native congregations within the colony

now rests with the South African Methodist Chimsh,

which has connected with it native Christians to

the number of 113,600. The Glasgow Missionaiy

Society in 1821 sent two missionaries into Kaffraria

which has since been annexed to Cape Colony.

The Scottish missions have been greatly extended
and are now conducted under the United Free

Church of Scotland, having given to missionaiy

history such names as Ross and James Stewart,

the latter called by the British High Commissioner
" the biggest human " in the region. They extend
through Kaffraria into Natal and have a native

following of some 30,000. Their most prominent
work is in the great educational establishments of

Lovedale and Bljrthwood, which have tested and
proved the ability of the Kafir-Zulu race to become
civilized and useful. The Society for the Propa-
gation of the Gospel began a mission in Cape Colony
in 1821. This mission is now practically merged
into the diocesan work of the Anglican Church
which reports some 20,000 baptized native Chris-

tians. The Paris Missionary Society felt its way
into Basutoland from a station at Tulbagh (1830).

The Berlin Missionary Society (1834) with 38
stations and 10,000 adherents, and the Rhenish
(1829) and the Heimannsburg (1854) missionaiy

societies of Grermany also have extensive and suc-

cessful missions in Cape Colony. The African

Methodist Episcopal Church, the National Baptist

Convention, the Seventh-day Adventists, all from

the United States, the Plymouth Brethren, and

the Salvation Anny are also engaged in missioiiary

work at various points in this great colony.

Among the achievements of missions must be

reckoned the success of the Rev. Dr. John Philip of

the London Missionary Society in securing attention

on the part of the government to the infringement

of ordixiary rights of natives in the midst of a rush

of colonists inclined to regard the natives as meie

obstacles to be removed. Dr. Philip was calum-

niated and persecuted; but the authorities finally

understood that righteous treatment of the blacks

is a necessity to the prosperity of the colony. The

appearance in recent years of the " Ethiopian move-

ment " (see above, I., 4, § 5) has aroused much sus-

picion; nevertheless, the authorities aim to secure

justice to all, and more and more rely on mis-

sions to raise the moral standard of the n^ro
community. See Capb Colont.
CentralAftlca Protaotorate (British) : A territoiy

lying west and south of Lake Nyassa, and popu-

larly called Nyassaland. Its southern portion in-

cludes the Shir6 highlands and extends southward

along the Shir6 River as far as to the mouth of the

Ruo. Area 40,980 sq. miles; population estimated

at 990,000. Religion chiefly fetish-worship. About

300,000 of the people are Mohanunedans, and about

18,000 are diristians. There is, however, no

regular census, and these figures are mere estimates.

Europeans living in the protectorate niunber about

500; and there are about 200 East Indians con-

nected with the militaiy establishment. The lan-

guage of the Angoni hillmen is a dialect of Zulu; that

of the lake people is in several dialects of which that

known as Nyanja (" lake "), is becoming prevalent;

that of the eastern part of the Shir6 district is Yao.

Lake Nyassa was discovered by Dr. Livingstone

in 1859. The coimtry then was a select hunting-

ground of Arab slave-raiders from Zaniibar and of

the Portuguese from the Zambesi. Until 18d5,

when the slave-raids were stopped by the British

authorities, it is said that about 20,000 men, women,

and children each year were seised and made to

cany ivory to the coast. There they were sold

along with the ivory which they had painfully

borne for 500 miles. Into such an environment

missionaries went at the instance of Livingstone,

risking, and with disheartening frequency sacri-

ficing, life because they believed that the people

could be saved by teaching them the principles of

manhood. The Arabs and the Yao savages were

against them, the climate sapped their strength,

and even wild beasts attacked them. Yet the

nussionaries won the day, with their Bible, their

practical lessons in kindliness, and with their

schools, their industrial training, and their high

moral principles. The story of the founding of

the protectorate is a story of heroism and of the

power of the Bible which the devoted missionaries

gave to a people whose very speech was illiterate.

The Universities Biission, estiablished at Living-

stone's request, entered the Shir6 territory under
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Biahop Charies Frederick Mackenzie in 1861. The
hostility of the slave-raiders and the rigors of the
climate broke up the mission for a time, but it is now
thoroughly established at likoma Island in Lake
Nyassa, and in some sixty villages on the east shore
of the lake and among the Yao tribesmen in the

eastern part of the Shir6 district. The livingstonia

MiBBion of the Free Church of Scotland, entered
the country in 1875 and established its head-
quarters fint at Cape Maclear at the south end of

the lake, moving afterward to high land well toward
the northern end of the lake, where the Living-

stonia Institution now stands in a most salubrious

,

spot overiooking the western shore. This mission
has about 240 stations and outstations. The
schools, printing-house, hospitals, and industrial

training establishments of this mission are note-

worthy for completeness and beneficent influence

quite as much as for their conquest of the chaos
which existed when the missionaries arrived on the
field. The Church of Scotland founded a mission
in the Shir6 hi^ilands in 1876. The site was
chosen because the missionaries were too ill iand

exhausted to go farther than the little group of

native huts which seemed a haven of rest. Close

by that miserable village has arisen about the
nuasion the little town of Blantyre, whose post-

office is now a recognized station of the Universal
Postal Union. This mission has about forty stations

and outstations and a fine group of schools and
hospitals. The Zambesi Industrial Mission has
taken up a large tract of land lying to the north-
west of Blantyre and is teaching the natives to

cultivate coffee and other valuable crops. It has
about thirty schools in connection with its various

settlements. The South African (Dutch) Ministers'

Union of Cape Town established a mission in 1901
in the Angoni hiU-coimtry west of Lake Nyassa.
It has seven stations and is winning favor among the
people. All of these missions have been greatly

aided by a commercial enterprise known as the
African Lakes Corporation, formed in 1878 by
Scottish business men with the definite purpose of

cooperating with the missions in civUizing the
peo}^ of the protectorate. It has organized a
n^gular steamboat service on the lake and the
Shir^ River to the coast at Chinde, and is at last

on a paying business basis. The formal establish-

ment of the British protectorate over the lake
<iistrict took place in 1891. It is one of the marks
of progress in the civilization of the tribes of the
region that in 1904 a large section of the fierce

Angoni tribe volimtarily accepted British control
and British regulations. The missions named
above have about 190 missionaries (men and wom-
en), 985 native preachers and teachers, 25,000 chil-

dren in their schools, and about 16,000 professing

Christians on their rolls. Several of the languages
of the protectorate have been reduced to writing
and the Bible is in process of publication in the
Nytnja, several dialects of which, the Yao, the
Konde, and the Tonga, are now being unified.

The Angt»d tribe, in the western part of the
protectorate, being of Zulu race, are able to use the
Zulu Bible, of which a considerable number of
copes axe brought from South Africa every year.

Nyassaland is carried on the lists of the Roman
Catholic Church as a provicariate confided to the
care of the Algerian Missionary Society. But
beyond 10 missionaries, 2 schools, and 1,000 ad-
herents little can be learned of the progress of the
mission.

Dahomey: A French possession in West Africa

having a coast-line of seventy miles between Togo-
land and the British colony of Lagos, and extending
northward to the French territory of Senegambia
and the Niger. The French gained their first

footing on this coast in 1851. Area 60,000 sq.

miles; population estimated at about 1,000,000,

conmionly of unmixed negro stock. Capital, Por-

to Novo on the coast. About sixty miles of rail-

way have been built and 400 miles are projected.

It is worth noting that of the whole value of the

annual imports into Dahomey one-fourth represents

the liquor traffic. A Roman Catholic mission has
existed for some years under the direction of the

Lyons Seminary for Missions in Africa. There
are twenty-two missionaries and fifteen schools.

The number of the Roman Catholics in the mission

is estimated at about 5,000. The only Protestant

mission is that of the Wesleyan Missionary So-

ciety with a central station at Porto Novo. It has

two missionaries who are of French nationality

and it occupies ten outstations in the interior.

The number of professing Protestant Christians is

about 1,000.

Egypt: A tributary province of the Turkish em-
pire lying on the Mediterranean Sea east of Tripoli,

and touching Arabia on the east at the Isthmus
of Suez. Area (excluding the Sudan) about 400,000
sq. miles, of which the Nile Valley and Delta,

comprising the most of the cultivated and inhab-

ited land, cover only about 13,000 sq. miles. The
country is ruled by a hereditary prince called the

Khedive, imder British tutelage and control.

Population (1897) 9,734,405. Capital, Cairo. The
Mohammedan popiilation of Egypt numbers about

8,979,000. Of the Christians 648,000 belong to

the Oriental Churches, 608,(XX) being connected

with the Coptic or Old Egyptian Chimsh. There
are also 56,000 Roman Catholics and 27,000 Protes-

tants. About 25,(XX) of the population are Jews.

The Roman Catholic establishments in Egypt date
from the beginning of the seventeenth century,

being at that time connected with the orders in

charge of the holy places at Jerusalem. The
present apostolic vicariate of Egypt was established

in 1839. Roman Catholic missions in Egypt are

imder the minor Franciscan friars and the Lyons
Seminary for Missions. There are also Lazarists,

Jesuits, and Sisters of the Order of the Good Shep-
herd, Sisters of the Order of the Mother of God,
Sisters of the Order of San Carlo Borromeo, and
Sisters of Our Lady of Sion. There are about ninety

schools, besides orphanages, hospitals, and other

benevolent establishments. Protestant missions

are carried on by the American United Presbyterian

Mission (1854), the Church Missionary Society

(in its present form 1882), the North Africa Mission,

the Egypt General Mission, the Church of Scotland

Committee on Missions to the Jews, the London
Jews Society, the American Seventh-day Adventist
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Medical Biisaons, the (German) Sudan Pioneer

MiBsion, and the (German) Deaconesses of Eaisers-

werth (1S57). The United Presbyterian Biission

is the largest of these missions, occupying stations

throughout the Nile Valley and in the Sudan. All

together these missions report 166 stations and
outstations, 154 missionaries, with 515 native

workers, 171 schools, with over 14,000 pupils and
students, ten hospitals and dispensaries, two pub-
lishing houses, and about 26,000 adherents. Under
British control religious liberty is more or less

assiured. As a consequence Mohammedans are

also included in small numbers among the mission

converts. The Ghurch Missionary Society's mis-

sion publishes a weekly paper in Arabic and English

expressly for Mohammedans. The Bible in Arabic,

translated and printed at the expense of the

American Bible Society in Beirut, is circulated

throughout Egpyt, Arabic being the language of

the people. See Eotft.
Brltrea: An Italian possession in Africa extending

670 miles along the coast of the Red Sea and inland

to Abyssinia and the Egyptian Sudan. Area about

85,500 sq. miles; population (estimated) 450,000,

of whom about 3,000 are Europeans. The capital

is Asmara. The native population of Eritrea is

chiefly nomadic. In religion more than 100,000

may be reckoned Mohammedans; 17,000, Roman
Catholic; 12,000, of the Eastern CSiurches; 1,000,

Protestants; and 500, Jews. The remainder of

the population is pagan, belonging to difiFerent

races. Roman Catholic missionaries have made
this region a basis of operations in Abyssinia for

nearly three centuries, having been expelled from

Abyssinia proper a number of times. Their cen-

tral establishments are now at Massowah (Massaua)

and Keran, where they have a hospital, schools,

and two or three orphanages. Protestant missions

in Eritrea also directed toward the Abyssinian

population are carried on by the Swedish National

Society. They have 10 stations on the borders of

Tigr^ and in the province formerly known as Bogos
with about 15 schools, a hospital, a dispensary,

and a small but growing band of evangelical Chris-

tians. The Swedish missions have done good
service in securing a translation of the Bible into

the Galla language (1898), and through trained

native workers have succeeded in establishing

themselves among the Galla people in the south

of Abyssinia.

Frenoh Ghilnea: A territory forming a part of the

newly organized administrative region known as

French West Africa. It lies on the coast between
Portuguese Guinea and the British colony of Sierra

Leone, extending inland some 400 miles to the

district of Senegambia and the Niger. Area about

95,000 sq. miles; population estimated at 2,200,000.

About 1,000,0C)0 are Mohammedans; more than

1,000,000 are pagans; 1,000 are Roman Catholics,

and 500 are Protestants. The capital is Konakry;
from which place a railway is now under construc-

tion to the Niger River. French colonization in

this district began as long ago as 1685, but its

development has only been of recent date (1843).

The government is imdertaking in this, as in all

other parts of French West Africa, to introduce

a uniform system of education. This, if carried

out, will prove of inesUmable advantage to the pop-

ulation. The Roman Catholic mission in French

Guinea is carried on by the Lyons Congrega-

tions of the Holy Ghost and of the Immacu-

late Heart of Mary. There are about 10 mis-

sionaries with 12 schools. A Protestant missionary

enterprise, following one commenced in 1804 by

the Church Missionary Society, is carried on in

the Rio Pongas region by West Indian Christians

aided by the Society for the Propagation of the

(}o8pel. The missionaries are colored men from

, the West Indies specially chosen for this work,

which has been undertaken with the thought of

making amends to Africa for the wrongs inflicted

upon its people by England and her colonies. The

New Testament has been translated into the Susu

language (1858).

Frenoh ILongoi A French colonial possession

which occupies the west coast of Africa between

the Spanish possessions of the Rio Muni on the

borders of the Kongo Independent State and Kam-
enm, and which extends inland to Lake Chad.

The Fr^ich occupation began in 1841 in a small

colony on the Gabim River. Its extension to the

Kongo River followed the explorations of De

Brazza, between 1875 and 1880. Area about 450,-

000 sq. miles; population estimated at from 8,000,-

000 upward. Capital, Libreville on the Gabun.

Adjoining this territory in the Lake Chad region,

Bagirmi, comprising some 20,000 sq. miles, and

Wadai, with 170,000 sq. miles, in 1903 submitted

to the French control. These two territories are

strongly Mohammedan. French Kongo proper

has about 3,500,000 Mohammedans in its northern

sections, the remainder of the people being pagans

of the usual African type. In race the people of

the coast are not of the Bantu stock found in the

interior.

Roman (Catholic missions are carried on by the

Congregation of the Sacred Heart of Mary and the

Algerian missionary order. The ecclesiastical cen-

ter is Santa Maria on the Gabun, where is the vicari-

ate, erected in 1842 under the name, at first, of

" the apostolic vicariate of both Guineas." In the

Roman Catholic mission there are about fifty priests

and about thirtyschools ynth about 5,000 adherents.

Protestant missions were established in 1842 by

missionaries of the American Board. The mission

was afterward transferred to the American Presby-

terian Board (North), and later for political reasons

the interior stations were passed over to the French

missionaries of the Paris Evangelical Missionary

Society. Together these two missions have ^
missionaries and about 1,200 adherents. The

languages having been reduced to writing by mis-

sionaries, the Bible has been translated into Mpon-
gwe (1850-74) and Benga (185^-88), and various

parts have been translated into Dikele, Fang (also

called by the French Pahouxn), Bulu, and Galwa.

Gambia: A British colony and protectorate lying

on both sides of the Gambia River, extending some

250 miles inland from its mouth and dosdy henmied

in by the French West African territory. The

colony was commenced in 1662. Area, estimated

(1903), 3,061 sq. miles; population, estimated
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(1903), 163,781; capital, Bathunt on the Island

of Saint Mary. There are about 90,000 Moham-
medans in the colony, 56,000 pagans, 4,000 Roman
OatholioB, and 2,000 Protestant Christians. All

of these figures, however, are estimates, excepting

as to the colony proper. The Roman Catholic

misBion is under the care of the Lyons Seminary
for Missions in Africa, and carries on two or three

schools. The Protestant mission is carried on by
the Wed^an Methodist Missionary Society which
entered the colony in 1821. It has 7 outstations,

4 sehoob, and about 2,000 adherents in the colony.

The Society of Friends established a mission in

this colony in 1822, and schools were carried on by
Hannah "fnih^tin until her death in 1832, when the
mission was given up. The history of the Protes-

tant missions here includes |a very considerable

Ion of life among the missionaries, due to the im-
healthfulnesB of the country. The Arabic Bible
is used to a limited extent, and parts of the Bible

have been translated also into the Wolof and Man-
dingo languages.

Oerman East Africa: A German colony and
sphere of influence lying on the east coast of Africa,

between British East Africa and Portiiguese East
Africa, and extending inland to Lakes Nyassa and
Tanganyika. Area about 384,000 sq. miles;

population (estimated) 7,000,000, including 1,437

Europeans. There are about 15,000 Arabs, In-

dians, Chinese, and other Asiatics in this territory.

A railway has been built from Tanga on the coast

about ei^ty miles inland to Eorogwe; it is to be
carried idtimately to Lake Tanganyika. In relig-

ion the people of the country are: pagans, about

6,500,000; Mohammedans, for the most part near
the coast, 300,000; Hindus, Buddhists, etc., 12,000;

Roman Catholics, 20,000; Protestants, 7,000.

Roman Catholic missions are carried on by the

Congregation of the Holy Ghost, the Trappists,

the Boiedictines, and the Algerian Missionaiy

Society. They have extensive establishments about
the northerns^ eastern shores of Lake Tanganyika,
and report 58 stations, 195 missionaries, 77 nuns,

and 295 schools with 17,823 scholars. It is possible

that a part of the figures here given refer to mm-
aooB lying beyond the border of the Kongo Inde-

pendent State. Ecclesiastical jurisdiction centers

at Zanaibar. The Protestant missions are carried

on by the Church Missionary Society, the Univer-
sities Mission, the German East Africa Mission,

the Leipsic Missionaiy Society, the Moravian
Chureh, and the Berlin Missionaiy Society. The
two last-named societies are active at the north
end of Lake Nyassa; and the Moravians are ex-

tending stations thence northward. The Univer-
aties Mission has stations ak>ng the Rovuma River
and on the eastern shore of Lake Nsrassa. The
Beriin society has a station at Dar-al-Salam on
the Indian Ocean; and the other German societies

have their stations mostly along the northern
boundary and in the foothflls of Moimts Eilima-
Njaio and Mweru. All these societies together
report 60 central stations, 123 missionaries, and
230 schools with about 11,000 scholars. The
Letpaic society haa a printing-press, and pubUshes
a newspaper at one of the KiUmarNjaro stations.

The Suahili version of the Bible is used along the
coast (completed in 1892). The New Testament
has been translated into Yao (1880) and Gogo
(1887). Some of the Gospels have been translated

into Bondei, Chagga, Kaguru, Nyamwezi, Sagalla,

Shambale, and Sukuma, and the trandation is

progressing in several of these as the people acquire
a taste for reading.

German Southweet Aitloa: A Greiman colony and
protectorate on the west coast of Africa, lying south
of Angola and bounded on the east and south by
Cape Colony and the Bechuanaland protectorate.

Area 322,450 sq. miles; population about 200,000,

composed of Namaquas (Hottentots) and Damaras,
with Hereros and Ovambos in the north, who are

of Bantu stock. The European population num-
bers 4,682. Walfisch Bay on this coast is a British

possession belonging to Cape Colony. The seat of

administration is Windhoek. The chief seaport is

Swakopmund, whence a railway of 236 miles

leads to Windhoek. The Hereros in the north
and the Namaquas in the south have been
at war against the German authorities since 1904,

and the colony haa suffered much in consequence.

Roman (Catholic missions are carried on by the
Oblates of Htlnfeld, and the Oblates of St. Francis

of Sales (Vienna). The latter have 2 missionaries

and 4 nuns. The other missions have been dis-

turbed by the war, and statistics are not given.

Protestant missions are carried on by the Rhenish
Missionary Society of Germany, and the FLoland

Missionary Society. Together these societies had
about 16,000 adherents before the war; but recent

statistics are lacking, a number of the stations

having been destroyed. The Bible has been trans-

lated into Namaqua (1881), and the New Testa-

ment into Herero (1877). Some Gospels have
been completed in Kuanyama and Ndonga
(Ovambo).
Gold OoBMt Colony: A British crown colony and

territory stretching for 350 miles along the Gulf

of Guinea, in West Africa, between the Ivory Coast

and Togoland. Area 119,260 sq. miles; population

1,500,000. About 32,000 of the people are Moham-
medans; 35,000, Protestants; 6,000, Roman Catho-
lics; and the rest are pagans of the animist type
with deep veneration for fetishes. The Roman
Catholic missions are connected with the Lyons
Seminary for African Missions, and have 16 mis-

sionaries with 13 schools. Protestant missions

were commenced in 1752 by the Society for the

Propagation of the Gospel. As a result of this mis-

sion an African, Philip Quaque, was taken to

England, educated, ordained, and returning to

the Gold Coast, preached there for some fifty years.

The missions now existing are those of the Basel

Missionary Society, the Wesleyan Methodist Mis-

sionary Society (England), the National Baptist

Convention (U. S. A.), and, since 1905, the Society

for the Propagation of the Gospel. These missions

together report 875 places of regular worship, 82 mis-

sionaries (men and women), 1,088 native workers,

235 schools with 11,557 schokrB, and 34,835 Chris-

tian adherents. The missions make steady prog-

ress; but, at the same time, they point out that

Mohammedanism is also making progress among
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the pagans. Kumafisi, the former capital of Ashan-
tiland, is now connected with the coast by a railway

168 miles long; and light steamers are used on the

Volta River. An artificial harbor is being con-

structed at Sekondi, the coast terminal of the rail-

way. The Bible has been translated into Akra
(1844-^) and Otshi (1870). The New Testament
has been translated into Fanti (1884) and Ew6
(1872). Progress has been made toward com-
pleting the Bible in both of these dialects.

Ivory OoMit: A French territory included in the

great administrative region known as French West
Africa. It has its coast-line between Liberia and
the British Gold Coast Colony, and extends inland

to the territory of Senegambia and the Niger. The
French first obtained possessions on this coast in

1843. Area 200,000 sq. miles; population about

3,000,000, of whom 300 are Europeans. In religion

about 260,000 are Mohammedans; about 1,000,

Roman Catholics; and the rest, pagans. The
capital is Bingerville. A railway is being con-

structed inland from Bassam, of which 110 miles

are nearly finished. The only missions in the

country are carried on by the Lyons Seminary for

Missions in Africa (Roman Catholic). There are

said to be 16 priests, who have 7 schools and some
orphanages.

Kamemn: A protectorate and colonial possession

of Germany, occupying the west coast of Africa

between French Kongo and Nigeria. Inland it

extends in a northeasterly direction to Lake Chad.

Area about 191,000 sq. miles; population (esti-

mated) 3,500,000, of whom (in 1904) 710 were

whites. The native population is largely of the

Bantu race, with tribes of Sudan negroes inland.

Capital, Buea. The German annexation took

pliu;e in 1884. Roman Catholic missions have been

active in this region since 1889, and are in charge

of the Pallotin Missionary Society of Limburg.

They report 7 stations, 34 missionaries, 20 nuns,

2,418 pupils in their schools, and 3,780 Roman
Catholic Christians. Protestant missions were

commenced by Alfred Saker of the Baptist Mission-

ary Society (England) in 1844, he having been

expelled from Fernando Po by the Spanish govern-

ment. With the German colonization of Kamerun
(1880-82) difficulties arose, and the Baptist mission

was turned over to the Basel Missionary Society, T.

J. ComberandG . Grecfell of the Baptist mission going

south to found a mission on the Kongo. A con-

siderable body of the native Baptists declined to

accept the transfer, and the German Baptists of

Berlin sent missionaries to care for them. The
German Baptist mission reports 14 missionaries,

1,400 pupils, and 2,170 professed Christians. The
Basel Society's mission, established in 1885, has
extended inland, and reports (1905) 64 missionaries,

163 native workers, 6,452 pupils, and 6,422 pro-

fessed Christians. The eagerness of the natives

to leam to read is remarkable. The American
Presbyterians (North) opened a mission in the

southern part of the country in 1885-93, which
has 30 missionaries, 27 stations and outstations,

15 schools, a hospital, and about 3,000 professing

Christians. The entire Bible was translated into

Dualla by the Baptists in 1868, and a version of

the New Testament in the same language, which

others than Baptists can use, was issued in 1902.

The Benga Bible, used in the Rio Muni colony, is

circulated to some extent in the south of Kamenm,
and parts of the Bible have been translated into

Isuba and Bala.

KonflTo Independent State: A region occupying in

general the basin of the Kongo River and its tribu-

taries in West Central Africa. It touches the

seacoast by a narrow neck that extends along the

right bank of the river to its mouth. The left

bank is held by Portugal. By international agree-

ment in 1885 the state was placed under the sover-

eignty of King Leopold II. of Belgium. H. M.

Stanley, who first explored the region, was its

first administrator. International resolutions de-

clare the navigation of the Kongo and its branches

free to all, and proclaim the suppression of the

slave-trade and the protection of the native inhab-

itants. The region has highlands well adapted to

the residence of Europeans, and its natural wealth,

although but slightly devdoped, is probably veiy

great. The state appears to be administered

upon the ancient coloxdal theory of deriving reve-

nue from it at all hazards. Great tracts of its

territory have been passed over to trading com-

panies, the first condition of whose concessions is an

obligation to pay the king of Belgium from 40 to

45 per cent, of their gains. The result has been

abuses. The trading companies are charged with

forcing the natives to work, treating them in fact

as slaves, flogging and killing or mutilating them

when they fail to obey orders. Iifissionaries made

facts of this nature known, and King Leopold

appointed a commission to examine the situation,

with the result that many terrible outrages were

foimd to be habitually committed by the armed

guards organized by the trading companies. The

commission, while inclined to justify severe meas-

ures, as necessary to lead the natives to woik,

reconmiended that the trading companies be for-

bidden to use armed guards or to require forced

labor from the people of the districts which they

administer. There is some hope of an amelioration

of conditions in consequence. The capital is

Boma, at the mouth of the Kongo River.

The area of the state is estimated at about 900,-

000 sq. miles; population estimated at from 15,-

000,000 to 30,000,000. The white people number

2,483. For the most part the people of the Kongo
are of the Bantu race. Every tribe has its own
dialect, so that the number of dialects is consid-

erable. Roman Catholic missions were estabhahed

in the Kongo region in the latter part of the fifteenth

century. It should be remembered, however, that

these early missions were almost entirely in what

is now still Portuguese territory. Nothing seems

to have been undertaken at that time in the interior

of what is now Kongo State. At the present time

the Roman Catholic missions extend along the river

and in the Ubangi district. They have founded

a number of stations also in the Tangan3rika region.

Schools, industrial work, and agricultural opera-

tions are carried on with considerable success.

Some of the natives have been trained by the mis-

sionaries in Europe as physicians, and render good
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service na such. Statistios of the miaaions are not
deaily given, but seem to show about 20,000 con-
verts. Protestant miasionB in this region quickly
followed the explorations of H. M. Stanley. The
livingBtone Inland Mission from Elngland com-
menced work on the lower Kongo in 1878, but
their stations were shortly transferred to the
American Baptist Missionary Union. The Baptist

Misrionary Society of England established a mis-
sion on the upper river in 1879 having for its pio-

neers Grenfell, Comber, and Bentley ; the Plymouth
Brethren, ledby F. S.Amot, in theGarenganse region
in 1881; the Regions Beyond Missionary Union,
in the Balolo district of the upper Kongo in 1889;

the American Presbyterians (South), led by S. N.
Lapsley, on the Kassai River in 1891; the Swedish
Misaionaiy Society on the ri^t bank of the lower

Kongo in 1882. These missionary societies have
about 200 missionaries and nearly 1,000 native

workers, with schools, hospitals, industrial estab-

lishments, including printing-houses, and about
15,000 adherents. Several missionary steamers
ply on the great river. Ekiucational work is rapidly

expanding, the natives showing the greatest eager-

ness to learn to read. The Belgian commission
of inquiry in its report (1905) paid a high tribute

to the value of these miasiona in singling out the
fieki of the Baptiat Miasionary Society as a district

where the natives have been taught to work
and are noticeably industrious. Several of the

dialects of the region have been reduced to writing

by the missionaries. The whole Bible has been
printed in Hoti (completed 1904); the New Testa-

ment, in Kongo (1893); and parts of the New Testa-

ment, in the Td^e, Liba, Bopoto, Bolegin, Bangi,

Nsembe, and Balolo. These latter translations

are more or less tentative, and will hardly be en-

larged more rapidly than the increase of readers

may demand. In the mean time the Fioti Bible
can be understood by people using other dialects

in ordinaiy speech.

Lacos: A British colony and protectorate in

WesternAfrica lying on the coast between Dahomey
and Southern Nigeria, and extending inland to the

French territories of the middle Niger. Area,

including Yorubaland and the protectorate, 25,-

450 sq. miles; population (estimated) 1,500,000.

The great mass of the population are pagan fetish-

worsUpers. There are some 7,000 Mohammedans,
15,000 Roman Catholics, and 32,000 Protestants.

A railway has been built from Lagos to Ibadan in

the Yoruba country, with a branch to Abeokuta.
The Yoruba chiefs are allowed to govern their

land under British supervision.

Roman Catholic missions are under the Lyons
Seminary for African Missions. They report 27
priests, 24 schools, and several charitable institu-

tions. The Protestant missions are carried on by
the Qiurch Missionary Society and a native pastor-
i^te in cooperation with it; by the Wesleyan Metho-
dist Missionary Society; by the Southern Baptist

Omventaon (1856); andby the National Baptist Con-
vention (U. 8. A.). The whole Protestant mis-
sionary body has 180 stations and outstations, 55
wilwnnaries (men and women), 317 native workers,
110 schools with 7,000 scholars, and 3 hospitals

and dispensaries. The government maintains
Mohammedan and pagan schools, but the pupils

availing themselves of this privilege of non-Chris-

tian education in 1902 were only 192. Abeokuta
was evangelized in the first instance about 1842
by freed slaves who had been taught Christianity

in Sierra Leone, 1,000 miles to the westward, and
who led the people of the city to invite the Church
Missionary Society to send missionaries there.

This was done in 1846. A remarkable man con-
nected with this mission in its early days was
SamuelCrowther (q. v.) , rescued as aboyfrom a Por-
tuguese slaver, educated, and sent as a preacher to

Abeokuta where he found his relatives. He after-

ward was consecrated bishop of the Niger in CJanter^

bury Cathedral, and rendered admirable service

to the mission during a long life. The assistant

bishop of Yorubaland, now, is a full-blooded African.

In 1903 the paramoimt chief of Abeokuta visited

London to do homage to the king, and at the same
time called at the offices of the Cihurch Missionary

Society and the Bible Society to express thanks
for great services rendered to his people. The
Bible has been translated into Yoruban (1850),

and the New Testament into Hausa (1857). One
of the Gospels has been tentatively translated into

Igbira.

Llbexla: An independent repubHc in Western
Africa which has grown out of an effort to colonize

freed slaves from America. The first settlement

was made in 1822. The republican government
was organized in 1847. The coast of the republic

extends from Sierra Leone to the Ivory Coast
Colony. The territory extends about 200 miles

inland, and is hemmed in on the eaat by French
territory. Only a region extending about 25 or

30 miles inland from the coast, however, is effect-

ively administered by the republic. Area about

45,000 sq. miles; population (estimated) 2,000,000,

about 20,000 of whom are of Americcm origin.

The language of the republic is English. Several

native dialects are foimd among the tribes of the

interior. It is estimated that there are about

850,000 Mohanmiedans and somewhat over 1,000,-

000 pagans in Liberia, with about 500 Roman
Catholics and 25,000 Protestant Christians. Ro-
man Catholic missions are dependent upon their

headquarters at Free Town in Sierra Leone.

The missionaries belong to the Congregation of the

Holy Ghost and Sacred Heart of Mary. Since

1903 there has been a separate missionary juris-

diction confided to the Marist Fathers. Protes-

tant missions in Liberia were commenced by the

American Baptist Convention through the Rev.
Lott Carey, who went to Monrovia in 1822. After

disease had carried off many victims among the

missionaries the mission was given up. The
Presbyterian Church (North) established a mission

in Liberia in 1833, which was also given up on ao-

coimt of the ravages of disease among the mis-

sionaries. The American Methodist Church estab-

lished a mission at Monrovia in 1833, of which the

Rev. Melville B. Cox was the pioneer. This

mission ia still carried on with a great measure dt

success. The American Protestant Episcopal

Church established a mission at Cape Palmas in
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1834, with the Rev. John (afterward Bishop) Payne
as one of the first missionaries. This mission is

still carried on with considerable success, about
twenty of the mission clergy being from the Grebo
tribe of natives. The American Board established

a nussion at Cape Palmas in 1834, the Rev. J. L.

Wilson being one of the earliest missionaries. On
account of the unhealthfulness of the region the

missionaries and a number of their adherents

removed in 1842 to the Gabun district in what is

now the French Kongo colony, transferring their

buildings and other immovables in Liberia to the

Protestant Episcopal Mission. The National Bap-
tist Convention established a mission in Liberia in

1853, and the Evangelical Lutheran General Synod
of North America also Cbtablished a mission in

1860 which is doing good industrial work. These
societies together report 92 missionaries and 182

native workers operating at 168 stations, with

schools, hospitals, printing-presses, and industrial

institutions. Parts of the New Testament have
been translated into Grebo (1838). See Libsbia.

Xorooco: An independent Mohammedan empire

in Northwest Africa having a coast-line on the

Mediterranean and on the Atlantic Ocean. The
country is gradually falling under the direction of

France. Area 219,000 sq. miles (the southern

frontier, however, is not definitely fixed); popu-
lation (estimated) 5,000,000, being composed of

Berbers, Tuaregs, and Arabs. In name, at least,

the greater part of the population is reckoned as

MohammedsJi. There are about 150,000 Jews
and about 6,000 Christians of the Roman Catholic

and Eastern churches, with a few Protestants.

An apostolic prefecture of the Roman Catholics

was established at Tangier in 1859, and under it

are about forty priests in different cities of Morocco.

Protestant missions are carried on by the North
Africa MissiQn (1881), the Gospel Mission Union
(U. S. A., 1894), and the Southern Morocco Mis-

sion (1888); besides some workers among the

Jews in Tangier. There is little religious lib-

erty in Morocco, and there seems to be but little

growth of the Protestant community.
Natal : A British colony in South Africa lying on

the eastern coast between Cape Colony and Portu-

guese East Africa. It is bounded inland by the

Transvaal, the Orange River Colony, and Basuto-

land. Area 35,306 sq. miles; population (1903)

1,039,787. Of these, 877,388 are Zulu-Kafiis;

97,857, Asiatics; and 82,542, Europeans. About
850,000 of the population are pagans, 30,000 are

Hindus, 14,000 are Mohammedans, 15,000 are

Buddhists or Confucians, 22,000 are Roman Catho-
lics, and 73,000 are Protestants. The country
takes its name from the whim of Vasco da Gama,
the Portuguese navigator, who happened to arrive

at the coast on Christmas day. Roman Catholic

missions are imder the care of the Oblates of Mary
the Inunaculate; they report 50 missionaries

and 7 native clergy, with 55 schools and several

orphanages and hospitals. Their ecclesiastical

center is at Pietermaritzburg, the seat of a vicar

apostolic. The local Anglican, Wesleyan, and
Dutch Reformed congregations all carry on mis-
sionary work; and, besides these, the following

eleven missionary societies are at woric in Natal:

the American Board (1835), whose early mission-

aries were, Daniel Lindley, Robert Adiuns, Aldin

and Lewis Grout, and Josiah Tyler; the United

Free Church of Scotland; the Society for the

Propagation of the Gospel, both of which en-

tered Natal as an extension of work in Kafifraria;

the Berlin Missionary Society; the Hennannsburg
Missionary Society; the Norwegian Missionaiy So-

ciety; the Swedish Evangelical Mission Covenant;
the Free Methodists of North America; the South
Africa General Mission; the National Baptist

Convention; and the Plymouth Brethren. All

these societies together report 192 stations and
outstations, 106 missionaries (men and women),
612 native workers, 161 schools with 7,016 pupils,

2 hospitals, and one printing-house. Many of the

native churches formerly connected with the older

missions are now independent and self-supporting,

and do not appear on the mission statistics because

reckoned as churches of the country. Many of the

tribal chiefs, who are pagans and polygamists of

a rank order, but who nevertheless treat mission-

aries as benefactors, oppose the CShristian Church
with all their might as tending to make their " sub-

jects " think for themselves and question the

commands of hereditary despots. The British

authorities are inclined to hamper the freedom of

the missions on account of their suspicion of " Ethi-

opianism." At present a native preacher may not

officiate in a church unless under the immediate
supervision of a responsible white clergyman.

The Bible has been translated into Zulu (1851-

83). This is one of the most important of the

African versions published by the American Bible

Society. It has a range of circulation extending

to Lake Nyassa and into Bechuanaland.
Hlseria: A British territory and sphere of influ-

ence in West Africa lying on the coast between
Lagos and Kamerun, and extending inland between
the German and the French possessions as far as

Lake Chad. It is divided into Northern and
Southern Nigeria. Lagos with its protectorate

is naturally a part of the region, but at present is

separately adxninistered. Area: Northern Nigeria,

315,000 sq. miles; Southern Nigeria, 49,700 sq.

miles; population (estimated for the whole great

region) 23,000,000. It is estimated that the

Mohaxnmedan part of the population numbers
about 10,000,000, and the pagan part about 13,-

000,000. This is mere guesswork, since the country
is not even explored. In all the coast regions the

pagans, of the most degraded class of fetish-wor-

shipers, predominate. In Northern Nigeria the

Mohammedan element is the ruling one (under

British restraint), but there are large sections

occupied by pagan tribes. Christians are for the
most part in Southern Nigeria, and their niunben
are given as: Roman O^thoUcs, 18,000; Protes-

tants, 6,000. The seat of government in Northern
Nigeria is Zungeru on the Kaduna River; that of

Southern Nigeria is Old Calabar. Steamers ply
on the Niger about 400 miles from its mouth.
A railway is being constructed in Northern Nigeria

irom Zimgeru toward Kano, a great trading centw
south of Lake Chad.
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Roman Catholic missions are carried on by the

Congregation of the Holy Ghost and the Sacred
Heart of Mary. Ten missionaries are reported
with 6 schools. Protestant missions are those of

the United Free Church of Scotland in the Calabar
regbn in Southern Nigeria (1846) and of the Church
Minonary Society in the Niger delta (1857) and
in Northern Nigeria (1902, after a failure in 1890),

the Qua Ibo Mission on the Qua River (1887),

and tiie African Evangelistic Mission (1901) and
the Sudan United Mission (1903) in Northern
Nigeria. The missions in Northern Nigeria are

still in the eariy stage, with little more to show
than ihd names of Wilmot Brooke, J. A. Robinson,
and W. R. S. Miller who sacrificed life for that

land. In Southern Nigeria there are 82 mission-

aiies (men and women), and 157 schools with 2,482
eeholan. The Anglican bishop of this region is

aasisted by a bishop who is a full-blooded negxp.

The Bible has been translated into Efik (1862);
and tentative translations of single Gospels have
been made into Akunakuna, into three or four

dialects of Ibo, into Idzo, and into Umon. These
are aU dialects of Southern Nigeria. Gospels have
been translated into the Igbira and Nup^ lan-

guages besides the Hausa language, all in Northern
Nigeria.

Qnmge Biwr Colony: A British possession in

South Africa. It has the Transvaal on the north.

Natal and Basutoland on the east, and Gape Colony
on the west and south. During forty-six years it

was the Orange Free State and was annexed to the
British crown in May, 1900, in consequence of its

participation in the Boer attack on the adjacent
British colonies. Area 50,100 sq. miles; population

(1904) 385,045, of whom 143,419 are whites and
241,626 are colored. Capital, Bloemfontein. About
220,000 of the inhabitants are pagans. The pre-

dominating Christian body is the Dutch Reformed
Church. The whole number of Protestants is

about 100,000; of Roman Catholics, 5,000. The
eooDtry is an excellent agricultural region. Dia-
monds and other precious stones are foimd in some
actions; and the population tends to increase and
to become more and more varied in its constituent
elements. Roman Catholic missions are in charge
of the Oblates of Mary the Immaculate. The
statistics of their work in the colony are not sep-
uitely given, but there seem to be 14 missionary
priests and 2 native priests, with 13 schools. Prot-
Mtant missionaiy activities are largely in the hands
^ the local churches. The Dutch Reformed Church
has here shown, much more than elsewhere used
to be the case, a purpose to work for the evan-
SelisaUcm of the native pagans. The Wesleyan
Qmnk and the Andean Church both have mis-
oona locally supported; but the work for whites
ud blaeka is not separately reported. Besides
this local church work, in beginning which the Paris
MttBionaiy Society had a part (1831), the Berlin
^C«onaiy Society (1834) is at work in the colony
with 33 stations and outstations, 18 missionaries,
148 native workers, 27 schools, and about 8,000
profeaaecl CSiristians connected with its stations.
The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel
(1863) has 4 stations among the natives, but its

statistics are not separately ffven. The Zulu
Bible, the Chuana version, and the Lesuto version

used in Basutoland supply the needs of the people
in this colony.

Porto^oese East Africa: One of the oldest Portu-
guese possessions in Africa, situated on the east

coast between German East Africa and Natal.

It extends inland to British Central Africa, and on
both banks of the Zambesi River to Rhodesia.
It is composed of the districts of Mozambique,
Zambesia, and Louren90 Marques. Area 293,400
sq. miles; population (estimated) 3,120,000. Much
of the territory is in the hands of trading companies,

which administer the laws in their respective dis-

tricts. Delagoa Bay is connected by railway

with Pretoria in the Transvaal, and another rail-

way runs from Beira in Zambesia to Buluwayo in

Rhodesia. The Portuguese began their colonies

on this coast in 1505, and the Roman Catholic

Church has had strong missions in the region ever

since. The ecclesiastical organization was effected

in 1612. At present missions in this territory are

in the hands of the Society of Jesus, with stations

extending along the Zambesi River into the interior.

About 30 missionaries are reported. Protestant

missions are carried on by the American Methodist

Episcopal Church at Inhambane, by the Wesleyan
Methodists of En^and in the Delagoa Bay district,

by the Swiss Romande Mission in the south, and
by the American Board among the Gaza tribes

and at Beira, the chief seaport of the district of

Zambesia. The Universities Mission has one station

in this territory adjoining its field in Nyassaland.

These societies together have 40 missionaries (men
and women), 103 native workers, and about 7,000

adherents, with hospitals and schools. A printing-

press at Inhambane is beginning to form a litera-

ture in two native languages. The New Testament
has been translated into Tonga (1890), and the

Gospels into Sheetswa (1891). A Gospel has been

translated into Ronga by the Swiss Romande
missionaries.

Porta^neae Gtdnea: A Portuguese possession

adjoining French Kongo on the West African coast,

and surrounded by French territory on the land

side. It is included in the administration of the

Cape Verde Islands. Area, including the islands,

6,280 sq. miles; population, including the islands,

1,000,000. The population is generally given as

including 260,000 Roman Catholics; and there are

about 170,000 Mohanmiedans and over 500,000

pagans on the mainland. Roman Catholic missions

were established on the mainland in 1832, and are

connected with the ecclesiastical province of Lisbon.

They comprise eight Roman Catholic parishes.

No Protestant nussions have been established in

this territory.

Rhodesia: An immeBHe territory in South Africa,

lying between the Transvaal and the Kongo Inde-

pendent State, and having as its eastern boimdaiy
Portuguese East Africa, and as its western boimdaiy
Angola and German Southwest Africa. It is ad-

ministered as British territory by the British South
Africa Company under a British resident com-
missioner. In its northeastern portion, where it

touches Lake Tanganyika, police duties are carod
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for by the Nyasaaland protectorate. It is divided

into Southern Rhodesia and Northern Rhodesia
by the Zambesi River. Area about 246,000 sq.

n^les; population about 900,000, of whom 12,000

are Europeans and about 1,100 are Asiatics. There
are about 5,000 Roman Cathotics and 20,000

Protestants in this coimtry. The Roman Catholic

missions are not conterminous with the boundaries

of this territory, and it is impossible to give their

statistics. The missionaries are of the Algerian

Society with a certain number of Jesuits in the

Zambesi region. Protestant missions in this r^on
were commenced by Robert Mofifat of the London
Missionary Society in 1830. Livingstone explored

the whole region for the same society and unsuc-

cessfully attempted to establish stations among
the Mashonas. John Mackenzie was a worthy
successor of such pioneers. At present the Protes-

tant missionary societies in Rhodesia are: the

London Missionary Society in Matabeleland and
at the southern end of Lake Tanganyika; the Wes-
leyan Methodist Missionary Society in Mashonaland
and Matabeleland; and the Paris Missionary

Society in Barotseland in the territory north of the

Zambesi, which F. Coillard entered in 1885 as an
extension of the Society's work in Basutoland, the

Barotses having the same speech as the Basutos.

The Methodist Episcopal Missionary Society (U.

S. A.) and the American Board have missions in

the eastern part of Southern Rhodesia, near the

Portuguese frontier. These societies together have
112 stations and outstations, 70 missionaries (men
and women), 6,000 pupils in their schools, and
15,000 professed Christians. The construction of

railways, connecting Rhodesia with Cape Town and
the Portuguese seaports and opening up the coun-

try beyond the Zambesi, is bringing many colonists

into the country; and their advent implies that

a testing time of the reality of the Christianity

of the native churehes is at hand. The people

use the Bible in Zulu, in Sechuana, and in

Lesuto. Tentative translations of Gospels have
been made in the Matabele and the Mashona
languages.

Bio De Ore: A Spanish possession in North Africa

stretching southws^ along the shore to the Atlan-

tic Ocean from the Morocco frontier and extending
inland to the French possessions of the Sahara.

Area about 70,000 sq. miles; population (estimated)

130,000, almost all Mohammedans. The territory

is administered by the governor of the Canary
Islands. Roman Catholic missions ecclesiastically

connected with the Canary Islands are established

at the points occupied by Spanish traders. There
are no Protestant missions in the country.
Bio Xnni: Spanish possession in West Africa

adjoining the German Kamerun colony and sur-

rounded on the east and south by the territory of
the French Kongo. Area 9,800 sq. miles; popu-
lation (estimated) 140,000, including about 300
whites. Roman Catholic missions have existed
here since 1855 and are carried on by the Spanish
Congregation of the Sacred Heart of Mary, being
ecclesiastically connected with the island diocese
of Annobon and Fernando Po. A Protestant mis-
sion has been carried on in this territory by the

American Presbyterians (North) who established

themselves in 1855 on the island of Corisoo, and

later on the Benito River. They have 4 stations

and outstations, 7 schools, and about 300 professed

Christians. The Bible has been translated into

the Benga language (1858), which has a somewhat
extensive domain in the c^ist r^ons.
Senegml: AFrenchcolonyin West Africa between

the Gambia and the Senegal rivers. It consistB

of a narrow strip of coast land, forming the colony

proper, together with certain ports on the Senegal

River. Area 438 sq. miles; population (1904)

107,826, of whom 2,804 are Europeans. The
people of the colony proper are citisens, having

the ri^t to vote, and being represented by a deputy

in the French parliament. The capital of the colony

is St. Louis, on the seacoast. Ronuui Catholic

.missions have long existed in Senegal, and were

placed under an ecclesiastical prefecture in 1765.

There are about 5,000 native Roman Catholics

in the colony. The only Protestant mission work-

ing in Senegal is that of the Paris Evangelical

Missionary Society, which has a station at St.

Louis (1863) and two or three small congregations

in the vicinity. Besides the Arabic Bible, which

is occasionally called for, some of the Gospels have

been translated into the Wolof and Blandingo

languages (1882).

Senesambla and the Hig«r: An inmiense French

protectorate comprising the territories formeriy

called Western Sudan, with the larger part of tb^

Sahara, having the colony of Senegal on the west,

the colonies of the Ivory Coast, the Gold Coast,

Dahomey, and Togoland on the south, and extend-

ing on the north to the Algerian Sahara. Area

2,500,000 sq. miles; population (estimated) 10,000,-

000. The prevailing religion is Mohammedimism.
Many pagan tribes exist who serve Mohammedan
rulers and furnish slaves for the markets of Tripoli

and the Barbary States. The capital is Kayes,

on the Senegal River. This great territory, with

the French colonies of Sene^, French Guinea,

Ivory Coast, and Dahomey, forms a single region

known as French West Africa, of which the govern-

or-general resides at Dakar on the coast of Senegal.

Steamers run regularly on the Senegal River some

400 miles to Kayes; and a railway has been con-

structed from Kayes 650 miles to scxne important

points on the upper Niger. A feature of this re-

gion is that the French government has planned

a universal system of education which it is en-

deavoring to apply throughout the territories

effectively occupied. Roman Catholic missions

have been carried on for a number of years at several

of the posts on the Senegal and Niger rivers; the

number of converts is reported as 10,000. No
Protestant missions are reported in this great

region.

Sierra X<eone: A British colony and protectorate

in West Africa, lying on the coast between libeiia

and French Guinea, and extending inland about 180

miles, limited by the boundaries of the French

possessions and of Liberia. Area about 34,000 sq.

miles; population about 1,100,000. Gf the people

about 1,000,000 are pagans, 20,000 are Mohammed-
ans, 5,000 are Roman (}atholics, and 50,000 are
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Protestants. The colony proper is limited to the

Serra Leone peninsula. It was the place whence
in 1562 the first slaves were taken to the West
Indies under the British flag. After slaves in

England had been set free, in 1772, a district in

SJenra Leone was set apart to be colonised by
liberated slaves. Here, from 1786 on, freed slaves

were landed and almost abandoned to their own
reeouroes except as to food—a great crowd of

debased creatures from all parts of Africa, knowing
DO common language and having no principle of

life except such evil things as they had picked up
during daveiy among Europeans. The situation

of these freed slaves had a powerful influence in

turning Rnglinh missionary zeal to West Africa.

The Roman Catholio establishment is imder an
apostolic vicariate erected in 1858 at Freetown.
The missionaries are of the Congregation of the

Holy Ghost and the Sacred Heart of Maiy. The
number of Roman Catholics la 2,800.

The Protestant nussionary enterprise was com-
menced in the latter part of the eighteenth century
by missionaries from Scotland; three having died

soon after their arrival, the mission was given up.

The Church Bfissionary Society sent missionaries

to Sierra Leone in 1801; but they were instructed

to go north and begin their mission in the Susu
country on the Rio Pongas in what la now French
Guinea. They were all Germans, chosen because
of the difficulty of securing ordination of English-

men for this society. The mission came to naught
through the hostility of the slave-dealers, and was
finally transferred (1814-16) to Sierra Leone.
Here a solid work was soon organised among the

freed slaves, and has grown ever since. The Prot-

estant missionary societies now working in that

field are: the Church Missionary Sodety, the

Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society, the Wes-
leyan Methodist Connection of America, the United
Brethren (U. S. A.) in the Mendi region, and the

Christian and Missionary Alliance (U. S. A.) in the

eastern part of the protectorate. The Church
Missionary Society field ia almost wholly in the

protectorate, the congregations in Sierra Leone
being self-supporting and independent. Together
the mission stations and outstations number about
131. There are 42 missionaries (men and women),
117 Bchoob, and about 45,000 professed Christians

connected with the missions. The Ekiglish Bible
is used in the colony. The New Testament has
been translated into Tenm6 (1866); parts of the
New Testament into Mendi; and sing^ Gospels, into

Bullom and Kuranko. The Yoruba mission of the

Church Miarionary Society was an outgrowth of

the society's work among freed slaves at Sierra

Leone. See below. III., Lagob.
Somalilaiid (Britiah) : A British protectorate on

the east coast of North Africa, lying between Abys-
sinia and the sea and between Froich Somaliland
and Italian Somaliland. It is admiiustered by
a consul-generaL Area about 60,000 sq. miles;

population (estimated) 300,000; rdigion, Moham-
medan. Most of the people of this district are

nomads and very fanaticiol in their intolerance

of Christians. The Enghsh govermnent has been
at a considerable expense in money and men to

pacify the tribes of the interior, who have attempted
to drive the ^gUsh from the country on religious

groimds. No missions are reported in this district.

Somaliland (Trench) : A French protectorate on
the eastern coast of North Africa, near the Straits

of Bab-el-Blandeb, between the Italian colony of

Eritrea and British Somaliland,' extending inland

to the Abyssinian border and including the colony

of Obock. Capital, Jibuti. Area about 46,000
sq. miles; pop\Uation about 200,000, mostly Mo-
hammedans, with some 40,000 pagans, and in the

colony of Obock about 8,000 Christians. A rail-

way has been constructed from Jibuti to the Harrar
frontier in Abyssinia. There has been for many
years a Roman Catholic mission conducted by the

French Capuchins who have two or three schools

at Obock and Jibuti, and are reaching out toward
Abyssinia.

Somaliland (Italian) : An Italian possession on
the eastern coast of North Africa, lying between
the Gulf of Aden and Abyssinia, and between
British Somaliland and the mouth of the Juba
River, the frontier of British East Africa. The
sovereign ri^ts of the Sultan of Zanzibar over

this coast region were bought by Italy in 1905.

Area about 100,000 sq. noiles; population (esti-

mated) 400,000, chiefly Mohammedans, with about

50,000 pagans. There are no records of missions

established in this wild territory.

Sudan: This term is here limited to the Egyptian

Sudan, the Western and Clentral Sudan being ab-

sorbed in the main into French spheres of influence

to which other names have been given (see

Sbnxoambxa and thk Nigbb, above). The Egyp-
tian Sudan is a territory extending south from
the frontier of Egypt to Uganda and the Kongo
Independent State, and west from the Red Sea to

the unmarked boimdary of the French sphere of

influence. It is nominally a possession of Egypt,

but in fact is ruled for Egypt by the British. Eng-
lish and Egyptian flage are used together through-

out the territory. Area about 950,(XX) sq. miles;

population (estimated) 2,(XX),000. The population

of the country was much reduced diuing the six-

teen years' rule of the Mahdi and his dervishes,

who as ardent Mohanmiedans wished to show the

world how a coimtry ought to be governed. Gen-
eral Gordon having been killed by the Mahdi's

party in 1885, one of the first acts of the English

on recovering the land in 1898 was to found a
great "Gordon Memorial" College at Khartum,
the scene of his murder, and now the seat of the

new administration. The majority of the people

are Mohammedans, with an imcertain number of

pagan tribes in the southern districts. A consider-

abb number of Greek, Coptic, and Armenian
traders is found in the Khartum district. Roman
Catholic missions exist at Khartum and Omdurman
and among the pagans at Fashoda; a mission of the

American United Presbyterian Church has been
founded on the Sobat River; and the Church
Missionary Society has estabUshed missionaries

(1906) at or near Bor in the vacant pagan
country between the two first-named missions.

All of these missions are too newly established to

have any visible fruit except attendance at schools.
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The Arabic Bible is circulated in the Moham-
medan parts of the Sudan. Gospels have been
translated into the Dinka language.

Toffolaad: A German colony in West Africa,

occupying the coast of the Gulf of Guinea between
the Gold Coast Colony and Dahomey. It extends

inland to the French territory of Senegambia and
the Niger. Area about 32,000 sq. miles; population

(estimated) 1,500,000, chiefly pagan; capital,

tome. The German government carries on several

schools for the instruction of the natives, and is

training them for administrative posts. Roman
Catholic missions here are conducted by the Steyl

Society for Divine Work. The missionaries num-
ber 28, with 9 nuns, 52 schools, 2,119 pupils, and
2,203 Roman Catholic Christians. Protestant mis-

sionary work is carried on by the North German
Missionary Society (1847), and by the Wesleyan
Methodist Missionary Society, which employs Ger-

man Methodists for this field. The two societies

report 78 stations and outstations, 31 mission-

aries (men and women), 69 schools with 3,111 pupils,

and 4,600 professed Christians. The Ew^ New
Testament is used here, and a special translation

of one of the Gospels, to satisfy local variations,

has been tentatively prepared.

Transvaal: A colony of Great Britam in South
Africa, lying north of the Orange River Colony

and Natal, and west of Portuguese East Africa.

Area 111,196 sq. miles; population (1904) 1,268,-

716, of whom 969,389 are colored, including Chinese

and Hindus, and 299,327 are whites. The colony

was settled in 1836-37 by Dutch who emigrated

from Cape Colony. In 1899 dissensions with Great

Britain respecting sovereignty culminated in war,

and in 1900 Great Britain formally annexed the

territory to her South African domains, the Boers

accepting the annexation after two years. The
capital is Pretoria. The religious statistics show
the pagans to nimiber nearly 1,000,000; Roman
Catholics, 10,000; Protestants, 256,000; Jews,

10,000; Buddhists and Confucians, 15,000. The
Dutch churches form the largest single group of

Protestants. Chinese laborers at the mines are a
recent addition to the population. Numbers of

negroes from all parts of Africa are also drawn to

Johannesburg for work in the mines, about 75,000

natives and other colored people being gathered

there by opportimitijBs for work. The Anglican,

Wesleyan, and Dutch Reformed local churches

all carry on missions among the natives. Other
Protestant missions are those of the American
Board (1893), the Berlin Missionary Society (1859)

opened by A. Merensky and Knothe, the Her-
mannsburg Missionary Society (1857), and the
Swiss Romande Mission led by H. Berthoud
(1875). These societies together report (not

including the enterprises of the local churches)
112 missionarieB (men and women), 2,344 na-
tive workers, 300 schools with 14,674 pupils, and
84,000 professing Christian adherents. Efforts
to improve the character of the workers in the
mining compounds of Johannesburg are meet-
ing with some success. The Zulu Bible is much
used in the Transvaal as well as the Chuana
and Lesuto versions. The New Testament has

been translated into Tonga and Sepedi, both in

1888.

Tripoli: A possession of Turkey on the north

coast of Africa west of Egypt. It extends south-

ward to the Sahara and includes the oasis of the

Fessan, but its southeni limits are indefinite.

This territory was seised by Tmkey in the sixteenth

century. Area about 400,000 sq. miles; population

about 1,000,000, chiefly Berbers. There are about

6,000 Europeans (Maltese and Italians), who are

mainly Roinan Catholics; and there are also about

10,000 Jews. There is an extensive caravan trade

with the Sudan and Timbuctoo; and the slave-

trade is quietly fostered by this means. The only

Protestant mission in Tripoli is that of the North

Africa Mission, which has 1 station with 4 mis-

sionaries, a hospital, and 2 dispensaries. Arabic

and Kabyle are the languages of the country.

Tunis : A French protectorate on the northern

coast of Africa lying between Tripoli and Algeiia.

Area about 51,000 sq. miles; population (estimated)

1,900,000, mainly Berbers and Arabs, with a foreign

population (1901) of 39,000 French, 67,500 ItaUans,

and 12,000 Maltese. The Tunisian ruler, called

the Bey, is from a family which has been in power

since 1575, and governs the coimtry under the con-

trol of a French resident. The Roman Catholic

Church in Timis is under direction of the arch-

bishop of Carthage, the see having been restored

in 1884. There are 53 priests, 2 bishops, and

several schools. Tunis was the scene of some of

Raymond Lully's efforts to convert Mohammedans
in the thirteenth century. Protestant missions

are carried on in Tunis by the North African Mis-

sion, the Swedish Young Women's Christian Asso-

ciation, and the London Jews Society. Together

these societies have 5 schools, 2 hospitals or dis-

pensaries, and about 250 persons und^ instruction.

Arabic is the prevailing language.

Uffanda: A British protectorate in East Central

Africa, lying between the Egyptian Sudan on the

north, Qerman East Africa on the south, British

East Africa on the east, and the Kongo Independ-

ent State on the west. Within its boundaries

lie part of the Victoria Nyanza and lakes Al-

bert and Albert Edward. It comprises the native

kingdom of Uganda and several smaller districts

ruled by native kinglets imder British control

Area 89,400 sq. miles; population about 4,000,000,

of whom about 1,000,000 are in the kingdom of

Uganda. The religious divisions of the population

in the whole protectorate are: pagans, 3,500,000;

Mohammedans, 50,000; Roman Catholics, 146,000;

and Protestants, 250,000. A railway connects

Mombasa on the coast of British East Africa with

Eisumu, formerly called Port Florence, on the

Victoria Nyansa. The seat of the British admin-

istration is Entebbe, and that of the kingdom of

Uganda is Mengo. Henry M. Stanley visited

Uganda in 1875, and found the king Mutesa a recent

convert to Islam but inclined to ask questions on

the religion of the Christians. He gave the king

some instruction and had the Lord's Prayer trans-

lated for him into Suahili written in Arabic char-

acters. At this time Uganda was like any other

African kingdom a place of supentition, degrada-
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tion of women, and bloodthirsty cruelty and op-
preasion. Stanley was really the first of Christian

miasionarieB there; for the slight teachings that he
gave the king were not forgotten, and his transla-

tion of the Lord's Prayer was copied and recopied.

On leaving Uganda Stanley wrote a letter to the

London TeUgroph describing Uganda and the

wilUngnesB of King Mutesa to receive Christian

instruction. He then addressed the missionary

societies in these words: " Here, gentlemen, is

your opportunity. The people on the shores of

the Nyanasa call upon you." This challenge was
St once taken up by the Church Missionary Society;

and in 1876 its first missionaries reached Uganda.
The first converts were baptized in 1882, and perse-

cution soon set in, when a nimiber of the Christians

were burned ahve. Alexander Mackay, a layman
and a member of the mission, was a man of indom-
itable energy and wonderful devotion; and upon
him rested to a great degree the responsibility for

the defense of the mission. Several of the mission-

aries were murdered, including Bishop James Han-
nington (1885), by order of King Mwaziga, Mutesa's

micoessor. Roman Catholic missionaries appeared

on the scene; and quarrels and strife ensued between
the two denominations. Mohammedans also inter-

vened, trying to profit by the dissensions between
the Christians. The British protectorate was
declared in 1894. In 1897 the Sudanese troops in

British employ revolted and attempted to. seize

the country in the Mohammedan interest. The
valor of the Christians weighed largely in deciding

this fierce tittle war against the mutineers. In it

George Laurence Pilkington, a notable lay mission-

ary lost his life. With the defeat of the mutineers

and the assignment of the Mohammedans to separate

reservations peace was finally established, and the

whole protectorate is in a ptosperous condition.

The Church Missionary Society has now in the

protectorate 90 missionaries (men and women),
2,500 native workers, 170 schools with 22,229

scholars, and 53,000 baptized Christians. It had
establislied a considerable industrial enterprise

for the devdopment of the people; but in 1904
this department of its work was turned over to the

Uganda Ccmipany, a commercial body chartered

in England to develop the country. The Roman
Catholic missions were established by the Algiers

Society for African Missions. There are now 88
sUtions and about 80,000 baptized Roman Catho-
lic Christians. At Kaimosi, about twenty-five

miles north of Port Florence, is a mission of the

American Society of Friends, which is instruct-

ing the people in various industries. Altogether

Uganda is after thirty years of missionary labor a
rwnaikable instance of Uie change in a people which
can be produced by the attempt to follow the prin-

eiples of the Bible. The overthrow of barbarism
in the native customs was effected before any
outside potitical forces entered upon the scene.

The Bible has been translated into Ugandan (1888),

and Gospels have been rendered into Nyoro and
Tofo.

m. African Islands:

Annobon. See Fkbnakdo Po.
Canary Islands: A group of islands lying north-

west of Africa and belonging to Spain, of which
they form a province. Area 2,807 sq. miles; popu-
lation 358,564, reckoned as entirely Roman Cath-
olic, the first Roman Catholic see having been
erected here in 1404.

Gape Verde Islands: A group of foiurteen islands

lying off the west coast of Africa and belonging

to Portugal. Area 1,480 sq. miles; population

(1900) 147,424, of whom about two-thirds are

negroes and nearly one-third of mixed blood. The
religion is Roman Catholic.

Ooxnoro Isles: A group of small islands about
half way between Madagascar and the African

coast. Area 620 sq. miles; population about 47,-

000, chiefly Mohammedans. The islands are

ecclesiastically under the jurisdiction of Mayotte,

but it does not appear that any mission exists upon
them
Ooriseo. See Febnando Po.

Feznando Po, Annobon, Oorisoo, and Elobey:
Islands in the Gulf of Guinea, bebnging to Spain.

The area of these islands taken together is about
780 sq. miles; population 22,000. Roman Catholic

missions are carried on in the islands by the Spanish

Congregation of the Sacred Heart of Mary. Nine-

teen clergy are reported in Fernando Po, with about

4,000 Roman Catholics. There is a Protestant

mission in Fernando Po, established by the Prim-
itive Methodist Missionary Society in 1870, a mis-

sion established by the Baptist Missionary Society

of England having been driven from the coimtry

by Spanish intolerance a number of years before.

One of the Gospels was translated into Adiya, a
dialect of Fernando Po, in 1846. It is now obso-

lete. There is a station of the American Presby-

terian Church on the island of Corisoo (see above,

imder Rio Mtnn).
Kada^ascar: An island off the southeastern coast

of Africa, from which it is separated by the Mozam-
bique Channel at a distance of 240 miles, measuring

between nearest points. It is 980 miles long, and
360 miles in its greatest breadth. It is a possession

of France, whose claim dates from a concession

made to a trading company by the king of France

in 1642. The claim was not recognized by the

native rulers. After a struggle lasting intermit-

tently from 1882 to 1896 the formal annexation to

France took place. Area 224,000 sq. miles; popu-
lation (1901) 3,000,000, including 15,000 Europeans
and some hundreds of Africans and Asiatics. The
people are of Malay stock with an infusion of

African blood. The principal tribe, which ruled

the larger part of the island imtil the French occu-

pation, is called Hova. Sakalava, Betsileo, and
Sihanaka are the names of other important tribes.

The history of Madagascar during many years is

coimected with the story of its evangelization

through the London Missionary Society, beginning

in 1818. The mission had great success during

fifteen years. The language was reduced to writing;

schools were established; the New Testament was
translated and printed; and numbers of the people

professed CJhris^anity. In 1835 the reigning queen
drove out the missionaries and proscribed Chiis-

tianity. After bloody persecutions it was made
a capital crime to profess the religion of Christ.
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This proecription ended in 1861; the miBdonaries

retimied; and in 1868 the then queen made public

profeeaion of Christianity. At the time of the

French occupation there were about 450,000 Protes-

tanta and 50,000 Roman Catholics in the island.

Roman Catholic missions were commenced in

BCadagascar in 1844, having their center in the island

of Nossi-B^ and the adjacent islands until 1850,

when the care of the missions was entrusted to the

Jesuits. There are now 348 Roman Catholic mission

stations in the island with nearly 100,000 adherents.

At the time of the French occupation the Protes-

tant missions were looked upon with great suspicion.

In anticipation of being obliged to withdraw from
the islands, the London Missionary Society invited

the Paris Evangelical Missionaiy Society to take

over some of its stations.

After a period of misimderstanding and friction

with the Jesuit missionaries, religious liberty was
made effective, and difficulties have gradually been

removed. The Protestant societies now laboring

in the island are: the London Missionary Society

(1818), the Society for the Propagation of the Gos-

pel (1843), the Friends Foreign Missionary Asso-

ciation (1867), the Norwegian Society (1867),

the United Norwegian Lutheran Church in America

(1892), the (Free) Lutheran Board of Missions

(U. S. A., 1895), and the Paris Evangelical Mission-

ary Society (1896). These societies together report

196 missionaries, 4,914 native workers, 2,729 schools

with 133,262 pupils, and about 200,000 baptised

Christians. The effect of the French school laws

may probably affect the higher missionaiy schools;

but on the whole conditions are rapidly taking a

satisfactory form. The Bible was translated into

Malagasy in 1835 and revised in 1886.

ICadeira: An island forming a province of Portu-

gal and lying west of North Africa. Area 505 sq.

miles; population 150,574. The island was colo-

nised by the Portuguese in 1420, and has been

Roman Catholic for two centuries, the ancient inhab-

itants being entirely extinct. The American Metho-

dist Episcopal Church has a mission in Madeira.

Kanrltiiui: An island colony of Great Britain,

lying in the Indian Ocean 500 miles east of Mada-
gascar. Area 705 sq. miles; population (1901)

378,195. The religious classification under the

census of 1901 was as follows: Hindus, 206,131;

Mohammedans, 41,208; Roman Catholics, 113,224;

Protestants, 6,644. Besides the parish priests

there are 6 Jesuit missionaries and 11 from the

Congregation of the Holy Ghost and the Sacred

Heart of Mary. Protestant missions are carried

on by the Church Missionary Society, the Society

for the Propagation of the Gospel, and the Church
of En^and Zenana Missionary Society. A large

section of the population is of African or mixad
blood, and the number of Chinese in business in

the island is increasing.

Kayotte: An island belonging to France, situated

between Madagascar and the African coast. It

is under the governor of Reunion. Area 140 sq.

miles; population 11,640, which is diminishing.
There are 6 Roman Catholic priests and about
3,000 Roman Catholics in the island.

Seonion: An island belonging to France, situated

about 420 miles east of Madagascar. Area 945 sq.

miles; population (1902) 173,395, of whom 13,492

are British Indians, 4,496 are natives of Madagascar,

9,457 are Africans, and 1,378 are Chinese. The

rest of the inhabitants are reckoned as Roman
Catholics. The island is the seat of a Roman
Catholic bishop, and it fonns a part of the eccle-

siastical province of Bordeaux in France.

BalntThomaa (ThomO aadPrlncipe: Two islands

in the Gulf of Guinea, belonging to Portugal, of

which they are reckoned as a province. Area

360 sq. miles; population (1900) 42,000, of whom
41,000 are negroes. These islands are a source of

revenue to the Portuguese government, producing

quantities of coffee, cocoa, and cinchona. The

products are cultivated by slave labor still imported

by the Portuguese " under contract " through

Angola from central Africa. About 4,000 of theae

" laborers " are carried to the islands every year;

and it is said that none return. A Roman Catholic

diocese was established in these islands in 1584,

and a large part of the population is reckoned as

Roman Catholic. There are no Protestant mis-

sions in this colony.

ZaxLsibar: See Bbitish East Africa Pbotect-
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II. Alceria: R. L. Playfair, Bihliooraphy of Aloeri/a, Lon-
don. 1888 (oovere 1541-1887); A. Certeux and E. H. Car-
ooy, L'AlnSrie tradUionneUe, 3 yole., Algiere. 1884 (on eus-
tomi and supentitionfl); (Saatu, Le Peuple AlgSrien, Paris,
1S84: R. L. Piayfair, The Scourge of Chrietendom: Annale
of BriOdi Rdatione with Algeria, London, 1884; E. C. K
Villot, Mawrt et inetitutione dee indig^nea de VAlgirie, Al-
lien. 1888: F. A Bridgman, Wintera in Algeria, New York,
1890; F. Klein, Lee ViUagee d'Arabee ehrUiene, Fontaine-
bleatt, 1890; A E. Pease, Biekra and the Oaeee . , . of the

ZikoM, London. 1893; J. Lionel, Racee Berbiree, Paris, 1893;
A. Wilkin. Among the Berbere of Algeria, London, 1900.
Angola: J. J. Uonteiro, Angola and the River Congo, 2

ob.. London. 1895 (the one book); F. A. Pinto, Angola e
Congo, Lisbon. 1888; H. Chatelain. Folk-Talee of Angola,
Boiton,1804.

Basatoland: J. Widdieombe, Fourteen Yeare in Baeuto-
leni, London. 1892; E. Gosalis, My Life in Baeutoland, ib.

18S9; Mrs. Barkly. Among Boere and Baeutot, ib. 1893; E.
Jacottet, Contee popuUnrte dee Baeeouioe, Paris, 1895; M.
Martin. Baeutoland; Ite Legende and Cueiome, London, 1903.
BechoanaJand: L. K. Bruce, The Story of an African

Cki^, Khama, London. 1893; E. Lloyd. Three African Chiefa,
Khami, SAdi, and Barthang, ib. 1895; J. D. Hepburn,
Tvmty Yeara in Khama*9 Country and the Batauna, ib. 1895;
W. D. Mackensie, John Maekeneie, South African Mieeion-
ery aed SUdeeman, ib. 1902.

British East Africa and Zansibar: J. Thomson, Throuth
Uoeai Land, London. 1885; Handbook of BriHeh BaH Africa
i^vding Zanzibar, ib. 1893 (English official publication);
H. 8. Newman. Banani; the TVaneiHon from Slavery to Free-
dom tn Zamibar, ib. 1899; S. T. and H. Hinde, Laet of the

Hani, ib. 1901.

Oape (V>lony: O. HoC. Theall, Hietory of South Africa, 4
voIjl. London. 1888-89 (exhaustiye); E. Holub. Seven Yeare
M SotUh Africa, ib. 1881; A. Wilmot, Story of Oie Expaneion
of SouA Africa, ib. 1895; A. T. Wirgman, Hietory of the Eng-
lidi Ckurdi m South Africa, ib. 1895: South Afrusan Year
Book for 1308-^, il>. 1902 (official); J. Stewart, Dawn in the
Dark Continent, ib. 1903; H. A. Bryden. Hietory of South
Afriee, mM-t90S, ib. 1904; D. Kidd, The Eeeentud Kafir,
ib.1904.

Ootral Africa Protectorate: H. H. Johnston, BriHeh
CenfrtilAfrua, London, 1897: J. Buchanan, The Shiri High-
lendi 0$ Colony and Mieeum, ib. 1885; D. J. Rankin, Zam-
hen Beein and Nyaeeaiand, ib. 1893; A. E. M. Morshead,
Hidory ^ Ae Univereitiee Mieeion to Central Africa, ib. 1897;
W. A Ehadie. Among the Wild Ngomi, Chaptere . . , of
Lrnngehnia Mteeion, ib. 1899; J. W. Jack, Daybreak in
I^mnortoma. New York, 1901.

DBhomey: A Pawlowaki, BiJbUographie raieormte . . .

m̂eamet le Dahomey, Pans. 1895; Aspe-Fleurimont, La
G««^ franQcnss. ib. 1890; £. F. Forbes, Dahomey and the

TiokomooMe, 2 vols.. London. 1851; J. A. Skertchiey, Da-
A«"i«y aeitie,^. 1874; A. L. d'Alb4ca. La France au Da-

homey, Paris. 1895; E. Folk, Le Dahomey, ib. 1895 (on his-

tory, geography, customs, etc.); R. 8. Powell, The Down-
faU of Prempeh, London, 1896.
Egypt (for missions): G. Lansing, Egypfe Princee. A

Narrative of Mieeumary Labor in the VaUey of the Nile, New
York, 1805; M. L. Whately. Ragped Life in Egypt, London,
1870; idem. Among the Huta in Egypt, ib. 1870; A. Watson,
The American Mieeion in Egypt, Pittsburg. 1898; M. Fowler,
Ckrietuin Egypt, London. 1900; and see Eotpt.

Eritrea: La Colonia EHtrea, Turin. 1891; £. Q. H. Ala-
manni, UAvefUre delta colonia Eritrea, Asti, 1890; H.
SchYcller. MittheUungen liber meine Reiee in . , . EriJtrea,

Berlin, 1895.
French Kongo: A. J. Wauters and A. Buyl. Bihliooraphie

du Congo, 1880-96, Paris, 1895 (3.800 titles); P. Eucher,
Le Conifo, eeeai eur i hietoire religieuee, ib. 1895; A. Voulgre,
Le Loango et la valUe du Kouilou, ib. 1897; and see below
Kongo.
French Guinea: L. G. Binger. Du Niger au gotfe de OuinSe,

2 vols., Paris, 1891; C. MadroUe, En Ouinie, ib. 1894; P.
d'Espagnat, Joure de Ouinie, ib. 1898.
German Africa: DeutechrOet-Afrika. Wiaeenechaftlicher

ForachungereeuUate fiber Land und Leute, Berlin, 1893
and later (exhaustive); P. Reichard, DeutechrOatafrika,
Land und Bewohner, Leipsic, 1892; H. von Schweinits,
DeutechrOat-Afrika in Krieg und Frieden, Berlin. 1894; Ch.
Rflmer, Kamerun; Land, Leufe und Mieeion, Basel, 1895;
E. ZintgrafiF, Nord-Kamerun, 1886-92, BerUn, 1895; F. J.

Yon BQlow, DeutedinSHdweetafrika . . . Land und Leute,
ib. 1897; K. Hdrhold. Drei Jahre under deuteche Flagge tn
Hinterlandvon Kamerun, ib. 1897; M.Dier. Unter den Schwar-
aen, Steyl, 1901 (missionary); F. Hutter. Wanderungen und
Forechungen in Nord-Hinterland von Kamerun, Brtmswick,
1902; and see below. Kamebun.
Qold (^oast: A. B. Ellis. Hietory of the Odd Coaet, London,

1893; F. A. Ramseyer and J. KOhne. Four Yeare in Aahaf^-
tee. New York. 1877 (missionary); C. Buhl. Die Baaler Mie-
eion an der OoldkUeU, Basel. 1882; C. C. Reindorf. Hietory
of the Gold Coaet and AahanH from c ISOO, London. 1895;
G. Macdonald. Gold Coaet, Paet and Preeent, ib. 1898; D.
Kemp. Nine Yeara at the Oold Coaet, ib. 1898.

Ivory Coast: Bonneau, La Cdte d'lvoire, Paris. 1899 (his-

torical and geographical); M. Mounier. Franca noire, Cdte
d'lvoire et Soudan, ib. 1894.

Kamerun: In G. Wameck, Hietory of ProteetatU Mieeione,
tranel. from aeventh Oerm. ed., London, 1901; E. B. Under-
bill, Alfred Saker, Mieeionary to Africa, ib. 1884; and see
above, Gxrman AnucA.
Kongo Independent State: H. M. Stanley, Conifo and the

Founding of the Free State, 2 vols.. London. 1878; W. H.
Bentley. Life on tfie Congo, ib. 1890; idem. Pioneering on tlte

Congo,2 vols.. NewYork. 1903; Mrs. H. G. Guinness. TheNew
World of Central Africa; the Congo, London, 1890; F. S.

Amot, Oarenganee; or Seven Yeara* Pioneer Miaeion Work in
Central Afrika, ib. 1889; idem. Bihe and Garengatue, ib. 1893;

S. P. Vemer, Pioneering in Central Africa, New York, 1903;

E. Morel, King Leopold'e Rule in Africa, London. 1904.

Lagos: R. F. Burton, Abeokuta and the Cameroon Moun-
fotns, 2 vols., London, 1863; Miss C. Tucker, Abbeokuta: the

Yorvba Mieeion, ib. 1858; J. A. O. Payne, TabU of Evente
in Yorvba Hietory, Lagos. 1893.

Liberia: J. H. T. McPherson, African Colonieation:

Hietory of LSberia (Johna Hopkina Univereity Studiee, series

9, No. 10), Baltimore, 1891; G. S. Stockwell, The Republie

of Liberia, New York. 1868 (historical and geographical); J.

Buettikofer. Reieebilder aue Liberia, Leyden. 1890; F. A.
Durham, The Lone Star of Liberia, London. 1892; E. W.
Blyden, A Chapter in the Hietory of Liberia, Freetown,

1892.
Morocco: R. L. Plasrfair and R. Brown. Bibliography of

Morocco . , . toend of 1891, London. 1893; R. Kerr. Pio-

neering in Morocco; Seven Yeara' Medical Mieeion Work,

ib. 1894; E. de Amicis, Morocco, Ite People and Placea, New
York, 1892; W. B. Harris, The Land of an African Sultan,

London, 1879; Giographia ginirale de Maroe, Paris, 1902;

A. J. Dawson. Thinga Seen in Morocco, London, 1904: Mo-
rocco paitUed by A. S. Forreet and deecribed by S, L. Beneu-

ean, ib. 1904.

Natal: R. Russell, Natal, the Land and Ita Story, London,

1900; L. Groat. Zululand, or. Life among the Zulu^Kafire,

Philadelphia, 1864; H. Brooks. The Colony of Natal, Lon-

don. 1876 ; T. B. Jenkinson. Amaeulu, the Zulua, ib. 1882

(on people and country); J. Bird, Annate of Natal, 2 vols.,

Pietermaritsbuig, 1888-89; J. Tyler, Forty Yeare among
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A« Zuittf, Borton, 1891; F. W. Ton Wernadorff. Bin Jahr
in Bkode&ia, Berlin. 1890; J. Bobinaoa, A lAfBtims in South
Africa, London, 1900.

Nigeria: C. H. Robinson, Hautalani, London, 1897;
idem. Nigeria, 1900 (both authoritatiye); H. Qoldie, Cala-
bar and Ita Mi$9ion, ib. 1890; R. H. Baoon, Benin, the Ciiy

of Blood, ib. 1897; H. Bindloee, In Ihe Niger Countrv, ib.

1899; W. R. BliUer. Hauea NoUe, ib. 1901.

Orance River Colony: Souih African BopubUe, Official

Doewmsnta, Philadelphia. 1900; G. MoC. Thaal. Tho Boer;
or Emigrant Farmore, London, 1888; A. H. Keane, Africa,

in E. Stanford's Compendium iff Oeojfraphy, 2 vols., ib. 1893;

H. Goete, Uiatory of the Oreai Boer 2Vefc, and the Origin of

the South African Republice, ib. 1899.

Portugueee Africa: W. B. Warfield. Poriugueee Nyaeeor
land, London, 1899; R. Monteiro, Dolagoa Bay, lie NaHvea
and Natural Hiatory, ib. 1891; P. OiUmore, Through Oaaa
Land, ib. 1891; J. P. M. Weale, Truth about the Portugueee
in Africa, ib. 1891.

Rhodesia: H. Henaman, Hietory of Rhodeeia, London,
1900; E. F. Knicht, Rhodeeia of To-day; Condition and
Proepeete of MatabeUland and MaahonaXand, ib. 1895; A. G.
Leonard. How ve Made Rhodeeia, ib. 1896; A. Boggie, Hie-
tory of Rhodeeia and the MatabOe, ib. 1897; a J. Du Toit,

Rhodeeia Paet and Preeent, ib. 1897; H. L. Tangye, In New
South Africa ; . . . Tranevaal and Rhodeeia, ib. 1900.

Sierra Leone: J. J. Crooks, Hietory of the Colony of Sierra

Leone, London, 1903; D. K. Flickinger, Ethiopia, or Twenty
Yeare of Mieeion Work in Weetem Africa, Dayton, 1877;
E. G. Ingham, Sierra Leone after One Hundred Yeare, Lon-
don, 1894; T. J. Alldridge, The Sherbro and tte Hinterland,

ib. 1901; C. George, The Riee of BriHeh Weet Africa, ib. 1904.
Somaliland: H. L. Swayne, Seventeen Tripe through Soma-

Wand, London, 1903; C. V. A. Ftoel, SomaUland , , . Two
ExpediHone into the Far Interior, ib. 1903; F. 8. Brereton,
In the Onp of the MuUah, ib. 1903.

Sudan: A. 8. White, Expaneion of Egypt under AngUn
Egyptian Condominion, New York, 1900; C. T. Wilson and
R. W. Felkin, Uganda und der ilgyptieche Sudan, 2 vols..

Stuttgart, 1883; Slatin Pasha. Fire and Suford in the Sudan,
London. 1896; D. C. Boulger, Life of Gordon, ib. 1897; H.
S. Alford and W. D. Sword, 7A« Egyptian Sudan, Ite Loee
and Ite Recovery, ib. 1898; H. H. Austin, Among Swampe
end Oiante in Equatorial Africa, ib. 1902.

Transvaal: K Farmer, Ihnnevaal ae a Mieeion Field,

London, 1903; W. C. Willoughby, Native Life on the Trane-
vaal Border, ib. 1900; J. H. Bovill, Nativee under the Trano-
vaal Flag, ib. 1900; D. M. Wilson, Behind the Sconce in the
Tranevaal, ib. 1901.

Tripoli and Tunis: G. E. Thompson, Life in Tripoli,

London, 1893; De H. Wartegg, Tunie, Land and People, ib.

1899; M. Foumel, La Tunieie ; le ehrietianieme et Vialam
dane VAfrique eeptentrionals, Paris, 1886; V. Guerin, La
France catholigue en Tunieie , . , et en Tripolitaine, ib.

1886; A. Perry, Official Tour along the Eaetem Coaet of . , .

Tunie, Providence, 1891; D. Bruun. Ttie Cave DwMere of

Southern Tunieia, Edinburgh, 1898; H. Vivian, Tuniaia and
the Modem Barbary Pvraiee, London. 1899; J. L. Catheart,
Trmli ; Firet War with the United Statee, La Porte, 1902.

Uganda: H. H. Johnston, Uganda Protectorate, London,
1904; W. J. Ansorge, Under the African Sun: A Deearip-
tion of Native Racee in Uganda, ib. 1899; Mackay of \Uganda ;

Story of hie Life by hie Sieter, ib. 1899; R. P. Ashe, 7tM>
Kinge of Uganda ; or Life by the Shoree of Victoria Nyanaa,
ib. 1890 (missionary); S. G. Stock, Uganda and Victoria
Nyanaa Mieeion, ib. 1892; F. J. Lugard. Riee of our Eaat
African Empire, . . . Nyaaealand and Uganda, 2 vols.,

Edinburgh, 1893; idem. Story of the Uganda Protectorate,

London, 1900; C. F. Harford-Battersby, Pilkington of
Uganda, ib. 1899; A. R. Cook, A Doctor and hie Dog in
Uganda, ib. 1903 (on medieal missions).

III. African Islands: Bladagasear: J. Sibree, The Great
African leland, London, 1879 (the best book); idem, Mada-
gaeear before the Conqueat, ib. 1896; W. EUis, The Martyr
Church, ib. 1869; W. E. Cousins. The Madagaecar of To-day,
ib. 1895; H. Haiiiwn, Beitrag tur Geachichte der InedMada-
gaakar, GOtersloh, 1899; J. J. K. Fletcher. Sign of the Croee
in Madagaecar, London, 1901; T. T. Matthews, Thirty
Yeare in Madagaecar, ib. 1904.
Other Islands: A. B. Ellis, The Weet African Idanda,

London, 1885; C. Keller, Madagaecar, MauriHue, and other
African lalande, ib. 1900; N. Pike, Subtropical RambUa in
the Land of the Aphanapteryx, ib. 1878 (on Mauritius); J.a Mollis, SL Helena, ib. 1875 (sdentifio); H. W. Estridge.

Six Yeare in Seyehdlee,ih. 188b; JL B. Brown, Madeira and
the Canary Idee, ib. 1890.

AFRICA, THE CHURCH OF. See Abtbsinu
AND THJB Abtbbinian Ghubch; Coptic Ghubch;
Egtft; Mibbionb, Roman Catholic, PBorvsrANr;
North African Church.

AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
See Metbodibtb.

AFRICANUS, JULIUS. See Jttliub AnucANUs.

AOAPB, ag'a-pt or -p6.

Primitive Form of Celebration (§ 1).

Final Form of the Agape (t 2).

Disassooiation of Agape and Euoharist ({ 8).

The Greek word agapi (" love/' pi. offopai, Lat.

agapcB) was ueed in the early Church, both Greek

and Latin, to denote definite manifestations of

brotherly love between beUevers, and particularly

certain meals taken in common which had more

or less of a religious character. The earliest meotion

of such meals is found in Jude 12 (possibly in II

Pet. ii. 13). Distinct history be^[is with Ter-

tullian, in the passage (Apologeticus, xTnrix.) com-

mencing: " Our supper bears a name which teDs

exactly what it is; it is called by the word which

in Greek means ' affection.' " The agape served

for the refreshment of the poorer brethren, as well

a«f for the general edification. It was opened and

closed with prayer, and after its conclusion one and

another gave songp of praise, either from the Bible

or of their own composition. These meetings were

under the direction of the clergy, to whom (with

reference to I Tim. v. 17) a double portion of food

and drink was allotted. They were held at the time

of the principal mcAl, and frequently were prolonged

until dark. In the period for which

z. Pzlmi* Tertullian bears witness, th^ were

tive Form not connected with the sacrament

of Cele- of the Ehicharist; he says expressly

bration. (De corona, iii.) that the Lord instituted

the sacrament on the occasion of a

meal, while the Church does not so cel^rate it,

but rather before daybreak. Even apart from the

secret nocturnal services of the times of peraecutioa

and the observance of the paschal vigil, the Eucha-

rist was regularly celebrated before any meal.

Notably was this rule, which is found referred to in

Clyprian (Epist,, bdii. 16), established in Tertulhan's

time, but—^which is decisive for the distinction

between Eucharist and agape—^it existed in many
parts of the CSiurch as eariy as that of Justin

(Apologia, i. 65, 67). The principle, that the

Eucharist should be received only fasting, which

would exclude any rdation with a preceding com-

mon meal, and especially with the agape, taking

place toward evening, is indirectly evidenced by
Tertullian (Ad tucorem, ii. 6); Augustine foimd it

BO universally recognized that he was inclined to

refer it to one of the ordinimces promised by Paul

in I Cor. xi. 34; and CSirysostom was so convinced

of the antiquity of the rule that he supposed the

custom of following it by an ordinary meal to have

prevailed in CJorinth in Paul's time. In any case,

in the third and fourth centuries the development
of the agape was more and more away from any
connection with public worship.
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From the indications of the Syriac Didaaealia

and the Egyptian titingical books, as well as the

canons of the Councils of Gangra and Laodioea it

may be inferred that the giving of these feasts and
the inviting to them of widows and the poor was,

in the East, one of the forms usually taken by the

benevolence of the wealthier mem-
2. Final hers of the Church. The bishop and
Form of other clergy were invited, and, if they

the Agape, appeared, were received with special

honor and charged with the direction

of the assembly. These feasts were given at irreg-

ular times and in various places, sometimes in the

church itself. This was forbidden by the twenty-
eighth canon of Laodicea, at the same time that the

fifty-eighth prohibited their celebration in private

houses. Secular festivities in connection with the

agape, which brought upon them the condemna-
tion of the ascetic Eustathians (against whom the

Council of Gangra defended them), caused them to

be regarded more and more among the orthodox
also as incompatible with the dignity of divine

irorahip, so that they gradually became entirely sep-

aiate frc»n it, and thus tended to fall into disuse.

How popidar these feasts were in Africa, in the
churches, in the chapels of the martyrs, and at the
graves of other Christians, may be seen from the
often renewed canon of Hippo (393), which forbids

clerics to eat in churches except in dispensing hos-

pitality to travelers, and conunands them as far

as possible to restrain the people from such meals.

The same thing appears in Augustine's descriptions

as well as in the great pains he took to repress grave
abuses and, with reference to the practise of the

Italian and almost all the other churches, to sup-
press the agapse altogether.

It is not dear what caused the disassodation of

the agape from the Eucharist in the first half of the

second century. It is a misunderstanding of Pliny's

fetter to Trajan {Epiai,, xcvi.) to suppose that in

consequence of the probdbition of hetaBri4B (" broth-

erhoodsr") the Christians then abandoned their

evening feasts and transferred the Eucharist to the

morning; but it is veiy probable that the constant

accusation of impious customs which recalled the

stories of Thyestes and of (Edipus were the main
reason for the separation of the Eucharist, which
VBs an essential part of their public worship, from

the connection, so liable to be mis-

3. Diuflflo-understood, with an evening meal
ciaiioii of participated in by both sexes and all

Agape and ages. The fact that at one time the

Endutfist. two were connected is evidenced not
only by Fliny, but about the same time

by the Didaehe, in which, whatever one may think
about the relation of the eucharistic prayers to the
accompanying liturgical acts (chaps, ix.-x.), the
opening passage of the second prayer (Gk. meta de
to empUihinai) shows that a full meal bdonged to
the rite there referred to. Just as here the Greek
wofd euehariaUa, which from Justin down is em-
ployed as a technical term for the sacrament, at
least includes a conmion meal, which is found
separated from the sacrament after the middle of

the second eentuiy, so Ignatius, with whom euchor

riitia is a usual deagnation of the sacrament, ako

L—

6

employs agapi and agapan to denote the same
observance. It is accordingly safe to conclude that
in the churches, from Antioch to Rome, with which
Ignatius had to do, the so-called agape was con-
nected with the Eucharist, as Fliny diows at the
same time for Bithynia and the Didache for Alex-
andria. The same may be inferred of the two
Scriptural passages cited above; and one is led

further back by I Cor. xi. 17-34. While Paul
distinguishes as sharply as possible the eating of

the one bread and the drinking of the blessed chalice

from common food and drink (I Cor. x. 3, 16; id. 23-

29), he shows at the same time that in Corinth
the two were connected in thought. While he
rebukes the disorder of one drinking too much
and another going hungry, so as to injure the
dignity of the following sacrament, and lays

down that eating for the mere satisfaction of

hunger ought to take place at home and not in the

assembly of the brethren, he is not disposed (as I

Cor. xi. 33 shows) to abolish altogether the connec-
tion of the sacrament with an actual meal. This
connection, then, existing into the first decades of

the second century, forms the basis of the history

for both Eucharist and agape which diverge from
that time on. (T. Zahn.)
The agape or love-feast is practised at present

by Mennonites, Dunkards, (German Baptists of

the Anglo-American type, and other religious

bodies. For an able, but not wholly successful,

attempt to prove that the Lord's Supper in the

apostolic time was identical with the agape, i.e.,

that it was nothing but a social feast for the mani-
festation of brotherly love, consult Nonnan Fox,
Christ in the DaUy Meal (New York, 1898).

A.H.N.
Bibuoobapht: Bee Lord's Sxjppkb.

AGAPETUS, ag^'a-pt'tus: The name of two popes.

Agapetus L: Pope 535-536. He was the son
of a Roman priest named Gordianus, who had
been killed in the disturbances under Symmachus.
Six days after the death of John U. he was chosen

to succeed him, probably by the wish of Theodahad,
king of the Ostrogoths. He began his pontificate

by reconciling the contending factions among the

Roman clergy and annulling the anathema pro-

nounced by Boniface II. against the antipope Dios-

corus. His decision, induced by the decrees of the

North African synod, forbidding the entrance of

converted Arians to the priesthood, and his defense

of this measure in a letter to the emperor Justinian

show him to have been a zealous upholder of ortho-

doxy. In 536 he was sent to Constantinople by
Theodahad to try to establish peace with the em-
peror, and was obliged to pledge the sacred vessels

of the Roman Church to obtain money for his

journey. He did not succeed in the ostensible

purpose of his mission, but accomplished more for

the orthodox cause. Anthimus, patriarch of Con-
stantinople, a secret adherent of Monophysitism,
had, by the aid of the empress Theodora, the

patroness of the Monophysites, been allowed, in

defiance of the canons, to exchange the see of

Trapezus (Trebizond) for the patriarchal throne.

Agapetus refused all communion with him, and
persisted so strenuously in his attitude, in spite of
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threats from the court, that he finally convinced

Justinian that Anthimus had deoeiv^ him, and
had him deposed, and replaced by Hennas. Aga-
petus himself consecrated Mennas by wish of the

emperor, and apparently with the assent of the

principal orthodox Eastern bishops, after he had
presented a confession of faith which the pope
considered satisfactory. The emperor, fearing lest

he himself should be accused of sympathy with the

former Monophjrsite patriarch, placed a confession

of faith in the pope's hands, which Agapetus ap-

proved in a letter plainly showing how important

he felt his triumph to be. Almost inm:iediately

afterward he fell ill and died in Constantinople

Apr. 22, 636, his body being brought to Rome uid
buried in St. Peter's. (A. Hauck.)
Bibuoobafbt: jffpMfoto. in MOH, BfriaL, iii. (1801) 64-^67.

in MPL, hen., and in Jaff^ RsgMla, i 113-llS; lAbtr

PonaneaKM, ed. Duohane. L 287-289. .'Pvii, 1886; ASB,
rl 163-180; Boww, Popct. L 387-344; Hefele, CondU-
«ii0MdkMftl0, Enc. tranal., iy. 181-lM.

Agapetus IL: Pope 946-955. He was a Ro-
man by birth, and, like his predecessor Marinus

II. owed his elevation to the papal throne (May
10, 946) to Alberic, the secular master of Rome.
Though hampered at home by Alberic's power, he
asserted the claims of his see successfully abroad.

He intervened in the prolonged contest over the

archbishopric of Reims, from which Heribert of

Vermandois had expelled the legitimate incum-
bent, Artold, to give it to his own son Hugh. The
contest between the friends of the two prelates

attained the dimensions of a civil war, Artold being

supported by Louis IY. of France. Agapetus

b]bo took Artold's side at first; but he was deceived

by the representations of a cleric from Reims into

reversing his decision. After Artold had succeeded

in enlightening him, the affair wss referred to a
synod held at Ingelheim in 948, whose final verdict

in favor of Artold was confirmed by Agapetus in a
Roman synod (949). [When Berengar II., Ifaiv

quis of Ivrea, attempted to unite all Italy under

his scepter, the pope and other Italian princes

appealed to Otho I., who went as far as Pavia,

expecting to be crowned emperor; but Agapetus,

influenced by Alberic, turned away from him.]

In 954 Alberic took an oath from the Roman nobles

that at the next vacancy they would elect as pope
his son and heir, Octavian; and when Agapetus
died in December, 955, Octavian did in fact succeed
him as John XII. (A. Hauck.)
Bxbliooeapht: BpUUAa «f PrivtUgia, in MPL, ouczili.,

in Bouquet, Rtsutil, iz. 22^2S4, and in Jaff^, Rstfetta,

I 45»-4e3; Bower, PopM, ii. 314-816; R. K6pke and £.
DOmmler. Kaiter Otto der Qro—e, Leiprio, 1870.

AOAPIOS MONACHOS, a-gQ'pi-os mo-nalcos
("Agapios the Monk"; Athanado Lando): As-
cetic writer of the Greek Church; b. at Candia,
Crete, toward the end of the sixteenth century;
d. between 1657 and 1664. After a wandering life

he took up his abode in the monastery on Mt.
Athos, but he found it hard to submit to the strict

discipline there. He is one of the most popular
religious writers of the Greeks. By his excellent
trazulations from the Latin, ancient Greek, and
Italian into the vernacular he made many devotional
ivorin of the nations accessible to his people. He

meant to be orthodox, but was influenced by Ro-
man Catholicism, and in his works he unsuspectin^y
quotes Peter Damian and Albertus Magnus besides

Ambrose, Augustine, and others. In penance he

distinguishes between the oofnSritio, 9atiafaetio, snd
eonfeano; and in the Lord's Supper he accepts

the doctrine of transubstantiation without using

that term. The question of his orthodoxy was
seriously debated in the seventeenth century by
the fathers of Port Roysl and representatives of

the Reformed Church (cf. J. Aymon, Monumens
autherUiquea de la Rdigian det GrecB, The Hague,
1708, pp. 475, 599).

The most important of the works of Agapios is

the "Salvation of Sinners" (1641), a devotional

book for the people. His " Sunday Cycle " (1675),

a collection of sermons, was also much prised.

His writings went through many editions, especially

those containing biographies of the saints; as the

''Paradise" (1641), the " New Paradise" (c. 1664),

the "Selection" (1644), and the "Summertide"
(1656). The first three contain translationa from
Symeon Metaphrastes. Pbilifp Mkter.
Bibuoobapbt: TtScwr. *0 'A^m, Constantinople, 1855; E.

Lflgrand. BMuHfraphie ffclMnigiM. 3 Tola.. Faria, 1895-

1903.

AGATHA, ag'a-tha, SAIHT: Virgin and martyr
in the Roman Catholic calendar. The accounts of

her given in the Latin and Greek Ada (ASB, Feb.,

i. 595-^56) are so largely made up of legendaiy

and poetical matter that it is impossible to extract

solid historical facts from them. The fact of her

martyrdom is, however, attested by her inclusion

in the Carthaginian calendar of the fifth or sixth

century and in the so-called Martyrologium Heroi-

nymianum ; and she is mentioned also by Dama-
sus, bishop of Rome from 366 to 384 (Carmen, 30).

There seems no reason to doubt that she suffered

at Catania on Feb. 5; but the year of her death can

not be determined. She is venerated particulariy

in southern Italy and in Sicily, where, in many
places, she is invoked as a protectress against

eruptions of Mount Etna. The cities of Palermo
and Catania still contend for the honor of being

her birthplace. (A. Hauck.)

AGATHISTS. See (UhbibtianDoctrine, Socisttof

AOATHO, ag'a-tho: Pope 678-681. He was a

Sicilian monk, and in June or July, 678, succeeded

Donus after a vacancy in the papacy of two and

one-half months. He is especially cel^rated for

the decisive part which he took in the Monothelite

controversy (see Monothsuteb). He succeeded

also in inducing Theodore of Ravenna to acknowl-

edge the dependence of his chureh on that of Rome.
At a synod held in Rome at Easter, 679, he decreed

the restoration of Wilfrid, arohbishop of York
(q.v.), who had been deposed by Theodore of Tkr-

sus, arohbishop of Cantert>ury. The finandsl

resources of the Roman see appear to have been

very limited during his pontificate; for he not only

attempted to adzninister in person the office oi

arcariua or treasurer of the Roman' Chureh, but

he persuaded the emperor to renounce the payment
which had been demanded for the confirmation of

a pope, though the imperial approbation was still

required. Agatho died Jan. 10, 681; the Roman
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QKureh honon his memoiy on that day; the Greek
on Feb. 20. (A. Hauck.)
Bbuogbaprt: LUera^ in MPL, Ixzzvii.; Liber ponUfi-

floiu, cd. DacbaKM. i. 360-368, Paris, 1886; Bower, Popeg,
I 469-4861: H. H. Milman. History of [Latin Cktia-

Uamitif: Hefele, CoMctiMivMcAidbte, iii. paaaixn, Eng.
tniul., T. 130-144; JEL C. Mann, LwM «f the Popee in
tk» BaHig Middle Agee, I. ii 24-28.

AGDB, Qgd, STHOD OF: A synod which met
8^. 11, 506, at Agde (Lat. AgaOa), a town on
the Mediterranean coast of Fruice (90 m. w. of

Marseilles, of which it wss originally a colony).

The town is unimportant, though it claimed to pos-

BesB the relics of St. Andrew. The synod met with
the permission of Alaric 11., king of the West
Goths, and thirty-five bishops from the south of

France attended, Osesarius of Aries presiding.

It passed fortynseven canons relating to questions

of discipline, the guardianship of church property,

the devout Ufe, and—a matter of no slight impor-

tance for the south of France—^the position of the

Jews. An attempt was made to enforce clerical

celibacy; and an almost suspicious attitude was
asBomed in regard to female monastidsm (nuns

were not to take the veil before the age of 40; no
new <»nvents were to be founded without the per-

mission of the bishop; and the solitary life was
disapproved). Provision was made for the main-
tenance of several traditional customs, such as the

strict fast in Lent, the tradiiio aymboli on the

Saturday before Easter, the communion of the
laity at Christmas, Easter, and Pentecost; an
effort was made to secure liturgical imiformity.

In regard to the Jewish question, it is observable

that here, as elsewhere, there was no distinction in

social life between Jews and C!hristians, but that the

Church disapproved of intercourse with the Jews,

and looked with some diFtrust on converts from
Judaism. The canons of the synod are based upon
Mer and not exclusively Gallic foimdations:

Spanish and African conciliar decisions are used,

as well as the letter of Pope Innocent I. to Exsu-
perius of Toulouse. In l&e manner the canons
of the First Prankish Synod at Orleans (511) and
the Burgundian Synod at Epao (517) depend
upon those of Agde. The latter were early in-

cluded in the collections of chmt^h law, and Gratian
incorporated a large part of them in his Decretum,

(A. Hauck.)

BiBLioGaAraT: HmmS. CoiksOia, viiL 810; Hefde, ConeOMiw
gaekidue, u. 64»-660. Ens. transl.. iv. 76-86; C. F. Ar-
nold, CdMTtue ven ArekUe, LeixMic, 1804.

AGE, CAHOHICAL: The age required by the
canons of the Ghurch for ordination or for the
performance of any particular act. The require-

nunt of a definite age for entering the priestly

order is first found in the eleventh canon of the
Synod of Neocsesarea (314 or 325): " No one is

to be ordained priest before he is thirty years old

... for Jesus Christ when thirty years old was
baptiaed and entered upon his ministry." The
first canon of the second series of canons of the

Synod of Hippo in 393 required the completion of

the twenty-fifth year for the reception of deacon's

orders. These decisions were frequently repeated,
as by the Synods of Agde (506, canon xvi.), of Aries

(524, canon i.)f the Third Synod of Orleans (538,

canon vi.), and the Fourth of Toledo (633, canon
zz.), and the later repetitions were included in the
canonical collections of the eariy Middle Ages,
but in detail they were frequently changed. Urban
II. at the Goundl of Melfi (1089, canon iv.) laid

down the law that no one should be ordained sub-
deacon before his fourteenth year, or deacon before
his twenty-fourth. For the priesthood, though the
thirtieth year still remained the minimiim in the
written law, the practise grew of ordaining at
twenty-five. The Synod of Ravenna (1314, canon
ii.) fixed the sixteenth year for subdeaoons, the
twentieth for deacons, and the twenty-fourth for

priests. Finally the Goundl of Trent (1563, session

xxiii.) settled the minimum at twenty-two, twenty-
three, and twenty-four years, respectively, for

these offices. It is sufficient to have begun the
year specified in the Council. For tonsure and
minor orders the Coirndl simply requires the recep-
tion of the sacrament of confirmation and a certain

degree of learning. In the Protestant Churches
the attaixunent by the candidate of his majority
is usually considered sufficient, though here and
there the twenty-fourth year is still required.

In the Roman Catholic Church the canonical
age is reckoned from the day of birth. Canonically
the age of discretion is put at seven years, and then
the sacraments of penance and extreme unction
may be received because the child, being supposed
to be capable of conscious choice, can commit
a mortal sin; also the child is then subject to the
regulations of the CSiurch respecting abstinence
and attendance on mass, and may also, as far as
law is concerned, contract a marriage engagement.
A marriage may not be contracted before puberty
(except in case of extraordinary development of
mind and body), i.e., before fourteen for boys
and twelve for girls; nor may confirmation and the
Lord's Supper be received till the child has been
properly instructed. From twenty-one to sixty

is the period when fasting at certain seasons is

obligatory. The lowest canonical age for a bishop
is thirty years completed. The minimiiin age
at which simple vows may be taken is sixteen

years completed. Clerics may not profess solemn
vows before they have entered on their twentieth
year.

BiBLToaRAPHT: KL^ i. 632-638; E. Friedbeis, LeMntdi dee
katholiechen und evangeliachen KirchenredUa, pp. 151, 330,
Leipmo, 1003; W. E. Addis and T. Arnold. Catholic Die-
Uonary, London, 1003.

AOELLI, d-jelli, ANTONIO (Lat. Affdlitu):

Roman Catholic scholar; b. at Sorrento, s. of

the Bay of Naples, 1532; d. at Acemo, 14 m.
eji.e. of Sorrento, 1608. He joined the order of

the Theatins, became bishop of Acemo in 1593,

but after a few years returned to his monastery.
He was famed for his knowledge of the lan-
guages of the Bible, under Gregory XIII. and
Sixtus V. was member of the commission for the
publication of the Septuagint (1587), and as-

sisted also in the publication of the Vulgate
(1590).

Agelli wrote commentaries on the Book of Lam-
entations (Rome, 1598); the Psalms and Canticles

(1606); Proverbs (Verona, 1649); and Habakkuk
(Antwerp, 1697).
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AGENDA, a-jen'da.

The Term; its Equivalents Before the Reformatioii ({ 1 ).

Lutheran Chaneee in Roman Catholic Agenda (t 2).

Decline of Lutheran Agenda in Eighteenth Century ({ 3).

The Agenda in the Reformed Church (t 4).

Revival of Agenda by Frederick WiUiam III. (t 6).

The Agenda in the Modem Lutheran Church (t 6).

American Liturgies ({ 7).

The name Agenda (" Things to be Done **; Germ.
Ageiide or Kirchena^^nde) is given, partici:Qarly in

the Lutheran Church, to the official books dealing

with the forms and ceremonies of divine service.

It occurs twice in the ninth canon of the Second
Synod of Carthage (390; Bruns, Canonea, L, Ber-
lin, 1839, p. 121), and in a letter of Innocent I.

(d. 417; AfPL, XX. 552). The name was frequently

employed in a more specific sense, as agenda mU-
aarumf for the celebration of the mass; agenda diet,

for the office of the day; agenda inorttu)ruin, for the

service for the dead; agenda matviina, and agenda
veepertina, for morning and evening prayers. As
the designation of a book of liturgical formulas it is

stated by Ducange to have been used by Johannes
de Janua, but in the only published work of Johan-
nes (c. 1287) the name does not occur. There is no
doubt, however, that with the development of the

ritual of the Church the classification of liturgical

formulas for the use of the parochial clergy became
common. Such books of procedure

z. The were known by various names; e.g.,

Term; manuale, chsequiale, benedictionale, ri-

fts Equiv- tudUf and agenda. The last title was
alents Be- given especially to the church books of

fore the Ref- particular dioceses wherein the gen-

ormation. eral ritual of the Church was supple-

mented by ceremonial features of

local origin, as the agenda for Magdeburg of 1497,

or the Liber agendarum aecundum rUum eedeaia et

diocesia SUavncenaia of 1512. The use of the term
in the Roman Catholic Church, however, practi-

cally ceases with the Reformation, though a few
instances occur in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. In the Evangelical Churches, on the

contrary, with the title Kirchenbuch, it speedily

came to be the accepted designation for authorita-

tive books of ritual. In the early days of the Ref-

ormation the agenda not infrequently constituted

part of the Kirchenordnung or general church con-

stitutions of a state (see Church Order); but in

the course of time the separation of the formulas of

worship from the legal and administrative codes of

the Church was effected.

The earliest attempts at a reformation of the

Roman ritual were natimiUy concerned with the

mass. The innovations consisted of the omission

of certain parts of the Roman ceremonial and the

substitution of German for Latin, instances of the

use of the vernacular in the celebration of the mass
occurring as early as 1521-22. In 1523

2. Lutheran Luther published his Latin mass, revised
Changes in in accordance with evangelical doc-
Roman trine; and three years later he gave to

Catholic the world his DetUaehe Meaae tmd Ord-
Agenda, nung dea GoUeadienaUf the use of which,

however, was not made obligatory.

In the same year appeared his " Book of Baptism,"
in 1529 probably his " Book of Marriage,'' and dur-

ing the years 1535-37 the formula for the ordination

of ministers. In the Kirchenordnungen of the time

orders of worship occur, as in Thomas MOnzer's

DeuUach kirehen ampt, of 1523, and the Landesord-

nungof theduchy of Prussia in 1525. From this time

to the end of the sixteenth century the Protestant

states of Germany were busied with the task of re-

modeling their ecdeeiastical systemsand formularies

of worship, the work being carried on by the great

theologians of the age. The church constitutions and

agenda of this period may be divided into three

classes: (1) those following closely the Lutheran

model; (2) those in which the ideas of the Swiss Ref-

ormation were predominant; and (3) those which r&>

tained appreciableelements of the Roman ritual. Of

the first type the earliest examples are the constitu-

tions drawn up by Bugenhagen for Brunswick,

1528; Hambui^g, 1529; Lttbeck, 1531; Pomenmia,

1535; Denmark, 1537; Sleswick-Holstein, 1542;

and Hildesheim, 1544. Justus Jonas formulated

the church laws of Wittenberg (in part), 1533;

of the duchy of Saxony (where the name " agenda
"

is first adopted), 1539; and of Halle, 1541. Han-

over received its laws from Urbanus Rhegius in

1536; Brandenburg-Nuremberg, from Osiander and

Brens in 1533; and Mecklenbui^g, from Riebling,

Aurifaber, and Melanchthon in 1540 and 1552.

Among the states which adopted constitutions of

the Reformed type were Hesse and Nassau, between

1527 and 1576; more closely, Warttemberg, 1536;

the Palatinate, 1554; and Baden, 1556. In the so-

called " Cologne Reformation," drawn up largely by

Butzer and Melanchthon and introduced by Arch-

bishop Hermann in 1543, the agenda of Saxony,

Brandenburg-Nuremberg, and Cassel served as

models. The Roman ritual was retained to some

extent in the church ordinances of the electorate

of Brandenburg, 1540; Pfalzneubui^g, 1543; and

Austria, 1571. Of this type, too, were the ordi-

nances drawn up by Melanchthon, Bugenhagen,

Major, and others, for the electorate of Saxony in

1549; but these never went into effect, giving place

in 1580 to a constitution Lutheran in character.

The Thirty Years' war exercised a disastrous

influence on the entire ecclesiastical system of

Germany, and particularly on church discipline.

The work of restoration, however, was begun

almost inmiediately after the cessation of hostil-

ities, but so great was the moral degradation in

which the mass of the people was plunged, so low

was the standard of education and general intelli-

gence, that in the formulation of new ecclesiastical

laws the governments, of necessity, assumed a far

larger share of authority over the affairs of the

Church than they had possessed before the war.

This increased power of the government was appai^

ent not only in a closer supervision over the eccle-

siastical administration, but also in the enforcement

of a stricter adherence to the formulated modes
of worship. Of the agenda promulgated after

the war, the most important were those of Mecklen-

burg, 1650; Saxony and Westphalia, 1651; Bruns-

wick-Ltlneburg, 1657; Hesse, 1657; and HaOe, 1660.

The eighteenth century witnessed a marked

decline in the importance of the ofllcial liturgies

in the religious life of the nation—a loss of influ-
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ence so great as to make the books of the Church
practically obsolescent. This was due to the rise

of the pietistic movement which, in its opposition

to fonnula and rigidity in doctrine, was no less

destructive of the old ritual than was the ration-

alistic movement of the latter half of the centiuy.

Both pietism and rationalism were wanting in

respect for the element of historical evolution in

reiigbn and worship; and the former, in laying

stress on the value of individual prayer and devotion

without attempting any change in the forms of

divine service, led to their general abandonment
for the spiritual edification that was to be obtained

in the societies organised for conmion improve-
ment, the so-called collegia pietatia. Rationalism in

lending its own interpretation to the ritual, deprived

it of much of its practical bearing, and necessitated,

in consequence, a radical reconstruction of the

prayers and hymns of the Church. But a no
less important cause of change in

3.Declineof liturgicid forms is to be foimd in

Lutheran the growth of social distinctions and
Agenda in the rise of a courtly etiquette which
in the sought, with success, to impose its

Eighteenth standards of manners and speech on
Centitxy. the ceremonies and language of the

Church. The etiquette of the salon

altered the Church, and the formula " Take thou
and eat," at the Lord's Supper, was altered to
" Take ye and eat " when the communicants were
of the nobility. The consistory of Hanover in

1800 granted permission to its ministers to intro-

duce during public worship such changes in lan-

guage, costume, and gesture as would appeal to

the tastes of their " refined audiences." As a
result the old official agenda passed generally out
of use and were replaced by books of worship rep-

resenting the views of individual mimsters.

In the Evangelical Churches outside of Germany
books of ritual were drawn up during the early

years of the Reformation. In 1525 Zwingli pub-
lisbed the order of the mass as celebrated at Ziuich

and a formula of baptism based on the " Book of

Baptism," issued by Leo JudsB in 1523. A complete

agenda, including the two Zwingiian codes, appeared
at Zurich in 1525 (according to Hamack and others,

but more probably in 1529), under the title Ordnung
dor Chriienliehen KUchenn tU Zurich, and was
often revised during the sixteenth and seventeenth

eenturies. Bern received its first formulary in

1528; Schaffhausen, in 1592, and St. Gall in 1738.

NeuchAtel, in 1533, was the first

4> The French-speaking community to adopt
Agenda a definite ritutd; its authorship has

in tbit been attributed to Farel. At G«ieva,

Scfonned Galvin published in 1542, La Forme
Chvrch. dee prihree ecdieiaetiqueef based on

the practises he had foimd among the

French of Strasburg during his sojourn in that
city from 1538 to 1541. The Strasburg ritual was
followed also by the French in Londion, and by
numy churches in France itself. Deserving of

special mention are the constitutions drawn up in

1550 by Johannes a Lasoo for the fugitives from
the Netherlands resident in En^^and. They form
the first oomprebensive formulation of the ritual

of Calvinistic Protestantism, and are still in force

in the Netherland Church.
In Germany the return to a uniform, authorita-

tive mode of worship was begun by Frederick

William III. of Prussia in the early years of the

mneteenth century. After 1613 the royal family
of Prussia were adherents of the Reformed creed,

but the king's personal beliefs were entirely Luther-
an. After the campaign of Jena (1806) he entrusted

the task of drafting a ritual to Eylert, whose work,
however, failed to receive the king's approval
because the author had fallen into the then conmion
error of the writers of liturgies, namely, of paying

little regard to the historical devdop-
5. Revival ment of the evangelical forms of wor-

of ship. Frederick William protested

Agenda by vehemently against these newly fabri-

Frederick cated rituals, and asserted the neces-

William HL sity of " going back to Father Lu-
ther." With this purpose he devoted

many years to the personal study of ritualistic

history and attained an expert knowledge of the

subject, particularly of its phases in the sixteenth

century. The refusal of the great mass of the clergy

to lend themselves to his efforts in favor of unity,

he met with the determination to make use of the

power vested in him by law to bring about the

desired end. In 1822 he published the agenda
for the court and cathedral church of Berlin;

and two years later this formulary, increased

and revised with the aid of Borowsky and Bunsen,

was submitted to the various consistories. Before

the end of 1825, out of 7,782 churches within the

Prussian dominions, 5,243 had adopted the proposed

regulations. In spite of a bitter polemic, in which
Schleiermacher led the assault on the king's inno-

vations, the new regulations were introduced in all

the provinces before 1838.

The king's agenda, however, did not cease to be

the subject of much criticism. In 1856 it was
improved; and in 1879 the General Sjmod deter-

mined upon a thorough revision. The work was
entrusted to a committee of twenty-three, among

whom were the theologians Goltz,

6. The Kleinert, Bering, Meuss, Renner,

Agenda in RQbesamen, EOgel, and Schmalen-

the Modem bach; and in 1894 their draft of a new
Lutheran ritual was adopted with slight changes

Church, by the General Ssmod. The lead of

Prussia was followed by the other

members of the German Empire, and most of the

states have now revised their agenda or have the

work in progress. Bohemia and Moravia (both Lu-
therans and Calvinists), Denmark, Norway, Poland,

Russia, Sweden, and Transylvania have also late

revisions. In France, after much agitation, a book
of ritual, LUurgie dee jSglieea reformiee de France

renieiee par leSynode girUral, was adopted in 1897.

(Georo Rietschel.)

The Church of England adopted the Book of

Common Prayer imder Edward VI., which, with

slight revisions, has been made universally obliga-

tory by acts of uniformity. It is used with modi-

fications by the Protestant Episcopal Church
of the United States (see Common Prater, Book
or). H. M. MOhlenberg prepared a liturgy which
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was adopted by the Lutheran Synod that he had
oi^;anized (1748) and approved by the Gennan
Lutheran authorities at Halle, whose missionary

he was. It was based upon those

7. Ameri- in use in LOneburg (1643 onward),
can Calenberg (1569 onward), Branden-

Liturgies. burg-Ma^ebiu^ (1739 onward), and
Saxony (1712 onward). The liturgyof

the Savoy Lutheran (Church of London was the only

one, apparently, actually in hand, the others

exerting their influence throu^ MOhlenberg's

memory (for text cf. H. E. Jacobs, A Hist4»y of

the Lutheran Church in the Untied Statee, New York,

1893, pp 269-275; cf. also Schmucker. in the

Lutheran Church Review, i., pp. 1^27, 161-172).

Forms for baptism and the marriage ceremony
were taken from the Prayer-Book of the Church
of England. In 1795 Kunse published A Hymn
and Prayer Bock for the use of euch Lutheran

Churches as use the English Language, which has

by successive revisions developed into the present

English Church Book. In 1806 the New York
ministerium adopted a liturgy modified by Episco-

pal influence, and in 1818 the Philadelphia minis-

terium adopted a liturgy in which extemporaneous
prayer was allowed as well as freedom in selecting

the Scriptures to be read. In 1885 after much
controversy and conference the (General Synod
adopted a *' Common Service," which has been
widely accepted by the Churches, but is not re-

garded as obligatory.

The Dutch Reformed Church in the United States

adopted (1771) along with the Belgic Confession,

the Heidelberg Catechism, and the Canons of the
Synod of Dort, the liturgical forms that were at

that time in use in the Netherlands. The Nicene
and Athanasian creeds are appended to the liturgy,

which has imdergone little change. The Grerman
Reformed Church in the United States seems to

have used the Palatinate litui^gy, with local modi-
fications. In 1841 the Eastern Ssnaod published
a liturgy prepared by Lewis Mayer, which, how-
ever, failed of general approval. A "Provisional
Litui^gy," prepared by Philip Schaff and others

(1857), likewise proved imacceptable. The " Order
of Worship" was allowed by the General Synod
(1866) as was also the " Western Liturgy " (1869).

The " Directory of Worship " was adopted in 1887
(cf . E. T. Corwin, History of the Reformed Church,
Dutch, and J. H. Dubbs, History of the Reformed
Church, German, New York, 1895). A book of

liturgical forms, prepared by Henry Van Dyke
and others appointed by the General Assembly,
for use in Presbyterian Churches, but in no way
obligatory, was published in 1906. It aroused
considerable opposition. A. H. N.
Bibuoorapbt: J. A. Sohmid, Disaetiaiw de Aoend%$ nve
ordinaHonilnu eeeUaiMUeia, Helmatadt, 1718; J. L.Tunk,
Dm Kirehencrdnuno dtr mano^iteh-lutheriachen Kirche
Deutaehlands in ihrem eraUn Jahrhundert. 1824; idem,
HiatariachB BeUuchtung dtr Agenden, Neustadt. 1827; A.
E. Riohter, Dit evangeliaehen Kirehtnordnungen <2m mcA**
wehnien JahrhundertB, 2 vols., Weimar. 1846; H. A. Daniel.
CodM liiurgiais eedstia univertm in epUomen ndaehu,
4 vols., Leipcic. 1847-63; J. H. A. Ebrard. ReformirteaKirch-
mfruc&.Ziirioh.l847; A. VoT6mBwr,Prote9tanti»eheAifenda,
Gera, 1879; K . A. Dftchsel, Agende fUr die ttmnoeliaehe Kir-
€he. Berlin, 1880; E. Sehling. Die evaiy^eliachen Kirchenord-
nungen dee eecKeMhnten Jahrhunderle, vol. i., Leipaic, 1903.

AGE-TO-COME ADVEHTISTS. See Adyent-

ISTB, 6.

AGIER, a^'zhy^', PIERRE JEAH: French law-

yer; b. in Paris Dec. 28, 1748, of a JaDsenist

family; d. there Sept. 22, 1823. He held high

positions in the French courts during the Revo-

lution and under Napoleon and the BourbooB,

but was early led into comprehensive theo-

logical studies. He learned Hebrew at the age of

forty. His principal woric is Les ProphHes lum-

veUement traduils de VhSbreu avee des expUoations

et des notes critiques (8 vols., Paris, 1820-23). Among
his other works are: Le JurisamsuUe national (3

vols., 1788); Vues sur la riformoHon des lots civilea

(179Z); TraiUsurlemaria(fe{2yo\B,,lSO0); Psatmes

nouveUemenl traduils (3 vols., 1809); Vues sur le

second avHiement de J^sus-Christ (1818); ProphAves

eoncemant Jisus-Christ et V^glise (1819); and Com-

mentaire sur VApocalypse (2 vols., 1823).

AGILBERT, a^'shU-bftr': Second bishop of the

West Saxons (Dorchester) and afterward of Paris;

b. in Gaul, probably in Paris; d. at Jouarre (35 m.

e. of Paris) Oct. 11, 680; he studied in Ireland, and

went to Wessex about 650, where King Oenwealh

appointed him bishop to succeed Birinus (he had

received consecration before leaving Gaul). As

he could not speak English, Oenwealh chose another

bishop. Wine, whom he located (probably in 663)

in his royal dty, Winchester, where he had founded

a church soon after his conversion in 646. Agilbeit

then returned to Gaul, passing through Northum-
bria and attending the Synod of Whitby (q.v.) on

the way. He became bishop of Paris not before

666. He assisted at the consecration of Wilfrid

as bishop of York (664 or 665), and entertained

Theodore of Tarsus while on his way to Oanterbury.

After a time Oenwealh invited hhn to return to

Wessex; but he declined, and sent his nephew
Hlothhere, or Leutherius, who was consecrated

in 670 by the archbishop of Ganterbuiy.

Bibuoorapht: Bede, HiaL eed., iii. 7. 26-28; iv. 1, 12; v. 19.

AGUARDI, a^'^'^aKdi, AirrOiaO: Cardinal;

b. at Cologno al Serio (8 m. s.s.e. of Ber-

gamo), Lombardy, Italy, Sept. 4, 1832. After

a pastorate of twelve years in his native dty, he

was called to Rome and appointed administrator of

Eaat Indian affairs in the (College of the Propaganda,
as well as professor of moral theology in Uie Colle-

gium Urbanum. In the former capacity he was sent

to India as apostolic delegate in 1884, after being

consecrated titular bishop of Csesarea in Palestine.

HI health forced him to return to Italy, but he was

soon in India once more, and made a tour of the

country which lasted five months. In 1887, after

finally leaving India, he was for a time secretaiy

for extraordinary ecclesiastical affairs, and was
then successively papal nuncio at Munich and

Vienna. In 1896 he was sent to Russia as am-
bassador extraordinary to attend the coronation

of the caar, and in the same year reodved the

cardinal's hat, while in 1899 he was made suburban
bishop of Albano. In 1902 he was placed in charge

of the estates of the College of the PropogancU,
and since 1903 has been vice-chancellor of the Holy
Roman Church.
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AGNELLUS, tLg^'neL^xm (called also Andrew):
The hiBtorian of the Church of Ravenna; b. in that
city eariy in the ninth century [some authorities

Bay in 805, of a rich and noble family]; the year of

his death is unknown. He entercKi the clerical

state veiy early, and became abbot of the monas-
teries of St. Maiy ad Blachemas and St. Bartholo-
mew, both in ItEivenna. .He was ordained priest

by Archbishop Petronacius (817-835). His repu-
tation for learning induced his brother clergy to
ask him to write the history of the local church,

and he began his Liber ponHfiealis EodesuE Raven-
natie before 838, and finished it after 846. It

follows the model of the Roman Liber ponHfiealis,

giving a series of biographies of the bishops of

Ravenna, beginning with ApoUinaris, said to have
been a disciple of St. Peter and to have died as a
martyr July 23, 75 (or 78), in whose memory the
Basilica in dasse at Ravenna was dedicated in the

year 549. The last bishop mentioned is George,

whose death falls apparently in 846. The charac-

teristics of the work are its strong tendency to the

expression of local patriotism, and the interest

which it shows in buildings, monuments, and other

works of art. It is one of the earliest historical

works to make an extensive use of architectural

monuments as sources. Agnellus had little com-
mand of written documents; he availed himself of

oral tradition wherever possible, and supplied its

deficiendes by a well-meaning imagination.

(A. Hauck.)
Bibuoobapbt: His history, edited by O. Holder-Egger, is

in MOH, SeripL rer. Lang., 1878, pp. 265-391, also in the
eootinnation to 1206 by an unknown writer and to 1410
by Ptol SoordiUi. in MPL, evi. 429-840; A. Ebert, AUg^
sMtne GttehiehU dgr Litteraiw det MittdaUen, ii. 374-^77,
Leipsio. 1880.

AGNES, SAINT: A saint commemorated in

the Roman Church on Jan. 21 and 28 (the Ge-
Uuaan Liturgy giving the fonner; the Gregorian,

the latter date), and in the Greek Church on Jan.

14 and 21 and July 5. Since the oldest documents
(the Calendarium Romanum, the Calendarium Afri-

canvMj and the Gothic and Oriental Miasale) agree

in fixing Jan. 21 as the day of her death, Holland
has rightly assigned to that day the acts of her

martyrdom. The year of her death, according to

Ruinart, was about 301. The cause and manner
of her martyrdom are given in a very legendaiy

manner by an undoubtedly spurious Paseion in

the older editions of the works of St. Ambrose,
which states that, having made a vow of perpetual

virginity while still a child, she successfully resisted

the wooing of a noble youth, the son of Symphro-
oius, the city prefect, and embellishes the narrative

with many wonders. Her hair suddenly grew so

kmg and thick as to serve for a cloak; a li^t from
heaven struck her importunate lover lifeless to
the ground; when she was boimd to the stake the
flames were extinguished in answer to her prayer.

After she had be^ beheaded at the command of

the prefect, and had been buried by her parents
in their fidd on the Via Nomentana, outside of

Rome, she i^ypeaied to her people in glorified form
with a little lamb at her side, and continued to
perform miracles, such as the healing of the princess

Crmstantia, for which, it is said, she was honored

under Constantine the Great by the erection of a
basilica at her tomb (Sanf Agnese fuori le Mura).
Evidence of the high antiquity of her worship is

given by Ambrose in several of his genuine
writings, by Jerome (Episi., cxxx., ad DemOHadem),
by Augustine, by the Christian poets Damasus
and Prudentius, and by others.

In medieval art St. Agnes is usually represented
with a lamb, which indicates her character as
representative of youthful chastity and innocence,
but may have been derived from her name, which
is to be connected with the Greek hagni, " chaste "

(cf.*Augustine, Sermones, cclxxiii. 6). Two lambs
are blessed every year on Jan. 21 in the Agnes
basilica, mentioned above (one of the principal

churches of Rome, after which one of the cardinal
priests is called), and their wool is used to make
the arehiepiscopal pallia which are consecrated by
the pope (see Paluum). O. ZOcKLSRt.
Bibuoorapht: For life and legends: Ambrose. Vita glorv-

oaa vvrffinU AgnetU, in folio 116 of his works. Milan. 1474;
ASB, Jan., ii. 350-368; T. Ruinart, Ada Martyrum, Am-
sterdam. 1713. Ratisbon. 1860; A. Butler. Liv€» of Ms
SaintB, under Jan. 21. London, 1847; L. Santini, Lsbsn
dtr heOioen Agnea, Ratisbon. 1884; P. Franehi de' Gava-
lieri, Santa Agneae neila tradinone e neiXa Uggenda, Rome,
1890. For representations in Christian art: H. Detsel,
ChritUiehe Ikonographie, voL ii.. Freiburs, 1806. For the
Catacombs of St. Agnes: J. 8. Northoote and W. C. Brown-
low, Roma Sotterrarua, London. 1870-80; M. Amellini, II

Cwnterio di 5. Agnue, Rome. 1880; W. H. Withrow,
Cataeomba of Rome, London. 1888; V. Sehultse, ArcASofe-
gie der aliehriaUicKen Kunai, Munich, 1806. For the mys-
tery play of St. Agnes: Saneta Agnea, Frovanadiiaekaa goiat-

Udkaa Sehauapial, Berlin. 1860.

AGNOETiB, ag^'no-t'tt or -6'td (Gk. agnoUai,

"ignorant "): !• Name of a sect of the fourth

century, a branch of the Eunomians (q.v.), who
followed the lead of Theophronius of (3appadocia.

They were so named because they limited the divine

omniscience to the present, maintaining that God
knew the past merely by memory, and the future

by divination (Socrates, Hist, ecd., v. 24).

2. The name was borne also by the sect of the

sixth centiuy, founded by Themistius, a. deacon of

Alexandria, and sometimes called Themistians.

They consisted chiefly of the Severian faction of the

Monophysites, and maintained that, as the body
of Christ was subject to natural conditions, so also

his human soul must be thought of as not omni-
scient. In support of their view they quoted Mark
xiii. 32 and John xi. 34. The heresy was revived

by the Adoptionists in the eighth centuiy.

AGNOSTICISM: A philologically objectionable

and philosophically unnecessary but very con-

venient term, invented toward the end of the

nineteenth century (1869) as a designation of the

skeptical habit of mind then quite prevalent. It

is defined in the Oxford Dictionaiy as the doctrine

which holds that " the existence of anything be-

yond and behind natural phenomena is unknown,
and (so far as can be judged) unknowable, and
especially that a First Clause and an unseen world

are subjects of which we know nothing." It is

thus equivalent to the common philosophical term,

skepticism, although expressing the phase of thought

designated by both alike from the point of view

of its outcome rather than of its method. Some
have held, it is true, that the true agnostio is not
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he who doubts whether human powers can attain

to the knowledge of what really is, or specifically

to the knowledge of God and spiritual things, but
he who denies this. But there is a dogmatic skep-

ticism, and there is no reason why there may
not be a more or less hesitant agnosticism. The
essential element in both is that the doubt or

denial rests on distrust of the power of the human
mind to ascertain truth. It is conmion, to be sure,

to speak of several types of agnosticism, differing

the one from the other according as the basis of the

doubt or denial of the attainability of trutti is

ontological, generally psychological, definitely epis-

temological, or logical. But useful as this dis-

crimination may be as a rou^ classification of

modes of presenting the same fundamental doc-

trine, it is misleading if it suggests that the real

basis of doubt or denial is not in every case episte-

mological. When it is said, for example, that God
and spiritual things are in their veiy nature unknow-
able, that of course means that they are unknow-
able to such powers as man possesses; nothing that

exists can be intrinsically unknowable, and if im-

knowable to men must be so only because of
;
limi-

tations in their faculties of knowledge. And when
one is told that the sole trouble is that the balance

of evidence is hopelessly in equilibrium, and the

mind is therefore left in suspense, that of course

means only that such minds as men have are too

coarse scales for weighing such delicate matters.

Agnosticism is in short a theory of the nature and
limits of human intelligence. It is that particular

theory which questions or denies the capacity of

human intelligence to attain assured knowlcKige,

whether with respect to all spheres of truth, or, in

its religious appUcation, with respect to the par-

ticular sphere of religious truth. As mankind has

universally felt itself in possession of a body of

assured knowledge, and not least in the sphere of

religious truth,—^nay as mankind instinctively

reaches out to and grasps what it unavoidably
looks upon as assured knowledge, and not least in

the sphere of religious truth,—agnosticism becomes,

in effect, that tendency of opinion which pronoimces
. what men in general consider knowledge more or

less misleading, and therefore more or less noxious.

Sometimes, no doubt, in what we may, perhaps,

call the half-agnostic, these illusions are looked

upon as rough approximations to truth, and are

given a place of importance in the direction of

human life, under some such designation as ** regu-

lative truths " (Mansel), or " value judgments "

(Ritschl), or ** symbolical conceptions " (Sabatier).

The consistent agnostic, however, must conceive
them as a body of mere self-deceptions, from which
he exhorts men to cleanse their souls as from cant
(Huxley).

In effect, therefore, agnosticism impoverishes,
and, in its application to religious truth, secularizes

and to this degree degrades Ufe. Felicitating itself

on a pecxiliarly deep reverence for truth on the
ground that it ¥nll admit into that category only
what can make good its right to be so considered
under the most stringent tests, it deprives itseUf

of the enjoyment of this truth by leaving the cate-
goiy either entirely or in great part empty. Re-

fusing to assert there is no truth, it yet mines what

Bacon declares " the sovereign good of humia

nature," vis., " the inquiry of truth, which is the

love-miaking or wooing of it,—^the knowledge of

truth, which is the presence of it,—and the b^
of truth which is the enjoying of it." On the

ground that certain knowledge of God and spiritual

things is unattainable, it bids num think and fed

and act as if there were no God and no spiritual

life and no future existence. It thus degcsieniei

into a practical atheism. Refusing to deckie there

is no God, it yet misses all there may be of value and

profit in the recognition of God.
Benjamin B. Wabfuld.

BzBuoaKAPHT: Modem ssnoetioinn takes iU start in tht

philooophy of Kmnt and nam its eourae thronsh Hamil-

ton and Mansel to oulminate in the tiirJiing of Herbert

Spenoer; its most authoritative ezpoeition ia givM in

their writinsa and in those of their foUowen. Good ideci

bibliographiea of the subject may be found in A. B. Bnue,

Apoho€tie», p. 146, London, 1802, in F. R. Beattie, Apoio-

getiet. or As RaHonal VindicaHim of CkritHamiy, I 621.

631, Richmond, 1003, and in R. Flint, Agnottieum, Lon-

don. 1003, foot-notes, especially that on p. 043. where Un

titles of woiics on the cognosdbility of God are ooUected.

Consult, besides the above, from the Chziatian dogmatie

standpoint, J. Ward, NahtralUm and AgnotHeitm, ib.

1003; C. Hodge, SyaUmatie Theology, I. L, efa. hr.. New

York. 1871; B. P. Bowne, The PhUooophv of H. Spenor.

ib. 1874 (a criticism of Spencer's asnostictsm); J. Owen,

Bvoningt with tho SkopHet, 2 vols.. London, 1681; J. He-

Cosh, The Agnottieiom of Humo and Huxitv* New Yoik,

1884; J. Martineau, Study of RoUgion, I. L, ch. i-ir.. Lon-

don. 1880; H. Wace, CkrioHanity and Agnotlidtm, Edin-

burgh, 1805; J. Iverach, /• Ood KnowMot London. 1887.

The agnostics' position is set forth in H. Spenoer. FM
PHndpUt, ib. 1004 (called *' the Bible of Agnostidam ");

J. Fiske, OuUinM of Cotmie PhOotophy, Boston, 1874; K.

Fterson, Tho Btkie of Fnelhoughi, London. 1887: R. Bit-

heU, Agnootie Problonu, ib. 1887; idem. The Crmdiffa

Modem AgnoeHe, ib. 1888; idem. Handbook of SeienHik

Agnoetieiem. ib. 1802; CkrieHamiy and Agnoetieiem, a

Coniroverey eoneieting of Papere hy B. Waoe, T. H. ffaa-

ley. Biehop Magee, and Mre, Ward, New York. 1880 (ibis

discussion aroused wide interest); L. Stephen. An AgMO-

Me'a Apology, London. 1803; T. Huxley, CoOodtd Bnaif$,

vol. v., vols., ib. 1804 (contains his aide of the odd-

troversy with Dr. Wacs); W. BcoU Palmer, An Agnettie'i

Progre$$t London. 1006.

AGHITS DEI, ag'ntiB d^i ("Lamb of God"):

1. An ancient liturgioal fonnula in the oelebn-

tion of the Eucharist, found in fft>me manuscriptB of

the Sacramentary of Gregory the Great after the

Lord's Prayer and the Libera. The full text, based

on John i. 29, is" Agnus Dei, qui toUispeccatamun-

di, miserere nobis." It is found also in the ancient

Eastern hymn which was annexed to the Gloria

in Excdaia (see Litubqical Foriiulab, II., 3)

and was early introduced into the Western Church

in Latin translation, whese the form is " Domine

Fili imigenite, Jesu CThrisfte, Domine Deus, Agnus

Dei, Filius Patris, qui tollis peocata mundi, mioerers

nobis; qui tollis peocata mundi, suscipe deprecir

tionem nostram." When the Second Tnillsn

Council (692) undertook to forbid the represenU-

tion and invocation of Christ under the figure of

the lamb. Pope Sergius I., to express the oppontion

of the Roman Church, decreed that the Aniaa

should be sung by priest and people at the Oom-

munion. After 767, under Adrian I., it was sung

by the choir only. The ritual of the mass, based

in this particular on a custom which cao bo

traced to the beginning of the eleyenth oentoiyi
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prescribes that the priest, before taking the sacra-

ment, shall recite the Agnus Dei three times, bow-
ing and beating his breast to express contrition for

ein, the third time with the addition of " dona
nobis paoem." The consecration precedes, the

Lord's Prayer is sung with the Libera nos; a piece

of the consecrated and broken bread is then

thrown into the cup, and the Affnua follows. At
the Church festivals it is accompanied with telling

effect by soft and tender m\isio. In the mass for

the dead the words '' give them rest " are substi-

tuted for " have mercy upon us," the third time

with the addition of " eternal."

The Agnus was accepted in the Evangelical

Lutheran Church at the beginning, either in the

translation of Nicolaus Dedus, " O Lamm Gottes

UDBchuldig," or in the more exact form, " Christe,

du Lamm Gottes, der du trft^rt." In the days of

rationalism it was often omitted, or the phrase
" Son of God " was substituted for " Lamb of God,"
the latter being thought to imply an unchristian,

Levitical sacrificial conception. It was afterward

restored, and is now used in nimierous musical

settings. In the Church of England the Agnua
^as incorporated in the Litany, but only to be

Tepeated twice; and the last fonn (ending with
" grant us thy peace ") was placed first. In the

first prayer4xK>k of Edward I. it was included in

the ooQununion office, but was omitted in that of

1552 and all subsequent revisions. Nevertheless,

it 18 afanost invariably sung by congregations of

High-church affiliations. M. Herold.

Bibuoobapht: H. A. Daniel, Codes lUurgieuB, vols. i.. ii..

Leipae. 1847-48; L. 8eh6b6rl«in, St^atM det lUurgiaehen

Chtr-wnd OmiiMndsQemsno; PP. 308 aqq., Gdttingen, 1880;

G. BietMheU Uhrbueh der Liturifik, p. 386, Berlin, 1900.

Mwieal wttincs, by Vittoris, Paleetrina, F. Burmeister

(1(101), F. Deeker (1604). M. Pnetorius (d. 1621). MoBart.

ud othera: eonvult R. Ton Lilienoron. Chorordnuno, Qii-

.1900.

8. Name given to a wax medallion, bearing the

figure of a lamb, made from the remains of the

fMsefaal taper, and consecrated by the pope in the

mpfoal ceremonies on the Sunday after Easter in

^1» first year of each pontificate and every seven

y«sn thmafter. These medallions are presented

-fto distinguished individuals or to churches, are

<^4t6n enclosed in cases of costly workmanship,
^^^ are carefully preserved, almost like relics.

^^AGOBAW), ag^o-bdrd: Archbishop of Lyons
^^6-840 [b., |HX>bably in Spain, 779; d. in Sain-

^^^DQge (an old province of western France) Jime 6,

^JWOJ Nothing certain is known of his youth. He
t to Lyons in 792, and probably owed his educa-

te Leidrad, archbishop of Lyons, one of the

\ diligent of Charlemagne's helpers in his civil-

l woik. Later he became Leidrad's assistant,

i then his successor. When the order of suc-

i estsbhshed by Louis le D^bonnaire in 817,

L •WTBilji through ecclenastical influence, was set

u^ "^p ^ the instigation of the empress Judith (829),
^^^©ihaid was one of its most sealous defenders,
^^^amns tohave taken no part in the rising of 830;
l:^ut in 833 he appears among the professed op-

\ of Uiuis. He approved the deposition of
^e emperor, and was one of the bishops who forced
^tt to his humiliating penance at SoiaBons. Con-

sequently in 835, when Louis had recovered his

power, Agobard was deprived of his office. He
regained it later, being reconciled with Louis.

Agobard takes a foremost place in the aimals of

Carolingian culture. In strictly theological trea-

tises such as the Liber advereus dogma Felicie,

against Adoptionism, and another, against image-
worship, he is as much a mere compiler as any of his

contemporaries. When, however, in a polemic

against Fredegis, abbot of St. Martin at Tours, he
deals with the question of inspiration, he speaks

out boldly against the doctrine of verbal inspiration,

while still declaring himself to be governedby the tra-

dition of orthodox teachers. In his political wri-

tings he was less governed by traditional views. He
was not afraid to touch one of the most difficult

questions of the time, that of the restitution of

Chim;h property, at the diet held at Attigny in 822;

and he renewed the demand in the tractate De
dispensatione ecdeeiarum rerum. His Comparatio

tUriuaque regiminis ecdeaiastici et polUici (833) is

one of the first writings in which the claim is out-

spokenly made that the emperor must do the bid-

ding of the pope. He wrote a book against the

popular superstition that storms could be caused

by magic, basing his argument on religious grounds,

yet making appeal to soimd reason. In advance
of his age, again, he denied absolutely the justice

of the ordeal by battle, and wrote two tractates

against it. He was also to some extent a liturgical

scholar; and in the preface to his revised antiph-

onary laid down the principle that the words of Holy
Scripture should alone be used. (A. Hauck.)
Bibliographt: A. Cave. Scriptorum eedenoMiieorum hUloria

Uteraria, vol. ii.. London. 1688 (oontunB list of the works
of Agobard); Opera, ed. E. Baluae. 2 vols.. Paris. 1666.

and thenoe in MPL, dv.; also in MOH, Legee, L (1836)

869. MOH, Bpiet, v. (1880) 160-239. andinMGH. Script,

XV. 1 (1887). 274-279.
For his life and timee: Menestrier. Hietoire civUe de la

vitte de Luone,3 parts, Lyons. 1696; K. B. Hundeshagen,
Commentatio de Ambardi vita et eeripHe, Criessen. 1831;

P. Chevallard, VEoliee et Vitat en France au newnhne
eikde. Saint Agobard, Lyons. 1869; T. FSrster, Drei Er*-

biechofe vor 1000 Jahren, Gatersloh. 1874; B. Simson.
JaMriieher dee frOfOneehen Reiehe unter Ludvay) demFron^
men, i. 397 sqq., Leipao. 1874; H. Reuter. Oeechiekte der

reUoiHeen Aufkliiruno tm MUtelaUer, I 24^1. Berlin. 1875;

DCB. i. 63-64; A. Ebert, Oeeehu^ie der Litteratur dee Mit-

telaUere, ii. 209-222. Leipsic. 1880; J. F. Bfareks, Dm polv-

OechrkiteKliehe Wirkeamkeit dee , . , Agobard, Viersen,

1888; Hauck. KD, ii. 463 sqq.; Wattenbach. DOQ, i. 232.

Berlin, 1904; F. Wiegand. Agobard von Lyon* und die

Judenfrage, Leipsio. 1901.

AGOinZAlfTS (Agony Fathers; Fathers of the

Good Death, CamilUans, Clerid regidarea minis'

trantes mfirmis): A fraternity founded at Rome
in 1584 to care for the sick and minister to the

dying. The founder was a pious priest Camillus

de Lellis (b. at Buchianico, in the Neapolitan

province Abruszo, May 25, 1550; d. at Rome
July 14, 1614), who, after a wild life as a soldier,

entered the hospital of St. James at Rome in

1574, sufiFering from an incurable woimd. Becom-

ing converted, he devoted the remainder of lus life

to heroic service in the hospitals of Rome, Naples,

and elsewhere. He was canonised by Benedict

XIV. in 1746, and his statue now stands, among

those of great founders of orders, in St. Peter's

between the statues of St. Peter of Alcantara and St.
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Ignatius Loyola. The society was confiimed by
^xtus V. in 1586; five years later, after the

members had distinguished themselves during the

plague of 1500, it was created by Gregory XIV. an
order with Augustinian rule. It grew rapidly in

numbers and wealth during the founder's lifetime,

and in 1605 was divided by Paul V. into five prov-

inces, Rome, Milan, Bologna, Naples, and Sicily.

Afterward the order spread beyond Italy, especially

in Spain and Portu^, and later in France and
America. During the nineteenth century it met
with opposition in certain countries (including

Italy, where it had thirty-four houses); but it was
favored by Leo XIII., who made St. Camillus and
St. John of God (see Charitt, Brothers of)

patrons of all Roman Catholic hospitals, and in-

serted their names in the litany of the dying.

O. ZOCKLERf.
BiBLiooRAPBT : C. Solfi, Compendia historico della religione

de* ehieriei rtgolari miniwtri degli infermi, Mondovi, 1680;
Fhm, Vie de St CamUU de LeUie, PariB. 1885; W. B&um-
ker, Der heilige Camilliie von LeUie und eein Orden^ Fnuik-
fort-on-the-Blain, 1887; Heimbuoher, Orden undKonipre-
gationen, ii. 264-271.

A6RAPHA, ag'ra-fa ("Unwritten"): Name
given to so-called sayings of Jesus not recorded

in the Grospels, but reported by oral tradition. The
term was first used by J. G. K6mer in his De «er-

monibtia CkriaH aypd^ic (Leipsic, 1776), in which
he gives sixteen such agrapha. Since that time
several collections of agrapha have been made;
and the material seemed to have reached a climax
in the work published by Alfred Resch, Agrapha:
au88ercanoni8che Evangelien-Fragmente in rndgHch-

8ter VoUtt&ndigkeil tusammengestelU und quellen-

kritiBch untenucht {TU^y, 4, 1889; cf. J.H. Ropes,
Die SprHche Jeau . . . eine krUische Bearbeitung

dea von A. Reach geaammelten Maieriah, xiv. 2 of

the same series, 1896). In 1897 Drs. B. P. Grenfell

and A. S. Hunt discovered a papyrus page contain-

ing eight " sayings of Jesus " which are known as
" the Oxyrhynchus Logia." In Feb., 1903, they
came upon another papyrus fragment of a some-
what similar character, containing five additional
" sayings of Jesus." Ropes divides the material

foimd in Resch into five classes: (1) sayings which
tradition has not considered agrapha; (2) passages

erroneously quoted as sayings of the Lord; (3)

worthless agrapha; (4) eventually valuable agrapha;

(5) valuable agrapha. Such a classification is

arbitrary and impossible; and even as to the num-
ber of agrapha scholars differ.

Among the more noteworthy of the agrapha are:

1. The sentence, *' It u more blessed to give than to re-

eeiye," quoted by Paul (Acts xx. 36) as the ** words of the
Lord Jesus." No such saying is mentioned in the canonical
Gospels. In the Teadiino of the ApoeOee (i. 6) is found
" happy is he that giveth according to the eommandment ";

and in the Apoeiolieal ConehtuHone (iy. 3): ** since even the
Lord says, * the giver was happier than the receiver.' " In
Clement of Rome (£pi«t. i. 2), the same saying seems to be
referred to under the form ** more willing to give than to

2. *' On the same day, having seen one working on the
Sabbath, he said to him. ' O man, if indeed thou knowest
what thou doest. thou art blessed; but if thou knowest not,
thou art acoursed and a transgressor of the law.' " This
very remarkable saying occurs after Luke vi. 4 in Cod. D
and in Cod. QrBo. B. Bob. Stephani

3. *' But ye seek to increase from little, and from greater
to lea. When ye go and are bidden to dinner, sit not down

in the highest seate, lest one grander than thou anive, and
the giver of the feast oome and say to thee, ' Take a iower

seat,' and thou be ashamed. But if thou sit down in the

meaner place, and one meaner than thou arrive, the girer

of the feast wiU say to thee, ' Go up higher '; and this shall

be profitable to thee." This saying is found after Matt,

zx. 28 in Cod. D, and in some other codices (of. the New
Testaments of Griesbach and Tischendorf ad. loe.).

4. ** Jesus said to his disciples * Ask great things, and the

small shall be added unto you; and ask heavenly things

and the earthly shall be added unto you ' " (aement of Alex-

andria, Stromaia, i. 24; Origen, De OraL libelL, iL; cf. Am-
brose, BpiMLt xxxvi. 3).

5. " Rightly, therefore, the Scripture in its desire to make
us such dialecticians, exhorts us: * Be ye skflful money-

changers,' rejecting some things, but retaining what is good
"

(Clement of Alexandria, Strom., i. 28). This is the most

frequently quoted of all traditional sasdngs. Beech civee

sixty-nine passages.

6. ".Let us resist all iniquity, and hold it in hatred," quoted

as tike words of Christ by Barnabas (iPptsC, iv.). In Ejfut,

vii. is found: ** They who wish to see me and lay hold of my
kingdom must receive me by affliction and suffering."

7. ** Our Lord Jeeus Christ said, ' In whatsoever I may
find you, in this will 1 also judge you.' " This saying, found

in Justin Martyr {Trypho, xlvii., ANF, L, p. 219), is ascribed

by (dement of Alexandria (Quie divee, xL) to (3od; by Jo-

hannes (}linuu:us {Soala porodisi, vii. 150; Vita B. Anicmti,

i. 16; Vita palrum. p. 41) to the prophet Esekiel (cf. Enk.
viL 3, 8; xviii. 30; xxiv. 14; xxxiiL 20, with Fabridus.

Cod, Apoer., 1 333). These passages in Eaekiel, however,

do not justify the quotation, and some apocryphal gospel

is probably the authority for this saying.

8. Among the sayings found in 1003 was the foUowxng:
" Jesus saith, * Let not him who seeks . . . cease until he

finds, and when he finds he shall be astonished; astoniehed

he shall reach the kingdom: and having reached the king-

dom he shall rest.' " Another, with oonjeetural restoratioD

of mi—ing portions, is:
** Jesus saith, * [Ye ask, who are

those] that draw us [to the kingdom, if] the kingdom is in

heaven? . . . The fowls of the air, and all beasts that are

under the earth or upon the earth, and the fishes of the sea

[those are they which draw] you, and the kingdom of heaven

is within you; and whoever shall know himself shall find

it. [Strive therefore] to know yourselves, and ye shall be

aware that ye are the sons of the [almighty] Father: [and]

ye shall know that ye are in [the dty of God],aDd years [the

city].'" B.PICX.

Biblio<hu.pht: Colleotiona of agrapha are found in J. H.

Qrabe, SpteOegium, Oxford, 1608; J. A. Fabridus, Codex

Apo€rtfphv9 Nooi Teeiamenii, Hamburg. 1703; R. Hoff-

mann, Dae Leben Jeeu naeh den Apocrpphen, Leipsic

1861; B. F. Westcott, iniroduetion to the Study of the

OoepeU, London, 1860; Sohaff, ChrieOan ChurA, 1 162-

167; A. Beech, Agrapha, in TU, v. 4. 1801; J. H.

Bopes, m TU, xiv. 2, 1806; £. Nestle, NoviTeeta-

mena Qrad Supplemenium, pp. 80-02. Leipsic. 1806;

B. Pick, The Agrapha: or. Unrecorded Sayinge of

Jeeue Chnet, in The Open Court, xi. (1807) &2&-641; klem.

The BxtrorCanowieal Life of Chriet, pp. 260-312, New
York, 1003 (including a list of articles on the Oxyrhyn-
chus Logia published in 1807); C. Taylor, The OxyrhyndtM
Logia and the Apocryphal Ooepete, London, 1800; E. Preu-

schen, AntOegom^na, pp. 43-47, Qiessen. 1001; Tfte Nev
Sayingt of Jeeue, and Fragment of a Loel Ooepel were pub-

lished by B. P. Grenfell and A. &. Hunt, Oxford and New
York, 1004, reviewed in Biblieal World, xxiv. (1004) 261.

in Saturday Review, xeviii. (1004) 133. and Chureh Quar-

teHv, Iviii. (1004) 422. For sayings of Jesus in Moham-
medan writers consult D. S. Margoliouth, in The Bxpoti-

tory Timee, v. (1803) 60, 107, 177; W. Lock, in The Sx-

poeitor, 4th series, ix. (1804) 07-00; and for sayings of

Jesus in the Talmud consult Pick, ut sup.

AGREDAy MARIA DE. See Maria db Aqbxda.

A6RIC0LA: Pelagian writer; under the date

429 in his Chronicon, Prosper of Aquitaine men-
tions a British theologian of this name, the son of

Severianus, a Pelagian bishop, saying that he cor-

rupted the churches of Britain by his teaching, until

Pope Celestine sent Gennanus, Bishop of Auxene
(q.v.), to undo the nuschief and bring back the
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Britons to the Catholic faith (cf. Bede, Hist, ecd.,

L 17). Caspari has printed five unsigned letters

and a tract on riches which are obviously all by
the same Pelagian author, and has shown it to be
probable that this is Agrioola. From them it is

learned that the author on his way to the East to

leam the true ascetic life, heard the Pelagian ascetic

teaching from a Roman lady in Sicily, and became
a zealous preacher of it. The value of these wri-

tings lies in the glimpse which they give of the

ethical side of Pelagianism. (A. Hauck.)

BnuooRAPHT: C. P. GBspari, Briefe, Ahhandlunoen, urid

PrtdifiUn au» den moei UtxUn Jahrhunderten dn kirch'

heken iiifcrfunu und dmn Anfang det MittOaUen, Christi-

ui&,1890.

AGRICOLA, JOHAHN: An associate of Luther,

and the originator of the antinomian controversy

of the German Reformation; b. at Eisleben Apr.

20, 1494 (according to his own account; others

give 1492 or 1406); d. at Berlin Sept. 22, 1566.

His real name was Schneider, first Latinized into
" Sartor," then, from a corruption of " Schneider

(Snider) " to " Schnitter," into " Agricola." He
entered the University of Leipsic in the winter of

1509-10, with the intention of studying medicine,

but Luther attracted him to theology. After

taking his bachelor's degree, he went, in the winter

of 1515-16, to Wittenberg, where he came wholly

under Luther's influence. He witnessed the famous
promulgation of the theses; and at the Leipsic

disputation (1519) he acted as Luther's secre-

tary. He soon became friendly with Melanchthon
also, and an influential member of the little

group of Wittenberg tl^eologians. A modest in-

come was provided for him by the position of

teacher of grammar and the Latin classics in the

Pedagogium; and before long he lectured on
dialectics and rhetoric, and later on the New
Testament.

On the outbreak of the Peasants' War (1525),

Agrioola accompanied Luther to the Harts Moun-
tains, and gained from Count Albert of

Schoolman- fiCansfeld the nomination as head of the

ter in . Latin school to be opened at Eisleben.

Eisleben. This work, after a visit to Frankfort,

as Luther's deputy, to help settle the
ecclesiastical a£Fairs of that place, he took up in

Aug., 1525; and two catechetical books grew out of

it, the second of which (1528) aheady exhibits the

opposition between the Law and the Gospel which
was to develop into his antinomian convictions.

A commentary on the Epistle to Titus (1530) and
a translation of Terence's Andria, with notes (1544),

are doubtless other results of his school work. At
Eideben also he began his three collections of Ger-
man proverbs, with explanations, which have ever
since been popular. Certain critical remarks about
Ulrich of WQrttemberg in the first of these collec-

tions involved Agricola in difficulties both with
Ulrich and with his protector, Philip of Hesse,

wbich were ended only by two successive apologies,

prevented Luther from taking him to the Marburg
coolerenoe, and influenced lusbearing in the Schmal-
kald strug^. He bad opportunities of preaching
at St. Nicholas's church in Eisleben, and acquired
the reputaticHi of being one of the strongest pulpit

orators of the Wittenberg circle, so that he
was asked to attend the IMet of Speyer in 1526
and 1529 and preach before the court. At this

period also he made himself useful as a trans-

lator from the Latin, rendering among other

things Melanchthon's conunentaiy on several Paul-

ine epistles.

His relations with Melanchthon were seriously

disturbed in 1526. Soon after his departure from
Wittenberg a new theological profes-

Contro- sorship was founded there, on which,
vermes, with Melanchthon's encoiuragement,

he set his heart. When it was
conferred on the latter, Agricola's vanity received

a woimd which put an end to the cordiality of their

friendship; and it is easy to understand why he
began the antinomian controversy in 1527 with an
attack, not on Luther, but on Mehmchthon. Luther,

however, whose relations with Agricola were still

friendly, succeeded in effecting an apparent agree-

ment. Agricola now fell out with Albert of Mans-
feld. Differences arose over the measures to

be taken for defense against the emperor and with
regard to the treatment of matrimonial questions;

and in 1536 Agricola was treating with Luther to

secure a recall to Wittenberg. The elector prom-
ised him a speedy appointment to a university

position, and meantime invited him to come to

Wittenberg to give his counsel on the question of

the Schmidkald articles. Agricola removed thither

at Christmas, 1536. Albert, annoyed at the manner
of his departure from EMeben, accused him to the

Wittenberg group as the founder of a new sect

antagonistic to Luther, and to the elector as a
turbulent fellow of the MUnser type. Luther stood

by him, however, and even gave him and his family

shelter in his own house; and when Luther went to

Schmalkald in 1537, Agricola took his place both
at the university and in the pulpit. Expressions

used in some of his sermons, and the rumor that

he was privately circulating antinomian theses

containing attacks on Luther and Melanchthon,

made him an object of suspicion. His antinomian

disputes with Luther himself began; and after each

apparent settlement they broke out with fresh

violence (for details of the controversies see Amti-

NOMiANiBM, Antinomian Controversies, II.). He
found employment in the newly founded Witten-

berg consistory until Feb., 1539, when he formally

accused Luther before the elector, who practically

put him under arrest. Before the matter was
settled he escaped to Berlin (Aug., 1540). At Me-
lanchthon's suggestion and through Bugenhagen's

mediation, he was allowed to retract his accusation

and to return to Saxony. Cordial relations be-

tween the two men could, however, no longer

exist: Luther never trusted Agricola again; and
the latter, on his side, held that he remained true to

the original cause, from which Luther had fallen

away.
Joachim II. of Brandenburg gave Agricola a

position as court preacher, and took him to the

Conference of Regensburg (1541), the interim drawn
up at which he considered a useful basis of unity.

He followed his prince in the inglorious campaign
against the Turks in 1542, and gained more and
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more influence over him, in spite of the efforts of

Joachim's mother. He became general superin-

tendent and visitor of Brandenburg,

Later Life, administering confirmation and ordi-

nation, though he himself had never

received any kind of ordination. When the

Schmalkald League took up arms against the em-
peror, Agricohi attacked them in 1^ sermons as

disturbers of the peace, and gave thanks for the

emperor's victory at MQhlberg, utterly failing to see

the danger to the evangelical cause. It flattered

his vanity when he was chosen as the Protestant

theologian on the commission appointed at the

Diet of Augsburg (1547-48) to draw up an interim;

and he had the thankless task of endeavoring to

persuade his fellow Protestants to accept it. The
more strongly and increasingly they rejected it,

the more animosity was concentrated on Agricola,

who attempted to vindicate his Lutheran standing

by the part which he took in the controversy with

Osiander (q.v.); and the common cause brought
him once more closer to Melanchthon. It fell to

him to give judgment between Stancaro and An-
dreas Musculus (q.v.); and he pronoimced in favor

of the latter. The controversy on the necessity

of good works raged for years in Brandenburg,
and Agricola stoutly opposed the PhilippiBts.

For a while they seemed to prevail with Joachim,

but the court swung roimd again to Agricola's side;

and in 1563 he was able to hold a thanksgiving

service in Berlin for the final victory over his op-

ponents—a victory for strict Lutberanism won
mainly by the man whom Luther had despised.

He died three years later, during an epidemic of

the plague. He was imdoubtedly a gifted man,
though his rightful development was hindered by
his vanity, which brought about the breach with
Luther, and by the temptations of court life, which,

as he himself recognized when too late, he had not
sufilcient strength of mind to resist.

(G. Kawbrau.)
Biblioobapht: O. Kawerau. Jt^nn Agricola von BtBlebent

Berlin. 1881.

AGRICOLA, STEPHAN (originally Castenpauer):

A follower of Luther; b. in Abensberg (18 m. s.w.

of Regensburg), Bavaria; d. at Eisleben Easter,

1547. He studied at Vienna, joined the Augustinians,

gained fame as a preacher and teacher, and was
promoted doctor of theology in 1519. Imitating
St. Augustine, he preached on entire books of the
Bible in Vienna in 1515, as lector in the Augus-
tinian monastery at Regensburg in 1519-20, and in

other places. His sermons brought him under
suspicion. He was accused of preaching heretical,

inflammatory, and offensive dogmas; of having
recommended Luther's writings on the Babylonian
captivity and on the abolition of the mass; of
having spoken offensively of the Roman see, bishops,
and clergy; and of having demanded the abolition
of all ceremonies. He was imprisoned in 1522;
thirty-three charges were made against him; and
his answer, denying dependence upon Luther and
making appeal to Augustine and the Scriptures,
was of no avail. He prepared for death, and wrote
Em kdgUicher gutter notwendiger Sermon vam Sterben
(1523), which his friend Wolfgang Russ published.

He escaped, however, found a home with the Car-

melite Johflinn Froseh of Augsburg in 1523, and

preached there from time to time. Not long after

1523 he published under the name of "Agricola

Boius " Bin Bedencken wie der wahrhaffHg Gottu-

dienst von OoU sdbs gdtoten und auugetdztf modit

mU heuerung gemejfner ChriMtenheyt trndenimb auf-

gericht werden, a Idnd of reformation-im>gramme.

Protected by the city council, he lfUx>red with

Rhegius and Froseh for the Reformation in Augs-

burg, and became pronounced in his adherence to

Luther's views as against Zwingli. By translating

into German Bugenhagen's polemical treatise

against Zwingli's Contra novum errorem de waa-
mentia (1525), he won over the Augsburg congrega-

tion to the Lutheran side. At the invitation of the

landgrave Philip, he took part in the Maiburg

Colloquy and signed the articles agreed upon. In

1531 he left Augsburg as he was opposed to Butzer^s

Zwinglian tendency and went to Nuremberg, where

he stayed with Wenceslaus Link. In 1537 he

attended the Schmalkald Diet and signed Luther's

articles. When the Reformation was introduced

into the Upper Palatinate, he accepted a call to

Sulsbach where he preached the first evangelical

sermon June 3, 1542. He afterward went to Eis-

leben. (T. KOLDE.)

Bibuoobapbt: C. SpaagenbeiSt Wider die h6m SiAen in

TeufeU Kam^ffeUpia, Eialeben. 1562; H. W. Rotennund.
Oooehiehie dn auf dmn Reiehtiage wu Avg^burg un Jakrt

1690 . . , aiavbefubekenntftinn. HADorer, 1829; Dat-

terer, Dm KardinaU und Brtbia^cfa von Saldwrg Mat-

tkOua Lang VerkalUn sur Reformation, Ebriangen, 1892.

AGRICULTURE,HEBREW: Palestine is praised

in the Old Testament as a " land flowing with

milk and honey "; and, indeed, with

Field and little labor it yielded what the in-

Garden habitants needed. Of cereals, wheat

Products, was and is the most important product;

the Ammonite country appears to

have been specially noted for it (11 Chron. xxvii.

5). The best wheat to-day is that of the Hauran

and Belka, and of the high table-land between

Tabor and the Lake of Tiberias. Much wheat was

raised by the Hebrews in the time of Solomon, and

then and later it was one of the chief articles of

export (I Kings v. 11; Ezek. xxvii. 17). Barley

was equally common and in the earlier time was the

chief material for bread (Judges vii. 13; II King?

iv. 42). With progress in culture and the settled

life its use was limited to the poorer dasses (John

vi. 9, 13; Josephus, Wax, V. x. 2). To-day it is

used for fodder only; it was also so used in the

ancient time (I Kings iv. 28), and its value appears

to have been about one-half that of wheat (II Kings

vii. 1). There is no evidence in the Old Testament
that beer was made from it. A third and less

important cereal tHeb. kusaemdh: LXX, o^ipti,

Ex. ix. 32; Isa. xxviii. 25; Ezek. iv. 9; erroneously

rendered " rye " in A. V.) was probably spelt.

Rye and oats are not mentioned. Tlie chief legume-

bearing plants were beans (II Sam. xvii. 28; £s^
iv. 9) and lentils (Gen. xxv. 34; II Sam. xvii. 28,

xxiii. 11; Ezek. iv. 9). Both were ground into

meal, and were used for bread in time of scarcity

(Esek. iv. 9). Leeks, onions, and garlic were used

as seasoning and to give relish to bread. Ououm-
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ben and meloziB are also mentioned as delicacies

of which the Israelites were deprived in the wilder-

ness (Num. xi. 5). Both are particularly refreshing

in hot ooimtrieSy and the poor live for months on
bread and cucumbers or melons alone. Of condi-

ments and spices the Old Testament mentions two
varieties of cumin (Heb. kammonf te^, Isa.

xzviii. 25; the former used also as medicine) and
the coriander (Ex. xvi. 31; Num. xi. 7, often men-
tioned in the Talmud). The New Testament adds:

dill (Eng. versions, " anise," Matt, xxiii. 23), mint
(ib.; Luke xi. 42), rue (Luke xi. 42), and mustard
(Matt. xiii. 31, xvii. 20; Mark iv. 31; Luke xiii.

19, xvii. 6). The mustard-seed was proverbial as

the smallest of seeds. The mustard plant grows
quickly and reaches a height of ten feet. To these

food-producing plants must be added flax (Josh. ii.

6; Isa. xix. 9; Hos. ii. 5, 9, and elsewhere) and
cotton. The former of these is not much cultivated

to-day; but it was of great importance to the

ancient Israelites, as, together with wool, it sup-

plied the material for their cbthing. In the Greco-

Roman period it was one of the chief articles of

trade. The importance of the flax-cultivation

can be inferred from the statement of the Talmud,
that it was permissible to put a flax-bed under
water on semi-holy days in order to destroy injuri-

ous insects (Mo'ed Ka^ i. 6). linen-manufacture
was earned on especially in Galilee. How eariy

the cotton-plant was introduced into Palestine is

not known. The Hebrew terms Bhesh and hu^

do not necessarily mean linen, but include cotton

Gk)th, or a mixed material like the Greek byasos.

The foreign word karpas (Gk. karpasos) is used for

cotton in Esther i. 6 and in the Talmud. In Greco-
Roman times cotton was grown and exported (cf.

Pauaanias, V. v. 2). For wine and oil see the

separate articles.

Palestine is praised in Deut. viii. 7, xi. 10-11, as

a " land of brooks of water, of foimtains and depths

that spring out of valleys and hills,"

CUmatic which has no need of artificial irriga-

Conditions. tion because it " drinketh water of

the rain of heaven." Compared with
the nei^iboring coimtries, it can not, indeed, be
called pooriy watered. In normal years the natural

precipitation suflices for a great part of the fields.

Land thus naturally watered is called in the Mish-
oah " house of the Baal " or " field of the house
of the Baal," and the name is kept to this day
(ef. 8mith, Bd. of Sem., p. 97). But the ancient

Israelites knew that watercourses and underground
water were indispensable (cf. Ps. i.; Deut. viii. 7;

Isa. TTTJi 20; Esek. xvii. 8), and that the rain

slone was not always sufficient; they therefore

appreciated the pools made by the Canaanites and
added to them (see Water Supply in Palestine).
For these favors of nature the Israelite ever felt

his immediate dependence upon Yahveh (cf. Deut.
ri. 14; Jer. iii. 3, v. 24; Joel ii. 23; Zech. x. 1).

Yahveh's bleaong shows itself in his sending the
fint nin and the latter rain in due season; in

the rain his mercy is seen, in the drought his

anger. Thus be proves himself indeed the Baal of

the land, who waters and fertilizes it (cf. Smith,
Lc).

The Israelites learned agriculture from the
Canaanites. How rapidly they made the tran-

sition from the nomadic stage can not
Cuitiva- be determined; it seems to have been
tion. practically complete at the beginning

of the regal period (cf. I Sam. xi. 5;

II Sam. xiv. 30, which indicate that high and low
were then engaged in the cultivation of the soil),

although certain tribes of the south and the East-
Jordan coimtry retained more or less of the nomadic
character till the Exile. That the reHgious obser-

vances, preeminently the great festivals, rest upon
an agricultural basis is significant. Irrigation was
not the only artificial improvement that was neces-

sary. The land had to be cleared of thorns and
weeds, and stones had to be removed (cf. Isa. v. 2;

Matt. xiii. 3-7), although the fellahs to-day often al-

low the stones to remain because they help to retain

moisture.' Extensive terracing was indispensable

to retain the thin soil on the steep hillsides. Manur-
ing and burning were practised (Isa. v. 24, xxv. 10,

xlvu. 14; Joel ii. 5; Ob. 18), but probably neither

extensively nor annually. Dried dimg is more
valuable to-day as fuel, and it was so used in the

ancient time (Ezek. iv. 15). The usual method of

renewing the strength of the soil was fallowing

(Ex. xxiii. 11, and elsewhere). The winter crops

(wheat, barley, lentils, etc.) were sown as soon as the

early rain had softened the groimd—^from the end
of October to the beginning of December. The
sowing of the summer cropa (millet, vetches, etc.)

followed, and lasted (in the case of cucumbers) till

after the winter harvest. Well-watered fields bear

two crops. The surface of the soil was scratched

by a very primitive plow, drawn by oxen or

cows (Judges xiv. 18; I Kings xix. 19; Job i. 14;

Amos vi. 12), sometimes in light soils by an ass

(Deut. xxii. 10; Isa. xxx. 24). The furrow to-day

is from three to four inches deep. The driver's

goad (Judges iii. 31) served also to break the clods.

According to the usual assumption, the field which
a yoke of oxen (Heb. ipemedh) could plow in a day
was the unit of land-measurement, as the present

unit, the fedddn (22-23 acres), represents a season's

plowing. It is more probable, however, that they

measured land by the amoimt of seed sown, as is

done in the Talmud, and that i^emedh is properly a
measure of capacity and then designates a piece

of ground of such size that it required a ifemedh

of seed. The surface was evened with an imple-

ment resembling a stone-boat or with a roller

(Job xxxix. 10; Isa. xxviii. 24-25; Hos. x. 11).

The seed was sown by hand; wheat, barley,

and spelt were often carefully laid in the fur-

row. In the time of the Mishnah, as at pres-

ent, it was plowed in. At present, seed is sown
rather thinly. An estimate of the amoimt of

land under cultivation in ancient times is im-
possible. Large tracts in Palestine can never

have been used for anything but pasturage; the
" deserts " were extensive, as their frequent men-
tion shows; and there was more wooded land

than now (Josh. xvii. 15, 18; II Kings ii. 24).

These facts make it probable that the extent of

cultivated land did not materially exceed that of

to-day.
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of Jehoshaphat of Judah, whose son may have
married Ahab's daughter at this time. The battle

was lost and Ahab was mortaUy womided.
Ahab's reign is of great importance in the relig-

ious development of Israel, and is marked by a
bitter contest between the throne and the proph-
ets. That Ahab had no intention of apostatizing

from Yahweh, the god of his people, is shown by
the names he gave his children; but to rule right-

eously, according to the conception of the prophets,

did not suit his policy. He tolerated the calf-

worship instituted by Jeroboam (I Kings xii. 26-

33), and, influenced by his Phenician wife, intro-

duced into Samaria the worship of the Syrian Baal
(Melkarth), for whom he built in his capital a great

temple with all the necessary paraphernalia. No
doubt certain circles in Israel were shocked by this

heathen worship; but the great majority saw in it

no inconsistency with the Mosaic religion. It fell

to EHijah to rebuke the people for " halting between
two opinions "; but his voice, like that of other

prophets who protested, had little effect. Jezebel

tried to silence them by bloody persecutions; and
Elijah complained that he was the only prophet
of Yahweh left. It must not be imagined, however,

that all so-called prophets of Yahveh had been
killed; for Ahab, who still regarded himself as a
worshiper of Yahweh, would hardly have per-

mitted such an act. Those who did not oppose the

worship of Baal were doubtless left alone; but in

the eyes of EHijah they were not much better than
the prophets of Baal. After the event on Mount
Carmel (I Kings zviiL) Jezebel saw the futility of

trying to suppress the opposition to the worship
of Baal, and the prophets who had kept in

hiding could come and go freely. Ahab and
his wife were also denounced by Elijah for the

crime conmiitted against Naboth and his family,

which led to signs of contrition on the king's

part and to a postponement to his son's days
of the threatened retribution (I Kings xxi.; cf.

II Kings ix. 21-26). Ahab's character and achieve-

ments are differently estimated. He was un-
doubtedly an able man, and desired to promote
the welfare of his people; he was a brave warrior,

and died manfully. But in the estimation of many
these virtues are outweighed by his weakness
toward Jezebel, his short-sighted optimism after

the victory at Aphek, and his lack of deep religious

conviction and earnestness. (W. Lotz.)

Bxbuoorapht: On Um ofaionolosy: A. KamphauMOt Chnn
naUoffU der KebrOiMehen KOnige, Bonn, 1883; Chronol-
ogy of tke Kinga of ImraA ami Jydah compared vriih ths

MonumenU, in Church Quartorly Review, Jan., 1886; £.
Mahler, Biblische Chront^ogie und Zeiireehnung der Hdh-
riker, Vienna, 1887; DB, i. 397HK)3; EB, i. 773-819; and
Motions on chronology in the following named works.
On the history: H. Ewald, Oeechiehie dee Vofkee lerael, 7
vols., Gdttingen, 1864-68 (Eng. tranal.. 8 vols., London.
1867-83); M. Dunoker, Qeechichie dee AUerthume, ii.. Leip-
s.e. 1878; B. Stade. Qeechichie dee Volkea /sroel, 2 vols.,
Berlin. 1884-80; E. Renan, Hietoire du peuple leraei, 6
vols.. Paris. 1887-^ Eng. tranal., London, 188&-«1;
R. Kittel, Qeechichie der Htbrtier, 2 vols., Gotha, 1888-
02, Eng. tranal.. 2 vols., London. 1805-06; H. Graets,(7*-
eehiehlederJuden, 11 vo]s.,Leipsic, 1888-1000. Eng. transl.,

6 vols.. London, 1801; Q.Rawlinson.Ktnaso/ leraelandJu^
dah, London, 1880; 8mith,0r/C; idem, PropheU;H.Winek-
)BT,QeechichieIeraeie, 2 vols.. Leipeio, 1805-1000; C. F. Kent.
Hietory of the Hebrew People, 2 vols.. New York, 1806-07;

idem. StudenU* Old rstfomsnl. ii., ib. 1004; J. WeHhansen,
leraelitieche und jUdieehe OeeehiehU, Berlin. 1807; idem.
Prolegomena eur QeeehichiB ieraeie, Berlin. 1800 (in

Eng., Prolegomena to ike Hieiory of leraei, with a reprmi
of the artieU ' leraei ' from the **Bneydop€Bdia BrOanrnta:'
Edinburgh. 1885); C. H. Comill, OeedUehte dee VoUtet
leraei, Leipsic, 1808, Eng. transL. Chioago, 1808; DB,
iL 506-^18; EB, ii 2217-^; H. P. Smith. Old TeekmeiU
Hietory, New York, 1003. Further material is to be
found in the eommentaries on the Books of Kings and
Chxonieles. On indications from the monuments: Sehra-
der, KB, 6 vols.. Berlin. 188SH1001: idem, KAT, 3d ed..

by H. Zimmem and H. Winekler, 2 vols., Berlin, 1003,
Eng. transL of Ist ed., London, 1885-88; H. Winekler,
AUorientalieche Forechungen, L-vi, Ldpsie. 1803-07 (new
series, 3 vols.. 1808-1001; 3d series, 2 vols., 1001-06); A.

H. Sayoe, ' Higher CriHeiem ' and the Momtmenie, London.
1804; J. F. MoCurdy, Hietory, Prophecy and the Morn^
HMnte. 2 vols.. New York, 1804-1001; W.St. G. Boecawen.
The BMe and the MomimenU, London. 1805; 8. R. Driver,

in D. G. Hogarth. AiUkoniy amd Archmology, London.
1800.

AHASUERUS, o-has'yu-i'ros: A name given in

the Old Testament to two kings. 1. The father of

Darius the Mede (Dan. ix. 1). Since Darius is

mentioned before Cyrus, he can be no other than

Astyages, and Ahasuerus would then be Cyaxares.

Phonetically the name is just as little connected
as Qyazares with the name which that king has in

the Persian cuneifonn inscriptions, and which must
probably be read Huvakhshtra. It is also often

found that the Median and Persian king? are differ-

ently named in the sources, a difference which is

to be explained by the fact that after their accession

to the throne they took new names. In Tob. xiv.

15 " Asueroe " is Astyages, since he is moitioned
as the conqueror of Nineveh beside Nebuchad-
nexsar.

2, A king mentioned in the book of Esther, the

Khshayarsha of the Persian inscriptions and the

Xerxes of the Greeks, who ruled from 485 to 465

B.C., and was the son of Darius Hystaspes. This

is indicated by the identity of the name and the

agreement in character as that is given by Herodo-
tus. With this agrees also the mention of Shushan
(Susa) as his residence, and the statement in Esther

i. that the kingdom extended from India to

Ethiopia—a statement which is confirmed by the

enumeration of the provinces of the Persian empire
in the epitaph of Darius at Nakshi Rustem, which,

however, would not suit the time before Darius.

With Xerxes, not with Gambyses, the Ahasuerus
of Esra iv. 6 is no doubt identical, to whom the

Samaritans presented a bill of indictment against

the exiles who returned to Jerusalem.

(B. LiNDNXR.)
Bibuogbapht: T. Benfey, Dig pereiechen KeiUnechnften,

Leipsio. 1847; F. Spiegel, Eranieehe AUerlhumekunde,
3 vols., ib. 1871-78: Schrader, KAT; A. H. Sayw.
Higher Criiieiem and the Monumenie, pp. 543 aqq..

London, 1804; W. St. C. Bowsawen. The Bible and
the Monumente, ib. 1805.

AHAX7S, (i"haus', HEIHIUCH V05 (Hen-
drikvanAhuis): Founder of the Brethren of

the Conmion Life in Germany; b. in the princi-

pality of Ahaus, near Mttnster, 1370; d. in Mon-
ster 1439. He was descended from a noble family

whose ancestors dated back to the ninth centuiy,

and who took their name from their territories on
the River Aa. In 1396 he took religious orders and,

Influenced by his aimt, formeriy abbess of Vreden in
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GeUerland, then a member of the Sisterhood of the

Common Life at Deventer, affiliated himself with
the followers of the new teaching in that town.

Heremained at Deventer probably till the year 1400,
living in close association with the companions and
successors of Groote, the founder of the fraternity,

such as Florentius Radewyns, Brinckerink, Ger-

hard Zerbolt, and Thomas a Eempis. Having
mastered the principles and the organization of the

Brethren, and imbued with their seal, he returned

to Westphalia and in the year of his arrival founded
a brotherhood at MUnster. The death of his father

left him with ample means with which he erected

a house for the acconmiodation of the Brethren.

Later he ceded to them his magnificent residence

and estate at Springbrunnen, which became the

seat of the general chapter of the fraternity. Liv-

ing without vows or written regulations, and given

up to the practise of the humble Christian virtues,

the Brethren, nevertheless, met with opposition

from many of the clergy and laity. The former

looked askance at their close intermingling of the

ascetic and spiritual with the secular life, and
resented the influence which they speedily began
to exert in the field of education, while the citizens

of MQnster regarded the activity of the fraternity

in the production of beautiful books, which con-

stituted the chief source of their livelihood, as un-

welcome competition. The Dominicans were the

most zealous of their opponents and at the instance

of one of that order, Matthsus Grabow, complaint

against the Brethren was lodged with the Coimcil

of Constance. Owing to the intercession of Gerson
and Pierre d'Ailly, however, they obtained a com-
plete vindication (1418), and the persecution served

only to hasten the rapid spread of their influence.

Ahaus was one of the representatives sent to Con-
stance to defend the cause of the brotherhood.

In 1416 Ahaus established at Cologne the second

great house of the fraternity; and in 1428 a union

was effected between the chapters of Cologne and
Monster whereby the two houses were constituted

practically one body. In 1441 this imion was
joined by the chapter of Wesel in Cleves, which
had been foimded by Ahaus in 1435. To the end
of his life Ahaus busied himself with the erection

of new chapters and the active supervision of the

established houses; and, in addition to the three

great chapters mentioned,manysmaller foundations

were established in the dioceses of Munster and
Osnabnick. Conununities of Sisters of the Common
life also were estabhshed at Emmerich, Herford,

Hildesheim, and other places, aside from the mother
house at MQnster, with the foimdation of which
Ahaus was not connected. The labors of Ahaus
exercised a beneficent influence upon the condition

of the Church in Gennany. The standard of learn-

ing among the clergy was raised, and monasticism
was puri&d of many of its evils, while its ideals of

a spiritual life received wide extension through the

founding of secular commimities. The Brethren
were also influential in the establishment of schools,

in the diffusion of literature both in manuscript and
in printed form, and in the extension of the use of

the vernacular for religious purposes.

L. SCHULZE.

L—

7

Bibuoobapht: L. Sohulie. Heinrieh von Ahaut, in ZKW,
in,, 1882.

AHAZ, dliaz: Eleventh king of Judah, son
and successor of Jotham. He ruled, according to

the older computation, 742-727 B.C.; according to

Kohler, 73&-724; according to Kamphausen, 734-
715; according to Honmiel, 734-728. The most
important political event of his reign was the sub-

jugation of Judah to Assyria as a result of the

Anuneo- (Syro-) Ephraimitio war. Pekah, king
of Israel, and Rezin of Damascus had conspired

against Judah before the death of Jotham (II Kings
XV. 37), but war was not actively carried on imtil

after the accession of Ahaz. The latter could not
maintain himself in the field and retired to the

fortified Jerusalem. According to the Chronicler,

he was defeated in pitched battle at some stage of

the war. Rezin captured Elath on the Red Sea,

which had been in possession of Judah since the

days of Amaziah and Uzziah (Azariah, II Kings
xiv. 7, 22), and restored it to the Edomites (xvi.

6, where the reading should be " Edomites " in-

stead of " Syrians "), perhaps in return for help in

the war (cf. II Chron. xxviii. 17). Judea was laid

waste and partly depopulated (cf. Isa. i. 5-9).

Ahaz in his need applied for help to Tiglath-pileser

II. of Assyria, who forced the enemies of the Judean
king to retire; but, as the price of this deliver-

ance, Judah became an Ass;^ian vassal state, the

king's treaaure and the treasure of the Temple being

carried to Nineveh, and a yearly tribute imposed.

Few kings of Judah are represented as having so

little inclination to the true Yahveh-religion as

Ahaz. He sacrificed " on the hills, and under

every green tree,'' and set up molten images of the

Baalim. In a time of great distress he even offered

his son to Molech in the Valley of Hinnom; and
it may be inferred from II. King? xriii. 11-12 that,

under Assyrian influence, he built altars for the

worship of the heavenly bodies in the vicinity of

the Temple. The religious and moral deterioration

of the people imder Ahaz is the frequent theme of

Isaiah's prophecy. (W. Lorz.)

It is now generally held that the reign of Ahaz
extended from 735 to 719 b.c. The dates are

important not merely as fixing the time of the

accession of Hezekiah with his change of policy

toward Assyria, but also their correlation with

other events. Thus Ahaz is seen to have survived

the fall of Samaria (722 B.C.) and the Assyrian

expedition against Ashdod (720 B.C.) with its

consequences to Judah (cf. Isa. xx.). J. F. M.

Bibuoobapht: Oonsult the works mentioned under Ahab,
and C. P. Caspari, Ueber den Syriteh'-epkraimUiaeKgn Krieg
uniar Jotham und Ahat, Quistiania. 1849.

AHAZIAH, d'^ha-zoi'a: 1. Eighth king of Israel,

son and successor of Ahab. He reigned about two
years (856-^55 B.C., according to Kamphausen;
for other views, see the dates given for the close of

his father's reign in the artide Ahab). Little is

known of his reign. Doubtless he ended the war
with Ben-hadad (see Ahab) by treaty. After

Ahab's death, the Moabites rebelled successfully;

but Ahaziah seems to have undertaken no war
against them. He had the misfortune to fall from

a window and received serious injury; being a
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worshiper of Baal, he sent to Ekron to seek coun-

sel from Baal-sebub; and his messengers were met
on the way by Elijah, who foretold a fatal issue of

his sickness as a punishment for sending to Baal.

HIb history is foimd in I Kings xxii. 49—^11 Kings 1.

(W. LoTZ.)

The death of Ahab and accession of Ahaziah of

Israel fell in 853 B.C. (see Ahab), as is now generally

agreed. Jehu acceded in 842 B.C., for in that year

he paid homage to Shalmaneser II. according to

the statement of the latter on his Black Obelisk.

But Joram, who comes between Ahasiah and Jehu,

reigned " twelve years " (II Kings iii. 1). This

term seems to fill up the whole time between 853
and 842, inclusive. Accordingly the sickness of

Ahasiah and active regency of Joram began just

after the accession of the former, whose very brief

reign could have had no significance whatever.

J. F. M.
2. Sixth king of Judah, son of Jehoram. He reigned

one year (884 B.C., according to the older computa^
tion; 843, according to Kamphausen; 842, accord-

ing to Hommel). He married a daughter of Ahab,
and it is therefore not surprising that he was a
Baal-worshiper. His relation with the house of

Omri caused his early death. He joined his brother-

in-law, Joram of Israel, in a campaign against

Hazael of Damascus, and the two allies attacked

Ramoth-gilead. Joram was woimded and returned

to Jezreel, whither Ahaziah went to visit him, and
there he fell into the hands of Jehu, who killed him
as a member of the house of Omri. The accoimts

of his death in Kings and Chronicles can not be
reconciled. His history is found in II Kings viii.

25-ix. 29; II Chron. xxii. 1-9. (W. Lotz.)

Bxblioobapht: Consult the works mentioned under Ahab.

AHIJAH, a-hoi'ja: A prophet, living at Shiloh,

mentioned in I Kings xi. 29-39, xii. 15, xiv. 1-18;

II Chron. ix. 29, x. 15. All these passages in the

Book of Kings are Deuteronomic, or at least have
been worked over by a Deuteronomic editor. In
the latter part of Solomon's reign Ahijah seems to

have enjoyed great authority as Yahweh's prophet.

Next to &unuel and EHisha he is the most striking

example of the fact that the prophets of Israel,

besides promoting the religious life, meddled with

political affairs. He gave voice to the deep dissatis-

faction which all true Yahweh-worshipers felt in

the latter part of Solomon's reign, and foretold to

Jeroboam that hewould become king over ten tribes.

Years later, when Ahijah was an old man, dim of

eyesight, Jeroboam sent his wife to the prophet in

disguise to obtain help, if possible, in the severe

sickiiess of his son. Again the prophet declared

the misfortime to be the consequence of unfaith-

fulness to Yahweh; he foretold the death of the

prince and the extinction of the house of Jeroboam.
The (Jhronicler, according to his custom, made
Ahijah also a historian of his time.

(R. KiTTEL.)

AHDfELECH, a-him'e-lec: High priest at the

tabernacle in Nob. He gave the showbread and
Qoliath'a sword to David, not knowing that the

latter was fleeing from Said, and for this reason he,

together with the entire priestly family of eighty-five

persons (LXX, thirty-five) and the whole city of

Nob, was slain by Doeg the Edomite at Saul's com-
mand (I Sam. xxi.-xxii.). Only his son Abiathar
escaped and went to David. Ahimelech is cs]led

the son of Ahitub (I Sam. xxii. 9, 20), and was
therefore great-grandson of Eli and a descendant of

Ithamar. " Ahiah " (I Sam. xiv. 3) is probably
another name for Ahimelech; if not, Ahiah must
have been an older brother of the latter who ch-
elated before him, or possibly the father of Ahime-
lech, who, in this case, should be called the grand-

son of Ahitub. Abiathar served David as priest

during the latter's exile (I Sam. xxii. 20-23, xxin.

6-12, XXX. 7-8) and throughout his reign, although
Zadok of another priestly line is always mentioned
first (II Sam. xv. 24, xvii. 15, xix. 11, xx. 25).

He was deposed by Solomon for having favored

the succession of Adonijah (I Eongs ii. 26-27, 35).

C. VON Obklu.

AUITUOPHEL, a-hith'o-fel: A counselor of

David. He is called " the Gilonite," i.e., from
Giloh, a city in the south of Judah (II Sam. xv. 12).

David esteemed him highly for his great wisdom
(II Sam. xvi. 23). When Absalom revolted, Ahith-

ophel faithlessly betrayed David in the expectation

that the rebellion would be successful (II Sam.
XV. 12, 31, xvi. 21, xvii. 1 sqq.). He soon per-

ceived, however, that his authority was not para-

mount with the young prince; and when the

latter rejected his advice to attack David at once,

he went home and hanged himself (II Sam. xvii.

23). Some think that Ps. xli. 9, Iv. 12 sqq. have
reference to David's sad experience with Ahithophel.

Eliam, a son of Ahithophel, was one of David's

heroes (II Sam. xxxiii. 34); it is hardly possible

that he was the Eliam mentioned as the father of

Bath-flheba (II Sam. xi. 3). C. von Orelli.

AHLFELD, fll'feld, JOHAHN FRIEDRICH:
Lutheran; b. at Mehringen (in the Han, near Bern-
burg, 25 m. n.n.w. of Halle), Anhalt, Nov. 1, 1810;

d. at Leipsic Mar. 4, 1884. His father was a carpen-

ter, and he owed some of his later power to the

fact that he was brought up with an intimate knowl-
edge of the nature and needs of the mass of the

people. From 1830 to 1833 he studied at Halle.

For a year he was a private tutor, and then be
taught in the gymnasium at Zerbst. His preaching

at this time was influenced by rationalism. At
the beginning of 1837 he was appointed rector of

the boys' school at WArlitz; and here he came under
the influenceof Schubring, aman of simple faith, and
his views changed. In 1838 he became pastor of

Alsleben, on the Saale, a village of sailors where
he worked hard and exercised a powerful influence,

finding time, however, for literary work, and vigor-

ously defending the old-fashioned faith against

rationalism. He was called to Halle in 1847
through Tholuck's endeavors, and did his duty
nobly in the troublous times of the Revolution and
of the cholera epidemic of 1849. He took posi-

tions of more and more prominence, and in 1850
was chosen pastor of St. Nicholas's Church In Leip-
sic. In 1881 he retired from active work.
As a preacher Ahlfeld gained and maintained a

remarkable popularity. Abstract speculation was
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not hia strong point. He was at home in the con-
crete, and knew how to narrate with great effect

ttones from Holy Scripture, from the history of the
Church, and from his own or others' experience.

Bendes preaching, he tau^t in the Ldpsio Theo-
logical Seminary, and for many years did good
senrioe on the commission appointed to revise

Luther's yenion of the Old Testament. He left

a lasting memorial of his labors in more than one
charitaUe fomidation with whose origin he had
much to do. Of the nimierous collections of his

disoouraes may be mentioned: Predigten aber
di$ evangdiBchen Perikopen (Halle, 1848; 12th ed.,

1892); Dos Leben im lAehU dea Wariea OotteM (1861;
7th ed., 1886); Predigten aber die epieioliachen

Perikopen (1867; 5th ed., 1800); Canfirmatumsre-
dm (2 aeries, Ldpsic, 1880). (A. Hauck.)
Bimjomafht; FnmiHehAhlfM,vmland PotiorsuStNtko--
inM Lnvng: oin LtUn^Md, H«Ue, 1886.

AICHSPALT, oik'spQlt (AICHSPALTER, AS-
PELT): A ooounon designation (from his birth-

place, Aspelt, near Luxembourg) for Peter, arch-

biihop of Mains (130&>20); b. between 1240
and 1250; d. at Mains June 4, 1320. He is an
important figure in the politics and history of his

time, but of less interest for religion or theology.

Of humble origin, he was ambitious and adroit,

and sought his advancement with skill and success.

A knoidedge of medicine helped him to win the

favor of princes and popes. He was chancellor to

Weneeslaua n., king of Bohemia (120&-1305), and
during this time quarreled with Albert of Austria

iod thenceforth was an opponent of the house of

Hapsbuig. He promoted the election of Henry
of Luxembourg ao emperor in 1308, and under him
was all-powerful in Gennan affairs. He was made
bishop of Basel in 1206, archbishop of Mains in

1306, and proved himself efficient and praiseworthy
in hk diooese.

BnuooaAJvr: J. Haidemaim, PeUr von A«ptft aU Kinhtn'
»BwliB, 1875.

AIDAHy d'dan, SAdT: First bishop of Lindis-

farae; d. at Bamborou^ (on the coast of Northum-
berland, 16 m. 6.e. of Berwick) Aug. 31 , 651 . When
Oswald, kmg of Northumbria (634-642), wished to

introduce Christianity into his dominions (see

Oswald, Saint; Celtic Chttrch in Britain and
Ireland), he applied to Seghine, abbot of lona,

for missionaries, and a certain Corman was sent,

who soon returned, declaring it was impossible

to Christianise ao rude a people. Aidan, then a
monk of lona, suggested Uiat Coimaa had failed

to adapt his teaching to their needs and had ex-

pected too much, forgetting the Apostle's injunc-

tion of " milk for babes.'' Whereupon Aidan was
at onoe ordained and aent to Oswald in Corman's
place (635). He astablished himself on the island

of lindiflfam*, near Bamborou^, brought fellow

workers frooi Ireland, and founded aschool of twelve
Engjish boyv to provide future priests. Consist-

ent^ eoMBpliiying in his daily life the doctrines

he tamln, he gairod great influence with Oswald
MdL after his death, with Oswin, king of Deira,

iWs the peqile were won by his mUdnesa, humility

,

iad beneviteiee. He could not preach in the

Saxon language at first and Oswald acted as inter-

preter. His work in Northumbria was continued
by Finan (q.v.). All information about Aidan
comes from Bede {Hiet, ecd,, iii. 3, 5-17, 26), who
praises him and tells marvelous stories about him.
Bibuoobapht: J. H. A. Ebrmrd. Dm iro9ehoiti$ek§ Mutiont-

kirehe, Oatenloh, 1873; A. C. Fryw. Atdam tkt ApouOm
of tho North, London, 1884; J. B. lichtfoot, Loadort in
the Northern Church, fb. 1800; W. Bricht, Barly Bnoluh
Church Hiatory, 163-168. 188-180, Oxford. 1897.

AIKEN, CHARLES AUGUSTUS: American
PreBb3rteTian; b. at Manchester, Vt., Oct. 30, 1827;
d. at Princeton, N. J., Jan. 14, 1892. He was grad-
uated from Dartmouth College in 1846 and from
Andover Theological Seminary in 1853; entered
the Congregational ministry, and became pastor
at Yarmouth, Me., 1854; became professor of Latin
in Dartmouth 1859; in Princeton 1866, president
of Union College 1869, professor of ethics and
apologetics in Princeton Theological Seminaiy 1871;
was transferred to the chair of Oriental and Old
Testament literature 1882. He was a member of

the Old Testament revision company, and trans-

lated ZOckler's oonmientary on Proverbs in the
Lange series (New York,

ATLLY, PIERRE D', pyftr d'tt'lyf (Lat. Petnu
de AUiaco): Chancellor of the University of Paris,

later bishop of Cambrai and cardinal, one of the

distinguished churehmen who sought to restore

unity to the divided (}hureh during the great papal
schism (1378-1429; see Schism) by means of a
general council; b., probably at Ailly-le-haut-

clocher (20 m. n.w. of Amiens), in the present

department of Sonune, 1350; d. at Avignon Aug.
9, 1420. He was brought up in Compidgne in the
midst of the desolation caused by the war with
Elngland and an insurrection of the peasanta (the

Jacquerie); to this was no doubt in part due the
strong national feeling and the prejudice against

England which he showed later. He entered the

University of Paris as a student of theology in the

College of Navarre in 1372, and began to lecture

on Peter Lombard in 1375. His lectures (printed

as QtuBstionea euper Ubros senUfUiarumf Strasburg,

1490), gained for him the reputation of a clear

thinker, and helped to make the nominalism of

Occam predominant in the university. He also

distinguished himself as a preacher.

On Apr. 11, 1380, Ailly was made doctor of the-

ology and professor. His treatise on this occasion,

and other essays written about the same tune (pub-

lished as appendix to the Quastionee; also in

Oersonii opera, ed. Du Pin, i. 603 sqq., Antwerp,

1706), show his position concerning the doctrine

of the Chureh, which was brought to the front by
the schism. The (}hristian Chureh, he said, is

foimded on the living Christ, not on the erring Peter,

on the Bible, not on the canon law. The existing

evils can be cured by a general council. Against

those who opposed this idea of a council he wrote

in 1381 a satirical epistle " from the devil to his

prelates " (text in Tschackert, Appendix, pp. 15

sqq.). In 1384 he became director of the College

of Navarre, where he had among his pupils Jean

Qerson, who became hia faithful friend. In 1389

Ailly was made chancellor of the university and
almoner of (Jharles VI. of France, a position which
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brought him in close relation with the court at

Paris. When the Avignonese pope, Clement VII.,

died (1394), Ailly's influence secured the recog-

nition by France of his successor, the Spaniard

Peter de Luna (Benedict XIII.)* As a reward

Benedict made Ailly bishop of Puy (1395), and
two years later bishop of Cambrai. In 1398

Charles VI. of France and Wenceslaus of Germany
sent him upon unsuccessful missions to both Boni-

face IX. and Benedict, to try to induce them to

resign their office. Benedict was then kept a pris-

oner in Avignon by French troops till he escaped to

Spain (1403). In 1398 and again in 1408 France

withdrew its obedience from Benedict, without,

however, declaring for his rival. The attempt to

nationalize the French Church failed because the

civil authorities of the time conducted Church
affairs worse than the pope. In 1408 Ailly finally

abandoned the cause of Benedict. The addition

of a new element of discord by the choice of a third

pope at the Coimcil of Pisa (q.v.) in Jime, 1409,

was not in accord with Ailly's wishes; but in the

main he stood by the council (cf. his Apologia

concUii Piaani, in Tschackert, pp. 31 sqq.), though
he continued to write in favor of reform by another

council. John XXIII. (the Roman pope) sought

to conciliate him by an appointment (June 7, 1411)

as cardinal, with the title Cardinalis Sancti Ckryao-

ffoni, though he himself preferred to be called " the

Cardinal of Cambrai." He attended the council

called in Rome by John in 1412, where he interested

himself in a reform of the calendar. In 1413 he
traveled through Germany and the Netherlands as

papal legate, and at the same time was active as a
writer.

Ailly's most important services in church history,

however, were rendered at the Council of Constance

(met Nov. 6, 1414; see Constance, Council of).

Here he maintained the superiority of a general

coimcil over the pope, but at the same time defended

the privileges of the college of cardinals against the

council. It was due to Gerson and Ailly that after

the flight of John XXIII. from Constance (Mar. 20,

1415), the council was not adjourned. He had the

courage to preside over the first popeless session

(Mar. 26, 1415), and to carry out the order of busi-

ness of that important gathering. The council

had to decide three points: (1) The causa unianis

(abolition of the schism); (2) the causa reforma-

tionis (reformation of the (Church in capUe et in

membris); and (3) causa fidei (the case of John
Huss). Ailly was very active in the last two.

As president of the commission on faith, he ex-

amined Huss (June 7 and 8, 1415; Documenta
J. Hua.y ed. F. Palacky, Prague, 1869, pp. 273 sqq.),

and was present at his condemnation (July 6).

He expressed his ideas on reform, as deputy of the

college of cardinals, in the commission on reform

and in a writing of Nov., 1416, De reformatione

ecdeaia (in H. von der Hardt, Magnum (Bcumeni-

cum Constantiense concilium, i,, part viii., Frankfort,

1700). His views on the power of the Church he

had ahneady published (October) in his Z>e poUstale

ecdesicB, When, in November, the coimcil pro-

ceeded to the choice of a new pope, Ailly was a

candidate; but the opposition of the Eng^h pre-

vented his election. He lived on good terms with

his successful competitor. Otto di Colonna, and as

his legate at Avignon continued influential in the

French Church till his death. Aillywas always faith-

ful to the interests of his country, although he was

more churchman than Frenchman. He influenced

the young Luther by his doubts concerning the

doctrine of transubstantiation (cf. Luther's De
captivitate BabyUmica, Erlangen ed., var. org., v.

29). In 1410 he wrote a geographical work Imago

mundi ( n.p., n.d.), which has interest as hav-

ing been one of the sources from which Columbus
drew his belief in the possibility of a western pas-

sage to India (cf. Tschackert, 334 sqq.).

Paul Tschackert.
Bxbuoorapht: P. Taohaekert, Peter von AiUi, Gotha.. 1877

(gives bibliography of Ailly's works, pp. 348-366); L. 8a-

lembier. Peirua de AUiaoo, Lille, 1886 (also gives bibUogra-

phy of his works, pp. 2 sqq.); Q. Eder, Dietrich von Nie-

heim, Leipiiio. 1887; H. Finke, Forechunoen und QvOlen
Mur Oetehichte dee Konetaiuer Kontile, pp. 103-132. Pader-

bom, 1880 (gives the diary of Ailly's colleague, Gardinal

Fillastre, pp. 163 sqq.): B. Bess. Zur GescAtdUs liss Kon-
elanter Konnle, vol. i., Marburg, 1801.

AILR£D,^'red(iELR£D,ETHELR£D): Abbot
of the C^tercian abbey of Rievaulx in En^and
(20 m. n. of York); b. at Hexham (20 m. w. of

Newcastle-upon-Tyne), probably in 1109; d. at

Rievaulx Jan. 12, 1 166. He spent his youth at the

court of Scotland, entered the abbey of Rievaulx

in 1131, became abbot of Revesby, Lincolnshire

and returned to Rievaulx as abbot in 1146. H.

wrote historical and theological works, the fonner

of which include lives of St. Edward the Confessor

and St. Ninian, while among the latter are: Ser-

mones; Speculum charUatis ; De spiritualiamiciiia;

De duodecimo anno Christi; Regula sive instiiutio

indusarum; and De natura anima. All of his

printed works, with life by an anonymous author,

are in MPL, cxcv.

Biblxoorapht: Thos. Wright, BuvrapAia Britmudea l»te-

raria, ii. 187-106, London, 1846; J. H. Newman. lAvee of

the Enolieh Sainta, 2 vols., ib. 1845-46; A. P. Forbes, in

Livee of SL Ninian, St. Kentioem, SL Cohimba, Introduc-

tion, ib. 1875; Ethebred, in DNB, xviii 33-35 (contains

list of his writings).

AIHOIN, 6"mwan': The name of two French

monks, both known as historians.

1. Almoin of St Germain: Teacher in the

monastery school of SaintrGermain-des-Pris near

Paris. He seems to have begun his literary career

about 865, and to have died at the end of the ninth

century or in the beginning of the tenth. His

works, all of a hagiographical nature, are in MPL,
cxxvi. 1009-56.

2. Almoin of Fleury: A disciple of Abbo of

Fleury (q.v.), at whose suggestion, and therefore

not later than 1004, he wrote a Historia Frxm-

coramf from their origin to the time of Clovis II.

(d. 657). His life of Abbo has greater historical

value; and his accoimt of the translation of the

relics of St. Benedict to Fleury contains numerous
data for French history of the tenth oenttuy. Eia

works are in MPL, cxxxix. 375-414, 617-S70;

and there are extracts in MGH, Script,, iz. (1851)

374-376. (A. Hauck.)
Bxbuoorapbt: (1) A. Ebert, GeeehidUe der Litterataa- dee

MitteUdtere, ii. 352-355; W. Wattenbach, DOQ, I (1004)

330. (2) W. Wattwibaeh, ut sup., pp. 121, 466-47a
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AINGERv ALFRED: Church of England; b.

at London Feb. 9, 1837; d. there Feb. 8, 1904.

He was educated at King's College, London, and
Trinity Hall, Cambridge (B.A., 1860), and was
ordered deacon in 1860 and priested in the follow-

ing year. He was successively curate of Alrewas,

Staffordshire, in 1860-64, assistant master of Shef-

field College School in 1864-66, and reader at the

Temple Church, London, in 1866-93. From 1894
until his death he was Master of the Temple. He
was likewiae made canon of Bristol in 1887, and
was dected honorary fellow of Trinity Hall in 1898,

being also select preacher at Oxford in 1891 and
1898, as well as honorary chaplain to the queen
in 1895-96 and chaplain in ordinary to the king
after the latter year. In addition to a number of

monographs on English authors, and besides con-

tributions to the DicUonary of National Biography,

he wrote Sermont preached in the Temple Church
(London, 1870). He is best known for his biog-

raphy of Charles Lamb (London, 1882) and his

editions of Lamb's works (1883 sqq.). His genial

humor and whimsical temperament peculiarly fitted

him to be the editor of Lamb, and, with his un-
common personality and exquisite literary taste,

made him one of the most popular clergymen of

London. He attracted to the Temple Church per-

haps the most distinguished congregation in the
city.

Bduookapbt: E. Siehel, Life and LetUra of Alfred Ainger,
New York. 1906.

AINSWORTH, HENRY: English separatist; b.,

probably at Swanton, near Norwich, 1571; d. at

Amsterdam 1622 or 1623. Driven from England,

about 1593 he went to Amsterdam, and in two or

three years became " teacher " of the congregation

of which Francis Johnson (q.v.) was minister. He
and Johnson could not agree and the congregation

divided in 1610. In 1612 Johnson went to Emden,
and thenceforth Ainsworth had the field to himself.

It has been inferred that he lacked a university

training from a statement of Roger Williams, that
" he scarce set foot within a college walls " (Bloody

Tenet, 1644, p. 174; cf. Dexter, 270, note 68);

but the register of Caius College, Cambridge, shows
that he was admitted there Dec. 15, 1587, and was
in residence there as a scholar for four years. He
was unquestionably a learned man, wrote excellent

Latin, and had a knowledge of Hebrew (perfected

by association with Amsterdam Jews), equaled by
that of few other Christians of his time. He was
earnest and sincere in his faith, conciliatory in

spirit, and moderate in controversy. He had the
chief part in drafting the Congregational Ck>nfession

of 1596 (entitled A True Confeseion of the Faith,

and Humble Acknowledgment of the Allegiance

whidi toe, her Majeeiy^e subjecte, falsely called

Bromiiete, do hold towards God, and yield to her

Majesty and aU other that are over us in the Lord;
cf. Walker, pp. 41-74, where the full text is given).

He wrote many controversial works (for full list con-
sult DNS, i. 192-193) and a series of Annotations
upon the books of the Pentateuch, the Psalms, and
the Song of Songs (1612 sqq.; collected ed., London,
1626-27; reprinted, 2 vols., Glasgow, 1843), which
have still some value.

Bibuoobapbt: H. M. Dexter. Cottipreoationaliem of the Latt
Three Hundred Yeare, New York. 1880; W. Walker, Creeds
and Platforms of CongreocMonaliam, p. 43, note 1, New
York, 1893.

AITKE5, Wn^LIAM HAT MACDOWALL HUN-
TER: Church of England; b. at Liverpool Sept.

21, 1841. He was educated at Wadham College,

Oxford (B.A., 1865, M.A., 1867). He was presented
to the curacy of St. Jude's, MHdmay Park, London,
in 1865, and was ordained priest in the following

year. From 1871 to 1875 he was inciunbent of

Christ Church, Liverpool, but resigned to become
a mission preacher. The next year he founded,
in memory of his father, Rev. Robert Aitken, the

Aitken Memorial Mission Fund, of which he was
chosen general superintendent, and which later

developed into the Church Parochial Missionary

Society. He twice visited the United States on
mission tours, first in 1886, when the noonday
services for business men at Trinity Church, New
York, were begun, and again in 1895-96. Since

1900 he has been canon residentiary of Norwich
Cathedral. Two years later he was a member of

the Fulham Conference on auricular confession.

He has been a member of the Victoria Institute

since 1876. In theology he is a liberal Evangelical,

but has never been closely identified with any
party. He adheres strongly to the doctrines ef

grace, although he repudiates Calvinism. While not

an opponent of higher criticism in itself, he exer-

cises a prudent conservatism in accepting its con-

clusions. In his eechatology he is an advocate of

the theory of conditional immortality. His wri-

tings include: Mission Sermons (3 vols., London,
1875-76); Newness of Life (1877); What is your

Lifer (1879); The School of Grace (1879); God's

Everlasting Yea (1881); The Glory of the Gospel

(1882); The Highway of Holiness (1883); Around
the Cross (1884); The Revealer Revealed (1885);

The Love of the Father (1887); Eastertide (1889);

Temptation and Toil (1895); The Romance of

Christian Work and Experience (1898); The Doc-

trine of Baptism (1900); The Divine Ordinance of

Prayer (1902); and Life, Light, and Love: Studies

on the First Epistle of St, John (1905).

AIX-LA-CHAPELLE. See Aachen.

AKED, CHARLES FREDERIC: English Bap-
tist; b. at Nottingham Aug. 27, 1864. He
was educated at Midland Baptist College and
University College, Nottingham, after having
passed the early part of his life as an auc-

tioneer. He was then pastor at Syston, Leicester-

shire, in 1886-88, and at St. Helens and Eailstown,

Lancashire, in 1888-90, and from 1890 to 1906

was minister of Pembroke Chapel, Liverpool. In
the latter year he was elected pastor of the Fifth

Avenue Baptist Church, New York City. From
1893 to 1906 he made yearly visits to the United
States as a lecturer and preacher, and was also vice-

president of the United Kingdom Alliance and one

of the founders of the Passive Resistance League.

In addition to nimierous sermons and pamphlets,

he has written Changing Creeds and Social Struggles

(London, 1893) and Courage of the Coward, and
other Sermons in Liverpool (1905).
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ADBA, a-ktl>a: Jewish rabbi, said to have
liyed in JeruBalem in the time of the Second Templei
and to have devoted himself to the itudy of the law

when somewhat advanced in yean. After the

destruction of Jerusalem he retired to the neigh-

borhood of Jaffa and also undertook extensiye

travels. He was executed during the Jewish insui^

rection under Hadrian (c. 133); but there is no
proof that he was active in the revolt, or took any
part in it except to recognise Bar-Kokba as the

Messiah (in accordance with Num. xxiv. 17).

Jewish tradition assigns as the cause of his death,

that he tauf^t the Uw when it was forbidden to

do so.

Many sayings are transmitted in Akiba's name.
He defended the sacred character of the Song of

Songs, which he interpreted allegorically (cf. F.

Buhl, Kanon and Text, Leipsic, 1891, pp. 28-29; £.

KOnig, EifUeUung in da»AUe Tettament, Bonn, 1893,

p. 460). He paid special attention to the develop-

ment of the traditional law; a Mishnah is known
under his name; and to his school no doubt belong

the fundamental elements of the present Mishnah.

His exegeticalmethod foundmeaningeven in the par-

ticlesand letters of thelaw (cf. M. Mielsiner, Introduc-

tion to the Talmud, Cincinnati, 1894, pp. 125-126,

182-185; H. L. Strack, Einleitung in den Thalmud,
Leipsic, 1894, pp. 100-104). The Greek translation

of the Old Testament by Aquila (said to have been

Akiba's pupil) seems to have been influenced by
such an exegesis (Buhl, Kanon und Text, pp. 152-

155). The midrashic works Siphra on Leviticus,

and Siphre on Deuteronomy, contain much material

from Akiba's school. (G. Dalman.)
BnuooRAPBT: H. Qr&ts, OuchiehtB dtr Jvdtn, toI. it..

Leiprio. 1893; H. Ewald. GtaehidOe det VolkM Itnul, vu.

367, QOttingen. 1868; Akiba Un Jtrnph, in JB, i. 304 0qq.

AKKAD. See Babtlokia, IV., S 11.

AK0MINAT08. See Nicetas.

ALACOQUE, MARGUERITE MARIE. SeeSACRBD
Hbabt of Jbsub, Devotion to.

ALAJfUS, a-la'nus: Name of at least three

writers of the twelfth centuiy.

1. Alanus of Auxem: Cistercian, abbot of

Larivour from 1152 or 1153 to about 1167, bishop
of Auxerre, and then for about twenty years monk
at Clairvaux. He wrote a life of St. Bernard (in

MPL, clxxxv.).

8. Alanus: Abbot of Tewkesbury. He wrote
a life of Thomas Becket (ed. J. A. Giles, in PEA,
1845; MPL, cxc), letters (MPL, cxc), and sei^

mons.
8. Alanus ab Insulis (Alain of Lille; often

called Magister Alanua and Magister universalia):

A native of Lille who taught in Paris. He was a
man of wide and varied learning, and, combining
philosophical studies and interests with strong
adherence to the C^ureh, forms an important con-
necting link between the earlierand the laterscholas-
ticism. His writings include: (1) Regulm cosleetia

juris (csilied B^aoRegidade sacra iheologia ormaa^^
theologia). Like other sciences which have their

principles, the swpereaiUstis seieniia is not lacking in

maxims. These are here laid down in a series of

brief sentences, partly put in paradoxical form

with minute elucidatioDS. Hm woik has a strong

leaning toward Platoirism, and contains some very

peculiar thou^ts. (2) 8vmma quadripartiia adver-

eus huvus temporis fueretieos, which indicates by
its title the ecclesiastical position of the author.

The first book is directed against the Gathari,

opposes their dualism and docetism, and defends

the sacraments of the (%ureh. The second book
denies (chap, i.) the right (claimed by the Walden-
sians) to preach without ecclesiastical commission;

insists upon the duty of obeying implicitly the

ecclesiastical superiors, and of making confession to

the priest (chaps. ii.-x.); justifies indulgences and
prayers forthedead (chaps. xi.-xiii.); and denies that

swearing in general is prohibited and that the killing

of a person is under all dreumstances sinful (chap,

xviii.). (3) De arte prcedieandi, a homiletic work
which starts with the definition that " preaching

is plain and public instruction in morals and faith,

aiming to give men information, and emanating
from the way of reason and fountain of authority."

It tells how to preach on certain subjects, as on
mortal sins and the virtues, and how to address

different classes. (4) Less certainly genuine are the

five books De arte catholicm fidei, whose style is

somewhat different. The woik makes the peculiar

effort to demonstrate the ecclesiastical doctrine not
oxdy in a generally rational but by a strictly logical

argumentation in modum artis. The fundamen-
tal thought is striking; but the execution is some-
times weak, and the definitions are so made that the

inferences become what the author wishes to prove.

(5)De planctu naturm, in which Alanus gives, partly

in prose, partly in rhyme, a picture of the darkerside

of the moral conditions of the time. (6) Anadau-
dianus, amore comprehensive work, deriving its title

from the fact that the author wished to show the

effects of virtues as (Haudian showed those of vices.

It is a kind of philosophico-theological encyclo-

pedia in tolerably correct hexametere which are

not devoid of poetic feeling. S. M. Dxutbch.

Bibuoorapbt: (1) L. Janaufldaek, Originu Ci&lmrd^Hma ,

Vienna, 1877; (3) Opero. in MPL, oex.; tiie oldMt notiees
nre in Otto of St. Blaaien. Chrotneon, under the yeM* 1194.
MGH, ScripL, xx. (1868) 326, Alberic of TrouHFontaiaeB.
ib. xxiil. (1874) 881, Henry of Ghent, Z>e 9eripionlmB
ecirfwatficia. eh. zxi.; of. Oudin, Cemaianiarius de merip-
toribus eodenm, ii. 1387 Bqq., Leipdc. 1772; Hulowv iU-
Urain de la Franee, zvi. 396 Bqq.; C. B&umker. Hand-
eAriftU^ee su den Werket^ dee Alanue, 1894 (reprinted
from the PhOoeophieehee JahHmeh of the Qftrret Oeecll-
eehaft.vi. and vii., Fulda, 1803-94); M. BanmsBrtner.
Dw PhOoeophie dee Alanue ab IneuKe, MOneter, 1896; J.

E. Erdmnnn. OrundrieederGeeekidae der PAOotofMt, i 170,
2 yole.. BerUn. 18M^-96.

ALARia SeeGoTHB, S3.

A LASCO, JOHAHNES. SeeLASoo.

ALB: A vestment worn by Roman Oatholic
priests in celebrating mass, and prescribed alao for

the Church of Englimd by the first prayer-book of

Edward VI. (" a white albe plain, with a vestment
or cope "), See Vkbtmsntb and Inbionia, Eccle-
siastical. The name was applied also to the white
garments worn by the newly baptised in the early

Church; and from this, since Eaister was the usual
time for baptism, came the name for the Sunday
after Easter, Dominica in aXbis (sc. depoeiiis).
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ALBAH, SAIHT, OF MAINZ: AUeged martyr
of the fourth or fifth oentuiy, whoae ezutence la

aomewhftt doubtful. The oldest form of the story

(Rabanus Biaurus, Martyrologium, June 21; MPL,
ex. 1152) is that he was sent by Ambrose from Milan
in the reign of Theododus I. (379-395) to preach
the gospel in Gaul, and was bdieaded at Munz on
the way. Numerous details were added later.

On the supposed site of his burial, to the south of

the city, a church was erected in his honor, which
is mentioned as early as 758. In it in 794 Charle-

magne buried his third wife, Fastrade. The edifice

was subsequently rebuilt (796-805); and probably
at this time it was made a Benedictine house. In
1419 it was changed to a knightly foundation, to

which Emperor MaTimilian I. in 1515 gave the

privil^e of coining golden florins (called " Albanus-
gulden "), with the efi&gy of the saint arrayed in

euchaiistic vestments and carrjring his head in his

hand—a not uncommon method of representing

martjrrs who had been beheaded, to indicate the

manner of their death. The foundation was de-

stroyed when Margrave Albert of Brandenburg
ravaged Mains in 1552. (A. Hauck.)
Bxbuoobapht: Goswin (eanon of Ifains), Ex pauians 8.
Albam mtariyriB MoffunHni, in MGH, SeripL, xv. 2 (1888),

964-MO; J. Q. Renter. Atban^ffulden, Mains. 1700; Rett-
bers, KD, L 211; Friedrioh. KD, L 314.

ALBAH, SAIHT, OF VERX7LAM: A martyr of

the Britons, often mistakenly called " the proto-

martyr of the English." Bede (Hist, ecd., i. 7),

doubtless following some unknown acts of St.

Alban, Bays that while still a pagan he gave shelter

to a fugitive clerk during the Diocletian persecution;

impreseed by his guest's personality, he embraced
Christianity, and when the clerk was discovered,

wrapped himself in the fugitive's doak and gave
himself up to the authorities in his stead; he was
scourged and condemned to death, performed
miracles on the way to execution, and suffered on
June 22; the place of his martyrdom was near

Verulamium (St. Albans, Hertfordshire), and after

the establishment of Christianity a magnificent

church was erected there to his memory. Later
accounts elaborate the narrative, and confuse the

saint with others named Albanus or Albinus. It

is said that the nuvtyr served seven years in the

army of Diocletian, and the name of the clerk is

given as Amphibalus (first by Creoffrey of Mon-
mouth), probably from his cloak (Lat. amphibalua).

It seems certain that a tradition of the martyrdom
of some Albanus existed at Verulamium as eariy

as the visit of Germanus in 429 (Constantius's

life of Germanus, i. 25), and there is no reason to

deny its truth. But that the martyrdom took place

in the Diodetian persecution is first intimated by
Gildas (ed. Mommsen, MOH, Chronica minora,

m. 31) and is probably a guess. For Aaron and
Julius of Carieon-on-Usk, whose names are joined

by Gildas with that of Alban, no local tradition

can be shown earlier than the ninth century.
Bcbuoobavbt: Hmddmn and 8tubb«. CauneiU, I 5-7; Wat-
taobMli, DGQ, u. 407; W. Bright. ChapUn of BaHy Enff-

hah Ckmth Hiatary, PP. 0-0. Oxford. 1807.

ALBAHEllSESt al'^o-nen'Sts or -efts: A faction

of the Oathari. They derived their name from Al-

bania, and maintained, in opposition to the Bogo-

miles of Thrada and the Concoresenses of Bulgaria
and Italy, an absolute dualism, by which good
and evil were referred to two eternally opposite

and equally potent principles. See Nsw Mani-
CHSAMB, II.

ALBATL See Flaqeuation, Flaobllantb, II.,

S5.

ALBERf Ol'ber, ERASMUS: Theologian and poet
of the German Reformation; b. in the Wetterau
(a district to the n.e. of Frankfort) about 1500;
d. at Neubrandenburg (75 m. n. of BerUn) May 5,

1553. He studied at Mains and Wittenberg, and
was much influenced by Luther, Melanchthon, and
(^Istadt. After teaching in several places, in 1527
he became pastor at Sprendlingen (15 m. s.w. of

ICains), in the Dreieich, where for eleven years he
worked diligently for the extension of Refonnation
doctrines and znade himself known as a writer.

He was an extravagant admirer of Luther, and
possessed a very sharp tongue, which he used as

unsparingly against Reformers who did not agree

with him as against Roman Catholics. Erratic

tendencies grew upon him with years, and, after

leaving Sprendlingen, he moved about much and
was at times in want. Shortly before his death he
was made pastor and superintendent at Neubran-
denburg. His writings, though often rude and coarse,

were forceful and popular. They include: a rhymed
version of .Ssop's Fables, made at Sprendlingen
(ed. W. Braune, Halle, 1892); Der Barfttsser M&nehe
Eulenspiegel und Alcoran (with preface by Luther,

Wittenberg, 1542; Eng. transl., 1550), a satire

directed against the Minorites, based upon a work
of Bartolomeo Albizzi (q.v.); and Wider die

verfluchU Lehre der CarUtadter, WiederULufer, RoUen-
geieUr, Sakramentldeterer, Eheechdnder, Miieic-

verdchter, BilderetUrmer, Feyerfeinde, und Ver-

vfiteUr <Uler gtUen Ordnung, published three years

after his death. Gf more permanent value are his

hymns (ed. C. W. Stromberger, Halle, 1857), of

which Nun freut euch OotUs Kinder all is used in

German hymn-books and in English translation (0
Children of your Ood, rejoice). (T. Koldk.)
Bibuoobapbt: F. Sohxwrr von Carolafeld, Eraamu$ AUter,

Dresden, 1886; Julian, Hymnohfnf, PP. 34-36; H.
BarvB, Aftdreaa Bodenatein von KarUiadt, i. 370 Bqq..401
aqq., ii. 612 aqq., et passim, Leipsic, 1906.

ALBER, MATTBLfiUS: The "Luther of Swa-
bia"; b. at Reutlingen (20 m. s. of Stuttgart) Dec.

4, 1495; d. at Blaubeuren (30 m. s.e. of Stuttgart)

Dec. 2, 1570. He was the son of a well-to-do gold-

smith, took his master's degree at Tilbingen in 1518,

and was immediately called as pastor to his native

city. On Melanchthon's recommendation he re-

ceived a scholarship, enabling him to continue his

studies for three years longer. Dissatisfied with

the scholastic theology at Tubingen, he went to

Freibwg in 1521, but soon returned to Reutlingen,

where he boldly preached Luther's doctrine and
established the new teaching. At Easter, 1524,

he abolished the Latin mass and auricular con-

fession. The same year he married, and when
brought to account at Esslingen secured an acquittal

by sldlful management, although the bishop con-

tinued to trouble him because of his marriage till

1532. The Reformation made steady progress in
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Reutlingen; and in 1531 a church order with pres-

byterial goyemment was introduced. During the

Peasant's War Reutlingen was unmolested. The
fugitive Anabaptists from Esslingen were won over

by instruction and mildness. Zwingli endeavored

to bring over Alber to his view of the Lord's Supper,

but the latter adhered to Luther, preserving his

independence, however, and remaining on friendly

terms with Zwingli's friends, Blarer, Butzer, Capito,

and others. In 1534 Duke Ulrich of Warttemberg
called Alber as preacher to Stuttgart with a view
of introducing the Reformation there. In 1536
Alber went to Wittenberg, where he preached
(May 28) and assisted in finishing the Concordia,

In 1537 at the Colloquy of Urach he advised cau-

tious procedure with regard to the removal of the

images. As he opposed the introduction of the

interim in 1548, he was obliged to give up his office

and leave the city. For a time he lived at Pful-

lingen, protected by Duke Ulrich who in Aug., 1549
called him as first preacher of the collegiate Church
of Stuttgart and general superintendent. He took
an active part in the preparation of the Warttem-
berg Confession and the church order of 1553, and
he attended both the latter part of the Second Col-

loquy at Worms (1557) and the Synod of Stutt-

gart. Toward the end of 1562 he was made abbot

of the reformed monastery at Blaubeuren.

G. BOBSERT.

BxBUoaBAPHT: J. Fision, Cronika von HeuUinoen, e<L A.
Bxaneirter. Stuttgart, 1862; F. G. Gayler, DenkwHrdig-
keiUn dtr Reichaatadt ReuUingen, Reutlingen, 1840; J.

Hartmann. MatthAua Alber, Tabingen, 1863; G. Boeaert,

Der ReuUinger Sieg, 15tU, Barmen, 1894; idem, InUrim
in WUrtUmberg, Halle. 1895; R. Schmid, Reformation*-

OeBchichie Wttrttemberge, Heilbronn, 1904.

ALBERT OF AIX: A historian of the twelfth

centuiy, designated in the manuscript of his His-
toria expeditionis HierosolymitancB as canonicus

Aguensis, but whether he was a canon of Aix in

Provence or of Aix-larChapelle (Aachen) is imcer-

tain. It is likely, however, since he dates events

by the years of Henry IV., that he was a Lorrainer

rather than a Provencal. He may be the ciutos

Adalbertua who is mentioned for the last time in

1192, and, in this case, he must have written his

history in early youth. His work tells nothing of

his personality, except that he had an ardent desire,

which was never fulfilled, to visit the Holy Land.
As a sort of compensation, he determined to write

the events of the years 1095-1121 from the narra^

tives of actual crusaders. His credibility was
generally accepted imtil the middle of the nine-

teenth centuiy, but since then it has been seriously

questioned. It is probable that the work is based

upon mere hearsay. The Historia is in MPL,
clxvi., and in Recueil des historiens des Croisades, hist,

occid,, iv. (Paris, 1879) 285-713. (A. Hauck.)
Biblxoobapbt: H. von Sybel, OeaehieKU det erglen Kmu-

tuge, pp. 62-107, Leipeic, 1881; B. Kugler, Albert von
Aachen, Stuttgart. 1886; F. Vercruyaee, Beeai eriHgue eur
la ckronique d'Albert d'Aix, Uigfi, 1889; Wattenbaeh,
DOQ, ii 178-180.

ALBERT, antipope, 1 102. See Paschal II., pope.

ALBERT V. OF BAVARIA AND THE COUHTER-
REFORMATIOir IN BAVARIA: Albert V., duke
of Bavaria (b. Feb. 29, 1628; d. Oct. 24, 1679),

was the son of Duke William IV., whom he suc-

ceeded in 1660. The rulers of Bavaria had remained

faithful to the Roman Catholic (}hurch during the

progress of the Reformation; but in spite of their

endeavors the new ideas gained many adherents

among both the nobility and the citisoi class.

Albert was educated at Ingolstadt under good

Catholic teachers. In 1647 he married a dau^ter
of Emperor Ferdinand I., the union ending the

political rivalry between Austria and Bavaria.

Albert was now free to devote himself to the task

of establishing Catholic conformity in his domin-
ions. Incapable by nature of passionate adher-

ence to any religious principle, and given rather to

a life of idleness and pleasure, he pursued the work
of repression because he was convinced that the

cause of Catholicism was inseparably connected

with the fortunes of the house of Wittelsbach.

He took little direct share in the affairs of govern-

ment and easily lent himself to the plans of his

advisers, among whom during the early part of his

reign were two sincere Catholics, Georg Stock-

hammer and Wiguleus Hundt. The latter took an
important part in the events leading up to the treaty

of Passau (1662) and the peace of Augsburg (1666).

The real beginning of the Coimterrefonnation in

Bavaria may be dated from 1667, when the Jesuits

first established themselves in the duchy. In sxim-

moning them to Bavaria Albert and his advisers

were actuated by the desiro to use their services

as educators in raising the mass of the clergy from
their condition of moral and intellectual stagnation.

The Jesuits speedily made themselves masters of

the University of Ingolstadt and through the
chancellor, Simon Thadd&us Eck, exereised a pre-

dominant influence at court. Ek;k was ably
seconded by his associates, who obtained control

of the education of the youth and of the clergy,

and by their preaching and writings checked the

spread of the reformed ideas among the masses of

the people. Till 1663 concession still had a part in

the programme of the leaders, who hoped that the

bestowal of communion in both kinds upon the

laity and the abolition of celibacy in the priesthood

would bring back many to the fold. Political

events, however, led to an abandonment of the

conciliatory policy. In 1663 Joachim, Count of

Ortenburg, introduced the Augsburg Confession

in his dominions, which he held as a direct fief of

the empire. Albert discerned in tins act a serious

menace to the integrity of Bavaria, and took pos-

session of the principality. Thenceforth the

reformed religion, as closely connected with political

insubordination, was made the object of a ruthless

persecution. The opposition of the nobility was
speedily overcome, and conformity to the teachings

of the Church was enforced under pain of exile.

By means of frequent visitations among the deigy
and the people, the reorganization of the school

system, the establishment of a strict censorship,

and the imposition upon all public officials and
university professors of an oath of confonnity

with the decisions of the Council of Trent, heresy

was completely stamped out in Bavaria before

1680. The progress of the Counterrefonnation in

the empire was materially helped by Bavaria.
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Albert made hiB territoiy a refuge for Catholic sub-

jects of Protestant ruleis and was urgent in ooun-
sdiDg Emperor Maximilian II. against concessions

to the Protestants. At his death Bavaria was the
stronghold of the Catholic reaction in Germany,
And next to Spain, the most formidable opponent
of the Reformed faith in Europe.

Wai/tbr Goetz.
Bibuookapht: J. Q. J. Aretin, Bayenu auawdtHoe VerhiU-
nine, Pmami. 1839; 8. Sugenbeim, Baiem§ Kirehen-
und Volk9-Zuatdnde, GiMsen, 1842; M. Loaaen. Kdlniiche
Krieg, Gotha, 1882; C. RApprecht. Albnchi V. von Baiem
und «nn« SUinde, Munieh. 1883; M. Ritter, Deutacke Ge-
•ekidUe tm ZMialter dtar QtoenTeformaHon, i. 238 sqq., 300
eqq., Stuttgmrt, 1889; A. Kndpfler. Die KtichJbewegung in

Bayern unter Henog AWndU V., Munich. 1891; 8. Riei-
ler, Z\tr WUrdiffung Henoga AlbrechU V. von Bayenit ib.

1881; W. Goets. Die bayerieehe PoUHk im ereten Jahraehnt
der lUffieruno AUmchte V., ib. 1896; idem, Beitrdge zur
Gtedi. Henog Altreekte V.. ib. 1898; C. Schellhaas, DieSHd-
deviache Nuniiatur dee Orafen BetrtKolomilue von Portia,

Berlin, 1896; 8. Riesler, Oeeehichte Baieme, vol. .. Gotha,
1903; K. Hartmann, Der Proaeee gegen die proteetanHechen

LandeUknde in B<nfm unter . . . Albreeht V., Munich,
1804; W. Goeti, Die angebUehe Adelevereeh'wdrung gegen
AtbredU V., in Foreehungen zur Oeeehichte Baiame, xiii.,

1906.

ALBERT OF BRAHDENBURG: Elector of

Mains and archbishop of Magdeburg; b. Jime 28,

1490; d. at Mains Sept. 24, 1545. He was the sec-

ond son of Johann Cicero, elector of Brandenburg,
and brother of the future elector, Joachim I.

Through family influence he became canon of Mainz,

at the age of eighteen. In 1513 he was made arch-

bishop of Magdeburg and administrator of Halber-

stadt, and in 1514, having received holy orders, arch-
bishop and elector of Maims. Having promised to

paypersonally the sum of at least 20,000 gold gulden
for the pallium, he was forced to borrow from
the Fuggers in Augsburg. To recoup himself, he
obtaiDed (Aug. 15, 1515) from Pope Leo X. the priv-

ilege of preaching indulgences—ostensibly decreed

for the building of St. Peter's in Rome—in his

province for eight years, making a cash payment
of 10,000 gulden and promising for the future one-

half of the annual revenues. He admitted that the

transaction was a money-making affair, and when
the preaching began commissioners representing the

Fuggeis accompanied the preachers to collect their

share.

Albert was a child of the Renaissance, interested

in art, with a decided fondness for costly buildings,

and deserves praise as a patron of the new litera-

ture. He admired Erasmus, protected Reuchlin,
and drew Hutten to his court. Nevertheless, on
May 17, 1517, he issued an edict against the press

&nd appointed the reactionary Jodocus Trutvetter

inquisitor for his entire province. When the way
indulgences were preached raised a storm, his action
was characteristic. On Oct. 31, 1517, Luther sent

to him a respectful letter on the subject, and his

ninety-five theses. Albert put the matter aside
and left the letter unanswered; he had no con-

<%ption of Luther's motives and views, and desired
iK>t to be troubled. Later, when he tried to inter-

fere, he found that his influence was gone. At
the Diet of Augsburg in 1518 he was made cardinal.

After the death of the Emperor Maximilian (1519)
he worked effectively for the election of Charles V.
As regards Luther he continued to follow the

advice of Erasmus (in a letter of Nov. 1, 1519), to

have as little as possible to do with him, if he cared
for his own tranquillity. So long as his personal

interests did not suffer, he foimd it easy to be
tolerant. When Luther, at the wish of his elector,

wrote a second letter (Feb. 4, 1520), Albert replied

.

quite in the spirit of Erasmus. He did not inter-

fere when Hutten issued his anonymous anti-

Roman pamphlets, and he showed himself unfriend-

ly to the mendicant friars. But when papal

legates brought him (Oct., 1520) the Golden Rose
and definite orders concerning Hutten and Luther,

he was ready at once to expel the former from his

coiurt and to bum the latter's books.

After the Diet of Worms (1521) Albert pretended

to favor certain reforms, and many, like Carlstadt,

put confidence in him. Luther, however, ad-

dressed to him a letter from the Wartburg (Dec. 1,

1521), threatening to attack publicly his '* false

god," the indulgences, if the sale did not cease,

and to expose him before the world. Albert

yielded as a matter of policy, and because no other
^

course was open to him. He was also unable to

prevent the introduction of the Reformation into

Erfurt and Magdeburg. He was not on good
terms with his chapter in Mainz, and during the

Peasants' War the city made a compact with the

peasants. It was suspected that he had in mind to

follow the example of his cousin in Prussia (see

Albert of Prussia) and to secularize his bishopric

—^a course which Luther openly (in a letter of June

2, 1525) called upon him to take. On the same
day, however, the peasants were defeated at

KOnigshofen, and the inmiediate danger being over,

Albert made an alliance with Luther's most deter-

mined opponents, Joachim of Brandenburg and
George of Saxony, for mutual protection and for

the extermination of the Lutheran sect. For a

time he continued to oppose the evangelical move-
ment in a half-hearted way, requesting his subjects

to abide by the old teaching of the Church. He
introduced some outward changes in opposition

to the Reformation, but without effect; his territory

became smaller; and his influence in the kingdom
grew less. The so-called alliance of Halle with

his brother Joachim and other Catholic princes in

1533 could not retard the movement. His oppo-

sition in Dessau was in vain (1534). Even in Halle,

his own city, he could not hinder the victory of the

Reformation proved by the call of Justus Jonas in

1541. As early as 1536 Albert anticipated coming
events, by removing his valuable collections of

objects of art to Mainz and Aschaffenburg; and
in 1540 he left Halle forever. In 1541 he urged

the emperor at Regensburg to proceed against the

Protestants with arms, if he really meant to be
emperor; otherwise it were better if he had stayed

in Spain. Albert had become, possibly under
Jesuit influence, the most violent of the princely

opponents of the Reformation. He met with con-

tinual disappointments, however, and steadily

became more isolated. He took a deep interest

in the Council of Trent, and appointed his legates

in Apr., 1545, but did not live to see its opening.

His last years were harassed by quarreb with his

chapter and the importunities of lus creditors, and
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he died, after long sufferings, alone, forsaken, and
almost in want. The fine buildhigs which he
erected at Mainz and Halle and his monument by
Peter Vischer, in the abbey church at Aschaffen-

burg were the only memorials of his life which he
left to posterity. (T. Eoldb.)
BnuooRAPRT: J. H. Hennes, Albneht von BramUnburg,

Mains. 1808; J. M»y, Der Kurfikrwi, Kardinal und Enbi-
9ckof AUmeht II. von Mqmu und Brandenburg, 2 vola.,

Munioh, 1805-76; A. Wolten. Der AbgoU tu HaUe, Bonn.
1877; H. Gredy. Kardinal und ErebieeKof AlbredU II. von
Brandenburg in aeinmn VerhHUnieee eu den Olaubeneneuer-
ungen, Maini, 1891; G. F. Hertibers. Oeaehichie der Siadt
HaUe, vol. ii., HaUe. 1891; P. R«dlich. Cardinal AlbredU
von Brandenburg und doe iMtie SHft tu Halle, Mains, 1900.

ALBERT THE GREAT. See Albbrtub liAONUs.

ALBERT OF PRUSSU.
Early Life and Ck>nvennon to Protefltantiflm (| 1).

Interooune with Luther and Melanchthon and Aid to
the Reformation (| 2).

Prograee of the Reformation (| 3).

Reoivaniaat.on of Eoelesiantical Affairs (| 4).

His Visitation and its Oonsequenoes (| 6).

Ordinances of 1640 and 1644 (f 6).

Later Efforts in Behalf of the Reformation (f 7).

Albert, margrave of Brandenburg-Ansbach, last

grand master of the Teutonic order, first duke of

Prussia, founder of the Prussian nar

I. Early tional Church, was bom at Ansbach
Life and (25 m. s.w. of Nuremberg) May 17,

ConTenion 1490; d. at Tapiau (23 m. e. of KOn-
to Protes- igsberg) Mar. 20, 1568. He was the

tantlsm. third son of the Margrave Frederick
the Elder of Brandenburg-Ansbach,

received a knightly education at various courts, and
was made a canon of the Cologne Cathedral. In

1508, with his brother Casimir, he took part in

the Emperor Maximilian's campaign against

Venice. He was elected grand master of the Teu-
tonic order Dec. 15, 1510, was invested with the

dignity of his office in 1511, and made his solemn
entry into EOnigsberg in 1512. His efforts to make
his order independent of Poland (to which it had
owed fealty since the peace of Thorn, 1466) in-

volved him in a war with the Polish king, which
devastated the territory of the order imtil a truce

for four years was made in 1521. Albert then
visited Gennany and tried in vain to obtain the

help of the German princes against Poland.

While attending the Diet of Nuremberg in 1522-23
he heard the sennons of Andreas Osiander (whom
he afterward called his " father in Christ ")* and
associated with others of the reformed faith in that

city. By such influence, as well as by the writings of

Luther from the year 1520, he was won to the new
teaching and openly avowed bis convictions.

In June, 1523, he addressed a confidential

letter to Luther, requesting his advice concerning

the reformation of the Teutonic order and the

means of bringing about a renewal of Christian

life in its territory. In reply Luther advised him
to convert the spiritual territory of the order into

a woridly principality. In Sept., 1523, he visited

the Reformer at Wittenberg, when Luther again

advised him, with the concurrence of Melanchthon,

to put aside the foolish and wrong law of the

order, to enter himself into the estate of matri-

mony, and to convert the state of the order into

a worldly one. This interview was the beginning

of an intimate connection between Albert and the

two Reformers of Wittenberg, and was immedi-
ately followed by Luther's Ermahmmg an die Herren

DeuUchm Orden$ faUdte Keuachheit

a. Inter- tu meiden und tu nchtm ehdidien

course with Keuichheit tu greifen. With the advice

Luther and and help of Luther, Albert provided

Melanch- pure Gospel preaching for his capital

thon and by calling thither such men as Johann
Aid to the Briessmann and Paulus Speratus

Reforma- (qq.v.). Johannes Amandus, called

tion. about the same time as Briessmann,
while a popular and gifted preacher,

proved a fanatic and agitator, and was obliged to

leave the city and country in 1524. His place was
taken by Johannes Poliander (q.v.). Authorised
by Albert, Bishop George of Polenta (q.v.), who
favored the Reformation, sent learned men to

preach through the coimtry; and evangelical wri-

tings, supphed by Albert's friend, Georg Vog^er,

chancellor of his brother at Ansbach, were care-

fully disseminated. At Christinas, 1523 George of

Polents openly embraced the new faith; and the

next year, with the consent of his sovereign, he

advised the ministers not only to preach the pure

Gospel, but also to use the German language at

the administration of baptism and the Lord's

Supper. At the same time he recommended the

reading of Luther's writings, and declared excom-
munication to be abrogated.

The cause made steady progress in KOnigsberg.

Briessmann delivered free lectures to the laity

and ministers, aiming to promote a

3* Prog- knowledge of the gospel; Speratus

ress of preached to large crowds; and a newly

the Refor- established printing-office published

mation. various evangelical writings, especially

the sermons and pamphlets of Briess-

mann and Speratus. Abuses and unevangelical

elements in divine service and in the inner con-

stitution of the churches, images and altars serv-

ing the worship of saints, the multitude of masses

and the sacrifice of the mass, were abolished. A
common treasury was established for the aid of

the poor. The reformatory movement acquired

new impetus from the conversion of a second Prus-

sian prelate, Erhard of Queiss, bishop of Pcnne-

sania, who, under the title Themata issued a

Reformation-programme in his diocese for the

renewal of the spiritual life on the basis of the pure

Gospel. The most important of all, however, was
the carrying out of Luther's advice with regard to

the transformation of the territory of the order

into a hereditary secular duchy under the suzerainty

of Poland, after the period of the truce had expired

and peace had been made with Poland. On Apr.

10, 1525, the formal investiture of Albert as duke
of Prussia took place at Cracow, after he had sworn

the oath of allegiance to King Sigismund. Toward
the end of the following month he made his solemn

entry into EOnigsberg and received the homage
of the Prussian prelates, the kni^ts of the order,

and the states. On July 1, 1526, he was married

in the castle of KOnigeberg tb the Danish prinoesB

Dorothea, like himself a faithful adherent of the

Gospel.
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A reorganization of ecdesiaBtical affairs on the

btBis of the existing episcopal constitution now
took place. The two bishops, George

4. Reor- of Polentz and Erhard of Queiss, who
ginixation were separated from Rome by their

ofEcde- evangelical faith and reformatory

iJaiKcal activity, married. As the first evan-
AffalxB. gelical bishops they confined them-

selves to purely ecclesiastical functions

—ordination, visitation, inspection, and the cele-

bration of marriage. The duke, as evangelical

sovereign, felt himself obliged in publicly professing

the Reformation and reserving the right to call a
diet for regulating the affairs of the Church, to

issue a mandate (July 6, 1525) requesting the

ministers to preach the Gospel in all purity and
Christian fiddity, and to testify against the pre-

vailing superstition, as well as against the wide-

spread godless and immoral drunkenness, lewdness,

cursing and frivolous swearing. The first diet to

regulate the affairs of the Church was held in Dec.,

1525, at Kdnigsberg. The result was the Landea-

ofdnung, which regulated the appointment and
support of ministers, the filling of vacancies, the

observance of the feast-days, the appropriation of

moneys received for the churches, for pious

foundations, and for the poor. The Landeaord-

nung contained also regulations for divine service,

drawn up by the bishops and published by Albert

(Mar., 1526) under the title ArtUcel der Ceremonien

vnd andere Ordnung,
For the better regulation of existing evils, Albert,

in agreement with the bishops, appointed a com-
mission of deriod and lay members,

5- ffis ViBi- to visit the different parishes, to inves-

tatkm tigate the life and work of the minis-

and Its ters, and, where necessary, to give

Conse- them instruction and information.

qoenceB. The result of this visitation, the first

in Prussia, was such that in a
mandate dated Apr. 24, 1528, Albert recom-
mended the two bishops to continue such visita-

tions in their dioceses and to impress upon
the mimsters their task with reference to

doctrine and life. That such supervision might
be permanent he ordered the appointment of supei^

intendents. For the benefit of the many non-
Germans, the ministers were supplied with trans-

lators of the preached word. Albert recommended
Luther'a PottiUa as pattern for the preaching of

the Gospd and caused a large number of copies to

be distnbuted among the mimsters. He also oi^

dend quarteriy conferences imder the presidency
of the superintendents, and in July, 1520, he author-

ised the bishops to arrange* synodical meetings, at

which questions pertaining to faith, doctrine, mar-
riage, and other matters of importance to the

pastoral office were considered. He induced Spera-

tus (who had succeeded Queiss as bishop of Pome-
ssnia) to prepare an outline of doctrines, which
was published under the title ChrisUiche stattUa

wtfnodaka, and distributed among the ministers

as the aovereign's own confession, as is indicated

by the preface, dated Jan. 6, 1530. This precursor

of the Augrt>urg Confessbn the bishops assigned to

the miniaters in 1530 as their canon of doctrine.

It was of special importance during a crisis

brought on by the duke. Influenced by his friend

Friedrich von Heideck, he favored the teachings
of the enthusiast Kaspar Schwenckfeld (q.v.),

whom he met at liegnitz, and gave appoint-
ments to his adherents. The new ordinances
of the bishops were at first not heeded. A col-

loquy held at Rastenburg in Dec., 1531, under
the presidency of Speratus brought about no satis-

factory results. Luther's representations, at first

unsuccessful, finally evoked the duke's prohibition

of the secret or public preaching or teaching of the

enthusiasts; at the same time he stated that he
allowed his subjects liberty in matters of faith,

since he would not force a belief upon the people.

His eyes were finally opened by the Anabaptist
disorders at MUnster (see M^nbter, Anabafttstb
in) and he saw the political danger of such fanat-

icism. In Aug., 1535, he issued a mandate to Spera-

tus enjoining him to preserve the purity and unity

of doctrine. He renewed his assurance to hh
brother. Margrave George, *' that he and his coimtry
wished to be looked upon as constant members in

the line of professors of the Augsburg Confession,"

and to this assurance he remained faithful to the

end.

In 1540 Albert issued an ordinance treating of

the many evils in the life of the people and their

cure, and another concerning the

6. Ordinan- election and support of the ministers,

ces of 1540 their widows and orphans, as a supple-

and 1544. ment to the Landesordnung of 1525.

Assisted by the two bishops, he made
a tour of inspection in the winter of 1542^3 to

obtain a true insight into the religious and moral

condition of the country. Toward the end of this

tour, he issued (Feb., 1543) a mandate in the

German and Polish languages, exhorting the people

to make diligent use of the means of grace and
admonishing those of the nobility who despised

the word and the sacrament. Each house had to

appoint in turn an officer to keep watch, from sfn

elevated place, over the church attenduice. Be-
sides the Sunday pericopes the minister was to

spend a half-hour in explaining the catechism. Dur-
ing the week devotional meetings were to be held

in the houses, at which the people were to be ex-

amined as to their knowledge of the word of God.
To maintain the episcopal constitution Albert,

in a memorandum of 1542, assiued the continuance

of the two ancient bishoprics with the provision

that godly and learned men should always be chosen

for them. To promote Chiuxsh life he issued an
Ordnung vom duaaerliehen OatUsdienst und Artikd

der Ceremonien (1544), supplementing the Artikd

of 1525. To improve the service in the churches

he required the schools to train the children in

singing, and had a hymn-book prepared by Kugel-
mann, the court band-master.

Albert continued to correspond with Luther and
Melanchthon, and many notes from his hand,
remarks on the Psalms and the Pauline epistles,

show how deeply he endeavored to penetrate

into the Scriptures. To promote Christian culture

he established a library in his castle, the basis of

the public library foimded by him in 1540. For
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the benefit of a higher evangelical education he
established Latin ^gh-schools, and founded at

Kdnigsberg a school which in 1544,

7. Later Ef- with the assistance of Luther and
forts in Melanchthon, he converted into a uni-

Behalf of versity. As first rector he called Georg
the Refor- Sabinus, son-in-law of Melanchthon,
mation. but his character rather hampered

the development of the institution. A
still greater impediment was the appointment, in

1549, of the former Nuremberg reformer Andreas
Osiander as first theological professor, his doctrine

of justification calling forth controversies (see Osi-

ander, Andreas). After Osiander's death (1552),

his son-in-law Johann Funck (q.v.) gained such in-

fluence over the duke that he appointed none but
followers of Osiander, whose opponents, headed
by J. Mdrlin, were obliged to leave the coimtry.

The political and ecclesiastical confusion finally

became so great that a Polish commission was
forced to interfere, and in 1566 Funck and two of

his party were executed as " disturbers of the peace,

traitors, and promoters of the Osiandrian heresy."

The former advisers of the duke were then rein-

stated.

These painful experiences caused Albert to long

for rest and the restoration of peace in Church and
country. He recalled Mdrlin and Martin Ohenmitz,

and, in consequence of a resolution of the synod,

which met in 1567, to abide by the corpus doctrina

of the Lutheran Church, he caused them to prepare

the Corpus dodrinm Pruthenicum (or Wiederholung

der Summa und InhaU der rechUn allgemeinen christ-

lichen Kirchenlehre-repetitio corporis doctrina Chris-

tiana) in which the Osiandrian errors were also

refuted. This symbol, which was approved by
the estates, Albert published with a preface, dated

July 9, 1567, in which it was stated that " no one
shall be admitted to any ofiice in Church or school

who does not approve of and accept it."

After the settlement of the doctrinal questions, a
revision of the former church-order was undertaken,

the outcome of which was the Kirchenordnung und
Ceremonieny published in 1568. The vacant epis-

copal sees of Pomesania and Samland were filled

by the appointment of G. Venediger (Venetus) and
J. Mdrlin, respectively, after arrangements had been

made with the estates as to the election, juris-

diction, and salary of the bishops, whereby the old

episcopal constitution of the Prussian Church was
established and assured. Thus, notwithstanding

the trials of his last years, Albert saw the full

development of the Evangelical Church in the

duchy of Prussia, and quiet emd peace restored

before his death. He left a beautiful testimony

of his evangelical faith in his testament for Albert

Frederick, his son by his second wife, Anna of

Brunswick, whom he had married in 1550. His

last words were: '' Into thy hands I commit my
spirit, thou hast redeemed me, O Lord God of

Truth." David ERDMANNf.
Bibuoobaprt: Sources: M. Luther. BrUfe, ed. by W. M.

L. de Wette and J. K. Seidemann. 6 vols.. Berlin. 1826-
73; P. Melanchthon, Briefe an Albrecht Hertog von Preua-
9«n, ed. by K. Faber. Berlin, 1817; J. Voigt. Briefveechael

d§r berUhmluten OeUhrUr de» ZeitaUera der Reformation
mit Henoo AlbredU von Pretuaen, Kdnigsberg, 1841; T.

Kolde. AnaUda lutherana, Gotha. 1883; P. TaehaekBrt.
Urkundenbueh wur Reformation9ge$ehieht§ de* Henoffiumw
PreuMtn, yolo. i.-iiL (vols. xliii.-zlT. of Pvbiikatioimn oub
den k, preueeieehen StaaU-Arehiven, Berlin. 1600). Gen-
eral Literature: D. H. Arnold, Hietorie der KOniotberger
UnivertiUU, vol. i., Kdnigsberg. 1746; idem. Kungefaeeie
KirehenoeeehiehU von Preueeen, ib. 1760; F. 8. Boek,Le6en
und Thaien AUrrechU dee AeUem, ib. 1760; L. von Bacsko,
Geeehiehte Preueeene, voL iv., ib. 1705; A. R. Oebser and
C. A. Hagen, Der Dom xu Kdnioeberg, ib. 1886; L. von
Ranke, Deuteehe Geeehiehie im ZeitaUer der ReformetHon^
vol. ii., Berlin. 1843, Eng. transl., new ed., Robert A.
Johnson, London. 1005 (very good); W. Mdller, Andrtae
Oeiander, Elberfeld. 1870; ADB, vol. i.; K. A. Hase, Her-
tog Albrecht von Preueeen und eeine Hofprediger^ ib. 1879
(an elaborate monograph): K. Lohmeier. Hertog AlbredU
von Preueeen, Daniig, 1800; H. Pniti, Hertog Albreda
von Preueeen, in Preueeieehe JahrbHeher, bcvi 2, Berlin.

1800; E. Joachim, JHe Poliiik dee leizten Hodimeietere in
Preueeen, AlbredU von Brandenburg, 3 vols., Leipaic, 1802-
04; P. Tsohaokert, Hertog Albrechi von Preueeen ale refer-

matoriedte Pertdnlidtkeit, Halle, 1804.

ALBERT OF RIGA: Founder of the German
power among the Eethonians and Letts; d. at

Riga Jan. 17, 1229. He was a nephew of Hartwig,
archbishop of Bremen, and is first mentioned as

canon in that city. In 1199 he was ordained bishop

of Uexkdll, in the territory of the Livonians, as the
successor of Bishop Berthold (see Berthold of
Livonia) who had perished the previous year in

an uprising of the pagan inhabitants. Though or-

ganized missionary work had been carried on among
the Letts and the livonians since 1184, they had
shown themselves hostile to the new creed, and it

fell to Albert to maintain his episcopal title and to

spread the Gospel by the sword. Aided by a papal
bull he succeeded in raising a large force of crusa-

ders, and in the year 1200 appeared on the shores

of the Dwina, where he met with little resistance

from the Livonians. In 1201 he founded the town
of Riga, and for the protection of his dominions and
the extension of his conquests organized the Order
of the Brothers of the Sword (q.v.), whose grand
master was made subordinate to his authority. The
Christianizing of the country was promoted by the
introduction of Cistercian and Premonstrant monks,
and by 1206 almost the entire livonian population

had been baptized. In 1207 Albert received Livo-
nia as a fief from the German king, together with
the title of " Prince of the Empire." Three years
later he was confirmed by Innocent III. as bishop
of the territories of the Livonians and the Letts,

and, without receiving the dignity of archbishop,

was granted the right to nominate and ordain
bishops for such territorial conquests as might be
made from the heathen peoples to the northeast.

He now met with formidable rivalry from the
Brothers of the Sword, whose grand master desired

to make himself independent of the bishop. The
Danes, also, by the acquisition of Labeck in 1215,

became a powerful factor in the politics of the
eastern Baltic. Though forced for a time to make
concessions to both, Albert by courage and a wise
use of circumstances, succeeded in retaining his

power unimpaired. From 1211 to 1224 vigorous

campaigns were carried on against the heathen
Esthonians to the northeast, who, although aided by
the Russian rulers of Novgorod and Pskov, were
compelled to submit to the German power. The
Danish influence speedily disappeared, and the
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Biothen of the Sword were forced in time to take

their lands in Esthonia as a fief from Albert and
from hia brother Hermann, whom he had made
bishop of southern Esthonia, with his seat at Dor-
pat. In 1227 the island of Oesel, the last strong-

hold of the heathen resistance and the refuge of

pirates who held the eastern Baltic in terror, was
overrun by a crusading anny, and the conversion

of the coimtry was completed. Albert is a striking

type of the militant ecclesiastic of the Middle Ages.

In spite of his great services in the spread of Chris-

tianity in the Baltic lands, it is as the warrior,

prince, and diplomat, rather than as bishop, that

he stands out most prominently. (F. Lbziub.)

BtBUOOKAnrr: HeinrieuB de Lettis, Chronicon Livonia

^

112S-1227. in MOU, ScripL, xziii. (1874) 231-332; K.
Ton SehlOaer, lAvland und die AnfdnoiB deuttchen Lebena
en Norden, Berlin, 1860; F. Winter, Die Pritmonetraten^

eer dee gwdtften JakrhunderU, ib. 1866; idem. Die Cieter-

cMiMcr dea nordUtUchen Deutechlande, Gk>tha, 1868; R.
Haasnann, Dot Ringen der Deutedtan und D&nen um den
Beaite BatiamU, Leiprie, 1870; G. Dehio. Geaehichia dee

Erstiahimu HanUjurg-Braman, ii. 160 sqq., Berlin, 1877;

T. Sehienuuin. /{iMtlafuf, Polan und Livland, inAUgameina
Gaaekiekie, ii. 1 aqq.. ib. 1887.

ALBERT!, Ql-b&r'-t!, VALENTIN: Lutheran; b.

at L&hn (60 m. w.s.w. of Breslau), Silesia, Dec. 15,

1635; d. in Leipsic Sept. 19, 1697. He studied

in the latter city and spent most of his life there,

betng professor extraordinary of theology from
1672. As a representative of the orthodoxy of

his time he wrote against Pufendorf and Scheff-

ling (qq.v.), but is noteworthy chiefly for his part

in the Pietistic controversy. In Feb., 1687, he

furnished a meeting-place in his house for the col-

Ugia philobiblica, which brought on the controversy

in Leipsic (see Pietism). Nevertheless, in 1696

he published an AuafUhrlicher Gegenaniwort auf

Spenen sogenannte grundliche Vertheidigung seiner

%md der Pietieten Unschuld.

ALBERTINI, al"ber-tt'nl, JOHANN BAPTIST
VON: Moravian bishop; b. at Neuwied (on the

Rhine; 8 m. n.n.w. of Coblenz) Feb. 17, 1769; d. at

Berthelsdorf, near Hermhut, Dec. 6, 1831. He
was educated at Neuwied, at Niesky (1782-85),

and at the theological seminary of Barby (1785-88).

From 1788 to 1810 he taught in the school at Niesky;

from 1810 to 1821 he was preacher and bishop in

Niesky, Gnadenberg, and Gnadenfrei (Silesia); in

1821 he became a member, and in 1824 president,

of the Elders' Conference in the department for

Church and school. He published: Predigten (1805);

Geisaiche Lieder (1821); and Reden (1832). Some
of his spiritual songs are of rare beauty. He was
a fellow student and friend of Schleiennacher.

ALBERTUS MAGNUS ("Albert the Great"):

Founder of the most flourishing period of scholas-

ticum; b. at Lauingen (26 m. n.w. of Augsburg),

Bavaria, 1193; d. at Cologne Nov. 15, 1280. He
studied at Padua, entered the order of St. Dominic

there in 1223, and served as lector in the various

convent schools of the order in Germany, especially

in Cologne. In 1245 he went to Paris to become

master of theology. In 1248 he returned to Cologne

as primarius lector and regens of the school in that

city. In 1254 a general chapter of the Dominican

onier at Worms chose him general for Germany,

in which capacity he traversed the country on foot
from end to end, visiting the monasteries and en-
foroing discipline. In 1260 Alexander IV. made
him bishop of Regensburg; but this office was so
little in harmony with his character and habits
as a teacher and writer that, after the lapse of two
years, he was allowed to resign. He retired to his

monastery in Cologne, where he spent the rest of

his life, making many brief visits, however, to other
places; as when he went to Paris after he had
reached the age of 80 to vindicate the orthodoxy
of his late pupil, Thomas Aquinas.
As an author Albert evinced a many-sidedness

which procured for him the title of doctor uni-

versaUs, while his knowledge of natural science

and its practical applications made him a sor-

cerer in popular estimation. His works fill

twenty-one folio voliunes as published by P.

Jammy (Lyons, 1651; reedited by A. Borgnet,

38 vols., Paris, 1890-1900). They embrace logic,

physics, metaphysics and psychology, ethics, and
theology. By the use of translations from the

Arabic and Greco-Latin versions, he expoimded
the complete philosophical system of Aristotle,

excepting the " Politics," modifying his interpre-

tation in the interests of the Church. Thus the

influence of Aristotle came to supersede Platonism

and Neoplatonism in the later scholasticism. At
a time when dialectic was in sore need of a new
method, the introduction of the Aristotelian logic

provided a subtle and searching instrument for

investigation and discussion. For Albertus, logic

was not properly a science, but an organon for reach-

ing the unknown by means of the known. Follow-

ing Avicenna whom he regards as the leading

commentator of Aristotle, he affirms that universals

exist in three modes: (1) Before the individuals,

as ideas or types in the divine mind (Plato). (2) In
the individui^, as that which is common to them
(Aristotle). (3) After the individuals, as an ab-

straction of thought (conceptualists and nominal-

ists). Thus he seeks to harmonize the rival teach-

ings concerning universals. In expounding the

physical theories of Aristotle, he showed that he

partook of the rising scientific spirit of the age,

especially in his criticism of alchemy and in De
vegetabUHbus et plantie, which aboimds in brilliant

observations.

The chief theological works of Albertus were a
commentary (3 vols.) on the '' Sentences " of

Peter Lombard, and a Summum iheohgioB in a
more didactic strain. Already the '' doctrine of

the twofold truth " had been accepted by his con-

temporaries—^what is truth in philosophy may
not be truth in theology, and vice versa. Christian

thinkers were, however, profoundly perplexed by
the sharp opposition between ideas drawn from
Greek scientific and philosophical sources and
those derived from religious tradition. Albertus

sought to soften this antinomy by establishing the

distinction between natural and revealed religion,

which became henceforth a postulate of medieval

and later theology. Since the soul can know only

that which is grounded in its own nature, it rises

to the mystery of the Trinity, the Incarnation, and
other specifically Christian doctrines through
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Bupeniatiiral illumination alone. Hence the well-

kziown dictum: " Revelation iB above but not

contrary to reason." On the one hand, the attempt

to "rationalise" the contents of revelation must
be i^andoned; on the other hand, philosophy

must be modified in the interests of faith. The
merit which belongs to faith consists in its accepting

truth which comes only through revelation. In
his entire discussion concerning the being and
attributes of God, concerning the world as created

in time in opposition to the eternity of matter as

maintained by Aristotle, concerning angels, miracles,

the soul, sin and free-will, grace, and finally, original

and actual sin, the Aristotelian logic is applied in

the most rigid manner, and when this fails Albertus

retires behmd the distinction thrown up between
philosophy and theology. With all his learning

and subtlety of argument, he made it evident

that with his presuppositions and by his method
a final adjudication of the claims of reason and
faith, that is, a unity of intelligence, is impossible.

Apart from his vast erudition, his significance lay

first, in his profound influence upon scholastic

and the subsequent Protestant theology through
his substitution of the Aristotelian logic and meta-
physics for Platonic and Neoplatonic ideas, and
secondly, in the fact, that to a degree never before

attempted, he set in clear light and organised in

the thought of the Church the ancient opposition

between Jewish supematuralism and Greek ration-

alism. By the false antithesis thus raised between
reason and revelation, he prepared the way for the

long conflict of theology and science, of reason

and dogma, of naturalism and supematuralism,

of individual judgment and collective authority,

which is still unsettled. C. A. Beckwitu.
Bibuoorapht: J. Sighart, Alberiua Magnu; sein Lthmi und

Beina Wiuefuehaft, Ratisbon, 1867, EDg. transl., London,
1876; B. Oaualinus, Aiberttu Magnut, Venice, 1630; F.
A. Pouehet, Hittoin det acitncM notereUM au moven^0«,
9u Albert U Grand et atm Spoque, Pariii, 1863; M. Joel,

VerhditniM AOmrt cIm Oronen su Mom» MaimonidsM, Bree-
lau. 1863; O. d'Anailly, AUmi U Grand, Paris, 1870;

W. Precer. GMchithU dm- dwtaelun MywHk im MitUlalUr,
Leipeie, 1874; AVberiua Magntu in GeaehiehU und Sage,
Ck>logne, 1880; G. von Hertling, Albertua Magnua, ib.

1880; R. de Lieohty. Albert le Grand et 8. Thomaa d*Aquin,
Paris. 1880; J. Baoh. Dee Alberiue Magnue VerkHltniee eu
der ISrkenntnieelehre der Griedien, Late ner, Araber und
Juden, Vienna, 1881; A. Schneider. DiePeyehologieAlberte
dee Groeeen, MAnster, 1903. For his philosophy: A. St6ckl,

GeeehieKte der eeholaetieehen Philoeopkie, 3 vols.. Mains,
1864-66; J. E. Erdmann, Grundriee der GeechiehU der Phir
loeopkieA., 4th ed., 1895. Eng. transl., voL i., London, 1803.

ALBIGEKSBS. See New Manicheanb, II.

ALBIZZI, m-bit'^ or Ol-bftU ANTONIO: Ital-

ian priest; b. in Florence Nov. 25, 1547 ; d. at

Eempten (50 m. s.s.w. of Augsburg), Bavaria,

July 17, 1626. He became secretary to Cardinal

Andrew, archduke of Austria (1576), but after the
death of the latter (1591) embraced Protestantism,

left Italy, and resided thenceforth in Augsburg
and Eempten He wrote: Principium ChristianO'

rum stemmata (Augsburg, 1608); Sertnones in
MaUhcsum (1609); De jnincipiU religions Chris-

tiana (1612); and BzerdiaHones theologiea (Kemp-
ten, 1616).

ALBIZZI, BARTOIOMEO (Lat. Bariholamcpua
AUneiua Pisanita) : Franciscan monk; b. at Riva-

no, Tuscany; d. at Pisa Dec. 10, 1401. He be-

came a celebrated preacher, and taught theology

in several monasteries, chiefly at Pisa. He wrote
a famous book, Liber eonformitatuin viim Sancti

Francied cum vita Jeeu ChritH, which was ap-
proved by the general chapter of his order in 1399
and was first printed at Venice toward the close of

the fifteenth century. It is of great value for the
history of the Franciscans, but is marred by exag-
gerations and lack of judgment and good taste

(e.g., he states that Francis was foretold in the Old
Testament by prototypes and prophecies, that he
performed miracles and prophesied, and that he
was crucified and is exalted above the angels).

In subsequent editions many passages were modi-
fied or omitted. Erasmus Alber (q.v.) made it

the basis of his Barfiisaer M&nche Evletupiegel und
Alcoran (published at Wittenberg, with an intro-

duction by Luther, 1542). Albizzi published also

sermons and a life of the Virgin Bfaiy (Venice,

1596).

ALBOy JOSEPH: The last noteworthy Jewish
religious philosopher of the Middle Ages; b. at

Monreal (125 m. e.n.e. of liadrid), Spain, about
1380; d. about 1444. He was one of the principal

Jewish representatives at the disputation held in

1413 and 1414 at Tortosa, under the auspices of

Benedict XIII., between selected champions of the

Jewish and Christian religions, with the view of

convincing the Jews, from the testimony of their

own literature, of the truth of Christianity. About
1425, at Soria in Old Castile, he wrote his principal

work of religious philosophy, Sepher ha- 'I/^Jjparim

(" Book of the Roots," i.e., " Fundamental Prin-

ciples "). He finds three ideas fundamental in

any religion, viz., Ood, Revelation, and Retribu-

tion. [In the idea of (iod he finds four seoondaiy

principles, unity, incorporeality, eternity, and per-

fection; in the second of his fundamentals he finds

three secondary principles, prophecy, Moses as the

unique prophet, and the binding force of the Mosaic

Law; and from his third fimdamental he derives

secondarily the belief in the resurrection of the

body.] He discusses also the distinguishing marks
of the historic religions, attempting to prove that

Judaism ib differentiated from Christianity by its

greater credibility and consonance with reason.

Belief in a Messiah he considers an essential part

not of Judaism, but of Christianity. There is a
German translation of his work by W. and L.

Schlesinger (Frankfort, 1844). (G. Dalmax.)
Bibuoorapbt: M. Eialer, Vorleeungen Hber die jOdiecke

PhOoeophii dee MittelaUere, vL 18ft-284. Vienna, 1876;
H. Qrftti, GeeehidUe der Juden, 3d ed.. yilL 168-178, Bet-
lin. 1890. Eng. tranal., London, 1891-08; A. Tiaaer.
Die Rehgtone-PhHoeophie Joeeph Albo'e, Frankfort. 1896;
JB, i. 324-^327.

ALBRECHT, Ol^reHt. See Albbrt.

ALBRECHT, OTTO WILHELM FERDINARD:
German Lutheran; b. at Angermtknde (42 m. n.e.

of Berlin) Dec. 2, 1855. He was educated at the

gymnasium in Potsdam, at the University of Halle

(1873-77), and at the Wittenberg seminary for

preachers. He was assistant pastor at Wittenberg
in 1880^1, and pastor at StOdten in 1881-84, at

Dachwig in 1884-02, and at Naumburg (Saale)
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fiom 1892 to the present time. He was elected a
cofvespoiKling member of the K&nigliche Akademie
ganginniiiMiger Wiagensehaften in 1895. His theo-

logical position is that of a modem Lutheran. His
writingiB include OtKhichU der Magdeburger Bi-

hdgadbchafi (1892); Die evangeUache Gemeinde
MOUnberg undihr enter Prediger Cafiae,lS96); Pre-

digten (Gotha, 1899); Geechiehte der Marien-Mag-
daUneninrehe gu Naumburg a. S, (1902); and Dae
Enchiridion Luthere vom Jahre 16S6 herauegegeben

und untereueht (1905). He has also been a col-

laborator on the Weimar edition of the woiics of

Luther, to which he has contributed the fifteenth

and twenty-eighth volumes, containing the refor-

mer's writings of 1524 and his sermons on John in

1528-29 (Weimar, 1898-1903). He is likewise a
collaborator on the Brunswick edition of Luther,

and is the author of numerous briefer monographs
and contributions.

ALBRIGHT, Sl^rait, JACOB: Founder of "the
Evangelical Association of North America; " b.

near Pottstown, Penn., May 1, 1759; d. at MOhl-
bach, Lebanon County, Penn., May 18, 1808. His
parents were Pennsylvania Gennans of the Lu-
theran Church, in which denomination he was
himself trained. His education was defective, and
his early surroundings were unintellectual. After

marriage he moved to Lancaster Coimty and carried

on a successful tile and brick business. Grief over

the death of several children in one year (1790) and
the counseb of Anton Hants, a Creiman Refonned
minister, led to his conversion, and he became a
Methodist lay preacher. At length his concern

for his Gennan Lutheran brethren led him to give

up business and devote himself entirely to mis-

nonaiy efforts. As the Methodist Church did not

desire to enter upon the Greiman field he founded
a new denomination. Its members are often called

the " Albright Brethren." See Evanqeucal Asso-
OATION.

ALCABTARA, Ol-cOn'to-ra, ORDER OF: A
spiritual order of kni^ts, with Cistercian rule,

founded for the defense of the frontier of (Castile

against the Moors under Alfonso VIII., the Noble
(1158-1214). Ito name at first was Order of San
Julian del Pereiro (" of the pear-tree "), from a
CastiHan frontier citadel, the defense of which was
entrusted to two brothers, Suarez and Gomes
Barrientos, who with Bishop Ordonius (Ordodo)
of Salamanca (1160-06) founded the order. When
Alcantara in Estremadura was taken by King
Alfonso IX. of Leon in 1213, the seat of the order
was transferred to that place. Alfonso conmiitted
the defense of this important fortress at first to the

knightly order of Calatrava (q.v.), but five years
later he transferred the service to the Order of San
Julian, which now (1218) took the name of the

Order of Alcantara, being still subject, however,
to the grand master of the Calatrava order. Taking
advantage of a contested election, it separated from
the Odatrava order, and elected its first independ-
ent grand master in the person of Diego Sanches.
During the subsequent strugg^ with the Moors,
in which the Alcantara knights distinguished them-
selves by their bravery, they had on their flag the

united arms of Leon and Castile, with a cross of
the order and the ancient emblem of the pear-tree.

The mmiber of their commanderies in their days of
prosperity was about fifty. When Juan de Zufiiga,

the thirty-eighth grand master (1479-95) resigned
his office to become archbishop of Seville, the grand-
mastership passed to the king of Castile (Ferdinand
the Catholic). With its independent existence the
order lost more and more its spiritual character.
In consequence of the disturbances in the Spanish
monarchy, it was abolished in 1873, but was re-

established in 1874 as a purely military order of
merit by Alfonso XII. O. ZdCKUBRt-
Biblxookapbt: Rades de Andnda, Cranica d» Uu tn» Or-

dinet y CobaUeriaa de Santjago, CaUtirava y AloarUara,
Toledo, 1672; Dt/tnieumea de la orden y eavalUria de At-
eanlara, Madrid, 16d3; Helyot, Ordree monaaHquee, vi. 03-
66; P. B. Game. KirekenoeeekidUe von Spanun, iu. 66-60.
Ratisbon. 1876.

ALCXMUS. See Hiqh Priest.

ALCUIN, al'cwin (English name, Ealhwine; Lat.
Flaccue AUnnue): The most prominent adviser
of Charlemagne in his efforts to promote learning

;

b. in Northumbria (perhaps in York) 735 (7307);
d. at Tours May 19, 804. He was of good birth and
a relative of Willibrod. He was educated in the
famous cathedral school of Archbishop Egbert of

York (q.v.), imder a master, Ethelbert (Albert),

who seems to have been a man of many-sided learn-

ing and who is often praised by Alcuin. With him,
or commissioned by him, Alctiin made several

visits to Rome, and on such journeys became ac-

quainted with Prankish monasteries and with men
like Lul of Mains and Fulrad of St. Denis. He
succeeded Ethelbert as head of the school when the
latter was made archbishop (766), and, after Ethel-

bert's retirement and the elevation of Elanbald to

the archiepiscopal throne (778), was also custos of

the valuable cathedral library at York. He went
to Rome to obtain the pallium for Elanbald, and
at Parma (781) met CTharlemagne to whom he was
already known. Shortly after his return to Eng-
land he accepted a call from the Prankish king,

who was then gathering scholars at his court, and,

with the exception of a visit to his native land on
political business in 790-793, sp^it the rest of his

life on the Continent. Charlemagne gave him the

income of several abbeys, and till 790 he acted as

head of a court school, where not only the sons of

the Franldsh nobles, but Charlemagne and his

family as well, profited by his instruction.

A true scholar and teacher, Alcuin seldom med-
dled in worldly affairs, and his letters (more than
300 in number) give little historical information,

though they are rich in personal details. He took an
active part in the Adoptionist controversy, wrotetwo
treatises against Pelix of Urgel, and opposed his

colleague, Elipandus. At the Synod of Frankfort

in 794 he assisted in the condemmition of Pelix,

and later, at the Synod of Aachen in 799 (8007),

induced him to recant (see Adoptionibm). Prom
793 he was the constant and efficient helper of

Charlemagne in founding schools, promoting the

education of the clergy, and like undertakings.

He was also in close association with contempo-

raries like Amo of Salzburg, Angilbert, abbot of
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Gentula, and Adalhard of Corbie. In 796 his pa-

tron gave him the abbey of St. Martin, near Tours,

and several other monasteries. Under his guid-

ance the school of Tours became a nursery of

ecclesiastical and liberal education for the whole
kingdom. His distinguished pupils there included

Sigulf, who supplied the information for his biog-

raphy, Rabanus Maurus, and perhajps the litur-

gist, Amalarius of Metz. When old and feeble and
almost blind, he left the management to his scholars,

but he continued to be the coimselor of his royal

friend till his death.

Alcuin was mild in spirit, adverse to discord,

orthodox in faith, equally interested in promoting
the authority of Rome and the royal priesthood of

Charlemagne. His great service was his part in

the so-called Carolingian renaissance, his wise and
efficient efforts to elevate and educate the clergy

and the monks, to improve preaching, to regulate

the Christian life of the people and advance the

faith among the heathen, always by instruction

rather than by force. His theology, while not

original, rests on an intimate acquaintance with

the Fathers, especially Jerome and Augustine.

To ecclesiastical learning he added classical, but
in such manner that it was always the servant of the

former. He was able to give his master informa-

tion concerning astronomy and natural science

but, as he considered grammar and philosophy

auxiliary to religion, so he regarded these branches

of knowledge primarily as a means of knowing
God.
His theological writings include a work on the

Trinity which contains the germs of the later

scholastic theology. His authorship of a LibeUus

de proce88u SpirUua Sancti and of some other works
which have been attributed to him is doubtful.

He wrote conmientaries on Genesis, the Psalms,

the Song of Songs, John, and other books of the

Bible, based upon the Church Fathers and following

the current moral and allegorical exposition. At
Charlemagne's request he revived the text of the

Vulgate according to the best available sources.

His skill as a teacher is evident in text-books on
grammar and orthography, as well as in treatises

on rhetoric and dialectics which resemble Cicero.

His Latin poems, including epigrams, friendly

letters, hymns, riddles, poems for special occasions,

and the like, show more skill in versification than

poetic gifts. The most important, the De ponti-

ficibua et 9andi8 ecdesia Ebaracensia, gives valuable

information concerning ^he state of culture in his

native land and his own education [and contains

(11. 1530-61) a catalogue of the cathedral library

at York, which is the earliest existing catalogue

of an English library]. With the exception of the

hymns, all his poems are partly in heroic and partly

in elegiac verse. He prepared lives of Willibrod,

Vedastus, and Richarius, which are mainly recasts

and amplifications of older works. Of a liturgical

and devotional character are a Liber aacrajnentalis

and the De psalmorum usu. Intended more par-

ticularly for the laity are the De virtutibtia et vitiia

and a psychologico-philosophical treatise on ethics,

De aninuE raHane ad Eidaliam virffinem (i.e., Gun-
trade, the sister of Adalhard). H. Hahn.

Bxbuoobapht: Soutom: Alcuin, Opera, ed. by Frobenius
Fonter, 2 toIb., Ratisbon, 1777, oontaiiiB anonymouB life

written before 829 a.d. on data fumiahed by Sigulf; re-

printed in MPL, e.-ci.; Monummita Alcuinianat ed. by
W. Wattenbaeh and £. Dttmmler, in BRO, tL, Berlin,

1873 (oontains life of Alouin, his life of Willibrod, and his

D§ ponUfieOnuy, Alcuin, EpittolcB, in MGH, EpUL, iv.

1^481 {EpUt. Caroli otn. ii.). 1895. and in BRG, 1873. vi.

144-897; idem, Carmina, in MGH, Poela lalini cevi Caroli,

i. (1881) 160-360: idem, D§ ponHficibuM, in Hiatorians of
ths Church of York and ita ArehbUhopt, ed. by J. Raine.
i. 349-398 (cf. pp. lxi.-lzv. of RolU SerieM, No. 71. Lon-
don, 1879); MartinuB Turonensifl, VUa Alcuini Ahbatia,

in MQH, Script., xv. 1 (1887). 182-197. General: Rivet, in
Hiatoire lUUraire de la France, iv. 295-347; F. Lo-
rents. Aleutne Leben, Halle, 1829. Eng. transl., Lon-
don, 1837; J. C. F. B&hr, Oeechiehte der rOmiechen Litera-

tur im karoUngiechen ZeUaUer, pp. 78-^. 192-196. 302-
354. (Karlsruhe. 1840; J. B. Laforfit. Alcuin, reelawraieur

dee ecieneee en Occident sous Charlemagne, Louvain. 1851;
F. Monnier, Alcuin et eon influence litUraire, religieuee et

poUHoflae due lee Franke, 2d ed., Paris. 1864; A. Dupuy,
Aleuin et Vicole de Saint-Martin de Toure, Tours. 1876;
idem, Alcuin et la eouveraineU pontifUale au huitihne eiide,

ib. 1872; F. Hamelin, Eeeaieurlavieetlee ouvragee d*Alcuin,
Rennes.1874; AJDB.i. 343-348; T.8ickB\, Alcuinetudien,i.

92, Vienna. 1875; J. B. Mullineer. The SehooU of Charlee
the Great, ch. i.-ii.. New York. 1904: DCB, i. 73-76; A.
Ebert. AUgemeine Geechiehte der LittenUur dee MittdaXtere,

ii. 12-36. Leipsic. 1880; K. Werner. AUuin und eein Jahr-
hundert, 2d ed.. Vienna, 1881; 8. Abel and B. Simran,
JahrbUcher dee frOnkiechen Reidie unter Karl dem Groeeen,

2 Tob., Leipsic, 1883; A. Lar^eault, IneeriptUme mitriquee
eompoetee par AUuin, Poitiers. 1885; DNB, i. 239-
240; L. Traube. Karolingieche Dichtungen, Berlin. 1888;
Hauek, KD, ii. 119-145; W. S. TeufFel. Geechiehte der
rihniechen Literatur, p. 1090, No. 8. p. 1305. No. 3. Leip-
sic. 1890; Wattenbaeh. IHTQ. 1893. pp. 148, 152. 159-163;
A. West. Aleuin and the Riee of the Chrietian Schoole, New
York. 1893; C. J. B. Gaskoin, Alcuin, hie Life and Work,
GambridffB, 1904.

ALDEBERT. See Adalbert.

ALDEinSURG, BISHOPRIC OF. See LObbck,
Bishopric of.

ALDHELM (EALDHELM), mdOiebn, SAHfT:
Abbot of Malmesbuiy and first bishop of Sher-

borne; b. probably at Brokenborough (2 m. n.w
of Malmesbury), Wiltshire, between 639 and 645;
d. at Doulting (7 m. s.e. of Wells), Somersetshire,

May 25, 709. He was of royal family on both his

father's and mother's side, studied with Maildulf

(Maelduib), an Irish hermit, at Malmesbuiy (Mail-

dulfsburg), and remained there as monk for fourteen

years. In 670 and again in 672 he attended the
school of Canterbury and laid the foundations of

his many-sided knowledge under the instruction

of Archbishop Theodore and his associate Hadrian.
In 675 he succeeded Maildulf as abbot at Malmes-
bury, and as such increased the possessions of the
monastery, spread abroad the faith, and foimded
many stone churches, after the fashion of Canter-
bury, in place of the small wooden ones. In 705
the bishopric of the West Saxons was divided,

Aldhelm being made bishop of the western part
with his seat at Sherborne (in northwestern Dorset-
shire, 18 m. n. of Dorchester). He retained his

abbacy. He was buried at Malmesbuiy, but his

remains were often translated. He was canonised
in 1080.

Aldhelm was one of the most learned men of his

time, and he occupies a distinguished place among
early British scholars. He represented both the
Iro-Scottish and the Roman ecclesiastical culture,

and had an acquaintance with classical authors
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like Homer and Aristotle, as well as with neo-

Christian writers such as Prudentius and Sedulius.

His works abound in Greek and Latin words, and
bis style is bombastic. Besides philology, poetry,

music, astronomical calculations, and the like oc-

cupied him, and he is said to have written popular

hynms. He made Malmesbuiy a rival of Canter-

bury as a seat of learning, and princes, abbesses,

monks, and nuns from far and near were among
his admirers. He is said to have visited Rome
during the pontificate of Sergius (687-701) and
to have returned with relics, books, and a grant of

privileges for his monastery. He supported Wil-
frid of York (q.v.) against his enemies, and was
prominent in urging the Britons to conform to the

Roman tonsure and Easter.

Besides briefer letters, preserved (often only in

fragments) by Lul of Mains, Aldhelm's works in-

clude treatise in epistolary form and poems, viz.:

(1) an EpiHola ad Acireium (King Aldfrid) con-

oeming the number seven, riddles, versification,

and the like; (2) an Episiola ad GerunHum (aWelsh
prince, Geraint) concerning the Easter question;

(3 and 4) a prose work and a poem in praise of

virginity, addressed to the abbess and nuns of

Barking, closing with a description of eight vices,

which contains thrusts at Anglo-Saxon conditions.

To his treatise on riddles he added 100 specimens

dealing with nature and art, which are full of a
feeling for nature, being herein a prototype of such

of his countrymen as Tatwin and Boxiiface. In

his letter to Geraint he holds as worthless good
works without connection with the Roman Church.
His poetry is flowery, involved, and alliterative.

His chief merit was the extension of the faith in

the south of England, the education of his native

land, and his literary influence on the Continent.

H. Hahn.
Bibuoorafht: Aldhdmi Opera, in PEA, No. 683, Oxford,

1844, reprinted in MPL, Ixxziz.; Epialol4g, in P. Jaff<;,

BaO, iii. 24-28. Berlin. 1866. and in MGH, Epit., ui. (1892)
231-247; William of Malmesbury, De geetia porUifiatm
Anglantm, ed. N. E. 8. A. Hamilton, in RoUm Seriea, No.
52, pp. 832-443. London, 1870, and in MPL, clxxix.;

idem. De QeatU Regum AngUjrum, 1887-89. in RoVU Seriee,

No. 90; Faridus. Viia Aldhdmi, in J. A. Giles. Viia guo-

rundmn AnoUhSaxofium, London. 1854. and in MPL,
Ixxxix. (Farieius was an Italian, physician to Henry I.

of Ensl>Ad, a monk of Malmesbury, and abbot of Abing-
fold): Bede. HiML ecel., v. 18; J. M. Kemble. Codex dip-

lomaHeue eni Saxonici, London, 1839; T. Wright, Bio-
graphia BrUannioa litteraria, L 209-222, ii. 47, ib.

1851; Buloguan kietoriarum, 1858. in RoUa Seriea, No. 9;

Anglo-Saxon CkronicU, 1861. ib. No. 23; Regieirum Mai-
meetmrienee, 1879. ib. No. 72; DNB, i. 78-79. 245-247;

H. Hahn. Boniface und Lul, ihre angeleOeheiechen Korrte-

pondetUen, Leipeic. 1883; M. Manititts, Zu Aldhelm und
Bttda, Vienna. 1886 (on Aldhelm's literary work); L.

Tmube, KaroHngieche Diehtungen, Berlin, 1888; W. 8.

Teoffel. GeeehidUe der r^nieehen IMeratur, 1304. 1 600. No.

2. Leipeic. 1890; L. Boenhoff, Aldhelm von Afalmeebun\
Diesden, 1894; W. Bright, Early Englieh Church Hielory,

pp. 294-297, 444^446. 462^69. 471-174, Oxford. 1897;

W. B. Wiidman, Life of SL Ealdhelm, Sherborne, 1906.

ALEAIIDRO, 6IR0LAH0, a'a^dn'drO jt-rt^la-mO

(Lat. Hieranymus Aleander) : Italian humanist and

cardinal; b. at Motta (30 m. n.e. of Venice) Feb.

13, 1480; d. in Rome Jan. 31, 1542. He studied

in bis native town and in Venice, settled in the

latter city as a teacher in 1400, and became a con-

tributor to the press of Aldus Manutius. In 1608

L—

8

he went to Paris and there attained great reputa-

tion as a classical scholar, being chosen in 1513
rector of the university. In the following year he

went to Li^ge where the influence of Bishop Erard
made him chancellor of the see of Chartres. As
Erard's representative he went to Rome in 1516 and
won the favor of Cardinal Giulio de' Medici, whose
private secretary he became. Later, Leo X. ap-

pointed him* librarian to the Vatican. In 1520 he
went as nuncio to the court of Emperor Charles V..

charged with the task of combating the heretical

teachings of Luther. He procured Luther's con-

demnation at the Diet of Worms in 1521, and is

supposed to have been the author of the edict issued

against the great reformer. He was made arch-

bishop of Brindisi in 1524 and was sent as nuncio

to the court of Francis I. of France, with whom he
was taken prisoner at Pavia.

Till 1531 Aleandro lived without employment,
in Venice for the greater part of the time, a refugee

from Rome on account of his debts. In 1531 he
was sent as papal representative to Charles V.,

whom he accompanied to the Netherlands and
Italy, sealous in inciting the emperor to action

against the Protestants. After residing as nuncio

in Venice from 1533 to 1535 he was siunmoned to

Rome by Pope Paul III., who, in preparation for

a general council, wished to avail himself of Alean-

dro's historical learning. His services gained him
a cardinal's hat in 1538, in which year he went as

legate to Venice where the projected council was
to be held. Thence he was sent to the court of

the Gennan king Ferdinand where he at first ex-

erted himself in favor of a conciliatory policy to-

ward the Protestants, and, when his efforts failed,

demanded their ruthless destruction. Of his wri-

tings the reports covering his various diplomatic

missionB are of extreme value for the history of the

Refonnation. His letters also are of importance,

among his correspondents being Aldus Bianutius,

Erasmus, Ulrich von Hutten, Bembo, Contarini,

and Cardinal Pole. His diaries are remarkable for

their frank revelation of a life of indulgence in com-
plete contrast with his priestly character.

(T. Brieokr.)
Bibliogbapbt: His papem, declarations, and letters are

seatterod in A. Mai, Spicilegium Romanum, ii. 231-240.

Rome. 1839; H. Lsnuner. Monumenla Vaticana, pp. 77

sqq., 223-241, Freiburg, 1861; J. J. I. von DOllincer,

BeOrOge ntr poliHechen, kirchliehen und Cuiturgetehichie,

iiL 243-284, Vienna. 1882; P. Balan, Monumenla Re-

formatumie Luiherana, 1 sqq., 335 sqq.; P. de Nolhao,

Studi e DocumenH di Storia e Diritto, ix. 208-217,

Rome. 1888; B. Morsolin. II Coneilio di Vieenea, Venice,

1880; W. Friedensburg, Legation Aleandere, 1639-^, in

Nunliaturberiehte aue Deutechland, vols. iii.-iT., Gk>tha, 1803;

H. Omont, Journal autobiographique du . » , J. AUandre,

pp. 36-08, 113 sqq.. Paris, 1806. The forogoing are im-
portant for the history of the Reformation. For his life:

W. Friedensburg. ut sup., iii. 28-41, 44, and Preface, pp.
v.-Tii.; C. Perocco, Biografio del cardinale O, Aleandri,

Venice. 1830. In general: K. Jansen, Aleander am Reiehe-

lage su Worme, Kiel. 1883; G. M. BlassuoheUi. Gli Serit-

ton d'ltalia, I. i. 408-424, Brescia. 1763; T. Brieger.

Aleander und Lulher U91, part 1, Gotha, 1884.

ALEOAMBE, a'a^gOmb', PHILIPPE D' : Je-

suit theologian and literary historian; b. in Brus-

sels Jan. 22, 1592; d. in Rome Sept. 6, 1652.

He entered the Jesuit order at Palenno in 1613,

taught theology at Graz, and accompanied the son
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of Prince von Eggenberg, the favorite of Ferdinand

II., on hiB travels. Then he returned to Gras for

a time, but in 1638 was called to Rome as secretary

for Gennan affairs to the general of his order. Here
he remained imtil his death, acting in later years

as spiritual director of the Roman house. Of his

writings the most noteworthy is the Btbliotheca

acriptorum societaUa Jetu (Antwerp, 1643), based

upon an earlier catalogue of Jesuit writers by Peter

Ribadeneira (1608, 1613), but much surpassing it

in learning and thoroug^ess. Though betraying the

Jesuit spirit, it shows, on the other hand, signs of

an attempt at impartiality, proving, for example,

that various books against the royal power, the

episcopate, and the Sorbonne, the authorship of

which the French Jesuits had tried to deny, were

really written by them. A new and enlarged

edition by an English Jesuit, Nathaniel Southwell,

appeared at Rome in 1676. The work is now super-

seded by the Biblioihkqut des 6criv(nn8 de la Com-
pagnie de Jisua of Augustin and Aloys de Backer

(7 vols., Li^ge, 1863-61; new ed. by C. Sommei^
vogel, 9 vols., Brusseb, 1890-1900).

(A. Hauck.)
ALEMAimiy d'l^-mOn'nf: An important Ger-

manic tribe, first mentioned by Dio Cassius as

fighting a battle with Caracalla near Mainz in 213.

Accorc^g to Asinius Quadratus, they belonged to

the confederacy of the Suevi. They came from the

northeast, where the Semnones held the territory

between the Oder and the Elbe. They had varying

success in their strug^e against the Romans, but

about 260-268 they occupied the Tithe Lands,

north of the Danube, and advanced south as far as

Ravenna and east into what is now
Early Austria. They fought with Maximian

History, in 290, and obtained permanent pos-

I of the territory extending to the

Alb and the Neckar about 300. By 405 or 406 they

had conquered the southern plains of Upper Swabia
and the neighboring lands of northern and eastern

Switzerland, as far as the Vosges. In the fifth

century the region from the lUer to the Vosges and
from the lower fiiain to the St. Gothard bore the

name of Alemannia. They were a fierce and stub-

bom race, hostile to Roman civilisation, and pos-

sessing a religion closely connected with the powers

of nature. In the Tithe Lands they must have

met with at least weak Christian congregations,

which fell with the Roman power.

The numerous captives who were led away from
Christian Gaul had little influence after they were de-

prived of Christian nurture. The Alemanni, however,

learned Christian views. Their prince.

Conversion Gibuld, was an Arian, probably con-

to Chris- verted by Goths. The Augsburg bish-

tianity. opric was maintained; but the Ale-

manni in general continued heathen till

they were overcome at Strasburg in 496 by Clovis,

king of the Franks. He took their northern territory

and established royal residences there. A part of

the people went into the country of the Ostrogoth
Theodoric, probably the present German Switzer-

land, where the bishoprics of Windisch and Augst
(Basel) existed and the Roman population was
Cihristian. In 536 Vitiges ceded this territory to

the Prankish king Theodebert. Effective mission-

ary work was carried on by the newly converted
Franks from St. Martin's Church at Tours as a cen-

ter; and churches dedicated to Saints Martin,

Remigius, Brictius, Medard, Lupus, Antholianua,

Clement, Felix, and Adauctus indicate the Prankish
influence. In the courts the Prankish priest niled

beside the royal administrator. As early as 575
the Greek Agathias hoped for a speedy victory of

Christianity among the Alemanni, because the
" more intelligent " of them had been won by the
Franks. Duke Uncilen (588-605) was probably,
and his successor Cunzo was certainly, a Christian.

The oldest law of the Alemanni, the so-called pachu
of c. 590-600 recognizes the (Church as the protector

of slaves. The episcopal see of Windisch was trans-

ferred to Constance, nearer Ueberlingen, the ducal
seat; and the Augsburg bishopric was separated

from Aquileia, that of Strasburg coming again into

prominence.

But heathenism was still powerful. Many of the
new converts still sacrificed to the gods. The Prank-
ish Church was not influential enough to permeate

the popular life of the Alemanni. But
Irish efficient help came from the Celtic

Mission- missionaries of Ireland. In 610 Co-
aries. lumban (q.v.), on the suggestion of

King Theodebert, ascended the Rhine
with monks from Luxeuil and settled at Bregenz,

but had to leave after two years. His pupil GeJlus,

however, the foimder of the monastery of St. Gall

(q.v.), remained, and in connection with the native

priests labored for the cause of Christ. Prom
Poitiers came the Celt Pridolin (q.v.), founder of the

monastery of Sftckingen. Trudpert built a cell in

the Breisgau. As the Merovingians sank lower
and lower the desire of tho Alemanni for independ-
ence grew, and they found need of the support of

the Qiurch in their struggle for liberty. Unwilling

to see themselves surpassed in devotion by the

despised Franks, they made rich donations to St.

Gall. The Lex Alemannorumf drawn up probably
at a great assembly imder Duke Lantfried in 719,

gave the Church and its bishops a position of dig-

nity and power, though the life of the people was still

far from being thoroughly influenced by its moral
teaching. The effort for independence was crushed
by the strong arm of the mayor of the palace.

To balance St. Gall, which had favored it, Charles
Martel, with the help of Pirmin (q.v.), founded the
monastery of Reichenau in 724. Pirmin was ex-
pelled in 727, and his pupil and successor Heddo
a few years later. The entire people were then bap-
tized, but they had no clear knowledge of the
(Christian faith and were still influenced by heathen
customs. The organizing work of Boniface was
at first opposed in Alemannia, but by 798 the peo-
ple had begun to make pUgrimagee to Rome.
Several small monasteries were established, and,
besides St. Gall and Reichenau, the royal monas-
teries of Weissenburg, Lorsch, and Pulda received
rich gifts. The distinguished Alemanni who filled

bishoprics under the Carolingians, and Hildegard,
the queen of Charlemagne, with her brother, Gerold,
evidence the ultimate triumph of Christianity.

G. BOSBEBT.
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htrgiaeka KirthangetekiehU of the Galwer VerlAssyerein,
1883; Hauek, KD, i 2; F. L. Baumann, Foraekungan gur
Sekwahuehan Oaeekiehie, S00-68S, Kempten, 1880.

ALESinSy Q-li'shi-UB, ALEXAHDER (Latinised

fonn of AImb; known also as Alane): Protestant

refonner; b. in Edinburgh Apr. 23, 1500; d. in

Leipdc liar. 17, 1565. He studied at St. Andrews
and became canon there. In 1527 he tried to in-

duce Patrick Hamilton (q.v.) to recant, attended
him at the stake the next year, and was himself

converted to the reformed doctrines. To escape
from the harsh treatment of the provost of St.

Andrews he fled to Germany (1532). Commended
to Henry VIII. and Cranmer by Melanchthon, he
went to England in 1535. For a short time he
lectured on divinity at Cambridge, studied and
practised medicine in London, and was much es-

teemed by the reforming party there till 1540,

when he went back to Germany and became pro-

fessor at Frankfort-on-the-Oder, removing three

yean later to Leipsic. He was closely associated

with theOennan reformers, especially Melanchthon,
and was honored and trusted by them, although
a desire to conciliate and a belief that concord was
possible where differences were irreconcilable made
him sometimes appear vacillating and paradoxical.

He wrote several exegetical works on different books
of the Bible, and a large niunber of dogmatic and
p(^emical treatises, such as De scripturis legendia

ta lingua tnatema (Leipsic, 1533); De ouioritaie

verhi Dei (Strasburg, 1542), against Bishop Stoke»-

ley of London concerning the number of the sacra-

ments; De jtuHfieatume contra Onandrum (Witten-
berg, 1552); Contra Miehaelem Servetum ejtuque

UaaphemiaB dUputationea tree (Leipsic, 1554).

Bbuoorapht: J. ThomaduB, Oratio de Alexandro Aleeio,

in his Orationae, Leipsic, 1683; T. B«ta, leonee, Geneya,
1680; C. Wordsworth, Bedeeiaetieal Biography, vol. ii.,

London. 1853; T. MoCrie, Life of John Knox, Nota 1,

London, 1874; DNB, L 264-268.

ALEXAHDER: The name of eight popes.

Alexander I.: Bishop of Rome in the early years

of the second century, successor of Evaristus and
predecessor of Xystus I. The statement of the

Liber pontifietdie (ed. Duchesne, i. xci.-xcii., 54)

and the Ada Alexandri {ASB, May, i. 371-375)
that he died a martyr, with two companions,

Eventius and Theodulus, and was buried on the

Via Nomentana, is improbable. The excavations

made on the spot designated by the Liber pontifi-

eaUt have indeed led to the discovery of a fragment
of an inscription concerning a martyr Alexander,

but he is not called a bishop. The year of Alex-

ander's consecration is variously given: Eusebius
names 103 in his Chronieon, and 108 in his Historia

taktiaatiea; the Catalogue JDiberumus, 109. The
year of his death is given as 114, 116, and 118.

Three letters falsely ascribed to faim are in the

P^udo-Isidore (ed. Hinschins, Leipsic, 1863, pp.
94-105). (A. Hauck.)

Bibuoorapht: Ltber ponHfiealie, ed. Duohesne. L zd.
•qq., 64, Puis, 1886; Bower, Popee, i. 10; R. A. Lipdui.
IH» Chronologie der r&mieehen BiechAfe, pp. 167 eqq., Kiel,
1880; B. Junsmann, Dieeertationee edeetm w HiaL oecL,
I 134 eqq., Recensbuis, 1880; J. Langen, OeeektdUe der
rAfttseAm JCtreAs, Bonn. 1881; JnS6, Regeeta, L 5. ^

Alexander n. (Anselm Badagius, sometimes called

Ansehn of Lucca): Pope Sept. 30, 1061-Apr. 21,
1073. He was bom of a noble family at Baggio,
near Milan. When the Patarene movement for

reform began in 1056 (see Patarenbb), he seems
to have joined it. The archbishop Guido removed
him by sending him on an embassy to the imperial
court. Here he won the confidence of Henry III.,

which gained for him the bishopric of Lucca (1057).
He was sent to Milan in 1057 and 1059 as legate in

connection with the questions raised by the Pataria.

On the death of Nicholas II. (1061), he was elected

pope through Hildebrand's influence. This was
in direct contravention of the imperial rights,

confirmed by Nicholas II. himself in 1059. The
empress Agnes, as regent, convoked an assembly
of both spiritual and temporal notables at Basel,

and Cadalus of Parma was chosen pope by the
German and Lombard bishops. He assumed the
title of Honorius II., and had already defeated the
adherents of his rival in a bloody battle under the
walls of Rome, when Godfrey of Lorraine appeared
and summoned both claimants to lay the election

before the young king Henry IV. At a synod of

German and Italian bishops held at Augsburg in

Oct., 1062, Hanno of Cologne, now regent, arranged
that his nephew Burehard of Halberstadt should
be sent to Rome to examine the case and make
a preliminary decision. Burohard decided in favor
of Alexander, who returned to Rome in the begin-

ning of 1063, and held a synod at Easter, in which
he excommunicated Honorius. The final decision

of the contest was to be made at a synod of German
and Italian bishops called for Pentecost, 1064,

at Mantua. This was in favor of Alexander. See
HoNORiUB II., antipope.

Honorius did not abandon his pretensions until

his death in 1072, though his power was confined to

his diocese of Parma. Even during the contest

Alexander had exercised considerable authority

over the Western CHiurch, and after the decision at
Mantua he extended his claims in Germany, and
put Archbishop Hanno of Cologne to penance for

having visited Cadalus on a seciUar errand. Henry
IV. himself was made to feel the papal power.
When he desired to effect a divorce from his wife

Bertha, Peter Damian threatened him with the

severest ecclesiastical penalties at a diet held in

Frankfort Oct., 1069. Alexander also came into

conflict with Henry over several ecclesiastiacal ap-

pointments, of which the most important was the

archbishopric of Milan, and when the king persiBted

in having his candidate Godfrey consecrated, though
the pope had adjudged the latter guilty of simony,

the rojnal counselors were exconmiunicated as having

endeavored to separate their master from the unity

of the Church. This was but the beginning of the

long struggle which was left to the next pope,

Gregory VII.

Alexander dealt in a similariy determined man-
ner with other nations. He supported the Nor-
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mans, both in the north and south of Europe, in

their career of conquest, and aided William the

Conqueror to consolidate his newly gained power
in England by directing his legate to appoint

Normans to the episcopal sees of that country;

the archbishopric of Canterbury was given to Lan-
franc, abbot of Bee, under whom Alexander himself

had received his early training. His wide claims

of universal jurisdiction were in sharp contrast

with his weakness within Rome itself, where the

turbulent factions maintained an unceasing struggle

against him as long as he lived. His letters and
diplomas are in MPL, cxlvi. 1279-1430.

(A. Hauck.)
Bibuoorapht: Liber pontifiealU, ed. Duohesne, ii. 281.

TviB, 1892; Jafftf, Regeata, i. 66&n602, iL 760; Quia
AUxandri II., in Bouqiiet, lUeaea, ». 626-531; W. Gieie-

brecht, DU Kirekentpaliung nach dem Tode Nikolaua II.,

apponded to hiBAnnaUB AUahen9e§, Berlin, 1841; Bower,
Pope9, u. 370-377; M. Watterich, Bomanorum ponhfi-
atm . . . viia, L 236-236, Leipeie, 1862; C. Will, Benjoa
PanegyrietM auf Hwinneh IV. mit . . . RiUktiukt auf den
Kirehgnetreit AUaeanderw II. und Honoriua II., Marburg,
1863; R. Bazmann, Dte PolUik dter PSfMte V€m, Oregor I.

6u auf Ongor VII., 2 vols., Elberfeld. 1868-69; Hefele,

ConeiUenifMehieKU, iv. 861-893; B. JuDcmann. Dia-
tertaHonea adeetm in HitL- 9od., iv. 242 eqq., Ratisbon,
1880; J. Lansen. OaUKickU der riymUehtn Kirche, pp. 632
•qq., Bonn, 1892; Milman, LaHn ChrUtianUy, iii. 321-
863; W. Martens, Dm BeMtaung dea PApaaiehen Siuhlea

unter dan Kaiaam Hainrieh III. und Hainrieh IV., Frei-

burg, 1886; C. Fetaer, Varunlarauehuiyfan au ainar Oa-
aekiehia Alaxandara II., Strasburg. 1887; Hauck. KD»
iii. (1906) 704-763.

Alexander UL (Roland Bandinelli): Pope 1169-

81. He was bom at Sienna and lectured in canon
law at Bologna, leaving a memorial of this part

of his career in the Summa Magistri Rolandi, a
conmientary on the Decretum of Gratian. Eugeni-

us III. brought him to Rome about 1150, and made
him a cardinal. In 1153 he became papal chancel-

lor, and during the reign of Adrian IV. was the

moving spirit of the antiimperial party among the

cardinals, who advocated a close alliance wi^h

William of Sicily. His determined opposition to

Frederick Barbarossa led to a deep personal enmity
on the emperor's part, which was not appeased

when Roland appea^^d at the Diet of Be8an9on in

1157 as papal legate, and boldly proclaimed that

the emperor held his lordship from the pope.

Adrian IV. died Sept. 1, 1159. Six days later all

the cardinals but three (some say nine) voted for

Roland as his successor, and he was consecrated

Sept. 20. The minority chose the imperialist

cardinal Octavian, who assumed the title of Victor

IV. Frederick, naturally disposed toward his own
partizan, called a coimdl at Pavia which, as was
to be expected, declared Octavian the lawful pope
(Feb. 11, 1160), and two days later proclaLned

Alexander an enemy of the empire and a schismatic.

Alexander answered from Anagni on Mar. 24 by
excommimicating the emperor and absolving his

subjects from their allegiance; the antipope had
been excommunicated a week after Alexander's

consecration.

Alexander had not the power to carry his hos-

tility further. It is true that in Oct., 1160, at a
council at Toulouse, the kings of England and
France and the bishops of both countries declared

for him; and Spain, Ireland, and Norway followed

their lead. But he was unable to maintain a foot-

hold in Italy. By the end of 1161 be was forced

to leave Rome, and in the following March fled

across the Alps to take refuge in France. The
conflict might have come to an end with the death
of Victor IV. at Lucca in Apr., 1164, had not Reg-
inald, Archbishop of Cologne, the imperial repre-

sentative in Italy, without either the emperor's

sanction or a regard for canonical forms, set up
another antipope, Guido, bishop of Crema, under
the title of Paschal III. In the diet held at Warz-
burg at Pentecost, 1165, Reginald (possessed by
the conception of a German national Church inde-

pendent of every one but the emperor) talked

Frederick and the magnates into the irrevocable

step of taking an oath never to recognize Alexander
III. or any pope chosen from his party, and to

support Paschal III. with all their power. But on
the whole Alexander's cause was gaining. In the

autumn of 1165 he left France, and by Nov. 23 he
was able to reenter Rome. A year later, Frederick

crossed the Alps to unseat him, and by the following

summer was able to take possession of St. Peter's

and install Paschal there. Alexander fled once

more, but Frederick's triumph was short-lived.

The plague robbed him of several thousand soldiers

and drove him from Rome; in December the prin-

cipal Lombard cities formed a league against the

oppressive dominion of the empire, and found a
protector in Alexander, in whose honor they named
the new city of Alessandria; finally the antipope

died (Sept. 20, 1168). The Roman partisans of

Frederick, without waiting for instructions, set up
a new pope in the person of John, cardinal-bishop

of Albano, under the name of Calixtus III. But
Frederick was weary of the strife, and hardly five

months had passed before he was negotiating with

Alexander. Nothing resulted, however, and the

emperor took up arms once more against the pope
and the Lombard League; but the battle of Le-

gnano (May 29, 1176) was so decisively against him
that he was obliged to yield on any terms. He
began fresh negotiations with Alexander at Anagni
in October; and at Venice the disputed matters
were discussed also with the cities, as well as with

William II. of Sicily and the Eastern emperor,

both of whom had joined Frederick's opponents.

Peace was made Aug. 1, 1177, the emperor acknowl-
edging Alexander's title and abandoning Calixtus,

who was to receive an abbey in compensation.

Both sides agreed to restore whatever poasessioDs

they had taken from each other.

A still greater triumph was won by Alexander
over Henry II. of England. From 1163 onward
the English king was involved in a more and more
acute contest with Rome, growing out of his diffi-

culties with Thomas Becket. He demanded the

deposition of the archbishop, and, on the pope's

refusal, opened negotiations with Frederick, and
was represented at the Diet of WQrzburg, with a

view to supporting Reginald of Cologne's far-reach-

ing plans. But threats of excommunication and
intenlict brought him back to an apparently peace*

ful attitude. The murder of Becket (Dec. 29, 1170)

brought things to a crisis. The king was forced

to do humiliating penance at Becket's tomb and
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to Bubnoit wholly to the papal demands. The cul-

minating point of Alexander's success was marked
by the Third Lateran CouncU (Afar., 1179). Be-
ddes approving the crusade against the Cathari

of southern France, which had been inaugurated

by Rajrmond of Toulouse with the support of Loms
VIL, the pope's friend and protector, the 300
bishops of this brilliant assembly passed an impor-
tant canon regtilating papal elections, which con-

fined the electoral power to the cardinals, excluding
the lower clergy and the laity and making no men-
tion of imperial confirmation, and required a two-
thirds vote to elect.

In spite of his apparently complete triumph over
his enemies, Alexander never really conquered the

Roman people. Soon after the close of the council

they drove him once more into exile; and a month
after Calixtus III. had formally renounced his

pretensions, a new antipope was set up, who took

the name of Innocent III. Alexander succeeded

in vanquishing this rival, but never returned to

Rome, and died at Civita Castellana Aug. 30, 1181,

his corpse being followed to its sepulcher in the

Lateran by cries of implacable hostility from the

populace. His letters are in MPL, cc.; his Summa
was edited by F. Thaner (Innsbruck, 1874), and
his 8enlmix4B by A. M. Gietl (Freiburg, 1891).

(A. Hauck.)

BnuooaAPHT: Ltber ponHfieaUa, ed. Duohesne, ii. 397-446,

Pkuia, 1892; Oeato Alexandri III., in Bouquet. Recueil,

XT. 744-977; Jmtt6, R^ae&ta, ii. 146 Bqq.. 761; M. Wat-
terieh, Rmnanorum ponHfieum . . . wta, ii. 377-451,
Leipflie, 1862; K. L. Ring, Priednch 1. im Kampf gegen
AUjcandm' III., Stuttgart, 1838; Bower. Popes, ii. 602;
H. Reuter, G««c%uAle AlexaruUrM 111. und der Kirche %einer

ZmC 3 vols., 2d ed.. Leipsic. 1860-<M; P. 8oheffer-Boi-

diorat, KaUer Frisdrieht 1. leUUr SireU mit der Kurie,
Berlin, 1866; J. Langen. Oeeehichte der rdmischen Kirche,

pp. 4^ eqq.» Bonn, 1893; Milman, Latin ChriaHantty,
vr. 288-438; O. Wolfram. Frxedrick 1. und da§ Worm-
aer Concordat, Marburg, 1883; Hefele. ConcUierHfeaehichU,

r. 671-722; J. R. Oieen, Hietory of the Englieh PeopU,
ToL i.. London. 1888-92; A. M. Gietl. Die SentenMon Ro-
lanie, nadumaie Papetee Alexander 111., Freiburg. 1891;

Haoek. KD, !. 227-302.

Alexander IV. (Rinaldo de Conti): Pope 1254-

61. He was made a cardinal-deacon in 1227 by
his irnde, Gregory IX., and in 1231 cardinal-bishop

of Ostia. As a cardinal, he does not seem to have
been stronglyaati-impeiialistic, and Frederick II. is

found in 1233 and 1242 writing in a tone of friendship

to him. On the death of Innocent IV. (Dec. 13, 1254),

Alexander was elected to succeed him, and at once
began to follow the policy of his predecessors.

Conrad IV., on his death-bed, had commended to

the guardianship of the C!hurch his two-year-old

son Conradin, heir to the duchy of Swabia and the

kingdoms of Jerusalem and Sicily. Alexander
accepted the charge with the most benevolent prom-
ises, but less than two weeks later he demanded
that the Swabian nobles should desert Conradin
for Alfonso of Castile. On Afar. 25, 1255, he ex-

oommunieated Bianfred, Conradin's imde, who
had undertaken to defend the kingdom of Sicily

in the child's name, and on Apr. 9 he concluded an
alliance with Henry III. of England, on whose son

Edmund he bestowed Sicily and Apulia, to be held

SB papal fiefs. When some of the German princes

talked in 1264 of setting up Ottocar of Bohemia

as a claimant of the throne in opposition to William
of Holland, the papal prot^g^, he forbade them to

take any steps for the election of a king in William's

lifetime; and when William died, he forbade the

archbishops of Cologne, Treves, and Mainz to place

Conradin on the throne of his father. In the con-

test for the crown which now arose between Alfonso

X. of Castile and Richard of Cornwall, brother of

Henry III. of England, the pope, whose support
was asked by both, took the side of the latter,

promising him (Apr. 30, 1259) not merely the sup-

port of his legates in Germany, but* holding out
hopes of the imperial crown. In this he was influ-

enced by the English king's money, which was
necessary to him in his contest against Manfred.
In Aug., 1258, on a rumor of the death of Conradin,

Manfred himself assumed the crown of Sicily, and
was recognized in northern and central Italy as

the head of the Ghibelline party. After the deci-

sive victory of Montaperto had put Florence, the

Guelph bulwark, in Manfred's power, Alexander
excommunicated every one who should help him in

any way, and laid all his dominions under an in-

terdict (Nov. 18, 1260). This was all he could do,

since an appeal to the kings of England and
Norway to undertake a crusade against Manfred,

and a demand for a tenth of the income of the

French clergy for the same purpose had both proved
unsuccessful.

Alexander had better luck against the notorious

Ezzelino da Romano, son-in-law of Frederick II.

and leader of the Ghibellines in northern Italy.

An army raised by the pope for a crusade against

this monster had accomplished little, but finally

in 1259 he succumbed to a combination of princes

and cities. In Rome, however, the party of Man-
fred was gaining strength, and in 1261 he was
elected to the highest office in the gift of the people,

that of senator. How terribly Italy suffered from
the demoralization which followed this relentless

warfare is evident from the spread of the Flagel-

lants (See Flaoeli^tion, Flaoellai9ts), whose
fanatical processions took place even in Rome
(1260). A council was called to meet at Viterbo

for the purpose of setting on foot a crusade against

the Tatars, but before it convened Alexander died

in that city (May 25, 1261). (A. Hauck.)
Bibuoosapht: Bouret da U Rondure, Lee Regietree d*Alex-

andre 1 v., parts 1-4. Paris. 1886 sqq.; MOH, EpieL eweuli

xiu., iu. (1894) 314-473. 729-730. and Leg., ir., 1896; W.
H. Bliss. Calendar of Bniriee in the Papal Regietere relaUng

to GreatBritain and Ireland, Papal Lettere, i. 309-376, Lon-
don. 1893; A. Potthast. Regeeta.u. 1286 sqq., Berlin. 1875;

G. J. de Chemer, Hietoirede la ItUte dee papee et dee empereure

de la maieon de Souabe, Paris. 1868; O. Posse, Analecta

vaHcana, 1 sqq., 120 sqq., Innsbruok. 1878; G. Digard.

La Sirie dee regietree pontifioaux du treuiime eiMe, Fans.

1886; E. Encelmann. Der Anepruch der P&pete auf Coi^
fbrmation und Approbation, 1077-1579. pp. 63 sqq.. fires-

Uu. 1886; Bower, Popee, iL 667-^71.

Alexander V. (Peter Philargi): Pope 1409-10.

He was an orphan boy from Cirete, brought up by
the Minorites, which order he afterward entered.

After traveling in Italy, England, and France, he

acquired a name as a teacher of rhetoric in the

University of Paris. Later he held a dignified

position at the court of Gian Galeazzo Visconti

in Milan, of which see he became archbishop in
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1402. Innocent VII. made bim a cardinal. In
1408 he waa one of those who deserted Gregory
XII. with a view to compelling an end of the scldsm,

and in the same year he had invited the pope to the

Council of Pisa as a representative of the cardinals.

After bothGregory XII. and Benedict XIII. hadbeen
deposed, he was unanimously elected pope by the
influence of cardinal Balthasar Coesa (July 26,

1409). like all the other cardinals present, he
had signed an agreement that, if he should be elected

pope, he would continue the council until the

Church had received a thorough reformation in

head and members; but, once crowned as pope, he
dismissed the members to their dioceses, there to

take counsel on the points which needed reform.

The schism was not ended by his election; Bene-
dict XIII. was still recognized by Spain, Portugal,

and Scotland; Gregory XII., by Naples, Hungary,
the king of the Romans, and some other German
princes. The greater part of Germany, with Eng-
land and France, declared for the choice of the

coimcil, as well as the reforming leaders Gerson and
Pierre d'AiUy. Alexander was more concerned with
the recovery of the States of the Church than with
reform. Rome and Umbria were in the possession

of Ladislaus of Naples, the protector of Gregory
XII. Alexander excommunicated him, declared

his crown forfeit, and transferred it to Louis II. of

Anjou, who, with Cardinal Coesa, commanded the

force sent against Rome. Though this expedition

was unsuccessful, Alexander's adherents succeeded

in the last few days of 1409 in getting the upper
hand in the city. Alexander, however, did not
return, but remained in Bologna, a pliant instru-

ment in the hands of his Franciscan brethren and
Balthasar Coesa. The friars induced him to

issue a bull (Oct. 12, 1409), which confirmed all the

extensive privileges of the mendicant orders in the

confessional and practically crippled the jurisdic-

tion of the parish priests. When he indicated his

intention of extending this ruling to France, the

University of Paris, with Gerson at its head,

threatened to retaliate by excluding the friars from
the platform and pulpit. Alexander died before

this ultimatum reached Rome (May 3, 1410). By
modem Roman Catholic historiacs, as the creation

of the illegitimate council of Pisa, he is not con-

sidered strictly a lawful pope, though included in

their lists. (A. Hauck.)
Biblxoobapht: Viia» in L. A. Muratori, Rer. IlaL aeript.,

m. 2. p. 842, Milan; Bower. PopeM, iii. 167-171; Hefele,

ConeUiengMchichie, vi. 1033; Creighton, Papacy, i. 257-
285 (the beet); Pastor. PopM, i. 190-191 (from the Roman
GathoUc side).

Alexander VL (Rodrigo Lanzol): Pope 1492-

1503. He was bom at Xativa, near Valencia, in 1430

or 1431 and was adopted by hisimde, Calixtus III.,

into the Borgia family and endowed with rich

ecclesiastical benefices. In 1455 be became apos-

tolic notary; in 1456, a cardinal-deacon; and in

1457, vice-chancellor of the Roman curia. He
held also the bishoprics of Valencia, Porto, and
Cartagena. These positions brought in vast wealth,

which he spent in ostentatious luxury and riotous

living. A glimpse of his life at this period is afforded

by a letter of Pius II. (June 11, 1460), reproaching

him for his participation in an indescribable orgy

at Sienna, and rebuking him for having no thought
but pleasure. At least seven^-possibly nine

—

childrai were bora to him as cardinal, four of whom,
Giovanni, Cesare, Gioffrd, and Lucresia, the off-

spring of his favorite mistress Vanosza Catanei,
were the objects of his special love. On the death
of Innocent VIII. he reached the height of his

ambition by his election to the papacy (Aug. 11,

1402), won, it was generally believed, by simony
and other corrupt practises.

Alexander was unquestionably a man of great
gifts, able, eloquent, versatile, strong in mind as in

body; but all these gifts were defiled by the im-
morality of his life, which was in no respect different

as pope from what it had been as cardinal. So
much may be safely said, even if certain specific

accusations made by his contemporaries, such ajs

that of incest with his daughter Lucreasia, are
shown to be calumnies. The remonstrances of

secular powers like Spain and Portugal against the
immoraHty of the papal court were as vain as the
denimciations of Savonarola. The former were
put off with promises; the latter's mouth was
stopped by excommunication (May 12, 1497), when
he was endeavoring to arouse all Italy against the
papacy.

Alexander's main aim, outside of the gratification

of his passions, was the elevation of his children to

power and wealth. While still a cardinal, he had
obtained the Spanish duchy of Gandia for his eldest

son, Pedro Luis, who was succeeded, on his early

death, by Giovanni. Alexander invested the latter

with the duchy of Benevento, together with Ter-

racina and Preticorvo; but a few days later (June

14, 1497) he was mysteriously murdered. For
a moment the pope was shocked into penitence,

and talked of a reform of his court and even of

abdication, but no lasting change resulted. The
making of a brilliant match for Lucrezia was long
an important factor in his policy. The first con-

nection attempted was with the Sforza family.

Lodovico il Moro, governor of Bfilan for his nephew
Giangaleazzo, desired the sovereignty for himself,

but was hindered by the grandfather of Giangaleas-
so's wife, Ferdinand of Naples. To get the better

of him, Lodovico planned a league into which the
Pope should be drawn by a marriage between
Lucrezia and Giovanni Sfona of Pesaro. The
league was founded April 25, 1493, and included,

besides Lodovico and Alexander, Venice, Sienna,

Ferrara, and Mantua. Ferdinand, however, suc-

ceeded in detaching the pope from this alliance,

probably through the influence of Spain, and
married the natural daughter of his son Alfonso to

Gioffrd, Alexander's fourth son. The alliance with
Naples, however, brought the pope into difficulties.

Lodovico, deserted, smnmoned Charies VIII. of

France to take the crown of Niq)les for himself and
try a simoniacal pope at the bar of a general coun-
cil. Charles descended into Italy in autumn, 1494,
and on the last day of the year, Alexander being
unable to oppose him, made a magnificent public

entry into Rome. The pope agreed to allow his

army free passage toward Naples, and to reinstate

the cardinals of the opposition faction. In return
Charies paid him all the outward signs of homage.
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and continued his joiimey toward Naples, where
he was able to be crowned on May 12, Alfonso II.

haying fled. Alexander, however, joined the league
founded at V^iice (March 31) to drive him out of

Italy and to support the house of Aragon in recon-

quering Naples. In return Alexander adced the hand
of Oirlotta, Princess of Naples, for his son Cesare,

whom he had made archbishop of Valencia imme-
diately after his own elevation and cardinal a year
later. It was necessary to divorce Lucrezia from
her husband Giovanni Sforza and marry her to a
natural son of Alfonso II., the Duke of Bisceglia,

which was accomplished in 1498. Cesare's marriage
fell through, however; and, after resigning as car-

dinal, he married Charlotte d'Albret, sister of the
King of Navarre, being made Duke of Valentinois

by Louis XII., who received in return permission

to divorce his wife.

Cesare went on with designs for an extensive

temporal lordship by fair means and foul. The
ruling families of the Romagna having been ex-

pelled or assassinated, Alexander gave him the

title of Duke of Romagna in 1501. The hatred of

father and son for the house of Aragon went fiuther.

Lucrezia's second husband was murdered by Ce-
tare's orders in 1500; and a year later Alexander
joined the league of Louis XII. and Ferdinand of

Spain for the division of the kingdom of Naples

between them. The years 1502 and 1503 mark
the height of this dominion founded on blood.

Alexander was already thinking of asking the

emperor for Pisa, Sienna, and Lucca for his son and
making him king of Romagna and the Marches,

when death cut short his plans, through an attack

of malarial fever (Aug. 18, 1503).

Of what his contemporaries thought Alexander
capable may be seen from the story, long believed,

that he was the victim of poison prepared by his

orders for one of the cardinals whose estates he
coveted. In recent years Alexander has been
regarded by some as an unselfish pioneer of the

unification of Italy, and attempts have even been
made to represent him as a true follower of Christ;

but his unworthiness is generally admitted, even
by Roman Catholic writers. (A. Hauck.)

BiBuoQRAraT: Creigfaton. Papacy, iv. 183--end, . 1-57
(ery full, valuable appendioes of documents); Pastor.

Povn, T. 375-623, vL 1-180 (the Romanist side, with ap-
pendices of documents); A. Gordon, TAs LivM of Pope
AUxandm- VI. and . . . CcMor Bcrgia, 2 vob., London,
1729 (has appendix of documents); Bower, Popet, iii.

250-277; J. Fave, 6iude» eriiique§ tur VhiUoin d*Ale-
tindn VI., St. Brienc. 1850; M. J. H. OUirier, Le Pape
Aiexa9idr§ VI., Paris, 1870; F. Gregoroyius, Lucresis
Bcrgia, 2 Tola., Stuttgart, 1876, Eng. transl., London,
1B04; Kaiser. Dtr vidverUumdeU Alexander VI., Ratis-
bon. 1877; V. Nemec. Papsf AUsandtr VI., Klagenfurt,
1870; J. Burehard. i>uiriuin •ive tervm urbanarum com"
Mmloru. 3 Tola.. Paris. 1883-85 (consult Index); Hefele.

CmcOiCTvesdkidUf. viii. 300; 0. G. Robertson, dxtar
Borgia, London, 1801; Ranke. Popet, i. 35-36; F. Corvo,
Chmidea of One Houee of Borffia, New York, 1001. On
l^icresia Bosigja consult F. Gregorovius. Lucretia Borgia,
ib.ie03.

Alexander VIL (Fabio Chigi): Pope 1655-67.
He was nmicio in Cologne from 1639 to 1651, and
took part in the negotiations which led up to the
peace of Westphalia, but declared that he would
enter into no oonmiunications with heretics, and

protested against the validity of the treaties of
Mdnster and OsnabrQck. Innocent X. took a
similar view, and on his return from Germany he
made Chigi cardinal and finally secretary of
state. It was due to the influence of Chigi that
Innocent condemned the famous five propositions
alleged to have been extracted from the Augtutinus
of Jansen. Innocent died Jan. 7, 1655, and a strong
party in the conclave favored Chigi as one who
would be likely to be free from the reproach of
nepotism; but, though Spain supported him, the op-
position of France (Mazarin hsd been for years his

personal enemy) delayed the election until Apr. 7.

Alexander VII. had the satisfaction of seeing the
daughter of Gustavus Adolphus, Christina of Swe-
den, enter the Church, though her prolonged resi-

dence in Rome became a burden to him later.

He was a consistent supDorter of the Jesuits,

whom he succeeded in restoring to Venice, from
which city they had been excluded since the
conflict with Paul V. He took their side wholly
in the struggle with the Jansenists (see Janben,
Cornelius, Jansenism). He became embroiled
with Louis XIV., first through the refusal of the
French ambassador in Rome, the Duke of Cr^ui,
to pay certain conventional civilities to the rel-

atives of the pope, and then through an attack
on the ambassador's servants and palace made by
the Corsican guards of the pope. Louis was already

displeased with Alexander for his consistent sup-

port of Cardinal de Retz against Mazarin, and for Ms
retention, in spite of Louis's intercession in their

behalf, of certain possessions to which the Famese
and Este families laid claim. In such a mood he
took up the Corsican affair hotly, and wrote to

Alexander of a breach of the law of nations, a crime
whose parallel could hardly be found among bar-

barians. The papal nuncio was obliged to leave

Paris, and French troops occupied Avignon and the

Comtat Venaissin and threatened to invade the
Italian states of the Church. Alexander, unable
to find any allies, saw himself compelled to accede

to the most humiliating demands of France in the
treaty of Pisa (1664). He was obliged not only,

by a special mission of two cardinals to Paris, to

beg the king's pardon, but also that of the Duke
de Cr^ui, and to erect a pyramid in a public place

in Rome, with an inscription declaring the Corsi-

cans incapable of serving the Holy See.

Since Alexander, like his predecessor, was closely

allied with Spain, he was obliged to carry Innocent's

policy still further when a struggle with Portugal

arose. Innocent had refused to recognise Portugal
as an independent monarchy when in 1640 it broke
away from Spain under the house of Braganza;
and had declined to confirm the bishops nominated
by King John IV. Alexander took the same course

in regard to the bishops; the king accordingly

allowed the bishoprics to remain vacant, and divided

their estates and revenues among his courtiers,

even thinking at one time of the extreme measure
of an absolute breach with Rome and the estab-

lishment of a national Church, whose bishops should
need confirmation from no one but the metropol-

itan. The conflict was finally settled by Clement
IX. in 1669.
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Much as he had had to do with affairs of state

before his elevation to the papacy, Alexander found
them wearisome, and left their administration

as much as possible to the congregation of cardinals

entrusted with their consideration. He was a
cultured friend of literature and philosophy, and
took much pleasure in his intercourse with learned

men, among whom Pallavicini, the historian of the

Council of Trent, was conspicuous. He tried his

own hand at literature; a collection of his verses,

under the title Philometi laborcB juveniles appeared
in Paris in 1656. He died May 22, 1667.

(A. Hauck.)
Bebuoorapbt: lUnke. PopM, ii. 83 sqq.; J. Bargraye,

PopB Alexander VIII, and the CoUeoe of CardinaU, in Fvb-
UcaHone of the Camden Society^ xcii., London, 1867; R.
dukutelauM. Le Cardinal de Beta et eee mieeione diploma-
Uquee hRome, PariB, 1879; A. Q^smt, Lee Demiiree Anniee
du Cardinal de Rete, Paris. 1879; A. Reumont. Faldo
Cktifi in Deutechland, Aachen. 1886; GMrin. VAmbaeeade
de Creiiuv h, Rome eA le traitS de Piee, ie69-166U, in Revue
dee queetione hietoriquee, xzviil. (1893) 570; Bow«r, Popee,
iii. 331-332.

Alexander VIIL (Pietro Ottoboni): Pope 168^
01. He came of a Venetian family, was made
cardinal by Innocent X., and, later. Bishop of

Brescia and datarius apoetolicua. When Innocent

XI. died (Aug. 11, 1689), much depended on the

choice of his successor, both for Louis XIV. and
for the League of Augsburg, formed to oppose him.

His ambas»Bidor, the Duke de Chaulnes, succeeded

on Oct. 6 in accomplishing the election of Cardinal

Ottoboni. Louis, whom the coalition had placed

in a critical situation, believed that he would find

the new pope more complaisant in some disputed

points than his predecessor had been. He attempt-

ed to conciliate the curia by restoring Avignon,

and abandoned the right of extraterritorial im-

munity which he had so stubbornly claimed for the

palace of his ambassador in Rome. Alexander
showed a friendly spirit, and made the Bishop of

Beauvais a cardinal. The coalition urged the pope
neither directly nor indirectly to approve the four

articles of the " Galilean liberties " of 1682, on which
the strife had turned between the king and the

clergy of his party, on one side, and Rome, on the

other. Alexander might have been willing to con-

firm the bishops whom Louis had nominated in

return for their part in bringing about this declara-

tion, if they would avail themselves of the pretext

that they defended the articles only in their private

capacity. Louis rejected this accommodation,
and the pope condemned the declaration and dis-

pensed the clergy from the oath they had taken to

uphold it.

Alexander made his name memorable in Rome
by many benefits to the city, and showed his love

for learning by the purchase for the Vatican library

of the rich collection of Christina of Sweden. He
is reproached, however, for yielding completely
to the inroads of nepotism, wUch his predecessors

had driven out. He died Feb. 1, 1691.

(A. Hauck.)
Biblioobapht: G^rin. Pape Alexandre VJU. et Louie XIV.

d*aprie doeumenie ifUdite. Paria. 1878; Petruoelli della
Gatttna, Hietoire diplomaHque dee eondavee, iii. 213, PariB,

18S5; A. R«ciinont, OeeeMelUe der Stadi Rom, iii. 2. 639,
Berlin. 1870; Bower. Popee, iii 334-335; Ranke, Popee, ii.

424, iii. 461.

ALEXAHDER: Patriarch of Alexandria 31^
328. See ARiANmii, I., 1.

ALEXAIVDER BALAS. See SsLEUciDiB.

ALEXAKDER OF HALES (Halenne or Alenais,

Haleeius or Aleeius; called Doctor Irrefragabilie

and Theclogcrum Monarcha): Scholastic theolo-

gian; b. at Hales, Gloucestershire, Eng^d; d. in

Paris Aug. 21, 1245. He was educated in the
monastery at Hales, studied and lectured at Paris,

and acquired great fame as a teacher in theology,

and entered the order of St. Francis in 1222. His
Summa univencs theoloffics (first printed at Ven-
ice, 1475) was undertaken at the request of Innocent
IV., and received his approbation. It was finished

by Alexander's scholars after his death. It is an
independent work giving a triple series of author-
ities—those who say yes, those who say no, and
then the reconciliation or judgment. The author-
ities are chosen not only from the Bible and the
Fathers, but also among Greek, Latin, and Arabic
poets and philosophers, and later theologians.

It treats in its first part the doctrines of God and his

attributes; in its second, those of creation and sin;

in its third, those of redemption and atonement;
and, in its fourth and last, those of the sacraments.
Among the doctrines which were specially developed
and, so to speak, fixed by Alexander of Hales,

are those of the thesaunAS eupererogalionie perfee-

torum, of the character indelibUis of baptism, con-
firmation, ordination, etc.

Bibuoorapbt: J. B. Haur&u, De la phUoeophie eeolaetique,

Tol. t. Paris, 1860; A. &t6ekl,OeechichUder PkOoeopkie^iroL
ii., Vainx, 1865; A. Neander,CArMfionCAiirdk;iv. 420-519;
J. E. Erdmann. Oeechiehie der PhUoeophie, i. 133. 431,
Berlin, 1877. Eng. tranoL, 3 vob., London, 1893; Bloeller,

ChrieHan Church, ii. 328. 414, 428.

ALEXAIVDER OF HIERAPOUS, hoi'Vrap'd-lis:

Bishop of HierapoUs and metropolitan of the prov-
ince Euphratensis. He was prominent at the third

ecumenical coimcil (Ephesus, 431) as a fierce

opponent of Cyril and Ic^er of the left wing of the
^tiochians. He persisted in his opposition even
after the more moderate had acknowledged the
orthodoxy of Cyril, and, in consequence, was finally

deposed and bamshed to Famothis in Egypt.
Suidas ascribes to him a treatise: "What Did
Christ Bring New into the World ?"

G. EjityoER.

Biblioobapht: Mansi. Concilia, ir. 1330-31, t. 851-905
Getters from him or to hiin or oonceming him); Hefele
ConeUiengeeehichle, ii., Eng. tranal.. voL iii paaaim; DCB^
i. 83^85.

ALEXANDER JANNiEXJS. See Hasmoncans.

ALEXAIIDER OF LTCOPOUS, lai-kep'5>lis or
lic^'op^d-lis: Alleged author of a work against the
doctrines of the Manicheans, written in Greek,
probably about 300. He was therefore contem-
porary with the first apostles of Manicheism in

Egypt. Photius (Contra ManickcBoa, i. 11) calls

him bishop of Lycopolis (in the Thebaid), but the
work (which is an important source for the Mani-
chean system) does not even justify the inference

that the writer was a Christian, and nothing is

known of his life. The work was published by F.

Combefis in his Auctarium novissimum, ii. (Paris,

1672) a-21, and is reprinted in MPO, xviii. 40&-448.
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It has been edited, with a good introduction, by
A. Brinkmann (Ldpsic, 1895); Eng. trand. in ANF,
Yi. 23^253. G. KbCobr.

ALEXAKDER ITEVSKI, SAIRT: A saint of the
Eastern Church; b. at Vladimir (110 m. e. by n. of

Moscow) 1218; d. at Goroditch (360 m. s.e. of Mos-
cow) Nov. 14, 1263. He was the second son of
Grand Duke Jaroslav II. of Novgorod. In 1240 he
defeated the Swedes on the Neva, whence his title,

" Nevski." Two years later he repelled the Livo-
nians, who had the support of Rome. The popes
of the time were making great efforts to bring about
a union with the Eastern Church, and, to further

their plans, they tried to induce Alexander and
I*rince Daniel of Galitch to undertake a crusade
a^iunst the Tatars. Innocent IV. addressed letters

to Alexander (Jan. 23 and Sept. 15, 1248), urging
him strenuously to submit to the Roman see, to

which the duke and his advisers replied: ** We know
what the Old and New Testaments say, and we
are also acquainted with the teaching of the CShurch

of Constantine and from the first to the seventh
council; but your teaching we do not accept.''

Nevertheless, Innocent and his successor, Alexander
IV., pursued their plans and appointed a legate

for Russia, hoping that Roman bishoprics might
in the course of time be established there. Grand
Duke Alexander defended his Church as ably as he
did his country. He won the favor of the Tatar
khans, and in 1261 a bishopric was established at

Sarai on the lower Volga, the residence of the Khan
of the Golden Horde, ^exander died on one of his

many journeys thither. He was canonized by the
Church and the day of his burial (Nov. 23) was
consecrated to him. His remains were trans-

ferred on Aug. 30, 1724, to the Alexander Nevski
monastery in St. Petersburg, which had been found-
ed by Peter the Great in 1711 on the supposed
scene of Alexander's victory over the Swedes in

1240. Richard Haubmann.

ALEXAIIDER SEVERXJS (Marcus Aurelius Alex-
ander Severus): Roman emperor 222-235; b. at
Arce in Phenicia, most probably 205; murdered
by the army, probably near Mains, at the beginning
of a campaign against the Germans in Gaul, Mar.,
235. He was a noble character, conscientious,

Almost scrupulous, meek, and well inclined toward
all gods and men. The religious policy which he
inherited was one of electicism and syncretism.
Alexander and his two inunediate predecessors

—

Caracalla, 211-217, son and successor of Septimius
Severus (q.v.), and Elagabalus, 218-222, reputed
son and successor of Caracalla—^may be called the
Syrian emperors. They were much influenced by
Julia Donma, wife of Septimius and daughter of
a priest of the sun at Emesa; Julia Maesa, her sister;

and the two daughters of the latter, Sosmias,
mother of Elagabalus, and Julia Manuea, mother
of Alexander. About these women gathered a
circle of philosophers and scholars who took a deep
interest in religious questions. There was nat-
urally here no inclination to the Roman religion
ud the chums of Christianity were, in part at least,

'^^^ogmzed. There was a disposition to attempt
to i^vive heathenism byimporting the good in the

new religion. Elagabalus (q.v.) had sought to unite
the religions of the empire, but in fantastic numner,
aiming to make all gods subordinate to the sun-god
of Emesa, whose priest he was. Alexander con-
tinued his syncretism in nobler fashion. He was
susceptible to all good and had respect for all re-

ligions. The image of Christ stood in his lararium
with those of Orpheus, Abraham, and Apollonius
of Tyana, and he is said to have wished to erect

in Rome a temple to Jesus. The Christian ethics

also attracted him, he often quoted the precept
" what ye will not that others do to you, that do
not ye to them " and had it inscribed on public

buildings. Manuea was even more favorable to
Christianity; Eusebius {HiaU ecd., vi. 21) calls her
" a most pious woman, if there ever was one, and
of religious life," but the assertion that she was a
Christian (first made by Orosius, vii. 18) is un-
founded.

That the Church had peace under Alexander,
as under his predecessors, was the natural conse-

quence of his training and his character. Lam-
pridius says expressly that Alexander " suffered

the Christians to exist," and Firmilian, bishop of

Csesarea in Cappadocia, in a letter to Cyprian
{Episty Ixxv. [Ixxiv.]), written about 256, speaks of
" the long peace." To be sure, individuals may
have been brought to trial here and there, but the
later accoimts which make Alexander a cruel

persecutor under whom thousands of Christians

suffered death are false, and the reputed martyr^
doms under him, as of the Roman bishops Callistus

and Urbanus and of St. Cecilia, are unhistoric.

(A. Hauck.)
Bibuoobaprt: Origiiial Bouroes are: Dion CaariuB, HiaL

Rom., Ixxiv., Ixxri., Ixxx.; MUmb lAmpridiuB, Alexander
SeveruB, beBt in M. NiBard, SuHone, pp. 463-482, PariB.

1883: EuBebiuB. HiaL ecd., y. 26, vi. 1; NPNF, 2d BerieB.

i. 246. 249. ConBuIt: Q. Uhlhom, Der Kampf de% Chria-
terUumM, pp. 284 Bqq., Stuttgart, 1876; B. AuM, Lea ChrS-
Hena dana I'empire romaint pp. 63 Bqq., Paris, 1881; J.

Reville, La Religion ii Rome aoua lea Sivirea, ib. 1886; P.
Allard, Hiatovra dea peraScutiona . . . du Hi. aiida, pp.
79 Bqq., 171 Bqq., ib. 1886; W. Smith, Dictionary of Greek
and Roman Biography, iii. 802-804. London, 1890; Nean-
der, ChriMHan Church, I 126-127 et paBsim; Schaff, Chria-
tian Church, ii. 68-69; Moeller, ChriaHan Church, I 191,
196.

ALEXAlfDER, ARCHIBALD: Presbyterian cler-

gyman, and first professor in the Princeton Theo-
logical Seminary; b. about 7 m. e. of Lexington,

in Augusta (later Rockbridge) County, Virginia,

Apr. 17, 1772; d. at Princeton Oct. 22, 1851. He
received as good schooling as the place and time

afforded, including attendance from the age of

ten at the Liberty Hall Academy of the Rev.
William Graham, near Lexington. He was con-

verted in the great revival of 1789, studied theol-

ogy with Mr. Graham, was licensed in 1791 and
ordained in 1794, and became president of Hamp-
den Sydney College 1796, and pastor of the Third

PresbyterianChurch(Pine Street), Philadelphia, 1806.

In 1812 he was entrusted by the General Assembly
with the organization of the Princeton Theological

Seminary. For the first year he taught all depart-

ments, but as other professors were added he con-

fined himself to pastoral and polemic theology.

His chief books were: A Brief OtUline of the
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Evidences of the Chrietian Religion (Princeton, 1825)

;

The Canon of the Old and New Testaments Ascer-

tained (1826); A Pocket Dictionary of the Bible

(Philadelphia, 1829); Biographical Sketches of the

Founder and Principal Alumni of the Log College

(Princeton, 1845); and Outlines of Moral Science

(New York, 1852).

Bxbuoorafht: J. W. Atoxander, LiU of AreMbaU Alextm'
der. New York. 1864.

ALEXAimER, CHARLES McCALLOH: Re-
vivalist; b. at Meadow, Tenn., Oct. 24, 1867. He
was educated at Maiyville College, Maryville,

Tenn., but left in 1887 without taking a degree,

and, after being musical director for a time in the
same institution, prepared himself for evangelistic

work at the Moody Bible Institute, Chicago, having
already been singing associate of the Quaker
evangelist John IQttrell for three months. Dur-
ing a part of the period of study in the Moody
Bible Institute he was choirmaster of the Moody
Simday-school, and in 1893 was associated with
Dwight L. Moody in the revival services connected
with the World's Fair at Chicago. From 1894 to

1901 he was singing associate of the revivalist

Milan B. Williams, working in Iowa for the first

five years and in other parts of the United States
during the remainder of the time. At the con-
clusion of this period Mr. Williams went for a short
visit to Palestine, and in the interval Alexander
was asked by Rev. Dr. R. A. Torrey to accompany
him to Australia. They began their work in 1902,
and for six months traveled throughout Australia,

Tasmania, and New Zealand, after which they
conducted a revival for six weeks in Madura,
Madras, Calcutta, Bombay, and Benares. They
then went to England, where they remained from
1902 to 1904, and in 1905-06 conducted successful

revival services in Canada and the United States.

In regard to the Bible Mr. Alexander takes the most
conservative position, for he declares that he
" believes in the absolute reliability of every state-

ment " in it. He has issued Revival Songs (Mel-
bourne, 1901); Revival Hymns (London, 1903); and
Revival Hymns (another collection; Chicago, 1906).

Bibuoorafht: Q. T. B. Davis, Torrey and Alexander, Chi-
caflo. 1906.

ALEXAHDER, GEORGE: Presbyterian; b. at
West Charlton, N. Y., Oct. 12, 1843. He received
his education at Union College and Princeton
Theological Seminary (1870). He was pastor
of the East Avenue Presbyterian Church, Schenec-
tady, N. Y., from 1870 to 1884, and in the following
year was called to the University Place Church,
New York City, where he has since remained.
While at Schenectady, he was likewise professor
of rhetoric and logic at Union College in 1877-83.
He is president of the Presbyterian Board of For-
eign Missions and of the board of trustees of Silo

Paulo College, Brazil, as well as of the New York
College of Dentistry. He is also vice-president

of the Council of New York University, a trustee

of Union College, and a director of Princeton
Theological Seminary.

ALEXAHDER, GROSS: Methodist Episcopa-
lian; b. at Scottsville, Ky., June 1, 1852. He was

educated at the University of Louisville (BA.,
1871) and Drew Theological Seminary (B.D., 1877),

after having been a tutor at the University of

Louisville in 1871-73 and professor of dassicB at

Warren College, Ky., in 1873-75. He held suo-

oessive pastorates in New York State (1875-77)

and Kentucky (1877-84), and from 1885 to 1902
was professor of New Testament exegesis in Van-
derbnt University. Since the latter year he has
been presiding elder of Louisville. He was also

a secretary of the general conferences held at

Memphis (1894), Baltimore (1898), and DaJlaa

(1902), and has written, in addition to numerous
briefer contributions. Life of S. P. Holcombe (Louis-

ville, 1888); History of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South (New York, 1894); The Beginnings

of Methodism in the South (Nashville, 1897); and
The Son of Man : Studies in His Life and Teaching

(1899), besides editing Homilies of Chrysostom on
Oalatians and Ephesians (Sew York, 1890). In 1906
he became editor of The Methodist Quarterly Review.

ALEXANDER, JAMES WADDELL: Presbyte-

rian; b. near Gordonsville, Louisa County, Virginia,

Mar. 13, 1804, eldest son of Archibald Alexander

(q. v.); d. at Red Sweet Springs, Virginia, July 31,

1859. He was graduated at Princeton in 1820,

studied theology there and served as tutor, was
licensed in 1824, and was pastor in Virginia till

1828, when he became pastor at Trenton, N. J.

He was editor of The Pre^fyterian, Philadelphia

(1832), professor of rhetoric and belles-lettres at

Princeton (1833), pastor of Duane Street Presby-
terian Church, New York (1844), professor of ec-

clesiastical history at Princeton Seminary (1849),

recalled to his old church in New York, now reor-

ganized as the Fifth Avenue Church (1851).

Perhaps the best known of his writings were
the Plain Words to a Young Communicant (New
York, 1854) and Thoughts on Preaching (1864).

Some of his translations of Gennan hymns (such
as Gerhardt's O Sacred Head now Wounded), first

published in Schaff's Deutsche Kirchenfreund, have
passed into many hymn-books.
Bibuoorapht: Forty Yeara' Familiar Lettere of Jamee W.

Alexander^ ed. Rev. John Hall of Trenton, 2 toIa., Now
York, 1860.

ALEXANDER, JOSEPH ADDISOH: American
Presbyterian; b. at Philadelphia Apr. 24, 1809, third
son of Archibald Alexander (q. v.); d. at Princeton,

N. J., Jan. 28, 1860. He was graduated at Prince-
ton in 1826; became adjunct professor of ancient
languages and literature there in 1830; studied
and traveled in Europe in 1833 and 1834; on
his return to America, became adjunct professor

of Oriental and Biblical literature in Princeton
Seminary. He was transferred to the chair of
church history in 1851 and to that of New Testa-
ment literature in 1859. He was a remarkable
linguist, assisted in preparing the first American
edition of Donnegan's Gredc lexicon (Boston,

1840), and did much to introduce German theolog-

ical learning into America. He wrote commentaries
on Isaiah (2 vob.. New York, 1846-47; ed. John
Eadie, Glasgow, 1875) and the Psalms (3 vols.,

ib. 1850); with Prof. Charles Hodge he planned a
series of popular commentaries on the books of the
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New Testament, of which he himself contributed

those on the AcU (2 vols., 1857), Mark (1858), and
Matthew. The last-cited was published posthu-

mously (1861), as well as two volumes of sennons

(1880) and Notu on New TestamerU Literature

(2 vok., 1861).
BiBUOoaAPHT: H. C. Alexander. Life of J. A, Alexander, 2

ok.. New York. 1860.

ALEZAHDER,WILLIAM: 1. Anglican archbish-

op of Armagh and primate of all Ireland; b. at Lon-

donderry, Ireland, Apr. 13, 1824. He was educated

at Tunbridge School and Exeter and Brasenose

Colleges, Oxford (B.A., 1854). After his gradua-

tion he was successively curate of Deny Cathedral

and rector of Termonamongan, Upper Fahan, and
Camus-Juxta-Moume (all in the diocese of Deny),

while in 1863 he was appointed dean of Emly.

Four years later he was consecrated bishop of Deny
and Raphoe, and in 1896 was elevated to the arch-

bishopric of Armagh and the primacy of all Ireland.

He was select preacher to the University of Oxford

in 1870-71 and Bampton Lecturer in 1876. He has

written Leading Ideas of the Gospels (Oxford ser-

mons, London, 1872); The Witness of the Psalms

to Christ and Christianity (1877); commentaries

on Coloesians, Thessalonians, Philemon, and the

Johannine Epistles, in The Speaker's Commen-
tary (1881); The Great Question and Other Ser-

mons (1885); St. Augustine's Holiday and Other

Poems (1886); Discourses on the Epistles of SL
John (1889); Verbum Crude (1892); Pnmary Con-

victions (1893); and The Divinity of Our Lord (1886).

2. American Presbyterian; b. near Shirleysburg,

Pa., Dec. 18, 1831; d. at San Ansehno, Cal.,

June 29, 1906. He was educated at Lafayette

College and Jefferson College (B.A., 1858), and

at Princeton Theological Seminary (1861). He was

ordained to the Presbyterian ministry in 1862 and

was pastor at Lycoming Church, Williamsport, Pa.,

in 1862-63. From 1863 to 1865 he was president

of Carroll College and stated supply at Waukesha,

Wis., and then held successive pastorates at

Beloit, Wis. (1865-69) and San Jos6, Cal. (1869-

71). From 1871 to 1874 he was president of

the City College, San Francisco, in addition to

holding the professorship of New Testament Greek

and exegesis in the San Francisco Theological

Seminary, of which he was one of the founders in

1871. From 1876 until his death he was pro-

fessor of church history in the latter institution.

He was a member of the committee to revise the

Westminster Confession of Faith in 1800-93 and was

one of the editors of the Presbyterian and Reformed

Review (now the Princeton Theological Review).

In addition to a number of contributions of minor

importance, he prepared the commentaries on the

International Sunday-school lessons in 1881-83.

ALEXAHDER, WILLIAM LINDSAY: Scotch

Congregationalist; b. at Ldth Aug. 24, 1808; d.

near Musselburgh (5 m. e. of Edinburgh) Dec. 20,

1884. He studied at Edinburgh and at St. An-

drews (1822-27); began the study of theology at

the Glasgow Theological Academy; and was clas-

sical tutor Bt the Blackburn (Lancashire) Theo-

k)gical Academy, 1827-31. He was minister in

liverpod, 1832-34; was called to the North

College Street Congregational Church, Edinburgh,

1834, and remained with the same congregation

until 1877. In 1854 he became professor of theol-

ogy in the Congregational Theological College at

Edinburgh, and was its principal 1877-81; he
was made examiner in mental philosophy of St.

Andrews in 1861, and was a member of the Old
Testament Revision Company from its formation

in 1870. He was a frequent contributor to the

periodicals and edited The Scottish Congregational

Magaeine 1835-40 and 1847-51; he wrote for the

eighth edition of the Eneydopadia Britannica;

translated H&vemick's Introduction to the Old Tes-

tament (Edinburgh, 1852) and the first division of

Domer's History of the Development of the Doctrine

of (he Person of Christ (1864); prepared Deuteronomy

for the PtdpU Commentary (London, 1880); and
brought out the third edition of Kitto's Biblical

CydopcBdia (3 vols., Edinburgh, 1862-66). His other

works include: The Connection <md Harmony of the

Old and New Testaments (Congregational Lecture,

7th series, London, 1841, revised ed., 1853); Anglo-

Catholicism not Apostolical (Edinburgh, 1843);

The Ancient British Church (London, 1852, new
ed., revised by S. G. Green, 1889); Christ and
Christianity (Edinburgh, 1854); Memoirs of the Life

and Writings of Ralph Wardlaw (1856); Christian

Thought and Work (1862); St. Paul at Athens (1865);

Zechariah, his Visions and Warnings (London, 1885)

;

A System of Biblical Theology (published posthu-

mously, 2 vob., Edinburgh, 1888, ed. James Ross).

Bibuoorapht: J. Robs, W. L. Alexander, . . . hia Life

and Worka, with lUuetraHone of hia Teachinga, London,
1887.

ALEXAKDRIA, PATRIARCHATE OF: One of

the most important episcopal sees of the early

Church, traditionally believed to have been founded

by the evangelist Mark. It originally had metro-

politan jurisdiction over the whole of Egypt, and
gradually became recognized as holding an even

wider or patriarchal authority, next to that of

Rome, imtil Constantinople took second place in

the fourth century. For its early history in this

connection, see Patriarch. The rise of heresies

and divisions in the Churoh, so zealously combated
by famous incumbents of this see, such as Athana-

sius and Cyril, led to schisms. The Monophysites

contested the see with the orthodox or occupied it

through a large part of the fifth and sixth centuries,

and from the seventh century the Melchites and
Copts continued the same conflict. The Coptic

patriarchs maintained close relations with the

Jacobite patriarchs of Antioch, and enjoyed the

larger share of the favor of the Mohammedan rulers.

In the fourteenth century, however, they as well

as their Melchite rivals were subjected to severe

persecutions. When the city was conquered by
the crusaders in 1365, the Melchite patriarch was
living in Constantinople under the protection of

the patriarch of that see, whose influence continu-

ally increased in Alexandria, until the Alexandrian

patriarchs came to be regularly chosen either from

the clergy of Constantinople or from Alexandrian

clergy resident there.

The seat of the patriarchate was for a long while

in Old Cairo, but in modem times the incumbent
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has usually resided in (Constantinople. Since 1672

he has had only foilr metropolitans under him;

namely, those of Ethiopia (purely titular), Cairo

(the former Memphis), Damietta (transferred from
Pelusium), and Rosetta. The Coptic see was
transferred to Old Cairo still earlier, under Chris-

todouloB (1045-76), and claims jurisdiction over

thirteen bishoprics. See Coptic Church; Eqypt,

ALEXANDRIA, SCHOOL OF.
Origin (1 1).

Ita Development from Hellenism and Judaism (I 2).

Christian Modifications (| 3).

Signifioanoe and Achievements (| 4).

Organisation (| 5).

Later Developments (| 6).

Representatives of the Later School (| 7).

The term "School of Alexandria" is used

in two different senses: (1) The catechetical

school was an institution which grew up not

later than the last half of the second century,

and lasted to the end of the fourth, with a regular

succession of teachers like the schools of philosophy.

(2) By the same name is also understood a group
of theologians of the fourth and fifth centuries,

the most important of whom was Cyril of Alex-

andria. They were in general opposition to the

Echool of Antioch (q.v.)i £^d were the progenitors

of Monophysitism and of the anti-Nestorian inter-

pretation of the decrees of Chalcedon, thus origina-

ting in the order of intellectual development the

decisions of the third and fifth coimcils. It will

be convenient to treat both meanings of the term
together.

Nothing certain is known of the origin of Chris-

tianity in Alexandria, but it is noteworthy that

tradition refers the first preaching

I. Origin, of the Gkwpel there and the founda-

tion of a group of ascetic philosophers

to one and the same period, and practically

to the same man, Mark the Evangelist—which
indicates that the school dates from the ear-

liest days of Alexandrian Christianity. At the

end of the second century, it emerges into light

as an established institution under the teacher

Pantsenus, thus confirming the observation, gen-

erally true, that Christianity adapted itself every-

where to local characteristics. The oldest Gnostic

schools are met with in Egypt, and the oldest

school found in direct relation to the Church (Jus-

tin, Tatian, and others had what might be called

private schools) is that of Alexandria. If one may
judge from the later period, in which the relations

between the school and the Church, between the

bishop and the teacher, were frequently strained,

the school grew only gradually into close connection

with the Church; but the Alexandrian Church
itself shows, at the transition from the second to

the third century, a freer, less rigidly orthodox
habit of thought, which gave place to the settled

Catholic forms only in the episcopate of Demetrius,

imder Caracalla and Elagabalus.

The catechetical school had forerunners in the Hel-
lenistic " Museum " on one side, and in the Jewish
schools (fuxUe midraahot) on the other. The de-

velopment of Helleno-Judaic learning, as seen in

Philo, is a direct step to the Christian, which took

up its inheritance. The speculations of the Egyp-

tian Gnostics, the schoob of Basilides and Valen-
tinus, and those of the Church theologians proceed
from the same source. Its theology is the science

of interpreting the written documents;
2. Its De- it is extracted from the divine oracles
velopment by means of the exegetic-pneumatic
fromHel- method. But access to the highest
lenism and secrets is possible only by passing
Judaism, through various anterooms, designated

onone side by the different disciplines of
Greek philosophy, and on the other by special divine
revelations. This progressive enlightenment cor-

responds to the constitution of nature and the human
organism, with their long course of progressive de-
velopment. The path thus marked out leads, how-
ever, naturally to apologetics, just as the preparatory
study, in metaphysics and ethics, in knowledge and
in divine love, leads to the laying of a foimdation for

the theological gnosis. All tids has appeared al-

ready in Philo; and so has the essentially Platonic
attitude toward the whole world of thought, the
energetic effort to surpass Plato's idea by a hyper-
noeUm (thus offering religion access in the form of
the transcendental to a lofty region peculiarly its

own), and the alchemistic process with the Bible by
which it is made to yield not only the highest

gnosis but also, when interpreted literally and
morally, the theology of the preparatory stages.

TheChristian school made no radical change in this

way of looking at things; but it modified the earlier

views by giving the revelation of God
3. Christian in Christ precedence over the Old Tes-
Modiflca- tament law, which it placed practically

tiona. on a level with Greek philosophy,

and by accepting the Pauline^ohan-
nean conception of the appearance of the Godhead
(the Logos) on earth. The mystery of God coming
down to his creature, or of the deification of the
created spirit, now became the central thought of
theology, and served to strengthen the long-existing

conception of the essential affinity of the created
spirit with its creator. The fundamental question
whether the return of souls to God is only an ap-
parent return (since really all the time they are in
him), or a strictly necessary natural process, or the
historical consequence of a historical event (the

Incarnation), was never satisfactorily answered
by the teachers of the catechetical school. The
Alexandrian orthodox teachers are distinguished

from the heretical by their serious attempt to save
the freedom of the creature, and thus to place a
boundary between God and man and to leave some
scope for history; but the attitude of the Christian

Gnostic, which Origen praises as the highest, leaves

room neither for the historic Christ nor for the Lo-
gos, in fact for no mediator at all, but conceives

everything as existing in calm immanence and
blessedness—while this very teacher, as soon as he
placed himself on one of the numerous steps which
lie between man as a natmal being and man as a
blessed spirit, became the theologian of redemption,
atonement, and mediation.

The catechetical school of Alexandria has a great

significance as well for the internal history of the

Church as for its relation to the worid outside. It

furnished the Church with a dogmatic theology; it
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taught it scientific exegesis, in the sense then under-

stood, and gave it a scientific consciousness; it

overthrew the heretical school; it laid down the

main problems of future theology; and

4. Signifi- it transformed the primitive spirit of

cance and enthusiastic asceticism into one of con-

Achieve- templative asceticism. In regard to

ments. the outer worid, it forced the Hellenic

mind to take account of the message
of Chzistianity, it led the conflict with the last phase

of Greek philosophy, Neoplatonism, and defeated

its enemies with their own weapons.

The school had a settled organization under a
single head. A knowledge of the course of study is

obtained from the great tripartite work

S Organi- of Clement (the " Exhortation to the

zatioik Heathen/' the "Instructor," and the
" Miscellanies ") and from accounts of

Origen's teaching. The main subjects of the older

philosophy were taught, but the principal thing, to

which the whole course led up,was the study of Scrip-

ture. The school seems to have had no fixed domi-
cile, at least in Origen's day, but to have met in the

teacher's house. T%ere were no fixed payments; rich

friendsand voluntary offerings from such as coidd af-

fordthem provided for its needs. The list of heads is

as follows : Pantflenus, Clement, Origen, Heracles,

Dionysius (the latter two afterward bishops),

Pierius (Achillas), Theognostus, Serapion, Peter

(afterward bishop), Blacarius (?)... Didymus,
Rhodon. The last-named, the teacher of Philip-

pus Sidetes, migrated to Side in Pamphylia about
405, and the school, shaken already by the Arian
controversy and by the unsuccessful struggle of

Theophilus with the barbarous monastic orthodoxy,

became extinct.

The theology of the (^appadocians, especiallyGreg-
oryof Nyssa, is a product of the influence of the Alex-

andrian school, and in so far as this theology, with
its echoes of Origenistic teaching, has

6. Later never wholly died out, the work of

Develop- the school has remained effective. It

meats. lived on also in the learning of Jerome,

Rufinus, and Ambrose, and was valu-

able to theWestern Church. Athanasius has nothing
directly to do with the catechetical school, but his

teaching on the incarnation of the Logos and his

conception of the relations of God and man were in

touch with one side of Origenistic speculation.

By carrying through the Homoousios he brought
about at the same time a view of the person of

Christ according to which the divine nature has so

absorbed the human, has so made the latter its own,
that a practically complete unity of nature exists.

He did not work this consequence out thoroughly;
there are many uncertainties both in him and in

^e Cappadocians, his and Origen's disciples; but
his teaching and his theological attitude led up to

what was later called Monophysitism, in its strictest

and most logical form. This attitude did not
change when the Church felt obliged to repudiate
the attempt of ApoUinaris of Laodioea to represent

Christ as a being in whom the Godhead took the
place of the reasonable human soul. On the con-
trary, it was felt that the theoretical assertion of

Um complete and perfect human nature of Christ

in opposition to ApoUinaris was a sufficient pro-

tection against any dangers incurred in free specu-

lation on the " one nature of the Word made flesh."

These speculations were based on the conception

of the possibility of a real fusion of the divine and
hmnan natures. This conception might be regarded
in a twofold aspect, either from the standpoint of

historic realism (the divine plan of salvation has
historically brought together the two separate

natimes), or from that of philosophic idealism (the

divine plan of salvation declares and makes plain

what lies already in the nature of things, in so far

as the intellectual creature is in the last resort

substantially one with the Godhead). The con-

nection of this with the later teaching of the

school is evident; this connection, rooted as it is in

Platonism, comes out in the pneumatic exegesis,

although Origen's expositions, which seemed to

offend against the rule of faith and Biblical realism,

were rejected.

The theologians who represented this line of

thought, and who from the beginning of the fifth

century are found in conflict with the

7. Repre- school of Antioch, are called the Alex-

sentatives andrian school. After Macarius, the

of the mostimportantof them is Cyril, who is

Later known by his numerous commentaries

SchooL and polemical treatises, as well as

by the victorious boldness of the

position which he took in these controversies.

While there may be two opinions about his

character, there can be no doubt of the soterio-

logical tendency of his theology. He succeeded

in following up the partial victory which he won
at the Council of Ephesus (431) and converting it

into a complete one. His successor, Dioscurus,

accomplished the entire defeat of the theology of

Antioch, and at Ephesus in 449 the " one nature

of the Word made flesh " was proclaimed to the

East. At Chalcedon in 451 came the reaction,

but it was brought about not so much by any
opposition in the Eastern mind to the formula as

by the despotic bearing of its champion. That
which was adopted at Chalcedon roundly contra-

dicted, indeed, the Alexandrian theology, but in-

asmuch as Cyril's orthodoxy was expressly recog-

nized there, the new Byzantine-Roman Church,

in spite of its teaching on the two natures, found
a place for the Alexandrian school. In the sixth

century Leontius and Justinian showed (Second

Council of Constantinople, 553) that its influence

was not dead—that, on the contrary, the expo-

sition of the decrees of Chalcedon must be deter-

mined in accordance with it. No fundamental
difference appeared in the attitude of the sixth

council (Constantinople, 680-681); and after the

Adoptionist controversy the Western theology also

became consciously Alexandrian. It has never

been able to do more than theoretically to assert

the real humanity of Christ, or to reduce it to very

narrow limits; it is, after all, essentially ApoUi-
narian and docetic. Consequently in all its phases

it has left room for mjrstical speculations on the

relation of the Godhead and hiunanity, in which
the human factor tends to disappear and history

to be forgotten. (A. Habnack.)
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Beblxoorapht: J. F. Baltua, Difenae de* actinta pkrea aeeu-

§e$ da Plaioniama, Paris. 1711; H. E. F. Guerieke, Da
adiola qum Alaxandria floruit eatacheticat Halle, 1824; C.

F. W. HaiMlbach, Da acKola gua floruit eaiaehatieat Stet-

tin. 1824; E. R. Redepennizig, Origanea, i., Bonn, 1841

;

J. Simon. Hiatoira eritiqua da Vieola d*Alaxandria, Paris,

1846; E. Vaoherot, Hiatoira eritiqtta da Vieola d'Alaxan-
dria, 2 vols.. Paris, 1846; G. Kingsley, Alexandria and
har Schoola, Cambridce, 1854; G. Bin, ChriaOan PkUo-
niata of Alaxandria, Oxford. 1886; A. Hamack. Lahrbuch
dar Dogmangachiehta, i., ii.. Freiberg, 1894, Eng. transl.,

7 Tols.. London, 1896-1900.

ALEXAIIDRIA, SYNODS OF. For the synods
held in Alexandria in 320 or 321 and 362, see Arian-
isii I., 1, §2; I., 3, §6; for the synod in 400, see

Orioenistic Gontroyebsdbb; for the synod in 430,

see Nestoriub.

ALEXIANS: An order, aiming to care for the

sick and bury the d^ad, which originated in the

Netherlands at the time of the black death about
the middle of the fourteenth centuiy. The mem-
bers were at first called CeUila (Dutch, GeUfbroe-

dersj " Cell-brothers ") and Lollards, or Nollards,

on account of their monotonous intoning at buriab.

When and where they chose St. Alexius—^accord-

ing to the legend, a son of rich parents who gave
all his possessions to the poor, lived for many years

unrecognized as a beggar in his father's house, and
died Ji^y 17, 417—as patron is not known. The
place may have been Antwerp, or Cologne, or else-

where in Lower Germany. A certain Tobias is

said to have had a part in their foimdation, and the

name Fratrea volurUarie pauperes, which is some-
times applied to them, may have been their oldest

and chosen designation. From the fifteenth cen-

tury they were found in great numbers in Belgium
and western Germany. In 1459 Pius II. permitted

them to take the solenm vows. To avoid being

taken for Beghards, and to escape persecution,

they adopted the monastic rule of St. Augustine

(with black cassock), and Sixtus IV. confirmed

the arrangement in 1472. Later they appeared in

the four provinces of the Upper Rhine, Middle

Rhine, Flanders, and Brabant, without central

government or priests at the head of the different

monasteries. Jan Busch (q.v.), the monastic refor-

mer of the fifteenth century, took note of their

illiterate and deficient lay character. A reform

of the order, which was verging on decay, was under-

taken in 1854 by the monastery of Mariaberg in

Aachen, and was confirmed by Pius IX. in 1870.

About fifteen houses, for both sexes, scattered over

western Germany, are affiliated with Aachen, and
there are others in Belgium. O. ZdCKLERf.
Bibuoobapht: Helyot, Ordraa monaaHquaa, iii. 401-406; G.

Uhlhom, Dia ekriadi^ Li^)aatAtigkeit im MiUdaUer, pp.
390 sqq.. Stuttgart, 1884; W. Moll, Vorreformaioriaeha

KirchanoaaehichtedarNiaderlanda,n. 250 sqq.,Leipsic, 1895;

Heimbucher, Ordan und KongregaHonan i. 479-481.

ALEXIUS L, a-lex'i-us, COMNENUS: Emperor
of Constantinople 1081-1118, founder of the Com-
nenus dynasty. He was the nephew of Isaac

Comnenus, who as emperor (1057-59) had tried

through the army to save the state from the selfish

tyranny of the official class, but had been put to

death, with the result that for two decades ndlitary

weakness, administrative demoralization, and the

lofl8 of provinces to Turks and Normans had brought

(he empiro into an almost hopeless condition.

During this period Alexius won considerable re-

nown by defeating a Norman mercenary captain
named Ursel, who attempted to found a kingdom
in Asia Minor, and two pretenders to the imperial
throne. He was adopted by the empress Biaria,

but foimd himself so zealously watched in Constan-
tinople that his only safety was to seize the crown
for himself, which he accomplished by a masteriy
conspiracy. New dangers, however, threatened
him. Asia Minor was largely in Mohanmiedan
hands; the sovereignty of the empire in the Balkan
peninsula was scarcely more than nominal; and
Robert Guiscard menaced the Adriatic provinces,

having already taken the south Italian ones.

Alexius summoned his forces, and ratified the
burdensome treaty with Venice which his pred-
ecessor had made, but he was defeated, and the
Normans occupied Durazzo, the western gate of

the empire. He tried to create a diversion by
inciting the German king, Henry IV., to an attack
on southern Italy, which afforded only temporary
relief, and nothing but Robert's death in 1085
saved him from this determined foe.

Steady pressure from the half-barbarous hordes
of the Balkans made a new danger, and at one
time it seemed likely that the Turkish pirates of

Asia Minor and the Sultan of Iconium would join

them in an attempt to effect the complete over-

throw of the empire. By the aid of the Cumans,
however, they were defeated with horrible slaughter

(1091). The lack of military force inspired Alexius

with the idea of gaining assistance from the West.
The first crusade (1095-99), partly due to hisappeab
for the expulsion of the Turks, assiuned far different

proportions from those which he had expected;

but he might have welcomed it, had it not been
that the participation of Bohemund, Robert Guis-
card's son, gave it the appearance of a mere episode

in the old Norman inroads. At first all went
peaceably, but mutual distrust soon showed itself.

At the siege of Nicsea (1097), Alexius did not wait
to see if the crusaders would fulfil their agreement
to restore to him the territory which had but
recently belonged to the empire, but gained the
city by a secret agreement with the Turkish gar-

rison. When Antioch fell (1098), it was not re-

stored to the emperor. This marked the crisis of

the undertaking. The Turks threatened to recap-
ture Antioch, and Alexius was entreated to send
the help he had promised. He saw that by giving
it he would make the Turks his irreconcilable foes,

without finding submissive vassals in the crusaders,

and he drew back, seizing the opportunity to recover
possession of the coasts of Asia Minor, with the large

maritime cities and the islands, and then using
this recovered territory as a base of operations
against the new Norman principality in Syria.

Bohemund foimd himself obliged in 1104 to seek
help from the pope and the kings of England and
France. He spread the belief that Alexius was the
enemy of Christianity and a master of all deceits

and wiles. A new crusade, led by Bohemund,
sought to pass through the Eastern empire, but
its purpose was perfectly understood in Constan-
tinople. Preparations were made in time, and
in the winter of 1107-08 Alexius won the greatest
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triumph of his reign. Bohemund was forced to

fubmit to the humiliating oonditioDS of the treaty

of DeaboEs, and to hold Antioeh as a 6ef of the
empire, without the right to transmit it. The last

ten years of Alexius's reign were years of struggle

for the maintenance of his recovered dominion in

Asia Ifinor, and for the consolidation of his power
at home. To gain the help of the eodesiastics, as

wdl as to atone for the sins of his youth, he regu-

lated the life of his court with great strictness, and
did his utmost to repress the sects (Paulicians,

Armenians, Monophysites, and Bogomiles) which
had flourished in the anarchy of the time inmie-

diately preceding his own.
It is difficult to arrive at an unprejudiced view

of Alezius's character, so much have the one-sided

views of the Western historians prevailed. His
success in making the weakened empire once more
a power must be admired. He was a man of infi-

nite resource, of tremendous energy, of an inde-

fatigable readiness to avail himself of circumstances,

not wanting in physical courage, but even greater

in moral steadfastness. (C. Neumann.)
BxBuoomAPBT: Sourees: Nioephonu BryenniuB, Com-
aMiOaru, in CSHB, iii, 1836; Anna Comnena. Alexiad,
ibid. ilL. 1878. and ed. by Reiffenoheid, 2 rob., Leipsio,

1884: alao iTheopbylaet, CSHB, It., 1834, ef. Krum-
badwr. GMchickU, pp. 133 aqq.. 463-i64. Conmilt G.
Finlay. Hiat, of the Bywantine and Orwek EmjrirM, 2 toIb.,

London, 1854; A. F. Gfrdrar, Bytantiniacke OMch., 3 vols.,

Grai. 1872-77; B. Kugler. (hadnehU der KrmuaOoe, Berlin.

1880; H. E. Toier. The Chvreh and the Eaetem Empire,
London, 1888; C. W. G. Oman. BytanHne Empire, New
York, 1892 (popular but useful); Gibbon, Dedine and Fall,

T. 232, Ti. 70. 1886; F. Harrison, Bywantine HiaL in the

Early Middle Affea, London, 1900; F. Chalandon, Eaaai
fur . . . Alexia I. Comnenua, Paris. 1900.

ALFORD, HSURT: Dean of Canterbury; b. in

London Oct.7, 1810; d. at Canterbury Jan. 12, 1871.

He studied at Trinity College, Cambridge (B.A.,

1832), and was ordained deacon in 1833, priest in

1834, and elected a fellow of Trinity the same year;

he became vicar of Wymeswold, Leicestershire,

1835, minister of Quebec Chapel, Marylebone,

London, in 1853, and dean of Canterbury in 1857.

He was a many-sided man, a good musician, a
wood-carver and painter of some skill, a good
preacher, and for many years a successful teacher

of private pupils. His publications include ser^

moDs, lectures, essays and reviews, poems, hymns,
a translation of the Odyssey in blank verse (London,

1861), an edition of the works of John Donne (6

vols., 1839), The Queen's English (1864), and even
a novel, Neiherton an Sea (1869), written in col-

laboration with his niece (Elizabeth M. Alford).

He was Hulsean lecturer for 1841-42 and published

his lectures under the title, The Cansistenof of the

Divine Conduct in Revealing the Doctrines of Redemp-
tion (2 vols.). He was the first editor of the Con-
temporary Review (1866-70). The great work of

his life, however, was his Oreek Testament (4 vob.,

London, 1849-^1 ; thoroughly revised in subsequent
editions), which introduced Grerman New Testa-

ment scholarship to English readers, and involved
a vast amount of patient labor. An outcome of

this work was TjU New Testament for English

Readers (4 vols., 1868) and a revised English

version (1860). He was one of the original mem-
hen of the New Testament Revision Committee.

Near the close of his life he projected a conmientary
on the Old Testament, and prepared the Book of

Genesis and part of Exodus, which were published

posthumously (1872).

Bibuooeapht: H. Alford, hie Life, Joumala, and Lettera,

by hia vfidow, London. 1873; DNB, i. 282-284.

ALFRED (JBLFRED) THE GREAT: King of

the West Saxons 871-901; b. at Wantage (60 m.
w. of London), Berkshire, 849; d. at Winchester,

Hants, Oct. 28, 901. He was the youngest son of

Ethelwulf and Osbiurga, and succeeded his brother

Ethelred on the throne. His reign, with its reciu^

ring conflicts with the Danes, contained many
vicissitudes; nevertheless, he succeeded in estab-

lishing his power, enlarged the borders of his realm,

and advanced the spiritual and intellectual welfare

of his people. He remodeled the political and
ecclesiastical organisation of his kin^om, rebuilt

the churches, monasteries, and schools burnt by
the Danes, and founded new ones. He invited

learned men to his country and provided for them
there, and through the intimate connection which
he maintained with Rome he was able to procure

books and form libraries. Of still greater import
were his personal exertions to arouse among his

countrymen a desire for knowledge and culture.

He translated Boethius's De consolatione phUosophice

and the history of Orosius. Both works are treated

with great freedom, much change was necessary

to adapt them to the needs of the rude Saxons,

and Alfred himself did not always fully understand

his text. There are many omissions and additions.

The work of Orosius (an attempt to write a history

of the world from a (Christian standpoint) is sup-

plemented by a geographical and ethnological

review of Scandinavia and the Baltic countries

from the reports of Othhere and Wulfstan. Of
greater importance from a religious point of view
is Alfred's translation of the Liber pastoralis cura
of Pope Gregory I. (590-604), a book well adapted to

influence the spirit of the Saxon clergy. A para-

phrase of Bede's Historia ecdesiastica gentis An-
glorum has been erroneously ascribed to Alfred;

it may, however, have been prepared imder his

direction. Translations or paraphrases of the Dia-

logus of Gregory I. and of the ** Soliloquies " of St.

Augustine have also been ascribed to him. His
millennary was celebrated at Winchester in 1901,

and commemorative exercises were bold in America
also.

Bibuoorapht: The Whole Worka of King Alfred, with pro-

liminary eaaay, were published in a " Jubilee Edition/'

3 toIb., Oxford. 1862-63. Separate editions are: Of the
OroeiuB, text and Latin original, ed. H. Sweet, London,
1883; of the Boethius, text and modem EncUah, ed.

W. J. Sedjiefi Id. Oxford. 1809-1900; of the Qrecory.
text and translation, ed. H. Sweet. London. 1871-72; of

the Bede, text and translation, ed. T. Miller, ib. 1890-
98. and J. Schipper, 3 parts, Leipeic. 1897-98; of the
"Soliloquies " of St. Augustine, ed. H. L. Hargrove {Yale
Siudiea in Engliah, No. 13). New York. 1902. For Alfred's

iawB, consult Ancient Law and Inetiiuiea of England, ed.

B. Thorpe. London, 1840. The chief sourees for Alfred's

life are: The De rebua geatia JBtfredi of the Welsh
bishop Asser, ed. W. H. Stevenson, Oxford, 1904; the
Anglo-Saxon Chronide, ed. B. Thorpe (RoUa Seriee, No.
23), 1861. and C. Plummer. Oxford, 1892; translations of
both Asser and the Chronide by J. A. Giles in Bohn's
Antiquarian Library, ir.; of Asser by A. S. Cook, Boston.
1906. Of the many modem lives of Aifred the following
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may be mantkynad—in Qwmui: R. Pauli. Berlin, 1861.

Ens. tnuiaL, London, 1863. and J. B. WeiM, Fietbuiv,

1862; in English: T. Hughes, London, 1878; E. Cony-
been, ib. 1900; W. Beeant, Ths Siory of King Alfnd, ib.

1901; C. Plummer, Gambridge. 1902; and the Tolume of

eeMya by different writers, ed. A. Bowker, London, 1899.

Gonsult also Lappenberg, OMckiehie von Enifiand^ toI. i.,

Hamburg, 1834, Eng. transL by B. Thorpe, ii., London,
1846; W. Btubbe, ConaUMional Uialory of Bnigiiand, vol.

i., Oxford, 1880; E. A. Freeman, Hxalory of Uu Norman
ContuMl, vol i., ib. 1880; A. Bowker. Th» King Alfrod

MtUonarv, London. 1902.

ALFRIC, al^fric (iBLFRIC) {Alfricus Qrammaiir
cm): Anglo-Saxon abbot. He was a scholar

and friend of Athelwold of Abingdon, afterward

bishop of Winchester (c. 963), and was abbot of

Ceme in Dorsetshire and of Ensham (c. 1006).

He has been identified, probably with insufficient

reason, with Alfric, archbishop of Canterbury

(096-1006), and with Alfric, archbishop of York
(1023-51). He did much for the education of

clergy and people, and his name is second only to

that of King Alfred as a writer of Anglo-Saxon
prose. He was a strong opponent of the doctrine

of transubstantiation. His writings include a
grammar with glossary, a collection of homilies,

and a translation of the first seven books of the

Old Testament. The .£lfric Society was founded

in London in 1842 to publish his works as well as

others. For this society B. Thoipe edited two
books of the homilies (2 vols., London, 1844-46);

the third book has been edited by W. Skeat {Mfric'B

Lives of SaiintSf London, 1881). The grammar
may be found in the Sammlung engliecher Denk-
mOier, Berlin, 1880; the Heptateuehua, in C. W. M.
Grein, Bibliothek der anfftkHchnichen ProBa, i.

((}as8el, 1872).

Bxbuoobapht: DNB, i. 184-160; GaroUne L. White, MJiric
iYalB atudiM in Bngli$k, No. iL), Boston, 1898.

ALGER, m^'zhd', OFLIEOB (ALGER OF CLUNT,
Algeru» SehdattieuSf and Algerus Magiater): Theo-
logical writer of the twelfth centuiy; d. at Clluny

1131 or 1132. He enjoyed the instruction of the

best teachers in the cathedral school of Li^ge,

which was then the great school ofnorthwestern Ger-

many, and a nursery of high-church notions. Alger,

afterward 9chola8ticu8 at the cathedral, does not

seem to have been a champion of this tendency.

After the death of Bishop Frederick, in 1121, he

retired to the monastery of C!luny, where he lived

on very friendly terms with Abbot Peter. He is

described as a man of great intellect, a wise coun-

selor, faithful in every respect, of wide learning,

yet modest and unassuming. The most noteworthy

of his writings are: (1) Z>e 8acramtnt%8 corporis

€t BonguinxB domini 1%M Hi,, which occupies a
prominent place among the rejoinders to Beren-

gar's doctrine of the Eucharist. The first book
treats of the doctrine of the substantial presence of

Christ in the Eucharist, aiming to prove it from
Scripture and tradition; it then treats of the recep-

tion of the sacrament, especially of worthy partic-

ipation. The second book treats of different con-

troversies respecting the matter, form, and efficacy

of the sacraments. The third opposes especially

those who m|ike the legality and efficacy of the

sacrament dependent on the worthiness of the dis-

penser. The difficult questions are treated clearly

and acutely. In the main Alger follows Guitmund
of Aversa, but not without expansion of his doc-
trine in some points. He was the first to assert

the two propositions that the human nature of

Ghrist because of its exaltation above all creatures

has the faculty of remaining where it pleases and
existing at the same sime imdivided in every other
place and that the sensual qualities of the elements
exist after the transubstantiation as accidentia

per Be, i.e., without subject. (2) In the TraetaluB

de tniBericordia et jtiBtitia, important for the history

of canon law and Ghurch discipline, Alger attempts
to explain and harmonise the apparent contra^

dictions between the dififerent laws of the Cburch.
Each proposition is given in a brief thesis or title,

followed by numerous quotations from Scripture,

the Fathers, ooimcils, and genuine and spurious

papal decretals as proofs; the authorities which
seem to oppose each other, are put in juxtaposition;

and a reconciliation is attempted. Many patristic

passages as well asmany of the explanatory chapter-

headings are copied from this work in the Decretum
Gratiani. Alger, however, was not the only pred-

ecessor and pattern of Gratiah, as the whole de-
velopment of ecclesiastical and canonical science

was in that direction. S. M. Deutbch.
Bibuoobapht: Alger's works are in MPL, dzxz. Con-

sult the Hiatoin titUrain de la France, zi. 168 sqq.; A.
L. Riehter, BeOrftoe eur Kenntniee der QuelUn dee kano-
niecKen Reekie, pp. 7-17, Leipsie, 1834; H. HOffer. BeOrAge
sur Oeeehiehie der Queilen dee Kirchenrechie, pp. 1-60, MQn-
ster, 1862; Wattenbaoh. DOQ, ii. (1894) 145, 513.

ALGER, al'jer, WILLIAM ROUNSEVILLE: Uni-
tarian; b. at Freetown, Mass., Dec. 30, 1822; d. in

Boston Feb. 7, 1905. He was a graduate of Harvard
Divinity School, 1847, and held various pastorates

(Roxbury, Mass., 1848-55; Boston, as successor

of Theodoie Parker, 1855-73), but after 1882 lived

in Boston without charge. His best-known books
are The Poetry of the Orient (Boston, 1856, 5th ed.,

1883) ; The OeniuB of Solitude (1865, 10th ed., 1884);

FriendBhipB of Women (1867, 10th ed., 1884), and
particularly A CriHeal History of the Doctrine of a
Future Life (Philadelphia, 1863, 12th ed., Boston,

1885), to which Ezra Abbot furnished his famous
bibliography of books on eschatology (see Abbot,
Ezra).

ALGERIA. See Atrica, II.

ALLARD, Ol'IOr', PAUL: Layman, French (Chris-

tian archeologist; b. at Rouen Sept. 15, 1841. He
was educated at the College libre de Bois-Guillaume

(near Rouen) and at the Faculty de Droit of

Paris. He was admitted to the bar, and for many
years has been a judge in the civil court of his native

city. He is a member of the Rouen Academy, as

well as of the Acadhnie de Religion Caiholiqye and
the Acadhnie Pontificale d'Archiologie, both of

Rome. He is likewise a corresponding member
of the SoaiU des AnHquaires de France, and the

editor of the Bevue des traditions historiques of

Paris. His chief works are: Les Esdaves chritiens

depuis les premiers temps de V6glise jusqu'iL la fin

de la domination romaine en Occident (Paris, 1876;

crowned by the French Academy); L*Ari paien

sous les emperevrs chritiens (1879); Esdaves, serfs

et mainmortables (1884); Histoire des persecutions
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(4 voIb., 1882-90); Lb CkriMmisme et Vempim
romam de Niron d Thiodose (1897); SaM Baaile

(1896); Ehuies d'hutaire et d'arcfUologie (1898);
JtiHan I'AposUa (3 voU., 19(XK03; erowned by the
FMDch Academy); Le8 Chr&iena et Vincendie de
Borne ioiM Niron (1903); Le« PenieuHoru et la

eritiqus modeme (1903); and Dix lemons aur le

martjfre (1906). He has also made a translation,

with additions and notes, of the Roma SoUerranea
of Northoote and Brownlow under the title Rome
mmterraine (Paris, 1873).

ALLATIUSy al-16^shiu8 or Hshxm, LBO (LEONE
ALACCI): Rconan Catholic scholar; b. on the island

of OaoB 1586; d. in Rome Jan. 19, 1669. He was
brought to (}alabria at the age of nine, and in 1600
went to Rome, where he b^ame one of the most
distinguished pupils of the Greek College foimded in

1577 by Gr^ory XIII. He studied pUlosophy and
theology, and later also medicine at the Sapienza,
and became a teacher in the Greek College and a
seriptor in the Vatican library. When Maximilian
of Bavaxia presented the Heidelberg library to the
pope (1622), Allatius was chosen to superintend
its removal to Rome, and he spent nearly a year
in the work. The death of Gregory XV. just before

his return deprived him of a fitting reward; and
he was even suspected of having appropriated or
given away part of this charge. He was supported
by the liberality of some of the cardinals, especially

iVancesoo Barberini, who made him his private

librarian (1638). Alexander VII. appointed him
keeper of the Vatican library in 1661, and he
lived the retired life of a scholar imtil his death.

Allatius's contemporaries regarded him as a prodigy
of learning and diligence, though apparently some-
what narrowand pedantic, and without much critical

judgment. His literary productions were of the
most varied kind. The interests which lay nearest

to his heart were the demonstration that the Greek
and Roman Churches had always been in substan-

tial agreement, and the bringing of his fellow

countrsrmen to acknowledge the supremacy of

Rome. His principal writing?, the De ecdesia

ocddenialiM et orientalU perpetua coneensione (Co-

logne, 1648), and the smaller De utriuequs eccUaicB

in dogmate de pwrgatorio eoneenaione (Rome, 1655),

bear upon this subject; his ConftUaiio fabtdae

de papisaa (1630) aims to vindicate the papacy.
He was vigorously opposed by Protestant schol-

an, such as Hottinger, Veid, and Spanheim,
and some Roman Catholics (as R. Simon) ad-

mitted that his treatment of history was one-

sided. He found an ardent helper in the German
convert B. Neuhaus (Nihusius), the pupil and
then the opponent of Calixtus. Allatius pub-
lished many other works of a similar tendency,

e.g., on the procession of the Holy Ghost (1658),

the Athanasian Creed (1659), the Synod of Photius

(1662), and the Council of Florence (1674). He
also edited, annotated, or translated a number of

Greek authors, both ecclesiastical and secular, and
contributed to the Paris Corpue ByeanHnorum,
He left behind him plans and preliminaxy studies

for stall more extensive undertakingi, such as a
complete library of all the Greek authors. His
literary remains, and an extensive correspondence,

I.-9

comprising more than 1,000 letters in Greek and
Latin, came in 1803 into the possession of the
library of the Oratorians in Rome. (A. Hauck.)
Bibuoobapht: 8. Qmdius, Vita Leonit AUatii, fint pubUshed

in Mad, Nova pairum biblioiheea, ri., part 2, pp. T.-zxviii.,
Rome. 1863; Fabridus-HAriw. BiUiol/kcoa Oraea, xL 435
aqq.; J. M. SehrSekh, Kvrehmio-ckichU weU dmr Reformat
Hon, ix. 21, Leipaio, 1810; A. Theiner. Die Sehenkung dmr
HmdMOmv^r Bibliothek . . . mU OrieimaUehriften, Munich.
1844; H. LaemnMr. De L, AUatii eodidbue, Fmbnrs. 1864;
H. Hurter. Nomendaior Kierahue, ii. 119 M|q., Innabntek.
1803.

ALLE(K)RICAL INTERPRETATION. See Exs-
OBBIB OR HEBMENBimCS, III., §§ 2-5.

ALLEGRI, Ol-ld'gii, 6RE00RI0: ItaHan com-
poser; b. in Rome, of the family of the Correggios,

most probably about 1585; d. there Feb. 18, 1652.
He studied music under Nanini (1000-07), and after

1629 belonged to the choir of the Sistine Chapel.
He was one of the first to compose for stringed
instruments. His most celebrated work is a Mise-
rere for two choirs, one of five and the other of four
voices, which, as given at Rome during Holy Week,
acquired a great reputation. For a long time
extraordinary efforts were made to prevent the pub-
lication of the music; but Mozart at the age of

fourteen was able to write it down from memory,
and Dr. Charles Bumey (author of the History of
Music) procured a copy from another source and
published it in La musiea che si canla annualmente
nelle ftofusioni della settimana santa, ndia cappeUa
pontificia (London, 1771). The effect of the Mise-
rere as given in Rome seems to be due to the asso-

ciations and execution rather than to any inherent

quality in the music, as presentations of it else-

where have proved distinctly disappointing.

Bibuoobapht: F. Mendelaaohn-Bartholdy. Lettere from
Italy and Switterland, tran»l. hy Lady WaUaee, pp. 133-
134. 168-191. Philadelphia, 1863.

ALLEINE, al'en, JOSEPH: English non-con-
formist; b. at Devises (86 m. w. of London), Wilt-

shire, 1634; d. at Taunton, Somersetshire, Nov. 17,

1668. He was graduated at Oxford in 1653 and
became chaplain to his college (Corpus Christi);

in 1655 he became assistant minister at Taunton,
whence he was ejected for non-conformity in 1662;

he continued to preach and was twice imprisoned
in consequence, and his later years were troubled

by constant danger of arrest. He was a learned

man, associated as an equal with the fellows of the

Royal Society, and engaged in scientific study and
experimentation. He is now remembered, however,
as the author of An Alarm to Unconverted Sinners

(London, 1672; republished in 1675 under the title

A Sure Quids to Heaven), He published several

other works, including an Explanation of the As-
sembly's Shorter Catechism (1656).

Bibuoobapht: C. Stanford, Companione and Timee of

Joeeph AUeine, London. 1861; DNB, i. 200-300.

ALLEINBi RICHARD: English non-confonnist;

b. at Ditcheat (18 m. s. by w. of Bath) 1611; d. at

EVome Selwood (11 m. s. by e. of Bath) Dec. 22,

1681. He was educated at Oxford and was rector

of Batoombe (15 m. s. by w. of Bath) from 1641

till ejected for non-confonnity in 1662, when he

removed to Frome Selwood, only a few miles

away, and there preached. His fame rests on his
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VindicicB pietatiBf or a vindication of godliness, in four

parts, each with a different title (London, 1669-68).

ALLEMAND, Ol^'mOn' (ALBICAK), LOUIS D':

Archbishop of Aries and cardinal; b. of noble family

at the castle of Arbent (in the old district of Bugey,
55 m. n.e. of Lyons), department of Axn, 1380 or

1381; d. at Salon (28 m. w.n.w. of Marseilles),

deputment of Bouches du Rhdne, Sept. 16, 1450.

While quite young he was made canon of Lyons;
he became magister and decretorum doctor and as

such took part in the Council of Constance; in 1418
he became bishop of Magelone, in 1423 archbishop

of Aries, and in 1426 cardinal with the title of St.

Cecilia. During the council at Basel, he became
the center of the opposition against pope Eugenius
IV., and when in 1438 the rupture occurred be-

tween the council and the pope, Allemand was the

only cardinal who remained at Basel and directed

the transactions. Eugenius declared that Allemand
and all who had taken part in the council had
forfeited their dignities, but Allemand continued

to work in favor of the council and in the interest

of the election of Felix V. When, however, this

antipope resigned (1449), and the Fathers of Basel

submitted to Pope Nicholas V., Allemand also was
restored. He died in the odor of sanctity, and was
buried at Aries. Clement VII. beatified him in

1527. Paul Tschackebt.
Bxbuoobapht: ASB^ Sept.. y. 436 aqq.; G. J. Esga. Pur-
pura doeta, libri iii. and iv., p. 50 aqq., Munich, 1714;

D. M. Manni, Ddla vita « del aiUo del bealo Lodovieo Ale-

mannif Florence. 1771; KL, i. 473.

ALLEH, ALEXANDER VIETS 6RISW0LD:
Protestant Episcopalian; b. at Otis, Mass., May 4,

1841. He was educated at Kenyon College, Gam-
bier, O. (B.A., 1862), and Andover Theological

Seminary (1865), and was ordained priest in the

Protestant Episcopal Church in 1865. He was the

founder and first rector of St. John's Church,

Lawrence, Mass., in 1865-67, and in the latter year

was appointed professor of church history in the

Episcopal Theological School, Cambridge, Mass.,

where he still remains. Since 1886 he has been a
member of the Massachusetts Historical Society.

His principal writings are: Continuity of Christian

Thought (Boston, 1884); Life of Jonathan Edwards

(1889); Religious Progress (1893; lecture delivered

at Yale University); Christian Institutions (New
York, 1897); and lAf^ and Letters of Phillips Brooks

(1900).

ALLEN, HENRY: Founder of the Allenites;

b. at Newport, R. I., June 14, 1748; d. at North-

hampton, N. H., Feb. 2, 1784. Without proper

training he became a preacher, and while settled

at Falmouth, Nova Scotia, about 1778, began to

promulgate peculiar views in sermons and tracts.

He held that all souls are emanations or parts of

the one Great Spirit; that all were present in the

Garden of Eden and took actual part in the fall;

that the human body and the entire material world

were only created after the fall and as a consequence

of it; that in time all souls wUl be embodied, and
when the original number have thus passed through

a state of probation, all wiU receive etempi reward
or punishment in their original unembodied state.

He denied the resurrection of the body, and treated

baptism, the Lord's Supper, and ordination as
matters of indifference. He traveled throughout
Nova Scotia and made many cealous converts.
The number of these, however, dwindled away
after his death.

Bibuoobapht: Hannah Adams, View of B^iffiona, pp. 478-
479, London, 1805.

ALLEN, JOHN: 1. Archbishop of Dublin; b.
1476; murdered at Artaine, near Dublin, July 27,
1534, during the rebellion of Lord Thomas Fits-
gerald. He studied at both Oxford and Cambridge;
was sent to Rome on ecclesiastical business by Arch-
bishop Warham, and spent several years there;
held various benefices in England, and became an
adherent of Cardinal Wolsey and his agent in
the spoliation of religious houses; was nominated
archbishop of Dublin Aug., 1528 (consecrated Mar.,

1529), and a month later was made chancellor of
Ireland. He was involved in Wolsey's fall, im-
poverished by it, and lost the chancellorship.

He was a learned canonist, and wrote an Epislcda

de pallii significaiione, when he received the pal-
lium, and a treatise De consuetudinibus ae stattUis

in tutoriis causis cbservandis. He compiled two
registers, the Liber niger and the Repertorium viride,

which give valuable information regarding his dio-
cese and the state of the churches.

Bibuoorapht: G. T. Stokes, CaUndar of the" Libmr i

Alani," in the Jovmal of the Royal Society of AniiQ^ariee

of Intand, mr. 6. iii. (1803) 303-^320.

2. Dissenting layman; b. at Truro, Corn-
wall, 1771; d. June 17, 1839, at Hackney, where
for thirty years he kept a private school. His
chief work was Modem Judaism: or a Brief
Account of the OpinionSf Traditions, Rites, and
Ceremonies of the Jews in Modem Times (London,
1816); he published also (1813) what was long the
standard English translation of Covin's InstihUes

of the Christian Religion,

ALLEN, JOSEPH HENRY : American Unitarian

;

b. at Northborough, Mass., Aug. 21, 1820; d. at
Cambridge, Mass., Mar. 20, 1898. He was gradu-
ated at Harvard in 1840, and at the Cambridge
Divinity School in 1843, and became pastor at
Jamaica Plain (Roxbury), Mass. (1843), Washing-
ton, D. C. (1847), and Bangor, Me. (1850). In
1857 he returned to Jamaica Plain, and thenceforth

devoted himself to teaching and literary work,
often supplying the pulpits of nei^boring towns,
and with brief pastorates at Ann Arbor, Mich.
(1877-78), Ithaca, N. Y. (188^-84), and San Diego,

Cal. After 1867 he lived in Cambridge and was
lecturer on ecclesiastical history in Harvard Uni-
versity, 1878-82. He was editor of The Christian

Examiner (1857-69) and of The Unitarian Review
(1887-91); with his brother, W. F. Allen, and J. B.
Greenough he prepared the Allen and Greenough
series of Latin text-books. He translated and
edited an English edition of certain of the works
of Renan {History of the People of Israel, 5 vols.,

Boston, 1888-95; The Future of Science, 1891;
The Life of Jesus, 1895; AnHchrist, 1897; The
Apostles, 1898); and published, among other works.
Ten Discourses on Orthodoxy (Boston, 1849); He-
brew Men and Times from the Patriarchs to the

Messiah (1861); Our Liberal Movement in Theology,
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chiefly as shown in recoUections of the History of

UnitarUmism in New England (1882); Christian

History in its Three Great Periods (3 vols., 1882-83);

Positive Beliffum (1802); Historical Sketch of the

Unitarian Movement since the Reformation {Amer-
ican Church History Series, New York, 1894);

Sequd to * Our Liberal Movement ' (Boston, 1897).

ALLER, WILLIAM: 1. " The cardinal of Eng-
land; " b. at Rossall (36 m. n. of Liverpool), Lan-
cashire, 1532; d. at Rome Oct. 16, 1594. He
entered Oriel College, Oxford, in 1547 (B.A. and
fellow, 1550; M.A., 1554), and after the accession

of Mary decided to devote himself to the Church.
He became principal of St. Mary's Hall, Oxford,

and proctor of the university in 1556, canon of York
in 1558.* His seal for the Roman religion soon

attracted the notice of the authorities under Eliza-

beth, and in 1561 he left Oxford for the University

of Louvain. In 1562 he came home, much broken
in health, and spent the next three years in England,

constantly encouraging the Catholics and making
converts. He left his native land for good in 1565,

was ordained priest at Mechlin, and lectured on
theology in the Benedictine college there. He con-

ceived the idea of a college for English students on
the Continent, and in 1568 opened the first and most
famous of such institutions, that at Doiiai (q.v.).

He continued to administer and serve the college till

1588, although in 1585 he had removed to Rome.
Pope Sixtus V. raised him to the cardinalate in

15S7. Philip II. nominated him archbishop of

Mechlin, 1589, but he was not preconized by the

pope. Gregory XIV. made him prefect of the

Vatican library.

The great aim of Allen's life was to restore

England to the Chim;h of Rome. This aim he

pursued persistently. Until his fiftieth year he

contented himself with persuasive measures alone

(" scholastical attempts," in his own words), and
met with no inconsiderable success. Had it not

been for the missioners who were continually going

into the country from his schools, probably the

Roman Catholic religion would have perished as

completely in England as it did in Scandinavian

countries.

About 1582 Allen began to meditate force and to

interfere in politics. He was closely associated with

Robert Parsons (q.v.), was cognizant of the plots

to depose Elizabeth, and became the head of the
" Spainish party " in England. It was at the

request of Philip II. that he was appointed cardinal;

and the intention was to make him papal legate,

archbishop of Canterbury, and lord chancellor,

and to entrust to him the organization of the eccle-

siastical affairs of the country, if the proposed in-

vasion of England should succeed. Just before

the Armada sailed he indorsed, if he did not write.

An Admonition to the Nobility and People of Eng-

land and Ireland concerning the present toars, made

for the execution of his Holiness's sentence, by the

King Catholic of Spain (printed at Antwerp), and
an abridgment of the same, called A Dedaration

of the Sentence of Depontion of Elizabeth, the Usurper

and Pr^ensed Queen of England, which was dis-

seminated in the form of a broadside. Both pub-

lications were violent and scurrilous, as well as

treasonable from the English point of view, and
roused great indignation in England, even among
the Catholics, who, unlike Allen, very generally

remained true to their country and sovereign.

Allen's conduct, however, it should be borne in
mind, was consistent with his belief in papal su-

prema<^ and with his views concerning excom-
munication and the right of the spiritual authorities

to punish. He is described as handsome and
dignified in person, courteous in manner, and en-
dowed with many attractive qualities. Stories

concerning his wealth and the princely style in

which he lived in Rome are not true.

BiBUOORAPRT : The more important of his many wri-
tings are: Certain Brief Aeoeon* Conetmino Calkolic Faith,
Douai, 1664; A Defence and Dedaration of the Catholie
Chureh'e Doctrine Touching Purgatory and Prayers for Ihe
Soule Departed, Antwerp, 1566; A TreaHee Made in De-
fence of the Lawful Power and Authority of Prieelhood to

Remit Sine, Louvain, 1567; De eacramentie in genere, de
eacramento eueharietia, de eacrifieio mieea, Antwerp, 1576;
and A Brief Hietory of the Martyrdom of Twelve Reverend
Prieete, 168Z He helped make the English Bible trans-
lation known as the Douai Bible, and was one of the com-
mission of cardinals and scholars who corrected the edition
(see BiBLS VERBiONfi. B, IV., ft 5. A. II.. 2, } 5). At the
time of his death he was engaged upon an edition of
Augustine's works.
On his life consult: Firtt and Second Diaries of

the Bnglieh College, Douay, London, 1878; Lettere
and Memoriale of William Cardinal Alien, 1882 (consti-
tuting with the foregoing vols. i. and ii. of Records of the
EngHieh Catholiee, edited by fathers of the Congregation
of the London Oratory). The Hietorieal Introduetione to
these works, by T. F. Knox, give much valuable informa-
tion, and his life ( n Latin) by Nicholas Fitsherbert, pub-
lished originally in De antiquitate et continuaHone eatho-

liea religionie in Anglia, Rome, 1608, is reprinted in the
last-named, pp. 3-20; J. Gillow, Dictionary of Bnglieh
CaOtoliea, i. 14-24, London, 1885; DNB, i. 314-^322, gives
excellent list of sources.

2. American Congregationalist ; b. at Pitts-

field, Mass., Jan. 2, 1784; d. at Northhampton,
Mass., July 16, 1868. He was graduated at Har-
vard in 1802; was licensed to preach in 1804

and soon after became assistant librarian at Har-
vard. He succeeded his father as pastor at Pitts-

field in 1810. In 1817 he was chosen president of

the reorganized Dartmouth College, but two years

later the Supreme Court of the United States

declared the reorganization invalid. He was
president of Bowdoin College, 1820-39. He wrote
much and was an industrious contributor to dic-

tionaries and encyclopedic works. His American
Biographical and Historical Dictionary (Cambridge,

1809, containing 700 names; 2d ed., Boston, 1832,

1,800 names; 3d ed., 1857, 7,000 names) was the

first work of the kind published in America.

ALLEY, WILLIAM: Bishop of Exeter; b. about
1510 at Chipping Wycombe, Bucks, Eng^d;
d. at Exeter Apr. 15, 1570. He was educated at

Eton, Cambridge, and Oxford, espoused the cause

of the Reformation, but kept in retirement during

the reign of Mary. Elizabeth made him divinity

reader in St. Paul's, and in 1560 Bishop of Exeter.

He revised the Book of Deuteronomy for the

Bishops' Bible, and published an exposition of

I Peter, with notes which show wide reading (2

vols., London, 1565).

ALLIANCE, EVANGELICAL. See EvAHoaucAL
Alliance.
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ALLIANCB OF THE REFORMED CHURCHES:
A voluntary organization formed in London in

1876y on the model of the Evangelical Alliance,

but confined to Churches of preebyterial polity

and more churchly in the character of its repre-

sentation. The official name is " Alliance of the

Reformed Churches Holding the Presbyterian

System" and popularly the Alliance is known
as the "Presbyterian Alliance." The

Origin« calling of the Council of Trent sug-

gested to Cranmer a synod of Protes-

tants to make a union creed, and in the spring of

1552 he wrote to Melanchthon, Bullinger, and
Calvin on the subject and received favorable

responses but nothing came of it. Besa in 1561

made a similar proposition, with as little results.

So also in 1578 in the Scottish Second Book of

Discipline and in 1709 in the collection of Scottish

church laws, place is given to the idea. But it

was not till 1870, when President James MoCosh
of Princeton College, first, and Rev. Prof. William
Garden Blaikie, of Edinburgh, second, proposed
that the different Presbyterian and Reformed
Churches should get together in a conference, that

tangible results followed. In 1873 the General
Assembly of the Presbtyerian Chiurch in Ireland
and that of the Presbyterian Church of the United
States simultaneously appointed committees to
correspond with other Churches on the subject.

This led to the holding of a meeting in New York,
Oct. 6, 1873, during the sessions of the Sixth Gen-
eral Conference of the Evangelical Alliance, at

which a committee was appointed to bring the

matter before the Presbyterian Churches through-
out the world and to obtain their concurrence

and cooperation. This committee issued an address

in which they distinctly stated that what was pro-

posed was not that the Churches " should merge
their separate existence in one large organisation;

but that, retaining their self-government, they
should meet with the other members of the Pres-

byterian family to consult for the good of the

Church at large, and for the glory of God." The
proposal met with such general approval that in

July, 1875, a conference was held at the English
Presbyterian College in London. At this meeting,

which lasted four days, and where nearly one
hundred delegates, representing many Churches, at-

tended, a constitution for the proposed Alliance was
prepared, from which the following are extracts:

—

** 1. This Alliance shall be known as Thb Aixiancb or the
RxFORifBDChurchcs throuohout tbb world holdimo tbb
PrCSBTTERXAN BTflTBM.

'* 2. Any Church organised on Presbyterian principles,

which holds the supreme authority of the Soriptuxeeof the Old
andNew Testaments in mattersof faith and morals, and iriioee

creed is in harmony with the consensus of the Reformed
Churches, shall be eligible for admission into the Alliance."

It was also proposed that there shoud be a
triennial council of delegates, ministers and elders,

in equal numbers, to be appointed by the different

Churches in proportion to the number of their

congregations; and that this council, while at

liberty to conedder all matters of common interest,

should '* not interfere with the existing creed or

constitution of any Church in the Alliance, or

with its internal order or external relations."

The Alliance which was thus proposed was one,

not of individual church members, but of Reformed
and Presbyterian Churches as such. Its consti-

tution met with great favor. It furxuahed an
opportunity for the different church organisations

to come into dose fraternal relations with each
other while retaining their separate existence and
independence. Since its formation, the Alliance

has held a General Council in each of

Aims and the following cities, Edinburgh (1877),

Achieve- Philadelpl^ (1881), Belfast (1884),
ments. London (1888). Toronto (1892), Glas-

gow (1806), Washington (1800), and
Liverpool (1004), at all of which questions of

doctrine, polity. Home and Foreign Missions, and
other forms of Christian activity have been fully

discussed, the papers read wiUi the subsequent

discussions being published in a volume of pro-

ceedings. The Alliance is the ralljring-point of

the Reiformed and Presbyterian (Churches of the

world, sll of these with one or two exceptions

having joined its fellowship. Its membership
thus embraces not only the English-speaking

Churches of Great Britain and America and the

historic Churches of the European Continent,but also

the Churches in the colonial and other territories of

Great Britain, with the newly formed Churches
which are the fruit of missionary labor among non-

Christian peoples. Through the Alliance the special

conditions of each Church have become better

known to sister Churches than they had been pre-

viously, and hence, not only by sympathy and
counse', but also by large financial aid, the Alliance

has sought to assist the weaker communities.

The General Councils of the Alliance are neither

mass-meetings nor conferences open to al , but
consist exclusively of delegates i^pointed by the

several Chiurches; yet neither are they synods or

chiurch courts, for they have no legLslative authority

of any kind and can only submit to sll the Churches
or to such as may be specially interested, any con-

clusions which they have reached. For admims-
trative purposes, the Alliance has divided its

Executive Commission or Business Ck>mmittee

into an Eastern Section located in Great Britain,

and a Western Section located in the United States,

but working in harmony with each other by con-

stant intercorrespondence. As representing about
thirty millions of souls, holding a common sjnstem

of doctrine and adhering to a common polity and
whose voluntary contributions for church purposes

were reported at the Liverpool Council in 1004

as amounting in the previous year to consider-

ably more than thirty-eight millions of dollars, the

Alliance forms to-day one of the most closely

united and influential organizations of Christendom.

G. D. Mathews.
Bibuoobapkt: The ProoBtdinot and iftmifst of each of the

General Gounoila have been published—of the fint by J.

Thomson, of the second by J. B. Dales and R. M. Patterson,
and of the third and succeeding by Q. D. Mathews. Con-
sult also the Quarterly BepiBter of Ike AUianoe, 1886 to date.

ALLIES, THOMAS WILLIAM: English Roman
Catholic; b. at Midsomer Norton (14 m. n.e. of

Glastonbury), Somersetshire, Feb. 12, 1813; d. at
St. John's Wood, London, Jime 17, 1003. He was
first class in classics at Oxford, 1832. He took or-

ders in the Anglican Church in 1838, serving for two
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yean sub chaplain to the bishop of London and for

ten yean as rector of Launton. In 1850 he was re-

ceived into the Roman Catholic Church by hia

friend, Cardinal, then Father, Newman. He wrote
extensively on theological subjects, his principal

woiks being, Si. Peter, hia Name and Office (London,

1852); TheFormaHanofChri8tendom(Syo]B.,lS61-'
05); Per crucern ad lucem (2 vols., 1879); A Life'e

Decieion (1880); Church and State (1882), a con-

tinuation of The Formation of Christendom; and
The Throne of the Fisherman (1887).

ALUOU, Ql'11-«11, JOSEF FRANZ: Roman
Catholic; b. at Suhbach, Austria, Aug. 10,1703; d.

at Augsbui^ Hay 22, 1873. He studied theology at

Landshut and Regensbui^, and Oriental languages

at Vienna, Rome, and Paris. In 1823 he became
professor of Oriental languages and Biblical exe-

gesis and archeology at Landshut, and went to

Munich when the university was removed thither

in 1826. In 1835, being compelled to give up
teaching through throat trouble, he became a
member of the cathedral chapter at Munich and,

in 1838, provost of the cathedral at Augsburg.

He was active in charitable work and promoted
the Franciscan Female Institute of the Star of

Mary. The most noteworthy of his numerous
pubUcations was Die heilige Schrift dee AUen und
Neuen Teetamenia Oiue der Vtdgata mii Bezug auf

den Orundtext neu Hberaetxt und mit kurten Anm/er-

kungen eridutert (6 vols., Nuremberg, 1830-34),

a third edition of an earlier work by H. Braun
Qb. 1786). It far surpassed its predecesson, re-

ceived papal sanction, and has been often reissued.

AIXIX9 a'1tx^ PIERRE: Controversialist of

the French Reformed Church; b. at Alen^on (118 m.
W.S.W. of Paris), Ome dept., 1641; d. in London
Mar. 3, 1717. He was educated in the theological

aeminaiy at Sedan, and held pastoral charges at

Saint^Agobile in Champagne and at Charenton.

On the revocation of the Edict of Nantes (1685)

he went to England, and James II. allowed him to

establish a church in London for the numerous
French exiles using the liturgy of the Church of

EngUnd. In 1600 he was appointed canon of

Salisbury. The fame of his learning was so great

that both Oxford and Cambridge conferred the

degree of doctor upon him, and the English clergy

requested him to write a complete history of the

councils. This great work was to embrace seven

folio volumes, but it never appeared. His pub-

lished writings, in Flench, En^h, and Latin, are

mostly of a polemical or apologetic nature, and
display a thorough knowledge of Qiristian antiquity

and of the primitive and medieval ecclesiastical

writen. In his two books, Some Remarks upon the

Eedesiastical Hiatory of the Ancient Churches of

Piedmont (London, 1600), and Remarks upon the

BcdesiatHcal Hietoiy of the Ancient Churches of the

Afbigenaee (1602), he upheld against Bossuet the

view that the Albigenses were not dualists, but

identical with the Waldenses, and he contributed

much to the upholding of this erroneous view.

(A. Hauck.)
BnuooEAPBT: E. and £. Haac* <^ FranoB proiMtanit, L 61-

66, Paris, 1870; DNB, i. 334-336; D. C. A. Agnew, Pro^
Miami SxiUs from France, ii. 328-884, Edinbuzsh, 1886.

ALLON, HEURY: En^^Ush Congregationalist; b.

at Welton (10 m. w. of Hull), Yorkshire, Oct. 13,

1818; d. in London Apr. 16, 1802. He studied at

Cheshunt College, Hertfordshire, and from Jan.,

1844, till his death was minister of Union CSiapel,

Islington, London (for the first eight years as

associate of the Rev. Thomas Lewis). During his

ministry the congregation increased to a member-
ship of nearly 2,000, and a new church building on
Compton Terrace, Islington, was opened in Dec.,

1877. He was chairman of the Congregational

Union in 1864 and also in the Jubilee Year (1881).

He was interested in the musical service of public

worship and compiled hymn, anthem, and chant
books, as well as a volume of hjnnns for children,

which were largely used in the Congregational

churches of Ekigland. He wrote much for the

periodical press, edited the British Quarterly Reriew,

1865-^7, and published The Life of Rev. James
Sherman (London, 1863).

Bxbuoobapht: W. H. Harwood, Henry Atton. The Story of
hia Miniatry, teiOi Sheeted Sermona and Aadraaaaat Lon-

1. 1804 (by rdon, r his sttooesaor at Islington).

ALL SAINTS' DAY (Lat. Festum omniwn
sanctorum): The firat day of November. The
Greek Church as early as the time of Chrysostom
consecrated the Simdlay after Whitsunday to the

memory of all martyrs. The underiying idea of

this festival is the same as that of All Saints' Day,
although no connection between the two can be
shown. The origin of All Saints' Day is obscure.

It is said that Boniface IV. (608-615) made the

Pantheon at Rome a church of Biary and all martyrs
and that the commemoration of this dedication was
transferred from May 13 to Nov. 1 (Durand, Ra-
tionale, vii., chap. 34). More probable is the view
that the festival is connected with the oratory

which Gregory III. (731-741) erected in St. Peter's,
" in which he laid the bones of the holy apostles

and of all the holy martyrs and confessors, just

men made perfect in all the world " (Liber pontifi-

calis, Vita Greg. III., ed. Duchesne, i. 417). Traces

of the festival are found in the Franldsh kingdom
at the time of the CaroUngians, it was commended
by Alouin {Epiet., Ixxv.), and in the ninth century

it became general. Luther did not improve of the

festival, and Lutheran and Reformed churches do
not observe it. The Church of England, however,

and its branches retain it. W. CUspabi.

ALL SOULS' DAY (Lat. Commemoratio omnium
fidelium defunetorum) : The second day of Novem-
ber. The ancient Church distinguishes between
the dead who have died for the Church (martyrs)

and those who, while they have not suffered death
for theOhurch, yet have died as beUevers. All

Souls' Day is dedicated to the memory of the latter.

It is founded on the doctrine of the value of prayers

and the Eucharist for the dead. Odilo of Climy
(d. 1049) instituted the festival for the Cluniacs

{asm, sac. vi., i. 585); and in course of time it

was extended to all who had died in the faith.

The Missale Romanum prescribes a special requiem-
xhass for the day. Luther demanded that the

festival be given up, and it soon disappeared among
Protestants. It is not observed in the Church
of England. The German rationalists favored a
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commemoration of the dead (of. G. C. Hont, Myate-
rioaophie, ii., Frankfort, 1817, 432). The litany of

the Moravians for E^aster morning is a Protestant

pendant to All Souls' Day, and the rapid rise and
popularity of the festival show that it satisfies a
feeling of the Christian mind which the Church
would do well to recognize. W. Cabpari.

ALMAIN, Ol'^mdn', JACQUES: GaUican theo-

logian; b. at Sens c. 1450; d. in Paris 1515. He
was professor of theology in the College of Navarre
in Paris, and at the request of Louis XII. prepared

a reply to Cardinal Cajetan's work on the superi-

ority of the pope to a general council (Tractaius

de aucUrrUats eedesuB et amcUiorum ffenerdUum
adversus Thomam de Vio, Paris, 1512; see Cajetan,
Cardinal). A similar work was his Expositio

circa decinonea magistri Guilelmi Occam super
potestate Romani pontificie (1517). He wrote aJso

Moralia (1510) and DicUOa super eerUentiaa mor
giatri Hdeot (1512).

ALMEIDA, Ol-md'i-da, MANOBL: Jesuit mis-

sionary; b. at Vizeu (50 m. e.s.e. of Oporto),

Portugal, 1580; d. at Goa 1646. He entered the

Order of the Jesuits 1595; was sent to the East
Indies 1602; lived in Abyssinia 1624-34; returned

to Goa and became provincial of the order in the

Indies. He left material for a general history of

Abyssinia and of the Jesuits there, which was
edited and published, in Portuguese, with additions,

by Balthazar Tellez (Coimbra, 1660). Almeida's
letter from Abyssinia to the general of his order
for 1626-27 was published in Italian and French
(Rome and Paris, 1629).

ALMONER (Fr. aumSnier; Lat. eleemosynarius):

An office at the French court from the thirteenth

century onward, originally filled by one of the court
chaplains who was entrusted with the distribution

of the royal alms. Later there were several of

these almoners, so that from the fifteenth century
a grand almoner was named. The first to bear
this title was Jean de Rely, later bishop of Angers
and confessor of Charles VII. The grand almoner
was one of the highest ecclesiastical dignitaries in

France, and was charged with the supervision of

charitable works in general, and of the court clergy.

Nominations to benefices in the king's gift, including

bishoprics and abbeys, were made through him.
The office was abolished with the monarchy, though
it was revived under both Napoleons.

Attached to the British court is the Royal
Almonry, which dispenses alms for the sovereign,

with these officers: hereditary grand almoner (the

marquis of Exeter), lord hi^ almoner (the lord

bishop of Ely), subalmoner (subdean of chapels
royal), the groom of the almomy, and the secretary

to the lord high almoner. In the papal court the
almoner of the pope is president of the elimoeineria

apostolica, a body composed of two clerics and four
laymen. There is a similar office at the Spanish
court.

ALMS: A gift to which the recipient has no
claim and for which he renders no return, made
purely from pity and a desire to relieve need.
Such a gift has religious value in Buddhism and in

Islam. But it was in Judaism that almsgiving

was first highly regarded from a religio-ethical

point of view. The Old Testament has a higher

conception, based upon the ideas that the land
belongs not to individuals but to God, whence all

have equal right to its fruits, and that the regulating

principle of conduct toward others among God's
chosen people must be " thou shalt love thy neigh-

bor as thyself " (Lev. zix. 18, 34). Benevolence
follows as an ordinary duty. In postcanonical

times almsgiving almost imperceptibly assumed
the character of a voluntary act of merit and even
of expiation for sin and assiuance of salvation

(Tobit iv. 7-11, xii. 8-9; Ecclus. iii. 30, xxix. 12-

13). Such overvaluation of external acts is re-

buked in Matt. vi. The New Testament revelation

is a gospel of the voluntary love of God, in which
good worics can have no efficacy toward justifica-

tion and salvation. They are, on the contrary,

the inevitable result and proof of the renewed life

(Matt. vii. 15-23; Luke x. 33-37). It is from this

point of view that the idea of a divine reward finds

application to the observance of charity in the

New Testament (Matt. vi. 4, xix. 21; Luke xiv.

14; Acts X. 4; II Cor. ix. 7; Gal. vi. 9).

The Judaic conception of almsgiving as an act

of merit and satisfaction came into the eariy Church
through the Jewish Christians. A classic expression

of Jewish-Christian thought is II Clement xvi.

4: ''Almsgiving, therefore, is a good thing, even
as repentance for sin. Fasting is better than prayer,

but almsgiving than both. And love covereth a
multitude of sins; but prayer out of a good con-

science delivereth from death. Blessed is every
man that is found full of these. For almsgiving

lifteth off the burden of sin.'' The idea is com-
pletely dominant in Cyprian {De opere et eleemo-

synie), and was, indeed, unavoidable, if the Old
Testament Apocrypha were accepted as on a par
with the canon. Save that propitiatory value was
afterward assigned to the sacrament of penance,
the position of the Roman Catholic Church has
remained essentially that of Cyprian. Augustine
conceded influence in the alleviation of purgatorial

suffering to almsgiving, and the " Sentences " of

Peter Lombard, the dogmatic manual of the
Middle Ages, emphasize the idea out of all true pro-

portion.

Poverty was so highly prized by the eariy Church
that the pseudo-Clementine Homilies (XV. vii. 9)
declare the possession of property as defilement

with the things of this worid, a sin. In the fourth

century poverty, through monasticism, became a
factor in the Clhristian ideal life. And in the
thirteenth century begging, through Francis of

Assisi, received a religious idealisation, which was
in the highest degree pernicious to social good
order. The mendicant monk is nothing more nor
less than a grossly immoral character. The Refor-
mation rejected all these errors, required some
form of labor from the Christian as the basis of his

membership in society, and sought to substitute

organised care of the poor for the prevalent hap-
hazard methods of giving and receiving alms.

Protestant dogmatics grants to alms no share what-
ever in the doctrine of salvation. Far above any
individual instance of almsgiving is the spirit of
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baDeYolenoe, which seeks no merit in the gift and
aims at pennanent benefit, not the satisfy^ of a
temporary need. Modem humanitarian endeavor
and recent legislation, which seek to prevent those

incapable of work from becoming recipients of alms,

are but an extension of the principles enunciated

by the Refonnation. Churches should accept the

rational principle which avoids indiscriminate

and unintelligent almsgiving, tending to pauperisar-

tion and the encouragement of idleness. But it

is true that oiganisation can never fully take the

I^aoe of personal benevolence or render it un-
neoeasaiy. (L. Lemmb.)
BnuooBAPBT: On the historieal ride, 8. Chastel, Charity

of A« FrimitiM ChurehM, Philadelphia. 1867; Q. Uhl-
born. Chri$tUeh$ Luibe$lhiUigkttU, 3 Yols., Stuttgart. 1895.

Ens. traaal.. CkrUtian Charity in the Ancient Church, New
York, 1883. On the practical ride, P. Church.! The Phi-
loeophv of Benevoienee, New York. 1836; SyetemaHe Benef-
ieenee, eomprieing ** The Great Reform " by A, Stevene,
" The Great Qwetion" hyL. Wright, " Property eoneecrated"

byB. SL J. Fry, NewYork. 1856; M. W. Moggridgfi,Method
in Afmegivino, London. 1882. Consult also the books on
Christian Ethics and on Ebdalism.

AL06I, <]l'o-jt (Gk. alogoiy, A name coined by
Epiphanius {Haer,, li.) to designate certain people

whom he treats as a distinct sect. The account

which he gives agrees with that of Philaster {Haer,,

Ix.), because both depend on the Syntagma of

Hippolytus. Epiphanius can not have known of

them by either oral tradition or personal contact;

he speaiks of them as a phenomenon of the past,

of the time when Montanism vexed the Church of

Asia Minor, and is unable to give any answer to

the most obvious questions in regard to them.

Before his time they have no more definite name
than " the heretics who reject the writings of

John." Epiphanius was uncertain whether they

rejected the epistles of John, and Hippoljrtus had
referred only to their criticism of the Gospel and
the Apocalsrpse. The former justifies the name
"Alogi" by the assertion that the sect did not

accept the Logos prochiimed by John; but the

grounds which he quotes from them for their re-

jection of the Johamiine writings, equally with the

indicatioiis of Hippoljrtus and Phflaster, fail to

support this view of their critical attitude; indeed,

in another place Epiphanius contradicts himself.

His consequent association of the Theodotians

with the Alogi is thus only one of his groundless

fancies.

Epiphanius quotes a number of their assertions,

e.g., that the books in question were written not

by John, but by Cerinthus, and are unworthy to

be received in the Church; that they do not agree

with the works of the other apostles; and that the

Apocalypse is absurd in numerous particulars.

The detennining motive of their criticism can not

be made out from his fragmentary indications.

If the name " Alogi " and the notion that this

motive was a rejection of the Christology of the

fourth Gospel are demonstrably groundless in-

ventions of Epiphanius, which moreover fail to

explain the contemptuous tone of the sect toward
the Apocalypse, it is all the more noteworthy that

he not only places them in chronological and geo-

graphical relation to the Montanists of Asia Minor,

but attributes to them also a denial of the existence

of the charismata in the Church. If he has here,

as a comparison with Izensdus (III. xi. 0) shows,
repeated confusedly the thoughts of Hippolytus,
it follows that the latter found in the passage of

Iremeus referred to an argument against the AJogi,

although IreniBus's context only requires him tod^
with their rejection of the fourth Gospel and not of

the Apocalypse. Thus it may be taken as the opin-
ion of Irensus and Hippolytus that these othei^

wise orthodox people, in their opposition to the
Montanists, sought to withdraw from the latter

the supports which they found for their doctrine

of the Paraclete in the Gospel of John and for their

millenarianism in the Apocalypse. The rejection

of the Johannine books by the Alogi is evidence
that these books were generally received; their

ascription to Cerinthus, a contemporary of John,
of the belief that they were written in John's life-

time. This ascription need not involve any special

reference to the actual teaching of Cerinthus, which,
according to the more trustworthy authority of

Irensus, Hippolytus, and the pseudo-Tertidlian

{Haer,, x.), bore no resemblance to that of the apos-

tle. (T. Zahn.)
Bxblioorapht: The sources aie indicated in the text. Con-

sult: Hamack, LUteratur, II. i. 376 sqq.. 670-671, 680-
601, 602. 606; T. Zahn, Geeehiehle dee neuieekamnaiehen
Kanone, i. 220-262, iL 47.60.236,067-001, 1021, Leipsio,

1800-01; idem, Forechungen, y. 36-43. 1802; Neander,
Chrietian Church, i. 626. 683. 682; Moeller. CVisfuinCAurcfc.
L 158, 223,233; DB, ii. 701. iii. 537. ir. 240; Q. P.

Fisher, Some Remarke on the Alogi, in Papereof the Ameri-
can Society of Churdi Hietory, yol. (iL, pt. 1, pp. 1-0, New
York. 1800.

AL0MBRAD08, d^aom-bra'dex (modem spell-

mg, ALUMBRADOS; Lat. lUuminaH; "Enlight^

ened "): Spanish mystics who first attracted the

attention of the Inquisition in 1524 (Wadding,
Annales minarvm, under the year 1524), when a
certain Isabella de Cruce of Toledo is mentioned
as a representative of their quietistic-ascetic teach-

ings and their enthusiastic striving for divine in-

spirations and revelations. About 1546 Magda-
lena de Cruce of Aguilar, near Cordova, a member
of the Poor Clares, is said to have been accused of

spreading immoral antinomian teachings and to

have been forced to abjure her heresies; and there

are like reports of a Cannelite nun, Catherina de
Jesus of Cordova, about 1575, and of a Portuguese

Dominican nun, Maria de Visitatione, in 1586.

The founder of the Society of Jeeus, in his student

days, was accused of belonging to the Illuminati

at Alcala in 1526, and at Salamanca in 1527, and
the second time was imprisoned for forty-two days
(cf. Gothein, p. 225; see Jebuitb). A connection

between the Spanish Illuminati of the sixteenth

century and the German reformatory movement
has often been conjectiued, especially by Roman
Catholics, but without good reason; nor can in-

fluence from Anabaptists like MQmser or Schwenck-
feld be seriously considered.

An ordinance of the Spanish Inquisition dated

Jan. 28, 1558, mentions the following heretical

teachings as characteristic of the Illuminati: " Only
inward prayer is well-pleasing to God and meri-

torious, not external prayer with the lips. The
confessors who impose outward acts of repentance

are not to be ob^ed; the true servants of €k>d
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mie superior to such discipline and have no need
of meritorious works in the common sense; the
contortions, convulsions, and faintin^s, which ac-

company their inner devotion, are to them suf-

ficient tokens of the divine grace. In the state of

perfection the secret of the Holy Trinity is beheld
while here below, and all that should be done or
left undone is communicated directly by the Holy
Spirit. When perfection is attained it is no longer

necessary to look to images of the saints, or to hear
sermons or religbus conversations of the common
kind" (J. A. Llorente, OeaehtchU der 8pani8chen

Inquintion, Germ, ed., ii., Stuttgart, 1824, pp. a-4).

A still fuller record of lUuminatic errors is given by
ICalvasia {Catalogtu omnium Juennum et concUi-

arum, Rome, 1661, xvi. century, pp. 269-274), who
enimierates fifty heretical propositions, including

besides those already mentioned the following:
" In the state of perfection the soul can neither go
forward nor backward, for its own faculties have
all been abolished by grace. The perfect has no
more need of the intercession of the saints, even
devotion to the humanity of Jesus is superflu-

ous for him; he has no more need of the sacra-

ments or to do good works. A perfect man can
not sin; even an act which, outwardly regarded,

must be looked upon as vicious, can not contam-
inate the soul which lives in mystical union with
God."
The ecclesiastical annalist Spondanus records

in the year 1623 an inquisitorial process against

niuminatic mystics in the dioceses of Seville and
Granada, in which the grand inquisitor Andreas
Pacheco mentions no less than seventy-six heretical

propositions, many of them antinomian. Like
things are told of the French sect of lUumirUa
(called also GuMneU from their leader the Abb^
Gu^rin) who were prosecuted in 1634 in Flanders

and Picardy. Another sect of lUuminis which
appeared about 1722 in southern France has more
resemblance to the freemasons, and seems to have
been a precmrsor of the Order of Illuminati in south
Germany, especially in Bavaria (see Illuminati).

O. ZOCKLERt.

BiBUooKiLPHT: H. Heppe* OMcMdUe der guieiUtucken My-
akin der kathoUacKen Kircke, 41 sqq., Berlin, 1876; M.
Menendei y Pelayo, Hieloria de lo9 keterodoxot EepaAolu,
ii. 621. iu. 403, Bfadrid. 1880; H. C. Lea. Ckaptera from
Ae Rdigiout Hietory of Spain Connected teWi ike Inquiti-
tion, paaaim, PhiUtdelphiA, 1800; E. Qothein, IgnaiiuB
von Loyola und die OeoenrefomuUion, pp. 61-62, 224 eqq.,
Halle, 1896.

ALOTSIUS, al^'ei'^shius', SAINT, OF OONZAGA
(LX7IGI OONZAGA): Jesuit; b. in the castle of

Gastiglione (22 m. n.w. of Biantua), the ancestral

seat of the Gonsaga family. Mar. 0, 1568; d. in
Rome June 21, 1591. His father was Blaiqius of

Castiglione and a prince of the Holy Roman Em-
pire, but the boy turned away from the pleasures

of courts and devoted himself early to a life of

asceticism and piety. In 1585 he renounced his

claim to the succession in order to join the Society
of Jesus, and took the vows in 1587. His death
was due to his self-sacrificing labors in the care of
the sick during the prevalence of the plague in

Rome. He was beatified by Gregory XV. in 1621,
and canonized by Benedict XIII. in 1726. Devo-

tion to him is wide-spread in the modem Roman
Catholic Church, in wMch be is regarded as a model
of the virtue of purity, and an especial patron of

young men, particularly those who enter the eccle-

siastical state.

Bibuoorapht: V. Oepari, Dt vita fteoli AlayeU Oonaao9,
ColoKiie, 1606, Eng. tranaL by F. Qoldie, London, 1891;
C. Papeneordt, Der keHige Aleyeitu, Paderbom, 1880.

ALPHA AND OMEGA (A. Q): The first and
last letters of the Greek alphabet. They are used
in a symbolic sense in three places in the Book of

Revelation. In i. 8 God describes himself as
" Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending,

which is, and which was, and which is to come,
the Almighty." The expression is similarly used
in zxi. 6 (cf. Isa. xliv. 6, zlviii. 12). In xzii. 13
the name " Alpha and (hnega, the beginning and
the end, the first and the last " is the designation

adopted for himself by Christ, who is also called
" the first and the last " in ii. 8. If, as is apparent
from the context, these passages express the same
symbolic meaning, that of eternity as unlimited
duration, it is plain that the use of this name is

intended to guarantee the fulfilment of the prophe-
cies mentioned in the passages. Commentators
have referred, in explanation of the expression,

to the use of the first and last letters of the Hebrew
alphabet (K n) in rabbinical literature, though the
parallelism is not acknowledged by all scholars.

A long line of early and medieval writers discuss

the passages cited from Revelation. Thus Clem-
ent of Alexandria has one or more of them in mind
when he says {Stromataf iv. 25): '* For he [the Son]
is the cirele of all powers rolled and united into one
unity. Wherefore the Word (Gk. Logos) is called

the Alpha and the Omega, of whom alone the end
becomes the beginning, and ends again at the
original beginning without any break." As in this

passage, so in Stromata, vi. 16, hcexplaina. the
proj^ecies with reference to Christ alone. Ter-
tuUian (De monogamia, v.) makes a similar use of
the name. Ambrose (in sepiem visionesj i. 8) says
that Christ calls himself the beginning because be
is the creator of the human race and the author of

salvation, and the end because he is the end of the
law, of death, and so on. Prudentius, in his hynm
Corde natus ex parentte, paraphrases the words of
Revelation. The Gnostics extracted from the
letters their characteristic mystical play on num-
bers; the fact that A and Q stood for 801, and the
sum of the letters in the Greek word for dove
(perietera) amounted to the same, was used by the
Gnostic Bfareus to support the assertion that Christ
called himself Alpha and Omega with reference
to the coming of the Spirit at his baptism in the
form of a dove (Irensus, I. xiv. 6, xv. 1). Later,
Primasius played on the numbers in the same way
to prove the essential identity of the Holy Ghost
with the Father and the Son (on Rev. xxii. 13).
An evidence of the place which these lettere held
in Gnostic speculation is afforded by a piece of
parehment and one of pap3nrus preserved in the
Egyptian Museum at Berlhi, both originally used
as amulets. On the former the letters are found
together with Coptic magical formulas and a cross
of St. Andrew; the latter also contains Coptic
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fonnulas, divided by a croes which tenninates at

each extremity in A or Q.

The letters occur much less frequently in the

literary sources of Christian antiquity and of the

Middle Ages than in monumental inscriptions.

With the various forms of the monogram of Christ

and of the cross, they belonged to the most popular

symbols of early Christian art, which was never

tired of reproducing them on all kinds of monu-
ments, public and private, and in every sort of

material. The fact that with but very few excep-

tions, A and O are found, as far as is known, on
these monuments in connection with figures or

symbols of Christ—^never of God in the abstract or

of God the Father—leads to the interesting conclu-

sion that the popular exegesis of the above-named
passages of the Apocalypse referred their meaning
to Christ alone, and thus affords a proof that the

makers of these monuments were indirectly ex-

pressing their belief in his divinity. The possibil-

ity, however, can not be denied that in certain

cases motives of a superstitious nature may have
led to the employment of these symbols; but it is

much less easy to reason with certainty from the

monumental remains than from the literature of

the time. Modem Christian art, less given to sym-
bolism, is relatively poor in examples of the use of

these letters, though they have reappeared more
often in the nineteenth century, as a general rule in

connection with the monogram of Christ. Full and
detailed descriptions of their early use, with the

dates of their appearance in different cotmtries,

and classification of their employment alone, with
human or animal figures, or (which is much more
frequent) with other symbols, may be found in

abundance in the archeological works of De Rossi,

Gamicci, HQbner, Le Blant, Kraus, and others,

and in the Corpus inscriptumum Latinarum,

(NiKOLAUS Mt^LLKB.)

BnuooMAPBT: A yrmgt amount hjis been written on the
objeet; the beet aincle artiele is in Didumnotre d*arcM-
OoQiM ekriHeHne H de Uhtrgie, faac. i.. cola. 1-26. Paria,

1003, mnd containe diacrams and very full and definite

refereneee to the literature.

ALPHiBUS, al-fl'us: Father of the second
James in all four of the lists of the apostles. He
is interesting in so far as he may with probability

be identified with the Clopas (A. V. Cleophas) of

John xix. 25. Of the two Marsrs who stood by the
cross with the mother of Jesus, one is called in this

passage the wife of Clopas; in Matt, xxvii. 56
and in Mark xv. 40, the mother of James, or James
the Less, presumably the second apostle of this

name. The question how the use of two different

names, Alphsus and Clopas, is to be explained
may be answered in two ways. Either KAux^c
{=KXe&frac, a contraction of K?^6iraTpoc, as 'Avr/n-ac

of 'Am-inarpoc) was the Greek name which AlphsBUs

bore in addition to his Aramaic one; or there are

here two alternative Grecized forms, both repre-

senting writ Against the former view is the

fact that the contraction K?iu for xXeo in Greek
names Is never found elsewhere; and in favor of

the latter is the fact that the initial n, commonly
rendered by the smooth breathing or by X, is

sometimeB also represented by E. In any case

the diversity of names need not prevent the identity
of person. This identity would make Alphnus
the uncle, and James, the son of Alphssus, the cousin,
of Jesus—a result of some importance for the ques-
tion as to James (q.v.). (K. Schmidt.)
The most probable solution of this much vexed

problem seems to lie in a ground form ^UPV, the
two modes of pronouncing the first letter of which
(as in Arabic) would give rise to the variant names
AlphsBUs and Clopas or Cleophas.

G. W. G.
Bzblicorapht: J. B. Lightfoot, GalaHana, p. 267. London.

1800; T. Keim, Jetue of NoMora, in. 276, London, 1878;
J. B. Mayor, BpittU of St Jamea, pp. xvi.-zyii., London,
1897; DB, L 74-76; BB, I 122-123.

ALSACE-LORRAnrE (Germ. EUass-Lothrtngen):
An immediate "imperial territory" (Reichsland),

forming the extreme southwest of the German em-
pire, bounded on the north by the grand duchy of

Luxemburg, Rhenish Prussia, and the Rhine Palati-

nate (Rhenish Bavaria), on the east by Baden, on the
south by Switzerland, and on the west by France.
Its area is 5,603 square miles, with a population
(1905) of 1,814,630, including 1,375,300 (75.8 per
cent.) Roman Catholics, 406,100 (22.3 per cent.)

Protestants, and 33,130 (1.88 per cent.) Jews. The
preponderance of Roman Catholics points back to
the political conditions of the sixteenth century,
when the territory for the most part belonged to
the house of Austria, the duke of Lorraine, and
the bishops of Strasbui^. The Reformation found
entrance only in the free dty of Strasburg and in

certain other cities and minor dependencies; and
much of the progress there made was lost under
the dragonnades and through the work of the
Jesuits in the time of Louis XIV.

Ecclesiastical matters were little changed by the
transfer of Alsace-Lorraine from France to Ger-

many after the war of 1870-71. The
The Chureh of the Augsburg Confession is

Lutheran still constituted according to the law
Church, of the first French republic as amended

in 1852 after the coup d^itai of Louis
Napoleon. A presbyterial council, chosen by the
congregation, under the presidency of the pastor,

has general oversight of the spiritual and temporal
concerns of each congregation. Its acts and deci-

sions must be confirmed by the next higher ecclesi-

astical board, the consistory—^in some cases repre-

senting a single congregation, in others a imion of

several—which is chosen by a highly complicated
system. Its functions are in general the same as those
of the presbytery—to maint>ain discipline, to care
for the order of divine service, and tomanage Chureh
property. There are also inspection districts, each
having one clerical and two lay inspectors. At the
head of the Chureh is a directory, a standing board,
and an upper consistory, which meets yearly. The
directory consists of two laymen and one of the
clerical inspectors appointed by the government,
and two lay membere chosen by the upper consis-

tory. It has power to review all acts of presbyteries

and consistories, manages all Chureh property,
forms the intermediate body between Chureh
and government, and appoints all ministers after

consultation with presbyterial councils and
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consistorieB. It has a voice in appointing the teaeh-

en of the Protestant gymnasium, has the right of

nominating the inspectors, licenses and ordains

preachers, and executes the decrees of the upper
consistory. The latter meets annually in regular

session. The business to be brought before it

must have the approval of the government and its

decisions require government confirmation. Its

sessions are limited to six days and a representative

of the government must be present. Ministers'

salaries range between 1,420 and 2,840 marks
according to position and length of service. The
most important foundations are under the admin-
istration of the Chapter of St. Thomas in Strasburg;

they are partly ecclesiastical, partly education^,
the latter being the more important.

The Reformed Churoh of Alsace-Lorraine has
substantially the same constitution as the Church

of the Augsburg Confession. Its con-

Reformed gregations are led and governed by
and Other similar presbyterial councils and con-

Bodies, sistories, but the latter are not united

into an external administrative unity.

It has a numerical strength about one-fifth that of

the Lutheran Church. Of other Protestant bodies

the Mennonites, with a membership of about 2,500,

are the strongest. The government expenditures

for salaries and other Church purposes are more
than 700,000 marks yearly.

The Roman Catholic Church of Alsace-Lorraine

comprises the two bishoprics of Strasburg (Alsace)

and Metz (Lorraine), formerly belong-

The ing to the province of Besan^on, but
Roman since 1874 independent of aU archi-

Catholic episcopal or metropolitan jurisdiction.

Church. The bishops are named by the reigning

prince, and receive canonical institu-

tion from Rome. They select all books to be used
in churoh services, and present priests for appoint-

ment to the prince, but name directly the lower

clergy as well as the directors and professors of the

diocesan seminaries, in which the clergy receive

their training. They also direct these seminaries

and order the instruction in them. Each bishop

has two vicars-general and a chapter, which be-

comes influential only in the case of a vacancy
in the bishopric. The salaries of priests range from
1,5(X) to 2,000 marks; vicars receive 540 marks.

Churoh buildings and rectories by law belong to the

civil authorities so that the latter are charged with

their maintenance, if the ordinary revenues (man-

aged by a committee of the congregation) do not

suffice. Such buildings may not be diverted from
their original purpose. Biany of the churohes are

used by both Protestants and Roman Catholics.

The cemeteries also are common property, and any
resident may be bimed in them without confes-

sional distinction. The taking of monastic vows
for life is forbidden, and the law recognizes no re-

ligious order; nevertheless, more than twenty are

represented, the greater number being for females.

The expenditures of the State for the Roman Catho-
lic Churoh amount to more than 2,000,000 marks
yearly.

The Jews are divided into three consistories,

each with a chief rabbi, at Strasburg, Colmar, and

Biets, respectively. Rabbis receive salaries from
the State, vaiying from 1,500 to 1,900 marics.

WiLHELM GOETK.

ALSTED, Ol'sted, JOHAHN HEUVRICH: Re-
formed theologian; b. at Ballersbach, near Her-
bom (43 m. n. of Wiesbaden), Nassau, 1588; d. at

Weissenburg (Karlsbui^, 240 m. e.s.e. of Buda-
pest), SiebenbOrgen, Hungary, Nov. 8, 1638. He
studied at Herbom and became professor there in

the philosophical faculty in 1610, and in the theo-

logical faculty in 1619. In 1629 he went to the
newly founded University of Weissenburg. He
represented the Churoh of Nassau at the Synod of

Dort (1618-19). He was one of the famous teachers

of his time, and compiled a series of compends of

pretty nearly every branch of knowledge, which
are interesting as showing the scholariy and literary

methods and achievements of the seventeenth

century. The most remarkable were Cunua phi-

lo8ophici encyeiop<Bdia (Herbom, 1620) and Ency-
dopcBdia septem tomia diatincta (ib. 1630). The
first of these comprises two volumes; one a quarto
of 3,072 pages, containing: i., quahior praoogniJta

phUataphica : archdogia, hexilogia, technologia,

didacttca; ii., undedm acientia phUoaophica iheo-

reticcB: fnetaphyaica, pneumatica, phyaica, arUh-

metica, geometria, eoamographiaf uranoacopia, geo-

graphia, optica, muaicaf architectonica; iii., quinque

prudenticB phUoaophic<B pradiccB : eihica, aeonomicaf

poUtica, acholaati4XL, hiatorica; vol. ii. gives the

sepCem aHea Itberalea. The second work, in two
folios, includes as its first, third, and fourth divi-

sions the three given above, and adds: ii., phUologia,

i.e., lexica, gramnuUica, rhetorica, lagica, oratoriaf

poetica; v., trea faadtatea principea: theologieL,

juriapnuienHa, medicina; vi., artea mechanica;
vii., a miscellaneous section, prtBcipua farraginea

diaciplinarum : mnamonica, hiatorioa, ekronologia,

architecUmicay crUica, magia, akhymia, magndo-
graphia, etc., including even tabaeologia, or the

doctrina da naturfi, uau et abuau tabaci. Theology
is divided into seven branches: naturaUaf cateche-

tica, didadica, polemical caauum, praphetica (hom-
iletics), and moralia. He also wrote a Diatribe de

miUe annia (Frankfort, 1627), in which he fixes the

beginning of the millennium at the year 1694.

(E. F. Karl MCulkb.)
Bibuoobapht: F. W. E. Roth, in MonaUhefta lUr CommtuM-

O^aOisehaft, 1805, pp. 20 sqq.; H. F. Griecern. /. A. Co-
m^niua ai» ThsoUtg, pp. 385 sqq.. Leipae. 1881.

ALTAR.

II.

III.

1

In Primitive ReUgion.
Altar not Neoeaaarilya
Raised Structure (f1).

Altar and Divinity One
(§2).

Altar and Divinity Dif-

ferentiated (§ 3).

In the Old Testament.
Pre-Deuteronomic and

Deuteronomic (f 1).

PoBt-Deuteronomic(fi2).
In the Christian Church.

. Before the Reforma-
tion.

a. To about the year lOOO.

Formand 8tructure(§ 1 ).

Aocessoriee and Orna-
mentation (I 2).

Number and VarieticBof

Altan (f 3).

b. From the year 1000 to

1300.

e. From 1800 to the Ref-
ormation.

2. Sinoe the Reformation.
Lutheran and Reformed

Churohes (| 1).

Church of Endand (f 2).

L In Primitive Religion: The word "altar/'

derived ultimately from the Latin alere, " to

nouriahy" through aUua, derived meaning " high/'
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IB usually taken to mean a raised structure; but
etymology and history are against this. " Altar "

18 the rendering in the Old Testament of mifbe(A
(Aram, madhba^), ** place of sacrifice/' and in the
New Testament of ihtuiastirion, having the same
meaning. The Greek word b^mas indeed means a
raised structure; but the possession of two words

by the Greek suggests development
I. Altar not and differentiation. The Latin ara
Necessarily means the seat or resting-place, not
a Raised *' of the victim " (so Andrews, Latin
StTDcture. Lexicon, s.v.), but of the deity; and

on that account the word was avoided
by the Fathers. The word '' altar " has its ultimate
root in the actual purport of the early sacrifice

(q.v.), vis., a meal of worshipers and worshiped. So
far from the place of sacrifice being invariably a
raised structure, it was sometimes a trench (e.g.,

in the celebrated sacrifice of Ulysses described in

Odyssey, xi.), while in the famous tombs at Mycens
there were depressions connected by small shafts

with the graves, and generally explained as the

places of deposit of offerings to the dead. At the

present day the African places his offering of oil

to the tree spirit not on an altar, but on the ground.
To understand the development of the altar it

must be recalled that, as is generally conceded,

religion has passed through the animistic stage.

That is to say, man in his primitive state might
regard any object—tree, rock, mountain, fountain,

stream, sea, etc.—as the seat of divine power. His
mental processes then led him to approach what-
ever he regarded as divinity as he approached
human superiors, namely with gifts, which he
applied directly to the objects of his worship,

casting his offerings into fountain, stream, sea, or

fire, laying them at the foot or on the top of the

mountain, or smearing oil or fat, or pouring blood

or wine on the divine stone. In other words, these

objects were both divinity and altar.

The best Biblical example of this primitive mode
of thinking and acting is in the passage Gren. xxviii.

11-18. Jacob had pillowed his head on a stone,

and there resulted his dream of the ladder. In
accordance with the mental processes of his time,

on awakening he conceived the cause of this dream
to be the divinity in (or of) the stone—note his

exclamation, " this is a Bethel" (a " place or house
of God ")—and he " poured oil upon

3. Altar and the stone." In this he paralleled the

Divinity ciistom of the pre-Mohammedan Arabs,

One. as proved by W. R. Smith {Rd. of

8em., Lecture v.) and Wellhausen
(HeiderUum, pp. 99 sqq.). The passages referred to

in these two authors demonstrate that such a stone

was more than an altar; it was the visible embodi-
ment of the presence of deity. The same might
be shown in the customs of other peoples, as for

example, the Samoans (cf. Turner, Samoa, London,
1884, pp. 24, 281). This anointing of sacred stones

is a custom followed by the Samoyeds to this day,
and was known in Russia and in the west of Ireland

in the early part of the last century. The custom
is entirely on a par with the superstitious practise,

only recently abandoned, in remote parts of Wales
and Comwsdl, of putting pins and other trifles in

wells and springs reputed to have healing qualities,

doubtless in pagan times the seat of worship (cf.

Folk-Lore, in which many examples are given).

The Greek and Roman custom of pouring a libation

to Neptune into the sea at the beginning of a voy-
age mdU occur to the reader as a survival from the
time when the sea was a deity and not merely the
domain of one.

The stone (in the Old Testament the word is

often rendered " pillar," q.v.) and cairn " or wit-

ness " (Gen. xxxi. 45-54; cf. Josh. xxiv. 26-27
with xxii. 26-27) were almost certainly such em-
bodiments of the presence of deity (note the words,
(}en. xxxi. 52, " This heap be witness and this

pillar [stone] be witness," and, in Josh., " It [this

stone] hath heard "); the covenant and oath were
under the protection of the deity there present

(cf. Baal-berith = " Baal [protector] of the cove-

nant," Judges viii. 33, and El-berith= "God [pro-

tector] of the covenant," Josh. ix. 46, R. V., and the

Greek Zeus orkios = " Zeus [protector] of the

oath "). In the GrenesiB passage the covenant-
making feast, at which the clan and the deity were
commensals, followed the appeal to the covenant-
guarding object. And while the fact is not ex-

pressly stated, that the pillar of Jacob and Laban
was anointed hardly admits of question, in view of

the custom attending the holding of such a feast-

sacrifice. At least in early times, then, the same
object was sometimes both divinity and altar.

The next step shows the differentiation between
the two. The later Arabic term for altar is niub
from the same root as the Hebrew mof^ah (" pil-

lar "). It has been shown by W. R. Smith and
Wellhausen in the works already cited that the

ansab (pi. of nufb) were stones, the objects of woi^
ship, and later merely altars. This shows a devel-

opment in conception. A similar unfolding took
place in Hebrew practise (see II., below), where

stones are shown to have been used

3. Altar and as altars. But often among the He-
Divinity brews the stone pillar was retained,

Differen- an altar was erected, and the two
tiated. stood side by side (Hos. iii. 4; Isa.

xix. 19). Then the pillars came to

be more or less ornate (cf. the Greek HemuB and
the two pillars in Solomon's Temple, 1 Kings vii.

15-22, which last are hard to explain except as a
transference to the Temple of the pillars custom-
ary at shrines). That the masf^ah represented

deity is now generally granted. The old custom
of applying the sacrifice to the monolith had become
outworn; it was no longer deity but only deity's

representative, and the altar was provided on which
to place (or, in the case of fire-sacrifices, to consume)
the offerings.

That the altars were rude at first, and that the

elaborate ones of later times were the product of

developed esthetic perceptions, is as clear from
archeological investigations as is the development
of the house and temple from the simple cave or

booth dwellings, and of the elaborate ritual from
the simple worship of primitive ages.

The location of altars is implicitly indicated in

the foregoing. Wherever deity indicated its pres-

ence either by some such subjective manifestation
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as a dream, or by terreBtrial phenomena such as the

issue of a fountain or of subterranean gases, or by
such supposed interference in the sphere of human
events as by a storm which changed the fortime of

battle, or by aerial i^enomena such as the forma^

tion of thunder-claps with resultant lightning on
the crest of a mountain—thither men brought their

o£Ferings and there altars were found or placed.

Natundly the tops of hUls (see High Places) and
groves were universally adopted; and these passed

from early to late possessors of the lands as sacred

places. The one test was the supposed residence

or frequent attendance of deity at the spot.

IL In the Old Testament: The altars of the

oldest code were of earth, and therefore simple

mounds, or of unhewn stones (Ex.

I. Pre-Deu- xx. 24). (Were the two mules'

teronomic burden of earth, II Kings v. 17, for

and Deu- an altar?) Sometimes a single boulder
teronomic. or monolith sufficed (Josh. xxiv. 26-

27; cf. xxii. 26-27; Judges vi. 20;

I Sam. vi. 14, xiv. 33; I Kings i. 9). For the

cairn as an altar, note Gen. xxxi. 45-54, and cf

.

xxviii. 18. As late as the Deuteronomic code
-(Deut. xxvii. 5) undressed stone is specified as the

material for the altar, and the height of the altar

is limited. The elaboration in form and material

of the altars of Solomon (I Kings viii. 64) and of

Ahaz (II Kings xvi. 10-11) are directly traceable

to contact with outside culture and the develop-

ment of esthetic perception and desire (see Art,
Hebrew). The locations correspond closely with

primitive,usage and with the fact that early Hebrew
worship was in large part derived from or coalesced

with Canaanitic practise. " High places," i.e.,

the tops of hills, were especially us^, and there

are several traces of tree and fountain altars, e.g.,

the Paneas source of the Jordan and the Fountain
of Siary near Jerusalem.

Post-Deuteronomic means exilic or postexilic

and the history of the Hebrew altar is botmd up
with that of the Temple. The ef-

a. Post- fects of contact with advanced cul-

Deuter- ture are shown in the elaborated

onomic. structure and equipment, while

the differentiation of the altar of

burnt o£Fering and that of incense tells the story of

advancing elaboration of cult. The " table of

showbread " was in form and purpose an altar.

Geo. W. Gilmore.
in. In the Christian Church: The oldest desig-

nation of the place of celebration of the " Lord's

Supper " is " the Lord's table " (Gk. trapexa kuriou,

1 Cor. X. 21). This expression or " table " alone

or with an adjective (" holy, sacred, mystic table;
"

trapexa htera, hoffia, mystiki, etc.) is used by the

Greek Fathers. The general Greek word for altar

(thynasUrian) is less frequently used and bOmos
is purposely avoided. The Latin writers use menaa,

altaref aUariunif but show repugnance to ara,

1. Before the Reformation : a. To about the Tear
1000: As the oldest meeting-places of Christian

worship, rooms in ordinary dwellings, differed essen-

tially from the Jewish sanctuary in Jerusalem and
from the temples of the Greeks and Romans, so also

the " table of the Lord " differed from the Jewish

and heathen altars; and it is significant that the
absence of altars in the Christian service was es-

pecially offensive to the heathen (Minudus Felix,

Odaviua, 10; Origen, wntra Celnan, vii. 64, viii.

17; Cyprian, Ad Demetrianum, 12). The celebration

of the agape and the Eucharist required a table,

and it was but natural that the first disciples of the
Lord, like himself, should celebrate the sacred meal

about and on a table. When the
X. Form religious service was transferred from

and private houses to special buildings,

Stmctnre. the exclusive use of tables for the
celebration of the Eucharist was still

continued. The frequent notices that the perse-

cuted soun^t and found a safe hiding-place beneath
the altar or embraced the legs of the altar as a sign

of their distress (cf. Schmid, pp. 31-^2, 69-70),

as weU ss notices in Gregory of Tours {Miracu-
lorum libri vii., i. 28) and Paulus SUentiarius (Z>e-

scriptio ecckaia 8. SophuB, pp. 752 sqq.), that the
altars in St. Peter's at Rome and in St. Sophia at

Constantinople were supported by columns, pre-

suppose the table-form of the altar. The recol-

lection of this original form has never been lost in

the Church, and to this day the table-altar is the
rule in the Greek Church.
When relics firat began to be transferred from

their original resting-places to churches, their

receptacles were placed beneath the altar—seldom
before or behind it, and not until the Middle Ages
above it. The- space was then sometimes walled
up, giving the altar a coffin- or chest-like form.

Such altars are fotmd here and there as early as the

fifth century, and during the Middle Ages they
became usual. The terms martyrium and eonfeasio

were applied to such tombs as well as to the crypt-

like space which held the coffin (area), to the coffin

itself, and to the altar. To make it possible to

scQ and touch the holy contents an opening (Jenea-

trdla) was left in front with a lattice of metal
or marble (tranaenna) or two doors {regioUe). It

must not be assumed that all altars of the Middle
Ages were provided with relics. A canopy
(ciborium), supported by piUars, was frequently

found as early as the time of Constantine. The
material used was wood, stone, and metal; gold,

silver, and precious stones were sometimes em-
ployed.

It was usual in antiquity to spread a table with
a cloth in preparation for a banquet, and this custom

was transferred to " the table of the

a. Accet- Ijord." Gptatus of Mileve in the second
Bories and half of the fourth century Ib the first to

Omamenta- mention such a covering (De ackia-

tion. mate Donatialorum, vi. 1, 5). Thence-
forth altar-cloths are more frequently

mentioned. Their size can not be determined.

They seem to have been generally of linen, though
other materials, as silk and gold-brocade, were
used. Only one such covering was used at first,

later the number varied. To this period belongs

the corporale (called also paUa carparalia, oporto-

Hum dominici eorporia, Gk. aindSn), in which the

bread intended for the oblation was wrapped (Isi-

dore of Pelusium, Epiat,, i. 123). Later there were
two corporalia (or paUa): one spread over the altar-
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doths, on which the holy vesselB stood; the other

used to cover the cup and the paten. In time the

name carporoU was restricted to the first of these,

and ipaXUi was used for the second. Both were of

hnen. Among the most elaborate and costly of

alta»ippendagee in the Romanesque period were
the anltptndia or frontalia, which were used as

decorations for the altar-front; the back and the

sides of the altar also were often adorned in like

manner. When altars of gold and silver are men-
tioned it is probable that in most cases metal plates

in the front of the altar are meant. The oldest

specimens which have been preserved date from
the ninth to the twelfth centuries. They represent

scenes from Bible history and the lives of saints,

usually with the figure of Christ in the center.

Precious stones and glass are inserted. Ante-

pendia were also made of costly cloths with gold

and silver embroidery, and mosaics and rdiefs

were built into the sides of the altar. Crosses are

represented in these decorations, and stood near

altars; they were also placed above or hung below

the dorium, but in the first millennium crucifixes

did not stand on the altars. In like manner lamps
were hung from the ciboria or stood about the altars,

but not on them.
At first there was only one altar in the place of

worship, s3rmbolic of unity. In a basilica without

transepts it stood at the center of the chord of the

apse. The Eastern Church retained the single

altar; but in the West the number increased under

the influence of the custom of private masses and
the veneration of relics. A church in Gaul in the

time of Gregory the Great (d. 604) had
3. Namber thirteen; the cathedral at Magde-

and burg, forty-^ight. After the year

VarietiM 1000 altars received different names
of Altan. according to their position and use.

The ^nain altar was called the aUare

majus, eapitaneumf cardinalef magistrumf or prin-

cipale, " high altar "; the others were altaria

mmara. After Alexander VI. began to grant

special indulgences at certain altars the term aUan
privUegiatvm came into use; a mass for the dead
read at such an altar brought plenary indulgence.

Abbey-churches had an altar dedicated to the holy

cross laUan sanda cruciB), placed between the

choir and the nave, and intended for the lay

brothers. Portable altars {aUaria viatica^ portor

biUa, itineraria, gestataria, malaria) are mentioned

from the seventh century; they were used by mis-

sionaries, prelates, and princes on journeys.

b. Trom the Tear 1000 to 1800: The increasing

veneration which was pud to relics led early in this

period to a desire to place holy remains on the altar

—not beneath it or near it as had been done pre-

viously. In the thirteenth century, relics on the

altar were a part of its regular equipment. When
the entire body of a saint was removed from its

original resting-place some special provision for

its shrine had to be made, and this led to an ex-

tension of the altar at the rear {retabulum). Wood
or stone was used, and decorations similar to those

of altars were provided. In some instances such

Tttalnila took the place of the canopies; where the

latter were retained they began to be inade in two

stories, the relic-case being put in the upper one.

Biany such cases have been preserved; they are
made of copper, silver, gold, and ivory, and are
ornamented with enamel, filigree-work, and gems.
Altars were surrotmded with columns connected
by cross-bars from which curtains hung. Railings

fencing off the altar were known to the earlier time,

but were not general. They became more common
with the growing distinction between clergy and
laity, and as the number of the clergy increased,

the sise of the chancel became greater. From the

thirteenth century, crosses, crucifixes, and candles

appear on the altar. The position of the cross and
the lights was not fixed, and the latter numbered
one or two, seldom more. Other articles which
belonged to the altar furniture were gospel-books,

often in costly binding, flabella, little bells, and
thuribles.

0. From 1800 to the Beformatlon : The cibonum
altar lasted through the period of Romanesque art

and even defied the infiuence of the Gothic. In
France the retabulum was retained till toward 1400,

but in Germany before that time it gave way to

higher structures built upon the altar. The tend-

ency to regard such additions as mere receptacles

for the relic-cases disappeared. The holy remains

were again placed within the altar, or, if retained

upon it, filled only a subordinate part. Wood
came to be more generally used as material. Doors
were provided for the shrine. Later both shrine

and doors were set upon a pedestal {predella), which
after 1475 became an integral part of the altar.

The earlier altars of ttus period hold rigidly to the

Gothic style, but later more freedom is apparent.

Carving, sculpture, reliefs, and painting were freely

used as decoration.

2. Since the Reformation: The Reformed
Churehes undertook to remove all accessories of

medieval worship, including the altar, for which they

substituted a simple table. The Lutheran dhurehes,

however, aiming merely to do away with that which

was contrary to Scripture, opposed only the con-

ception of the " table of the Lord " as a sacrificial

altar. The secondary altars were no longer used,

but were not always removed from
X. Lutheran the churehes. The high altar was

and generally reserved for the celebration

Reformed of the Lord's Supper, the relic-cases

Churches, with the monstrance and host being

removed, and the decorations with

the crucifixes and lights, and the antependia and
the like being retained. The relics beneath the

altar were sometimes merely covered over, not

disturbed. New altars built for evangelical churehes

during the first half of the sixteenth century fol-

lowed the general plan and structure of those al-

ready existing. In the paintings Bible scenes or

events of the Reformation took the place of inci-

dents in saints' lives. Portraits of founders and
their families were introduced. The general form
and structure were made subordinate to the paint-

ings, but in the latter half of the century the arehi-

tectural features sometimes obscured the paintings.

Dining the baroco period altars and all chureh
fiuniture shared in the generally depraved taste

of the time. From the middle of the seventeenth
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oentuzy the pulpit began to be placed behind the

altar, and elevated above it, and then the organ and
ehoir were placed above the piilpit. The resiilt

WBB to dwarf and degrade the adtar, and the taste-

less pictures and other decorations of the time do
not diminish the displeasing effect. The nineteenth

century brought a return to the early Christian

and Gothic forms. The altars of the latest time

are marked by eclecticism and by a striving after

novelty which often mixes discrepant elements.

(NiKOUkUB MOllbr.)

In the Church of E^ngland, after the Refonnation

much stress was laid by many Reformers on bring-

ing the altar down into the body of the church and
designating it as the "Holy Table/' the name

which it nearly always bears in the

a. The Prayer-book. By the eighteenth cen-

Chisrch of tuiy it had usually assumed the shape

England, of a small table, frequently concealed

from sight by the immense structure

of pulpit and reading-desk in front of it; but with

the Tractarian and Ritualist movements of the

nineteenth century and the increasing frequency

and reverence of the celebration of the Eucharist, it

gradually resumed its former shape and dignity.

In the American Episcopal Church this change was
productive of bitter controversy, and about 1850

the retention of a table wUh legs was considered a

sign of unimpeachable Protestant orthodoxy.
Bibuoobapht: On i>rimitiv« altan, besides the works men-

tioned in the text, consult: C. Maurer. De oris OreBeorum
pluribiM deU in eommicns jmsiKf, Darmstadt. 1886; Ei
B. TVlor, Early HiaL of Mankind, London, 1878; idem,

HmC o/ CivUiMaHon, ib. 1891; J. Q. Eraser. QoUUn Bough,
3 vols., ib. 1900. On Jewish altars: F. Scholtm, Q&UenditnMt
undZaiuberweMn, Recensburs. 1865; C. Piepenbrinc. Hi$-

toin dea lieux ds euUe si du aacerdoce en /sroct. in RUR,
xxvr. (1891) 1-60. 133-186; Bensinger. AnMohgia, f 52;
Nowaek. ArehAoloaie, ii.. §§ 73 sqq.; A. van Hoonaoker, La
Hau dtt euUa dana la Ugitlation ritualla daa Hebraux, 1894;

A. F. von GaU. AUiaraalitiacha KuUaUUU, in ZATW, iii.

(1898). On Christian altars: J. Pocklincton. AUara Chria-

Hanum, London, 1637; Sven Bring, Disserio/fto AisCortco

da fundaiiona at dotaHona aUarium, ib. 1751; J. Blaek-

bume, A Brief Hiatorioal Inquiry into Aa Introduction of

Stona AUara into Iha Chriatian Church, Cambridge. 1844;

On tha HiaL of Chriatian AUara, published by the Cam-
bridge Camden Society. 1845; M. Meurer, AUarachmudc,
Leipsio, 1867; A. Sohmid, Dar chriatticha AUar und 9ain

Sdunudi, Ratisbon. 1871; Charles Rohault de Fleury. La
Maaaa, Hudaa ardUologiquaa aur aaa monu$Hanta, 8 vols.,

Paris. 1883-89 (the most oomprehensive oolleotion of the
material, with illustrations, to the dose of the Romanesque
period); E. U. A. MQnsenberger and 8. Beisel. ZurKannt-
niaa und Witrdiffuno dar mittelaUarUehan AWtra DatUach-

landa, 2 vols., Frankfort. 1885-1901; V. SUts. OoOkiaeha

AWtra, Berlin. 1886; A. Hartel. AWtra und Kanalar daa

MiUaUUera und dar Neuant, Berlin, 1892; N. MUller.

UAar daa deuiachrevangaliaeha Ktrchiangthtaida tm Jahr'
hundart dar Reformation, Leipdc, 1895; H. D. M. Spenoe,
WhUa Robe of Churchaa, pp. 210-243, New York, 1900;

E. Bishop, Hiatory of tha Chriatian AUar, London, 1906.

Consult also works on Christian archeology and Christian

art. especially Christian architecture.

ALTAR-BREAD : The bread used in the Roman
Catholic and Greek churches in the Sacrament of

the Eucharist. It is made from pure wheaten
flour,m xed with water, and baked, all conditions be-

ing regulated by str'ct law. The Council of Flor-

enoe, to meet the contention of Michael Onnilarius

that the Latins (fid not possess the Eucharist

because of their use of unfermented bread, defined

that either kind may be validly employed. Never-

theless, it is unlawful to-day for a Latin priest

to use fermented, or for a Greek priest, except
in the Armenian and Maronite rites, to use un-
fermented bread. The practise of the Greeks
has always been the same, but in the Western
Church both fermented and unfermented bread
were employed down to the ninth century. The
altar-bread is also called a host, because of the
victim whom the sacramental species are destined

to conceal. In the Latin Chiurch the host is cir-

cular in form, bearing an image of the crucifixion

or the letters I. H. S., and is of two sixes; the larger

is consumed by the celebrant or preserved for solemn
exposition, and the smaller given to the people in

communion. The name " particles " given to the
smaller hosts recalls the fact that down to the
eleventh century communion was distributed to

the faithful by breaking off portions of a large bread
consecrated by the celebrant. The large host of

the Greeks is rectangular in shape, and the small
host triangular. Great care is taken in the prep-
aration of altar-breads, many synodal enactments
providing that it shall be conunitted only to clerics

or to women in religious communities.
John T. Crbagh.

ALTAR-CARDS: Three cards, containing cer-

tain prayers of the mass, placed on the altar

in Roman Catholic churches, the central card
being larger than those placed at either end. Their
introduction dates from the sixteenth century,

when the middle card began to be employed as an
aid to the memory of the celebrant and to relieve

him from the necessity of continually referring

to the missal. When the reading of the beginning
of St. John's Gospel was prescribed, the card on the
Gospel side was added, and later, to make the
arrangement appear symmetrical, the third card
came into use. In masses celebrated by a bishop,

the practise anterior to the sixteenth century is

maintained by the substitution of a book called

the canon, from which are read the prayers usually

printed on altar-cards. Since most of these prayers
are to be said secretly or inaudibly, altar-esoxls are

sometimes called secret-cards. John T. Crkagh.

ALTAR-CLOTHS, See Aivfar, III., 1, a, J 2.

ALTENBURG, COLLOQUY OF. See Pkilif-
PI8T .

ALTENSTEDfy Ol'^ten-stoin', KARL FREIHERR
V05 STEIN ZX7M: German statesman, first

minister of public worship in Prussia (1817-40);

b. at Ansbach (20 m. w.s.w. of Nuremberg), Ba-
varia, Oct. 1, 1770; d. in Berlin May 14, 1840.
He lost his fatherat the age of nine, and to the fact

that his character was formed under the influence
of his mother has been attributed his incapacity
in after-life for making thoroughgoing and clear-

cut decisions. He was educated in Yds birthplace

and at the universities of ErUngen and G6ttingen,
where he studied law primarily, but found plenty
of time for researches in philosophy, especially the
philosophy of religion, and the natural sciences.

In 1703 he received a minor legal appointment at
Ansbach, which in the mean time had become
Prussian. Here he was \mder Hardenberg, who
recognized his ability and had him transferred to
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Berlin in 1799. At the capital he gaihed the repu-

tation of an authority in &iancial matters, and was
made a privy councilor in the financial department
in 1803, succeeding Stein as minister of finance in

1808. Unable to cope with the almost impossible

task of satisfying the demands of Napoleon, he

retired in 1810. Hardenberg, who had been com-
pelled to join in overthrowing him, tried three years

later to bring him back to public life, and in 1817

secured his appointment as head of the newly
founded ministry of public worship, education, and
medicine. These important branches of public

administration had until then formed departments

of the ministry of the interior, and had tMsen badly

managed.
Altenstein took up religious questions as a man

who understood and cared for them, though his

Christianity had a decidedly rationalistic tinge. Dif-

ficulties of many kinds beset him during his long

tenure of office, arising partly from the determined

and obstinate character of his sovereign and partly

from demagogic opposition, as well as from the great

Halle controversy of 1830 and from the vexed
question of the Catholic attitude in regard to mixed
marriages. When, in 1824, without his knowledge,

the direction of education was taken from Nicolo-

vius and given to Von Kamptz, Altenstein was on
the verge of resigning his post, but he decided that

it waa hiaduty to remain . One of the great achieve-

ments of his administration was the systematic

improvement to a remarkable extent of primary

and secondary education. (F. Boess.)

BiBUOomAPBT : Freiherr von Stein, in DtutMdu Rnue, vol.

iL. 1882; H. Treitochlce, Deutache Qtthiehls in 19. Jahr-
Attntfarl. Leipsio, 1882; ADB, yol.xxxvi.

ALTHAMER, Ol'thOm'^er, ANDREAS (sometimes

known by the Greek form of his name, Palaios-

phyra): German Reformer; b. in the village of

Brenx, near Gundelfingen (28 m. n.w. of Augsburg),

Warttemberg, c. 1500; d. at Ansbach, probably

in 1519. He studied at Leipsic and Tabingen.

In 1524 he is found settled as priest at Gmtind in

Swabia, where he was the leader of the evangelical

party, and he remained there after he had been

deposed and had married. He escaped with diffi-

culty in the reaction of the Swabian League, and
fled to Wittenberg, remaining there nine months
and proceeding to Nuremberg in the summer of

1526. His Lutheran convictions were now mature,

snd he maintained a constant literary activity

against both the Zwinglians and the Roman Cath-

olics. He was pastor at Eltersdorf, near Erlangen,

in 1527, deacon at St. Sebaldus's, Nuremberg, in

1528; he took part aa an ardent Lutheran in the

disputation at Bern, and in the same year was
called to Ansbach to assist in spreading the Refor-

mation in Brandenburg. In November he pub-
lished a complete catechism, remarkable not only

for the clearness and precision of its teaching, but
also as being the first work of the kind to take the

title of catechism. For the next few years he was
the soul of the Protestant party in that part of

Germany, and by his untiring energy and gifts of

organisation did much in the development there

of the evangeiicai religion. Of his theological

woriLB may be mentioned his AnnoUUianes in Jacobi

Epiatolam (Strasbiurg, 1527), which carried still

further Luther's views of that epistle, though it was
modified in the edition of 1533. His notes on the
Germania of Tacitus, published in complete form
1536, have preserved his fame as a classical scholar

even where the Reformer has been forgotten.

(T. KOLDE.)
BxBLioaRAPHT: T. Kolde, AndreoM AUhamer, der Human

niat uvd Reformator in BrandenbursfAnsbaeh^ ErlADgen,
1896 (oontains a reprint of his cateohism).

ALTHAUS, PAUL: German Protestant; b. at
Fallersleben (17 m. n.e. of Brunswick) Dec. 29,

1861. He was educated at the universities of

Erlangen and G6ttingen, and held various pastor-

ates from 1887 to 1897, when he was appointed
associate professor of practical and systematic
theology at the University of GOttingen, becoming
full professor two yean later. He has written Die
historiacke und dogmcUiaehe Grundlage der ItUheri-

8chen TauflUurgie (Hanover, 1893) and Die HeUs-
bedetUimg der Taufe im Neuen Testament (Gtitersloh,

1897).

ALTING, JOHANN HEINRICH : Reformed theo-

logian; b. at Emden (70 m. w.n.w. of Bremen),
East Friesland, Feb. 17, 1583; d. at Groningen
(92 m. n.e. of Amsterdam) Aug. 25, 1644. He stud-

ied at Groningen and Herbom, acted as tutor for

several German princes, and traveled as far as

England. In 1613 he became professor of dog-
matics at Heidelberg, and in 1616 director of

the seminary in the CoUegium SapienticB, Leaving
Heidelberg because of the disturbances of the

Thirty Years' war, he went to Holland, and in 1627
was appointed professor at Groningen. He was
oneof the delegates from the Palatinate to theSynod
of Dort (1618-19) and was a decided but Bib-
lical predestinarian. He collaborated on the Dutch
Bible version. He published nothing during his

lifetime; after his death his son, Jacob Alting (b. at

Heidelberg 1618; d. at Groningen, where he was
professor of Hebrew, 1679) published several of

his works, the most noteworthy being the Theoloffia

hiatorica (Amsterdam, 1664), a pioneer work on
the history of doctrine. (E. F. K^rl MCller.)

ALTMAim, alt'mOn: Bishop of Passau 1065-

91; d. at Zeiselmauer (12 m. n.w. of Vienna),

Lower Austria, Aug. 8, 1091. A We^tphalian of

noble birth, he became first a student and then head
of the school of Paderbom. Later he was provost

of Aachen, then chaplain to Henry III., after whose
death he was attached to the household of the Em-
press Agnes. In 1064 he made the pilgrimage to

Jerusalem, and was chosen bishop of Passau before

his return. He adhered steadfastly to Gregory
VII. in his conflict with Henry IV., and was the

first of the German bishops to proclaim against the

king the sentence of excommunication which had
been pronounced in Rome. He allied himself

with the South German princes, and acted as papal

legate in the assemblies at Ulm and Tribur in the

autumn of 1076. Rudolf of Swabia had no more
faithful partisan. As a result of tlus attitude,

Altmann had to leave his diocese, which suffered

severely (1077-78) from Henry's resentment. He
went to Rome early in 1079, and was there when
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Gregory VII. hurled a second anathema at Henry
in the synod of 1080. He returned to Germany
as permanent papal vicar. Under his influence

Liutpold of Austria broke with Henry, and Altmann
was able to. return to Passau. After Rudolf's

death (Oct. 15, 1080), he was entrusted with the

pope's instructions with regard to the setting up
of a new contestant for the throne, and Hermann
of Luxembiurg was chosen (Aug., 1081). Altmann
does not appear as leader of the papal party in

Germany after Liutpold's defeat by the Bohemians
at Mailberg in 1082. He maintained himself for a

while in the eastern part of his diocese, Passau itself

being held by an opposition bishop, and rejected

all compromise. In the internal administration

of his diocese his policy was vigorously Hildebran-

dine. (Carl Mirbt.)

Bibxjoobapbt: Hu life, by an anonymous author of the

twelfth century, ed. W. Wattenbaoh. is in MOH,
Script, xii. (1856) 220-243; another life by Rupert,
abbot of Gottweig (d. 1199;, is in MPL, ezlviii.; and
there are modem Uree by T. Wiedemann, AucBburc, 1861,

J. StQls. Vienna, 1858, and A. Linaenmesrer. Paaaau, 1891.

Consult C. Mirbt, Dis Pvhlinaiik im ZeiiaUer Or^oon VII.,

Le i>8ic, 1894; W. Martens, Qrtaor VII., ib. 1894; Hauck,
/CD.iii.341.

ALTMAHN, WELHELM: German librarian and
historian; b. at Adelnau (fi5 m. s.e. of Posen)

Apr. 4, 1862. He was educated at the universities

of Breslau, Marburg, and Berlin (Ph.D., 1885),

and was librarian successively at Breslau (1886-

89), Greifswald (1889-1900), and Berlin (1900-06),

being appointed chief librarian of the musical col-

lection in the Royal Library of Berlin in 1906.

In theology his position is liberal. He has written

Wdhl Albreeht8 II, gum rGmischm K&nig (Berlin,

1886); Der Rdmerzug Ludwiga de% Baiem (1886);

Studien zu EberhaH Windecke (1891); Die Urkun-
den Kaiser Sigiemunda (2 vols., Innsbruck, 1896-99);

and Richard WagnerB Briefe nach ZeUfolgung und
InhaU (Leipsic, 1905). He has also edited, among
other worics, Acta N. Gramis (Breslau, 1890);

AitegewMte Urkunden tur Erl&vtenmg der Ver-

faaaungsgeachichte Deutschlands im MtUdalter (Ber-

lin, 1891; in collaboration with £. Bemheim); and
Eberhart Windeffes DenkwUrdigkeUen zwr Geechichte

dee ZeitaUers Kaiser Sigiemunds (1893).

ALTRUIST COMMUNITY. SeeCoMMUNiBM,II.,2.

ALUMBRADOS. See Alombradob.

ALUMNATE: A term used to denote the po-

sition of a student in an episcopal or papal semi-

nary. In order to enter such an institution the

candidate must be capable of receiving orders and
have the express intention of taking them. The
seminarist receives the privileges of the clerical

state as soon as he is tonsured, even before ordina^

tion. The alunmi of the seminaries and colleges

for the training of missionaries have special priv-

ileges, on condition that when they enter the college

they solemnly swear not to join any religious order,

but as secular priests to devote their whole lives to

missionary work, under the general direction of the

Propaganda, to which they are required to make
annual reports. (£. Frisdberq.)
BiBUooBAnrr: P. Hinacfaiua, Jtircftmfwdkf, iv. 603 aqq.

517. Berlin, 1888; O. Me|er, JHt Propaganda, i. 73 aqq..

226 aqq., OAttincon, 1862.

ALVAR OF CORDOVA (caUed also Paul Alw):
Spanish Christian champion against the Moham-
medans; b. about 800; d. about 861. His ances-
tors appear to have been Jews, and his family was
wealthy. He lived, highly esteemed, upon an
inherited estate near CSordova, where he was edu-
cated with his lifelong friend Eulog^us (q.v.) by
the abbot Speraindeo (d. before 852), author of a
work against Islam and of a glorification of two
Christian brothers who suffered martyrdom under
Abd al-Rahman II. From this teacher Alvar and
his fellow pupil imbibed a feeling of hatred toward
the Mohammedans. Spanish Christians at the time
were filled with a fanatical longing for martyrdom
and found an easy way to the attaizmient of their

desire by publicly revfiing Mohammed, which was
forbidden imder the penalty of death. Alvar en-
couraged such proceedings, while Eulogius, after

some hesitation, became the soul of the movement.
In Alvar's chief work, the Indiculus luminosvLa

(854), he undertakes to prove that Mohammed
was a precursor of Antichrist and that it was there-

fore permissible to revile him. That he did not
himself seek a martyr's death is explained by the
often-repeated assertion of Eulogius, that only
such should sacrifice themselves as were ripe for

eternal life through personal holiness. The move-
ment died out after Eulogius had suffered (859),

and Alvar then wrote his friend's life in a strain

of extravagant glorification. His last and most
mature work was a Confeeeio, imitated (but not
slavishly) from the Oratio ipto eorreptione vita of

Isidore of Seville; in mystico-contemplative form
it expresses deep contrition and the longing for

salvation. A few of Alvar's Latin poems have
been preserved, and a lAber edniiUarum, a sort of

Christian ethics in the form of a collection of quo-
tations from Biblical and ecclesiastical writers, is

ascribed to him with probability by a Gothic
manuscript of Madrid (cf. MPL, xc. 94-95). His
works are in MPL, cxv., cxxi.

Bxblioobapht: W. yon Battdiann, BvXogiuB umd Alvar^
Leipsie. 1872.

ALYPIUS, SAINT : 1. A saint of the Roman
Calendar; b. of a prominent family at Thagaste,
Numic^a, in the fourth century. He became a
pupil of Augustine in Carthage and later one of his

most devoted friends, and was converted from
Manicheanism by him. He preceded Augustine
to Rome to study law and was assessor there to
the court of the Italian treasury. When Augustine
went to Milan, Alypius accompanied him, attended
the preaching of Ambrose, was converted to Chris-

tianity, and baptized with Augustine on Easter,

387. With Augustine he returned to Africa and
lived with him at Thagaste till in 391 Augustine
became bishop of Hippo and Alypius abbot of a
monastery at Thagaste. In 394 he became bbhop
of Thagaste and survived Augustine. Hb day
is Aug. 15. He is mentioned many times in Augus-
tine's "Confessions" (v*i. 7-16 and elsewhere),

and several of Augustine's letters to him have been
preserved.

2. A saint of the Greek Calendar; b. at Adria-
nople about 550. In imitation of Simeon he stood
upon a pillar, hence was called The Stylite. He
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is said to have died at the age of 108, and to have
spent his laat fifty yean on his pillar. His day
is Nov. 26. See Sttlites.

Bibuoobapht: 1. A8B, Aug-* iii. 201-208. 2. Simeon
MetaphraatM. Viia mneH AlypU Cion«fa«, ed. L. Suriiu, in

IM prabaiiM mnetorum hitionU, Nov.. rl BS&-695, Coloffne.

1575.

ALZOG, Ol'tsoH, JOHAHN BAPTIST: Roman
Catholic; b. at Oblau (17 m. s.e. of Breslau), Sile-

sia, June 20, 1808; d. at Freiburg-im-Breisgau

Mar. 1, 1878. He studied at Breslau and Bonn,
served as private tutor, and was ordained priest

in 1834. He became professor of church hiistory

and exegesis at Posen (1836), Hildesheim (1845),

and Freiburg (1853). While at Posen he supported
his archbishop, llartin von Dunin (q.v.) in his

measures against mixed marriages. In 1869 he
became a member of the commission on dogma
in the preparation for the Vatican Cotmcil, and was
the only member of the commission who held the

declaration of papal infallibility as wholly inoppor-

tune. His chief works were: Univeraalffesdiichte

der chridlichen Kircke vam katholtachen Stand-

jnmkU (Mainz, 1841; 10th ed. by F. X. Kraus,

Hondimeh der aUgemeinen Kircherigeackichie, 2
vols., 1882; Eng. transl., from 9th ed., 3 vols.,

Cincinnati, 1874-78, new ed., 1903; it is said that

the English translation does not faithfully repro-

duce the original, being less candid and reliable);

Grundriss der Patrologie oder die OUem ehrist'

lichen LiUerarffeachichte (Freiburg, 1866); Die deut-

achen Plenarien im ISten und zu Anfang de8 tOten

Jahrhtmderta (1874).

BnuooKAPRT: F. X. Kraus, OmiddUniagnde auf Johannu
AUog, Frelbuis. 1879.

AHADEISTS, See Francis, Saint, of Assibi,

AND THK Franciscan Order, III., § 7.

AMALARIUS, am-a-la'rf-us, OF METZ (AMA-
LARinS SYMPHOSIUS): Liturgical writer of

the ninth century; b. about 780; d. 850 or 851.

In his yout^ he enjoyed the instruction of Alcuin,

and Mets has commonly been regarded as the

place of his principal activity. He appears as a
deacon at the Synod of Aachen in 817, and was
mainly responsible for the patristic part of the

Regula Aquiagranenaia, which imposed the canonical

life upon the clergy of the empire. In 825, now a
chorepiscojmaf he was in Paris for the synod called

by Louis in connection with the iconoclastic con-

troversy, and was selected by the emperor, with

Halitgar of Cambrai, to accompany the papal

envoys to Constantinople about this matter. The
authorities do not relate whether he accomplished

the mission, but it is certain that he once visited

Constantinople. His principal work (written not

earlier than 819) was De eccUeiasticia officiia, in

which he discusses all liturgical usages, the festivals

and offices of the Church, and the vestments of the

clergy down to the smallest detail, from the stand-

point of mystical symbolism. The diversities

between the German antiphonaries next drew
his attention, and in 831 he went to Rome to ask

Gregory IV. to issue an authorized Roman antipho-

nary. The pope did not see his way to do this,

but he called Amalarius's attenticm to the Roman
L—10

antiphonaries at the abbey of Corbie. He came
home to revise his earlier book in the light of new
sources, and compile an antiphonary based on the
Prankish ones together with these Roman texts;

the commentary on this forms his work De ordine
antiphofMTii, After the restoration of Louis to
the throne, the rebellious archbishop of Lyons,
Agobard (q.v.), was deposed, and Amalarius was
put in charge of his diocese. Here he used his power
to bring about a sweeping change in the liturgy,

but aroused strong opposition, led by the deacon
Florus, a warm partizan of Agobard, who worked
against Amalarius unceasingly, and finally ac-
cused him of heresy at the Synod of Quiercy in

838. The synod condemned some of his expres-
sions, and Agobard, shortly afterward returning
to Lyons, began to \mdo all that he had done in

regard to the liturgy. Nothing is known of his

later life, except that in the controversy over
GottschaJk's teaching he wrote in support of
Hincmar. He is said to have been biuied in the
abbey of St. Amulf at Metz. His writings give
an insight into the liturgical forms of the early
ninth century, and are especially illuminating on
the relation of the Gallican liturgies to the Roman,
which was gaining steadily in the Prankish empire.
To its permanent conquest over the Gallican,

Amalarius's work undoubtedly contributed. He is

also important from his influence on later medie-
val liturgiologists, many of whom follow his mys-
tical method, and most of whom quote him exten-
sively. He shows a wide knowledge of Scripture and
the Fathers, with praiseworthy diligence and con-
scientiousness in the use of his authorities. His
works are in JIfPL, cv. (Rudolf Sahrx.)
Bibliograpbt: R. MAnehmeyer, Amalar von Meta^ aein

Leben und Being Sekriften, ManBter. 1893; HUUrira litU-

raif de la France, vo\. vr.\ Ceillier, AtUeure Mcr^, yob.
xviii., xix.. Paris, 1762, 1754; Hefele, ConcUiengeeikiehie,
vol. iy.; R. Sahre, Der Liturgiker Amalariue, Dresden,
1893.

AMALARIUS OF TREVES (AMALARIUS FOR-
TUNATUS): Archbishop of Treves. Little is

known of his life, but he is not the same as the
liturgiologist Amalarius of Metz, with whom he
has been identified. He became archbishop about
809, and b supposed to be the Bishop Amalharius
whom Charlemagne commissioned about 811 to

consecrate the newly erected church at Hamburg.
In the spring of 813 he set out for Constantinople

with Abbot Peter of Nonantula, to bring to a
conclusion the negotiations for peace between the
Frankish and Byzantine courts. The envoys,

learning that Michael, to whom they were accred-

ited, had been succeeded by Leo V., remained
eighty days in Constantinople, and returned in

company with two Byzantine ambassadors, to

find Charlemagne's son Louis on the throne. This
is the last known fact in Amalarius's life. There
is no soHd foundation for the assumption that he
died in 814 or 816. Certain passages in a letter

of his to Hilduin, abbot of Saint-Denis (ed. G. Meier,

in Neuea Archiv fUr dUere deuiache Geachicktakunde,

xiii., 1887, 307-323), have led to the supposition

that he resigned his see (his successor Hetti wss in

possession of it in 816) and lived some time longer

as head of a monasteiy. His writing are a short
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treatise on baptism, formerly ascribed to Alcuin,

in answer to a letter of inquiry addressed by
Charlemagne to the archbishops of his empire

(in MPL, xcix. 887-902), and the Odoporieum
or Versus marini, a poem of eighty hexameters,

giving an account of his journey to Constantinople

(MPL, ci. 1287-88, among the works of Alcuin;

ed. E. DQmmler, in MOH, Poeta lot. ctvi Carol.,

i. 426-428, 1881; cf. Addenda, ii. 694).

(Rudolf Sahre.)

Bduoobapht: Rettbers, KD, i. 426-428; J. Marx. Ot-
wchiehi* dea Bnutifta Trim-, Trier, 1868-^2; Hauok. KD,
U.192.

AHALBK, am'a-lek, AMALEKITES, am'-olek-

aits: A Bedouin people who are somewhat prom-
inent in the older history of Israel. Their terri-

tory waa the steppes south of the hill-co\mtry of

Judea and the Sinaitic desert (the modem Tih;

(3en. xiv. 7; Ex. xvii. 8; Num. xiii. 29, xiv, 26,

43, 46; I Sam. xv. 4-7, xxvii. 8). From Judges

V. 14 and xii. 16 it has been conjectured that they

once dwelt in Palestine and were gradually driven

to the south. Neither the Old Testament nor

extra-Biblical soiu-ces give satisfactory informar

tion concerning their ethnographical rdations (cf

.

N6ldeke, Ueber die Amalekiler und einige andere

NachbarvMer der Isradilen, GOttingen, 1864).

Israel is said to have gained a great victory over

them at Rephidim while on the way to the prom-
ised land, and Yahweh then commanded the ex-

tirpation of this people (Ex. xvii. 8-16; cf. Deut.

XXV. 17-19; I Sam. xv. 2-5). Again when cer-

tain of the Israelites attempted, against Yahweh's
command, to enter Canaan from Kadesh, they

fell into the hands of the Amalekites (Num. xiv.

46). In post-Mosaic time the Kenites lived in the

southern part of the wilderness of Judah among
nomad Amalekites (Judges i. 16, LXX.). They are

said to have made forays against Israel in the

narratives of Ehud and Gideon (Judges iii. 13, vi. 3,

33, vii. 12), but it is doubtful if Amalekites were

expressly named in the sources from which these

narratives are drawn. At Samuel's command
Saul made war upon them and gained a great

victory; because he did not carry out the injimc-

tion to destroy them utterly he was rejected by
the prophet (I Sam. xv.). Their king, Agag, is

, here named, and their sheep, oxen, and other

possessions are mentioned, as well as a " city of

Amalek,'' which is not referred to elsewhere.

David attacked them after they had made a raid

upon Ziklag, and only those who had camels es-

caped (I Sam. XXX.). Thenceforth the Amalek-
ites disappear from history except for the notice,

in I Chron. iv. 42, that a band of Simeonites (prob-

ably in the time of Hezekiah) exterminated the

last remnant of them, dwelling on Mont Seir.

That Haman is called an Agagite in Esther iii. 1

(" an Amalekite," Josephus, Ant,, XI. vi. 6) has

no significance, owing to the character of the book.

(F. Buhl.)

Biblioorapht: A. DiUnuuin, Comm«niary on Otnena, on
ehaps. X. and xxxvi., 2 yols., Edinburgb. 1897 (best);

T. Ndldeke, Ueber die Amalekiler und einiffe andere ffach-

barvdiker der leradiien, QAtttncen. 1864; A. H. Sayoe,
Raeee of the Old TeelammU, London. 1891; DB. i. 77-78;
BB, I 128-131.

AMALRIC, Q-mal'rik (Fr. Amaury), OF BENA
AND THE AMALRICIANS, a-mal-rish'ons: A
notable representative of pantheism in the Middle
Ages and his followers. Amalric was bom at
Bena, near Ohartres, and toward the end of the
twelfth century lectured in Paris on philosophy
and theology. He enjoyed the reputation of a
subtle dialectician, and the favor of the Dauphin,
afterward King Louis VIII. How far be carried
his pantheism in the public teaching can not now
be determined; but his doctrine of the member-
ship of believers in the body of Christ waa so pan-
theistic in tendency that it aroused suspicion, and
he was accused of heresy by the chancellor of the
diocese, who exercised an official oversight over
the schools of Paris. In 1204 he was summoned
to Rome to give an account of his teaching before
Innocent III., who decided against him. Return-
ing to Paris, he was forced to recant. Soon after-

ward he died, and received churchly burial at St.-

llartin-des-Ohamps (1 m. e. of Morlaix, Finist^re).

After his death traces of a sect fonned by him were
discovered, and a synod waa called in Paris in 1209
to take measures for its suppression. Amalric's
teaching was condemned, and he himself was
excommunicated; nine ecclesiastics together with
William the Goldsmith, one of the seven prophets
of the sect, were burned at the stake. At the
Fourth Lateran Ck>uncil in 1216, Innocent III.

renewed the condemnation of Amalric's teaching.
There is no doubt that Amalric took up the

teaching of Johannes Scotus Erigena, and devel-
oped it into a thoroughgoing pantheism. Only
three propositions can certainly be ascribed to
Anudric himself: (1) that God is all things;

(2) that every (}hristian is bound to believe him-
self a member of Christ, and that none can be saved
without this faith; and (3) that no sin is imputed
to those who walk in love. The teaching of his

disciples is an expansion of these theses. God,
they said, has revealed himself thrice, and each
time more completely. With the incarnation in
Abraham the epoch of the Father begins; with
the incarnation in Mary, that of the Son; with
the incarnation in the Amalricians, that of the
Holy Spirit. As the coming of Christ set aside
the Mosaic law, so the sacraments and ordinances
of the second dispensation were now abolished.

The sect called the veneration of the saints idolatry;

the Church, the Babylon of the Apocalypse; the
pope, Antichrist. The revelation of tl^ Holy
Ghost in the hearts of the believers takes the place
of baptism, and is indeed the resurrection of the
dead and the kingdom of heaven; no other is to
be expected; nor is there any hell but the con-
sciousness of sin. Their doctrine, that the spirit,

which is God, can not be affected by the deeds of
the flesh, or commit sin, became a cover for mani-
fold excesses, proven not only by contemporary
records, but also by numerous testimonials as to
the Brethren of the Free Spirit, who were the direct

successors of the Amalricians. (A. Hauck.)
Bibuoorapht: Ek>uroM an: Q. Armorieus, De geetie Phi-

lippi Au^imIk, in Bouqvwt. ReeueU^ xyii. 83; B. Ouido. Viia
Innoeentii paptB, in Mann, ConeUia, xxii. 801-809, 060; C
B&umker. Bin Trdklat gegen die Amairicianer au» dem An-
fang dee XIII. JahrhunderU, Padwboni, 1896. Consult
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C. Hmhn. OMdkichU der KatMer im MUtOalUr, in. 176 sqq.,

Btttttcart, 1845: KrODlein. Amairieh von Bena und David
Mm Dinart, in TSK, xii. (1847) 271 aqq.; W Preser. Ge-
aekiehie der deutaeken MytUc im MittelalUr, 1 166 aqq.. 173
aqq., Leipsie, 1874; A. Jundt, Hiatoirt du panthHnM
populotrt au moyen Ag^, p. 20, Paris, 1875; H. Renter,
G^ackiehU der rriioiOeen AMfkUtrung im MittelaUer, ii. 218
aqq.. Berlin, 1877.

AMANA SOCIETY. See Communism, II., 3.

AMARDUS, a-man'duB: Bishop and misBionary

of the Franks; d. at the abbey of EUnOf near
Toumai, Feb. 6, 661 (?). He was a man of rank
from Aquitania, took holy orders in early youth
against the will of his father, and lived in a cell

in the city-wall of Bourges till he was induced by
a vision of St. Peter to give himself up to mission-

work in Friesland. He preached and baptised

near Ghent. The Prankish government neglected

to protect the mission near the frontier, and the

hostility of the haughty Friedanders hindered
the work. Amandus therefore went to Carinthia

and Camiola to seek a better field among the Slavic

invaders, south of the Danube. Here, however,
he was not successful; and he returned to Ghent,
where he founded two monasteries, Blandinium
and Gundanim, and a third, Elno, near Toumai.
From these the Frieeian mission-work was carried

on with more success. Amandus was made bishop

of liaestricht, and in this position he helped to

carry through the Roman resolutions against the

Monothelites, and tried to reform the clergy. As
the latter showed themselves obstinate, he retired

from his see between 647 and 649, entered the abbey
of EUno, and worked to the end of his life for the

conversion of the Prankish and Basque heathen.

He was said to have performed miracles, and it

was believed that miracles occiirred at his tomb,
which became a place of pilgrimage.

A. Wbrnbr.
Bibuoorapht: Baudemund and Milo wrote aooounts of his

life which with other aouroea are in A8B, Feb., i. 815-003.

Cbnsult GoaM. Eeeai eur St. Amand, 1866; J. J. de Smedt,
Vie de SL Amand. Ghent, 1881; Rettbenc, XD, i. 554. ii.

507-506; Friedrioh, JCD. ii. 322; J. DeaUve, De aehola

Elnonenei 8. Amandi, Louvain, 1890; Hauck, KD, i. 269

•<N-

AHAHDUS, JOHANIIBS. See Albert of Prus-
sia, I 2.

AMARNA TABLETS.
I. TeU el-Amama. IV. Value of the Tablets.

II. The Tablets. Historical (| 1).

III. Authors and Contents. Geosraphical (| 2).

Linguistic (13).

L TeU el-Amama: The Amama tablets are a
collection of cuneiform documents, so called

from Tell el-Amama, the name by which the

place where the tablets were discovered is gen-

erally known outside of Egypt. It is really a
conventionalized word, compounded of the Arab
teil, " mound," and a word formed either from the

name of the Arabic tribe Amran or from a place

near Amarieh. The place is 160 miles above Cairo,

between Thebes and Memphis, or, more closely,

between Assiout and Beni-Hassan. The mound
is the site of the city built by Amenophis IV.,

known otherwise as the heretic king Khu-en-aten,

that he might there develop imtrammeled by the

hostfle priesthoods his favorite cult of the disk of

the sun (aten) with which he hoped to supersede

all other cults and to unify the religion of Egypt
(see EkiTPT, I.). His attempt was of course op-
posed by all the priesthoods of all the other cults,

and after his death his name was held accursed
because of his efforts in that direction. His po-
sition in Egypt was veiy like that of Julian " the
Apostate " among the Christians of Rome. The
place which he built for his capital was allowed
to fall into ruins, not being occupied after his death
by any other king. It Is this fact which accounts
for the presence of the tablets there and also for

their preservation. The foreign office of his reign

with its archives was located there, and when the
palace was disused, the chamber where the tablets

were kept was covered by the debris of the disin-

tegrating buildings. These facts constitute one
of the strongest proofs of the genuineness of the
documents, which indeed is established beyond all

question. The mound was excavated in 1891-92
by W. M. F. Petrie and a corps of assistants imder
the auspices of the Egypt Exploration Fund.
The finds made were most valuable, although
the site had been rifled by Arabs and travelers.

The entire reign of the king whose capital was there

was illuminated by the finds, and the activities,

religious, political, and industrial, were laid bare.

That excavation was the result, however, not the
cause, of the finding of the tablets. One of the
hopes was that other tablets would be discovered,

a hope which largely stimulated the search but was
not realized.

n. The Tablets: The discovery was accidental.

In 1887 a peasant woman while searching in the
ruins for antiquities to sell to travelers discovered

the place of deposit within the palace enclosure.

The tablets were all taken out, naturally without
the extreme care which skilled excavators would
have used, were conveyed down the river, and sold.

Eighty-two letters and fragments came into the
possession of the British Museum, 160 went to

Berlin, the Gizeh museum has sixty, while a few
are in private hands. In all, about 320 documents
of the series are known. Some fragments were
afterward found in the place of deposit by Petrie,

verifying the location as given by the peasants,

but adding hardly anything to the knowledge
already gained. The tablets are different in many
respects, particularly in shape, from those recovered

from Babylonian and Assyrian mounds. Most of

them are rectangular, a few are oval, some are

flat on both sides, some convex on both, some
pillow-shaped, some are kiln-dried, others sim-

dried. Blany of them confirm by the texture of

the clay the assertions of the inscriptions as to their

sources. Six of them are the largest known of

this species of tablet, measuring ten inches by eight.

The language, except in three of the documents,
is the neo-Babylonian, closely related to Assyrian,

Aramaic, Hebrew, and Arabic, approximating
most closely the Assyrian. One letter is in the

Hittite language but in the cuneiform script.

Sometimes a Sumerian ideograph is used, of which
the explanation occasionally follows either in

Assyrian or in Canaanitic. In all but half a dozen
tablets the general character of the writing 18

inferior, showing the work of unskilled scribes.
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The differences are often individualiBtio, and
maanerismB which run through a whole series com-
bine with other details to point infallibly to identity

of source for that series. The spelling is poor, and
modifications of characters occur which have not

been discovered in other cimeifonn documents.

The tablets are all to be dated within the reigns

of Amenophis III. and IV., father and son, about
1500-1450 B.C. Besides the foregoing, a taJblet

recognized by nearly all scholars as bdonging to

the series was found by Bliss in his excavation of

Tell el-Hesy (Lachish) in Palestine. This con-

tains the name of Zimrida of Lachish (almost cer-

tainly the writer of letter No. 217 in Winckler's

arrangement, and mentioned in Nos. 181 and 219
of the same), not to be confounded with Zimrida
of Sidon, who is also a correspondent (as is appar-

ently done by Bliss, Mounds of Many Cities, Lon-
don, 1896, pp. 54 sqq.). Some of the letters

contain Egjrptian dockets mostly illegible, probably
notes of date of receipt and other remarks. The
condition of the tablets varies greatly; on some
only a few characters remain; others lack only a
few to be complete.

IIL Authors and Contents: With the excep-

tion of some fragments of a bilingual dictionary,

compiled by order of the Pharaoh, and a mytho-
logical fragment, the tablets are letters, most of

which deal with the political situation of Syria,

Palestine, and Philistia. The most noteworthy
are the following: One letter is from AmenophiiB

III. to Kallima-Sin of the Babylonian Kasshite

dynasty, asking the latter for a daughter as a wife

and replying to the latter's insinuation that there

was no information that a former wife, sister of

Kallima-Sin, was yet alive and wdl-treated. Four
letters from Kallima-Sin to Amenophis III. com-
plain that a Babylonian envoy was kept in Egypt
six years, and when sent back brought only a small

quantity of gold, and that of inferior quality. He
asks more and better gold, which is needed at once

for a building which he is erecting; he asks for a

daughter of Amenophis as a wife, or if not that,

then some one whom he can palm off as a daughter

of the Pharaoh. One of the letters shows that

he is sending his daughter to the harem of Ameno-
phis. There are six letters of Bumaburiash of

Babylon to Amenophis IV., assuring the latter of

the former's fraternal feeUngs, asking presents

and promising others in return, also seeking help

against his " vassal " Asshur-uballit of Assyria

who revolts against the suserain power. There

is also a letter of Asshur-uballit to Amenophis IV.,

seeking presents, including gold for the decoration

of a palace, similar to those which had been sent

to his father Asshur-nadin-ahi, and promising

others in return. Some of the finest, longest, and
best-written are from Tushratta, king of Mitanni

(see Asstria), to Amenophis IV., one of whose
wives is a sister of Tushratta. One of these prom-
ises a daughter of the writer to the Pharaoh, but
it is expected that a great deal of gold (not alloyed

like the last that was sent) will be returned for her.

After considerable delay and, apparently, bargain-

ing also the daughterwas sent. This series tells too,

of a victory of Tushratta over the Hittites, and

might be taken to prove that Mi»AT»ni was not a
Hittite kingdom. Three from the same person

to Amenophis IV. include in their contents condo-
lence upon the death of the Pharaoh's father, for

which consolation is found by the writer in the fact

that the son of that father succeeds to the throne;

friendly relations are promised; two golden statu-

ettes which have b^n promised are asked for

(not wooden one likes those which have been sent);

complaints are made about the detention of am-
bassadors in Egypt; and gold is requested. Tush-
ratta also writes a letter to the queen dowager
Ti, asking her good ofiices with the Pharaoh in

urging the latter to fulfil the engagements entered
into.

The rest of the tablets contain correspondence
from petty kings and governors of Amoritic, Syrian,

Palestinian, and Cypriote (7) cities to the Pharaohs,
telling of revolts and assaults upon the Pharaoh's
authority, and of invasions by the Hittites and
ffabiri; or they make accusations against other

of the Pharaoh's governors, or defend themselves
as loyal subjects of Egypt. The most noteworthy
of these are a series from Alashia (either a district

in north Syria or Cyprus); fifty-seven from Rib-
Addi of (jebal (Byblos) to the Pharaoh, and eight

to Eg3rptian officers high in position; eight from
AH-MUki of Tyre (the name compoimded of the

name of the god for which " Moloch " was given

in the Old Testament; see Moloch); seven from
Ahd-f^iba of Jerusalem (the latter spelled U-ru-

shorlim, " city of peace "; Winckler, TeU-et-Amama
Letters, Letter 180, line 25), which tell of a con-

federation formed by Gezer, Ashkelon, and Lachish
against Jerusalem, and asldng help against them
and the ffabvri; two are from Ammunira of

Beirut.

IV. Value of the Tablets: The results gained
from the study of the docmnents are threefold

—

historical, geographical, and linguistic.

The most remarkable result of the discovery
is the fact that the correspondence even between
Eg3rpt and its vassals was carried on not in Egyp-
tian, but in an Asiatic tongue, and that the cunei-

form. This implies that the entire area covered
by the correspondence outside Egjrpt was control-

led in culture by Babylonia. This control was
so thoroughgoing that governmental

z. Histor- transactions and diplomatic inter-

ical. course were necessarily carried on in

the tongue of the lower Euphrates.
The royal correspondence reveals the relations

between the court of Egypt, on the one side, and
the courts of Babylonia, Assyria, and Mitazmi,
on the other, consisting of intermarriages, with
Eg3rpt as the haughtier power in the earlier period,

this strain of superiority giving way later to one of

equality. The Pharaohs entered into marriage
relations with the daughters of Asiatic regal houses,

but at first refused and afterward granted the re-

quest for reciprocity in this respect. This division

of the dociunents shows the kings making requests

of each other for bakshish and complaining of the

quality of that formerly given. Egypt seems the
source of gold, and from the plaints appears guilty

of attempting to cheat by alloying heavily the
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metal which it sent as a present, in one ease the

proportion of pure gold being only six parts in

twenty. The relation of Assyria to Babylonia
receives side-light in the fact that the Babylonian
asks help against his " vassal " Asshur-uballit of

Assyria, who, however, seems to be in friendly

relations with Egypt; a second point in this con-

nection is contained in the reference in the Tush-
ratta correspondence to the sending of the image
of Ishtar of Nineveh to Egypt, which implies that

Nineveh was then a part of Mitanni (see Asstria,

vL, 2, and cf- C. Niebuhr, Studien . , , zur Ge-

9chichie des alien Orienia, Leipsic, 1894, p. 92).

But the most important results historically are

those which relate to the connections of Egypt
with Syria and Palestine. Thothmes III. had
carried the anns of Egypt as far as the Taurus
Mountains. A period of Egyptian quiescence had
followed, and, as a consequence, in the period of

the letters Egyptian hegemony was threatened in

three ways: first by revolts of the cities imder
governors who had been appointed by the Pharaoh
or by the governors who were unfaithful; second,

by a Hittite advance from the north and northeast;

third, by the J^dbiri from the east. The corre-

spondence abounds in charges by governors who
claim to be faithful to the Pharaoh against other

governors; and again and again they beg for help

from him which apparently is not sent, though the

news of continuous loss of territory is the burden

of the letters. Some of the men charged with

rebellion protest their fidelity and make cotmter-

charges, but in many cases practically confess their

disloyalty by their excuses for not rendering ser-

vice due or required. The whole situation is one

of the weakening of Egyptian influence as its

leadership and control slips away under the batter-

ing of the triplex adverse forces. The mention of the

advance of the Hittites is most illuminating, show-

ing the beginning of the empire established in the

century following. The question raised by the fre-

quent mention of the Ifabiri has been answered in

three wajrs: (a) they were the Hebrews of the Exo-

dus just arriving from the wandering; (b) they were

Hebrews, but not those of the Exodus, representing

rather the Abrahamic-Lot tribes prior to the settle-

ment in Eg3rpt which is described in the last chap-

ters of Genesis; (c) they were not Hebrews at all,

but people of nomadic strain whose exact affilia-

tions are unknown. The first of these three answers

is not now supported by any prominent authority;

the other two are still imder debate. In favor of

the second is the single Egjrptian inscription (Me-

neptah's; see Eotft) which plainly mentions the

Hebrews as already in Canaan during the reign in

which most modem scholars place the Exodus and

before the tribeis imder Moses could have entered

the land.

The geographical information can not be given

here at length, since almost every item would

require extended discussion. A large number of

known cities or localities is named, such as Tyre,

Sidon, Byblos, Beirut, Ajalon, Accho, Megiddo,

Kadesh, Gath, Lachish, Jerusalem, Mitanni, and

Edom. Other places are mentioned in such con-

nections that the approximate locality is recognised,

such as Tunipf south of Aleppo. Still other place-

names appear in the correspondence, the exact or

even approximate location of which is imdeter^

mined, such as fa(na and Jr^ata.

3. Geo- One himdred and thirty towns in all

graphical, are mentioned. But the existence of

these places is made known and their

relative importance often appears from the char-

acter of the passage in which the names occur.

For the political geography of the region and the
time, these tablets are of the first importance.

The linguistic data given in the letters afford

a means of comparison of the Babylonian and
Assyrian with earlier and with later forms, and so

constitute a standard of comparison in what had
been a dark period for both. For Aramean and

Canaanitic the data are the earliest

3. Linguis- known and, therefore, of the highest

tic. value. These letters show the Sem-
itic languages represented as differing

only dialectically, and as in all probability mutually
intelligible to the inhabitants of the different

regions. Geo. W. Gilmore.

Bibuoobapht: H. Winekler, Der ThorUafelfund von BU
Amama^ in Sohrader, KB, v. 1. Berlin. 1896; idem,7*«I-e(-

Atnama Letiert, New York. 1896 (tranaliterated text and
tranal. in Germ, and Eng.); C. Beiold. Oriental Diplo-
macy, London, 1893; C. R. Conder. Ttl^O-Amama TabUta,
ib. 1893 (traxul. and diaousaion of the tablets in the
British Museum); W. M. F. Petrie, Ttl^-Amama, ib.

1894 (aeoount of the excavation and its results); idem,
Tet-a-Amama Lotten, ib. 1898; C. Niebuhr. Die Amama-
ZeiL ABoffpUn und VonUraaien um lUOO vor Chriatua naeh
dam Thontafdfuf*da von al-Am/oma, Leipsie. 1899; Aaayr-
tan and Babylonian Literaiura, New York, 1901 (gives

transl. of selected letters). The discussion in periodicals

has been very full; consult Pra^nf^erian Review, x. (1888)

476-481; PSBA, x. (1888) 640-669; Babylonian and Orir

anial Record, iii. (1889) 286-288. v. (1891) 114-119; Bib-

Uotheca Sacra, 1. (1893) 696; Thinker, ix. (1894) 406; Nor
Hon, lix. (Jan. 5, 1894).

AMAZIAH, am'^Q-sQ^ia: Eighth king of Judah.

He was the son of Joash, and reigned 83S-810

B.C., according to the old computation; 797-792, ac-

cording to Dtmcker; 800-792, according to WeUhau-
sen; 796-778, according to Kamphausen; 799-773,

according to Hommel. At the age of twenty-five

he succeeded his father, who had been muniered

by his servants, and his first act was to put

the conspirators to death; in harmony with Deut.

xxiv. 16, however, he spared their children. He
attacked the Edomites, gained a victory over them,

and captured a stronghold known as ** the Rock,''

to which he gave the name " Joktheel." He may
also have ta^en and destroyed Elath, which his

son Uzziah rebuilt (II Kings xiv. 22). He next

began war against Joash of Israel, but was defeated,

and Jerusalem was taken and pillaged. like his

father, Amaziah was slain by conspirators, whose

motive is not known. He was buried with royal

honors at Jerusalem. The prophetic writers of

the Book of Kings reckon him among the better

kings of Judah, but the Chronicler ascribes his

downfall to idolatry and apostasy from Yahweh.
(W. LoTZ.)

Bibuoorapht: His history is in II Kings xiv. 1-20; II

Chron. xxv. Consult tbe works mentioned under Arab.

AMBO: A sort of raised platform in early

Christian churches, used for a variety of purposes.
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The name is met with frequently in medieval

workB, more rarely in the older, which employ a
number of eynonymous expressions. C^rian
speaks of a pulpiium, by which he evidently means
a raised place to which the lectors ascended to

read to the people " the precepts and good tidings

of the Lord." Eusebius relates (Hist, eccl.f vii.

30) that Bishop Paul of Samosata erected both

a ^ bema " and a lofty throne to speak from; and
the context shows that he is not speaking of the

semicircular apse, which was sometimes called
" bema " also. So, according to Sozomen (Ht8t,

ecd., viii. 5), John Chrysostom preached seated upon
the platform (Gk. hSma) of the readers; and the

same historian speaks (ix. 2) of a grave placed
'' beneath the ambo," adding the definition " plat-

form of the readers." Other expressions are

analogius or analoffiumf suggestua, solea, pyrgua,

and ostenaorium. Other historians besides Sozo-

men mention Chrysostom going up into the '' am-
bo " to preach, so as to be heard better.

With the beginning of the Middle Ages, the

mention of the ambo becomes frequent. Among
the services of Pope Sixtus III. to the Church,
Platina notes that he adorned the ambo or sug-

gestJM in the Basilica Liberiana, vin eoangdium et

epistola canitur. The so-called liturgy of St. John
Chrysostom contemplates the reading of the gospel

in that place by the deacon. The use of the ambo
for psalm-singing is evidenced, e.g., by the fifteenth

canon of the Council of Laodicea (341?) which
reads: '* Besides the appointed singers, who mount
the ambo and sing from the book, others shall

not sing in the Church." While in primitive times

the bishop was the only preacher, and taught the

people from his throne or from the altar, in the

succeeding centuries the cases grow more numerous
in which he commits the office to other clergy, who
choose the ambo from which to speak. Pastoral

letters of the bishops were read from the same
place. The ambo of St. Sophia in Constantinople

had a special use, serving for imperial coronations.

With all the variety of use the Middle Ages did not
forget the original purpose of the ambo. Innocent
III., commanding that the deacon shall go up into

it to read the gospel, draws a parallel between it

and the mountain from which the Lord taught the

people. He prescribes two entrances; one for the

deacon, the other for the subdeacon. It was
considered proper that the gospel should be read
from a higher step than the epistle, to show, as

Hugh of St. Victor says, that the teaching of Christ

is far higher than that of his apostles.

The early rule was to have only one ambo in

each church, and this continued in the Middle
Ages, except in the largest churches. The position

of the ambo in the primitive and early medieval
churches can not be positively determined; pre-

sumably it stood in the nave, in front of the division

between nave and choir. Where there were two,
they were placed one on each side against the

coliunns dividing nave from aisles. Sometimes,
as in St. Clement's at Rome, the ambo formed an
integral part of the screen dividing the clergy from
the laity. As to material, the ambo was frequently

made of wood. That which Abbot Suger of St.

Denis restored about the middle of the twelfth

century was decorated with tablets of ivory, and
Emperor Henry II. gave one to the cathedral of

Aachen which had not only ivory, but precious

stones and gilded copper-plates set in the wood.
Most of the extant older ambos are of marble,

frequently adorned with mosaics or reliefs on the

sides toward the congregation. As far as it is

possible to form a general conception of their struc-

ture, they consisted of a flat base, either square,

oblong, hexagonal, or circular, supported by col-

unms or a plinth, sometimes, however, resting on
figures of lions or men. Access to the ambo was
given by one or two flights of steps, and it was
railed around in front and occasionally surmounted
by a canopy. Decoration was mainly used on the
surface of the front, and was of infinite variety,

and frequently of great richness. Especially

beautiful are the marble reliefs with Biblical and
allegorical scenes made for the churches of northern
and central Italy by the artists of the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, with Niccold Pisano at their

head. Most of the ambos now extant are in Italy;

notable northern examples are that already men-
tioned at Aachen, one at Halberstadt, and one at

Windisch-Matrei. With the developemnt of Gothic
architecture the place of the ambo was taken in a
general way by the rood-loft above the choir-

screen, and the modem lectern and pulpit serve

the same purpose. See Pulpit.

(NiKOLAUS MOller.)
Bibuoobaprt: R. de Floury, La AfocM; ihuU$ archiol^

0iqus9 mr tea monumentB, iii. 1 sqq., and piaiis, Paris,

188. Consult the works on Christian archeology and art.

AMBROSE OF ALEXAlfDRIA: Friend of Ori-

gen; d. about 250. Attracted by Origen's fame
as a teacher, he visited his school about 212, and
was converted by Origen from the Valentinian
heresy to the orthodox faith (Eusebius, Hist, ecd,,

VI. xviii. 1). He was a sufferer during the perse-

cution imder Maximinus in 235 (Eusebius, Hist,

ecd.f VI. xxviii.), and is last mentioned in Origen 's

Contra Celsum, which the latter wrote at the so-

licitation of Ambrose. He was wealthy and pro-

vided his teacher with books for his studies and
secretaries to lighten the labor of composition
(Eusebius, Hist, ecd., VI. xxiii. 1-2; Jerome, De
vir. ill.f Ivi.). Origen often speaks of him in terms
of affection as a man of education and literary and
scholarly tastes. All of his works written after

218 are dedicated to Ambrose.

AMBROSE THE CAMALDOLITB (Ambrogio
Traversari, Lat. Travenarius): Prominent human-
ist; b. at Portico (36 m. n.e. of Florence) 1386;

d. Oct. 20, 1439. He became general of the Order *

of the Camaldolites in 1431. Pope Eugenius IV.

sent him to the Coimcil of Basel, but his exertions

in behalf of his master were unsuccessful, as were
also his efforts at Ferrara and Florence, 1438-39,

toward a union with the Greeks. As an enthu-
siastic humanist Traversari offers " the first ex-

ample of a monk in whom the polite scholar is in

conflict with the Holy Spirit" (G, Voigt, Die
Wiederbekbtmg des Jdassiechen A 2terfttm«, i., Berlin,

1893, p. 321). At the table of Cosimo de' Medici,

where the most learned met, he took an active part
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in the eonvenation about the authora of antiquity.

He studied especially the Greek ecclesiastical

authors. K. Benbath.
Biblioobapbt: His epistlM. with life by L. Meliua, w«n
edited by P. G«nneto, Flonnoe, 1760. Conmilt Creigb-

ton. Papacy, u. 270-272. 277-278. 379.

AMBROSE (Lat. Ambrosius), SAIRT, OF MELAIT

:

One of the great leaders and teachers of the Western
Church; b. of a rich and noble Roman family at

Treves c. 340; d. at Milan Apr. 4, 379. He was
educated in Rome for the bar, and about 370 was
appointed consular prefect for Upper Italy and
took up his residence at Milan. In 374 a fierce

contest arose in the city between the orthodox
and the Arian parties concerning the election of a
bishop to succeed Auxentius. Ambrose, as the

first magistrate, repaired to the church to main-
tsin order and was himself by unanimous vote

transferred from his ofiicial position to the epis-

copal chair. He was as yet only a catechumen,
but he was inunediately baptised, and, eight days
afterward (Dec. 7, 374) was consecrated bishop.

As a leader of the Church Ambrose distinguished

himself by Ms support of the orthodox faith. In

379 he succeeded in establishing an orthodox
bishop at Sirmimn in spite of the efforts of the

Aiian onpress Justina. In 385-386 he refused

to deliver up a basilica in Milan to the empress for

Allan worriiip. These contests with Arianism

he has reported himself in his letters to his sister

Marcellina (Epitt., xx., xxii.) and to the Emperor
Valentinian II. (Epitt,, xxi.), and in his oration

De basilieia iradendia. Also with the Roman monk
Jovinian (q.v.) he had a sharp controversy (Epiat,

xlii.).

Ambrose opposed paganism no less zealously

than heresy. In the senate hall at Rome stood

an altar to Victory on which all oaths were taken.

In 382 Gratian had this altar removed, probably
at the instigation of Ambrose. The senate, which
favored the old religion, made repeated efforts to

have the altar restored, tmder Gratian, Valen-

tinian II., and Theodosius, but unsuccessfully owing
to Ambrose's opposition. On the other hand, he
hekl that the State, though it might interfere with

paganism, must not interfere with the Church.
In 388 the Christians burned a synagogue at Callini-

cum in Mesopotamia and Theodosius ordered that

it be rebuilt at the expense of the bishop of the

place, but Ambrose induced the emperor to recall

the order. In 370 the people of Thessalonica

during a riot murdered the military governor,

and Theodosius retaliated with a fearful massacre;

Ambrose rebuked the emperor and counseled him
to do public penance (Epiat., li.).

As a teacher of the Church Ambrose concerned

himself more with practical and ethical than with

metaphysical questions; his writings are rich in

strik^ practical remarks, but not original. Of
his dogmatical works the De mysteriia reminds

of Cyril of Jerusalem and the De fide and De apirUu

tando follow BasQ very closely. Concerning the

question of sin, Ambrose stands nearer to Augustine

than the earlier Western Fathers or the Eastern

theologians, but is more in accord with the earlier

than with the later views of the great teacher.

His exegetical works are mostly founded upon Basil

and aie marred by the allegorical method; their

chief and best characteristic is their practical

tendency. The same thing may be said of his

sermons, which exhibit the fuU worth of the true

Roman gentleman. Among his moral and ascetic

works are De officiia minietrorum (modeled upon
Cicero), De virffinibuaf De viduia, De virginiUUef

etc. The growing tendency toward asceticism

shows itself in the high value he attached to celi-

bacy, the martyr's death, and voluntary poverty;

and the notion of a higher and purer Christian life

to be attained by such means betrays the influence

of the Stoic moral theory which he found in his

model. Ambrose introduced a comprehensive

reform in Church music (see Ambbobian Chant);
and a liturgy long used in the diocese of Milan is

associated with his name by tradition. Of the

hymns ascribed to him not more than four or five

are genuine, and the Te Deum is not in this number
(see Te Deum). His extant works also include

ninety-one letters.

Ambrose was buried in the Ambrosian basilica

at Milan near the nuirtjrrs Gervasius and Protasius.

In the ninth century Archbishop Angilbert II.

placed the remains of the three in a porphyry
sarcophagus, which was discovered in 1864, and
opened in 1871 (cf. Biraghi, / ire aepolchri Sant-

ambroaianif Milan, 1864; A. Riboldi, Deacrigiane

delle reliquie dei 88. Ambrogio, Gervaaio, e Pro-

taaio, 1874; F. Venosta, 8a7U' Amhrogio, la aua
baaiUca, la aepoUura e lo acoprimerUo dd auo corpo,

1874). (T. FfiBSTERt.)

BiBLioaaAPKT: The worke of Ambrose have been pabliehed
by the BenediotineB of St. Maur, 2 vols.. Paris, 1<I8<MX):

often reprinted, as in AfPL. xiv.-xvii.. by Ballerini, 6 vols..

Milan. 187&-86; and in CSSL, Vienna, 1806 sqq. Some of

his principal works are translated in NPNF, voL z.. New
York, 1806. The oldest life is by Paulinus (in the Bene-
dietine edition of the works). Later lives are: In
French, by Louis Baunard, Paris, 1871. and the Due de
BroglJe. 1800. Eng. transl., London, 1800; in German,
by T. F6rster, Halle, 1884; in English, by Alfred Barry.
London. 1806. Consult also J. Pruner, Dm Thsohoie dss

Ambronut, Eiohstatt. 1862; P. Ewald, D^r Binfiu99 lUr

atoitdtnoeeroniBchtn Moral auf dU EOnk hei Amin'ontM,
Leipsio, 1881; M. Ihm, Studia Ambronana, 1880; G. M.
Dreves, AtireUtu Ambrotiut, dor Vat» dss JCtrcAsn^sanast*

Freiburs. 1803; J. B. Kellner. D^r heUige Ambrontu ala

ErkUtnr dea Alien TutamenU, Ratisbon, 1803; R. Thamin,
St Ambroim §i la moraU ekriiienn* au quairUme sitob,

Paris, 1805.

AMBROSE, ISAAC: Puritan; b. in Lancashire,

England, 1604; d. at Preston 1664. He studied

at Brasenose College, Oxford, and after 1631

became one of the king's four preachers in Lan-

cashire with residence at Garstang. Favoring

Presbyterianism, he suffered imprisonment and

other hardships during the civil war, and was

ejected from Garstang for non-eonformity in 1662.

He is described as a learned man, of quiet apd
retiring disposition and sincere piety. His best-

known work is Looking unto Jeaua (London, 1658).

A collected edition of his works appeared in 1674

and has been often reprinted (Dundee, 1769;

London, 1829, etc.).

AMBROSIAN CHAHT: A Uvdy, rhythmical,

melodious congregational song, which grew out

of a union of the ancient Greek musical system
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in four keys with the traditional Church psalmody.
Whether it was introduced by Ambrose, bishop of

Milan (374-397), or whether he merely regulated

and improved it, is not certain. The singing had
been confined to the choir (Gk. paaUai, Lai, can-

tores), who recited the psalms and prayers in mo-
notonous fashion with no fixed rules. The new Am-
brosian tunes were lively and joyous, all took part

in the singing, and the people found pleasure

and enjoyment in it. Augustine in his Confessions

(IX. vii. 15; X. xxxiii. 50) speaks in glowing

terms of the effect of this new method of sing-

ing, which was executed " with a clear voice and
modulation most suitable." Antiphonal or re-

sponsive singing between men and women, con-

gregational choirs, or congregation and choir,

borrowed from the Greek Church, came particularly

into use (see Antiphon). As text Ambrose used

the Greek and Latin hymns already existing, both

rimed and unrimed. He also composed hymns
himself, generally without rimes, but wdl adapted
to the melodies; as Deus creator omnium; Jam
surffit hora tertia; Sterne rerum conditor; Vent
redemptor gentium; perhaps also O lux heata Trini-

tas; Splendor patema gloria.

The Ambrosian music spread rapidly and was
soon dominant throughout the West. But in

course of time an artificial and profane manner
crept in, which, toward the close of the sixth cen-

tury, called forth the Gregorian reaction; and
thus the singing in the churches was again confined

to the choirs or the clergy. The popular, fresh,

congregational singing of the Reformation period

may be regarded as a partial revival of the ancient

Ambrosian chant. M. Herold.
Bibuoorapbt: H. A. Daniel, Theaaunu hvfnnologieuat

Halle. 1841; C. Fortlase. GesAnoe chrtBtlichtr VonaU, Bei^

lin. 1844; F. J. Mone, LaieiniBche Hymnen <Ua MittelaUer§,

3 vols.. Freiburg. 1853-54; J. Kayeer. BeitrAge itur Oe-

§diiehle und ErklOrung der AlteHen Kvchenhymnen, Pader-

bom, 1881; F. Gevert, Lea orifftne9 du chant litwrgiqtu

dan§ Vigliu laHne, PariB, 1890; M. Dreves. Aureliu* Am-
bro9iu9 der ** Voter det Kirchengesano^f" Freiburg. 1803;

H. A. KOstUn. Oeechichte der Miuik, Berlin, 1800.

AMBR06IANS: Name of several religious so-

cieties, organized in the city or diocese of Milan

after the fourteenth century, which chose St.

Ambrose as their patron. The only one to attain

more than local importance was the Order of the

Brethren of St. Ambrose of the Grove (Fratres

8. Ambrosii ad Nemus), founded before 1530 by
three pious Milanese, Alexander Crivelli, Alberto

Besuzi, and Antonio Petrasancta, and c^ed after

their meeting-place, a grove outside the Porta

Cumena in Milan, to which Ambrose used at times

to resort (cf. his De bono mortis, iii. 11). Gregoiy

XI. confinned the society in 1375 on the rule of

St. Augustine; Eugenius IV. in 1445 united it

with three other Ambrose-brotherhoods, which

had originated independently at Genoa, Eugubio,

and Recanati near Ancona, into a Congregatio S.

Ambrosii ad Nemus Mediolanensis. Sixtus V.

brought about in 1589 the reunion of the Milanese

and a non-Milanese division of the order, which
was temporarily separated imder the name of

Congregatio fratrum 8, Ambrosii ad Nemus et S.

Bamaba, To these combined Ambrose and
Barnabas orders, Paul V. granted many privileges

in 1606. But Innocent X., considering the small-

ness and insignificance of the order, decided upon
its dissolution about 1650. The bull with respect

to it is given in the BuUarium magnum, iii. 194.

The following societies were confined to Milan
and its neighborhood: (1) The Nuns of St. Am-
brose of the Grove, founded in 1475 by two ladies

of Milan not far from Pallanza on Lago Maggiore.

(2) The Schda S. Ambrosii or Ohlationarii, a society

of old men and women who undertook to aasiBt at
the Ambrosian mass in the churches of Milan,
especially in bringing oblations (Mationes), (3)

The Society of the Oblates of St. Ambrose, founded
by Archbishop Carlo Borromeo and confirmed
by Gregoiy XIII. in 1578. They were bound to
strict obedience to superiors, especially the arch-
bishop of Milan. During the seventeenth century
the society was in a flourishing state and numbered
about 200 members, but having decreased to only
16 in 1844 it was abolished. O. ZOcKUSHf.
Bibuoqrapht: Helyot. Ordrea monaetiquMA'^. 52-63. Paris,

1716; Heimbucher, Orden und KonoreffoHonen, L 488-489,
510. ii. 33&-338.

AMBR06IASTER: The name commonly used
for the unknown author of the Commentaria in

xiii. epistolas beati Pauli, which, from about 850
until the time of Erasmus, were commonly ascribed

to Ambrose of Milan. This opinion, which is not
yet quite extinct, has no support in ancient tra-

dition, and there are many reasons against it

—

such as the style, the Scripture version used, the
opinion about the authorship of the Epistle to the
Hebrews, and the attitude toward Grec^ literature.

But the idea that it is a compilation made about
800 is equally baseless. The Codex Cassinenais,

though lacking Romans, shows that the commen-
tary had its recognised form eariier than 570. The
Scripture text is consistent, belonging to a time
before Jerome and to the recension known as the
Itala. The anthropology is naive pre-Augustinian;

the eschatology is still millenarian; the polemics

against heresy point to the period about 380; the

filioque is lacking. Numerous small details of

historical allusion point to the same date.

Little success has attended the attempt to iden-

tify the author. Because Augustine in 420 quoted
a passage as from scmctus Hilarius, some critics

have been inclined to see in the Ambrosiaster's

work a part of the lost commentary of Hilary of

Poitiers on the Epistles. For a long time it was
thought that Augustine referred to the Roman
deacon Hilary, the partisan of Lucifer of Calaris.

The presbyter Faustinus, the opponent of Dam-
asus and author of a treatise on the Trinity, has

also been suggested. But neither the style, the

Scripture version used, nor the christology is his.

The author was probably a presbyter of the Roman
Church; possibly Augustine and he were both
quoting Hilary. The attempt to identify him,

on the groimd of notable similarities, with the

author of the pseudo-Augustinian Quastiones ex

utroque testamento has not met with general ap-

proval.

Though the work of Ambrosiaster does not, from
an antiquarian standpoint, belong to the most inter-

esting relics of Christian antiquity, its exegesis
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is often valuable, diBtinguished by soberness,

deamess, and richness of thought, and singulariy

unbiased and objective for its period. Certain
prejudices, as against the speculations and " soph-
istries " of the Greeks, and against the deacons,

are explicable by the circumstances of the time
assigned above to its composition. The author
repeatedly remarks that the institutions of the

Church have tmdergone essential alterations since

the apostles' time. Of great interest are his re-

marks about the primitive organization, which he
considers to have been very informal, all teaching

and all baptizing as occasion offered. He thinks

that the primitive institutions were modeled after

the synagogue; that presbyters and bishops were
origiiudly the same, as indeed, he says, they still

are fundamentally; that the Roman Church was
founded not by the apostles, but by certain Jewish

Christians, who imposed a Judaic form upon it

to be corrected by better-informed later arrivals;

that not Peter alone, but Paul also, had a primacy.

In a manuscript written about 769 by Winitharius,

a monk of St. Gall, and elsewhere, Origen is named
as the author, which is explicable by the presence

of certain Origenistic ideas. (F. Abnold.)

In 1899 Dom Morin (Revue d^histoire et de lit-

tirature religieuse) suggested as the author of the
" Ambrosiaster *' works Isaac the Jew, a professed

convert, who prosecuted Pope Damasus on a
capital charge and who was said by the friends of

the pope to have relapsed to Judaism and ^* pro-

faned the Christian mysteries " (382 a.d.). In

1903 Morin withdrew this identification in favor

of Decimius Hilarianus Hilarius, prefect of Rome
in 383, and pretorian prefect of Italy in 396. A.

Souter (formerly of Caius (College, Cambridge,

now professor at Mansfield College, Oxford), in

an article in the Sitzungsberickte of the Vienna

Academy, 1904, and in A Study of Anibrosiaster (TS,

vol. vii., No. 4, 1905) adopted the later view of

Morin, and from an exhaustive study of manu-
scripts and comparison of the Ambrosiastrian

works with contemporary writings has concluded

that this view " entirely satisfies the conditions

of the problem," and he advises those who may
incline to a different view to " read the works of

the author carefully in the forthcoming Vienna

edition [part of which he is himself editing] before

coming to a conclusion on the subject." C. H.
Turner, fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford, ex-

pressed hearty approval of Morin's first identifi-

cation and, in an article in JTS (Apr., 1906, pp.
355 sqq.), refuses to be convinced by the argu-

ments of Monn or those of Souter that Decimius

Hilarianus Hilarius rather than Isaac the Jew
wrote the " Conmientaries " and the ** Questions."

The writer's millenarianism, extraordinary famil-

iarity with Jewish history and customs, and im-

stron^y favorable to the theory that the books

usually friendly attitude toward Judaism are

were written by Isaac and are as strongly inimical

to the theory that the official Decimius Hilarianus

Hilarius waa the author. Equally in favor of

Isaac's authorship are allusions by Jerome to

views regarding tiie genealogies, ascribed to some

Judaising teacher whose name he does not deign

to mention, which are identical with those of
'' Ambrosiaster." A yoimg Roman Catholic scholar
Joseph Wittig, has recently advocated the Isaac
hypothesis, and has called attention to the fact

that " Isaac " and " Hilary " both mean " laugh-
ing" as a means of accounting for the ascription
of the " Commentaries " to Hilary by Augustine."
Recent writers (Hamack, JUlicher, Morin, Souter,
Turner, and others) are agreed in attributing
the Commentaria and the QucBsHanes to the
same author. The Commentaria as '' the earliest

commentary on the Pauline epistles " and the
QucBstiones as " the earliest substantial book on
Biblical difficulties," are of considerable importance.
Jaiicher pronounces the Commentaria " the best
commentary on St. Paul's epistles previous to the
sixteenth century," and Hamack is equally appre-
ciative. Several other extant works are attributed
to the same author. A. H. Newman.
Biblioqrapht: His work is usually included among the
works of Ambrose; it is in MPL, xvii. and in P. A. Bal-
lerini, Ambroaii Opera, iii. 349-372. 971-974, Milan, 1877.
Consult A. Souter, A Study of Ambroaiatter, Oxford, 1905
(claims to prove finally that Ambrosiaster was Hilary the
layman); C. Oudin. CommerUariua ds tcriptoribus eo-

denaUicia, i. 481 sqq., Leipsie, 1722; J. B. Pitra, SpieiU-
oium Soleamanaet i.. pp. zxvi.-xxxiv., 49-159, 567. Paris,

1852; J. H. Reinkens, Hiianua von PoiHera, pp. 273,
Schaflfhausen. 1864; DCB, i. 89-90; J. Langen, Com-
mantarium inEpiatolaa Paulinaa . . . Bonn. 1880; H. B.
Swete, Theodore of Mopaueatia on the Minor Epiatiea of

St Paul, i.. p. Ixxviii., ii., p. 351, Cambridge, 1880-82;
Marold, Der Ambroaiaater naeh Inhalt und Uraprung, ZWT,
zxvii. (1884)415-470.

AMEN. See Liturgical Formulab.

AMERICAN BAPTIST MISSIONARY UNION.
See Baptists, II., 3, § 7.

AMERICAN BAPTIST PUBLICATION SOCIETT.
See Baptists, II., 3, § 7.

AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETT. See Bible So-

cieties, III., 1.

AMERICAN BIBLE UNION. See Bible So-

cieties, III., 2.

AMERICAN BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
FOR FOREIGN MISSIONS. See Congreoa-
TioNALisTS, I., 4, § 11; Missions.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETT.
See Bible Societies, III., 2.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN CHRISTIAN
UNION: A society organized May 10, 1849, by
the union (as indicated by the name) of the

American Protestant Society (founded 1843), the

Foreign Evangelical Society (instituted 1839 as

the expansion of the French Association of 1835),

and the Christian Alliance of 1842. The purpose

was to prosecute more efficiently the work of the

three societies named; viz., to convert Roman
Catholics to Protestantism; or, to quote its con-

stitution, " by missions, colportage, the press, and
other appropriate agencies, to diffuse the principles

of religious liberty, and a pure and evangelical

Christianity, both at home and abroad, where a

corrupted Christianity exists."

For a number of years the society prospered,

and spread its influence over Europe, North and

South America, and adjacent islands. From 1849

to 1869 its yearly receipts averaged $60,000. But
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it was compelled gradually to contract its open^
tions. It withdrew from France in 1866, from

Italy and Europe, and other foreign stations gen-

erally, in 1873; and ultimately it limited its efforts

to the support of the American Church in Paris.

Its monthly periodical, The Ckriatian World (35

vols., New York, 1850-84), gave an accoimt of its

work; the niunber for April, 1880, contains a his-

torical sketch of the firat thirty years; that for

Jime, 1884, has the thirty-fifth annual report;

consult also the last number (Nov., 1884).

AMERICAN LECTURES ON THE HISTORY
OF RELIGIONS: A lectureship made possible

by the \mion of a niunber of universities and theo-

logical seminaries in the United States, each of

which provides a sum proportionate to the require-

ments of the year. The lectures are under the care

of a committee consisting of representatives of the

institutions which unite in furnishing the funds

and hearing the lectures. The courses thus far

delivered and published are:

1895: T.W. Rhys Davids. Buddhiam: lU Hittory and
LUerature, New York. Ig05.

1896: D. O. Brinton. tUligioru of Prtmiiim People; ib.

1897.
1898: T. K. CheyiM. Jewiah ReKgiou* JAf after tke ExiU,

ib. 1898.

1899: K. Budde, The Retigion of lend to the Exile, ib.

1899.
1903: O. Steindorff, The Religion of the Early BgypUane,

ib. 1905.

1906: G. W. Knox. TheDevelopmefU of Rdioicn tn Japan,
ib. 1906.

AMERICAN MISSIONARY ASSOCUTION. See
CONOREOATIONALISTS, I., 4, § 10.

AMERICAN REFORM TRACT AND BOOK
SOCIETY. See Tract Societie8.

AMERICAN SEAMEN'S FRIEND SOCIETY.
See Seamen, Missions for.

AMERICAN SUNDAY-^HOOLUNION. SeeSuN-
DAT-SCHOOUS.

AMERICAN TRACT SOCIETY. See Tract So-
cieties.

AMES, WILLIAM (Lat. AmeniM): Puritan; b.

at Ipswich, Suffolk, England, 1576; d. at Rottel^

dam Nov. 14, 1633. He studied at Christ's College,

Cambridge, and became fellow. From the first

he was a rigid and zealous Puritan and so without

hope of preferment in the Church of England. In

1611 he went to Leyden, thence to The Hague,
where he became chaplain to Sir Horace Vere,

commander of the English troops in the Nether-

lands, but lost this post through intrigues of the

High-church party at home. He was paid four

florins a day by the States General to attend the

Synod of Dort (1618-19) and assist the president;

became professor of theology at Franeker in 1622,

and rector in 1626; shortly before his death he
became pastor of the English church in Rotterdam.
He contemplated settling in New England, and
his family went thither, taking with them his

library. His influence on the Continent was con-

siderable, and his reputation is greater there than
in his native land. As a decided Calvinist he was
active in the Arminian and other controversies

of his time, both with voice and pen. His most
noteworthy books were the Medulla theologica

(Amsterdam, 1623 ; Eng. transl., The Marrow of

Sacred Divinity, London, 1642) and the De eon-

acienHa et ejus jure vd eaeibus (1632; Eng. transl.,

Conecienee, 1639), an ethical treatise which was
really a continuation of the old scholastic casuistry.

A collected edition of his Latin works, with life by
M. Nethenus, was published in five volumes at

Amsterdam in 1658. (E. F. Karl MOij^sr.)

AMICE, am'is: A vestment worn by Roman
Catholic priests when celebrating mass. See Vbbt-
MENTB AND InBIONIA, EcCLBBIASTICAL.

AMIOT(wTonglyspeUed Amyotlll"wl"6', JOSEPH
MARIA: Jesuit missionary; b. at Toulon Feb. 18,

1718; d. at Peking Oct. 8, 1793. He joined the
Jesuits in 1737 and entered (?hina as a missionary

in 1751. The reigning emperor, Kien-Lung, was
hostile to the Christians, but the missionaries were
allowed to proceed to Peking and to work there,

if not in the provinces. Father Amiot devoted
himself assiduously for the rest of his life to the
study of Chinese history, language, and literature

and was one of the first to give Europe accurate

information concerning Eastern Asia. The results

of his work were published for the most part in

the Mimoirea concemant les Chinois (15 vols., Paris,

1776-91), in. the proceedings of learned societies,

and in the LeUree idifiantes et curieuaeB (34 vols.,

1717-76). They include a life of Confucius (Mi-
moires, vol. xii.) and a Dictionnaire tartare-man-

tchourfran^ia (ed. Langlds, 3 vols., 178&-00).

AMISH. See MENNONrrBS.

AMLING, WOLFGANG: German Reformed
theologian; b. at Mtinnerstadt (35 m. n.n.e. of
Warzburg), Franoonia, in 1542; d. at Zerbst May
18, 1606. He studied at Tabingen, Wittenberg,
and Jena; was appointed rector of the school of

Zerbst in 1566, minister at Koswig in 1573, and,
shortly after, minister and superintendent at St.

NicoUd in Zerbst. He was vehemently opposed
to the Formula ConcorduB, and led the population
of Anhalt from Lutheranism to Calvinism. He
wrote the Confeeaio Anhaldina (1578).

AMMIANUS MARCELUNUS, am'^mi-d^nnsmOr''-
sel-ll^nus: Author of a Roman history (Rerum
gestarum libri xxxi.) extending from Nerva to the
death of Valens (96-378). He was a native of
Antioch, and is said to have died about 400. He
devoted himself to philosophical studies, entered
the army under Constantius, accompanied Julian
in the war against the Persians, and took part
under Julian's successors in the wars both of the
Orient and the Occident. He afterward retired to
Rome and resumed his studies. The first thirteen
books of his history are lost; the remaining eighteen,
beginning with the year 353, give much valuable
information concerning the general state of the
Church and many important particulars—the
character of Julian, his proceedings, views held
by the educated concerning Christianity, etc.

The question whether Ammianus was a Christian
has often been raised. At present the generally
accepted view is that he was not. His work con-
tains many caustic remarks on the doctrines of
Christianity. He speaks of the martjrrs, of synods.
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and of other details of the Christian system, in a
way which points to a non-Christian author. It is,

however, equally certain that he was not an adherent
of the common paganism. He recognised a supreme
ntunen, which cvabe human arrogance and avenges

human crime, and, in general, his views are those of

the best Greek writers, approaching a monotheistic

standpoint. It seems probable that he believed

that primitive pure Christianity and the philosophy

of enlightened pagans were the same. From this

point of view Ammianus could consistently speak
'with favor of many things he found among the

Christians. He censures Constantine's interfer-

ence in the Arian controversy and calls it a " con-

fusion of the absolute and plain Christian religion

with old-womanish superstition," meaning by
" superstition," as the connection shows, the con-

troversy concerning the Trinity and the divinity

of Christ. He censured the emperor Julian for

forbidding to the Christians instruction in liberal

studies, while he did not blame the restoration

of pagan sacrifices at the beginning of Jovian's

reign. He was not opposed to the paganism of

Julian, but to the violation of religious toleration.

(E. VON W6LPPLIN.)
Biblioorapht: The edltio prinoepa (books zrr.-zxYi. only),

6<L Ancelus Sabinus, was publi^ied in Rome, 1874; a bet-

ter edition (books xTi.-zxz.) is S. Ctelenias, Basil, 1583;
the latest is by V. Gardthausen. Leipsie. 1874. Consult
Teuffel-Sehwabe, OtaehichU der rdmucken LitUratur, p.

1092. Leipsie, 1890.

AMMON^CHRISTOPHFRIEDRICHVON: Ger-

man theologian; b. at Baireuth Jan. 16, 1766;

d. in Dresden May 21, 1850. He distinguished
himw<»1f as a student at Erlangen, and became
professor there in 1789. In 1794 he went to G6t-

tingen as professor, university preacher, and di-

rector of the theological seminary; returned to Er-

langen in 1804; in 1813 went to Dresden as court

preacher; became member of the Saxon ministry

of worship and public instruction in 1831, and vice-

president of the consistory in 1835. He was a
versatile and many-sided man, an accomplished

scholar in diverse fields, an influential ofiicial in

Church and State, a prolific writer, and much
admired as preacher and orator. The most note-

worthy of his theological writings were: ErUwurf
einer reinen IMischen Theologie (3 vols., Erlangen,

1792; 2d ed., 1801-02); Handbitch der chriaaichen

Sittenlehre (1795; 2d ed., 3 vols., Leipsie, 1838);

Summa theologitB Christiana (1803; 4th ed., ib.

1850); DU FoTtbOdung des Christentuma tur Well-

rdigion (ib. 1833; 2d ed., 4 vols., 1836-40).

At first Ammon was a decided rationalist, but
his tone changed in successive editions of his works,

and in 1817 he surprised his friends by defending

the theses of Qaus Harms (q.v.) in Bittere Artnei

fur die Glaubenaschwdche der Zeit (Hanover).

Later he returned to his earlier views, and his

vacillation subjected him to much harsh criti-

cism. His last writings were Die Geackichte dee

Uben Jesu (3 vols., Leipsie, 1842-47) and Dietoahre

und faUehe Orthodaxie (1849). From 1813 to 1822

he was editor of the Kritischee Journal der neueaten

theohgischen LUieratur, (F. W. DiBBUtJB.)

BiBuooRArBT: Ch. F, v. Ammon, naek Ltbtn, Atmcihien
•nd Wirken, Leipsie. 18fiO.

AMM01HTE8: A people of Palestine, allied,

according to Gen. xix. 38, to Abraham through
Lot, and therefore, like the brother people Moab,
akin to the other Abrahamic nations, Israel, Ish-

mael, and Edom. The name is here explained as

ben 'ammif " son of my kinsman." Their territory

lay east of the Jordan and north of Moab, from
whom they were separated by the Amon (Num.
xxi. 13). An Amoritic king, SLhon, and, later, the

Israelites are said to have excluded them from the

western and richer part of this district and to have
confined them to the steppe lands farther to the

east (Josh. xii. 2, xiii. 10, 25; Judges xi. 22).

Cities belonging to them are mentioned (Judges

xi. 33; II Sam. xii. 31), whence it appears that they
were in part a settled people, in part nomadic.
Their chief city and the one most frequently named
was Kabbah (Rabbath-ammon; Deut. iii. 11;

Josh. xiii. 25; II Sam. xii. 26-27; Esek. xxi. 20;

and often), the modem Amman. They had a king
in the earliest time. Their religion was doubtless

like that of the Moabites; their chief divinity was
Milcom (I Kings xi. 5, 33; II Kings xxiii. 13; the

mention of Chemosh as god of the Ammonites in

Judges xi. 24 is probably an error; see CJhsmobh).

The name " Milcom " has been explained as mean-
ing " Am is king," Am ('Am) bdng the name of

an older deity (cf. Balaam, " Am is lord," and Gen.
xix. 38). The relations between the Israelites and
Ammonites were generally hostile (Judges xi.;

I Sam. xi.; II Sam. x. 1-14, xii. 26-31; II Kiijgs

xxiv. 2; II Chron. xx.; Neh. ii. 10, iv. 3, vi. 1;

Jer. xl. 13-14, xlix. 1-6; Esek. xxv. 1-10; Amos
i. 13; Zeph. ii. 8); and this fact is reflected in the

account of their disgraceful origin in Gen. xix.

30-38. Solomon had an Ammonitish wife (I Kings
xiv. 21). Assyrian inscriptions state that Baasha,
king of Ammon, was among the allies defeated by
Shidmaneser II. at Karkar (854 B.C.), and show that

the Ammonite Puduilu, a contemporary of Blanasseh
of Judah, like all the west-Asiatic princes of the

time, was a vassal of Esarhaddon (681-668 B.C.).

In postexilic times also the Ammonites shared

the fortunes of their neighbors, and were imder
Persian, E^gyptian, and Syrian rule. Their old

capital Rabbah was made a Hellenistic city and
named " Philadelphia " after Ptolemy II., Phila-

delphus. In 218 B.C. it was captured imder Anti-

ochus the Great. In the Maccabean period the

Ammonites were tmder a tyrant Timotheus, whom
Judas defeated in several battles (I Mace. v. 6-8).

About 135 B.C. Philadelphia was ruled by a tyrant

named Zeno Cotylas (Josephus, AM,, XIII. viii. 1).

It was included in the Decapolis by Pompey, and
long remained imderRoman rule. At the be^nning
of the Jewish wars, like most of the HeUenistic

cities, it was attacked by the Jews. The name
" Anunonite " occurs for the last time in Justin

Martyr (d. 166), who says they were very numerous.

The present extensive ruins at Amman belong to

Roman times. (F. Buhl.)

Bibuoorapet: E. Kautssoh, in Riehm, HandtoOrterhuA dea

MUMcAsn AUerhmu, pp. 55-66. Bielefeld. 1884 (an admi-
rable sketeh); A. H. Sayoe. Raem of the Old Teatament,

London. 1891; A. Dillmann. Commteniary on (Tenstw, on
six. 38. Edinbuxsh, 1897; DB, i. 82-83: BB, iL 141-

146.
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AMMOmUS, am-mO'ne-xjB, OF ALEXANDRIA:
An Alexandrian of the third century who is thought
to have made one of the earliest attempts to pre-

pare a harmony of the Gospels. Eusebius (Hist,

ecd., vi. 19) and Jerome (De vir, ill., Iv.) strangely

confuse him with Ammonius Saccas (q.v.). He
may have been a yoimger contemporary of Origen.

Of his work nothing is known except what may be
gathered from a statement of Eusebius (Epist, ad
Carpianum), that he put beside the text of the

Gospel of Matthew the parallel passages from the

three other Gospels. Whether he wrote out the

parallels in full, or merely indicated them by some
system of reference, and whether or not he also

included the variants from Matthew can only be
oonjectiu«d. His work was probably intended

for the learned rather than for general use. The
so-called Ammonian sections are contained in the

edition of the '* Tables '' of Eusebius (i.e., his gos-

pel harmony), using the Authorised Version as text,

prepared by S. H. Turner (New York, 1860). See

Bible Text, II., 1, § 4.

Biblxoabapht: McQiffert in EusebiuB, H%9t. «eel., in NPNF,
L 38. 39; 267.

AMMONIUS (AMMON, AMUN) THE HERMIT.
See MoNASTicisM.

AMMONIUS SACCAS, saklcas: The founder
of Neoplatonism ; he lived at Alexandria c. 175-

242. He was of Christian parentage and education,

but returned to heathenism. For a long time, it

is said, he earned his living as a porter and carried

the grain sacks from the ships; hence his name.
Herennlus, Longinus, Plotinus, and Origen the

Neoplatonist, as well as the Christian Origen, were
among his pupils. He wrote nothing, and it is

impossible to reproduce his system from the state-

ments of his disciples.

AMOLO, am'6-lO: Archbishop of Lyons, 841-

852. He was educated in the school of Lyons
imder Agobard, whom he succeeded in the arch-

bishopric, and whom he resembled in his freedom
from credulity and superstition. In a letter to

Theotbold, bishop of Langres, dealing with a case

of the exhibition of imauthorized relics by two men
who came from Italy and pretended to be monks,
he advised that they should be prohibited, citing

other cases in his experience which had been mere
fraud and avarice. Amolo also followed Agobard
in his protest against the powerful position which
the Jews were acquiring in the south of France.
His book Advenua Judasos, dedicated to Charles
the Bald, contains some interesting details as to

the Messianic expectations of the Jews at the begin-

ning of the Middle Ages. In a letter to Gottschalk,

who had sought to find in him a supporter, he
exhorts the imprisoned monk to submit to the judg-
ment of the ecclesiastical authorities, and defi-

nitely repudiates several of his assertions on the
subject of predestination. His works are in MPL,
cxvi., and his letters in MGH, Epiat, v. (1899) 361
sqq. (A. Hauck.)

AMON, EGYPTIAN DEITY: The local deity
of Thebes in Upper Egypt. The etymology of the
name, as in the case of most Egyptian deities, is

uncertain; the theologians of the later time ex-

plained it as meaning " the concealed/' from the

root 'MN, " to be veiled, hidden." Amon appears

to have been originally a harvest-god; but as eariy

as the Middle Kingdom he was thou^t of as sun-

god, according to the teaching that all Egyptian

deities, whatever might be their names, were only

different forms of the one sun-god. As such he was
called Aman^Rasetn-nUru, *' Amon the Sun God,

the King of the Gods," and was later identified by
the Greeks with their Zeus (hence the late Greek
name for Thebes, DiospoUs), His holy animal

was a ram with horns curving downward. He is

usually represented in human form, blue in color,

wearing a close-fitting hat with two long upright

plumes. Less often he is represented ithyphaUic,

in the form of
^
the harvest-^od, Min of Koptos,

with whom he was often identifiued. Ram-headed
figures of Amon are also found, especially in Nubia.

Amon gained much from the changed political

conditions after the fall of the Old idngdom.
Thebes became the metropolis of Egjrpt and its

god took the chief place in the Egyptian pantheon.

The Pharaohs undertook their campaigns in Asia

and Nubia in the name of Amon and naturally

the lion's share of the booty feU to him. His great

temple, near the present Kamak, "the throne of

the world," was begun by the kings of the twen-

tieth dynasty, and was extended and adorned by
succeeding generations imtil it became the most
imposing of Egyptian temples (see No). His

worship was introduced in the conquered prov-

inces and his sanctuaries arose all over Nubia, in

the oases of the Libyan desert, and in Syria. Under
the New Kingdom he was preeminently the national

god of Egypt. The only check to the growth of

his power and wealth was the abortive attempt
of Amenophis IV., about 1400 b.c, to introduce

the worship of the sun's disk. Under the Rames-
sids Amon's possessions were almost incredible

(cf. Erman, Life in AncierU Egypt, London, 1894,

pp. 302-303). His high priest came to be the

first person in the State after the king, and even-
tually, toward the end of the twentieth dynasty,
was able to supplant the latter. The priests of

Amon did not long retain the throne, but their

great wealth perpetuated their political influence

until the twenty-sixth dynasty, when their power
seems to have declined, and Amon gradually sank
back to the position of a local deity. In the oases,

however, and in Ethiopia his worship and the au-
thority of his priests lasted till Roman times and
the introduction of Christianity.

(G. Stbindorff.)
Bibuoobapht: C. P. Tfele, HiaUfry «f Om Boyptian Rdiaian,

pp. 147-160, Boston, 1882; H. Brugaoh. RAigum . . .

der aiUn Aeovp^* PP- 87 sqq., Leipsie, 1886; A. Erman.
Life in Ancient Egypt* paoaim, London, 1894; A. Wiede-
mann, ReUirton cf the Ancient Bgyptiane, 100-110, New
York, 1897 (authoriUtiYe); £. A. W. Budge, OctU of Ike
BgypHane, i. 23, 79. 88. ii. 1-16. 324, London, 1903 (the
fullest account , in a volume richly illustrated); P.D. Chan-
tepie de la Saussaye, Lehnbtuh der RAiQioneoeeehidde, L
208-209. Tttbinsen. 1906; O. Steindorff. RtWiim of tke
Andent Bgyp^*^* New York. 1906.

AMON, ^'men, KING OF JUDAS: Fourteenth
king of Judah, son and successor of Manasseh.
He reigned, according to the old chronology,
642-641 B.C.; according to Kamphaiuen, 640-639;
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aeooiding to Hommel, 641--640. During his short

reign nothing of importance took place. Judah,

which was tributary to the Aagynana, enjoyed

peace. Amon walked in the wajra of his father,

Ifanasaeh, imitated the Assyrians in worshiping

the heavenly bodies, and continued the Baal and
Moloch cults. His servants conspired against him
and slew him. The " people of the land " rose up
against the conspirators, slew them, and made
Josiah, his son, eight years old, king in his stead.

His history is found in II Kings xzi. 18-26; II

Chron. xxxiii. 20-25. (W. Lorz.)
Bimjoom

A

fht: Oonmilt the works mentioned under Ahab.

AMORITESy am^6-raits: According to Gen. x.

15-18; I Chron. i. 13-16, one of the eleven tribes

descended from Canaan. They are frequently

mentioned in lists of the Palestinian peoples dis-

possessed by Israel (Gen. xv. 21 ; Ex. iii. 8; Deut.

vii. 1; Josh. iii. 10; etc.). As distinguished from
the Canaanites, they seem to have formed the chief

part of the population of the westoJordan high-

lands (Num. xiii. 29; Deut. i. 7, 19-20, 44; Josh.

v. 1, X. 6). In certain passages (particulariy in

E and D) the term is used as a general designation

of the pre-Israelitic peoples of Palestine (Gen. xv.

16; Josh. vii. 7, xxiv. 15, 18; Judges vi. 10; I Sam.
vii. 14; II Sam. xxi. 2; I Kings xxi. 26; II Kings
xxi. 11; Isa. xvii. 9, LXX.; Ezek. xvi. 3; Amos
ii. 9-10). In Judges i. 34-35 the people of the

lowlands west of the moimtains of Judah are called

Amorites. EUsewhere (as in Gen. xiv. 7, 13, xlviii.

22, and in many passages in which the easWordan
kings, Sihon and Og, are called Amorites) it is

doubtful whether or not a particular tribe is meant.

The extrarBiblical soiux^s have raised new prob-

lems instead of throwing light on the ethnographical

question. The " Amara " of the Egyptian in-

scriptions, who are usually identified with the

Amorites, lived in the valley between Lebanon and
Anti-Lebanon (of. W. Max MQller, Asien und
Eurapa, Leipsic, 1893, pp. 21&-233). Hence it

seems probable that the Amorites moved south-

ward in the fifteenth century b.c.—a movement
which may be referred to in the Tell el-Amarna

letters (cf. H. Winckler, GeBchichte IsraeU, i., Leipsic,

1895, p. 52). (F. Buhl.)
The Amorites are mentioned in the Old Testa-

ment more frequently than any other people of

Palestine except the Canaanites. West of the

Jordan they seem to have been confounded the

one with the other; but as the Canaanites are

never said to have lived east of the Jordan so

the Amorites do not appear on the Mediterranean

coast-land. The diffictilt question as to whether

or not the two peoples are essentially identical is

probably to be decided in the negative, though it is

quite possible that the Amorites as well as the

Canaanites were a Semitic people. There is, in

any case, no sufficient warrant for the assumption

of Sayce and others that they were akin to the

Libyans. The Babylonian name for Canaan, mat

Amurif "land of the Amorites" shows that at

least the eastern side of Palestine was Amoritic at

an eariy date, and it is a plausible supposition that

the two related peoples separated in southern

SyruL, the Canaanites following the coast-land

(their proper home) and then spreading eastward

to the hni-country, and the Amorites coming
gradually southward, mainly east of the Jordan.

A learned annotator intimates (Deut. iii. 9) that

they were once the dominant people about Anti-

Lebanon, as the. '' Sidonians " or Phenicians were

about Lebanon. After their loss of the Moabite

country (Nimi. xxi. 21-35) they were gradually ab-

sorbed by the Hebrews, Amorites, and Arameans.
J. F. McCURDY.

Bibuoorapht: A. H. Sayoe, The White Race of AncUrU
Paiettine, in Exponior, July, 1888; idem. Raeet of the

O. T., London. 1801; DB. i. 84-^85; EB, i. 146-147. 640-643;

Meyer, in ZATW, L (1881) 122 sqq.; J. F. MoCurdy.
Hittary, Prophecy and the Monvmente, || 130-181, 3 yoIb.,

New York. 1806-1901.

AMOS, 6'mes: The third of the minor prophets,

originally a herdsman and farmer of Tekoa (a

town twelve miles B.s.e. of Jerusalem), and destitute

of a prophetical education (Amos i. 1, vii. 12, 14-

15). The Fathers wrongly identified him with

the father of Isaiah (Amoz), because his name
in the Septuagint is identical with

Life. that of Isaiah's father. He prophe-

sied in the Northern Kingdom during

the reigns of Uzziah in Judah (777-736 b.c.) and
Jeroboam II. in Israel (781-741), when Israel was
at the very height of its splendor (i. 1, vii. 10-11).

His prophecies were apparently all given in one
year, specified as "two years before the earth-

quake," a momentous but undatable event (i. 1;

cf. Zech. xiv. 5; Josephus, Ant., IX. x. 4, gives a
fabulous story) . The place was Beth-el, the greatest

sanctuary of the Northern Kingdom. His plain

speaking led to the charge of conspiracy, and he

was compelled to return to Judah (Amos vii. 10-

12). Nothing more is known of him.

The Book of Amos, after the opening verse, is

divisible into three parts: (1) Chaps, i. 2-ii. 16,

describing the judgments of God upon Damascus
(i. 3-5), Philistia (i. 6-8), Tyre (i. ^10), Edom
(i. 11-12), Ammon (i. 13-15), Moab (ii. 1-3), Judah
(ii. 4-5), and Israel (ii. 6-16). (2) Chaps. iii.-vi., a
series of discourses against the Northern Kingdom
threatening punishment and judgment. The sub-

division of this section is a matter of

The dispute. The prophet sets forth in

Book of his usual rhetorical manner the moral
Amos, and religious degeneracy of the people.

(3) Chaps, vii.-ix., beginning with three

successive threatening visions (vii. 1-3, 4-6, 7-9).

These were made the basis of the complaint against

Amos of Amaziah, high priest at Beth-el, to the

king Jeroboam II., and hence resulted his banish-

ment (vii. 10-13). Before he goes, however, he
insists upon the reality of his call (vii. 14-15), and
foretells the sad fall of the high priest and his

family (vii. 16-17). Chaps, vii., viii., and ix. contain

two visions and their explanations. The first is

of threatening content, but the second (ix. 1-7)

adds a promise of salvation for a faithful remnant
and of the universal sway of religion and prosperity

(ix. ^15). The book gives only an abstract of

the prophet's complete discourses.

The style of Amos is rhetorical. His figures,

analogies, and similes are excellent, though at times

surprising (cf. iii. 3-6; iv. 2; v. 7; xiii. 11-14). The
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notion that Amos borrows his similes chiefly from

his early mode of life, and thus betrays his extrac-

tion, 18 generally accepted; but it is hardly well

foimded when the variety of them is observed (cf.

ii. 13; iiL 4, 6, S, 12; vi. 12; viii. 8; ix. 5; and the

visions of vii. 1 and viii. 1). On the other hand,

the Hebrew of Amos is abnormal, but it ia imcertain

how much belongs to the author himself. The
integrity and genuineness of the book are generally

acknowledged; only i. 9-11; ii. 4, 5; iii. 14b; iv.

13; V. 8, 9; viii. 6, 8, 11, 12; ix. 5, 6, 8-16, partly

on aoooimt of the contents, partly on account of

the connection, have been regarded as glosses by
modem critics (Duhm, Stade, Giesebrecht, Ck>mill,

Schwally, Smend, Wellhausen).

The modem school of Biblical scholars regard

the Book of Amos as the oldest written testimony

to that activity of the prophets of

Its Im- the eighth centiuy b.c. whereby the

portance. religion of Israel was given a more
ethical and spiritual character. It

is therefore important to note its contents and
presuppositions. Two evils in the moral and
religious conditions of the Northern Kingdom
receive the prophet's severe condemnation, vis.,

the reprehensible conduct of the high and mighty
(ii. 6-7a; iii. 10; iv. 1; v. 7, 11-12; viii. 4-6), and
the perverted religious forms and observances (ii.

7b-8; V. 26; viii. 14). The latter, with their idola-

trous representations of the deity, were specially

offensive to a pious Judean, who believed that

Yahweh dwelt on Zion and not in visible form.

Reliance upon the offerings, gifts, feasts, and pro-

cessions of Beth-el and the other sanctuaries as a

means of securing Yahweh's favor was a terrible

mistake, which could only bring the most direful

consequences (iv. 4-13; v. 4-6, 21-24; ix. 1-8).

The true way to serve Yahweh was to become
like him and to practise goodness and righteousness

(v. 14, 24). The prophet makes no claim to new
ideas concerning Yahweh or his relations to the

world in general and to Isra^ in particular. What
he has to say upon these topics is all assumed as

already known to the pious. It is the idolatrous

worship, with its attendant evils, which he repro-

bates and wishes to correct. (A. KOHLERt.)
Biblxoorapht: Besides the works mentioned in the article

Minor Pbophktb, oonsiilt: W. R. Harper, Amoa and
HoMat in Initmational Critical Commeniary, New York,
1006 (gives a full list of the important literature, clxxviii.-

dxxzix.); Q. Baur, Der Prophtt AmoB erkUkrt, Giessen,

1847; J. H. Ounninc, De go<Upraken van Amot, Leyden,
1886; K. Hartung. Der Prophet Amot naeh dem Orund-
texte erkUtrt, in Btblieche Studien, iii., Freibuig, 1808; H.
G. Kitohell. Amoe, an Eeaay in Exegeeit, Boston, 1893,

1900; J. J. P. Valeton, Amoa en Hoeea, Nijmwegen, 1894
(Germ, transl., Giessen, 1898, an excellent work); 8. R.
Driver, Jod and Amoa, in Camlrridge Bible, 1897; 8. Oettli,

Amoa und Hoeea, awei Zeugen gegen die Anwendung der

EvolutionaVieorie auf die Religion leraeU, in Beiir&ge aur

Forderung Chriaaiehen Theologie, v. 4. Gatersloh, 1901.

AMPHILOCHinS, am^'fi-ld^ki-us, SAIITT : Ap-
parently a cousin of Gregory Naziansen, and
closely associated with him and with Basil the

Great in directing the policy of the Church at the
time of the defeat of Anamsm. He was originally a
lawyer, but retired to a life of devotion and ascet-

icism. In 373 he was chosen bishop of Iconium,
the metropolitan see of Lycaonia. The year of

his death is uncertain; but Jerome includes him,

as still living, in his De viris tilustribus (392), and.

he appears as taking part in a synod at Constan-

tinople in 394. Of the numerous works ascribed

to him byCombefis (cf.MPG, xxxiz.),not afeware
doubtless not genuine. Late investigation, however,

has brought to light other genuine works of Amphi-
lochius. The Episiola 9ynodtca in defense of the

orthodox doctrine of the Trinity (376), and the

Iambi ad Seleucum, ascribed to Gregoiy Naziansen

(MPG, xxxvii.), not without importance for the

history of the canon, are not the only works of Am-
pbilochius which are still extant. (F. Loofb.)
Biblioorapht: Fabridus-Harles, BiUioikeea Qraoa, viii.

373-381, Hambuis, 1802; DCB, i. 103-107 (quite ex-

haustive); J. Fessler, InetiJtutionee pairalogia, L 600-604,
Innsbruok, 1900; K. HoU, AmjihiJUKhiMe von Ikonium, TH-
bingen, 1904; G. Fieker, AmphHockiana, part i., Leipeie.

1906.

AMPULUSy am-pnl1i or -16: [Flasks or vials

for holding liquids. In ecclesiastical usage they

have been employed for the water and wine of the

mass and for the consecrated oil used in baptism,

confirmation, and extreme unction. Such vessels

were sometimes of considerable size and were made
of gold, silver, cr3rstal, onyx, or glass. Specimens
are preserved at Paris, Cologne, Venice, and else-

where; and there is one at Reims said to have been
miraculously provided for the baptism of Clovis

in 496.] Deserving of most notice are the so-called

ampuUa sanguinolentcBf phiola cruerUa or rubricata

(" blood-ampulke "), gLass flasks which contain

a reddish sediment and are alleged to have once
held the blood of martyrs. They have been foimd
almost exclusively in the graves of the catacombs,
near the slab with which the grave was sealed or

fastened to it by mortar. They are first mentioned
by Antonio Bosio, the explorer of the Roman
catacombs, who relates that in certain graves as

well as in glass or clay vessels, he found blood con-

gealed and dried, which, when moistened with
water, assiuned its natural color (Roma aoUerranea,

Rome, 1632, p. 197). Soon afterward a certain

Landucci discovered such vessels with a watery
or milky fluid which, when shaken, assumed the

color of blood (De Rossi, 619). The discovery of

a phiola rubricata came to be regarded as certain

proof of a martyr's grave, and the Congregation
of the Sacred Rites decided accordingly in 166S
when doubts were raised concerning the indicia

martyrii at the removal of relics from the cata-

combs. Doubts continued, however, and a Jesuit,

Victor de Buck, made the strongest presentation

of the case of the skeptics, arguing on scientific

grounds (De phudia rvbricatis, Brussels, 1855).
After a new find in the cemeteiy of S. Satumino in

1872 a papal commission undertook an exact
microscopical investigation, which was believed

to establish the presence of blood. Roman (}atholic

archeologists and theologians had generaUy con-
ceded a possibility that the claims mi^t be well

founded, while opposing the unsystematic and
unscientific assumption that all red sediment was
blood, and demanding an adequate investigation

in each case.

The following weighty and conclusive objections,

however, aremade even to the possibility: (1) There
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IB no literazy testimony that the blood of martyrs

was preserved as is presupposed, and no satisfactoiy

reason has been g;iven why it should have been
thus saved. (2) A largd percentage of these

ampulls come from the graves of children under
seven years of age, who can hardly have suffered

in the persecutions of the Christians; furthermore,

more than one-half of them are of the time of

Gonstantine or later. (3) Non-Christian graves

furnish similar vessels with red sediment. (4) In

no case has the sediment been proved to be blood

by chemical and microscopic examination. The
attempt made in 1872 is imtnistworthy, and its

results are rejected by competent judges. (5) The
specimens with inscriptions (such as sang., sa,,

and the like) and the monogram of Christ or the

cross are forgeries. The red sediment is probably

osdd of iron produced by the decomposition of the

glass. It has been suggested that it is the remains

of communion wine, and the sixth canon of the

Synod of Carthage of 307 lends support to the view,

but the chemical analysis is against' it (cf., however,

Berthelot in Revue ajih^ologique, new seriesj xxxiii.,

1877, p. 306). Certain heathen biirial customs
in which wine (cf. Schultze, Katakamben, pp. 52,

54, and note 15) or oil was used offer analogies.

The original purpose and significance of these

ampulke was protxEJ^ly not uniform.

(ViCTOB Schultze.)

BnLiOQaAPBT: F. X. Kraus, Die BltUampulUn der ritmir

«dk«n KalalumUn, Frankfort, 1868; idem, Ua)€r den ge-

genwOrHgen Stand der Frage naeh dem Inhalte und der Be-
deubmo der rdmitcA^n BltUampuUen, Freiburx, 1872; idem,
Roma eotterranea, pp. 607 sqq., ib. 1870: " Paulinus." Die
Mdrtyrer der Katakomben und die rdmieehe Praxie, Leip-
tie. 1871; O. B. de Roori, Roma eoUerranea, iii. 602 sqq.,

Rcnne. 1877; Victor Schultie. Die eogenannlen BUUgiAeer
der r&mieehen Kaiakomben, in ZKW, i. (1880) 615 sqq.;

idem. Die Katakomben, pp. 226 aqq., Leipme. 1882.

AMRAFHEL. See Hammxtrabi and his Code,

I., I 1.

AMSDORF, RIKOLAnS VON: Qerman Protes-

tant; b. at Torgau (30 m. n.e. of Leipsic) Dec. 3,

1483; d. at Eisenach May 14, 1565. He began
his studies at the University of Leipsic in 1500,

but two years later went to Wittenberg, being

among the first students in the newly founded

university in that city. There he fell imder the

influence of Luther, whose intimate friend he be-

came, and to whose teachings he lent unquestioning

adhesion from the very beginning. He was with

Luther at the Leipsic disputation in 1519, accom-

panied him to Worms in 1521, and was in the

secret of his sojourn at the Wartburg. In 1524

be became psstor and superintendent in Magdeburg
and was active in introducing the Reformation

into that city, organising the ritual closely on

the model of Wittenberg. He performed similar

aervioes in Goslar and Eznbeck. From the first

he was rigid in his views, opposed to the least

departure from the orthodox Lutheran doctrine,

and fierce in his attacks on such men as Melanch-

thon and Butser who came to represent a policy

of conciliation and compromise both within the

Protestant Church and toward the Roman Catholic

princes. Thus he was largely instrumental in the

failure of the Regensburg conference of 1541, where

his attitude toward the emperor was as fearless

as it was narrow. In the same year the Elector

John Frederick appointed him bishop of Naum-
burg-Zeitz against the wishes of the chapter and
in spite of the protest of the emperor. The battle

of Mdhlberg (1547) compelled him to seek refuge

in Weimar. His quarrel with Melanchthon and
his supporters had grown embittered with time,

and he helped to found a new university at Jena
in opposition to the tendencies represented at

Wittenberg. In the same spirit he assumed
charge of the Jena edition of Luther's works, which
was to correct the alleged faults and omissions of

the Wittenberg edition.

In 1552 Amsdorf was made superintendent at

Eisenach, whence, with Flacius, whom he caused

to be called to Jena, he carried on a virulent

polemic against the so-called Philippists and Adi-

aphorists. The formal break between the orthodox
Lutheran party and the followers of Melanchthon
at the colloquy of Worms in 1557 was largely due
to Amsdorf's efforts. From 1554 to 1559 he was
engaged in a violent controversy' with Justus

Menius, superintendent at Gotha, concerning the

doctrine of good works as essential to salvation;

and in the stress of conflict he was led to assume
the extreme position that good works are actually

detrimental to the welfare of the soul, denoting

by " good works," however, those that man per-

forms for the express purpose of attaining sal-

vation. When, in 1561, as a result of his views on
the doctrine of sin, Flacius, together with his

followers, was expelled from Jena, Amsdorf was
spared because of his advanced age and his great

services to the Protestant cause in the early days
of the Reformation. (G. Kawerau.)

Biblioorapht: E. J. Meier! biography of Amadorf in M.
Meurer,Dm Leben der AUvlUer der ItUKerieehen Ktrcke, iii.,

Leipaio, 1803; Eiohhorn, Amedorfiana^ in ZKO, vol. xzii.,

1901.

AMULET, am^yu-let: A word first used to des-

ignate objects having a magical effect in warding

off or driving away evils—the evil eye, illness,

demons, etc.—^and thus practically equivalent to
" talisman.'' By degrees it came to be employed
for objects worn about the person. Used down to

the seventeenth century for things forbidden by
the Church, it gradually acquired a more general

meaning. The limits of this article preclude the

discussion of the origin of amulets, of their psy-

chological basis, or of their significance in the uni-

versal history of religion.

In the Old Testament, objects of the kind are

mentioned among the ornaments worn by women
(Isa. iii. 16-26) and by animals (Judges

In the Old viii. 21); the bells on the border of

Testament the high priest's robe had no other

and Juda- primary significance (cf. " the bells

irau of the horses," Zech. xiv. 20). Later

Judaism completely surroimded the in-

dividual with intangible spirits, but provided nu-

merous means of protection against the evil they

might effect—the presence of angels, pronouncing

the name of God, amulets containing the Holy Name,

and fragments of Scripture worn on the person

(the *' phylacteries " of Matt, xxiii. 5) or fastened
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to the door-posts of houses. The special power
over demons attributed to Solomon may also be
mentioned; formulas of exorcism were referred

to him, and the possessed were supposed to be
healed, on the invocation of his name, by the

methods prescribed by him.

The demonological conceptions of Judaism and
the magic of the East had a very strong influence

on the Greco-Roman world. Christi-

In the anity, however, at first rejected these

Early superstitious observances, and pro-

Church, tested against every accusation of

the use of magic arts. There came a
change with the entrance of the pagan multitudes,

with their material ideas of religion and their need
for an external realization of the supernatural.

The ideas about demons, found in the exorcisms

of the second century (Origen, Contra Cdsum, vi.

39, 40) were generalized, paganized, and Judaized.

As the ecclesiastical writers abundantly testify

(see passages quoted in Bingham, Origines, vii.

250), magical formulas began to be used again;

mysterious objects, inscribed with characters often

unintelligible, were placed upon the bodies of new-
bom infants and the sick; and Chiysostom (on

I Cor. vii. 3) warns his hearers against love-philters.

The teachers of the Church branded all this as actual

apostasy from the faith; and the Christian civil

government punished severely the use of amulets
in sickness. To meet this tendency an attempt
was made to give these methods a Christian color-

ing, or to employ elements susceptible to a Christian

interpretation. The demons, who had been sup-

posed to have special care of races or of individuals,

now became angels, and protection was afforded

by their names inscribed on amulets. In like man-
ner the name of God was used. Even some of the

clergy provided such amulets, though the Church
forbade them to do so, and excommunicated
those who wore them (Synod of Laodicea; Synod
of Agde, 544). The cross (see Cross and
ITS Use as a Symbol, § 3) took a specially

prominent place among these protecting objects.

Women and children commonly wore verses from
the Gospels for this purpose. Chrysostom told the

people of Antioch that they ought rather to have
the Gospels in their hearts. That of John was
thought to be particularly efficacious; it was laid

on the head to drive out fever, and Augustine

commends the practise (TracUUus vi in cap, t.

Johannia evangelii, MPL, xxv. 1443), "not be-

cause it is done for this purpose," but because it

means the abandonment of the pagan ligatures.

The whole range of sacred things was brought into

service. Satyrus, the brother of Ambrose, in a
shipwreck, hung the eucharistic bread, wrapped
in an ararium, about his neck " that he might get

help from his faith " (Ambrose, De obitu fratria,

xliii.). Similar use was made of oil and wax from
holy places and of water and salt that had been
blessed. Relics of the saints, enclosed in costly

cases, were worn. Since the Church was imable
entirely and all at once to drive out every vestige

of heathen superstition, it did the next best thing

when it took into consideration the needs of

popular, unspiritual devotion, and gradually, by

the conversion of the old means, forced into the

background or effaced their non-Oiristian ele-

ments.

Lack of space forbids the discussion in detail

of the diversified forms even of Christian develop-

ment of the idea, as they are foimd in the nimierous
relics of antiquity, from those of the catacombs
down, or to give any account of the multiplicity

of objects which are commonly used
Siinri- among the devout Roman Catholics

vals. at the present day, with at least some
remnant of the idea of the ancient

amulets underlying them—scapulars, crosses, the
agnus dei, rosaries, and an endless variety of

medals with pictures of the Virgin and the saints.

These objects may serve different purposes; they
may be tokens of sharing in a wide-spread and
approved devotion, or signs of membership in some
pious confraternity, or souvenirs of a visit to some
holy place; but in most instances the priestly

blessing which they have received is distinctly

understood to give them a positive power (on
condition of the proper faith and other dispositions

on the part of the wearer or possessor) against the
assaults of evil spirits and other ills.

(Johannes Ficker.)
Biblxoorapht: W. King, Talimnan and AmtdeU, in iirdk<»-

oloaical Journal, zxvi. (1869) 25-34, 14(K157. 225-235;
J. A. Martisny, DicUonnaire de» aniiguiU9 dwiUenneM, arti-

cle Amulette, Paria, 1877; W. R. Smith, in Journal of Phi-
loloov, xiv. (1881) 122-123; E. C. A. Riehm. HandwOrter-
huchdeahibliMchsn AUertunu, Bielefeld. 1884; J.Wellhauaen,
Skizzen, in. 144, Berlin, 1887; M. Friedl&nder, Jewtah Re-
ligion, pp. 331-338, London, 1891; J. L. Andr6, Tali&mafu,
in Th4 ReliQuarv, vii. (1893) 162-167, 195-202. Tiii. (1894)
13-18; DB, i. 88-90, iii. 869-874.

AHYOT. See Amiot.

AMYRAUT, am"!-r6', MOKE (Lat. Moaea Amy-
raldua): Calvinist theologian and preacher; b.

at Bourgueil (27 m. w.s.w. of Tours), Touraine,
1596; d. at Saumur Jan. 8, 1664. He came of an
influential family in Orleans, began the study of

law at Poitiers, and received the degree of licentiate

in 1616; but the reading of Calvin's Instiiutio

turned his mind to theology. This he studied eager-
ly at Saumur, under Cameron, to whom he w^as

much attached. After serving as pastor for a
short time at Saint-Aignan, he was called in 1626
to succeed Jean Daill^ at Saumur, and soon became
prominent. The national synod held at Charenton
in 1631 chose him to lay its requests before Louis
XIII., on which occasion his tactful bearing at-

tracted the attention and won the respect of Riche-
lieu. In 1633 he was appointed professor of theol-

ogy at Saumur with De la Place and Cappel, and
the three raised the institution into a flourishing

condition, students being attracted to it from
foreign countries^ especially from Switzerland.
Theological novelties in their teaching, however,
soon stirred up opposition, which came to little in

France; but in Switzerland, where the professors

were less known, it reached such a pitch that stu-

dents were withdrawn, and in 1675 the Helvetic
Consensus was drawn up against the Saiimur inno-
vations. Am3rraut was specially attacked because
his teaching on grace and predestination seemed to

depart from that of the ^mod of Dort, by adding
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a conditioiial universal grace to the unconditional

particular.

Amyraut first published his ideas in his TraiU

de la pridestinaHon (Saumur, 1634), which imme-
diately caused great excitement. The controversy

became so heated that the national synod at Alen^n
in 1637 had to take notice of it. Amyraut and his

friend Testard were acquitted of heterodoxy, and
silence was imposed on both sides. The attacks

continued, however, and the question came again

before the synod of Charenton in 1644-45, but

with the same result. Am3rraut bore himself so

well under all these assaults that he succeeded in

conciliating many of his opponents, even the

venerable Du Moulin (1655). But at the synod

of Loudun in 1659 (the last for which permission

was obtained—partly through Amyraut's influ-

ence—from the crown), fresh accusations were

brought, this time including Daill^, the president

of the synod, because he had defended what is

called " Amyraldism." This very synod, how-
ever, gave Amyraut the honorable commission

to revise the order of discipline. In France the

harmlessness of his teaching was generally recog-

nized; and the controversy would soon have died

out but for the continual agitation kept up abroad,

especially in Holland and Switzerland.

Amyraut's doctrine has been called " hypothet-

ical imiversalism "; but the term is misleading,

since it might be applied also to the Arminianism
which he steadfastly opposed. His main propo-

sition is this: God wills all men to be saved, on
condition that they believe—^a condition which
they could well fulfil in the abstract, but which in

fact, owing to inherited corruption, they stubbornly

reject, so that this universal will for salvation

actually saves no one. God also wills in particular

to save a certain niunber of persons, and to pass

over the others with this grace. The elect will

be saved as inevitably as the others will be damned.
The essential point, then, of Amyraldism is the com-
bination of real particularism with a piu*ely ideal

universalism. Though still believing it as strongly

as ever, Amyraut came to see that it made little

practical difference, and did not press it in his last

years, devoting himself rather to non-controversial

studies, especially to his system of Christian morals

(La morale chrestienne, 6 vols., Saumur, 1652-60).

The real significance of Amyraut's teaching lies

in the fact that, while leaving unchanged the special

doctrines of Calvinism, he brought to the front its

ethical message and its points of universal himian

interest. See Calvinism. (E.F.Karl Miller.)
Bibuooraprt: E. and £. Haas, ^ France ProUatanU, i.

72-80. Paris, 1846 (gives a complete list of his voluminous
works); E. Saigey. in Beoue dm thSologie, pp. 178 sqq.,

Paris. 1849; A. Schweiser. TiOnnoer theolooiaeke Jahr-
hOehtr* 1862, pp. 41 sqq.. 165 sqq.

ANABAPTISTS.
I. Tbe Sober Anabaptists. II. The Fanatical Anabap-

In Switaerland (§1). tists.

Anabaptist Tenets (1 2). The Zwickau Prophets
In the Netherlands and <| 1).

v^^m^^ (1 3). In Strasbuis and Mon-
ster (I 2).

The name '' Anabaptists " (meaning " Rebap-

tisers ") was given by their opponents to a party

I.—11

among the Protestants in Reformation times

whose distinguishing tenet was opposition to infant

baptism, which they held to be unscriptural and
therefore not true baptism. They baptized all

who joined them; but, according to their belief,

this was not a rebaptism as their opponents charged.

In opposition to the Church doctrine they held

that baptism should be administered only to those

who were old enough to express by means of it

their acceptance of the Christian faith, and hence,

from their point of view, their converts were really

baptized for the first time. Another epithet often

applied to them was " Catabaptists," meaning
pseudobaptists, as if their baptism were a mockery,
and with an implication of drowning, which was
considered the appropriate punishment for their

conduct and frequently followed their arrest.

In studying this movement the following facts

should be borne in mind: (1) The Anabaptists

did not invent their rejection of infant baptism,

for there have always been parties in the Church
which were antipedobaptists (cf. A. H. Newman,
History of Antipedobaptism, Philadelphia, 1897).

(2) There are two kinds of Anabaptists, the sober

and the fanatical. Failure to make this distinc-

tion has done mischief and caused modem Baptists

to deny their connection with the Baptists of the

Reformation, whereas they are the lineal descend-

ants of the sober kind and have no reason to be
ashamed of their predecessors. (3) Even among
the fanatical Anabaptists there were harmless

dreamers; not all the fanatics were ready to estab-

lish a Kingdom of the Saints by unsaintly deeds.

(4) Information concerning the Anabaptists is

largely derived from prejudiced and deficient

sources.

I. The Sober Anabaptists: These were the

product of the Reformation in Switzerland started

by Zwingli. Shortly after he began to preach Ref-

ormation doctrine in Zurich, in 1519, some of his

hearers, very humble persons mostly, gathered in pri-

vate houses to discuss his sermons, and Zwingli often

met with them. He had laid it down as a principle

that what is not taught in the Bible is not a law
of God for Christians, and had applied this prin-

ciple to the payment of tithes and the observance

of Lent. In 1522 these friends of Zwingli asked

him where he found his plain Scripture authorizing

infant baptism and whether, according to his

principle he was not compelled to

X. In give it up. Zwingli, however, though
Switzer- he wavered at first, decided to stand by
land. the Church, arguing that there was

fair inferential support in the Bible

for the practise, and that it was the Christian

substitute for the Jewish rite of circumcision.

Over this point an estrangement took place between

him and his parishioners. The little company
received accessions of a desirable character, and
came to include scholars and theologians like

Felix Bianz and Conrad Grebel, who socially and
intellectually were the peers of Zwingli's followers.

Habmaier was a visitor. In 1524 as the result of

letters or visits from Thomas Manzer and Andreas

Carlstadt they took veiy decided antipedobaptist

positions; but public opinion in Zurich was against
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them, and the magistrates on Jan. 18, 1525, after

what was considered the victory of the Church
party in a public debate, following many private

conferences, ordered that these antipedobaptists

present their children for baptism, and made it a
law that any parents refusing to have their infant

children baptized should be banished. On Jan. 21

they forbade the meetings of the antipedobaptists

and banished all foreigners who advocated their

views. Shortly after this the antipedobaptists

began to practise believers' baptism. In a com-
pany composed entirely of laymen one poured
water in the name of the Trinity on other members
in succession, after they had expressed a desire

to be baptized, and so, as they claimed, they
instituted veritable Christian baptism. like scenes

were enacted in other assemblies. It is noteworthy
that these first believers' baptisms were by pouring;

immersion was introduced later. Also that in all

the lengthy treatises of Zwingli on baptism there

is no discussion as to the mode. These early

Baptists practised pouring, sprinkling, and im-
mersion as suited their convenience, and did not

consider the mode as of much importance.

Though infant baptism was the first and the main
issue between the Anabaptists and the Church

party, there were others of great

2. Anabap- importance. The former said that

tist Tenets, only those who had been baptized

after confession of faith in Christ con-

stituted a real Church; the latter, that all baptized

persons living in a certain district constituted the

State Church. The Anabaptists maintained that

there should be a separation between the State

and the Church; that no Christian should bear

arms, take an oath, or hold public office; that there

should be complete religious liberty. All this

was not in accord with the times; and thus the

Anabaptists were considered to be enemies of the

standing order, and were treated accordingly.

On Sept. 9, 1527, the cantons of Zurich, Bern, and
St. Gsdl united in an edict which may be taken as

a specimen of its class. It gives reasons for prose-

cuting the Anabaptists, which are manifestly prej-

udiced and even in part false, and then decrees

the death by drowning of all of them who are

teachers, baptizing preachers, itinerants, leaders

of conventicles, or who had once recanted and then

relapsed. Foreigners in these cantons associating

with the Anabaptists were banished, and if found
again were to be drowned. Simple adherents

were to be fined. It was made the bounden duty
of all good citizens to inform against the Anabap-
tists (for the fuU text consult S. M. Jackson,

Htddreich Zwingli, New York, 1903, pp. 25^281).
Similar laws against the Anabaptists were made
and enforced in South Germany, Austria, the

Tyrol, the Netherlands, England, and wherever

they went. Such treatment suppressed Anabap-
tism, or at all events, drove it beneath the surface.

How ineffectual it was to extinguish it appears from
the fact that early in 1537, four Anabaptists from
the Netherlands quietly stole into Geneva, and
began making converts. John Calvin, who neg-

lected no opportunity to do God service, as he
conceived it, got wind of their presence and had

them and their seven converts banished by the

magistrates (the incident is described by Beza in

his life of Calvin, ed. Neander, p. 8; cf. Calvin's

TracU, Eng. transl., i. xxx.; Doumergue, Jean
CalviUf ii. 242; Herminjard, Correspandance des

RifomuUeura, iv. 272). Anabaptists persisted in

great numbers in Moravia, the Palatinate, Switzer-
land, Poland, and elsewhere.

Only in the Netherlands did the Anabaptists
escape persecution, and there they became quite

numerous. They were joined in 1536 by
3. In the a remarkable man, MennoSimons(q.v.),
Nether- who organized them and his name hft«

lands and been given to the sect (see BIicnnon-
England. rras). From the Netherlands they

passed into England; but no sooner did
they make converts there than Henry VIII. in-

cluded them in a decree of banishment, and those
who remained he threatened to put to death.
Indeed, in 1535 there is record of ten persons who
were burned in l^ondon and other English towns
on the charge of Anabaptism (cf. John Foxe, AcU
and Monuments, ed. Townsend, v., London, 1843,

p. 44). How little this cruel course succeeded is

evidenced by the continued presence in England
of the Baptist Church.
That among the sober kind of Anabaptists there

were unworthy persons, that some of them held
visionary views, and that a few may have been
goaded into occasional violence of expression, and
possibly of conduct, may be accepted as proved;
but that they were as a party guilty of the charges
brought against them, as in the joint edict men-
tioned above, is untrue. As a class they were as
holy in life as their persecutors; and their leaders,

in Biblical knowledge and theological acumen,
were no mean antagonists.

n. The Fanatical Anabaptists : The earliest men-
tion of Anabaptism in connection with the Lutheran
Reformation is in the spring of 1521 when Niklaus
Storch, Markus Stttbner, and a third person, who

was a weaver, as Storch had been,
I. The made their appearance in Wittenberg
Zwickau and sought to convert the professors
Prophets, of its university to their views, which

were the familiar Anabaptist ones of
opposition to military service, private prop-
erty, government by those not true Christians,

infant baptism, and the oath, together with the
novel one that there should be a dissolution of the
marriage bond in the cases where there was not
agreement between the married couple in religious

belief. These views they pressed with great
vehemence and no little success. They also claimed
to be inspired to make their deliverances. As
they came from Zwickau, they are called the Zwick-
au Prophets (q.v.). Carlstadt was impressed by
them, and characteristically allowed iconoclastic

practises in his church. Melanchthon wavered,
but Luther, who at the time of their visit was at
the Wartburg, was so much stirred by the confusion
they induced that he left his seclusion and opposed
them stoutly and silenced them by ridicule rather
than by arguments.
Among the leaders and followers on the peasant

side in the Peasants' war which desolatedGermany
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in 1525, were those who held antipedobaptist views.

After the war Strasburg became the center of the

Anabaptists and, after 1529, when it was visited by
Melohior Hoffmann (q.v.)» " the evil

2. In Stru- genius of the Anabaptists/' it was
tmrg and the center of their propaganda. Hoff-

Muniter. mann united to the usual Anabaptist

views, belief in himself as the inspired

interpreter of prophecy and as inspired leader

generally. He declared that he was one of the
" two witnesses " of Rev. zi. 3 ; that Strasburg

was to be the New Jerusalem, and the seat of uni-

versal dominion; and that non-resistance might
be given up. These views he preached with great

effect through East Friesland and the Netherlands,

and his followers called themselves " Melchior-

ites." After he had been thrown into prison (1533)

Jan ICatthys, a baker from Haarlem, appeared in

Strasburg and claimed to be the other " witness "

of the Apocalypse; but he altered the programme
by transferring the capital of the kingdom of the

saints to MOnster, and advocating force in main-
taining it. After sending four apostles, one of

whom was the notorious John of Leyden, he came
thither himself (Feb., 1535), and led a successful

revolt against the magistracy and bishop of the

city. In Apr., 1535 he was killed and was succeeded
by John of Leyden who caused himself to be pro-

claimed king, and declared polygamy to be the law
of the kingdom. Meanwhile the city was besieged

by the expeUed bishop aided by the neighboring

princes and by the imperial troops. If half that is

said to have gone on within the city be true (the

reports come from very prejudiced sources), fa-

naticism was there the onier of the day. Hence
the defense was lax, owing to dependence on divine

power to work deliverance. Nevertheless, the
siege lasted many months, and treachery within

rather than assaults without at last opened the

gates on June 25, 1535 (see MCnbter, Anabaf-
TiSTB in). The fanatical Anabaptists were univer-

sally taken as typical, and to this day when Ana-
baptism is mentioned it is supposed to be the

equivalent of absurd interpretation of Scripture,

blasphemous assumption, and riotous indecency.

Munster was, however, only the culminating point

of fanaticism engendered by persecution, and
Anabaptism in itself, strictly interpreted, is not

responsible for it.

Bibuoosapht: The oorcM are the writings of Anabap-
tisU. the official raoords of prooeedings against them, and
the writings of their opponents. Of the eztensiye litera^

tare, the following works may be mentioned: C. W. Bou-
terw«k« Zur LUUratur uni OMehAdUe der WitdertOufer,

Bonn, 1864; C. A. Cornelius, Die niadsrlAfufiscAsn Wieder-
Utufm, Munieb. 1809; E. E^, Die ZflricAsr Wi^dertaufer,

Zurieh. 1878; idem. Die St. OaUen WiedertAufer, 1887;

H. 8. Bvnage, Hilary of Ou AnabaptUU in Switzerland,

New York, 1882; L. Keller, Die Reformation und die

iUleren Reformparteien, Leipsio, 1885; R. Nitsohe, Oe-

eekiehte der WiederUhifer in der Sehweix, Einsiedehi, 1886;

J. Losertb. Der Anabaptiemue in Tirol, Vienna, 1892;

idem, Der Kemmtuniemue der mOkrieeken WiederUufer,

1894; K. Kautsky, Der Kommuniemue tm Mittelalter im
Zeitalter der Beformatian, Stuttgart, 1894, Eng. transl.,

Cemmmnion in Central Burope in Dbs Timeof the Refcrma-
fkm. London, 1897; H. LOdemann, Reformation und TOufer-

turn in ikrem VerhAltnie turn ckrietliehmi Prineip, Bern,

1896; R. Heath, Anabaptiem from ite Riee at Zwekau to

UX, London, 1896; £. MOller, QetkiekU dn Irnmednen

Tdufer, Frauenfeld. 1896; K. Rembert, Die WiederUkufer
im Herzofftum JUlieh, Berlin, 1899; Q. TrumbOlt, Die
Wiedertaufer, in Monographien mtr WeUgeeekiehie, vii.,

Leipeic, 1899; E. C. Pike, The Story of the AnabaptieU, in
Brae of Nonconformity, London, 1904; the biographies of
Anabaptist leaders, especially that of Balthasar HQbmaier,
by H. C. Vedder. New York, 1906, and works on the
Reformation. See also the works mentioned in the arti-

cle, MOnbtkb, Anabaptists in.

ANACHORITE. See Anchorst.

ANACLETUS, an^'akHana: The name of one
pope and one antipope.

Anadetus L: Roman presbyter at the close

of the first century. The hypothesis of Volkmar,
that he had no historical existence is opposed by
the prevailing unanimity of the Greek and Latin
lists of the popes. These differ, however, in the
place which they ascribe to him, some naming him
fourth and some third. The latter is the older or-

der. As the name in Greek is sometimes written
AnenkUtaa and sometimes Kl&oa, the Catalogua

Liberianua and other early authorities were be-

trayed into the mistake of making two distinct

persons. It is impossible to determine his date.

Twelve years is the longest time assigned to his

pontificate. The assertion, that he, as weU as

Linus and Clemens, was consecrated by St. Peter,

sprang from the tendency to connect him as closely

as possible with the beginnings of the Church.
That he met a martyr's death under Domitian, or,

as Baronius and Hausreth assert, under Trajan,

can not be adequately demonstrated. His festival

in the Roman Catholic Church falls on July 13.

(A. Hauck.)

Bibuoqbaprt: Liber pontifiealie, ed. Duchesne, vol. i., pp.
lxi3L-bcx.. 62; Q. Volkmar, Ueber Eunodia, Eunodiue, und
Anadett in Baur and Zeller, Theologieehe JahrbQcher, zvi.

147-161, Tabingen, 1867; A. Hausrath. Neuteetamentr
Uehe ZeilgeeehidUe, iu. 391, Heidelberg, 1876; J. B. Light-
foot, The Apoetolic Fathere, I. i. 201 sqq.. London. 1800;
A. Hamack, in Siteungeberichte der Berliner Akademie,
1802, 617-^)58; idem. LiUeratur, II. i. 70 sqq.

Anadetus IL (Pietro Pierleoni) : Antipope, 1130-

38. He was descended from a Jewish family which

had grown rich and powerful under Gregory VII.,

studied in Paris, and later became a Cluniac monk.
Paschal II. recalled him to Rome, and in 1116

made him a cardinal. He accompanied Gelasius

II. on his flight to France, and after his death took

a leading part in the elevation of Calixtus II., who
made him legate to England and France in 1121,

and, conjointly with Cardinal Gregory, who was
to be his rival for the papacy, to France in 1122.

It is impossible to determine how far the descrip-

tion of him as an immoral and avaricious prelate

is based on the enmity of his later opponents; but

it is certain that even under Paschal II. he was
already laying his plans to be made pope. On
Feb. 14, 1130, he attained his aim so far as to be
chosen by a majority of the cardinals, though not

to be enthroned before nine of them had elected

Gregorio Papareschi as Innocent II. Anacletus

used both his own resources and those of the Church

to win over the Romans, and Innocent was obliged

to flee. In Sept., 1130, Anacletus allied himself

with Roger of Sicily, and thus made a decided ene-

my of Lothair the Saxon, who was already inclined

to support Innocent, and now, with England and
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France, declared for him. In Oct., 1131, Innocent
excommunicated Anacletus at Reims; in the fol-

lowing spring he set out for Italy; and in Apr.,

1133, entering Rome in Lothair's company, he took
possession of the Lateran, while Anacletus held the
Vatican. Lothair pronounced the latter an out-

law and a criminal against both the divine and the
royal majesty; but he was himself forced to leave

Rome in Jtme, and Anacletus forced Innocent once
more to flee to Pisa. In the autumn of 1136
Lothair returned, and succeeded in compelling
southern Italy to recognize Innocent. The end of

the schism was, however, due less to him than to

Bernard of Clairvaux, who succeeded in separating

not only the city of Milan, but many of the princi-

pal Romans from Anadetus's party (see Bernard,
Saint, of Clairvaux). Negotiations were even
opened with Roger of Sicily, his last supporter ; but
at this juncture Anacletus died, Jan. 25, 1138. His
letters and privileges are in MPL, cbndx. 689-732,
and in Jaff6, Regesta, i. 911-919. (A. Hauck.)
Bibuoobafht: A. yon Raumont, OeBchieKU dtr Stadt Rem,

iL 406. 3 vok.. Berlin, 1867-70; P. Jafftf. GMchiehie det
dmtiaehtn Reieha unter Lothar, Berlin. 1843; Bower. Popea,
iL 464-470; W. Bemhardi. Lothar wm SuppUnlntrg, Leip-
eie, 1879; W. MartenB, Die BeaetMung de9 pApUlichen
StuhU, 323 aqq.. Fieibuis. 1886; Hefele. ConeOienoe-
•ekiehlB, y. 406 aqq.; J. Langen. OeaekiekU der rOmiaehen
Kireha, pp. 816 aqq.. Bonn, 1808; Hauok. KD, iy. 128-
138.

ANAOHOST. See Lector.

ANAMMELECHy a-nam'e^ec or a^'nam^'m^aec:
According to II Kings xvii. 31, a deity worshiped
with child-sacrifice by the Sepharvites who were
settled in Samaria by Sargon (see Adrammelech).
If Sepharvaim be sought in Babylonia, it is

natural to refer the name " Anammelech " to the

Babylonian god Anu (Anu-maUk or Anur-malku,
** King Anu"; cf. Jensen, pp. 272 sqq.; Schrader, p.

363; Bffithgen, pp. 254-255). If, however, as is more
probable, Sepharvaim was a city of Syria, the

Babylonian derivation is untenable. The name of

a goddess Anath is fotmd in a Greco-Phenician

inscription {CIS, i. 95) of Lapithos in Cyprus be-

longing to the time of Ptolemy I. Soter (d. 283 B.C.).

It occurs also on a Phenician coin with a picture of

the goddess riding upon a lion, and a star above her

head. The name " Anath " appears in the Old Tes-

tament towns Beth-anath (in Naphtali, Josh. xix.

38; Judges i. 33) and Beth-anoth (in Judah, Josh.

XV. 59); also in the proper name " Anath " (Judges

iii. 31, V. 6), and perhaps in the town Anathoth
near Jerusalem. It is not impossible that the pas-

sage in II Kings is corrupt, and " Anammelech "

may be merely a variant of " Adrammelech." It

is wanting in Lucian's text of the Septuagint.

BiBUOoRArar: P. Scholi, OdltendienMi und ZaubarwMan
bei den aiien Hebrdem und den benachbarten VOlkem, pp.
406-407. Ratiflbon. 1877; F. Baethgen. BeUrAge mr eemi-
tiechen lUUgionMoeeekUhUt Berlin, 1889; P. Jensen. Die
*Koemolooie dm' Babvlonier, Strasburg, 1800; Bohrader,
KAT.

ANAIIIAS, an^-a-noi^os : The high priest in whose
time the apostle Paul was imprisoned at Jerusalem
(probably 58 a.d.; Acts xxiii. 2, xxiv. 1). In the

Lucan description of the conflict between Paul and
Palestinian Judaism (xxi.-xxvi.; cf. K. Schmidt,

AposUlgeaehichte, i., Eriangen, 1882, pp. 240 sqq.),

Ananias is represented as head of the Sadducaic
hierarchical party which was dominant in the
Sanhedrin, and confirmed its complete apostasy
from the hope of Israel by persecution of the apostle

of (Christ, whereas the apostle deposes and divests

of its divine authority and dignity the leadership

which had become faithless to its calling. Accord-
ing to Josephus (Ant,, XX. v. 2, vi. 2, ix. 2-4; War,
II. xii. 6, xvii. 6, 9), Ananias, son of Nebedsus,
was appointed high priest about 47 a.d. by Herod
of Chalcis (the twentieth in the succession of high
priests from the accession of Herod the Great to
the destruction of Jerusalem). In the year 52 he
had to go to Rome to defend himself before Claudius
against a charge made by the Samaritans against

the Jews. He was not deposed at this time, how-
ever (cf. G. Wieseler, Chronoloffische Synapse der
vier EvangeLien, Hamburg, 1843, pp. 187-188),
but held his office until Agrippa II. appointed
Ishmaei, son of Phabi, his successor, probably in

59 A.D. Ananias is the only high priest after

Caiaphas who ruled for any length of time. He
exercised considerable influence after leaving his

office until he was murdered in the beginning of

the Jewish war. (K. Schmidt.)

Bibuoorapht: Schtlrsr. QfchichU, i. 584. 603. iL 204. 210.
221. Ens. tranel.. I. ii 173, 188-180, II. L 182, 200 tqq.

ANAPHORA, on-afVra: Name used in the
Eastern liturgies for the later or more sacred part
of the euch^ristic service, answering to the Missa
•fiddium of the early times, from which the catechu-
mens were excluded, and in the main to the canon
of the Roman mass. It begins with the kiss of

peace and accompanying prayers, after the " greater
entrance " or solenm oblation of the elements on
the altar. (Gborg Rixtbchkl.)

ANASTASIUS: Of the many bearers of this

name in the Eastern Church the following three
are specially deserving of notice:

1. Anastaaiiis I.: Patriarch of Antioch, 559-
599. He was a friend of Gregory I., and strongly
opposed Justinian's later church policy, which
favored the Aphthartodocetee (see Julian of
Haucabnassub; Justinian; Monofhtsitbb). He
was banished in 570 by Justin II., was recalled in

593 by Maurice, and died in 599. His day is Apr.
21. Of his writings there have been printed: (1)
Five addresses on true dogmas; (2) four sermons
(of doubtful genuineness); (3) "A Brief Exposition
of the Orthodox Faith" (in Greek); (4) fragments;

(5) an oration delivered B(ar. 25, 593, when he
resumed the patriarchal chair.

2. AnastuiuB IL: Patriarch of Antioch, 599-
609, in which year he was murdered by Antiochian
Jews. His day is Dec. 21. He translated the
Cura paatoralia of Gregory I.

8. AnastuiuB Sinaita: Priest, monk, and abbot
of Mount Sinai; b. before 640; d. after 700. He
defended ecclesiastical theology against heretics

and Jews, and composed various worics which have
not been fuUy collected and examined. They
include: (1 ) A "Guide " in defense of the faith of the
Church against the many fonns of Monophysitism;
(2) " Questions and Answers by Different Persons
on Different Topics "; (3) ** A Discourse on the Holy
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Communion"; (4) anagogic obeervatiomi on the

six days of creation; (5) a discourse and homilies

on the sixth Psahn; (6) two discourses on the

creation of man in the image of God; (7) a fragment

against Arianism; (8) a list of heresies; (9) "A
Short and Clear Exposition of our Faith" ; (10) a
treatise on the celebration of Wednesday and
Friday; (11) a fragment on blasphemy. The "Ar-
gument against the Jews " {MPG, Ixxxix. 1208-82)

is not earlier than the ninth century; the ArUi-

quamm patrum doetrina de verln incamatione (ed.

Mai, Nova coUbcUo, vii. 1, 6-73), however, appears

to be genuine. G. KrCobb.

Bibuoobafht: For the vmrious EMtem writcn named An-
MtMius, eonralt Fftbridue-Harlee, BihUoihaoa Or<Bea, x.

571-013, Hamburg, 1807. Their writinss are in MPO,
I'g^T"* and in J. B. Pitra, Juri» BcdenaaHei Oraeorum
kutoria «l mommmia, ii. 238-296, Rome, 1868. Also

K. Kmmbaoher, GetdkieAte der hyManHnitehsn LiUeniyr,
Ifonieh, 1897. For Anaataaius Sinaita: J. B. Kumpfmal-
ler, D€ AnoMiaHo Sinaiia, Wtkriburg, 1806; O. Barden-
hewer. Dm keiUo^n Hivpolytiu von Rom Commeniar mm
Bw*o DanM, pp. 13-14, 106-107, Freiburg. 1877; A. C.

MeGiffert, Diaioouo between a ChrieHan and a Jew, 17,

36-87, New York, 1889; A. Papadopouloe-KeradkeuB,
'AviXeierm crA, L, pp. 400-404, St. Petenbuig. 1891;

D. flefrujrs, Anaetaeiana, in MHangee d*arehiolo0i§ ei d*hi»-

IMTV, xziL 167-207, Rome, 1902.

ANASTASIUSy an'^oa-td'shi-uB or ihus: The
name of four popes and one antipope.

Anastasiui L: Pope 308-101. According to

the Liber pontificalia (ed. Duchesne, i. 218-219),

he was a Roman by birth, was elected near the end
of November or early in December, 398, and was
pontiff three years and ten days. He is principally

known for the part he took in the controversy over

the teaching of Origen. He showed himself also

a rigid upholder of the orthodox position against

the DonaUsts. At the synod hdd in Carthage

Sept. 13, 401, a letter was read from him exhorting

the African bishops to expose the misrepresentations

of the Donatirts against the Church, and practically

to hand them over to the secular arm. His letters

and decrees axe in AfPL, XX. 51-80. See Orioenib-

TIC COMTBOVKBSIIS. (A. HaUCK.)

BniiiooBAPHT: Liber ponHfiealie, ed. Dueheane, L 218
qq.. Pteis. 1888; Bower, Popee, L 126-181; B. Jung-
mana, Dieeertatianee eeleetm, n, 206-206, Regenabiug.
1881; J. Langen, OeechidUe der rOmieehen Kirehe bie

Leo /.. pp. 668 aqq., Bonn. 1881.

Anaitaatos IL: Pope 495-498. According to

the Liber ponHfiealia (ed. Duchesne, i. 258-259),

he was aRoman by birth. He was consecrated ap-

parently on Nov. 24, 496. His pontificate fell within

the period of the schism between the East and West,
which lasted from 484 to 519, as a consequence of

the sentence of excommunication pronotmced by
Pbpe Felix II. against Acadus, patriarch of Con-

stantinople. Anastasius endeavored to restore

communion with Constantinople, sending two
bishops inmiediately after his consecration with a

letter to the Eastern emperor offering to recognize

the orders conferred by Acadus (who was now
dead), at the same time asserting the justice of his

condemnation. The Liber pontificalia (I.e.) relates

that upon the arrival in Rome of the deacon

Photinus of Thessalonica, Anastasius communicated

with him, though he maintained the orthodoxy of

Acadus and was thus, according to theRoman view,
a heretic. This seems to have aroused opposition
among the Roman clergy, and a suspidon arose
that the pope intended to reverse the decidon
against Acadus. In the Decretum of Gratian he
is said to have been " repudiated by the Roman
Church " {MPL, cbacxvii. Ill), and hence eccle-

dastical writers as late as the sixteenth century
usually regard him as a heretic. The baptism of

Clovis, king of the Franks, fell at the beginning
of his pontificate, but the letter of congratulation
which the pope is supposed to have written to him
is a forgery. He died in November, 498.

(A. Hauck.)
Bibliooraprt: Liber ponHficalie, ed. Duchesne, L 268 Miq.,

Paris, 1886; Bower. Popes, L 291-296; R. Bazmmnn,
Die PoliHk der P&pete von Oregar /. bie avf Gregor
VII., i. 20 sqq., ElbeHeld, 1868; J. Havet. QueeHone MSro-
vinoiennee, Paris, 1886; J. Langen, Oeechiehle der rOm/i-
eehen Kirehe bie Nickolae /., pp. 214 sqq., Bonn, 1886.

Anastadus IIL: Pope 911-913. He was a
Roman by birth. His pontificate fell in the
period diuing which Rome and its Church were
under the domination of the noble factions, and
consequently little is known of his acts. Nicholas,

patriarch of Constantinople, protested to him
against the toleration by the legates of his pred-
ecessor, Bergius III., of the fourth marriage of

the Eastern emperor, Leo VI. Before Anastadus
could answer this letter, he died, probably in Au-
gust, 913. Two privileges ascribed to him, one gen-

uine, one spurious, are in MPL, cxxxi.

(A. Hauck.)
BxBLiooaAPirr: Liber ponHficalie, ed. Duchesne, ii. 239,

Paris, 1892; Bower, Popes, ii. 807-806; R. Bazmann,
Die PoUtik der P&peU, iL 82. Elberfeld. 1868.

IV. (Conrad of Suburra): Pope
1153-54. He had been a canon regular and
abbot of St. Rufus in the diocese of Orleans, and
was made cardinal-bishop of Sabina by Honorius
II. After the contested election of 1130, he had
taken his stand as one of the most determined
opponents of Anacletus II. He remained in Rome
as the vicar of Innocent II. when the latter fled to

France, and on the death of Eugenius III. (July

5, 1153), was elected to succeed him. In his short

reign he ended the controversy with Frederick Bar-
barossa over the title to the archiepiscopal see of

Magdeburg, recognising Wichmann of Naumburg,
which Eugenius III. had refused to do. The decision

was looked upon in Germany as a victory for the

emperor. Another long-standing dispute in Eng-
land was terminated by Anastasius's final recog-

nition of Archbishop William of York, who had
been rejected by Innocent II. and Celestine II.,

had been confirmed by Lucius II., and had again

been deposed by Eugenius III. He died Dec. 3,

1154, and was succeeded on the following day by
the English cardinal Nicholas Breakspear as

Adrian IV. His letters and privileges are in MPL,
clxxxviii. (A. Hauck.)

Bibuoorapht: Liber ponHficalie, ed. Duchesne, ii. 281.

888. 449. Paris, 1892; Bower, Popee, u. 485-487; A.

on Reumont, Geeekiehte der Siadt Rom, ii. 442. 3 vols..

Berlin. 1867-70; Hefele, ConeUimiifeeehiehie, . 537; J.

Langen, Oeechichie der rdmieehen Kirehe von QrtQor VII.

bie Innoeene III., p. 414, Bonn, 1893.
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Anastasius: Antipope 855. As cardinal-prieat

of St. Marcellus, in Rome, he had been in decided

opposition to Pope Leo IV., and from 848 to 850
had been obliged to absent himself from that city.

After twice inviting him to appear before a synod,

Leo finally excommunicated him (Dec. 16, 850),

and pronounced a still more solemn anathema
against him at Ravenna (May 29, 853), repeating

it in a council at Rome (June 19), and deposing

him from his priestly functions (Dec. 8). Ana-
stasius, however, relied on his wealth and his con-

nections in Rome, and aspired to be elected pope
on the death of Leo. Leo died on July 17, 855,

and the Roman clergy at once chose Benedict

III. to succeed him. Anastasius set himself up
as a rival candidate. Accompanied by some
friendly bishops and influential Romans, he inter-

cepted the imperial ambassadors on their way to

Rome, and won them over to his side. On Sept. 21

he forced his way into the Lateran, dragged Bene-
dict from his throne, stripped him of his pontifical

robes, and finally threw him into prison. These
proceedings, however, caused great indignation in

Rome. Not only almost all the clergy, but also the

populace sided with Benedict, who was liberated

and consecrated (Sept. 29) in St. Peter's. Hergen-
rOther identifies Anastairius with the librarian of

the Roman Churoh of the same name (see Ana-
stasius BiBuoTHBCARius), but this seems doubt-
ful. The antipope relied on secular assistance,

while the author was a convinced adherent of the

strict ecclesiastical party. (A. Hauck.)

Bibuooraprt: LQm ponHfiealu, ad. Ducheone, ii. 106 aqq.,

Paris, 1892; MPL, cxxviiL, pp. 1331. 1345; Bower. Popes,
ii. (1845) 227-228; J. Langen. Getchiehle der rOmiaehen
Kirch* hia NiehoUu /.. pp. 837. 844, Bonn, 1885; Hefele,

ConeUienoaaekiehiet iy. 178 sqq.

ANASTASIUS BIBUOTHECARIUS: One of the

few important men among the Roman clergy in

the middle of the ninth century; d. 879. He grew
up in Rome, and inherited from his uncle Arsenius

(whose visits to the Carolingian courts in 865 had
such an important influence on the development
of the papal power) close relations with both the

spiritufd and secular powers of the day. He was
for some time abbot of what is now Santa Maria
in Trastevere, and about the end of 867 Adrian II.

made him librarian of the Roman church. In

869 Emperor Louis II. sent him to Constantinople

to arrange the marriage of his daughter Irmengard
with the eldest son of Basil the Macedonian. Here
he attended the last session of the eighth ecumenical

council; and when the acts of the council, entrusted

to the Roman legates, were taken from them by
pirates on the homeward journey, he supplied a
copy of his own. He seems to have influenced

John VIII. in favor of his friend Photius. Hinc-
mar of Reims begged his intercession, which was
successful, with Adrian II. The references in

Hincmar's writings seem to identify the librarian

with the cardinal-priest of St. Maroellus who was
the iconoclastic candidate for the papacy in 855,

and was several times excommunicated. (On the
question of his part in the compilation of the Liber

PorUifiealia see Liber Pontificalib.) His Chrono-

ffraphia tripartita is important for its influence on

the study of general church history in the West.
In a rough age, when East and West were drifting

further asunder, he labored zealously to make the

fruits of Eastern culture accessible to the Latins.

Most of his works are in MPL, cxzix.; the Chrono-
graphia tripartita is in Thsaphania duronographia,

ed. C. de Boor, Leipsic, 1883, pp. 31-34b.

(F. Arnold.)

Bxblioorapht: J. Hexienrftthar, PhoHua, n. 228-241,
Regensburg, 1868; P. A Lap6tre, Da Anaakmo hMioth^
eario. Puis. 1884; Krumbaeher. Oaaduehta, pp. 122-124.
127; Liber PonUfleaUat ed. Duchesne, ii.. pp. vi.. 188, Pmris.

1892; Wattenbach, DOQ, 304, ii 510.

ANATHEMA, a-nath'e-ma: Among the Greeks
the word anathima denoted an object consecrated

to a divinity; a use of the word which is explained

by the custom of hanging or fastening (anatithesthai)

such objects to trees, pillars, and the like. The
weaker form anathema was originaUy used side by
side with anathima in the same sense. The double
form explains the frequent variations of manu-
scripts between the two, which later become con-
fusing, since anathema took on a restricted signifi-

cation and was used in a sense exactly opposite to,

anathema. This later usage arose partly from the

use of anathema in the Septuagint as an equivalent

for the Hebrew J^erem, which is correct enough
according to the root-idea of the Hebrew word;
but the latter had acquired a special meaning in

the religious law of the Old Testament, designating

not only that which was dedicated to God and
withdrawn from ordinary use as holy, but also

and more especially that which was offered to God
in expiation, to be destroyed. In like manner
anathema came to denote not only what belonged
irrevocably to God, but what was abandoned to
him for punishment or annihilation. This double
meaning is explicable by the interrelation of law
and religion under the old covenant. The declara-

tion of fyerem recognised Crod's right to exclusive

possession of certain things and to the annihilation

of whatever offended his majesty. Under this

law booty taken in war was wholly or partly de-
stroyed (Deut. xiii. 16; Josh. vi. 18, viii. 26), idola-

trous peoples were put to death, and cities were
razed, never to be rebuilt (Josh. vi. 26; I Kings
xvi. 34). The same double sense of ierernj anath-

ema, is fotmd in the early Greek and Roman law,

which has the same combination of religious and
secular bearing; devotio in one aspect is the same
as the Greek kathierOeie, in another as imprecatiOj

maledictio, exsecratio.

In postexilic Israel the J^erem found a new use
as a penal measure directed to the maintenance
of the internal purity of the community. It then
denoted the penalty of exclusion or excommu-
nication, sometimes with confiscation of property
(Ezra X. 8). It was developed by the synagogue
into two grades, niddui (Luke vi. 22; John ix. 22,
xii. 42) and ierem, which included the pronouncing
of a curse. It was now an ofl&cial act with a formal
ritual. The connection between exclusion and
cursing explains the use of anathema in the sense
of simple cursing (Mark xiv. 71) or of binding by
a solemn vow (Acts xxiii. 12). In the technicfd
sense the word anathema occure in four passages
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of Paul's epiBtles, all of which show that he was
thinking of a definite and recognised conception

and a purely spiritual one (Rom. ix. 3; I Cor. xii.

3, zvi. 22; Gal. i. 8, 9). The falling under this

solemn curse is conditioned and justified by the act

of the subject, in failing to love God or in preach-

ing a false gospel. These passages show that Paul
was not thinking of anathema as a disciplinary

measure of the community, as under the synagogue;
there is no connection between it and the penalties

inflicted on moral offenders (I Cor. v. 5, 11; I Tim.
i. 20). It is pronounced only against those who
set themselves in treasonable opposition to God
himself, to his truth and his revelation. Paul's

use of the word, therefore, goes back of the prac-

tise of the synagogue to the Septuagint use. This
explains the fact that in the development of eccle-

siastical discipline the word '' anathema " is not
used as a technical term for exoonununication
before the fourth centiuy. It occurs in the canons
of Elvira (305) against mockers and in those of

Laodicea (341?) against Judaisers; and after the

Council of Chalcedon (451) it becomes a fixed

formula of excommimication, used especially against

heretics, as in the anathemas of the CJouncil of Trent
and later papal utterances. No settled unity of

belief has, however, been arrived at in regard to it;

now absolute finality of operation is claimed for

it, now it is considered as revocable. And there

is as little agreement as to its effects, the limits

of its use, and its position in the scale of penalties.

Du Cange includes the prevalent conceptions of

it when he defines it as " excommunication in-

flicted by bishop or council, not amounting quite

to the major exconununication, but still accom-
panied by execration and cursing." See Exgom-
municahon. (G. Hsinrici.) .

BiBuooaxraT: Bee under ExcoiofUiacATioN.

ANATOLIUS, an''a-toni-uB, OF CONSTAlfTI-
HOPLE : Patriarch of Constantinople; d. 458. He be-

longed to the Alexandrian school, waaapocrisiarius

at Constantinople of Dioscurus of Alexandria (q.v.),

and succeeded Flavian as patriarch after the
" Robber Synod " of Ephesus (449). It was a
time of conflict, and Anatolius was more than once
accused of heresy, ambition, and injustice. At
the Council of Chalcedon (451) he succeeded in

having reaffirmed a canon of the second general

council (Constantinople, 381) which placed Con-
stantinople on an equal footing with Rome. He
crowned the emperor Leo I. in 457, which is said

by Gibbon (chap, xxxvi.) to be the first instance of

the performance of such a ceremony by an eccle-

siastic. Anatolius is identified by John Mason
Neale (Hymns cf the Eastern Church, London, 1862)

with the author of the hymns (in Neale's trans-

lation) Fierce vfos the wild billow, and The day is

past and over. Others think that Anatolius the

hsrmn-writer lived at a later time.

Bxbuoobafht: DCB, L 111; Julian, Hymnology, pp. 63,

1140.

ANATOLIUS OF LAODICEA: Bishop of

Laodicea in the third centiuy. He was a
native of Alexandria, and excelled in rhetoric

and philosophy, the natural sciences, and mathe-
matics. His fellow dtisens requested him to

establish a school of Aristotelian philosophy. In
262 he left Alexandria, acted for a time as cosdjutor

of Bishop Theotecnus of Ceesarea, and was made
bishopof Laodiceain 268or269. Eusebius {Hist, ecd.,

VII. xxxii. 14-20) gives a considerable extract from
a work of his on the paschal festival, and mentions
another, in ten books, on calculation. The Latin
Liber Anatoli de ratione paschali probably belongs
to the sixth century. It is in MPG, x., and in

B. Krusch, Sttuiien tur mitiekiUerlidien Chrono-
logic, Leipsic, 1880, pp. 311-327; cf. ANF, vi.

146-153. G. KrOoer.
Bi]ii.iooRAPirr: T. Zahn, Fonehungen tur Oetchiehie d€9
Kanona, iii. 177-106, Leipsic, 1884; A. Anscombe, The
Paeehal Canon tUbribuied to Anatolxua of Laodicea, in Enff
lieh Hietorical Review, x. (1805) 615-^6; KrQger, Hie-
tory, p. 216.

ANCHIETA, an''shi-«'ta, JOS£ DE: The
apostle of Brazil; b. at La Laguna, Teneri£Fe,

Canary Islands, 1533; d. at Retiiygba, Brazil,

June 15, 1597. He joined the Jesuits in 1550,

and three years later went to Brazil. In 1567 he
was ordained priest, and thenceforth lived as
missionary in the wild interior, laboring amid
great hardships for the conversion of the savages.

He became provincial before his death. Both the

Indians and the Portuguese believed that he worked
miracles. He wrote two catechisms in the native

Brazilian tongue, a dictionary of the same, and a
grammar {Arte de grammatica da lingoa mais usada
na casta do Brasil, Coimbra, 1595), which is the

standard work on the subject. A treatise by him
in Latin on the natural products of Brazil was pub-
lished by the Academy of Sciences at Lisbon (1812).

Biblioobaphy: Hie life has been published in Spanish (Jerea
de la Frontera, 1677), in Portusueee (Lisbon, 1672), in
Latin (Cologne, 1617). and in English (London, 1849).

ANCHORET (ANCHORITE, ANACHORITE):
A name applied to one of the class of early ascetics

who withdrew from the world to devote themselves

in solitude to the service of God and the care of their

souls, practically synonymous with hermit. See
AfiCETICISM; MONASTICISM.

ANOILLON, On-^i'yen: Name of an old Hugue-
not family of France, one of whose members
resigned a high judicial position in the sixteenth

century for the sake of his faith. His son, Georges

Anoillon, was one of the founders of the Evan-
gelical Church of Metz. Other members of the

family were the foUowing:

David Anoillon: Great-grandson of Georges

Ancillon; b. at Metz Mar. 17, 1617; d. at Berlin

Sept. 3, 1692. He attended the Jesuit college of his

native city, studied theology at Geneva (1633-41),

and was appointed preacher at Meaux (1641) and
Metz (1653). In 1657 he held a conference on the

traditions of the Church with Dr. B^daciar, suf-

fragan of the bishop of Metz; and, as a false report

of this conference was spread by a monk, be pub-
lished his celebrated Trait6 de la Tradition (Sedan,

1657). At the revocation of the edict of Nantes

he Went to Frankfort and became pastor at Hanau
(1685), where he wrote an apology of Luther,

ZwingU, Calvin, and Beza. Later he went to Berlin,

where the Elector Frederick William appointed

him preacher to the French congregation. The
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Vie de Ford, v^iich appeared at Amsterdam in

1091 under his name, is a mutilated copy of a
manuscript which he had not intended for publica-

tion.

Charles Andlkm: Eldest son of David Andllon;

b. at Bfets July 28, 1659; d. in Beriin July 5, 1715.

He was judge and director of the French colony

in Brandenburg and historiographer to Frederick I.

Of his writings the following have interest for the

Church historian: Reflexions politiques (Cologne,

1685); IrrevocabUiU de VMUde Nantes (Amsterdam,
1688); Histaire de VitMissement des Francis ri-

ftigiis dans les Hats de Brandebourg (Berlin, 1690).

He published also Mdange critique de litt^ature

(3 vols., Basel, 1698), based upon conversations

with his father, and containing an account of his

life.

Jean Pierre Fr^d^ic Andllon: Great-grandson

of Charies Andllon; b. in Berlin Apr. 30, 1767; d.

there Apr. 19, 1837. He was teacher in the mili-

tary academy of Berlin and preacher to the French
congregation, his sermons attracting much atten-

tion. In 1806 he was appointed tutor to the crown
prince, and in 1825 minister of state, which position

he retained till his death. He published two vol-

umes of sermons (Beriin, 1818).

Biblioorapht: E. and £. Haas,^ France proieetante, i. 80-
06, Paris. 1846; R. L. Poole, A History of the HuguenaU of

the Diapernon, pp. 144 sqq., LondoD, 1880; Q. de Felice.

Hiatoire det protutanU de France, pp. 377-378, Toulouse.
1895.

ANCYRA, an-soi'ra, SYNOD. OF: A council

held at Ancyra (the modem Angora, 215 m. e.8.e.

of Constantinople), a considerable town in the center

of Galatia. The year is not stated, but it was
probably soon after the downfall of Maximinus had
freed the Eastern Church from persecution, pre-

sumably in 314. Nine canons of the synod deal

with the treatment of the lapsed. The tenth
permits deacons to marry if they have expressed

such an intention at their ordination. The thir-

teenth forbids chorepiscopi to ordain priests and
deacons. From the eighteenth canon it may be
inferred that the episcopate of Asia Minor was
inclined to appoint bishops without regard to the

right of election on the part of the people, and that

the latter frequently succeeded in opposing such
appointments; it also provides that bishops named
for any church but not received by it must remain
members of the presbytery to which they had be-

longed, and not seek an opportunity to exercise

episcopal jurisdiction elsewhere. (A. Hauck.)
Bibuoorapry: Hefele, ConeUiengeeehichie, i. 219-242, Eng.

transl.. L 199-222.

AHBERSOH, CHARLES PALMERSTON: Prot-

estant Episcopal bishop of Chicago; b. at Kempt-
ville, Canada, Sept. 8, 1864. He was educated at

Trinity College School, Port Hope, Ont., and
Trinity University, Toronto (B.D., 1888). He was
ordained priest in 1888 and was rector at Beach-
burg, Ont., in 1888-91, and at Grace Church, Oak
Park, Chicago, in 1891-1900. In the latter year
he was consecrated bishop coadjutor of Chicago,
and on the death of Bishop William E. McLaren
in 1905 he became bishop. He is a member of the
committee of the Episcopal Church on Capital and

Labor and of the Sunday-School Commission, snd
is the author of The Christian Ministry (BOlwaukee,

1902).

AHBERSOHy GALXJSHA: Baptist; b. at Claren-

don, N. Y., Mar. 7, 1832 He was educated at

Rochester University (B.A., 1854) and Rochester
Theological Seminary (1856). He was pastor of

a Baptist church at JanesviUe, Wis., from 1856 to

1858 and of the Second Baptist Church, St. Louis,

from 1858 to 1866, when he was appointed professor

of homiletics, church polity, and pastoral theology

in Newton Theological Institution, Newton Centre,

Mass. In 1873 he resumed the ministry and was
pastorof the Strong Place Baptist Church, Brooklyn,
in 1873-76 and of the S«»nd Baptist Church,
Chi«igo, in 1876-78. From 1878 to 1885 he was
president of Chicago University, and after a pas-

torate of two years at the Fiist Baptist Church,
Salem, Mass. (1885-87), he occupied a similar po-

sition at Denison University tmtil 1890. In the

latter year he was appointed professor in the Bap-
tist Union Theological Seminary, Morgan Park, HI.,

and from 1892 until his retirement as professor

emeritus in 1904 was professor of practical theology
in the Divinity School of the University of Chicago.
In collaboration with E. J. Groodspeed he trans-

lated selected homilies of Asterius, under the title

Ancient Sermons for Modem Times (New Yoric,

1904).

AHBERSOH, JOSEPH: Congregationalist; b. at

Broomtoro (a hamlet of Rossshire), Scotland, Dec.

16, 1836. He was educated at the College of the

City of New York (B.A., 1854) and Union Theo-
logical Seminary (1857), and held successive pas-

torates at the First Congregational Church, Stam-
ford, Conn. (1858-61), the First Congregational
Church, Norwalk, Conn. (1861-64), and the First

Congregational Church, Waterbury, Conn. (1865-

1905), of which he is now pastor emeritus. He was
moderator of the General Association of Connec-
ticut in 1877 and 1890, and of the General Confer-
ence of Congregational Churches in 1878, and has
been a member of the Yale Corporation since 1884.

He was also president of the Connecticut Bible
Society in 1884-1904 and a delegate to the Inter-

national Congregational Council held at London in

1891. He is vice-president of the American Social

Science Association and of the Mattatuck Historical

Society, as well as a corporate*member of the Amer-
ican Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions,

a director of the Missionary Society of Connecticut
since 1875, and a member of the American Anti-

quarian Society and the American Historical

Association. Among his numerous works special

mention may be made of The Town and City of

Waterbury (3 vols., Waterbury, Conn., 1896),

which he edited and in great part wrote.

A]n>ERSOH, LARS. See AndreA, Lorsnz.

AimERSOH, MARTIN BREWER: American
Baptist; b. at Brunswick, Me., Feb. 12, 1815;

d. at Lake Helen, Fla., Feb. 26, 1890. He was
graduated at Waterville College (Colby University),

Me., 1840; studied at Newton Theological Institu-

tion 1840-^1 ; was tutor in Latin, Greek, and mathe-
matics in WaterviUe College 1841-43, and professor
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of rhetoric 1843-50. He was editor-in-chief and
joint proprietor, with the Rev. James S. Dickeraon,

of The New York Recorder, a Baptist weekly news-

paper (later known as The Examiner), 1850-53,

and first president of the University of Rochester,

N. Y., 1 853-^88. He was president of the American
Baptist Home Missionary Society 1864-66, of the

American Baptist Missionary Union 1870-72, and
member of the New York State Board of Charities

1868-72. A volume of selections from his Papers

and Addreeeee, was edited by W. C. Morey (2 vols.,

Philadelphia, 1895).

BiBuocmAPBT: A. C. Kendriok and Florenoe Kendrick,
Martin Brmotr Andarmn, a Biography, Philadelphia, 1895.

AllDERSOlly RUFUS: American Congregation-

alist; b. at North Yarmouth, Me., Aug. 17, 1796;

d. in Boston May 30, 1880. He was graduated at

Bowdoin College 1818; studied at Andover
Theological Seminaiy 1819-22; became assistant

to the corresponding secretary of the American
Board 1822, assistant secretary 1824, and for-

eign secretary 1832, which last position he filled

till 1866, resigning then because he was con-

vinced that the age of seventy years constitutes
" a limit beyond which it would not be wise to

remain in so arduous a position." He visited

oflicially the missions of the Board in the Mediter-

ranean 1828-29 and again in 1843-44, in India

1854-55, and in the Sandwich Islands 1863.

His published works include: Observations on
the Peloponnesus and Greek Islands {hoeton, 1830);

Foreign Missions, their Relations and Claims

(New York, 1869); A Heathen Nation [the Sandwich
Islanders] Evangelized (1870); a history of the mis-

sions of the American Board to the Oriental churches

(2 vols., 1872) and in India (1874).

AHDERSOH, WILLIAM FRAirKLIN: Methodist

Episcopalian; b. at Morgantown, W. Va., Apr. 22,

1860. He was educated at the State University

of West Virginia, Morgantown, W. Va., Ohio Wes-
leyan University, Delaware, O. (B.A., 1884), Drew
Theological Seminary (B.D., 1887), and New York
University (M.A., 1897). He has held successive

pastorates at the Mott Avenue Methodist Episcopal

Church (1887-^9), St. James's Church, Kingston,

N. Y. (1890-94), Washington Square, New York
(1895-98), and Highland Avenue Church, Ossining,

N. Y. (1899-1904). He was recording secretary

of the Board of Education of the Metho^t Episco-

pal Church from 1898 to 1904, when he was elected

corresponding secretary. In 1898 he was made
a member of the Board of Managers of the Mis-

sionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church,

and was a member of the General Missionary

Committee in 1901-02. In theology he is progres-

sively conservative. He is the editor of The Chris-

tian Student, and in addition to numerous contri-

butions to religious magazines has written The

Compulsion of Love (Cincinnati, 1904).

AHBRADA, an-drdMa, AlVTONIO D': Jesuit

nussionary; b. at ViUa de Oleiros, Alemtejo,

Portugal, about 1580; d. at Goa Mar. 16, 1634.

He went to the missions in the East Indies, became

superior of the missions of Mongolia, and made two

journeys into Tibet, being one of the first Euro-

peans to penetrate that land. He published an
account of his first journey (1624) under the title

Novo descubrimento do GroA Catayo o dos Reynos
de Tibet (Lisbon, 1626). His letter from Tibet for

1626 was published in Italian (Rome, 1626) and
French (Paris, 1629).

AimRADA, DIDACT7S, did'a-cus (DIOGO)
PAYVA D': Theologian; b. at Coimbra, Portugal,

July 26, 1528; d. at Lisbon Dec. 1, 1575. He
joined the Jesuits, taught theology at Coimbra,

and was one of the Portuguese delegates to the

Council of Trent. He replied to Martin Chemnits's

attack on the Jesuits (Theologue Jesuitarum pra-
cipua capita, Leipsic, 1562), in his Explicationum

orthodoxarum de controversis rdigionis eapitibus

libri decem (Venice and Cologne, 1564; the first

book, De origine Societatis Jesu, was published

separately at Louvain, 1566, and, in French at

Lyons, 1565). Chenmits then wrote his celebrated

Examen concilii Tridentini quadripartitum (Frank-

fort, 1565-73). Andrada was prevented by death
from finishing his reply, but what he had pre-

pared was published under the title, Defensio

Tridentina fidei catholiccB quinque libri (Lisbon,

1578). See Chemnitz. He was a brother of the

Augustinian monk known as Thomas a Jesu (q.v.).

Bxblioobapht: H. Hurter, Nomendaior liierariu% reotnU-

<niM Utsotogim oaihoUem, i. 43 aqq.. IniuBbniok, 1802.

A]n>REAy an'dr^-a, JAKOB: Lutheran; b. at

Waiblingen (7 m. n.e. of Stuttgart), Wttrttemberg,

Mar. 25, 1528; d. at Tubingen Jan. 7, 1590. He
was educated at the Psedagogium at Stuttgart,

and studied theology at Tubingen from 1541 to

1546. In the latter year he became deacon at

Stuttgart, but had to leave in 1548, after the intro-

duction of the Interim (q.v.), and went to Tubingen,

where he was appointed deacon at the Stiftskirche,

In 1553 he took the degree of doctor of theology,

was appointed city pastor and afterward superin-

tendent-general at GOppingen. He now devdoped
activity in behalf of the Evangelical Church at

large, helping to introduce the Reformation in many
places. In 1557 he attended the diets of Frankfort

and Regensburg, and was present at the Conference

of Worms. In 1559 he attended the Diet of Augs-

burg; in 1560 he held a church-visitation in Lauin-

gen; in 1561 he was at Erfurt; and in the fall of

the same year, in company with the Tubingen
chancellor Jakob Beurlin and the Stuttgart court-

preacher Balthasar Bidembach, he went to Paris

to attend the religious colloquy in Poissy.

Beurlin having died at Paris, Andre& was ap-

pointed professor of theology, provost, and chan-

cellor in Tubingen. In 1563 he went to Strasburg

to settle a dispute caused by Zanchi on the inamis-

sibUitas gratia, in 1564 he attended the conference

in Bebenhausen to examine the Heidelbeig Cate-

chism, and the colloquy in Maulbronn. In 1568

his prince sent him to Brunswick-WolfenbUttel to

assist in the introduction of the Reformation and
in framing an Evangelical Church ordinance; at

the same time also he joined with Chemnitz, Sel-

nekker, and other theologians of northern Germany,
in paving the way for a consensus of the Saxon

and other Evangelical Churches. Therewith began
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the most important period in Andre&'s life, his

activity in behalf of the Fonnula of Concord.

Andre&'s first plan was to neutralize the differ-

ences by means of formulas so general that they

could be accepted by all. Two years were spent

in traveling, during which he visited every Evan-
gelical Church, university, and city in northern

and southern Germany, and conferred with all

important theologians. But neither the Flacians

nor the Philippists, the two extreme parties among
the Lutherans, had full confidence in him; and in

the convention at Zerbst, May, 1570, his attempt
proved a failure. AndreA now changed his pbm.
There was to be no more attempt at compromise,
but the line was to be sharply drawn between
Lutherans and the adherents of Zwingli and Cal-

vin; and thus the Philippists and all other indi-

vidual shades of Lutheranism were to be destroyed.

Andre& preached six sermons on the points in con-

troversy in 1572 and published them in the two
following years. Copies were sent to Duke Julius,

Chenmitz, Chytr&us, and others. He then sent an
epitome of these sermons, with the approval of the

Tubingen faculty and the Stuttgart consistory, to

the theologians of north Germany, for examination
and criticism, who introduced some changes and
produced the so-called Swabian-Saxon Concordia,

A comparison of this Swabian-Saxon Concordia
with Andre&'s original Swabian Concordia and the

Maulbronn Formula by a convention at Torgau, May
28, 1576, resulted in the Ldber Torgensi^, which was
again revised by Andreft, Chenmitz, and Selnekker
at the monastery of Bergen in March, 1577. Three
further conferences were held at Bergen, May 19-

28, 1580, at which Chytrftus, Musculus, and KOmer
were present besides Andreft, Chenmitz, and Sel-

nekker. The outcome was the Bergische Buck or
FormtUa Concordice, which appeared June 25, 1580,

and which bicame the symbolical book of the
Lutheran Church (see Formula of Concord). An-
dreft received much abuse—even Selnekker, Chy-
trftus, and Chemnitz were dissatisfied—but he bore
it patiently, convinced that he had worked for

the truth and the peace of the Church. He con-

tinued his reformatory work, visited churches, and
took part in controversies; at the request of Duke
Frederick of WQrttemberg he spoke against Beza
at the colloquy of Mumpelgart in March, 1586,

discussing the Lord's Supper, the person of Christ,

predestination, baptism, etc.

There is no collected edition of Andreft's writings,

which numbered more than one hundred and fifty.

Among the more noteworthy were: Refutaiio

criminationum Hosii (Tubingen, 1560); De duabua
naturis in Ckriato (1565); Bericht von der UbiquU&t

(1589); De inatauratione 8tiuiii theoloffici, De stiuiio

aacrarum Uterarum, published posthumously (1591

sqq.). His sermons have been often published (cf.

Zwanxig Predigten von den Jahren 1667, 1669, 1660,

ed. SchmoUer, Gtttersloh, 1890). (T. Koldb.)

Bibliography: J. V. Andreft, Fama Andreana refloreaeen»t

Strasburg, 1630 (an autobiography written in 1662, ed-
ited by his grandflon, the main source for Andreft's life);

G. M. Fittbogen, Jaaih Andre&t der Verfaawer dee Concor-
dienbuehee. Sein Leben und eeine ihedoffieehe Bedeu-
tung, LeijMiie. 1881 (not altogether satisfactory); KL, i.

818-821.

AHBREA, JOHAHN VALE5TIN: Theologian

and satirist, grandson of Jakob Andreft; b. at

Herrenberg, near TQbingen, WOrttemberg, Aug. 17,

1586; d. at Stuttgart June 27, 1654. In 1601 he

entered the University of TQbingen, where his

reading covered a vast range on the mathematical
sciences, language, philosophy, theology, music,

and art. After living for a number of years as

tutor in noble families and traveling extensively

in France, Switzerland, Austria, and Italy, he
became deacon at Vaihingen, WOrttemberg, in

1614. His duties gave him leisure for prolific

authorship, and forty of his writings (numbering
about 100 in all) were produced during his six

years' sojourn in Vaihingen. In 1612 he published

De ckrietiani coemoxeni genitura, a eulogy of early

Christianity, and Die Ckrietenburg, an epic allegoiy

dealing with the struggles and ultimate triumph
of the Christian soul. These were followed by
Turbo (1616), a comedy in which pedantry was
wittily satirized, and Menippue (1618), of which
worldly folly was the subject. In 1619 he published

BeipubliccB chriatianopolitana deseriptio, an account
of an ideal Christian state after the manner of

More's Utopia and Campanella's City of the Sun.
In all of these Andreft appears as a foe of secta-

rianism and intolerance, and with wit and energy
pleads for a union of denominations on the basis

of the fimdamental Christian teachings. In 1614
there appeared anonymously Fama fratemitaUs
RoeecB Crude, followed the next year by Confeeeio

fratemitatie Rosea Crude, satires on the astro-

logical and mystic agitations of the time. Andreft,

whose authorship of the two pamphlets is more
than probable, thou^ not established beyond
doubt, later declared that the Order of the Rosi-
crucians (q.v.) was a myth and a product of his

own brain; nevertheless he has been spoken of as
the founder or restorer of that fraternity.

From 1620 to 1639 Andreft was superintendent
at Calw, displaying in the unhappy days of the
Thirty Years' war heroic devotion to duty. In
1634 Calw was sacked, and of its 4,000 inhabitants

only 1,500 escaped the sword, while the plague
carried ofif nearly one-half of the remainder. An-
dreft worked unceasingly among the dying, uniting
in himself the duties of physician, minister, and
grave-digger, and when the progress of the infec-

tion had been checked he set to work resolutely

to restore law and order in the devastated city.

In 1639 he was called to Stuttgart as court preacher
with a seat in the Consistorium. Upon him fell

the task of reorganizing the church sjrstem and
the schools which had shared in the ruin that the
war had brought. An admirer of the Genevan
system of government, he attempted to introduce
its principal features into the country, but failed

because of the opposition of his fellow members
in the Consistorium. He was partially successful,

however, in establishing general and local conven-
tions composed of government officials and members
of the clergy for the enforcement of the church
laws. The public regulation of private morals
was a cardinal principle with him through life,

and found expression in his Thsophilua, written in

1622 and published in 1649. This work contains
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also a dissertation on the education of the young
that entitles Andreft to serious consideration as a
predecessor of Pestalozzi. In 1650 Andre& became
general superintendent in Wdrttemberg, but was
compelled by failing health to resign his office.

(H. H6iacHER.)

BnuooaAPHT: His autobiography was published in Germ,
by D. C. Seyboldt in 1709. and in the original Latin by
F. H. Rheinwald, Berlin, 1849. (Consult also W. Hoss-

bach, J. V. AndrtA und tgin ZeUalter, Berlin, 1819; K.
Hallemann. V, Andrme aU Pddagog, 2 vols., Leipeio. 1884-

93; J. P. QlOekler. J. V. AndrtA, Stuttgart, 1886; A.

Landenbcffger, J, V. Andnae, Barmen. 1886; P. Wurm.
J. V. AndreA, Calw. 1887.

AHDREA, LOREHZ (LARS AHBERSOH): The
great ecdesiastioo-political Swedish reformer; b.

probably at Strengnfts (40 m. e. of Stockholm)

about 1480; d. there Apr. 29, 1552. He was
archdeacon of Strengnfis when through Olaus Petri

(q.v.) he was converted to the Lutheran views.

In 1523 the newly chosen king Gustavus Vasa

chose him to be his chancellor. As such he aided

Olaus and Laurentius Petri in their reformatory

activity and contributed largely to bring about

the religious liberty granted at the Diet of Vester&s

in 1527, and the full introduction of the Refor-

mation at the Coimdl of Oerebo in 1529. In 1540

he and Olaus Petri opposed the effort of Vasa to

transform the Swedish Church in the direction of

presbjrterianism and thus roused the king's anger.

On trumped up charges of high treason Andreft

was sentenced to death. The king pardoned him
but deprived him of his offices and he lived the rest

of his Ufe in retirement. He wrote Tro ock Gemin-
gar (" Faith and Good-Works "), reprinted Stock-

holm, 1857. See Sweden.

AHBREW THE APOSTLE: One of the twelve

apostles, brother of Peter; bom, like him, in Beth-

saida (John i. 40, 44), and a member of Peter's

family in Capernaum (Mark i. 29). According to

John i. 35-42, Andrew was one of the first to follow

Jesus in consequence of the testimony of the Bap-
tist, and he brought Peter to the Lord. In Jesus's

later choice of disciples in Galilee Peter and Andrew
were the first whom he called to follow him per-

manently and intimately (Matt. iv. 18-20; Mark
i. 16-18). It is not therefore without good reason

that the Greeks give to Andrew the epithet " the

first called." According to the Acta AndrecB

(Tischendorf, Acta apoatolorum apocrypha, Leip-

sic, 1851, pp. xl. sqq., 105 sqq.; R. A. Lipsius,

Die apokryphen Apoatelgeachichten, i., Brunswick,

1883, 543 sqq.), he labored in Greece; according

to Eusebius (Hist, ecd., iii. 1), in Scythia, whence
the Russians worship him as their apostle. His

day is Nov. 30, because, according to tradition,

he was crucified on that day at Patro in Achaia

by the proconsul ^geas upon a cnix decussata (X,

hence Imown as St. Andrew's cross; cf. Fabricius,

Codex apocryphus, Hamburg, 1703, pp. 456 sqq.).

The name Andrew, although Greek, was common
among Jews (Dio Cassius, Ixviii. 32).

(K. Schmidt.)

Bibuoorafht: DB, L (1898) 92-03, oontalna a i^ram^ of

the eontenta of apocryphal literature; the reference to

LipetuB in the text pointa to the fullest diacuflsioD of this

literature; Hamaok, LtttenKur, i. 127-128; DCB, i. 30.

ANDREW OF CSSAREA: Metropolitan of Gees-

area in Cappadocia, author of a commentary
on the Apocalypse which has some importance in

exegetical history. He has been variouiBly thought
to have flourished between the fifth and the ninth
centuries. His time was certainly after the Per-

sian persecutions and the strife between Arians
and the orthodox '' New Rome." A reference of

the prophecy of Gog and Magog to the Scythian
peoples of the extreme north, " whom we call

Huns," has been thought to indicate the period

before the rule of the Huns was broken; but the

parallel in Arethas {MPG, cvi. 756) shows that
" Huns " was used as a generic name for barbarian

invaders. The only sure criterion by which the

earliest possible date may be determined is An-
drew's citation of authorities. The latest of these

is the so-called Dionysius the Areopagite, whose
writings are first certainly mentioned in 533; so

that Andrew can not have written before the

middle of the sixth century. He cites as witnesses

to the inspiration of the Apocalypse, Papias, Ire-

nseus, Methodius, Hippolytus, Gregory Nazianzen,

and Cyril of Alexandria. His striking omission of

Origen is explicable, in the light of his dependence
on the latter's bitter opponent Methodius, by the

recrudescence of Origenistic controversy in the

sixth centiuy. Other authorities are Epiphanius,

Basil, Eusebius, and Justin; of non-Christian

writers, he once cites Josephus.

Andrew's expository method is set forth in the

introductory dedication to his brother and fellow

worker Macarius The Apocalypse, he says, like

any other inspired Scripture, is at once historical,

tropological, and anagogical; but the last aspect

is most prominent in it, and requires unfolchng.

The expositor must, however, observe his limits.

God has made his revelation in Christ susceptible

by the human intellect; and so history and mystery
are not to be treated alike. But the explanation

may at least console and edify the reader by show-

ing the transitoriness of all earthly things and by
teaching him to long for the glories of the future.

Andrew's exposition is accordingly characterized

by the effort to arrive at a Christian interpretation

of history, by an interest in its facts, and by a cau-

tious restraint in the elucidation of prophecy.

But in spite of this, his conception that the Apoca-
lypse as a whole offers a clear revelation of the ctivine

government of the world colors his exposition

throughout. His style is usually glossarial, though
here and there he adds an edifying excursus.

Where necessary, he gives different views, leaving

the reader to tiUce his choice; but his commentary
is much more than a mere catena, the quotations

occupying a relatively small space. From the

standpoint of textual criticism, as was first recog-

nized by Bengel, the commentary has an impor-

tance of its own. Matthsi noticed that the glosses

of Andrew had not seldom crept into the manu-
scripts; and F. Delitzsch was inclined to attribute

the uncertainty of the cursive texts of the Apoc-

alypse to the influence of the commentaries of

Andrew and Arethas (q.v.). The commentary is

m MPO, cvi. (G. Hbinrici.)

Bibuogbafht: DCS, i. 164-155; XL, i. 830-832.
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AUDREW OF CiUUflOLA: ArchbiBhop of Car-

niola (Krain) in the fifteenth centuiy. He was a
Slavonian, and became a Dominican monk.
Through the favor of the Emperor Frederick III.

he was made archbishop of Carniola with residence

at Laibach. He assimied the title '' Cardinal of

San Sisto." In 1482 he went to Switzerland and
tried to get a general council convened at Basel.

On July 21 he nailed a formal arraignment of Pope
SixtuB IV. to the doors of the cathedral, accom-
panying it with a demand for a council. The
pope excommunicated him, and the local author-

ities put him in prison, where he was found dead
on Nov. 13, 1484, probably having committed
suicide. His secretary, Peter Numagen of Treves,

thought him crazy.

Bibuoorapht: Peter Numacen, Gefto ar<hitp\»oorpi Crau-
•MtiMf, in J. H. Hottinger, Hiaioria eoduia$Hca Novi Tf-
loifMnft. iv. 347-604. Zurich, 1664; J. Burokhardt, En-
buehof Andrea* von Krain umf d«r iHde ConnUvermtdi in

Baad, U8t--8U, Basel, 1852; E. Frants. Sixtua IV. und
dU RepubUk Florenz, pp. 433 eqq., Regensburs. 1880.

AHDREW OF CRETE: Archbishop of Crete;

b. at Damascus; d. not earlier than 726. He be-

came a monk at Jerusalem (whence he is some-
times called Andrew of Jerusalem), and was sent

by the Patriarch Theodore to the sixth general

council (Constantinople, 680). Later he was made
archbishop. He was inclined to Monothelitism,

but was able to restore his reputation for orthodoxy
by zeal for image-worship. He is commemorated
as a saint in the Greek Church on July 7. Among
Groek hymn-writers he occupies a prominent place

as the inventor of the so-called canons (see Canon).
His penitential canon ('' the great canon ") of 250
strophes is especially famous. It is still sung on
the Thursday before Palm Sunday and on some
other days of Lent. Andrew was also the author

of many homilies, some of them very long.

G. Knt^GBB.

Bibuoorapht: Andrew's works are in MPO, xcvii;

Anthologia Qrceca^ ed. W. Christ and M. Paranikas.
147-161. Leipsic, 1871; Uarit^uucii ^t^Ato«l}«1). pp. 330-331,
Athens. 1890; A. Papadopoulo»-Kerameus, 'AvdAcxra jcrA,

i. 1-14. St. Petersburg, 1891; A. Bfaltsew, AndadUa-
bwh der orthodox-^caiholisehen Kirehs de» Morgenlan-
d€9, 176-277, Berlin. 1895. A few stansas of the Great
Ganon, with two or three other hymns are translated in

J. M. Neale's Hymna of the Eaatem Church, pp. 73-^84.

London, 1876, where a brief sketch of his life is given. Con-
sult Fabridus-Harles, Biblioiheea OrtBca, xi. 62-64, 68-75,
Hamburg. 1808; Analeda aacra, ed. J. B. Pitra, i. 626-
627, Paris, 1876; A. Ehrhard. in Krumbaoher's Oeachiehie,

p. 165: F. Diekamp, Hippolvtoa von Thaben, p. 106, Mon-
ster.

AimREW OF LUlfD (AIDERS SUmSSOH):
Archbishop of Lund; b. at Knarthorp (3 m. n.w. of

Copenhagen) about 1160; d. on the island of IvO
(in Lake Ivd, near Lund) June 24, 1228. He came
of the noble family of Hvide whose members filled

the highest offices in Church and State. In 1182
he went to Paris, completed his studies there, and,

returning in 1190, was made dean of the cathedral

of Roeskilde, where his elder brother was bishop.

Canute VI. made him at the same time court-

chancellor. In 1194-96 he was on mission to Rome
and Paris in regard to the repudiation, by Philip

Augustus of France, of his wife Ingeborg, a sister

of the Danish king. In 1201 Andrew succeeded

Absalon as archbishop of Lund, an office which
carried with it the dignities of primate and papal

legate.

Andrew was sealous in the suppression of con-

cubinage among the priesthood, active in raising the

standard of learning among them, and an enemy
to the sale of indulgences. In 1206 he preached a
crusade against the heathen inhabitants of the

island of Oesel ofif the coast of Esthonia. When
Albert of Riga (q.v.) was compelled to seek the aid

of the Danes against the Russians and Esthonians
in 1218, he agreed to place the bishopric of Esthonia
under the authority of the archbishop of Lund,
and in the following year Andrew was engaged
in regulating the affairs of that see. In 1223 he
resigned his office and retired to the island of Iv5
in the lake of the same name, achieving a reputation
for wonder-working sanctity. He was the author
of Lex SeanduB pravincialia (ed. P. G. Thorsen,
Copenhagen, 1853) and Hexaimenm (ed. M. C.

Gertz, ib. 1892), a dogmatic poem in twelve books,
expository of the theology of Peter Lombard.

(F. Nielsen.)
Bibuoorapht: P. E. MOlIer, Viia Andrea Sunoma, Archie-

piaoopi Lundenaia, Copenhasen, 1880; F. Hammerich, Bn
akotaataear og an BibaUhaolog fra Nordan, ib. 1865.

AHBREW Aim PHILIP, BROTHERHOOD
OF: An interdenominational religious society

for men of all ages. The sole object, as declared

by the constitution, is to spread Christ's kingdom
among men. The brotherhood was founded by the

Rev. Rufus Wilder Miller, of the Reformed Church,
who organised the first local chapter at Reading,
Pa., May 4, 1888. Other chapters were formed in

the same denomination, conventions began to be
held, and the Brotherhood Star, the monthly bulletin

of the association was established. At the con-
vention of Reformed chapters at Bethlehem, Pa.,

in 1890, the formation of brotherhood chapters
in other denominations was recommended, the
chapters in each denomination to be under the
control of that denomination, and all to be united
in a federation of brotherhoods. In this way the
work was extended, until to-day there are 921
chapters in the United States, Canada, Japan,
Australia, India, and other lands, with about
40,000 members, representing some twenty-three
denominations; there are also fifty-eight brother-
hoods for boys.

Each local chapter is subjected to the super-
vision and control of the pastor and governing
body of the congregation, and chapters of each
denomination are associated in a denominational
executive cotmcil. From these councils repre-

sentatives are elected to a body known as the
federal council of the brotherhood of Andrew and
Philip. It is through this larger body that the
literature of the association is issued. Denomina-
tional Councils are now organized in the Baptist,

Congregational, Methodist Episcopal, Presbyterian,
and Reformed Churches.
The distinctive characteristic of the brotherhood

is the emphasis it places upon personal work.
There are two rules of prayer and service. The
rule of service is to make personal efforts to bring
men and boys within the hearing of the Gospel,
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as set forth in the service of the church, men's
Bible-classes, and prayer-meetings. The rule of

prayer is to pray dsdly for the spread of Christ's

kingdom among men, and God's blessing upon the
labors of the brotherhood. Chapters sustain a
weekly Bible-class, or men's prayer-meeting, and
engage in a great variety of good works, as ushering,
work in Sunday-schools, visiting jails, hospitals,

etc.—all as the needs of the church may require.

Chapters also maintain free reading-rooms and
gymnasiums, organise boys' clubs and cottage
prayer-meetings, provide for the evening church
service, assist in the orchestra or choir, support
home and foreign missions, and do other work of a
similar character. William H. Prelbt.
Bibuookafht: Mamud of lh§ Brotherhood of Andrew and

Philip, New York, n. d.; Brotherhood Star, Philadelphia
(a monthly); Bookleta published by the Federal Council,
25 £. 22 St.. New York; W. B. Carpenter. Relioioue
Broiherkoode, in Contemporary Review, Ivii. (1889) 29 aqq.;
L. W. Baoon and C. W. Northrop. Young People'e 8oci-
eHee, pp. 48>60. and cf. Index. New York. 1900.

AUDREWES, LAHCELOT: English bishop; b.

at Baiidng (7 m. e. of London) 1555; d. at Win-
chester House, Southwark, Sept. 26, 1626. He
entered Pembroke Hall, Cambridge, in 1571, was
graduated B.A. 1575, was ordained 1580, and
became catechist at Pembroke; he was master of

Pembroke from 1589 to 1605. He also held the
living of St. Giles's, Cripplegate, and was preben-
dary of St. Paul's; he became chaplain to the queen
and dean of Westminster in the latter part of

Elizabeth's reign. Under James I. he was made
bishop of Chichester in 1605, of Ely in 1609, and of

Winchester in 1619. He was a man of austere

piety, rigorous in the performance of private devo-
tion, liberal in charities, one of the most learned

men of his time, and enjoys a well-deserved repu-

tation as prelate, as preacher, and as writer. He
was thou^t by many to be the natural successor

to Bancroft as archbishop of Canterbury in 1611;
but George Abbot (q.v.) was appointed instead.

Andrewes was a member of the Hampton Court
Conference (q.v.), and his name heads the list of

scholars appointed in 1607 to prepare the Authorized
Version; he belonged to the first company of

translators, to whom were assigned the books of

the Old Testament as far as II Kings.

The only writings of Bishop Andrewes published
during his life were the Tortura Torii aive ad Mat-
thai Torti respansio (1609) and one or two subse-

quent treatises, all written in reply to Cardinal

Bellarmine, who had attacked King James because
of the oath of allegiance imposed upon Roman
Catholics in England after the Gunpowder Plot.

In 1629 ninety-six of his sermons were published,

edited by Bishops Buckeridge and Laud; certain

sermons have been many times reedited and re-

printed. A number of volumes based upon his

works (such as The Pattern of Catechiatical Doc-
trine, or an Exposition of the Ten Commandmenta,
1642) pass imder his name. His prayers, composed
in Greek and Latin for his own use, are famous,
and have been often translated (cf. The Greek
Devotione of Lancelot Andrewee, from the manu-
aeript given hy him to William Laud and recently

discovered, ed. P. G. Medd, London, 1892; The De-

votions of Bishop Andrewes, Grcsce et Latine, ed.
H. Veale, 1895; The Private Devotions of Lancelot
Andrewes, ed. E. Venables, 1883).

Bibliooraprt: HIb works, with his life by H. IsaacBon (first

published 1060) and other notioes. are collected in the
Library of Anolo-CathoUe Theology, 11 vols., Oxford. 1841-
64. There are many later memoirs and essays, as: A. T.
Russell, Memoire of the Life and Worke of L. Andrewee,
London, 1803; St Jamee'e Leeturee, 2d ser.. Lecture 3. ib.

1876; DNB, i. 401^105; R. L. Ottley, Lancelot Andrewee,
ib. 1894; A. Whyte, Lancelot Andrewee and hie FrivaU
DevoOone, Edinburgh, 1806.

AHBREWS, EDWARD GAYER: Methodist
Episcopal bishop; b. at New Hartford, N. Y.,
Aug. 7, 1825. He was educated at Casenovia
Seminary, Casenovia, N. Y., and Wesleyan Univer-
sity, Middletown, Conn. (B.A., 1847). He held
various pastorates in Methodist Episcopal churches
in Central New York from 1848 to 1854, when he
was appointed teacher and principal in Casenovia
Seminary, where he remained until 1864. He
was then pastor in Stamford, Conn., from 1864 to
1867 and in Brooklyn, N. Y., from 1867 to 1872.
In the latter year he was elected bishop. . He visited

Methodist Episcopal missions in Europe and India
in 187^77, in Mexico in 1881, and in Japan, Korea,
and China in 1889-90, while in 1894 he was a dele-

gate to the British and Irish Methodist Conference.
In theology he holds the faith of his denomination
for essentials of doctrine, but with deference to the
results of recent Biblical investigations.

AimREWS, ELISHA BENJAMIN: Baptist; b.

at Hinsdale, N. H., Jan. 10, 1844. He was edu-
cated at Brown University (B.A., 1870), Newton
Theological Institution (1874), and the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology (1879-80), and also

studied in the universities of Berlin and Munich
(1882-83). He served in the Union army in the
Civil War, being promoted from private to second
lieutenant. He was principal of the Connecticut
Literary Institute, Suffield, Conn., 1870-72, and
pastor of the First Baptist Church, Beverly, Mass.,

1874-75. In the latter year he was appointed
president of Denison University, Granville, 111.,

and held this position until 1879, when he accepted
a call to Newton Theological Institution as professor

of homiletics and practical theology. In 1882 he
became professor of history and political economy
at Brown University, and in 1888 of politicid

economy and finance at Cornell. In 1889 he was
chosen president of Brown University, where he
remained until 1898. He then became superin-

tendent of the Chicago schools until 1900, when
he was made chancellor of the University of Nebras-
ka, at Lincoln, a position which he still occupies.

He was a member of the United States delegation

to the Brussels International Monetary Commis-
sion in 1892, and is also a member of the Grand
Army of the Republic, the Loyal Legion, and the
American Economic Association. In theology he
is a liberal evangelical Baptist. His works include

Brief Institutes of Constitutional History, English

and American (New York, 1886); Brief Institutes

of General History (1887); Institutes of Economies

(1889); The Problem of Cosmology (1891); Eternal

Words (1893; a volume of sermons); Wealth and
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Moral Law (1894); An Honest Dollar, vrith seven

Other Essays on Bimetallism (1894); History of

the United States (2 vob., 1894; revised and en-

larged, 5 vols., 1905); and History of the United

States in the last Quarter Century (1896). He has

also published Outlines of the Principles of History

(New York, 1893), a translation of J. G. Droy-
sen's Grundris der Historik (3d ed., Leipsic, 1882).

AimREWS, SAMUEL JAMES: Catholic Apos-
tolic Church; b. at Danbury, Conn., July 30, 1817;

d. at Hartford Oct. 11, 1906. He was educated
at Williams College (B.A., 1839), and studied law
in Hartford, Boston, and New York, being admitted
to the Connecticut bar in 1842 and to the Ohio
bar in 1844. In the following year, however, he
gave up law and studied theology at Lane Theo-
logical Seminary, Cincinnati. He was licensed as

a Congregational clergyman in Connecticut in

1846, and two years later was ordained pastor of

the Congregational church at East Windsor, Conn.
Loss of voice compelled him to retire from the

ministiy in 1855, aithou^ he still preached
occasionally. In 1865 he was appointed an in-

structor in Trinity College, Hartford, and three

years later took charge of a Catholic Apostolic

(Irvingite) church in the same city. In theology

he was a consistent follower of the creed which
he professed. His chief writings were: Life of Our
Lord Upon the Earth (New York, 1862); God's

Revelations of Himself to Man (1885); Christianity

and Anti^hristianity in Their Final Confliet (1898);

The Church and its Organic Ministries (1899);

William Watson Andrews^ a Religious Biography

(1900; life, letters, and writings of his brother,

WiUiam Watson Andrews, q.v.); and Man and
the Incarnation (1905).

AHDREWS, WILLIAM WATSON: CathoUc
Apostolic Church, brother of Samuel James An-
drews; b. at Windham, Conn., July 26, 1810; d.

at Wethersfield, Conn., Oct. 17, 1897. He was
graduated at Yale in 1831. During this year his

attention was drawn to the religious movement
then going on in England which culminated in

the Catholic Apostolic Church. The point that

seems at first to have interested him most was
whether the gifts of the Spirit as originally given

were or were not to abide in the Church, and
his study of the Scriptures led him to the con-

clusion that they are a permanent endowment,
and, if not still possessed, it was because of imbelief

.

Closely connected with the work of the Spirit in

the Church was another question: Was the return

of the Lord to be desired, and the Church to be
ever prajring and looking for it? Believing this

return to be an object of hope, he was led to ask

if any preparation was needed; and, if so, might
not the work in England be the preparation? In

1833 he was licensed to preach, and in May, 1834,

was ordained pastor of a Congregational church in

Kent, Conn. Here he continued fifteen years,

declining invitations to go to larger spheres of labor,

preferring his quiet coimtry life, which gave him
time for study and reflection. In 1842, partly

for his health, and partly to learn from personal

observation the progress of the religious movement

which interested him, he went to England and be-

came fully convinced that the movement was of

God. He offered himself to its leaders as ready

to take part in it, but was directed by them to

return to his parish and continue his woric there.

This he did, but on the death of his wife in 1848,

he was released from his charge by the North Asso-

ciation of Litchfield County, and soon entered

the Apostolic communion. In 1849 he was ap-

pointed pastor of a small congregation at Potsdam,
N. Y., and remained there for six yean, doing
some work elsewhere as an evangelist. In 1856
he left Potsdam and entered upon his evangelistic

work in which he continued tiU his death. From
1858 his home was in Wethersfield, Conn.
The only book published by Mr. Andrews was

The Miscdlanies and Correspondence of Hon, John
Cotton Smith (New York, 1847). Of his numerous
addresses, articles, and pamphlets mention may be
made of his sermon at Kent, May 1849, on with-

drawing from the Congregational ministry; The
True Constitution ofthe Church, read before the North
Association of Litchfield ()ounty, 1855; Review

of Mrs, OliphanVs Life of Edward Irving, in The
New Englander, 1863 (reprinted in Scotland, 1864
and 1900); Remarks on Dr, BushndVs " Vicarious

Sacrifice," published at the request of the Hart-
ford Fourth Association, 1866; The Catholic Apos-
tolic Church, in the Bibliotheca Sacra, 1866; The
Catholic Apostolic Church, in Schaff's Creeds of

Christendom, i.. New York, 1884, 905-915; and
an address at Kent, his old parish, on the sixtieth

anniversaiy of his ordination. May 27, 1894.

Samuel J. ANDREWSt-

Bibliographt: WiUiam WaUon Andrew, a R^igioua Bioo-
raphift with ExtratU from hit hetUn and other WriUnoe pre-
pared by hie Brother, Samuel J. Andreum, New York. 1900
(oontaina th« sermon at Kent. May, 1840, and the addreas,
1804, mentioned above, pp. 206-205).

AlfOARIiE: Certain taxes or services usually
rendered on the Ember Days (q.v.), whence the
name was transferred to the latter. Consult Du
Cange, s.v.

ANGEL.
L Biblical Conceptions.

Ancels are God's Servants (| 1).

The New Testament Conception not Different from the
Old (I 2).

Later Developments (| 3).

Distinctions Among Angels. Cherubim and Seraphim.
FaUen Angels (| 4).

IL Judaic Notions.
Names and Classes (| 1).

Functions, Duties, etc. (| 2).

III. Development of the Scriptural Angelology.
The Belief in Angels Conmion to All Antiquity (| 1).

The Hexateuch (| 2).

The Prophets (| 3).

The New TesUment (| 4).
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The name " Angel " as a designation for spiritual

beings of the supernatural world, has come into

modem languages with Christianity from the Greek
angelos (" messenger "), which is itself a rendering
of the Hebrew mal'akh. The latter, in form an ab-
stract noun (" mission/' " message ")> occurs only
as a concrete (" messenger "), and acquired a
special meaning, particularly in the singular, as the
designation of a supernatural bearer of a divine
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levelatioD. The transition was then easy to the

sense of a generic name for the beings of the heaven-
ly world, from whom the God of Israel is called
" Yahweh, God of Hosts," or " Yahweh of Hosts."
To distinguish angels from men, they are called

"sons of God " (Gen. vi. 2, 4; Job i. 6, ii. 1, xxxviii.

7) or " sons of the mighty " (Ps. xzix. 1, margin,

Ixxxix. 6). A special connection with God is always
implied, as well as a certain superiority over men
(I Sam. xxix. 9; II Sam. xiv. 17, 20). This con-

nection is emphasized by the epithet " holy

"

(A. v., " saints "; Job v. 1, xv. 16; Ps. bocrix.

5, 7; Dan. viii. 13; Zech. xiv. 5). In I Kings
xxii. 19-24 and Acts xxiii. 9 a distinction is made
between angeb and spirits, and in the Talmud the

latter name is used for demons only. With refer-

ence to their duties angels are called " watchers '*

in Dan. iv. 13, 17, 23.

I. Biblical Conc^tions: As concerns their

function, it is not the Biblical conception that

angels are the indispensable means of

I. Angela communication between the higher

are God** and lower worlds, nor are they a per-

SerrantB. Bonification of nature powers. Yet
they are consistently represented as

serving God's purposes in revelation and salvation,

and are his '' ministering spirits " (Heb. i. 14) from
the appointment of the cherubim to guard Eden
(Gen. iii. 24) to their activity at the second coming
and the end of the worid (Biatt. xiii. 41, xxiv. 29-

31; cf. Gen. xxiv. 7, 40, xlviii. 16; Ex. xiv. 19,

xxiii. 20, 23; Luke xvi. 22). Sometimes they

appear in companies (Gen. xxviii. 12, xxxii. 1-2;

II Kings vi. 16-17; Matt. xxv. 31; Luke ii. 13;

Rev. xix. 14), but usually it is one angel who exe-

cutes God's command; he is called the '' angel

of God " or " angel of Yahweh " (Gen. xvi. 7, 9-11,

xd. 17; Ex. iii. 2, xiv. 19; Judges vi. 20; and
often). The relation of the " angel of Yahweh "

to Yahweh himself is a difficult question. One of

the three who appear in Gen. xviii. 2, 22 (cf. xix.

1) is evidently Yahweh, and Yahweh and his angel

are both called the guide of Israel (Ex. xiii. 21,

xiv. 19). Similar identification apparently occurs

elsewhere, while in Zech. i. 9, 12-14, and other

passages there is a sharp distinction.

In the New Testament the angel of the Lord
occurs only when an angel has been previously

mentioned (Matt. i. 24; Luke i. 11,

a. The New 13, ii. 9, 10, 13; Acts xii. 7, 11, vii.

Testament 30, 38, Gk. text). There is no thought
Conception of an identification of the angel with

not Differ- the Lord. That the conception is

ent from different from that of the Old Testa-

the Old. ment can not be proved, and such an
assumption is not in accord with

Stephen's references (Acts vii. 30-36) to the appear-

ance in the burning bush (Ex. iii.). But the dis-

tinction between the angel and Yahweh does not
hinder from making the angel speak as Yahweh
or from speaking of the angel as of Yahweh. It

follows that the distinction can not be a product
of later times. The angel is not the Logos, the

iecond person of the Trinity, as assumed by the

Greek Fathers, the older Lutheran dogmaticians,

and Hengstenberg; nor is he merely a theophany

(Vatke, De Wette, Wellhausen, Kosters, and
others). The former view is not consistent with
the New Testament revelation, which makes it

impossible to find in the Old Testament a knowledge
of the threefold character of God; and the latter

falls because a " mission," not an " appearance,"
of Crod is always spoken of. The true Biblical

conception of the " angel of Yahweh" is that of a
created being (Neh. ix. 6), belonging to the heav-
enly hosts (Augustine, Jerome, Hofmann, Riehm),
who represents God, but is in no way identified

with God. The fact, that in the New Testament
the angel of Yahweh recedes, does not justify the
assumption that he is a t3rpe of Christ. A real-

ization of God's presence through angels and the
commimication of his revelation by them was
as necessary in the old covenant as the revelation

and presence of God in Christ or in the Holy Spirit

are in the new (cf. Acts vii. 38; Gal. iii. 19; Heb.
ii. 2). The angel has no more place in the new
covenant because the first has been made old and
is " ready to vanish away " (Heb. viii 13).

From the beginning the appearance of an angel

is looked upon as a sign of God's favor (Gen. xxiv.

7, 40, xlviii. 16; Ex. xxiii. 20; II Kings
3. Later xix. 35; Isa. Ixiii. 9), and the belief

Develop- that God's angels guard his servants

mentB. finds expression in the Psalms (Ps.

xxxiv. 7, xci. 11). From the unity of

God arises the conception of a multiplicity of

angeb (Gen. xxviii. 12, xxxii. 2); and then it

is only a step to that of Yahweh's hosts (Josh.

V. 14-15), with which he comes to the help

of Israel (Isa. xxxi. 4-5), which surround his

throne, offering him praise and adoration (I Kings
xxii. 19; Ps. cxlviii. 2), and constitute, in the

language of the synagogue, '' the family above."
Apocalyptic literature develops the thought,
depicting in symbolic narratives the part of the

angels in the history of Israel (cf. the visions of

Zechariah, Ezekiel, and Daniel). In the Book of

Daniel (viii. 16, ix. 21, x. 13, xii. 1) two angels

are named—Gabriel and Michael. The fact that

names are given (cf. Judges xiii. 18) and the names
themselves indicate Babylonian influence, which
later tradition recognizes by ascribing the many
angels' names which it knows to Babylon {Genesis,

Rabbah xlviii.). What is said of these two angels

does not contradict existing views, but is merely
a development of them, influenced by contact with
Babylonian and Persian ideas. The fantastic and
bizarre conceptions of later Judaism, however,

can not deny their origin from this heathenism

(cf. Tobit iii. 17, v. 6, 21, vi. 4-17, viii. 2-3). That
which is really new in the Book of Daniel concerns

the participation of the angels in the sin of the

world. In the New Testament the apocalyptic

symbolism appears in the Book of Revelation

only (cf. xii. 7 sqq.; Jude 9). All allusions to angels

in New Testament history and in the Epistles can
be explained as in full accord with Old Testament
conceptions, and if new ideas are found by any it

is only because of the desire to find them. It

requires great art of eisegeslB to ascribe to Paul

(as does Everling) the angel doctrine of Jewish

legend and rabbinic theology.
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There are evidently distinctions among angels,

based on differences of duties, not of rank. In
this way passages like Dan. x. 13,

4. Diitinc- xii. 1; I Thes?. iv. 16; Jude 9 are to

tions among be explained. The same observation

Angels, holds with regard to the cherubim and
Cherubim seraphim, who belong to the angels.

and Sera- The signification of the latter name
phim. Fal- (only in Isa. vi.) is not certain. From
len Angels, comparison with the Arabic it has

been thought to mean nobilia, whence
the signification would be " angel-leader " (cf. Josh.

V. 1^15; Dan. x. 13, xii. 1). Another derivation

is from the Hebrew saraph, ''to bum," and the
name is then thought to be given to these beings
because of their peculiar relation to the divine

holiness, of which they are the heralds and guards.

Whether the prophet coined the name with refer-

ence to the act attributed to the seraph in verses

&-7, or found it already in use, can not be deter-

mined. In any case it is the name only and not
the representation that is new. The description

of their form is different from that of the cherubim.
In the latter case the description is symbolic, and
the symbolism is more and more richly developed
from the cherubim that guard Eden, in the figures

of the Tabernacle (Ex. xxv. 17-22) and the Temple
(I Kings vi. 23-28), and the visions of Esekiel

(Esek. i. 4-14, iii. 1^-14, ix. 3, x. 6-22, xi. 22, xii.

18), to the description of the Apocalypse (Rev.
iv. 6-11). In that way they unite in themselves
all excellencies, they typify the exaltation of God
above every creature, as well as the purpose that

every creature shall be a bearer of the majesty of

God. Sin is found among the angels (Gen. vi. 1-4;

II Pet. ii. 4; Jude 6), but not, as among men, as

something affecting . all. Since Satan appears
among the " sons of God " (Job i. 6; cf. I Chron.
X3d. 1; Zech. iii. 2), he is reckoned among the

angels. The interest which he shows in the sin of

men in these passages justifies the assiunption

(first in Wisdom, ii. 24; cf. Rev. xii. 9, xx. 2) that

he is the serpent of Gen. iii. He ia therefore the

first fallen, to whom the other fallen angels (or

demons) join themselves as his angels (Matt.

xxv. 41). " Evil angels " (Ps. Ixxviii. 49) are

angels who do ill at God's command, not wicked
angels.

As concerns the origin of the Biblical conception

of angels, the view that they represent the natural

powers of old Semitic heathenism stands or falls

with the representation of Deut. iv. 19 (also in

Paul) that heathenism is an apostasy from the

true God. It may be noted that angels never
serve as an explanation of the events of nature,

but appear oidy in connection with a divine

revelation. The decision depends also on the

question as to the reality of angels. That they,

as well as Satan and the demons, actually

exist is held to be indubitably proved by
the words and conduct of Jesus. The upper
world, to which we are striving, is full of life

and needs not to be peopled by us, but is

prepared for us with all that is proper to it,

freed from the limitations of the present.

(H. C^BBMXRt.)

n. Judaic Notions: To the two names known
to Daniel the Book of Tobit (iii. 17) adds that of

Raphael, while the Book of Enoch
X. Names (xxi.) knows seven archangels—^Uriel,

and Raphael, Raguel, Michel, Sariel,

Classes. Gabriel, Jerahmeel—and seven classes

of angels (bd. 10), namely, the cheru-
bim, seraphim, ophanim, all the angels of power,
principalities, the Elect One (Messiah), and the
(elementary) powers of the earth and water. They
have seven angelic virtues (bd. 11): the spirit of

faith, of wisdom, of patience, of mercy, of judgment,
of peace, and of goodness.

In the Slavonic Enoch and rabbinic literature,

the further development of the heavenly hierarchy
introduces the seven heavens, and tells of the food
of angels, the hours at which they worship God,
their language, and their knowledge. They medi-
ate between God and man, carry prayers to the
throne of God (Tobit xii. 1^-15; Gk. Apoc.
Baruch xi.), and accompany the dead on their

departure from this world. Angels are also the
guardians of the nations. In Enoch xxxix. 59
the seventy shepherds are the guardian angels of

the seventy nations, over whom rules Michael,
as Israel's angel-prince. With these God sits in

council when holding judgment over the world,
each angel pleading the cause of his nation.

It was these angel-princes whom
2. Func- Jacob saw in his dream {Gen. Rabbah
tions, Du- Ixviii.). There is also a special angel-
ties, etc prince set over the world, Sar hor

'olam (Talmud, Ydnimot 16b; ^^Lain
60a; Sanhedrin 94a), who is said to have composed
Ps. xxxvii. 25, civ. 31, and, partly, Isa. xxiv. 16.

Besides the guardian angels of the nations, sixty-
three angels are mentioned as janitors of the seven
heavens, and at each of these heavens stand other
angels as seal-bearers. The head and chief of all

these is Asriel. Angels protect the pious and help
them in their transactions. Every man has a
special guardian angel, and there are accompanying
angels. Thus two angels—one good and one evil

—

accompanyman as he leaves the synagogue on Sab-
bath eve. Three good angels receive the souls
of the pious, and three evil angels those of the
wicked, who testify for them (Talmud, Shabbat
119a; Ketvbot 104a). Great as is the number and
influence of the angels, yet in many respects they
are inferior to man. Enoch (xv. 2) intercedes

on behalf of the angels, instead of having them
intercede for him; and none of the angels could
see what he saw of God's glory (xiv. 21), or
learn the secrets of God as he knew them (Slavonic
Enoch X3dv. 3; Ascensio laaia ix. 27-38). Adam
was to be worshiped by the angels as the image of
God (Viia Ada et Evcb, p. 14; Gen. Rabbah viii.);

before his fall his place was within the precincts of
God's own majesty, where the angels can not stay
(Gen. Rabbah xxi.). They were inferior in intelli-

gence to Adam, when names were given to all

things (Pir^e Rabbi ElVexer xiii.). Adam reclined

in Paradise, and the ministering angels roasted
meat and strained wine for him (Talmud, Sanhe-
drin 59b). Every man that does not practise

magic enters a department of heaven to which even
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the ministermg angeb have no access (Tabnud,

Nedarim 32a).

The essence of the angels is fire; they sustain

themselves in fire; their fiery breath consumes

men, and no man can endure the soimd of their

voices (Talmud, Shabbat 88b; ffagigah 14b). An-

other theory is that they are half fire and half

water, and that God makes peace between the op-

posing elements (Jerusalem Talmud, Roah horSha-

nah ii. 58a). According to one tradition, each

angel was one-third of a world in size; according

to another, 2,000 parasangs, his hand reaching from

heaven to earth. The angels, nimibering either

496,0(X) or 499,000, are said to have been created

either on the first day (Book of Jubilees ii. 2), the

second day (Slavonic Enoch), or on the fifth day

(Gen. Rabbah iii.). Their food is manna, of which

Adam and Eve ate before they sinned (Vita Adce

et EvcB, p. 4).

As a rule, the angels are represented as good,

and as not subject to evil impulses (Gen, Rabbah

xlviii. 14); nevertheless, two were expelled from

heaven for 138 years on accoimt of prematurely

disclosing the decree of Sodom's destruction (ib.).

Two narratives are given in Enoch yi.-xv., of the

fall of the angels. According to one, Azazel was

the leader of the rebellion, and the chief debaucher

of women; according to the other, Samiaza, or

Shamhazai, was the chief seducer. Each has

ten chieftains and 100 angels at his conmiand.

They are punished at the hands of Michael, Gabriel,

Raphael, and Uriel (Enoch ix. 1, xl. 2).

B. Pick.

m. Development of the Scriptural Angelology:

The nature of Holy Scripture forbids any attempt

to build upon its text a systematic angelology.

The Bible covers a wide field of time, and, for

anything save its main purpose, it is a book of

imperfect record. Moreover, its evidence on this

question is less apt to be direct than indirect. An
elaborate angelology can therefore be derived from

the Bible only by doing violence to soimd exegesis.

Yet it is possible to detect a general movement of

thought and to deduce a conclusion, touching the

weight to be given to the scriptural doctrine of

a^ig^l^' ..II
The belief in angels is not an onginal element

in the Scriptures; the Bible holds it in common with

all the men of antiquity, who lacked a imifying

conception of law and made the poet

I. The and the theologian one and the same

Belief in person. So the mind instinctively

AngelsCom- oeopled space with personal forces

mon to All both good and evil. The field of

Antiquity, reality, being governed neither by

the scientific idea of law nor by the

monotheistic idea of God, was inevitably broken

up and parceled out by a kind of spiritual

feudalism. The belief in angels being thus in-

stinctive, it follows that, so far as the Scrip-

tures are concerned, the doctrine in question is

not a primary one; on the contrary, it is a

subordinate element. To be true to the Bible

itself, the emphasis must be put on the rela-

tion between that belief in angels which the men

I.—12

of the Bible inherited from antiquity and that

saving knowledge of the divine unity which is the

heart of (jod's word. The center of gravity and
interest is not in angelology as such.

The central and controlling element in the Old
Testament is the self-revelation of God in his holy

and creative imity. The pith of

2. The prophecy is (jod's manifestation of

Hezateuch. himself in terms of the moral order in

the experience of the chosen nation.

It is significant, then, that in the Hexateuch
the angels in their plurality play a small part

(Gen. xix. 15, xxxii. 1). The "angel of Yahweh,"
'' the angel of the presence," on the other hand,

are constantly in evidence. The unity of God,

dominating the religious consciousness, has given

a monarchical turn to the angelology of antiquity.

In the preexilic prophets the angels appear

but twice. In both cases (Hosea xii. 4, Isa. xxxvii.

36) the usage is unitary. This fact,

3. The taken with the extreme rarity of the

Prophets, term on the one hand, and, on the

other hand, with the fact that the

existence of heavenly hosts is taken for granted

(Isa. vi. 1-6), gives a weighty piece of evidence.

Even in exilic prophecy as a whole there is no
emphasis. The " angel of the presence " appears

once (Isa. Ixiii. 9). The angels in their plurality

do not appear. The prophetic passion spends

itself upon God's presence in the crises of the

nation's history, and upon his power to guide it

toward a supreme moral end (the day of Yahweh).

Even in Ezekiel, in whom the apocalyptic tend-

ency begins to be strongly marked, the angels

are not named.
But in Zechariah a new turn is taken. The

angel of Yahweh appears incessantly. Moreover,

the angels in their plurality appear (Zech. ii. 3).

The apocalyptic tendency is becoming dominant.

The moral passion of prophetism is declining.

And from Zechariah's time on, there seems to be

a steady increase in the amount of attention given

to the angels. How far this is due to the influence

of Parseeism and how far to the inherent tendency

of Judaism, it may be impossible to determine

with precision. But certain it is that as Judaism

aboimds in its own sense and its dififerenoe from

prophetism develops, the angels play a larger and

yet larger part. The climax is reached when the

Essenes impose upon those entering the order a

terrible oath not to betray the names of the angels

(Josephus, War, II. viii. 7). At this point, Judaism

comes close to Chaldean magic.

Davidson has said (DB, i., p. 97) that in the New
Testament there is no advance. The statement is

misleading. There is not nor can

4. The New there be any advance beyond the

Testament Jewish angelology. The Jewish mys-

tic knew a great deal about the

angelic hosts, their hierarchical order, and their

names. In truth, he knew more than there was

to know. " Advance " in this direction would

have meant a fuller exposition of unreality. But

the New Testament is the literary product of a

magnificent revival of Hebrew prophetism. The
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clarity of the moral and spiritual oonaciouBness

relegates the angels to a secondary position. Even
in the New Testament Apocaljrpse the angels are

wholly subsidiary to the Kingdom of God. Thus
in xix. 10, xxi. 17, and xxii. 9 a view appears fun-

damentally opposed to that of mystical Judaism.

Angels and men are citizens of one divine common-
wealth. Worship of the angels is not to be thought

of. So, again, in the synoptic gospels and the

Acts, the existence of the angels, while taken for

granted, is not a primary element of consciousness.

In the Pauline and Petrine letters, the angels

play an even more subordinate part. The Chris-

tians of Corinth, in danger of falling below their

dignity, are informed that the disdples of Christ

will be his coaasessors in judging the angels (I Cor.

vi. 3). Peter, dwelling on the consummation of

prophecy, declares that angels desire to understand
the mystery of the gospel (I Pet. i. 12). In Heb.
i. 14 their function is dearly described. They are

spirits worshiping God and sent from God to serve

the followers of Jesus.

When, therefore, the Scriptures are placed against

the backgroimd of antiquity, a certain unity of

movement and thought is found. The doctrine

of angels is inherited, not created.

5. Con- And it is controlled and utilized by
elusion, the saving word, the self-revelation

of God as the creative unity within

human consciousness and society, the moralizing

power in history, and the moral end toward which
native and history are being guided (Rom. xi. 36).

From this point of view the ecclesiastical discussion

over the worship of angels and the careful dis-

tinction between dulia and latria is more or less

a reversion of type. Henrt S. Nash.

Biblioorapht: J. Ode, Commtnlanua de angelia, Utreeht,
1739; E. C. A. Riehm, De naiura H noHone symboliea Chenin
borum, Baael, 1864; idem, DU Cherubim in der StiftehHUe
und im Tempd, in TSK, xliv. (1871) 300 sqq.; A. Kohut.
Ueber die iHdiaehe Angelolooie und DOmonolooie in xhrer
Abhdngiokeit vom Pareiemue, Leipaic, 1866; F. Godet,
ttudee biUiquee, i. 1-34. Paris. 1873; W. H. Koeten. De
MaVaeh Jahwe and Het onUtaan en de onhnkkeUng der
angeiologie onder leraA, in TAT, ix. (1875) 367-415. x.
(1876) 34-60. 113-141; J. H. Oswald. AngeLoloffie, im
8inne der katholiachen Kirehe dargeeidU^ Paderbom, 1883;
O. Everiins. DiepavliniaehenAnoeUilogieund D&manohffie,
G6ttingen, 1888; J. BL FuUer, Angelologu and DemonolooVt
ExeunuBlI. to ToMf, inWaoe'SilpocrypAa.i. 171-183, Lon-
don. 1888; T. K. Cheyne. OriffinandReiioumeContenieof the
Pealter, pp. 322-327. 334-337. London. 1801 (very valua-
ble); C. H. Toy. Judaiem and Chrietianiiy, pp. 141-172,
Boston. 1801; C. G. Montefiora. Hibbert Leeturet, pp.420
sqq., London, 1802 (charaoterised by G. B. Gray as valua-
ble); R. Sttlbe, JudiechrbabvhrMehe Zaubertexte, Halle, 1805
(a work of speeial interest); F. Weber. Jiidieehe Theolo-
ffie auf Orund dee Tabnud, pp. 166 sqq., Leipsic. 1807;
M. Schwab. Voeabulaire de Vano&ologie d^aprie manuteriie
hSbreux, Paris. 1807; H. Oehler, Die Enoelwelt, Stuttgart.
1808; W. LQcken, Michael, Gdttingen, 1808; DCB, i.

03-07; EB, i. 165-170; JE, i. 583-507 (deals with biblical,
talmudic, and post-talmudicangelology); and the works on
Old and New Testament theology (including R. Smend.
AUteetamanOuha ReliffumeoeeehidUe, Freiburg. 1803) and
dogmatics; W. Bousset. Die ReHoion dee JudenOiume, pp.
313-325, Berlin. 1003.

ANGELA OF BRESCIA. See Merici, Anobla.

ANGELICALS: A sisterhood fomided about
1530 by Ludovica di Torelli, Countess of Guas-
talla (then, at the age of twenty-five, for the second

time a widow), to care for sick and reformed women.
The members were to lead lives of angelic purity
(whence the name) and self-denial, indicated by
coarse clothing, a wooden cross on the breast, and
a cord about the neck. The foundress placed them
under the supervision of Antonia Maria Zaccaria,

foimder and director of the Bamabites (q.v.);

and herself labored, imder the monastic name of

Paola Maria, as manager of the main convent of

her society near Milan till her death (Oct. 29, 1569).
The order was first confirmed by Paul III. (1534)
with the rule of St. Augustine, with the provision
that the Angelicals were to assist the Bamabites
in their missionary work among women. The
obligation to live in seclusion was adopted in 1557.
Archbishop Borromeo of Milan subjected the
statutes of the order to a stricter revision, which
was confirmed by Urban VIII. (1625). The order
never spread outside of Lombardy (especially

Milan and Cremona) and was dissolved at the b^;in-
ning of the nineteenth century. A branch, how-
ever, still exists, the Society of the Guastallin®
founded by the same Coimtess Torelli, devoted to
the education of girls of noble birth (the number
being limited to 18); they occupy a building out-
side the Porta Romana at Milan, and are under
the supervision of the Bamabites.

O. ZSCKLERf.
Bibuoorapht: C. G. Rosignoli. Viia e virtit detta conieeea

di QwuiaUa L. TareOa, Milan. 1686; Helyot. Ordree
mona»iiquee\ iv. 116-223; Heimbuoher, Orden %t$td Kon-
ffrtaaJtUmen, i. 510-520.

ANGELIS, an'je-lis, GIROLAMO, jt-r0a-am5:
Jesuit missionary; b. at Castro Giovanni, Sicily,

1567; d. in Japan Dec. 24, 1623. He joined the
Jesuits at the age of eighteen, and in 1602 went to
Japan. When the Jesuits were expelled from the
country in 1614, he assumed Japanese dress and
remained for nine years without 'discovery. He
was then imprisoned and burned alive with two
other Jesuits and forty-two native Christians.

He wrote Relagione del regno dilezOf printed with
letters of other Jesuits at Rome in 1624, and sep-
arately the next year. He was canonised by
Pius IX.

ANGELXTS, an'je-lus: The ordinary name (ta-

ken from its opening word in Latin) of a Roman
Catholic prayer, recited three times a day, when
the church bells ring at 6 a.m.y at noon, and at
6 p.m. It consists of three versicles and responses,
each followed by a " Hail Mary I" and a collect,

which is the same as that for the Annunciation in
the Anglican Prayer Book, the whole forming a
devotion in honor of the incarnation of Christ.
In its present form it dates from the middle of the
sixteenth century, though the custom of ringing
bells at certain times of the day to remind the
faithful of certain prayers is at least as old as the
thirteenth.

ANGILBERT, an-gil'bert, or ENGELBERT (Fr.
pron. an"zhil-bar'),SAIIfT: Friend and counselor
of Charlemagne, whose daughter Bertha he is said
to have married, and by her had two sons,
Hamid and Nithard (the historian); d. Feb. 19,
814. He enjoyed the confidence of Charlemagne
till the end of the latter's life, and was employed
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in many difficult negotiations. That he entered

the monastery of Centula (the modem St. Riquier,

about 25 m. n.w. of Amiens) in 790 is not probable;

he was abbot of the monastery later, however,

and rebuilt it with much splendor. He was named
the " Homer " of the literary circle at Charlemagne's

court, and a few Latin lyrics and a fragment of an
epic ascribed to him are extant (in MPL, xcix.

825-864; MQH, Saript., xv. 1, 1887, 173-181;

Pod4B Latini cm carolini, i., 1881, 355-381).

ANGILRAM, an''gU-ram (Fr. pron.an''shll-ramO:

Bishop of Mets 768, after 787 with the title of arch-

bishop; d. 791. In 784 he was made court chap-

lain by Charlemagne, who obtained from the pope
a dispensation freeing Angilram from the obligation

of residing at the seat of his bishopric. Most co-

dices of the peeudo-Isidoiian decretals contain

a minor collection of statutes, consisting of seventy-

one, seventy-two, or eighty chapters relating to

suits against the clergy, especi^dly bishops, and
generally bearing the name CapUtda Angilramni.

In some manuscripts the superscription states that

Angilram presented these capUtda to Pope Adrian;

in others (the older and better) that the pope
presented them to Angilram when he was in Rome
in connection with hk affair. In either version

the story is improbable, and it is generally agreed

that Angilram had nothing to do with these capi-

tula. They were probably written by the author

of the pseudo-Isidorian decretals (q.v.).

Bibuoorapht: RettbeiSt KD^ i. 601 sqq.; Hinachius, i>e>

etelaUa Patudo-lndoriana, Leiptic, 1863; Richter-Dove,
LdMucA dM KirdtennehiB, p. 87. ib. 1886.

AKGLICAlf CHURCH or COMMUIHON: A
comprehensive name for the Reformation churches

of English origin, including the Church of England
and its branches in Ireland, Scotland, the colonies,

and India, with the various missionary jurisdic-

tions, and the Protestant Episcopal Church of the

United States. The liturgy in f^ is the Book of

Common Prayer with modifications (see Common
Prater, Book of), and the Thirty-nine Articles

are accepted with changes necessary to fit local

conditions (see Thirtt-ninb Abticleb). All

have episcopal organization and hold to the
" historic episcopate " (see Apobtolic Succebsion).

The Lambeth Conference (q.v.) is a meeting of

bishops of the Andean conmiunion intended to

promote the imity and fellowship of its members.
See England, Church of; Ireland; Scotland;
Protestant Episcopal Church.

ANGLO-SAXONS, CONVBRSION OF THE: The
Angles, Saxons, and kindred peoples who by the

end of the sixth century were established in the east

of Britain from the Forth southward and in the

greater part of the south, in their Continental homes
were all worshipers ofWoden, whom they considered

their ancestor. They dispossessed in England a

fully Christianised people, but did not adopt their

religion (see Cmunc Church in Britain and Ire-

land). The first C^hristian churoh among them
was Prankish in origin and was established in Kent,

whose king, Ethelbert (c. 560-616), married a
Christian princess, Bertha, daughter of Charibert,

king of Paris. She was granted full freedom of

religion in her new home, and brought with her to

Elngjland a Christian chaplain, Liudhard by name.
A ruined church near Canterbury, dating from
Roman times (St. Martin's, three quarters of a
mile east of the present cathedral), was repaired

for her use. The real conversion of the Anglo-
Saxons, however, is properly regarded as begun by

Pope Gregory the Great (590-604).

Gregory As the story goes (Bede, Hiat. eed.,

the Great ii. 1), while Gregory was still a deacon,

Sends a either in 578 or 585, he saw one day
Ifission in the slave-market at Rome certain

to Kent, boys whose fair complexion, bright

faces, and golden hair excited his

admiration. Inquiring about them, he was told

that they were Angles; whereupon he exclaimed
** No wonder, for they have the faces of angels."

Informed that they were heathen and from Deira,

he remarked " From wrath [de ira] they must be
saved and celled to the merey of Christ. Who is

their king?" « ^lle," was the reply; and the
pun-loving Italian concluded, '' Alleluia I the
praises of God must be sung in those parts." Be-
taking himself to the pope, Gregory asked that he
be allowed to go in person as missionary to the

land of the captives, but the Romans would not
permit him at that time to leave their city. When
he became pope, Gregory remembered the beauti-

ful captives. He tried to find En^ish boys whom
he could instruct at Rome and then send to their

people; and in 596 he despatched a mission of

monks to England under the lead of Augustine
(see AuousTiNB, Saint, of Canterbury). When
Augustine died (604 or 605) Kent had been con-

verted and the gospel had foimd entrance into

Essex. Justus and Mellitus had been established

as bishops at Rochester (forWest Kent) and London
(for the East-Saxons), respectively. With the

consent of his witan, Ethelbert promulgated laws
recognizing the Chureh as an institution and Chris-

tian obligations. A heathen reaction followed

Ethelbert's death (616), which for a time checked
further advances from Canterbury (see Justus;
Laurence; Melutus).
As in Kent, so in Northumbria the way for the

introduction of Christianity was prepared by the
marriage (625) of the king, Edwin,

Northum- with a Christian princess, Ethelburga,

briaand daughter of Ethelbert of Kent. She
Wessex. was accompanied to the North by

Paulinus, who became first bishop of

York and converted King Edwin and many of his

people (see Edwin; Pauunus). The work was
interrupted and many of its results destroyed in

633, when Penda, king of Mereia, a heathen cham-
pion, in alliance with the Britons of Wales, over-

threw and slew Edwin. It was resimied in 635 by
Aidan supported by King Oswald, and was com-
pleted by their successors (see Aidan, Saint;

Oswald, Saint; Oswt). At the same time the

West-Saxons were gained for Christianity by
Birinus (q.v.). The chureh of Aidan and Oswald,
however, had no connection with Canterbury or

Rome, but was organized as a part of the old British

or Celtic Chureh, and continued such till the synod
of Whitby m 664.
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A maniage between Peada, son of Penda and
under-king of the Middle-Ang^, with a Northum-
brian princess, dau^ter of Oswy, led to his con-

yerrion. He was baptised by Finan, Aldan's

successor at Lindisfame, in 653. Finan also bap-

tised (probably at the same time) Sigbert, king of

Essex, which had relapsed into heathenism after

the time of Augustine. Peada's conversion was
followed by that of his people. Four

Merciaand priests of the Northimibrian Church,

Bnez. Cedd (q.v.), Adda, Betti, and Diuma,
settled in his kingdom, and even

Penda did not restrict their preaching. Penda,
the last powerful pagan ruler, was slain in battle

with Oswy of Northumbria in 655, and the com-
plete Christianisation of Mercia soon followed.

Diuma was consecrated bishop of Mercia by Finan,

probably in 656. His see was at Lichfield. About
ten years later Diuma's third successor, Jaruman,
supported by Wulfhere, king of Mercia, and Penda's
son, completed the conversion of Essex, a part of

whose people had a second time relapsed into

heathenism.

Christianity was introduced into East Anglia

from Kent; but the only result wss that the king,

Redwald, set up Christian and heathen
East altars side by side. An obscure story

Anglia. connected with the conversion of

Edwin of Northumbria (Bede, Hist,

eed., ii. 12) has led to the conjecture that Paulinus

(q.v.) may have been sent on a mission to East
Anglia before 616. Eorpwald, Redwald's son,

became a Christian through the influence of Edwin
in 627 or 628, but in the same year he was killed

by a heathen. After three years his brother,

Sigbert, who had accepted Christianity in Gaul,

gained the throne, and with the help of Felix (q.v.),

who became bishop of Dunwich in 631, evangel-

ised the land.

Sussex received the Gospel through the labors

of Wilfrid of York (q.v.) between 681 and 686,

although its king, Ethelwalh, had
Sussex, been baptized earlier in Mercia and

had made some unsuccessful efforts

to introduce the Gospel. Its first bishop was Ead-
bert (709).

The Anglo-Saxon Church, like all churches of

the early Middle Ages, had in many respects a
national character. The wishes of

The Anglo- the kings determined the appointment
Saxon of bishops, if indeed the kings did not

Church, directly name them. Princes and
rulers took part in synods, and bishops

attended the councils of the rulers. Kings issued

ecclesiastical orders. The Anglo-Saxon tongue
was heard in divine service, and the baptismal
formula also was Anglo-Saxon. The Old and New
Testaments were read in Anglo-Saxon, and old

homilies were translated into the vernacular.

Dioceses were formed according to political divi-

sions and were named after peoples rather than
towns.

Bibuoobapht: AntfloSaxon ChronieUt ed. B. Thorpe, in

RoUm 8erie», No. 23. 2 vols.. 1861; aLw ed. C. Plum-
mer, Oxford, 1892; Bede, historical works, particu-

larly Htat. eed., ed. C. Plummer, 2 vols.. Oxford,
1896; Qildaa, De exadio et oonquftu BrUannxct, ed.

T. Mommaen, in MQH, Chromea minora, iii (1808)
1-^86: also ed. H. Wmiams, with tranaL. London. 1890;

the letters of Qragory the Qraat, ed. P. Ewald and L. M.
Hartmann, in MOH, BpiakUte, L-iL, 1887-4^; thoae rel*-

tins to the miasion to Englaad, wiUi other material per-

taininc to St. Augustine, in The Mieeitm of 8L AugueHne,
ed. A. J. Maaon, Gambridce, 1897; Haddan and Stubba.
CoundU, vol. iii.; J. M. Lappenbefg, Qtochieklie von Bna-
lond. i., HambuiK. 1834. Ens. tranal.. A Hiaiory of Eng-
land, undmrtke AnafoSaaDon Kinge, 2 vols.. London, 1845;

B. Thorpe, Ancioni Lowe and InatituUe of England, ib.

1840; R. Sehmid, Die Oeoetee der AngdmuhMen, Leipsic.

1858; J. M. Kemble. The Sasona in England, ii. 342-496,
London, 1876; J. R. Oraen. Hialory of the Sn^iah People,

vol. i., book i., ib. 1877; idem. The Making of England,
ib. 1882; W. Stubbs. The ConetOuUonal Hiatary of Eng-
land, i.,ch. viii., Oxford, 1883; E. Winkelmann, OoatAiehie

der Angdaadiaen 6m mm Tode Kihiig Atfreda, Berlin, 18S4;
W. Briicht, Early En^iah Chiaxh Hiatary, Oxford, 1897:
W. Hunt, The Englieh Church from ite FoundaHon to the

Norman Conqueat, London, 1899.

ANGLXTS, THOMAS. See Whttb, Thomas.

ANGOLA. See Afbica, II.

ANGXTS, JOSEPH: Eng^h Baptist; b.atBoiam
(15 m. n.w. of Newcastle), Northumberiand, Jan.

16, 1816; d. at Hampstead, London, Aug. 28, 1002.

He studied at King's College, London, at Stepney
Baptist College, and at Edinburgh University

(M.A., 1838), and became pastor of the New Park
Street Baptist Church, Southwark, London (1838),

cosecretary of the Baptist Missionary Society

(1840), sole secretary (1842), and president of
Stepney College (1849), which position he held
till 1893. During his administration the College

was removed to Regent's Park and affiliated with
the University of London, its attendance doubled,

its endowment was augmented by a professorial

fund of £30,000, and scholarships were provided
for missionary and other students. He was a
member of the first London School Board, and of

the New Testament Revision Company. He
published: The VolwUary System (London, 1839),

a pfize essay in reply to the lectures of Dr. Chal>
mers on Church establishments; Ckriet our Life

(1853), which won a prize for an essay on the life

of Christ adapted to missionaxy purposes and
suitable for translation into the languages of India;

Christian Ckurches (1862); Lectures an Future
Punishment (1870); Apostolic Missions (1871;

new ed. 1892); Six Lectures an Regeneration (1897).

He wrote the commentary on Hebrews for Schaff's

International Commentary on the New Testament,

New York and Edinburgh (1883); and for the
Religious Tract Society he prepared: Handbooks
of the Bible (1854; partly rewritten by Samuel G.
Green 1904), the English Tongue (1862), English

Literature (1865); and Specimens of English Litera-

ture (1866; new ed. 1880). For the same society

he edited Butler's AnaJfigy (1855), and Sermons
(1882), and Wayland's Elements of Moral Science

(1858).

ANHALT: Duchy of the German empire, sur-

rounded, except for a short distance on the west,

where it touches the duchy of Brunswick, by
Prussian territory (government districts of'Magde-
burg, Potsdam, Merseburg). Its area is 906 square
miles; population (1900), 316,000; capital, Dosau.
Ninety-six per cent, of the people are Protestants;

3i per cent, are Roman Catholics; while the Jews
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oomprifle little more than one-half of 1 per cent.

Among the minor Protestant bodies are Irvingite

congregations in Bemburg and Coswig. The
Evangelical State Chureh is a product of the Wit-

tenberg Reformation. During the controversies of

the later sixteenth century it held fast to the orig-

inal formulas, but remained free from the one-

sided tendency represented in the Formtda of

Concord. Attempts to introduce certain chureh

practises from the Palatinate, with the Heidelberg

catechism, toward the close of the sixteenth cen-

tury were ineffectual. The political division into

four principalities after 1606 favored certain

divergencies,—for example in Anhalt-Bemburg
and Anhalt-C6then there was a stronger tendency

toward Reformed usages and teachings. But in

1880 a imited Chureh in a imited land was formally

established; and that the union is not nominal but

real is shown by the freest Christian fellowship,

by the adoption of a uniform form of divine service,

and by the use of the same chureh books. To-day
the distinction between Lutheran and Reformed
is not thought of.

The Chureh is legally recognised as a distinct

institution, independent of the secular government,

and the management of its internal affairs is en-

trusted to the consistory, which reports directly

to the duke. A synod, consisting of the super-

intendents of the five cireles into which the land is

divided, five members named by the duke, and
twenty-nine members elected in the cireles, meets

every three years; it has a share in ecclesiastical

legislation, considers chureh needs and conditions

in general, and exercises a control over the funds

under the administration and at the disposal of

the consistory. Previous to 1874 the consistory

had the chief direction and admimstration of the

schools, but in that year a state board of education

was created.. The consistoiy, however, is repre-

sented in this board, and the local pastors are

generally the inspectors of the lower schools.

With very few exceptions the duke is patron of

churehes and livings.

The number of livings in the duchy is 155 with

eight secondary ones, and there are 212 parishes

and 215 churches. A legally established pastors'

association has three endowed libraries. Chureh

music is promoted by an annual course in organ-

playing in Dessau. Seventy-nine parishes have

Sunday-schools. The contributions for foreign

missions average 14,000 marks yearly, and for the

Gtuiav Adolf Verein (q.v.) 10,000 marks. The
work of the Innere Mission (q.v.) is also well

supported, and a deaconesses' house has been es-

tablished in Dessau. (H. DuNCKSBf.)

ARICBTUSy an-i-d'tns: Pope from about 154

to about 165. According to the Liber pontificalia

(ed. Duchesne, i. 58, 134), he was a Syrian by birth.

Irensus (Adversus htereseSf III. iii. 3-4) mentions

him as the successor of Pius I. and the predecessor

of Soter, and refers to the journey of Polycarp to

Rome, which took place in Anicetus' pontificate.

A fuller account of it is given in Irensus' letter to

Victor, of which Eusebius has preserved a con-

siderable fragment (Hist, ecd., V. xxiv. 12-17;

see PoLTCABP). The dates of Anicetus are im-

certain. If Polycarp died in 155, the accession of

Anicetus must be placed in 154, and the assign-

ment of eleven years to his pontificate would
bring its termination to 165. He is called a martyr
in the Roman martyrology, as well as by Rabanus
Maurus, Florus, and others, and is commemorated
on Apr. 17. (A. Hauck.)

Biblxoorapot: Liber ponHficaliM, ed. Duchesne, i. 68, 134,
PariB. 1886; Bower, Popet. i. 13-14; Jaff«, Regula.i. 9; J.

B. Lightfoot, ApoMtoUe FaAert, i. 201 sqq., London, 1800;
A. Harnack, tn^t£run0a6eridU0der Berliner Akadanis, pp.
617-668, 1802; idem, LittertUur, ii. 1. pp. 70 aqq.

ANIHALS: L Regulations Respecting Their
Use. 1. For Food: According to the lists (Lev. xi.

1-31, 46-47; Deut. xiv. 1-19), the clean <tniTnAla (i.e.,

those whose fiesh might be eaten) were ruminant
quadrupeds which parted the hoof, were cloven-

footed, and chewed the cud; aquatic animals that
had fins and scales; all birds except the nineteen

species specified, which were birds of prey or car-

rion; only those fiying insects which, like the
grasshopper, have two long legs for leaping. No
vermin was clean, nor was the carcass of any clean

animal, if it had died naturally, or been torn to

death. Everything was unclean that touched the
imdean; so was the kid seethed in its mother's
milk, and the heathen sacrifices in all their parts.

See Dietary Laws of the Hebrews.
d. For Sacrifloa: The general rule was, that

only the clean animals could be offered; this dates

back to the pre-Mosaic period (Gen. viii. 20).

Asses, camels, and horses were not offered by the
Hebrews. But only the tame among even the

clean animals could be sacrificed; therefore, no
animal of the chase. Doves were not regarded as

wild. Every animal offered must be without
blemish (Lev. xxii. 20), at least seven days old

(verse 27; Ex. xxii. 30), because too young flesh

is disgusting, and therefore unclean. Nor must
it be too old; for bovines three years, for small

cattle one, was usual (Ex. xxix. 38; Lev. ix. 3;

Num. xxviii. 9; Lev. i. 5, " bullock," a young ox).

What man might not eat, it was profanation to

sacrifice. See Defilement and Purification,

Ceremonial.
n. The Emblematic Use of Animals.—1. in

the Old Testament: Locusts were used as the

symbol of the divine judgments. The twelve

oxen which bore the brazen sea in the court of the

temple (I Kings vii. 25) were doubtless symbolic;

the animal shapes which appeared in prophetic

visions were also symbolic (Esek. i. 5-14), and
seem to be identified with the cherubim C^^zek.

X. 1).

2, In, the New Testament: Peter uses a lion as

the emblem of Satan (I Pet. v. 8); on the other

hand, a lion is the emblem of Christ (Rev. v. 5).

The ass symbolizes peace (Matt. xxi. 5); the dove,

innocence and the Holy Ghost; the dog and swine,

undeanness and vulgarity (Matt. vii. 6; II Pet. ii.

22). But the emblematic use of beasts is much
greater in Revelation than in all the other books

of the Bible combined. Constant mention is made
of the four living creatures (iv. 6, etc.) who were

from the fifth century considered as symbolizing

the four evangelists. C!hrist is constantly called
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the Lamb; the Devil, the dragon (xii. 3, etc.)*

There are, beeddes, a beast who comes out of the

bottomless pit (xi. 7), horses (vi. 2, etc.), locusts

(ix. 3), birds (xix. 17), and frogs (xvi. 13).

8. The Ecclesiastloal Use of Animals : This
was very varied. There was not only the lamb
for Christ but also dolphins, hens, pelicans, apes,

and centaurs. The old Grothic churches exhibit

these fanciful and really heathen designs. Bernard
of Gairvaux raised his voice against them. In
the catacombs one finds the drawing of a fish to

symbolize Christ, because the initials of the title

of Christ (Gk. IS80U8 CkrUtos Theou Uios SGUr)
spell the Greek word for " fish " {ichikua). See
Symbolism.
m. The Use of Emblematic Animals in Worship:

Among the Hebrews there are two spoken of.

The brazen serpent which Moses made, which was
at last destroyed by Hezekiah, because it was
worshiped (II Kings xviii. 4). The golden calf

was not intended as a substitute for the Yahweh
worship, but as an aid; but it became a snare to

Israel in the wilderness before Sinai (Ex. xxxii.)

and in the days of Jeroboam I. and hiis successors

on the throne of Israel (I Kings xii. 28-30).

ANIMISM. See Comparativb Reugion, V., 1,

a, §§ 1-4; Heathenism, §§ 2, 6.

AmiA: 1. Mother of the Virgin Mary. See
Anne, Saint, d. A "prophetess," mentioned in

Luke ii. 36-38. See Hannah.

AUKA COMITENA, cem-nt'na: A Byzantine
princess of both literary and political importance,

daughter of Alexius Comnenus (q.v.); b. Dec. 2,

1083; d. after 1148. Brought up in a circle of

highly cultivated women, and betrothed in early

youth to the heir-presiunptive of the empire, the

son of the last emperor of the house of Ducas, she

seemed to have a brilliant future before her. But
the prince died, and his place was taken later by
Nicephorus Bryennius, the son of a conquered
pretender. It became plain that the emperor
intended to make Anna's brother John his heir,

instead of his daughter or her husband. When
Alexius died (1118), Anna was the soul of a con-

spiracy against John. It failed, and military

rule suppressed the court cabals. Anna recovered

her confiscated property; but on the death of her

husband, ten years later, she fell gradually into

disfavor at court and lived much alone, solacing

herself by literary interests, her taste for which
was the result of the brilliant literary epoch of

which Michael Psellus was the chief representative.

She wrote a remarkable history of her father's

reign, with the title Alexicu, which professes to be
a continuation of the unfinished history of the

Comneni by her husband. Her style is typical of

literary classicism, being full of quotations from
standiud authors, and affecting to despise the

barbarisms of the living tongue. This affectation

is carried so far that she apologizes for mentioning

barbarian names as for an offense against the

customs of polite society. Allied to this is the

haughty assertion of the primacy of Byzantium
over lUl imcivilized foreigners, whether popes,

Turks, or crusaders. Its strong personal bias,

its prejudice against the two successors of Alexius,

and its constant revelation of the bitterness of

disappointed ambition detract from the historical

value of the work. Yet the wealth of information

contained in it makes it the principal source for the

histoiy of Byzantium at the epoch of the first

crusade. It is in MPO, cxxxi.; the best edition

is by A. Reifferscheid, in the BibUotheca Teubneri"

ana (2 vols., Leipsic, 1884). (C. Neumann.)
Bibuoobapht: Gibbon, Dedine and FaUt vols. . and vi,

passim (by the only thorough student of Byiantine
literature as a whole); H. von Sybel, QttdudUe dm enien
KreuMsugeM, pp. 460-468, Leipsic, 1881 (on the ohronoloKy
of Anna Comnena); 0. Neumann, Oriechuche OtBckichl-

9chreiber tm IS Jahrhunderi, Leipsic, 1888; T. A.
Archer and C. L. Kingsford, THb Cnuadea, pp. 49, 52.
191-192, 358, New York, 1895; Dieter. Zur Giaubefu-
wQrdigkeU der Anna KomnrnM^ in Bi/tanHniaehB Zeitaekrift,

iii. (1894) 386-390; Krumbaoher. Ossdktcftle, pp. 274-279.

AmiAS (called Ananos by Josephus): Jewish
high priest, son of Seth. He was appointed high
priest in 7 a.d. by Quirinius, governor of Syria,

and retained his office imder three successive gov-
ernors, till he was deposed in the year 14 by Va-

'

leriusGratus. His second successor in the high-

priesthood was his son Eleasar; the fourth, his

son-in-law (John xviii. 13) Joseph, called Caiaphas
(Matt. xxvi. 3 sqq.), who held the office from 18

to 36 A.D. Four other sons of Annas officiated as

high priests; and as he was called happy for this

reason, it may be inferred that he lived to see the

installation of most of them. He was dead at the

time of the siege of Jerusalem, and his tomb was
then shown: According to the New Testament,
Annas acted as high priest after his deposition;

he occupied an influential position, and presided at

the trial of Jesus. These statements are not to be
rejected as unhistorical, since high priests who
were no longer active retained not only their official

title but also many of the prerogatives of office.

That Annas was held in high repute beside the

acting Caiaphas can be explained from the length

of his life and from his family relations. The form
of expression in Luke iii. 2 and Acts iv. 6, where
Annas appears^ an acting high priest, is some-
what incorrect. Like most members of the aris-

tocratic high-priestly line, he was a Sadducee
(Acts iv. 1, 6, V. 17) and Josephus calls his son

Annas the Yoxmger, a rigid Sadducee. [ Josephus
(with John xviii. 13) seems to show that Annas
was the most influential man in Jerusalem for a
generation.] F. Si£ffert.

Bibuoorapht: Josephus, Ant, XVIII. ii. 1-2, iv. 3, XX.
ix. 1; SchOrer, Oeaduehie, ii. 217, 221, Eng. transL IL if

182-183. 198, 202-204; DB. i. 99-100; BB, i. 171-172;

/S,i. 810-611.

ARIIATS (ARIIATES). See Taxation, Eccle-
siastical.

AUKE (AHIIA), SACfT: Mother of the Virgin

Mary. According to apociyphal tradition (Evan-

gdium de nativitate Marice and ProievangeUum

Jacobi)t she is said to have been bom at Bethlehem,

the daughter of the priest Matthan. She was
mcuTied to the pious Joachim of the tribe of Judah,

and for twenty years was childless. At her assid-

uous supplication, an angel foretold " th&t she

should conceive and bring forth, and that her seed

should be praised in the whole world." Joachim
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too received comfortmg promises from the angel.

When the daughter was one year old the parents
prepared a banquet, and Anna sang a song of praise

similar to the Magnificat. When three years of

age, Mary, having been dedicated before her birth

to the service of God, was brought to Jerusalem
by her parents and given to the priests to be edu-
cated in the Temple. According to later apocryphal
legends, Joachim died soon after Mary's birth, and
Anna, " not out of sensual lusts, but at the prompt-
ing of the Holy Spirit," married first Cleophas,

to whom she bore Mary, the wife of Alphsus, and
after his death Salomas, by whom she became the
mother of a third Mary, the wife of Zebedfeus.

The legend in this form, which owes its develop-
ment to the luxuriant Anne cult of the later medieval
period, was known to Jean Gerson (d. 1429; cf.

his Oratio de nativiiaU Virginia MaricB, Opera^ iii.

59). Conrad Wimpina (in his Oratio de diva Anna
trinvbiOf 1518), as well as Johann Eck (in a sermon
in vol. iii. of his HomiluBf Paris, 1579), defended
the legend.

Thus the most fantastic excesses of the Anne cult

coincide with the Reformation epoch, and were
defended by Roman Catholic theologians of the
most different schools,—^not only immaculistic

Franciscans, but also Dominicans, Carmelites,

and Augustinian hermits. Even Luther, in his

youth, when overtaken by a thimderstorm, cried

to Anne for help, and vowed, if delivered, to become
a monk (KOstlin, Ldmi Luthera, i. 49, Berlin, 1893).

It was a firm belief in the popular mind of the time
that Christ's grandmother preserved health, made
rich, and protected in death. The pictorial repre-

sentations of the fifteenth to the seventeenth cen-

tury dedicated to Anne are almost innumerable
as well as the Anne churches. In post-Reformation
times popes promoted the Anne cult; thus Gregory
XIII. in 1584 ordered that on July 26, the supposed
day of Anne's death, a double mass should be said

throughout the whole Church; and Benedict XIV.
in his i>e festia Maria Virginia (ii. 9), reconmiends
the veneration of St. Anne. In the Greek church
St. Anne b also celebrated, partly by festivals

(July 25 in conmiemoration of her death; Dec.

9, as the day of her conception; Sept. 9, as the day
of her marriage with Joachim), partly by a rich

ascetic-homiletical literature, which reaches back
to Gregory of Nyssa, but without following the
later medieval legendis of Western tradition.

O. ZOCKLERf.
BiBUoomAFBT: J. Trithemiufl, De laudHna 8. Anwr, Maini,

1404; P. CaninuB, 8. J., De Maria deipara virgine, L 4.

Insolrtadt. 1677; C. Franti, GeechichU dee Marten^ und
Anngn^uUua, HflUbentodt. 1864; H. Samoon, Die Sdiuiz-

keMgen, pp. 1 Bqq., PBderbom, 1880. From the Protes-
tmnt standpoint: Q. Kawerau, Caepar OUttelt pp. 16 sqq.,

Halle, 1882; E. Sohaumkell, Der Cultue der heOioen Anna
am Aueganc dm MiUelaiien, Freibuis. 1803; G. Boeeert,

8L Anna Cuihu in WUrUemberg, in BUtUer fitr toUrUemberg-

iaeke Ktrckengetehit^U, L (1886) 17, 64 sqq. For Anne
in art: H. Detiel, Chrieaiehe Ikonogravhie, i. 66-80. Frei-

hurg, 1804.

AKHBTy PETER. See Deism.

ANNI CLERI: A method of repajring loans

for the erection of a church or parsonage, whereby
succeeding pastors contribute a portion of their

income in fixed instalments.

AimiHILATIONISlL

Definition and Qaadfication of Theories (i 1).

Pure Mortaliem (i 2).

Conditional Immortality(f 3).

Annihilationiam Proper (f 4).

Mingling of Theories (f 6).

Early History of Annihilationistic Theories (i 6).

Nineteenth Century Theories (f 7).

English Advocates (i 8).

Modifications of the Theory (i 0).

A term designating broadly a large body of

theories which unite in contending that human
beings pass, or are put, out of exist-

I. Defini- ence altogether. These theories fall

tion and logically into three classes, according

Classifica- as they hold that all souls, being
tion of mortal, actually cease to exist at

Theories, death; or that, souls being naturally

mortal, only those persist in life to

which immortality is given by God; or that, though
souls are naturally inunortid and persist in exist-

ence unless destroyed by a force working upon
them from without, wicked souls are actually thus

destroyed. These three classes of theories may
be conveniently called respectively, (1) pure mor-
talism, (2) conditional inunortality, and (3) anni-

hilationism proper.

The common contention of the theories which
form the first of these classes is that human life

is bound up with the organism, and
2. Pure that therefore the entire man passes

Mortalism. out of being with the dissolution of

the organism. The usual basis of

this contention is either materialistic or panthe-
istic or at least pantheizing (e.g., realistic); the

soul being conceived in the former case as but a
fimction of organised matter and necessarily ceasing

to exist with the dissolution of the organism, in

the latter case as but the individualized manifes-

tation of a much more extensive entity, back
into which it sinks with the dissolution of the

organism in connection with which the individ-

uaLzation takes place. Rarely, however, the con-

tention in question is based on the notion that the

soul, although a spiritual entity distinct from the

material body, is incapable of maintaining its exist-

ence separate from the body. The promise of

eternal Hfe is too essential an element of Christianity

for theories like these to thrive in a Christian atmos-
phere. It is even admitted now by Stade, Oort,

Schwally, and others that the Old Testament,
even in its oldest strata, presupposes the persist-

ence of life after death,—which used to be very
commonly denied. Nevertheless, the materialists

(e.g., Feuerbach, Vogt, Moleschott, BOchner,

Hftckel), and pantheists (Spinoza, Fichte, Schelling,

Hegel, Strauss; cf. S. Davidson, Doctrine of the

Laat Thinga, London, 1882, pp. 132-133), still deny
the possibility of immortality; and in exceedingly

wide circles, even among those who would not

wholly break with Christianity, men permit them-
selves to cherish nothing more than a " hope "

of it (S. Hoekstra, De hoop der onaterfelijkheid,

Amsterdam, 1867; L. W. E. Rauwenhoff, Wija-

begeerte van den Godadienat, Leyden, 1887, p. 811;

cf. the " IngersoU Lectures")-
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The class of theories to which the designation

of " conditional immortality " is most properly

applicable, agree with the theories

3* Con- of pure mortalism in teaching the

ditional natural mortality of man in his en-

Immor- tirety, but separate from them in

tality. maintaining that this mortal may,
and in many cases does, put on im-

mortality. Immortality in their view is a gift of

God, conferred on those who have entered into

living communion with him. Many theorists of

this class adopt frankly the materisJistic doctrine

of the soul, and deny that it is a distinct entity;

they therefore teach that the soul necessarily dies

with the body, and identify life beyond death with

the resurrection, conceived as essentially a recrea-

tion of the entire man. Whether all men are sub-

jects of this recreative resurrection is a mooted
question among themselves. Some deny it, and
afl&rm therefore that the wicked perish finally at

death, the children of God alone attaining to

resurrection. The greater part, however, teach a
resurrection for all, and a " second death," which
is annihilation, for the wicked (e.g., Jacob Blain,

Death not Life, Buffalo, 1857, pp. 39-42; Aaron
Ellis and Thomas Read, Bible versus TradiJtum,

New York, 1853, pp. 13-121; George Storrs, Six

Sermons, lb. 1856, p. 29; Zenas Campbell, The
Age of Oospel Light, Hartford, 1854). There are

many, on the other hand, who recognize that the soul

is a spiritual entity, disparate to, though conjoined

in personal union with, the body. In their view,

however, ordinarily at least, the soul requires the

body either for its existence, or certainly for its

activity. C. F. Hudson, for example (Z>e&< and
Grace, New York, 1861, pp. 263-264), teaches that

the soul lies xmconscious, or at least inactive, from
death to the resurrection; then the just rise to an
ecstasy of bliss; the imjust, however, start up at

the voice of God to become extinct in the very act.

Most, perhaps, prolong the second life of the wicked
for the purpose of the infliction of their merited
punishment; and some make their extinction a
protracted process (e.g., H. L. Hastings, Retribution

or the Doom of the Ungodly, Providence, 1861, pp.
77, 153; cf. Horace Bushnell, Forgiveness and Law,
New York, 1874, p. 147, notes 5 and 6; James Mar^
tineau, A Stvdy of Religion, ii., Oxford, 1888, p.

114). For further discussion of the theory of con-
ditional immortality, see iMMORTALrrr.

Already, however, in speaking of extinction we
are passing beyond the limits of '' conditionalism "

pure and simple and entering the region

4* Annihila- of annihilatiomsm proper. Whether we
tionism think of this extinction as the result of

Proper: the punishment or as the gradual
dying out of the personality un-

de/ the enfeebling effects of sin, we are no longer
looking at the soul as naturally mortal and re-

quiring a new gift of grace to keep it in existence,

but as naturally immortal and suffering destruction
at the hands of an inimical power. And this

becomes even more apparent when the assimied
mortalism of the soul is grounded not in its nature
but In its sinfulness; so that the theory deals not
with souls as such, but with sinful souls, and it is

a question of salvation by a gift of grace to evei^

lasting life or of being left to the disintegrating

effects of sin. The point of distinction between
theories of this class and '' conditionalism " is that
these theories with more or less consistency or

heartiness recognize what is called the " natural

inunortality of the soul," and are not tempted
therefore to think of the soul as by nature passing
out of being at death (or at any time), and yet
teach that the actual punishment inflicted upon
or suffered by the wicked results in extinction of

being. They may differ among themselves, as to

the time when this extinction takes place,

—

whether at death, or at the general jud^ent,

—

or as to the more or less extended or intense pun-
ishment accorded to the varying guilt of each soul.

They may differ also as to the means by which the
annihilation of the wicked soul is accomplished,

—

whether by a mere act of divine power, cutting off

the sinful life, or by the destructive fuiy of the

punishment inflicted, or by the gradual enervating
and sapping working of sin itself on the personality.

They retain their conmion character as theories

of annihilation proper so long as they conceive the
extinction of the soul as an effect wrought on it to

which it succumbs, rather than as the natural
exit of the soul from a life which could be
continued to it only by some operation upon it

raising it to a higher than its natural potency.
It must be borne in mind that the adherents of

these two classes of theories are not very careful to
keep strictly within the logical limits of

5. Mingling one of the classes. Convenient as it

of Theories, is to approach their study with a
definite schematization in hand, it is

not always easy to assign individual writers with
definiteness to one or the other of them. It has
become usual, therefore, to speak of them all as

annihilationists or of them all as conditionalists;

annihilationists because they all agree that the souls
of the wicked cease to exbt; conditionalists be-

cause they all agree that therefore persistence in

life is conditioned on a right relation to God.
Perhaps the majority of those who call themselves
conditionalists aJlow that the mortality of the soul,

which is the prime postulate of the conditionalist

theory, is in one way or anotherconnected with sin;

that the souls of the wicked persist in existence after

death and even after the judgment, in order to

receive the punishment due their sin; and that this

punishment, whether it be conceived as infliction

from without or as the simple consequence of sin,

has much to do with their extinction. When so

held, conditionalism certainly falls little short of

annihilationism proper.

Some confusion has arisen, in tracing the his-

tory of the annihilationist theories, from confound-
ing with them enunciations by the

6. Early earlier Church Fathers of the essential

History Christian doctrine that the soul is not

of Annihila- self-existent, but owes, as its existence,

tionistic so its continuance in being, to the

Theories, will of God. The earliest appearance
of a genuinely annihilationist theory

in extant Christian literature is to be found
apparently in the African apologist Amobius, at
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the opening of the fourth centuiy (cf. Sahnoud,

pp. 473-474; Falke, pp. 27-28). It seemed to

him impossible that beings such as men could
either owe their being directly to God or persist

in being without a special gift of God; the unright-

eous must therefore be gradually consumed in the

fires of Gehenna. A somewhat similar idea was
annoimced by the Socinians in the sixteenth cen-

tury (O. Fock, Der Sodnianismtu, Kiel, 1847, pp.
714 sqq.). On the positive side, Faustus Socinus

himseUf thought that man is mortal by nature and
attains inmiortality only by grace. On the negative

side, his followers (Crell, Schwaltz, and especially

Ernst Sohner) taught explicitly that the second
death consists in annihilation, which takes place,

however, only after the general resurrection, at

the final judgment. From the Socinians this

general view passed over to England where it was
adopted, not merely, as might have been antici-

pated, by men like Locke (Reasonableneu of CkrU-.

tianity, § 1), Hobbes (Leviaikan), and Whiston,
but also by Churchmen like Hammond and Warbui^
ton, and was at least played with by non-conformist

leaders like Isaac Watts. The most remarkable

example of its utilization in this age, however,

is supplied by the non-juror Henry Dodwell (1706).

InsiBting that the " soul lb a principle naturally

mortal," Dodwell refused to allow the benefit of

this mortality to any but those who lived and died

without the limits of the proclamation of the Gos-

pel; no " adult person whatever," he insisted,

" living where Christianity lb professed, and the

motives of its credibility are sufficiently proposed,

can hope for the benefit of actual mortality."

Those living in Christian lands are therefore all

inmiortalized, but in two classes: some '' by the

pleasure of God to punishment," some " to reward

by their union with the divine baptismal Spirit."

It was part of his contention that " none have
the power of giving this divine immortalizing

Spirit since the apostles but the bishops only,"

so that his book was rather a blast against the

antiprelatists than a plea for annihilationism;

and it was replied to aa such by Samuel Clarke

(1706), Richard Baxter (1707), and Daniel Whitby
(1707). During the eighteenth century the theory

was advocated also on the continent of Europe
(e.g., E. J. E. Walter, Priifung einiffer wichtigen

Lehrentheoloffischesundphiloaophiachea /n^ato, Ber-

lin, 1782), and almost found a martyr in the Neucha-

td pastor, Ferdinand Olivier Petitpierre, conmionly

spoken of by the nickname of ** No Eternity "

(cf . C. Berthoud, Les Quatre Petitpierreaf Neuchatel,

1875). In the first half of the nineteenth century

also it found sporadic adherents, as e.g., C. H.

WeiBse in Germany {T8K, ix., 1836, 271-340) and

H. H. Dobney in England (NoUa of Lectures on

Future Puniahmentf London, 1844; new ed.. On
the Scripture Doctrine of Future Puniehmentf

1846).

The real extension of the theoiy belongs, however,

only to the second half of the nineteenth century.

During this period it attained, chiefly through the

able advocacy of it by C. F. Hudson and E. White,

something like a popular vogue in English-speaking

lands. In French-speaking countries, while never

becoming really popular, it has conmianded the
attention of an influential circle of theologians
and philosophers (as J. Rognon, VImmortaliU na-
tive et Venaeignement biblique, Paris, 1894, p. 7;

but cf. A. Gretillat, Expose de ih£ologie8y8Umatiqi4e,

IV., 1892, p. 602). In Germany, on
7. IHne- the other hand, it has met with less ac-

teenth Cen- ceptance, although it is precisely there

tury that it has been most scientifically

Theories, developed, and has received the adher-
ence of the most outstanding names.

Before the opening of this half centuiy in fact it

had gained the great support of Richard Rothe's
advocacy (Theologieche Ethik^ 2 vols., Wittenberg,
1845-47; 2d ed., 1867-72, §( 470-472; Doffmatik,

iii., Heidelberg, 1870, (§ 47-48, especially p. 158),

and never since has it ceased to find adherents of

mark, who base their acceptance of it sometimes
on general grounds, but increasingly on the view
that the Scriptures teach, not a doctrine of the

immortality of the soul, but a reanimation by
resurrection of God's people. The chief names
in this series are C. H. Weisse (Philoaophische

Dogmatik, Leipsic, 1853-62, §970); Hermann
Schultz (Voraueeetzungen der ckrietlichen Lehre

der UneterblichkeU, G6ttingen, 1861, p. 155; cf.

Grundriaa der evangdiechen Dogmatik, 1892, p. 154:
'' This condenmation of the second death may in

itself, according to the Bible, be thought of as

existence in torment, or as painful cessation of

existence. Dogmatics without venturing to decide,

will find the second conception the more probable,

biblically and dogmatically "); H. Plitt {Evan-
geliache Olaubenelekre, Gotha, 1863); F. Brandes,

{TSK, 1872, pp. 545, 550); A. Schfiffer (At*/ der

Neige dee Lebens, Gotha, 1884; Woe iet GlUckt
1891, pp. 290-294); G. Runze {Unsteihlichkeii

und Auferatehung, i., Berlin, 1894, pp. 167, 204:
" Christian Eschatology teaches not a natural

immortality for the soul, but a reanimation by
God's almighty power. . . . The Christian hope of

reanimation makes the actualization of a future

blessed existence depend entirely on faith in God ");

L. Lenune (EndloHgkeit der VerdammniSf Berlin,

1898, pp. 31-32, 60-61); cf. R. Kabisch (Die Eecha-

tologie dee Paulus, GOttingen, 1893).

The same general standpoint has been occupied

in Holland, e.g., by Jonker (Theologieche Studien,

i.). The first advocate of conditionalism in French
was the Swiss pastor, E. P^tavel-Olliff, whose first

book, La Fin du mat, appeared in 1872 (Paris),

followed by many articles in the French theological

journals and by Le Problhne de VimmortaliU (1891;

Eng. transl., London, 1892), and The Extinction

of Evil (Eng., 1889). In 1880 C. Byse issued a

translation of E. White's chief book. The theory

not only had already been presented by A. Bost,

(Le Sort dee nUchante, 1861), but had been taken

up by philosophers of such standing as C. Lambert
(Syethne du monde moral, 1862), P. Janet (RDM,
1863), andC. Renouvier (La Critique philosophique,

1878); and soon afterward Charles S^retan and
C. Ribot (RT, 1885, no. 1) expressed their g^eral
adherence to it. Perhaps the more distinguished

advocacy of it on French ground has come, how-
ever, from the two professors Sabatier, Auguste
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and Amumd, the one from the point of view of

ezegetical, the other from that of natural sdenoe.

Says the one (L'Origine du pichA dam le gydhne
thioloffique de Paul, Paris, 1887, p. 38): " The im-

penitent sinner never emerges . from the fleshly

state, and consequently remains subject to the law
of corruption and destruction, which rules fleshly

beings; they perish and are as if they had never

been/' Says the other (Esaai but VimmartaliU

au point de true du naturaliemeivolutionnisie, 2d ed,,

Paris, 1895, pp. 198, 229): " The immortality of

man is not universal and necessary; it is subject

to certain conditions, it is conditional, to use an
established expression." '' Ultraterrestrial im-
mortality will be the exclusive lot of souls which
have arrived at a sufficient degree of integrity

and cohesion to escape absorption or disintegra-

tion."

The chief English advocate of conditional im-
mortality has imdoubtedly been Edward White
whose Life in Christ was published first in 1846
(London), rewritten in 1875 (3d ed., 1878). His
labors were seconded, however, not only by older

works of similar tendency such as Creorge Storrs's

Are the Wicked Immortal t (21st ed., New York,

1852), but by later teaching from men of the stand-

ing of Archbishop Whately {Scriptiare RevelaHan
Respecting the Future StaU, 8th ed., London, 1859),

Bishop Hampden, J. B. Heard {The Tripartite

Nature of Man, 5th ed., Edinburgh, 1852), Preb-

endary (Nonstable {The Duration and Nature of

Future Punishment^ London, 1868), Prebendary
Row {Future Retribution, London, 1887), J. M.
Deimiston {The Perishing Soul, 2d ed., London,
1874), S. Minton {The Glory of Christ, London,

1868), J. W. Barlow {Eternal Punish-
8. English ment, Cambridge, 1865), and T. Davis
Advocates. {Endless Suffering not the Doctrine

of Scripture, London, 1866). Less

decisive but not less influential advocacy has
been given to the theoxy also by men like Joseph
Parker, R.W. Dale, and J. A. Beet {The Last Things,

London, 1897). Mr. Beet (who quotes Clemance,
Future Punishment, London, 1880, as much of his

way of thinking) occupies essentially the position

of Schultz. " The sacied writers," he says, " while

apparently inclining sometimes to one and some-
times to the other, do not pronounce decisive

judgment " between eternal punishment and
annihilation (p. 216), while annihilation is free

from speculative objections. In America C. F.

Hudson's initial efforts {DM and Grace, Boston,

1857, 5th ed., 1889; Christ Our Life, 1860) were
ably seconded by W. R. Huntington {Conditional

Immortality, New York, 1878) and J. H. Pettingell

{The Life Everlasting, Philadelphia, 1882, com-
bining two previously published tractates; The
Unspeakal>le Gift, Yarmouth, Me., 1884). Views
of much the same character have been expressed

also by Horace BushneU, L. W. Bacon, L. C. Baker,

Lyman Abbott, and without much insistence on
them by Henry C. Sheldon {System of Christian Doc-
trine, Cincinnati, 1903, pp. 573 sqq.).

There is a particular form of conditionalism

requiring special mention which seeks to avoid
the difficulties of annihilationism, by teaching, not

the total eztinetioQ of the souls of the wicked,

but rather, as it is commonly phrased, their" trans-

formation " into impersonal beings incapable of

moral action, or indeed of any feeling. This is

the form of conditionalism which is suggested by
James Martineau {A Study of ReUgion, ii., Oxford,

1888, p. 114) and by Horace Bushnell {Forgiveness

and Law, New York, 1874, p. 147, notes 5 and 6).

It IS also hinted by Henry Drummond
9. Modifica- {Natural Law in the Spiritual WoHd,
tions of the London, 1874), when he supposes

Theory, the lost soul to lose not salvation

merely but the capacity for it and
for God; so that what is left is no longer fit to be
called a soul, but is a shrunken, useless organ

ready to fall away like a rotten twig. The Alsa-

tian theologian A. Schfiffer {Was ist Gluck t, (^otha,

1891, pp. 290-294) similaxly speaks of the wicked
soul losing the light from heaven, the divine spark

which gave it its value, and the hmnan personality

thereby becoming obliterated. "The forces out

of which it arises break up and become at last again

impersonal. They do not pass away, but they are

transformed." (hie sees the conception here put
forward at its highest level in such a view as that

presented by Prof. O. A. (Curtis {The Christian

Faith, New York, 1905, p. 467), which thinks of

the lost not, to be sure, as " crushed into mere
thinghood " but as sunk into a condition " below
the possibility of any moral action or moral con-

cern . . . like persons in this life whose personality

LB entirely overwhelmed by the base sense of what
we call physical fear." There is no annihilation

in Prof. Curtis's view; not even relief for the lost

from suffering; but it may perhaps be looked at

as nuirking the point where the theories of anni-

hilationism reach up to and melt at last into the

doctrine of eternal punishment.
Benjamin B. Warfibld.

Biblioobafht: An «zfaauBtiv« bibliography of the subject
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Dead, pp. 93 sqq., Boston. 1876; C. M. Mead, The Sotd Here
and Hereafter, Boston. 1879; O. Godet, in ChriHenne
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of As ScrijOure Doctrine on ... As Conditione of Human
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in the text, the literature under Ikmobtautt.
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Annimoiation

AHmVERSARinS (8C. dies), ANHIVERSARinM

:

A day or service in memory of a deceased person.

From the second centuiy it was usual in Christian

congregations to celebrate the death-Kiays of their

martyrs with divine service as they recurred an-

nually. Families also used to conunemorate their

departed members on their death-Kiays. From
this custom arose the festivals of the martyrs and
saints, as also those anniversaries for departed

members of the congregations which are still held

in the Roman Catholic Chureh, and consist in

masses and alms provided for by special endow-
ments.

AlllfO: Arehbishop of Cologne; b. probably

1010; d. at Cologne Dec. 4, 1075. He came of a
noble Swabian family, received his education at

Bamberg, and, through the favor of Emperor Henry
III., attained the dignities of dean of Goslar and
arehbishop of Cologne (1056). After the death of

Henry III. (1056) and the accession of his infant

son, Henry IV., under the regency of his mother
Agnes of Poitou, Anno exercised considerable in-

fluence at court, and took part in the contest

which broke out between the empire and Rome.
The lack of capacity for the duties of government
revealed by the queen-regent led to the formation

of a conspiracy in 1062, under the leadership of

Anno, who in the same year made himself master
of the young king's person and thereby became
virtual ruler of the empire. Desire for personal

aggcandizement restrained him from making use

of his power for the interests of Germany in the

quarrel with the papacy, which now entered upon
an acute phase. Upon the death of Pope Nicholas

II. (1061) the party hostile to German influence,

under the leadership of Hildebrand, had chosen as

his successor Anselm of Lucca, who assumed the

title of Alexander II. In opposition the imperial

party had raised to the papal office (}adalus of

Parma imder the name of Honorius II. A synod
at Augsburg, summoned in 1062 to decide on the

conflicting claims of the two candidates, rendered

a temporary decision in favor of Alexander II.;

and two years later a second synod, at Mantua,
made formal acknowledgment of Alexander's

rights. Anno, who was in complete control at

Augsburg, was actuated in this course, so seemingly

hostile to the welfare of the empire, by the desire

to preserve in his hands the balance of power
between the papal and imperial forces and thus to

secure for himself the r61e of arbiter between the

two. When the council of Mantua assembled,

however, his influence had undergone serious

diminution and he was \mable to prevent the con-

firmation of the Italian pope. A strong rival for

power now appeared in the person of Adalbert,

arehbishop of Hamburg-Bremen (see Adalbert of
Hamburg-Bbemsn), with whom Anno was com-
pelled to share his authority over the yoimg king

(1063). Two years later the arehbishop of Cologne

found himself almost entirely superseded.

The fall of Adalbert in 1066 brought Anno once

more to the front for a brief time, but he never

again exereised the authority he had formerly

possessed. The last years of his life were embit-

tered by quarreb with Rome, by a rising of the

citizens of Cologne which he suppressed with ex-

treme severity, and by charges of treasonable

correspondence with William I. of England, for

which there seems to have been little foimdation.

There was not wanting in the worldly prelate a
certain ascetic austerity which the misfortunes of

his later years tended to accentuate, giving him a
posthumous reputation of great holiness, and in

1183 he was canonized. (Caul Mirbt.)

Bibuoorapht: Sources for biography are: VUa aancH Anno-
fiM, by a monk of Siegburg (c. 1100), in MOH, Script.,

zi. (1854) 465-614 and in MPL, cxUii.; Vila minor aaneti

Annonia by another monk (c. 1186), ed. F. W. E. Roth in

NA, xii. (1887) 209-215; a poem by an unknown author
ed. J. Kehrein, FranJcfort, 1865. Consult T. Lindner,
Anno il. derHeilige, Leipsic, 1860; E. Steindorff, Jahr'
hOeher dot deuiaehen Reicha unter Heinrieh III., 2 vols.,

ib. 1874-81; W. von Giesebrecht, GMchichU dor deulachsn
KaiaerMeit, vol. iii., ib. 1890; G. Meyer von Knonau, Jahr-
hOdter dca deuiaehen Reieha unter Heinrieh /V., 2 vols., ib.

1890-94; Wattenbaoh, DOQ, ii. 107-109, 137. 140, 146.

183; Hauok, KD, vol. iii.

ARlfOTATED BIBLES. See Bibles, Annotated.
ANNULXTS PISCATORIS, an'yu-lxTs pis-ka-tO'ris:

The official ring worn by the popes. Every Roman
Catholic bishop wears a ring, which symbolizes
that he is wedded to his diocese. This custom
dates from very early times, and is mentioned by
Isidore of Seville, who calls the ring aignum pan'

tificalia hanoria. The ring worn by a pope is en-

graved with a representation of St. Peter fishing

—

whence its special name—and with the title of the

pontiff. From the fifteenth century papal briefs

have been sealed with this ring, and are accordingly
said to be given ** \mder the seal of the fisherman."

At the present time, instead of this seal, an im-
print of the same device in red ink is more com-
monly used. The ring is given to the newly elected

pontiff in the conclave by the cardinal camerlingo,

and is broken on the death of the pope.

AimxnfCIATION, FEAST OF THE: A festival

celebrated in the Greek, Roman Catholic, and
Anglican churches on Mar. 25, in conmiemoration
of the beginning of the incarnation (Luke i. 26-38).

Though Augustine mentions the date of the event
as nine months before Christmas, the earliest indis-

putable evidence for the celebration of the feast is

furnished by Proclus, patriarch of Constantinople,

who died before the middle of the fifth century.

The probable date of its origin is about the end of

the fourth century. The Council of Toledo (656)

ordered its observance on Dec. 18, objecting to its

celebration in the mournful season of Lent; and
the church of Milan kept it on the fourth Simday
in Advent; but the Roman date finally prevailed

throughout the West. The ancient Roman year
having conmienced with March, on the twenty-
fifth of which month the vernal equinox fell in the

Julian calendar, it was natural for Christian coim-
tries to date their years from the feast which com-
memorated the initial step in the work of redemp-
tion; in some parts of England and the United
States this date is still the legal term from which
leases, etc. are reckoned.

ANNUNCIATION, ORDERS OF THE (ANNUN-
CIADES): Five Roman Catholic congregations,

two for men and three for women, have their name
from the annunciation to the Virgin Mary (Luke i.
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26-38). (1) The highest knightly order of the

house of 8avoy (now the ruling house of Italy):

As the spiritual order of the " Knights of the

Collar " it was founded by Count Amadeus VI.

in 1362, and was specially favored by Amadeus
VIII. (Pope Felix V.; d. 1451). In 1518 under
Charles III. it was dedicated to Santa Maria Annun-
ziata. Later it became a secular order of merit and
nobility. (2) The " Archbrothers of the Annunci-
ation "

: Founded about 1460 by Cardinal Johan-
nes de Turrecremata (Juan de Torquemada) in the

Church of Santa Maria sopra Minerva at Rome; it

had importance only for that church. (8) The
" Amnmciades of Santa Marcellina " (or of St.

Ambrose): Foxmded in Genoa in 1408 for the care

of the sick and the performance of like deeds of

charity. Their most famous member was the as-

cetic and mystical writer Catharina Fieschi-Adomo
who died in 1510 (see Catharine, Saint, of
Genoa). (4) The " Blue Annunciades " (Annun-
tiata codestes ; Italian, Turchiney from iwrchinay
" turquoise " ; so called from the color of their

cloak) : Foimded in 1604 by the pious Maria Vittoria

Fomari, a widow of Genoa. In the seventeenth

century they had more than fifty convents, mostly
in upper Italy. (6) The Reli^ieuses Anrumdadea
(known also as the " Order of the Ten Virtues of

the Holy Virgin ") : Founded about 1498 byJeanne
de Valois, Queen of France, and her confessor,

Gilbert Nicolai. At one time they had forty-five

convents in France and Belgium. The order was
destroyed by the French Revolution.

O. ZOCKUERf.
Biblioorafht: Helyot, Ordm monoMtiqwtat ir. 62-63,

297-309. vii. 239-250. viii. 322-325, Paris, 1716; Hcim-
bucher, Orden und Konoregationent i. 521-523.

AlfiniS CARENTIiE, an'ns ka-ren'shi-t: The
term during which a. canon or other prebendary
must renoimce part of his revenues to the pope,

the bishop, the church buildings or furniture, or

for some other ecclesiastical purpose. In some
coimtries a certain percentage is annually paid to

an ecclesiastical fund.

AimUS CLAUSTRALIS, des-traais: The first

year in which a canon holds his benefice, and during
which he is bound to be in strictest residence.

ANNUS DECRETORIUS, dec"re-tO'ri-us: The
year 1624, which by the peace of Westphalia (1648)

was taken as the basis for the division between
the Roman Catholic and the Protestant churches

in German territory.

ANNUS DESERVITUS, des-er-vt'tus, or ANNUS
GRATLE, grd'shi-i or -4: The term, varying in

length in different countries, during which the heirs

of an ecclesiastic are entitled to enjoy his revenues

after his death.

ANNUS LUCTUS: The year of mourning, in

some countries an obstacle to marriage (q.v.).

ANOINTING. See Ointment; Sacramentaus.

AN0M0I06, ANOMOIANS (ANOM(EANS). See
Arianism.

ANRICH, GUSTAV ADOLF: German Lutheran;

b. at Runzenheim (a village of Lower Alsace)

Dec. 2, 1867. He was educated at the universities

of Strasburg, Marburg, and Berlin, and in 1894

became privat docent at Strasburg. He was
pastor at Lingolsheim, Lower Alsace, from 1896
to 1901, when he became director of the Theolo-
gischer Studienstift, Strasburg. Since 1903 he
has been associate professor of church history at
Strasburg. He has written Daa antike Mysteri-
envoesen in aeinem VerhsUni8s zum ChristefUum
(GOttingen, 1894); Clemens und Origenee als Be-
grunder der Lehrevom Fegefeuer (TQbingen, 1902);
and has edited Die Anfdnge dee HeiligenkuUs in
der chriaUiehen Kirche of E. Lucius (1904).

ANSEGIS, anns^jis (abbreviated form of Anaeg-
isil): 1. The Elder Ansegis: Abbot of Fonta-
nella (St. Wandrille, 15 m. n.n.w. of Rouen); b. in
the latter part of the eighth century; d. at Fon-
tanella July 20, 833. He received his first instruc-
tion in a cloister-school in the diocese of Lyons,
became a monk in the monastery of Fontanella,
and was made abbot of St. Germain de Flay, in
the diocese of Beauvais, in 807. His energy and
good management attracted the notice of Charle-
magne, who called him to his court of Aix-la-
ChapeUe, and put him with Einhard in charge of his

building operations. Louis the Pious also held
him in great favor, and endowed him in 817 with
the abbey of Luxeuil, and in 823 with that of
Fontanella. Here he published lus collection of
Frankish laws, Libri iv, capiitdarium regum Fran-
corum, which in 829 obtained ofllcial authority.

Most of these capittdaria can be compared with
the original documents, and the comparison shows
that Ansegis altered veiy little in the text; but
Benedict of Mainz (Benedictus Levita), who,
twenty years later, continued the work, made
arbitrary, not to say fraudulent, alterations. In
the ninth century the work was translated into
German, and up to the thirteenth century the
German kings took an oath on the book as con-
taining the rights of the realm.

Bibuoorapht: Sources are: Vita Asnc^i^nM^m, by an un-
known contemporary, in MPL, ev.; of the CapUularium
eoUectio the best edition is by A. Boretins in MGH, Leg.,
ii., Capitularia Regum Franeontm, i. (1883) 382-460. Con-
sult H. Bninner. DeutecA^ ReehtogeKhicKU, i. 382-384,
Leipsic. 1887.

d. The Younger Ansegis became archbishop of

Sens in 872; d. Nov. 25, 882. In 876 he was
appointed papal vicar in Gaul and Germany,
with the right to convoke synods and to act as the
representative of the pope in all affairs of theChurch.
At the synod of Ponthion (876), however, a num-
ber of the Frankish bishops refused to acknowl-
edge his authority, and nothing is heard of a real

activity on his part as papal vicar. In 877 he seems
to have lost the confidence of the pope, and in the
following year another papal vicar was appointed.

On his tombstone he is called Primue OdUorum
Papa, and up to the fifteenth century the Arch-
bishop of Sens was styled OoUub et Oennanorum
Primae. (P. HiNBcmust.)
BiBLiooRAPRT : E. L. Dammler, OetekidiU de» ottfrAnk^
wcftm AmcAs. i. 748. 767. 796, 837. 845 sqq.. ii. 40, 7a 81.122.
Leipsic 1862-66; P. Hinsehius, Kirdiiennchi, i, 607, Ber-
lin, 1860.

A5SELM, SAINT, OF CAHTERBURT: The
father of medieval scholasticism and one of the
most eminent of English prelates; b. at Aoeta.
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Piedmont, 1033; d. at Canterbury, England,
Apr. 21, 1109. He waa well-bom and his parents

were wealthy. While still a boy he wished to be
a monk, but his father—a harsh man and unkind
to hiB son—^forbade; his mother, a good and devout
woman, had died early. When about twenty-
three Anselm left home, and, after three years in

Burgundy and France, went to Bee in Normandy,
where his celebrated countryman, Lanfranc, was
prior. Here he became a monk (1060). He
succeeded Lanfranc as prior in 1063, and became
abbot in 1078. The abbey had possessions in

England, which called Anselm frequently to that

country. He was the general choice for arch-

bishop of Canterbury when Lanfranc died (1089),

but the king, William Rufus, preferred to keep the

office vacant, and apply its revenues to his own use.

In 1093 William feU ill and, thinking his end near,

literally forced Anselm to receive an appointment
at his hands. He was consecrated Dec. 4 of that

year. The next four years witnessed a continual

struggle between king and archbishop over money
matters, rights, and privileges. Anselm wished to

carry his case to Rome, and in 1097, with much
difficulty, obtained permission from the king to go.

At Rome he was honored and flattered, but he
obtained little practical help in his struggle with
the king. He returned to England as soon as he
heard of the death of William (1100), and at the

earnest request of the new king, Henry. But a
difficulty at once arose over lay investiture and
homage from clerics for their benefices. Though
a mild and meek man, Anselm had adopted the

Gregorian views of the relation between Church
and State, and adhered to them with the steadiness

of conscientious conviction. The king, though in-

clined to be conciliatoiy, was equally firm from
motives of self-interest. He had a high regard for

Anselm, always treated him with much considera-

tion, and personal relations between them were
generally friendly. Nevertheless there was much
vexatious disputing, several fruitless embassies were
sent to Rome, and Anselm himself went thither in

1103, remaining abroad till 1106. His quarrel

with the king was settled by compromise in 1107,

and the brief remaining period of his life was peace-

ful, though clouded by failing bodily powers. He
was canonised in 1494.

Anselm is one of the most attractive characters

of the medieval Church. He was preeminently a
scholar, and considered the monastic life the hap-
piest and best. When duty called, however, he
did not shrink from assiuning the burdens of ad-

mimstration and from mixing in the turmoils of

statecraft, and he proved that steadfast rectitude

is as efficacious as the devious ways of politicians.

His honesty and simplicity were sometimes foxmd
embarrassing by diplomatic pontiffs and time-

aerving bishops. He was unfeignedly himible,

kind of heart, and charitable in judgment, of spotless

integrity, as sealous in good works as in the per-

foraianoe of duty, patient under trial and adversity.

He was skilful in winning and training the yoimg,
achieved marked success as a teacher, and the com-
mon people were always on his side. In the history

of theology he standis as the father of orthodox

scholasticism, and has been called " the second
Augustine." His mind was keen and logical,

and his writings display profimdity, originality,

and masterly grasp of intellect. Of the two theo-

logical tendencies occupying the field in his time

—

the one, more free and rational, represented by
Berengar of Tours; the other, confining itself more
closely to the tradition of the Church, and repre-

sented by Lanfranc—he chose the latter; and he
defines the object of scholastic theology to be the
logical development and dialectic demonstration
of the doctrines of the Church as handed down
through the Fathers. The dogmas of the Church
are to him identical with revelation itself; and
their truth surpasses the conceptions of reason so
far that it is mere vanity to doubt a dogma on
account of its unintelligibility. Credo ut inteUigam,

non qucero ixUelligere ut credam, is the principle

on which he proceeds; and after him it has become
the principle of all orthodox theology. As a meta-
physician Anselm was a realist, and one of his

earliest works, De fide Trinitatia, was an attack on
the doctrine of the Trinity as expounded by the
nominalist Roscelin. His most celebrated works
are the Monologium and Proalogium, both aiming
to prove the existence and nature of God; and the
Cur deus homo, in which he develops views of

atonement and satisfaction which are still held by
orthodox theologians. The two first-named were
written at Bee; the last was begun in England
" in great tribulation of heart," and finished at

Schiavi, a mountain village of Apulia, where Anselm
enjoyed a few months of rest in 1098. His medi-
tations and prayers are edifying and often highly
impressive.

[In the Monologium he argues that from the
idea of being there follows the idea of a highest and
absolute, i.e, self-existent Being, from which all

other being derives its existence—a revival of

the ancient cosmologies! argument. In the Pron'

logium the idea of the perfect being—" than which
nothing greater can be thought "—can not be
separated from its reality as existing. For if the

idea of the perfect Being, thus present in conscious-

ness, lacked existence, a still more perfect Being
could be thought, of which existence would be a
necessary metaphysical predicate, and thus the

most perfect Being would be the absolutely Real.

The argument is significant, partly as showing
the profound influence of Realism over Anselm's

thought, and partly as revealing him to be the first

to enter upon the perilous transcendent pathway
of the ontological argument, to be followed by
Descartes {MediJtationea), Hegel and his school,

and especially J. Caird (Philosophy of Religion,

New York, 1881, pp. 153-159. For criticism of the

ontological argument, cf. Kant, Critique of the Pure
Reason, New York, 1881, pp. 500 sqq., Ueberweg,
History of Philosophy, i.. New York, 1873, pp. 383-

386).

The key to Anselm's theory of the Atonement
(see Atonement) was the idea of ** satisfaction."

In justice to himself and to the creation, God,
whose honor had suffered injury by man's sin,

must react against it either by punishing men,
or, since he was merciful, by an equivalent satis-
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faction, viz., the death of the God-man, which will

more than compensate for the injury to his honor,

on the ground of which he forgives sin. Incidental

features of his theory are—sin as a violation of a

private relation between God and man, the inter-

action of the divine righteousness and grace, and
the necessity of a representative suffering. In

the Reformed doctrine, sin and the Atonement
took on more of a pubUc character, the active

obedience of Christ was also emphasized, and the

representative relation of Christ to the law brought

to the front. In the seventeenth century the fo-

rensic and penal justice of God came into promi-

nence; Christ was conceived of as suffering the

pimishment of our sin,—^a complete equivalent of

the punishment which we must have suffered,—on

the ground of which our guilt and punishment are

pardoned. In the following century, Owen (Works,

ix. 253-254) held that the sufferings of Christ for

sinners were not taniidem but idem. In more recent

discussions along this line, Hodge {Systematic

Theology, ii. 480-495) maintains that Christ suffered

neither the kind nor degree of that which sinners

must have suffered, but any kind and degree of

suffering which is judicially inflicted in satisfaction

of justice and law. There has indeed been no
theory of the work of Christ which has not con-

ceived of it as a satisfaction; even the so-called

moral influence theories center in this idea (cf.

W. N. Qarke, Ovdine of Christian Theology, New
York, 1898, pp. 348, 349). It is therefore evident

how fundamental is the idea of satisfaction pre-

sented by Anselm. Only it must be observed first

that in the evolution of the Christian doctrine

of salvation the particular way in which the satis-

faction was realized has been differently conceived;

and secondly, if the forgiveness of sin in Jesus

Christ takes place only when the ethical nature of

God is satisfied, the special form in which the

satisfaction is accomplished is of subordinate

importance. In one class of views—^the repre-

sentative or juridical—the satisfaction was con-

ditioned on a unique and isolated divine-human
deed—the death or the life and death of Christ;

in the other theories, the satisfaction is threefold

—

in the expression of the divine good-will, through the

life and death of Christ, in the initial response of

sinners to forgiving grace, and in the final bringing

of all souls to perfect union with the Father. Cf.

C. A. Beckwith, Realities of Christian Theology,

Boston, 1906, pp. 226-229. For criticism of An-
selm on the Atonement, cf. Hamack, Dogmen-
geschichte, m., Freiburg, 1890, pp. 351-358, Eng.
transl., vi. 67-78.] C. A. Beckwith.

Bibuoorapht: The best edition of Aiuelm's works is by
G. Qerberon, a monk of the Congregation of St. Maur,
Paris. 1675 (2d ed.. 1721; reprinted at Venice. 1744. and.
with corrections and additions, in AfPL. clviii.-cUx.).

The Mondoffium and Protloffium were published by C.
Haas, TQbingen. 1883; the Cur deut homo, by H. Limmer,
Berlin. 1857, and by O. F. Fritssche (3d ed., Zurich. 1803;.
TheMondogium and Protlogium were translated intoFrendi
by H. Bouchitt^, Le RaHonahnne dirHien, Paris. 1842;
the Cur deiu homo, into German by B. Schirlits. Quedlin-
burs, 1861. In English are: The Cur deut homo, with se-

lections from his letters, London. 1880; his Book of Medi-
taUonM and Prayers, with preface by Cardinal Manning,
1872; and the Protlooium, Monologium, and Cur deua

homo, transl. by S. N. Deane, with introduction, biblioc^

raphy, etc., Chicago, 1003.

The eouroes for Anselm's life are the Hitloria novorum
and Vita Anaelmi of his chaplain and friend, Eadmer,
printed in Gerberon and Migne, ut sup., and edited for

the RoU» SeriM by M. Rule, London. 1884; the Vita aUa
by John of Salisbury, in MPL, cxdx., and the Vita brevior,

ib. dviii. Of modem works the following may be men-
tioned: R. W. Church. The Life of SL Anmlm, London,
1870 (" masterly, accurate, vigorous "); F. R. Haase. An-
telm von Caniorbvry, 2 parts, part L, LAen, Leipsic. 1843,
part ii., Lekre, ib. 1852, abridged Eng. transL by W.
Turner, London; 1850: 0. de R^musat, 8L AnodmM do
Cantorhiry, Paris, 1868 (contains able criticism of An-
selm's philosophy, with which cf. E. Saisset in M&anoe
d*hiUoir€, de morale, et de critique, Paris. 1850); M. Rule.
Life and Timee of St, Aneelm, 2 vols., London. 1883 (the

result of long study, but marred by prejudice); DNB,
ii. 1(K30; P. Ragey, HieUnre de 8L Aneeime, Paris.

1880; J. M. W. Rigg, 8L Anaelm of Canterbury, a Chapter
in the HieL of Raigion, London, 1806; A. C. Welch, An^
aelm and hie Work, London, 1001; E. A. Freeman, Hie-
tory of the Norman Congueet, passim; idem. Hieiory of Vke

Reign of William Rtifue, vol. i., chap, iv., and voL iL. cliap.

vii. (vsJuable for references to authorities).

ANSELM OF HAVELBERG: Bishop of Havd-
berg, later archbishop of Ravenna; d. 1158. He
took an active part in ecclesiastical and still more
in political affairs under the emperors from Lothair
III. to Frederick I. Having joined the Premon-
strants he went to Magdeburg, probably influenced

by Norbert, who consecrated him in 1129 bishop of

Havelberg. As such he labored zealously for the

order, to whose duties especially belonged the or-

ganization of the church in the Wendic countries,

and founded a Premonstrant chapter in Havelberg.
In 1135 Lothair III. sent him as ambassador to Con-
stantinople in the hope of effecting a union against

Roger of Sicily. He held a friendly conference

on the principal points of controversy between
the Eastern and the Western Churches, with the
archbishop of Nicomedia, and afterward at the
request of Pope Eugenius III. wrote three " Dia-
logues," descriptive of it. In 1147 he took part
as papal legate in the crusade against the Wends,
and then devoted several years to the affairs of his

bishopric. The Emperor Frederick I. employed
him again on political missions; he sent him to

Constantinople in 1154, when he wished to secure

a Greek princess for his wife, and in 1155 caused
him to be chosen archbishop of Ravenna. In the
same year Anselm was successful in mediating
between Frederick and the Pope (Giesebrecht, v.

59, 64). His writings, besides the one mentioned
above, treat especially of the relation between can-
ons and monks, which was much disciissed in his

time. They are in MPL, clxxxviii.

8. M. Deutbch.
Bibuoorapht: Spieker, Anedm von Havelberg, in ZHT,
ToLx..part ii. (1840) 1-04; W. Ton Giesebrecht.OewAuAls
der det^eehen Kaieerteit, iv.-v., Brunswick, 1874; Hauek,
KD, vol. iv. passim.

AllSELM OF LAON (Lat. Latidunensis ; called

also Scholasticus): Archdeacon of Laon; b. at

Laon about the middle of the eleventh century;

d. there July 15, 1117. He enjoyed the instruction

of Anselm of Canterbury at Bee, and from 1076
was teacher of scholastic theology at Paris, where
he gathered aroimd him a number of prominent
pupils. With the most notable of them, the
genial William of Champeaux (q.v.), he laid the
foimdation of the later University of Paris. To-
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ward the end of the centuiy he became archdeacon

and cathedral acholastictis in his native city. His

reputation as the foremost Biblical exegete made
the school renowned and induced yoxmg Abelard

to attend his lectures. His influence on posterity

was mainly due to his Glosaa irUerlineariSf a para-

phrastic commentary on the Vulgate, which far

surpassed the popular Glosaa ordinaria of Wala^
frid Strabo, but was not able to displace entirely

this older work. He also wrote exegetical notes

on the Song of Songs, Matthew, and Revelation.

0. ZdCKLERf.
Bxbuookapht: Anaelm's works an in MPL, cbuL (indudes
an interesting letter on the problem of evil, Num Deu»
vuU mahanf). A number of previoualy unprinted aen-

tenees were published by Q. Lef^vre in Anaelmi Laudu-
nensts cC Radulfi frairu ejuM mnltnHa, Evreux, 1804.

Consult Hiittnr€ litUraire de la Frant», z. 182 sqq.; P.

Feret, La FaevUi de thiologie de Pant, i. 25-83, Paris,

1894; H. Hurter, Tfuoloffia cc^ioUea Umpore medii om,
pp. 17-18, Innsbruck. 1889.

ANSELM OF LUCCA: 1. Anselm Badagius
(Badagio): Bishop of Lucca 1057-73, also pope
(Alexander II.) 1061-73. See Alexander II.,

pope.

d. Bishop of Lucca 1073-86; d. at Mantua
liar. 18, 1086. He was nephew and successor

of the preceding, and bore the same family name.
In 1073 he is designated eUctus Lucensis by Gregory
VII., whom he consulted as to whether he should

receive investiture from the king. The pope de-

cided that it should be postponed \mtil Henry IV.

had cleared himself of association with his excom-
mimicated counselors and had made his peace with

Rome. Henry especially requested that Anselm 's

consecration should not take place until after his

investiture; and in fact he received the ring and
staff from the king's hand before he was conse-

crated, Apr. 28, 1075. Soon after, troubled in

conscience by this relation, he wished to resign

his see and retired to a monastery, but was recalled

by Gregoiy, whom he afterward supported with a
more ardent loyalty than any other Italian bishop.

His personality counted for much when Guibert

of Ravenna had been set up as an antipope, and
the struggle of Gregory with Henry IV. and the

Lombard bishops reached its height. With Count-
ess Matilda, Anselm was the principal upholder
of the papal cause in the north of Italy. He was
driven from his diocese, but was entrusted with a
vicariate covering the whole of Lombaidy. When
Gregory felt death approaching, he commended
Anselm to Otto of Ostia and Hugh of Lyons as his

choice for successor; but Anselm died while still

an exile. His most notable literary work was his

CoUedio canonum, which was incorporated almost

bodily in the Decreium Qraliani. Other important

writings of his were directed to the ending of the

Bchiam; the principal one preserved is the LSber

amtra Wibertum et aequaeea ejus, written in 1085-

86 after Gregory's death. Fragments of a com-
mentary on the Psalms and some devotional trea-

tises attributed to Anselm have also been preserved.

(Carl Mibbt.)
BiBuoaBATHT: The Liber eonira Wibertum and CoUeeHo
eanomoa, with spurious works, etc., are inMPL, czlix.;

the former, ed. E. Bemheim. also in MOH, LSbeUi de

hie, t. (1891) 519-628 (ef. Prefaoe. pp. (UHKS). His life.

written imxxiediately after his death, at the request of

Matilda, by Bardo, a priest who had been his does i

ciate, is in MPL, ozlviii and, with extracts from some
of his works, ed. R. Wilmans, in MQH, Script, xii. (1856)
1-36. Consult A. Overmann, Die vita Aneelmi Lueeneia
epieeopi dee Rano^ve, in NA, vol. zzi., 1806; W. von
Giesebrecht, OeediidUe der deuieehen Kaieerteit, vol. iii.,

Leipeic, 1890; J. Langen, OeediicfUe der rdmiachen Kirdke
von Qreoor VIL bie Innocent III., Bonn, 1893; C. Mirbt,
Die Publisietik im ZeilaUer Qregore VIL, Leipsic, 1894; W.
Martens, Gr00orF//., 2 vols., ib. 1894; G. Meyer von Kno-
nau, JahrbQeher dee deutechen Reiche unter Ueinriek IV.
undHeinrichV., vol. ii., ib. 1894; Wattenbach, DGQ, iL

(1894).

A5S6AR or A5SKAR (Aasgejr, Oagejr, " God's
Spear"; the modem Oscar): The apostle of

Scandinavia, first archbishop of Hambm'g (831-

865); b. of prominent Frankish parents near the
monastery of Corbie (9 m. e. of Ainiens), probably
in 801; d. at Bremen Feb. 3, 865. After his mother's

early death he was brought up at Corbie, and made
rapid progress in the learning of the time. In 822
he was one of a colony sent to found the abbey
of Corvey (New Corbie) in Westphalia, and became
there a teacher and preacher. When, four years

later, Harold, king of Denmark, made an alliance

with the Frsmks which included the acceptance

of their religion, Ansgar was among those chosen to

accompany the king to Denmark to evangelize the

people. He and his companion Autbert foimded
a school at Harold's court after the Frankish model,

but their work had to be abandoned on account

of the downfall of Harold (827) and the illness and
death of Autbert. In the autumn of 829, probably,

Swedish ambassadors appeared at the imperial

court and asked that Christian missionaries be
sent to their country. Again Ansgar was selected,

and with him, Witmar, his former colleague in the

abbey-school at Corvey. After a perilous journey,

they reached Sweden and were allowed to preach
freely, with considerable success, at Bj6rkd (Birka)

on an island in Lake Mftlar.

Ansgar spent two years in Sweden, returning

home in 831 to report to the emperor. The time
was now ripe for the accomplishment of a plan of

great importance for the northern missions, which
Charlemagne had had in mind, and for which his

son had now found the right man, viz., the estab-

lishment of a bishopric of Hamburg. Besides a
diocese formed from those of Bremen and Verden,

the new metropolitan was to have the right to send
missions into all the northern lands and to conse-

crate bishops for them. Ansgar was consecrated

in Nov., 831, and, the arrangements having been
at once approved by Gregory IV., went to Rome to

receive the pallium directly at the hands of the

pope and to be named legate for the northern lands.

This commission had previously been bestowed
upon Ebo, archbishop of Reims; but an amicable

agreement was reached by which the jurisdiction

was divided, Ebo retaining Sweden for himself.

For a time Ansgar devoted himself to the needs of

his own diocese, which was still missionaiy terri-

tory with but a few churches. He founded in

Hamburg a monastery and a school; the latter

was to serve the Danish mission, but accomplished

little.

After the death of Louis le D^bonnaire (840),

Ansgar lost the abbey of Turholt, which had been

given as an endowment for his work, and in 845
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Hamburg was destroyed by the Danes, so that he
was a bishop without either see or revenue. Many
of his helpers deserted him, and his woric was in

danger of extinction. The new king, Louis the

Qerman, came to his aid; after failing to recover

Turfaolt for him, he planned to bestow upon him
the vacant diocese of Bremen. There were many
canonical and other difficulties in the way; but after

prolonged negotiations Nicholas I. approved the

union of the two dioceses (864). From 848 Ansgar
resided in Bremen, and did what he could to revive

the Danish mission. When he was established in

a position of dignity once more, he succeeded in

gaining permission from King Haarik to build a
church in Sleswick, and secured the recognition

of Christianity as a tolerated religion. He did not

forget the Swedish mission, and spent two years

there in person (848--850), at the critical moment
when a pagan reaction was threatened, which he
succeeded in averting. In his own diocese he
showed himself a model bishop, forward in all

works of charity, and of a prayerful and ascetic

life. His humility was most mariced; when people

attempted to venerate him as a wonder-worker,

he reproved them, saying that it would be the great-

est of miracles if God should deign to make him a
really devout man. He was canonized by Nicholas

I. not long after his death. A collection of brief

prayers from his hand is extant with the title Pig-

menta (ed. J. M. Lappenberg, Hamburg, 1844).

The Vita et miraada of Willehad, first bishop of

Bremen (MOH, Script., ii., 1829, 378-390; also

in MPL, cxviii. 1013-32) is attributed to Ansgar

by Adam of Bremen; the life, however, is by an-

other. (A. Hauck.)

Bibuoobapht: Rimbert (disciple and roooMaor of Anmar).
Vila An$karii, ed. C. F. Dahlmann, in MOH, Script, ii.

(182Q) 683-726, and MPL, exviii.; Adam of Bremen,
Ot$ta Hamnunburg^naiB ecdsHa, i. 17-36 et passim; there

an modem lives by Q. H. Klippel, Ltbenabtidireibung dea

Erwbi9chaf» Anaffor, Bremen, 1843; A. Tappehom, Leben
dm heilUfen Atugar, ApotteU von Ddnemark und Schweden,

Manster. 1863, and others. Consult also Q. Dehio, Ge-

aehichU dm EnbUtumM Hamtntro-Brtmen, i. 42 sqq., ii.

61-52. Berlin, 1877; Q. F. Madear, ApouOm of Media-
vol Europe, pp. 161-171. London, 1888; Wattenbach.
DGQ, 1004. L 207. ii. 70, 608; Hauck. KD, ii. 350.

602. 618. 624. 660. 673 sqq.. 726. 766; T. von Schubert.

Anegar, Kiel. 1001.

AHSO: A monk and abbot (776-^00) of Lobbes

(35 m. s. of Brussels), but not, like his predeces-

sors, also a bishop. He was considered a worthy,

sealous man, but no scholar; nevertheless, while

a monk, he compiled from the sources biographies

of the first two of the abbot bishops of Lobbes,—the

Vita S. Uramari (in ASB, April, ii. 660-662, and
ASM, iii. 1, 248-260) and the Vita S, Ermini or

Ermirumit (ASB, April, iii. 376-377; ASM, iii. 1,

664-668).

BiBUOoKAraT: HiaUrire UtUrmre de la Prance, iv. 203.

AHTERU8, an'te-rus: Bishop of Rome in the

third century, successor of Pontianus. According to

the CataloguB Liberianua, he was consecrated Nov.

21, 236; the divergent accoimt of Eusebius (Hist,

wd., VL xxiz. 1 ), which makes him enter upon his

office in the reign of Gordianus, is of less author-

ity. After a pontificate of little over a month,
iu; died /an, 3, 236. The stone placed over his

grave in the cemetery of Galixtus was dinovered
in 1864. (A. Hauck.)
BiBLioaRA.FBT: Uhmr pomiifttaKa, ed. Dodiesne. i 147, Pftrii,

1886.

AUTHOHISTS. See Antbont, Saint, Ohdkbs
OF.

ANTHOHT, ALFRED WTTJJAMS: Free Bap-
tist; b. at Providence, R. I., Jan. 13, 1860. He
was educated at Brown University (B.A., 1883),

Cobb Divinity School (1883-86), and the University

of Beriin (1888-90), and was pastor of the Essex
Street Free Baptist Church, Bangor, Ble., from
1886 to 1888. On lus return from Germany he
was appointed professor of New Testament exegesis

at Cobb Divinity School, a position which he still

holds. He ia sJso a member of the conference

board of the General Conference of Free Baptists,

the chairman of the Free Baptist committee of

conference on union with other bodies, a member
of the Interdenominational Commission of Maine
since its organization in 1891 and secretary since

1904, trustee and secretary of the board of the
Blaine Industrial School for Girls since 1899, and
member of the school committee of Lewiston since

1906. Among the societies to which he belongs
are the American Philological Association, the
American Institute of Sacred Literature, the Society
of Biblical Literature and Exegesis, and the Maine
Academy of Medicine and Science. In theology
he is a moderate progressive. He has written:

An Introduction to the Life of Jesus (New York,
1896); The Method of Jesus (1899); The Sunday-
School—Its Progress in Method and Scope (1899);
and The Higher Criticism in the New Testament

(1901); and has edited Preachers and Preaching

(1900), and New Wine Skins (1901).

ANTHOHTy SAnrr, THE HERMIT. See Mon-
ASTICISM.

ANTHOHT, SAIirr» ORDERS OF: The oldest

and most important of the religious orders named^
after St. Anthony, the father of monasticism, is

that of the Hospitalers of St. Anthony, founded
about the time of the first crusade (1096-99) by
a nobleman of St. Didier la Mothe in Dauphin^,
Gaston by name. According to the traditions of
the order, Gaston's son, Gu^rin, was cured of the
disease known as St. Anthony's fire (morbus sacer),

whereupon the father founded a hospital for those

suffering from this and Himilar maladies, near the
great chureh of St. Didier, and, with his son and
eight knightly comrades, imdertook the part of
nurses in the institution. St. Anthony appeared
to the founder, gave him lus staff (shaped like the
letter " T "), and encouraged him in the work.
Urban II. is said to have confirmed the order at

the sjmod at Qennont in 1096. Galixtus II. in
1118 dedicated the chureh belonging to the Bene-
dictine monastery Mons Major at St. Didier to St.

Anthony, and so made it the chief sanctuary of

the order, which was subject to the Benedictines.

From the end of the twelfth century the order
spread through the foundation of numy houses
(as at Rome in 1194; at Acco in 1208; and many
in central and north Germany), and it acquired
considerable wealth through the persistent zeal

of its almsgatherers. They wore a black robe
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with a light blue " T '' (St. Anthony's cross), and
a little bell on the neck announced their coming.

After a hard strugs^e the Hospitalers freed them-
aelvee from the Benedictines, and in 1286, by adopt-

ing the rule of St. Augustine, they bec»ame regu-

lar canons (popularly Imown as TSnniesherm), In
1297 Boniface VIII. freed them from all episcopal

jurisdiction and made their head master, the general

abbot of St. Didier, directly subject to the papal

see. At the beginning of the sixteenth centuiy

the number of houses amounted to 364. The order

had su£Fered a moral deterioration, which the

general abbot, Brunei de Gramont, with papal
support, vainly endeavored to correct in the seven-

teetith centuiy. In 1774 the order was united

with the Knights of Malta (see John, Saint, Orde&
OF HOBPITALBBS OF). O. ZOCKLBRf.
BiBUOORA.Pirr: Heimbucher, Orden und KonffntfoHontn, i.

401-402; ne\yot,OrdnamonaatiQueii, iL 108-114; Beifart.

Di€ T&nntakerm und dgr ehrmMms Rat in HUdetheim, in

ZniteKrift fOr dmtluh* CuUuroMehidiU, 1872, pp. 121,

384; G. UUhorn, Dit ehriatHehe LiebeathMiokeit im MiU
UUaUr, pp. 178, 432. 478. Stuttsart. 1884.

AFTHOHT, SADVTy OF PADUA: The most
celebrated of the followers of St. Frauds of Assisi;

b. at Lisbon, of a distinguished, knightly family,

about 1195; d. at Padua June 13, 1231. When
fifteen years of age he joined the Augustinian

canons at Lisbon. Afterward he went to Coimbra
and by sealous study made himself master of the

theology of his time. The translation of the bones

of the first martyred Franciscans from Morocco to

Coimbra awakened in Anthony a desire for mar-
tyrdom; to accomplish his purpose in 1220 he joined

the Minorites and sailed to Africa; being confined

to his bed by sickness throughout the winter^ he

resolved to return home. Ghi the way he was
driven to Messina and with the brethren there

went to the chapter at Assisi in 1221, where he was
taken to a hennitage in the Romagna. By acci-

dent his oratorical ^ts became known when he was
ordained priest at Forli; and he was made preacher

of the Older. Of his public activity, which now
commenced, very little is known. For a time he

acted as lector to the Minorites at Bologna, although

Francis of Assisi, influenced by Elias of Cortona,

who wished to introduce scientific study into the

order, gave his permission very reluctantly. An-
thony next went to France, and was guardian at

Puy and custos in Limousin. As in the Romagna,
he showed himself an indefatigable persecutor of

heretics in the struggle with the Cathari. At
Rimini he converted some of them by his per-

suasive powers, and he united the converts at

Padua into a brotherhood of penitents. Finally

he was made provincial, and in 1229 went to Padua.

In 1230 Anthony took part in the general chapter

at Assisi, and he was released from his office as

provincial in order that he might devote himself

entirely to preaching. He, however, took a prom-

inent part in the controversy of the parties which

develc^)ed among the Minorites. He sided with

Elias and was among the delegates sent to Rome
to have the differences decided by the pope, who
accordini^y issued the bull Quo dongoH, Sept. 28,

1230 (see Francis, Saint, or Asbdu,and tbb Fsan-

CI8CAN Ordur).

I.—13

Anthony's fame rests solely upon his ability as

a preacher, which produced a great impression,

es^&dally in the district of Tr^riso. The Latin

sketches of his sermons convey little impression of

his manner, but they show him to have been a
strict preacher of repentance and of contempt of

the world, who urged indefatigably the use of the

means of grace provided by the Chureh. It is said

that 30,000 auditors listened to him in an open
field at Padua. His restless activity wore him out,

and, suffering from dropsy, he vainly sought relief

by retiring to solitude, taking up his abode in a
tree. He was canonized for political reasons by
Gregory IX., May 30, 1232. [There is a curious

story that on one occasion, disgusted with the in-

difference of his audience, Anthony betook himself

to the seashore and addressed his discourse to the

fishes, which came in shoals to listen. Joseph Ad-
dison, Remarks on Italy, at the end of " Brescia,

Verona and Padua," gives the Italian text and an
English translation.] £. Lbupp.
Bibliography: Of the worka msoribed to Anthony only the
ermons preserved at Podu* are certainly genuine. Thoee
whiehrhave been published will be found in A. Pagi.

Sermcnet S. AnUmii Paditani d» SanetU, Avignon, ld84;

A. Joea. Ltgenda 9tu vita ei miraeula 8. AntonU ds Padua,
Bologna, 1883; idem, S^rmonM, Padua, 1886. The
edition (Padua. 1806 sqq.) begun by A. M. Loeatelli (d.

1902) does not stote what MSS. an followed. Other ool-

lectiona are not genuine or very doubtful. The aouroea

and most important literature for Anthony an gathered
in Leon de Kerval, S. AnionU ds Padua vUd dua, sCe., in

ColUeHon d'Uude* ei des doeumenta 9ur Vhutoure reliffintm

ei liO^rotrs du tnoyen 6oe* vol. v., Paris. 1004. For his

life: E. de Asevedo, Vita dsl gUfrioeo iaumaMiroo porto-

oheee eant Antonio di Padova, Bologna, 1700, last ed..

Venice, 1866; H. J. Coleridge. S. J., The ChronieU of 8t
Antony of Padua^ London, 1876; E. Lempp, in ZKOt xL
(1800) 177-211. 603-688, xii. (1801). 414-461. xui. (1802)
1-46; J. Rigauld. LaViede Saint Antoine de Padua, . . .

pubUie pour ia premiire foia avee une introduction nor lea

aouroea . . . par Ferdinand-Marie d'Araules, Bordeaojc,

1800; Mrs. A. BeU, Saint Antony of Padua; Seven fuU-

page Beproduetiona from Old Maatera of Seenea in the Life

of SL Antony, London. 1000; A. Lepitra, Antoine de Pa-
doue (in the Joly series), Paris, 1001. Eng.transl. by Edith
Guest, London, 1002.

AHTHROPOLOOY. See Thxoloot.

AHTHROPOMORPmSM and AKTHROPOPA-
THISM (Gk. anihrOpos, " man,"+ morphi, " form,"

and pathos, " passion, suffering ") : Terms des-

ignating views of God which represent him as

possessed of a human form or members, human
attributes, or human passions. Such views arise

from the natural tendency or necessity of man to

conceive of higher beings by analogy with himself,

and are incidental to all religions at a certain

stage of their development. Many passages of the

Bible easily lend themselves to an anthropomor-

phic interpretation. The Audians (q.v.) of the

fourth and fifth centuries taught that all references

to God's hands, ears, eyes, etc., are to be inter-

preted literally. Some philosophers believe the

conception of God as a personal spirit to be anthro-

pomorphic. Scholars who accept the compilatory

theory of the origin of the Pentateuch consider

anthropomorphism a marked characteristic of the

Elohist, usually cited as E. Others maintain that

the Scriptures, ri^tly interpreted, lend no support

to such views. See CJompabativb Rxuqion, yI.,

l,a,§3.
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Anthropomorphism is inseparable from any con-
ception of supernatural powers or God. This fact

has received two interpretations. (1) Religion

never outgrows the essential characteristics of its

origin, whether this is conceived of as mytholog-
ical (Comte), animistic (Tylor), or through dreams
(Spencer). In the lower stages of religion, the

gods are only larger men. According to Feuerbach,
following Xenophanes and Lucretius (De rerum
naturat v. 121), man creates God in his own image
(cf. Feuerbach, Wesen dea Christenihum8f chap. 1,

§ 2). In the progress from polytheism to mono-
theism, the human qualities are indefinitely en-

larged, concentrated, and imited in one being, but
the being is still human. Between the mode of

human intelligence and omniscience, the human will

and omnipotence, between human goodness and
divine perfection, between personality and the
Infinite is not only an immeasurable but an irrec-

oncilable difiference. The result for thought is

either that there is no God (Comte), or, if such a
being exists, we are compelled to distrust all anthro-

pomorphic notions and take refuge in the Unknown
and the Unknowable (Spencer, First Principles,

New York, 1892, pp. 10&-123). The latter alter-

native leaves room for the religious sentiments,

but only in the form of awe. To rid the idea of

God of every trace of anthropomorphism, however,
simply abolishes the idea itself. (2) According to

the second view—which is met with under many
variations—^religious ideas are not only incurably

anthropomorphic, but they share this property
with all other ideas. They contain objective

truth, even if this is lacking in scientific accuracy
of expression. Either rational and moral qualities

are to be ascribed to God, on the ground that these

are essential to the perfection of personality (S.

Harris, The Self-RevelaHon of God, New York, 1887,

pp. 433-440), or, since they are derived from the
human consciousness and the region of the finite,

they may be interpreted only analogically and
symbolically; e.g., force, cause, energy, the eternal,

the infinite, the power not ourselves that makes
for righteousness, even personality and fatherhood
have a real meaning for religious feeling and thought,
although their full significance transcends both
definition and comprehension. The Scriptures,

which are marked by definite stages of anthropo-
morphic representations of God, contain a corrective

for an undue reliance on this mode of conception.

C. A. Beckwith.
Bibuoorapht: John Fiske, Outlinet of Connie PhUoaophy,
part 1, ehap. vii., part 3, ehap. ii., Boston, 1891; idem, /dea
ofOod, pp. 111-118. Boston, 1886; F. Paulsen, Binieitung
in die PhUoeophie, pp. 276-281. Berlin, 1806, Eng. transl.,

pp. 262-256. New York, 1808.

ANTICHRIST.

The Idea Possibly of Babylonian Origin ({ 1).

Old Testament Conceptions ({ 2).

Later Hellenistic Jewish Literatme ({ 3).

In the New Testament (} 4).

In Post-Christian Judaism and in the Church ({ 6).

The name "Antichrist" is first found in the
Epistles of John (I. ii. 18, 22, iv. 3; II. 7). The
idea, however, is in earlier New Testament wri-

tings, and its roots are in the Old Testament.
According to a modem supposition they are

even to be sought in the Babylonian ohaos-mjrth,

—

a native myth of the springtime, which narrates

how Tiamat, the ruler over the deeps of daric-

ness and the waters, aided by her
I. The Idea powers, rebelled against the upper
Possibly of gods, but was overcome by Biarduk,

Babylonian the son of the gods, who had been
Origin. elevated to the throne, and then

created the heavenly lights. It has

been supposed that the Old Testament writings

indicate that this myth migrated to Canaan in

veiy ancient times, was transferred by the Israel-

ites to the latter end of the world, and was applied
in various forms also to political enemies of the
people; and herein is sought the origm of the Old
Testament idea of a rise and conquest of evil powers,
which preceded the establishment of the kingdom
of God (Gunkel, Schdpfung und Chaos, CrOttingen,

1895, pp. 221 sqq.). But influence of old Oriental

thoughts upon the figurative style of Biblical

writings can be admitted only in a very limited

Neither the sources of the eschatological ideas

which meet in the notion of Antichrist, nor the
characteristic features of their devel-

2. Old Tea- opment can be traced back to extras

tament Biblical elements. The belief in the
Concep- election of Israel as a people of God,
tions. sanctified unto him and blessed by

him, received a rude shock by the ex-

perience of a reality apparently opposed to such
choice. Hence arose the prophecy, that, because
of its faithlessness Israel is given over to heathen
powers, but that it shall be delivered from them,
their presumption being punished for exceeding
their divine commission as God's scourges. Thus
the opinion was formed that before the kingdom
of God is completed it is to be attacked by
the godless world. As the representative of the
latter, Ezekiel (xxxviii. 2, xxxix. 1-6) mentions
Magogi the land of King Gog, a comprehensive
designation of the nations of the north. Zechariah
(xii.-xiv.) describes more minutely the oppres-
sion of the people of God by hostile powers.
When Antiochus IV. Epiphanes of Syria imder-
took with cruel severity to supplant the religion

of Israel by Greek heathenism, these ideas found
a further development. The heathen world-power
then appeared not as an instrument of punish-
ment in the hand of God, but as his adversary,
attacking with destructive purpose the very cen-

ter of his kingdom. The history of the ^>dless
world-kingdom, which reaches its climax in the
person of the proud king, is thus represented in the
Book of Daniel.

Gradually the last enemy of the kingdom of God
came to be thought of as the antitype of the Messiah;

at least such is the representation of

3. Later the later Hellenistic Jewish literature

HeUenistic (cf. Num. xxiv. 7, LXX.; SibyUines,

Jewish iii. 652 sqq.). In the extant pre-

Literatore. Christian Palestinian literature no
indication is foimd of a personal an*

titype of the Messiah. In the older portions of

the Book of Enoch the appearance of the Messiah
is spoken of as taking place at the end of all struggles
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and judgments (Enoch zc. 37). In the pseudo-

Solomonic Psahns (xvii. 27-39) of the time of

Pompey , and in the FourthBook of Ezra, of the time
of the Flavian emperors, it is the godless powers
or the heathen nations who are overpowered by
the Messiah. In the ahnost contemporary Apoc-
alypse of Baruch (xl. 1-2) this passage is applied

to the destruction of a last impious king by the

Messiah. The conception here is not yet influenced

by Christianity; and thus the expectation of a
personal opponent to the Messiah is found in pre-

Christian Judaism.
In the New Testament writings the thought

seems to be influenced by ideas which origina-

ted in the Christian revelation. The
4. In the great strug^e against sin as selfish-

Hew Testa- ness revived the idea of a final cul-

ment. mination of the enmity against God.
On the other hand, by the separation

of the religious life from the national-political life,

the idea is divested of its natural form and is more
spiritualized. In his eschatological discourse where
the abomination of desolation in the holy place

is spoken of as expressive of the tribulation of the

approaching end (Matt. xxiv. 15), Jesus quoted
the Book of Daniel. But the Messianic son of man
is here not opposed, as in Daniel, by a ruler who at

the same time destroys the religious and national

side of the theocracy, but by a great number of

pseudo-prophets and pseudo-Messiahs (Matt. xxiv.

5), who are thought of as fanatical representatives

of a Jewish natural Messianic idea. The apostle

Paul, when he declares that the appearance of the

man of sin, the opponent who rises against eveiy-

thing which contains good and God's service, will

precede the coming of Christ (II Thess. ii. 3-4),

no doubt also thought in the first place of a pseudo-

Messiah in personal recollection of the bitter oppo-
sition to the Gospel by Judaism filled with politico-

Messianic thoughts (I Thess. ii. 15). For his

picture of the adversaiy he doubtless took some
traits from the description of Antiochus Epiphanes
in the Book of Daniel and that of Caligula in his-

tory, who had his image in the form of Jupiter set

up in the Temple at Jerusalem. Furthermore,

Paul's high conception of the superhuman virtue

of C^hrist, is reflected in the description of his anti-

type. In John's Apocalypse the counterpart of

the kingdom of God in the last times, besides the

nations Gog and Magog, which are to march against

the holy city after the completion of themillennium

(Rev. XX. 8), includes also the Roman power, per-

sonified (xvii. 11) in the incendiary, matricide,

and persecutor of the Christians on the imperial

throne, Nero (xvii. 9 sqq.), as well as a multitude

of false prophets who mislead to the cult of the

worid-kingdom and its rule (xiii. 11-17, xvi. 13,

xix. 20, XX. 10), representing no doubt the heathen-

ish Roman practises of augury and necromancy.
The last development of the idea within the New
Testament is found in the Epistles of John, where
the thought is of an opponent to the true Christ,

putting himself in his place, brought about by
doctrinal necessities to characterize heretics w1k>

destroy the unity of the historical Jesus and the

bearer of the revelation of GkKl, (Christ. In these

persons, according to the clear statement of the
epistles (I John ii. 22; II John 7), the idea and the
character of the Antichrist are realized.

In post-Christian Judaism the early national
conception was enhanced. The name " Anti-
christ," borrowed from Christianity, does not
become current until late (e.g., in Abrabanel).
But in the first Christian centuries there is foimd

in Jewish literature the notion of a
5. In Post- perpetrator of outrages upon the
Christian Jewish people in the last days. Spo-
Judaism radically, the figure of a powerful
and in the woman after the manner of Qeopatra
Church, appears {StbyUineSt iii. 77, v. 18,

viii. 200); oftener that of an imperial

Roman anti-Messiah. In later times Antichrist

was represented in Jewish theology as victor over
the suffering Messiah, and was called Romulus,
also Armillus. In the Christian (}hurch of the
first centuries the main types of the Biblical Anti-
christ reappear. Origen identified the notion in

an abstract sense with that of false doctrine. Cer-
tain contemporaneous representatives of heretical

teaching were called by the name, without thereby
excluding the expectation of an Antichrist as a
future individual (cf. Didache, xvi.). Veiy often

the latter was thought of as a false Jewish Messiah
—hence circumcised and compelling circumcision

—

and it was expected that he would come from the
tribe of Dan and from the East. The connection
of Antichrist with Nero in the Apocalypse of John
was also developed by representing him as the
resuscitated Nero (Lactantius, De martibua perse-

cutorum, ii.; Jerome, on Dan, xi. 17; Augustine,

De cimtate Dei, xx. 13). Both conceptions were
strangely fused (Victorinus, Comment, ad Apoc,)

or outwardly connected with each other into the

notion of a double Antichrist, a Western (Roman)
and an Eastern, appearing in Jerusalem. In re-

lation to Satan, the Antichrist was thought of

as a man working his will, as his son, and even as

his incarnation.

The idea receded in the Middle Ages, and when
it again appeared it was mostly applied to phe-
nomena of the present. It has often been applied

to the papacy, an interpretation which was adopted
by Luther {Advereus execrabilem ArUichrieti buUam)
and other Reformers, and taken into the symbolical

books of the Lutheran Church {Art. Schmdl,, ii. 4;

Trad, de pot. Papm), On the other hand, Roman
Catholics have referred the Antichrist to Luther
and Protestantism. F. Sieffert.
As Bousset {Aniichriet) has so convincingly

shown, a tradition was evidently current in Jewish

thought which imderlay the teaching both of

Paul and the Apocalypse concerning the Antichrist.

The tradition appears to have contained the fol-

lowing features. The coming of Antichrist was
prevented by the Roman power. When this power
should fall, the Antichrist, not of foreign birth

but a Jewish false Messiah, would estabUsh him-
self in the temple at Jerusalem and require men
to worship him. His reign would last for three

and one-half years. By means of his miraculous

power he would convert the world to his side.

Later, his real character would be exposed; the
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believing Jews having fled into the wilderness

would l^ pursued by him, and then he would be

slain by the true Messiah with the breath of his

mouth. This tradition is in part followed and in

part contradicted by the Apocalypse and by Paul.

In its background is the Book of Daniel with

its fierce foreign oppressor; the Apocalyptic Belial,

a supernatural spirit who will anta^nize Qod
at the end of time iSybiUine8f bk. iii.); the doc-

trine of Satan (Rev. xx. 2); the Babylonian dragon-

mjrth (Gunkel, Sch&pfung und Chaot); and a man
filled with Satanic might. The doctrine of Anti-

christ contains one of the solutions which the early

Church had to offer for two problem^ of the religious

consciousness—the origin and overthrow of evil,

and theodicy. C. A. B.
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transl.. London, 1806; H. Qunkel, StitOpfung und Chaoe,

G«ttingen, 1806s E. Wadstein, AnHehriet, in ZWT,
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AUTIDICOMARIAIHTES, an''ti-dic''o-m6'ri-<m-

oits: A name applied by Epiphanius (Htsr.,

Ixxviii.) to opponents of the belief in the perpetual

virginity of Maiy, the mother of Christ. The New
Testament speaks of the " brethren " of Jesus;

and in TertuUian's time the opinion was still prev-

alent that Mary's marriage with Joseph was a true

marriage. Thus he writes (De mono^amia, viii.):

" Truly it was a virgin who bore Christ, but after

doing so she married, in order that the last title of

sanctity might be checked off in the inventory of

Christ; a mother who was both a virgin and a
once married woman." But by the fourth century

it was considered as established that there had not

been a real marriage. The older belief had not,

however, altogether disappeared. Epiphanius
found the opinion current in Arabia that Mary,
after the birth of Christ, had lived with Joseph as

his wife and had children by him. He classed the

adherents of this view as a sect, bestowed upon
them a name of his own composition, meaning
" opponents of Mary," and controverted their

belief in a lengthy treatise, which he gives in the
passage cited above. (A. Hauck.)
ANTILEGOMENA. See Canon of Scripture.
AlTTIMEHSnJM, an''ti-men'si-um: A name ap-

plied in the Qreek Church to a linen cloth spread
upon the altar before the beginning of the eucha^
ristic service, and considered as making it an altar

ready for the sacrifice. Since the Qr^ Church,
like the Roman Catholic, holds that the eucharis-

tic sacrifice may be offered only on a consecrated
altar, and since this consecration can be performed
only by the bishop (taking place usually at the

time of the consecration of the church), the mass
could not be celebrated in churches not yet conse-
crated, if the use of this consecrated doth—in the
Roman Catholic Church, of a portable altar-stone

(see Altab)—^were not held to supply the de-
ficiency. Gboro Rietbchxl.)

AFIINOMIANISM and ARTINOICIAN
CONTROVERSIES.

I. Antinomianiwn in General.
New Testament Antinomianiwn ({ 1).

Qnoetic Antinomianiiim (I 2).

Antinomianiem of the Middle Ases (f 3).

Of the Sixteenth and Seyenteenth Centttriee (| 4).
In England (} 6).

The Rantera ({ 6).

Later Phaaes of Antinomianimn ({ 7).

II. Antinomian Controvenues.
1. Of the German Reformation.

Luther's Earlier Teachings About the Law (i 1).

Agrioola's Controversy with Melanehthon, 1627 (i 2).

Agricola*s Controversy with Luther. 1537 sqq. (} 3).
Jakob Schenk (} 4).

Later Controversies ({ 6).

Settlement of the Controversy (} 6).

2. The Antinomian Controversy in New lgnri*«'<

L Antinomianism in General: The name anti-

nomianism is a comparatively modem designation
of several types of ethical thought in which hos-
tility to the Mosaic law (including the decalogue)
and to the principles therein embodied has led to
immoral teaching and practise. Traces of such
thought are evident in the New Testament. The
spiritualization of the law into the one precept of
love to God taught and exemplified by Jesus
encouraged some overenthusiastic devotees to
believe that they had been exalted to such a height
of spirituality and such an overmastering love to
God that they needed to have no regard to moral

precepts or to outward conduct;
z. HewTes- while Paul's insistence on the goodness,

tament holiness, and spirituality of the law
Antino- did not suffice to convince all of those
mianiim. who considered themselves his dis-

ciples that, as being utterly inefifectual

for human salvation and as occasioning and inci-

ting to sin, it was not itself sin and worthy to be
treated with abhorrence. Paul's sharp conflict

with Judaizers in regard to the observance of
Jewish ceremonies could hardly fail to convince
his more radical anti-Judaistic followers that the
effort to keep the law perfectly was not only vain
but involved the setting at naught of the gospel of
free grace in Christ Jesus. Some such perversion
of Paul's teaching was probably in the mind of
the writer of II Pet. iii. 16. The membere of the
Corinthian Chureh who were puffed up and did not
mourn over the incestuous person, as well as the
parties guilty of the abominable union (I Cor. v.

1^), were probably antinomian, and of like tend-
ency were doubtless the Nicolaitans (Rev. ii. 2,

15; see Nicolaitanb), those that held the teaching
of Balaam (Rev. ii. 14), and those that suffered

the woman Jezebel (Rev. ii. 20).

Many Gnostics objected to the Mosaic law as
being too formal and not sufficiently spiritual, on
the one hand, and as giving too much place to carnal

indulgence, on the other (see Gnobticisu). Hold-
ing the flesh in contempt as an evil product of the
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demiurge* some thought it their duty to practise

a rigorous aBoetidsm, while others are represented

by their Christian assailants as thinking it right

to destroy the body by vicious practises. The
Cainites (q.v.) regarded with approval

2. Gnostic Cain, Esau, Korah, the Sodomites,

Antinomian- and all other characters reprobated

urn. in the Old Testament, and presumably
supposed that they were doing God

service in themselves defying the authority of Jeho-

vah (the demim-ge) and doing the things forbidden

in the law. Carpocrates (q.v.) and Epiphanes ap-

pear to have disseminated antinomian teachings.

The followers of Marcion (q.v.) and the Mani-
cheans (q.v.) were antinomian in the sense

that they rejected the Mosaic law because

of its permission of marriage and even polyg-

amy and concubinage, of capital punishment,

etc.; but did not, so far as appears, make repudiar

tion of the law an excuse for fleshly indulgence.

The followers of Priscillian (q.v.), a strong ascetic

party in Spain with Gnostic tendencies (fourth

and fifth centuries), were tortured into confessing

the most immoral practises; but there is no good
reason for crediting the calumnies of their perse-

cutors. The Messalians (q.v.), a mystical sect

that flourished in Syria, Mesopotamia, and Armenia
from the fourth century onward, are said to have
practised a squalid kind of asceticism, mendicancy,
promiscuous sleeping together of men and women,
and prayer to the devil. On account of the last-

named practise they were sometimes called Satan-

ites. It seems probable that they were antinomian.

Of like character, or worse, were the Adamites
referred to by Epiphanius, and the same may be
said of medieval parties known by this name
(see Adaioteb).
The Bogomiles and kindred sects (see New

Manicheanb) are accused by their enemies of the

most inmioral practises. Axnalric of Bena (d. 1204)

carried pantheistic ideas so far as to maintain that
" to those constituted in love no sin is imputed "

(see Amalric of Bena). His followers are said

to have maintained that harlotiy and other carnal

vices are not sinful for the spiritual man, because

the spirit in him, which is God, is not

3. Antino- affected by the flesh and can not sin,

mianism of and because the man, who is nothing,

the Middle can not sin so long as the spirit, which

Ages. is God, is in him. Such teachings

were carried to the most inunoral

consequences by the Brethren of the Free Spirit

and the Beghards (qq.v.), if the inquisitorial

records of the fifteenth century can be believed.

Johann Hartmann in the diocese of Mainz claimed

that by contemplation he had become so com-
pletely one with God and God so completely one

with him that an angel could not tell the difference;

that a man free in spirit is rendered impeccable

and can do whatever he will and whatever pleases

him. He carried these doctrines to the most
extreme and revolting consequences (cf. the docu-

ments in Dollinger, BeUrdge zur Sektengeachichte dea

MiUelalien, n., Munich, 1890. pp. 384 sqq.). This

type of antinomianism seems to have been wide-

spread during the later Middle Ages and was per-

petuated in some of the parties of the Reformation
time.

The pantheistic sect of the " Libertines," who
appeared in the Netherlands about 1525 and
thence spread into France and were combated
by Calvin (see Libertines, 3; Loistb) were An-
tinomians. They disregarded the Mosaic law
and law in general as inapplicable to the spiritual

man and felt free to lie, steal, and indulge the pas-

sions. David Joris (q.v.), the mystic, was accused
by his opponents of antinomian teachings, but

apparently without sufficient reason.

4. Of the It would be easy to point out anti-

Sixteenth nomian tendencies in a number of

and Seven- continental parties of the sixteenth

teenth and seventeenth centuries not com-
Centuries. monly reckoned among Antinomians.

The hyper-Calvinistic (supralapsarian)

teaching of men like Fiscator (d. 1625) and Gomar
(d. 1641) in the Netherlands, as that " sins take
place, God procuring and himself willing that they
take place, nay, absolutely so willing " and that in

giving the law and commanding its observance
He made its observance absolutely impossible,

really struck at the root of human responsibility

and discouraged any effort to control the natural

impulses. So, too, the Jesuit casuists of the more
reckless type in substituting for the Mosaic law
the Canon Law and in making the violation of the

latter easy by their doctrines of " philosophical

sin," " direction of attention," " mental reserva-

tion," and " probabilism," etc., were construct-

ively antinomian. Mystics of the later time, so

far as they pantheistically identified themselves

with God and supposed that by virtue of such

spiritual exaltation they were subject to no ordi-

nances human or divine, were antinomian in the

sense in which the Brethren of the Free Spirit were.

Of special importance in this connection, because

of the wide-spread influence exerted by his teach-

ings on Enghsh and American thought and life, is

Hendrik NUdaes, founder of the Familists (q.v.).

In 1577 several of his works were published in

English and called forth a considerable body of

polemical literature. At this time there are said

to have been one thousand Familists in England,

and they were making an active and
5. In successful propaganda. To counter-

England, act their influence the privy coimcil

issued a form of abjuration to be
applied to members of the party arraigned for

heresy. Their principles were too nearly [identical

with those of the Brethren of the Free Spirit not

to be subversive of morality as well as of Scriptural

authority and historical Christianity, and their

errors were all the more insidious because of the

fact that they allowed themselves to conform out-

wardly to any required ecclesiastical or civil usages,

and by the use of ambiguous language to profess

the acceptance of any doctrine.

During the Civil War and Commonwealth times

almost every imaginable type of religious propa-

gandism went forward with astonishing zeal and
success. Familism (with other important influ-

ences) produced a rdatively pure and evangelical

mysticism in the Society of Friends and a grosser
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fonn of antinomiaziism in the Ranters (see below).

The fint, as far as known, to propagate distinct-

ively antinomian principles in En^and at this

time was John Eaton, who wrote The Honeycomb

of Free Juetifieation by Christ Alone (London, 1642).

He distinguished the time of the law, the time of

John the Baptist, and the Christian dispensation,

as glorious, more glorious, and most glorious.

Under the Mosaic law " sin was severely taken

hold of, and punished sharply inQod's children. . . .

John laid open their sins, and the danger of them,

yet we read not of any punishment inflicted on
God's children. . . . The third time, the most
glorious, is since Christ groaned out his blood and
life upon the cross, by which sin itself, and guilt,

and punishment are so utteriy and infinitely abol-

ished that there is no sin in the Church of God,
and that now God sees no sin in us; and who-
soever believeth not this point is imdoubtedly
damned " (quoted by E. Pagitt, Hereeiography,

London, 1662, p. 122). The following summary
of teachings of seventeenth-century Antinomians
from Thomas Gataker's Antinomianism Discovered

and Confided (London, 1652; quoted by Pagitt,

p. 123) may be accepted as substantiaUy trust-

worthy:
1. That the Moral Law is of no lue at all to a belieyer, nor

arule for him to walk in, nor to examine hia life by. and that

Christlanii are free from the mandatory power of it: whence
one of them [Antinomians] cried out in the pulpit, ** Away
with the Law, which cute off a mans legs and then bids him
walk." 2. That it is as possible for Christ to sm as for a
child of God to sin. 3. That the child of God need not
nor ought not to ask pardon for sin, and that it is no less

than blasphemy for him so to do. 4. That God doth not
ehasten any of his children for sin, nor is it for the sins of

God's people that the land is punished. 6. That if a man
know himself to be in a state of grace, though he be drunk,
or commit murder, God sees no sin in him. 6. That when
Abraham denied his wife, and in outward appearance seemed
to lie in his distrust, Isring, dissembling, and equivocating

that his wife was his sister, yea, then all his thoughts, words,

and deeds were perfeetly holy and righteous from all spot

of sin in the eyes of God.

By far the most unattractive of the sectaries

of this time are the Ranters, who seem to have
been almost identical in doctrine and

6. The practise with the Brethren of the

Ranters. Free Spirit and who, by their enthu-

siastic propagandism, seduced multi-

tudes from the fellowship of the evangelical de-

nominations. According to Samuel Fisher {Baby

Baptism Mere Babism, London, 1653), " Some
Ranters are not ashamed to say that they are Christ

and God, and there is no other God than they,

and what's in them, and such like blasphemies."

They denied the existence of the devil, heaven,

and hell. Moses they declared to be a conjurer

and Christ a deceiver of the people. Prayer is

useless. Preaching and lying are all one. The
Scriptures they re^urded as cast-off fables, and when
they condescended to use them at all they practised

the most absurd allegorizing. They claimed that

nothing is sin but what a man thinks to be so.

Their practise ia represented as corresponding

with their immoral teaching.

A large proportion of the Particular Baptists

of England during the latter half of the eight-

eenth century, by way of reaction against So-

cinianism and the missionary movement, became

involved in a hyper-Calvinistic (supralapsarian)

type of thought that involved making God re-

sponsible for evil, complete denial of

7. Later human initiative or part in salvation

Phases of and conduct, renunciation of the law
Antinomi- as a rule of life, and the disowning of

anism. human agency and responsibility in

the extension of the kingdom of

Christ. This Baptist antinomianism was com-
bated in England by Andrew Fuller, John Ryland,
and others. A still more virulent type of anti-

nomianism appeared among American Baptists
in the nineteenth century by way of reaction against

the missionaiyand educational woric of the denomi-
nation. Here as in England leaders and led were
illiterate and deeply prejudiced against human
institutions and agencies, which they regarded as
an impertinent interference with God's sovereignty.

These antinomian Baptist parties are still extant.
See Bapttstb, I., 4, §§ 4-5; II., 3, §§ 3, 4.

A. H. Newman.
n. Antinomian ControverBies:

1. Of the Qermaa Beformation: Antinomian
doctrines were vigorously discussed in Germany
during the Reformation period until the Formula
of Concord made a final adjustment of the matter
in 1577. Luther had held that the Mosaic law,

as an ancient code devised under special conditions

for a particular people, was superseded by the

civil law of modem states, and no longer possessed

for Christians a juridical or ceremonial force.'

Furthermore, the whole law, even the decalogue

included, was in no wise to be employed by Chris-

tians in the spirit of justification by
z. Luther's works, since that involved a super-

Earlier ficial and mercenary idea of divine

Teachings justice. There was, however, need to
about the preach the law from a spiritual stand-

Law, point, emphasizing a realization of

sin by which the conscience should

be humbled before the divine wrath; though
the preaching of the law exclusively led to

1 In combating the legalistie element in medieml Roman
Catholic teaching and in the radical religious parties of the
early Reformation time, Luther allowed himself to use lan-

guage in disparagement of the Mosaic law so strong and
unqualified as to give great encouragement to those that
were eager for fleshly freedom. A few sentences should be
quoted: " Christ is not harsh, severe, bicing as Moses. ...
Therefore, away with Moses forever, who shall not terrify

deluded hearts." Again: *' The gospel is heavenly and
divine, the law earthly and human; tne righteousness of
the gospel is just as distinct from that of the law as heaven
from earth, as light from darkness. The gospel is light ana
day, the law darkness and night." In his polemic " against

the Heavenly Prophets " (Erl. ed.. xadx. 160) he says: " We
will take our stand on the right ground and say that these

sin-teachere and Mosaic prophets shall leave us uncon-
founded by Moses; we will neither see nor hear Moees. How
does this please you. dear revolutionists T And we say
further that all such Mosaic teachera [i.e., the Zwickau
prophets, q.v.] deny the gospel, banish Christ, and over-

throw the whole New Testament. I speak now as a Chris-

tian and for Christians, since Moses was given to the

Jewish people alone and has nothing to do with us Gen-
tiles and Christians. We have our gospel and New Testa-
ment; if they will prove from this that pictures aire to be
done away with, we will gladly follow them. But if they
wish by means of Moses to make Jews of us, we will not
suffer it." Of course, he did not mean utterly to repudiate

Moses, but rather by a tow de force to repudiate what he
considered an imauthorised use of Moses. (a. h. n.)
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either hypocrisy or despair. In his emphasis

on justification by faith, Luther asserted that

true repentance proceeded from a realizing sense of

the work of Christ. The preaching of faith was
to take precedence of all dse, since, faith having
been attained, contrition and consolation spon-

taneously followed. Nevertheless, more frequently

and in entire consistency with the formal defi-

nition of his position in 1520, the process of salva-

tion was described by him as beginning with the

operation of the law upon the soul, which in

repentance casts about for aid and is met with the

promise of remission of sins through Christ.

The antinomian controversy was preluded by
the complaints preferred in Bohemia in 1524 against

one Dominicus Beyer, who strictly adhered to

Luther's doctrine, but was accused by some of

reversion to the Roman view in preaching, as it

was said, the approach to faith through works of

merit. Luther, Melanchthon, and Bugenhagen
completely exonerated Beyer and clearly enim-
ciated the Wittenberg position. Later Melanch-

thon's ArticuU de quibus egerurU per

2. Agricola's visiUOares (1527; CR, xxvi. 7 sqq.)

Controversy placed the preaching of the law at

with Me- the portal of Christian instruction,

Unchthon, asserting that it led to repentance,

1537. which was the antecedent of faith,

and without which the preaching of

the gospel was unintelligible. Johann Agricola,

who had eagerly emphasized Luther's earlier

statements of repentance as a consequence of the

goepel of divine grace, chose to regard Melanch-
thon 's declaration as a personal affront. After

addressing to Luther several memorials on the

subject, he made specific complaints and circulated

in manuscript a censure of Melanchthon's teaching.

In a conference at Torgau (Nov. 26-28, 1527) an
adjustment was finally effected by Luther, who
distinguished between faith in the general sense

(fides generalia), as indeed antedating repentance,

and the justifying faith which, impelled by con-

science, apprehends divine grace.

Agricola, though professingsatisfaction, neverthe-

less continued in his antinomian position; repent-

ance, consciousness of sin, and the fear of God
were to be based upon the gospel and not upon the

law. He began even to gather a party about

himself as the Paul of the Reformation, who must
set right Peter (Luther). Reports to thia effect

having gained currency, three published discourses

of lus were examined and found to contain anti-

nomian views. In July, 1537, and again in Septem-
ber, Lutherpreached against such error,

3. Agric- though without mention of Agricola,

oUHiCon- declaring in the latter instance that

Uoveisy the gospel could no more be preached

withLuther, independently of the law than could

1537 sqq. the law independently of the gospel.

At the dose of October, Agricola came
to an agreement with Luther whereby unanimity

was recognized in the substance of doctrine. But
now Agricola undertook to publish his Summarien

aber die EvangeHen^ the imprimatur of the rector

being dispensed with on the ground that Luther

had already seen and approved of the work. Luther

thereupon forbade its completion, and determined
upon an unsparing conflict. He published some
antinomian theses of Agricola which had been
privately circulated, and on Dec. 18 held his first

disputation against them.^ Agricola did not put in

an appearance, and Luther accordingly challenged

him to a second disputation (Jan. 12, 1538), at

which a solenm reconciliation took place. Agricola

even authorized Luther to draw up a retraction in

his name, which the latter did in damaging fashion

in a letter to (Caspar GQttel of Eisleben. The
conflict seemed over, and in Feb., 1539, Agricola

was appointed to the Wittenberg consistory. The
dispute was, however, revived through reflections

made against Luther by Agricola in a disputation

at the University. Luther responded, and pro-

ceeded to vigorous attacks on the antinomians.

He considered even the exconmiunication of

Agricola. The latter, on his side, thought himself

calumniated and collected material for his justi-

fication. In Mar., 1540, he submitted his com-
plaints to the Elector. To these complaints Luther
responded that what Agricola tenned calumnies
were but conclusions inevitably to be drawn from
the latter's propositions. The Elector instituted

formal proceedings against Agricola, who, though
under pledge not to leave Wittenberg, withdrew

> The more important of Aghoola's eighteen propoeitions

are: i. Repentance in to be taught not from the decalogue
or any law of Moees, but from the suffering and death of

the Son through the gospeL ii. For Christ says in the last

chapter of Luke: " Thus it behooved Christ to die and in

this manner to enter into his glory, that repentance and
remission of sins might be preached in his name." iii. And
Christ, in John, says that the Spirit, not the law, convicts

the world of sin. iv. The last discourse of Christ teaches

the same thing: ' Go. preach the gospel to every creature."

vii. Without anjrthing whatever the Holy Spirit is given

and men are justified: this thing [the law] is not necessary

to be taught either for the beginning, the middle, or the end
of justification, viii. But the Holy Spirit having been
given of old is also given perpetually, and men are justified

without the law through the goepel concerning Christ alone,

xiii. Wherefore, for conserving purity of doctrine we must
resist those who teach that the gospel is not to be preached
except to those who have been crushed and made contrite

through the law. xvi. The law only convicts of sin and that,

too, without the Holy Spirit; therefore it convicts unto
dainnation. xvii. But there is need of a doctrine that not

only with great efficacy condemns, but also at the same
time saves: but that is the gospel, which teaches conjointly

repentance and remission of sins, xviii. For the gospel of

Christ teaches the wrath from heaven and at the same time

the justice of God, Rom. i. For it is the preaching of re-

pentance joined to a promise which reason does not naturally

apprehend, but which comes through divine revelation.

Luther added to these acknowledged articles of Agricola

several other statemenU of doubtful authenticity which
Agricola was supposed to have made: The law is not worthy

to be called the word of God. Art thou a harlot, a knave,

an adulterer, or any other sort of sinner if thou believest

thou art in the way of salvation. The decalogue belongs

to the town hall, and not to the pulpit. All who go about

with Moses must go to the devil. To the gallows with Moses I

To hear the word and live accordingly is the consequence

of the law. To hear the word and feel it in the heart is

the proper consequence of the gospel. Peter knew noth-

ing about Christian freedom. His declaration " making
your calling sure through good works " is good for nothing.

As soon as thou thinkest it must go thus and so in Christen-

dom, everybody is to be refined, honorable, discreet, holy,

and chaste, thou hast already prostituted the goepel.

Agricola disowned the most manifestly immoral of these

propositions, and there is no reason to believe that he prac-

tised or approved of the immorality that seems involved in

his teachings. ^ • ^'
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ID August to Beriin. From there he recalled his

oomidbunts and at Luther's demand prepared a
letter of retraction. For a time he modified his

yiews to some extent so that they approximated
in a measure to those of Luther; but Luther's

distrust was not removed, nor was Agricola really

convinced of error.

After Agricola it was especially Jakob Schenk,

court-preacher of Duke Heniy and the Refonner
of Freiberg, who came under suspicion of Anti-

nomianism ; he is said to have declared that " all

who preached the law were possessed with the

devil; ... do what you will, if you only believe,

you are saved," and " to the gallows with Moses 1

"

An inquiry instituted against him (June, 1538)

ended in his being called by the Elector

4. Jakob to Weimar as court-preacher. In 1541

Schenk. Duke Henry summoned him to Leipdc
as preacher and university lecturer,

but council, clergy, and theological faculty were all

strongly opposed to him. Objection was made
to the publication of his sermons, and they were
found in several points to be at variance with the

Augsburg Confession. In the indictment appears

the old charge of antinomian doctrine, resting,

indeed, on very slight foundations. In 1543 he

finally left the duchy. The contents of his pub-
lished writings furnish no adequate basis for calling

him an Antinomian. But there is no doubt that

his sermons erred repeatedly in that direction.

In connection with the Majoristic dispute over

the necessity of good works, Luther's pupils, An-
dreas Poach of Erfurt and Anton Otho (Otto)

of Nordhausen denied that the law had any
significance whatever for believers,

5. Later and thus arose the dispute de tertio

Contro- U9U legis, Otho directed his conten-

versies. tion immediately against Melanch-

thon, though the latter had merely

repeated Luther's statements. Against Otho and
those of similar views arose several leaders, in

particular MOrlin and Wigand. On the other hand,

Melanchthon and his more immediate school was
accused of antinomian doctrine in declaring the

gospel to be the proclamation of repentance.

The Formula of Ooncord fixed the terminology

of the whole matter by deciding that the law was a
special revelation teaching what is

6. Settle- just and pleasing in the sight of God,
ment of the and refuting whatever is opposed to

Controveriy. the divine will; while the gospel, on
the other hand, taught what it was

necessary to believe, especially the doctrine of

forgiveness of sin throu^ Christ. All that per-

tained to the punishment of sin belonged to the

preaching of the law, though it was conceded that

it might be said the gospel discoursed of repentance

and the remission of sin, if gospel were understood

to mean the sum of Cliristian doctrine. The
preaching of the law became effective to a con-

sciousness of sin only when the law was spiritually

expounded by Christ. (Q. Kawerau.)
2. The Antinomian Oontroversy in Kew Eng-

land: The Puritans of New England, following

in the footsteps of Calvin and Knox, were theo-

cratic in their ideas of Christianity and were in-

clined to make the legalistic system of the Old
Testament their model. The enforcement of rigor-

ous regulations pertaining to every department
of life (strict observance of Stmday as Sabbath,
regular attendance at chureh, avoidance of every
form of frivolity in dress or demeanor) provoked
reaction here as it had done in Oeneva. Mrs.
Anne (Marbuiy) Hutchinson (b. in Lincolnshire
1590 or 1591; married about 1612 to William
Hutchinson of Alford, Lincolnshire), who had been
imder the ministry of John Cotton (q.v.) at Bos-
ton, Lincolnshire, had imbibed antinomian views,

probably from Familists, and, on her arrival in
New England (whither she followed her eldest son,

Edward, arriving in Sept., 1634), while shecontinued
to enjoy the ministrations of Cotton, now pastor
of the Boston (Mass.) chureh, soon began to express
in strong language her aversion to the preaching of
a " covenant of works " in contradistinction to a
" covenant of grace," by most of the Massachu-
setts preachers. She regarded Cotton as a preacher
of a " covenant of grace," and he was no doubt
considerably influenced by her views; when the
agitation of the question seemed likely to wreck
the colony, he found difficulty in convincing the
dominant party of the soundness of his opinions.

Rev. John Wheelwright, Mrs. Hutchinson's brother-
in-law, a Cambridge graduate (arrived in New Eng-
land May, 1636), accepted her views. Sir Henry
Vane (arrived Oct., 1635; chosen governor May,
1636; see Vane, Sir Henry) became a sealous
advocate of the " covenant of grace." Mrs. Hutch-
inson expounded her views to large gatherings of
women, who twice a week resorted to her house,
and thus propagated them widely. She claimed
that after a year of prayer it had been revealed to

her that she had trusted in a covenant of works;
under like divine impulse she had come to New
England, there being no one in England that she
durst hear. She was the daughter of an English
clergyman and combined considerable theological

information and argumentative effectiveness with
a steadfastness and persistence worthy of a better
cause. Like most religious reformers of the time
she had wrought herself into the conviction that
the few dogmas she held represented the whole
truth and that all other teaching was diabolical

and abominable. The chief opponents of Mrs.
Hutchinson were John Wilson, pastor of the
Charlestown chureh, Hugh Peters, pastor of the
Salem chureh, and John Winthrop (qq.v.). In
Dec., 1636, the ministers censured Vane as respon-
sible for the hiu-tful agitation, and sought to convince
Mrs. Hutchinson of her errors. The Boslon chureh
of which Vane was a member undertook to censure
Wilson, but could not secure the required unanim-
ity, and Cotton was content publicly to admonish
hkn. In Jan., 1637, Wheelwright, in a sermon,
denounced the " covenant of works " people as
" antichrists " and thus added fuel to the flames.

In March the Court by a majority vote censured
Wheelwright, and, in the gubernatorial election in

May, Vane was defeated and Winthrop was elected.

Coercive measures soon removed the disturi>ing

element from Massachusetts. Vane returned to

England. Wheelwright founded the town of
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Exeter in New HampBhire. The HutchiDfions

went to Rhode loland (1638), and most of the party

ultimately settled near Newport. After the death

of her husband in 1642, Mrs. Hutchinson moved
into Dutch territoiy in Westchester County, New
York, and was murdered there by Indians in Au-
gust or September, 1643.

The character of this movement may best be

set forth by quoting a contemporary summary
of Mrs. Hutchinson's teachings:

1. Tb*t th« Law, and the preaehing of it. is of no use at

all to drive a man to Christ. 2. That a man is united to

Christ and justified without faith, yea from eternity. 3.

That faith is not a reoeivinjc of Christ, but a man's disoem-

ing that he hath received him already. 4. That a man is

umted to Christ only by the work of the Spirit upon him,
without any aet of his. ft. That a man is never effectually

Christ's till he hath assurance. 6. This assurance is only

from the witness of the Spirit. 7. This witness of the Spirit

is merely immediate, without any respect of the Word, or

any concurrence with it. 8. When a man hath once this

witness, he never doubts more. 9. To question my assur-

ance, though I fall into murder or adultery, proves that I

never had true assurance. 10. Sanctification can be no
evidence of a man's good estate. U. No comfort can be
bad from any conditional promise. 12. Poverty in spirit

... is only this, to see I have no grace at all. 13. To see

I have no grace in me will give me comfort; but to take

comfort from sight or grace is legal D«galistic]. 14. An
hypocrite may have Adam's graces that he had in innor

cency. 1ft. The graces of sainU and hypocrites differ ,ji6t.

16. All graces are in Christ, as in the subject, and none in

us. so that Qirist believes, Christ loves, etc. 17. Christ is

the new creature. 18. God loves a man never the better

for any holiness in him, and never the lesi be he never so

unholy. 19. Sin in a child of God mu^ never trouble him.

20. Trouble in conscience for sins oTebmmission, or for neg-

lect of duty, shows a man to be uilaer a covenant of works.

21. All covenants of God expresMd in works are legal works.

22. A Christian is not bound^to the Law as the rule of his

conversation. 23. A Christian is not bound to pray, ex-

cept the Spirit moves hi^. 24. A minister that hath not

this (new) light is not able to edify others that have it. 26.

The whole letter of the Scripture is a covenant of works.

26. No Christian must be pressed to duties of holiness. 27
No Christian must be exhorted to faith, love, and prayer

eta, except we know he hath the Spirit. 28. A man may
have all graces and yet want Christ. 29. All a believer's

activity is only to act sin. (Pagitt. ut sup., 124-126.) The
following utterances ascribed to Mrs. Hutchinson and her
followers are also significant: " In the sav'ng conversion

of a sinner the faculties of the soul and working thereof

are <iestroyed and made to cease; and the Holy Ghost agi-

tates instead of them. . . . That God the Father, Son,
and Holy Ghost may give themselves to the soul, and that

the soul may have true union with Christ, true remission

of sins, . . . true sanctification from the blood of Christ.

and yet be an hypocrite. . . . That the Spirit doth work
in hypocrites by gifts and graces, but in God's children im-
mediately. . . . That it is a soul-damning error to make
sanctification an evidence of justification. . . . That the
devil and nature may be the cause of good works."

A. H. Newbcan.

Bibuookapht: The subject of early Antinomianism is

trsated in such works on N. T. Theology as that of W.
Beyachlag, 2 vols., Edinburgh. 1894-96, and in trea-

tises on Qnostidsm (q.v.). Consult Neander, ChrUHan
Chwxh, i. 447-454 et passim, ii. 769, iii. 688; XL, i. 367-
358, 928-940, v. 1527, ix. 1187 (covers the whole subject);

C. Schlnsselburg, Caialogut KerOicorum, Frankfort, 1697.

On the German Antinomian Controversy consult: G. J.

Planck, *0t9chiehle d^r EnUlehuno . . . dss protetUmUadtien

Ltkrbegrif!»t vo . iv., 6 vols., Leipsic, 1791-18(X); J. J. I.

D&Uinger, Di§ RtfcrmaHon, iii. 387 sqq., R^gensburg,
1846; F. H. R. Frank, Die Theotogie der Coneordienformel,

ii. 243 sqq., Erlangen, 1861; J. K. Seidemann, Dr. Jacob
&As*iJk. Leipsic. 1876; G. MQUer, Paul Lindenau, ib.

1880; K. R. Hagenbach. Hiatary of ChriaUan Doctrinu,
ii 418. UL 67. Edinburgh. 1880-^81; G. Kawerau. Agrieola,

Berlin, 1881; J. Seehawer, Zur Lakra vom Oabraueh dea

Oeaaiaaa und aur Otaehiehta daa ajMtaran AnHnomiamua,
Rostock, 1887; T. Kolde. Martin Luihsr, ii. 463 sqq..

Qotha. 1893; F. Loofs, Dogmenifaachiehia, Halle. 1893;

J. Kftstlin, Martin Luthar, u. 125. 134. 413. 438. 448-462
et passim, Berlin. 1903.
On the later English and American Antinomianism

consult: Story of the Riaa, Raign^ and Ruina of tha AnU-
nomiana, Familiata and Libartinaa thai infacted tha Chwehaa
of Naw England, London. 1644; Tobias Crisp. Worka,
ib. 1690; John Fletcher. Chacka to AnUnomianiam,
in Worka, vols. ii.-vL. 8 vols., ib. 1803; D. Bogus.
Hiatory of Diaaantera, 4 vols., ib. 1808-12; W. Orme,
Life of Baxter, ii. 232 and chap, ix., ib. 1830; D. Neal.
Hiatory of Puriiana, 2 vols.. New York, 1848; C. F. Adams,
Tkraa Epiaodaa of Maaaachuaetta . . . Hiatory, , . . tha

Antinomian Controveray, Boston, 1892; B. Adams, Tha
Bmaneipalum of Maaaachiuatta, ib. 1887 (on Puritan-
ism and the various conflicts of New England); and fur-

ther the works of Wesley and Andrew Fuller.

AUTIOCH,PATRIARCHATE OF. See Patriarch;
Stria.

AUTIOCH, an'ti-ec, SCHOOL OF: A term des-

ignating, not an educational institution like the
catechetical school of Alexandria, but a theological

tendency deriving its influence from a number of

prominent teachers. [The name is from Antioch
on the Orontes, 16 m. from the Mediterranean, the

famous city, the third in point of population in

the Boman empire, and no mean rivad of Rome
In splendor. There were the groves of Daphne,
where the sensual was pandered to in all ways.
Yet there the first preachers of Christianity came,
and it was there that the converts to the new faith

were first called Christians.] A distinction must
be made between an old and a new school—the

former from about 270 to 360, the latter (to which
the name is confined by some), after 360. The
presbyter and martyr Lucian (q.v.; d. 311), who
had great influence as an exegete and a meta-
physician, and his contemporary the presbyter

Dorotheus are generally mentioned as the founders

of this school, but it may even go back as far as

Paul of Samosata; at least, Lucian seems to have
refused his assent to Paul's condemnation. Under
altered circumstances, the cool intellectuality of

the Antiochians, which shrank from the " mys-
teiy *' of the incarnation, became Arianism. Arius

himself, Eusebius of Nicomedia, and Asterius were
disciples of Lucian; and the name of the last was
frequently used by the Eusebian party to coun-
tenance their attempts at compromise. Most
important, however, was Lucian 's activity in Bib-

lical criticism. In this field his influence was
directly opposed to the dogmatico-allegorical ex-

positions of the school of Origen, and it made for

historical investigation.

Of Lucian's scholars, Arius as a presbyter in

Alexandria had performed for some time the

function of expounding the Scriptures, and the

clever *' sophist " Asterius is said to have written

commentaries on the Gospels, the Psalms, and the

Epistle to the Romans, of which only an unim-
portant fragment remains. The semi-Arian bishop
Eusebius of Emesa (q.v.) is of more importance.
Jerome attests the influence of his exegetical

method on Diodonis, and calls Chrysostom "the
follower of Eusebius of Emesa and Diodonis ''

(De vir, ill,, cxix., cxxix.). Eustathius of Antioch
(q.v.) must be mentioned, not only for his dogmatic
connection with the school (though a strict adherent
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of the Council of Nicaea, he met the Arian conclu-

sion from the finite qualities of Christ against the

fulness of his Godhead by a sharp distinction be-

tween the divine and human natures in him, be-

tween the eternal Son and his temple), but even
more for his exegesis. His celebrated treatise on
the witch of Endor {De Engastrimytho) is directly

opposed to the method of Origen. Diodorus of

Tarsus (q.v.; d. 378) may be considered the father

of the school in the narrower sense. Chrsrsostom

and Theodore of Mopsuestia were among his pupils,

and the latter became the classical representative

of the school. His theology is vigorous and orig-

inal, a genuine offspring of the old Greek theology

as seen in Origen, emphasizing strongly the freedom

of the will as against the Augustinianism char-

acteristic of Western thought. Both Diodorus and
Theodore, in imison with the great doctors of their

age as regards the Nicene faith, combated not only

Arianism but Apollinarism. In exegesis Diodorus
declares that he prefers the historical to the alle-

gorical method; and Theodore strives with great

energy for a true grammatico-historical exposition,

and makes remarkable strides toward true Biblical

criticism.

Theodore's brother, Polychronius, first a monk in

the cloister of St. Zebinas near Kyros, then bishop

of Apamea (d. 430), was superior to Theodore as

a Hebrew and Syriac scholar; his commentary on
Daniel, of which considerable fragments were pub-
lished by Mai in his Nova collection i., is distin-

guished by its study of the history of the period.

The principles of the school of Antioch bore their

fairest fruit in the thoughtful, practically edifying

expositions of John Chrysostom (q.v.), though
both he and another distinguished writer closely

akin to him, Isidore of Pelusium (q.v.), make con-

cessions to the allegorical method, or do not dis-

tinguish sharply between type and allegoiy. The
latest writer who properly belongs to the school

is the many-sided, clever, learned, but somewhat
wavering Theodoret. In spite of his great depend-

ence on and reverence for Theodore, he not only

leaned in dogma to compromise, but in his exe-

gesis he drifted away from Theodore's principles

and bowed to ecclesiastical traditionalism, aban-

doning a large part of the exegetical conquests of

the school.

The polemical activity of the school is of no small

importance. There were many of the old heretics

stiU left in the region of its influence, as well as

numerous Jews and pagans; and it fought the

battles of the Church against them at a time when
the other provinces were able to enjoy a large

measure of peace. (A. Harnack.)

Biblxography: L. Diestel, OetchithU dM Alien TetlamtnU
in dtr ehruUichen Kircke, pp. 12d-141, Jena, 1809; H.
Kihn, Die Bedeutuno der antioehiachen SchtUe^ Weiaaen-

burg, 1866; idem, Theodor von MopaueaHa und Juni-

liw Africanua, Freiburg, 1879; idem, in TUbinger TQ,
1880; C. Homvoig, Sehola Antiochenaia, NeuBtadt, 1864;

P. Hergenrdther, Die antioehiache SchtUe, Wtirsburg,

1866; F. A. Specht, Der exegeHache Standpunkt dea

Theodor und Theodaret, Munich, 1871; Neander, Chria-

Han Chvrdi, i. 674. 722. ii. 182. 346, 388-394. 493-504.
642-544. 712-722, 726-728, 737-739; O. Bardenbewer,
Polyckroniua, Freiburg, 1879; Mfiller, ChriaUan Church,
i. 406-409.

ANTIOCH, SYNOD OF, 141 A.D.: Records of

more than thirty synods held at Antioch in Syria
in the early days of the Church are preserved.

Of these the more important fall within the period

of the controversy about the person of Christ,

and are treated in connection with it. That of

the year 341 requires separate treatment. It was
held in connection with the consecration of the so-

called Golden Basilica begun by Constantino and
completed by Constantius. Athanasius says that

ninety bishops were present; Hilary says ninety-

seven. The synod passed twenty-five canons,

and promulgated three creeds with a design to

remove the Nioenum. The first canon con-

firmed the decision of the Nicene coimcil on the

celebration of Easter, and the second enforced

participation in the complete Hturgy. Most of the

others dealt with questions of ecclesiastical organi-

zation, such as the relations of dioceses and the

development of the metropolitan system. Priests

were forbidden to wander from one diocese into

another; schismatic assemblies were prohibited;

persons excommunicated by one bishop were not
to be reconciled by another; and strangers were not

to be received without " letters of peace." The
provincial system gained a firmer foothold by the

reiteration of the fifth canon of Niccea, requiring

synods to be held twice a year. The position of the

chorepiscopua sufifered a corresponding depression

in the eighth and tenth canons. Abstinence from
interference with other dioceses and strict guard-

ianship of church property are enjoined upon die

bishops, who are also forbidden to name their

successors. These canons formed an element of

ecclesiastical law for both East and West, and
were included in the Codex canonum used by the

Council of Chalcedon. (A. Hauck.)
Biblioorapht: Neander, Chriatian Church, i. 605-606, ii.

187. 193. 205. 432-434, 436, 761; Hefele, ConcOMive-
adiiehU, i. 502-530. Eng. transl.. ii. 56-82; F. Maaseen.
OeathidiU der Quellen dea kanoniachen Rechia, I 65 aqq.,

Qrats, 1870.

ANTIOCHUS, an-toi'o-kns: The name of thir-

teen kings of Syria, belonging to the dynasty

founded by Seleucus I., Nicator (312-280 B.C.),

after the death of Alexander the Great. See

SELEUCIDiB.

ANHOCHUS: Abbot of Mar Saba (about 3 hours

s.w. of Jerusalem), early in the seventh century, a

Galatian by birth. He wrote a work entitled in

Greek " Pandect of the Holy Scriptures," a collec-

tion of moral sayings from the Bible and the

older Church Fathers. An introductory epistle de-

scribes the martyrdom of forty-four monks of Blar

Saba and the capture of Jerusalem when the

Persian king Chosroes II. conquered Palestine

(614), and the last chapter gives a list of her-

etics beginning with Simon Magus. Another of his

works, Exomaiogeeia, also depicts the sufferings of

Jerusalem.
Bibliographt: MPO, Itttix.

ANTIPAS: Son of Herod the Great. See Herod
AND HI8 Family.

ANTIPATER(an-tip'a-ter)0FB06TRA: Bishop

of Bostra (70 m. s. of Damascus) soon after 450.

As a theologian he belongs to the opponents of the
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Origenists, against whom he wrote his chief work (in

Greek), the " Refutation." Only a few fragments
of it are preserved, in the " Parallels " of John of

Damascus. Most of the homilies ascribed to An-
tipater are not his. Even the two on John the

Baptist and Annunciation Day, which Migne claims

for him, are doubtful; the first supposes a fully

developed veneration of the Baptist, and its dic-

tion is suggestive of Byzantine rhetoric; the other

address is more simple. The question as to the

genuineness of the homilies can not be decided
until more of them shall have been published.

His works are in MPG, Ixzxv., xcvi. (the quotations
in John of Damascus). Philifp Msteb.
Bxbuoorapht: Fabriciua-HarliBS, BMiolheoa Cfreeoa, x. 618

sqq., Hamburg, 1807.

AHTIPHON, an'ti-fen: A term denoting pri-

marily alternating song or chanting, one voice or

choir answering another. It was a Jewish custom
(Ezra iii. 11; I Chron. xxix. 20; Ps. cvi. 45; Matt.

xxvi. 30) and was early introduced into the Chris-

tian Church. Basil {Epiat., ccvii.), in writing to

the clergy of Neocssarea, mentions the two com-
monest methods: " Now, divided into two parts,

they sing antiphonally with one another. . . .

Afterward they again conunit the prelude of the

strain to one, and the rest take it up." The latter

method could be either hypophonic, when the re-

sponse consisted of the closing words of each verse

•r section; epiphonic, when an expression like

" Amen," " Alleluia," " Gloria Patri " was re-

peated at the end of a psalm; or antiphonic in

the strict sense, when the second body of singers

responded to the first half of each verse with the

second half, or the two bodies repeated verses

alternately. Later the term " antiphon " came
to mean merely a verse or formula with which the

precentor, or precentors, began, and which was
repeated by the entire choir at the end of the song.

It determines the mode of the piece, and closes with

the key-note followed by the dominant and the

evova (the last notes of the piece; the name is

made up of the vowels of neadorum, amen). The
whole antiphon (abbreviated into and) is now
sung both at the beginning and at the end of psalms

at lauds and vespers on double feast-days; at other

times, only at the end. A collection of antiphons

is called an aniiphonarium or antiphonale.

The Breviarium Romanum has many excellent

antiphons, and the Evangelical Lutheran Church
has also made use of them. They are chosen with

reference to the content of the psalm or hynm to

which they are joined, or they indicate its relation

to special days and times. For example, an anti-

phon to Ps. Ixiii. for Christmas is: '' And the angel

said unto them, fear not, for behold I bring you
good tidings"; for Trinity Sunday, "Gloria tibi,

Trinitas "; for apostles' days, " Ye are my friends."

The music of the ancient antiphons is generally

appropriate, beautiful, and powerful.

M. Hbrold.
Bibuooraprt: F Armknecbt, Dis heiUge P§abnodie, Q6i-

tingen, 1855: L. SohOberlein, SehaU dea lihargiMdien Chor-

und Gtmeinde-OsMtHftf i. 550 sqq., ib. 1880; W. L6he,

Aoende, NOrdlingen. 1884; M. Herold, Ve«pera(e, 2 vols.,

Gatenloh. 1893; F. Hommel, Antiphonen und Ptalmen^
idne, ib. 1896; R. von Liliencron. Chorordnuno, ib. 1900.

AWTIPOPE: A papal usurper, not elected in

the canonical way, but resting his claims on fraud
or force. Political intrigues, the ambitions of

sovereigns, and the action of a minority of the car-

dinals have generally been responsible for rival

popes. In 1046 there were four claimants of the
papacy: Sylvester III., Benedict IX., Gregory VI.,

and Clement II. It has not always been easy to

decide which of the rivals was the true pope, and
in such cases schism has been the result. The
longest schism (known as *' the Great Schism ")

succeeded the death of Gregory XI. (1378) and
lasted fifty years (see Schism). For the names
of the antipopes, see the list given in the article

Pope, Papact, and Papal Stbtem.

ANTITACTiE, an^ti-tac'tl or -t^: The name
given by Clement of Alexandria (Strom,, iii. 34-

39; followed by Theodoret, Hareticarum fabularum
epitome, i. 16) to a branch of Gnostic libertines,

who rejected the demiurge. See Carpocrateb
AND THE CaRPOCRATIANB. G. KrOOER.

AimxRiNrrARiAinsM

.

The Earliest Antitrinitarianitm ($1).
Monarchianiflm and Other Forms to the Reformation ({ 2).

Antitrinitarianism in Great Britain ({ 3).

In New England (} 4).

Antitrinitarianism of the Present (} 0).

Antitrinitarianism is the general name for a num-
ber of very different views which agree only in reject-

ing the Cliristian doctrine of the Triune God. This

doctrine did not originate in the extra-Christian

world, but, with whatever adumbrations in the Old
Testament revelation (cf. Domer, System of Christian

Doctrine, i., Edinburgh, 1880, pp. 345 sqq.), was first

distinctly revealed in the missions of the Son and
Spirit, and first cleariy taught by Jesus (cf. W.
Sanday, The Criticism of the Fourth Oospd, Lon-
don, 1905, pp. 218 sqq.) and his apostles. It nat-

urally, therefore, as a purely Christian doctrine, had
to establish itself against both Jewish and heathen
conceptions; and throughout its history it has

met with more or less contradiction from the two
opposite points of view of modalism (which tends

to sink the persons in the unity of the Godhead)
and subordinationism (which tends to degrade the

second and third persons into creatures).

The earliest antitrinitarians were those Jews
who in the first age of the (}hurch were convinced,

indeed, that Jesus was the promised Messiah, but,

in their jealously guarded monotheism, could not

admit him to be God, and taught therefore a purely

humanitarian (}hristology. They bear the name
in histoiy of Ebionites (q.v.). The emanationism

of the Gnostic sects, which swarmed
I. The throughout the second century, tended

Earliest to subordinationism; and this tend-

Antitrini- ency is inherent also in the Logos
tarianism. speculation by which the Christo-

logical thought of the Church teachers

throuj^ the second and third centuries was domi-

nated. The Logos speculation was not, however,

consciously antitrinitarian; its purpose was, on
the contrary, to construe the (Church's.immanent
faith in the Trinity to thought, and to that end it

suggested a descending series of gradations of de-

ity by which the transcendent God (the Father)
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stretched out to the creation and government of

the world (Son and Spirit). This subordinationiBm,

however, bore bitter fruit in the early fourth cen-

tury in the Arian degradation of the Son to a
creature and of the Spirit to the creature of a
creature.

The ripening of this fruit was retarded by the

outbreak, as the second century melted into the

third, of the first great consciously antitrinitarian

movement in the bosom of the Church. This

movement, which is known in history as Monarchi-
anism (q.v.) arose in Asia Minor and rapidly spread

over the whole Church. In its earliest form as taught

by the two Theodoti and Artemon, and
2. Monar- in its highest development by Paul of

chianism Samosata, it conceived of Jesus as a
and Other mere man. In this form it was too

Forms to the alien to Christian feeling to make
Reforma- much headway; and it was quickly

tion. followed by another wave which went
to the other extreme and made the

Father, Son, and Spirit but three modes of being,

manifestations, or actions of the one person which
God was conceived to be. In this form it was
taught first by Praxeas and Noetus and found its

fullest expression in SabeUius, who has given his

name to it. The lower form is conunoiUy called

Ebionitic or dynamistic Monarchianism; the higher,

modalistic Monarchianism or, to use the nickname
employed by Tertullian, Patripassianism. Modal-
istic Monarchianism came forward in the interests

of the true deity of Christ, and, appearing to offer

a clear and easy solution of the antinomy of the

imity of God and the deity of the Son and Spirit,

made its way with great rapidity, and early in the

third century seemed to threaten to become the

faith of the Church. It was partly in reaction

from it that the Arians in the early fourth century
pressed the subordinationism of much early church
teaching to the extreme of removing the Son and
Spirit out of the categoiy of deity altogether, and
thus created the greatest and most dangerous
antitrinitarian movement the Church has ever

known. The interaction of the modalistic and
Arian factors brought it about that the statement

of the doctrine of the Trinity wrought out in the

ensuing controversies was guarded on both sides;

and so well was the work done that the Church
was little troubled by antitrinitarian opposition

for a thousand years thereafter. During the Middle
Ages the obscure duaUstic and pantheistic sects, it is

true, held to antitrinitarian doctrines of God; but
within the Church itself defective conceptions of

the Trinity, resting commonly on a pantheistic

basis, manifested themselves rather in theological

tendencies than in distinct parties (e.g., Johannes
Scotus Erigena; other tendencies in RosceHn and
Abelard). In the great upheaval of the Reforma-
tion the antitrinitarianism of the obscure sects

came into open view in the Anabaptist movement
(Denk, H&tzer, Melchior Hofmann, David Joris,

Johannes Campanus). At the head of the pan-
theistic antitrinitarianism of the Reformation era,

however, stands Biichael Servetus, and though his

type of thought soon passed into the background,
it was destined to be revived whenever mysticcd

tendencies waxed strong (Boehme, Zinsendorf,

Swedenborg). Meanwhile Laelius and Faustus
Sodnus succeeded in forming an organised sect

of rationalistic antitrinitarians who found a refuge

in Poland, established a famous university, issued

symbolical documents (the chief of which is the
Racovian Catechism, 1005), and created an influ-

ential literature (Schlichting, Volkel, the two
Crells, Ostorodt, Schmals, Wolsogen, Wissowati).

By the middle of the seventeenth century the
Socinian establishment at Raoow was broken up,
but the influence of the type of thought it repre-

sented has continued until the present day. In
Transylvania, indeed, the old Unitarian organiza-

tion dating from the labors'of Blandrata and David
stUl exists. Elsewhere antitrinitarianism has crept

in by way of more or less covert innovations rep-

resenting themselves as " liberal," and running
commonly through the stages of Arminianism and
Arianism to Socinianism. In England, for ex-

ample, a wide-spread hesitancy with regard to the
doctrine of the Trinity was observable before the
end of the seventeenth century, manifesting itself

no less in the high subordinationism of writers like

George Bull than in the frank Arianism of others

like Samuel Clarke. It was not until

3. Antitrin- 1774, however, that the first XJni-

itarianism tarian chapel distinctly known as

in Great such was founded (Theophilus Ldnd-
Britain. sey), though this type of thought

was rapidly permeating the oonunu-
nity under the influence of men of genius like

Joseph Priestly and men of learning like Nathaniel

Lardner; and before the end of the second decade
of the nineteenth century, a large body of the fore-

most Piesbyterian congregations had become
avowedly Unitarian. A somewhat similar history

was wrought out in Ireland, where after a pro-

tracted controversy the Synod of Ulster was
divided in 1827 on this question, W. Bruce leading

the Unitarian party.

By the middle of the eighteenth century, the
prevalent attitude of suspicion with regard to the

doctrine of the Trinity had commu-
4. In Hew nicated itself to the New England
England, churches, and soon an antitrinitarian

movement, developing out of the

lingering Arminianism, was in full swing, which
from 1815 received the name of Unitarianism.

The consequent controversy reached its height

in 1819, the date of the publication of W. E. Chan-
ning's sermon at the ordination of Jared Sparks at

Baltimore, and was virtually over by 1833. The
result was a body of definitely antitrinitarian

churches bound together on this general basis,

whose leaders have illustrated, on every posmble
philosophical foundation, every possibb variety

of antitrinitariamsm from the highest modalian
or Arianism down (and increasingly imiversally

so as time has passed) to the lowest Socini-

anism.

Meanwhile the " liberal " tendencies of modem
theological thought have produced throughout

Christendom a very large number of theological

teachers who, while not separating themselves

from the trinitarian churches, are definitely anti-
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trinitarian in their doctrine of God. Accordingly,

although the organised Unitarian churches, which
were earlier not unproductiye of men

5. Antitritt- of high quality (e.g., John James
itarianiBm Tayler, James Martineau, James

of the Drummond, in Eng^d; Theodore Par-

Present, ker, Andrews Norton, Ezra Abbot, A.

P. Peabody, F. H. Hedge, James Free-

man Clarke, in America), show no large power of

growth, it is probable that at no period in the his-

tory of the Christian Church has there been a more
distinguished body of antitrinitarian teachers

within its fold. Eveiy variety of antitrinitarian-

ism finds its representatives among them. The
Arian tendency is, indeed, discoverable chiefly

in the high subordinationism of men who do not

wish to break with the church doctrine of the

Trinity (Franck, Twesten, Kahnis, Meyer, Beck,

Doedes, Van Oosterzee), though a true Arianism is

not unexampled (Hofstede de Groot). In sequence

to the constructions of Kant and his idealistic suc-

cessors, a great number of recent theologians from
Schleiermacher down have stated their doctrine of

God in tenns of one or another form of modalism
(De Wette, Hase, Nitzsch, Rothe, Biedermann,
Lipsius, Pfleiderer, Kaftan), though sometimes, or of

late ordinarily, this modalism is indistinguishable

from Socinianism, allowing only a " Trinity of

revelation "—of God in nature (the Creation), in

history ((}hrist), and in the conscience (the (}hurch).

Consonant with the general drift of modem
thoug)it this recent antitrinitarianism is conunonly,

however, frankly Socinian, and recognizes only a
monadistic Godhead and only a hiunan Jesus (cf

.

A. B. Bruce, The Humiliation of Christ, Edinburgh,

1881, Lecture v.; James Orr, The Christian View

of God and the World, Edinburgh, 1903, Lecture vii.,

and notes). The most striking instance of this

bald Socinianism is furnished probably by A.

Ritschl, but a no less characteristic example is

afforded by W. Be3r8chlag, who admits only an
ideal preexistence in the thought of God for Jesus

Christ, and aflSims of the Holy Spirit that the

representation that he is a third divine person
** is one of the most disastrous importations into

the Holy Scriptures." See Ritbchl, Albrscbt
Benjamin; Trinitt. Benjamin B. Warfield.

Btbuoorapht: J. H. Allen, Historical Sketch of (ho Unila^
rianMovomofU tineo the Reformation^ New York, 1894 (in

American Chureh History Seriea); F. 8. Bock. Hietoria

Antitriniiariorum, 2 vols., KOnigsberg, 1774-84; L. Lange,
Oeeckiehle und Bniwickelung der Syeteme der Unitarier vor

der NieOmedtm Synode, Leipaic, 1831; F. Trecbeel, Die
proiealanHechen AntitrinUarier vor Socin, Heidelberg, 1839-
44; O. Fock, Der Soeinianiemue nach aeitier Sidluno in
der Oeeammtentwiduluno dee durietUchen Oeietee, Kiel,

1847; R. Wallace, AniiirinHarian Bioara-pky, 3 vols.,

London, 1850. See also under ARXANUif; Ebionxteb;
Monabcbianism; Bocinus (Faubtus), SocxNiANe; Uni-
TABiAMS: and of. the treatment of these movements in
the Church histories.

AFTOH, PAUL: Lutheran; b. at Hirschfelde

(near Zittau, 50 m. e.s.e. of Dresden), in Upper
Lausits, Feb. 2, 1661; d. at Halle Oct. 20, 1730.

He studied at Leipsic, became tutor there, and
helped to found Francke's Collegia bSblica (see

Pietism). In 1687-89 he traveled in southern

Europe as chaplain to the future Elector of Saxony

Frederick Augustus, and on his return became
superintendent at Rochlitz. In 1693 he was
summoned as court chaplain to Eisenach, and two
years later was appointed professor in the newly
established university at Halle. With J. J. Brdt-
haupt and A. H. Francke (qq.v.), Anton gave to

the Hallensian theology its pietistic character,

and he helped largely to make the university one
of the leading schools of Protestant theology in

Germany. He adhered more closely than his

colleagues to the orthodox Lutheran doctrine.

His peculiar activity was in the field of practical

theology. As professor of polemics, he sought to

ground that study upon psychological principles.
" Every one," he was accustomed to say, " carries

within himself the seeds of imbelief and heresy;

and introspection is a more fruitful means for

ascertaining the true principles of belief than per-

sonal or sectarian controversy." The Lord, he
taught, would forgive a thousand faults and trans-

gressions, but not hypocrisy or unfaithfulness to

duty. The consciousness of sin was always present

with him, and he impressed himself upon hiis audi-

tors by his evident sincerity. Anton's lectures

were edited in part by Schwenzel in 1732 under the

title Collegium antitheticum. His devotional works
—such as ^van<^2i8c^ Hausgesprdch von der Erld-

sung (Halle, 1723) and EH}auliche Betrachtung uber

die siiben Worte Chrieti am Kreuz (1727)—attained

great popularity. (Georq MOller.)
Biblxoorapbt: An autobiography to 1725 was published

in DenkmaL dee Herm Paul Anton, Halle. 1731.

AirrONELLI, an'^to-nel'li, GIACOMO, ja'cO-mO:

Cardinal secretary of state imder Pius IX. and
chief political adviser of that pope; b. at Sonnino
(64 m. s.e. of Rome), in the then Papal States, Apr.

2, 1806; d. in Rome Nov. 6, 1876. He received his

earlier education at the Roman Seminaiy, then
studied law at the Sapienza, and, after holding

several minor posts in the papal government, was
appointed delegate or governor successively of

Orvieto, Viterbo, and Macerata. He showed so

much force and judgment at the outbreak of the

revolution of 1831 that Gregory XVI. found a
place for him in the Ministry of the Interior, trans-

ferring him in 1845 to the position of treasurer

of the Camera Apostolica or minister of finance.

On his appointment in 1840 as canon of St. Peter's

he received deacon's orders, but he never became
a priest. Pius IX. made him a cardinal in 1847,

and on the organization of the municipal council,

in the autmnn of that year, named him as its presi-

dent. A few months later, on the establishment

of a ministiy on modem lines, he was again placed

at the head (as president of the council, though
Recchi was nominally prime minister), but soon re-

signed the position, becomingprefect of the pontifical

pfdaces, in which position he organized the flight

toGaeta. Thence, as secretary of state, he con-

ducted the negotiations which led to the pope's

return (Apr. 12, 1850), from which date till lus death

he remained at the head of public affairs under
Pius DC.
As the strongest supporter of the reactionary

policy, AntonelH was regarded by the Liberals

as an incarnation of evil; but materials are not yet
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at hand for the formation of a final judgment on
his career. His opponents, however, admit that

he was a man of genius in diplomacy and of un-

swerving constancy in the defense of his principles.

His private life has been bitterly attacked, and
It is true that he was more statesman than cleric.

Whatevermay be thought of his character, however,

he was one of the strong men of the nineteenth

century; and his name will be indissolubly con-

nected in history with that of the pontiff whom
he served so faithfully. See Pius IX.

Bibuoorapht: A. de Waal. Cardinal ArUoneUi, Bonn, 1876;

Trm hamifnt UuBtrtt, Pio IX., Lamorieiin y AntontUi,
lladrid. 1860; E. Veuillot. CiUbrUf eoAoliquM conlMiH
porainet, Paris, 1870; KL, i. 978-070.

AKTONIANS, an-tO'ni-ons, or AKTONIHBS,
an''t5-nainz': 1* Religious orders among the Ro-
man Catholic Chaldeans, Maronites, and Armenians,

which follow a rule called the rule of St. Anthony.
In reality St. Anthony (251-356), although he is

justly styled the father of cenobitic life, left no
rule to his followers save those scattered directions

found in his writings. The so-called rule of St.

Anthony is, therefore, the work of some later writer

who took its substance, however, from the teach-

ings of the saint. At the present time the Antonians

are grouped in four congregations; the Chaldean
Antonians of St. Hormisdas, foimded in Meso-
potamia in 1809 for missionary work, with about

one hundred members; the Maronite Antonians

of Aleppo, with 120 members; the Maronite Bala-

dite Antonians, the most numerous of all, with 700
members; and the Maronite Congregation of St.

Isaiah, with 240 members. John T. Creaoh.

A fifth congregation called after St. Anthony,
now almost extinct, was founded among the Ro-
man Catholic Armenians by Abraham Attar-Mura-
dian, a merchant, who in 1705, with his brother

James, a priest, retired to Mount Lebanon to lead

an ascetic life. Here, in 1721, they established

the monastery of Kerem, followed by another at

Beit-Khasbo near Beirut. In 1761 a third com-
munity was founded in Rome, near the Vatican.

About 1740 the exiled bishop of Haleb (Aleppo),

Abraham Ardrivian, who had foimd refuge at

Kerem, took advantage of a long vacancy in the

Cilician patriarchate to set himself up as catholicos

of Cilicia, and secured papal confirmation in 1742.

His first successor was the above-mentioned James,
who was followed by Michael and Basil, also Anto-
nians. In 1866 the patriarch of the Catholic

Armenians, Anthony Hasun, residing in Constan-
tinople, adopted the title " Patriarch of Cilicia,"

and put an end to the nominal Antonian patri-

archate. The Antonians usually numbered fifty

or sixty, and served the Roman Catholic mission

in Turkey. In 1834 they transferred their novitiate

and school to Rome, only the abbot and a few
brothers remaining in the Lebanon. In 1865
Sukias Qazanjian was chosen abbot and was con-
secrated by the last Lebanon patriarch. He Hved
in Constantinople as head of the anti-Hasun party.

On Hasun's charges, he was summoned to Rome
in 1869; but before his case could be heard, the

Vatican council met. He and his monks were

among the first to reject papal infallibility, and
were obliged to escape by night, with the help of

the French ambasudor. In 1876 Malachi Or-
manian, the best-known and best-educated of the
Antonians, went to Rome and finally closed their

house there. (He afterward joined the Armenian
Church, and has published Le Vatican et lea Armi-
niens and other works.) The present members
of the congregation, having made their submission

to the pope, are concentrated in one conmiunity
in Constantinople.

2. An antinomian sect which originated in

the canton of Bern, Switzerland, early in the

nineteenth century, founded by Anton Unter-
n&hrer (b. at Scbdpfheim, in the canton of

Lucerne, Sept. 5, 1759; d. in the jail of Lucerne
June 29, 1824). UntemAhrer was educated and
confirmed in the Roman Catholic Church; after

a varied career as cowherd, cabinet-maker, private

teacher, and quack doctor, he settled in 1800 at
Amsoldingen, near Thun, and began to hold re-

ligious meetings, to preach, and to issue books.

He announced himself as the Son of God, come to

fulfil the incomplete work of Jesus, to judge man-
kind (especially rulers and judges, who were all

to be abolished), and to cancel all debts. On Apr.

16, 1802, he appeared before the Minster of Bern
with a crowd of adherents, to whom he had pre-

dicted the occurrence of some great event. The
tumult was suppressed, and UntemAhrer was con-

demned to two years' imprisonment. On his

release he was received by his adherents with en-

thusiasm, and riots again occurred. For five years

Untemfthrer was confined in Lucerne as a lunatic.

He returned to the world more collected and more
serious, but by no means cured, and in 1820 he
was permanently confined in the jail.

UntemAhrer's publications comprise about fifteen

pamphlets, including, with others, Gericht^riichr-

lein; Buck der Erfulhmg; and Geheimniss der

Liebe, He taught that the primitive relation be-

tween Grod and man was expressed in the two
commandments, to love and multiply, and to
abstain from the tree of knowledge. Tempted by
Satan, man violated the second commandment
and attained great wisdom, which is the curse of

mankind. It began with the distinction between
good and evil, and ends in institutions iimumer-
able—State, Church, courts, schools, and the like.

From the curse there is only one means of salvation;

namely, through the fulfilment of the first command-
ment, to love and multiply; and for this purpose
all restraints arising from such ideas as marriage,
family, etc., must be thrown off. The principal

seat of the sect was Amsoldingen, whence it spread
to Gsteig, near Interlaken. Suppressed here in

1821, it reappeared at Wohlen, near Bern, in 1830,

under the leadership of Benedict Schori, and again
at Gsteig, in 1838-40, imder the leadership of

diristian Michel. Severe measures were necessary

to suppress its excesses.

Bibuoorafbt: J. Ziegler, AktmmiiMgifft Ha^riAtgn Hber
die aofftnannten Antoniidrta tm Kanton Bern, in Trech-
eel. BeitrOoe sur Otachiehle dtr •dbtonMriacfctfit twIonKirten
Kirdte, iii. 70 aqq.. Bern. 1842; Q. Joss. Dot Sektenweaen
tm KatUon Bern, ib. 1881.
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AnTOllUluS^y aii"to-n(ii'nu8, PIUS: Roman em-
peror 13S-161; b. near Lanuvium (Civita Lavigna,
18 m. B.8.e. of Rome) Sept. 19, 86; d. at Lorium (in

southern Etruria, 12 Roman miles from Rome) Mar.

7, 161 . He was made consul in 120and was adopted
by Hadrian in 138, after he had distinguished him-
self by his administration of the province of Asia.

On his accession as emperor he took the name
Titus .£lius Hadrianus Antoninus Pius, his original

one having been Titus Aurelius Fulvius Boioniua

Arrius Antoninus. Under his just and gentle rule

the emfare enjoyed ahnost imbroken peace. In
his last years he left the government more and more
in the hands of his associate, Marcus Aurelius (q.v.),

with whom he was on terms of the closest friend-

ship. For the Christian Church his reign is marked
by the flourishing of Marcion and the Gnostic

schools, by the apology of Aristides and the writings

of Justin, probably by the Oratio of Tatian, and
possibly by the final edition of the Shepherd of

Hennas. Within the same period fall the beginning

of the Easter controversy, the visit of Polycarp
and Hegesippus to Rome, the rise of the monarchical
episcopate in that city, and the early stages of the

consolidation against Gnosticism of the Roman
Church. The civil magistrates observed the same
policy of tolerance toward the Church as under
Trajan and Hadrian. Practically, however, by
forbidding or rendering difficult the delation of the

Christians on a charge of atheism by the excited

population of Asia Minor, as well as by his edicts

addressed '' to the people of Larissa, Thessalonica,

Athens, and all the Greeks," Antoninus so far

protected them that he was considered by many
ecclesiastical writers as a positive friend of the new
religion. His prohibition of denunciation by fa-

natical private citizens, however, can not be taken
as equivalent to an official sanction for the practise

of Christianity. (A. Harnack.)

Bibuoobapht: E. E. Bryant, Reign of AnioninuB PiuB,
Oambridge, 1895 (a loholanbip-eflsay); Neander, ChrU-
tian Church, i. panim; B. AuM, Hiatoin dea perticur

iiona, pp. 297-341, Paru, 1875; W. W. Capes. The
Aif0 of Ae AnlorUnM, London. 1876; Schaff, Churdi Hitlory,

it. 51-52; alM>, on tfa« period. C. Merivale, Huiory of the

Ramane under (he Empire, 8 toIb., London, 1865.

AHTONINUS, SABVT, OF FLORENCE (ANTO-
mo PIEROZZI): Archbishop of Florence; b. in

that city 1389; d. there May 2, 1459. In 1404

he joined the Dominicans, and in 1436 was
made prior of the monastery of San Marco
in Florence. In 1439 he took part in the nego-

tiations for union with the Greeks. In 1446,

against his wish but at the express behest of Pope
Eugenius IV., he was chosen archbishop. His
blameless life and devotion to duty rendered him
beloved by all, and his canonisation by Adrian VI.

in 1523 was looked upon as the just due of an im-
tiring, humble, and exemplary bishop. He has

been a favorite subject of Florentine art.

The humamstic tendency of the time had no
effect upon Antoninus. He wrote certain works
quite in the scholastic spirit, as: Summa thedogica

(4 parts, Venice and Nuremberg, 1477; ed. P. and
B. Ballerini, Verona, 1740), based upon Thomas
Aquinas, the first text-book of ethics, and still

esteemed in Italy; Summa confeasianalis or Sum^

mvla confesaionum (Mondovi, 1472); and Summa
historialia or Chronicon ab orbe condita bipartitum

(3 vols., Venice, 1480, and often; ed. P. Maturus,
S. J., Lyons, 1587), a world-chronicle to 1457, im-
critical and full of fables and legends, but showing
industry and systematic arrangement. Here and
there, as in judging of the great schism, he ventures
to advance hisown opinion and he questions the gen-
uineness of the Donation of Gonstantine. A com-
plete edition of Antoninus' works, in four volumes,
was published at Venice, 1474-75, and a second
edition, in eight volumes, at Florence, 1741. In
later years have appeared: Opera a hen vivere di

Sard' AnUmino (Florence, 1858) and Leitere (1859).

K. Bbnrath.
Bibuoobapht: A life, by Francucus CastilionenBis. and bq-

other by I^oonardus de Senibertis are in A8B, May, i.

314-362; Qu^tif-Eohard. Scriptoree ordinie prcBdicatorum,
i. 817-810, Paris, 1710; ^neae Silviiu, CommerUarii,
p. 50, Frankfort, 1614; Creighton, Papacy, i. 504; A.
von Reumont, Briefe heiiioer und ootUefitrdUioer Itch

Wener, pp. 135-150. Freiburg, 1877; idem, Loremo de'

Medici, I 148, 176, 562-564, Leipaic. 1874, Eng. tranal.,

i. 123, 151. 463^65. London. 1876.

ANTONIO DE LEBRIJA, an-t6'ni-6 d6 16-brt'Ha,

(Lat. ^liua AnUmius NebrisBeneiSf i.e., ** of Lebri-

ja," the ancient Nebrissa, on the Guadalquivir,

34 m. s. of Seville): Spanish humanist; b. 1442
(14447); d. at Alcala July 2, 1522. He studied

in his native land, and for about ten years in Italy,

and returned to Spain with a plan for reforming
the schools and studies. As professor in Salamanca
and by his Introdvctionea in Laiinam grammati'
cam (1481; innumerable editions, translations, and
adaptations, even as late as Paris, 1858; an Eng.
ed., London, 1631), he led the way to a knowledge
of the classics. Retiring from the university, he
spent eight or ten years in the preparation of a
Latin-Spanish and Spanish-Latin lexicon (Seville,

n.d.; Alcala, 1532; and often), a pioneer work at

that time. He published also archeological works
and a grammar of Greek and of Castilian, and
labored to improve the text of the Vulgate. He
was one of the chief workers on the Complutensian
polyglot, and spent his last years as teacher at

AlcaJa, protected by Cardinal Ximenes from the

attacks of the adherents of the old scholastic school.

As historiographer to Ferdinand the Catholic he
wrote a history of two decades of the reign of

Ferdinand and Isabella (Granada, 1545) [by some
assigned to Hernando da Pulgar rather than to

Antonio; cf. Potthast, Wegweiser, Berlin, 1896,

p. 946]. K. Benrath.
Bxbuoorapry: NicholauB Antonius, Bxbli/ifKeoa Hiepana

nova, L 132-139, Madrid, 1783; J. B. Mufioi. in Memoriae
de la real academia de la hietoria, iii. 1-30, Madrid,
1799; C. J. Hefele, Cardinal Ximenee, pp. 116-117, 124.

379. 458. Tabingen, 1844.

ANTWERP POLYGLOT. See Bibles, Polyglot.
APHARSACHITES, a-fOr'sa-kaits, APHARSATH-

CHITES, a-far^'sathncaits, APHARSITES, a-fOr"-

saits: Words occurring only in the Book of

Ezra (Apharsachites, v. 6; Apharsathchites and
Apharsites, iv. 9). Most translators and commen-
tators have regarded them as names of peoples, in-

cluding them among the tribes settled in Samaria
by the Assyrians (II Kings xvii. 24), and have made
unsatisfactory attempts to identify them (e.g., the
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Apharsites with the Pairhasii of East Media

—

BO M. Hiller, OnomaaHcum Mcrum, Tubingen, 1706

—

or with the Persians—Qesenius, Theaavrua; Ewald,
Oeackichte Israda; E. BerthMiu, commentary on
Ezra, Gdttingen, 1838). The best explanation

has been given by Eduard Meyer {ErUaUhung dea

JuderUhumaf Halle, 1896, pp. 37 sqq.), following

a hint of G. Hoffmann (in ZA, ii., 1887, pp. 54 sqq.).

He regards *' Apharsachites " and '' Apharsath-

chites " as equivalent, the " th '' (the Hebrew
letter tou) having been inserted in the latter by
mistake, and gives to all three words the same
meaning, " Persians." The passage Ezra iv. 9,

accordingly, he reads: " Rehum the commissioner

and Shimshai the scribe, and the rest of their

colleagues the Persian magistracy, the Persian

tarpdaye, the people of Erech, Babylon, and Shu-
shan, that is, the Elamites." The word tarpdaya

(English versions " Tarpelites ") is left imtrans-

lated as necessarily meaning an official class of

some imknown sort and not the name of a people.

It is possible, however, that the " Apharsites

"

are not " Persians," but that the form arose by
dittography, the word for scribe (aaphera) just above
being first copied by mistake and then assimilated

to the form for " Persians." If " Apharsites " were
to be thus ruled out of the verse and the Bible,

the " Tarpelites " would be an unknown people

heading the list like those that follow, and not the

name of a class of officials. J. F. McCurdt.

APHRAATES, o-frO'ttz: The "Persian sage."

He is known as the author of twenty-two homilies,

arranged according to the letters of the Syriac

alphabet, and a treatise, De acino benedieto (Isa.

Ixv. 8), in Syriac. The first ten homilies were
written in the years 336-337, the others in 344-345;
the treatise in Aug., 345. The latter is mentioned
in Armenian lists of the apocryphal books. In
the life of Julianus Saba (P. Bedjan, Ada martyrum
at aandarum, vi., Paris, 1896, p. 386) it is said that

Aphraates was a pupil of Julianus and that he died,

according to some, at the age of 104 years. If

this be true, he may have been the Aphraates
mentioned by Theodoret {Hiat. acd,, iv. 22-23),

who had an interview with Valens. The name
occurs again in the Syriac martyrology of the year
411. Its form in modem Persian is Farhad. The
name Jacobus seems to have been adopted by
Aphraates as bishop of the monastery of Mar Mattai,

near Mosul (cf. 0. P. Badger, The Nadoriana, L,

London, 1852, p. 97).

With Ephraem Syrus, Aphraates may be called

the first classic writer of the Syrian Church. His
style is pure, and he shows deep knowledge of the

Scriptures, with earnest zeal for the welfare of the

Church. There is no trace of the christological

controversies of Arius, a single polemical passage

against Valentinians, Marcionites, and Manicheans,

but many against the Jews, from whose traditions

Aphraates draws richly (cf. S. Funk, Die hag-

ffodiachen ElemerUe in Aphraaiea, Vienna, 1891).

He used the Diateaaaron of Tatian instead of the

single Gospels. The sixth homily shows that

monks and eremites were already organized in

his time and place. His psychology is peculiar,

especially his doctrine of the sleep of the soul.

His days are Jan. 29 (Greek calendar) and
Apr. 7.

Gennadius of Marseilles, in his 2>0 viria illuglnbua

(c. 495), confounded Aphraates with Jacob of

Nisibis, under whose name nineteen of the homilies

were published in an Armenian translation by N.
Antonelli (Rome, 1756). George, bishop of the
Arabians, in a letter about 714 (P. de Lagarde,
Analecta Syriaca, Leipsic, 1858; German transL

by V. Rysael, ib. 1891), is better informed. The
Syriac original was first made accessible by W.
Wright (The Homiliea of Aphraatea, the Peraian
Sage, i., text, London, 1869; the translation did
not appear). With Latin translation the homilies

are in Pairologia Syriaca, i. (Paris, 1894). There is

a German translation by G. Bert (TU, iii. 3, Leipsic,

1888), and an English translation of selections in

NPNF, 2d ser., vol. xiii. E. Nistle.

Biblioorapht: J. B. F. Saaae. ProU(fomena in ApkroatU
•ermoniM, Leipsio, 1878; J. Foivet, !>• vUa 9t 9cript%a

AphraaHM, Louvain, 1882; W. Wright, A Short Hiaiary of
Syriac lAlorature, London, 1884; and th« iwefaoe to
Wright's ed. of the HomUtM; F. C. Burldtt, BarlyMawtum
ChrittianUy, pp. 132-140, London. 1904.

APHTHARTODOCBTA, af'thOr^'tO-do-si'tt. See
MONOPHTSITEB.

APION, d'pe-on: Alexandrian grammarian of
the first century. He was bom in the Great Oasis
of Egypt, was educated in Alexandria, and gained
repute there as teacher and lecturer; during the
reigns of Tiberius and Claudius he lectured on rhet-

oric and grammar in Rome; under Caligula he
traveled through Greece and Italy lecturing on
Homer. He seems to have been vain and super-
ficial, with a touch of the charlatan in his char-
acter. Among other works, he wrote a glossaryon
Homer, a eulogy of Alexander the Great, and a
history of Egypt. But it is as an early anti-Semite
that Apion is remembered; his hatred of the Jews
was bitter and extreme and led him to record
slanders in his history of Egypt which are refuted
by Josephus in his work known as Contra Apionem,
although but a part of it is directed against Apion.
In the year 40 a.d. Apion headed a delegation sent
from Alexandria to Caligula at Rome to make
charges against the Jews; the counterdeLegation,
sent by the Jews for their defense, was led by
Philo (q.v.). The extant fragments of Apion's
historical works are collected in C. O. MOller'a

Fragmenta hiatoricorum GrcBcorum, iii. (Paris, 1849),

pp. 506-516.

Biblioorapht: DCB, i. 128-130; SehOrer, OotekUkie, iii

406-411, Leipno. 1808, Eng. tranal.. II. iii. 257-261 (ooih
taina full references to literature); JE, L 666-608.

APOCALYPSE, THE. See John thk Apostlb,
II., 1. For apocxyphal apocalypses, see Apoc-
rypha, B, IV.; see also PdEUDSPioRAPRA, Old
Testament, II., 4-21, and Apocalyptic Litera-
ture, Jewish.

APOCALYPTIC LrTERATURE, JEWISH: The
latest type of Jewish prophetic writing. The
literature generally called " apocalyptic '' com-
mences with Daniel (for date, see Daniel, Book of)
and closes with IV £zra-Baruch. On the one
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side, the limit is the time of the Maccabean rising;

on the other, the downfall of the Jewish nationality.

The notion of two ages following each
Fundamen- other (this age and the coming one;

tal Charac- cf. IV Ezra, vii. 50, " The Most High
teriatics. made not one age, but two "), which

stands also in the backgroimd of New
Testament literature, governs apocalyptic con-

ceptions. The imderlying idea here is dualism,

the thought being that God alone is not in full con-

trol of " this age," since diabolic might finds ex-

ercise therein. It is interesting to observe how
through Jewish apocalyptic the idea of '' world "

as a whole, developing itself according to certain

laws, is made familiar to later Judaism (cf. Dan.
vii. 1 sqq.; Enoch Ixxxv. sqq.; Baruch xxvii. sqq.),

and how the inner, significant, religious-historical

development of Judaism is conditioned by its

external history. In its developed form apoca-

lyptic literature originated in a period when a civi-

lized power, the Hellenic, ruling the world by ex-

ternal might and inner mental superiority, entered

upon a contest with Judaism, in which the latter,

aroused to national consciousness, accepted the

gage of battle. The Greek power, and afterward

the Roman, supplied the apocalyptic seer with the

material for the formation of his conceptions.

Thus the time of the Maccabees is the natal hour
of the Jewish apocalyptic, and Daniel is its mental
creator.

Two other thoughts permeate Jewish apoca-

lyptic: the idea of a world-judgment and the hope
of resurrection from the dead. The idea of the

great judgment and of God as judge of the world
permeates Jewish literature subsequent to the wri-

ting of Dan. vii. In their entire purity and com-
plete ethical power these thoughts come out only

in the gospel; but the two thoughts, that in this

age God is an absentee and that at its end he will

destroy his world-adversaries in the great judg-

ment, rule the Jewish idea of God. The belief in

the resurrection of the dead, which is still greatly

limited in Daniel, only gradually took hold of the

Jewish national soul. The Psalms of Solomon
know little of it (xvii. 44); it prevailed in the time

of Jesus, when denial of the doctrine was regarded

as disloyalty. The hope of a resurrection of the

dead gave a strongly individualistic character to

apocalyptic piety: it suggested inquiry about the

final lot of the individual—how the individual

eould stand in judgment before God. This individ-

ualism was a consequence of the piety of Jeremiah

and the Psalms; but the thought of individual

responsibility in the final judgment nowhere de-

vdoped in Judaism its full ethical force, and it

was stifled again and again by the fanciful expec-

tations of national greatness on earth, or was
applied in Pharisaic party polemic against the
" impious and apostates."

In general it must be emphasized that, when
compared with the preceding epoch, this apoca-

lyptic does not imply an advance of religious in-

dividualism; it reveids rather a stronger influx of

national elements into the piety of Judaism. In

the Maccabean period the piety of later Judaism

became again national piety. The temper of

I.—14

apocalsrptic was thoroughly particularistic and
narrowly national. God's kingdom involved only
mercy to Israel and judgment to the heathen
(Psakns of Solomon xvii. 2). In spite of the trans-

cendental and ideal character which the apocalyptic
picture gradually assumed (cf. the idea of a " com-
ing age," world-judgment, waking from the dead),
the old, earthly hopes of Israel of a kingdom of

Davidic glory, a Messiah bearing David's name,
an earthly empire, and a gloriously renewed Jeru-
salem are closely bound up with it. This divergence
shows itself especially in the position which the
expected Messiah occupied in this literature.

With the world-judgment, the destruction of the
world, and the awakingfrom the dead, the expected
Davidic king was to have little to do; consequently
his form occasionally disappeared entirely (so in

Daniel and the Assumption of Moses). On the
whole, however, the transcendental retained its

position; at one time it was only partly pushed
aside (Enoch xc. 4; IV Ezra vii. 28; Baruch xxix.);

at another, it partly corresponded to the picture of

hope which involved an ideal transfiguration

(cf . Psalms of Solomon xvii., and the " similitudes
"

in Enoch). This divergence led finally to the
assimiption of a double finale: first, the interme-
diate Messianic realm (Rev. xx.; Book of the
Secrets of Enoch xxxiii.), in which earthly ex-

pectations were to be realized; and, second, the
" coming age," ushered in by the world-judgment
and the resurrection from the dead which should
satisfy the more transcendental aspirations (cf.

Enoch xciii.,xci. 12-19; IV Ezra vii. 28-29; Baruch
xl. 3; Rev. xx.; Book of the Secrets of Enoch
xxxiii.).

With this fundamental character of Jewish
apocalyptic a number of external qualities are con-

nected. All apocalyptic writers indulged in fanciful

computation of the end. The apocalyptic seer

lived in a time when all felt that the prophetic

spirit had departed, when important decisions

awaited the coming of a prophet (I Mace. iv. 40;
cf. ix. 27, xiv. 41) and the judgment of prophecy
(Zech. xiii. 2 sqq.). Apocalyptic arithmetic took
the place of prophecy; thus in the center of Daniel's

prophecies (Dan. ix.) the seventy years of Jeremiah
are interpreted as seventy year-weeks (i.e., 70 X 7

years), which interpretation is followed by Enoch
Ixxxix. sqq.; or the duration of the world was esti-

mated on the basis of some hidden
External wisdom (Assumption of Moses i. 1,

Qualities, x. 12; Enoch xc, xci.; IV Ezra xiv.

11; Baruch liii.), for only the wise

and intelligent could understand these secrets

(Rev. xiii. 18, xvii. 9; Mark xiii. 14). A conse-

quence of the foregoing is the non-creative character

of this literature; it followed closely the older

literatm^ of Israel, especially the idea of theoph-

anies (Isa. vi. and Ezek. i.), the prophecies con-

cerning Babylon (Isa. xiii., xiv.; Jer. l.-li.), Tyre
(Ezek. xxvii., xxviii.), and Gog and Magog (Ezek.

xxxviii., xxxix.). The most promiscuous notions

and views from other religious departments crept

in, and these, imderstood only in {Murt or not at all,

were circulated as coins stamped once for all.

Behemoth and Leviathan, the dragon, the beast
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with seven heads, the four ages, the seven spirits,

the twenty-four dders, the candlestick with seven

branches, the two witnesses, and the woman
clothed with the sun—all these imply great religiouB-

historical connections which can not now be fully

understood, but which nevertheless existed. A
necessary rule for the interpretation of apocalyptic

literature is that a single apocalypse can not be
explained in itself, but only from a siuvey com-
prising, if possible, all related works. The fan-

tastic element in Jewish apocalyptic literature is

not due to an excess of imagination in these authors,

who were so poor in spirit; the impression of

strangeness is due to the use of abnormal religious

images. For discussion of the several books, see

Apocrypha, B, IV.; PIbbudepiqrapha, Old Tes-
tament, II., 4-21. (W. BOUBSET.)

Bibuoobafht: The best treatment is to be found in R. H.
Charlee's editions of apocalyptic writings, e.g., his Enoch,
London, 1893. Apoealypae of Baruch, 1896, Atcenaion of

Imiah, 1900. JvbiUea, 1902. and in his Critical Hittory of

the Doetrint of a FtUure Life, 1899; A. Hilgenfeld, Die
indiethe Apokidyptik, Jena. 1857; J. Dnxmmond. Jewish
Meaeiah, London. 1877; R. Smend. in ZATW, t.

(1885) 222-260; DB, i. 109-110; Schflrer, Geachichie. iii.

181-185, Eng. transl., II. iii. 44 sqq.; M. S. Terry,
Btblieal ApocalypHea, New York. 1898; EB, i. 213-

260 (reviews the important apocalyptic literature); JB,
i. 660-685 (treats of late Jewish productions); W.
Bousset, JHe judinke ApokalypHk, Berlin. 1903; F. C.

Porter. The Meaeagee of the ApoealypHcal Writere, New
York. 1905.

APOCATASTASIS, ap'^o-ca-tas^ta-sis.

Earliest Advocates (i 1). In the Middle Ages (| 3).

exponents (f 2). The Reformation (f 4).

In Modem Times (§ 5).

By Apocatastasis (''restoration") is meant
the ultimate restitution of all things, including

the doctrine that eventually all men will be saved.

The term comes from the Greek of Acts iii. 21,

but is given a wider meaning than it has in that

passage. The doctrine first appears in (Uement
of Alexandria (flourished 200) in the declaration

that the punishments of God are " saving and
disciplinary, leading to conversion " (Strom,,

vi. 6). His successor at the head of the Alexandrian
catechetical school, Origen (186-253),

I. Earliest taught that all the wicked would be
Advocates, restored after they had imdergone

severe punishment and had received

instruction from angels and then from those of

higher grade (De principii8f I. vi. 1-3). He also

raised the question whether after this world there

perhaps would be another or others in which this

instruction would be given (De prindpiiSf II. iii. I),

and interpreted Paul's teaching respecting the

subjection of all things to God as implying the

salvation of the " lost " (De principiia, III. v. 7).

These beliefs and speculations he based on Bible

statements(especiallyon Ps. ex. 1 ; I Cor. xv. 25 sqq.),

but declared that the doctrine would be danger-

ous to disseminate (Contra Celsum, vi. 26). He,
and it would seem, Clement of Alexandria also,

advocated the Apocatastasis as part of a theory
of the divine attributes which subordinated right-

eousness to mercy; of human freedom, which made
the will never finally fixed; and of sin, which
represented it rather as weakness and ignorance.

Similar ideas of the divine goodness, human
freedom, and sin led to the advocacy of the Apoca-
tastasis by Gregory Nazianzen (328-389), but not
openly; by Gregory of Nyssa (332-398), publicly, as

in his treatise " On the Soul and the Resurrection "

(MPO, xlvi. 104); by Didymus of Alexandria

(308-395), in his commentary on I Peter iii. (in

Galland, Btbliotheca pahrum, vi. 292 sqq.); and by
Diodorus of Tarsus (flourished 375), in his treatise
" On the Divine Economy " (in J. S. Aasemanus,
BMiotheca orientalia, III. i. 324). Even Chry»-
ostom (347-407), when commenting on I Cor. xv.

28, quoted without contradiction the view that by
the expression '* God shall be all in all " was meant
univereal cessation of opposition to God (MPG,
Ixi. 342). So also the Monophysite, Stephen bar-
Sudaili, abbot of a monastery at Edessa in the sixth
century, advocated the Apocatastasis in a treatise

which he wrote on the subject under the name of
Hierotheus (as is stated in Assemanus, ut sup., ii.

290 sqq.). It was taught also by Maximus Con-
fessor (580-662), called by the Greeks Theolt^foa

and revered as the leader of the Orthodox against
the Monothelites, drawing from Gregory of NyBsa,
as in his answer to the thirteenth question of his
" Questions and Doubts " (AfPC?, xc. 796). The ex-
istence of this belief in the eighth century is shown
by the warning against it given in 718 by Pope
Gregory II., when sending out missionaries (MPL,
Ixxxix. 534). In the ninth centiuy it was roundly
asserted by that very independent speculative

theologian Johannes Scotus Erigena, in the third
book of his treatise "On the Division of Nature"
(MPL, cxxii. 619-742). He drew from Oiigen,
pseudo-Dionysius Areopagita, Gregory of Nyssa,
and still more directly, from Maximus Con-
fessor.

But the writers defending the Apocatastasis
are decidedly in the minority; and so bad was the
repute of Origen for sound thinking that any theory
known to be derived from him was looked at
askance by the sober-minded. Jerome (d. 420),
for example, reckoned the Apocatastasis among
the " abhorrent " heresies of Origen (Epiat. , cxxxiv .).

The emperor Justinian, in his edict

2. Oppo- against Origen, issued in 545, made it

nents. the ninth of the ten doctrines for

which the latter should be anathe-
matized; and when, at Justinian's call, a councQ
met in Constantinople that same year to condeom
Origen, the doctrine appears as the fourteenth of
the fifteen for which he was cursed (Hefele, Con-
cUiengeschichtej ii. 789, 797, Eng. « transl., iv. 220,

228).

In the West, Augustine (354-430) threw his

influence against the Apocatastasis, teaching in the
most unmistakable language the absolute endless-

ness of future punishment (e.g., "City of God," xxL
11-23).

At a later period the doctrine appears in the
teachings of the great panthebtic thinker Anudric
of Bena (d. 1204), only to be again condemned by
the Western Church; for it was one of the counts
upon which Amalric was declared a heretic by Pope
Innocent III., and for which his followers, the
Brethren and Sisters of the Free Spirit, after his
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death, were condemned by the Fourth Lateran
Council, in 1215 (Hefele, ut sup., pp. 863, 881).

It appears also among the mystics.

3. In the Jan Ruysbroeck (1293-1381), Johann
Kiddle Tauler <130(>-61 ), andJohann von Goch
Ages. (d. 1475) are said to have accepted

it; but it was rejected by Eckhart
(flourished 1300), Suso (1300-65), and their fol-

lowers (cf. C. Ullmann, Reformers before the Refor-
mation, i., Edinburgh, 1855). Still later it is foimd
as one of the 900 theses which that brilliant scholar

Giovanni Pico della Mirandola proposed to defend
in public debate in Rome in 1487, and was thus
expressed: " A mortal sin of finite duration is not
deserving of eternal but only of temporal pimish-

ment." But it was among the theses pronounced
heretical by Pope Innocent VIII. in his bull of

Aug. 4, 1484; and the debate was never held (cf.

Giowinni Pico della Mirandola, ed. J. M. Rigg,

London, 1890, pp. vii. sqq.).

The Apocatastasis emerged in the Protestant
Church of the earliest days. Thus Luther, writing

on Aug. 18, 1522, to Hans von Rechen-
4. The Ref- berg, who had asked him if there was
ormation. any salvation for those out of Christ

at death, states that a belief in the

ultimate salvation of all men, and even of the
devil and his angels, was held among the sect of

Free Spirits in the Netherlands, one of whom was
then in Wittenberg. They based it on Ps. Ixxvii.

9, 10 and on I Tim. ii. 4. He then proceeds to re-

fute it. Again Luther warns against this belief

when writing to the Christians in Antwerp in 1525
(cf. de Wette's ed. of Luther's letters, ii. 453 and
ill. 62). The doctrine was held among the Ana-
baptists. Hans Denk taught it in its extreme
form, saying that not only all men, but even the

devil and his angels, would ultimately be saved;

and another Anabaptist leader, Jacob Kautz
(Cucius), in 1527 at Worms put as ^he fifth of seven
articles he propounded for debate: ** All that was
lost in the first Adam is and will be found more
richly restored in the Second Adam, Christ; yea,

in Christ shall all men be quickened and blessed

forever" (Zwingli, Opera, viii. 77; cf. S. M. Jackson,

Seledione from Zwingli, p. 148). So, too, Zwingli

asserts that it was part of the Anabaptist creed

that the devil and all the impious will be blessed

(Opera, iii. 435; cf . Jackson, ut sup., p. 256). In-

deed, while perhaps not universtdly accepted by
Anabaptists, it was held by so many of the party

in Switzerland, Upper Germany, and Alsace that

in Article xvii. of the Augsburg Confession are

these words: " They [the Lutherans] condemn
the Anabaptists, who think that to condenmed men
and the devils shall be an end of torments." It

is, however, not put in the Formula of Concord

among the erroneous teachings of the Ana-
baptists.

Toward the end of the seventeenth century

the doctrine of the Apocatastasis again appeared,

and ever since it has found numerous defenders.

The earliest were Mrs. Jane Lead, of London (1623-

1704), Johann Wilhelm Petersen (1649-1727),

and the Philadelphian Society which Mrs. Lead
founded. With them the doctrine was established

not only on the Bible, but also on personal revela-

tions. It is noteworthy that Jakob Boehme (1575-

1624), who so greatly influenced them,
5. In Mod- did not teach it (cf. his BeschreUnmg
em Times, der drei Primipien g6Ulichen Wesena;

Eng. transL, Concerning the Three
Principlee of the Divine Eaeence, London, 1648,
chap, xxvii. § 20). There is an elaborate de-
fense of the Apocatastasis by Ludwig Gerhard,
VoUet&ndiger Lehrbegriff der ewigen Evangelii von
der Widerbringvng alter Dinge (Hamburg, 1727).
The Philadelphians won over the authors of the
Berleburg Bibel (1726-42; see Bibles, Anno-
tated, AND Bible Summaries); but their chief

convert was Friedrich Christoph Oetinger (q.v.;

1702-82), who wove this tenet into his theological

system, depending chiefly upon I Cor. xv. and
Eph. i. 9-11. It is said that Bengel (1687-1752),
the father of modem exegesis, believed in it, but
thought it dangerous to teach publicly.

The rationalists of Germany, after the second half

of the eighteenth century, commonly and super-
naturalists frequently have upon various grounds
advocated the Apocatastasis. Thus, Schleier-

macher (1768-1834) was pronoimced in its favor,

deriving his principal arguments from his doc-
trines of the will and of the atonement, and remark-
ing that the sensitiveness of conscience in the
damned, as revealed in the parable of the rich man
and Lazarus, shows that they may be better in

the next life than in this, and also that if a portion
of Crod's creatures were forever debarred from
participation in the redemption of Christ, then
there would be an inexplicable dissonance in God's
universe. Martensen and Domer considered the
probability that between death and the last judg-
ment there might be a fresh offer of the gospel,

but put a rejection and consequent exclusion from
salvation among the possibilities. The difl^culties

of the estate of the *' lost *' have driven others,

as Rothe, Hermann Plitt, and Edward White, to

the theory of annihilatiomsm (q.v.). Ritschl

thought that such information as the New Testa-

ment gives hardly admits of a decision between
the theories of endless punishment and complete
annihilation. Friedrich Nitzsch considered belief

in a final restoration as well founded as the opposite

view, and admitted the hypothesis of annihilation-

ism as a third possibility. In America opposition

to the orthodox teaching as to the absolute end-
lessness of conscious suffering after death of those

excluded from heaven has led to the formation of

the Universalist denomination (see Universa]>
iSTs); and there are many of other religious con-

nections in the United States, England, and other

countries who favor the doctrine of an Apocatastasis

in more or less modified form. For further dis-

cussion consult the histories of Christian doctrine

and the works mentioned in the article Univer-
BALisTB. The teaching of the Roman Catholic

Church, which is flatly against the doctrine, is

presented by J. B. Kraus in Die Apokatastaaia

der unfreien Kreaiur (Regensburg, 1850).

[Many significant facts indicate a relaxing of

the traditional rigidity of belief with reference

to this subject. There is an unwillingness on the
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part of many to assume any dogmatic attitude

oonoeming God's dealing with those who die im-

penitent. Again, there is a refusal to limit pro-

bation to the earthly life merely, fixing, instead,

the decisive moment at the judgment, thus making
room for those to whom an adequate offer of the

gospel has been wanting here (cf. Progressive

Orthodoxy, by professors of Andover Theological

Seminary, Boston, 1886). Further, denominational

approval or disapproval of the theory of an Apo-
catastasis is not so much in evidence as wide and
influential advocacy of it by distinguished writers

and preachers in many communions—the attitude

partly of dogmatic belief, and partly of the " larger

hope." It has been represented in Great Britain

in the Established Church by F. D. Maurice (The

Word " Eternal " and the PunUhment of the Wicked,

Cambridge, 1853), F. W. Farrar (Eternal Hope,

London, 1878; Mercy and Judgment, 1881), E. H.
Plumptre (The SpiriU in Prison, London, 1886);

among Baptists by Samuel Cox (Salvatar Mundi,
London, 1877; The Larger Hope, 1883); among
Independents by J. Baldwin Brown (The Doctrine

of Ann^iUUion in the Ldghi of the Gospel of Love,

London, 1875) and R. J. Campbell of the London
City Temple. In America it has foimd expression

among Congregationahsts by George A. Gordon
(Immortality and the New Theodicy, Boston, 1896),

and among Baptists the grounds for it have been

suggested by W. N. Clarke (Outline of Christian

Theology, New York, 1898, pp. 476-480). Impor-

tant theoretical considerations have influenced this

result: (1) The tendency toward a monistic theory

of the universe. (2) A change in the idea of God
from that of sovereign and judge to that of father.

(3) Election conceived ofnot as limited to a definite

portion of mankind but, with Schleiermacher, as a
historical process, therefore in this world only par-

tially, in the world to come to be completely,

realized. (4) The universal immanence of God
and hence the presence of ethical and redemptive

relations wherever the moral consdousness exists.

(5) Life regarded less as probation than as dis-

cipline. (6) Sin defined not so much as wilful

and incorrigible perversity as natural defect, igno-

rance, and emotional excess, as well as result of

unfortunate heredity and unworthy environment.

C. A. B.]

Bxbuoorapht: In favor of the doctrine may be mentioned:
F. Delitsach, Bibli9chB Ptjfehologie, pp. 469-476, Leipeic,

1865, Eng. tnuul.. Edinburgh, 1865; T. R. Birke, Vie-

tory of DivinB Ooodnet, London, 1870; A. Jukee, 8«cmid
J>eaih and RetHiuiion of AU Thing*, ib. 1878; I. A. Dor-
ner, BuhaUAogy, ed. by Newnum Smyth. New York, 1883;
F. W. Farrar, Eternal Hope, London, 1892; Tennyaon.
In Memoriam, f liv. Against it: A. A. Hodge, Pojndar
Lectwree on Theolooieal Themee, Philadelphia. 1887; A.
Hovey, Biblieal Eediotology, ib. 1888; and in general the
orthodox writers on systematio theology. The subject
may be studied in the various histories of doctrine and in
the oompendff and systems of divinity in the sectione on
**Esohatology."

APOCRISIARIUS, ap''o-cris''i-6'ri-us: A general
designation in early times for ecclesiastical am-
bassadors, derived from the Greek apokrinesthai
" to answer " (hence the Latin term responsales

for the same class). The name is found applied
to the legates sent by the pope to guard his metro-
politan rights in Sicily imtil the Mohammedan
invasion, and to episcopal representatives in Rome.
The office assumed its most formal and important
character in the Eastern Church, where the patri-

archs were represented at the imperial court by
apocrisiarii, and bishops maintained similar dip-
lomatic agents in the residences of the patriarchs.

The popes also, at least from Leo the Great to the
time of the iconoclastic controversy, regularly

had apocrisiarii in Constantinople; they were
sometimes called also diaconi, because usually
chosen from the order of deacons. The officials

described here have nothing but the name in com-
mon with the apocrisiariiis of the Prankish eccle-

siastical system (see Archicafbllanub).
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I. Apocryphal Gospels.

1. The Protevangelium of Ja
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Mary.
4. The History of Joeeph the Gar-
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II. Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles.
III. Apocryphal Epistles.

rV. Apocryphal Apocalypses.

Apocxypha is a Greek word meaning " hidden,"

which, when applied to writings, may signify either

those which are kept in ooncesdment or those the

origin of which is unknown. The word is used in

both senses in patristic literature. When the

followers of Prodicus, according to Clement of
Alexandria (Strom., I. xv. 69), boasted of possessing

the " apocxyphal books " of Zoroaster, they called

these works "apocxyphal" not because they did
not know their origin (since they ascribed them to
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Zoroaster), but because they regarded the books
as not to be made public. The reason in this

case for keeping the writings con-

1. Writings oealed was the special value at-

Withheld tached to them. But writings may
from Pub- also be withdrawn from general use

lie Use. because they are inferior. With this

thought in mind Origen and Didymus
of Alexandriamake a distinction between the " com-
mon and widely circulated books " (Gk. kaina kai

iietUmeumena or dedimosieumena biblia) and the

apocryphal books of Scripture (Origen on Matt,
xiii, 57, ANF, ix., 425; Didymus of Alexandria

on Acts viii, 39, MPG, xxxix, 1669). In like

manner Eusebius calls the canonical books which
were used in the chiurches dedSmosieumena (Hist.

ecd., Ill, iii, 6, and elsewhere). Similarly Jerome
{Epist., xcvi) explains the Greek apokryphos by the

Latin abacondUus. (For further illustration cf.

T. Zahn, Geschichte des neutestamentlichen Kanoru,
i, Leipsic, 1888, 126 sqq.)

The Christian usage is clearly derived from a
Jewish custom. The Jews, because they hesi-

tated actually to destroy copies of sacred writings,

were in the habit of either depositing in a secret

place (genitah) or of burying such as had become
defective or were no longer fit for public use. The
new-Hebrew word for this " concealing " is garuUf
" to save, hoard." Writings which were with-

drawn from public use because of questionable

contents were treated in the same way; thus King
Hezekiah is said to have " stored up " the " Book
of Remedies " because it prejudiced faith and
trust in God (Pesaiim iv, 9). Hence ganaz came
to mean " to declare imcanonical " (Shabbat 30b;

cf. Ftlrst, Der Karum des Allen Testaments, Leipsic,

1868, pp. 91-93). Since the Christian phraseology

undoubtedly followed the Jewish, it can not be
questioned that " apocryphal " in ecclesiastical

usage according to its original and proper signifi-

cation means nothing else than " excluded from
public use in the Church."

But " apocryphal " in both Greek and Latin

may be applied also to writings the origin of which
is unknown, and this meaning led to that of ** forged,

spurious." In this sense Augustine speaks of
" the fables of those scriptiu'es which are called

apocryphal because their origin, being obscure,

was unknown to the fathers " (De civitate dei, XV,
xxiii, 4, NPNF, 1st ser. ii, 305); and again he
says the apocryphal books " are so called, not

because of any mysterious regard paid to them, but
because they are mysterious in their origin, and
in the absence of dear evidence have only some
obscure presumption to rest upon " (Contra Faus-
turn, xi, 2, NPNF, 1st ser. iv, 178). In many cases

it can not be decid^ which meaning
2. Writings was intended (cf . Hegesippus in

ofUncer- Eusebius, Hist, ecd., IV, xxii, 8;

tain Origin. Clement of Alexandria, Strom., Ill,

iv, 29; Apostolic ConstittUions, vi,

16). It seems, however, that the original meaning,

so sharply and consistently expressed in Origen,

was not that generally given to the word before

his time. At any rate, it is questionable whether
it was clearly present to the mind of Irensus and

Tertullian in the following passages. The former,

speaking of the Marcosians, says: '^ They adduce
an unspeakable number of apocryphal and spuri-

ous writings, which they themselves have forged "

(HcBT., I, XX, 1, ANF, i, 344); and Tertullian says:
" I would yield my ground to you, if the scripture

of the Shepherd [of Hennas] . . . had deserved to
find a place in the divine canon; if it had not been
habitually judged by every council of churches
. . . among apocryphal and false writings " (De
pudiciHa, x, ANF, iv, 85). After the word was
once introduced, its ambiguity easily led to a notion
differing from the original meaning. In the case

of Augustine this is certain. Jerome, too, seems to

use the word in the sense of " obscure in origin "

when he says that all apocryphal writings ** are

not really written by those to whom they are

ascribed" (Epist., cvii, 12, NPNF, 2d ser. xi, 194)
The two senses—" exclusion from public use in

the Church " and " obscure in origin "—are often

combined in the same passage. The meaning
became finally so generalized that the word sig-

nifies simply what is wrong and bad, as in the Latin
adaptation of Origen's " Preface to the Song of

Solomon " at the end: " Those writings which are

called apocryphal (which contain much that is

corrupt and contrary to the true faith) should
not be given place or admitted to authority;"

—

the words in parentheses appear to be added by
the Latin editor. (For further information cf.

C. A. Credner, Oeschichte des neutestamentlichen

Kanons, Berlin, 1860, pp. 110 sqq.; A. Hilgenfeld,

Der Kanon und die Kritik des Neuen Testa-

ments, Halle, 1863, pp. 6 sqq.; H. J. Holtzmann,
EinleUitng in das Neus Testament, Freiburg,

1892, pp. 145 sqq.; T. Zahn, Geschichte des

neutestamentlichen Kanons, I, i, Leipsic, 1888, pp.
123 sqq.)

In the ancient Church and in the Middle Ages
the term " apocryphal " was almost never applied,

as in the Protestant Church, to those portions of

the Greek and Latin Bibles which were foreign to

the Hebrew canon. Indeed, it could not be so

applied, for those books have always been a part

of the Greek and Latin Bibles. Jerome alone

once made a statement (in the Prologus galeatus)

implying that these writings do indeed fall into the

category of apocrypha. During the Middle Ages
there were at the most a very few isolated voices

which spoke to that effect (Hugo of St. Cher; cf.

de Wette-Schrader, Einleitung in das AUe Testae

ment, Berlin, 1869, p. 66). It was in

3. Use of the Protestant Church that this

the Term by nomenclature first became customary.

Protestants. The earliest to introduce it, appealing

expressly to Jerome, was Carlstadt

in his Z>6 canonicis scripturis libe^us (Wittenberg,

1520; reprinted in Credner, Zur Geschichte des

Kanons, Halle, 1847, pp. 291 sqq.). He there ex-

pressly stated that by " apocryphal " he imderstood
''non-canonical"; and in this sense the Protes-

tant Church has always understood the word.

The first edition of the Bible in which the writings

in question were expressly called apocryphal was
that of Frankfort, 1534, which was followed in

the same year by Luther's first edition (oL G. W.
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Panaer, Geachichie der deut$chen BtbelUheraeUung,

Nuremberg, 1783, pp. 294 sqq.).

A. Old Testament Apocrypha: Those portionB

of the Greek and Latin Old Testaments which are

not found in the Hebrew Canon,—the term " apoo-

rypha ** being used in this article with the meaning
given to it by the Protestant Church (see ( 3, above).

L Position in the Canon: The Hebrew canon
of the Bible in the first century of the Christian

era comprised about the same books as at present,

though the canonicity of the books of Ecdesiastes

and the Song of Songs was disputed (Mishnah,

EduyotfV, 3; Yadayim, iii, 6; J. Fttrst, Der iCaium

dea Alien Testaments nach den Ueberlieferunffen in

Talmud und Midrasch, Leipeic, 1868; see Canon of
Scripture, I). But it was otherwise with the

Hellenistic Jews. As far as the extent of the Greek
canon of the Bible can be traced, it included a
number of writings which are wanting in the

Hebrew canon. No clear proofs of this from pre-

Christian times exist; but the fact
1. Apoory. f;^^ Christians usifag the Greek Bible

^^Or^Mk**
received these other writings also

Oa&on ii'^^ ^^ highly probable that these

belonged to the canon of the Hellen-

istic Jews. While it may be conceded to the oppo-
nents of this view that Hellenistic Jews had no
strict conception of a canon, it can not be denied

that certain writings were received into the Greek
Bible-collection which were foreign to the Hebrew
canon (cf. De Wette-Schrader, Einleiiung, pp. 311

sqq.; Bleek, TSK, 1853, pp. 323 sqq.). The fact

that Philo cUd not quote these other writings proves

nothing, since Philo was interested mainly in the

Pentateuch.

In the New Testament there are no express

references to the so-called Apocrypha, a fact the

more remarkable since most of the New Testament
authors took their quotations from the Greek
translation of the Old Testament. But to under-

stand this rightly, one must not forget that a num-
ber of canonical writings of the Old Testament are

never cited in the New Testament; others only

seldom. The Pentateuch, the Proph-

flL«^*^
^ ®^' *"*^ ^^® Psalms are frequently

T '•kTm*^ quoted; the historical books not so

WriUnn. ^^^^^f ^^® *^® ^ong of Songs, Ec-
desiastes, Esther, Ezra, and Nehe-

miah are never dted. The lack of express d-
tations can therefore not be emphasized; and
on the other hand, it can not be denied that

at least in some writings of the New Testament
the Apocrypha are used. This applies particularly

to the Epistle of James and that to the Hebrews.
That Ecdesiasticus was known to the author of

the Epistle of James can not be denied in the face

of the many parallels (cf. Werner in TQ, 1872,

pp. 265 sqq.). The author of the Epistle to the

Hebrews doubtless refers in xi, 34 sqq. to the story

of the Maccabees (cf. II Mace, vi, 18-vii, 42).

Striking agreements with the Wisdom of Solomon
are also found (thus Heb. i, 3=Wisdom vii, 26;

Heb. iv, 12-13=Wisdom vii, 22-24); and there can
be no doubt that Paul made use of this book (cf.

in general Bleek, TSK, 1853, pp. 325 sqq., espe-

cially 337^49).

Among the Church Fathers the Apocrypha were
in common use from the earliest times. Clement of

Rome puts " the blessed " Judith beside Esther as
an example of female heroism {Epist,, Iv, ANF, ix,

245). Barnabas (xix, 9) goes back to Ecdus. iv,

31 when he quotes " Be not ready to stretch forth

thy hands to take whilst thou withdrawest them
from giving." Justin Martyr {Apol., i, 46, ANF,
i, 178) refers to the additions to Daniel. Th&t
none of these passages has the form of a true

Scripture dtation may be viewed as

*ah ^* accidental and may be explained

FaUim ^^^ *^® small extent of this oldest

Uterature. But from the time of

Athenagoras true dtations can be proved. Athe-
nagoras (" Plea for the Christians/' i, 9, ANF,
ii, 133) quotes among the " voices of the
prophets," as divinely inspired, Baruch iii, 25
upon an equality with Isa. xliv, 6; Irenteus {Haer.^

IV, xxvi, 3, ANF, i, 497) dtes as the words of
" Daniel the Prophet " the history of Susanna,
and (Hflcr., V, xxxv, 1, ANF, i, 565) the Book of
Baruch as the work of Jeremiah; Tertullian quotes
the history of Susanna (De corona, iv, ANF, iii,

95), Bd and the Dragon (De idololatria, xviii, ANF,
iii, 72), and the Wisdom of Solomon {Adversus
Valentinoa, ii, ANF, iii, 504) as canonical Scrip-

ture. Clement of Alexandria quotes Ecdesiasticus

very often with the formula " Scripture," " Holy
Scripture," " Wisdom says," and the like, and not
so frequently, but with the same formulas, Wisdom
of Solomon, Baruch, and Tobit. Abundant ex-
amples of the same practise can be dted from
Hippolytus, Cyprian, and others.

In view of these facts it may be asserted that
the Church of the first centuries made no essentiai

difference between the writings of the Hebrew
canon and the so-called Apocrypha. Only in an
isolated way and evidently as the result of learned
inquiry does an express limitation of the canon
to the extent of the Hebrew Bible appear; for
example, Melito of Sardis, according to Eusebius
(Hist, ecd., IV, xxvi, 14), mentions only the books
of the Hebrew canon bs canonical, but he gives
this list expressly as the result of learned inquiry
in Palestine. When Origen gives a Ust which
comprises only the Hebrew canon (Eusebius, Hisi.

ecd., vi,25), he gives it as the canon of the Hebrews,
and his own view can not be deduced from the
passage given by Eusebius. On the other hand,
from Origen's correspondence with Julius Africanus
it is dedudble that he was by no means in favor
of excluding those parts which were wanting in
the Hebrew canon, because he defends the Greek
additions to Daniel, and he likewise dtes some
Apocryphal writings (Maccabees, Wisdom, Ecde-
siasticus, Tobit, Baruch) as '' Scriptural authority,"
" the Holy Word," " Scripture," etc. (cf . De Wette-
Schrader, Einleitung, p. 53). The critique which
Julius Africanus wrote on the Greek text of the
Book of Daniel, trying to remove the portions
not foimd in the Hebrew-Aramaic text (Epist. ad
Origenem), evidently remained an isolated phe-
nomenon.
The learned disquisitions of men like Origen

resulted, however, in this, that stricter regard was
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paid to the dififerenoe between the Hebrew and
the Greek canon. Wherever the purpose was to

fix theoretically the range of the canon, recourse

was had to the Hebrew canon as to something
settled over against the fluctuations of the Greek
canon. Thus there are a number of lists of the

canonical books from the fourth century which
confine themselves to the Hebrew canon and
either do not mention the other writings or assign

to thema lower value. Athanasius is most instruct-

ive in this respect. In his Epistola festaHa, xxxix
(NPNF, 2d ser. iv, 662), after men-

4. The Be- cloning the canonical writings of the

g^J^^* Old and New Testaments, he adds
* Wisdom of Solomon, Ecclesiasticus,

Esther, Judith, Tobit, Teaching of the Apostles,

and the Shepherd of Hermas as '' not included

in the canon, but appointed by the Fathers to

be read by those who newly join us and wish

for instruction in the word of godliness." The
specified writings were to be read in the Church,

and are expressly dififerentiated by Athanasius

from the "Apocrypha"; they are not mentioned

at all in the lists of Cyril of Jerusalem, Gregory
Nazianzen, and Amphilochius (cf. T. Zahn, Ge-

9chichU, II, i, 172-180, 212-219). The usage of

Epiphanius varies: in one place he gives only the

Hebrew canon; in another he mentions also Tobit

and Judith as in the canon, while Ecclesiasticus and
Wisdom of Solomon seem to him "doubtful."

That he expresses only his own opinion is proved

by still a third passage (H<vr., Ixxvi), where after

the canonical writings, which are not named indi-

vidually, he mentions Wisdom of Solomon and
Ecclesiasticus as " Holy Scripture." His waver-

ing was due to the fact that, on the one hand, he

used the canon of the Jews as the norm, while, on
the other hand, he was unwilling to give up his

Greek Bible (cf . T. Zahn, Oeschichte, II, i, 219-226).

The only one who in the ancient Church opposed

the Apocrypha was Jerome; and this was no doubt

due to his Hebrew studies and his seal for the

"body of truth in the Hebrew." The principal

passage is in the Prologus gaUatua (NPNF, 2d
ser. vi, 489), in which he says that the books not

on the list he gives must be reckoned among the

Apocrypha.
All these declarations, more or less unfavorable

to the Apocrypha, lose much of their importance

from the fact that the men who excluded the

Apocrypha from the canon use them in an impar-

tial manneras though canonical ; soAthanasius, Qrril,

Epiphanius, and even Jerome, who in spite of his

theory is not afraid to quote Ecclesiasticus as
" Sacred Scripture." Roman theologians have

rightly laid great stress upon this fact; for it proves

that, notwithstanding opposite theories, ecclesi-

astical practise on the whole was to use the Apoc-
lyphal like the canonical writings. Moreover,

the West decided in their favor. Augustine (De

doctrina Christiana, ii, 8) counted the Apocrypha
as canonical, and the same was the case with the

synods at Hippo (393) and Carthage (397), held

under his influence (cf. T. Zahn, GeschichJUt II, i,

246-259). This position was prevalent down to the

time of the Reformation, though in the Middle Ages

there were not lacking voices which sided with
Jerome (cf. De Wette-Schrader, EirdeUung, pp.
64 sqq.). In the Greek Church of the Middle Ages
the Apocrypha were as a rule included in the

canon.

In the Church of Rome the question concerning

the Apocrypha was definitively settled by the Coun-
cil of Trent, which in its fourth session fixed the ex-

tent of the canon in such a manner that it included

the Apocrypha. Hence the official edition of the

Vulgate (that of 1592) includes the Apocrypha
with the other writings, and in the

*• '^^•P*- following order: Nehezniah (numbered

Bo^* as II Ezra) is followed by Tobit,

Catholio "^^^^^y Esther (with the additions),

Ohuroh. J<>b» Psahns, Proverbs, Eoclesiastes,

Song of Solomon, Wisdom of Solomon,
Ecdenasticus, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Lamentations,
Banich with the Epistle of Jeremiah, Ezekiel,

Daniel with the additions, the Twelve Minor
Prophets, I and II Maccabees. As an appendix
(in smaller type and with the explicit statement
that they stand " outside the series of canonical

books"), the Old Testament is followed by the

Prayer of Manasses, III and IV Ezra. From this

official canon of the Church of Rome the manu-
scripts and editions of the Greek Bible differ mainly
in this, that in them III Ezra (which, however, is

here always numbered as I Ezra) is put on a par
with the other writings, IV Ezra (as a rule also the

Prayer of Manasses) is wanting, III Maccabees
being substituted for it; some few manuscripts

and editions contain also IV Maccabees. The
arrangement is generally this: I Ezra stands before

the canonical Ezra; Judith and Tobit stand together

with Esther; Wisdom, and Ecclesiasticus with the

Solomonic writings; Baruch and the Epistle of

Jeremiah with Jeremiah. The position of the

books of the Maccabees is the most imoertain; in

the (printed) editions they generally stand at the

end of the Old Testament.

In the Protestant Church, Carlstadt (De canoni-

CIS scripiuris, Wittenberg, 1520) was the first to

pay special attention to the theory of the canon.

He sided with Jerome in designating the writings

in question as " apocrypha," that is, as non-canon-

ical writings (cf . Credner, Zur Geschichte des Kanans,

p. 364). Yet he distinguished within them two
classes. On Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus, Judith, Tobit,

I and II Maccabees, he remarked: " These are

apocrypha, i.e., outside of the Hebrew
6. BeJeoted canon, nevertheless they are holy

^y writings." The others, however, were

^^uatT" ^^^ ^'^^ " plainly apocrypha, deserv-

edly exposed to the strictures of the

censor (Credner, 389)." Though this discrimination

has found no favor, Carlstadt's position is on the

whole that of the Protestant Church. In the first

complete original edition of Luther's translation

(1534) the Apocrypha formed a supplement to the

Old Testament with the heading "Apocrypha;
that is, books which, although not estimated equal to

the Holy Scriptures, are yet useful and good to

read." As to the number of received writings,

Luther's Bible agreed with the Vulgate, with the

modification, however, that of the three books
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found in the appendix to ^he Vulgate the Prayer
of Manasses was received, and both books of Ezra
were excluded. In the Refonned Church the

apocryphal books have received the same treat-

ment as in the Lutheran, except that usually a
stricter sentence has been passed upon them.
In modem times, opposition has twice been raised

against them, each time in En^and (1825 and 1850);

and the result has been a substantial augmentation
of information about them.

XL Manuscripts of the Greek Text: As the

Apocrypha form an integral part of the Greek Old
Testament, they are included in the Septuagint

manuscripts, of which the most important are:

(1) the Codex VoHcanua, in which the books
of Blaccabees do not appear; (2) the Codex SinaiH-

CU8, containing Esther, Tobit, Judith, I and IV
Maccabees, Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus; (3) the Codex
Alexandrinua, containing all the Apocxypha. (For

particulars cf . the prolegomena to O. F. Fritzsche,

lAbri Apocryphi Veteris Testamenti OrcBce, Leipeic,

1871. On the manuscripts of the Septuagint in

general cf . Swete, Introduction to the Old Testament

in Greek, Cambridge, 1900, pp. 122-170; see also

Bible Text. I, 4, § 2.)

IIL Ancient Vernons: Mention is made here

of only the Latin and Syriac because they are the

most important in point of age and circulation.

1. Iiatin: Various Old Latin texts of most
Apocrypha exist, the interrelations of which have
not yet been fully investigated (cf. SchOrer, Ge-
schichte, vol. iii). These must be distinguished

from Jerome's translation, and an estimate of the

amount of the Old Latin that has been preserved

can be obtained only by inference from what is

known concerning Jerome's labors. He undertook
a twofold translation of the Old Testament. At
first he was satisfied with revising the Old Latin
translation on the basis of the Septuagint; after

that he translated the Old Testament anew from
the original text (cf . Kaulen, Oeechichte der Vu/gata,

Mainz, 1868, pp. 153 sqq.; see Bible Versions,

A, II, 2), necessarily omitting the Apocrypha, be-

cause they were not in the original text. Jerome
ays expressly concerning some that he passes

them by. In response to special
1. The Old requests he worked over two of the
^attn and apocryphal books, Tobit and Judith,

Vwalonr. ^^* performed the work hastily

and reluctantly and evidently not in

connection with his great Bible version (cf. the

preface to both books. Opera, ed. Vallarsi, 11 vols.,

Verona, 1734-42 x, 1, sqq., 21 sqq.). The Vulgate
texts of the additions to Esther and Daniel are

also Jerome's work. He received these into his

translation from the original text, but marked
them with the obelus (cf. his remarks on Esther,

Opera, ed. Vallarsi, ix, 1581). The translation

of the additions to Esther is so free that in some
passages it gives merely the general sense. The
additions to Daniel are translated with greater

fidelity, but from the text of Theodotion, as noted

by Jerome himself. The version of these four

books passed into the Vulgate. The Vulgate con-

tains also the books of Ezra (put into the appendix
since the 0)uncil of Trent), Banich, and the Epistle

of Jeremiah, I and II Maccabees, EcdesiaBticus,

and Wisdom. Since Jerome did not translate

these, the Vulgate text is to be regarded as essen-

tially the same as that of the Old lAtin. The
question is only whether some of these texts have
not imdergone correction at the hand of Jerome.
It is to be regretted that information is very meager
as to the extent of Jerome's revision of the Old
Latin which was originally made from the Sep-
tuagint. But on two Apocrypha, the Wisdom of

Solomon and Ekxdesiasticus, there is a valuable

notice in the extant ** Preface to the Edition of the

Books of Solomon according to the LXX " (Val-

larsi, X, 436), from which it is learned that in

Ecclesiasticus and Wisdom of Solomon, Jerome
" saved the pen," i.e., he did not emend them since

he " desired to correct only the canonical writings."

As by *' canonical writings " here he refers only
to the Solomonic literature, it remains a possibility

that he nevertheless emended the non-Solomonic
Apocrypha, Ezra, Baruch, I and II Maocabeee.
And it is at any rate worthy of notice that these

four books are extant in the Latin in double texts,

whereas Ecclesiasticus and Wisdom are extant only
in the text of the Vulgate. The presumption is

obvious: that one of each of these four double
texts embodies the revision of Jerome. (The chief

collection of Old Latin texts is P. Sabatier, Bib-
liorum sacromm latine versionee antiquce, 3 vols.,

Paris, 1751; cf. also S. Berger, Notices et extraits

des mantiscrits de la Biblioth^que NoHonale et autres

bUdiothkques, Paris, 1893, xxxiv, 2, pp. 141-152;

idem, Histoire de la Vulgate pendant les premiers

si^des du moyen Age, Paris, 1893; Thielmann. Be-
richt iiber das gesammeUe handsehrifUiche Maierial

tu einer kritischen Ausgabe der lateinischen Ueber-

settungen des AUen Testaments, in Sitiung^)eriehte

der MUnchener Akademie, hist, Klasse, 1899, vol.

ii, pp. 205-243.)

2. Syriac: Here also distinction must be
made between the common Syriac (Peshito) and
the Hexaplar Syriac version. The former was
printed by Walton in the London Polyglot, and,

from examination of six manuscripts in the British

Museum, by P. de Lagarde (Libri Veteris Testa-

menti apocrypha Syriace, Leipsic, 1861). The
most important manuscript is the Codex Ambra-

sianus B. 21 Inf. of the sixth century^

v*jF^* ji
which contains the whole of the Old

^2J^™ Testament and the following Apoo-

Syriac ^Tpha: Wisdom, Epistle of Jeremiah,

Versions. ^ '^^ ^^ Epistles of Baruch, addi-

tions to Daniel, Judith, Ecdesiasticus,

Apocalypse of Baruch, IV Ezra, I-V Maccabees (V
Maccabees= Josephus, War, vi). Only E^zra and
Tobit are wanting. The character of this Syriac

translation is different in the different books, some
being quite literal and faithful, others free and
inaccurate. The Hexaplar Syriac is the Syriac

translation prepared after the text of Origen's

Hexapla, and is for the most part extant in manu-
scripts at Milan, Paris, and London. The most
important manuscript is the Codex Ambrosianus C.

313 Inf. It contains Wisdom, Ecdesiasticus,

Baruch, Epistle of Jeremiah, and the additions

to Daniel. To the Hexaplar translation belongs
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alao the Syriac text of Tobit i-xii. The rest of the

book is from the Peshito.

IV. Origin and Contents of the Individual Writings.

1. The Apocryphal Bsra (I Esdras; for II Esdras

see PSBTTDEPIGRAPHA, OlD TESTAMENT, II, 7):

In the Greek Bibles this book is called II Ezra;

in the Latin, III Ezra (Nehemiah= II Ezra). The
whole is a worthless compilation, the main part of

which is identical with the canonical Ezra. The
mutual relations may be seen from the following:

Chap, i = II Chron. xxxv-xxxri: The restoration of the
temple worship under Joeiah (039-609 b.c.)i and the history

of Joeiah's mioceaeors till the destruction of the Temple
(588). Chap, ii, 1-14 = Eira i: Gyrus in the first year of

his reign (537 b.c.) allows the eidles to return, and restores

to them the vesseb of the Temple. Chap. ii. 15-25 = Esra
iv. 7-24: In oonsequenoe of an aoeusation against the Jews,

Artazerzes (405-425 b.c.) forbids the oontinuation of the
building of the Temple and the walls of Jerusalem. Chmp.
iii-T, 6. independent: Zerubbabel obtains the favor of Da-
rius (521-485 B.C.), and securse permission to lead the exiles

back. Cbap. v, 7-70:= Eira ii, l-iv, 5: List of those who
returned with Zerubbabel, the aetivitiee of Zerubbabel, and
the interruption of the building of the Temple during the

time of CTyrus (53(HS29 b.c.) and till the second year of

Darius (520 b.c). Chap, vi-vii = Eira v-vi: Resumption
and completion of the building of the Temple in the sixth

year of Darius (516 B.C.). Chap, viii-ix. 36 = Esra vii-x:

Esra returns with a caravan of exiles in the seventh year of

Artaxerxes (458 B.C.); the beginning of Esra's aetivitiee.

ChM>- iz, 37-65= Neh. vii, 73-^iii. 13: Esra proclaims the
Law.

The apocryphal differs from the canonical Ezra
in the following four points: (1) The passage iv,

7-24 of the canonical Ezra is placed fibnst; (2) the

passage iii-v, 6 of the apocryphal Ezra is inserted

from an unloiown source; (3) II Chron. xxxv-
zxxvi serves as a preface; (4) Neh. vii, 73-viii, 13

is added at the end. In the canonical Ezra, iv,

6-23 is in the wrong place; it belongs to a later

period and treats not of the interruption of the

building of the Temple but of the interruption of

the building of the walls. The redactor of the

apocryphal Ezra has indeed taken it out of its

wrong surroundings, but he has increased the con-

fusion by locating the passage wrongly and by add-

ing as supplement the account of the interruption

of work on the Temple. Not satisfied with this

he inserted also the piece iii-v, 6, which transfers

the action into the time of Darius, whereas in v,

7-70 events in the reign of Gyrus are discussed.

Thus the history goes backward; first (ii, 15-25)

Artaxerxes, then (iii-v, 6) Darius, finally (v, 7-70)

Cyrus. And in the last passage it is told very

ingenuously how Zerubbabel had already returned

with the exiles imder Cyrus (cf. v, 8, 67-70), after

the statement has been made expressly that Zerub-

babel through a special favor of Darius obtained

permission to return. The opinion of Howorth
that the apocryphal Ezra is more original than the

canonical is a reversal of the actual state of the

case, as is sufficiently shown by Kosters. Con-
cerning the sources used by the compiler two facts

appear: (a) The canonical Ezra which he used was
not that of the Septuagint, but was the Hebrew-
Aramaic original (cf. Nestle, Marffinalien und
MaUrialien, TQbingen, 1893, pp. 23-29) ; (b) the por-

tion iii-v, 6 he certainly foimd ready to hand, since

it stands in the directest opposition to the rest

of the narrative. It seems to be from a Greek

original, not a translation from the Hebrew. The
purpose of the entire compilation was correctly

stated by Bertholdt (Historischrkrilische Einleitung

in die Buchtr des Alien Testaments, 6 vols., Erlangen,
1812-19, iii, 1011) in the following words: "He
intended to compile from older worki9 a history of

the Temple from the last epoch of the legal worship
to its rebuilding and of the reestablishment of the

prescribed divine service." The compiler evi-

dently purposed to quote further from Nehemiah;
for the abrupt close can not possibly have been
intended. As to the date of compilation all that

can be said is that the book was used by Josephus
(An/., xi, 1-5).

8. Additions to Bather (The Rest of Esther):

The Book of Esther narrates how Esther, the foster-

daughter of a Jew named Mordecai at the court of

King Ahasuerus (Xerxes) in Shushan, becomes the

wife of the king; how Haman, the prime minister

who intended to destroy Mordecai and all Jews,

is himself brought to the gallows; and how by her

intercession Esther finally induces the king to

revoke the edict issued imder Haman's influence,

and thus saves her people. Into this narrative

the following pieces are inserted in the Greek Bible:

(a) Before i, 1, Mordecai's dream of the miraculous

deliverance of his people; (b) after iii, 13, the text

of the first edict of Artaxerxes (thus the king is

named in this section) which decrees the extermi-

nation of the Jews; (c) after iv, 17, the text of the

prayers of Mordecai and Esther for the salvation

of their people; (d) in place of v, 1-2, the reception

of Esther by the king; (e) in place of viii, 13, the

text of the second edict of Artaxerxes, which recalls

the first; (f) after x, 3, Mordecai perceives the

significance of his dream. It is difficult to decide

whether these pieces weje interpolated by the

translator of the Septuagint version of Esther or

by a later hand. There is no reason for assuming
for them a Hebrew original. It is true that Hebrew
and Aramaic texts exist, but they are late in origin,

and most likely were made directly or indirectly

from the Greek, as were other Hebrew and Aramaic
texts of the Apocrypha. For these additions

Josephus is the oldest witness (An/., VI, vi, 6 sqq.),

since the annotation to Esther according to which
Dositheus and his son Ptolemy brought the book
(to Egypt) in the fourth year of the reign of King
Ptolemy and Cleopatra, refers to the book as a
whole and can not be used as testimony for the

antiquity of the interpolated passages. Moreover,

this testimony is very indecisive, since there were
no less than four Ptolemies, each of whom had a
wife named Cleopatra. In this book, especially

interesting is the text-recension which is extant

in Codices 19, 93A, 108B, the latter two contaim'ng

both texts, the common and the revised. The
revision of the common text, which on the whole
characterizes the readings of these manuscripts, is

more radical in Esther than is usual, on which

account Fritzsche published both texts side by
side in his edition of 1848 as well as in his collection

of the Apocrypha. Lagarde did the same in his

edition of the Septuagint (i, 1883).

8. Additions to Daniel: (a) The Song of the

Three Children : In the third chapter of Daniel it
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is told how the three children Shadrach, Meshach,

and Abednego (or, as their Hebrew names are given

in i, 7, Hananiah, MishaeJ, and Azariah), refusing

to fall down before the image of the king, were
punished by being thrown into the furnace, but
were miraculously saved. In the Greek text of

Daniel an insertion is made after iii, 23, in which it

is told that Azariah when in the furnace prayed to

God to be saved, and when his prayer was heard,

that the three sang a song of praise, the text of the

prayer as well as of the song being given, (b) The
History of Susanna : In the Greek text this pas-

sage generally stands at the beginning of Daniel,

and Daniel is introduced as still a boy. Susanna,

the wife of a prominent Jew of Babylon, named
Joacim, is wrongly accused of adultery, and con-

demned to death, but is saved by the yoimg Daniel's

wisdom and prophetic gift, (c) Bd and the Dragon

:

Daniel proves to the king of Babylon (whom
Theodotion calls C!yrus) that the god Bel neither

eats nor drinks the offerings put before him. The
destruction of a dragon, which is an object of wor-

ship, Daniel brings about by feeding it with indigest-

ible cakes. Being cast into the lion's den at the

instigation of the enraged populace, Daniel is not

touched by the lion, and is miraculously fed by
the prophet Habakkuk.
Of these three insertions the first only is a proper

supplement to the canonical book of Daniel. The
other two are independent and probably originated

independently. There is no certain reason for

assuming that either of the three insertions was
originally written in Hebrew or Aramaic. The
history of Susanna is certainly a Greek original,

as was inferred by Julius Africanus and Porphyry
from plays on words possible only in Greek (cf.

Bertholdt, Einleiiung, iv, 1575 sqq.; a thorough

but nevertheless abortive effort to put aside the

force of these plays was made by Wiederholt in

TQ, 1869, pp. 290-321). Of the Song of the

Three Children in the furnace and the story of the

dragon, Gaster published an Aramaic text from a
Jewish chronicle of the Middle Ages, which he
regards as the original (Gaster, The Unknown

^

Aramaic Original of Theodoiion'e Additions to the

Book of Daniel, in PSBA, xvi, 1894, pp. 280-290,

312-317; xvii, 1895, pp. 75-94). But the author

of the chronicle says that he gives the insertions,
** which Thodos foimd; and this is the section which
was inserted into his text by Thodos, the wise man,
who translated in the days of O)mmodus, King
of the Romans" (PSBA, xvi, 283, 312). Since

Symmachus and Aquila are also mentioned as

Bible translators, Thodos is no doubt Theodotion,

as Gaster also states. The chronicler himself thus

declares that the insertions are later than Theodo-
tion. Still less originality can be claimed by an->

other Aramaic (Syriac) reproduction of the story

of the dragon, which Raymimdus Martini quoted
in his Pugio fidei, and which was published by
Neubauer (The Book of ToibU, London, 1878, pp.
xci-xcii, 39-43); the same can also be said of the

Hebrew recension of the History of Susanna in

Jellinek, Bet ha-Midrash (6 vols., Vienna, 1877, vi,

126-128). On account of the linguistic agreement
of the insertions with the translation of the rest of

the book, Fritzsche is led to the assumption that

they are united with the book by the translator

[of the Septuagint], and were recast by him (Exege^

tisches Handbuch, i, 114). This is improbable if

the Greek origin of the insertions is maintained.

Before the Daniel legend could produce new for-

mations in the Greek language, a Greek book of

Daniel had to exist. On the History of Susanna

there is an interesting correspondence between

Julius Africanus and Origen, in which the former

denies the genuineness of the story and the latter

defends it (Jtdii Africani de historia Susanna
epistola ad Origenem et Origenis ad ilium responsio,

ed. J. R. Wetstenius, Basel, 1674, Eng. transl.,

ANF, iv, 385-392). The text of the Septuagint

of the Book of Daniel, together with its addi-

tions, was early displaced from ecclesiastical use

by the version of Theodotion; consequently all

manuscripts and editions of the Septuagint con-

tain Theodotion's version of Daniel. The text of

the Septuagint is extant in only one manuscript,

which is in the library of Prince Ghigi at Rome
(Codex Chisianus, no. 88 in Holmes's Vetus

Testamentum; Tischendorf dates it in the eleventh

century), and was first edited by Simon de Bfagis-

tris (Daniel secundum LXX ex tetraplis Origenis

nunc primum editus e singtdari Chisiano oodice,

Rome, 1772). A correct reprint of the Codez
Chisianus was first published by Cozza (Sacronan
bibliorum vetustissima fragmenta Grceca et LoHnaf
part iii, Rome, 1877), and after him by Swete
(The Old Testament in Greek, iii, Cambridge, 1894).

Wherever Theodotion could not revise after a
Hebrew original, his text in the additions is nothing
but a revision of the Septuagint. The text of the

Septuagint is the basis of the Hexaplar-Syriac

version.

4. The Pxmyer of lfanns«a«: After King Manas-
seh had been taken to Babylon by the Assyrians,

and while in captivity, he repented and besought
God to be delivered; God heard his prayer and
brought him back again to Jerusalem. (II Chron.

xxxiii, 11-13). According to II Chron. xxxiii,

18-19, this prayer was written in the " Book of

the Kings of Israel " and in the " History of Hosai

"

and " among the sayings of the seers." This

reference suggested the composition of a prayer

which should correspond to the situation. It is

found in some manuscripts of the Septuagint

(e.g.. Codex Alexandrinus) among the hymns given

at the head of the Psabns; and is also quoted in

full in the Apostolic Constitutions, ii, 22. The
latter furnishes the earliest trace of the existoice

of the prayer; it may be, as Nestle supposes, that

it was transferred from this passage into the manu-
scripts of the Septuagint. It is nowhere found in

the text of Chronicles. The Latin trandation in

the Vulgate (since the Coimcil of Trent put into

the appendix) is entirely different from the Old

Latin, and is of very late origin.

6. Bamoh: Under the name of Banich, the

faithful friend and companion of the prophet

Jeremiah, whose prophecies he wrote down (Jer.

xxxvi, 4, 17 sqq., 27, 32; xlv, 1) and with whom he

shared the involuntary abode in Egypt (Jer. xliii,

5-7), a work is extant which consists of the follow-
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ing three parts, rather loosely oonnected: (a) i, 2~
iii, 8: In the fifth year after the destruction of

Jenisalem by the Chaldeans (586 b.c.)> the Jews in

Babylon send messages to Jerusalem to the high
priest Joiakun, forward money to provide sacrifices

for the Temple, and ask prayers for the life of King
Nebuchadnezzar and his son Belshazzar. In the
letter which the messengers bring to Jerusalem the
point is especially emphasized that the present
misfortune is but a punishment for the people's

sin and their disobedience to God's commandments,
especially because they did not obey the king of

Babylon, as God desired < them; (b) iii, 0-iv, 4:

Israel is exhorted to return to the source of all

wisdom, who is God alone; (c) iv, 5-v, 9: The
discouraged people are exhorted to take heart.

Though Jerusalem is devastated and the people
scattered, God will bring them back into the holy
city.

Opinions differ much as to the date of compo-
sition. It is the more difficult to decide because
the three pieces of which the work is composed are

of different character and come from at least two,
possibly three, authors. The position of Roman
Catholic theologians that the book really belongs
to Baruch is imtenable. The author was unac-
quainted with the drciunstances of the times (cf.

Fritzsche, Exegetiaehes Handbuchf i, 170), and was
in the dark as to the situation invented by himself,

not having pictured it clearly to his own con-

sciousness. On the one hand, he presupposed the
destruction of the city by the Chaldeans (i, 2), yet
spoke as if the ritual and the Temple itself still

existed (i, 10, 14). Even Ewald's view, that the
book originated in the latter Persian and first

Greek period, is far from the truth. There are

parallels with the Book of Daniel which make
certain literary dependence of one upon the other.

Daniel ix, 7-10 corresponds almost literally to

Baruch i, 15-18. But it is hardly conceivable that

such a very original and creative mind as the author
of Daniel copied from Baruch. This brings the

book down into the later Maccabean times, on
account of the necessary interval between Baruch
and Daniel. With this date most of the Protestant

critics seem to be satisfied (so Fritzsche, Exege-
Htchea Hcmdbuch, i, 173, and De Wette-Schrader,

EtnUilung, p. 603). But it is very questionable

whether this is correct, whether, with Hitzig {ZWT\
1860, pp. 262 sqq.) and Kneucker {Das Buck Baruch,

Leipsic, 1879), the date should not be brought down
to the time of Vespasian.

Mention should be made of the fact, first noted
by P. £. E. Geiger (Der Psalter Salamo8, Augsburg,

1871, p. 137), that Baruch v has the same view-

point as the Psalter of Solomon xi. The thoughts
are in part derived from Isaiah. A literary rela-

tionship between Pseudo-Solomon and Pseudo-
Baruch can hardly be denied. Considering the

psalmlike character of Baruch, it seems more
appropriate to grant priority to the psalms than to

Barudi. This would' lead at least into the time of

Pompey, in which the psalms originated (cf.

SchQrer, GesehicfUe, iii, 150 sqq.). Besides, the

first as well as the third part of the book presup-

poses the destruction of Jerusalem and of the

Temple, the devastation and ruin of the coimtry,
and the removal of the inhabitants into captivity

(i, 2; ii, 23, 26; iv, 10-16). To be sure, according
to the author's plan, the action is placed in the time
of the Chaldeans; but the whole work, with all

its exhortations and consolations, suits a similar

situation, and is not sufficiently motived, imless

the contemporaries of the author lived under the
pressing of like conditions (cf. Fritzsche, Exege-
tischea Handbuch, i, 172 sqq.). Circumstances
similar to those of the time of the Chaldeans existed

again in consequence of the great war of 66-70 a.d.

Such a destruction of city and Temple took place

neither in the time of the Maccabeans nor in the
time of Pompey (to which Graetz assigns the book).

Finally, some striking peculiarities suggest the war
from 66 to 70. The author considers the misfor-

tune of Israel a punishment for its rebellion against

the king of B8i>ylon, and exhorts the people to
offer sacrifice and prayer to Nebuchadnezzar and
Belshazzar (ii, 21 sqq., i, 10 sqq.). In like manner
Josephus {War, II, xvii, 2-4) saw the real cause of

the war in the abolition of the sacrifice for the Ro-
man emperor. The entire unhistorical juxtaposition

of Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar suggests Ves-
pasian and Titus. That parents might eat the
flesh of their children during a famine (ii, 3) was
already threatened (Lev. xxvi, 29; Deut. xxviii,

53; Jer. xix, 9; Ezek. v, 10), and is stated as a
fact (II Kings vi, 28 sqq.; Lam. ii, 20, iv, 10).

It may be recalled that the very same thing is also

narrated of the war imder Vespasian (Josephus, PTar,

VI, iii, 4). In view of these facts the inference is

allowable that the Book of Baruch originated in the

time of Vespasian. It is first quoted by Athe-
nagoras (" Plea for the Christians," ix, where Baruch
iii, 35 is quoted as the utterance of a prophet), and
is also quoted by Irenseus {Hcbt,^ IV, xx, 4; V,
XXXV, 1), and Clement of Alexandria (PcBdagogua,

I,x,91-«2;II,iii,36).

The question of the unity of authorship can be
treated only in connection with the question of the

original language. In the latter respect Jerome
says (Prolegomena in Jer,), ** It is neither foimd
nor read among the Hebrews." Over against this

in the Hexaplar-Syriac there occurs three times

(in i, 17 and ii, 3) the remark " This does not exist

in the Hebrew " (cf . Ceriani's notes to his edition

in the MonumerUa sacra ei profana, i, 1, Milan,1861-

1871 ). According to this, it may be assumed that a
Hebrew Baruch, corresponding to the Greek which
has been preserved, was known to antiquity; and
the linguistic character, at least of the first part,

confirms this assumption. But the diction from
iii, 9 is perceptibly different. Accordingly the

view of Fritzsche has much in its favor; viz., that

the first part is a translation from the Hebrew;
the rest, however, is from a Greek original (Exege-

tiaehes Handbuch, i, 171 sqq.). With this it is also

decided that there were two authors; the trans-

lator of the first part added the rest from his own
resources, but both are to be dated in the time of

Vespasian. Finally it is worthy of remark that

the use of Theodotion's version of Daniel can be
shown (cf. L. E. T. Andr6, Lea Apocryphea de

VAncien Teatament, Paris, 1904, pp. 251 sqq.;
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TLZ, 1904, p. 255). From this it must be inferredthat

this version is much older than is generally supposed.

6. TheBpiatle of Jeremiah: As an addition to

the Book of Baruch there is often found the so-

called Epistle of Jeremiah (occurring as chap, vi in

the Vulgate, in Luther's Bible, and in the Ekiglish).

Originally it had nothing to do with the Book
of Baruch, and in older manuscripts is separated

from it. But without any valid reason the two
were united at a very early period. The letter is ad-

dressed to the exiles designated by Nebuchadnezzar
to be led to Babylon. In contents it is a some-
what dififusive and rhetorical exhortation, though
in good Greek, against the Babylonian deities,

together with an ironical description of their nothing-

ness. Its genuineness is out of the question; for the

epistle was certainly originally written in Greek.

Besides, the duration of the exile (verse 3) is given

as lasting seven generations in opposition to Jer.

xxix, 10. Many find in II Mace, ii, 1 sqq. direct

reference to this epistle. But what is said there

has nothing to do with it. Still less can it be
r^arded as a reference to the epistle, when the fact

is taken into accoimt that in one Targum to Jer.

X, 11, this Aramaic verse is designated a ** copy "

from an epistle of Jeremiah (cf. Nestle, Margi-
nalien und Materialien, 1803, pp. 42 sqq.).

7. Tobit: The name of this book and of its

hero is read in the Vulgate Tobias ; but in the Greek
text Tcbil (or TcbUh), in the English translation

"Tobit," where "Tobias" is only the name of

the son of Tobit. According to the Greek text, in

the first part of the book Tobit himself tells his

story, speaking in the first person; from iu, 7, the

narrator speaks in the third person. Tobit, a son of

Tobiel of the tribe of Naphtali belonged to the exiles

who were led away to Nineveh into captivity by the

Assyrian king Shalmaneser. He lived there also

under the kings Sennacherib and Esarhaddon and
always distinguished himself by an exemplary piety.

Since in spite of this piety he still experienced

misfortune, he was derided and ridiculed (i, 1-

iii, 6). A similar experience was that of a pious

woman named Sara, the daughter of Raguel in

Ecbatana (iii, 7-15). Because both prayed to

God in their distress, the angel Raphael was sent

to deliver both from the sufferings which befell

them in their innocence, and to imite Sara and
Tobias, the son of Tobit, in marriage (iii, 16-xii, 22).

Tobit sang a psalm of praise in honor of God, and
lived to be a hundred and forty-eight, and Tobias

lived to be a hundred and twenty-seven (xiii, xiv).

This is the course of the narrative, which is adorned
with many details, exhibits a good talent for com-
position, and also displays the spirit of the strictly

Pharisaic legality. Older theology down to the

nineteenth century regarded the story as history;

but the narrative is no doubt pure fiction. Its

object is obvious; it is to prove that God never
forsakes the pious and righteous; on the contrary,

he always takes care of them, though they seem to

be forsaken; finally that he richly rewards their

piety. On this account those who, like Tobit,

dwell among the Gentiles should not suffer them-
selves by the hardships of their extenial drcum-
fitances to become faithless to God.

The contents being so general, it is impossible

to fix the time of composition. But with some
probability it may be said that the book originated

dxiring the last two centuries b.c. There is no
reason to go down to the post-Vespasian time, as

HiUig does {ZWT, 1860, pp. 250 sqq.); for here

the case is essentially different from that of Baruch.

While it is true that from the standpoint of the

Assyrian times the destruction of Jerusalem and,

conformably to it, its rebuilding also are prophe-

sied (xiv, 4-5; xiii, 9-10, 16 sqq.), the entire book
is by no means intended to comfort the readers for

the destruction of Jerusalem. It is true that Hit-

zig infers, from the fact that the author depicts

the rebuilding of city and Temple with more ex-

travagant colors than would apply to the historical

building, that he did not live while this historical

building stood. But a careful consideration of the

principal passage sets us right. Chap, xiv, 5 reads:
" And they shall build the house but not like to the

former, until the times of that age be fulfilled;

and afterward they shall return from the p'aoes of

their captivity, and build up Jerusalem gloriously,

and the house of God shall be built in it forever

with a glorious building, even as the prophets
spake concerning it." Here two things are plainly

distinguished: (a) the historical building of Zerub-
babel, which is insignificant (" not like to the for-

mer "); and (b) the beautiful building of eternity,

which is to follow this at the end of this age, which
is still in the future even for the author. The very
fact that the writer knew nothing of a repeated
catastrophe between the two would indicate that

he lived in pre-Vespasian or even in pre-Herodian
times. Qear signs of a use of thebook are lacking till

the second century of the Christian era. Reference
is made in xiv, 10 to the legend of Achikar or Achia-
char, which is extant in different late recensions (cf.

Conybeare, Harris, and Lewis, The Story of Ahikar
from the Syriac, Arabic, Armenian, Oreek, andSlavonic
VerHons, London, 1898). No Hebrew (or Aramaic)
copy of the book was known to Origen and his Jew-
ish advisers (Epist, ad Africanum, xiii: " The Jews
neither use Tobit nor Judith, nor do they have them
in Hebrew "). It is therefore probable that the
extant Semitic texts are late. An Aramaic text
was edited by A. Neubauer (The Book of Tobit,

a Chaldee Text from a Unique MS. in the Bodleian
Library, Oxford, 1878; cf. G. Bicknell, in ZKT, 1878,

pp. 216-222; T. Ndldeke, in Monattberichie der

Berliner Akademie, 1879, pp. 45-69; and G. H. Dal-
man, \3rammatik dee jidiechrpaldsHniechen Ani-
maiech, Leipsic, 1894, pp. 27-29). There exist

also two Hebrew compositions generally acknowl-
edged to be of late date (cf. C. D. Ilgen, Die Ge-
echichte Tobi% Jena, 1800, cxxxviii sqq., ccxvii sqq.;

Fritzsche, Exegetiechee Handbuch, u, 5, 9 sqq.,

xiv; T. Ndldeke, Die AUteatamentliche Litieratur,

Leipsic, 1868, pp. 108 sqq.). The Aramaic text

has this in conmion with the Latin revision of

Jerome (and with this only), that the story of Tobit
is narrated from the beginning in the third person,

whereas in all other texts, in i, 1-iii, 6, Tobit speaks
in the first person. The Aramaic text is thus per-

haps identi<»l with, or at any rate neariy related

to, that used by Jerome. Dalman for linguistic
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reasoDB declares it to be later. But a deciaioii is

difficult, since Jerome actually leans more upon
the Old Latin. Since the uniform adoption of the

third person is evidently secondary, the originality

of the Aramaic as against the Greek is out of the
question. It is probable that in the Aramaic text

also the first person in chap, i, 1-iii, 6 was origi-

nally preserved; for it is still used in the so-called

HebrcBtta Mvnsteri, which, according to other indi-

cations, was made from the Aramaic. But even
with this supposition there is no reason to assume
an Aramaic text as the original of the Greek (so

Fuller in Wace's Apocrypha, i, 152-155, 164-171).

The style of the Greek text makes its originality

rather probable. Of the Greek text there are three

recensions: (a) the common text contained also

in the Vatican and Alexandrian manuscripts and
followed by the Syriac version to vii, 9; (b) that

preserved in the Sinaitic codex upon which the Old
Latin leans for the most part; (c) the text of cod-

ices 44, 106, 107, which are the basis of the Syriac

from vii, 10. The manuscripts named represent

in the beginning the common recension, so that

this text is preserved only for vi, 9-xiii, 8. In his

edition of the Apocrypha, Fritssche gives all three

texts. Swete gives the text of the Vatican and
Sinaitic.

8. Judith: The contents of this book are briefly

as follows: Nebuchadnezzar, king of Assjrria (sic),

overcomes Arphaxad, king of Media, and sends

his general, Holofernes, against the Western nations

which did not take the field with him against

Arphaxad. They are subdued, and their places of

worship destroy^ (i-iii)* Holofemes now attacks

the Jewish people, who had recently returned

from the captivity and rededicated their temple.

In the face of the imminent danger of having their

sanctuary profaned, the whole people are bent upon
resistance to the utmost, and the high priest Joia-

kim makes the necessary arrangements. Holo-

femes directs his main attack upon the fortress

Bethulia, which he hopes to conquer by famine

(iv-vii). The distress having become very great,

a beautiful widow, Judith by name, offers to become
the savior of her people. Having been admit-

ted to the hostile camp, she contrives to gain the

confidence of Holofemes. While Holofemes lies

in a drunken stupor, Judith kills him and then

hastens back into the city. The Jews make a sally,

put the enemy to flight, and all Israel is saved

(viii-xiv). Judith is praised as the savior of the

peo|de, and at her death at the advanced age of

105 years is greatly lamented by all the nation

(xv-xvi).

As is the case in the Book of Tobit, so here there

can be no doubt that the contents is not history

but a didactic narrative. The historical details

are so incredibly confused, and the parenetic object

is so manifest, that only by wilfully closing the eyes

can one fail to see that the book is fiction . What the

parenetic object is, is plain enough: The Jewish

people was to be encouraged to fight with the

sword boldly and resolutely, for the continuance

of its faith and worship, even against a superior

enemy. This points clearly to Maccabean times.

It may be admitted that the presupposed historical

background would fit well the time of Artaxerxes
Ochus, for this king in one of his campaigns against
Phenida and Egypt (c. 350 b.c.) made prisoners

among the Jews; and Holofemes of Cappadoda
and the eunuch Bagoes were the most prominent
generals in these campaigns. Since, in the history

of Judith, both Holofemes and the eimuch Bagoes
play parts (xii, 11 sqq., xiii, 1 sqq., xiv, 14), it seems
easy to locate the Judith story in the time of Ochus.
But the author mentions also Nebuchadnezzar.

All that can be said is that in his literary license

the author took a part of his material from events
in the time of Ochus (T. Ndldeke, Die aUUstamentn
liche LiUeratur, Leipsic, 1868, p. 96; and Aufs&Ue
zur persischen Geachichte, Leipsic, 1887, p. 78).

But he certainly wrote later. And, since the story

deals with a time of religious oppression, Macca-
bean times are indicated as the date of composition
(cf. Fritzsche, Ewald, Hilgenfeld, and Ndldeke).
Volkmar, Hitzig, and Graetz date it in the time of

Trajan. Volkmar espedally has vainly expended
much learning and fancy to prove that the history

of the campaigns of Nebuchadnezzar and Holo-
femes is merely a disguised representation of the
campaigns of Trajan and his generals against the
Parthians and the Jews. The fact that Clement of

Rome (Iv) mentions Judith forbids this late dating.

It is generally agreed that the Greek text is a trans-

lation of a Hebrew original, as is evident from the
entire coloring of the language and from mistakes
in the translation (i, 8; ii, 2; iii, 1, 9, 10; cf. Fritz-

sche, Ezegetiachea Handbuch, ii, 115 sqq.). The
Aramaic recension which Jerome perused is not to

be regarded as the original, since neither Origen
nor his Jewish advisers knew of a Hebrew (or

Aramaic) text (Epist, ad Africanum, xiii, quoted
above). It appears that the original was lost

before Origen's time, and that the Aramaic trans-

lation used by Jerome originated after that time.

The extant paraphrastic Hebrew recensions are

still later products (cf . Zunz, Die goUesdienstlichen

Vortrdge der Juden, Berlin, 1832, pp. 124 sqq.;

Lipsius, in ZWT, 1867, pp. 337-366; Ball, in Wace's
Apocrypha, i, 252-257; Gaster, in PSBA, xvi, 1894,

pp. 156-163). Of the Greek text three recensions

are extant: (a) the common and original one;

(b) that of the codices 19, 108; (c) that of 58, which
was followed by the Syriac and the Old Latin.

0. I Uaooabeas: The name Maccabeus was
originally only the surname of Judas, the son of

Mattathias (I Mace, ii, 4: " Judas who was called

Maccabeus ''). By it Judas was at all events to

be characterized as a valiant hero. The assured

meaning of the name is yet to be found. From
Judas the name was afterward applied to the whole
family, even to the whole party of which Judas
became leader. So, generally, the Biaccabeans

were the believing Israelites, who, in defense of the

faith of their fathers, undertook the struggle against

the Syrian overlords, I Maccabees tells the story

of these struggles and the history of the independent
Jewish community which was the fruit of these

stmggles up to the time of the death of the high

priest Simon (135 B.C.). It commences with the

beginning' of the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes

(175 B.C.), narrates how his efforts at a forcible
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suppression of the Jewish religion became the cause

of the open revolt against Syrian overlordship,

describes the changing results of this revolt under
the leadership of Judas Maccabeus until his death

(161 B.C.); then the further course of the Macca-
bean efforts under the guidance of Jonathan, brother

of Judas, who, by adroitly taking advantage of

drcumstances, was able to obtain from the Syrian

kings reeognition of his status as prince and high

priest of the Jews (161-143 B.C.); finally the history

of the hig^ priest Simon, a third brother (143-135

B.C.). The narrative is rich in detail and by its

unadorned simplicity wins a confidence which, so

far as Jewish history is concerned, is not shaken
by the fact that the author shows himself badly
infonned on matters concerning foreign nations,

such as the Romans. The exaggerated nimibers

even do not detract from its credibility in other

things. That a narrative which enters so into

detail must be based upon other sources is a matter
of course, though nothingmore definite can be stated

concerning the character of the sources. A ref-

erence to these seems to be indicated in ix, 22 (cf.

Grimm, in Fritzsche, Exegetischei Handbitck, iii,

22 sqq.). The book compares to good advantage
with other historical books in that it fixes all

important events according to an established

chronology, the Seleuddan era, which begins in

the autumn of 312 B.C. But I Maccabees ap-

parently makes the era begin in the spring of

that year. The time of composition can be fixed

with great probability within very narrow limits.

On the one hand the author knew a chronicle of

the acts of John Hyrcanus (135-105 B.C.; cf. xvi,

24). From this can be inferred that he wrote after

John's reign. On the other hand, he certainly wrote
before the expedition of Pompey, since the Romans
were for him friends and protectors of the Jewish
people. The composition belongs therefore to an
eariy decade of the first pre^hristian century.

That the book was originally written in Hebrew is

evident from its linguistic character, a conclusion

confirmed by the testimony of Origen and Jerome;

the former (in Eusebius, Hist, ecd,, VI, xxv, 3)

gives the Hebrew title of the book, the meaning of

which, on account of the uncertainty of the t«xt-tran

dition, is difficult to ascertain. Jerome says in the

Pro2ogiM gaUahu : " I Maccabees I found in Hebrew;
II Maccabees is Greek, as can be proved from the

very language." The Greek translation was used
by Josephus (cf . Grimm, in Fritzsche, Exegetiaches

Handbuch, p. 28; H. Bloch, Die Quellen des Flavins

Joaephtu, Leipsic, 1879, pp. 80-90). It is strange

that Josephus knows hardly anything of chaps, xiv-

xvi. J. von Destinon {Die QueUen des Flaviua

Josephus, Kiel, 1882, pp. 60-91) supposed therefore

that the book originally did not have these chapters

and that the first copy differed also in other respects

from the present. But the very free use made by
Josephus offers no sufficient support for this theory.

A Hebrew recension which A. Schweiser {UfUer-

suchungen iiber die Reste eines h^dischen Textes

vam ersten Makkabderhuch, Berlin, 1901) considers

original was made in the Middle Ages from the

Latin (cf. TLZ, 1901, p. 605; REJ, xliii, 1901,

pp. 215-221).

10. H Kaocabees: This book is parallel with

I Blaccabees except that it begins a little earlier;

vis., with the last year of Seleucus IV, Philopator,

brother and predecessor of Antiochus Epiphanes,

and closes much earlier; viz., with the victory of

Judas Maccabeus over Nicanor (161 B.C.). It

therefore covers a much shorter period than the

first. In its literary, historical, and religious char-

acter it differs much from I Maccabees. It is

more rhetorical, and its language and style prove

chat it was originally produced in Greek. In

credibility it stands far below I Maccabees. It

narrates in part the same events, in part different

events, and in a different order. Chi the whole,

in cases of conffict between the two, it is better to

follow I Maccabees, though it may be admitted that

in some details the second may here and there

follow a better tradition. The means by which
to decide with certainty in every case no longer

exist; and the second book deserves a less d^ree
of confidence, because its purpose is by no means
exclusively historical. The author's interest was
evidently more narrowly religious than that of the
first. His inunediate object was not to narrate

the deeds of a glorious past, but to influence the
present religiously.

Of the sources, the author himself says (u, 19 sqq.)

that his book is only an epitome of the large work
of Jason of CJyrene, which in five books narrated the
history of the Maccabean struggles in the times of

Antiochus Epiphanes and his son Antiochus Eupa-
tor. Unfortunately, this Jason of Gyrene is other-

wise wholly iinknown. This much can be said

of the time of the epitomist with some certainty,

that he wrote before the destruction of Jerusalem,

as may be inferred from the purpose of the book
and also from xv, 37. Josephus seems to have read
neither the work of Jason nor that of the epitomist.

It is possible that the description of the tyrants who
persecuted the pious and virtuous, given in Philo,

Quod omnis probus libeff ldii^ depends upon II

Maccabees (so P. E. Lucius, Der EesenismuSf
Strasburg, 1881, pp. 36-^9). Heb. xi, 35 sqq.

seems to ref^ to II Mace, vi and vii. The first

express quotation is fouad lq Clement of Alexan-
dria {Strom,, V, xiv, ANF, ii, 467): " Aristobulus,

who is mentioned by the composer of the epitome
of the books of the Maccabees " (cf. II Mace, i, 10).

11. in Maooabees: If II Maccabees faUs short

of credibility when compared with the first, the

third can lay still less claim to the character of a
historical document. It has the name " Book of

the Maccabees " very improperly and only because
it treats also of the oppression and deliverance

of believing Israelites. It has nothing to do with
the time of the Blaccabees. The contents are as

follows: Ptolemy IV, Philopator (222-205 B.C.)

visits the temple at Jerusalem after his victory

over Antiochus the Great at Raphia (217 B.C.).

Being seized with a desire to penetrate into the

Holy of Holies, and not heediag the entreaties of

the people to forego his outrageous purpose, the

king is punished when about to cany out his design

by falling paralyzed to the ground. Enraged at

this, on his arrival in Egypt, he wreaks his

vengeance on the Alexandrian Jews. But all his
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decrees are frustrated ^by God's miraculous in-

tervention. The king now becomes a friend and
benefactor of the Je?^. whom he permits to kill

the apostates, a privilege of which they make
much use.

The style in which this narrative is written corre-

sponds closely to the insipidity of the contents. The
book is more bombastic and unnatural than II

Ifaccabees. Since the narrative evinces its imhis-

torical character, it is necessary only to inquire

what facts possibly form the basis of or induced its

composition. To begin with, it is to be remembered
here that Josephus transfers the story of the con-

finement of Jews in the Hippodrome to be trodden
down by elephants to the reign of Ptolemy VII,

Physoon {Apum ii, 5) ; like III Maccabees (vi,

36), he remarks that in remembrance of the deliver-

ance experienced, the Alexandrian Jews annually

celebrated a festival. According to this the narra-

tive seems to have some historical foundation;

and as concerns the chronology, Josephus is to be
followed rather than III Maccabees. At all events
this work is a late production. The author knows
the Apocryphal additions to Daniel (cf . vi, 6). The
book is mentioned by Eusebius (Chron., ed. SchOne,

ii, 122 sqq.) in the Canones Apoatolorum (Ixxxv),

by Theodoret, and others (Grimm, in Fritzsche,

ExeffetiBchea HcmdJbuckf p. 21). The abrupt begin-

ning shows the book has not come down complete.

12. Jesus Siraoh (Soclesiastioiis): The Book of

Proverbs by Jesus the son of Sirach is the extra-

canonical double of the canonical Book of Proverbs.

Like that, it gives the results of practical wisdom
in poetical form. It comprises the whole range of

human Ufe in all directions and relations, and aims

at giving the correct point of view for all human
enterprises so they may be correct as concerns

conduct. The hi^est as well as the lowest, the

greatest as well as the smallest, are brought within

the sphere of the author's reflections and counsels.

He speaks of the fear of God and of divine wisdom,

of friendship and mercy, of self-control and modera-
tion, and of other virtues; he speaks also of the

contrary vices. He speaks of the special tasks

which differences in age, sex, calling, and in civic

and social position make obligatory upon the indi-

vidual. He speaks of the mutual relations between
parents and children, nuisters and servants, high

and low, rich and poor. He gives maxims of pru-

dence for social intercourse and political behavior.

The form in which he clothes his thoughts is through-

out that of Hebrew poetry. No plan for the book is

discernible. The writer arranges his ideas in groups,

but these groups are not airanged with reference

to any scheme. The morality which runs through

the whole is indeed somewhat homely, sometimes

purely utilitarian. But on the whole there is a
solid, seriously moral disposition expressed in the

book, combined with a rational and practical con-

templation of the world. What the author offers

is the ripe fruit of a many-sided education and of

a long experience.

The extant Greek text is, as may be seen from

the iMnefaoe, only a translation. Jerome asserts

that he had seen a Hebrew exemplar (cf . the Preface

to his translation of the Solomonic books, ed.

Vallarsi, ix, 1293 sqq.): "There is a right praise-

worthy book of Jesi2s the son of Sirach and a
pseudepigraphical one which is called the Wisdom
of Solomon. The first I found in the Hebrew
called ' Proverbs, ' and not ' Ecclesiasticus,' as

among the Latins, to which are &dded Ecclesiastes

and Song of Songs; so that they agreed with the

books of Solomon not only in number, but also

in the kind of matter."

Prior to 1896, only a few sayings of the

Hebrew original, which are quoted in Rabbinic
literature, were known (collected by Schechter
in JQR, iii, 1891, pp. 682-706; still more com-
pletely by Cowley and Neubauer, The Original He-
brew of a Portion of Ecdeeiasticus, London, 1897,

pp. xix-xxviii). Since 1896 large portions of the
Hebrew text have been discovered. They all come
from the genizah ('' lumber-room ") of the ancient

synagogue at Cairo. The fragments are remains of

four different manuscripts, and supplement each
other in such a way that, on the whole, two-thirds

of the Hebrew text has been recovered. Of the

flood of literature which these finds have induced
the principal text-publications are mentioned be-

low (especially important are The Book of Ecde-
siaeiicus in Hebrew^ London, 1901, a facsimile

of all the leaves; the condensed work of N.
Peters, Der jUngst wiederaufgefundene hebr&ische

Text dea Buches EccUsiaeticus, Freiburg, 1902;

and R. Smend, Die Weieheit dee Jesus Sirach er-

kldrt, 1906, and Die Weisheit dea Jesus Sirach he-

brdisch und deutsch herausgegebenf 1906). The
denial of the originality of the Hebrew text

by Margoliouth, Bickell, and formerly also by
Levi, must be called an aberration. Almost ^
competent scholars regard this as beyond doubt.

Besides the Greek versions and the Hebrew frag-

ments, there is still another witness, the Syriac

translation. This was not made from the Greek,
like the other Syriac texts of the Apocrypha, but
directly from the Hebrew. From the passage

quoted above from Jerome, it is seen that the book
was called " Proverbs " in the Hebrew. In Greek
manuscripts the standing title is " The Wisdom of

Jesus the Son of Sirach." In the Latin Church
the title Ecclesiasticus has become customary since

the time of Cyprian.

The author calls himself "Jesus the Son of

Sirach the Jerusalemite "
(1, 27). The preface of

his grandson, the translator, gives his date. He
says of himself that he came into Egypt " in the

thirty-eighth year of King Euergetes." This can

not mean the translator's thirty-eighth year of life,

but the thirty-eighth year of the reign of Euergetes.

Of the two Ptolemies who had the name " Euer-
getes" the first ruled only twenty-five years.

Consequently, only the second, whose full name
was Ptolemseus VII, Physcon Euergetes II, can be
meant. He ruled conjointly with his brother from
170 B.C. and was sole king from 145 b.c. But
his regnal years were reckoned from the former

date. According to this, the thirty-eighth year

in which the grandson of Jesus Sirach came into

Egypt was 132 B.C. The grandfather, the author

of the book, may have lived and written about
190-170 B .c. It is singular that in the Latin Church
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the book has usually been regarded as a work of

Solomon, on which account some Western canonical

lists reckon five Solomonic writings (T. Zahn,
OeschichU dea neutestamenUichen KanorUf ii, 151,

245, 261, 272, 1007 sqq.).

18. The Wiadom of Solomon: In some books
of the Old Testament, wisdom, that is, the wisdom
resting in God and coming from him, is praised

as the highest good, as the source of all perfection

and the giver of all happiness and blessing (cf.

Prov. viii-ix and Job zxviii, 12 sqq.). In later

literature this was a favorite thought, and was
further developed. It is met with again in Jesus

Sirach and in theWisdom of Solomon. The author

of this book, who assumes the name of Solomon,
reproaches his royal colleagues, the Gentile rulers

(i, 1; vi, 1), with the folly of impiety and especially

of idolatry. Only the pious and righteous is truly

happy; the impious falls under divine judgment.
Idolatry is the height of folly. In opposition to

it the author recommends true wisdom, using the

idea in its fullest possible content. For he under-

stands by the word '' wisdom " subjective as well as

objective, himian as well as ' divine. Both have
one meaning, and are identical in essence. Human
wisdom adjusts true knowledge to all spheres of

life. It instructs man in the ways of God and
teaches him God's holy will. On this account it is

the source of all happiness and all true joy to him
who gives himself to it. It imparts not only honor

and glory but also eternal life and everlasting

salvation. And this it can do only because himian

wisdom is but an emanation from the divine wis-

dom, or, rather, is identical with it. Originally it

was joint possessor with God of his throne (ix, 4);

it was present when God created the world (ix, 9);

it is most intimately connected with God and
initiated into God's knowledge (viii, 3-4); it is a
breathing of the power of God, an effulgence from

the glory of the Almighty (vii, 25-26); its action

is identical with God's; it works all things (viii, 5),

orders all things (viii, 1), and renews all things

(vii, 27). From these fundamental thoughts the

standpoint of the author is evident; he was a

Jewish philosopher. On the one hand, he occu-

pied throughout the standpoint of Old Testament
revelation; on the other hand, he had acquired

also a peculiar philosophical culture. He had
learned not only from the sages of his people, but
also from the Hellenes, from Plato and the Stoics.

He thus belongs to that school, the classical rep-

resentative of which is Philo, which can be desig-

nated as a marriage of Jewish faith with Greek
philosophical culture. With this ever3rthing is

said that can be said of the author of the book.

The book stands between Jesus Sirach and Philo,

and is the bridge from the one to the other. As to

its date, it can be put with some probability be-

tween the two, 150-50 B.C. (cf. Grimm, in Frits-

sche, Exegetiaches Handbuch, vi, 32-34), though the

inference from priority in thought to priority in

time is not cogent. It is certainly wrong to think,

like Weisse and others, of a Christian author.

Clear traces of an acquaintance with the book are

found in the New Testament (cf. W. Sanday and
A. C. Headlam, Commentary on Romana, 1805,

pp. 51-52, 267-209). It is irst quoted in the time

of Irensus (Eusebius, Hist eccl,, v, 26). That the

book was originally written in Greek is a matter

of course, considering its lofty rhetoric, whidi is

somewhat artificial and overdone. Jerome says,

" The very style betrays Greek eloquence."
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B. New Testament Apocrypha: The rehition be-

tween the canonical and the apocryphal writings

of the New Testament is quite different from that

between the same classes of books of the Old Tes-

tament. The Old Testament Apocrypha aim simply

at a continuation of sacred history and strive to

accomplish their purpose in a legitimate manner
though without divine authority. The apocryphal
writings connected with the New Testament, on
the contrary, aim to introduce spurious sources

among the genuine. They are writings which
by name and contents pretend to be canonical,

though the Church, because of their dubious origin

and contents, has not given them a place in the canon.

Like the canonical books of the New Testament,
they may be divided into four classes: I. Gospels;

II. Acts of the Apostles; III. Epistles of the

Apostles; IV. Apocalypses.

These writings are of very unequal value. The
apocryphal Acts seem to have had the most influ-

ence in the Church; for they, more than the Gos-
pels, were looked upon as " the source and mother
of all heresy." Of course, not all of these writings

were composed directly for heretical purposes.

Many of them, no doubt, had more innocent mo-
tives, such as mere ** pious fraud." But from
their first appearance a suspicion of heresy dung
to them all and contributed much to put the whole
literature under ban.

When the canon of the New Testament was fixed

and the apocryphal books thereby became out-

lawed, they ceased to be read; and in the Middle
Ages, even their names were forgotten. Never-
theless, although the books themselves were deliv-

ered over to contempt and oblivion, it was not so

with their contents. From their fables sprang sacred
legends, which were kept alive in the Church dur-

ing the Middle Ages as "ecclesiastical tradition,"

which was often utilized in the development of its

dogma. Indeed, numerous dogmas, usages, and
traditions hark back to these apocryphal writings;

and it was consequently of as much moment to the
Protestant Church to subject this whole literature

to a thorough investigation as it was to the Roman
Church to keep the whole matter in convenient
obscurity. The careful study of these writings in

modem times has proved of great value, revealing

a wealth of material usable for the elucidation of

arcbeological and dogmatic problems. Study of

them has become a distinct department of the Geo-
logical curriculmn.

L Apocryphal Gospels: Of the many apoc-
ryphal Gospels (J. A. Fabridus, in his Codex apo-

eryphua Novi TestamerUi, 2 vols., Hamburg, 1703,

reckons over fifty), some have come down entire^

others only in fragments; and of a few only the
names are known. The method employed in these
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compositions is always the same, whether the author
intended simply to collect and arrange what was
floating in the general tradition or intended to

produce a definite dogmatic effect. He rarely

relied on his own invention; but generally elab-

orated what was hinted at in the canonical Gospels,

transformed words of Jesus into deeds, described

the fulfilment of an Old Testament prophecy in

a slavishly literal manner, or represented Jesus as

working marvels closely resembling but surpassing

Old Testament miracles. The work done, the

author took care to conceal his own name, and
inscribed his book with the name of some apostle

or disciple, in order to give it authority. In the

following list those Gospels are first mentioned
the texts of which have been preserved.

1. The Protevanffeliuin of James: This was
ascribed to James, the brother of the Lord; in

the index of Gelasius and Hormisdas it is called the
" Gospel of James the Less [Younger]." It has
twenty-five chapters, and covers the period from
the announcement of the birth of Mary to the

murder of the innocents. It is very old, perhaps

of the second century, was widely circulated, and
shows traces of Ebionitic origin. The text is given

by Tischendorf {EvangeUa Apocrypha, 2d ed.,

Leipsic, 1876; Eng. transl. by A. Walker, ANF,
viii, 361-367), also by Conybeare from an Arme-
nian manuscript (AJT, i, 1807, pp. 424 sqq.).

2. The Gtoapel of Pseudo-Matthew, or Book of

the Origin of the Blessed Mary and the Infancy of

the Savior: This begins with the annoimoement
of the birth of Mary, and closes with the youth of

Jesus, and is contained in forty-two chapters.

It seems to be of Latin origin, and to have been
drawn from the Protevangelium of James and the

Gospel of Thomas (Eng. transl., ANF, viii, 368-
383).

8. The Gospel of the Nativity of Xary: This

contains in ten chapters the history of Mary before

the birth of Jesus. It covers therefore nearly the

same ground as the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew,
but is a little later in date (Eng. transl., AiVF,
viii. 384-387).

4. The History of Joseph the Oarpenter: This

contains in thirty-two chapters a biography of

Joseph, and gives an elaborate description of his

death. It was evidently written in glorification

of Joseph, and was intended for recital on the day
of his festival. It probably belongs to the fourth

century; and, as Joseph was a favorite of the Mono-
physite Gopts, Goptic (and not Arabic) was most
likely the language of the original (Eng. transl.,

AiVF, viii, 388-394).

5. The Oospel of Thomas: This, next to the
Protevangelium of James, was the oldest and most
popular of the Apocryphal Gospels. It was in use
as early as the middle of the second century, among
the Gnostics with whom it originated, especially

among those who held Docetic views of the person

of Christ. It is extant in two Greek recensions,

in a Latin and in a Syriac version; all of which
have somewhat expanded titles. The two Greek
recensions and the Latin version are given by
Tischendorf (pp. 140-180); English translation of

the three by Walker {ANF, viii, 396-404).

6. The Arabic Oospel of the InfBULoy: This

comprises in fifty-five chapters the period from

the birth of Jesus to his twelfth year, and consists

mostly of stories dealing with the residence in

Egypt. The first nine chapters follow very closely

the Protevangelium of James; the last twenty

chapters follow the Gospel of Thomas; the part

between seems to rest on some national tradition,

which explains the favor it found among the Arabs,

as well as the circumstance that several of its

details were incorporated into the Koran. The
whole work has an Oriental character, and shows

contact with magic and demonology and with

Zoroastrian ideas. No more definite date for its

composition can be fixed than that it antedated

the Koran. The Arabic text is probably a trans-

lation from the Syriac; and no manuscript is earlier

than the thirteenth century. Tischendorf pub-

lished a revised Latin translation; English version

by Walker (ANF, viii, 405-415).

7. The Gtospel of Nioodemus: This consists of

two separate works, the Deeds [or Acts] of Pilate

and The Descent of Christ to the Underworld, which
were united at an early date, and the whole did not

receive the title " Gospel of Nicodemus " until

after the time of Chariemagne. The former of

these two works is of some importance for the

explanation and further elucidation of the canonical

Gospels (cf. Lipsius, Die Pilatusakten, 2 ed., Kiel,

1886), while the latter is of very little interest.

The foimer contains a detailed account of the trial

of Jesus before Pilate, and of the action of the

Sanhedrin subsequent to his death, which was
intended to furnish proof of the resurrection and
ascension. The latter contains an account by two
men, Carinus and Leucius, who had been raised

from the dead. The text of the Gospel of Nico-

demus is given by J. C. Thilo (Codex apocryphus

Novi Testamenii, Leipsic, 1832), who furnishes a
list of translations into English, French, Italian,

and German, and by Tischendorf; Ekiglish trans-

lation by Walker (ANF, viii, 416-458).

In most of the manuscripts containing these

two works and in close connection with them
occur other writings; namely: (a) An Epistle of

Pilate to the emperor, containing a report on the

resurrection of Christ, (b) An EpisUe of Pontius

Pilate, another letter, in which he excuses the in-

justice of his decision by the impossibility of resist^

ing the prevailing excitement. It was widely
diffused in early times, (c) The Report of Pilate

on the trial, execution, death, and resurrection

of Jesus, (d) The Judgment of Pilate, a report of

the examination of Pilate before the emperor,
his condemnation and execution. Others which
deserve nothing more than mention of their titles

are: (e) The Death of Pilate; (f) The Narrative of

Joseph of Arimathea; (g) The Avenging of the

Savior; (h) The Reply of Tiberius to Pilate (Eng.
transls., ANF, viii, 459-476).

8-87. Apocryphal Gtospels Preserved oxily in

Fraffxnents or Known only by Name: Besides
the Gospels mentioned above there were others,

of which there remain only a few fragments
or only the names: (8) The Oospel aooordin^ to
the Egyptians: Quoted by Clement of Rome and
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Clement of Alexandria, and mentioned by Origen,

Epiphanius, and Jerome. It was used by the

Ekicratites and Sabellians [and composed either at

Antioch (Zahn) or in Egypt (Hamack) in the

middle of the second century]. (9) The Btemal
Gtospel: The work of a Minorite of the thirteenth

century, based upon Rev. xiv, 6. It was con-

demned by Pope Alexander IV. It is mentioned
here solely because of its name and is not prop-

erly reckoned among the apocryphal Gospels

(see Joachim of Fiore). (10) The Gtospel of

Andrew: Perhaps the same as the Acts of

Andrew (see below II, 6). (ID The Gtoepel of

Apelles; Possibly a mutilated version of a canon-

ical Gospel like that of Marcion (cf. A. Hamack,
De ApellU ffnosi monarchia, Leipsic, 1874, p. 75).

(18) The €K>spel of the Twelve Apostles: Jerome
identified this with what he calls the Gospel among
the Hebrews. (18) The Gtospel of Barnalias.

(14) The Gtospel ofBartholomew: On the tradition

that Bartholomew brought the Hebrew Gospel of

Matthew to India, where it was found by Pantsenus,

cf. Fabridus, i, 341. (15) TheGtospelofBasiUdes.
(le) The GK>spel of Cerinthus: Mentioned by
Epiphanius (Hear., li, 7); perhaps a mutilated

version of the Gospel according to Matthew, similar

to that used by the Carpocratians. (17) The Gob-
peloftheBbionites: Epiphanius (ff<Fr., xxx, 13,

16, 21) has preserved fragments of this Gospel which
he says was a mutilated Gospel of Matthew called

by the Ebionites The Hebrew Gospel. It is not
identical with the Gospel of the Nazarenes. (18) The
Gospel ofBve: Mentioned by Epiphanius as in

use among certain Gnostics {Hobt., xxvi, 2, 3, and 5).

[Preuschen prints the extracts quoted by Epipha-
nius as a fragment of an Ophite (jospeL (An^i^e-

gomena, Giessen, 1901, p. 80). Jesus is repre-

sented as saying in a voice of thunder: " I am
thou, and thou art I, and wherever thou art there

am I, and in all things I am sown. And from
whencesoever thou gatherest me, in gathering me
thou gatherest thyself." Cf. J. H. Ropes, Die
SprOche Jesu, Leipsic, 1896, p. 56.] (19) The Gk>s-

pel aooordinff to the Hebrews: According to the

testimony of Jerome, this book was identical with
the Gospel of the Twelve Apostles and the Gospel
of the Nazarenes, and was written in Aramaic in

Hebrew characters, used among the Nazarenes,

and translated by himself into Greek and Latin. (20)

The Gospel ofJames the Blder: Said to have been
discovered in 1595 in Spain, where, according to

tradition, James labored. (21) John's Account of
the Departure of Xary: It exists in Greek, in

two Latin versions (all three translated into

English by Walker, ANF, viii, 687-598),

also in Syriac, Sahidic, and Arabic versions.

(22) The Gtospel of Judas Isoarlot: Accord-
ing to Irenteus, Epiphanius, and Theodoret, used
among the Cainites, a Gnostic sect. (28) The Gos-
pel of LeuQlaa. (24) The Gtospel of Ludan and
Haayohius: Mentioned as forgeries by the Deere-

turn Gelasii (VI, xiv, 15). Jerome (" Prologue to

the Gospels") believes that they were only the

first recmisions of the Gospel text, though he also

charges the two men with unauthorized tampering

with the text. Ludan was a presbyter at Antioch;

Hesychius was a bishop in Egypt toward the end
of the third century. (25) The Gospels of the Man-
icheans: These were four in number, (a) The Gos-
pel of Thomas, a disciple of Manes (this Gospel must
be distinguished from the other Gospel of Thomas,
see 5 above); (6) The Living Gospel; (c) The Oospd
of Philip; id) TheGospel of Abdas. (26) The Gospel
of Karoion: Marcion (q.v.), the founderof the famous
anti-Jewish sect known as Marcionites, admitted
only Pauline writings into his canon. He lived in

the first half of the second century. The passages
In which Paul speaks of his Gospel (Rom. ii, 16;

Gal. i, 8; II Tim. ii, 9) obviously suggested the
attribution to him of a special Gospel. Marcion
regarded the Gospel of Luke as Paul's, but he ob-
tained this Gospel only by eliminating from Luke
all Jewish elements, as is attested by Irenseus,

Origen, and Tertullian. The latter two quote the
corrupted passages. (27) The Questions, (Greater

and Lesser, ofMary: Two works of obscene con-
tents, used by some Gnostics, according to Epipha-
nius {HoBT,, xxvi, 8). (28) The Apocryphal Gospel
of Matthew. (29) The Narrative of the Legal
Priesthood of Christ. (80) The Gtospel of Perfec-
tion: Used by the Basilidians and other Gnostics,

not the same as the Gospel of Philip or the Gospel of
Eve (cf. Fabricius, i, 373; ii, 550). (81) The Gospel
of Peter: Mentioned by Origen, Eusebius, and Je-

rome, and used by the congregation at Rhossus in

Cilicia toward the end of the second century.

Serapion, bishop of Antioch, found it there (c.

* 191 A.D.) and after examination condemned it

(Eusebius, Hist, ecd., vi, 12). An important frag-

ment of the Gospel of Peter was discovered in

1886 in a grave, supposed to be that of a
monk, in an ancient cemetery at Akhmim, the
ancient Panopolis in Upper Egypt. It was pub-
lished in 1892 (Memoirs of the French Archeo-
logical Mission at Cairo, IX, i). The Gospel of

Peter was edited by Hamack (2d ed., 1893),

Zahn (1893), Von Schubert (1893), and Von
Gebhardt (1893). [For EngUsh translation cf.

ANF, ix, 7-8. It has been the subject of numer-
ous able articles in the theological journals since

its publication in 1892.] (82) TheGtospel ofPhiUp:
Mentioned and quoted by Epiphanius (Hasr., xxvi,

13) as being in use among the Gnostics. Possibly

it is the same as was in use among the Manicheans
(seeabove 25, c). (88) The Gospel of the Simonites,

or, as it was also called by themselves. The Book of
the Four Comers and Hinges of the World: Men-
tioned in the Arabic Preface to the Council of Nicosa,

(84) The Gospel aooordinsr tothe Syrians: Possi-

bly identical with the Gospel according to the He-
brews. (85) The Gospel of Tatian: Mentioned by
Epiphanius {Hcer., XLVI, i, 47, 4) as being used
by the Encratites and by Catholic Christians in

Syria. Being a compilation from the four Gospels,

it was called also '' The Diatessaron "; see Har-
mony OF THE Gospels; Tatian. (86) TheGospel
of ThaddsBus: Mentioned in the Gdasian Decree.

The name may have been intended for that of the

apostle Judas Thaddseus, or for that of one ot the

Seventy who, according to tradition, was sent to

King Abgar of Edessa (see Aboar; and cf. Euse-
bius, Hist, eccl., i, iii). (87) The Gospel of Valea-
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tlnas: Usually identified with the Gospel of Truth

on the authority of Irensus, who says that the

Gospel of Truth was used by the Valentinians, and
that it was very dissonant from the canonical

Gospels.

n. Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles: This class

of writings originated through the operation of the

same causes that produced the apocryphal Gospels,

though the heretical tendency in the Acts is gener-

ally more prominent. For this reason theywere as

much feared in the early Church as the apocryphal

Gospels; and it appears from references in Eusebius,

Epiphanius, and Augustine that they had great

influence. Since they were often worked over for

dogmatic purposes, critidsm has to inquire into the

antiquity and originality of the existing codices.

Among those who manufactured apocrsrphal Acts
one Lucius (or Leucius) Charinus, a Manichean,
is especially mentioned. His collection is said to

have comprised the Acts of Peter, John, Andrew,
Thomas, and Paul. Of these a few fragments only

are preserved in the original form, which were after-

ward revised to acooid with catholic dogma; in

an enlarged form the collection became known as

the Acts of the Twelve Apostles, which, according

to Photius, was used by the Manichean Agapios.

It must not be overlooked that some of these revised

Acts are of a very high antiquity; thus the AcU of

Peter were in use in the second century and the

Journeys of Thomas in the third century A col-

lection entitled the Acts of the Holy Apostles is

mentioned by Greek chroniclers from the sixth

century. Toward the end of the sixth century

a Latin collection became known, ascribed to

Abdias (q.v.), the supposed bishop of Babylon.

In its original form the collection comprised the

"passions" of all the twelve apostles (including

Paul instead of Matthias), in its revised form the
" virtues " or " miracles " of Peter, Paul, John,

Andrew, and Thomas, ' and the " passions " of

Matthew, Bartholomew, Philip, the two Jameses,

both Simons, and Jude, of the older collection. A
third collection was in use in the Goptic Church,

and is extant in the Ethiopic language as the Con-
test of the Apostles [best edition by E. A.W. Budge,
The CofUendings of the AposUes, 2 vols., London,
1809-1901]. There are also numerous Syriac

recensions.

The most notable of these apocryphal Acts are

(1) Acts of Peter and Paul, the oldest testimony

for which is Eusebius, with possibly Clement of

Alexandria; (2) Acts ofPanl and Theola, known to

Tertullian, ascribed to a presbyter in Asia, and be-

longing to the first half of the second century;

(3) ActsofBarnabas, Toldby John Xark, whichhafl

another title in some Greek manuscripts. Journeys
and Martyrdom of the Holy Barnabas the Apostle;

(4) Acts of Philip, possessing high antiquity and
having been much used in the literature of both
branches of the early Church; (5) Acts of Philip

in Qreeoe, later than the last-mentioned; (6) Acts of
Andrew, a very early composition; (7) Acts ofAn-
drew and Matthew in the City oftheAnthropoph-
afll, much used by the Gnostics and Manicheans; (8)

Acts and Martyrdom of Matthew, to be connected
with the last-named as its continuation; (9) Acts

of Thomas, also awork of high antiquity; (10) Oon-
Bommation of Thomas, the completion of the story

begun in the foregoing Acts of Thomas; (11) Mar-
tyrdom of Bartholomew; (12) Acts of Thaddeos
(the Syriac reads "of Addas "), built upon the very

old tradition of the exchange of letters between
Abgar(q.v.)of Edessa and Christ; (18)Act8ofJohn,
likewise very old, and esteemed highly by Gnostics

andManicheans; the " History of Prochor " mentions

the Acts of John, but (14) a History of John (in

Ssrriac), and (15) Passion of John have no con-

nection with Prochor; while (16) On the Life of

John adds nothing to the last three. Besides the

foregoing, there are many fragments of Acts, which
do not call for mention. English translations of

these apocryphal Acts will be foimd in ANF, viii,

477-664.

in. Apocryphal Epistles: Besides the fictitious

correspondence between Christ and Abgar (see

Aboar), other alleged writings of CAuist are known
which belong to the realm of mythology (collected

by Fabricius, i, 303-321; iii, 439, 511-512). There
are letters from the Virgin Mary to Ignatius, and
letters to Blary which are of a very late date (given

in Fabricius, i, 834, 844, 851). Two letters of

Peter to James are sJso known. From Col. iv, 16

it \b learned that Paul wrote a letter to the Laod-
iceans which is lost; it is not to be wondered at

that this lost letter soon found an apocryphal
substitute, which was in circulation in Jerome's
time {De vir, iU., v), and was published in many
languages (cf. Zahn, Kanon, ii, 566 sqq., 584-585;

Zahn treats also [ii, 612 sqq.] of the spurious cor-

respondence between Paul and Seneca). Since in

I Cot, V, 9, Paul speaks of an earlier letter to the

Church of Corinth (which has been lost), care was
taken to substitute another letter to the Corin-

thians in place of the lost one. A Latin text

recently discovered was published and discussed

by Carri^re and Berger (La Correspondance apo-
cryphe de St, Paul et des Corinihiens, Paris, 1891);

cf. A. Hamack (TLZ, 1892, 2 sqq.),T. Zahn (TLB,
1892, 185 sqq., 193 sqq.), Bratke (TLZ, 1892,

585 sqq.).

IV. Apocryphal Apocalypses: Although the names
of a considerable number of apociyphal apoca-
lypses are known, the texts or fragments of texts

of only a few are extant (collected by Tiachendorf

,

Apocalypses Apocryphce, Leipsic, 1866), vis.: (1)

Apocalypse of John: Differed from the canonical

book of the same name. (2) Apocalypse of Peter:
Mentioned in the Muratorian Canon and by Clement
of Alexandria, Methodius, Eusebius, and others.

A fragment of this apocalypse was recently dis-

covered together with the Gospel of Peter (see I

[31] above), and published at Paris in 1892 (cf.

ANF, ix, 141 sqq.). (8) Ascension of PaiU: Is

based on II Cor. xii, 2-4, where Paul tells of being
caught up into heaven. (4) Apocalypse of Paul:
Spoken of by Augustine and Sozomen (cf. ANF,
viii, 149 sqq.). (5) Apocalypse of Bartholomew:
Extant 0]]dy in fragments in a Coptic manuscript
in the Paris library. (6) Apocalypse of Vary:
Exists only in fragments of late manuscripts.

(7) Apocalypse of Thomas: Mentioned in the
Decretum Gektsii, (8) Apocalypse of Stephen:
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Baaed on Acts vii, 55: said to have been in use

among the Manicheans. For English translations,

consult ANF, viii, 57&-586; ix, 141-174.

(Rudolf Hofbcann.)

Bibuoorapht: OoUeetions of Apocrypha: J. A. Fabridus.
Codex Apoenfpf»^ Naoi T^aUxmenUt 2 vola, Hamburg,
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Paris, 1863; B. H. Gowper, Apocryphal OoepeU and Doc-
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fiisdks ParaUeiiexte au den Evangdien, 3 vols., Leipsie,
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eerkanoniechen Evangdien, Giessen, 1901.

Collections of Apocryphal Acts: C. Tischendorf, Acta
Apoetolorum Apocrypha, revised ed. by Lipsius and Bon-
net, 3 vols.. Leipsie 1891, 1898. 1903 (essential for texts);

R. A. Lipsiua Die Apoeryphen Apoetelgee^idUen und
ApoeteUegenden, 4 vols.. Brunswick. 1883-90 (exceedingly
important); W. Wright, Apocryphal AcU of the Apoetiee

from Syriae M8S., London. 1871; A. 8. Lewis. Mytho-
logical Acte of Ae Apoetiee from an Arabic MS., ib. 1904.

Apocatypees: C. Tischendorf, Apooo^viMss apocrypha,
Leipsie, 1866.

Treatises oovering the subject: A. Hamack, Oeechichte

der aUchrieOiehen lAUeratur, Leipsie, 1893 (exhaustive);

J. Pona Reeherdiee eur lee apocryphee du nouveau Teeta-

aMfil, Montauban, 1860; R. Hofmann, Dae Ltben Jeeu
nadh den Apokryphen, ib. 1861; M. Nicolaa £tudee eur lee

IvangQee apocryphee, Faria 1866; 8. Baring-Gould, Loet
and Hoetile Ooepde, London, 1874; B. F. Westoott. Intro-

duction to tike Study of the Ooepde, ib. 1888; T. Zahn. Ge-
eckichie dee neuleeiamenilichen Kanone, 2 vols., Leipsie,

1888-02 (from the conservative standpoint); W. E.
Bamea Canonical and Unoanonical Ooepde, ib. 1803 (clear

and useful); G. KrQger, Oeechichte der aUdirietlichen LU-
teraiur in den ereten drei Jahrhunderten, Freiburg, 1805,
Eng. transl.. New York, 1897.
On individual Gospels: W. Wright, Evangdium Thomai,

London, 1876; R. Reinsch, Die Peeudo-Evangelien von
Jeeu und Maria'e Kindheit in der romaniechen und ger-

MantscfcsnlAlfsrviter, Halle, 1879; R. A. Lipsius, Die edee-

aenieche Abgar-Sage, Brunswick, 1880; F. Robinson, Cop-
He Apocryphal Ooepde, in TS, iv, 2, Cambridge. 1896;
F. C. Conybeare, Protevangdium of Jamee, in AJT, i

(1897). 424 sqq.; Ragg. Italian Vereian of the Loet Apoc-
ryphal Ooepd of Bamabae, Oxford. 1906. On the (Sospel

of the Hebrews: E. B. Nicholson, Ooepd According to the

Hdfrewe, London, 1897; R. Handmann, Dm Hdrrfler-

Evangdium, Leipsia 1888; G. Sahnon, Hietorioal Intro-

duction to the Study of the New Teetament, pp. 161-170,

London, 1804. On the Logia Jesu: B. P. Grenfell and
A. 8. Hunt, Logia Jeeu, Sayinge of our Lord, London,
1807; A. Hamack, Udter die iHngd enideckten SprOche
Jeeu, Fratburg, 1897; W. Lock and W. Sanday. Turn Lee-

turee on the Sayinge of Jeeue, London, 1897; C. Bruston,
Les Parolee de Jieue rioemment dicouvertee .., et re-

marquee eur le texte , , , de Vivangile de Pierre, Paria
1808; A. Jacoby, Ein neuee Evangdienfragment, Stras-

barg, 1000; J. H. Ropea Die SpriUhe Jeeu, Leipsie, 1806.

The Peter Fragments were issued, translated, or dis-

eosaed by: J. R. Harria London, 1802; J. A. Robinson
and M. R. Jamea ib. 1802; O. Von Gebhardt. Leipsie.

1803: A. Hamack, ib. 1803; A. Loda in three works,

Paria 1802, 1803. 1805; A. 8abatier. ib. 1803; H. von
Schubert, two worka Berlin, 1893, Eng. transl. of one,

Edinburgh, 1893; D. VOlter. TObingen, 1893; T. Zahn,
Leipsia 1893; and C. Bruston, see above under Logia

Jwo.

Apocryphal Acts: 8. C. Malan, 7*A« Conflicte of the Holy
Apoetiee, London, 1871; R. A. Lipsius. Dm QueUender
Petrueeage, Kiel, 1872; C. Schlau. Die Aden dee Paulue
und der Thecla, Leipsie, 1877; T. Zahn, Acta Johannie,
E^langen. 1880; M. Bonnet, Ada ThomcB, Leipsie, 1883;
A. E. Medlyoott, India and the Apoatle Thomae. Critioal

Analyeie of Ada Thoma, London, 1905. On the Acts of
Pilate: R. A. Lipsius, PiUOueakten. Kiel. 1886; C. Tisch-
endorf, PHati circa Chrietum judicio quid lucie in AcHe
Pilati, Leipsie, 1855; Geo. Sluter, Acta Pilati, 8helby-
ville. Ind.. 1879; W. O. Clough, Oeeta Pilati, Indianapolis,

1880; J. R. Harria Homeric Cenlonee and the Acte of
Pilate, London, 1889.
Other works: W. F. Rinck, Dae Sendedtreiben der

Korinther an den Apoetd Paulue, Heidelberg, 1823 (argues
for genuineness), answered by C. Ullmann. Ueberdendrii-
ten Brief Pauli an die Korinther, ib. 1823; £. Dulaurier,
Fragment dee RSvUatione apocryphee de iSL Barthdimy,
Paris. 1835; A. Harnack, De Apdlie Onoei Monardua,
Leipsia 1874.

APOLLINARIS, a-pel"Ii-n6'ris (APOLLINARI-
US) , CLAUDIUS : Bishop of Hierapolis in Phrygia.

He was a contemporary of Melito, and flourished

in the reign of Marcus Aurelius (161-180), occu-

pying a prominent position as an apologist and an
opponent of Montanism, which took its rise in

the ecclesiastical province to which he belonged.

He was a prolific writer, but of his numerous
works, still much read in the time of Eusebius,

only a few, and of these little more than the titles,

are known. Eusebius (Hist. eccl,y iv, 27) mentions
an apology addressed to the emperor; since the

story of the ''thundering legion" (q.v.) seems to

have been told in this, it can not have been written

before 171, though Eusebius, in his Chroniconf

assigns it to 170. The same historian mentions
an apology against the Greeks in five books, two
books " Concerning Truth," and a letter against the
Montanists, which is also referred to by Serapion,

bishop of Antioch, in his letter to Caricus and
Pontius. This, according to Eusebius, was written

later than the apologetic works mentioned above,

and contained a report of the proceedings of a synod
held against the Montanists, with a list of signar

tures of the members of the synod. Photius also

names a treatise "On Piety." The Chronican

Paachale (ed. Dindorf, i, 13) preserves two frag-

ments of a work on the Passover, all that has been
preserved of the work of ApoUinaris; these have
been questioned, but without good reason. Two
books against the Jews and one against the Seve-

rians have been erroneously attributed to him. In

the catenae numerous fragments are found with the

name of ApoUinaris attached to them, which have
never been carefully examined; but it is probable

that most, if not aU, belong to the younger Apol-

linaris of Laodicea. (A. Harnack.)
Bibliography: Fabridus-Harles, Bibliotheca Oroca, vii

(1801), 160-162; ilJVF, viii, 772-773; Hamack. LOimitor,

i. 243-246; idem, TU, i (1882), 232-239.

APOLLINARIS OF LAODICEA: The name
of two men, father and son, known to Church
history. ApoUinaris the Elder was an Alexandrian,

taught grammar at Berytus, and then at Laodicea
in Syria, and was made a presbyter at the latter

place. What Socrates (Hist, ecd., ii, 46) says

of his literary activity belongs probably to the

son (cf. Sozomen, Hist, eccl., v, 18). ApoUinaris

the Younger was bom presumably about 310,

and was Hkewise a teacher of rhetoric. About
346 he became acquainted with Athanasius; and
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they remained warm friends, notwithstanding theo-

logical differences. Athanasius calls him a bishop

in 362; and, as he was at first an en-

Life, ergetic representative of Homoousian-
ism in Syria, he was presiunably

the Homoousian antibishop of Pelagius of Laod-
icea, who belonged to the right wing of the middle
party. When he proclaimed his peculiar views
openly can not be stated with certainty. The
synod at Alexandria in 362 seems to declare against

them, and he was considered a heretic at the begin-

ning of the seventies. Roman synods in 377 and
382 and one at Antioch in 378 testified against his

doctrine. The second ecumenical council (Con-
stantinople, 381) condemned the ApoUinarians as

the last heretics who issued from the Trinitarian

controversy, and the emperor Theodosius set the

great seal upon this condemnation in 388. Apol-
linaris was dead when Jerome wrote his Viri

illustrea in 392.

Great as is the confusion concerning the life of

the man, it is still greater as regards his literary

activity, which is the more to be regretted, as

Apollinaris was evidently one of the most prominent
ecclesiastical writers of the fourth century. This
may be seen from the high esteem in which he was
held during his lifetime by friend and foe and from
the expressions of later writers. According to

Philostorgius {Hist, ecd., viii. 11; cf. xii. 15),

Athanasius as a theologian was a child when com-
pared with Apollinaris; and as concerns '' ex-

perience " (e.g., knowledge of Hebrew) he would
give the preference to the Laodicean above Gregory

and Basil. Apollinaris was famous
Writings, not only as a theological author but

also as a poet. As a new Homer he
treated the Old Testament history from the Crea-
tion to Saul in twenty-four books, wrote come-
dies after the pattern of Menander, tragedies in the
style of Euripides, and odes after Pindaric models.
There is extant only a '' Paraphrase upon the Psal-

ter,'' which fails to exhibit the poetic genius ascribed

to the author. Of his exegetical efforts there have
been preserved only fragments on Proverbs, Eze-
kiel, Isaiah, and the Epistle to the Romans; the

exegesis is sober, sensible, and avoids allegory.

As Christian apologist Apollinaris is said to have
surpassed his predecessors in his thirty books
against Porphyry (Philostorgius, viii. 4; Jerome,
De mr. itt., civ.; idem, Epist,, xlviii. 13, Ixx. 3;

Vincent of Lerins, Commonitorium, xi.); he wrote a
work, ** On Truth,'' against Julian and the philosophy

of the time, and opposed the Arians in a work
against Eunomius of Cyzicus; he wrote also against

Marcellus of Ancyra. All these writings seem to

have been lost. It is also impossible to form a
correct estimate of his dogmatic writings. All

that has been directly transmitted are seven larger

and some short fragments from an '' Exposition of

the Divine Incarnation in the Likeness of Iklan " (in

the rejoinder of Gregory of Nyssa to Apollinaris).

But it is known that the ApoUinarians and Mono-
physites circulated some of the productions of

Apollinaris under the names of Gregory Thauma-
turgus, Athanasius, and Julius of Rome to deceive

innocent readers as to their true origin and nature,

and Caspari has proved that the " Sectional Confes-

sion of Faith," ascribed to Thaumaturgus, bdongs
to Apollinaris. The same may be said of the

treatise ''On the Incarnation of the Word of God,"
ascribed to Athanasius, and of the alleged epistles

of Felix of Alexandria and Julius of Rome to

Dionysius of Alexandria. Attempts (especially

of Drfiseke) to ascribe other works to Apollinaris

have been unsuccessful.

The tendency of the Athanasian doctrine of

redemption to the deification of humanity, little

as Athanasius himself doubted that the Logos
had assiuned the perfect humanity, was not fitted

for reviving interest in the human personality of

the Redeemer. Thus it is not strange that so

zealous a champion of the homoousios as Apol-
linaris, with his logical and dialectic training,

started with doubts upon this point. Perfect

God and perfect man is, according to his opinion,

a monstrosity, contradicting all laws of reason.

In this way would originate a " man-
His Chris- god," a " horse-deer," a " goat-stag/'

tology. —^fabulous beings like the Minotaur.
This proves true not only logically,

but also on comparing the notion of the perfect

man with the demands to be made upon the Re-
deemer in the interest of redemption. Supposing
him to be perfect man, how could Christ be without
sin? If, as the apostle knew, man consists of

spirit (mind), soul, and body, the hitman mind
can not be adjudicated to Christ, for this is change-
able; but the Redeemer has an unchanging mind.
Since he can not be composed of four parts, he has
indeed assumed a human body and a human soul,

but not a human spirit. The logos homoousios

rather takes its place. Thus originated the fiia fl'oit

Tov '&tov T^yov aeaapKUfUvn {not ffe<raf)iaj/<^vov), in which
the flesh is deified and which as a whole becomes
an object of adoration. The consequence is obvious,

that all passive conditions [the susceptibility

to suffering] of the historical Jesus are referred

to the Logos and consequently to the Deity it-

self, though Apollinaris and some of his adherents
recoiled from it. The ApoUinarian Christology,

which made great advances to the consciousness

of the beUevers, which in the first line b always
directed to the divine in Christ, and which seemed
to lead away farthest from the generally detested

thought of the '* mere man " (Paul of Samosata),
has exercised great influence on the further develop-

ment of the Christological doctrine in the Eastern
Church. With a certain right, one can even say
with Hamack {Dogmengeschichte, p. 314) that the
view of Apollinaris, when compared with the pre-

suppositions and aims of the Greek conception of

Christianity as religion, is perfect; but one can only
do so by regarding the extremest consequences as

the correct expression of what is intended. Chi

the further development of Apollinarianism see

the articles treating of the Christological contro-

versies of the fifth and sixth centuries.

G. KrOqbr.
That Apollinaris, side by side with Paul of

Samosata and Arius, shoiild have come to be
regarded as an archheretic, nay as in a certain

sense the archheretic, is thoroughly intelligible. All
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three with their theories came in violent conflict

with eBHential postulates of the Christian piety of

the Church; Paul destroyed the complete Deity,

ApoUinaris the complete humanity, Arius both.

The pious Christian consciousness required in the

person of Christ ideal humanity and absolute

Deity and was content to regard the manner of

the union of the two as a mystery, i.e., as tran-

scending the comprehension of the human mind.

Yet in so far as it tended to set aside the conception

of Christ as a " mere man " (Paul of Samosata),

the theory of Apollinaris was for the time accept-

able to many. A. H. N.

Bibuoobapht: Ths best oollectioii of the writings of

Apollinarui and his pupils is that by H. Lietsmann, Apol-
Hnaria von JdudUm wnd ssine&At«^TV^ i. , TObingen. 1904.

Gf. also L Flemming and H. Lietsmann, AfwUtnoriscAs

Schriften (Sjnriae), in the Abhandlunoen dtr k&niglichm

Ot9diaekaft dw Wittentehafienm GdUinoen,To\. vii., Berlin,

1904. Apollinaris' panphrase of the Psahns is in MPQ,
zx3dii; the remains of his dogmatie works are in TU,
rii. 3, 4. Leipsio, 1892; of his exegetical writings, in A. Mai,

Nifva pairum biUiothsea, ru. 2, pp. 76-^80. 82-91, 128-130;

in A. Ludwioh, Probe einer hritUchen Auugabe, Kdnigsberg.

1880-81; The Seetumal Confeuion of Faiih is in ANF, vi.

40-47; of. C. P. Caspari, AlU und fMU« QuOUn, Chris-

tiania, 1879.

On the name: T. Zahn, Fonehunoen nor OtathiehU d$»

Kanont, . 99-109, Leipsio. 1803. For life: J. Driseke,

ApoUinariM von Laodicea, aein Ltben und »ein€ Sduiften,

in TU, TiL 3, 4. ib. 1892. On his writings: A. Ludwieh.
in Htrmoa, xiii. (1878) 336-360. and in ZWT, xxzL (1888)

477-187, xxxii. (1889) 108-120. On his theology: A.
Domer, Die Lekn von der Pereon Chri§H, i. 97(^1036,
Stuttgart, 1846; A. Hamack. LeMnuh der Dogmenoe-
scAidkto, ii. 309-321, Freiburg. 1895; J. Bchwane, Doq-
menoeaehidUe der patriaHedten Zeit, pp. 277-283. ib. 1895;

G. Voisin, L'Apottifuirwme, Paris, 1901. On literary and
theological problems: C. W. F. Waloh, Entwurf einer voU-

eUkndioenHieioriederKetMereien, ili. 119-229, Leipsio, 1766.

APOLLONIA, a''pel-l6'nt-a, SAUfT: A martyr
of Alexandria, according to a letter from Dio-

nysius, bishop of Alexandria, to Fabian of Antioch,

preserved by Eusebius {Hist, ecd, , vi. 41 ), and giving

an account of a persecution of the Alexandrian

Christians in the winter of 248-249. This perse-

cution was the work of the populace, stirred up
by the celebration of the one-thousandth anni-

versary of the foundingof Rome, but was connived

at by the authorities. As victims of this outburst

Dionjrsius names Metras, Quinta, Sarapion, and
Apollonia, whom he calls in Greek parthenon pres-

buiinf probably signifying a deaconess. Because

in her martyrdom all her teeth were knocked out,

she is popularly regarded in Roman Catholic

countries as a patroness against toothache. Her
festival falls on Feb. 9. A. Hauck.
Biblioobapht: K. J. Neumann, Der rtfmucAa Stoat, L 331,

Leipsio, 1890.

APOLLONIXTS, ap''el-l6'ni-u8: 1. A Roman
martyr under Commodus. Eusebius (Hist, ecd.,

V. 21 ) states that he was renowned for his learning

and wisdom; he was accused by an " instrument

of the devil " at a time when the government

did not favor religious persecution, and conse-

quently the accuser suffered the death penalty;

the judge, Perennis, wished to save Apollonius,

allowed him to make an eloquent defense before the

senate, but was ultimately compelled by the law

to condemn the Christian to death by beheading.

Jerome expands these notices (De vir. ill., xlii..

liii.; Epist. Ixx., ad Magnum). As the downfall
of Perennis took place in 185, the martyrdom must
be dated between 181 and that year, probably in
184. N. BONWETBCH.
Bibuoobapht: (1) Apology and Acta of ApoUoniua, ed. and

transl. from the Armenian by F. C. Conybeare, London,
1894 (of. The Guardian, June 21. 1893); Greek transl.
of the same in Anateela BoUandiana, ziy. (1896) 284-
294. and cf. xxiii. (1899) 50. and E. T. Klette, Der Proeeaa
und die Acta S. ApoUonii, in 7*17, zv. 2. Leipsic, 1897;
O. von Gebhardt, Ada martyrwn aeleda, pp. 44 sqq., Ber-
lin, 1902. Also A. Hamack, in SHaunoaberidUe der Ber-
Kner Akademu, 1893. pp. 721-740, and in TLZ, xz. (1895)
590 sqq.; Seebers. NKZ, It. (1893) 836 sqq.; £. G. Hardy,
Chriatianity and the Roman Empire, London, 1894; Max,
Prins Ton Sachsen. Der heUioe Mitrtyrer ApoUoniua von
Rom, Mains. 1903; O. Bardenhewer, GeadiidUe der all-

kirddidten lAUeraiur, vol ii.. Freiburg, 1903.

3. Author of a work against the Montanists, of

which Eusebius gives a fragment {Hist. eccl.fV. 18).

It was written forty years after the appearance of

Montanus and shows that the deliverances of the

new prophets were false and that the conduct of

the Montanist authorities waa opposed to the
manner of true prophets. According to Jerome
{De vir. ill., 1., liii.), Tertullian added to his six

books De ecsta^sif a seventh against the charges of

Apollonius; but he is mistaken (De vir. tZZ., xl.) in

ascribing to ApoUonius what ia related by Eusebius
in Hist, eccl., v. 16. The designation of Apollonius

as " leader of the Ephesians," in Prcsdestinatus,

xxvi. is a fiction. N. Bonwetbch.
Bibuoorapht: N. Bonwetsch, OeadiithU dee Montaniamua,

pp. 30, 49. Erlangen. 1881; G. Voigt. Eine antimonia-
niatiadte Urkunde, Leipsic. 1891; T. Zahn, Foradiungen
aur GeadiidUe dee neuteatamentUdien Kanona, pp. 21 sqq.,

Leipsio, 1893.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA: Neo-Pythagorean
philosopher, elevated by non-Christians to a place

by the side of Christ; b. at Tyana in Cappadocia,

the modem Kiz-Hissar (80 m. n.w. of Tarsus);

d. at Ephesus, probably, 98 a.d. He was educated
at Ephesus and at Tarsus, but, disgusted by the
immorality of the latter city, he went to ^gaess

(the modem Ayas, on the Gulf of Iskanderun, 50
m. s.e. of Adana). In its temple of ^sculapius
he studied medicine and philosophy, and became
an ardent and lifelong adherent of Pythagoras.

He observed the five years of absolute silence

enjoined by the Pythagoreans, and then started

on his memorable and extensive travels, which
took him into all parts of the known world, made
him acquainted with many prominent persons,

and gave him a great reputation for wisdom. He
seems to have exerted a virtuous example and to

have been a religious reformer. Falling under the

suspicion of Domitian, he went to Rome for his

trisd and was acquitted after he had endured a
brief imprisonment (94 a.d.). The last ten years

of his life were passed in Greece, where he had many
disciples.

The importance of Apollonius as a religious

refomier was more and more magnified, and shortly

after his death statues and even temples were
erected in his honor by emperors, and he was
worshiped as a god. Among his prominent ad-

mirers was the talented and leamed Julia Domna,
wife of the emperor Severus, who requested one
of her literary men. Flavins Philostratus, to write
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for her a biography of Apollonius and for thia pur-

pose supplied him with data, including the travel-

journal of his companion, the Assyrian Damis,
and a collection of his letters. On the basis of

these, with large additions of legendary matter
and notices of every description, the book was
prepared; but it was not published till after the

death of the empress (217). It bears every evi-

dence of being a historical novel, and its miraculous
details are not deserving of analysis; but non-
Christians ever since have pretended to find in

ApoUonius a pagan Christ, and in the stories told

about him, counterparts of those related of Christ

and his apostles.

The earliest person named who made this use of

Philostratus's novel is Hierocles, governor of

Bithynia during the Diocletian persecution (303),

who wrote a work against the Christians in which
he instituted a comparison between Apollonius

and Christ. This stirred up the church historian

Eusebius, to write a refutation, in which he shows
how unreliable as a source the romance of Philo-

stratus is. The deist Charles Bloimt (see Deism)
and Voltaire revived this use of Philostratus in the
interest of their paganism, while in the nineteenth
century Ferdinand Christian Baur called attention

afresh to Philostratus 's work and elaborated the

thesis that Philostratus had purposely modeled
his narrative on that of the Gospels. Edward
Zeller followed him in this advocacy, the Frenchman
Albert R^ville also. But there is no evidence that

Philostratus had any knowledge of the Gospels
and the Acts, and the life of the Apostle Paul is

a much closer parallel to Apollonius than that of

Christ, who was no peripatetic philosopher.
Bxbuoorapht: Sources: C. L. Kayser's ed. of FL PhUo-

Mtrati Opera, 2 toU., Leipsic, 1871, contains also Apoi^
i4mii Epiatola and Ettaebtua adv. Hiarodem; the latter ia

alao in MPO, iv.; Eng. transl. of first two books of Philo-
stratus. by C. Blount, London. 1680, and of all by E.
Berwick, 1809; French transl. by J. F. Salvemini de Ca»>
tillon, Paris, 1774, and by A. Chassang, 1862, iKith transl.

of the letters of Apollonius; Germ, transl. by E. Baltser.

Consult also: E. MOller, War ApoUaniiiB . . . ein WeUer,
. . . BetrUger, . . . Schv>itrmer und Fanatiker, Breelau,

1861; A. Rtfville, ApoUoniua of Tyana, London, 1866; J.

H. Newman, in Historical Sketdiea, ii., London, 1872
(noteworthy); O. de B. Priaulx, Indian Travds of Apol-
loniu*, ib. 1873; F. C. Baur, ApoUoniua von Tyana und
ChrUhu, in Drei Ai>fuindlungen, Ix^ipsic, 1876; C. MOncke-
berg, ApoUoniua von Tyana, Hamburg, 1877; C. H. Pet-
terseh, ApoUowua von Tyana, Reichenberg, 1879; C. L.
Nielsen, ApoUoniua fra Tyana, Copenhagen. 1879; J. Jen-

sen, ApoUoniua . . . und aein Biopraph, Hamburg, 1885;
D. M. Tredwell, Sketch of the Life of ApoUoniua of Tyana,
New York. 1886; K. S. Outhrie. The Ooapel of ApoUoniua
of Tyana, Medford, 1900; G. R. S. Mead, ApoUoniua of

Tyana^ London. 1901; T. Whiltaker, in The Moniat, xiii.

(1903) 161-217.

APOLLOS, a-pel'es (probably a contraction from
Apollonius): A man eminent in New Testament
history. His special gifts in presenting Christian

doctrine made him an important person in the

congregation at Corinth, and his name came to be
attached to a faction there (I Cor. i. 12), but there

18 no indication that he favored or approved an
overestimation of his person. Nor can it be said

that Paul objected to his work of presenting the

way of salvation; on the contrary he thinks Apollos

a valuable helper in carrying on his work in the

important Corinthian congregation (I Cor. iii. 6,

iv. 6, xvi. 12). In harmony with Paul's notices

are the statements of the Acts of the Apostlea

(xviii. 24-28) that Apollos was a highly educated
Alexandrian Jew, who came to Ephesus (probably

in 54 A.D.), was instructed in the gospel there by

Aquila and Priscilla, and afterward settled in

Achaia, where, by the grace of God he showed
himself useful to the Church. The rest of this

notice to the effect that he came to Ephesus as a

disciple of the Lord and preached Jesus in the

synagogues, when he knew only of John's bap-

tism, is odd.

It is difficult to get a correct idea of his religious

standpoint; but it probably was that of the so-

called disciples of John, of whom mention is made in

Acts xix. 1-7. Taken all in all, it may be said that

Apollos was a sealous missionary, who, while con-

fessing Jesus, did not have the full New Testament
revelation, and stood in danger of becoming an-

tagonistic to the apostolic message to all the worid;

he became, however, an adherent of the Pauline

doctrine, and the author of the Acts of the Apostles

thought this fact of sufficient importance to be

included in his history. In the Epistle to Titus

(iii. 13) Apollos is mentioned, with Zenas, as bearer

of the letter to Crete. The Epistle to the Hebrews
(q.v.) has often been ascribed to Apollos, beginning

with Luther, and he has been suggested as the au-

thor of the fourth Gospel ([Tobler], Die Evangelien-

Jrage, Zurich, 1858). (K. Schmidt.)
Biblioorapht: E. Renan. SL Paul, pp. 240, 372 sqq., Pkris,

1869; Conybeare and Howson, St, Paul, ii., chap, xir.,

London, 1888; C. Ton Weisa&cker, The ApoaloUe Age, 2
ols., London, 1894-96; A. C. McQiffert. HiaL of Chri^
iianity in the Apoatolie Age, New York. 1897; W. Balden-
sperger, Der Prolog dea vierten Evangeliuma, pp. 93-99,
Freiburg, 1898.

APOLOGETICS.
Significance of the Term (f 1).

Place Among the Theological Disciplines (§ 2).

Source of Divergent Views (f 3).

The True Task of Apologetics (| 4).

Division of Apologetics (f 5).

The Conception of Theology as a Science (§ 6).

The Five Subdivisions of Apologetics (| 7).

The Value of Apologetics (| 8).

Relation of Apologetics to Christian Faith (§ 9).

The Earliest Apologetics (| 10).

The Later Apologetics (f 11).

Since Planck (1794) and Schleiermacher (1811),
'' apologetics '' has been the accepted name of one

of the theological disciplines or departments of theo-

logical science. The term is derived from the Greek
apologeisthai, which embodies as its central notion

the idea of " defense." In its present application,

however, it has somewhat shifted its meaning,
and we speak accordingly of apologetics and
apologies in contrast with each other. The relation

between these two is not that of theory and practise

(so, e.g., Dtlsterdieck), nor yet that of genus and
species (so, e.g., KUbel). That is to say, apolo-

getics is not a formal science in which the principles

exemplified in apologies are investi-

I. Signifi- gated, as the principles of sermonizing

canoe of are investigated in homiletics. Nor
the Term, is it merely the sum of ail existing or

all possible apologies, or their quin-

tessence, or their scientific exhibition, as dogmatics

is the scientific statement of dogmas. Apologies are
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defenaes of ChriBtianity, in its entirety, in its essence,

or in some one or other of its elements or presuppo-

sitions, as against either all assailants, actual or

conceivable, or some particular form or instance of

attack; though, of course, as good defenses theymay
rise above mere defenses and become vindications.

Apologetics undertakes not the defense, not even
the vindication, but the establishment, not, strictly

speaking, of Christianity, but rather of that knowl-
edge of God which Christianity professes to embody
and seeks to make efficient in the world, and which
it is the business of theology scientifically to expli-

cate. It may, of course, enter into defense and
vindication when in the prosecution of its task

it meets with opposing points of view and requires

to establish its own standpoint or conclusions.

Apologies may, therefore, be embraced in apolo-

getics, and form ancillary portions of its structiu^,

as they may also do in the case of every other

theological discipline. It is, moreover, inevitable

that this or that element or aspect of apologetics

will be more or less emphasized and cultivated, as

the need of it is from time to time more or less felt.

But apologetics does not derive its contents or

take its form or borrow its value from the pre-

vailing opposition; but preserves through all vary-

ing drcumstanoes its essential character as a posi-

tive and constructive science which has to do with
opposition only—^like any other constructive sci-

ence—as the refutation of opposing views becomes
from time to time incident to construction. So
little is defense or vindication of the essence of

apologetics that . there would be the same reason

for its existence and the same necessity for its work,

were there no opposition in the world to be encoun-

tered and no contradiction to be overcome. It

finds its deepest groimd, in other words, not in the

accidents which accompany the efforts of true

religion to plant, sustain, and propagate itself in

this world; not even in that most pervasive and
most portentous of all these accidents, the accident

of sin; but in the fundamental needs of the human
spirit. If it is incumbent on the believer to be able

to give a reason for the faith that is in him, it is

impossible for him to be a believer without a reason

for the faith that is in him; and it is the task of

apologetics to bring this reason clearly out in his

consciousness, and make its validity plain. It is,

in other words, the function of apologetics to inves-

tigate, explicate, and establish the grounds on which
a theology—a science, or systematized knowledge
of God—^is possible; and on the basis of which
every science which has God for its object must
rest, if it be a true science with claims to a place

within the circle of the sciences. It necessarily

takes its place, therefore, at the head of the depart-

ments of theological science and finds its task in

the establishment of the validity of that knowl-

edge of God which forms the subject-matter of these

departments; that we may then proceed through

the succeeding departments of exegetical, historical,

systematic, and practical theology, to explicate,

appreciate, systematize, and propagate it in the

worid.

It must be admitted that considerable confusion

has reigned with respect to the conception and

function of apologetics, and its place among the

theological disciplines. Nearly every writer has
a definition of his own, and describes the task of

the discipline in a fashion more or less peculiar to

himself; and there is scarcely a comer in the theo-

logical encyclopedia into which it has not been
tlmist. Planck gave it a place among the exegetical

disciplines; others contend that its essence is his-

torical; most wish to assign it either to systematic

or practical theology. N6s6elt denies

a. Place it all right of existence; Palmer con-
Among the fesses inability to classify it; B&bi-
Theological ger casts it formally out of the en-
Disciplines, cyclopedia, but reintroduces it under

the different name of " theory of

religion." Tholuck proposed that it should be
apportioned through the several departments;
and Cave actually distributes its material through
three separate departments. Much of this con-

fusion is due to a persistent confusion of apologetics

with apologies. If apologetics is the theory of

apology, and its fimction is to teach men how to

defend Christianity, its place is, of course, along-

side of homiletics, catechetics, and poimenics in

practical theology. If it is simply, by way of

eminence, the apology of Christianity, the system-
atically organized vindication of Christianity in

all its elements and details, against all opposition

—

or in ittf essential core against the only destructive

opposition—^it of course presupposes the complete
development of Christianity through the exegetical,

historical, and sjrstematic disciplines, and must
take its place either as the culminating department
of systematic theology, or as the intellectualistic

side of practical theology, or as an independent
discipline between the two. In this case it can be
only ^Lrtifidally separated from polemic theologyand
other similar disciplines—^if the analysis is pushed
so far as to create these, as is done by F. Duilh^

de Saint-Projet who distinguishes between apol-

ogetical, controversial, and polemic theology, di-

rected respectively against unbelievers, heretics,and
fellow believers, and by A. Kuyper who distin-

guishes between polemics, elenchtics, and apolo-

getics, opposing respectively heterodoxy, paganism,
and false philosophy. It will not be strange, then,

if, though separated from these kindred disciplines

it, or some of it, should be again imited with them,
or some of them, to form a larger whole to which is

given the same encyclopedic position. This is done
for example by Kuyper who joins polemics, elench-

tics, and apologetics together to form his " anti-

thetic dogmatological " group of disciplines; and
by F. L. Patton who, after having distributed the

material of apologetics into the two separate

disciplines of rational or philosophical theology,

to which as a thetic discipline a place is given at the

outset of the system, and apologetics, joins the lat-

ter with polemics to constitute the antithetical dis-

ciplines, while systematic theology succeeds both
as part of the synthetic disciplines.

Much of the diversity in question is due also,

however, to varying views of the thing which
apologetics undertakes to establish; whether it be,

for example, the truth of the Christian religion, or

the validityof that knowledge of God which theology
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presents insystematised form. Andmore of it stiU is

due to profomidly difiering conoeptions of the nature

and subject-matter of t^t " theology/' a depart-

ment of which apologetics is. If we
3. Source of think of apologetics as undertaking the

Divergent defense or the vindication or even the

^^ws. justification of the '' Christian relig-

ion/' that is one thing; if we think

of it as undertaking the establishment of the va-

lidity of that knowledge of Qod, which " theology "

systematixes, that may be a very di£ferent thing.

And even if agreement exists upon the latter con-

ception, there remain the deeply cutting diver-

gences which beset the definition of " theology "

itself. Shall it be defined as the " science of faith" 7

or as the " science of religion "7 or as the " science

of the Christian religion "7 or as the "science of

God " ? In other words, shall it be regarded as a
branch of psychology, or as a branch of history, or

as a branch of science? Manifestly those who differ

thus widely as to what theology is, can not be ex-

pected to agree as to the nature and function of

any one of its disciplines. If " theology " is the

science of faith or of religion, its subject-matter is

the subjective experiences of the human heart;

and the function of apologetics is to inquire whether
th^-:e subjective experiences have any objective

validity. Of course, therefore, it follows upon the
systematic elucidation of these subjective expe-

riences and constitutes the culminating discipline

of "theology." Similariy, if "theology" is the

science of the Christian religion, it investigates the

purely historical question of what those who are

called Christians believe; and of coirnse the fimction

of apologetics is to follow this investigation with
an inquiry whether Christians are justified in

believing these things. But if theology is the

science of God, it deals not with a mass
of subjective experiences, nor with a section

of the history of thought, but with a body
of objective facts; and it is absurd to say
that these facts must be assumed and developed

unto their utmost implications before we stop

to ask whether they are facts. So soon as it is

agreed that theology is a scientific discipline and
has as its subject-matter the knowledge of God,
we must recognize that it must begin by estab-

lishing the reality as objective facts of the data
upon which it is based. One may indeed call the

department of theology to which this task is com-
mitted by any name which appears to him appro-
priate: it may be called " general theology," or
" fundamental theology," or " principial theology,"

or " philosophical theology/' or " rational the-

ology," or " natural theology," or any other of

the innumerable names which have been used to

describe it. Apologetics is thename which most nat-

urally suggests itself, and it is the name which, with
more or less accuracy of view as to the nature and
compass of the discipline, has been consecrated

to this purpose by a large number of writers from
Schleiermacher down (e.g., Pelt, Twesten, Baum-
stark, Swets, Ottiger, Knoll, Maijsoneuve). It

powerfully commends itself as plainly indicating

the nature of the discipline, while equally applicable

to it whatever may be the scope of the theology

which it undertakes to plant on a secure basis.

Whether this theology recognises no other knowl-

edge of God than that given in the constitution

and course of nature, or derives its data from the

full revelation of God as documented in the Chris-

tian scriptures, apologetics offers itself with equal

readiness to designate the discipline by which the

validity of the knowledge of God set forth is estab-

lished. It need imply no more than natural the-

ology requires for its basis; when the theology

which it serves is, however, the complete theology

of the Christian revelation, it guards its unity and
protects from the fatally dualistic conception which
sets natural and revealed theology over against

each other as separable entities, each with its own
separate presuppositions requiring establishment

—

by which apologetics would be split into two quite

diverse disciplines, given veiy different {daces in

the theological encydopedia.

It will already have appeared how far apologetics

may be defined, in accordance with a very preva-

lent custom (e.g., Sack, Lechler, Ebrard, Kabel,

Lenmie) as " the science which estabUshes the

truth of Christianity as the absolute religion."

Apdogetics certainly does establish

4. The True the truth of Christianity as the abso-

Task of lute religion. But the question of

Apologetics, importance here is how it does this.

It certainly is not the business of

apologetics to take up each tenet of Christianity

in turn and seek to establish its truth by a direct

appeal to reason. Any attempt to do this, no nuit-

ter on what philosophical basLs the work of demon-
stration be begun or by what methods it be pursued,

would transfer us at once into the atmosphere

and betray us into the devious devices of the old

vulgar rationalism, the primary fault of which was
that it asked for a direct rational demonstration

of the truth of each Christian teaching in turn.

The business of apologetics is to establish the truth

of Christianity as the absolute religion directly

only as a whole, and in its details only indirectly.

That is to say, we are not to begin by developing

Christianity into all its details, and only after this

task has been performed, tardily ask whether there

is any truth in all this. We are to begin by estab-

lishing the truth of Christianity as a whole, and only

then proceed to explicate it into its details, each of

which, if soundly explicated, has its truth guaran-

teed by its place as a detail in an entity already

established in its entirety. Thus we are deliv-

ered from what is perhaps the most distracting

question which has vexed the whole history of the

discipline. In establishing the truth of Chris-

tianity, it has been perennially asked, are we to

deal with all its details (e.g., H. B. Smith), or

merely with the essence of Christianity (e.g., KQbel).

The true answer is, neither. Apologetics does not

presuppose either the development of Christianity

into its details, or the extraction from it of its

essence. The details of Christianity are all con-

tained in Christianity: the minimum of Christianity

is just Christianity itself. What apologetics imder-

takes to establish is just this Christianity itself

—

including all its "details" and involving its " es-

sence"—in its unexplicated and uncompressed
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entirety, as the absolute religion. It has for its

object the laying of the foundations on which the

temple of theology is built, and by which the whole
structure of theology is determined. It is the de-

partment of theology which establishes the con-

stitutive and regulative principles of theology as

a science; and m establishing these it establishes

all the details which are derived from them by the

succeeding departments, in their sound explica-

tion and systematization. Thus it establishes the

whole, though it establishes the whole in the mass,

so to speak, and not in its details, but yet in its

entirety and not in some single element deemed by
us its core, its essence, or its minimum expression.

The subject-matter of apologetics being deter-

mined, its distribution into its parts becomes very
much a matter of course. Having defined apolo-

getics as the proof of the truth of the Christian

religion, many writers naturally confine it to what
IS commonly known somewhat loosely as the
" evidences of Christianity." Others, defining it

as " fundamental theology," equally naturally

confine it to the primary principles of religion in

general. Others more justly combine the two
conceptions and thus obtain at least two main
divisions. Thus Hermann Schultz makes it prove

" the right of the religious conception

5. Division of the world, as over against the tend-

of Apolo- endes to the denial of religion, and
getics. the right of Christianity as the abso-

lutely perfect manifestation of religion,

as over against the opponents of its permanent
significance." He then divides it into two great

sections with a third interposed between them:
the first, " the apology of the religious concep-

tion of the world; " the last, '' the apology of

Christianity; " while between the two stands " the

philosophy of religion, religion in its historical

manifestation." Somewhat less satisfactorily, be-

cause with a less firm hold upon the idea of the

discipline, Henry B. Smith, viewing apologetics

as " historico-philosophical dogmatics," charged

with the defense of " the whole contents and sub-

stance of the Christian faith," divided the material

to much the same effect into what he calls fundar

mental, historical, and philosophical apologetics.

The first of these undertakes to demonstrate the

being and nature of God; the second, the divine

origin and authority of Christianity; and the third,

somewhat lamely as a conclusion to so high an argu-

ment, the superiority of Christianity to all other

systems. Quite similarly Francis R. Beattie divi-

ded into (1) fundamental or philosophical apolo-

getics, which deals with the problem of God and
religion; (2) Christian or historical apologetics,

which deals with the problem of revelation and the

Scriptures; and (3) applied or practical apolo-

getics, which deals with the practical efficiency

of Chrii>tianity in the world. The fundament^
truth of these schematizations lies in the perception

that the subject-matter of apologetics embraces

the two great facts of God and Christianity. There

is some failure in unity of conception, however,

arising apparently from a deficient grasp of the

peculiarity of apologetics as a department of theo-

logical science, and a consequent inability to permit

it as such to determine its own contents and the
natural order of its constituent parts.

If theology be a science at all, there is involved
in that fact, as in the case of all other sciences, at
least these three things: the reality of its sub-
ject-matter, the capacity of the hmnan mind to
receive into itself and rationally to reflect this

subject-matter, the existence of media of commu-
nication between the subject-matter and the per-

cipient and understanding mind. There could be
no psychology were there not a mind to be inves-

tigated, a mind to investigate, and a self-con-

sciousness by means of which the mind
6. The Con- as an object can be brought under
ception of the inspection of the mind as subject.

Theology as There could be no astronomy were
A Science, there ni • heavenly bodies to be inves-

tigated, no mind capable of com-
prehending the laws of their existence and move-
ments, or no means of observing their structure

and motion. Similariy there can be no theology,

conceived according to its very name as the science

of God, unless there is a God to form its subject-

matter, a capacity in the human mind to apprehend
and so far to comprehend God, and some media by
which God is made known to man. That a the-

ology, as the science of God, may exist, therefore,

it must begin by establishing the existence of God,
the capacity of the human mind to know him, and
the accessibility of knowledge concerning him.
In other words, the very idea of theology as the

science of God gives these three great topics which
must be dealt with in its fundamental department,

by which the foimdations for the whole structure

are laid,—God, religion, revelation. With these

three facts established, a theology as the science of

God becomes possible; with them, therefore, an
apologetic might be complete. But that, only
provided that in these three topics all the under-

lying presuppositions of the science of God actually

built up in our theology are established; for ex-

ample, provided that all the accessible sources and
means of knowing God are exhausted. No science

can arbitrarily limit the data lying within its sphere

to which it will attend. On pain of ceasing to be
the science it professes to be, it must exhaust the

means of information open to it, and reduce to a
unitary system the entire body of knowledge in

its sphere. No science can represent itself as

astronomy, for example, which arbitrarily con-

fines itself to the information concerning the heav-

enly bodies obtainable by the imaided eye, or which
discards, without sound ground duly adduced,

the aid of, say, the spectroscope. In the presence of

Christianity in the world making claim to present

a revelation of God adapted to the condition and
needs of sinners, and documented in Scriptures,

theology can not proceed a step until it has exam-
ined this claim; and if the claim be substantiated,

this substantiation must form a part of the funda-

mental department of theology in which are laid

the foimdations for the systematization of the knowl-

edge of God. In that case, two new topics are

added to the subject-matter with which apologetics

must constructively deal, Christianity—and the

Bible. It thus lies in the very nature of apolo-
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getics as the fundamental department of theology,

conceived as the science of God, that it should find

its task in establishing the existence of a God who
is capable of being Imown by man and who has

made himself known, not only in nature but in

revelations of his grace to lost sinners, documented
in the Christian Scriptures. When apologetics

has placed these great facts in our hands—God,
religion, revelation, Christianity, the Bible—^and

not till then are we prepared to go on and explicate

the knowledge of God thus brought to us, trace the

history of its workings in the world, systematize

it, and propagate it in the world.

The primary subdivisions of apologetics are there-

fore five, imless for convenience of treatment it is pre-

ferred to sink the third into its most closely related

fellow. (1) The first, which may perhaps be called

philosophical apologetics, undertakes the establish-

ment of the being of God, as a personal spirit, the

Creator, preserver, and governor of all things. To
it belongs the great problem of theism,

7. The Five with the involved discussion of the

Subdivisions antitheistic theories. (2) The second,

of Apolo- which may perhaps be called psycho-
getics. logical apologetics, imdertakes the

establishment of the religious nature

of man and the validity of his religious sense. It

involves the discussion alike of the psychology,

the philosophy, and the phenomenology of religion,

and therefore includes what is loosely called " com-
parative religion " or the " history of religions."

(3) To the third falls the establishment of the

reality of the supernatural factor in history, with
the involved determination of the actual relations

in which God stands to his world, and the method
of his government of his rational creatures, and
especially his mode of making himself known to

them. It issues in the establishment of the fact

of revelation as the condition of all knowledge of

God, who as a personal Spirit can be known only so

far as he expresses himself; so that theology differs

from all other sciences in that in it the object is not

at the disposal of the subject, but vice versa. (4) The
fourth, which may be called historical apologetics,

undertakes to establish the divine origin of Chris-

tianity as the religion of revelation in the special

sense of that word. It discusses all the topics

which naturally fall imder the popular caption of

the " evidences of Christianity." (5) The fifth,

which may be caUed bibliological apologetics,

undertakes to establish the trustworthiness of the

Christian Scriptures as the documentation of the

revelation of God for the redemption of sinners.

It is engaged especially with such topics as the

divine origin of the Scriptures; the methods of the

divine operation in their origination; their place

in the series of redemptive acts of God, and in the

process of revelation; the nature, mode, and effect

of inspiration; and the like.

The estimate which is put upon apologetics

by scholars naturally varies with the conception

which is entertained of its nature and function.

In the wake of the subjectivism introduced by
Schleiermacher, it has become very common to

speak of such an apologetic as has just been out-

lined with no little scorn. It is an evil inheritance,

we 2^e told, from the old nLpranaturaUsmus vul-

garis, which ** took its standpoint not in the Scrip-

tures but above the Scriptures, and
8. The imagined it could, with formal con-

Value of oeptions, develop a "ground for the

Apologetics, divine authority of Christianity"

(Heubner), and therefore off^ed
proofs for the divine origin of Christianity, the

necessity of revelation, and the credibility of the

Scriptures " (Lemme). To recognize that we can
take our standpoint in the Scriptures only after

we have Scriptures, authenticated as such, to take
our standpoint in, is, it seems, an outworn preju-

dice. The subjective experience of faith is con-

ceived to be the ultimate fact; and the only legiti-

mate apologetic, just the self-justification of this

faith itself. For faith, it seems, after Kant, can
no longer be looked upon as a matter of reasoning

and does not rest on rational groimds, but is an
affair of the heart, and manifests itself most power-
fully when it has no reason out of itself (Brune-
ti^re). If repetition had probative force, it would
long ago have been established that faith, religion,

theology, lie wholly outside of the realm of reason,

proof, and demonstration.

It is, however, from the point of view of ration-

alism and mysticism that the value of apologetics

is most decried. Wherever rationalistic precon-

ceptions have penetrated, there, of course, the

vididity of the apologetic proofs has been in more
or less of their extent questioned. Wherever
mystical sentiment has seeped in, there the validity

of apologetics has been with more or less emphasis
doubted. At the present moment, the rationalistic

tendency is most active, perhaps, in the form given

it by Albrecht Ritschl. In this form it strikes at

the very roots of apologetics, by the distinction

it erects between theoretical and religious knowl-
edge. Religious knowledge is not the knowledge
of fact, but a perception of utility; and therefore

positive religion, while it may be historically con-

ditioned, has no theoretical basis, and is acoonlingly

not the object of rational proof. In significant

parallelism with this, the mystical tendency is

manifesting itself at the present day most distinctly

in a wide-spread inclination to set aside apologetics

in favor of the " witness of the Spirit." The con-

victions of the Christian man, we are told, are not
the product of reason addressed to the intellect,

but the immediate creation of the Holy Spirit in

the heart. Therefore, it is intimated, we may
do very well without these reasons, if indeed they
are not positively noxious, because tending to sub-
stitute a barren intellectualism for a vital faith.

It seems to be forgotten that though faithbe amoral
act and the giftof God, it is yet formally conviction
passing into confidence; and that all forms of con-

victions must rest on evidence as their ground, and
it is not faith but reason which investigates the

nature and validity of this ground. " He who
believes," says Thomas Aquinas, in words which
have become current as an axiom, "would not
believe unless he saw that what he believes is

worthy of belief." Though faith is the gift of God,
it does not in the least follow that the faith which
God gives is an irrational faith, that is, a faith
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without oognisable ground in right reason. We
believe in Christ because it is rational to believe

in him, not even though it be irrational. Of course

mere reasoning can not make a Christian; but that

is not because faith is not the result of evidence, but
because a dead soul can not respond to evidence.

The action of the Holy Spirit in giving faith is

not apart from evidence, but along with evidence;

and in the first instance consists in preparing the
soul for the reception of the evidence.

This is not to argue that it is by apologetics that
men are made Christians, but that apologetics

supplies to Christian men the systematically

organised basis on which the faith of Christian

men must rest. All that apologetics explicates in

the forms of 83rstematic proof is implicit in every
act of Christian faith. Whenever a sinner accepts

Jesus Christ as his savior, there is

9. Relation implicated in that act a living con-

of Apolo- viction that there is a God, knowable
getics to to man, who has made himself known
Christian in a revelation of himself for redemp-
Faith. tion in Jesus Christ, as is set down in

the Scriptures. It is not necessary

for his act of faith that all the grounds of this con-
viction should be drawn into full consciousness and
given the explicit assentof his understanding, though
it is necessary for his faith that sufficient groimd
for his conviction be actively present and working
in his spirit. But it is necessary for the vindication

of his faith to reason in the form of scientific

judgment, that the grounds on which it rests be
explicated and established. Theology as a science,

though it includes in its culminating discipline, that

of practical theology, an exposition of how that

knowledge of God with which it deals objectively

may best bemade the subjective possession of man,
is not itself the instrument of propaganda; what it

undertakes to do is systematically to set forth this

knowledge of God as the object of rational con-

templation. And as it has to set it forth as knowl-
edge, it must of course begin by establishing its

right to rank as such. Did it not do so, the whole
of its work would hang in the air, and theology

would present the odd spectacle among the sciences

of claiming a place among a series of systems of

knowledge for an elaboration of pure assumptions.

Seeing that it thus supplies an insistent need of

the human spirit, the world has, of course, never
been without its apologetics. Whenever men
have thought at all they have thought about God
and the supernatural order; and whenever they
have thought of God and the supernatural order,

there has been present to their minds a variety of

more or less solid reasons for believing in their

reality. .The enucleation of these reasons into a
systematically organized body of proofs waited of

course upon advancing culture. But
10. The the advent of apologetics did not

Earliest wait for the advent of Christianity;

Apologetics, nor are traces of this department
of thought discoverable only in the

regions lit up by special revelation. The philo-

sophical syBtema of antiquity, especially those

which derive from Plato, are far from empty of

apologetical elements; and when in the later

stages of its development, classical philosophy
became peculiarly religious, express apologetical

material became almost predominant. With the

coming of Christianity into the world, however,
as the contents of the theology to be stated became
richer, so the efforts to substantiate it became
more fertile in apologetical elements. We must
not confuse the apologies of the early Christian

ages with formal apologetics. Like the sermons of

the day, they contributed to apologetics without
being it. The apologetic material developed by
what one may call the more philosophical of the
apologists (Aristides, Athenagoras, Tatian, The-
ophilus, Hermias, Tertullian) was already con-

siderable; it was largely supplemented by the theo-

logical labors of their successors. In the first

instance Christianity, plimged into a polytheistic

environment and called upon to contend with
systems of thought groimded in pantheistic or

dualistio assumptions, required to establish its

theistic standpoint; and as over against the bitter-

ness of the Jews and the mockery of the heathen
(e.g., Tacitus, Fronto, Crescens, Lucian), to evince

its own divine origin as a gift of grace to sinful man.
Along with Tertullian, the great Alexandrians,

Clement and Origen, are the richest depositaries

of the apologetic thought of the first period. The
greatest apologists of the patristic age were, how-
ever, Eusebius of Csesarea and Augustine. The
former was the most learned and the latter the most
profound of all the defenders of Christianity among
the Fathers. And Augustine, in particular, not
merely in his " City of God " but in his controversial

writings, accumulated a vast mass of apologetical

material which is far from having lost its signifi-

cance even yet.

It was not, however, until the scholastic age that

apologetics came to its rights as a constructive

science. The whole theological activity of the

Middle Ages was so far ancillary to apologetics,

that its primary effort was the justification of faith

to reason. It was not only rich in apologists

(Agobard, Abelard, Raymund Martini), but every

theologian was in a sense an apologist. Anselm at

its beginning, Aquinas at its culminar

II. The tion, are types of the whole series;

Later types in which all its excellencies are

Apologetics, sunmied up. The Renaissance with
its repristination of heathenism, nat-

urally called out a series of new apologists (Savo-

narola, Marsilius Ficinus, Ludovicus Vives) but the

Reformation forced polemics* into the foreground

and drove apologetics out of sight, although, of

course, the great theologians of the Reformation era

brought their rich contribution to the accumulating

apologetical material. When, in the exhaustion of

the seventeenth century, irreligion began to spread

among the people and indiiferentism ripening

into natmralism among the leaders of thought,

the stream of apologetical thought was once more
started flowing, to swell into a great flood as the

prevalent unbelief intensified and spread. With
a forerunner in Philippe de Momay (1581), Hugo
Grotius (1627) became the typical apologist of the

earlier portion of this perioid, while its middle

portion was illuminated by the genius of Pascal
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(d. 1662) and the unexampled richness of apologet-

ical labor in its later years culminated in Butler's

great Analogy (1736) and Paley's plain but powerful

argumentation. As the assault against Christianity

shifted its basis from the En^^h deism of the early

half of the eighteenth century through the German
rationalism of its later half, the idealism which

dominated the first half of the nineteenth century,

and thence to the materialism of its later years,

period after period was marked in the history of

apology, and the particular elements of apologetics

which were especially cultivated changed with the

changing thought. But no epoch was marked in

the history of apologetics itself, until under the

guidance of Schleiermacher's attempt to trace the

organism of the departments of theology, K. H.
Sack essayed to set forth a scientifically organized
" Christian Apologetics " (Hamburg, 1829; 2d ed.,

1841). Since then an unbroken series of scientific

systems of apologetics has flowed from the press.

Tliese differ from one another in almost every

conceivable way; in their conception of the nature,

task, compass, and encyclopedic place of the ad"

ence; in their methods of dealing with its material;

in their conception of Christianity itself; and of

religion and of God and of the nature of the evidence

on which belief in one or the other must rest.

But they agree in the fundamental point that

apologetics is conceived by all alike as a special

department of theological science, capable of and
demanding separate treatment. In this sense

apologetics has come at last, in the last two-thirds

of the nineteenth century, to its rights. The sig-

nificant names in its development are such as, per-

haps, among the Germans, Sack, Steudel, Delitzsch,

Ebrard, Baumstark, T5lle, Kratz, Kabel, Steude,

Franck, Kaftan, Vogel, Schultz, Kfthler; to whom
may be added such Romanists as Drey, Dieringer,

Staudenmeyer, Hettinger, Schanz, and such Eng-
lish-speaking writers as Hetherington, H. B. Smith,

Bruce, Rishell, and Beattie.

Benjamin B. Warfield.
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C. R. Hagenbaoh, German Rationaliem in ite Rise, Prog-

reee, and Decline, Edinburgh, 1865; A. Vigui^, Hietoire de

VapdogUique dane I'igliae reformSe francaiee, Geneva, 1858;

H. B. Smith, Apologetiee, New York, 1882 (appendix
contains sketches of German apologetic works); J.

F. Hurst. Hietory of RaiUmaliem, ib. 1902; A. H
Huisinga, Some Recent Phaeee of Evidencee of Chrie-

tianity, in Preebyterian and Reformed Review, viL

(1896) 84 sqq. Apokjgetical literature: F. R. Beattie.

Apologetiee, or the Rational Vindication of ChrieOanr

ity, L, Richmond, 1903 (to be oompleted in 3 vols.);

W. M. Hetherington. Apologetiee of the Chrietian Faith,

Edinburgh. 1867; J. H. A. Ebrard, Apologetik, Gfltersksh,

1880 (Eng. transl.. Apologetiee, or the SdenUfie Vindiok-

tion of Chrietianity, 2 vols., Edinburgh. 1886-^87); A.

Mair, Studiee in the Chrietian Evidencee, Edinboigh, 1883;

G. F. Wright, Logic of Chrietian Evidencee, Andovw. 1884;

F. H. R Frank, Syeiem der chrietUehen Oewieeheit, Erlan-

gen, 1884, Eng. transl., Chrietian Certainty, Edinburgh.
1886; P. Schani, Apologie dee Chrietentume, 3 vob..

Freiburg, 1887-88, Eng. transl., Chrietian Apology, New
York, 1894 (Roman Catholic); L. F. Steams, The Evi-

dence of Chrietian Experience, New York, 1891 (the best

book on the subject); A. B. Bruce, Apologdice, or Chrie-

tianity defeneively etated, Edinbuigh, 1892; H. Waoe.
Studente' idanutU of the Evidencee of Chrietianity, London.
1892; J. Kaftan, Wahrheit der t^rietlichen R^igion, Biele-

feld, 1888, Eng. transl.. 2 vols.. Edinbuigh, 1894; C. W.
RJsheU. Foundatione of the Chrietian Faith, New York.
1899; W. Devivier, Coure d'apologitique ^rHienne, Paris,

1889, Eng. transl., Chrietian apologetiee, 2 vols.. New York.
1903; A.Hamack, What ie Chrietianity f London. 1901; J.

T. Betgen, Evidencee of Chrietianity, Holland, Mich., 1902:

A. M. Randolph, Reaeon, Faith, and Authority in Chrie-

tianity, New York, 1903; the Boyle and Bampton lec-

ture series deal exclusively with subjects in apologetics;

see also under AoNOflTiciBM; AimnuNrrABiANisM, and
Atheism.

APORTANXTS, ap"6r-ta'nOT, 6E0RG (Jurien,

or Jiirjen, van der Dare, Daere, or Dure): Early
follower of Luther in East Friesland; b. at Zwolle;

d. in the autumn of 1530. He was brought up in

Zwolle by the Brethren of the Common Life, and
became teacher in their school. In 1518 Count
Eklzard of East Friesland called him to Emden
to educate his sons. With the support of the count,
he began to preach Luther's doctrines at Norden
in 1519, was excluded from the pulpit in conse-
quence, and then preached in the open air till the
importunity of the people brought him back as

chief pastor. In 1529 he held a disputation at

Oldersum, presided over by the influential Ulrich
of Domum, and induced many to adopt Luther's
teachings. L. Schulei;.

APOSTAST (Gk. ApostoM, "Revolt "): Accord-
ing to the teaching of the earlier ages, apostasy
might be either apoHasia perfidict, inobedientia,

or irregularitalis (i.e., revolt agains the faith, au-
thority, or the rules). The two latter classes often
ran into each other, and have been reduced by
later theologians to two distinct though still related
kinds of desertion, namely, apottasia a monaehatu
and a cUricalu, which of course occur only in non-
Protestant churches, while the apostaaia a fide or
perfidioB is contemplated in Protestant church law
also. Apo9ta8ia a monaehatu, the abandonment of

the monastic life, takes place when a member of

a religious order leaves it and returns to the world,
whether as a cleric or as a layman, without per-
mission of the proper authority. Apostasia a
derieatu, the abandonment of orders, is in like

manner the unauthorised return to the world of

a person in holy orders; the minor orders which
require no irrevocable self-dedication do not come
under the same head. As early as the Council of
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Chaloedon (451) such o£Penders were excommu-
nicated; and later ecclesiastical law maintains this

position even more strongly, requiring the offender's

diocesan to arrest and imprison him, if a cleric,

or, if a monk, to deliver him to the authorities of

bis order, to be punished according to its own laws.

In non-Catholic countries both classes of apostates

may commonly be forgiven on condition of volun-

tary return to obedience; and the bishops possess

various faculties for the purpose. Neither of these

forms of apostasy is punished by the State.

Apottagia a fide is the deliberate denial, expressed

by outward acts, of the Christian faith, whether
connected or not with the adoption of a non-Chris-

tian religion. This is allied to heresy, of which,

in fact, it forms a higher degree. The passages

of Scripture on which the treatment of tlus form
of apostasy is based are Heb. iii. 12, vi. 4-9, x.

16-29; II Pet. ii. lS-21; II John 9-11; Luke xii.

9. During the epoch of persecution such apostasy
was of course far conmioner than in later times;

but the primitive Church made a distinction, call-

ing apostates only those who had abandoned the

faith of their own free will, distinguishing them
from those who had yielded to violence or seduction.

According to the various manners of den3ring

Christ, they were classified as libeUaiici, sacrifi-

catiftraditorea, etc. (see Lapsed). AU were by the

very nature of the case excommunicated, and at

first some churches felt bound, in accordance with

the passages cited above, to refuse absolution alto-

gether or withhold it until the hour of death.

Afterward this severity decreased, and apostates,

like other excommunicated persons, were restored

to communion on fitting penance. Among later

enactments, the decree of Boniface VIII. (1294-

1303) prescribing the same procedure for apostates

to Judaism as for heretics has been of special

influence not only in ecclesiastical, but in civil

legislation.

Under the first Christian emperors, the Roman
state considered apostasy as a civil crime, to be
punished by confiscation of goods, inability to

make wills or serve as a witness, and infamy.

During the Middle Ages the Empire had no occasion

to adopt special legislation against apostasy, but
was content to adhere to the ecclesiastical view of

it as a qualified heresy. Since in the countries

for which the Protestant legal codes were designed

apostasy to Judaism or idolatry was not looked for,

they make no mention of such a crime. It is, how-
ever, in the very nature of a State Church, that it

can not tolerate desertion of its communion, but
must mark its sense of the evil by such means as

are in its power. Nowadays, of course, the aid of

the State can no longer be called in to pimish such
offenders. (E. Fbikdbebg.)

Bkbuockapst: O. If. Amthor, D* apoakmm, Coburs. 1833;

£. FUtBttT, QumaHanM d4 jwn eriminum Romano, Mar-
burs, 1842; N. MOneben, Diu kanoniathM OarichUvtr'

fahnn und SirmfndU, ii. 857. Cologne. 1865.

AP06TLE ("One Sent [of Qod]"): A name
applied in the Old Testament to the chosen organs

of the divine revelation (Num. xvi. 28; Isa. vi. 8;

Jer. zxvi. 5). In the New Testament it is used not

only in a special sense for Jesus himself, but also

for John the Baptist (John i. 6) and for those whom
Jesus sent forth (cf. Luke xi. 49 with Matt, xxiii.

34, 37). It would seem that the name was chosen
by Jesus himself for the Twelve, since

The it came so early into use as a definite

Twelve, term for a definite body of men, and
then for others who held or claimed

a similar position (Acts xiv. 4, 14; II Cor. xi. 5,

xii. 11; I Thess. ii. 6; Rev. ii. 2). The training of

the Twelve shows that they had a future mission,

which was fully opened to them by the appearance
and teaching of the risen Christ (Acts i. 2-11);
they are to be witnesses to him, and especially to
his resurrection, before all peoples. Their number,
corresponding to that of the twelve tribes, shows
that they are destined primarily to work among
the children of Israel, to whom, accordingly, they
make their first appeisd in Jerusalem. By degrees
they collect around them a distinct community,
in which they hold the position of appointed
leaders (Acts ii. 42, iv. 35, v. 1-2, vi. 1-2), and
after persecution begins to spread the Gospel
throughout Palestine and its neighborhood, they
remain mostly in Jerusalem, thence exercising super-

vision over the Church of the Circumcision (Acts

viii. 14, ix. 32-43), and providing for the perform-
ance of some of their internal duties by the choice

of deacons and the formation of the college of pres-

byters under James.
The original apostles are still occupied with the

Jews when their number receives an addition; the
manner of Saul's conversion shows that he is des-

tined to a similar work, but especially among the
Gentiles (Acts ix. 1-31; Gal. i. 11-24). This in-

volves, despite Paul's consciousness

Paul. of equal authority and independence,
no breach with the earlier organization.

His ministry, begun by a miracle, develops itself

in perfect continuity and in imity with that of the
older apostles. His very conversion and call do
not take place without the intervention of a mem-
ber of the existing community (Acts ix. 10-18,

xxii. 12-16); only after an imsuccessful attempt
to work among the Jews does he turn to the Gen-
tiles (Acts ix. 20-31, xxii. 17-21), and even then
he enters the work already founded from Jerusalem
as an auxiliary of Barnabas, who is sent thence
(Acts xi. 25); he is sent out only with Barnabas
by the combined Jewish and Gentile community,
with his attention directed first to the conversion

of the Jews (Acts xiii.), and only the stubborn
opposition of the synagogues causes him to decide

in favor of the direct mission to the Gentiles

(verse 46). He is, however, fuUy recognized at the

Apostolic Council at Jerusalem (q.v.) by the older

apostles and the representatives of Jewish Chris-

tianity as an independent apostle to the Gentiles;

and no opposition from Jewish Christians in Qalatia

or at Corinth makes them recede from this atti-

tude. In all his far-reaching activity as head of

the Gentile Church, he never forgets the welfare

and the future of his own countrymen (Rom. xi.

13-14); nor is there any division between the

Grentile Church and the older apostles, to his unity

with whom Paul constantly appeals in teaching

his converts (I Cor. xv. 3; Eph. ii. 20, iii. 5).
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The work of the Twelve was by no means con-

fined to the Circumcision. At the end of the Paul-

ine period Peter was still, both in

Later Use person and by letters, exercising

of the apostolic influence among the Gen-

Term. tUes, and after Paul's death, John
took the place of leader among them.

Yet the special relation of the Twelve to the work
among the twelve tribes is emphasised by the prom-
ise for the future in Matt. xix. 28. Though the

word " apostle " is used in the New Testament in a
wider sense, properly it is limited to the first and
highest office in the Church, distinct from all other

offices (I Cor, xii. 28; Eph. iv. 11), to be filled only

by those personally chosen by the Lord; and after

their death no others filled exactly the same place.

[The word was used also in the early Church as a

convenient term by which to refer to the epistolary

literature of the New Testament (see Evanqel-
iarium). It has been employed to designate the

first or the principal missionaiy to a people, as

Columba, Augustine of Canterbury, and others. It

is used also in some modem Churches as the title of

high dignitaries, as among the Mormons.]
(K. Schmidt.)

Bibuographt: J. B. Lishtfoot, OoiaHanM, Exounus on
ThB Name and Of/iee of an ApotUe, London, 1887 (opened

up new yiewB on the subject, and should be supplemented

by A. Hanutek in TU, ii. 1. pp. 93-118, Leipwc, 1884);

C. WeiieAoker. ApottoliteheB Zeiialter, pp. 584-500, Tti-

bingen, 1001, Eng. transl. of earlier ed., 2 vols.. Edin-

buish. 1804; J. F. A. Hort, The ChriMtian Sedetia, Lon-
don, 1807 (contains important contributions); £. Haupt,
Zum VerttAndniM dee ApoatoUUa, Halle, 1806; A. V. Q.
Allen, ChrieHan InetUuHontt oonsult Index, New York,
1807; A. C. McGiffert, Hi*L of Chnetianity in the ApoetoUe
Age, New York, 1807; A. Hamaok, Mieawn und AuArei-
tuno dee Chrietentume, book iii., chap. 1, f 1, Berlin, 1002»

Eng., transl., Expaneion of ChrieHaniiy, New York, 1004;
DB. L 126; £B, i 264 sqq.

APOSTLES' CREED.
The First Ecumenical Creeds (f 1).

Present Form not Earlier than Fifth Oentury (f 2).

Earliest Appearance (f 3).

Legend of its Origin (f 4).

Greek Text of the Roman Symbol (f 5).

Earliest Appearance of the Legend of its Origin (f 6).

Age of the Roman Ss^mbol (f 7).

Comparison of Western Symbols (f 8).

Assumption of an Asia Minor Origixud of the Roman
Symbol (f 0).

Summary (f 10).

The Old Roman Symbol Displaced (f 11).

Interpretation of the Symbol (f 12).

Clauses not Found in Uie Old Roman Symbol (| 13).

The Apostles' Creed or Apostohcum (i.e., apos-

Udicum symboltim) is the briefest of the soncalled

ecumenical creeds (see Symbolics). With the
Nic»no-Constantinopolitan and Athanasian creeds,

for more than five centuries preceding

I. The the Protestant Reformation it was in

First use in the West and enjoyed especial

Ecumenical authority (cf. E. KdUner, Symholik,

Creeds. Hamburg, 1857, p. 5). The Eastern
Church has never traced any symbol

to the apostles, or designated any as apostolic

in the strict sense of the word; and here and
there in the West the Niceeno-Constantinopol-

itan creed has been called apostolic (cf. Caspari,

i. 242, note 45; ii. 115, note 88; iii. 12, note 22).

The three chief branches of the Church in the

West, however, have the so called symbolum apoa-

tolicum in essentially the same form (textus

receptus).

Apart from details the textua receptus can be

traced with some degree of certainty to the begin-

ning of the sixth or the end of the

2. Present fifth century. On the other hand,

Form not it can be proved that before that time

Earlier this form of the symbol was nowhere
than Fifth used officially in any Church whether

Century, among the interrogationes de fide or

the tradiHo and redditio symboli;

nor can any traces of it be discovered before the

middle of the fifth century. Since it by no means
came to the West from the East, and in the Western
provincial Churches symbols were in use which
differ greatly from the teztus receptus of the Apos-
tolicum, it follows that the latter could hardly have
existed .before the middle of the fifth centuiy,

and most likely originated about 500.

In its present form the Apostolicum is first

found in a sermon of CSsesarius of Aries (d. 542;

Pseudo-Augustine, 244; cf. Kattenbusch, i. 164

sqq.), with which may be compared Sermo, 240,

241 (texts in Hahn, §§ 47-49), and the symbol in

the Missale GaUicanum vetus (Hahn,

3. Earliest § 36). The immediate predecessor

Appear- of CSsesarius' and, consequently, of

ance. our " apostles' creed " is most likely

the fifymbol of Faustus of Ries of

about 460 (Hahn, § 38; Kattenbusch, pp. 158
sqq.), but its reconstruction is difficult. On the

other hand, the stage succeeding that of the old

Roman symbol (see below) in the direction of our
Apostolicum is represented by the highly interesting

symbol discovered by Bratke in the Bern Codex
n. 645 SflBC. vii. (SK, Ixviii., 1895, 153 sqq.), which
is to be regarded as a Gallican, or rather Gallico-

British, symbol belonging to the fourth century.

It differs from the ancient Roman symbol only
by the additions of paesus, deecendit ad inferos^

caiholicam, and tntam oBtemam, These four ad-
ditions all tend in the direction of our Apostoli-

cum and at the same time prove that they are the
four older additions, while conceptus, etc., and
eommunionem aanctorum are the later ones (but
ereatorem ccdi et terra and mortuua are also older).

Two considerations are against a Roman origin

of the Apostolicum: (1) It is not found in Rome
until the Biiddle Ages, i.e., many centuries after

its attestation by CSsesarius of Aries; (2) From the
end of the fifth, or the beginning of the sixth cen-

tury until the tenth the Nicffino-Constantinopolitan

creed in Greek was used in Rome in the traditio

symboli, and not the Apostolicum(Caspari, iii. 201-
202, 226; ii. 114-115, note 88); a shorter ssrmbol
was also in use in Rome (see below), but it was not
identical with the Apostolicum. With the spread

of the textus receptus in western Europe
4. Legend during the sixth century, the legend

of its of its wondro\is origin also spread
Origin, (cf. Hahn, §46/9). The fact that such

a late symbol is called from the
very beginning ** the Apostolic," still more, that,

as concerns its origin, it is traced back to a
" bringing together " (Gk. syrnboU, Lat. coUatio)
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because each of the twelve apostles in a meeting
before their separation is said to have contributed

a sentence to it, supposes that the history of

the symbol did not commence with the end of the

fifth century, but that the tezttia receptua was
preceded by another form, the attributes of which
were transferred to the new text and supplanted

it. This supposition which the very simple con-

tents and the brief, precise form of the symbol
suggest, is also sufficiently confirmed by history.

By the investigations of Ussher, and more es-

pecially by those of Caspari, it has become evident

that between 250 and 460 a symbol

5. Greek was used in the religious service of

Text of the the Roman Church, which was highly

Roman esteemed, and to which no additions

SymboL were permitted; as early as the fourth

century this symbol was held to be
derived directly from the twelve apostles in the

form in which it was used, and it was supposed to

have been brought to Rome by Peter. This sym-
bol, the older, shorter Roman (in distinction from
the Apostolicum, which is sometimes called the

later, longer Roman, because it owes its general

authority in the West to Rome), is completely

extant in a number of texts (Hahn, §§14-20;
Caspari, ii. 48; iii. 4, 5, 28-203). In its original

Greek text it runs thus:

Uumjim ctf dcbr waHpa watrTompAropa' k«a «t« Xpunhv *Iifvovr

(rhv) vibr avrov rby ^voyci^, rer svpior iffiMr, rbv ytvrti&ivra

«s w«v/uiTOf kyiav c«i Ifoptoc Ti|« vopMrov, rbv cvt Ilomov

(rwr) McpMV, iivcfiaxna «tc rovf ovparovc, Kadi)|Mror iv ^<{if rov

" I believe in God the Father Ahnighty and in Ghrat
Jesus, hb only-begotten Bon, our Lord, bom of the Holy
Qboet and of Mary, the Vinpn. who waa crucified under
Pontiufl Pilate and buried; on the third day he roee from
the dead, ascended into heaven, sitteth on the right hand
of the Father from whence he shall come to judge the

quick and the dead; and in the Holy Ghoet, the holy

church, the remission of sins, the resurrection of the flesh."

The legend that this sfymboi was composed by the

apostles, appears as early as the

6. Earliest Explanatio aymboli of Ambrose. The
Appearance fact that the writer was aware of

of the Leg- its being divided into twelve articles,

end of its perhaps indicates that the legend

Origin, that each apostle had contributed

one of them was already known.
But Rufinus, who wrote later, knows only of a
common composition of the Roman symbol by the

apostles soon after Pentecost and before the sep-

aration. This legend he refers to a traditio ma-
jorum. It doubtless existed as early as the beginning

of the fourth century. Both Ambrose and Rufinus

testify that the wording of this symbol was most
scrupulously preserved in the Roman Church.

The apostolic origin of this symbol is also at-

tested by Jerome, by the Roman bishops Celestine

I. (422-431), Sixtus III. (431-440), and Leo I.

(440-461), by Vigilius of Thapsus, and in the

SacramerUarium Gelasianum (cf. Caspari, ii. 108-

109, note 78, iii. 94-95; Hahn, § 46, note 163).

Tlie fact that Augustine in his eight expositions of

the creed follows the Roman symbol, leavesno doubt

that in the fourth century and in the first half of the

X.-16

fifth the Roman Church made extensive use in the

reddiiio of a symbol identical with the one mentioned
above, and allowed of absolutely no additions to it.

Ambrose was certainly not the only one to protest

against many antiheretical additions. The epistle

of Marcellus to Julius shows that between the years

330 and 340 this symbol was the official one in use
in Rome; but other testimonies like Novatian's

tractate De iriniUUe (Hahn, § 7) and
7. Age of the fragments from the epistles and
the Roman writings of Bishop Dionysius of Rome
SymboL point with certainty to the middle

of the third century. That the
shorter Roman symbol as represented in the Epistle

of Marcellus and in the PsaJUerium AStheUtani

(Hahn, §16; Caspari, iii. 161-203), was already

the predominant one in the Roman Church about
the year 250, can by no means be doubted. But
here a series of questions arises, the answers to

which involve very complicated investigations

and combinations: (1) How is the shorter Roman
symbol related to the Western symbols which
were used, between 250 and 5(X) (or 8(X)), in the
religious services of the provincial churches
until they were superseded by the (Gallican)

Symbolum apostolicum and the Niceno-Constanti-
nopolitan creed? (2) How is the shorter Roman
symbol related to the longer (i.e., the Apostolicum
as it is now known) from the time of Ceesarius,

and why was it displaced by the latter? (3)

When and where did the shorter sfymbol orig-

inate? (4) How is the shorter Roman symbol
related to the Eastern, pre-ConstantinopoUtan
symbob? (5) How is the shorter Roman symbol
related to the different forms of the rule of faith

which are known from the first three centiuies?

These five questions can be separated only in

abstracto. A definite and separate answer to each
of them is impossible. In what follows they will

be discussed together and only a general answer
attempted.

In surveying the very numerous provincial and
private confessions which remain from the Western

Church, belonging to the period from

8. Com- the fourth to the sixth (seventh)

parisonof century (cf. Hahn, 20-45; Caspari,

Western ii., iii.; Kattenbusch, 59-215, 392

Symbols, sqq.), six important observations may
be made: (1) In the choice and ar-

rangement of the single parts the confessions all

exhibit the same fundamental type as the shorter

Roman symbol. (2) The shorter a Western
symbol is, the more closely it approaches the

shorter Roman symbol. The shortest symbob
of the provincial Churches of the West are almost,

if not altogether, identical with it. (3) The later

a Western symbol is, the more does it deviate

by additions (hardly ever by omissions) from the

shorter Roman. These additions are not of a

directly polemical nature, but are to be regarded

as completions and extensions held to be necessary

in the interest of elucidation. Such additions

by no means alter the fundamental character

of the symbol, since they are not of a specula-

tive dogmatic nature. (4) The majority of the

additions which the Western symbols exhibit
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may be regarded as a kind of intennediate step

between the shorter and longer Roman symbols.

This consideration, however, is not so important

as the fact that during the third and fourth cen-

turies the great provindal Churches of the

West produced different types. Four such types

can be readily distingin'shed, the Italian, African,

Gallican (including the Irish), and Spanish. Ab
for the Gallican type, which is seen in our Apos-
tolicimi, it is characterised by such historical ad-

ditions as are to be found in Oriental forms of faith

or symbols (vis., " maker of heaven and earth,"

"suffered," "died," "descended into heU";
" catholic "). In its final form the Gallican type

is not in every respect the richest or the longest

of the Western symbols, but it is so as to its his-

torical contents. In this important respect the

final form of the Gallican type has completely

preserved the distinguishing features of the old

Roman symbol. It exhibits the same brief and
severe style, and, nevertheless, also preserves all

the significant historical features which became
attached to the Sywholvm Romanum in the course

of its history. The Gallican Apottolicum also

exhibits the same classical elaboration and ecu-

menical tendency as its Roman copy. (5) The
less any Church was influenced bythe Roman, the

more did its symbol differ from the shorter Roman.
The symbols of the Gallican Church differ relatively

much from it. (6) In reducing allWestern symboLe
to one archetype, without regtutl to the differences,

the shorter Roman symbol is obtained without

difficulty. Fh>m these observations it may be
inferred with certainty (a) that the shorter Roman
symbol was the source of all Western confes-

sions of faith; (b) that the longer Roman symbol
practically proceeded from the other, though not

at Rome, and as a result received also the same
attributes, which originally belonged to the shorter

symbol.
The supposition is also justified that the shorter

Roman symbol must have already existed before

^e middle of the third century, otherwise the facts

that all Western Churches originally used this very

symbol, and that, e.g., the African Church had
already developed before the year 250 its special

tjrpe on the basis of the SymboLum vehu Romanum
can not be explained (cf. Cyprian in Hahn, {{ 28,

29). The Roman symbol must therefore have
originated at least about the year 3(X); and this can
be proved from the writings of Tertullian, as well

as from a comparison of the shorter Roman sjrmbol

with the Elastem sjrmbols, which are rich in ad-

ditions, introductions, dogmatic remarks, etc.,

besides omissions. The Nicsno-Constantinopolitan

creed made an end to this fluctuating state of the

confession, and from about 430 superseded the other

Eastern confessions, and to this day the Constan-
tinopolitan creed has remained the symbol of the

Bysantine Church.

Considering the state of affairs which existed

in the East till the middle of the fifth centuiy, it is

difficult to characterize the fundamental type of

the Eastern symbols. But, in spite of the many
deviations, there exists a certain affinity with the I

shorter Roman symbol, the acceptance of which I

was hindered by (1) the circumstance that the

Christological section of the Roman symbol came
into conflict with a Christological type already

established; (2) by the dedre to give

9. AMtunp- fuller expression to the " higher

"

tion of an Christology in the creed. It was

Asia Minor not till the time of the Arian con-

Original of troversy that fixed sjrmbob in the

the Roman East began to be formed. From an

SymboL examination of the Rules of Faith,

and the fragments of those rules and
formula4ike sentences which are now familiar as

belonging to the Eastern half of the.Church from

the middle of the first to the middle of the third

century, scholars like Caspari, Zahn, Loofs, and
others have inferred that there must have existed

an Eastern symbol or, to be more precise, a symbol
from Aria Minor, to which the old Roman symbol
was related as daughter or sister. The assumption
rests principally, if not exclusively, on what is

found in Clement of Alexandria, Irenseus, Justin,

and Ignatius; and the inference drawn therefrom
is that in the East there existed in the second cen-

tury a fixed symbol, or, rather, many symbols,

related to the Roman symbol but independent of

it. At best the Roman symbol is contemporaneous
with the Ariatio or Syrian; more probably it is

later. Hamack, who formeriy shared this view,

is now of opinion that the fact that sin^e sen-

tences seem to be echoes of the symbol, or taJly with

it, offers no guaranty that they theniselves derive

from one symbol. Before any symbol existed

God was " almighty "; JesusChrist was called " the

only-begotten son, our Lord "; he was proclaimed
as " begotten by the Holy Ghost, bom of the Virgin

Maiy," as having " suffered under Pontius Pilate,"

and as coming to " judge the quick and the dead."
Without following the argument in refutation of the

testimonies derived from eariy Fathers in detail,

it can be stated that> while the existence of a primi-

tive typical Eastern form up to a certain point

is admitted, nevertheless it is insisted that the great

feat of forming the symbol, and of therewith laying
the foundation of all ecclesiastical sjrmbols, remains
the glory of the conununity at Rome. To this

Roman symbol which is unhesitatingly to be traced

back to about the middle of the second century,

no doubt Tertullian refers (Hcer., xxxvi.). Had a

symbol been established in Rome at the time of

the fierce struggle with Gnosticifim and Marcioni-
tism (about 145-190), it would have run differently.

On the other hand, it is not advisable to go back
too far beyond the middle of the second century.
To sum up: The symbol originated in Rome

about the middle of the second century. It was
based upon the baptismal formula

xo. Sum- and on confessional formulas of a

maiy. summarising character (such aa may
be identified from the New Testament

and from Ignatius, Justin, and Irenaus), which
had been generally handed down, including Eastem
formulas (Aria Minor, Syria), and was largely under
the influence of the New Testament writings. In

Rome itself the symbol was never altered. It

made its way into the Western provinces from the

end of the second centuiy onward, without <^l«ming
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to have been, in the strictest sense, composed by
the apostles. This accounts for the different

modifications in those provinces (whereas at Rome
it was designated as apostolic in the strict sense

of the word sometime between 250 and 350).

Among these modifications, those became histor-

ically the most important which were derived from
the primitive confessional formulas or maihema
(i.e., substance of instruction) of the East; namely,
" creator of heaven and earth," " suffered," " died,"
" descended into hell," " life everlasting," besides

the etUholieam—^these are just the modifications

traceable in the Galilean symbols which issue

in our Apostolicum—in addition, the conoepfus,

which is obscure in its origin and otherwise of little

importance, and, most perplexing of all, the cofip-

munionem aanetorum. In this connectionmay rightly

be borne in mind the particularly dose relations

existing between southern Gaul and the East.

That the Roman Church after the beginning of

the sixth century gradually allowed itself to be
separated from and finally robbed of

II. The (Hd the symbol which it had previously

Roman guarded so faithfully, is a phenomenon
Symbol Dis- not yet fully explained, although Cas-

placed. pari (ii. 114 sqq.; iii. 201 sqq., 230
sqq.) has made some veiy important

contributions toward a solution of the problem.

What is most decisive is the fact that it was not

the longer (Galilean) daughter recension which
displaced the mother, but that at Rome from the

beginning of the sixth century the Nicteno-Con-

stantinopolitan symbol took the place of the shorter

symbol in the tradiiio and redditio symboli, whereas

in the baptismal questions the old Roman symbol
till remained in use. The displacement of the

old Roman symbol by the (>onstantinopolitan

becomes very intdHgible, when one considers the

conditions of the time. The rule of the Ostro-

goths in Italy brought the Church of Rome in

dangerous proximity to Arianism, and, in order to

emphasise its attitude with respect to this heresy,

the Church felt compelled to adopt a more ex-

plicit, so to speak polemically formed, symbol.

Then, again, when this necessity ceased to press

on the ^urch, and a return to a simpler creed

became possible, the old symbol had grown dim
in memory; while the new Roman, which was
in fact the Gallican, the Symbolwn Apoatolicumj

recommended itself by its more complete form.

The differences were overlooked, or else not re-

garded as considerable; and the legend which

had invested the old symbol with a halo of glory

awoke again around the new one, and again md
for a long time became a power in the CSiurch,

till it was exploded in the age of the Renaissance

and the Reformation.

In interpreting the apostolic symbol historically,

it must be remembered that those portions of the

same which belonged to the old Ro-

la. Inters man confession must be explained

pretation of from the theology of the later apos-

theSymboL tolic and postapostolic ages (not

simply, as some claim, "according to

the New Testament "). This explanation must

take into consideration that the symbol is an

elaborated baptismal formula and that in its prim-
itive form it must therefore not be regarded as an
expression of intrachurch polemics, but rather as
a CSiristian confession, composed for the purpose of
instructing in Christianity as distinguished from
Judaism and heathenism. In the course of hia-

tory the theological exphuiation of the symbol
on the whole keeps pace with the general develop-
ment of dogmatics and theology. But the dis-

tinction between theological rules of faith and a
confession serving for Christian instruction remains
in the consciousness of the West, and is charac-
teristically reflected in the ExpUauUianM tymboli.

As concerns the expressions of the apostolic

symbol which are not in the old Roman, it is neces-

sary to ascertain when, where, and
13. Clatiies under what conditions they first

not Found appear. Of most of them it may be
in the Old said that they are a natural expli-

Roman cation of the ancient symbol, that
SymboL they do not alter its character, that

they contain only the common faith

of the Church—even of the Church of the second
century—and that at the end of the second century
they were known in the West, though they had not
yet found a stable place in any of the provincial

ssrmbols. Two only of the additions can not be so
regarded, namely the phrases deacendU ad inferoa,

in the second article, and aandomm conununiofwrn
in the third. But both additions, on account of

their dubious meaning, must be allowed to be
failures. Even in modem times they are explained
quite differently by different parties in the Church
(cf. Kattenbusch, i. 1 sqq.). (A. Harnack.)
Bibuogkapht: The geiianl works, A. Hahn, BtUioClbdk dtr
Svmbt^, 3d ed. by O. L. Hahn, Bradau, 1897; C. P. Om-
pari, UnotdruekU, unbeaektele, und vmno baodUfCs QuelUm
gur OetchiehtB dm TaufgymboU und der Otaubeningd, 8
vols., Christiania. 1866-76; J. R. Lumby. HiMtory ef Ab
Cr«fti«,London. 1880: Schaff,Cr««i«,i. 14-23, ii. 46-66. P^r-
tioularlyontha Apostles' Creed are: J. Peanon, BxponUon
of the Crmd, London, 1660. and constantly reprinted (the

English elassio on the subject); H. Nicolas, L§ Symbol* dm
Av^troo, Paris, 1867; J. Baron, Tht Grmk Origin of tkt

ApooOo*' Crmd, London, 1886; L. de Grenade, Lo 8ym-
bote dot Apdirot, Paris, 1800; A Hamaek, Dot apotto^

liooho aUnibonthtkonfUnio, Berlin, 1806; klem. 7^ AfMS-
tfes' Crood, transl. of ApotMiothu Symholum in the

ProUttanHaeko RoaloneyklopOdio, Leipdc, 1806, by 8.

Means, ed. T. B. Saunders, London, 1001; 8. BAumer.
Dot apoUoH§Ao Olaubontbokonntnit, Mains, 1803; C.

Blume, I>a» apo&loliaeho Olaubentbekonntnit, Freiburg,

1803; J. Haussleiter, Zur Vorgeoduehio doo apooloUoAm
aiaubofubokonnini$et, Munich, 1803; T. Zahn, Da$ apoo-

toliaeho Symbolum, Leipsic. 1803; F. Kattenbuaeh, /Xu
apottoliaeho Symbolum, 2 vols., ib. 1804-1000; H. B.

Swete, Tho ApotUet* Creed and PrimiUve CkrietianUy,

Cambridse. 1804; C. M. Schneider, Dot 'apoetoHeAe

aiatibenobekonntnie, Ratisbon, 1001; A. C. McQiffert, Tho
ApooUoo' Creed, tie Origin, ite Purpoee, and Ha Hietorioai

InlerprokMHon, New York, 1002; W. R. Richards, ApoeOoe*

Creed in Modern Worehip, ib. 1006; H. C. Beeching,

ApoolUe* Creed, London, 1006; and see under Stmbougb.

APOSTLES, TEACHING OF THE TWELVE.
See DiDACHu.
APOSTLESmP OF PRATER. See Ck>NrRA-

TKRNTnBs, Rbuoious; Sacrsd Hbabt of Jbbub,

Devotion to.

APOSTOLIC BRETHREN: A sect founded in

northern Italy in the latter half of the thirteenth

century by Gherardo Segareili, a native of Aliano

in the territory of Parma. He was of low birtti
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and without education, applied for membership
in the Franciscan order at Parma, and was rejected.

Ultimately he resolved to devote himself to the

restoration of what he conceived to be the apos-

tolic nuumer of life. About 1260 he assumed a
costume patterned after representations which
he had seen of the apostles, sold his house, scattered

the price in the market-place, and went out to preach
repentance as a mendicant brother. He found
disciples, and the new order of penitents spread

throughout Lombardy and beyond it. At first

the Franciscans and other churchmen only
scoffed at Segarelli's eccentric ways; but about
1280 the Bishop of Panna threw him into prison,

then kept him awhile in his palace as a source of

amusement, and in 1286 banished him from the

diocese. All new mendicant orders without papal
sanction having been prohibited by the Council of

Lyons in 1274, Honorius IV. issued a severe rep-

robation of the Apostolic Brethren in 1286, and
Nicholas IV. renewed it in 1290. A time of perse-

cution followed. At Panna in 1294 four mem-
bers of the sect were burned, and S^^arelli was
condemned to perpetual imprisonment. Six years

later he was made to confess a relapse into heresies

which he had abjured, and was burned in Parma
July 18, 1300. A man of much greater gifts now
took the lead of the sect. This was Dolcino (q.v.),

the son of a priest in the diocese of Novara, and a
member of the order since 1291, an eloquent,

enthusiastic utterer of apocalyptic prophecies.

At the head of a fanatical horde, who were in daily

expectation of seeing the judgment of God on the

Church, he maintained in the motmtainous dis-

tricts of Novara and Vercelli a guerrilla warfare
against the crusaders who had been summoned to

put him down. Cold and himger were still more
dangerous enemies; and finally the remnant of

his forces were captured by the bishop of Vercelli

—

about 150 persons in all, including Dolcino himself

and his " spiritual sister," Margareta, both of whom,
refusing to recant, were burned at the stake Jime 1,

1307. This was really the end of the sect's history.

Lt IS true that even later than the middle of the

century traces of their activity are fotmd, especially

in northern Italy, Spain, and France; but these

are only isolated survivals.

The ideal which the Apostolic Brethren strove

to realize was a life of supposed perfect sanctity,

in complete poverty, with no fixed domicil, no
care for the morrow, and no vows. It was a pro-

test against the invasion of the Church by the spirit

of worldliness, as well as against the manner in

which the other orders kept their vows, particu-

larly that of poverty. In itself the project might
have seemed harmless enough, not differing greatly

from the way in which other founders had begun.

When the order was prohibited, however, the

refusal to submit to ecclesiastical authority stamped
its members as heretics. Persecution embittered

their opposition; the Church, in their eyes, had
fallen completely away from apostolic holiness,

and become Babylon the Great, the persecutor of

the saints. Their apocalyptic utterances and ex-

pectations are a link with the Joachimites (see

Joachim of Fiore); in fact, parallels to their

teaching, mostly founded on hteral interpretations

of Scripture texts, may be found in many heretical

bodies. They forbade the taking of oaths, appar-

ently permitting perjury in case of need, and re-

jected capital punishment; their close intercourse

with their " apostolic sisters " gave rise to serious

accusations against their morals, thou^ they them-
selves boasted of their purity, and considered the
conquest of temptation so close at hand as especially

meritorious. (Huoo Sacbbse.)
Bibuoobapht: J. L. Hoalieim, Vermtck einar vnpmieiitehtn
KHMeramdudtle, i. 103-400, HehnsUdt. 1746; Helyot. Ordret
numaatiquea, it. M aqq.. 8 vols.; L. Fsmtris, Frompta
bibliotheea eanoniea, jundiea mcralu, . . . ri. 634, 7 vols..

Rome, 1844-55; H. C. Lea, HiMtory of the InqMnHoH, m.
103 0qq., New York. 1887.

APOSTOIJC CHURCH DIRECTORT: A work
of Egyptian origin, probably of the third century.

It appears in early times to have had no fixed

title, although it was generally received as apos-

tohc. The title given above is a translation of that
{ApostoliseheKirchenordnung) used for it by Bick^,
its first modem editor. It professes to have been
delivered word for word by the apostles, whose
names are given as John, Matthew, Peter, Andrew,
Philip, Simon, James, Nathanael, Thomas, Cephas
(I), Bartholomew, and Jude, the brother of James.
John is represented as the first to speak and, after

the apostles, Bfary and Martha also say something.

The precepts given by the apostles fall into two
sections, one dealing with the moral and the other
with the ecclesiastical law (chaps, i.-xiv., and xvi.-

XXX.). The first part is almost a literal trans-

cription of the Didache (i.-iv. 8), the observations

at the close of it are borrowed from the Epistle of

Barnabas (xxi. 2-4, xix. 11). The precepts relating

to ecclesiastical organization deal with the choice

of bishops and with presbyters, lectors, deacons,
widows, lay people, and deaconesses. The canon
referring to deacons occurs twice, in chaps, xx. and
xxii., one being apparently a later insertion.

The work was evidently written for a very small
conmiunity. It imposes on the clergy limitations

in regard to marriage which go far for that period.

The section on deaconesses is interesting, in regard
to both the foundation and the regulations of the
institution. A wider field of activity is assigned to
the lector than one is accustomed to; but no minor
orders in the later sense are known, nor is there any
approach to metropolitan organisation. These
primitive traits induced Hamack to attempt to
distinguish two sources belonging to the second
century, represented by chaps, xvi.-xxi., and xxii.-

xxviii.; but this is unnecessary, as primitive cus-
toms persisted for a long time in certain parts of
the Church. H. Acheub.
Bibuoorapht: EditionB from the Greek: J. W. Bickell,

GeaehiehU det KirchmrtehU, i. 87-97, 107-132. 178 iqq..
Giessen. 1843; P. de Lacarde, in C. C. J. Bunaen, ChrU^
tianity and Mankind, vi. 440-460. London. 1854; A. Hfl-
genfeld. Novum Tttiamentum extra canonem reeepfean.

part iv., pp. 03-106. Leipaic. 1884; A. Uamaek, in TU»
ii. 2, pp. 225-237, and ii. 5. pp. 7-31, ib. 1886. Editioiu
from the Coptic: H. Tattam, 7Ae ApoatoUcai ConaHtU'
tiona or Canona of the ApoBttee in CopHe viA an Bng.
Tranel., London, 1848; P. de Lagarde. ^gyptiaoa, pp.
230-248. Odtimgen. 1883; U. Bouriant, Reemeil de tr^
vavuc, V. 202-261. Paria, 1883; oonault alao Hamaek,
Lttteraiur, pp. 451 aqq. and cf. TU, vi. 4, pp. 30 aqq.,
Leipaic. 1801.
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APOSTOLIC consTiTunons and canons.
Origin and History (f 1).

The Constitutiona, Books
i-vi (f 2).

Books vii. and vili. (f 3).

The Canons (f 4).

Apostolic ConBtitutioDB and Canons is the

name applied to an ancient collection of ecclesi-

astical precepts. The Constitutions profess to be
regulations for the organization of the Church
put forth by the apostles themselves and published

to the faithful by Clement of Rome. In reality

they are of Syrian origin, and were composed by a
cleric from older sources in the latter half of the

fourth century. They consist of eight books.

The eighty-five Canons have the form of synodal
decisions, and proceeded from the

I. Origin same source not much later. The fate

and of the two collections, so nearly allied

History, in their origin, has been diiSTerent.

The Constitutions can never have
been received outside of a narrow circle. They
were considered spurious even in an extremely
uncritical age, and thus never came as a whole into

any of the great collections of ecclesiastical law
in the East, though a part of the eighth book is fre-

quently met with in these. They were unknown
in the West until the sixteenth century, at which
time neither Baronius nor Bellarmine made any
attempt to vindicate their authenticity, though
AngUcan theologians took a great interest in them
and frequently upheld their apostolic origin. The
Canons, on the other hand, were generally received

as genuine, included in many collections of Church
law, and translated into several Oriental languages;

to this day they stand at the beginning of the ca-

nonical system of the Eastern Church. The first

fifty were made known to the West by Dionysius
Exiguus (d. before 544), from whom they passed

into a number of Latin collections, e.g., the pseudo-
Isidorian Decretals, the Decretum Gratianif and the

Decretals of Gregory IX.
The criticism of the Constitutions was placed

upon secure foundations for the first time when
their sources were definitely assigned—the first

six books (by Lagarde) to the DidascaUa, the

seventh to the Didache, and the eighth to the

writings of Hippolytus of Rome.
2. The Con- The first of these sources is a con-

stitutions, stitution of the third century, written

Books L-vL by a bishop of Coele-Syria and at-

tributed by him to the twelve apostles.

Its unique value lies in the fact that it gives a
picture down to the minutest details, of the life

of a Christian conmiunity of the third century.

The daily life of the inchvidual and the family,

the public worship, the wide practical charity and
the strict moral discipline, the relation of the

Church to the State and to the surrounding worid,

in science, art, and literature—all this is vividly

depicted in the Didaacalia, It throws a great deal

of light on the origin of the order of deaconesses.

Some thingi are peculiar; thus the New Testament
canon includes, besides the four canonical Gospels,

that of Peter and probably that according to the

Hebrews, and some apocryphal Acta in addition

to the canonical Acts. Striking characteristics

are the friendly tone toward the Jews, in contrast

with a hostile feeling toward the Jewish Christians;

apparently the author was at the head of a com-
munity of Gentile Christians, and found that a
neighboring Jewish-Christian conmiunity had a
greater influence upon his flock than he approved.
Ascetic directions in regard to mastery over the
flesh are entirely wanting.
The first thirty-two chapters of the seventh book

of the Constitutions are a mere recasting of the
Didache, Noteworthy liturgical prayers (xxxiii.-

xxxviii.) and directions as to baptism (xxxix.-
xlv.) follow; the baptismal creed in chapter xli.

played a not unimportant part in the councils

of the fourth century. The eighth book is a com-
pilation from various sources. Chapters i. and ii.

contain an independent treatise on
3. Books the charismata, which, since Hip-

viL and viii. polytus is known to have written on
this subject, is supposed with great

probability to be his. With chap iv. begins a
liturgical directory which is ascribed directly to
the apostles; chaps, v.-xv. form the well-known
" Clementine " liturgy. Achelis has tried to
demonstrate that the source of this part is the Egyp-
tian church directory, which in its turn is derived
from the Canonea Hippolyti (preserved in an Arabic
version). If this theory is correct, this part of the
eighth book also would be ultimately due to Hip-
polytus. The Egyptian directory was a Greek work
of the third century, which is preserved only in the
Oriental versions. In opposition to Achelis, Funk,
of Tubingen, maintained that the Apostolic Con-
stitutions were the original work, the Egyptian
directory derived from them, and the Canones
Hippolyti from that again. The compiler of the
Constitutions acted as an editor in dealing with his

sources, attempting by revision and addition to

fuse the various sources into a serviceable whole.

He was an inhabitant of Syria, possibly a neighbor
of the earlier author of the Didascalia, A connec-
tion can be traced between him and the pseudo-
Ignatius, the Syrian forger who made twelve
letters out of the seven genuine ones of Ignatius;

certainly allied in time and thought with this man,
he may have been identical with him. His date
has been variously given, from c. 350 to c. 400, and
can probably never be accurately determined, as

the (Constitutions have clearly been retouched later,

especially the eighth book, which was the most
used.

The Apostolic Canons grew up in the same sur-

roundings, probably with the view of covering the
lack of authenticity of the Constitutions by a new
forgery. Their numbering varies; the division

into eighty-five seems to be the oldest. Outside
of the Constitutions, their sources

4. The are the decrees of the Dedication
Canons. Synod of Antioch in 341 and other

cotmcils. Canon Ixxxv. is the inter-

esting Bible canon of both the Old and New Testa-

ments, which omits the Apocalypse, but includes

the two Clementine epistles and the Constitutions

as Scripture.

Information as to other Oriental writings more
or less connected with the Constitutions and their

sources may be found in W. Riedcl, Die Kirchen^
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rechiagueUen du PatriarchaU Alexandrien (Leipdc,

1900), which treata among others the Thirty Tra-

dUiont of the ApoBtlet, the Arabic DOascalia, and
a yernon of this, the Ethiopio Didascalia—a com-
paratively late work which has nothing to do with

the Syriao Didatcalia, but is probably related to

the Tettamenhim Jetu ChriaH, An Oriental corpus,

the ClemerUina, consists of the TestamefUum, the

Apostolic and Egyptian directories, an extract from
the Constitutions, and the Apostolic Canons. It

is divided into eight books by the Arabic and Syriao

copyists. The title and introduction are taken from
the Constitutions, to which the Clementina was
intended as a supplement. H. Achsub.
Bibuogkarbt: Editions: The Ooofltitutions aiv in Cot»-

lerii»-€lerieu8. Sanctorum patntm . . . opera, L 19(M82,
Amsterdftm, 1724 (reproduoed in MPO, i.): W. Oltwn,
CofuHtuiumM apoHoliea, Sohwarin, 1863; P. da La«arde,
ConttUutUmoB apoBlolorum, Leipno, 1862. and in C. C. J.

Bnnwn, Analeda Ante-NiecBna, iL, London, 1864 (Uw
fint oritieal ed.). The Cknons are included in moet
oouneil coliectionst in the Conm§ I'urit eivHu and Corpua
jwrig eanoniei. For the Syriae conmilt: P. de Laffarde,
Didaaealia apoHolorum oyriacOt Leipde, 1864; H. D. Qib-
on, in Harm Somitiea, i.-ii., London, 1003 (with Eng.
transL, from recently discovered MS8.)* From the Latin:
E. Haider, DidateaHm apotloUirum froQmmUa Voronsntia
LaHna, Leipuo, 1900; H. Aehelis and J. Flemminc. in TU,
new ser.. z. 2. ib. 1004. cf. H. Aehelis, in TU, rL 4, ib. 1801.
and in ZKG, xr. (1804) 1 sqq. The Eng. transL of Whis-
ton ia given with notes in ANF, vii. 301-606 (rei»rodtteed

from the second volume of his Prtmiiivo ChriMtianiiy),

Consult also F. X. Funic, Dio apoUoliaehon KonMtUutUmtn,
Bottenbuig, 1801; W. Riedel, in ROmiaehe QuartaUehift,
xiv. (1000) 8 sqq.; J. Leypoldt, Saidiatha Auuttgo otis

d«m ooftlsn Butha der apoaioUadiaH KonatUuHonan, in TU,
new ser., zi 1. Leipsic, 1004; G. Homer, The StahUea of
the Apot^fUa; or, Canonaa acdeaiaatiei, ad. with Tranal. from
Bthwpie and Arabic MSS. . . . London, 1006; D. L.
O'Leary, ApoaloUeal ConatUuHona, ib. 1006. The diseus-
sions upon the Didadis and the ApoaltUieal CAiircA Di-
radory involve the ConaHtuHona and Canona.

APOSTOLIC COUHCIL AT JERUSALEM.
New Testament SUtements and Allusions (f 1).

Luke the Author of the Account in Acts (f 2).

Occasion for the Council (f 3).

The Outcome. Four Prohibitions (f 4).

Alleged Contradiction between Acts and Galatians ii

(16).
Later History of the Decision of the Council (f 6).

The ApostoUc Council is thecommon designation

of the meeting described in Acts xv. It took place

in 51 or 52 a.d., between the missionary journey

of Paul and Barnabas and that of Paul alone, and
marks a distinct stage in the proclamation of the

apostles' message to the Gentile world; vis., the

recognition of the right of the (jrentiles

I. NewTe»- to a place in the Christian commu-
lament nity, without subjection to the Mo-

Statements saic law. Interest in Luke's report

and AUu- of the proceedings is increased by
•ions. the fact that Paul himself refers

to the 0)uncil in Gal. ii. 1-10 from

a controversial standpoint. The comparison of

the two accounts has led some recent theolo-

gians to assert tnat the account in Acts is

essentially different from that of Paul, and
that the author of Ac£s has made the facts fit the

views which he takes of the whole period (see

below, § 5). In earlier time this council was the

special point used as a fulcrum for the attempt
of the Tubingen school to overthrow the received

tradition as to the history and literature of the

time. Although the objections of Baur, especially

as to the irreconcilability of Acts zv. and Gal. ii.,

have few extreme representatives nowadays, yet

their results are seen in recent attempts to deay
the unity of the Acts, regarding the book aa a com-
posite of various sources, which do not always agree

in material and in tendency.

In the following treatment of the Apostolic

Council the Book of Acts is assumed to be the work
of Luke of Antioch, the companion of Paul, who
(zvi. 10 sqq.) narrates in the first person; and the

events detailed in chap. zv. are believed to be
given partly from his own knowledge, partly from
the testimony of the participants. There is no

a priori reason to suppose that for

a. Luke the chap, xv., or generally for any part of

Author the Antiochian-Pauline period, Luke
of the was working over written authorities;

Account he undoubtedly had seen the Jerusalem

in Acts, letter (verses 23-29), but probably
gives it here freely from mmnory.

For a long time Paul's most trusted coadjutor, he
would naturally enter intelligently into the Paidine
attitude; and this is precisely what is found in his

presentation of Paul's labors. His standpoint
Ib that fotmd in the Pauline theodicy of Rom. ix.-

xi., which excludes any tendency contrary to his-

tory, and allows the writer to consider historical

facts in a perfectly objective manner. One may
thus expect with confidence to find Luke's report

of the Council historically accurate. Of this ac-

curacy Paul's expressions must of course serve as

a criterion; since, however, Paul is not, like Luke,
writing from the standpoint of general history,

but to enforce a special point of dispute, Luke's
accotmt must be taken as the basis of any later

treatment professing to be historical.

It is learned from Luke's account that some time
after Paul and Barnabas had returned to Antioch
from their missionary journey, there appeared
certain Jewish Christians who taught the hitherto

unheard-of doctrine that converts from heathen-
ism could not be saved without circumcision, thus
denying the equality prevailing for some ten years
(or since Acts xi. 20) between the circtunciaed and
uncircumdsed members of the Church of Antioch.

This caused great disturbance among
3. Occasion the Gentile Christians, whose liberty

for the was threatened, and Paul and Bamar
CounciL bas opposed it strongly and were

deput^ to lay the question before
the apostles and elders in Jerusalem. This miasion
implies no doubt in their minds of their own posi-

tion, which had been approved all along; but they
wished to be positively assured that they were in
harmony with the source of their Christianity,

for the quieting of their own minds and the sup-
pression of further attacks from the Judaiaing party.

Luke gives with care the serious discussion which
led up to the decision. The Jerusalem community
at firet received the tidings of Gentile conversions
not with unqualified joy; some Pharisaic mem-
bers of the Church put forward a definite demand
that the Gentile Christians should be bound to the
observance of the Mosaic law. It is to be noticed.
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however, that this demand was not put forward,

as at Antioch, on the theory that they could not
otherwise be saved. The practical demand was
the same, and was so strongly pressed that the

decision was postponed to another meeting, in

which again a long discussion took place without

result. Since the extreme thesis of the disturbers

at Antioch was not put forward here, there must
have been other weighty grotmds which induced

no inconsiderable portion of the Church to press

for the subjection of the Qentiles to the Mosaic

law—apparently based on the idea that the law
wss God's ordinance for the lives of men far more
universally than merely among the Jews.

It was Peter, the head of the Church of the Cir-

cumcision, who silenced this party by the un-

equivocal declaration of the principle of salvation

by grace alone through faith. He ap-

4* 'fhe pealed, as to something they all knew,
Outcome, to the fact that God had long before
Four Pro- proclaimed salvation by his ministry

h^fr'tiftnif- to Cornelius and his household; he de-

clared that the people of God in Israel

had not been able to bear the law as a means of

salvation, but wereequally dependent with the Gen-
tiles upon divine grace, showing that this fun-

damental principle would be endangered if they
insisted upon the observance of the law. This

argument reduced the opposition to silence; no
one was willing to attack the truth that salva-

tion was to be obtained without the law
through faith. The time was now ripe for

Barnabas and Paul to show how God had at-

tested their ministry by signs and wonders,

which proved also their apostolic independ-

ence (cf. II Cor. xii. 12). The final verdict

was rendered by James, showing that the prophets

had foreshadowed the upbuildmg of a Church
without the law, and proposing instead of its

enforcement to emphasize four prohibitions,

which are connected with the rules laid down
in Lev. xvii. and xviii. equally for the chil-

dren of Israel and for the strangers sojourning

among them, as also with those imposed by later

Jewish tradition on the " proselytes of the gate";

they are possibly nothing but these rules in the

form in which they were observed among prose-

lytes in the apostolic times, in the districts here

affected (Syria and Cilicia). They are derived

originally from the Mosaic law, and forbid what
to the Jewish ethical consciousness was highly

offensive. Neither of these points is made, how-
ever, but they are forbidden as things in

themselves morally reprehensible— their prohi-

bition IB necessary in order to separate Gentile

morality from Gentile immorality and super-

stition. By the word " fornication " (Gk. pomeia)

is signified the unrestricted sexual intercourse

which was practically tolerated in the heathen

worid. The words " to abstain from meats offered

to idols " refer to both private and public meals

on the flesh of the victims of sacrifices, which

connected the social life of the people with pagan

worship. The prohibition of " blood " and " things

strangled," while not so easily understood, may
be taken to stamp with disapproval the habits in

regard to food which prevailed among barbarous
tribes, but were rejected by the more civilized

Greeks and Romans, though they must have been
known among the populations to whom the first

recipients of the letter belonged. In a word, the

whole purpose of the decree was to mark off by a
sharp line of division the life of the Gentile Chris-

tians from that of the heathen around them.
The account in the Acts has been assailed by

numerous critics as a more or less consciously

biased presentation of the real story,

$• Alleged as it may be taken from Gal. ii.

Contradic- The accusations are mainly these:

tion be- the account in Acts minimizes the

tween Acts fundamental opposition which existed

and 6aL iL between Paul and the Jerusalem

Chureh by ascribing to the latter a
Pauline standpoint which it had not; the account

gives as a result of the Council a limitation of the

Gentiles' liberty and equal title to which Paul could

never have consented; in defiance of history,

it attributes to Paul a position of subordination to

the Jerusalem apostles. The first point scarcely

needs further discussion after what has been said.

The Pauline expressions in Gal. ii. must be taken

in connection with the explanatory preface in

chap. i. His Galatian opponents asserted that his

preaching to the Gentiles needed correction

and completion, supporting this by the statement

that he had formerly subordinated himself

to the Twelve. He appeals to the superhu-

man origin of his mission and the fact that he

had sought no confirmation of his gospel from
men, not even from the Twelve (G«J. i. 11-20).

But with verse 21 another point of view begins;

the remaining verses are written to demonstrate

that no relation existed between him and the

Palestinian Christianity, the older apostles, which
would give his opponents any right to appeal to

them against him. When in Gal. ii. 1 he mentions

going up to Jerusalem fourteen years later, it is in

order to demonstrate that after so long a time the

original concord remains undisturbed. The situa-

tion is thus exactly that described in Acts xv.

What Paul designates " that gospel which I preach

among the Gentiles " is the very thing opposed by
the disturbers and brought up in Jerusalem. In

both cases uncertainty exists as to the position

of Jerusalem toward it, and certainty is sought.

In both Paul appears with Barnabas; and if he

mentions that he took with him Titus, who was
uncireumcised (meaning thereby to test the attitude

of the JerusalemChureh toward Gentile Christians),

Luke also relates that certain of the Gentile con-

verts from Antioch were sent with him. Paul is

stating facts to repel a personal attack on himself;

Luke mentions the matter in its bearing on the his-

tory of the Chureh as a whole. Thus there was no
need to mention in the Acts the revelation which

(in addition to the desire of the community) de-

cided Paul's journey, while Paul speaks of it appar-

ently to emphasize the importance of the proceeding.

That Paul omits any notice of the decree is not

siirprising when one considers that its purpose was
not in any way to limit the freedom of the Gentiles

from the law, and that he had no motive to enter
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on the subject here. On the other hand, he does

narrate something which Luke omits, in verses

6-10. Certain prominent leaders, especially the

three " pillars," recognising the grace given to

him, explicitly agreed that he and Barnabas
should go to the heathen, and they to the

circumcision. By this he means to confirm what
must have been denied in Galatia—that his inde-

pendent position involved no breach with Jerusa-

lem, but had been distinctly sanctioned by the

leaders of the Church there. Luke might have
been expected to mention this less public discussion

and agreement, of which he must have known,
and, ss a matter of fact, Acts xv. 4, 12, 26 may be
taken to refer indirectly to it; not to mention that,

according to his narrative alone, it would seem
likely that the leaders had had their minds settled

as to the position of Paul and Barnabas, and in

some such way as Gal. ii. describes. The same
process of intelligent comparison will also show
that the account of the conflict at Antioch in Gal.

ii. 11 sqq. is by no means (as has been frequently

asserted) irreconcilable with the narrative of theActs.
A word must be said about the later history of

the decree. Originally it was addressed to that part

of the Gentile Christians who had been in relation

with Jerusalem. On his own motion Paul extended
it to other Gentile conmiunities already existing.

Neither his own writings nor the Acts
6. Later show that he enforced it upon commu-

History of nities formed later as a decree of the

the Decision Jerusalem Council: but in regard at

of the least to the first two points, the manner
CotmclL in which they are referred to in I Cor.

v., vi., viii.-x. and in Rev. ii. shows
that the prohibition was held to be of universal

obligation among the Gentile Churches; and in the

second century they played an important part in

connection with the Gnostic controversy. Singu-

larly enough, no trace of the other two prohibitions

is found either in apostolic or in subapostolic

times; if the view of them given above is correct,

this would be explained by the fact that there was
no need to enforce them in the civilised Hellenic

world. Later passages in Tertullian (Apol., ix.},

Minucius Felix {Octaviua, xii.), and the Clementine

Homiliea (vii. 4, 8) and Recognitions (iv. 36), point

to an avoiding of blood even in cooked meats,

which must have been based on a misunderstanding

of the decree. (K. Schmidt.)

Bibuographt: The mibieet is treated in the appropriate
8ectx>iiB in works on the Apostolic Age, in oommentaries
on the Acts, and in works on the Apostles Peter and
Paul; of especial value are: J. B. Lightfoot, OalaHatUt
pp. 283-356, London, 1860; O. Pfleiderer, Der Paulini»-

mtis, pp. 278 sqq., 600 sqq., Leipsic, 1873. Eng. trensL
London, 1877; C. von Weiss&cker, Dot Apoatdooneil, in

JaMHUher fUr deuiadte Thwlogie, 1873, pp. 191-246; T.
Keim, Aut dem UrehrittetUum, pp. 64-89, Zurich. 1879;
F W Farrar, Paul, chaps, xxi.-xxiii., London. 1883; idem.
Early Day of ChruUanity, i. 294-297. ib. 1882; J. G.
Sommer. Dom Apoateldekret, 2 parts, Kdnigsbeig, 1888-89;
W. F. Slater. Faiih and Life of the Early Church, London,
1892 (exceedingly valuable).

APOSTOLIC FATHERS: A common designa-

tion for those writers of the ancient Church who
were scholars of apostles, or supposed to be such;

vis.9 Barnabas, Hennas, Clement of Rome, Igna-

tius, Polycarp, Papias, and the author of the

epistle to Diognetus (qq.v.)-

BuuooaARBT: The first eolleetion of the writtaga of thess

Fathers was by J. B. Cotelerius. Paris. 1672 (reedited

with notes by J. Clerieus, Antwerp. 1698, 2d ed., Amster-
dam, 1724). Other editions are by L. T. Ittig. Leipsic.

1699; J. L. Frey, Basel, 1742; R. Russell. London. 1746;

W. Jaoobson. Oxford. 1838: C. J. Hefele. TQbingen. 1855;

B. de Muralto, Bamaba si Clemantu ofriHolee, voL L,

Zurich, 1847; A. R. M. Dressel, Leipsic. 1863; A. Hilgen-
feld. ib. 1876-81; O. von Oebhardt, A. Hamack. and T.
Zahn, ib. 1894; F. X. Funk. Ttlbingen, 1901; J. B. Light-
foot, London. 18tl9-90 (than which there is nothing finer).

Eng. translations are by W. Wake. London. 1693 (rer.

ed.. Oxford, 1861); in vol. i. of ANF, Edinburgh. 1867.

American ed., Buffalo. 1887; C. H Hoole. London. 1872;
and J. B. Lightfoot. in ed. mentioned above. Germ,
transl. by H. Schols, GOtersloh. 1865. and by J. G. Mayer
ia Bibliothek der KirehenvHter, 80 vols., Kempten, 1861^^88.

Consult A. Hamack. Litteraiwr (exhaustive); J. Donaldson.
Critical History ofChruOan Lileraiureand Dodrina, London,
1894; J. Nirschl, Lehrlmch der Palroloffie und PatriMtik, 3
vols.. Mains, 1881 -85; J. Alsog, GrundriaaderPairoUnfieoder
der ikUeren chriatliehen LileraturgeechuAU, Freiburg. 1888: 0.

Zdckler, Oeediichlederlheolo0ieehen Utteratur, Gotha, 1890;

C. T. Cruttwell. Literary Hietory of Early ChruOanity, 2
vols., London, 1893; G. KrOger, QeeAitkU der attchriet-

liehen Litteratur, Freiburg, 1895. Eng. transl.. New York.
1897 (altogether the handiest book, and useful because
of its notices of the literature on the separate subjects).

APOSTOLIC KING: An honorary title of the

kings of Hungary, said to have been given originally

to Stephen, the first Christian king of that country,

by Pope Sylvester II. (999-1003), on account of his

religious seal. It was renewed and confirmed to

Maria Theresa, for the Austro-Hungarian royal fam-

ily, by a brief of Clement XIII., Aug. 19, 1758.

APOSTOLIC MENNONITES. See MENNONrrxs.

APOSTOLIC SUCCESSION: According to the

theory of supporters of the episcopal form of church

polity, the uninterrupted succession, from the

apostles to the present day, of bishops and priests

set apart by the laying on of hands. The Greek.

Roman Catholic, and Anglican Churches maintain
that this succession is essential to the validity of

sacramental ministrations, and allow no one not

thus ordained to minister in their churches. The
last-named body asserts its possession by all three;

the Roman Catholic concedes it to the Greek but
not to the Anglican; while the Greeks regard its

possession by either of the other two as at best ex-

ceedingly doubtful. See EpiscoPArnr; Oroinahon;
POLITT.

Bxblioorapht: A. W. Haddan. Apoeiolieat Sueeeeeion in
the Church of England, I^ndon. 1869; £. McCrady, Apos-
tolioal Sueeeeeion and the Problem of Unity, Sewanee. 1905.

APOSTOLICI (called by themselves Apotactid,
" Renuntiants "): A heretical sect of the third

and fourth centuries which renounced private

property and marriage. They existed in Asia

Minor and are mentioned by Epiphanius (Hasr.f Ixi.).

They accepted as Scripture the apociyphal Acts

of Andrew and of Thomas.

APPEALS TO THE POPE: Appeals from lower

officials or courts, which, considered as an ordinary

process of law, with effect of suspension and devo-
lution, may be based upon the pope's capacity of

bishop and metropolitan, or upon his supposed
primacy over the entire Catholic world. Those
of the former class have nothing peculiar about
them. As concerns the latter class, the third and
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fourth canons of the Council of Sardica (343) do not

»

as asserted by Roman Catholic canonists, recognize

such an appellate jiurisdiction; and no such juris-

diction existed earlier. The council indeed lays

down the law that in case of the deposition of a
bishop the matter may be referred to the pope,
who may either decline to act (in which case the
deposition holds good), or may order an investiga-

tion by neighboring bishops and certain specially

appointed priests. But, apart from the fact that
the Council of Sardica is not recognized as ecu-
menical, and that its decrees were long ago known
to have been interpolated to bring them into har-

mony with the Nicene canons, every true appeal
presupposes a review of the formalities and a de-
cision on the validity of the grounds for the lower
court's sentence, neither of which is mentioned
in the Sardican canons. The claim by the Roman
See of a supreme judicial power was only made
possible by the victory of the orthodox party, always
represented by Rome, over Arianism, and the im-
perial decision (380) that the faith of the Roman
pontiff was the standard, and that he should have
precedence over all other bishops. This claim was
first made by Innocent I. (402-417) in his letter

to Victricius of Rouen; attempts to enforce it

met with the detennined opposition of the primates,

and failed until a firm foundation for them was
laid under Leo I. by a law of the emperor Valen-
tinian III. in 445.

The Roman view is set forth in more than one
passage of the pseudo-Isidorian decretals. These
assert that, in conformity with the decrees of Sar-

dica, bishops may appeal to Rome in all causes,

and that the more serious ones must be decided by
the Roman See, not by the bishops; and then that

not only in such cases, but in all, and by any
injured person, appeal may be made to the pope.
These claims were in accord with the ideas of the
twelfth century, and gave definite form to the con-
current jurisdiction of the pope, by which he might
either immediately or through his legates decide
or call up questions otherwise belonging to the
ordinary. This is not the same thing as the appel-

late jurisdiction; but the conceptions belonging
to the latter are touched by the assertion that in

cases where failure of justice occurs in the secular

courts, recourse may be had from any tribimal

to the Church, that is, eventually to the curia.

Although Alexander III. (1159-81) had admitted
that appeals from civil tribunals, while customary,
were not in accordance with strict legal principles,

Innocent III. (1198-1216) affirmed the principle

that the Church had the right to take measures
against any sin, and thus against denial of justice

by secular courts. A reaction against the abuse
of appeals to Rome was evidenced in Germany by
the " Golden Bull " [issued by the emperor Charles

IV. in 1356; for text cf. O. Hamack, Daa KurfUr-
sten-KoUegium, Giessen, 1883], which forbade

them to be made from secular tribunals; by the

Concordat of Constance (1418); and by the thirty-

first session of the Council of Basel, to which corre-

sponds the twenty-sixth section of the Pragmatic
Sanction of 1439. The Concordat established the

principle that appeals should be decided not in

Rome, but by jiuiices in partibut ; and this provision

was repeated in the latter two documents, which
also forbade appeals per saltum and before the de-
finitive sentence of the lower tribunal. The Council
of Trent (sessions 13, chaps. 1-3, and 24, chap. 20
[held in 1551 and 1563]) decreed that only causes

majores should be taken to Rome, the othersbeing de-
cided by judicessynodalea, papal delegates so called

because their nomination was left to the diocesan
and provincial synods. When it appeared that
these bodies did not act successfuUy, Pope Benedict
XIV. (1740-58) transferred the nomination to

bishops and chapters (judicea progynodales) by the
constitution QtMmvis patema of 1741. At present
the bishops receive faculties enabling them to

delegate these nominees in the pope's name for a
certain number of years. Appeals which do go to

Rome are referred to two congregations, that of

the council and that of bishops and regulars.

In modem times, even earlier than the period
of the emperor Joseph II. (1765-90), both CathoUc
and Protestant governments have either abolished

these appeals or very strictly limited them; but
these limitations are considered by the ciuia as only
de facto; not de jure, and the extensive medieval
claims are still upheld in theory.

(E. Friedbero.)
Bibuoghapht: For Gk>lden Bull in Eng. consult: Hen-

derson, DocumentM, pp. 220-221; Thatcher and MoNeal,
Source Book, pp. 283 sqq. (cf. pp. 329-332 on the gen-
eral subject of appeals). On appeals: O. Phillips, Kir-
cKenrecht^r, 216 sqq., Ratisbon. 1857; P. Hinsohius, Kir-
chenrecht, v. 773 sqq., t. 281. Berlin, 1888-96.

APPEL, THEODORE: German Reformed clergy-

man; b. at E^aston, Pa., Apr. 30, 1823. He waseducar
ted at Marshall College,Mercersburg, Pa.(B.A., 1842),

and at the German Reformed Seminary in the same
town (1845). He was tutor in Greek in Marshall

College in 1842-45, and pastor of Grerman Reformed
churches atCavetown, Md. (1845-51), and Mercers-

burg, Pa. (1851-53). He also held the professor-

ship of mathematics at Marshall College from 1851
to 1853, and was professor of mathematics, physics,

and astronomy at Franklin and Marshall College

from 1853 to 1877, while from 1878 to 1886 he was
superintendent of home missions in the Reformed
Church. He is secretary of the Board of Visitors

of the Reformed Theological Seminary and holds

a similar office on the Board of Home and Foreign

Missions of the Reformed Church. From 1878 to

1886 he edited the Reformed Missionary Herald

and from 1889 to 1893 the Reformed Church Mes-
senger, He retired from active life in 1897. In

theology he adheres to the Mercersburg type of

doctrine of the German Reformed Church. In ad-

dition to numerous contributions to periodicals,

he has written College RecoUectums (Reading, Pa.,

1886); The Beginnings of the Theological Seminary

of the Reformed Church (Philadelphia, 1886); and
The Life and Work of Rev. John W Nevin (1889).

He has likewise edited Nevin's lectures on the his-

tory of the English language (Lancaster, Pa., 1895).

APPELLANTS: The name of that party, which,

in the controversy between the Jansenists and the

Jesuits, rejected the buU UnigenUus, and appealed

to a general council. See Janben, Corkklius,

Jansenism.
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APPLETON, JESSE: American Congregation-

alist; b. at New Ipswich, N. H., Nov. 17, 1772;

d. at Brunswick, Me., Nov. 12, 1819. He was
graduated at Dartmouth 1792; ordained minister

at Hampton, N. H., Feb., 1797; chosen second

president of Bowdoin College, 1807. During the

greater part of his term he acted as professor of

philosophy and rhetoric and was pastor of the Con-
gregational Chiuxih at Brunswick. His theo-

logical lectures and academic addresses, and a
selection from his sermons, with memoir, were
published at Andover (2 vols., 1836).

APPOlflUS, ap-pO'ni-ns: The author of an
exposition of the Song of Solomon. He names
himself in his preface, addressed to the presbyter

Armenius, but neither the time nor the place of

his activity can be determined with certainty.

An approximation to his date may be reached by
means of the facts that he mentions Biacedonius,

Photinus, and Bonosus among heretics, and that

Bede (d. 735) quotes him, which places him be-

tween the beginning of the fifth century and the

middle of the seventh—probably nearer the be-

ginning than the end of this period, since he does

not mention Nestorius and Eutyches among his

heretics. Mai identified Armenius with the per-

sonage of that name associated with Agnellus, and
accordingly fixed the middle of the sixth century

as Apponius's date. His insistence on the position

of Peter as vicar of Christ has been thought to

point to Rome or its vicinity as the place of his

residence. His interpretation of the Canticles

is entirely mystical and spiritual, regarding it as

an exposition of the relations of God with his

Church. (A. Hauck.)

Bzbuoorapht: Books i.-vi. of Apponius's work are in th«

BibUoiheea maxima patntm LugdunenaiB^ ziv. 08 aqq.,

1677. and in the BMiotheea pairum, of De la Eigne, i. 763
•qq., PariB, 1589; books vii., viii., and the first half of ix.,

in Mai, SpieiUgium Romanum, t. 1 eqq.; the complete
work iB edited by H. Bottina and I. Martins. Borne, 1843.

APPROBATION OF BOOKS. See Censorship.

APSE (APSIS) : The semicircular or semioctag-

onal enclosure with which the choir of the older

Christian churches generally terminates. The
grotmd-plan of this enclosure is an arc, on the chord

of which the altar is raised, while the bishop's

throne is placed in the center, against the wall,

with rows of benches for the clergy on both sides,

sometimes one row above the other {apsides gra-

daUs), In the Roman basilica, or hall of justice,

which in numerous cases was actually turned into

a Christian church with very slight modifications,

while its grotmd-plan formed the starting-point

for all Christian church architecture, the exterior

form of the building was perfectly rectangular,

and the apse, with its seats for the magistrate and
the officers of the court, was formed internally.

There are still churches extant on this plan, and
they are the oldest; such as the Sta. Croce in Ge-
rusalemme in Rome, and several others in Africa

and Asia Minor, all of the third century. In
churches of the fifth century, such as Sant' Apolli-

nare in Classe at Ravenna, etc., the apse has gener-

ally become visible also in the exterior form; and
not only the choir, but also the aisles, terminate

in' apses. In St. Sophia in Constantinople, and in

churches built after that model, the transepts are

provided with apses; and, in some few cases in

Germany, such as the Church of Reichenau on the

Lake of Constance, the choir has apses at both
ends. See Abchttsctube, Eccupbiastegal.

AQUARn, a-cw6'ri-ai ("Water People^'): The
name given by Philastrius {Hm., Ixxvii.; cf. Au-
gustine, Hcer,, briv.; PrcBdesUnatus, bdv.) to cer-

tain Christians who used water instead of wine
in the Lord's Supper (q.v.). G. KbOgee.

AQUAVIVA,(l"cwa.vl'va,CLAUDIO: Fifth gen-

eral of the Jesuits; b. at Naples Sept. 14, 1543;

d. at Rome Jan. 31, 1615. He studied at Rome,
joined the order in 1567, and was chosen its general

in 1581. He showed himself a highly capable ruler

in the midst of difficulties both within the order

and without. The Spanish Jesuits organised a re-

volt against him and had the support of the
Inquisition, King Philip IL, and Pope Clement
VIII., but he ultimately established himself all the
firmer from the very attacks which were intended

to overthrow him. In the dispute between the
Dominicans and the Jesuits following the publica-

tion of Molina's book on free will (see Mouna) he
supported the latter skilfully and successfully. It

was under Aquaviva's leadership that the order

reached its assured position in the worid. He
wrote IndustrifB pro superioribus ad curandos ani-

nuB morbos (Florence, 1600), and compiled the
oldest Ratio studwrum (Rome, 1586) and the Direo-

torium exercUiorum sancU IgnatU (1591). His let-

ters addressed to the members of the order are in

the EpistolfB prwposHaram generaUvm societatis

Jesu, Antwerp, 1635, and have been printed in

other editions.

AQUHA, ac'wi-la: 1. Translator of the Old
Testament into Greek; see Bibub Vbbsioiib, A,

L.2, 8 1.

2. A Jewish Christian from Pontus, who was
intimately connected with Paul, and is always
mentioned in connection with his wife, Prisca (so

in Paul according to the best readings) or PrisdUa
(Luke), whose name is usually put first. When
the firat epistle to the Corinthians was written the
pair lived at Ephesus (I Cor. xvi. 19), and their

house was a meeting-place for the congregation

there. It may be inferred that they were w^
known to the Corinthians, probably from a resi-

dence at Corinth, and this is confirmed by the Acts,

according to which'Aquila and Prisdlla, beingdriven
from Rome by the order of Claudius, settled at

CorinthshortlybeforePaul's arrivalthere (xviii. 1-3).

If this expulsion is connected with disturbances

among the Roman Jews due to Christianity, it is

not impossible that the pair were already Chris-

tians, and this view is favored by the fact that Paul
stayed with them. From Corinth they went to

Ephesus with Paul (Acts xviii. 18), and here Apol-
los was instructed in Christianity by them (xviii.

26). From Rom. xvi. 3-5 they seem to have been
in Rome when that epistle was written; but this

passage is thought by some to be out of place and
properly to belong to an epistle directed to the
Ephesians; U Tim. iv. 19 puts them again at
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Ephesus. According to later tradition, Aquila be-
came bishop of Heraclea; according to another tra-

dition, he suffered martyrdom with his wife (cf.

ASB, July 8). . (P. EwALD.)

AQUILA (ADLER) KASPAR: Lutheran; b. at

Augsburg Aug. 7, 1488; d. at Saalfeld (65 m. s.w.

of Leipsic), Thuiingia, Nov. 12, 1560. He studied

at Leipsic (1510) and, after 1513, at Wittenberg.
In 1515-16 he appears to have been chaplain to

Frans von Sickingen during his campaigns against

Worms and Metz; from 1517 to 1521 he officiated

as pastor at Jengen, near Augsburg, where, influ-

enced by the writings of Luther, he became an
adherent of the Reformation. In Jan., 1521, he
went to Wittenberg to obtain his master's degree.

During the next two years (1522-23) he was again
with Sickingen; then he returned to his home, and
was imprisoned at Dillingen by the bishop of Augs-
burg (Sept., 1523). He was soon liberated, however,
and went to Wittenberg, where he rendered Luther
valuable aid in the translation of theOld Testament.
Through Luther's influence he became minister at

Saalfeld (1527) and was present at the Diet of Augs-
burg in 1530. In 1548 he published a virulent attack
against his former friend, Agricola, because of the

latter's support of the Interim of 1548. The em-
peror set a price on his head and Aquila sought
refuge with the counts of Henneberg. In 1550 he
became dean of the Collegiate Institute at Schmal-
kald but returned two years later to Saalfeld.

(G. Kawbrav.)
Bibuoobafbt: His life is given by J. Avenarius, Kurte

Lebsnbcfdkrnbun^, Meiningen. 1718; C. Schlogel, Leben
und Tod Ca»pari AguUa, Leifme, 1737 (eepedally rich);

F. Qensler. VUa, Jena, 1816; F. Both, Augtburgt Befor-
maHontifetchiehU, Munich, 1001.

AQUILEIA, d^'cwi-ld'ya, PATRIARCHATE AND
SYNODS: Aquileia, or Aglar, a town at the north

end of the Adriatic (45 m. e.n.e. of Venice), was
originally a Roman outpost against the C^elts and
Istrians and was a place of commercial importance
as eariy as the reign of Augustus. Tradition as-

cribes the founding of its church to Mark the

Evangelist, who is said to have come from Rome
and consecrated St. Hermagoras (alleged to have
died as a martyr) as its first bishop. Somewhat
less legendary is the tradition that its bishop, He-
larus or Hilarius, suffered martyrdom there about
285. Its bishop, Valerianus (369-388), the fellow

combatant of Ambrose against the Arians, appears as

metropolitan, and presided at the first Aquileian pro-

vincial council (381), which was attended by thirty-

two bishops from Upper Italy, Gaul, and Africa;

it excommunicated and deposed the Illyric bishop

Palladius who leaned toward Arianism. When
the Lombards invaded Upper Italy, the metro-

politan Paul transferred his seat from Aquileia to the
isle of Grado (568). The Aquileian metropolitans

residing there refused to acknowledge the fiifth ecu-

menical council of 553, convened by Justinian I.,

and remained in this schismatic opposition nearly

150 years. An effort of Gregory the Great to bring

them back to the Roman CJhurch failed, since the

sjoiod convened by the metropolitan Sevenis (586-

607) at Grado (c. 600) still refused to acknowledge

the council. The successor of Severus, Candidianus

(died c. 612), accepted the catholic orthodox tradi-

tion, but the schism continued, nevertheless.

Under the protection of the Lombards a number
of schismatic antibishops were created, who re-

sumed their seat in Aquileia and took the title of

Patriarch, and the bishops of Grado soon followed
their example. The controversy did not cease
when in 608 the Aquileian Patriarch Peter (induced
by Sergius I. of Rome) abjured his schism. On
the contrary, both patriarchates, that of Aquileia
and that of Grado, maintained themselves side by
side till the middle of the eighteenth century. Re-
peated efforts of the popes (such as that of Leo IX.
by the hvUa circunucripHonis of 1053) to effect a
reconciliation were unsuccessful. When Nicolaus
V. in 1451 abolished the patriarchate of Grado,
and established one for Venice, the incumbents of

the Aquileian see were placed in a difficult position;

both Venice and A\istria, to whose territory

Aquileia belonged, as well as Udine and Gividale,

where the Aquileians had icommonly resided since

the early Biiddle Ages, obtained the right of appoint-

ment. The difficulties were finally adjusted 300
years later by Benedict XIV., who abolished the

Aquileian patriarchate by the bull Injunctum (1751)
and founded in its place two archbishoprics, one at

Udine for Venetian Friuli to be filled by Venice,

and the other at Gdrs for Austrian Friuli to be filled

by Vienna. Several synods more or less note-

worthy were called by the Aquileian patriarchs

during the Biiddle Ages. One at FriuU (Forum
Julii) in 796 tmder Paulinus (787-802), the friend

of Alcuin and theological counselor of Charlemagne,
declared against the Greek dogma of the procession

of the Holy Spirit. There were several in the four-

teenth century (1305, 1311, 1339, etc.). The Ust
of importance met in Gividale in 1409 at the call of

Gregory XII. in opposition to the reform-council

at Fisa. O. ZdcKLEBf.
Bibuoobafbt: B. M. de Rubeia, Monttmenta ecclsaia AquUej-

•fUM, StrasbuiSf 1740; G. Fontaninit HiMiaria UUerwria

AquiUfentiMt Rome, 1742; Hefele, ConeUienoeadiidiia, u,

and vi; P. B. Gams, Serisa epigcoporum eceUaim catholicfB,

pp. 772 aqq.. 701 sqq., RegeiiBburg, 1873; Meister, Daa Con-
ciHum von CividaU, in HiMtarwkea Jahrbuch dtr O&itm
GtMlUduKft, ziT. 320 aqq., Munich, 1803.

AQUILEIAN CREED: The creed of the Church
of Aquileia as given by the Aquileian Rufinus (Ex"

po9%tio symboli apoatolarumf MPL, xxi.) forms a
parallel to the older, shorter Roman baptismal

formula with three interesting variants: (1) At
the end of the first article it adds to Deo Poire om-
nipotente the words invisibili et impasaibili (prob-

ably as explanation against PatripassianiBm);

(2) In the second article^ between the words se-

pultue and tertia die reeurrexU it puts a reference to

Christ's descent into Hades (I Pet. iii. 19; Eph. iv.

9) by the words descendit ad ui/ema—the oldest

catholic orthodox confession of this article of faith,

since the synod at Sirmium in 358 and Nicsea 359
which mention the same fact were semi-Arian;

(3) In article iii. it inserts hujue before camis
re8urrectionem,thuB emphasizing the identity of the

resurrection-body with the earthly body of man.
The creed of the ancient churches of Friuli pub-
lished by B. M. de Rubeis (Diseertatio de liiwrgiciB^

Venice, 1754) from a ecrvlinium eatechumenoruih
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Forojuliense of the sixth century (cf. the text in

Hahn, 43-44) differs from that of Rufinus, and the

three characteristic formulas of the latter men-
tioned above, are wanting. One of these formulas

at least, the deacendU ad infema is also found in the

parallel text transmitted by Venantius Fortunatus
(EzposUio symbolif xi. 1), which must be regarded

as an excerpt from the text of Rufinus (Hahn, 45-

46). The Explanalio gymboU of Bishop Nicetas (or

Niceta), which has often been regarded as a paral-

lel text to the Aquileian confession, has nothing to

do with it, since the bishop in question had his see

not at Romatiana (or Portus Romatianus) near
Aquileia, but at Remesiana in Dacia (see Nicetab
OF Remesiana). O. ZdcKLSBf.

Bibuoobapht: A. Hahn. BMioihek der SvmboU und Qlau-
bemregeln der aUen KircKet Breslau, 1807; F. Kattenbusch,
DoM apottoliadie Symbol, i. 102-132, Leipeic. 1894; Schaff.

Creeds, ii. 49-60 (givea aouroea and the text with notes).

AQUINAS. See Thomas Aquinas.

ARABIA.
I. Uae of the Name. III. History.
II. Geography and Topogra- IV. Religion.

phy.

I. Use of the Name: The root-meaning of the

Semitic word is " dry " or " sterile "; as a noun it

means " desert." (1) Old Testament Usage. The
term occurs first as a place name, Jer. xxv. 24 (Isa.

xiii. 20, where it is equivalent to " nomad," is

exilic or later). In earlier passages it is simply
" desert." Ezekiel (xxvii. 21) and the Chronicler

(II Chron. xvii. 11; xxi. 16; xxii. 1; xxvi. 7; Neh.
ii. 19; iv. 7; vi. 1) use it as a national appellative.

In the early parts of the Bible the Arabs are called

Amalekites, Ishmaelites, Midianites, the Me*onim
(=Minseans, see III. below), and the like. (2)

New Testament Usage. In Acts ii. 11 the use cor-

responds to that of late passages in the Old Testa-

ment. The Arabia of Paul's retirement (Gal. i.

17), usually taken as the Syrian desert, is rather

the Sinaitic peninsula (cf. Gal. iv. 25). (3) As-
syrian Usage. The inscriptions later than the ninth

century b.c. contain frequent allusions to Arabs,

but generally mean only those of the Syrian desert.

With these contact was frequent. Tiglath Pileser

III. invaded the peninsula, as did Esarhaddon. In

earlier times the country was known to Babylo-
nians as Magan, and is often mentioned. (4) The
Arabic Usage. According to Noldeke {EncycUrpwdia

Biblica, i. 274) the term " Arab " was in early (pre-

Christian?) use by the Arabs themselves as a gen-

eral term denoting the inhabitants of the peninsula.

It was so employed during Mohammed's lifetime,

though several passages in the Koran apply the term
to nomads as distinct from inhabitants of towns.

(5) Greek Usage employs the word inexactly of the

nomads of the Syrian desert, but Herodotus (ii. 11;

iii. 107-113; iv. 39) means by "Arabia" the pen-

insula. (6) In the following discussion "Arabia"
will mean only the peninsula south of a line drawn
from the head of the Persian Gulf to the south-

east extremity of the Mediterranean, thus ex-

cluding the region commonly known as the Syrian

desert.

n. Geography and Topography : Only the edges

of the peninsida have been explored by Europeans.

(For a history of exploration, cf. the chapter by
Hommel in Hilprecht, Explorations in BiUe Lands,

Phihidelphia, 1903, 691-752; D. G. Hogarth, The
Penetration of Arabia, London, 1904.) For infor-

mation about the central regions dependence must
be placed upon Arab geographers; " mostly unex-
plored " is Hommel's significant phrase (Hilprecht,

697). (1) Physical Features. The shape is that

of a thick-legged boot, with the toe toward the east.

The peninsula is about 1,400 miles in length by
from 600 to 1 ,200 in width. It consists of a narrow
belt of fertile sea-plain around the east, south, and
west sides, terminated by a chain of mountains,

practically continuous, rising abruptly to a height

of 4,000 to 10,000 feet, through which passes give

access to a central plateau, which in its highest

parts is 8,000 feet above the sea. Arabia has no
river system, only a system of wadies or valleys.

In these, during the dry season, the waters sink

below the surface to be found only by digging; and
the waters of the interior, collected temporarily in

the wadies, lose themselves in the sand. (2) Cli-

mate. Lying as Arabia does between 12^ 40^ and
32° n. lat., its prevailing temperature is high, not-

withstanding its elevation. The interior is also

very dry, owing to the fact that the mountains in-

tercept the moisture from the sea. Different parts

of the coast region have a rainy season which dif-

fers curiously in time; Yemen (the southwestern
comer) has its rains between June and September.
Oman (the southeastern projection), between Feb-
ruary and April, and Hadramaut (the southern

coast district), between April and September.

(3) The fringing sea-plain possesses great fertility,

though generally untilled. The most of the interior

plateau is desert, either of sand or of gravel and
stone. But there are areas of surprising fertility,

some of considerable extent, as is involved in the

existence of the kingdoms owning sway over settled

populations (see III. below). A smaller area is

under cultivation now than in eariy times owing
to the decay of works of irrigation. (4) Fauna
and Flora. The animal life as conditioned by the
climate includes of course the camel; the lion,

leopard, wolf, fox, hyena, and jackal are the beasts

of prey and carrion; the antelope, gaseUe, ibex,

and hare are the game animals; the jerboa repre-

sents the rodents; and the marmot and ostrich are

natives. The qualities of the Arab horse (not a
native) will be at once recalled. The flora is char-

acterized by the date-palm, fig-tree, aromatic herbs,

and the coffee-berry. (5) Inhabitants. The state-

ment has generally passed miister that the inhab-
itants of the peninsulaare the purest typeof Semites.
The isolation of the country makes this a priori

reasonable. The mental chwicteristics of the race

are depth and strength of emotion, consequent
warmth of feeling and brilliancy ojf expression,

philosophical shallowness and metaphysical inepti-

tude, imagination of great power, a tremendous
fixedness of will leading to fanatical intensity, and
temperance in allbut sexual relations. (6) Commerce.
The products of Arabia have been remarkable
for concentration rather than for bulk. Incense,

spices, aronuitic herbs, essences, gold, oneralds,
agate, and onyx have been the staples of its
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trade. Before 1000 B.C., the Arabs were the com-
mon carriers of Eastern trade.

in. History: The function of Arabia in world-

history has been to serve as the cradle, if not the

birth-place, of the Semitic race. For this it was
well fitted, isolated as it is by three seas and a
trackless desert. At almost regular intervals it

has sent forth hordes of Semites in waves of migra-

tion to become makers of history. The first of

these made the initial conquest of the pre-Semitic

civilisation of the lower Tigris and Euphrates, and
is represented by the great names of Sargon I. and
his son Naram-Sin, about 3800 B.C. It was possi-

bly the second wave which gave to Babylonia the

Arabic dynasty which began to rule about 2400 B.C.,

represented best by the renowed Hammurabi (q.v.

;

possibly the Amraphel of Gen. xiv.), the codifier

of Babylonian law. The third wave was the Ara-

mean migration, assigned to about the seventeenth

pre-Christian century, of which the Hebrews were an
offshoot. The Nabatsans (fifth to third centuries

B.C.) were the fourth, and the Mohammedan exo-

dus made the last of this remarkable series of mi-

grations. It looks as though Arabia's function had
been to nourish her sons for a millennium and then

to send them forth to conquer an empire. The
general conception that Arabia was whoUy a coun-

try of nomads is not true. Recent exploration, par-

tial though it is, has proved that not only are there

regions of thickly settled populations and numerous
well-built cities in the present, but that there were

several kingdoms of considerable importance at

least as early as 1000 B.C. Three of the most noted

are the Minsan, Sabean, and Hadramautic, situ-

ated in the south, but on the plateau; and those of

Meluhha, Cush, and Mizri in the north, southeast

from the Edomitic territory. The last two are re-

ferred to in the Old Testament, but are there con-

fused with Ethiopia and Egypt, since the Hebrew
name of the former is Cush and of the latter Miz-

raim. The investigations of Doughty, Hal^vy, and
Glaaer, to mention only these among a host of au-

thorities, and the inscriptions now in the hands of

scholars, render incontrovertible the existence of a
TM[ififf>«.n realm as early as Solomon's time, and make
it probable that this kingdom was subdued by a

sovereign of the Sabean power (the Sheba of

Scripture), which latter continued down to 600 B.C.

or later. About the Christian era the Himyaritic

or Ethiopian kingdom ruled in southern Arabia.

While there are traces of Minsean and Sabean domi-

nation in northern Arabia, it is unlikely that the

peninsula was unified govemmentally before Mo-

hammed's day. In spite of what has been said of

the kingdoms of Arabia, the general idea that the

Arab is a nomad is nearly correct. Tribal life is to

him the normal one. Mohammed's miracle, there-

fore, was not, as he claimed, the Koran, but a united

Arabia. Before him, Arabia was one great battle-

ground of the tribes. The occupations of the peo-

ple were commerce and pasturage; their pastimes

were the feast, the chase, or the pursuit of venge-

ance in the blood-feud or of war for plunder or

glory. A striking feature was the month of truce

during which feud and war were suspended that

the tribes might in peace revisit and worship at

the shrines of their tribal deities. For the rest of

the year, fighting was legal and normal.

IV. Religion: When Mohammed chose Allah

as his god, he took one whose name was already

common property throughout the country. The
three goddesses who were daughters of AUah (cf.

Wellhausen, Reste arabischen HeidenJthums, Berlin,

1897, 24 sqq.) and were widely worshiped, testify

to this fact. But the Koran testifies to the domi-
nance of idolatry; the Kaaba was a home of idols.

W.R.Smith has demonstrated the existence of ani-

mism, with the consequent or accompanying to-

temism, as native and persistent among Arabs.

Stone-worship, the cults of local gods, the bloody
and the mystic sacrifice, especially the primitive

sacrifice in which god and worshipers were clan-

brothers and commensals, are proved facts for this

region. All of which is to say that the gods of

Arabia were many. Yet the civilization of cities

implies the supereminence of some gods with a
prestige which lifted them above the horde of little

deities. These greater gods were heaven-gods, a
consequence of the clear atmosphere and brilliant

skies. Examples of these are Athtar, a male deity,

the evening or morning star (north-Semitic, Ishtar,

female), and Wadd, the moon-god, known also as

Amm and regnant over love. Sun-deities of different

names were numerous and were often feminine.

But underlying the cult of these more prominent
gods was that of the local divinities, the more cher-

ished favorites of the tribes and clans. Sometimes
the images or symbols of tribal gods were collected

in some shrine which then became the goal of pil-

grimage,—the case of the Kaaba at Mecca. The
'^ Black Stone " in the Kaaba, the only official

relic of ancient Arabia, is pronounced meteoric. It

is a remainder of a once dominant fetishism.

Owing to the difficulties offered by the physical

character of the country and the rigid Mohammed-
anism of the people Arabia is not a promising field

for Christian missionary enterprise. A few sporadic

attempts have been made, however, in some of the

coast towns, where foreign influence most readily

finds entrance. There is a Roman Catholic vicar

apostolic for Arabia with residence at Aden.
Geo. W. Gilmore.

Bibuoobapht: For the geography r^sum^ of the results

of travelers are found in the chapter of Hommel and the

work by Hogarth mentioned in the text. For a view of

the facts gleaned from native sources consult R. Ritter,

Erdhunde van Arabien, 8th double volume or xii.-xiii. of

his collected works, Berlin, 1846-47; A. Sprenger, Die
dUe Oeographie Ambient, Bern, 1875; E. Glaser, Skizte

der OeechuJue und Oeographie Arabiena, 2 vols., Berlin,

1800. For reports of travels, J. L. Burckhardt, TraveU
in Arabia, 2 vols., London. 1820 (a classic); G. Niebuhr,
Reieebeedireibuno nach Arabien, 2 vols., Copenhagen,
1774-78, French ed., Amsterdam, 1776-80; T. R. Well-

Bted, TraveU in Arabia, London, 1838; W. G. Palgrave,

Narrative of a Year's Jotamey thrvitoh Central and Eaetem
Arabia, 2 vols., London, 1862-63; A. Zehme, Arabien und
die Araber eeit huitderl Jahren, Halle, 1875; C. M. Doughty.
TraveU in Arabia Deaerta, 2 vols., Cambridge, 1888; E.

Nolde, Reiee naeh Innerarabien, Brunswick, 1805; R. E.

Brunnowand A. von Domassewski, Du Prcvinda Arabia,

vols. i.-ii., Strasburg, 1004-06, 80 mks. per vol. For history

C. de Perceval, Eaaat eur Vhiatoirf\ dee Arabee avani Vlala^

mieme, Paris, 1847-40; Ahmed Khan Bahadur. The HUtor-

ieal Geography of Arabia, 1840 (deals with the history

and geography of pre-Islamic times); L. A. Sedillot, Hie-

tovre ghUraU dee Arabee, Paris, 1876; E. Glaser, DU Abee-
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uinUr in Arabia ufui Africa, Munich, 1889; H. Winekler,

AWfriefUali»€he Famhunifen, 2d aeries, i. 2, Leipsio, 1808.

For inBcriptione and the languBge: Oseftoder, io ZDMQ,
xix. (1866), 160-203, xz. (1866) 205-287; F. Hommel.
SadarabudisCkntiomaikie, Munieh. 1803; idem, ZDMG,
Itii. (1800). pi. 1; J. Hal^vy. in JA, seriee 6. xix. For the

people: J. L. Burckhardt Nole§ on (Hm BedouinM and Wa-
habiM. 2 vole.. London. 1831; 8. M. Zwemer. Arabia CM
CradU of latam. New York. 1000 (deals also with mispk>n-

ary work). For the religion: Ahmed Khan Bahadur, u.s.;

Smith, Rd, of Som.: idem, Kintkip; J. WeUhausen.
Reala arabiMdun Hoidonhuna, Berlin, 1807; Q. A. Barton,

A Sketch of Semitic Origina, New York, 1002; D. Nielsen,

DieatiarabimAe Mondreligion, Strasburs, 1004.

ARABIAKS (Lat. Arabici): A name given by
Augustine (Hcer., Ix3udii.) to sectaries in Arabia,

mentioned by Eusebius (/fw(. ecc/., vi 37), who says

that they held that the human soul dies with the

body and will rise with it on the Day of Resurrection

.

Origen combated this opinion at an Arabian synod

about 246. Consult Waich, Hiatorie der Ketureien,

ii 167-171; E. R. Redepenning, Ort^ftes, ii. (Bonn,

1846) 105 sqq G. KrOgbr.

ARABIC GOSPEL OF THE IHFAIICT. See

Apocrypha, B, I., 6.

ARAKIir. See Talmud.

ARAM, 6'ram, ARAMEAHS, ar^'o-mrani, AHD
THE ARAMAIC LAHGUAGE.

The Nacoe. Did Testament Usage (I 1).

Origin of the Arameans (| 2).

Religion U 3).

Language (| 4).

Extent of Arame«n Settlements (| 6).

Activity and Enterprise of the Arameans (I 6).

The Arameans of MesopoUmia (| 7).

Their Plaoe m Biblical History (| 8).

a ties and States in Southern Syria (I 0).

The Arameans of Damaseuj and Israel (I 10).

Spread of Aramean Influence in Later Times (1 11).

Aram is the Old Testament designation for the

Semitic Arameans or Syrians settled in Syria and
Mesopotamia, north to the Taurus and east to the

Tigris; but, as these peoples never formed a polit-

ical unit, the name is used only with referencs to

some particular tribe, region, or state. Thus the

Old Testament distinguishes; (1) Aram Naharaim,
'-* Aram of the two rivers,*' i.e , the Euphrates and
Tigris (or Khabur; Gen. xxiv 10; Deut. xxiii. 4,

Judges iii. 8; Ps. Iz. title); in the Amama Tablets

(qv.) it is called Na*rima {ZA, vi., 1891, p. 258);

in Egyptian inscriptions, Nahrina (W Max MQller,

Aaien imd Europa, Leipsic. 1893. pp. 249 sqq.).

The Pentateuch priest-code reads Padan (Paddan)-
Aram (Gen. xxv 20; zxviii. 2, 5-7;

I. The xxxi. 18; xxxiii. 18; zxxv 9, 26;

name. Old xlvi. 15), '* fields of Aram/'—a name
Testament which may be preserved in theTell Fed-

Usage, dan of Arabic geographers (see below,

i 7) . (2) AramDammeaek, named from

its chief city, Damascus, often called simply Aram
because it was the people best known, and of most
importance to Israel (II Sam. viii. 5-6; Isa. vii.

8; xvii. 3; Amos i. 5) (3) Aram Zobah, at the

time of Saul and David the most powerful realm

in Syria (I Sam xiv. 47; II Sam. viii. 3; x 6, 8;

Pa. Ix title; I Chron. xviii. 3; II Chron. viii. 3).

Schrader (KAT, 135) identifies Zobah with the

Subit of the inscriptions, which he puts south of

Damascus; Hal^vy identifies it with the later Chal-

cis on the slopes of Lebanon. (4) Aram Belh-Re-

hob (II Sam. x. 6), a city not far from Dan (Judges

xviii. 28) in the upper part of the lowlands of Lake
Huleh, watered by the Leddan, the middle source

of the Jordan. (5) Aram Maaehah (I Chron. xix.

6), and (6) Oeahur m Aram (II Sam. xv. 8). inde-

pendent kingdoms in the time of David. (See be-

low, i 9.)

In the list of nations in Gen. x., four descendants

of Aram are mentioned: Us, Hul, Grether, and
Mash (verse 23). The first name is also found in

Gen. xxii. 21 among the descendants of Nahor, and
in xxxvi. 28 and I Chron. i. 42 among the Horites.

In Jer. xxv. 20 " the kings of the land of Us " are

mentioned among those to whom Yahw^ gives

the wine-cup of hk wrath; they are followed by the

Philistines and the latter by Edom. Finally in

Lam. iv. 21 the daughter of Edom is mentioned as

dwelling in the land of Us, i.e., having possession

of the same. A comparison of these passages, in-

cluding Job i. 1-3, shows that the Uiites as an
Aramaic tribe must be looked for in the Hauran.
Hul without doubt is the inhabitants of the Huleh
low-country, mentioned above. Ciether can not be
identified. Mash, for which the Chronicler (i. 17)

reads Meshech (cf. Ps. cxx. 5), has been connected

since Bochart with Mt. Masius (cf. Strabo, xi., p.

541), now Tur Abdin, north of Nisibis. When
Aram is made a descendant of Eemuel (Gen. xxiL

21) and a grandson of Nahor, a younger branch of

the Aramaic people is probably meant.

As to the original home of the Arameans, the

prophecy of Amos (ix 7) states that they were
brought from Kir and should go back

a. Origin thither in captivity (i. 5). The loca-

of the tion of Kir is uncertain; some identify

Arameans. it with Gyrrhestica, between the Oron-
tes and Euphrates; others think it

means South Babylonia. The name has not as yet

been found in inscriptiona Moses of Chorene (Hist,

armen.f i., p. 12) mentionsAramamong theancestors

of the Armenian people; but Aram has as little to do
with Armenia as with Homer's Eremboi or Arimou
The name may signify " elevation," " highland."

In the cuneiform inscriptions it appears as Arumu
and Arimt , the " land of the Khatti " also com-
prises the Arameans. Schrader thinks that the

Khatti were the Western and Southern Arameans,
the Arumu the Eastern and Northern. The Greeks
called the Arameans Syrians, which is an abbrevia-

tion of Assyrians. Those Greeks who were settled

along the southern coast of the Black Sea first a(>-

plied the name to their Cappadodan neighbors,

who were Assyrian subjects. Thence it was ex-

tended to the whole population of the Assyrian Em-
pire, and thus it became synonymous with Aramea.
Afterward the Christian Arameans adopted the

name Sjrrian, because among the Jews Aramean
meant heathen.

The religion of the Arameans was polytheistic

(Judges X. 6; II Chron. xxviii. 23) and like all cults

of Nearer Asia was symbolic nature-

3. Religion, worship. Owing to the dispersion of

the Arameans, an Aramean pantheon
is not known, but only individual gods. Further-

more, at a very eariy period, Babylonian, Arabian,
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and probably other deities were adopted by the

Arameans; the Syrian god Tammus (Ezek. viii.

14) is of Aasyrian origin.

The Aramaic language belongs to the northern

division of the Semitic family; it includes an East-

em and a Western branch. To the latter belong?

the so-called Biblical Aramaic (Jer. x. 2; Dan. ii.

4-vii. 28; Esra iv.-8, vi. 18; vii. 12-26; cf. Gen.
xxxi. 47), which since the time of Jerome {ad Dan.,

ii. 4) has been erroneously called " Chaldaic." Ac-
cording to II King? zviii. 26, Aramaic was imder-

stood in Jerusalem in the time of the king?, though
not by thecommon people. At an eariy

4* The time it was the lingita franca of Nearer
Aramaic Asia, and occupied a position similar

Language, to that of the English or French lan-

guages of to-day. About the middle

of the second century b.c, the Aramaic had be-

come the vernacular in Syria, Palestine, and the

nei^boring coimtries. To the Western Aramaic
belongs also a great part of Jewish literature (Tar-

gums, Palestinian Gemara, etc.), the Samaritan,

the idiom of the so-called Nabatsan inscriptions of

the Sinaitio peninsula, the Palmyrene inscriptions,

etc. The most important branch of the Eastern

Aramaic is the so-called Sjrriac, usually designated

as the '' Eklessene language "; its literature is

almost exclusively Christian, and spread even into

Persia. The division of these Syriac-speaking

Christians into Nestorians and Monophysites re-

sulted in the cultivation of an East Syriao (Nestori-

an, Persian) and West Syriac (Jacobitic, Roman)
dialect. The oldest Syriac document still extant

is the translation of the Old and New Testaments
which probably belong? to the end of the second

Christian century. (S^ Biblb Vbbbignb, A, III.)

To the Eastern Aramaic belongs also the language

of the Babylonian Talmud, a Jewish transforma-

tion of the Syriac; the Mandsan (called also Sabian),

the dialects in which the holy writings of the Blan-

dseans (q.v.) are written; and certain dialects, still

spoken about Tur Abdin on the upper Tigris, in

certain parts east and north of Mosul, in the neigh-

boring mountains of Kurdistan, and on the West-
em side of Lake Urumiah. The Western Aramaic
dialects are more closely allied to the Hebrew than

the Eastern Aramaic, and not only strongly influ-

enced the Hebrew, but finally displaced it. Just

when this took place can not be determined, but at

the time of Jesus the vernacular in Palestine was
exclusively Aramaic. Also see Mesopotamia.

W. VOLCKt.
The Arameans were the most widely distributed

of the Semitic families in their permanent settle-

ments in pre^hristian times. Till

5. Extent the end of the seventh century b.c.

of Arame- they were found as seminomads
an Settle- with enormous herds of cattle on
meats, both sides of the lower Tigris east

of Babylonia. As shepherds and
as traders they moved west and north from
time immemorial along the course of the Eu-
phrates as far as the mountains, also crossing

the river into Syria in occasional bands. After

the downfall of the Egyptian and Hittite regimes

in Qyria they occupied that region in large

numbers in the twelfth century B.C., and soon
became there the controlling power, a position

which, as far as race and language were concerned,

they maintained till many centuries after the Chris-

tian era. They thus extended from the western bor-

der of Elam, as far as the Mediterranean; anywhere
in this immense area the Arameans were at home.
They had the instinct and the habit of travd
and trade. Even as shepherds they were not like

the Bedouin Arabs, for they kept their flocks and
herds mainly for sale in the markets

6. Activity of the cities, near which they were
and Enter- usually found. As traders they were
prise of the for land traffic what the Phenicians

Arameans. were on the sea. The range of 'their

activity and enterpiise is indicated

by the fact that in the eighth century b.c. Aramaic
inscriptions were written in Assyria east of the

middle Tigris, and in the extreme northwest of

Syria; that Aramaic was then understood in Pales-

tine (II King? xviii. 26); and that soon thereafter

the Semitic alphabet, with Aramaic endings to

the names of the letters, was introduced into

Greece from Asia Minor. The Arameans were, in

fact, the successors of the old Babylonians in the
control of the business and commerce of western
Asia, and it was from their system of writing

(not from the Phenician) that the later alphabets

of most of the civilised world were derived.

For Biblical history the most important Ara-
mean settlements were those about the middle
Euphrates in upper Mesopotamia, and those in

southern Byn& and northern Palestine which are

usually represented in modem versions by the
name "Syrian." The former region

7. The was Aramean from very early times,

Arameans even when under Babylonian control

of Meso- in the fourth and third millenniums
potamia. b.c. The center of the conununity

was Charran (Haran), on the river

Balich, one of the greatest trading cities of the
ancient East. It was a seat of the worship of the

moon-god, corresponding to Ur on the lower

Euphrates. Hence the clan of Terah, to which
Abraham belonged, when on its western migration

from Ur halted at Charran and settled in its

neighborhood, between that dty and the Euphrates.

This district is the Paddan-Aram of P, which is

shown by Gen. xxxi. 21 to have been east of the
Euphrates. Aram Naharaim, used by other writers

for the same region, does not mean " Aram of the

two rivers" (Euphrates and Tigris), but merely
" Aram of the rivers," and therefore does not

include Mesopotamia in the wider sense as the

Septuagint translates it. Probably the right

reading is Naharim (" rivers "), in accordance with

the Amama form Na*nma,
This region was the ancestral home of Israel

as is indicated in the traditions of Re
8. Their becca and Laban, of Leah and Rachel

Place in as well as in the sajring " a wander
Biblical ing Aramean was thy father" (Deut

History, xxvi. 5, R. V., margin). After the

establishment of Israel in Palestine

and of the southern Arameans in the interve-

ning Syrian territory, little is heard from the sa-
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ered writers of the Mesopotamian Arameans. Ac-
cording to Judges iii. 8, 10a king, Gushan-rishathaim,

overran the whole western country including the

land of Israel, which he held for eight years. An-
other brief notice is to the effect that Hadareser

king of the Arameans of Zobah, had the assistance

of troops from beyond the river against King David
(II Sam. X. 16).

Much more important for Israel was the group

of communities on the northeast of Palestine, of

which the most famous was Damascus, the greatest

city and state ever controlled by the

9. Cities Arameans. Damascus, however, as

and States a city, was much older than the

in Southern Aramean immigration of the twelfth

Syria. and eleventh centuries b.c, and was
doubtless an Amorite trading-post

in the old days of Babylonian supremacy. Indeed,

it is doubtless true that the Arameans occupied

Amorite settlements, just as the contemporary
Israelites occupied those of the Canaanites. These
" Syrian " states, southwest of Damascus, and on
the lower slopes of Hermon, are first heard of in

connection with the wars of David about 080 b.c.

(II Sam. viii. and x.), the passage referring to the

wars of Saul (I Sam. xiv. 47) being based on a
confused reminiscence of later conditions. To
Zobah (at first the most powerful state), Geshur,

and Beth-Rehob on the east of the upper Jordan
must be added Tob (Judges xi. 3, 5; II Sam. x.

6, 8); and to Maachah on the west must be added
Hamath, to be distinguished from " Hamath the

Great" (Amos vi. 2), the more famous city on
the Orontes in Middle Syria. This Hamath lay

northwest of the city of Dan, and beside it ran the

road leading west and north to the valley of

the Litany and Orontes (CoBle83rria). Hence the
" entering in of Hamath " marked the northern
boundary of Israel, as did also the neighboring

dty of Dan. All of these cities and petty states

were long debatable ground between Damascus
and northern Israel. They lay, however, within

the natural domain of Damascus, and ultimately

became Syrian.

Israel's relations with the kingdom of Damascus
did much to determine its destiny. After Damas-

cus and the sister states had been
10. The made tributary to David, a new

Arameans regime in Damascus put that city

of Damas- at the head of the Syrian Arameans
ctts and in the days of Solomon (c. 945 B.C.),

Israd. and threw off the yoke of Israel (I

Kings xi. 23 sqq.). The next step was
the annexation of northern Naphtali (already,

as above stated, in large part Aramean), in the

reign of Baasha, by Benhadiad I. (about 890 b.c).

This was the beginning of a war which lasted a
century, and which would certainly have resulted

in the ruin of Israel, if it had not been for the

repeated attacks made upon Damascus by the

great Assyrian power. Israel suffered most from
Benhadad II. and Hazael of Damascus. Only
once is a truce mentioned between the two countries

(I Kings XX. 34; xxii. 1), which lasted over two
years (855-853 b.c.) and was favored by an ex-

cepttoxial combination of the western states against

an Assjrrian invasion under Shaknaneser II., so

that in 854 b.c. Benhadad and Ahab were found
fighting side by side in defense of the West-land.

The war, when resumed, was for a time disastrous

to the Hebrews, so that in the reigns of Jehu an

.

Jehoahas, Hasael of Damascus and his successor

held not only northern but probably also southern

Israel in subjection. At length in the reign of

Joash of Israel in 797 b.c. Damascus was taken by
Adad-nirari III., of Assyria, and Aramean domina-
tion came to an end. Damascus, however, re-

tained its independence, which it held till it was
converted into a Roman province after the capture

of the city by Tiglath-Pileser III. in 732 b.c.

Damascus, however, still retained its commercial
importance and remained the business and social

center of Aramean influence in southern Syria,

which increased with the extinction of the small

western nationalities. Indeed, the unifying process

through which the whole of western

II. Spread Asia passed under the domination of

of Ara- Assyria, the later Babylonian, and
mean Influ- the Persian empires, was materially

ence in hastened by the trade and commerce
Later Times, of the ubiquitous Arameans. Pales-

tine itself gradually became Ara-
mean in speech, if not materially so in population.

The prevalence of the Aramaic language for many
centuries after the Arameans had ceased to have
any great political importance is the most striking

proof of the manifold activity of the people. Orig-

inally one of the three great north Semitic dialects,

along with the Babylonian (Assyrian) and Canaan-
itic (Hebrew), it had practically displaced the other

two as a living speech by the second century b.c.

Thus it happens that not only were considerable

portions of two Old Testament books written

in Aramaic but also all of these books had to be
popularly explained in Aramaic and translated into

that language, in the form of theTargums, beforeand
after the Christian era. Moreover, the language
of the later Old Testament books generally is more
or less colored by Aramaic, and Jesus and his

disciples spoke an Aramaic dialect (Matt, xxvii. 46,

and elsewhere). But the chief literary use of

Aramaic came after the close of the canon, Edessa

(modem Orfa) in upper Mesopotamia having

succeeded to much of the business and importance
of the neighboring Charran which remained pagan.

A great Christian school was founded there in the

second century, and this became the center of the

vast " Syriac " literature.

J. F. McCURDT.
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ARATORy a-r6'-ter: Christian poet of the middle

of the sixth century. He was a Ligurian of noble

family, and was educated by the archbishop Laiiren-

tiua at Blilan; the poet Ennodius was his friend,

and the latter's nephew Parthenius was Arator's fel-

low student at Ravenna. He chose a diplomatic

career and for a time acted as cornea domeaticorum,

and afterward as cornea privatorum of the Ostro-

gothic king Athalaric. He then entered the priest-

hood and was made subdeacon at Rome by Pope
Vigilius, to whom he dedicated his epieo-didactio

poem, De aetibua apoatohrum libri it, (read in publio

in 544) In 1076 and 1250 hexameters he describes

the deeds of the apostles to the martyrdom of Peter

and Paul, taking the Acts of Luke as a l^asaa. He
treats his subject with some poetical skill and with

rich allegorical expositions, which are often in bad
taste. He aims to show the superiority of Peter to

Paul, and the work contains traces of Mariolatry,

hagiolatry, and relic-worship. An epistle of Ara-

tor's to Vigilius, a second to an abbot Florianus,

and a third to his early friend Parthenius are also

extant. His main work was much read in the

Middle Ages, and exists in many manuscripts of

the tenth and eleventh centuries. It and the let-

ters are in MPL, Ixviii. 46-252, and there is an edi-

tion by A. HQbner, Neisse, 1850.

E. Leimbach.

BiBUOoaAPBT: R. Leimbaoh. Uebar den Diehier Arator, in

T8K, xlvi. (1873) 226 sqq., and the works on L*tin

literature.

ARCADIUS, Or-kd'-di-XTs, FLAVIUS: Eastern

Roman emperor 383-406; b. in Spain, about 377;

d. at Constantinople Biay 1, 406. He was the

elder son of the emperor Theodosius and the em-
press ^ia Flavilla, and was educated in secular

sciences at Constantinople by the sophist Themis-

tius, and by Arsenius, an ascetic, in the Christian

religion, in 383 his father conferred upon him the

title of Augustus, and in 384 he was inade consul.

When in 394 Theodosius went to the West to over-

throw the usurper Eugenius, the government was

left in care of Arcadius, with the assistance of the

minister Rufinus. By the unexpected death of the

emperor, Jan. 17, 395, at Blilan, Arcadius became

emperor of the East. By nature good-hearted and

jdelding, also without energy and narrow-minded,

he became the weak tool of those who knew how
to obtain his favor, above all of Rufinus, a cunning

I.-17

and unprincipled Gaul, and, afterhis murder, of the
eunuch Eutropius, who covered his selfish atrocities

with the name of the lawful ruler, and finally till

his faU (399) united all power in himself. Arcadius
was also influenced by his wife Eudocia, the beau-
tiful daughter of Bauto, a Frank. Under him the

Byzantine empire assumed that oriental character,

which it subsequently retained. His piety was
sincere, and he worshiped the relics of saints and
martyrs devoutly. Even before he was sole regent

he interdicted the public worship, instruction, and
organization of the heretics {Cod, Theod., XVI. v.

24; a. 394), and in the following year withdrew all

former privileges (XVI. v. 25). Investigations had
to be made for heretics in the imperial chancery,

and among the court-officials (XVI. v. 29). Closely

connected with this was his procedure against poly-

theism. In 397 he ordered that the material from
temples in Syria should be used for the repair or

construction of public roads, bridges, aqueducts, and
walls (XV. i. 36), and in 399 he issued an order to

the prefect of the East to destroy all rural sanctu-

aries. In all this Chrysostom was his hearty sup-

porter. The most important result was probably
the destruction of the Maroeion and of seven other

temples in Gaza in 401 (cf. the interesting ac-

^
count in Marcus's life of Porphyrins, bishop of

Gaza, and J. Drftseke, GeaammeUe patriatiache

UrUerauchungen, Leipsic, 1889, pp. 208 sqq.). Yet
it can not be said that Hellenism sufifeied much
under Arcadius; compared with the policy of Theo-
dosius, there was even a certain relaxation (cf. V.

Schultze, Geachichte dea Untergangea dea griechiack-

rdmiachen HeiderUumaf i., Jena, 1887, 353 sqq.,

ii., 1892, passim). Toward the Jews Arcadius was
surprisixigly friendly, and it has been suspected

that they secured the favor of Eutropius by money.
They had a jurisdiction of their own similar to that

of the bishops, and the right of sanctuary analogous

to the ecclesiastical {Cod, Theod., II. i. 10; IX. xlv

2; cf. Grstz, Geachichte der Juden, iv. 387 sqq.)-

Seditions from within, and inroads of the barba-

rians from without, made the rule of the weak em-
peror a sad chapter of Byzantine history, which,

however, must not be judged wholly according to

the unfriendly or hostile heathen souroes (especially

Eunapius and Zosimus) Quite a number of re-

forms were decreed during his government which
is also not lacking in other good measures.

Victor Schultze.

BiBLioaRAPHT: The aouroes are in the writincs of ZoeiinuB,

Philoatorsiiu. Socrates. Sosomea, and CbryBOStom; con-

ult further Gibbon, Dadine and Fail, chap, xxzi.; 8. R.
Sievers, Siudien eur Oaaehiehte der rdmiaehen Kaiaer, 335
sqq.. Berlin, 1870; F. W. Unger. Quelien tur byaanH-

niaehenKunaloeaehiehte, vol. i., Vienna. 1878: A. Quldenpeo •

ning. OaaehidUa dea oatrdmiaehen Reichea unter den Kai-

aem Aroadiua und Theodoaiua IL, Halle. 1886: A. Pueeh.

8U Jean Chryaoatome et lea nutura de aon tempa. Paris, 1891

;

C. W. G. Oman, Story of Ike ByzanHne Empire, London,
1892.

ARCAKI DISCIPLINA ("Instruction in the

[Sacred] Secret/' i.e., initiation ;into the mystery):

A term first applied by Dallieus and G. T. Meier

to the practise of maintaining a studied reticence

{fidea ailerUii) concerning the form and character

of introduction into the Church, as if this were
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Bomething analogous to initiation into the mys-
teries of the heathen world. The practise is espe-

cially observed in the fourth and fifth centuries.

Baptism and the Lord's Supper, with the baptismal
formula and the Lord's Prayer, in so far as these

had an essential part in the introduction, were made
the center of the supposed mysteries. In accord-

ance with this idea, after the sermon, to which all

could listen, at the beginning of the so called mUBa
fidelium, the deacon warned all uninitiated away
from divine service with the words: " Let no one
of the catechumens, let no one of the hearers,

let no one of the unbelievers, let no one of the
heterodox, be present" (ApostoUe ConstUviians,

viii. 12).

The areant diseiplina became a subject of con-
fessional polemics through the attempt of the
Jesuit Emanuel von Schelstrate to prove that it

was instituted by Jesus and followed by the apos-
tles; and that for this reason the Roman doctrine

of the sacraments (especially transubstantiation),

the veneration of images and saints, and other
teachings of the Roman Catholic Church do not

appear in the early Church. In reply

Various Tentzel proved conclusively that until

Theories, toward the year 200 the Church knew
of no mysteries to be kept secret.

Nevertheless, Ronum Catholic scholars with few
exceptions (e.g., Batiffol) have endeavored to de-

fend Schelstrate's position. Justin's detailed ex-
position of the act of baptism and the celebration

of the eucharist, however (Apol., L 61, 66, 67), is

decisive. The exclusion of the imbaptised was an
inner necessity (cf Didache, ix. 5) and does not
imply a mysterious character of the cult; the
secrecy also concerned not the dogma directly, but
the symbols and performance.

Thus far Protestants are agreed, but not concern-

ing the nature and origin of the diseiplina, Casau-
bon assigned its beginning? to the influence of the

heathen mysteries and a borrowing of their forms
for purposes of instruction, and scholars inmiedi-

ately following him accepted his views. From-
mann sought the root in an imitation of the Jew-
ish practise with regard to proselytes. Rothe
called attention to a connection with the catechu-

menate of the early Church, and Credner to a rela-

tion with the twofold division of the cult resulting

from the dogmatic-mystic conception of the Lord's

Supper. T. Hamack recognized in the discipline

a systematic transformation of the divine service

into a form of mystery,—a phenomenon which
has a parallel in the fact that the Roman Catholic

Church to-day finds the secret of its power in the

mystic-theurgic act of its priests (cf. Bonwetsch).
Zezschwits maintained, more in accord with the

views of Rothe, that the cult acquired an exclusive

character and the fides eilerUii arose in the Church
from prudential motives because of persecution;

when persecution ceased, the sermon sufficed for

the needs of the catechumens (audientea) and full

knowledge of the higher Christian secrets, as well

as participation in the vital part of the service, was
reserved for a final grade of maturity (attained

only by the eompetentes); references to these mat-
ters naturally ceased. It may confidently be as-

serted, however, that the areani diseipUna was not

founded in the external condition of the Church or

in pedagogic considerations, but was a real, though
unconscious, assimilation to the ruling ideas of the

mysteries. The notion that communion with God
was possible only by assimilation to God in

a future state of incorruption through the

medium of sacred acts, led as naturally to the

formation of a hierarchy, differing from the

laity and bringing divine essence into it by
sacred acts, as to a transformation of the divine

service into a celebration of mysteries which were
supposed to include the divine in symbols and
symbolic acts. Anrich is correct, therefore, in desig-

nating the diseiplina as an analogy within the Church
of the system of efficacious initiations among the

Gnostics and the natural outcome of the theology
of a Clement and an Origen, influenced by theGreek
mysteries (against this view, however, cf. Batiffol).

Zahn (p. 326) has demonstrated that the begin-

nings of the areani diseiplina can not be traced

earlier than the third century. When
Hot Irenieus (Hcer,, III. iv. 1-2) demands

Earlier than that the baptismal confession be trans-

the Third mitted orally it is only to the end that,

Centuiy. being written in the memory, it may
become an inner possession. Tertul-

lian (Apol., vii.; Ad nat.,i, 7) speieiks of a fides siUnHi
with reference to the Christian mysteries, but from
the standpoint of an opponent. Hippolytus (Ad
Dan., i. 16, 18) speaks of baptism without pointing

out the duty of sHence. Phrases like " the initiated

know " in Origen do not establish the existence of

the diseiplinaf since it can not be proven that Origen
represented general usage. In Contra Celsum, iiL

59-61, he has no cultic acts in view; when he re-

marks {Levit, horn,, 9, 10; ix. 364, ed. Lommatsch),
" He who is imbued with the mysteries knows the
flesh and the blood of the Word of Ckxi," he is think-

ing of the mysteries of the gnosis (Anrich, 129, n.

2). His reference to the anxiety lest some of the
consecrated bread should be dropped (Exod. horn,,

xiii. 3; ix. 156) is a warning against the inatten-

tive hearing of the Word; and his reference (Lev.

horn., xiii. 3; ix. 403) to eedesiastiea mysteria proves
nothing. Methodius does not apply liatt. vii. 6 to

sacred acts (Photius, BiU., cod. 235), nor are such
acts '* the orgies of our mysteries, the mystic rites

of those who are initiated " (Sympos., vi. 6).

In the fourth and fifth centuries the areani dis-

eiplina was in its bloom; the frequent occurrence

in the sermon of '* the initiated know," " the initi-

ated," is characteristic, and the transference of the

phraseology of the mysteries into the Church is evi-

dent. " To initiate " (Gk. myeisthai) and " to in-

struct " (kaUcheisthai) become interchangeable

terms. Baptism is called " the seal of the mystic
perfection " and " a mystic purification (katharmos)

and lustration (katharsion) "; the Lord's Supper
is " the mystery "; its elements are *' sjrmbols."
" To be initiated " (mystagOgeisthai) signifies to be
competent to partake of the sacraments, and to be-

tray the mysteries is expressed by the oorrespond-

ing exorcheisthai.

It is characteristic of the diseiplina that the im-
mediate object of the mystery was not the dogma
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and sacramental gift, but the elements and the rit-

ual perfonnance. In Theodoret's dialogue Inean-

fnttu (iv. 125, ed. Schultze), the orthodox shrinks

from openly naming bread and cup
The Im- lest " some one uninitiated be pres-

mediate Ob- ent/' and vaguely calls the body and
ject of the blood of the Lord a gift. The desire

Disciplina. was, of course, to withhold even from
the eyes of the initiated the act and

the " mystic symbols "; hence the exclusion of the

unbaptiied from the missa fidelium and the watch
at the door by the ostiaries. Baptism and the

Lord's Supper were the real object of the diecipUna,

To keep people in actual ignorance was, of course,

impossible, but the silence observed produced the

impression of a mystery. The Lord's Prayer at the

Supper held the same position as the confession in

baptism; the character of secret objects was given

to both (cf . Sosomen, Hist, eed., i. 20; Ambrose,
De Cain et Abd, I. ix. 37). The opposite to the

confession of the neophyte was the renunciation,

which was also kept secret. Everything which
preceded and followed baptism necessarily partook
of the secrecy. The eucharist as the cliinax of the

whole mystagogy is the mystery par excellence.

Dogmas were mysteries (Basil, De spir. sane., xxvii.

66) only in so far as the Church generally claimed
to possess wonderful mysteries, especially the dogma
of the Trinity on accoimt of its relation to the bap-
tismal symbol; but no secrecy of the dogma was
intended. With the disappearance of the catechu-

menatc the arcani diecipUna ceased, although in

the Greek liturgy the formula for dismissing the cate-

chumens remained; but the cult of the Greek
Church now actuaUy assumed the character of a
mystico-allegorical drama, a mystery of the heathen
kind, though of a higher type. N. Bonwetbch.

B1BI.100RAPHT: I. Caaaubon. £>• ubut •aarU et eerlena*-
Heit, Oeneya, 1654; Q. T. Meier, D0 neondita veierU €eei&-

tia Am)loQia, Helmatedt. 1670; E. von Bchektrate. A»-
Hquiiaa iUw^rata eirea concilia o§n0rdlia et pnnineidlia
mnd CommetUatio de «. AnHocheno eoneilio, Antwerp, 1678.
1081; W. £. Tentiel. ExercitaHonea aeleeta, ii., Leipdo.
1002, eontatnfl TentBel's DUaeriaHo de diaciplina areani,

1083; 8ohelstr»te'8 DinertaHo ajx^ogeHea de diacijAina

areani contra dieputoHonem E. Tentaelii, 168!>: and Tent-
ael'a reply, Andmadverewnee; G. C. L. T. Frommann, De
dieeipUna areani, Jena, 1833; R. Rothe» De dieciplina
arcani ori{fine, Heidelbers, 1841; K. A. Credner. in the
Jenatr aUaemoine Litteraturaeituno, 653 aqq., 1844; T.
Hamaek, Der diriaUieke Gemaindegotteadianat im apoato-

Uaekan und aUkatholiacitan Zeilalier, pp. 1-66, Erlangen,
1854; Q. von ZeiMhwita, Syaiem der KaiaeheHk, i. 154-200,
Leipeie, 1863; N. Bonwetaoh, Weaen, ErUaiahung, und
Farigano der Arkanrdiaeiplin, in ZHT, xliil (1873) 203-
2M; T. Zahn, Olaubenaretfa and Taufbdeenninia in der
aUan KirehaMZKW, i. (1880) 315 aqq.; E. Bratke, Die
Siattuno daa Clemena Alexandrinua aum aniiken Myatenan-
WMm, in TSK, is. (1887) 647-708; E. Hateh, The Infiw
emea of Oraak Ideaa and Uaagee upon the Chriatian Churdi,
ehap. z., London, 1800; H. Holtsmann, Die Kaiecheae
der aiten Kireha, in Theoiooia(^ Abhandlungan Weiaadeker
gewidmatt pp. 66-76, Freiburg, 1802; O. Anrich, Dm anlike
MvaUrianweaan in aeinem Einftuaa auf daa Chrialantumt
G6ttingm, 1804; O. Wobbermin, RdigionageachidUlidie
Biudian aur Prage der Beeinftuaaung dee Urehriatentuma
durdk daa anUke Myattenemoeaen, Berlin. 1806; P. Batif-

fol, ^hOaa d*hUknre et de thMogie poaiHve, Paris, 1002;
H. Qravel, Die Arkandiaeiplin, part i., MOnater, 1002.

ARCHBISHOP: A bishop in the Roman Catholic

and some parts of the Anglican Church, who has

not only the charge of his own diocese like any

other bishop, but also certain rights of oversight

and precedence over several other bishops whose
dioceses are included in his province. In the third

century, by analogy with the political divisions of

the Empire (see Eparcht), there grew up an organ-
ization of several bishoprics under the leadership

of a metropolitan, the bishop of the provincial

capital; it was his place to conduct episcopal elec-

tions, to confirm the choice and to consecrate the
one chosen, and to convoke the bishops of his

province in an annual synod. In concert with
them, he regulated the affairs of the province, and
the synod formed a court of appeal from the deci-

sions of individual bishops, as well as one of first

instance for charges brought against them. In the
following centuries the metropolitan system was
adopted by the Christian countries of the West as

well. In the Merovingian period, however, the
joint power claimed by the princes in filling episco-

pal sees and the importance attained by national

councils robbed the position of the metropolitans
of much of its independence; nor were they able to

recover it in the Carolingian era, between the domi-
nation assumed by Charlemagne and the papal
claims to an immediate decision in weighty matters,
for which the pseudo-Isidorian decretals had fur-

nished a basis. The rights of a metropolitan were
accordingly limited in the thirteenth centuiy legal

compilations of the Corpus Juris Canonici to the
following particulars: (1) The confirmation of

episcopal elections and consecration of bishops in

his province; (2) calling and presiding over pro-

vincial councils; (3) general oversight of his suf-

fragans, visitation of their dioceses, and imposition

of censures and penalties on them, though not of

deposition; (4) hearing of appeals from episcopal

courts; and (5) the so-called Jus devolutionis

(q.v.). The first of these he lost in the fifteenth

centuiy, when oonfirmation and consecration of

bishops were reserved to the pope. The Council

of Trent confirmed the second, but limited the

third by requiring the assent of the provincial coun-
cil. At the same time, however, he was charged
with the erection, maintenance, and direction of

seminaries in the dioceses of his suffragans, and
with the enforcement of their obligation of resi-

dence. An archbishop has the title of " Most Rev*
erend," and ranks immediately after patriarchs.

He wears the pallium (q.v.) as a special symbol of

his jurisdiction, and a particular kind of cross (crux

ereda or gestatoria) is carried before him within his

own province. The title apxieirtaiumoc is fre-

quently applied in the fourth century to the metro-
politan of Alexandria, but after the development
of the great patriarchates it came to denote other
bishops of large cities who were undistinguishable

in rank from metropolitans; and the titles have
been practically synonymous in the West—though
there are a few Roman Catholic archbishops (such

as those of Amalfi, Lucca, and Udine) who are not
metropolitans, and in the case of titular arch-

bishops (see Bishop, Titular) it follows from the

nature of their office that there is no metropolitan
jurisdiction. In the Ang^can communion, the

title of archbishop was for a long time confined to

the metropolitans of EIngland and Ireland, owing
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to legal difficulties in the way of its use in the

oolozdiEd churches; but of late years there has been

an increasing tendency to its use, and the proposal

has even been made to establish archbishops with

metropolitan jurisdiction in the Episcopal Church
of the United States. In the evangelical churches

of Germany the dignity of an archbishop has been
conferred only in individual instances on general

superintendents, as by Frederick William III. on
Borowski at K5nigsbei:g in 1829 (see Borowbki,
LUDWia ErNSBT von). (P. HlNBCHIUStO

BxBuooaAFHT: Bingham, Orig%$is», booki L, iv., zrii.; C. W.
Auguati, DenkwOrdiokeilencnu derduitUid^en ArdUiologie,

Leipsio 1820; A. J. Brnterim* DenkutHrdit^etiten der ehriat-

katholiMchenKirth9,\. i. 465 aqq.. Mains, 1820; A. Nioolo-

viu8, Die biadidflidis WUrdein Preuuent evanffduditr Kvr~
ehe, K6ni«8berg, 1834; E. lAmng, OMchiehte tUa dnUuken
KirchenradtU, i. 862. U. 107, Straaburg. 1878; J. Mast.
Abhandlunoen aber die rteh&ithe Stellung der Brabiedidfe

in derkatholieehenKirdie.FnihvaK, 1878; Hauek, KD, iii.

Idsqq.

ARCHDALL, MERVYN: Anglican bishop of Kil-

laloe, Ireland; b. Feb. 16, 1833. He was ed-

ucated at Trinity College, Dublin (B;A., 1856),

and was successively curate of Templecrone (185&-

57), Trinity Church, Dublin (1857-62), Lislee

(1862-63), vicar of Templebready (1863-72), and
rector of St. Luke's, Cork (1872-94). He was
archdeacon of Cork from 1878 to 1804, canon of

St. Patrick's Cathedral, Cork, in 1891, and exam-
ining chaplain to bishops Meade and Gregg of Cork
from 1872 to 1804. He was dean of Cork from
the latter year until 1897, when he was consecrated

bishop of Killaloe.

ARCHDEACON and ARCHPRIBST: Officials

who are mentioned very early as heads of the lower

or ministering clergy and of the other priests. Both
are assistants and sometimes representatives of the

bishop, the archpriest more in liturgical functions,

the archdeacon in those of church government.
In the early history of the dioceses of northern and
western Europe, which were originally much larger

than the older ones of the East and South, we &id
a number of archpriests whose functions are dif-

ferent from those indicated. The diocese is di-

vided into parishes (much larger than the modem
parishes), frequently following political divisions

in their boundaries. The inhabitants of a parish,

considered as a single commimity, have one church,

often on the site of a heathen temple, set apart for

the principal ecclesiastical functions. This is the

church for Sunday service, baptism, funerals, and
the payment of church taxes. Through the sur-

rounding country are scattered other smaller

churches used for less important functions, and
served by clergy who are representatives of the

parish priest. With the increase in the number of

principal or " baptismal " churches, the importance
of the archpriests diminished. From the ninth

century their place was taken by rural deans, who
had the oversight of more than one archpresbyter-

ate, and, as they were generally taken from among
the archpriests, frequently retained that title. The
archdeacons did not hold everywhere the same rela-

tion to the archpriests. Under Leo the Great (440-

461) they appear in charge of church property and
jurisdiction in the dioceses. By the ninth century.

priests began to be named to this office, and finally

none but priests held it, who were placed over the

archpriests. About the same time in France,

somewhat later in Germany, the custom arose of

dividing the dioceses into several of these archdea-

conries. With the development of the cathedral

chapters, it became usual for the head of the chap-

ter to be archdeacon, or, if there were several arch-

deacons in the diocese, the office was held also by
canons or other heads of collegiate bodies. The
power of the archdeacon gradually increased; by
the beginning of the thirteenth century he is

already known as judex ordinarius, and has an in-

dependent right to make canonical visitations, to

decide many cases (especially matrimonial), to

examine candidates for ordination, and to install

beneficed clergy. The bishops foxmd it necessary

to repress the presumption of the archdeacons, and
in some cases (as at Tours 1239, Li^ge 1287, Mainz
1310) they obtained legislation in councils against

further growth of these powers; in other cases they
set up officials of their own to exercise the jurisdic-

tion which the archdeacons either had or claimed.

Among these latter are the officiales foranei, with a
concurrent jurisdiction, and above both, for the

exercise of appellate jurisdiction and of the rights

reserved to the bishops, the officiales principales

and vicars-general. Since neither the archdeacons
nor the archpriests gave ready submission to these

new officials, a great number of local differences of

usage grew up, which were first reduced to some
sort of uniformity by the Coimcil of Trent in the

sixteenth century. By it the archdeacons were
finally deprived of all criminal and matrimonial
jurisdiction, and their right to hold visitations

made dependent on the bishop's permission. Since

that time they have declined in importance or

disappeared entirely in many dioceses, and their

ftmctions are nowadays discharged usually by the

vicar-general and his assistants. At Rome the arch-

deacon developed into the cardinal-camerlingo and
the cathedral-archpriest into the cardinal-vicar,

while in the other dioceses their place has been fre-

quently taken by coadjutor or assistant bishops.

(E. Fbiedberg.)
In the Church of Ekigland the arcfaidiaoonal

office has been retained in vigor. There are seventy-

one archdeacons in all, each diocese having a
plurality. They are members of the cathedral

chapters and often hold separate benefices. Ap-
pointed by the bishop, the archdeacon assisto the

bishop in visitation and in looking after the tem-
poralities of the parishes entrusted to his care. He
has the privilege and duty of holding court from
time to time and from place to place for the trial

of minor ecclesiastical causes both disciplinary

and financial. A. H. N.

BnuooaArHT: J. Q. Pertseh, Vom Vrepruno der Arekdia-
kone, Hildesheim, 1743; Knmold, Dae apoetUiet^ Alter

der ArehdiaeonalwUrde, Wittenberg, 1768; A. J. Binterim.
DenkufQrdigkeiten der <kriet4BatKolieehen Kirehe, I. i. 886-
434. Mains, 1826; DCA, i. 135-138; A. SehrOder, Die
BfOwidcelwtg dee Archidiahonate, AugBbure, 1890; and tbe
works on oanon law.

ARCHELAUS, Or'^e-ld'us. See Hebod and
HiB Family.
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ARCHEOLOGT, BIBLICAL: The term arche-

ology has become current through the work of

Joeephua bearing that name (Gk. Archaiologia

;

Lat. AfdiqwUaiU),—^a presentation of Hebrew and
Jewish history from the Creation to the time of

Nero. Before Joeephus, Dionysius of Halicamas-
8US (i. 4; iv. 1) and others applied the name to an-

cient histories and mythologies. Biblical arche-

ology in this sense should treat Biblical history in

all its relations. The term is now restricted, how-
ever, to a certain section of Biblical

Meaning history, and means the scientific de-

and Scope, scription of the relations, institutions,

and customs of the civil and religious

life of Israel in Bible times. The science is thus

distinguished from Biblical history in the common
sense, from Biblical theology, and from Christian

archeology and church history. It would be more
exact to speak of Hebrew-Jeiidsh archeology based
on Biblicid sources; but the old name is too firmly

established to be superseded.

The science is one of the most important helps

to the imderstanding of the Old Testament and
such parts of the New as have a Jewish background;

it acquaints both the scholar and the Bible-reader

with the conditions which must be known if the

events recorded and the religious views set forth

are to be rightly appreciated. But its aim can
only be attained when sought in the right way.

The method must be historical and the

Aim, study must begin with a critical ex-

Method, amination of the sources; the customs
and Snb- and institutions described can not be
divisions, considered isolated phenomena, but

must be treated as parts of the organic

whole of world history; their historical develop-

ment must be traced. It may here be remarked
that in the present state of knowledge of the his-

tory of Hebrew literature many points of arche-

ology do not admit of a final decision. A topical

arrangement on the whole seems preferable to an
attempt to present the matter chronologically. The
most natural subdivision draws the line between
religious and secular things. The former division

will include the holy places (the ark of the cove-

nant, the tabernacle, Ugh places, the temple, syna-

gogues), holy actions (sacrifice, prayer, vows,

oracles, purification), holy seasons (Sabbath, new
moon, festivals), and holy persons (priests, Levites,

seers, prophets, Nasirites, hierodules, etc.). The
latter hefMl subdivides into things of public and
private life, and includes arts and sciences, weights,

measures, divisions of time, and the like. A de-

scription of land and people forms a fitting intro-

duction.

Of the sources of Biblical archeology, the most
important are, of course, monuments, inscriptions,

and coins. Ae to monuments, Palestine is well

known to be poorer than most other lands of civi-

lised antiquity. The most important now known
are certain remains of buildings, walls, and aque-

ducts in Jerusalem. Here and there graves have

been opened which throw some light upon burial

customs. Pottery and weights may be mentioned

here, though specimens are few. The triumphal

arch Of Titus in Rome has sculptures of articles of

temple furniture, and various Assyrian, Egjrptian,

and Phenician monuments and sculptures illus-

trate Israelitic architecture (temples,

Sources, palaces, altars, etc.), explain Israelitio

customs (dress, war, etc.), or furnish

pictures of Israelitic things or persons. Inscriptions

relating to Hebrew and Jewish history are also sur-

prisingiy few. The only important ones thus far

found are the Moabite Stone, the Siloam inscrip-

tion (qq.v.), and the tablet on the temple of Herod.
Certain Phenician inscriptions (such as the sar-

cophagus inscription of Eshmimezer and the votive

tablet of Bfassilia), and some Greek and Latin in-

scriptions from Palestine touch upon Jewish his-

tory. The Assyrian and Egyptian inscriptions and
those of Nearer Asia in genenJ, as well as all monu-
ments of these peoples, now and then furnish mate-
rial of more or less importance (see Inbcriptionb).

Such coins as we have belong to Maccabean and
later times. The written sources are: (1) The
books of the Old and New Testaments and the Old
Testament apocrypha; (2) the writings of Jose-

phus, especially the BdLum Judaicum, the ArUiqui-

tales, and the Contra Apionem, which are not alto-

gether free from partisanship; (3) Philo's great

allegorical commentary on the Pentateuch, which
likewise has an apologetic tendency and betrays the

fact that the author did not know Hebrew; (4) the

rabbinic writings, Midrash, Targums, and Talmud,
which are obscure and in their present form are

hardly older than the second Christian century.

Lastly, owing to the tenacity with which nomad
Bedouins hold to their customs and religious con-

ceptions for centuries, the accounts of travelers in

Palestine and neighboring lands from the Middle
Ages to the present time, as well as the descriptions

of pre-Islamic Arabia, furnish an important source

and one which has only lately begun to receive the

attention which it deserves. (R. Kittel.)
The definition given above may be better appre-

ciated if certain distinctions are pointed out and
explained: (1) The distinction between Biblical

history and Biblical archeology. The archeology

of a country or a people is an essential preparation

for the intelligent study of its history.

Certain But archeology also includes a related

Distinc- branch of historical study, namely
tions. the history and antiquities of the

related peoples, and neither the begin-

nings nor progress of Hebrew history can be under-

stood without a good knowledge of the older and
of the contemporary Semites out of whom Israel

grew, by whom its fortunes were determined, and
whose genius influenced vitally its religious and
social character. For example, in the first order

of value for Biblical study must be placed the his-

tory and religion of Babylonia and Assyria, and the

religious and social institutions of the ancient

Arabians and Arameans. (2) The distinction

between the relevant and the irrelevant in the

history and antiquities of the related or neighboring

peoples. Here the vaguest notions are encouraged

by a loose application of the term archeology.

For example, Egypt is constantly looked to for

illustration of the Bible and for confirmation

of its records, and a large part of the material pub-
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lished by the Society of Biblical Archeology, and
the greater portion of many separate works upon
the same theme are devoted to Egyptian research,

which has yielded very little for the understanding
of Biblical history, and virtually nothing for the
illustration of the religious and social life of the
Hebrews. The reason therefor lies partly in

the unique and unsympathetic character of Egyptian
culture, partly in the fact that Egypt had very sel-

dom any controlling influence on Palestine during
the formative period of Israel, and partly in the
circumstance that the Egyptian recoitis are not so

businesslike and accurate as, for example, those of

Assyria and Babylonia, which form an indispensable

supplement to Biblical history. (3) The distinction

between ancient and modem conditions. It is

a common error to suppose that the study of Bible
lands and the manners and customs of their present

habitants furnish Biblical archeology accurately

reproduced. As a matter of fact such a study is

informing only along the line of external resem-
blance. The outward life of the Semitic peoples

has remained in many respects like its ancient past
because of a similarity of occupation and the slow
march of civilization. Occasional Bible texts here

and there are illumined by a reference to modem
customs. But there is a world-wide difference in

the Nearer East, as elsewhere, between the life and
spirit of the past and the present. The Bible
itself, regarded in the light of its own political,

social, and religious atmosphere, is the great hand-
book of Biblical archeology, whose primary ele-

ments, moreover, are not so much facts as conditions

and principles, such as the inseparable relation

between God and his people, between the people
and the land, and between God and the land; the
immediate and direct action of the Deity in all

events and in all phenomena; the unity and
actual identity of what are called the sacred and
the secular, of religion and life, or of religion and
morals; the solidarity of the community as the
basis of the State and the ground of the respon-

sibility of the individual; and a world-consciousness

without abstract ideas and to which even God him-
self was the most concrete of realities. J. F. M.
Bibuogbafbt: Of works on Biblieal Archeology or UMful
M Bourees, the more important of ancient time are: Euae-
biiia. " On the Names of Plaoes in the Holy Scripture."
commonly catted the Onoiikufieon, tranatateid into L*tin
by Jerome, with title, De §itu «t nominOmt loeorum He-
braieorum^ both in P. de Lagarde, Ononuutioa merat G6t-
tincen, 1870, 1887; Epiphaniiu, " On Weights and Meas-
mee,*' ed. Lagarde. aymmidUi, ii 149-216, QOttingen, 1880.
More modem works: C. Sigonios, Ds republica Heifraiea,

Bologna, 1582; B. Arias Montanus, Anhquiiale9 JudaioB,
Leyden, 1603; T. Godwin, ifosas e< Aarcn, Oxford, 1616;
ed. J. H. Hottinger. Frankfort. 1710; P. Cunaus, De
rspuNioa HAraiea^ Lyons. 1617: J. Spencer, Ds UinbuM
HdfTiBorum ritualibuM, Cambridge. 1685; rev. ed. by L.
Chappelow. 1727. by G. M. Pfaff, TQbingen, 1732; J.

Lund, Die aUen jikiieehen HmUothUmer, GottesrfMnste, und
Oewokn/mim, Hamburg. 1006; M. Leydekker, De repub-
Uea Hebrmonun, Amsterdam. 1704; A. Reland, Po/ffs-
Uma e» monummUie vetenbue Hhutraia, Utrecht. 1714;
A. Q. Wihner, AnH^mlatee Sbrmorum, G«ttingen. 1743;
J. D. Michaelis. Moeaieekee Reeht, Frenkfort. 1771-76.
Biehl. 1777. Eng tranal., London. 1814; H. E. Warnek-
roe. Bniwurf der Kebr&ieciten AUerthQmer, Weimar. 1782,
1794. 1832. Most of the works which had appeared at
the time were collected by B. Ugolino in his Theeaurue
miUttttHaiwn eacrarum, 34 vols.. Venice, 1744-69. From
this time on there are numerous works, such as those of

G. L. Baur, GoUeedimuOidke Verfaaeuno, Leipdc. 1806:

J. Jahn, Vienna, 1817-26, Eng. tranal., Andover. 1827:
W. M. L. de Wette. 4th ed. by F. J. RAbiger. Leipsic
1864; J. H. Pareau, Utrecht. 1817; J. M. A. SohoU. Bonn.
1834; £. W. Hengstenberg. BUeher Moee'a und ^gypleit,

Berlin. 1841. Eng. transL by R. D. C. Bobbins. Andover,
1843; C. von Lengerke. Xsnoan. KAnigsbefg. 1844; H.
Ewald. Appendix to voL u. of OsscMdUs dss VoUem lend,
Qdttingen. 1848. 1866. Eng. tranal. by H. S. Solly. Loo-
don, 1876: J. L. Saalsohats. MoaaieOiM Redd, Berlin.

1863: idem, ArdiAoioaU, KAnigsberg. 1866-66; K.F. Keil.

Frankfort, 1858-69, 1875. Eng. transl., Edinburgh. 1887-
88: D. B. von Haneberg, Munich, 1869; H. J. Van Lennep.
Bi3bU Land*: their modem Cuetome and Mannere iUus<ro<

Hve of Scripture, New York. 1876. The latest works are

E. C. Bissau. BiUioal AnhQuUiee, Philadelphia, 1888 (eon-

servative); R Babelon, Manual of Oriental Aniiquitiee

. . . ChaldeBa, Aeeyria, Pereia, Syria, Jvden, Phamcia,
and Carthaoe, London. 1889, new ed.. 1906 (valuable for

purposes of comparison) ; J. T. de Visser. Hebreemoedm
Ardi9ologie, 2 vols., Utrecht. 1891-98; J. Bensinger. Be-
hrlkiethe Arc^Oologie, Frsiburg. 1894 (an excellent hand-
book); W. Nowaek. Hebritieche Areknotoffie, Freibiiig.

1894 (goes well with Bensinger); C. C9ermont-Ganneau,
Recueil dee monttnicnls incite ou peu eonnue, art, ertAS-

oUfQie, epigrapiiie, 3 vols.. Paris. 1897-1900: BeeeiU Be-
eeareh in Bible Lande, ed. H. V. Hilprecht. Philadelphia,

1898; T. Niool. Recent ArcheBohffy and As BibU, London.
1899; a useful book is H. V. Hilprecht. Sxpktrationa in

Bible Lande, Philadelphia. 1903; the various histories of

Israel by Wellhausen. Stade. Kittel. and others are also

important. For Arabian Antiquities see under Ara.bia.
and for Egypt and Asia Minor see those artidea For
the medieval itinersries and modem works of travel, ooo-
sult R. RAhricht. Bibliotheca tf^ograpkiea PalmeHna, Ber-
lin. 1890; a useful bibliography will be found in J. F.
Hunt. LUerahare of Theoloov, 118-130. New York, 1890.

ARCHEOLOGT, CHRISTIAN : The sdenee which
investigates and exhibits the ecclesiastical and
religious forms of life and conditions of the
Chiiisitian community for the period terminating

with the Middle Ages. It may be divided into:

(1) Law and government, including such topics as

constitution, the clergy, monasticism, discipline;

church law, synods, relations to the State, etc.;

(2) worship—the various forms of divine service,

festivals, such acts as baptism, confirmation, the

marriage ceremony, burial, consecrations (of

churches, altars, bdls, holy water, etc.), benedic-

tions and maledictions, exorcism, etc.; (3) art

—

architecture, painting, sculpture, church furniture,

burial arrangements, etc.; (4) private and public

life—^the giving of names, marriage, position of

women, prayer, education, slavery, occupations,

corporations and societies, amusements, pilgrim-

ages, superstitions, benevolent institutions, etc
Church music and books are better treated, it would
seem, under the head of worship than of art. The
sources of Christian archeology are the same as for

chiurch history. One of the most important and
the last to receive the attention it deserves is fur-

nished by monumental remains.

The history of the science begins with the first

work of Protestantism on chiurch history, the " Mag-
deburg Centuries" (1559-74; see Maodebubo Cen-
turies), which, however, makes no distinction

between archeology and history; the same is true

of the work of the Roman Catholic scholar, Geesar

Baronius (cf. the epitome of Baronius's AfinaUt
by C. Schulting, Cologne, 1601). As an independ-
ent science Christian archeology may be said to

have originated with Joseph Binghsjn's massive
work, Oriffines ecdeaioiticcB, or the ArUiguiiies of the

Christian Church (10 vols., London, 1708-22; see
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Bingham, JoesPH). A number of monographB fol-

lowed during the eighteenth century, and during

the nineteenth the study was pursued with new
vigor. C. W. Augusti's DenkwUrdigkeiten aua der

chrMiehen ArehO^ogie (12 vols., Leipsic, 1817-31),

Lehrbuch der ckriatlieken AkerthUmer fUr akade-

miaeke Vorlestmgen (1819), and Handhuch der chriat-

iiehenArchOologie (3 vols., 1836-37; cf. J. E. Riddle,

A Manual of Christian AntiguUiea, Compiled from
the Worke of Augiuti (xnd Other Sources, London,
1830, 1843; L. Coleman, The AniiquiUes of the

Christian Church, TransUUed and Compiled from the

Works of AugtisU, with Numerous Additions from
Rheinwald, Siegel, and Others, Andover, 1841), were
works of value. A. J. Binterim in his VonHglichste

DenkwUrdigkeiten der kristkatholischen Kirche (7

vols., Mains, 1825-37) purposely ignored Protestant

researches and contributed little to the subject.

Other works worthy of mention are G. F. H. Rhein-

wsAd, Kirehliehe ArchOologie (Berlin, 1830); H. E. F.

Guericke, Lehrbueh der ehrisUicf^-kirchliehen Alter'

thamer (Leipeic, 1847, Berlin, 1859; Eng. transl.,

London, 1851); V. Schultse, Archdologie der ehrist-

lieheu Kirche, in Zdckler's Handbuch der theologi"

eehen Wissensehaften, u. (Munich, 1889). Leidcal

workfe are: W. Smith and S. Cheetham, Dictionary

of Christian Antiquities (2 vols., London, 1875-^);
F. X. Kraus, Beal^Encyklopddie der christlichen

AUerikQmer (2 vols., Freiburg, 1880-86); Orazio

Biameochi, Elements dPArchMogie chrdtienne (3

vols., Rome and Paris, 1890); F. Cabrol, Diction-

noire d'ardUologis chritienne et de liturgie (Paris,

1903 sqq.). A useful and readable book is Walter

Lowrie's Monuments of the Early Church (New
York, 1901). For works on Christian art, see

Abt and Chubch. Victor 8cHXJi;nE.

Bduookapbt: F. Piper, BinUitune »» dis monumetUaU
Theotogit, Qotha, 1867; F. X. Kraus. Vtbtr B^oriff, Um^
fane. OttekidUe der ekristtUMn ArthSoUtgis, Freibur«.

1879.

ARCHES, COURT OF: The court of appeal

of the archbishop of Canterbury. Its name comes

from the original place of the court in the vestry of

the Church of St. Mary of the Arches, which was
in the crypt. The judge was originally called the

Official Rincipal of the Arches Couit, but now is

called the Dean of the Arches, because the fimctions

of dean and principal have been united. The dean

once was set over thirteen churches in London,

which were exempt from the bishop of London's

jurisdiction, but now he has no such authority as

the churches are no longer exempt. The office is

only titular and the court itself has no regular

place of meeting but sits in the library of Lambeth
Falace or in the church house. The court is rarely

oonvened. The judge is the only ecclesiastical

judge authorised to sentence clergymen of the

Church of England to deprivation. Appeals from

the decision of the court are heard by the judicial

committee of the Privy Council. The present

judge (1906) is Sir Arthur Charies, appointed by
the ardibishop of Canterbury in 1899 and holding

a life office.

ARCHEVITES, Qrlce-voits: The name of a

people mentioned only in Esra iv. 9, possibly one

of &e tribes settled by the Assyrians in Samaria

(U Kmgft xvii. 24). While it is possible that

the name was an official designation, it is better

taken as meaning "inhabitants of Erech" (see

ARCmCAPELLAnUS, (Ir'lcl-ka-peinA-nTis (also

called eapellaniu saeri paiatii, and by Hincmar of

Reims apocrisiarius): The title of the principal

ecclesiastical dignitary at the court of the Prank-
ish sovereigns, who not only presided over the other

court chaplains but also had the oversight of the

court school, and from the reign of Louis le D^bon-
naire (814-840) adjudicated aJl matters of justice

at court which affected ecclesiastics. It was thus
a very influential position. In 856 the archicapel-

lanus was put at the head of the court chancery,

which had been managed under the Merovingian
line by a secular commission and under the Caro-

lingians by a eancellarius. The combined func-

tions were entrusted to Archbishop Liudhard of

Biaina in 870, and the title archieaneellariiu became
commonly applied to the office, which under the

Ottos was definitely attached to the see of Mains.

But from 1044 the archbishop only bore the latter

title, while that of archieapellanus once more desig-

nated a strictly court fimctionary, whose place was
taken after the thirteenth century by the almoner
(q.v.). (E. Fribdbebo.)
Bibuoobapht: A. J. Bmtorim, DmdhffOrdiek€U§n dn ehritt'

kaiholiteften Kvthe, I ii. 83 aqq.. Biaiiu. 1826; O. Wmiti.
Deutach* F«rfaMttfi0«0MdkiMte, iii. 616 iqq.. !. 416, Kid,
1S60-61.

ARCHIERBUS, ar'ld-&r'e-UB : A common
designation in the Greek Orthodox Church for the

higher clergy in distinction from the other from
presbyter down.
ARCHIMAIIDRITE, dr'ld-man'drdt (Qk. ar-

chimandritis, ** ruler of the fold," 'nandra, '* fold,"

being applied to a monastic association aa con-

sisting of the sheep of Christ): A name given to

the head of a larger monastic community, either

the abbot of a sin^e monastery or, more in accord
with the meaning of the word, the general abbot
of several monasteries belonging to one congre-

gation. The title was in general use in the Esjst

as eariy as the fifth century. In the West it is

found in the rules of Isidore of Seville (vi.) and
Columban (vii.), of the latter part of the same
century. From the tenth century it served as a
general designation of prelates, even of archbishops.

In 1094 Roger of Sicily put all Basilian monks of

Sicily and Calabria under an archimandrite, who
was later superseded by a secular prelate. By
a brief of Urban VIII., Feb. 23, 1635, the archi-

mandrite of Messina was granted quasiepisoopal

jurisdiction, the use of the pontificals, and other

privileges. The abbots of the Greek Uniate
Churches in Poland, Gatida, Transylvania, Him-
gary, Slavonia, and Venice also have the title

"archimandrite." In the Russian Church the

archimandrites enjoy high honor and wear marks
of respect which elsewhere belong only to bishops

—

infulsB, staves, crosses, and the like. They are

generaily under the diocesan bishop, though many
had become immediately subject to the patriarch

of Constantinople or the Russian metropolitan

previous to the formation of the Holy Synod.

Consult Du Cange and, for a most exhaustive

treatment, ACL, s.v.
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ARCHITBCTURS, BCCLESIASnCAL.

I. Genwil Tnatmoni.
Flnft Plaoes of Chriftian Wonhip

(§1).
Fint Spedml Buildincs (I 2).

Ghaooee Demanded by Altered Gir-

eumetanoee of Christians (| 3).

Origin of the Christian BaaUica (f 4)

Fint Step toward a Church Build-

ing (f 6).

Beeond Step (| 6).

Chureh-Building Activity after 818

(§7)
BasiUea Style Reproduced (i 8).

Change to Circular Buildings (| 0).

liemorial Churches (I 10).

Basilica the Accepted Type of

Western Medieval Churchea'Cf 11).

Combination of Basilica and Domed
Styles (f 12).

The Romanesque Basilica (f 13).

Variations in the Details of the
Romanesque Basilica (| 14).

The Vaulted Church (i 16).

Differences between the Ancient
and Romanesque Basilica (| 16).

French Ecclesiastical Development
(I 17).

Introduction of the Gothic Style

(I 18).

Its Adoption in France and Ger-

many (f 10).

No Preaent Single ftedominaDt
Type (f 20).

II. English Ecdeaiaetical Architecture.

Romaneeque Architecture (| 1).

Introduction of Gothic (| 2).

Three Periods (| 3).

Characteristics of English Gothic

(§4).
TIm Smaller EnglishChurches (| 5).

Renaissance Architecture (i 9).

Modem English Architecture (| 7).

III. Ecclesiastical Architecture in

America.

I. The
Fixwt

PlmcMof
ChristiAn

Wonhip.

I. General Treatment: Christian arohiteoture,

aa a separate and independent thing, exists no
more than a Christian state. The conception of

a state is not altered by the fact that its citizens

happen to be Christians; nor does architecture

receive its essential form from being used for Chris-

tian or non-Christian purposes. Some of the

problems of architecture were altered with the ad-

vent of Christianit} , as it had now to build churches

instead of temples, one of the most important

tasks ever laid upon architecture, and in fact for

many centuries almost the only important one.

The first question to be considered is the origin of

this problem, the origin, that is, of specially de-

sign^ church buildings.

The oldest documents referring to Christian wor-

ship show that the faithful assembled in the house of

some member of the Church. At Je-

rusalem they met from house to house
(Acts ii. 46); at Troas in an upper
room (Acts xx. 7-8); Paul designated

Gains as the host of the whole church
of Corinth (Rom. xvi. 23), implying

that when they came together as a
church, they met in his house. The mention of

upper rooms does not prove that such were the

Duly parts of the houses in which these gatherings

took place; and we must remember that these

houses were usually the small houses of poor

people, constructed in the usual manner of the

Greco-Roman world. Since the rooms were gen-

erally small, there would be no j^ace for the as-

sembly as soon as it got beyond a small number,
except in the atrium or court-yard; the contention

that divine worship could not have been held

there, because the sacred mysteries would have
been exposed to profane eyes, can not be upheld,

as the arcani disciplina (q.v.) is of later growth.
This domestic worship was in harmony with the

spirit of early Christianity, full as it was of ideas

of one family of brethren. A Christian house was
the ideal place for it. The primitive Church, there-

fore, lacked not only the means but the motive to

erect any special building for divine worship; it had
no temples, and expressly rejected the idea of build-

ing them (cf., e.g., Minucius Felix, Odaviua, x.,

xxxii.).

Nevertheless, it was not long before special build-

ings were erected for worship, and considered holy.

To understand the change, it is necessary to try
to fix the date at which this took place. Un-

questionably special places existed in Alexandria in

the time of Origen (cf. his " On Prayer," xxxi. 5,

Beriin ed., p. 398); but the date may
2. The be put further back by observation

Fint of the popular use of the term ekklisia.

Special In classiciBd Greek meaning an assem-

BttUdings. bly of citiaens, it came in Christian

use to denote, first the gathering of

the believers, then the Christian community
either local or universal, and finally the meet-

ing-place. This last use is common by the be-

ginning of the fourth century; it is found in

Eusebius and in his Latin contemporary Lac-
tantius (De tnaii. penee., xii., p. 186, ed. Brandt
and Laubmann). But still earlier, Clement of

Alexandria (Strom,, vii. 5, p. 846, ed. Potter),

Hippol3rtus (In Dan,, i. 20, p. 32), and Tertullian

(De idol,, p. 36), shortly before or shortly after the

year 200, all apply the word to a distinctly recog-

nised place of worship. The two latter also call it

" the house of God." The Greek term kyriakon
(Eng. ** church "),with its Latin equivalent domini-
cum, appears somewhat later. But by about 200
there were at least two recognised names for a Chris-
tian place of worship, and the existence of a name
demonstrates the prior existence of the thing.

Whether these buildings belonged to the conmiu-
nity or to individual Christians can scarcely be an-
swered with certainty for the third century; the
theory of corporate ownership is doubtful at the

beginning of this period, thou^ it becomes demon-
strable toward the close. The edict of Constantine
and Licinius, given in Eusebius, Hist, eod,, x. 5, in

313 assumes a generally recognised corporate pos-

session of many Cihiistian meeting-places.

Between the spring of 58, when Gains was re-

ceiving the church of Corinth in his house, and the
time about 200, when a CSiristian goes

3. Changes into a special " house of God," Chris-

Demanded tianity had ceased to be the dose
by Altered brotherhood which it was at first; it

Circimi- had developed a comj^cated organisa-

Btances of tion, with a marked distinction be-

ChrittianB. tween clergy and laity; the concep-
tions of priest and sacrifice had won

a place. And as the body changed, so did its wor-
ship; the place which had sufficed for the simple,

informal gatherings of the first Christians was no
longer adequate.

The next question, as to the form oi these
earliest distinct churches, is one which it is
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impossible to answer certainly from direct tradi-

tion. But it can not be avoided, because on it

depends another, as to the origin of the Christian

basilica, than which there is none

4. Origin more important in the whole range of

of the ecclesiastical archeology. The ba-

Christian silica has an influence on the develop-

Basilica, ment of church architecture to the

present day, and this development is

unintelligible without an attempt to arrive at a
theory of the origin of this structural form. Its

definition is not matter of controversy; it is an ob-

long building, divided by rows of pillars into three

(or sometimes five) aisles, the central one the high-

est and covered with a flat roof, with a projecting

addition, generally semicircular, more rarely

square, at one end. When, however, it is asked

how such a building came to be constructed for

Christian worship, there is no such possibility of

agreement. It has been held to have originated

from the forensic basilica or the so called private

basilica; from the Roman dwelling-house or the

eeUa cimiterialU; and from the demands of Chris-

tian worship by a new creation. The limits of an
article like the present preclude minute examina-
tion of these various theories; but obvious objec-

tions lie against all of them, as they are expressed

by their defenders. The most certain fact in this

whole discussion is that when the Church was estab-

lished under Constantino, it did not need to go in

search of a form for its buildings; the form already

existed, substantially the same in all parts of the

empire. It is not too much to say that we are

forced to consider the form found in the beginning

of the fourth century as the product of a long

course of development. From what has been said,

it follows that this development took place approxi-

mately from 180 to 300. Eusebius (HiaL eccl,, viii.

1, 5) indicates that before 260 the churches were
what we might call small oratories, but increased in

8i2e after that date—^though this increase must not

be exaggerated; the facts that the famous church

of Nicomedia could be rased to the ground in a few
hours (Lactantius, De mart, peraec^ xii., p. 187;

Athanasius, ApoL ad Const., xv., ed. Maiir, i. 1, p.

241), and that the churches of Treves and Aquileia

needed to be replaced by larger buildings as early as

336, show that it was only relative. Thus, though
the hypothesis of a development from the private

house of the earliest age is attractive, it does not

lead directly to the basilican form, which in its

essence requires a considerable size; a basilica for

one or even two himdred people could not have been
constructed. What we need, and what these various

theories do not provide, is an intermediate stage.

A direct prescription as to church-building is

found for the first time in a fourth century passage

incorporated with the Apostolic Con-
5. FixBt stitutions (II. Ivii. 3), which shows
Step to- what was then regarded as essential.

ward a This was very little; it is limited to a
Church marking of the distinction between
Building, clergy and laity, and a special place

for the bishop. Accordingly, the

place set apart for the clergy was a more or less

fixed dimension; its form might vary—it might be

made either by the cutting off of one end, or by the
addition of a semicircular or oblong space, in the
middle of which was the bishop's seat. That the

semicircular or apsidal form finally prevailed is

due partly to acoustic considerations—^the bishop
preached from his throne—and partly to the es-

thetic motive which made this form a popular one
in the architecture of the imperial period. The
space assigned to the laity, as long as they were
comparatively few in number, could only be' a
simple oblong, the form which appears as normal
in the Apostolic Constitutions. This general type,

of a simple oblong room with an apse at one end,

may safely be taken as that of the churches which
after 260 were demolished or abandoned. None of

them is preserved; but churches like Santa Balbina
in Rome and that of Hidra in Africa show that this

form did not at once disappear even when the ba-
silica became the recognized type. The Hidra
church is particularly instructive; it is square and
small—^if the measurements given by Kraus are

correct, the sides are only about 20 feet, with a cor-

responding apsidal preabyterium. This is the church
for not more than 100 people which we need for our
intermediate stage.

The development from this to the basilica falls

probably in the period between 260 and 303, which
was marked by great activity in build-

6. Second ing. The motive of the change was
Step. the need for more space; the problem

was, how to attain this end without
upsetting the recognized plan of an oblong audi-

torium with an added apse for the clergy. The
proportional lengthening of the main hall could not

go far, as the extension of the width was limited.

The only thing to do was to break up the width,

and thus came a division of aisles. The final solu-

tion, that of a wide central division with narrower
side aisles, does not seem to have been reached at

once; the basilica at Hidra shows the singular

arrangement of side aisles wider than the middle
section. A period of experiment must have come
first; but, given the divisdon, both esthetic and
practical considerations inevitably suggested the

plan finally adopted. The midcUe section being

the main division, its raising to a greater height

followed, for purposes of lighting, especially since

other buildings must have frequently stood on each
side of the chiirch. This arrangement was not new;
it has been found, for example, in the temples of

Hierapolis and Samothrace: and thus it is not sur-

prising that the same or a similar solution of the

problem was found simultaneously in different

places
—

^though it probably required some time for

this solution to be universally recognized as the
best, as it was in the fourth century. The desig-

nation of churches as basilicas must have begim in

the third century, since it is already a familiar term
at the beginning of the fourth. This transition

was the easier because the original meaning of the

word had been practically superseded by what was
nearly the sense of our word " hall.'* ^

With the reign of Constantine begins the build-

ing of large and splendid churches, through his en-

couragement and the activity of the bishops, first

in the East, later in Rome and the West. The earli-
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est waa the church at Tyre under Liciniua; then

follow, under Conatantine, the buildinga at Jeru-

salem, Bethlehem, BCamre, Constant!-

7. Church- nople, Nicomedia, Heliopolis, and per-

Bttilding haps St. Peter's in Rome. None of

ActiTity these remains; the oldest large basilicas

after 313. extant, Santa Maria Maggiore in Rome
and the churches of Ravenna, belong

to the fifthand sixth centuries. Thus we are depend-
ent on the descriptions of the lost buildings, the
first of which is the unfortunately too rhetorical

account given by Eusebius (Hist, eccl., x. 4) of the

church at Tyre. According to this picture, it cor-

responded in essential details to the type of basilica

found in Africa and the West; but we learn from
the latter not to suppose that everything described

by Eusebius was uniformly present.

Though the adoption of the basilican style did not
exclude creative freedom on the part of the archi-

tect, no further development of the

8. Basilica idea ever took place in the Roman
Style Re- empire. Here, as in other things, we
produced, see the powerless despair which con-

tented itself with endless reproduc-
tions of an accepted type, and reproductions which
were successively poorer. The basilican style in

itself, however, was capable of development to a
marked degree. Among the artistic creations of

the ancient world, it was the one which was des-

tined to have the greatest future. It is conceived
wholly in the ancient spirit, as is shown particulariy

in the feeling for space which regulated its dimen-
sions. The relation of height to length and breadth
shows that the beauty of the building was sought
in broad, dignified extent. That it grew up in an
era of decaying art is evident on the face of it.

Only in the rows of columns which divide the aisles

is constructive necessity made to minister to beauty;
nowhere in the rest of the building is there any at-

tempt to please. There is nothing more depressing

in the history of architecture than the straight

brick walls, only broken here and there by a few
small windows, that enclose it. Decoration of a
sumptuous kind partly makes us forget this poverty;

but the decoration is purely arbitrary, extraneous,

not required by the nature of the plao.

The basilica, then, was the normal type of

churches built to hold congregations assembled for

worship. But these were not the only ecclesiastical

buildings thought of after the fourth

9. Change century. Special ritual observances
to Circular or the desire to display princely pomp
Buildings, brought about the use of the circular

structure, which became the normal
one for baptisteries and memorial chapels. As to

the former, when we remember that adult baptism
was frequent, that immersion was customary, and
that the observance of regular seasons for baptism
made the number of candidates large, we see that
a comparatively large pool was required; and the
building constructed to enclose it naturally allowed
for placing it in the center, and so could be only
circular. The building of memorial churches was
begun by Constantine with that of the Holy Sepul-
cher at Jerusalem, and again the circular or polygo-
nal form was prescribed by its relation to the sacred

object or the tomb which they were intended to

enshrine. The simple structure mi^t be enriched

by a number of small chapels or niches, or sur-

rounded by a corridor; a cupola or dome necessa-

rily covered it. Here it was not so much the work-

ing out of a new form as the adaptation of one

already existing; even when the chapels were pro-

longed so aa to make the ground-plan into a Greek
cross, it was scarcely a new form. Examples are

the Lateran baptistery and the two at Ravenna,
the tombs of Galla Flacidia and Theodoric at Ra-
venna, and the church of Santa Gostansa in Rome.
When an attempt was made to use these bufld-

ings for general purposes of worship, a new juoblem
arose in the laying out of the approved places for

clergy and people. Churches of this type were used

in the East for congregational purposes as eariy

as Constantino's reign; according to

xo. Me- Eusebius's description (Vita Const,, iii.

morial 50, p. 207), that whichtheemperor built

Churchei. at Antioch was apparently an octag-

onal building surmounted by a cupola,

and so was the one put up by the father of Gregoiy
Naziansen in his see city(Orert. , xviiL 39,MPO, xxxv.

1037), while Gregoiy of Nyssa (Ejrist,, xxv., MPG,
xlvi. 1093) describes a similar one. But we know
nothing of the interior arrangements of these.

Later (not before the second half of the fifth cen-

tury) comes the pusiling church of Santo Stefano

Rotondo on the Celian Hill, whose sise proves

that it was meant for public worship. Thu, the

ugliest building of the kind ever constructed, only

shows how far the Roman architect was from
understanding his task; he built a church as he

would have built a memorial chapel, without resl-

izing the total difference in requirements. Yet, in

spite of all the difficulties presented by this form,

especially by the absence of perspective when the

altar was placed in the middle, a certain number
of churches were built with which no basilica can
compare in beauty—really the highest achieve-

ments of the older ecclesiastical architecture. The
best of these is San Vitale at Ravenna (early sixth

century) . Here one of the eight chapels is removed,
and a longer apse put in its place, which gives a cer-

tain effect of length—thou^ only by a disturbance
of the harmony of the original plan. Much more
admirable is the solution found in the church of

Sts. Sergius and Bacchus, and, more ocHnpletely,

in St. Sophia, both in Constantinople. But here

the essence of this central form of structure is not

only disturbed, as in San Vitalo-4t is abeolutdy
abandoned. In the Greek and Russian churches
the domed church became the accepted type,

after the model of St. Sophia. The ground-

plan of the latter was not commonly fdlowed,

the cruciform being preferred; and thus, when
each arm of the cross was surmounted with its

cupola, as well as the central space, th^ became
simply a number of similar connecting rooms, and

the main attraction of the type, its impressive

unity, was lost.

The new peoples who were to carry on the work
of civilization during the Middle Ages inherited in

the basilica a type capable of great development,
though not, as it came to them, much developed.
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It was the only type which had great influence

on medieval architecture. The men of the Bfiddle

Ages were by no means blind to the

XX. BasiUca attractions of the style which we call

the the Byzantine; but the attempts made
Accepted in that style, as by Charlemagne at

Type of Aachen in imitation of San Vitale, and
Western by others after the Church of the Holy
Medieyai Sepulcher had aroused the admiration
Churches, of the crusaders, were only sporadic;

they did not determine the future

progress of ecclesiastical architecture, which has
the basilica for its true starting-point.

It is worth while to examine the attitude of the
different modem nations toward this inheritance of

the past. In Rome building activity was never at a
standstill, though a large part of it wasmere restora-

tion. But for six centuries after Gregoiy the Great
(d. 604), people did not conceive the idea that they
could buUd otherwise than as their fathers had
built. The new churches of the twelfth and early

thirteenth centuries, Santa Biaria in Trastevere

and San Lorenzo fuoii le Mura, simply reproduce
the scheme of the basilica; yet when Honorius III.

(1216-27) began the latter, Gothic churches had
been building in France for more than fifty years.

Rome, then, has nothing to do with the histoiy of

medieval church architecture. The rest of Italy

was not quite so unfruitful. Tuscany is far from
poor in admirable medieval buildings. These are

partly in the old line of development—San Bfiniato

at Florence, for all its attractive features, shows no
trace of new constructive ideas—and partly cany
it further. This is especially the case with the

cathedral of Pisa, which is not only the most sue-

eeflsfid example of what Tuscan artists could do in

the handling of large masses and in richness of deco-

ration, but carries the basilican prin-

X2. Combi- dple a distinct step further. It is

nation of enlarged into a frankly cruciform

Basilica and shape, and carries the principal fea-

Domed ture of the Byzantine style, the

Styles, dome. But, however celebrated are

the beauties of this cathedral, one can
not deny that the combination of these two widely

different forms is less successful here than in San
Vitale and St. Sophia. There is an especially

irreconcilable antagonism between the dome and
the flat roof of the nave. The cathedral of Pisa

does not unfold the possibilities latent in the ba-

silican type—^it merely attaches to this type a
foreign element. In the north of Italy a more de-

cisive forward step was taken, when its architects

boldly faced the problem of the vaulting of the

basilica. The answer was not found at once. In

Sant' Ambrogio at Idilan the execution of the vault-

ing is at the expense of the lighting of the nave, and
the church is ^oomy in spite of Italian suns. San
Michele at Pavia and the cathedral of Parma were
the first to succeed in obviating this defect.

But the progress of wide development of the ba-

silican scheme is not connected with the Lombard
churches; it goes on across the Alps, where from
the Prankish period its course is iminterrupted. Its

first effort was the so called Romanesque basilica,

though thename ismodemandnot veiy satisfactory.

The development of this second important type is

not as obscure as that of the original basilica but
here, too, difficulties abound. The

13. The Ro- weakest feature of the old basilica was
manesque the arrangement of the transverse sec-

Basilica, tion; and it was here that the inno-

vators took up the task. Cmciform
basilicas had been built in the Prankish kingdom
even before Charlemagne; and the emphasis laid

upon this shape leads us to think that symbolic
more than artistic considerations determined its

adoption. Yet the esthetic gain was considerable.

It led to the lengthening of the choir or chancel
into a harmonious proportion to the total length of

the church. The raising of the choir above the
level of the nave has been thought to have orig-

inated in the increasing veneration of relics; altars

had long been erected over the graves of the mar-
tyrs, but now the narrow crypts of the earlier

period gave place to larger chapels, with the result

indicated. Possibly the same motive led to the
addition of a second apse at the western end of the
church, which was, in any case, a step toward con-
necting the church and the tower. Towers had not
been a part of the original basilica, except in some
cases in Syria. At the very beginning of the Middle
Ages, without, it would seem, any influence from
the East, the oldest towers begin to appear in Italy—^unlovely erections in the shape of a cylinder or
a parallelepiped, which display the inability of

the period to constract an architectural work di-

vided into well-related parts. No attempt was made
to connect them with the church. In the Prankish
kingdom the constraction of towers is at least as
old as in Italy—^inany case pre-Carolingian ; but here
we meet with attempts to break up the imwieldy
mass and to place it in relation to the church. An-
other change was in the supports of the roof. The
old colunms were replaced by heavier pillars, ca-

pable of bearing a greater weight; and this was again

a step in advance. The use of colunms in the ba-
silicas was a degradation of this fine element of

classical architecture, which was not designed to

support the lofty walls of the nave of the Christian

church. The architects of the fourth and fifth

centuries were insensible to the discordance be-

tween their form and their use; but whether or not

the German innovators felt it, they removed it.

The tendency to go beyond tradition thus showed
itself in the most various ways in the Prankish em-
pire ; how far it had goneby the first half of the ninth

century may be seen in the plans of St. Gall. The
final result was the Romanesque basilica which dom-
inated all the Christian countries north of the Alps.

Though, however, there is this general agreement
in type, each country developed along its own lines.

The most instractive illustrations may
14, Varia- be taken from France and Germany,
tions in the In the latter country the plan of the

Detail of old basilica was preserved in these

the Roman- particulars: The threefold division of

esque the congregation's part, the raising

Basilica, and direct lighting of the nave, the

flat roof, and the termination of the

whole building in an apse or choir. Pour main
features were new. The first is the preference for
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the crucifonn structure, from which sprang the

establishment of fixed proportions for the whole

church; the square formed by the intersection of

the two arms of the cross was taken as the imit,

to be repeated once on each of three sides, and
twice or three times on the other. The second

new feature is the connection of the tower or

towers with the church, so that under various

arrangements, with one, two, or more towers,

the aim was always to present them as an
integral part of the building. The third point is

that the attention was no longer concentrated on
the interior; by the development of facades and
doorways, by the breaking up and diversifying of

the wall-surface, the exterior of the church took on
a new character of imposing beauty. Fourthly,

the individual elements of the whole were freely

worked over and transformed. The old models
were not cast a^ide—the acanthus capital was imi-

tated for a long time—^but new forms, appropriate

both to the material and to the special end in view,

were boldly created. Outside, however, of these

general characteristics, there warf the greatest free-

dom in design. In one place an apse was added on
the eastern side of each transept, forming a termina-

tion to the side aisles. In another, the side aisles

were carried out beyond the transept, and then

terminated each by an apse. In a third, these

aisles were curved around the main apse, and re-

lieved by smaller apsidal formations projecting from
the curve. Here the semicircular apse was em-
ployed; there the polygonal shape was preferred,

or the old rectangular preserved. The same free-

dom IB found in the supports; sometimes colunms
still uphold the roof of the nave, sometimes pillars,

or an alternation of both. The presence or absence

of galleries afforded scope for infinite variety. This

is what gives the Romanesque basilica not the least

of its charms. No ctyle excludes mere slavish copy-
ing of modeb more than this; none offered greater

opportunities to the artistic imagination.

And yet the flat-roofed basilica was only a prep-

aration for a still higher form—the vaulted church.

It was probably less artistic dissatis-

15. The faction with the flat roof that brought
Vaulted about the change than a desire to se-

Church. cure protection against fire by sub-

stituting stone vaulting for a wooden
roof. Medieval histories are full of accounts of

devastating conflagrations in the principal chiurches.

The change was made gradually; after architects

had tried their hands at vaulting the side aisles,

they came in 1097 to carry a vault over the broad
nave of the cathedral of Spires. Cross-vaulting

was here employed, thus distributing the weight of

the vault among four supporting pillars. The ex-

ample was soon followed in Mainz and Worms, in

the abbey church of Laach, and elsewhere; and
the advantages of this style were speedily recognised.

Besides the new possibility of reachiug a strictly

symmetrical disposition of the groimd-plan, other

changes came in. The great Romanesque churches
were usually monastic or collegiate, and thus served

not only for the worship of the laity in general but
also for the daily offices of canons or monks. Con-
sequently, in opposition to the natural arrangement

of the building, the choir was cut off from the nave

by a high stone screen in many of these churches,

and served for the offices, a special altar for the

worship of the laity being often erected at the east

end of the nave. The rood-screen sometimes bore

a lofty platform for reading the Scriptures to the

congregation assembled in the nave, the leetorium.

The connection of the monastic or collegiate build-

ings with the church led to the laying out of clois-

ters, around a rectangular court, one side of which
was frequently formed by the church.

If the Romanesque basilica in its final form is

compared with the ancient, a notable difference

will be observed. The idea of length

z6. Differ- prevailed in the earlier conception;

encet be- the eye was led on entering at once to

tween the the altar and the presbyterium behind

Ancient it. The later style did not abandon
andRo- the idea of length, but modified it

maneique greatly; the disposition of all spaces

Basilica, is conditioned by the principle of

grouping. The place for the congre-

gation is not a single unbroken space like the

central division of the old basilica, but a group

of small rectangular spaces; the eye does not go

directly, but by a succession of steps, to the altar.

So the small apses were grouped about the main
apse, the side aisles about the nave, the place for

the congregation with the place for the clergy.

The same idea of grouping prevails equally in

the exterior. It is upon thk quality that the

picturesque character of the Romanesque basilica

and its real superiority over the ancient rests, for

art requires rhythm rather than mere uniformity.

If we turn to France, the story is different in a

number of particulars. Instead of the gradual,

almost logical development of Ger-

17. French many, we see there a bewildering rich-

Eccleiias- ness of forms and motives. The tend-

tical Devel- ency there also was from the flat roof

opment to the vaulted; not only the date of

the change, however, varies in difffer-

ent parts of France—this was so also in Germany
—but the final result also differs in different places.

In the south, to render vaulting possible, they

abandoned the path followed since the third cen-

tury, and went back to the single hall, covering it

with barrel-vaulting (cathedral of Orange), and
went from that to a cruciform plan (Montmajour);
or they retained the threefold division, but gave

up the raising of the central section, making three

barrel-vaulted sections of nearly equal height (St.

Martin d'Ainay at Lyons, nave of St. Nasaire, Car-

cassoime). Besides barrel-vaulting the cupola

was frequently employed, without, however, adopt-

ing the ground-plan of the centralised structures;

in some places a long nave was covered with a suc-

cession of equal cupolas (Cahors, Angoultee). The
north, however, held firmly to the basilica. As in

Germany, the way to vaulting was prepared by the

strengthening of the supports; columns gave way
to round or square pillars. Cross-vaulting was
frequently used, but not as exclusively as in Gei^

many; the half-barrel was especially used in Bur-

gundy (Cluny, Paray-le-Monial, Autun). Barrd-
vaulting really answered more nearly to the original
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plan, adapted as it is to the preservation of the im-

pression of length. But since the ground-plan was
generally similar to the German, the result was not

altogether harmonious.
After the twelfth century, the predominance of

the Romanesque basilica was first endangered and
then altogether broken down by the

x8. Intro- introduction of the Gothic style. This

duction of name again, invented by the ignorant

the Gothic vanity of the Italians, is admittedly

Style. unsatisfactory, but there is no accepted
substitute for it. The origin of the

Gothic style may be traced in the simplest way to

the effort to find the best manner of forming

the cross-vaulting; but its universal acceptance

throughout so large a part of Europe shows that it

must have provided what the age was unconsciously

seeking. The north of France ia its birthplace.

The preliminary steps were taken at Saint-Denis

under Abbot Suger (1140-44); here first the walls

lost all significance as supporting elements, and
were only retained to enclose the space. This is

really the essential point of the Gothic style—so to

construct the vaulting, and so to support the super-

structure by buttresses as to render the roof inde-

pendent of the walls, and also, by the use of pointed

arches, of the rectangular floor-space. Free dis-

position of space was won, but little use was made
of it. The relation of the middle to the side aisles

remained the same as in the Romanesque; so did

the enrichment of the choir by radiating chapels, and
the greater height of the nave. But while the main
features of both ground-plan and elevation were
still the same, all the individual parts were new and
harmonious with each other. The introduction of

the pointed arch in the vaidting led to its adoption

for all arches. It has been said that in this style

the vertical principle reached its extreme develop-

ment; but this is misleading. The Gothic cathe-

dral is essentially a structure of length, as much as

the churches that went before it. The choir which
terminates it is as much as ever the principal mem-
ber, to which the arches of the nave lead the eye.

The fact that in the facades of the French cathe-

drals the vertical Unes are eveiywhere broken by
horisontal elements can not be taken as an incon-

sistency—^these most perfect specimens of Gothic

art are not likely to have violated a Gothic princi-

ple. All we can say is that the development of

height which was present in the Romanesque is

continued in the Gothic. This bold soaring into the

air was taken as symbolic of spiritual aspiration;

it was a logical consequence which fitted the age of

the schoolmen. Growing wealth and luxury also

foimd their satisfaction in the increased beauty of

the design.

The enthusiastic approval of the new style showed
itself first in France. Simultaneously with Saint-

Denis the rebuilding of the cathedral

'P* ]J* of Sens was begun; that of Notre

• pSm^ Dame in Paris foUowed in 1163, that
"*

and °' Reims in 1210, and a few years

Q^nntaxv* ^^^ ^^^ ^^ Amiens. In less than a
century the most perfect works of the

new style were completed or under way. From
France it passed almost immediately across the

Channel, though in England it took on a distinct

character by the infusion of Norman elements. In
Germany there was a period of transition. Cer-

tain elements were gradually introduced, as in the

nave of Bamberg and the choir of Magde-
burg. Its complete victory dates from the
beginning of the thirteenth century; by the mid-
dle of that century was begun the cathedral
of Cologne, of which it must at least be said that

it carries out Gothic principles with an unsurpassed
logical fulness. But this very completeness was a
reason why the ambitious architects of those ages
were imwilling to rest in it. Numerous variations

were afterward introduced, many of which really

led away from Gothic principles while they retained

Gothic features. By the suppression of the tri-

forium the wall regained its place; the abandon-
ment of side aisles in other places, the construction

of a single large hall, even sometimes with a flat

roof, vindicated once more the claims of breadth
as against height, in a way which seems to appeal

to modem feeling, if one may judge from the praise

bestowed upon these buildings of really very vary-

ing artistic value.

Italy never did more than play with the Gothic
style. Unlike the northern architects, who looked
upon it as a solution of a problem which had
long puszled them, the Italians merely imported it

as a foreign fashion, partly under the influence of

the mendicant orders. It opened new possibilities

to the fancy of Italian architects, but they never
made it their own.

After the downfall of Gothic predominance, there

is no longer any unity of development. The tend-

encies of the Renaissance led away
20. Ho from Romanesque and Gothic, rather

Present in the direction of the early basilica;

Single Pre- and one of its great services to ecde-
dominant siastical architecture is its conquest of

Type. the domed or circular church, dis-

played most fully in St. Peter's at

Rome. But the artists of this period also succeeded

in using this form for parochial and smaller churches.

It was one of the weakest points about Gothic that

it was incapable of producing a masterpiece on a
small scale. Here the Renaissance masters ex-

celled it; in the Badia at Florence, San Giovanni
deUe Monache at Pistoia, and especially the Ma-
donna di San Biagio at Montepulciano they gave
evidence that greatness of Une was possible with
moderate dimensions. This was a distinct gain;

but the further development is not pleasant to

record, either on the Catholic or the Protestant

side. The former, after the Coimterreformation,

is characterized by display, by a struggle after

magnificence, and a loss of feeling for the beauty of

simplicity and quiet grandeur. The development
of general art in the baroco and rococo styles cor-

responded to this weakness, and produced the

eighteenth century barbarities of vulgar ostentation.

Modem styles have also had their influence on
Protestant church-building, but no one form has
attained a recognised mastery. (A. Hauck.)
n. English Ecclesiastical Architecture: Some able

attempts have been made in recent years to limit

the term " Gothic " to buildings of the highest and
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most developed type, churches, in short, erected

within the narrow confines of the Royal Domain
of France. The contention is perhaps one of terms

rather than of facts. At least it is certain that if

the highest type of Gothic ia that of the Royal
Domain—^which is unquestionably true

—
^the art

had a very wide distribution throughout Europe.
This was brought about partly by the bands of

traveling craftsmen, who journeyed from city to

city, from country to countiy, and by the natural

desire to build in the new style, which was copied

wherever its beauties and structural qualities were
known.
But while it is not difficult to trace the new style

to its point of origin in the Royal Donudn, it speedily

lost its essentially French characteristics in taking

root in new soil. The Gothic of the various coun-
tries of Europe exhibits distinctive characteristics

of its own, which not only differentiate it from the

Gothic of the Royal Donudn, but give it a charac-

ter and feeling, almost a form thoroughly national

and individual. Of few countries is this more
clearly the case than England, whose Gothic mon-
uments are among the most splendid in Europe
and exhibit some of the most remarkable manifes-

tations of this beautiful style.

Normandy Romanesque appeared in England
before the Conquest. It began with the commence-

ment of Westminster Abbey by Ed-
z. Roman- ward the Confessor in 1065. For the

eique Archi- next hundred years the building art

tectore. of England was a development of the

art of Normandy, but richer, more
complete, more varied, and with a much more nu-
merous series of monuments. Most of the Anglo-
Saxon churches were rebuilt completely, and many
wholly new churches and foundations erected, many
of them of great sise.

A new epoch in Elnglish architecture was occa-

sioned by the introduction of the Cistereian Order
about 1140. Between 1125 and the end of the

twelfth century more than a hundred Cistercian

abbeys were founded in Ehigland. Until about
1175 the larger share of the work was done by the

monks and canons regular; at that date the secu-

lar canons became the leaders in building, and the
English Gothic monimients were chiefly built by
them. Hence the larger number of English Bjo-

manesque churches was due to the

2. Intro- regular orders, while the Gothic
duction of churches are chiefly the work of the
Gothic secular canons. Yet England saw no

such wholesale destruction of Roman-
esque monimients as happened in France. There,

many great Romanesque churches were completely
rebuilt in the newer Gothic. In England, on the

contrary, many extensive Romanesque puts were
retained to which Gothic additions were made at

various periods. The great churches of England,
therefore, offer veiy much more variety in style

than the great churches of France. And this is as

true of the smaller churches as of the larger. An-
other interesting fact concerning English churches
is that most of the greatest churches have either

always been cathedral churches or are now cathe-

drals. A number of English bishops had their

seats in monks' churches, while many other monas-
tic churches became cathedrals in the time of Henry
VIII. or were made so later. The Elnglish cathe-

drals, therefore, comprise nearly all of the largest

medieval churches remaining in England.
The classification of English Gothic monuments

by periods has been a subject of much study. The
determinating feature is the window traoery,

always an essential and characteristic element. In

a general way three leading periods may be dis-

tinguished: Early English or Lancet,

3. Three from 1175 or 1180 to 1280, indicated

Periods, by simplicity, dignity, and purity of

design; Decorated or Geometric, frcMn

1280 to 1380, characterised by decorative richness

and greater lightness of construction; Perpendicu-
lar, from 1380 into the sixteenth century, dis-

tinguished by fan-vaulting, four-centered arches,

and traceiy in which vertical and horisontal lines

strongly predominate.

Apart from the special features indicated by this

classification, EnglishGothic had certain other gen-

eral characteristics all of which helped materially

in producing a characteristic style of building.

Compared with the churches of France those of

England were low and long. While the French
builders deUghted in structural experiments, and in

the cathedral of Beauvais attempted a lightness and
delicacy of construction which was never surpassed
in Europe, those of England avoided such danger-
ous efforts. Their use of the flying buttress, a lead-

ing and typical feature of French
4* Charac- Gothic, was of the slightest. But
teristics of while they did not, because of this,

English build high vaults, they displayed in

Gothic their vaulting a much greater variety

and richness than did the French,

whose vaults are, in a measure, of uniform charac-

ter. The splendid English vaults are, in truth, one
of the most notable characteristics of English Gothic
architecture. The earliest En^ish efforts at dec-

orative vaulting are the ribbed vaults, with many
ribs rising from a common point of origin, present-

ing many small faces easily filled in. The next
stage shows minor ribs, called hemes, connecting

the main ribs and forming star-shaped and other

patterns. The final type, and the most complex
and the most beautiful, was the fan-vault, in which
the ribs are multiplied indefinitely; the vaults are

elaborately paneled, and often supplied with pend-
ants decorated with ribs. The structural signifi-

cance of the vault is almost lost sight of in these

enrichments, and the fan-vaulting is a splendid

stone ceiling rather than a structural roof-covering

as is the case with the purer earlier vaults or the

more logical vaults of France.

The English builders of the medieval period ap-

pear to have always had a special predilection

toward enriched and decorative ceilings. The
most beautiful, even if the least structural form of

stone roofing, was reached in their fan-vaults.

Their wooden ceilings were equaUy notable. Blany
Ehiglish open-timbered oeilmgs, with decorated
trusses and paneled surfaces, are works of extraor-

dinaiy beauty and thoroughly characteristic of

early and late English Gothic.
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While the histoiy of En^h Gothic architecture

is largely written in its cathedrals, the greatchurches
are very far from completing the record of English
medieval building. The English parish church is

a thoroughly interesting and highly characteristic

form of building, often veiy mixed as to styles and
dates, most generally small and low in proportions,

but almost always beautiful in design

5. The and charmingly environed. Some few
Smaller of them are churches of great size, but
English the larger nimiber are of modest pro-

Churchet. portions. The royal and college chapels

also constitute an important group of

typical English churches. The royal chapels at

Windsor and Westminster, King's College Chapel
at Cambridge, and Merton College Chapel at Oxford
are among the most notable achievements of Eng-
lish Gothic architecture. Nor should the lesser

monuments, the chapels within churches, the
screens and tombs, be neglected by the student of

Enghsh medieval architecture, for the architec-

tural and sculptured parts of these minor struc-

tures often exhibit an exquisite delicacy of design

and remarkable command of decorative forms.

Of churches built in the Renaissance style Eng-
land has but few. The most notable is St. Paul's

Cathedral in London. This great and splendid

church is the masterpiece of Sir Christopher Wren.
It was begun in 1675 and the upper-

6. Reaai»- most stone was placed on the lantern

aanceAr- of the dome in 1710. The dome is

chitecture. one of the most impressive in Europe
and ranks among the greatest domes

of the world. Wren's churches in the city of Lon-
don are an important group 6f English churches.

Designed in a characterized rendering of the classic

style, they constitute the last original contribution

to English church architecture.

Modem EngUsh church architecture is almost
wholly a restudy of the architecture of the past.

Up to within the last quarter of the nineteenth

century this study, while often zealously made,
was without real understanding of the

7. Modem nature of either Romanesque or Goth-
English Ar- ic architecture. Gothic models were
chitecture. copied with avidity, and the designers

imagined that in copying Gothic forms,

they were doing all that was necessaiy to obtain a
genuinely GotJdc building. But the spirit, the

feeling, the tmth of the older art was forgotten or

ignored in the new. Even the old forms were un-

intelligently used and the spirit was completely

wanting.
Toward the close of the nineteenth century, how-

ever, a group of London architects attacked the

problem of church-building in a new way. The old

forms were restudied and used as the old builders

might have used them. A new spirit of reverence

in church architecture was developed, and a nimi-

ber of notable churches built which illustrated a
genuine mastery of Gothic forms and uses that

make the best of recent English churches stmc-
tures truly worthy of attention.

m. EedesiflfticalArchitectttreinAmerica: Eccle-

maetical architecture in America is much more a re-

produetive architecture than in any other countiy.

Alone of all the great countries of modem times
the United States has no historic architecture of

its own. Great Britain and the Continent abound
in historic examples of building of every sort, but
America has nothing that is old save what it itself

has created. The earUest architecture of America
was necessarily purely constmctive, that is to say,

without artistic intent or purpose. As the colonies

developed, more attention was given to the building
of chiuches and meeting-houses, and some of the
structures erected in this period have genuine in-

terest and real merit. But colonial architecture

was but the copying of English forms, in most
cases by untrained men who hardly understood
what they were copying. The interest which
attaches to these buildings, which were confined
to New England, the eastern, and some of the south-
em States, is often veiy real, but they offer Uttle

material for the modem architect, who, even at his

best, is scarcely more than a copier or a modifier.

The later history of church architecture in

America affords little occasion for congratulation.

Being without historic models of their own, Ameri-
can architects have been forced to use the models
of Europe as a basis for their church designs. For
many years this translation of architectural mate-
rials was accomplished with little credit to all con-
cerned. As in England, American architects copied
forms without understanding their meaning, with
results little removed from the conmionplace. In
the last few years a more enlightened conception
of the meaning and purpose of church architecture

has taken root among American architects, and
some few churches have been built worthy of our
time and the purpose to which Christian structures

are dedicated. Barr Fbrreb.
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ARCmTECTURE, HEBREW: Before David
and Solomon the Israelites had no architecture

The present village of Siloah {SilvoAn) on the Mount
of Olives furnishes a tjrpe of their oldest houses

and towns; it lies on the steep hillside, and the

houses are not detached but half caves, the slope

of the land making it possible to utilise the natural

rock for one or more walls. Because their subjects

did not know how to build houses David and Solo-

mon had to import Phenician workmen for their

palaces. This was probably thebeginningof Hebrew
architecture. It is not probable that a Jeroboam II.

did not adorn his capital with a palace and temple.

In Jerusalem, however, Solomon's structures seem
to have been the first and last of any size (but cf.

Jer. xxii. 14), and his operations were too great for

the financial resourees of his land (I Kings ix. 10-

23). The prophet Amos (v. 11) looks upon the

building of houses of hewn stone by the rich of

Israel as something new and reprehensible (cf . Isa.

ix. 10). After the Exile the Temple was rebuilt

with help from Phenicia (Ezra iii. 7), but the new
structure fell far short of Solomon's in splendor and
impressiveness. The community was too poor for

great secular buildings. Not imtil the days of

Hellenism was there any building activity, and then
the Greco-Roman style dominated. It is there-

fore correct to say that architecture as an art never
existed among the Hebrews; whenever their build-

ing was more than a mere mechanical trade they
had foreign help.

Accordingly it is impossible to speak of a Hebrew
arohitectural style or school. Nevertheless, Hebrew
building had certain characteristics, imposed first

of all by natural conditions. Wood in Palestine

was and is scarce and expensive (the beams for

Solomon's temple had to be imported from
Lebanon, I Kings v. 6-10), and the most available

material was the easily worked limestone in the

mountains, and clay in the lowlands. The house,

developed from the cave, consisted generally of but
one room; it was low and had few windows or doors.

The clay houses were roofed by means of a few im-

hewn tree trunks, branches, and brush, over which
a layer of earth was placed and the whole covered
with a mixture of clay and straw. The stone houses
had domed roofs; the earliest were made by placing

stones on the comers and others upon these until

the space was covered. But the Hebrews early

learned to construct arehes, probably from the

Babylonians or Phenicians.

Solomon's temple was a stone building, wood
being used only for decoration and the roof. Its

massive walls, the absence of pillars (the two
colunms at the entrance bore no weight), and the
use of great squared stones (I Kings v. 17-18; vii.

9-12) are characteristic, and show that wooden
structures did not furnish the pattern. The Syr-
ians and Phenicians attained great skill in build-

ing with squared stones; a noteworthy feature is

a smoothly chiseled or sunken border from two to

four inches wide about the outer face of each stone.

In Solomon's palaces wood was more freely used;

the ** house of the forest of Lebanon " (I Kings
vii. 2-5) has its name from the fact. Here foreign

models were evidently followed, which are naturally
to be sought in the land from which the wood was
brought. I. Bbnqngsr.
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ARCHIVES, ECCLESIASnCAL.
Lutherans (i 3).

Methodists and Mora-
vians (14).

Presbyterians (i 5).

The Protestant Ei}isooi>al

Church (i 6).

The Beformed Churches,
Dutch and German
(§7).

I. Europe.
Germany (f 1).

Franoe (i 2).

Holland (S 3).

Switxerland, Scandinavia,
and England (i 4).

The Papal Archives (i 5).

II. America.
Baptists (i 1).

Congragationalists (i 2).

L Europe: The great value and also the extreme
importance of ecclesiastical records, for histor-

ical inquiry as well as in the daily life of the min-

isterand other church officials, in former times were

not properly perceived and appreciated. Works on
canon law have usually little to say on the subject.

Within the last few decades, however, the repre-

sentatives of historical theology have pointed* out

the duty of the Church to attend to a careful ad-

ministration and preservation of its archival treas-

ures. A number of provincial synods

z. Germany, in Grermany, includhig the Austrian

general synod, have passed important

resolutions in that direction, and the later ecclesi-

astical legislation has provided for reorganization

of the ecclesiastical archives and registry. The
archival system of the Moravian Brethren is excel-

lent. In 1888-89 a fire-proof building was erected

for the archives at Hermhut (cf. A.Glitsch, Versuch

einer GeachichU der hiHorisehen Sammlungen der

BrQder-Unitat, Hermhut, 1891). The archives col-

lected in Coblenz in consequence of a resolution

passed by the eighth Rhenish provincial synod in

1853 are arranged in a model way. The interest

in the same has steadily grown, and since the pub-

lication of a catalogue, they have been constantly

consulted. Those Reformed Dutchmen, who as

fugitives from Spanish persecution fled from the

Netherlands to the countries of the Rhine, brought

thither their Presbyterian church-order and syn-

odical institutions, and taught Germany to take

care of its ecclesiastical archives.

The first national synod of the Reformed Church

of France held at Paris ia 1559 enjoined that in

every church all important matters

2. France, relating to religion should be regis-

tered, that the material should be col-

lected by a pastor at each district synod, and that

the material gathered by each provincial synod was

to be brought to the general synod. Since that

time ecclesiastical archives, especially in those parts

where the oldest constitution after Calvin's idea

I.-18

had been adopted, have been carefully kept. The
Soci^i pour Vhistoire du ProteatarUieme fran^ais

(founded in 1852) has contributed largely toward

their preservation and revision.

In Holland, the Walloon general synod appointed

in 1878 a Commisaum de Vhistoire et de la biblio-

ihkque dea iglisea Wcdlonea, which pub-

3. Holland, lishes bulletins containing an account

of its work. The Dutch Reformed
Church has adopted some good rules, and its ar-

chives are in the Willem's Church in the Hague;
a catalogue is published.

[The archives of the Gassis of Amsterdam,
which had charge of about twenty colonies in

different parts of the world, are kept in the Con-

sistory Room of the Qude Kerch. There are here

about 100 volumes in manuscript, and twenty-five

portfolios of letters from the different colonies.

The letters of the dassis to the colonies are reporded

in a succession of volumes, numbered xx.-xxxii.

(For a full account of these archives, cf. Ecde-

eiastical Records of the State of New York, 6 vpla.,

printed at the expense of the State of New York,

1901-06, vol. i., pp. 18-24.) In the same room
are foimd complete sets of the minutes of the Synod
of North Holland, in many manuscript volumes;

also minutes of many of the other provincial synods,

more or less complete {Ecdeeiaatical Records, i.

24-25). The minuteci of the General Synod of

Holland are foimd at 100 Java Street, in The Hague.
Here also are the original minutes of the Synod of

Dort, 1618-19; the reports on the translation of

the Bible, 1637; and the minutes of most of the

provincial synods of Holland. Consult Ecde-
stastical Records, i. 26-27, which give many ref-

erences; also Catalogus van het Ovd Synodaal

Archief, prepared by H. Q. Janssen, minister at St.

Anna ter Muiden; with the indexes of the Old
Provincial Ecclesiastical Archives, published by
the General Synod of the Netherlands Reformed
Church, 1878, p. 198. This gives a list of all the

books and papers in these archives of the General

Synod.]

In Switzerland the different cantons look

after their archives more or less independ-

ently (cf. InverUur der Schweixer

4. Swit- Archiv, herausgegeben auf VerarUas-

zerland, svng der aUgemeinen geschichtsfor-

Scandinavia, schendenGeseUschaft derSchweie, Bern,

and 1895 sqq
.
) . In Scandinavian countries

England, the ecclesiastical archives are not sep-

arated from those of the State, but of

late special attention has been paid to the former.

In England the Reports of the Historical Manu-
scripts Commission (appointed in 1869) contain

much that is derived from the archives of theEstab-

lished Church. The Huguenot Society of London
(founded 1885) issues valuable publications, and
the General Assembly of Scotland also pays atten-

tion to archival matters.

After the Magdeburg Centuries

5. The Papal proved that the so called Isidorian

Archives, decretals were forgeries, he papal

archives became almost inaccessible

for scientific research until Pope Leo XIII. opened

them to scholars of all nations, and appointed
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a historical commiBsion to edit and publish them.

The subarchiviBts, however, may deny access to

works of a familiar character or those which it

does not seem opportune to publish.

T. O. Raolach.
IL America: The American Baptist Historical

Society has its headquarters in Philadelphia with

the American Baptist Publication

X. Bap- Society and is gathering much valuable

tists. material. The Samuel Colgate Col-

lection of Baptist documents in con-

nection with Colgate University, Hamilton, N. Y.,

is large and, supported by a good endowment, is

likely to grow. Several of the States have their

own Baptist Historical Societies and are collecting

documents. There is a good deal of material on
Texas Baptist history in the library of Baylor
University at Waco, and the librarian is seeking

to enlarge the collection. Most of the State Bap-
tist colleges and the Southern Baptist Theological

Seminary at Louisville, Ky., have collections of

greater or less importance. Regents Park Baptist

College, London, probably has more material on
English Baptist hiBtory than any other one insti-

tution. A collection is also bcdng made at the

Bi^tist Church House, Southampton Row, London.
The Mennonite library at Amsterdam ia said to be
nch in materials relating to the Mennonites and
other antipedobaptists.

The polity of the Congregationa)ist8 makes each
congregation a law unto itself and the archives are

kept in the congregations. In this

2. Con- way much valuable material has never

gregatlon- found its way into print or even into

alists. general knowledge. The Congregsr

tional Library was founded in Boston
in 1853 to be a repositoiy of such material, and
much has been gathered there. Other valuable

repositories are Yale University library, which has

Henry Martyn Dexter's collection; the Massachu-
setts Historical Society and the Prince Library in

Boston; and the library of the American Anti-

quarian Society at Worcester. The various state

bodies and the National Assemblies held at Albany,

N. Y., in 1852, in Boston in 1865, and triennially

since 1871, publish their minutes. Since 1854

a Year Book (Boston: Congregational Publishing

Society) has been published, which gives statis-

tics and a list of ministers, etc.

Among the Lutherans the Historical Society of

the General Synod has its collection of doctiments

in the library of the Gettysburg (Pa.)

3. Lu- Theological Seminary; there is an
therans. archivarius of the General Council

and the archives are in the Krauth
library. Mount Airy, Philadelphia. By resolution

of the Synod of Pennsylvania all congregations

are requested to have their history written up to

date and copies deposited in the synodical archives;

also biographical sketches of all deceased clerical

members. Valuable material is preserved in

Amsterdam; at the Gloria Dd Church, Philar

delphia; Old Swedes' Church, Wihnington, Dela-
ware; and m St. Matthew's German Church, New
York City. The great source of information rela-

ting to the early Lutheran history in Pennsylvania

is the so called HaUesche Nackrichien, or more
exactly NachndUen von den vereinigUn deuUchen

evanffeli8eh4ulheraniacken Gemeinden in Sard
America, abBonderlich in Pennsylvanien (2 vols.,

Halle, 1750-^; new ed. by Mann, Schmueker, and
Germann, vol. i.. Allentown, 1886).

The archives of the various branches of Methodists
are to be sought in the published journals of the

General Conferences and minutes of

4. Methods the Annual Conferences, also in the

lits and written minutes of the minor bodies.

Moravians. Collections are in the libraries of the

denominational publishing houses.

The archives of the Moravian Church are at Beth-
lehem, Pa., and embrace the minutes of various

synods, conferences, etc.

The constitution of the Presbyterian Church m
the United States requires each one of the church
courts, in their regular gradation (vis., the church
session, presbytery, synod, and general assembly)
to keep fair and full records of its proceedings.

Further, the church session, composed of the pastor

and the ruling elders of a particular

5. Presby- congregation, is required to submit
terians. its records to the next higher judica-

tory, the presbytery; the presbytery
submits its records to the synod; and each synod
submits its records to the general assembly. This
system secures a proper record in the first place;

then corrects errors, both as to fact and law; and
also introduces uniformity of both record and action

into all church procedure. The first Presbyterian

congregations in America were founded eariy in the
seventeenth centuiy and the written records of

some of them go back into that centuiy. The first

presbytery was formed in Philadelphia in 1706
and its manuscript records are in existence with
the exception of the first page. The General
Synod was established in 1717, and its manuscript
records are complete. The first general assembly
met in 1789, and its records are likewise intact
Many of the records of the presbyteries and synods
are published regulariy in printed form from year to

year, and theminutesof theproceedingsofthe genial
assembly have been publiished from 1789 to the

present time. The complete records of the General
Presbytery, General Synod, and General Assembly
from 1706 to 1869 have been reprinted in eleven

volumes, edited by Rev. Dr. Wm. H. Roberts,

stated clerk of the General Assembly. The volumes
from 1870 to date are issued separately. The
Presbyterian Historical Society, located in the

Witherspoon Building, Philadelphia, renders in-

valuable service to all Presbyterian and Reformed
Churches in the United Statesbyproviding properac-
commodations for historical records of aU descrip-

tion.

In the matter of the preservation of its archives,

the Protestant Episcopal Church has always been
careful, having had for a number of

6. The years a joint commission on archives,

Protestant consisting of prominent members of

Episcopal both houses of the General Convention
Churdi. In addition, there is a historiographer,

a custodian of the standard Bible

and of the standard prayer-book, and, further, a
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recorder of ordinations. Reports from these

several officials are submitted and published

triennially, and efforts are made from time to time

to add to the already valuable collection of archives

such material as may appear to be worthy of

preservation.

The Reformed Church in America (Dutch Re-
formed Church) has a special fire-proof room set

apart for its archives in the Sage Library at New
Brunswick, N. J. Here are deposited

7. The Re- all the minutes of the coetus, 1737-71;

formed of the old provisional synods, 1771-09;

Churches, of the general synod, 1794 to present

Dutch and time; of the four particular synods,

German, except the volimies yet in use; of

many of the classes, all having been

invited to deposit their records here; and of many
of the churches; also, in part, of the benevolent

boards. Here also are to be found the original

documents and letters, or transcripts of the same
(about 2,000 pages), secured by the historian, J.

Romeyn Biodhead, in Holland in 1841-43; also

transcripts of the minutes of the Gassis of Amster-

dam, and of the Synod of North Holland, so far as

these relate to America; and transcripts of the

correspondence between these Holland bodies and
the churches and early ecclesiastical bodies in

America, secured by the Rev. Dr. E. T. Corwin,

in Holland^ in 1897-98, bound in fifteen volumes,

and amounting to about 4,000 pages. A large part

of this material has been printed at the expense of

the State of New York, in the six volumes styled

EcciesiasHad Records of the State of New York

(1901-06). Consult the article Amsterdam Corre-

spondence in the Papers of the American Society of

Church Hist., viii. (1897), pp. 81-107; the intro-

duction to Ecclesiastical Records of New York,

vol. i., pp. 5-48; the Journal of the Presbyterian

Historical Society, vol. i., No. 2 (Dec., 1901), pp.
161-188; Digest of Constitutional and Synodical

Legislation of the Reformed Church » in America

(1906), articles Archives, Amsterdam Correspond-

ence, General Synod, Synodical Archives, etc. The
Reformed Church in the United States (German
Reformed Church) has preserved in the library

of the Historical Society of Lancaster, Fa., tran-

scripts of original documents, embracing corre-

spondence with Holland. The various synods and

classes have also their manuscript minutes. Many
official documents have been published by the

several States.

BiBLioamAPHT: For list of early worlu consult the artide
** Arohhrwesen, Idrchiiehes " ia Hauck-Heriog, RE, i. 786.

GeDeral works: Q. Holiiinger, KatechiMtnua dmr Beffutra-

htr und Arehivkunde, Leipdc. 1883; F. FriBeh. AfOntung
sur EinriekiunQ und FuJmino dmr QemeimU-Rtgittraturen,

Stuttgart, 1885; K. A. H. Burkhardt. UandOmeh und Ad-
drtMtbuth der dtuUektn Anhivt, Leipnc. 1887; H. Bree-

lau, UrkuniefiUkre, i., chap. ., Dm Anhiv, Leipeio. 1880;

F. von L6her. Anhivkund*, Paderbom. 1800; F. too Hel-
fert. SlaaaiehM AnhwweMn, Vienna, 1803; the ArehU
vaU Zeitadiriftt vole. i.-xiii., ed. F. von L6her. Munich,
1876-80, new aeries ed. L. von Roekinger, 1880 sqq. For
the Evancelieal Church of Germany, E. W. KQhnert,
PraktUeke Winke nw Binriektuno einer PfarrreoUiniur,

Hanoirer, 1803-04; A. Kluce, Dot Kvrchanarckiv, Bar-
men. 1805. For the papal archives: P. Hinsehius, Dom
Kirckennehl, i. 432 sqq., Berlin, 1800; L. P. Gaehard.
Lss Arehi9«9 du VaOean, Brussels. 1874; G. B. de Rossi,

De orioin*, kiUoria, indicOma, serimt' €t hibhotkeea serfu

apottoUea, Rome. 1886; 8. L6wenfeld. GuckiekU dt9
pAp$tlieKen Ardiiv Ms sum John 1817 and Zur neuetlen

OMdiiekU dea p&ptilicksn ArckvM, in Hiatoriuhes Tasdten-
kuck, ed. W. Maurenbrecher. 6th ser. 5-6, Leipsic. 1886-
87; A. Pieper, Rdmiaeke Ardtivt, in the Rdmiaeke Quorloi-
•ekrift, i., Rome, 1887; Von Pfluck-Hartung. Uaber Ar-
dktve und RegiaUr der PAptU, in ZKO, zii., Gotha. 1800

ARCHORTICI (Or-cen'ti-soi or -«t). See Gnob-
TICIBM.

ARCHPRESBTTER. See Abchdkacon.

ARCIMBOLDI, dr^'chtm-bol'dt, GIOVANHI AH-
GBLO: Archbishop of Milan 1550-55; d. at Milan
Apr. 6, 1555. He belonged to an old and famous
family in Idilan, where his father was senator and
coundloT and his imcle archbishop. Before reach-

ing his thirtieth year, he was apostolic protonotary
and referendary to Leo X., who employed him in

various financial matters connected with the build-

ing of St. Peter's, and on Dec. 2, 1514, named him
commissary-general of the indulgence for a large

part of Germany and for Scandinavia, with the
rank and powers of a legate a latere. Another doc-

ument of September, 1516, entrusted him with the
functions of a political peacemaker in Sweden. He
spent some time in North Germany, especially at

Labeck and Hamburg, and made full use of his

powers, which included various means of raising

money by the sale of titles and privileges. He
then went through the diocese of Ratxeburg to

Holstein, and came in 1516 or 1517 to Copenhagen.
In return for a payment of 1100 Rhenish florins.

King Christian granted him license to proclaim his

indi2gences in Denmark. He reached Sweden in

March, 1518, having promised Christian to work
for him and his policy of union between the three

Scandinavian kingdoms. Sten Sture the younger,

then viceroy, as leader of the national party, was
striving for the complete independence of Sweden,
and at this time was especially involved in a struggle

with the prelates of tfie union party; he had forced,

sword in hand, the resignation of the ambitious

and stubborn archbishop Gustav Trolle. At the

end of the year, Arcimboldi was in Stockholm and
Upsala; and Sten Sture spared no pains ta win
over the clever and powerful legate, and fully suc-

ceeded. At the assembly of Arboga in December,
1518, the appointed peacemaker confirmed the

canonically unjust sentence of the Swedish Diet

against Gustav Trolle, induced probably by the

rich presents he received and by the hope of gain-

ing the metropolitan dignity. Meantime he took

in large sums of money from all Sweden and Nor-
way in return for his indulgences. But Christian

II. was naturally little pleased with the behavior

of the legate; besides complaining to the pope, he
seized his treasures, imprisoned his brother An-
tonio, and threatened to do the same to him. Ar-

cimboldi saved himself by flight to Lund, then in

Danish territory, whence he passed through Sweden
again and so back to LObeck, where the difference

in his reception showed the approach of the Refor-

mation, and where he found affixed to the church-

doors a bull obtained from the pope by Christian,

excommunicating Sten Sture and all who had
aided him in the deposition of Trolle. He returned

to Rome and succeeded in changing the pope's
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viewB, which was the easier as Christian had shown
an inclination toward the Reformation, and had
also (1520) aroused the horror of Europe by be-

heading a large number of Swedish nobles in order

to strengthen his position. Arcimboldi was not,

however, fuUy restored to favor for some years. In

return for the influence of his family, exerted to

win Milan for Charles V., he was made bishop of

Novara in 1525, and archbishop of Blilan in 1550.

(Herman LxTNnBTBdM.)

BiBLiooRArar: B. Zimmemumn. De J. A, ArdmboUo, Up-
mIa, 1761; J. M. Schrtok, Chruaidie KtreKmoMckidUt
aeiitUr ReformaUon, u. 11, Leipdc, 1806; F. L. Q. Raumer.
OsBthidUt Europa9 aeii dem Ends ds» fUnfa^fUen Jakrhun-
darU, ii. 103, Leipdo. 1833; J. Weidlinc. 8ektMdi»ehs 0&-

uhiehU tm ZtiiaUer der RgformoHon, Gotha. 1882; K.
HamAnn. Bin Ablaatbrief Arcimboldi oim dam John 1616,

HambuTB. 1884; and literature on the Reformation in

Sweden.

AREOPAGUS (Gk. Areiot Pagoa, " Mam's HiU ")

.

See Gbxmcm, I.

ARETAS, ir'e-tas O&ter Gk. form Aretfaai, on
coins and inscriptions Charethath) : Thename of four

princes of the Nabatsean kingdom in the s. and e. of

Palestine, whose capital was Petra. In the Bible

(according to correct readings) only two of them
are named—^in II Mace. v. 8, the earliest of the

name whom we know, or Aretas I., with whom in

169 B.C. the high priest Jason sought refuge from
Antiochus Epiphanes; and the one who is probably

to be designated Aretas IV., mentioned in II Cot,

xi. 32. According to Josephus {Ant.j xviii. 5) his

daughter was the first wife of Herod Antipas, who
was put away to make room for Herodias (Blatt.

xiv. 3 and parallels). This divorce caused enmity
between him and Herod, and disputes over bound-
aries brought on a war, in which Aretas was vic-

torious (c. 36 A.D.). At the conmiand of Tiberius,

the proconsul of Syria, Vitellius, took the field

against him; but while the expedition was on its

way toward Petra, it was recalled by the news of

Tiberius's death (Mar. 16, 37). It is difficult to

determine how a "governor" (Gk. ethnarchea)

under Aretas came to have power at Damascus
about the same time, as mentioned in II Cor. xi.

It is unlikely that, as Marquardt and Mommsen
conjecture, the city had belonged to the Nabat®an
territory since the days of Aretas III. More prob-

able is the widely held view that Aretas IV. took

forcible possession of it temporarily before, during,

or after the expedition of Vitellius, at least during

the winter of 36-37. Another theory is that

Caligula, who (unlike his predecessors) was un-

friendly to Herod, conceded to Herod's opponent
the sovereignty of the city which had once belonged

to the Nabatsean princes. Zahn has sought to

solve the problem in a surprising way by trying

to show that this ** governor " or ethnarch of King
Aretas was a Bedouin chief subject to him (cf.

SchQrer, in TSK, Ixxii., 1899, pp. 95 sqq.), who had
no authority in Damascus, but watched the gates

of the city, from the outside. Another difficulty

is offered by the fact that Luke (Acts ix. 23-25)
attributes the peril of Paul at Damascus not to the

ethnarch under Aretas, but to the Jews. It is

possible, however, that the Jews caused the eth-

narch's action and also watched the gates them-

selves, but the simplest explanation is that Luke

mentions them merely as the original instigators.

In any case the notices give no certain date for

Pauline chronology; but the event can be approxi-

mately fixed in the winter of 36-37, if the hypothe-

sis of forcible occupation be correct, or after March,

37, if that of investiture by Caligula is preferred.

But Zahn has made clear that an earlier date is

not impossible. (P. E^ald.)

BxBLioomAPBT: SehOrar, Oettkithte, L 726-744. ES&s. tnoiL.

I. L 846-362 (oonUins history of the Nibatwn Idocs aad

a very fuU bibUography); K. Wieaeler. CkranoUvi* da
apottolitdien ZmtaUer, 142-143, 167-176. Gditincen. IS4S:

Qutsohmid, in J. Euting, NcbaUkiaekB InaekrifUn, Berlin.

1886; Conybeare and Howson, Paul, L. chap. tii.. appra-
diz, London, 1888; C. Clemen, Ckronoioffie der patdiniBdttm

Bri^9, i 22. Halle. 1893; T. Zahn. in NKZ, 1904. 39 sqq.

ARETHAS: Archbishop of Gseearea; b. at

Patns about 860. In the light of recent investiga-

tions and discoveries he appears as a vigorous eccle-

siastical ruler in the Byzantine empire, and as a

powerful promoter of learning, who took up and
carried on the traditions of the school of Photius.

The period of his life was one of great interest in

scholarship and in the collection of the surviving

treasures of antiquity. He became archbishop of

Cbsarea under the Emperor Leo VI. (d. 912), and
as such was next in rank to the patriarch of Con-

stantinople. He must have lived to a good old

age, as we have a manuscript letter of his to the

emperor Romanus (d. 944). In his episcopal capsc-

ity, he was a defender of orthodoxy as it was under-

stood by Photius. He despised both the Nestorians

and the " insane " Eutychians, whom he classed

with the Manicheans; he rejected Tataan's doc-

trine of the Logos as equaUy heretical with the

Arian. The tendency to the veneration of relics

and of the Virgin Mary appears here and there in

his works. Both these and his actions display a

passionate temperament, with an unswerving stead-

fastness when he has once taken a side. Leo VI.

came into conflict with the canon law by his deci-

sion to marry for the fourth time, probably induced
by the desire for a male heir. The story of this con-
flict (004-907) unfolds a remarkable picture of By-
zantine politics, as conditioned by the mutual re-

lations of Church and State. While the Saracens
were threatening the frontier of the empire, Leo
labored diligently to gain the consent of the patri-

arch Nicholas to his fourth marriage; but Nicholas
was reluctant to give it, and appeialed to the dis-

approval of Arethas in support of his action in re-

fusing to admit the emperor to the Church. When
the patriarch showed a more conciliatory temper,
Arethas refused to follow him, and was banished
after the downfall of Nicholas. He won the latter's

successor, Euthjrmius, to his way of thinking, and
adhered to his support when Nicholas was restored

after the death of Leo. Euthymius, after an out^

ward reconciliation with his competitor, retired to

a life of asceticism, dying in 917. The hatred of

his enemies piunued him even to the grave; but
three years later Arethas was able to show his con-

stancy by accompUshing the reverential translation

of his remains. These data for the biography of

Arethas are illustrated by a number of letters and
occasional writings collected in the unpublished
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Moscow Codex 315 (called 302 by Matthsi). These
show that he held a position of great influence in

relation not only to the emperors but to all the

principal political, military, and ecclesiastical lead-

ers. That his life was full of controversy appears
from the number of his polemical writings, directed

sometimes to his own vindication from personal

charges, but more often against the Iconoclasts,

the Armenian Monophysites, the Jews, or the " bab-
blings " of Lucian and Julian. Especially note-

worthy is tha^ against his former pupil Nicetas of

Paphlagonia. But his interests were by no means
exclusively ecclesiastical, as is shown by a number
of beautifully written manuscripts which he had
prepared for his library, and himself completed by
introductions, notes, and appendices. The most
valuable contain works of Euclid, Aristides, Plato,

Lucian, and Blarcus Aurelius, as well as a collection

of Christian apologists down to Eusebius, which in

many cases supplies the primary text The notes

vary in value, but show a wide knowledge of Greek
and Alexandrian literature, and contain many re-

marks of historical, antiquarian, and lexicographic

importance. The principal work of Arethas's own
composition is his commentary on the Apocalypse,
written probably after 913, and based upon the
earlier commentaiy of Andrew of Cssarea. It is

not, however, a mere compilation, but contains a
large amount of new observations and quotations
from other sources, increasing it, for the early

chapters, to more than double the length found in

Andrew. The exegetical standpoint ia the same;
Arethas takes it for granted that the Apocalypse con-
tains revelations from the worid beyond, and finds

in each prominent word the possibility of mani-
fold references to past and future histoiy, though
holding firmly that these interpretations must be
justified by the rest of Scripture and by pure Chris-

tian thought. The text of his commentaiy is in

MPG, cvi. 487-786, and in Cramer, Catena Grce-

corum patrum in Novum Testamentumf viii. (Ox-
ford, 1844), pp. 175-582. Few of his other works
have been published. (G. Hbinrici.)

Bibuoorapht: J. C. T. Otto. DeM Painarchen OennadtM
. . . Confenum . . . nebet Bxeitrt Hber Areihaa* ZeUalkr,
Vienom. 1864; Rettig. in TSK, iv. (1831) 755-756; C. de
Boor, Vita Buthymii, Anekdoton sur OMdiiefUe Leo9 de*
Vr«wen, ohaps. xii., xv., xyi.. xviii., xz., Berlin, 1888;
Knunbacher. OeeehichU, pp. 233-234.

ARETITO, a-r6'-shl-TTs (Grecized from Afarti),

BEKEDICTUS: Scientist and theologian; b. at
B&tterkinden, in the canton of Bern, Switzerland,

1505; d. at Bern March 22, 1574. He studied at

Strasburg and at Marburg, where he became pro-
fessor of logic; was called to Bern as school-teacher,

1548, and became professor of theology, 1564. His
chief work, TheologicB problemata (Bern, 1573),
was a compendium of the knowledge of the time
and was highly valued. His Examen theologicum

(1557) ran through six editions in fourteen years.

His works also include a commentaiy on the New
Testament (1580 and 1616) and on the Pentateuch
(1602; 2d ed., with commentaiy on the Psalms
added, 1618), a commentary on Pindar (1587), a
description of the flora of two moimtains of the

Bernese Oberland, Stockhom and Niesen (Stras-

burg, 1561), a Hebrew method for schools (Basel,

1561), and a defense of the execution (in 1566) of
the Antitrinitarian Valentin Gentilis (Geneva,
1567).

Bibuogbapht: J. H. Graf, Oeeehichte der Maikematik und
der NaiurunaMnadiafUn in BemUchsn Landen, i. 26-29.
Bern. 1888.

ARGEITTINA: A South American republic,

bounded on the north by Bolivia and Paraguay, on
the east by Paraguay, Brazil, Uruguay, and the
Atlantic Ocean, on the south by the Atlantic, and
on the west by the Andes, which separate it from
Chile. It is divided into fourteen provinces and
nine territories (gobemacumea), and has an area of

1,125,100 square miles and a population of about
4,200,000. The capital is Buenos Ayres (perma-
nently founded, 1580). The republic had its origin

in a struggle against Spain which broke out in 1810
and was an outcome of the Napoleonic interference

in the mother coimtry. The constitutive assembly
was replaced in 1818 by a constitution, although the
war with Spain did not end until 1824. This con-
stitution, as amended in 1860, provides for a con-
gress of two chambers, the Senate and the Deputies,

and each province has also an elected assembly for

its own government.
The constitution declares the state religion to be

Roman Catholic and requires the president or his

substitute to be of that faith, but establishes the
right of governmental exequatur for all papal man-
dates, and grants other creeds the free exereise of

their religion. The hierarehic organization of the
Roman Catholic Church naturally began soon after

the Spanish conquest, but did not receive its pres-

ent form until 1865. The arehbishop of Buenos
Ayres, which was an episcopal see as eariy as 1582,
has the capital imder his control, which contains

nearly 800,000 inhabitants. The suffragan bishop-

rics are those of Paraguay (founded 1547), Cor-
doba (1570), Salta (1806), San Juan de Cuyo (1S34),

Paranil (1859), La Plata (1897), Santa F^ (1897),
and Tucuman (1897). Cordoba, the first city of
the country to have a cathedral, is also the richest

in religious buildings.

In 1884 a Vicar-Apostolic of Carmen de Patar
gones was appointed with jurisdiction over south-
em Argentina and northern Patagonia. He draws
his priests from the Salesians, as does also the apos-
tolic prefecture for southern Patagonia, erected

in 1883. Throughout Patagonia an active mission-

ary propaganda is carried on among the aborigines,

of whom some 30,000 are estimated to be unbap-
tized.

Although almost half the inhabitants of Argentina
are either immigrants or the children of immigrants,
and come from the most varied countries of Europe,
the great majority of these newcomers belong to

the Roman Catholic Chureh, on account of the

predominance of Italians (about 500,000), Span-
iards (about 200,000), and Roman Catholic Swiss.

For decades the latter have flocked in great nimi-

bers to northern Argentina. The relatively small

number of Protestants in the republic is estimated

at about 33,000. Of these between 23,000 and
24,000 belong to the Genoan synod of Ia Plata,
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which also includes the Evangelicals of Paraguay
and Uruguay. To them must be added a group of

congregations of the Swiss Reformed, the Anghcan
Church (with a number of places of worship in

Buenos Ayres), and North American Presbyterians,

who are most numerous in the capital, as well as in

Rosario and Bahia Blanca.

Education is under the control of the State by a
law of 1868, and the number of pubUc schools,

which has steadily increased, is now 3,400, in addi-

tion to parochial schools. The high schools con-
sist of sixteen " lyceums,'' and there are likewise

two universities, of which that at Cordoba is the
more distinguished.

WlLHKUf GOETZ.

BiBUOomAPBT: T. A. Turner, ArgenHna and At ArfftnHnea,
New York, 1892; Comte A. de Gubematu, L'Aroeniina,
Ftoienoe. 1808; Annuario de la direeei&n general deetkadi^
Hoa, Buenos Ayres, 1890; C. Wiener, La RipubUque Ar~
gentine, Paris, 1800; Bneudopwdia Brifanmra, Supple-
ment, e.T.

:. History.
Origin of the Heresy (i 1).

1. From 318 to the Council of Nieaa.
326.

Outbreak of the ControTersy (i 2).

2. The Council of Niesa, 326.

The Nieene Creed (i 3).

Aoceptanoe of the Creed (i 4).

ARIAKISM.
8. From the Couneil of Nieoa, 326.

to the Council of Constanti-
nople, 381.

Aiian Reaction. Athanasius (i 6).

Various Synods and Parties (i 6).

Vindication of Orthodoxy (i 7).

4. The Final Triumph of the Nieene
Orthodoxy under Theodosius the
Great. 381.

The Couneil of Constantinople, 381
(18).

The Later Arianism (i 0).

6. Arianism among the Barbarians.
II. The Creed of Arianism.

The Aiian Teaching (S 1).

Arguments of the Arians (I 2).

Refutation of Arianism (S 3).

Arianism isa heresy, named from its most promi-

nent representative, Arius, a presbyter of Alexandria

(d. 336; see Arius). It denied that the Son was of the

same substance (Gk. homootuios) with the Father

and reduced him to the rank of a creature, though
preexistent before the world. No Christological her-

esy of ancient Christianity was more widely accepted

or tenacious. During a part of the fourth century

it was the ruling creed in the Eastern Church, though

there were constant and vigorous protests by the

orthodox party. It was also the form of Christian-

ity to which most of the barbarian Teutonic races

were at first converted.

L History: The roots of the Arian conflict

lie deep in the differences of the ante-Nicene doc-

trine of the Logos, especially in the contradictory

elements of Origen's Christology, which was claimed

by both parties. Origen attributed to Christ eter-

nity and other divine attributes, which lead to the

Nieene doctrine of the identity of substance, but,

on the other hand, in his seal for the personal dis-

tinctions in the Godhead, he taught with equal

emphasis a separate essence and the

X. Origin subordination of the Son to the Father,

of the calling him " a secondary God," while

Heresy, the Father ib " the God "; the Logos
was a creature and occupies a position

between the nature of the unbegotten (Gk. agen-

n&oa) God and the nature of all begotten things

(Contra Celaum, iii. 34). He taught the eternal

generation of the Son from the will of the Father,

but represented it as the oonununication of a sec-

ondary divine substance. In the East these differ-

ent representations were discussed and found ad-

vocates, and a synod at Antioch (268) rejected the

doctrine of identity of substance. Through the

Antiochian School the doctrine of the subordkiation

of the Son was worked out. Lucian, the teacher

of Arius (see Lucian the Mabttr) and of Eusebius

of Nicomedia, exercised a controlling influence on
the views of Arius; Hamack (History of Dogma, iv.

3) calls him " the Arius before Arius." The first

opponent of Arius was Alexander, bishop of Alex-

andria, and the greatest doctrinal opponent of the

Arian Christology was Athanasiua.

1. From 818 to the Oonnoil of Hiossa, 886: The
origin of the controversy is involved in some ob-
scurity, and the accounts are not easy to reconcile.

The earliest date for t)ie clash of views is 318. The
Christological question had become a burning one
in Egypt. Alexander both in church and presby-
terial gatherings had taken it up and refuted false

views, as Arius afterward reminded him (Epi-

phanius, Epiat, Arii ad Alex.). According to Socrates
(i. 5), Alexander gave the first im-

2. Outbreak pulse to the controversy by insisting,

of the Con- in a meeting of presbyters and other
troversy. clergy, on the eternity of the Son;

whereupon Arius openly opposed, and
charged him with Sabellianism. He reasoned
thus: " If the Father begat the Son, he must be
older than the Son, and there was a time when the
Son was not; from this it further follows that the

Son has his subsistence (Gk. kypoetaaia) from noth-
ing." The accounts of Sosomen (i. 15) and Epi-
phanius differ in dating the conflict from discussions

among the presbyters and laymen, and Sozomen
represents Alexander as at first taking no decided

position between the two opinions. In 320 or 321

Alexander convened a synod of about a hundred
Egyptian and Lybian bishops at Alexandria, which
excommunicated Arius and his followers. Arius

found powerful friends in Eusebius of Nicomedia,
Eusebius of Cbsarea, Paulinus of Tyre, Gregory of

Berytus, Aetius of Lydda, and other bishops who
either shared bis view, or at least considered it inno-

cent. He took refuge with Eusebius at Nicomedia,
which had been the imperial residence since Dio-

cletian, and spread his views in a half-poetic work,

Thalia (" The Banquet")* of which Athanasius has

preserved fragments. Alexander defended him-
self and warned against Arius in a letter which he

sent to many bishops (Epiphanius, bdx. 4, says 70;

Socrates gives the letter, i. 6). Arius made ap-

peal to Eusebius of Cesarea and others to secure

his reinstatement as presbyter, and a Palestinian

synod went so far as to authorize him to labor in

Alexandria, subject to the authority of the bishop,

Alexander. In a short time the whole Elsstem

Church became a metaphysical battle-field. The
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attention of the Emperor Constantine was called

to the controversy, and in a letter to Alexander and
Anus he pronounced it a mere logomachy, a wrangle
over things incomprehensible; he also sent Hosius
of Cordova to Egypt to mediate between the con-
tending parties (Socrates, i. 7, gives the letter, as
does also Eusebius, Vila Const,, ii.). From political

considerations, however, at the suggestion of cer-

tain bishops, he called the first ecumenical council
of the Church, to settle the Arian controversy to-

gether with the question of the time of celebrating
Easter and the Meletian schism in Egypt.
2. The Oonnoil of HicsMb, 826: The council met

at Nictsa in Bithynia. It consisted of three hun-
dred and eighteen bishops (about one-sixth of all

the bishops of the Greco-Roman Empire), resulted

in the formal condenmation of Arius, and the adop-
tion of the " Nicene Creed," which affirms in un-
equivocal terms the doctrine of the eternal deity of

Christ in these words: " [We believe]

3. The in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only Son
Hicene of God, begotten of the Father, Li^t
Creed, of Light, very God of very God, be-

gotten, not made, being of one sub-
stance with the Father, by whom dU things were
made; who for us men, and for our salvation, came
down and was incarnate, and was made man; he
suffered, and the third day he rose again, and as-

cended into heaven; from thence he cometh to

judge the quick and the dead/' To the original

Nicene Creed is added the following anathema:
"And those who say there was a time when he
[the Son] was not; and he was made out of noth-
ing, or out of another substance or thing, or the
Son of God is created, or changeable, or alterable;

—they are condemned by the holy catholic and
apostolic Church." This anathema was omitted in

that form of the Nicene Creed which is usually,

though incorrectly, traced to the Constantinopolitan

Synod of 381, and which after the Council of Chal-

cedon, in 451, entirely superseded the Nicene Creed
of 325, in its primitive form. (See below, J 8.)

It is possible that Alexander and Hosius had
come to an understanding, before the council met,
concerning the use of the term homoouatos (Socrates,

i. 7, says they discussed the ousia and kypoataaia);

Harnack positively takes this position, Loofs hesi-

tates. The creed was signed by nearly all the
bishops, Hosius at the head, even by

4. Accept- Eusebius of Csesarea, who, before and
ance of the afterward, occupied a middle position

Creed, between Athanadus and Arius. This
is the first instance of such signing of

a doctrinal symbol. Eusebius of Nicomcdia and
Theognis of Niceea signed the creed, but not the

cond^nnatory formula appended, and for this they
were deposed, and banished for a short time. Two
Egyptian bishops—^Theonas and Secundus—^per-

sistently refused to sign, and were banished, with

Arius, to niyria. This is the first example of the

civil punishment of heresy, and opened the long

and dark era of persecution for all departures from
the catholic or orthodox faith. The books of Arius

were burnt, and his followers branded as enemies

of Christianity. The Nicene Creed has outlived all

the subsequent storms, and, in the improved form

recognized at Constantinople in 381, it remains to
this day the most generally received creed of Chris-
tendom; and, if the later Latin insertion, the filioque,

be omitted, a bond of union between the Greek, the
Roman, and the orthodox Protestant Churches.

8. From the Oonncil of HiosBa, 826, to the Oonn-
oil of Oonstantinople, 881 : Not long after the
Nicene Council an Arian and semi-ArSm reaction
took place, and acquired for a time the ascendency
in the empire. 'Arianism now entered the stage of
its political power. This was a period of the great-
est excitement in Church and State: CouncH was
held against council; creed was set up against
creed; anathema was hurled against anathema.
" The highways," says the impartial heathen his-

torian, Ammianus Marcellinus, " were covered with
galloping bishops." The churches, the theaters,

the hippodromes, the feasts, the mar-
5. Arian kets, the streets, the baths, and the
Reaction, shops of Constantinople and other
Athana- large cities were. filled with dogmatic

sius. disputes. In intolerance and violence
the Arians even exceeded the ortho-

dox. The interference of emperors and their courts
only poured oil on the flames, and heightened the
bitterness of contest by adding confiscation and
exile to the spiritual punishment of synodical ex-
communication. The unflinching leader of the
orthodox party was Athanasius (q.v.), a pure and
sublime character, who had figured at the Council
of Nicsa as a youthful archdeacon, in company
with Alexander, whom he succeeded as bishop
(326); but he was again and again deposed by im-
perial despotism, and spent twenty years in exile.

He sacrificed eveiything to his conviction, and had
the courage to face the empire in arms (hence the
motto: Athanasitu contra mundum). He was a
man of one idea and one passion,—^the eternal
divinity of Christ,—which he considered the cor-

ner-stone of the Christian system. The politico-

ecclesiastical leader of the Arian party was Euse-
bius of Nicomedia who, probably owing to the
influence of the Emperor Constantine (Socrates, i.

25 etc.), was recalled from exile and baptised Con-
stantine on his death-bed. Constantine was tinned
favorably to Arius, accepted a confession he pre-
pared, recalled him from exile, and ordered him to
be solemnly restored to the communion of the cath-

olic Church at Constantinople; he even demanded
his restoration in Alexandria by Athanasius; but,

on the day preceding his intended restoration, the
heretic suddenly died (336). In the year following,

Constantine himself died, and his son Constantine
II. recalled Athanasius from his first exile. In the
West the Nicene statement found imiversal accept-

ance. But in the East, where Constantius, the
second son of Constantine the Great, ruled, opposi-

tion to the Nicene formula was well-nigh universal,

and was maintained with fanatical seal by the
court and by Eusebius of Nicomedia, who was
transferred to Constantinople in 338. Athanasius
was attacked on personal charges with great vehe-
mence by the Eusebians, who sought to supersede
the doctrine of the homoouHa by indirect methods.
He was banished to Gaul in 335. Eustathius of

Antioch, a supporter of Athanasius, had been de-
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poaed at a synod at Antiochin 330 (Socrates, i. 23),

the charge being that he advocated Sabellianism.

MarcelluB of Ancyra, another vigorous defender of

the Nicene symbol, was also deposed at a synod in

Constantinople. Arius's death occurred a litUe later,

but the work of punishing his opponents went on.

Athanasius was deposed a second time (339), and
took refuge with Julius of Rome, who, with the great

body of the Western Church, believed him amartyr.
It is unnecessary to follow the vaiying fortunes

of the two parties, and the history of councils, which
neutralized one another, without materiaUy advan-
cing the points in dispute. The most important

are the synod of Antioch, 341 (q.v.), which set forth

an orthodox creed, but deposed Athanasius; the

orthodox synod of Sardica, which declared Atha-
nasius and Blarcellus orthodox, and the Arian coun-

ter-synod of Philippopolis, 343; the

6. Various synods of Siimium, 351, which pro-

Synods and tested against Atlumasius's reinstate-

Parties. ment at Alexandria; Aries, 353; Milan,

355, which condemned Athanasius in

obedience to Constantine; the second synod at

Sirmium, 357; the third, 358; at Antioch, 358; at

Aneyra, 358; at Constantinople, 300; at Alexan-

dria, 362. Aided by Constantius, Arianism, under
the modified form represented by the term homoi-

ousioa (** similar in essence," as distinct from the

Nicene honuHmsioa and the strictly Arian hetero-

oiisios), gained the power in the empire; and even
the papal chair in Rome was for a while desecrated

by heresy during the Arian interregnum of Felix

II. But the death of Constantius in 361, the in-

difference of his successor, the Emperor Julian, to

all theological disputes (the exiled bishops were at

liberty to return to their sees, though he afterward

banished Athanasius), the toleration of Jovian (d.

364), and especially the internal dissensions of the

Arians, prepared the way for a new triumph of or-

thodoxy. The Eusebians, or semi-Arians, taught

that the Son was similar in substance (fumunousioa)

to the Father; while the Aetians (from Aetius, a
deacon of Antioch who revived Arianism) and the

Eunomians (from Eunomius, Bishop of Cyzicus in

Mysia) taught that he was of a different substance

(heteroausioa), and unlike (anomoio8) the Father in

everything as also in substance (hence the names
Heteroousiasts and Anomoians or Anomceans). A
number of compromising synods and creeds imder-

took to heal these dissensions, but without perma-
nent effect.

On the other hand, the defenders of the Nicene

Creed, Athanasius, and, after his death in 373, the

three Cappadocian bishops,—Basil the Great,

Gregoiy of Nazianzus, and Gregory of Nyssa,

—

triumphantly vindicated the catholic doctrine

against all the arguments of the opposition. The
Cappadodans made the homooiuioa the starting-

point of their discussions, as is apparent from the

correspondence of Basil with Apolli-

7. Vindica- naris. Damasus, the Roman bishop,

tion of Or- true to the general policy of his pred-

thodoxy. ecessors and of Julius in particular,

had Arianism condenmed at two Ro-
man s3mods, 360, 377. When Gregoiy o( Naziansus

was called to Constantinople in 379, there was but

one small congregation in the city which had not

become Arian; but his able and eloquent sermons
on the deity of Christ, which won him the title of
" the Theologian," contributed powerfully to the

resurrection of the catholic faith. The rising in-

fluence of monasticism, especially in Egypt and
Syria, was bound up with the cause of Athanasius

and the Cappadocians; and the more conservative

portion of the semi-Arians gradually approached
the orthodox in spite of the persecutions of the vio-

lent Arian emperor, Valens.
4. The Final Triumph of the Hioene Orthodoxy

tmder Theodoaina the Great, 881: Theodosius was
a Spaniard by birth, and reared in the Nicene faith.

On entering Constantinople he removed the Arians

from the charge of the churches and substituted

the orthodox party. During his reign (37^395) he
completed externally the spiritual and

8. The intellectual victoiy of orthodoxy al-

Council of ready achieved. He convened the

Constant!- second ecumenical council at Con-
nople, 381. stantinople in 381, which consisted of

only one hundred and fifty bishops,

and was presided over successively by Meletius,

Gregoiy of Nazianzus, and Nectarius of Constanti-

nople. The council condemned the Pneumatoma-
chian heresy (which denied the divinity of the Holy
Spirit), the Sabellians, Eunomians, Apollinarians,

etc., and virtually completed the orthodox dogma
of the Holy Trinity. The Nicene Creed now in

common use (with the exception of the Latin clause

filioque, which is of much later date and rejected

by the Greek Church) can not be traced to this

synod of Constantinople, but existed at an earlier

date; it is found in the Ancoralua of Epiphanius

(373), and derived by him from a still older source,

namely, the baptismal creed of the Church of Jeru-

salem. It is not in the original acts of the Coimdl
of Constantinople, but was afterward incorporated

in them and may have been approved by the Coun-
cil. Dr. Hort derives it mainly from Cyril of Jeru-

salem, about 362-364 (cf. hiaDisaertaUons and see the

article Constantingpolitan Creed). The emperor
gave legal effect to the doctrinal decisions and discip-

linary canons, and in July, 381, he enacted a law

that all church property should be given up to those

who believed in the equal divinity of the Father,

the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Bishops like Ambrose
of Milan supported the emperor and did much to

bring the Nicene doctrine into complete acceptance.

After Theodosius, Arianism ceased to exist as an

organised moving force in theology and church his-

tory; but it reappeared from time to

9. The La- tune as an isolated theological opinion,

ter Arian- especially in England, l^nlyn, Whia-
ism. ton, Whitby, Samuel Clarke, Lardner,

and many who are ranked among So-

cinians and Unitarians, held Arian sentiments; but

BUlton and Isaac Newton, though approaching the

Arian view on the relation of the Son to the Father,

differed widely from Arianism in spirit and aim.

6. Arlantani amonff the Barbarians: The church

legislation of Theodosius was confined, of course,

to the limits of the Roman Empire. Beyond it,

among the barbarians of the West, who had received

Christianity in the form of Arianism during Uie
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reign of the Emperor Valens, it maintained itself

for two centuries longer, though more as a matter
of accident than choice and conviction. The Ostro-

goths remained Arians till 553; the Visigoths, till

the Synod of Toledo in 589; the Suevi in Spain, till

560; the Vandals, who conquered North Africa in

429, and furiously persecuted the catholics, till 530,

when they were expelled by Belisarius; the Bur-
gundians, till their incorporation in the Frank Em-
pire in 534; the Lombanis in Italy, till the middle
of the seventh century. Alaric, the first conqueror
of Rome, Genseric, the conqueror of North Africa,

Theodoric the Great, King of Italy, were Arians;

and the first Teutonic translation of the Scriptures

of which important fragments remain came from
the Arian or semi-Arian missionary Ulfilas.

n. The Creed of Arianism: The Father alone is

God; he alone is imbegotten, eternal, wise, good,

unchangeable. He is separated by an infinite

chasm from man. God can not communicate his

essence. The €on of God is preexistent, " before

time and before the world," and "before all crea-

tures." He is a nu'ddle being between God and the

world, the perfect image of the Father,

z. The the executor of his thoughts, yea, even
Arian the Creator of the world. In a second-

Teaching, aiy or metaphorical sense he may be
called " God." But, on the other hand,

Christ IB himself a " creature, "—the first creature of

God, throughwhom the Father called other creatures
into existence. He is " made," not of '' the es-

sence " of the Father, but " out of nothing," by
" the will " of the Father, before all conceivable

time, yet in time. He is not eternal, and there
" was a time when he was not." Neither was he
unchangeable by creation, but subject to the vicis-

situdes of a created being. By following the good
uninterruptedly, he became unchangeable. With
the limitation of Christ's duration is necessarily

connected a limitation of his power, wisdom, and
knowledge. It was expressly asserted by the

Arians that the Son does not perfectly know the

Father, and therefore can not perfectly reveal him.

He is essentiaUy different from the Father (hetero-

ou8io8f in opposition to the orthodox formula, homo-
ausiaa, " coequal," and the semi-Arian homoiounoe,
" similar in essence "). Aetius and Eunomius
afterward more strongly expressed this by calling

him unlike the Father (anomoios). As to the hu-

manity of Christ, Anus ascribed to him only a
human body with an animal soul, not a rational

soul. He anticipated ApoUinaris of Laodicea (q.v. ),

who substituted the divine Logos for the human
reason, but from the opposite motive,—to save the

unity of the divine personality of Christ.

The subsequent development of Arianism by
Aetius and Eunomius brought out no new features,

except many inconsistencies and contradictions.

The controversy degenerated into a heartless and
barren metaphysical war. The eighteen or more
creeds which Arianism and semi-Arianism produced

between the first and the second ecumenical coun-

cils (325-381) are leaves without blossoms, and

branches without fruit.

The Arians supported their doctrine from those

passages of the Bible which seem to place Christ

on a par with the creature (Prov. viii. 22-25; Acts
ii. 36; Col. i. 15), or which ascribe to the incar-

nate Christ (not the preexistent Logos)
2. Argu- in his state of humiliation lack of

mentsofthe knowledge, weariness, sorrow, and
Ariana. other changing affections and states

of mind (Luke ii. 52; Mark xiii. 32;

Heb. V. 8, 9; John xii. 27, 28; Matt. xxvi. 39),

or which teach some kind of subordination of the

Son to the Father (especially John xiv. 28: " The
Father is greater than I," which refers, not to the

essential nature, but to the state of humiliation).

Arius was forced to admit, in his first letter to

Eusebius of Nicomedia, that Christ was called God
(even " the full, only-begotten God" according

to the famous disputed reading for " only-begotten

Son,'* in John i. 18. Cf. Hort's first dissertation).

But he reduced this expression to the idea of a
subordinate, secondary, created divinity. The
dogmatic and philosophical arguments were chiefly

negative and rationalistic, amounting to this:

The Nicene view of the essential deity of Christ is

unreasonable, inconsistent with monotheism, with

the dignity and absoluteness of the Father, and
of necessity leads to Sabellianism, or the Gnostic

dreams of emanation.

On the other hand, Arianism was refuted by
Scriptural passages, which teach directly or indi-

rectly the divinity of Christ, and his

3. Refuta- essential equality with the Father.

tion of The conception of a created Creator,

Arianism. who existed before the world, and yet

himself began to exist, was shown
to be self-contradictoiy and untenable. There
can be no middle being between Creator and crea-

ture; no time before the world, as time is itself a
part of the world, or the form under which it exists

successively; nor can the unchangeableness of the

Father, on which Arius laid great stress, be main-
tained, except on the ground of the eternity of his

Fatherhood, which, of course, inaplies the eternity

of the Sonship. Athanasius charges Arianism with

dualism, and even polytheism, and with destroying

the whole doctrine of salvation. For if the Son
is a creature, man still remains separated, as before,

from God: no creature can redeem other creatures,

and unite them with God. If Christ is not divine,

much less can toe be partakers of the divine nature,

and in any real sense children of God.

(Philip ScHAFFf) D. S. Sghaff.
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ARIAS, a'M'os, BENEDICTUS (CaUed Mon-
tanus): Spanish scholar; b. probably at Fregenal

de la Sierra (215 m. s.w.of Madrid), Estremadura,
Spain, Nov. 12, 1527; d. at SeviUe July 6, 1598.

He studied in Seville and Alcala and became es-

pecially proficient in languages; became a priest

of the knightly order of St. lago and accompanied
Bishop Martin Perez Ajala of Segovia to the Council

of Trent. King Philip II. called him from a life

of scholastic retirement at Aracena near Seville

and sent him to Belgium in 1568 to superintend

the preparation of the Antwerp Polyglot (see Bi-

bles, PoLTOLOT, II.), and when the work was com-
pleted (1572) he went to Rome to present it to the

pope. On his return to Spain the king rewarded
him with a pension and several remunerative
appointments, such as court chaplain and librarian

at the Escorial. He was blamed for preferring

the Hebrew text to the Vulgate and for introducing

the Targums into the Polyglot. The Jesuits, to

whom he was opposed, were particulariy active

with charges against him, but he succeeded in

clearing himself at Rome. Besides the Apparatus
to the Antwerp Polyglot (containing dissertations

De Hebraicis idiotismis, De arcano aermone, etc.),

he wrote conmientaries on many of the books of

the Bible, Antiquitatum Judaicarum Itbri ix. (Ley-

den, 1593), Liber ffenerationie et reffeneratianis

Adam (Antwerp, 1593), translated into Latin

Benjamin of Tudela's travels (1575), and wrote
Latin poems.

Bibliooraprt: Memoriae de la real aeademia de lahietoria,

ii. 1-100, Madrid, 1832.

ARIBOf a"rt'b6: Bishop of Freising 764-784.

If, as IB probable, he is the boy whose stoiy he tells

in the VitaCorbiniani, xxxiv., he was bom at Biais

near Meran, and educated by Bishop Erembert
of Freising. His signature appears first as witness

to a document of 748. Under Bishop Joseph he

was ordained and filled the office of notaiy, soon

afterward of archpriest, and later of aJbhot of

SchamiU. After Joseph's death (Jan. 17, 764),

he was raised to the bishopric of Freising, whose
possessions he increased considerably. The oppo-
sition of Tassilo, duke of Bavaria, to Frazdosh

rule made trouble for him; he took the Frankish

side, and appears to have been deprived of his

bishopric by Tassilo, since in 782 Abbot Atto of

Schledorf was in charge of the diocese, while Aribo
did not die untfl Biay 4, 784. He wrote two biog-

raphies, one of St. Gorbinian, whose relics he trans-

lated to Freising, probably in 768 (not fully com-
pleted; afterward retouched by the monk Hrotioc),

and one of Emmeram, abbot and bishop of R^ens-
burg. The former in its original form, ed. 8. Riei-

ler, was pubUshedat Munich in 1888; as completed,

in C. Mmchelbeck, Historia Frinngenns, i. (Augs-

burg, 1724), and in ASB, Sept., in. 281-296; the

latter is in Analecta BoUandiana, viii. (1889) 220-

255, and in MOH, ScripL rer. Merov., iv. (1902) , pp.
452-524, and ASB, Sept., vi. 474-486.

(A. HavceJ)

Biblio«bafbt: Rettbers, JCD. ii. 268-260; Wattanbadi.
DGQ, L 138. 171; Hauek. KD, ii 387.

ARISTEASt ar^'iB-tfas: The name assumed by
the author of a letter professing to give the history

of the translation into Greek of the H^rew Penta-

teuch for Ptolemy II. Philodelphus. The letter

states that, at the suggestion of Demetrius Pha-
lereus, Ptolemy sent Aristeas to the hi^ priest

Eleasar to obtain experienced men to render the

Hebrew Law into Greek for the library at Alex-

andria. Elea^tor chose seventy-two men, six from
each of the tribes, who went to Egypt, were received

with great honor, completed their task, and were
sent back with presents for themselves and the

high priest. Ttoe is a legend that five were
Samaritans and that their copies were preserved.

Tins narrative was for centuries the account

accepted by Jews and Christians of the origin of the

Septuagint. It appears in Aristobulus (as quoted
by Eusebius, Prmparatio evangelioa, xiii. 12),

Philo (VUa Afosis, ii.), Josephus (Ant., XII. ii. 2
sqq.), Justin Martyr, Ireneus, CSement of Alex-

andria, Tertullian, and so on down to Whiston.
The letter has been shown to be unhistoricai, e.g.,

Demetrius Phalereus was banished from Alexandria

at the beginning of the reign of Ptolemy Phila-

delphus. Its purpose was the glorification of the

Hebrew race, religion, and literature. Its state-

ments are entirely discredited by modem criticism,

and its author is entirely unknown.

Bibuoobafbt: The letter waa printed with a Bomber of
editions of the Bible, e.s.. that of J. Andraae. 1471; waa
traniilated into English by J. Done, London, 1638, waa
edited in Qreek with Engliah translation, London, 1715:
it is appended to Swete's introdueHon to Ae Septuagimt,
London, 1902; and was translated with notes by H. St.

J. Thaekeray, London, 1004. H. Hody wrote in 1885.
Contra Hieioriam Arietem de LXX InterpntSbme Dieeerta-

Ho, and followed it in 1705 with his sraat De hOtUervm
texiOme originalibiue, which oompletely demoiiahed the
letter as a foundation for history. C. Hajres Tamly at-

tempted a defense in 1736. Consult also: E. NesUa,
Sej^uaaintaetudien, vol. ii., Ulm, 1806; J.K H. Thomson, in

PBF, Quarterly Statement, p. 82, Jan., 1002 (on the
legend which includes Samaritans among the Bewnty).
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ARISTIDES, ar^'is-icd'diz, MARCIANUS: An
Athenian philosopher, who, according to Eusebius

(Hist, tod, , iv. 3), wrote a popular Christian apology.
Little was known of the work tUl 1891, when Harris

and Robinson published a complete Syriao version

and proved at the same time that the greater part

of the apology is contained in the legend of Bar-

laam and Joeaphat (q.v.)) extant in many Greek
manuscriptsand numerous translations. Since that

time much attention has been paid to the work.

It is addressed to Antoninus Pius and has points of

contact with the Kerygma of Peter, the Shepherd

of Hennas, the Didache, and Justin, but more
especially with the letter to Diognetus. After

speaking of the true idea of God (chap, i.), it takes

up the origin of the nations which followed error

and those which followed the truth. The barba-

rians are treated in chapters iii.-vii., the errors of

the Hellenes in viii.-xiii. with an excursus on the

Egyptians (xii.), chapter xiv. is devoted to the

Jews, and xv.-xvii. speak of the Christians, es-

pecially of their life and customs, in an attractive

and instructive manner. Through the apology

the name Aristides obtained a certain literary

popularity among the Armenians. A homily
" On the Call of the Thief and the Answer of the

Crucified " (Luke zziii. 42-43) and a fragment of

a letter " To All Philosophers " are ascribed to

him. Other names from old Christian litera-

ture besides that of Aristides were applied to

literary frauds in Armenia from the fifth to

the seventh century (cf. F. C. Conybeare, in

The Quardim, July 18, 1894).

(A. Harnack.)

BnuooHAPHT: The Greek and Syriao texts (the latter from
a manuscript of Bfount Knai), with introduction and
translation, were published by J. R. Harris and J. A.

Robinson in TS, i., Cambridge. 1801; there is a transla-

tion by D. Bf. Kay in ANF^ iz. 269-270; the Armenian
text was published by the Mechitaristo at Venice in 1878.

Consult Harnack, Littsralur, i. 06. 1803; J. R. Harris. Th»
newly recovered ApoUtgy of AruHdee, He Doctrine and
Btkiee, London. 1801; Bf. Picard. L'Apologie d'ArieUde,

Paris. 1802; R. Raabe, in TU, ix., 1802; P. Pape. in TU,
xii., 1804; R. Seeberg, Der Apoloifei Arietidee, Erlansen,

1804; J. A. Rohiiaon, Apology of Artslides, Edinburgh,

1800; KrOger. Hietory, where a bibliography of the prin-

cipal contributions to periodical literature up to 1807
is giren.

ARISTO OF PELLA: Reputed author of a
" Dialogue between Jason and PapiBCus concerning

Christ." The work was known to Cebus, and
Origen {CorUra CeUym, iv. 52) defends it against his

contemptuous opinion without naming the author.

Maximus Confessor in his scholia to the " Mystic

Theology " of Dionysius the Areopagite (chap, i.,

p. 17, ed. Corderius) ascribes it to Aristo of Pella,

and Eusebius (HiaL ecd., iv. 6) quotes from Aristo

(without luuning the work) concerning the war of

Bar-Kokba. Citations in Jerome show that the

author used the Bible-version of Aquila. A letter,

wrongly attributed to Cyprian {ppera, iii. 119-120,

ed. Hartel), states that a certain Celsus made a
Latin translation of the Dialogue, probably in the

fifth century, and tells that Jason was a Jewish

Christian and Papiscus an Alexandrian Jew and
that the former converted the latter. The work
was probably, written between 140 and 170 and was

used by TertuUian and Qyprian, and made the
basis of other works of a "iriilitr character.

(A. Habnack.)

Bibuoorapbt: A. C. McGiffert, Diaioywe hetween a Chrie-
Han and a Jew, New York, 1880; Harnack, LUteraiur, i.

02-05; KrOger, Hieiory, 104-106; BehOrar. Geet^idUe,
i. 63-fi6, Eng. transl.. I. i. 60-72.

ARISTOBULUSy ar^'is-to-biQaus: 1. The name of

several notable persons in the last period of Jewish
history, belonging to the Hasmonean and Hero-
dian families. See Hasmonkans; Hsbod and his
Family.

2, A Jewish Alexandrian writer of the time of

Ptolemy VI. Philometor, according to Clement
of Alexandria (Stromata, II. xv. 72; xxii. 60; V.
xiv. 97; VI. iii. 32), Origen (CarUra CeUum, iv. 17),

Anatolius (in Eusebius, Hist, ecd,, vii. 32), and
Eusebius (Prap. evan,, vii. 14; viii. 10; xiii. 12;

Chron,, ed. Schoene, ii. 124-125). In II Mace. i.

10 an Aristobulus is mentioned as teacher of one of

the Ptolemies and the most influential member
of the Jewish Alexandrian diaspora, and a letter is

addressed to him written under Philometor. Clem-
ent and Eusebius identify the author quoted by
them with the one mentioned here. Accordingly
Aristobulus flourished about 170-150 b .c. Clement
(V. xiv. 97) states that he wrote " abundant books
to show that the peripatetic philosophy was derived

from the law of Moses and from the other prophets,"

and Eusebius (Chron.) that he wrote expositions of

the writings of Moses, which he dedicated to Philo-

metor. Fragments are found in Eusebius (PrcBp,,

viii. lOand xiii. 12; cf. Hist, ecd., VII. xxxii. 16-19).

They express two of the fundamental thoughts

of the Alexandrian Jewish apologists,—that the

heathen writers derived their wisdom from the

writings of Moses, and that the anthropomorphisms .

of the Old Testament must not be taken literally.

It isquestioiuible, however, whether this Aristobulus

is a historical person. Hody, Willrich, and others

have brought forward weighty reasons for thinking

him a Jewish fiction. Whether the instructor of

Philometor was first invented and afterward the

apologist or vice versa must be left undecided.

(W. BOUBBET.)

Bibuoobafrt: H. Willrioh, Juden und Oriethen vor der

makkabeieehen Brhelmne* G6ttingen, 180S; Bf . Joel. BUeke
in die Rdi^rioneoeeekitAte su Anfang dee eweUen Jahr-

hnnderto, 7»-100. Breslau, 1880; Elter. De Arielobulo

Jvdm>, Bonn, 1804-05 (of value); SohQrer. GesefcuAls, iii.

884-302. 1806, Eng. transl., II. iii. 237-243 (very full in

its Usl of books, for which the article in KL is also worth
eonsolting).

ARISTOTLE, ar'is-tet-l: Greek philosopher;

b. at Stagira, in Thrace, 384 b.c; d. at Chalcis,

on the island of Eubcea, 322 B.C. At the age of

seventeen he became a scholar of Plato in Athens

and remained with him twenty years; after Plato's

death (347 b.c.) he went to the court of Hermias,

at Atameus in Mysia; in 343 B.C. he was summoned
by King Philip of BCacedon to become teacher of

his son Alexander. After the latter became king,

Aristotle opened a school in Athens (probably in

334 B.C.) near the temple of Apollo Lykeios (whence

it was called the Lyceum, while from his habit of

giving instruction while walking back and forth

the school has been called peripatetio, from Gk.
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peripateo). After Alexander's death the anti-Maee-

donian party in Athens forced him to retire to

Chalcis.

The philosophy of Aristotle is a strongly pro-

nounced dualism; matter and form, God and the

world, are distinct though inseparable existences.

The harmony of this duality is an equally pro-

nounced pantheism; God is an act rather than a
will, a process and not a person. But the dualism
of Aristotle is not materialistic; the form, God,
is the principal constituent, and his pantheism
is absolutely monotheistic, directly opposed to

every form of polytheism. Therefore it may be
inferred that he would win sympathy in the Chris-

tian Church; and while some of the Fathers attack

him vehemently (as Irensus) and others (as Justin

Martyr) pass him by in silence, there are those

among them (as Clement of Alexandria) who con-

sider him a precursor of Christ, holding the truth

in so far as it could be held before Christ came.
Then, when the dialectical elaboration of the

Christian dogmas began, his great labors on logic

were by no means neglected. The heretics used
them in the fourth and fifth centuries, and the

catholics followed the example in the sixth and
seventh.

In the Latin Church Aristotle was introduced

by Bofithius and Cassiodorus. His study received

a powerful impulse from the Jewish and Arabic
doctors, who translated his works into Syriac and
Arabic; and the anxiety which the Roman Church
felt with respect to his metaphysical works, and
which led to their condemnation and exclusion

from the imiversities, disappeared after the time

of Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas. The
Renaissance, which brought the works of Aristotle

to the West in the original Greek text, developed

an Aristotelian and a Platonic school; but when
the Renaissance grew into the Reformation, and
the splendid edifice which had been built up on
Plato and Aristotle—the medieval scholasticism

—

tumbled down, Aristotle lost at once his influence

on Christian theology (see Scholasticism; also

Albertus Magnus; Thomas Aquinas). At pres-

ent, however, he is an increasing force in theology.

His '' Metaphysics " is the inspiration of all who
seek for the ultimate meaning of reality—^matter,

form, efficient cause, final cause or end, and God.
His " Ethics " and " Politics ' remain the most
original and stimulating source for the study of

those personal and social virtues which Christianity

has to train. His principle of attention to the

individual and the concrete, his minute and un-

wearied investigation of phenomena, his analytic

insight to which these disclose their secret, pro-

foundly affect the spirit and method of ethical

and religious thinkers who study his works.

Biblioobapbt: Aristotle's works were very numerous and
are imperfectly preserved. The standard complete edi-

tion is by Immanuel Bekker, 5 vols., Berlin, 1831-71;
single works have been published by many editors. There
is an English translation by different hands in Bohn's
"Classical Library/' 7 vols.; of English books devoted
to separate works the following may be mentioned: The
ConaiUution of Athent, by T. J. Dynes, London, 1801;
F. 0. Kenyon. London, 1801; E. Poste. London, 1801-
02; J. £. Sandys, London. 1803. The Ptycholon, by E.
Wallace, London, 1882; W« A. Hammond, London. 1002.

The JETAtes, by F. H. Peters, London. 1881; A. Grsat,

London, 1886; I. Bywater, Oxford. 1802; J. E. C. WeU-
don, London, 1802; F. Harvey, Oxford, 1807; and St. J.

Stock, Oxford, 1807. The PoeHea, by Q. H. Bnteber.

London, 1003, and H. Bforley, London, 1001. The PoU-
lies, by W. E. Bolland, with introductory eesays by An-
drew Lang, London, 1877; B. Jowett, Oxford, 1886; J.

E. C. Welldon, London, 1888; J. E. Sandys. London.
1803; W. L. Newman, 1002. The RKetorie, by J. E.
Sandys, Cambridge. 1877. YmtUk and Old Age, Life mtd
DmUh, by W. Ogle. London, 1807. The Potterior Ana-
lyfftct by E. Poste, Oxford, 1860; E. S. Bouchier. London,
1001. The ParU of AnimaU, by W. Ogle, London. 1882.

On the general subject, valuable works are: G. H. Lewes,
AriMtotU, London, 1864; G. Grote, AriaMU, 2 vols., Lon-
don, 1870. An edition of the ancient oommentators is in

course of publication by the Berlin Academy (1882 eqq.).

For bibliography, consult Bf. Schwab, Bxbliooraf^ie
d'AriatoU, Paris, 1806; J. Bf. Baldwin, Dietumary of

Philosophy and Poyckdogu, vol. iii., part 1. pp. 76-00 (in-

dispensable); for special lexicon, M. Kappes, Ariaiotda
Lexikon, ErkUtrung dor jihUooophiodion termini fothmiei da
Arialoteioa, Paderbom, 1804; the histories of philoeophy
should be consulted for the system and influence of Ar-
istotle.

ARIUSy a-roi^us or 6'ri-ns: One of the most
famous of heretics; b. in Libya (according to others,

in Alexandria) about 256; d. at Constantinople

336. He was educated by Lucian, presbyter in

Antioch (see Lucian the Martyr), and became
presbyter in Alexandria. The bishop of that city,

Alexander, took exception to his views concerning

the eternal deity of Christ and his equality with the

Father and thus, about 318, began the great con-

troversy which bears the name of Anus. He is de-

scribed as a tall, lean man, with a downcast brow,

austere habits, considerable learning, and a smooth,

winning address, but quarrelsome disposition. The
silence of his enemies conclusively proves that his

general moral character was irreproachable. Hisop-
ponents said that he cherished a personal grudge

against Alexander, because he was not himsdf
elected bishop; but the subordination views which

he had imbibed in the Antiochian school are suffi-

cient to explain the direction of his development and
the course of his life. Condemned by a synod at

Alexandria in 320 or 321, he left the city, but was
kindly received both by Eusebius of Cesarea and
Eusebius of Nicomedia, and it was evident that

not a few of the Asiatic churches favored his ideas.

A reconciliation was brought about between him
and Alexander; but hardly had he returned to

Alexandria before the strife broke out again, and
with still greater violence. In spite of his many
and powerful friends, Arius was defeated at the

Council of NicsBa (325), and banished to Illyria.

Soon, however, a reaction in his favor set in. The
Eusebian party espoused his cause more openly,

and through Constantia, the sister of the emperor,

he got access to the court. He was formally re-

called from banishment; and all the chiefs of the

Eusebians were assembled in Constantinople to

receive him back into the bosom of the C3iurch,

when he suddenly died the day before the solem-

nity at the age of over eighty years, at a time and
in a manner that seemed to the orthodox to be a

direct interposition of Providence, and a con-

demnation of his doctrine; while his friends attrib-

uted his death to poison. Athanasius relates the

fact in a letter to Serapion (De morte Am) on the

authority of a priest, Macarius of Constantinople.
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EpiphaniuB (HcBr., Ixviii. 7) compares his death
to that of Judas the traitor. Socrates (HisL ecd.,

i. 38) and Sozomen (Hiat. ecd,^ ii. 30) give minute
accounts with disgusting details. Anus's prin-

cipal work, called Thalia C the Banquet ")i which
he wrote during his stay with Eusebius at Nico-
media, was a defense of his doctrine in an enter-

taining popular form, half poetry, half prose; with
the exception of a few fragments in the tracts of

AthanasiuB, it is lost. A letter to Eusebius of

Nicomedia, and one to Alexander of Alexandria,
are extant (cf. Fabricius-Harles, viii., Hamburg,
1802, p. 309). It should be borne in mind that all

knowledge of Arius is derived from the accounts of

his enemies and opponents, written during the
coiuse of an exceedingly bitter controversy. See
Arianibm; Athanabiub; and consult the works
there mentioned.

ARK OF THE COVENAmT.

DeicriptiAii (§ 1). The Second Temple (f 5).

Meaning of Kapporwih Character of the Acoounta
(i 2). in Exodus (f 6).

Chesta Used in Other Cults The First Period of the

(i 3). Ark's History (f 7).

Contents of the Ark (f 4). The Second Period (f 8).

According to the Pentateuchal narrative, the
ark of the covenant was the receptacle of the
tables of the law (called " tables of the cove-
nant," Deut. ix. 9, 11, 15; " tables of the testi-

mony," Ex. xxxi. 18, xxxii. 15, xxxiv. 29), attest-

ing the divine will, the foundation of thecommunity
between God and Israel. It is so called in Num. x.

33, xiv. 44; Deut. x. 8. (cf. Heb. ix. 4); in Ex.
xxv. 22, xxvi. 33-^34 " ark of the testimony " is

found. According to the description of Ex. xxv.
10-22, xxvi. 33-34, xxxvii. 1-9, xl.

I. Deacrip- 20-21, it was a chest of shittim

tion. (acacia) wood, standing on four feet,

two cubits and a half (three feet

nine inches) long, a cubit and a half (two feet

three inches) wide and high; it was overlaid with
gold inside and out, decorated with a golden crown
(rim or molding), and had a gold ring at each of

the four comers above the feet, through which
passed staves overlaid with gold that the ark might
be carried; these staves were never to be removed.
The cover was a massive golden plate, at the end
of which figures of cherubim were placed, facing

each other and looking toward the cover, while

their outspread wings extended over the latter.

The place of the ark was at the rear of the Holy of

Holies of the tabernacle.

These cherubic figures direct the thought to

Yahweh as enthroned over the ark (Ps. hax, 1;

Jer. iii. 16-17). As it contained the tables of stone

upon which were written the ten commandments,
God was enthroned over that which was binding

upon the people to which nothing could be added
and from which nothing could be taken

2, Meaning away. The Hebrew word kapporeth

of Kappo- is best taken in the sense of " cover,"

reth. not as " expiatory vessel," as is often

done after the Septuagint, which
translates it by hilasUrUm (Vulg. propUiatonum).

Passages like Lev, xvi. 14-15; I Chron. xxviii. 11,

do not necessarily require the latter interpretation.
For when on the great day of atonement, according
to the first passage, the high priest sprinkled the
blood of atonement upon the first part of the
kapporeth, he did it because it bore the throne of
God, to which the blood was to be brought near;
and in the same manner the designation of the
Holy of Holies as beth ha-kapporeth in the passage
in Chronicles, can be rejected as unsuitable to this

interpretation only by those who overlook that the
kapporeth is not to be thought of without the
cherubim which bear the presence of God, which
presence it is which makes the place of the ark the
Holy of Holies.

With the chests used in the idol worship of some
nations of antiquity, the ark of the covenant had

nothing at all in common. For those

3. Chests chests contained either images of

Used in gods or a mysterious symbolism like

Other Cults, the mystic chests used in the service

of the mysteries of Dionysius, Demeter,
and Venus. In the strongest contrast to the
heathen mystery, that which the ark contained
was known and revealed to all the world; but it

was also known to every one that it was as holy as

the Word of God, spoken to Israel, and the proto-
document of the fundamental conditions of the
communion-relation existing between him and his

chosen people.

According to the explicit statement in I Kings
viii. 9, a passage which precludes the idea that

Solomon made any change in the old Mosaic
sanctuary, there was nothing in the ark save the

two tables of stone. When the

4. Contents author of the Epistle to the Hebrews
of the Ark. (ix. 4) says that in the ark of the

covenant were the golden pot that

had manna (Ex. xvi. 33) and Aaron's rod that

budded (Niun. xvii. 10), he follows a tradition

which proceeded from an inaccurate conception of

these passages. For when Aaron is conmianded
(Ex. xvi. 33) to put the pot with manna '' before

Yahweh," and when Moses is told (Niun. xvii. 10)

to bring Aaron's rod again " before the testimony,"

it does not follow that these things were kept inside

of the ark. A comparison with other passages

where similar expressions are used does not lead

to the inference that the pot of manna and the rod
were kept in the Holy of Holies, but rather that

they were in the sanctuary.

At the destruction of Solomon's temple the ark

seems to have been burned; at least the second

temple had an empty Holy of Holies.

5. The According to the Talmudic treatise

Second Yoma (536), a stone three fingers

Temple, above the ground was in the place of

the ark, on which the high priest

put his censer on the yearly day of atonement.
It is this stone to which, according to some ex-

positors, Zech. iii. 9 refers. The prophet Jeremiah
refers to a time of which he says (iii. 16-17) " in

those days, said the Lord, they shall say no more,

the ark of the covenant of the Lord, neither shall

it come to mind; neither shall they remember it;

neither shall they visit it; neither shall that be

done any more. At that time they shall call
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Jerusalem the throne of the Lord." This utterance

reminds of the description of the new temple,

which Esekiel gives in the last chapters of his book
(xl. Bqq.)f in which nothing is read of an ark of the
covenant, where the living cherubim carrying the

glory of God take the place of the cherubim of the

tabernacle and of the Solomonic temple, made by
the hand of men,—^a reference to the time of the
true dwelling of God in his congregation made
perfect, in whose heart he wrote his law (Jer. xxxi.

33), a time when shall be fulfilled what the ark of

the covenant of the Mosaic legislature together
with the tabernacle prophetically prefigured as
" a shadow of the good things to come " (Heb. x. 1 ).

W. VOLCKt.
In the preprophetio age, " the ark " was the

most important symbol of the Hebrew religion,

and its functions belonged almost wholly to that

period. The preceding sketch takes for granted
that the descriptions of it given in

6. Charac- Exodus correspond to its form, con-

ter of the dition, and contents as it actually

Accounts appeared throughout its many vidssi-

In Exodus, tudes. But it is now generally ad-

mitted that they are an idealisation,

like the accounts in the same priestly code of the

tabernacle itself. The tradition, however, that

the ark was transported from Sinai to Palestine,

and was moved from place to place till it was
finally lodged in the shrine of David in Jerusalem
and thence naturally transferred to the temple
of Solomon, is doubtless based on fact.

The chief significance of the ark in the history

of religion is that it represents in unique fashion

the transition stage between the primitive con-

ceptions of the Deity and those announced by the

prophets. The advance made by the Mosaic
revelation upon the previous beliefs of the Hebrews

is signally shown in its representation

7. The of Yahweh as more than a mere local

First deity. He was, indeed, still thought
Ptriod of of as inseparable from his chosen

the Ark's people; but wherever they went he
History, might go with them. He did not,

it is true, forsake Sinai at once; in

great emergencies he came thence in his full power
and majesty to the new home of his worshipers

(Judges V. 4 sqq., cf. I Kings xix. 8 sqq., Deut.
xxxiii. 2). The ark, however, was to be a con-

stant and unfailing proof that he was among them
as their champion and protector. This is the

original meaning of Ex. xxxiii. (cf. R. Smend,
AUtestamentliche BdigionsgeschtchU, Leipsic, 1893,

pp. 42-43). The question of the literid accuracy
of the statement that the two tablets of the law
were placed in the ark at Sinai and were thence-

forward kept there will be settled according to the

view taken by each inquirer of the character of

the Mosaic teaching. It is perhaps easier to believe

that they were placed there at first than to suppose
^

that they were kept there during the whole early

history of Israel. The guardians of the ark were
then very Uttie concerned about the command-
ments of Yahweh ; what they wanted was to have
him fight their battles; they cared more for his

numen than for his nomen. Moreover, it is not said

whether the version of the decalogue contained in

Ex. XX. (E) or that of xxxiv. (J) was the one thai
was laid in the ark. So long as both versions were
in vogue neither could have been regarded as ex-

clusively sacrosanct. Possibly some sacred stone
was first placed in the ark as a talisman. It is

noteworthy that the place in the Jordan where the
ark stood when the waters were divided was marked
by a heap of stones—a sacred memorial (Josh.

iii.-4v.). The first period in the history of the aik
came to an end with its nature by the PhilisUnes
when it was demonstrated that the power of Yah-
weh did not necessarily accompany those who
trusted to its presence for victory (I Sam. iv.).

This was doubtless a wholesome lesson; but the
moral of it was weakened in later times by the
sacerdotalists who added to the genuine tradition

stories of the terrible punishments inflicted both
upon the Philistines and Hebrews who failed,

though unwittingly, fully to appreciate the sanctity
of the ark (I Sam. v., vi.).

In the next period the ark, instead of bdng itself

an object of worship and an instrument of blessing

or cursing, became a sacred relic in a permanent
sanctuary. The transition stage was the time

between its return from the Philistine

8. The country and its triumphal trans-

Second portation to Jerusalem (I Sam. vii.

Period. 1-2; II Sam. vi. 1-11). The circum-

stances are obscure. But this much
seems plain: That there was no fitting sanctuaiy

for the ark now that Shiloh, the national religious

center, had been destroyed; that the ark itself,

having ceased to be a beneficent wonder-worker,
was kept in seclusion; and that during the whole
of the unsettled reigns of Saul and of David in

Hebron it was never regarded or appealed to as a
national palladium, not even in the most anxious
days of battle. When a permanent seat of worship
and of central government had been provided by
David, it was natural that the most venerable

monument of the national religion (cf. Jer. iii. 16)
should be securely housed and guarded. But it

had^ lost its practical efficiency. We do not read
of its being again taken forth with the army (II Sam.
xi. 11 merely implies that it had not as yet a fitting

temple of its own); and David himself in his utmost
peril refused to have it carried with him when he
left Jerusalem before Absalom (11 Sam. xv. 24 sqq.).

With its removal to the temple of Solomon it

disappears from the record of Israel's religion. It

was superseded by the living word of Revelation.

J. F. McCUBDT.

BiBUooaAPHT: The best treatment is found in BB, L
300^10, with that in DB, i. 149-151 perhaps next;

J. H. Hurts, BeiiHIgeBvr Symbohk dm aUUUamttU'
Uchen JCiiUus, in ZtUtehntt fUr IvMterit^ Theoloffie, ziL

(1861 ) 27 sqq.; idem. Der aUteatamenateke OpferhuUua, H
11. 15. Leipsio. 1862; A. K6hler. LOirbuch der MUudbm
OMckichie, L 368-869. Erlangen, 1875; 8ehrinc.I>sr oittMto-

menUiehe SpradH/^braitdt in Bttrttf dm Namena dtr . . .

Bundeatade, in ZATW, zi. (1891) 114-115; (}ouerd, Dia
relifftdae nahonaU Bedautung der Lade, in ZATW, laL,

1892; W. H. Hosiers, in ThT, xxvii.. 1893 (brilliant):

H. Winekler. Oeedkichte leraeU, i. 70-77. Leipsio. 1895;
R. Hretssohmar. Die BundeavonteUung tm Alien Teain-
menl, pp. 208-220. Marburg. 1896; C. von Schiek. Die SUfta-
hiiUe dea Tempel in JeruaaUm, und der Tempelpla^ der
Jetztzeit, Berlin. 1896; W. Lots. Dte Bundealade, Leipsio.
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1901; M. DebeliuB. 2>m Lade Jahve$, in Foraehunoen
tur Religion und lAUeraiur dee AUen und Neuen Tee-

tamenU, Leipsio. 1006. Oo other arlu. C. C. W. F
Bfthr. Symbolik der Moeiiie(Mn SiiftehiUle, Heidelberg.

1841; SimpeoD, Ark-ekrinee of Japan, in T8BA, v. 660-

664; C. J. BaU. in T8BA, ». 4.

ARKITES, Ork'aits: A people mentioned in

Gen. X. 17 and I Chron. i. 15 as descendants of

Canaan. Since Josephus lArU., I. vi. 2) the name
has been connected with a town Area (modem
'Arka and Teil *Arka), at the foot of Lebanon,
about 12 m. n. of Tripoli. It is mentioned in

Assyrian inscriptions and in the Tell el-Amarna
tablets (Schrader, 42, 55, 194), and was an impor-

tant place in late Roman times. The emperor
Alexander Severus was bom there in a temple

dedicated to Alexander the Great, and from this

fact the town was called Cssarea libani. It was
an important fortress during the crusades and a
flourishing conmierdal town in the twelfth

century. The ruins which remain belong to

Roman times.

Bibuoobapht: E. Robinaon, Later BiMieal Reeeardtee,

376-381, Boeton. 1866; SohOrer, Oeechiekte, i. 604. note 36.

Enc. transl., I. u. 201, note 36.

ARLES, Orl, ARCHBISHOPRIC OF: An an-

cient see in southern France (44 m. n.w. of Mar-
seilles), whose incumbents from the early part

of the fifth century to the early part of the seventh,

bore the title of primate, descriptive of their position

as representatives of the Roman curia in that

country and first among the bishops of the GaUic
Church. The gospel was brought to Aries from
Marseilles about the beginning, probably, of the

third century and the first mention of a bishop of

Aries occurs about 255. With the division of the

empire by Diocletian and the subsequent rapid

decline of Lyons, Aries rose to an eminent position

as a commercial and administrative center and a
stronghold of Roman civilisation in Gaul. Its

bishops, however, were formally under the authority

of the bishop of Vienne as metropolitan till about

the year 400 when Aries succeeded Treves as the

residence of the prefect of Gaul, becoming, thereby,

the capital of the Roman power in western Europe.

The metropolitan rights of Vienne were thereupon

brought into question, and, after a synod at Turin

(401 ) had failed to arrive at a decision in the matter,

a grant of extensive privileges was obtained in the

year 417 from Pope Zosimus by Patroclus, bishop

of Aries since 412. The territory of the see of

Aries was increased at the expense of Marseilles,

and upon Patroclus was conferred the title of

metropolitan of the Viennois with authority over

the episcopal sees of Narbonne and Aix. To raise

the Mdesiastical authority of Aries to a degree

commensurate with its political importance the

pope conferred upon its bishop the title of primate,

and with it, the power to intervene as arbiter in

such disputed church questions as were not reserved

for the decision of the bishop of Rome.
The primacy of Aries had some justification and

much of the authority which it rapidly gained

from a legend which makes its appearance about

this time connecting Aries with the name of Trophi-

mus who, sent by the Apostle Peter to preach the

gospel in Gaul, was reputed to have made that city

the scene of hiis first labors. Subsequently ttie

legendary Trophimus was identified with the person

of that name mentioned in the New Testament
(Acts XX. 4, xxi. 29; II Tim. iv. 12). As a result

of the dispute between Hilary, Bishop of Aries from
429 (see Hilabt, St., of Arles), and Pope Leo the

Great, the primatial dignity was abolished in 445
and the office of metropolitan was transferred to

Vienne. So firmly grounded, however, was the

authority of Aries by this tune that in 450 the claims

of the church of Trophimus to the primacy and
the vicariate were brought before the pope by
nineteen bishops of Gaul, and though Leo refused

to admit the validity of these claims he receded so

far from his position as to divide the metropolitan

dignity between Vienne and Aries. Actually,

Aries retained such preeminence as to make it

still the first of Gallic episcopates. The incursion

of the Visigoths into Provence in 466 severed all

relations between Aries and Rome for nearly thirty

years, but the rise of the Arian power in southern

France and in the north of Italy, led to a reestab-

lishment of the Roman connection, in defense of

the threatened cause of orthodoxy. Upon Csesarius,

bishop of Aries, was conferred, in 513, the pallium
as token of the vicarial office (for the first time in

the history of the Westem Church) together with
the right of exercising pastoral supervision over
the churches in Gaul and Spain. As administrator

and, more important still, as a formulator of eccle-

siastical legislation Csesarius made his influence

felt throughout the country and traces of his work
were to be found in Spain, Ireland, Italy, and
Germany (see C^gsariub of Arles). But with
the rise of the national Prankish Church and the

removal of the political center of the kingdom
to the north the authority of the bishops of Aries

rapidly declined. As late as 613 they appear in

the character of papal vicars but their importance
soon became second to that of the bishops of Lyons.

In 794 the number of suffragans under the authority

of the Archbishop of Aries was eight; in 1475 they

numbered only four. The bishopric was abolished

in 1802 but the title of primat des primaU des

Gavlea is still borne by the archbishop of Vieime.

[Among the ninety-six inciunbents of the see the

most distinguished, besides those already mentioned,

were Vigilius (58S-610), who was apostolic vicar

imder Gregory the Great over all the bishops of

Burgundy and Austrasia, Cardinal Peter de Foix

(1450-62), an important ecclesiastical statesman,

and the last archbishop, Jean Marie Dulan (1775-

92), who was guillotined at the age of eighty-

seven by the revolutionary authorities.]

(F. Arnold.)
Biblioorapbt: For aouroM oonmiJt' Epi^tola Arelateneee

genuina and Epielola Vienneneee epwria, in MOH, Bpiet.,

iii. (1891) 1-109. On the general subject, M. Tricbaud.
Hietirire de la eainie igiite d'ArUe, 4 vols.. Paris. 1868-05;

E. Lfining. Geechichie dee deutechen KirchenredUe, i. 436^98.
Strasburg, 1878; J. Langen. OeeehidttederromtedtenKireket

i. 742-785. Bonn, 1881; W. Gundlaoh. Der SireU der Bu-
Htmer Arlee und Vienne, Hanover. 1890; D. Bernard.

La BaeUigue vHrnaltale de SL Trophtme d'Arlee^ Paris.

1893; L. Duchesne. Faetee ipieoopaux de I'andenne OauU,
i., chap. u. 84-144. Paris. 1894.

ARLES, SYNODS OF: The first great westem
synod was held at Aries, in the presence of the em-
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peror Constantine, who called it, and under the
presidency of Marinus, the bishop of the place, in

314 (316?). Thirty-three bishops were present,

representing almost all the western provinces, from
Africa to Britain. The significance of the synod in

regard to the Donatist controversy will be treated

under Donatism. The canons are principally inter-

esting as showing how the Church endeavored to

adapt itself to the alteration in its circimistances

brought about by the recognition of Christianity.

They declare that the acceptance of a government
office ia no reason for forsaking the fellowship of

the Church, and that those who refused to serve

in the army when summoned should be excom-
mimicated, while they refused to consider chari-

oteers and actors as members of the Church unless

they renounced their professions. The principal

enactments, however, related to clerical and lay

. discipline. Important regulations as to ecclesias-

tical usages were the prescription of unanimity in

keeping Easter, the forbidding of the African custom
of rebaptizing heretics, and the requirement of the

presence of three bishops at least for an episcopal

consecration. Another s3mod was held at Aries

in 353 during the Arian controversy; it is not
included in the usual enumeration. What is called

the second synod was held in the fifth century, not
before 443. Its 56 canons are mostly reaffirma-

tions of older decrees. It is called in question

by Duchesne (Pastes episcopauXf Paris, 1894, p.
141). The next synod, in 451, declared its ad-
hesion to the '' Tome of St. Leo " on the Incar-

nation. What is usually called the third, a few
years later, decided a local dispute between a
bishop and an abbot. After two more synods,

in 463 and about 475 (for the latter see Lu-
cidub), the so called fourth met under the

presidency of Cassarius in 524, and was largely

concerned with means for increasing the number
of the clergy. The fifth was held in 554, to es-

tablish more firmly the episcopal authority. No
others worth mentioning occur until the reforming

synod of 813, held under Charlemagne's auspices

and expressing his views. Another was held in 1 234

in connection with the crusade against the Albi-

genses. (A. Hauck.)

Bibuograpbt: The acts are in Unxua, ConeOia, the caooBs
of 1 . 2. 4« and 6 in H. P. Bruna. Cananea ajroalolorum H
coneUiarumt iL, Berlin, 1839; of 4 and 6 in MGH^ Co^-
cOia, i. (1893). ii (1904): consult Hefele. CondHok-
0efefcuftl0, passim.

ARMAGH, BISHOPRIC OF: An ancient episco-

pal see in Ireland, traditionally reputed to have been
founded by St. Patrick about 445, and now existing

in connection with both the Roman Catholic and the

Anglican Churches. It had exclusive metropolitan
jurisdiction over the whole of Ireland until 1152,

when a national coimdl at Kells provided for the

elevation of three other sees, those of Cashel
Dublin, and Tuam, to archiepiscopal rank, Armagh
still holding the primacy. Of the earlier arch-

bishops the most famous was St. Malachy (d. 1148;
see Malacht O'Moroair, St.), the friend of St.

Bernard and reformer of the Irish Church. Ed-
ward VI., in the course of his ^orts to establish

Protestantism, attempted to transfer the primacy
to Dublin, and the Protestant Archbishop of DubLin
is at present designated as ** primate of Ireland,"

while his colleague of Armagh has been known as
" primate of all Ireland " since the beginning of

the eighteenth century. The Roman Catholic

succession was maintained with the greatest diffi-

culty in the later sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies; one archbishop was assassinated, another
died in the Tower of London, and a third (Plunket)

was executed in 1681 on the charge of complicity

in the " Popish Plot." The diocese comprises

Louth, the greater part of Armagh and Tyrone,
and a section of Deny. The Anglican diocese

included that of Clogher from 1850 to 1886 when
Clogher was restored as a separate jurisdiction.

For additional details on the earlier history, see

Cei/hc Church in Britain and Ireland.

I. History.
The Old Armenian Kingdom—to

600B.C. (i 1).

Indo-Germanio Immigration—the
Armenians (} 2).

The Persian Period. 226-642 (J 3).

The Califs and the Inroads of the
Turks—to 1381 (8 4).

II. Literature.

III.

ARMENIA.
Begins in the Fourth Century (f 1).

The Armenian Alphabet. Trsiuila-

tions (S 2).

Original Armenian Literature.

Moses of Chorene ({ 3).

The Eighth and Suceeeding Cen-
turies (} 4).

The Armenian Church.
Legends (§ 1).

Armenia is a country situated in western
Asia between the Black and Caspian Seas
and the Taurus and Caucasus Mountains.
In its widest extent it lay between 37
and 49** east longitude, 37* SCK and 41*» 45' north
latitude. The Euphrates divided it into Great
and Little Armenia, respectively east and west of
the river. It is a lofty mountain-land with ex-
tensive plains, including the head waters of the
Cyrus (Kur) and Araxes (Aras), which flow north-
ward to the Caspian Sea, as well as of the Euphrates
and Tigris. The mountains are well wooded and
enclose deep and fruitful valleys. The winters
are severe with much snow, the summers dry and

Gregory the Illumxnator (f 2).

History to 600 (( 3).

To 1166 (i 4).

Negotiations jfor Union with Rome
and the Greek Church {% 5).

From 1600 (f 6).

The Armenian Uniates {\ 7).

The Eyangelical Armenians (f 8X
Armenians in America (f 9).

hot. The native geographers regarded their land
as the middle of the world.

L Histoiy: The older history of Armenia is

learned from Assyrian accounts and native cunei-

form inscriptions. The Assyrians called the coun-
try Urartu (see Abstria), corresponding to the

Biblical land or kingdom of Ararat (II IQngs xix.

37; Isa. xxxvii. 38; Jer. li. 27). The native name
for the people is Chaldini from Chaldis, their chief

god. The oldest inhabitants are distingmshed
from the later by their language, which is allied to

the Ural-Altaic family. Originally living east of

Lake Van, the Urarteans pressed to the south and
east and founded a kingdom as rivals of the As^yi^
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ians. Their capital was the well-fortified garden-
city Van-Tuspa. The temple of the national god

Chaldifl became the center of the theo-

X. The Old cratically organised kingdom. By
Armenian means of the Menuas canal (at

Kingdom— present the Shamiram Su), King Men-
to 600 B.C. uas supplied his city with water. Un-

der his son, Argistis I., against whom
Shalmaneser III. (783-773 b.c.) had to fight six

times, the kingdom reached its height, but Tig-

lath-Pileeer soon made an end to its gloiy and in

735 B.C. the capital Tuspa was destroyed. The
weakened kingdom, nevertheless, continued in con-

stant enmity with the Assyrians. Thither the

sons and murderers of Sennacherib fled in 681. B.C.

In the course of time better relations were brought

about between the two kingdoms, and till 640 B.C.

ambassadors of the king of Urartu went to Nine-

veh. The prophet Jeremiah is the last who men-
tions the kingdom, and after this it disappears from
history (cf. C. F. Lehmann, Daa vorarmeniache

Reich von Van, in the Deutsche Rundschau, 1894-

95, pp. 353-369; also articles by Lehmann and
W. Belck in Zeitsckrift fUr Ethnologie, xxiv.,

1892, 122-152, ZeiUchrift far Assyriologie, vii.,

1892, 255-267, Verhandlungen der Berliner Oesetl-

achaft far Anthropologie, xzv., 1893, (61)-(82),

and following years).

The advance of Indo-Oennanio tribes in the sixth

century b.c. added greatly to the population of

Armenia. The Persians and Greeks
a. Indo- called this new element Armenians,
Gennanic whereas the people call themselves

Immigra- Hayk, (plural of Hay) and their

tion. The country Hayaatan, claiming a mythical

Armenians. Hayk as their ancestor. The newly
immigrated Indo-Germanio tribes ab-

Borbed the aborigines. The Armenians were at

first imder Median, afterward under Persian sway.
They took part in the general revolt under Darius
I. (after 521 B.C.), but, five times defeated, they
remained quiet under the Achsmenids. In the

time of Xenophon, Armenia was divided into an
eastern and western satrapy. It reached the zenith

of its power under Tigranes I. (about 90-55 B.C.),

a descendant of Artaxias. He extended the bounds
of his kingdom, and took the title of King of Kings,

but in 66 B.C. Armenia was reduced to its old limits.

From that timeon the kingdom leaned either toward
the Parthians or Romans, till it became a Roman
province imder Trajan (114-117).

The overthrow of the Parthian Arsacids and the

establishment of the rule of the Sassanidse in Persia

in 226 was of great importance for

3. The Per- Armenia. As relatives of the de-

Bian Period, throned legitimate heirs, the Arme-
226-643. nian princes were the sworn enemies

of the Persian kings. In 238 the

Armenian King Chosrov was murdered at the in-

stigation of the Persians. During the following

disturbances the latter succeeded in occupying the

country temporarily and forcing upon it the hated

Masdaism, till in 261, by the victoiy of Odenathus
of Palmyra, the country received its freedom.
The king's son Trdat (Tiridates), who had fled to

Roman territory, restored the kingdom and main-

L—19

tained it in the closest coimection wth Rome and
in continual struggle with the Persians. The con-

version of the king and people to Christianity

necessitated a policy friendly to Rome, which
came to an end by the unhappy issue of Julian's

campaign and the disgraceful peace of Jovian, 363.

The Persians occupied Armenia and King Arsaoes

(Arshak) was made a prisoner. Valens, perceiving

the great mistake, made Arshak's son Pap king

(367-374). But the nobility and priests had the

upper hand. From 378 to 385 the kingdom was
governed by the clerically inclined Manuel the

Mamikonian. In 387 Theodosius the Great di-

vided the kingdom with the Persians; the Romans
received a piece of the West with Garin (Theo-
dosiopolis), but four-fifths of Armenia came to

Persia. Till 428 nominal Armenian kings ruled

under Persian supremacy; then marzbans (" fron-

tier-governors ") were appointed, some of whom
were Armenians. On the whole, the Persians

showed great consideration for the country. Many
revolts favoring the Byzantines were unsuccessful,

but after the Emperor Biaurice reinstalled Chosrov
Parvez in 591, the latter peacefully ceded almost
all Armenia to the empire. With the rise of the
Mohanmiedan power it fell under Arab rule.

The first century of the califs was an epoch of

national and literary development, and Ashot I.,

Bagratuni, belonging to an ancient

4. The Armenian dynasty, succeeded in 855
Califs and in becoming the prince of princes

the Inroads and in obtaining in 885 the royal

of the Turks crown from the calif. The new—^to 138Z. kingdom comprised not only Armenia,
but also Albania and Iberia (Georgia).

In 913 it became free, but was divided into petty
kingdoms, of which that of the Artsrunians of

Vaspurakan was the most important. Afraid

of the aggressive Seljuks, SeneUierim, the last

Artsrunian, ceded his kingdom in 1021, and Gagik
the Bagratunian in 1041, to the Byzantines, but
they, too, could not withstand the great danger.

The systematic cruel devastation of the country

by the hordes of the Seljuks gave the deathblow
to the political life and civilization of the Arme-
nians at home. During these campaigns many
Armenians withdrew to the Taurus and Cilicia.

In 1080 a certain Rupen, probably a Bagratide,

founded a small kingdom and a new dsmasty
(Rupenides). His brave successors conquered all

Cilicia. With Byzantiiun they were not on friendly

terms, but their relation to the states of the cru-

saders was close. Levon II. was crowned king in

1198. The Rupenides were followed in 1342 by
the Lusinians of Cyprus. In connection with the

Mongols and the West, the kingdom tried to with-

stand the assault of the Egyptian Mamelukes.
But in 1375 King Levon VI. had to give up his

last fortress. He died at Paris in 1381. From
that time on the Armenians have never had an
independent kingdom.

n. Literature: An Armenian literature conk-

mences with the introduction of the Armenian
writing. Until the fourth century they wrote
Syriac, Greek, or Persian. Armenian works said

to belong to this early time, are partly translations,
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partly later forgeries. The orations of Gregory the
Illuminator (Venice, 1838; ed. Ter Mikelian,

Vagharshabady 1896; Geiman, by J. F. Schmid,
Regensburg, 1872) belong to a much

I. Begins later time. To his contemporaiy,
in the Zenop Glak, a Syrian bishop and
Fourth afterward abbot of the monastery
Century. Surp Garabed in Taron, a history of

the conversion of his province is

ascribed, said to have been originally written in

Syriac. It is extant in an Armenian transla-

tion, " History of Taron/' and is continued by
Bishop John the Mamikonian, said to have lived

in the seventh century. Both works are his-

toricaUy worthless, legendary writings of the

eighth and ninth centuries. Under the name of

Agathangelos, secretary of the Armenian king
Trdat, a history of the conversion of the king and
the introduction of Christianity is extant in Arme-
nian and in Greek translation. It consists of

independent writings relating to St. Gregory,

united after 456 (cf. A. von Gutschmid, Kleins

SchrifUn, iii., Leipsic, 1892, 394 sqq., 420). Of great

value is the historical work of Faustus of Byzan-
tium, containing the history of Armenia from 317
to 390 and written in Greek. Fragments are

extant in Procopius (De hello Penico, i. 5), and the

entire work—^four books—^in an Armenian trans-

lation.

The founders of the Armenian national literature

are the catbolicos Sahag (d. 439) and his friend

and helper, Mesrob (d. 440), the in-

a. The Ar- ventor of the Armenian alphabet,

menian TiU their time there existed no Arme-
Alphabet nian translation of the Holy Scrip-

Translations, tures, and the Bible lessons and
prayers were read either in Syriao

or Greek. Mesrob's plan for a special alphabet

for the Armenians was favored by Sahag and by
King Vramshapuh (395-416). With the help of

the Greek hermit and calligrapher Rufinus, the

alphabet, mostly following the Greek, was pro-

duced (cf. H. HObschmarm, Ueber Aueeprache

und Unuchreibung dee AUanneniachen, in ZDMO,
XXX., 1876, 53 sqq.; V. Gardthausen, Ueber dem
gnechi8chen Urspnmg der armeniadien Schrift,

ibid. 74 sqq.). For the Iberians and Albanians,

two neighboring nations but dependent upon Ar^

menian culture, Mesrob also invented alphabets.

The Armenian alphabet was first applied to the

translation of the Bible. But as all Greek books

had been destroyed, and the study of Greek was
interdicted in the schools, the translation was
made from the Syriac version, and not from the

original text. Men were sent, however, to Gon-
stantinople to study the Greek language and ex-

amine authentic copies of the Scriptures; and the

result of these exertions was a truly admirable

translation, produced after 432 (see Bible Vsr-
BiONS, A, VI.). The liturgical books for the

church service, the church history of Eusebius,

and the life of St. Anthony by Athanasius, were
also translated into Armenian. Of translations,

the Greek text of which has perished, the following

may be mentioned: Certain treatises of Philo;

the chronicle of Eusebius; the apology of Aristides;

homilies of Severianus of Gabala; the commen-
taries of Ephraem Syrus on the Bible; and oertain

writings of Basil the Great, Chrysostom, Cyril of

Jerusalem, Athanasius, and others. All these

works belong to the golden period. To the later

school of translators are attributed translations of

Plato's works, Aristotle's categories, and Porphyry's
commentary on them, Ignatius' shorter epistles,

writings of Hippolytus, Epiphanius, Gr^^rius
Thaumaturgus, Euthalius, and others.

The original literature of the Armenians is almost

exclusively historical and theological. To Mesrob's

pupil, Esnik of Kulb, is due a work

3. Original against heretics, and Mesrob's biog-

Armenian rapher,' Koriun, wrote an authentic

Literature, record of the begirmings of Armenian
Moses of literature. More famous is Moees of

Chorene. Chorene (Moses Charenensis), author

of a history of Armenia to the death of

Mesrob (440), the only native source for the pre-

Christian period of the coimtry. It probably
originated in the seventh or early eighth century
and was first published at Amsterdam, 1695, and
with a Latin translation by W. and G. Whiston,
London, 1736; the best edition is that of the Mekh-
itarists (Venice, 1843) in the complete edition of

Moses's works; French transl., in Lang^ois, ii. 46
sqq., German by M. Lauer (Regensburg, 1869).

To Moses is also ascribed a rhetoric and geography,
edited with the history by the Whistons; a better

recension is offered by A. Soukry, in his French and
Armenian edition (Venice, 1881 ; cf. von Gutschmid,
ut sup., 282 sqq., 322 sqq.; A. Carridre, Afoise de

Khoren et les genealogies pahiareales, Paris, 1891 , and
NouveUes sources de M&ise de /CAorm^Vieima, 1893).

One of the most eminent of Armenian historians

is Eghishe (Elisieus) Vartabed, author of a history

of the religious war of the Armenians against the

Persians under Yezdigerd II., 439-451 (Eng. transl.,

by C. F. Neumaim, London, 1830). His junior

contemporary, Laiar of Parpi, wrote a history of

Armenia from 388 to 405. John Mandakuni,
catholicos 480-487, wrote homilies and prayers. To
the seventh century belongs Bishop Sebeos's his-

tory of Heraclius. Toward the end of the century
the church history of Socrates was translated into

Armenian, and an orthodox Armenian wrote ia

Greek an important but partial sketch of Armenian
church history from Gregory the Illuminator to

his own time.

To the eighth century belong John of Odsun,
sumamed the Philosopher, and Stephen, arch-

bishop of Siunik, who translated the

4. The writings of Dionysius Areopagita,
Eighth and Cyril of Alexandria, Nemesius, Atha-
Succeeding nasius, Gregory of Nyssa, and others;

Centuries, also the epistle of the patriarch Ger-

manus to the Armenians. In the

same century Armenian translations were made of

the writings of Georgius Pisida, Hesjrchius of

Jerusalem, Theodore of Anc3rra, Evagriua, Antip-

ater of Bostra, Johaimes Chmacus, and Titus of

Crete. Toward the end of the century Levond
(Leontius), " the great Vartabed," wrote a histoiy

of the Arabian inroads into Armenia and the wars
with the Eminre, 661-788
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To the tenth century belong two historical works,
one by the catholicos John, an Armenian history

from the beginning to the year 925; the other by
Thomas Artoruni, giving the history of the Arts-

nmians to 936. In the same century lived Chos-
rov the Great, who wrote an exposition of the Arme-
nian breviary; Mesrob the Priesty the biographer

of Nerses the Great and author of a histoiy of the

Georgians and Armenians; and Gregoiy of Narek,
a celebrated writer of hymns, prayers, homilies,

etc. Historians include Uchtanes, Bishop (of Urha,
i.e., Edessa?), and Moses of Kalankaituk. To the

eleventh century belong Stephen Asolik of Taron,
author of a histoiy to the year 1004; Aristakes

of Laasdiverd, who in his histoiy from 989 to 1071

describes the catastrophe of Armenia caused by
the Seljuks; and Gregorios Magistros (1058), whose
letters are important for contemporary history.

Another flourishing period is the twelfth century
imder the reign of the dynasty of the Rupenides.
To this time belong Nerses Klayetsi or Shnorhali,

catholicos 1166-73, who wrote poems and prayers,

the latter translated into thirty-six languages;

Ignatius, author of a conmientary on Luke; Sarkis

Shnorhali, who wrote on the catholic epistles;

Biatthew of Edessa, whose history, comprising the

period from 952 to 1132, and continued by Gregory
the Priest to 1162, contains many interesting

notices concerning the crusades; Samuel of Ani,

author of a chronicle to the year 1179, continued
later to 1664; Nerses of Lambron, Archbishop of

Tarsus, whose dogmatic works and spiritual ad-

dresses are published with the dogmatic letters

of Gregory Tla, catholicos 1173-80; Michael the
Great, patriarch of the Syrians 1166-99, who
wrote a chronicle to the year 1198; and Mekhitar
Gosh (d. 1213), author of 190 fables.

The thirteenth century was also rich in authors.

Vartan the Great wrote a chronicle to the year 1268,

and an exposition of Biblical passages. Giragos
of Gandsak wrote a history consiBting of two parts:

one comprising the older Armenian history to 1165;
the other contemporaneous, treating of the Mongols,

Iberians, and the author's country, Albania, to 1265.

His contemporary, the monk Maghakia wrote a
history of the Mongolian inroads to 1272. Stephen
Orbelian, archbishop of Siunik 1287-1304, wrote
a history of Siunik. Sempad, brother of King
Hetum I. (1224-69), composed a chronicle to 1274,

continued to 1331. Mekhitar of Ayrivank wrote a
chronography to 1289. To the period of decay
belong Thomas of Metsop, of the fifteenth century,

author of a history of Tlmur and his successors.

To the seventeenth century belongs Arakel of

Tabris, author of a history from 1602 to 1661.

With the eighteenth century commences the literary

activity of the Mekhitarists (q.v.) and an entirely

new era, animated by Western science.

in. The Armenian Church: Armenia has the
glory of beinff the first land which made Chris-

tianity the rJ^on of the country. Later legend

places the first preaching of Christian doctrine there

in the apostolic time and claims for the land the

graves of the four apostles, Bartholomew, Thad-
dsus (Lebbeus), Simon, and Judas. The most
prominent and important are Bartholomew and

Thaddseus, and they are often mentioned alone.

Sometimes two Thaddsei are distinguished—the

apostle, and one of the seventy.

I. Legends. These are the apostles whose activ-

ity the older legend has placed in the
Elast, and these legends, mostly of Greek or Syriac

origin, were worked over and enlarged by the
Armenians in a relatively late time; the product
can be seen in the historical work of Moses of

Chorene. The Bartholomew legend is evidently the
oldest; Greek testimonies of the fifth century
know of his death by martyrdom in UrbanopoliiB

(Albanopolis, XerbanopoUs, etc.), an otherwise
unknown city of Great Armenia. But the im-
portance of Bartholomew does not come up to that
of Thaddffius. The legend of Abgar, King of Edessa
(see Abgar), of his correspondence with Jesus and
the sending of Thaddseus to Edessa, enjoyed at an
early period great popularity in Armenia. The
Armenian form of the legend is extant in a trans-

lation of the Doctrina Addon (** Labubna of Edessa,
Abgar's letter, or History of the Conversion of the
Edessenes," Armen., Venice and Jerusalem, 1868,
French by Alishan, Venice, 1868, by Emin in Lan-
glois, ii. 313 sqq.).

There can be no doubt that Christianity was
introduced in Armenia very early. Before Gregory

the Illuminator, the true apostle of
a. Gregory Armenia, Merujan, the bishop of the
thelllumi- Armenians, wrote a letter on repent-

nator. ance (Eusebius, Hist, ecd,, VI. xlvi. 2)
to Dionysius of Alexandria (248-265).

A new epoch begins with Gregory. According to
imreliable tradition, Anak, a scion of the noble
house of Suren Pahlav, the murderer of King
Chosrov (d. 238), was his father. Like many other
Armenian princes he sought refuge on Roman
territory during the Persian occupation. At
OsBsarea he received a Christian and Greek edu-
cation, which was of the utmost importance for the
entire ecclesiastical development of Armenia.
When the Armenian kingdom was retaken and
reorganized, Gregory was one of the most zealous

helpers of the king. But with the restoration of

the kingdom was also connected the restitution

of the national religion, which had been supplanted

by Persian fire-worship. As a Christian, Gregory
refused to offer chaplets upon the altar of the great

goddess Anahid on the national festival arranged
by the king, and professed to be a Christian. The
enraged king subjected him to cruel tortures;

legend speaks of his confinement in a pit for thir-

teen years. At last the king was converted by a
miracle (Sozomen, ii. 8), and then the Christianizing

of the country was undertaken by both. At the
head of the army, Trdat and Gregory inarched to

the ancient capital Artaxata; the temple of Anahid
and the oracle of Tiur with its school of priests

were destroyed after a stout resistance, and all the

temple property was given to the Christian churches.

In the same manner they acted in West Armenia.
At the request of the king, Gregory, accompanied
by a retinue of Armenian feudal princes, went to

Csesarea, and was consecrated primate of Armenia
by Leontius. From Cappadocia Gregory brought

the relics of John the Baptist (Surp Garabed) and
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Athenogenes (Atanaginefi), who were now made
the national saints. Gregoiy then went south and
at Ashtishat in the country of Taron destroyed

the most celebrated sanctuary of the country,

the temple of Vahagn, Anahid, and Astghik, and
in its place the splendid Christ-Church, " the first

and great church, the mother of all Armenian
churches/' was erected. From Taron Gregory
went to the province of Ararat, where stood the

famous sanctuary of the god Vanatur of Bagavan.
This, too, was turned into a church of St. John and
St. Athenogenes, and the people who had gathered

there from the northeast were baptized.

Three things may be noticed in this newly con-

stituted Armenian Church. First, its national

character. Gregory preached in the native tongue;
the sons of the former idolatrous priests were
educated in a Christian school, which formed the

seminary for future bishops; pupils of this school

gradually occupied the twelve episcopal sees,

established by Gregory. The second feature is

the compulsory conversion, and the third the

Judaic character of the church. The
3. History patriarchate has its parallel rather

to 600. in the Jewish high-priesthood than
in specific Christian distinctions; like

the episcopate, it became hereditary in some fam-
ilies. The superior clergy, as a rule, were married.

Gregory was followed by his younger son, Aris-

takes, who in 325 attended the Council of Nicsa;
then by his elder son Vrtanes, who made his elder

son Gregory catholicos of the Iberians and Alba-
nians. Nerses, great-grandson of Vrtanes, ordained
catholicos at the urgent wish of king and people,

in 365 convened a s3mod at Ashtishat, which
regulated marriages between relatives, limited the

excessive mourning over the dead, and founded the

first monasteries, the first asylums for widows,
orphans, and the sick, and the first caravansaries

for travelers. King Arshag, displeased with the

order of things, appointed an anticatholicos,

but when Arshag was made prisoner by the Per-

sians, Nerses acted as regent for the minor king
Pap (367-374). As soon as the latter became of age
he abolished many things introduced by Nerses,

and poisoned him before 374. Basil of Csesarea

anathematized the Armenian kingdom and refused

to consecrate a new catholicos. But King Pap
found pliant clerics who were willing to receive

ordination from native bishops. After Nerses's

death Armenia was definitely freed from all

spiritual connection with Csesarea and made eccle-

siastically independent. About 390 Sahag the

(ireat, the Parthian, Nerses' son, was made ca-

t holicos. His government forms the most important
turning-point of the Armenian Church. Like his

father he promoted monasticism; he opposed the

deposition of the last king Ardashes and the turn-

ing of Armenia into a Persian satrapy (428). But
the nobility had its way and the Persian govern-
ment, by making use of this opposition, deposed
the influential Sahag and appointed two Syrians
in succession as catholicoi. Through the efforts

of Sahag and Mesrob, the Syrian language was now
superseded by the Armenian. The continued
connection with Greece preserved the Armenian

Church from being crippled and isolated. At the

request of the nobility, Sahag was again made ca-

tholicos before he died (Sept. 15, 439). He was the

last in the nude line of the family of Gregory the

Illuminator. The family estate went to his daugh-

ter's sons, the Mamikonians, whereas the dignity

of catholicos, after Greco-Oriental custom, was now
given to monks. Sahag's successor, Joseph, held

a synod at Sahapivan to remove certain abuses.

The Council of Chalcedon (451), which later Arme-
nians condemned, had no effect upon the contem-
poraries, because King Yezdigerd II. (438-457)

endeavored to make Mazdaism the ruling religion

in Armenia. The princes yielded at first, but soon

the people revolted, and the magi and th^ temples

had to suffer. Vartan the BCamikonian stood at

the head, but the Armenians were defeated in 451

and many of the nobles and clerics were deported

to Persia, where they suffered martyrdom after

many years of imprisonment. One of these mar-
tyrs was Joseph the catholicos (454). The per-

secution ceased in 484, and during the time of peace

which now followed, the Armenians were whoUy
influenced by the ruling Greek-Oriental theology,

and Zeno's Henotikon (482) became their rule of

faith. The synod at Vagharshabad, which was
convened in 491 by the catholicos Babken and
which was attended not only by the Armenian
bishops but also by the Albanian and Iberian,

solenmly condemned the Council of Chalcedon.
This synod is epoch-making in the Armenian
Church. From now on the Armenians, as well as

the Syrians and Egyptians accept only the strict

Monophysitic doctrine as orthodox (cf. A. Ter

Mikelian, Die armenische Kirehe in ihren Betitk-

ungen tur byxanUniechen, Leipsic, 1892). With
the Persian government the clergy had thus far

lived in peace. But an effort to erect a temple of

fire in the capital Duin in 571 led to a massacre

of the magi and Persians. The Armenians for the

time being attached themselves to the Romans.
Many priests and the catholicos fled to Constan-

tinople, where the latter died. Armenia remained
under Persian sway.

A new epoch in the Armenian Chmrch begins

under Emperor Heraclius. After he had restored

the cross to Jerusalem in 629, he

4. To 1 166. opened negotiations with the Mono-
physites of Syria, which eeestned to

favor a union. The Armenian catholicos Eir also

shared in them, and partook with the emperor in

the celebration of the eucharist. The union lasted

during the lifetime of Heraclius. The rise of Islam

chan{^ the country's policy toward Rome. The
national hatred between Armenians and Greeks
became most violent. The Greek soldiers stationed

in Armenia complained that they were treated tike

infidels. Nerses III., Ezr's successor, had been

educated in Greece and secretly favored the (Jhal-

cedonian Council (i.e., the MonotheUte doctrine),

but the synod at Duin, which met at the wish of the

emperor under the presidency of Nerses, condemned
again in the most solenm manner the Ooundl of

Chalcedon. But when in 652 the emperor Con-

stantine appeared at Duin, the decisions of Chalce-

don were solenmly proclaimed on Sunday in the
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main church; the catholicos and the bishops re-

ceived the sacrament from a Greek priest. Jus-

tinian II. (689-690) succeeded in making a newunion
with the catholicos Sahag III. (677-703) and his

bishop, whom he had called to Constantinople;

but having returned to their homes, they repu-

diated it. Under the patriarchate of Elia (703-

713), Nerses Bakur, catholicos of the Albanians,

and Queen Sparam tried to introduce the Chalce-

donian belief into their coimtiy . But the Armenian
catholicos protested against them to the calif

Abd al-Malik and with the help of Arabian soldiers

the two leaders were taken to Damascus bound in

chains and the Albanian orthodoxy was saved.

During the ninth and tenth centuries under the rule

of the Bagratunians the Church became again

influential. Biany monasteries were built, and
many theologians and famous ascetics are men-
tioned. Even Monophysitic coreligionists from
Colchis and the Roman empire entered the Arme-
nian monasteries. But this growth of religious

life also developed hatred of the Greeks. In vain
was the correspondence between the patriarch

PhotiuB and the catholicos Zakaria (85^-876).

The very friendly letters of Nicolaus Mysticus
and of the catholicos John the Historian (897-

925), touched merely upon the oppressed condition

of the Armenian empire, avoiding all theological

questions. Anania (943-965), however, following

the counsel of " the deep thinkers " advised to

rebaptize the Greeks. His mild successor, Vahanik,
being suspected of heresy, was deposed. An effort

of the zealous metropolitan of Sebastia to discuss

again the question of the two natures, was frustrated

by the catholicos Khachik (971-990) in a long letter

still extant (Stephanus Asolik, iii. 21) and the or-

thodox Armenian doctrine was defended by quota-
tion from the Fathers. Ehachik's successor, Sar-

gis (992-1019) resided at Ani, the famous residence

of the Bagratunians, where Queen Katramide,
wife of GagU: (989-1020) had built a splendid cathe-

dral. A hard time began for the Armenian Church
when in the ninth century the realm was annexed
by the Byzantine empire. A large orthodox
hierarchy was established in the new provinces.

At the head stood a metropolitan with the title

of Keltzene, Kortzene, and Taron, besides twenty-
one bishops. Of course, they were shepherds with-

out sheep. The Greeks continued their efforts to

force upon the Armenians the Chalcedonian faith.

The opposition was much strengthened by the

ill-treatment of the higher clergy. Khachik II.

(1058-65) was kept a prisoner at Constantinople
for three years. The revenues of the catholicos

decreased to such a degree that the incumbent
often was in want. But with Vahram, the son of

Kiikor, catholicos 1065-1105, the patriarchate

became again hereditary, as in the beginning.

Krikor's seven successors till 1202 were his relatives

on either the father's or mother's side. They were
called Pahlavuni, because they traced back their

supposed pedigree to Gregory the Illimiinator and
the Suren Pahlav. There is no doubt that this

family rendered great services to the Armenian
Church in different times. Jealousy and self-inter-

ests were sometimes the cause of anticatholicoi,

whose number at times was four. But the people
only considered those as lawful who belonged to

Gregory's house. In 1147 Gregory III. PaUavuni
(1113-66) bought of the widow of Count Jocelin

of Edessa the fortress Hromkla, which remained
the residence of the Armenian catholicoi till 1293.

The close relation between the Armenian king-

dom of Cilicia and the Latin states of Syria and
Palestine, soon brought the Armenian Church
into closer contact with Rome. At first the Arme-
nians welcomed the crusaders as enemies of the
Greeks. But they soon changed their minds when
they had to suffer (as, e.g., in Edessa) under their

rule. Negotiations for a imion were
5, Negotia- soon resiuned. From political mo-
tions for tives the kings especially, sometimes

Union with also the catholicoi, favored these

Rome and ineffectual negotiations. Levon II.,

the Greek *' because he ascribed his greatness

Church, to the apostles Peter and Paul in

Rome," wished to obtain a royal

crown from Pope Celestine III. and Emperor Henry
VI. Conrad of Wittelsbach, Archbishop of Mainz,
brought the crown in 1198 with three papal injunc-

tions: (1) To celebrate the principal festivals on
the same days as the Roman Church; (2) Con-
tinual devotion by day and night; (3) To fast on
Christmas-eve and Easter-eve. The king pacified

the nobles and the clergy with the words* " Be
not disturbed, I will play the hypocrite." During
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries a small

fraction of the Armenian nation had become
definitely imited with Rome. The Vartabed John
of Chemi learned the Latin language from the

Dominican Bartholomew and in connection with
him founded a special branch of the Dominicans,
the Unitores. He introduced the Latin language
into the service of the Church, declared the Armenian
sacraments invalid, rebaptized the laymen, and
reordained the ministers who followed him. One
of his adherents, Nerses Balienz, bishop of Unnia,
who with others had been expelled from the Church
and driven from Armenia, in order to revenge him-
self went to Avignon and calumniated the Arme-
nian Church before the pope, charging it with one
hundred and seventeen errors. They were com-
municated to the catholicos, refuted at a synod in

Sis in 1342, and the pope was satisfied by this

thorough refutation. The fanatical action of the

Unitores generally effected the very opposite result.

With the Greeks, too, negotiations concerning

union took place. Emperor Bianuel Comnenus
after 1165 corresponded with Nerses IV. Shnorhali

(catholicos 116€P-73). This correspondence was
continued by Nerses' successor Gregory IV.

(1173^0); but the Synod of Hromkla (1179)

rejected all proposals of the Greeks. The death of

Manuel (1180) and of the catholicos Gregory, who
was disposed toward a union, made an end to all

union endeavors. Another effort made in 1196

by the " ecumenical " council at Tarsus in the

interest of King Levon II. was also fruitless. Dur-
ing the Persian persecutions the Armenians migra-

ted to the West. Rich mercantile colonies existed,

especially in Poland. The escaped catholicos

MeUdseth died at Lemberg in 1625, after having
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founded a buhopric there for which he had con-

secrated Nikolaios. At the instance of the Jesuits

the latter joined the union.

With the seventeenth century a new period

begins for the Armenians. From Echmiadxin
(Vagharshabad), the seat of the ca-

6. From tholicos, clerics were sent out to estab-

1600. lish Armenian printing offices. Such
were established at Lemberg 1616,

at Julfa and Leghorn 1640, at Amsterdam 1660
(transferred to Marseilles in 1672), at Constan-
tinople 1677, and elsewhere. Till then the Arme-
nians were little better educated than the Syrians

or Copts. The merit of making them acquainted

with European culture belongs to Mekhitar and
his order, the Mekhitarists (q.v.). In 1828 Persian

Armenia came under Russian sway, and again a
new period commenced for the national Church.
The national Armenian Church, whose adher-

ents are erroneously called Gregorians, considers

as its head the " supreme patriarch and catholicos

of all Armenians," residing at Echmiadzin, who is

elected by a national council consisting of members
of all Armenian eparchies. Connected with the

patriarchal see is a theological-philosophical acad-

emy. An incomplete catalogue of the library at

Echmiadzin was published by Brosset (CaUdogue
de la biblioth^que d^Edschmiadzin fvblU par Ml
Brosset, St. Petersburg, 1840). Besides the su-

preme patriarchate there are two lower ones, those

of Jerusalem and Constantinople.

The Armenianswho are united with theRoman See
(the so called Uniates or United Armenians) have

maintained themselves since the times

7. The Ar- of the crusaders and the Unitores,

menian and gradually increased in numbers.
Uniates. Several catholicoi negotiated with

Rome, but the clergy and people

remained anti-Roman. When, however, the order

of Mekhitarists was established, a catholicate in

connection with Rome was founded. Abraham
Attar-Muradian in 1721 founded in the Lebanon
the monastery of Kerem, which accepted the rule

of St. Anthony (see Antonians, 1). His suc-

cessors besides their own names take also that of

the prince of the apostles. For the better regula-

tion of the affairs of the Catholic and United Arme-
nians, Pius IX. issued, July 12, 1867, the bull

Reversurus. But a great portion of the United,

protected by the Turkish government, did not
recognize the injunctions of the bull, and in 1870
they renoimced the Roman See, calling themselves

Oriental Catholics. The most prominent men
among the United and most of the Venetian Mekh-
itarists sided with them. On May 20, 1870,

Pope Pius IX. suspended many priests, and when
they did not yield, he excommunicated four bishops

and forty-five other priests. The result was that

the separatists now formed an independent organi-

zation under the civil patriarch John Kapelian,

who, however, submitted to Pope Leo XIII. in

1879. In 1880 Anton Hassun was made the first

Armenian cardinal. He died at Rome in 1884.

His successor as patriarch of Cilicia with residence

at Constantinople was Stephen Azarian, sumamed
Stephanus Petrus X., to whom the pope sent an

encyclical in 1888, in which the preservation of the

Armenian language and liturgy for religiouB pui^

poses is guaranteed to the Armenians, and every-

thing is confirmed which Benedict XIV. enjoined

concerning their own and other Oriental liturgieB

(cf. D. Vernier, Uisiovre du patriarchai Arminien
catholique, Paris, 1890).

According to M%89ume8 caUioUcm cwra S, Congr^
gationis de propaganda fide deacripUB anno 1901,

the present status of the Armenians united with

Rome is as follows: The seat of the Armenian
patriarch of Cilicia is Constantinople. The dio-

cese comprises 16,000 CSatholic Armenians; 13 con-

gregations; 85 priests (including 16 Mekhitar-

ists of Venice, 10 of Vienna, and 14 Antonians);

5 boys' and 7 girls' schoob; 2 colleges besides the

seminary of the patriarch and 1 lyoeum; the con-

vent of the Biekhitarists of Venice at Kadikeuy, of

those of Vienna at Pancaldi, of the Antonians at

Ortakeuy; one monastery of the Sisten of the

Inunaculate Conception. To the jurisdiction of

the patriarch belong also 15 bishoprics. Ex-
cluded from this supervision are the dioceses of

Alexandria in Egypt, Artuin in Russia, and Lem-
berg in Austria, whose archbishop has been named
since 1819 by the emperor of Austria. The United

Armenians, not including those in Hungary, in

Russia outside of the eparchy of Artuin, and in

Persia, number about 100,000 according to the lists

of the propaganda. (H. Gelckr.)

The evangelical movement among Armenians
had its origin early in the nineteenth century in

several attempts to revive religion in the Eastern

Churches. A large number of Armenians in Tur-

key, inhabiting ^cia and central and southern

Asia Minor, have lost their own language, speaking

Turkish, but writing it with Armenian letters.

They are quite unable to understand
8. The the Armenian church books. In 1815

Evangelical two Armenian ecclesiastics prepared

Armenians, a version of the New Testament in

Turkish for these people, which was
afterward printed (1819) at St. Petersburg. About
the same time the Church Biissionary Society of

London sent a mission to Malta to advance the cause

of religion in the Greek and other Oriental Churches.

This mission came in contact with Armenians before

its abandonment in 1830. In 1823 the Basel Mission

Institute sent two of its graduates, Mr. Zaremba
(who was a Russian count by birth) and Mr.

Pfander (afterward renowned as a missionary to

Mohammedans in India and in Turkey). These
men, driven from the CSaucasus by the Czar Nicholas

I., left a strong evangelical Armenian body, which
still perseveres, at Shushi, Shemakhi, and Baku.
About this time an Armenian scholar of Constanti-

nople, acting for the British Bible Society, tran»-

lated the New Testament into modem, or colloquial

Armenian, the ancient and ecclesiastical language

being unintelligible to the common people. This

was published at Paris in 1823, and b^same an-

other of the influences vaguely at work for reform.

The chief advance in this direction came through

the American Board, of Boston, Mass., which sent

missionaries to Turkey in 1819 and has steadily
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prosecuted its purpose of enlightening the members
of the Oriental Churches up to this time. Turkey
being in turmoil at this time, the mission printing-

press was estabUshed at Malta; explorations were
made throughout Syria, Greece, Egypt, Asia Minor,
and finally, in 1830-31, through a large part of

£afltem Turkey besides the Caucasus and Persia.

As a result, stations of the American Board were
founded among the Armenians at Smyrna (1820),

Constantinople (1831), Brousa, and Trebizond
(1833). The printing plant for Armenian, Turkish,

and Greek was removed from Malta to Smyrna in

1835 and there Bible work was pressed forward.

A translation of the Bible into modem Armenian,
by Elias Riggs, was published in 1852, and the
translation of the Bible into Turkish written with
Armenian letters by William Goodell was pub-
lished in 1841—the first translation of the Old
Testament into this language. These two trans-

lations placed the Bible within reach of all the
Armenians of the Turkish empire. In 1904 the
circulation of the Scriptures among Armenians in

Turkey amounted to nearly 30,000 copies.

The purpose of the American Board in entering

the field of the Armenian Church was by no means
hostile to it. Not the Armenians but the assimince

of the Mohammedans that they had tested Chris-

tianity and found it wanting was the real objec-

tive. The first missionaries at Constantinople

laid their plans before the Armenian patriarch,

and during twelve years had his friendly approval,

especially for their schools. A less liberal patri-

arch punished with severe persecution from 1845
to 1847 Armenians who had adopted the idea of

individual study of the Bible. Finally the British

Government interfered in behalf of religious Uberty,

solemnly proclaimed by the Sultan in the Hatti
Sherif of 1839. All Armenians who chose to escape

the pains of the ban by declaring themselves Protes-

tants were protected by Turkish police against the

rancor of the patriarch; and in 1852-^54 the " Prot-

estant Community " as it is officially called, or the
" Evangelical Conmiunity " as it is called by its

members, was formally recognized, with a layman
as its representative before the throne, and with all

the rights of a separate religious organization.

Since then evangelical Greeks, Bulgarians, Syrians,

Jews, etc., have been added to this body.
The American Board's missions among the Arme-

nians have extended throughout Asiatic Turkey,

to the Persian frontier on the east, and to the

Arabic-«peaking provinces of Syria and Mesopo-
tamia on the south. The central stations number
13 and the outstations 241, with 161 missionaries

(of whom 63 are unmarried women) and 956 native

workers. The communicants in its congregations

(1905) number 14,542, and the adherents 50,738.

It should be noted, however, that separate statistics

of the Armenians in these congregations are not

kept. It is perhaps safe to estimate them at about
seventy per cent of the whole number. Educational

work is extensive and effective. There are 22,152

scholars of all grades and both sexes in the 529

primary and intermediate schools, the six colleges

for men and women, and the four theological

seminaries, which receive candidates for the min-

istry of the Old Armenian Church as well as those
of the Evangelical body. Robert College at Con-
stantinople, founded by Christopher Robert of
New York with Cyrus Hamlin for its first president,

is not included in these statistics. It is not con-
nected with the mission, nor is it in any sense
propagandist. Yet its liberal education of Arme-
nians has tended to strengthen the position of
the Evangelical Armenian body. A publishing
house at Constantinople, removed from Smyrna
in 1853, and with uninterrupted productiveness
since it was founded in Malta in 1822, issues school
books, religious books, hjrmnals, conmientaries,
and other helps to the study of the Bible, besides

a family newspaper that appears in an Armenian
and a Turkish edition.

A small number of Armenians have joined the
evangelical movement through the mission of the
(American) Disciples of Christ. Many, whose
statistics are not separately kept, have connected
themselves with the American Presbyterian mis-
sions in Persia. Reckoning all these together,

and adding to them the evangelical Armenians in

the Russian Caucasus and in the territory taken
from Turkey in the war of 1877-78, the total number
of Evangelical Armenians may be estimated in

these countries at about 80,000.

HsNBT Ons DWIGHT.
Armenian immigration to the United States

practically conmienced in 1895 after the massacres
of that time. A few had come earlier for education,

business, or manufacturing, and there were small
communities in a few of the larger cities. After

that the number increased rapidly. The census of

1900 makes no distinction of races from Tiu*key,

though the later immigration reports do. It thus
follows that exact figures are scarcely obtainable.

The best estimates place the total (1906) at not
far from 30,000, of whom from 7,500 to 10,000 may
be considered as Protestants or Evangelicals, the

remainder belonging to the Gregorian

9. Armeni- or Orthodox Church. The largest

ans in single community, practically a colony,

America, is at Fresno, Cal., where at least 4,000
are located. The other centers are

New York City (3,500-1,000), Boston (2,500),

Worcester, Mass. (1,200), Providence. R. I. il,200),

and Philadelphia (500). In the immediate suburbs
of Boston and the manufacturings towns of Eastern
Massachusetts and New Hampshire, in Hartford,

and in New Jersey there are a number of commu-
nities of varying size and changing from year to

year.

The Protestant Armenians have organized

churches in New York City, Troy, N. Y., Worcester,
Mass., Providence, R. I., and Fresno, Cal., besides

a number of missions, or places where services,

more or less regular, are held. The great majority

are connected with the Congregational denomina-
tion, but there are Presbyterians. The Gregorians

have an archbishop at Worcester, and vartabeds
or priests at New York, Worcester, Providence,

Boston, and Fresno. These visit other places in

their vicinity to perform rites or ceremonies that

may be desired. They have church buildings at

Worcester and Fresno. The attendance upon
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church servicefl is said to be on the whole excellent

in those communities where there are regular organi-
,

sations. It is to be noted that there are many
small conmiunities where members identify them-
selves with the local churches.

In general character the Armenians in the United
States show much the same characteristics as in

their o\7n countiy. They are industrious, frugal,

peaceable. They retain a close connection with
their relatives and friends in the home-land as is

shown by the sums annually remitted to them.
With the exception of the Fresno colony, chiefly

agricultural, they are for the most part traders,

manufacturers, or laborers in the large factories.

They preserve to a considerable degree their dis-

tinctive nationalism and were the conditions in

Turkey to change, would probably return in large

numbers. Edwin Munskll Bliss.

BiBZJOoaAPHT: DeoeriptiTe and geographical worki: H.
Hjnrernat and P. Maller-Simonis, Rtia»ion dm mi^nont
weienhfiquet , . . nolM mr la gioi/raphie et Vhi»toire an-
aenne de VAmUnie et let inBcripUona du ha99in de Van,
Paris, 1892; H. F. Toier, Turkic Armenia and Baetem
Aeia Minor, London, 1881; K Noguferes. Arminie. Oio-
orapkie, hietoire, religion, mcrurc, lilUrature, Paris, 1807;
H. F. B. Lsmoh, Armenian Troveb and Studtee, London,
1001. On the people: A. Megorovian, 6tude ethnogra-
phitiueei iuridique eur la familU et le mariage armhtien,
Paris, 1805; J. Creagh.Armemane,Koorde and Turke, 2 vols.

,

London, 1880; J. B. Teller, Armenia and itt Peofie, Lon-
don. 1801; Q. H. Filjan, Armenia and her people. New
York, 1806. On the language and literature: F. J. B.
Ananian. DieHonaruof Modem Armenian Language, Venioe,
1800; F. M.Bedroarian, i?na.-Arm«n»an andArmeman-Eng.
Didionary, 2 vols., London, 1876-70; J. H. Petennann,
Brevie lingucB Armeniea grammaHoa, Berlin, 1872; K. H.
Gulian, Blementary Modern Armenian Orammar, London,
1002; P. Sukias Somal, Quadro deUe opere di vari autori

anUoamente iradoUi in Armeno, Venioe, 1825, and Quadro
deUa atoria leUeraria di Amenta, Venioe, 1820; C. F.
Neumann, Vereueh einer Oeaehickle der armeniedien Lit-

teratur, Leipeio, 1836, a German adaptation of the prece-

ding; M. Patcanian, Catalogue de la littiraiure armSnienne
depuie le commencement du iv. eiide jueque vera le milieu du
xviL, in MHangea aeiatiquea, iv. 1., 8t. Petersburg, 1860; F.
Vkr^L^ArmSniedtritienneet ea ItttAtxIure, Louyain, 1886.

For the history the sources accessible in European lan-

guages are: M. Chamchian, Hietory of Armenia from B.C.
Mt47 to A.D. 1780, tranalated from the original Armenian
by J. Avdall, vfiih continuation to date, 2 vols., Calcutta,
1827; J. Baint-lfartin, MSmdrea hiatoriquee et giogra^

f^uquea aur VAmUnie, 2 vols., Paris, 1818-10; M. Brosset,
Lea Ruinea d'Ani, 2 parts, 8t. Petersburg, 1860<^1; idem,
CoUeetion d'hiatoriena arminiena, 2 vols., St. Petersbuig,
1874-76; V. Langlois, Collection dee hiatoriena anciena et

modernea de VArmSnie, 2 vols., Paris, 1867-60; E. Du-
laurier, Le Royaume de la PetUe-AmUnie, in RecueU dea
hiatoriena dee eroiaadea; documenta arminiena, i., Paris,

1860; idem, Atude aur I'organiaation politique^ rdigieuae, et

adminutrative du royaume de la PetUe-AmUnie, in JA, ser.

v., xvii. (1861) 377 sqq., xviii. (1861) 280 sqq. Consult
N. T. Oregor, Hiat of Armenia from Earlieat Agea, Lon-
don, 1807 (a handy manual); Nerses Ter-Mikaelian, Dae
armeniache Hymnarium, Leipsic. 1005 (a hist of the de-
velopment of hsrmnology in the Armenian Church).

For the native religion of Armenia, consult H. Gelser,
Zurarmeniadten OdUerUkre, in the Bertchte der kihuglid^en

eOeheiaehen OeaeOaehaft der Wiaaenadtaften au Leipeig, pHiL-
hieL Claaae, xhriii. (1806) 00-148: A. Cani^re. Lea Huit
Sanctuairea de VArminie pcuenne, Paris, 1800. The works
mentioned in the text have all been printed, either by
the Mekhitarists, at St. Petersburg, or elsewhere; some
are accessible in translation, either independently or in

collective works like those of Brosset and Langlois, men-
tioned above. For the history of the Armenian Church,
missions, and modem religious conditions consult: E. Du-
laurier, Hiatoire, dogmea, tradiHona, et liturgie de Vigliae

armSnienne orientate, Paris, 1855; S. C. Malan, Life and
Timea of 8L Gregory the Illuminator, London, 1868, a

transl. from the Armenian; idem. The Divine Lihtrgy of the

Orthodox Armenian Churdt of 8L Oregory, ib. 1870,

transl. from, the Armenian; idem, Confeeeion of FaiA of

Ae Holy Armenian Church, ib. 1872; C. H. Wheeler, Ten
Yeara on the Euphraiea. New York. 1868; R. Anderaoa.
Hietory of the Mieaiona of the American Board to Ike Orien-

tal Churthea, 2 vols.. Boston, 1870; £. F. K. Forteseoe.

The Armenian ChurA, London. 1872; F. N^ve. L'Ar-
mime chrHienne, Louvain. 1886; D. Vernier, Hietoire da
pairiarcat anninien cathoHque, Lyons, 1801; F. C. Cony-
beare. The Armenian Church, in ReUgioua Syeteme of the

World, London, 1803, and The Key of Truth: a Manu^
of the Pauhdan Church of Armenia. Text and trand.,

London, 1806; H. Gelser, Die Anidnca der armeniaeken
Kirche, in the BerichtederkOnigUch aOehaiachen Geeeiiedkaft

der Wiaaenachaften eu Leipaig, phiL-kiaL Claaee, xlvii.

(1805) 100-174; W. St. C. Tisdall, Convereion of Armenia
to the Chriatian Faith, London, 1806; Mdodiee of Ae Holy
Apoatolie Church of Armenia, the liturgy, eto., translatad

by J. B. Melik-Belgar, Calcutta, 1807; £. Lohma&n. Im
Kloater au 8ie, ein Beitrag au der OeackidUe der Be*ieku»'
gen awiaehen dem deutadten Reiche und Armenian im Mil-

tdalter, Stricgau. 1001: K. Beth, Die orientaUeehe Chria-

tenheU der Mittelmeerldnder. Reiaeatudien eur Siahelik und
SymMik der . . . armeniedten . . . Kircken, Berlin,

1002; A. Hamack, Die Miaaion und Auaiireiiung dea

Cfuiatentuma in den ereten drei Jakrhunderten, Leipnc
1002, Eng. transl., London, 1004, passim; S. Weber. Die

kaiholiacke Kirdte in Armenien, Freiburg, 1003 (the most
complete account of Armenian church history to the be-

ginning of the sixth century from the Roman Gatholie

standpoint); E. Ter-Minassiants, Die armeniecke Kirtke

in ihren Beeidtungen au den ayriadten Kireken bia aum
Endedea dreiaehnten Jahrhunderta, TU, new aeries, xi. 4.

The recent disturbances in Armenia have called forth

a number of works (some of them to be used with caution).

such as F. D. Greene, Tfte Armenian Crieie and the Rule

of the Turk, London, 1805; G. Godet, Lea Souffraneea de

I'Arminie, NeuchAtel, 1806 (containing a list of churches,

monasteries, and villages destroyed, and names of minis-

ters murdered); J. Lepsius, Armenienund Europa, Berlin.

1806; J. R. and H. B. Harris, Lettera from Armenia, New
York. 1807; A. Naaarbek, Through the Storm, Picture of

Life in Armenia, New York, 1800; H. O. Dwight. Con-
atantinopla and tte ProUema, New York, 1001.

ARMDnnS, JACOBUS Jakob Hermanss),
AND ARMINIANISM: A Dutch theologian and the

theological system he is supposed to have held. Ar-

minius wasbom atOudewater (18m. eJi.e. of Rotter-

dam) Oct. 10, 1560; d. at Leyden Oct. 19, 1609.

After his father's early death he lived with Rudol-

phus Snellius, professor in Marburg. In 1576

he returned home and studied theology at Leyden
under Lambertus DansBUs. Here he spent six

years, till he was enabled by the burgomasters of

Amsterdam to continue his studies at Geneva and
Basel under Besa and Grymeus. He lectured on the

philosophy of Petrus Rajnus and the Epistle to the

Romans. Being recalled by the government of

Amsterdam, in 1588 he was appointed preacher of

the Reformed congregation. During the fifteen

years which he spent here, he gained the general

respect, but his views underwent a change. His

exposition of Rom. vii. and ix., and his utterances

on election and reprobation gave offense. Hia

learned but hot-headed colleague, Petrus Plancius,

in particular opposed him. Disputes arose in the

consistory, which for the time being were stopped

by the burgomasters.

Arminius was suspected of heresy because he

regarded the subscription to the symbolical books

as not binding and was ready to grant to the State

more power in ecclesiastical matters than the strict

Calvinists would admit. When two of the profess-

ors of the University of Leyden, Junius and
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Trelcatius, died (1602), the curators called Arminius;

and Francificus Gomanis (q.v.)f the only surviving

theological professor, protested, but he became rec-

onciled after an interview with Arminius. The lat-

ter entered upon his duties in 1603 with an address

on the high-priestly office of Christ, and was made
doctor of theology. But the dogmatic disputes

were renewed when Arminius undertook public

lectures on predestination. Gomarus opposed him
and published other theses. A great excitement
ensued in the university and the students were
divided into two parties. The ministers in Leyden
and other places took part in the controversy,

which became general. The Calvinists wanted
the matter settled by a general synod, but the
States General would not have it. Oldenbame-
veldt, the Dutch liberal statesman, in 1608 gave
both opponents opportunity to defend their views
before the supreme court, and a verdict was pro-

noimced that since the controversy had no bearing

upon the main points pertaining to salvation, each
should bear with the other. But Gomarus would
not yield. Even the States of Holland tried to

bring about a reconciliation between the two, and
in Aug., 1609, both professors and four ministers

for each were invited to undertake new nego-

tiations. The deliberations were first held orally,

afterward continued in writing, but were terminated
in October by the death of Anninius.

In his DUptUaiionea, which were partly published

during his lifetime, partly after his death, and
which included the entire department of theology,

as well as in some discourses and other writings,

Arminius had clearly and pointedly defined his

position and expressed his conviction. On the
whole these writings are a fine testimony to his

learning and acumen. The doctrine of predes-
tination belonged to the fundamental teachings of

the Reformed Church; but the conception of it

asserted by Calvin and his adherents, Arminius
could not make his own. He would not follow a
doctrinal development which made God the author
of sin and of the condenmation of men. He taught
conditional predestination and attached more
importance to faith. He denied neither God's
omnipotence nor his free grace, but he thought it

his duty to save the honorof God, and to emphasize,
on the basis of the clear expressions of the Bible,

the free will of man as well as the truth of the doc-
trine of sin. In these things he was more on the
side of Luther than of Calvin and Beza, but it can
not be denied that he expressed other opinions
which were violently controverted as departures
from the confession and catechism. His followers

expressed their convictions in the famous five

articles which they laid before the States as their

justification. Called Remonstrants from these

RemonatranHaf they always refused to be called

Arminians. See Remonbtrantb. For the Armin-
ianism of John Wesley and the Methodists, see

Methodibtb. H. C. RoooEt.
Arminianism in its later development has entered

widely into the thought of the Church, both on
the Continent, in Great Britain, and in America.
It was welcomed in the Lutheran Church aa a relief

from the teachings of Augustine and the Reformed

Churches. In Holland it became allied with the
more liberal tendencies,—Socinian, rationalistic,

universalistic,—thus withdrawing itself from the
traditional interpretation of Christianity. The
number of its professed adherents in that country
(most of them in Amsterdam) is not large (see

Remonbtrantb). In England also it developed
a strong affinity with Socinianism in its doctrine
of God and the person of Christ, and with Pelagian-
ism in its conception of human nature. About the
time of the Restoration, according to Hallam
(Literary History of Ettrope, ii., London, I855,p. 131),

the Arminians were called Latitude-men or Lati-

tudinarians (q.v.) and were addicted to Greek
philosophy and natural religion. During the
eighteenth century Arminianism was advocated
by many of the leading writers of Great Britain,

—

Tillotson, Jeremy Taylor, Chillingworth, Burnet;
by Hoadly, a Socinian; and by Whitby, John
Taylor; and Samuel Clarke, Ariana. With many
others it was rather a repudiation of Calvinism
than a definitely formed theory. In America
Arminianism showed itself now as an advocacy
of freedom of thought and thus of toleration;

now as emphasis on natural human duties

rather than on speculative theology; now as

silent, now as outspoken protest against the
tenets of Calvinism. Owing to the writings of

Whitby, John Taylor, and Samuel Clarke, its

influence greatly increased in the eighteenth cen-

tury. To Jonathan Edwards its menace formed
the motive for his greatest work, The Freedom of

the Will, The name itself was made to cover many
things for which Arminianism proper was not
responsible—rationalistic tendencies of thought,

depreciation of the serious nature of sin, indifference

to vital piety, and laxity of morals. Arminianism
became more a condition than a theory. In spite

of opposition, however, in part on account of its

later profound spirit through Wesley, and in part

by virtue of its essential truth, it has thoroughly
leavened the Christian thought of America. A
sign of the times is, that theological schools con-
fessedly Arminian educate young men for Churches
which are traditionally Calvinistic, and ministers

holding Arminian views are received by such
Churches as thoroughly " orthodox." C. A. B.

Biblioorapht: Th« works of Anninius were published
Frankfurt, 1631, Eng. trans]., by J. and W. Nichols, Lon-
don, 1826-28; the latter contains life by Brandt and the
oration by P. Bertius; best Am. ed. of the works and lifet

New York, 1842; the life is published separately, London,
1864. On the original doctrines. The Confeuion of Faith
of tKo§e called Armeniane, , , . Ike Doetrinee of Ike Mime-
ten . . . known hy the name of Remonetranie, traneL out

of ^ Orioinal, London, 1084. The official AeU are in

Adaeynodi natUmalie DordredUi, Dordrecht, 1620, Fr.
transl., 1624, and in J. A. Fabridus, Bibliolheea Oroca,
id. 723, HamburR, 1706; the Canone are in P. SchaflF,

Creede of Chrietendom, iii. 660-697, New York, 1877; the
collection of minutes in Ada et ecripta eynodalia Dordra-
cena, Harderwyok, 1620; consult: M. Qraf, Beitrag ettr

OeetkiOUe der Synode von DortredU, Basel. 1826. On the
earlier Arminianism, O. Brandt, Hietoria reformationie

Bdgieee, 3 vols.. The Hague. 1700. Eng. transl., 4 vols.,

London, 1720; J. Nichols, Calviniem and Arminianiem
eompared in Ihoir PrincipUe and Tendency, 2 vols.,

London, 1824; JCL, L 1376-84. On later phases, W
Cunningham, lUformere and Theology of the Reformation^
Essay vii., Edinburgh, 1862; idem, Hielorioal Theolomt,

chap. zxT., Edinburgh, 1862; J. L. Girardeau. Calviniem
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and BvanoeUeal Armimanitm compand, Colambia, 1800;

O. L CurtiM, Arminiaiutm %n Ht§lory, CiDOinnati. 1804.

ARMTTAGE, THOMAS; Baptist; b. at Ponte-

fract (20 m. 8.s.w. of York), Yorkshire, England,
Aug. 2, 1819; d at Yonkera, N. Y., Jan. 20, 1896

He became a Methodist preacher at the age of six-

teen; emigrated to America in 1838; joined the

Baptists in 1848 and was pastor of the Fifth Avenue
Baptist Church, New York (then located on Norfolk

Street and known as the Norfolk Street Chureh),

from that year till Jan. 1, 1889. He was one of the

founders of the American Bible Union (1850) and
its president 1856-75. He published Preaching,

iU Ideal and Inner Life (Philadelphia, 1880); A
History of the Baptists Traced by their Vital Prin-

ciples and Practices from the Time of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ to the Present (New York,

1887; revised and enlarged ed., 1890).

ARMY. See War.

ARUAUD, ar"n6^ HENRI: Waldensian; b. at

Embrun (58 m. s.e of Grenoble), Department of

Hautes Alpes, France, Sept. 30, 1641; d. at Sch6n-
enberg near Darrmens (19 m. n.w by w. of Stutt-

gart), WUrttemberg, Sept. 8, 1721. He studied

at Basel, probably visited Holland, and contmued
his studies at Geneva; became pastor at Bianeille

in the valley of St. Martin, 1670, and later at an
unknown place in Dauphind; fled to La Torre,

Piedmont, probably shortly after the revocation

of the Edict of Nantes (October, 1685). He coun-
seled resistance to the persecution of the Wal-
densians undertaken by Victor Amadeus II., Duke of

Savoy, at the instigation of Louis XIV of France,

and, when this failed, with the remnant of his

people (about 3,000 in number) took refuge in

Switzerland. There he was active in plotting for

a return, and in August, 1689, he led about 900 of

the exiles back to their old homes, where they
maintained themselves against the French and
Savoyard troops until political conditions (the

influence of William of Orange and a breach with
France) led the Duke to withdraw his opposition

(1690). In the ensuing war with France he ren-

dered good service to the duke, but resumed his

spiritual duties in 1692. In 1698, on the renewal
of persecution following a fresh alliance with France,

he again went into exile in Switzerland, visited

Germany, Holland, and England in the interest

of bis people, and in 1699 settled in WUrttemberg
as pastor of the Waldensians living in and about
DQrrmenz He wrote Histoire de la glarieuse

rentr^e des Vaudois dans leur valines (Cassel, 1710;
later eds., NeuchAtel, 1845, Geneva, 1879; Eng.
transl by H. D Acland, London, 1827).

Bibliography: For his life in German oonault K. H. Klai-
ber, Henri Arnaud, nach den Quellen. Stuttgart, 1880; in

lUlian. E Comba, Florence, 1889; Fr. ed. of the latter,

abridged, with the addition ol certain letters, Le Tour,
1889.

ARUAULD: The name of a famous French fam-
ily, known especially for their connection with Jan-
senism The well-known lawyer Antoine Amauld
(1560-1619) foreshadowed the position of his

children by defending the University of Paris

against the Jesuits in 1594. Of his twenty chil-

dren, ten died young; and nine of the others de-

voted themselves to rdigion. The most noteworthy
are: The eldest, Robert Amauld (d'Andilly; b. in

Paris 1588; d. there Sept. 27, 1674), who held

various positions in the government and at the

court, but retired in 1640 to Port Royal and
devoted himself to church history. He is best

known by his translations into Fr^ich, especially

of Josephus and St. Augustine's " Confessions,"

and the Vies des saints phres du disert (2 vols.,

Paris, 1647-53; Eng. transl., 2 vols., London,
1757)—^Jacqueline Xarie Amauld (known in re-

ligion as Marie Ang^lique de Ste. Madeleine; b.

in Paris Sept. 8, 1591; d. Aug. 6, 1661) entered

the abbey of Port Royal when only seven, and
became abbess at eleven. Aroused to fervent

devotion in 1609, she began a strict reformation of

her abbey according to the CJistercian rule. She
resigned the position of abbess in 1630 and intro-

duced the custom of triennial elections. From
1626 to 1648 she was in Paris, at the new house
known as Port-Royal de Paris,—^Henri Amaold
(b. in Paris 1597; d. at Angers June 8, 1692)
was at first a lawyer, but entered the priesthood,

was elected bishop of Toul but declined the election

since it had occasioned disputes, and became bishop
of Angers in 1649. He was an earnest and lealous

diocesan, and a decided Jansemst; he was one of

the four bishops who refused to subscribe the bull

Unigenihis, which condemned the AugusOnus of

Jansen. His Nigociations d la oour de Rome el

en diff&rentes cours d'ltalie was published after lus

death (5 vols., Paris, 1748).—Antoine Amauld
(b. in Paris Feb. 6, 1612; d. in Brussels Aug. 8,

1694), known as " the great Amauld," like his

brother Henri, studied law at first, but entered the
Sorbonne in 1634, taking his doctor's degree and
being ordained priest in 1641. In 1643 he pub-
lished his work De la frequents communion, written

under St. C^yran's influence (see Du Vergier db
Hauranne, Jean), with which he began a lifelong

struggle against the Jesuits. Its cold and rigid

severity was opposed to their sjrstem, and they
attacked it bitteriy. Amauld carried the war into

the enemy's country with his Thiologie morale des

JisuOes (n.p., 1643), and, though for thirty years
from 1648 he lived in retirement at Port Royal,
his pen was never idle. He defended the cause of

Jansen, mainfjiining in his two famous letters to

the Due de Liancourt (1655) that the five condemned
propositions were not found in the Auffustinus.

The Sorbonne condenmed these writing?, and in

1656 expelled him, with sixty other doctors who
refused to submit to the decision, from its fellow-

ship. He was obliged to go into hiding for a time,
and, with Nicole, was sheltered by the Duchess de
Longueviile. But he was still, as he had been since

the death of Saint Cyran (1643), the active head of

the Jansenist party, worldng dfligently to confirm
the nuns of Port Royal in their opposition to the
papal decrees, supplying Pascal with the material
for his ''Provincial Letters," and publishing numer>
ous pamphlets and treatises against the Jesuits.

When the " Peace of (dement IX." put a temporaiy
end to the strife, Amauld was able to tum his
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weapons against the Protestants, notably in the

controversy with Claude on the Lord's Supper,

which produced his PerpHutti de la foi de Vigliae

caiholique touchani VEuehariatie (Paris, I664>. He
still, however, continued to attack the Jesuits,

and his defense of the " Galilean liberties " against

the king in the controversy over the Droit de rigale

(see Regale) brought him into such disfavor with

the government that in 1679 he again went into

hiding and soon after left France for Brussels,

where the Spanish governor protected him. Here
he wrote two works of special interest to English-

speaking people, the Apologie pour les eatholiques

(2 vols., li^ge, 1681-82), a defense of the En^h
Roman CSathoUcs against the charge of conspiracy,

especially as brought by Titus Gates, and an attack

on William of Orange (1689). Of more general

interest is his controversy with Malebranche, which

produced the TraiU de8 vraiea et des fausaes id^ea

(Cologne, 1683) and Rifiexiana phUoaophiquea et

ifUdoffiquea eur le nouveau ayathne de la nature et

de la grdce du Phre MalebrancKe (3 vols., 1685-86).

During this period he collaborated with Quesnel

in his translation of the New Testament, as he had
previously with Nicole and other members of the

Port Royal group in their educational works,

especially the often-reprinted ** Logic." He was
a man of wide learning, acute penetration, eloquent

style, and untiring diligence, but unbendingly

obstinate and set in his own ideas, so that at Port

Royal it was a rule never to contradict him, lest

he should be unduly excited. His works were
published at Lausanne (48 vols., 1775-83).

—

AngHique (de Saint Jean) Amaiild, daughter of

Robert (b. in Paris Nov. 24, 1624 ; d. Jan. 29. 1684),

entered the abbey of Port Royal in her nineteenth

year under her aunt's training; became subprioress

in 1653 and abbess in 1678. Her firmness of char-

acter, and undaunted couragemade her the principal

support of the nuns during the long and grievous

persecution brought upon them by their adherence

to Jansenist opinions. Of several works which

she wrote, the most important is the Memairea
pouraervir d Vhiatoire de Port Royal (3 vols., Utrecht,

1742).—For all the members of the Amauld family

see Jansen, Cobnelius, Jansenism; Port Rotal.

ABJXDTf Omt, AUGUSTIll: German Jesuit; b. at

Berlin June 22, 1851. He was educated at the

universities of Berim (1872-74), Breslau (1875),

and Cracow (1880-84). He was professor of Ger-

man at the Seminary of Vals, France, in 1878-80,

and from 1883 to 1889 he was professor of theol-

ogy at Cracow, while since the latter year he has

been editor of the Kaiholiacher SonrUagabUUt fUr

die Didzeae Brealau. He has written Homer und
VvrgQ, eine ParaUde (Leipsic, 1873); Der Unater-

hUchkeOaglavbe der AUen (G<ltersloh, 1873); BliUen^

atrauaa aua Luthera Werken (Berlin, 1875); Wo
iat WakrheUt (Freiburg, 1875); Fenelona aace-

tiache Sehriften (3 vols., Regensburg, 1886-87);

Der heilige Stanialaua Koatka (1888); De prce-

ataniia Societatia Jeau (Cracow. 1890); De rUuum
rdatione furidiea (Rome, 1895); De libria pro-

hSntia (Regensburg, 1895); Conjerenzen Hber die

KorutUutumen der Uraulinerinnen (Breslau, 1897);

Betatunden fOr die ewige Anbetung (1897); Biblia

Sacra: die heilige Sckrift (Regensburg. 1898);
Der Jubilaeumebeichtvater (1900); Handbuchlein der

Mdaaigkeitabruderachaften (Breslau, 1900); Vor-
achriften iiber daa Verbot der Bucher (Trier. 1900);
Die kirchlichen Bechtabeatimmungen Ober die Fraur
enkongregaiionen (Mains, 1901); NovizenbiUhlein
der grauen Schweatem (Breslau, 1901); Kandi-
datenbOMein der grauen Schweatem (1901); «/ii5i-

laeumdrilchlein (1901); Die vier fuiligen Evan-
gelien (Regensburg, 1903); Daa Neue Teatament

(1903); and Erlaaae und Verordnungen (1906)
He has likewise written much in Polish, and is the
author of numerous briefer contributions.

ARlfDT, Omt, JOHANN: German mystic;

b. at Edderitz, near Ballenstedt (36 m. s.w.

of Magdeburg), Anhalt, Dec. 27, 1555; d. at

Celle (23 m. n. of Hanover), Hanover, May 1 1,

1621. He studied theology at Helmstedt,
Wittenberg, Strasburg, and Basel and in 1583
became pastor at Badebom in Anhalt. He was
removed in 1590 by Duke Johann Georg because
of his refusal to submit to the duke's order pro-

scribing the use of images and the practise of

exorcism. Sunmioned to Quedlinburg in the
same year Amdt had to contend with the malice
of a faction among the townspeople with whom
his aggressive preaching found little favor, and
in 1599 he followed a call to Brunswick. Here
too, after some years of quiet, he came into

conflict with his colleagues, largely because of

the general opposition aroused by the appearance,

in 1606, of the first part of his Vom wahren Chria-

tenihum. In 1609 he became pastor at Eisleben,

but two years later received the important post of

general superintendent at Celle and in this position

remained till his death, exercising a lasting and
beneficent influence on the constitution of the

LOnebiu-g churoh system. In 1609 appeared three

additional books of the Wakre Chriatenthum and
in 1612 he published his no less famous Paradiea-

gdrtlein aller chriatlichen Tugenden. The appear-

ance of the Wahre Chriatenthum gave rise to a violent

controversy. Steeped in the mysticism of the Mid-

dle Ages, Amdt asserted the insufficiency of ortho-

dox doctrine toward the complete attainment of

the tme Christian life, and upheld the necessity of

a moral purification made possible by righteous

living and by bringing the soul into communion
with God. Though he held fast, formally, to the

doctrine of the Lutheran Churoh, he nevertheless

became thus the great precursor of Pietism and his

is the greatest name in the history of German
mysticism after Thomas a Kempis. The first

book of the Wahre Chriatenthum was translated

into English in 1646, and complete translations

were made by A. W Boehm in 1712 and by W.
Jaques in 1815. An American edition appeared

at Philadelphia in 1842, revised in 1868. The
Garden of Paradiae appeared in English in 1716.

(H. HdLBCHEE.)

Bibliogbapht: F. Arndt. Johann Amdt, Berlin. 1838: H. L.

Perta. Dt Joanne Arndt ojuoquo lUfria, HanoTer. 1852.

ARlfDT, JOHAKll FRIEDRICH WILHELM:
German Lutheran; b. at Berlin June 24, 1802;
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d. there May 8, 1881. He began his theological

studies at the University of Berlin in 1820, and in

1829 became assistant minister to the bishop of the

province of Saxony. His sermons delivered in the

cathedral of Magdeburg attracted large audiences

and his influence was especially marked among the

higher classes and the learned. Called to Berlin

in 1833 as associate pastor, he succeeded to the office

of head preacher in 1840, retiring in 1875 because
of his dissatisfaction with the reorganization of

the church system effected two years previously.

During his long pastorate at Beiiin, Amdt estab-

lished his reputation as one of the most eloquent
pulpit orators of his time, and his volumes of ser-

mons, frequently issued, constituted highly im-
portant contributions to German homiletic litera-

tuze. As at Magdeburg, his congregation included

persons of great eminence, among them such theo-

logians as Neander and Hengstenberg. Amdt's
remarkable power in the pulpit consisted in an
exceptional gift for psychological analysis and
shrewd observation and an extremely forcible

style. He did not, however, escape the danger of

dogmatism, and doctrine and formulas constituted

for him an important part of the Christian life.

His thought shows little development throughout
his long career and the attitude revealed in his

earliest works is the same found in his later sermons.

Of the numerous collections of these mention may
be made of Daa chrisUiche Leben (Magdeburg, 1834);

Predigien Ober DarndU Leben (1836); Daa Vattr-

unser (1837); Die Bergpredigt Jesu Chriati (1838).

He also wrote Dae Leben Jesu Chrieti (1850-55),

and Die goUeedienetlichen Handlungen der evan"

ffeliechen Kirche (1860). (Hans Kessleb.)

ARNO OF REICHERSBERG: A younger
brother of the more famous Gerhoh of Reichers-

berg; d. Jan. 30, 1175. The year of his birth is

not known. He received his education from
Gerhoh, whose "son in the Lord " he calls himself.

A third brother, Ruodger, was dean at Augsburg,
and later at Neubuig. After Gerhoh's death,

Amo, then dean, was unanimously chosen provost
of the collegiate church of Reichcrsberg on the Inn,

in the diocese of Passau (June 29, 1169). He
wrote his Scutum canonicorum (in MPL, cxciv.

1489-1528) imder Eugenius III., and so earlier

than 1153. It was called out by the jealousy

existing between the monks and the canons, which
Amo wholly condemns, pleading for fratemal

unity between the two foundations with similar

aims. At the same time he vigorously defends the

canons' rule of life, considering them the true

imitators of Christ and the apostles, especially

because, unlike the monks, they occupy themselves

directly with the service of their neighbors. He
also wrote an apologetic treatise (ed. C. Weichert,
Leipsic, 1888), defending the teaching of Gerhoh
against Provost Folmar of Triefenstein, on a ques-

tion of Christology—whether the man (homo)

taken into God at the Incarnation is truly and
strictly the Son of God. Amo vehemently asserts

the affirmative, maintaining that all the qualities

of the Godhead were communicated to the human
nature,though veiled during the earthly life of Christ.

As a coToDaiy he condemns the prevailing view
of a local heaven, in which Christ sits in bodily

presence. Underneath his polemic against Fol-

mar there is another, expressed or unexpreeaed,

against a more important theologian, Peter Lom-
bard; and in one place he also controverts Hugo
of St. Victor. Among other contemporary theo-

logians, he knows Bernard of dairvaux and Rupert
of Deuts. (A. Hauck.)

Bibuoobapht: Wattanbach, DQQ, u. 814, note 3; Haack,
XD. iv. 444 aqq.

ARUO OF SALZBURG: Archbishop of Salx-

burg 785-821. He seems to have been bom in the

diocese of Freising, where his name occurs in the

records as deacon and as priest down to 776. After
782 he is found as abbot at St. Amand at Elnon in

Hainault, which he retained even after his conse-

cration as bishop of Salzburg, Jime 10, 785. He
was sent to Rome in 787 to implore the hdlp of the
pope in reconciling Chariemagne with Tassilo,

Duke of Bavaria, but failed, and Bavaria lost its

independence the following year. Amo gained the
confidence of the new ruler, however, and Charie-

magne confirmed the church of Salzburg in its

possessions (790). The bishop was employed as

miesue dominicue in Bavaria, and at the close of

the war with the Avars, all the conquered lands
were placed under the spiritual authority of Salz-

burg. When Pope Leo III. was driven out by the
kinsmen of his predecessor, Amo was charged by
Charlemagne with the task of restoring peace and
order in Rome, and explaining to the pope the king's

wishes for the settlement of ecclesiaBtical affaiia

in the eastem part of his realm (797). In deference

to these wishes, Bavaria was included ecclesias-

tically as well as civilly in the Prankish kingdom,
and Salzburg was raised to the dignity of a metro-
politan see, Amo receiving the pallium April 20,

798. He visited Rome again in 799 to restore

Leo III. once more, and in 800 for the coronation
of Charlemagne. He was mieeuM dominicuM in

Bavaria almost continuously from 802 to 806; he
appears on the occasion of CSiariemagne's making
his will, and at the Council of Mainz in 813, after

which he seems to have retired from public life.

He was a friend of learning and art, and is said to

have had more than 150 books copied.

(A. Hauck.)

Bibliogbapbt: Alouin's letter* to Amo are in Jaff^. BBO,
ri„ Monumenia Aleuimana, Beriin, 1873; consult aleo
Rettberg. KD, u. 200, 237, 658; Wattenbacb. DGQ, L
(1904) 166, 172. 176 iqq.. 216, ii 606; Haiuk. KD, u.

ARKOBIUS, ar-nfil>i-u8: A teacher of rhetoric

at Sicca in proconsular Africa under Diocletian.

At first he was a fierce opponent of Christianity,

but he was converted and wrote seven books cdver-

sue natione8f in which he seeks to refute the charge
of his contemporaries that Christianity was the

cause of all misery in the world. To this point

he devotes books i. and ii. The other books are

a polemic against heathenism, showing in iii., iv.,

and V. the folly and immorality of the polytheistic

mythology, wUle vi. and vii. speak of the heatiien

temple and sacrificial servicci When the work
was composed can not be stated exactly, but
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probably it waa after 303. Amobius was neither

a clear thinker, nor a skilful writer (cf. Jerome,

EpisLf Iviii. 10). Where he tries to pose as philoso-

pher, he betrays no deep study. His ideas con-

flict not seldom with Holy Scripture. Greek
mythology he knows only from the " Preceptor "

of Clement of Alexandria, and Roman mythology
from the writings of Cornelius Labeo, whom he
sometimes attacks. He had only a superficial

knowledge of Christianity. His naive modalism
is merely the expression of a very superstitious

sentiment, and his notions concerning the origin,

nature, and continuance of the soul have anything
but a Christian-ecclesiastical color. G. KrOqer.
Biblioorapht: Amobius's work ia in MPL, iv. and was ed.

by A. Reifferteheid, in CSEL, iv., 1876; Eng. transl. in

ANP, yi. 406^^43. BibUography 'u in ANF, BibUog-
raphy, pp. 7&-77. Consult Z)CB. i. 167; K. B. Francke,
IHe Pwytkologis und ErkenntnMtikn dea AmoMtM, Leipsic,

1878; W. Kahl, in PkOologua, supplementary vol. v.. Cor-
neliut Labeo, 717-807. Q6ttingen, 1889; A. Ebert, Oe-
•cAidUs der LilUratur de» MiUtlctUera im Abendland, i.

64-72. Leipaie. 1889; A. ROhrieht, Die SeeltfiUhre dsa Amo-
bkus. Hamburs. 1893; idem, De ClemenU AUxandrino Ar-
nclrii in irndendo oentUium cuUu aucfore, Hamburg, 1893;
C. Stange. Da Amobii oraHone, SaargemOnd, 1893;
Scihamagl. Da Amobii fnajaria laHniiaU, GUn, 1894-96;
E. F. Schultie. Dot UeM in der Welt nach der Lehre dee
Amofriue, Jena, 1896; KrOger. Hietory, 304-306; P. Spin-
dler, De Amoini genmre die&ndi, Straabuig. 1901.

ARKOBIUS THE YOUHGER: Reputed author

of certain writings, concerning which scholars

are not agreed except that they belong to the

fifth century. They include: (1) Commentarii in

pealmos, which are usually thought to be the work
of a semi-Pelagian Gaul, though theymay have been
written in Rome; (2) Adnotationea ad qucedam
evangeliorum loca, which seems to have been used

in the supposed gospel-commentary of Theophilus

of Antioch (q.v.); (3) Amobii catholici et Sera-

jrionis confUctus de Deo trino et uno ; (4) The so

called Pradestinatue, which may have been the

work of this mysterious Amobius (see PiLBDEa-

ttnatub). G. KbCobr.

Biblxoorapht: The worka are in MPL, liii. Consult DCB,
L 170; T. Zahn. Porediungen twr Oeeehiehie dee Ka-
none, iL 104-119. Erlangen, 1883; A. Uamack, in TU,
L 4. 162-153. Leipaie, 1883; 8. B&umer. in Der Katholik,

iL (1887) 898-406; A. Engelbreoht. Patrietiet^ AnaUk-
fen, pp. 97-99. Vienna. 1892; B. Grundl. in 7Q. bcxix. (1897)
565-568; O. Morin. in Revue binidieiine, xz.. Maredaoua,
1903; H. von Schubert, in TU, new aer., ix. 4. Leipaie.

1903.

ARKOLD OF BRESCIA.

Life to 1 139 (i 1 ). Political Activity in Rome ((3).
Baniahed from Italy (i 2). Condemnation and Death ({ 4).

Arnold of Brescia, church reformer of the twelfth

century, was bom at Brescia, but the year is not
known; he was executed at Rome 1155. At an early

age he devoted himself to the priesthood. Like

many young Italians of his time he studied in

France and became a pupil of Abelard. His

scientific culture is particularly praised, and Abe-
lard's keen criticism of tradition helped no doubt

to loosen the bonds which connected

z. Life to Arnold with the existing church

Z139. authority. Some years later he ap-

pears again in his native city, having
meanwhile been ordained priest. The Historia ponti'

fic€dia calls him ccaumicua regularia and abhae ajmd

Brixiam. The views to which he clung to his

death were already fixed in his mind. The Church
must resign worldly power and worldly possessions;

priests, having worldly possessions, forfeit salvation;

their necessary support they must obtain from the

tithes, and the laity, who withheld from the priests

what belonged to them, come in for a share of Ar-

nold's criticism. His austere asceticism and power-
ful eloquence gained him great authority, which
rendered his opposition formidable to Manfred,
bishop of Brescia, and the latter accused him at a
synod held in Rome in 1139. Arnold was banished
from Italy and had to vow solemnly not to return

without papal permission.

A revolution now took place in Brescia, and
the ** evil-minded consuls, hypocritical and heret-

ical men," were expelled from the city by the

knighthood. Arnold meanwhile had gone to

France, where he assisted Abelard
2. Banished against Bernard of Qairvaux, and so

from Italy, the condemnation passed by Innocent
II. in 1140 on Abelard concerned him

likewise; they were to be separated and kept in

monastic prisons. Arnold, however, remained
unmolested for the time being, because of a con-

flict between the king and the curia. Bernard
was at first against the king, but afterward he
acted as mediator, and thus after a short time
Arnold had to leave France. He went to Zurich,

where he soon had a following. A letter of Ber-
nard (cxcv.) to Bishop Herman of Constance
[written 1140] caused his expulsion, but he soon
found a safe refuge, for another letter of Bernard's

(cxcvi.) to Cardinal Guido—probably the cardinal-

deacon Guido who was active as papal legate in

Bohemia and Moravia between 1142 and 1145

—

received Arnold into his retinue and honored him
with his society. Arnold returned to Italy shortly

after the death of Innocent (1143), and Eugenius
III. (1145-53) received the fugitive again into the

communion of the Church after a promise to do
penance.

Rome was at that time the theater of great

struggles. Toward the end of the life of Innocent
II. the community had created a senate and ap-

pointed a patrician in place of the city-prefect

dependent on the pope. Eugenius escaped these

impleasant relations by going to France, and
Arnold developed great public activity. He

attacked the cardinals, and even the

3. Political pope. A new element now comes out
Activity in in him according to the Historia

Rome. pontificaliSf which makes him say
that those should not be tolerated,

who wish to enslave Rome, the mistress of the
world, the source of liberty. He took up the idea

of reclaiming for Rome her ancient powerful
position in the world. He entered into dose
relations with the Roman community which had
become a republic and had promised to protect

him against every one. Eugenius sought to get

possession of Rome by force of arms, and in their

distress the Romans looked to King Conrad, who,
however, had no thought of realizing their hopes,

though he was in no position to help the pope in

an efifective manner. An agreement was made in
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November, 1149, according to which Rome ac-

knowledged the supremacy of the pope, but the

government of the city remained in the hands of

the senate. Arnold exercised his influence as before.

When Frederick I. became ruler, Eugenius obtained

his promise of a campaign against Rome. But
the Amoldists also applied to him in a writing,

the strange contents of which may be regarded as

an echo of Arnold's sermons. It declares that

clerics who in spite of the gospel and the canonical

rules claimed for themselves the right of confirming

the emperor are successors of Julian the Apostate;

the Donation of ^Constantine is a hereticcd fable,

which even the every-day Roman ridicules; as the

empire belongs to the Romans, who should hinder

them from electing a new emperor 7 It is possible

that such eccentric schemes repelled the more pru-

dent elements. At the elections of Nov. 1, 1152,

the Amoldists seem to have been defeated, for

the senate is soon found in negotiation with the

pope, and he was enabled to make his entrance in

December. A little later Frederick promised to

subdue the Romans.
When Adrian IV. ascended the papal throne

Dec. 5, 1154, he demanded of the senate the expul-

sion of Arnold, which for the time being was not

heeded. But an attack made upon a cardinal

gave opportunity, shortly before Palm Sunday,
1155, to pronounce an interdict on Rome,—

a

hitherto unheard-of proceeding. The
4. Condem- depression which already existed in

nation and the city was enhanced by this measure,

Death. and on Wednesday the senate appeared
before the pope and obtained the

removal of the interdict by swearing to expel

Arnold and his adherents. Arnold's fate was now
decided. Banished from Rome, he found indeed

a refuge with the viscounts of Campagnatico, but,

urged by the pope, Frederick induced them to

hand him over to Adrian. The city-prefect, as

Rome's criminal judge, delivered him to the gal-

lows, had his body burned, and the ashes thrown
into the Tiber. He died lamented even by men
who, like Gerhoh of Reichersberg, by no means
agreed with him. The great cause of fads death was
no doubt his opposition to the worldly power of

the pope. But he was also regarded as a heretic.

That he held false doctrines regarding baptism
has not been substantiated; but he declared that

the sacraments administered by priests not leading

an apostolic life were invalid, and herein one could

see a rejection of the official Church and hence a
heresy. That Arnold left many followers is evi-

dent from the Historia pofUificalitf and in the great

bull of excommunication of Lucius III. (11S4),

Amoldists are mentioned. Thenceforth only iso-

lated notices concerning them are found; the(y

were probably lost among the Waldensians.

S. M. Deutbcb.

BnuooBAPBT: Soorees are: Otto of Freismg, De oeaHt fW-
diriet, i. 27-28, ii. 21. in MOH, ScripL, xx. (1868) 338-491
and ed. O. Waits in SeripL rer. Oerm., Hanover. 1884;
John of Salisbury. Historia ponHfiaMiU, xzzi.. in MOH,
SeripL, xx. (1888) 616-^646; Ounthar, LtffwrtmM. iii.. in

MPL, ocxiL; CSerhoh of Reichersberg, De invegtiooiione

oniMtruH, xUi., in MPL, cxdv.; Boao, Viia Hadriant
IV., in J. M. Watterich. PonHfieum Ramanonan viia, ii.

324-325, LeipMO. 1882; Ostto di Feimigo I. in liaUa (Pub-
Uoations of the Istituto Storico Italiaao), Borne, 1887.

Consult also F. Odorid, Storit Breadane, !.. Breacis,

1868; W. von Giesebreeht, Arnold von Breccia, Ifuniefa.

1806; idem, (TescAtdUs dtr dmUaeken Kaimrwmt, iv.. t..

Bninawiek, 1880-88; Q. de CSaatro, Arnold da Brmda^ Les-
horn, 1876; W. Bemhardi, JahrbOekor de9 doutaAon BoiAa
vnlar Konrad III,, Leipaie. 1883; £. Vaeaodanl. AmaM
de Breeeia, in Aavaa de» quoationt ki&loriqitoe, xjulv. (1884)
62-114; A. Hausrath, Arnold von Brmaa, Leipaie, 1891.

ARUOLD.CARL FRAHKLIH: German Luther-
an; b. at Williamsfidd, O., Mar. 10, 1853. He
was educated at the gymnasium at Bremen and
the universities of Erlangen, LeipsiCy and KftnigB-

berg (Ph.D., 1882). He was instructor in reUgion

at the Wilhehns-Gjonnairium in Ednigsberg from
1878 to 1888, when he was appoint^ professor

of church history in the University of Breslau.

Since 1898 he has also been ephorus of the

Gr&fliches Ledemtsky'sches Johanneum. In theol-

ogy he is an advocate of positive union. He
has written Studien ntr GeachiehU der jdini-

aniichen Chriateniferfolgung (Kdni^berg, 1887);

Die neroni8che ChriaUnverJolgung (Leipsic, 1888);

AuBwM avM J, G. Hamanna Briefen tmd Sihriften

(Gotha, 1888); CceaariuB von ArdaU tmd die ^al-

liachs Kirche seiner Zeit (Leipsic, 1894); Pndifften
des CcBsarius von ArdtUe in detUscher Ueberaetsr

ung (1895); Die VertreHnmg der Salxburger

ProteeUmten und ihre Aufnahme hei den Glaubent-
genosaen (1900); Die Auerottung dee Proieetan'

tismua in Sabsbvrg tmter ErMechof Firmian und
8einen Nachjolgem (1901); ProUeUEnHethee Leben
indenVereinigtenStaaien(1903). He edited the fifth

and sixth editions of H. Weingarten's ZeiUaftin

und Ueberblicke eur KirchengeechidUe (1897, 1906).

ARUOLD, GOTTFRIED: Lutheran; b. at An-
naberg (18 m. s. of Chemnits), Saxony, Sept. 5,

1666; d. at Perleberg (75 m. n.w. of Beriin), Pnissia,

May 30, 1714. In 1685 he began the study of

theology at Wittenberg but gave himsdf up to

independent reading in eariy church history.

Through the influence of Spener, then court preacher

at Dresden, he became tutor in a noblefamily of that

city in 1689, and later obtained a similar position

at Quedlinburg. There be became identified

with the most prominent exponents of mystic and
separatist teaching? and in 1696 published Die
ersU Liebe (ed. A. C. L&mmert, Stuttgart, 1844),

a eulogy on the early Christian Ghurch in which
his hostility to dogma and ecdesiasticism led him
to exalt the virtues of the primitive CSiurch as

opposed to the formulism of later orthodoxy. In

1697 he became professor of history at Gieasen, but
found himself out of sympathy with the practical

natiure of his duties and returned in the following

year to Quedlinburg. In 1699-1700 he published

his Unparteiieche Kirehen- und KeUer-Hieiarie

(4 vols.; new ed., Frankfort, 1729), which had a
mariced influence on church history. In studying
heretical movements Arnold refused to accept as

authority the evidence of hostile oontemporarieB
and drew upon the writings of the sectaries them-
selves for fads materials. In view of his constitu-

tional opposition to orthodox* doctrine this method
naturally led to fads assiuning a position extranely

favorable to the separatists of various ages and
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oocamoned a vigorous oontroversy which plunged
him deeper still into mysticism. From this period

date his beautiful religious songs, of which a nimiber
have found a place in the evangelical hymnal.
In 1704 he became pastor and inspector at Werben,
in Prussiai and from that time may be dated his

reconciliation with established theology. In 1707
he became inspector at Perleberg, bringing to the

performance of his duties the utmost devotion and
energy. Besides his church history, his writings

number more than fifty, among them, Geiatliche

GestaU eine8 evangeliichen Lehren (Halle, 1704)

and Wahre Abh<Udting des intoendigen Chnsten-
thums (Frankfort, 1709). His hynms were edited

by K. C. £. Ehmann (Stuttgart, 1856).

(F. W. DiBBLIUS.)

Bibuoobafht: F. Dibeliiu, OoUfrud Arnold, Berlin, 1873.

ARUOLD, MATTHEW: Church of England;
b. at Laleham, near Chertsey (32 m. w.s.w. of

London), Dec. 24, 1822, eldest son of Thomas
Arnold (q.v.); d. in Liverpool Apr. 15, 1888. He
studied at Winchester and Rugby schools, and at

Balliol College, Oxford, and became fellow of Oriel

1845. In 1847 he became private secretary to

the Marquis of Lansdowne, then president of the

council and acting as minister of public instruction;

by his influence was appointed in 1851 as inspector

of schools, and held the position till 1886. He was
professor of poetiy at Oxford 1857-67. He was a
zealous and able official and his reports upon conti-

nental schools, which he visited frequently, are

valuable in educational literature. His poetry
is of high rank; and as literary critic he was un-
rivaled in his generation. He possessed a subtle

mind, a keen critical spirit, and a passionate love

of truth, which, when applied to religious problems,
found many defects in the current theology of the
time, the chief being a disposition to rest on unprov-
able assumptions and to ignore the claims of reason.

The greatest good he held to be progress toward
perfection; and such progress could only be made
by ' culture,' which meant acquaintance with the

best that has been done and thought in the world.

He declared that ' conduct is three-fourths of life,'

characterised religion as ' morality touched with
emotion, ' originated the phrase ' the enduring power,
not ourselves, which makes for righteousness,'

and believed that ' miracles do not happen.' His
works which bear on religioiu topics are: CuUitre

and Anarchy (London, 1869); St. Paul and Protea-

ianHsm : Vfith an introduetian on PurUaniam and
theChurehofEn^and{1870); LiUrtUiire and Dogma,
an enay toward a bdter appreciation of the Bible

(1873); God and the Bible, a review of objectiona

to ' LUeratwre and Dogma * (1875); Laet Eeeaye

on Church and Religion (1877). He also edited,

with prefaces and notes, the two sections of the

Book of Isaiah, A Bibte-Reading for Sehoola, the

great prophecy of laraeVe Reatoration [Isaiah xl.-

Ixvi.] (1872; new ed., 1875); laaiah of Jeruaalem

[Isaiah i.-xxxix.] (1883). A complete edition of

his worics in 15 volumes was issued in London
and New York, 1903-04. In accordance with his

wish no authorised biography has been pub-
lished, but his letters, 1848-88 (collected and

arranged by G. W. E. Russell, 2 vols., London,
1895) furnish an excellent substitute.

Biblioorapht: For life, DNB, Supplement, L 70-76;
G. W. E. RusmU, MaiAew AmoU, London, 1904. For
hie influenee on the ace, J. M. Robertaon, Modem Bu-
maniaU, London, 1891; W. H. Hudson, 8iudie§ in Interpro-

laHon, New York, 1896; J. Fitoh, ThomoM and Mattkow
Arnold and tKeir Influence an Bngiiak BdueaHon, London,
1897; Q. White, Maiihew Arnold and the Sjririi of the Age,
New York, 1898; O. Saintabury. Matthew Arnold, Lon-
don, 1899; W. H. Dawaon, Matthew Arnold and hia

RdaHon to the Thought of our Time, New York. 1904; J.

M. Dixon. Matthew Arnold, New York. 1906 (on the re-

ligiouB aide of hia philosophy and poetry).

ARirOLD, IflKOLAnS: Reformed theologian;

b. at Lissa (55 m. n.n.w. of Breslau), Poland, Deo.

17, 1618; d. at Franeker, Holland, Oct. 15, 1680.

He studied under Amos Comenius, at Dansig
(1635-^1), and at Franeker, where ACaccovius and
Cocceius were his teachers. After visiting the

academies of Groningen, Leyden, and Utrecht,

and traveling in England, he was appointed min-
ister at Beetgum, near Leeuwarden, Friesland, in

1645, and professor of theology at Franeker in 1651

.

He edited the works of Maccovius, and published,

against Socinianism, Retigio Sociniana aeu cate-

cheaia Racoviana major pMicia diaputationibua

refutata (Franeker, 1654); Atheiamua Socinianua

(1659); against the Roman Catholic Church, Apolo-

giaAmeaii contra Erbamannum ; against the prophe-
cies of Comenius concerning the millennium. Die-

curaua theologicua contra Comenii prcetenaam lucem
in tendtria (1660).

ARNOLD, THOMAS: Master of Rugby and
"Broad Church'' leader; b. at West Cowes, Isle

of Wight, June 13, 1795; d. at Rugby June 12,

1842. He studied at Warminster and Winchester
schools and Corpus Christi College, Oxford, becom-
ing a fellow of Oriel in 1815. He was ordained
deacon in 1818, and in 1819 settled at Laleham,
on the Thames near Staines, where he undertook
to prepare a small number of young men for the
universities. In 1828 he was ordained priest and
appointed head master of Rugby; in 1841 he was
made regius professor of modem history at Oxford,
but delivered only one course of lectures. He is

best known as one of the greatest of English school-

teachers; but he should be remembered no less as
a keen-thinking and sharp-sighted leader of religious

thought. like Newman, Keble, and others of the
reactionary High-chureh party, he was alarmed
by the troubles political and otherwise, which
appeared to be threatening the Chureh. But he
sought safety by advocating that its doors should
be opened so that all English Christians could

find room within it. Differences of doctrine, con-

stitution, and ritual he maintained were minor
matters and should be disregarded; the essential

thing in Christianity is practical godliness, mani-
festing itself in individual and social life. Chureh
and State alike exist to help realiM this ideal and
each needs the othei.* His views were expressed

> It is Tho TM Arnold, if any ona, who miwt be regarded
as the pioneer of free theology in England ... He was
the first to show to his eountrsrmen the poesibilityr and to

make the demand, that the Bible should be read with hon-
est human eyes, without the speotaoles of orthodox dqg-
matie inwuppoaitions, and that it oan at the same time be
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in two pamphlets, The Principles of Church Reform
(London, 1833) and Fragment on the Church (1844);

his religious writings also include six volumes of

Sermons. His historical works comprise an edition

of Thucydides (3 vols., 1830-35); the History of

Rome (3 vols., 1838-43, unfinished); History of

the Later Roman Commonwealth (2 vols., 1845);

Lectures on Modem History (Oxford, 1842).

BiBUO<mA.PHT: A. P. Stanley, Lift and CorrmpondmiM of
Thomaa AmM^ latest unabridged ed., London, 1901;

Stanley oolleeted abo his MiaedlaneotM Worka, 1845, and
hie TravOlino JoumaU, 1862; DNB, ii. 113-117; J. Fitoh,

Thomaa and MaUhmo AmoUL and tMr Infiumee on Eng-
Uth Education, London, 1897.

ARNOLDI (Or-nel'dl), BARTHOLOHLSUS (B«r-

tholomew of Usingen): The teacher and later

the opponent of Luther; b. at Usingen (17 m.
n.n.w. of Frankfort) about 1464; d. at WQrs-
burg Sept. 0, 1532. He entered the University

of Erfurt probably in 1484, and was made master
of arts in 1491. As teacher of philosophy and by
his widely circulated writings he won the high

esteem of both his colleagues and his pupils, among
whom Luther seems to have been specially in close

relations with him. When neariy fifty, and appar-

ently in part owing to Luther's influence, he entered

the Augustinian order, and later became professor

of theology in the studium generaJte of the order at

Erfurt. He was opposed to the later exaggera-

tions of the scholastic methods, but without going

as far in this direction as Luther, in whose rejection

of philosophy he saw one of the sources of what he
considered the reformer's later errors. He took a
decided stand against the Wittenberg theses;

after he had been deserted by his brethren of the

Erfurt house he attacked the reforming movement
in his first controversial treatise (1522), directed

against the fiery preaching of Cuelsamer and
Mechler. This was followed by many others cov-

ering the whole range of the controversy, and be-

coming more and more bitter as his old pupils

scorned his exhortations. He was finally obliged

to leave Erfurt, and in 1526 is found in the Augus-
tinian house at WOrzburg. He was not a great

theologian nor even a good Latinist; but he seems
to have been an honorable man who made a thor-

revered with Christian piety and made truly productive in

moral life. He was the first who dared to leave on one side

the traditional phraseology of the Hich-ohurchmen and
the Evangelicals, and to look upon Christianity, not as a
saered treasure of the Churches and the sects, but as a di-

vine beneficent power for every believer; not as a dead
heritage from the past, but as a living spiritual power for

the moral advancement of individuals and nations in the
present. ... He showed how classical and general histoid

ical studies may be pursued in the light of the moral ideas
of Christianity, and how, on the other hand, a free and clear
way of looking at things may be obtained by means of wide
historical knowledge, and then applied to the interpretation

of the Bible and the solution of ciurent ecclesiastical ques-
tions. Thus he began to pull down the wall of separation
which had cut off the religious life of his fellow countrymen,
with their sects and Churches and rigid theological formulas
and usages, from the general life and pursuits of the nation.
It IS also clear as day that, if longer life had been granted
to him, the result of the further prosecution of his historical

studies . . . would have been further insight and oourage
to apply his historical and critical principles to the Bible.
At all events, his work was subsequently further prosecuted
in this direction by his friends and pupils.—Pfleiderer, The
Oe9«iopment of Theologu in O^rmany oinee Kant and ita Proff-
reaa in Oraat Britain ainea 1SB6 (London, 1800), 367-368.

ough study of his opponents' writings and learned

to fight them with their own weapons. At WOn-
burg he was of great assistance to his bishop,

Conrad von Thdngen, in the struggle with growing
Protestantism, appeared with him at the Diet of

Augsburg, and was among the theologians to whom
the refutation of the Confession was committed.

(T. KOLDE.)

BiBLiooRAPmr: O. Veesenmeyer, Klaine BeHrSoe aur Ge-
aehidUa daa Raiehataga au AugiAurg, 105 sqq., Nuremberg,
1880; N. Paulus. Dor AuauaHner BartholomOua Amotdi von
Uaingen, in StraahOroar Thaologiaeha Shidian^ i. 3, Freiburg.

1803.

ARUOLDISTS. See Arnold of Brescia.

AKNOT, WILLIAM: Free Church, Scotland;b. at

Scone, Perthshire, Nov. 6, 1808; d. in Edinburgh
Jime 3, 1875. He studied at Glasgow, and in 1838

became pastor of St. Peter's Church in the same
city; joined the Free Church movement in 1843;

in 1863 succeeded Dr. Rainy as minister of the

Free High Church, Edinburgh. He paid three

visits to America, the last time as delegate to the

meeting of the Evangelical Alliance in New York
(1873). His chief publications were: Life of James
Halley (Edinburgh, 1842); The Race for Ridies,

cmd some of the Pits into which the Runners fall :

Six Lectures applying the Word of God to the Traffic

of Man (London, 1851); Lav>s from Heaven for

Life on Earth : Illustrations of the Book of Proverbs

(2 vols., 1857-58); The Parables of Our Lord (1864);

Life of James Hamilton (1870).

BiBLxoaRAPHT: DNB, u. 119-120; AiUofnography, and Mam-
oirhy A. Flaming (his daughter), London, 1877.

ARUULF of LISIEUX: Bishop of Lisieux

(90 m. w.n.w. of Paris) 1141-77 (or 81); d. in Paris

Aug. 31, 1184. He was bom in Normandy, accom-
panied Louis VII. of France to the Holy Land on
the Second Crusade in 1147, was present at the

coronation of Henry II. of England in 1154, and
later tried unsuccessfully to mediate between
Henry and Thomas Becket; he upheld the cause
of Pope Alexander III. against Victor IV. at the

Synod of Tours in 1163, and spent his last days in

retirement in the abbey of St. Victor in Paris.

His works are in MPL, cd. 1-200; most important
are his letters (Epistoks ad Henricum II., regem
Anglia, Thomam archiepiseopumf et alios), which
are in MPL, ut sup., 17-152, and^ ed. J. A. Giles,

inP^A.

ARUULF, SAINT, OF METZ: Bishop of Metz;
b. about 580; d. July 18 of an unknown year,

according to Sigebert of Gembloux (Chron., MGH,
Script., vi., 1844, p. 324) 640. He early distinguished
himself in deeds of arms and affairs of state, but
later devoted himself to an ecclesiastical career,

and in 611 or 612 was made bishop of Mets. In
this position he exercised considerable influence

on the government of the Prankish kingdom, as

a friend of Pepin of Landen, and enjoying the con-

fidence of the Austrasian magnates. It was to him
more than to any other that dothair II. of Neus-
tria owed liis attainment of the dominion of Aus-
trasia. Amulf had been married as a young man,
and through his son Ansegis, who married Pepin's

daughter Begga, he became the ancestor of the
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C&rolingian house. Amid all his dignities, he

longed for the peace of the contemplative life;

probably in 627 he resigned his see and retired into

the wilderness of the Vosges, where he lived as a
hermit near his friend Romarich, the founder of the

abbey of Remiremont . His body rests in the church

at Meta which bears his name. (A. Hauck.)

Biblxoorapht: V»to,by unknown author, in MOH, ScnpL
nr. Merav., iL (1888) 426-446; and by another author in

MPL, xcY. Consult Rattbers. KD, i. 488; Friedrieh, KD,
ii. 236; B^l, Hiatoin de 8. Amoul, Bar-le-Duc, 1875;
Wattenbaoh, DGQ, i. 144; Hauok. KD, L 127, 161. 296,
316.

ARROWSMITH, JOHN: Puritan and Presby-

terian; b. near Newcastle-on-Tyne Mar. 29, 1602;

d. at Cambridge and was buried Feb. 24, 1659. He
was educated at Cambridge, where he became
fellow of St. Catherine's Hall (1623). He was
successively incumbent of St. Nicholas's Chapel,

King's Lynn (1631); master of St. John's College,

Cambridge (1644); rector of St. Martin's, Iron-

monger Lane, London (1645), and member of the

sixth London classis; vice-chancellor of Cambridge
University (1647); regius professor of divinity

there (1651); master of Trinity College (1653).

He sat in the Westminster Assembly of Divines

(1643). Robert Baillie describes him as " a man
with a glass eye in place of that which was put out

by an arrow, a learned divine, on whom the Assem-
bly put the writing against the Antinomians." He
was on the oonmiittee to draw up a confession of

faith, and preached thrice before Pariiament, the

sermons bdng published: The Covenant-Avenging

Sword Brandished [Lev. xxvi. 25] (London, 1643,

4to, pp. 28); England's Eben-ezer [I Sam. vii. 12]

(1645, 4to, pp. 34); A Great Wonder in Heaven;
or, a lively Picture of the Militant Church, drawn
by a Divine Penman [Rev. xii. 1, 2] (1647, 4to, pp.

44). While at Cambridge he published Tadica

sacraf aive de tnilite apirituali pugnante, vincente,

et triumphantedissertatio (Cambridge, 1657, 4to,pp.

363), containing also three Orationes antirWeige-

liancB, After his death there were published:

Armilla catechelica, A Chain of Principles; or,

an orderly Concatenation of Theological Aphorisms

and Exercitations, wherein the chief Heads of Chris-

tian Religion are asserted and improved (Cambridge,

1659, 4to, pp. 490), an unfinished work designed

to form a complete body of divinity in thirty

aphorisms, only six of which were completed,

covering for the most part the groimd of the first

twenty questions of the larger Westminster Cate-

chism, in essentially the same order; also ^eav-

^pcmog- or God-Man (London, 1660, 4to,pp. 311),

an exposition of the Gospel of John i. 1-18, dis-

cussing the divinity and humanity of Christ, and
maintaining the Catholic doctrine against all here-

sies. C. A. Briggb.

ARSEllinS, Or-st'ni-us: 1. Egyptian monk;
d., nearly or more than one hundred years old, at

Troe (Troja), near Memphis, about 450. He was a
Roman of distinction, served as tutor to the sons of

the emperor Theodosius, and retired into the desert

of Scetis in Egypt under Arcadius. He is com-
memorated in the Greek Church on May 8 and in

the Latin on July 19. He wrote a book of " In-

I.—20

struotion and Exhortation " for his monks, and an
exposition of Luke x. 25 (ed. A. Mai, Classici

auctores, x., Rome, 1838, 553-657; MPG, Ixvi.

1615-26). G. KbOoer.
Bibuoobapht: Vita, in ASB, July. iv. 606-631; DCB, i

172-174.

d. Patriarch of (Constantinople 1255-67; d.

1273. On the death of the emperor Theodore
Lascaris II. in 1259, Michael Palsologus usurped
the throne, seized upon the legitimate heir, John
Lascaris, a boy of six or seven years, and deprived

him of his eyesight. Arsenius manfully espoused

the cause of the young prince and was banished to

an island in the Propontis in consequence. He had
followers who for a number of decades remained
in irreconcilable opposition and formal schism
against the government. His will, in which he
anathematized the emperor and his helpers, is in

MPG, cxl. 947-958. G. KBtyosB.

Bxbuoobapht: KL, L 1447-60.

ART AlVD CHURCH.
Art in the Early Church ({ 1).

The Romanesque and Medieval Perioda (i 2).

The Renaiasanoe ({ 3).

Since the Reformation (f 4).

There is nothing in the nature of Christianity

which excludes art, although in the Apostolic Age,

under the prevalence of the purely religious con-

templation of life and life's problems, the knowl-
edge and cultivation of it naturally receded. But
when Christianity entered into the world of Greco-
Roman culture, it soon became evident that it

had great receptivity for art. If the Church al-

lowed artistic decoration in the solemn resting-

places of the dead, the catacombs, as early as the

end of the first century, the conclusion is justified

that art had also a place in the house of worship.

Herein the fundamental position of the Church is

clearly expressed; and the steady growth of artistic

activity during the second and third centuries

indicates not only a tacit permission, but even an
active promotion on the part of the Church, though
no definite statement to that effect is found.

Nevertheless, some doubts were felt. The existing

art was intimately connected with the cult of the

gods and was thus defiled by heathen-

z. Art in ism. With this in mind, and knowing
the Early that Christian artists manufactured
Church, idols, Tertullian attributed to the

devil the introduction into the world

of artificers of statues and likenesses {De idokh-

latria, iii.). But herein he does not touch upon
the fundamental question, having in mind only

art stained by idolatry. Clement of Alexandria

is of much the same opinion, yet he adds " let art

receive its meed of praise, but let it not deceive

man by passing itself off for truth " (Protreptikos,

iv.). The judgment of both Tertullian and Clement
was warped by the ascetic ideal. Again the Old
Testament prohibition of likenesses of living things

had influence, and prevented all portraiture of

God in human form till the second half of the fourth

century. The Spanish synod at Elvira about 313

(see Elvira, Synod of) declared that ** pictures

ought not to be in churches, nor that which is

worshiped and adored to be depicted on the
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walls " (canon xxxvi.). The same consideTations

influenced Eusebius of GsBsiu^a, as may be seen

from his letter to the empress Constantia; and,

to a still greater degree, Epiphanius, who tore down
a curtain adorned with a picture in a Palestinian

village church, because it was contrary to Holy
Writ (EpisL ad Joh, Hieroa., iz.). The fear that

the masses just emancipated from heathenism

might transfer the heathen image-worship to the

Christian was not groundless. But the general

view of the Church was not expressed by these

voices. Men esteemed for knowledge and the

Christian life take note of works of art (Augustine,

Gregory of Nyssa), encourage artists (Basil the

Great), or express pleasure in artistic creations

(Gregory of Nazianzus). Still more explicit is the

language of the monuments of art. From the time

of Constantine ecclesiastical architecture, repre-

sentative art, and the minor arts made rapid prog-

ress. Not oxily the houses of worship but the holy

vessels, vestments, and the like received decoration.

Even an ascetic like St. Nilus planned a magnificent

church (cf. Augusti, ii. 88 sqq.), and everywhere

throughout Christendom bishops were eager to

build (cf. Schultze, 31 sqq.). There was less

reason for denying the adxnissibility of art, since

it was believed that more than one picture had
originated by divine miracle (cf . E. von Dobschdtz,

Christusbilder, Leipsic, 1899) and even the evan-

gelist Luke was regarded as a painter (cf. T. Zahn,

Einleilung in das Neue Testament, ii., Leipsic, 1899,

337).

In the Carolingian and Romanesque periods the

clergy and monks were the creators of ecclesiastical

art. The Benedictiniip long stood at

3. The Ro- the head. The Gothic also developed

manesque under church influence, although in it

and Medi- the lay element had a greater part,

eval Art-loving prelates are met with

Periods, throughout the entire medieval period

(cf. Otte, ii. 24-26). In the Greek
Church of the Middle Ages, Church and art are

even more closely connected, and the influence

of the Church was greater. The freedom of

art, in so far as it was taken into the ecclesiastical

service, was more limited, but the current as-

sumption that dead formalism and conventionality

ruled in the Byzantine Church is an error. There
was a glorious revival in the ninth century.

The iconoclastic controversy had a destructive

influence, but its outcome is proof of the insep-

arable connection of art and Church.

The Renaissance brought a change. As it

emphasized the rights of the individual and called

for independence and personal responsibility, so

it delivered art from ecclesiastical domination
and tutelage. Free apprehension of nature took

the place of the former more or

3. The Re- less conscious dependence on tradi-

naissance. tion (J. Burckhardt, Die KuUur der

Renaissance in Italien, Leipsic, 1885;

idem, Geschichte der Renaissance in Italien, Stutt-

gart, 1890). In Michelangelo this freedom comes
out the grandest. The Church itself, carried

away by the powerful stream of the new culture,

was first moved by it without reflection, but its

true ideas characterize not so much the Renais-

sance popes, Julius II. and Leo X., as an Adrian

VI. Hence the disenchantment which soon fol-

lowed.

With the restoration of Roman Catholicism

after the convulsions of the Reformation, com-
mences the renunciation of the free art of the

Renaissance and a return to the ecclesiastical ideals

of the Middle Ages. Romanticism
4. Since strengthened this impulse by similar

the Refor- tendencies, and modem ultramon-

mation. tane Roman Catholicism carried it

out to the utmost. The inability

of Roman Catholic ethics to appreciate the phe-

nomena of the secular life influences also the judg-

ment of the Church of Rome on the essence and
purxxMe of art. It regards secular art as on a

lower level than ecclesiastical. Protestantism,

on the other hand, continues the conception of the

Renaissance. The standards of valuation of a
work of art are not to be taken from dogmatics
and ethics, but from the character of art itself.

No fundamental difference between secular and
religious art is recognized. With this the possibility

of an unlimited, free relation between Church and
art is obtained. The two branches of Protestant-

ism are here in perfect agreement. They per-

ceive in art something which is permitted to the

Christian as the use of secular culture in general.

But the two confessions differ in that the Lutheran
Church not only opened its houses of worship to

art but asserted for it therein a necessary place;

whereas the Reformed Church, stron^y influenced

in its ethics, as in other respects, by an Old Testa-

ment legalistic view, excluded &rt as much as pos-

sible from the culture and religious service in general.

From this Protestantism has wrongly been suspected

of being an adversary of art. But this rigor has

been somewhat weakened, or wholly abandoned
in modem times. From the position of Protes-

tantism toward art follows its perfect independence
of the ecclesiastical tradition. Much as it demands
a religious and ecclesiastical art, it abstains from
laying down canonical enactments with reference

to its development, while constantly and properiy

insisting that such art shall be really promotive of

its avowed lofty purpose. Vicroa Schultze.
Biblioorapht: J. C. W. AuguBti, BeUrUge cur cArwCluAcs

KunttQMchichte, 2 vote., Leipsic, 1841^6; A. N. Didraa.
ChrUtian Iconography; or, the Hiatory of CknaUan Art m
the Middle Agea, tranoL from the Fr., London. 1861:
A. Lenoir, Archiieetura moruuHque, Paris. 1852; C. J.

Hemans, Hiatory of Ancient Chiatiamiy and Sacred Ari
in Italy, Florence, 1866; idem, Hiatory cf Medimwd Ckria-
tianUy and Art in Italy, vol. i.. Florence. 1860. voL iL,

London, 1872; F. Piper, Einleitung in die momameniaU
Theologie, Qotha, 1867; W. Labke, Bcdeaiaaiical Art m
Oermany during the Middle Agea, London, 1870; R. St.

J. Tyrwhitt. AH Teadting of Oe PrtmUive Church, London.
1872; H. Otte, Handbw^ der kinhlichen Kunatarchdologie
dee deutaehen MiUelaUera, 2 vote., Lelpso, 1889-85; A.
Jameeon, Sacred and Legendary Art, 2 vols., BoBton« 1886;
M. Stokes. Early Chriatian AH in IrOani, London. 1888;
J. von Schlosser, SthriftgueUen eur Oeaehiehle der karotin-

giaehen Kunat, Vienna, 1802; idem, QuettenbuA ntr Ktau^-
geadndUe dea abendlAnditehen MiUelaUera, Vienna, 1806;

E. L. Cutts, Early Chriatian AH, London, 1803; V. Schultse.
Ardidologie der alUhriaaidien Kunat, Munich. 1805; F. X.
Kraus. Oeadiiehte der chriaUichen Kunat, 2 vote., FraburK.
1806-1000; W. Lowrie. Monumenta of the BaHy Churxh,
New York, 1001; E. M. Hurll. The Life of our Lard w
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Art, wUh womit Aeoowid of tke ArtUtie Treatment of the Lift

of 8L John th0 BapH»t, Boeton, 1808; T. Beaudoire. Oeniw
do la avptographie apootolique et do VarchiUciure rituelle,

PariB, 1003; A. Michel. HitL do Vart depuio loo premiero

tempo chrHieno, vols. i.-iL. New York, 1006; and the gen-
eral worka on Chriatian art and archeology.

ART, HEBREW: The ancient Israelites acoom-
plished practically nothing in the realm of art.

They lacked the necessary natural gifts, construct-

ive power, and creative imagination. In the

ancient time, when images of gods were indispen-

sable to worship, their native incapacity was sup-

plemented by no outside influence, and the old

Israelitic images were of the rudest kind. After

contact with more artistic neighbors had given

them technical skill, the peculiar hostility of their

religion to representative art prevented its devel-

opment. To such an extent was this hostility

carried that all likenesses of living creatures,

whether human or animal, were forbidden. Such
a prohibition—which survives in Islam to-day

—

was manifestly possible only among a people of no
artistic tastes or powers; it is inconceivable among
the Greeks. There is no mention of Israelitic

sculpture. The complete silence concerning statues

or stone ornamentation of any kind in Solomon's

buildings indicates that nothing of the sort was
found there. Stone sarcophagi, such as the Phe-
nicians and Egyptians made, were not used. The
ma^^hoth, the cultic pillars of stone, make the

nearest approach to statuary; but while among
other nations the stone pillars developed into true

statues of gods, among the Israelites they always

remained mere pillars. Such an expression as
" goodly images " in Hos. x. 1 probably indicates

that sometimes, as among other Semitic peoples,

rude forms were chiseled on the pillars. Wood
carving seems to have been practised. The tera-

phim certainly had something like a man's head

(I Sam. xix. 13). There were two cherubim of

olive wood in Solomon's temple (I Kings vi. 23),

and in Ezekiel's time the temple doors and walls

were adorned with carving (Ezek. xli. 17-26; cf.

also the later additions to the description of Solo-

mon's temple, I Kings vii. 18, 29, 35). Door-

posts and the wainscoting of houses and articles of

furniture, such as divans, tables, and chairs, were

thus decorated in the time of the later kings. But
it is noteworthy that the masterpiece of such work,

Solomon's throne (I Kings x. 18-20), was made by
Phenician workmen. Metal work also developed

imder Phenician influence. Solomon had to send

to Tyre for an artist to do the casting necessary

for the temple (I Kings vii. 13-46). The art of

overlaying with metal seems to have been better

understood and to date from an earlier time. The
ephod may have been made of wood or clay over-

laid with gold or silver (see Ephod), and the calves

of Dan and Bethel (I Kings xii. 28-29) were doubt-

less constructed in this way. A knowledge of gem
cutting is ascribed to the time of the Exodus
(Ex. xxviii. 21), and the patriarchs are said to

have had seals (Gen. xxxviii. 18),—which proves

at least that the art was familiar and old when the

narratives were written. There is mention of an

iron graving tool with diamond point (Jer. xvii. 1).

Israelitic seals which have been preserved resemble

the Phenician so closely that they can be distin-

guished only when they bear a distinctively Israel-

itic name (see Dress and Ornament, Hebrew, § 6).

Hebrew pottery also has the same form as the

Phenician; some of the specimens which have been
found may be Phenician work. They are painted
with geometric patterns (see Handicrafts, He-
brew). Manifestly there can be no thought of

a Hebrew style in any of the departments described,

distinct from that prevailing in Phenicia and all

Syria, and this was not original, but borrowed from
Assyria and Egypt. I. Benzinqer.

Biblioorapht: O. Perrot and C. Chipies, Hiatoire de Vart
dana Vantiquitf, iv.. Paris, 1887, Eng. transl., Hiatary of

Art in Sardinia, Judea, Sj/ria, and Aoia Minor, 2 vols.,

London, 1890; Benzinger, ArcK&ologie, 249-271; Nowack.
Arc/tOolooie, i. 259-268.

ARTAXERXES, Or^'tax-erk'siz: The name of

a Persian king mentioned in Nehemiah and Ezra,

where, however, the word occurs in the form of

Artachshashta, by which is doubtless meant Artax-
erxes I. Longimanus, 465-425 b.c. In the Persian

cuneiform inscriptions the name is written Artakh-
shathra, " righteous " or " sublime ruler." In
Ezra iv. 7, Artaxerxes Longimanus is meant, not

the Pseudo-Smerdis; so also Ezra vii. 1, 11 where,

following Josephus Ant., XI. v. 1, Xerxes has been
read. In the twentieth year of Artachshashta or

Artaxerxes, that is, in the year 445-444 B.C. Nehe-
miah, the cup-bearer of the king, went as governor
to Jerusalem. See Persia. (B. Lindner.)

ARTEMON (ar't!-men)orARTEMAS: A heretic

of the third century, founder of a small sect called

the Artemonites. Nothing is known of him except

what may be gathered from brief references in

Eusebius, Epiphanius, Theodoret, and Photius;

it seems certain that he shrank from applying the

name God to Jesus, and he is probably to be classed

with the dynamistic Monarchians (see Monarch-
ianibm); he was living at Rome, but separated

from the Church and without influence, about 270.

Paul of Samosata adopted and developed his views.

ARTHUR, WILLIAM: Methodist; b. at Kells

(18 m. n.w. of Belfast), County Antrim, Ireland,

Feb. 3, 1819; d. at Cannes, France, March 9, 1901.

He began to preach at the age of sixteen, was
accepted as a candidate for the ministry by the

Irish Conference in 1837, and spent the next two
years as a student at the Theological Institution

at Hoxton, London. In 1839 he went to India,

and opened a new mission station at Gutti, Mysore,

but returned to England in 1841, completely

broken down in health. His eyesight, in particu-

lar, was much impaired, and from this affliction he
never fully recovered. He was stationed at Bou-
logne, 1846, in Paris, 1847-48; preached in London,
1849-50; was appointed one of the secretaries of

the Wesleyan Mssionary Society, 1851; first prin-

cipal of the Belfast Methodist College, 1868; honor-

ary missionary secretary, 1871. In 1888 he retired

and thenceforth lived chiefly in southern France.

In 1856 he was made a member ot the legal com-
mittee of his Church, and from that time on was
prominent in all connectional committees and
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conference proceedings. He was president of the
Conference in 1866. During the Civil War in Amer-
ica he championed the Union cause and wrote a
series of able articles in its support for The London
Quarterly Review—a periodical which he helped

to found in 1853 and to which he contributed

regulariy for thirty years. His books are numerous
and some of them had an enormous sale. They
include: A Miseion to the Mysore, with Scenes and
Facte lUustrative of India, its People and its Religion

(London, 1847; ed., with introduction, notes, and
appendix, H.Haigh, 1902); TheSuccessfulMerchant,
Sketches of the Life of Mr. Samud BuSgeU (1852);

The People's Day, an Appeal to the Right Hon.
Lord Stcmley against his Advocacy of a French Sun-
day (1865); The Tongue of Fire, or the True Power

of Christianity (1856); Italy in Transition, Public

Scenes and Private Opinions in the Spring of i860

(1860); The Modem Jove, a Review of the CoUeeted

Speeches of Pio Nona (1873); The Life of Gideon

OuseUy (1876); The Pope,the Kings,and the People

(2 vols., 1877; ed. W. B. Neatley, 1903); On the

Difference between Physical and Moral Law, the

Femley lecture for 1883 (1883); Religion wilhoul

Ood and God without Religion, a criticism of the

philosophical systems of Frederic Harrison, Her-
bert Spencer, and Sir Fitzjames Stephen (3 parts,

1885-87).

Bibuoobapht: Coiuult The Mtthodiat Recorder, xlii, 11-16,

Londoa, Mar. 14. 1901, for biographical sketch.

ARTICLES, IRISH, LAMBETH, THIRTY-NINE,
ETC. See Irish Articlxs, Lambeth Articles.

Thirtt-nine Articles, etc.

ARUNDEL, ar'nn-dl, THOMAS:. Archbishop of

Omterbury; b. at Arundel Castle (55 m. s.w. of

London), Sussex, 1353; d. at Canterbury Feb. 19,

1414. He was the third son of the Earl of Arundel,

and the family influence secured his promotion to

the bishopric of Ely when only twenty-one; he was
made Archbishop of York in 1388, of Canterbury

in 1396, this being the first instance of a translation

from York to Canterbury. He was active in the

turbulent times of Richard II, and incurred the

resentment of the king; in 1397, with his brother,

the Earl of Arundel, he was impeached of high

treason; the Earl was executed and the Archbishop

was banished. He went to Rome, but the Pope,

Boniface IX, at the request of Richard, trans-

ferred him to St. Andrews which in effect deprived

him of a see, as Scotland adhered to the rival pope,

Benedict XIII. He joined Henry of Lancaster on
the continent, returned with him to England, 1399,

crowned HiTn king, Oct. 13, and was reinstated as

Archbishop of Canterbury. He was five times

Lord (Chancellor of England, twice under Richard

II (1386-89 and 1391-96), and three times under
Henry IV. Arundel was a shrewd and far-sighted

prelate in the performance of what he understood

to be his duty. He spent his wealth freely upon
the churches in which he was interested. In his

later years he entered heartily into the persecution

of the Lollards and was especially conspicuous in

the prosecution of Lord Cobham. He procured a
prohibition of the vernacular translation of the

Scriptures.

Bibuoorapbt: W. F. Hook. Livee of lft« Arckbiakape of

CarUerbwry, !, London, 1806; DB, ii. 137-141.

ASA, 6'sa: Third king of Judah, son and suc-

cessor of Abijah. He is said to have reigned

forty-one years, contemporary with Jeroboam,
Nadab, Baasha, Elah, Zimri, Omri, and Ahab of

Israel. His dates, according to the old chronology,

are 955-914 B.C.; according to Hommel, 911-871;

accordingtoDuncker, 929-872; according to Kamp-
hausen, 917^77. Although in I Kings xv, 10,

Maachah, the daughter of Abishalom, is mentioned
as his mother, who, according to verse 2, was the

mother of Abijah (called " Abijam " in I Kings;

see Abuah), he was probably not the latter's

brother, but his son, as is stated in verse 8. Bfaa-

chah was probably the name of both his mother
and his grandmother, and " daughter of Abi-

shalom" is erroneously inserted inverse 10 from
verse 2. Asa tried to uproot idolatry, and deposed
his mother '' because she had made an idol in a

grove"(I ^ngB xv,13, A. V.;R.V.,'' because she had
made an abominable image for an Asherah;" the

object in question may have been a phallic image).

He drove the Sodomites from the land, and de-

stroyed the idols. The high places, however, were
not removed. At the suggestion of the prophet
Azariah (according to the Chronicler) he caused
his people to renew their vows to Yahweh at a
great festival. He is said to have built cities and
performed mighty deeds, but no details are given.

What is told of Asa's conduct in the war with

Israel does not redound to his g^ory (I Kings
XV, 16 sqq.). When Baasha fortified Ramah
on the frontier between Israel and Judah,
Asa could think of no better way to retaliate

than to hire Ben-hadad, king of Syria, to invade
Israel. The expedient accomplished its immediate
prnpose by forcing Baasha to retire from Ramah;
but the ultimate outcome was the hundred years'

war between Israel and the Arameans, which
brought misfortune upon both lands and evoi
involved Judah. The (Chronicler states that the

prophet Hanani was sent to rebuke Asa for his

conduct, and was imprisoned for his boldness.

The Chronicler further relates that in the eleventh

year of Asa's reign " Zerah the Ethiopian " invaded

Judah and met a great defeat. The event is not

mentioned in the Book of King?, and some regard

the narrative as unhistorical. Those who accept

it have not succeeded in identifying Zerah the

Ethiopian. In his old age Asa suffered from a

disease of the feet, perhaps gout. [The Chronicler

characteristically remarks " yet in his disease he

sought not to Yahweh, but to the physicians ".]

Asa's history is in I Kings xv, 9-14; II Chron.

xiv-xvi. (W. Lots.)

The most probable dates for Asa are 912-872

B.C. J. F. M.
Bibuoobapht: Consult the worka mentioned under Arab.

and. in addition, for Zerah the Ethiopian, H. Winclder.

AltUaiamer^iche UfUermuhungen, pp. 160 aqq., Leipiic.

1892.

ASAPH. See Psalms.

ASBURY, az'ber-i, FRANCIS: The first Method-
ist bishop ordained in America; b. at Hamstead
Bridge, parish of Handsworth (a northern subuib
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of Binningham), Staffordshire, En^and, Aug. 20,

1745; d. at Spottsylvania, Va., Mar. 31, 1816.

He became a local preacher at the age of sixteen,

and an itinerant minister in 1767; at his own
request he was sent by Wesley as a missionary to

America in 1771, landing at Philadelphia with
his companion, Richard Wright, Oct. 27; in 1772
he was appointed Wesley's " general assistant in

America," with supervisory power over all the

Methodist preachers and societies in the country,

but the next year was superseded by Thomas
Rankin. On the outbreak of the Revolutionary
War Rankin returned to England, but Asbury
chose to remain. like most of the Methodist
preachers, he was a nonjuror (that is, he had con-

scientious scruples concerning oaths, and refused

to take the oath of allegiance required by the au-

thorities), and he suffered some annoyance from
the officials during the war. After the close of the

war the Methodists were organized into an inde-

pendent Church, Thomas Coke (q.v.) and Asbury
being chosen joint superintendents at the Christmas

Conference at Baltimore, 1784, and Asbuiy or-

dained by Coke Dec. 27. The remainder of his

life he devoted to the Church with tireless energy

and unflagging zeal.*

Asbuiy was feariess in the discharge of duty,

possessed a keen wit and uncommon shrewdness,

was far-sighted and a good organizer. He never

married; and his salary was sixty-four dollars a
year. His eariy education was defective; but in

later life he acquired some knowledge of Greek and
Hebrew. In 1785 he laid the foundation of the first

Methodist college, and he formed a plan of dividing

the country into districts with an academy in each.

His journal from the date of sailing for America
to 1780 was published before his death, and the

remaining years were transcribed and published

by F. HolUngworth in 1821; it has been often

reprinted (cf. The Heart of Aahury'B Journal, ed.

E. S. Tipple, New York, 1905).

Bibuoobapbt: E. L. Janes, Charaeler and Career of FraneU
AtHntry, New York, 1870 (the stendard biogniphy); W.
C. Larrabee. Atimry anA Hi* Coadjutore, 2 vols., Cindn-
nati, 1863; W. P. StriekJand, The Pioneer Bithop: or,

the Life and Tiimee of Frande AAury, ib. 1868; F. W.
Briggs, Biehop Aebury: a Biographieal Study for Chrietian

Workore, London, 1874; J. F. Hunt. Hielory of the Chrie-

tian Church, ii, 894, 906, New York, 1900. For Wesley's
views on the assumption by Asbury of the title ** bishop "

eonsult R. D. Urlin, Chwehman*e Life of Weaiey, pp. 168-

170, London, n.d.

ASCEHSION, FEAST OF THE: In Acts i, 3

tbe fortieth day after the resurrection is designated

as that of Christ's ascension. The Epistle of Bama-

> He Tisited Massachusetts 23 times after 1791 ... the

tate of New York 66 times. New Jersey 62 times, Penn-
yhrania 78 times, Delaware 33 times, Maryhmd 80 times.

North OaioUna 63 times. South Carolina 46 times, Viisinia

84 timet, Tenneesee and Georgia each 20 times, and other

•tatee or territories with oorrespondinc frequency. In his

unparalleled career he preached about 16,600 sermons, or

at least one a day, and trayel d about 270.000 miles, or

6,000 a year, prasidinc in no less than 224 annual confer-

ences, and ordaining mora than 4.000 preachers.—^Janes,

p. 6. When he came to America the Methodists numbered
10 preachers and 600 memben; when he died, after forty-

fire yean of work, they had 605 praaehen and 214,236

has (xv), on the other hand, grounds the observ-
ance of Sunday on its having been the day marked
by both the resurrection and the ascension. If

this is to be reconciled with the Acts, it can only
be by the assumption that Luke counts four weeks
as four decades, just as later ecclesiastical usage
numbers the Sundays before Lent in this loose way
as Septuagesima, Sexagesima, and Quinquagesima;
but the " forty days ** of the Acts sounds too defi-

nite for this hypothesis to be accepted. The
Christian Church has observed this commemoration
on the Thursday of the sixth week after Easter
since it has been observed at all, which could only
be after the festivab of Easter and Pentecost were
firmly established. Origen does not know the
festival {Contra CeUum, viii, 23). It is mentioned,
however, in the Apostolic ConstituHona (v, 19, viii,

13); and Chrysostom has a homily for it, besides

referring to it in another place. Socrates (Hist,

ecd.f vii, 26) mentions, under the year 390, that the
people celebrated it as an established custom in

a suburb of Constantinople. In theWest its observ-

ance has been thought to be attested by an obscure
canon of the Council of Elvira (306); in any case,

Augustine knows it as an old one (Epist, liv, ad
Januarium), Its celebration was specially solemn.

The paschal candle, lighted at Easter to symbolize
the resurrection of the Light of the World, is ex-

tinguished after the Gospel in the high mass of

that day throughout the Roman Catholic Church,
signifying the departure of Christ from earth.

The Lutheran Reformation in Germany retained

the feast as Scriptural; and it is observed as one
of the principal festivab in the Anglican communion.

(Gsoaa Ribtbchkl.)

Perhaps the earliest reference to the feast ex-

tant is that of the Peregrinatio Etherim (c. 380),

which states that a feast of the Ascension was
celebrated in Jerusalem toward the close of the

fourth century, coinciding with the festival of

Pentecost and observed on the same day. The
feast marks the close of the paschal season and is

a holyday of obligation in the Roman Catholic

Church. In the Latin liturgy the term " ascen-

sion " is used exclusively of our Lord. J. T. C.

Biblioorapht: A. Baillet, Lee Viae dee eatnit, ovee Vhietoire

dee fitee mobUee, Paria, 1701; F. Probst, Brevier und Bre-
viergebet, f 03, TQbincen. 1868; DCA,u 145-147; N. Nillee,

Kalendarium manuaie utitteque eceteeiof, ii, 364, Inn»>
bruek. 1881.

ASCENSION OF PAUL. See Apocrtpha, B, IV.

ASCETICISH.

New Testament Teaching Attitude of tbe Reforxnere
(S 1). (S 3).

ABoetidsm in the Early True Value and Una of A»-
Chureh ({ 2). cetieiBm (i 4).

The term "asceticism'' (Gk. aslOsis) originally

meant '* practise," especially the training of an
athlete. In philosophical Umguage it denotes

moral exercise and discipline (e.g., Epictetus,

Dissertationes, iii, 12; Diogenes Laertiiu, VIII,

viii, 8), and in this sense passed into ecclesiastical

language (Eusebius, Hist, eed,, II, xvii, 2; Mar-
tyres PakBstincB, x, 2, xi, 2, 22). In the history of

almost all religions, as well as in ancient moral
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phfloBophy, asceticism plays an important part,

evidenced by phenomena like self-mutilation,

circumcision, tattooing, fasting, flagellations, pen-
ance, etc., and by the ethics of the Buddhists,

Stoics, Pythagoreans, and Neoplatonists. The
Old Testament manifests, on the whole, few tend-
encies toward outward asceticism; but later

Judaism, in its Pharisaic as well as in its Hellen-

istic form, cultivated it, especially in the practise

of fasting (cf. Dan. x, 3; Tobit xii, 8;

I. NewTes- Matt, vi, 16, ix, 14; Luke xviii, 12).

tament Primitive Christianity kept free from
Teaching, this externalizing asceticism. The

custom of fasting was retained (Matt.

iv, 2; Acts xiii, 2, xiv, 23, xviii, 18, xxi, 24, xxvii, 9;

II Cor. xi, 27), but, as in the Old Testament, it was
only auxiliary to prayer (Esther iv, 16; Dan. ix,

3; Tobit xii, 8; Luke ii, 37; Acts x, 30, xiii, 2,

xiv, 23), and no merit was attached to it. In place

of a legal and meritorious asceticism the Lord
demands watchfulness, sobriety, and prayer (Matt,

xxiv, 42, XXV, 13; Mark xiii, 37; cf. Acts xx, 31;

I Cor. xvi, 13; II Cor. vi, 5, xi, 27; Eph. vi, 18;

Col. iv. 2; I Thess. v, 6, 8; I Pet. i, 13, v, 8; II Pet.

iii, 11-12; Rev. iii, 3, xvi, 15), as well as a readiness

to resign everything to follow him and to take up
the cross (Matt, viii, 21-22, x, 38-39, xvi, 24, xix,

21; Mark viii, 34, x, 28, 39; Luke ix, 67-58, xiv,

27). In the morals of Jesus everything depends
upon the disposition and free deed. Thus Matt,

vi, 17-18, ix, 15, xix, 12, are not to be understood

as outward, ascetic regulations. The thoughts of

Paul move along the same lines. In the moral

struggle one must become master of the old man
who has been put off (Rom. vii, 23, xiii, 14; Gal.

V, 17; Eph. vi, 12-18; Col. iii, 6-8; I Tim. vi, 12),

and discipline is also necessary to bring the body
into subjection (I Cor. ix, 25-27). This is the true

notion of asceticism as expressed in I Tim. iv, 7, 8.

Remarks like I Cor. vii, 5, 8, 25-40 have not the

value of generally received ethical laws; the legal-

ism of Jewish life, the contempt of marriage, the

worshiping of angels, and neglect of the body are all

rejected (Gal. ii, 12-16; Col. ii, 16-23; I Tim. iv,

3). The New Testament, therefore, offers the

following thoughts as bases for the notion of asceti-

cism: the obligation of the Christian to crucify

the flesh; the demand to bear the cross, to be sober

and ready; and the exhortation to " exercise

"

the body and to fashion it into an organ fit for the

ends of the Christian.

Hellenistic and Jewish influences worked to-

gether to introduce, with " moralism," in the old

catholic time an ascetic order of life.

2. Afceti- The institution of certain fast-days,

ciim in the fixed hours of prayer, the restricted

Early use of food, abstinence from marriage,

Church, withdrawal from the worid, charac-

terize this tendency. Asceticism, no

less than " knowledge," came to be considered as

lM;longing to Christianity (Clement, Strom,, vi,

12). At an early period ascetics are found who
ri'tiro into the desert and leave the Church from

moral considerations (Irensus, Hcer,, III, xi, 9;

JV, xxvl, 2, XXX, 3, xxxiii, 7). As ascetic tend-

i^ficiiiM enter more deeply into the Church (cf. the

case of Origen, Eusebius, Hist, ecd., vi, 2), and as

the Church comes to know the world more inti-

mately, it becomes easier to understand the origin

of ascetic societies (cf. the pseudo-Clementine
Epistles, De virginiUtU; Hieracas, in Epiphanius,
H(Br,t Ixvii, 13; Athanasius, Vila Aniorm, iii, 14;

Csrril, Catechesea, iv, 24, v, 4, xii, 33; Methodius,
Convivium, vii, 3; Aphraates, Horn., vi). Here
was the beginning of the later anchoretic and mon-
astic system (see Monabticism).
On this road the Middle Ages proceeded. The

ascetic practises were extended more and more,
and their extension naturally produced among the

monks a state of dulness. There are two things
especially which mark the history of medieval
asceticism: the institution of penance with its

works of satisfaction, and the idea of imitating the

poverty and suffering of Jesus. The first shows a
descending evolution, but the second an ascending
one, tending to introspection, as in the circle of the

Friends of God. The way of asceticism was con-
sidered as the way of perfection. The Augsbuig

Confession (art. xxvi, 8) says of the

3. Attitude medieval period: " (Christianity was
of the Re- thought of as consisting solely of the

formers, observance of certain holy days, rites,

fasts, attire." On the other hand,
the Reformation abolished on principle the medieval
estimate of asceticism, because the solenm ascetic

works are not enjoined by God, but by worthless
human commandments (art. xxiii, 6 sqq., 19 sqq.,

xxvi, 18; ApoL, xxiii, 6, 60, xxvii, 42-57), and
can even be regarded as suicide and tempting of

God (Luther, Werke, Erlangen ed., iv, 380, vii, 40,

ix, 289, xi, 104). The ascetic system is also abol-

ished by the concept of righteousness byfaith which
is opposed to meritorious works, which are there-

fore to be rejected (Augs. Con,, zx, 8, 9 sqq., xxvi,

1 sqq., 8, xxvii, 3, 44; Apol,, xv, 6 sqq.; Art, Schmal^
iv, 14; Luther, xx, 250, xvii, 8, xiii, 262, xliii,

193, Ixv, 128, xxi, 330). Thus it is asserted

that the ascetic works answer not the will of God
and are not meritorious. For " Christian perfec-

tion " ascetic works are not necessaiy; indeed,

moral conduct is the more certain evidence of God's
presence (Auge, Con,, xvi, 4 sqq., xxvi, 10, xxvii,

10 sqq., XV, 49, 57; Apol,, xv, 25-26, xvii, 61;

Longer Catechism, precept iv, 145). But asceti-

cism is hereby not done away with. The " morti-

fication of the flesh " ever remains a Christian duty
(Augs, Con., xxvi, 31 sqq.). But by this is not

meant a weakening and destruction of the natural

powers, but the self-discipline by which the natural

powers are made subject to the soul, thus becoming
fit for serving €rod. Outward fast-regulations are

therefore very useful, but should never become
a law (Luther, xliii, 197-199, Ixv, 128). The
Protestant view is briefly this: " Every one can

use his own discretion as to fasting and watching,

for every one knows how much hemust do to master

his body. Those, however, who think to become
pious through works have no regard for fasting,

but only for the works and, imagining that they

are pious when they do much in that direction,

sometimes break their heads over it and ruin their

bodies over it " (Luther, xxvii, 27, 190, xliii, 199,
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201, X, 290, xxi, 240, x, 250). It ia useless to con-

tinue the historical review, since no essentially

new types of asceticism have appeared in the

Church. The Roman Catholic Church adheres

on principle to the medieval conception, yet in

the Jesuitic " Spiritual Exercises " the purely

sensual asceticism strongly recedes, and there is

accommodation to the modem spirit. Mysticism

and pietism in evangelical Christendom have
demanded renunciation and seclusion in a one-

sided manner (cf. C. E. Luthardt, Geschichte der

Ethik, ii, Leipsic, 1893, 154 sqq., 248 sqq., and the

histories of pietism by Ritschl and Schmid; see

Piibtibm).

Asceticism is a special moral act. Christian

moral acts are free, devoted to the acquisition of the

highest good or the realization of the

4. True kingdom of God. They have for their

Value and object the reformation of one's own
Uses of As- personality (conversion and sancti-

ceticisnu fication), as well as the influence on the

surrounding conditiops to be realized

by this personality. The Christian life is a con-

tinual fight with sin, but is to overcome it by virtue

of the effects of grace. This task can not in itself

be called an " exercise," since it rather denotes

the self-preservation of the Christian. To effect

this self-preservation in the struggle against sin

the Christian must indeed exercise and stretch

his powers for the struggle. The object of morality

is opposition to sin and the positive exemplification

of the good. To bring this about it is necessary to

have the mastery over the natural gifts and powers
of man, which is obtained by attention to self,

by watchfulness, and by accustoming one's own
nature to subjection to the moral will. Asceticism

is not directly a struggle against sin and realization

of the Christian good, but it aims at such a rule

over the natural powers that one is qualified to

follow the good will readily in the struggle against

sin and in the positive moral exemplification. The
typical forms of asceticism (fasting, self-denial,

etc.) show that the question is not directly the

overcoming of sin or of doing good works, but the

training of the natural powers for both. This is the

specifically evangelical conception of asceticism.

On the other hand, the Roman Catholics define as-

ceticism as a direct moral act and as ** thesummary
of ail which serves to promote moral perfection"

(Pruner, in KL, i, 1460); or asceticism is ex-

plained as that part of theology which " develops

the principles of Christian perfection and points

out the practical rules which bring about the soul's

elevation to God " (J. Ribet, UAscitique chrHiennet

Paris, 1888). Here the various exercises of asceti-

cism are moral self-interest and good works, whereas,
according to evangelical conception, asceticism

is self-discipline to make one fit for good works;

in this subordination it is a moral deed itself.

Asceticism is therefore self-control in the true sense

of the word.
Upon a closer examination the point here is

this: (1) The task is to exercise nature in patience,

watchfulness, self-denial, and sobriety, so that it

becomes fit to bear the sufferings of the cross sent

by God as a blessing. These are given to man

from God for " the mortifying of the flesh "; the
question is not of self-mortification and invited

martyrdom. The cross is not to incite the Christian

to sin, but to restrain the sinful lust. From this

point of view the Christian is to consider the suffer-

ing and be affected by it. (2) Our nature in con-

sequence of the sinfulness of man is exercised and
ready to walk the ways pointed out by the evil

will. In concrete things it exemplifies chiefly

the dominion of the sensual desiresover the spiritual

will. Over against this, it is a Christian duty to

accustom nature to subjugation imder the spiritual

will, to the regulation of the desires, to regularity

and propriety of life, to steadfastness in useful work,

to the proper relation between labor and recreation.

Here one has to deal with moral gymnastics, which
are to fit himian nature to obey the good moral will

imparted by grace. (3) For each man exist cer-

tain thoughts and incentives which in themselves

are morally indifferent, but, as experience teaches,

may become a temptation to the individual. To
restrain these is the further object of asceticism;

and herein it includes fasting in the ardent sense,

e.g., with reference to society, eating and drinking,

matrimony, sexual intercourse, novel-reading, the

theater, dancing, total abstinence, etc. The ques-

tion here is of a moral dietetics. With this the

field of asceticism is circumscribed. Only it should

be added that the ascetic practical proof must never
become a law; it calls only for individual self-

restraint. This, however, as little precludes

ascetic habits in the individual as ascetic customs
in commimities. It must also be emphasized that

the question can not be as to the meritorious char-

acter of asceticism; for, in the first place, this

thought has no place in evangelical ethics; in the

second place, because the necessity of ascetic exer-

cises proves not man's moral maturity, but imma-
turity. Finally, it must be remarked that in the

concrete life the ascetic practical proof can not be
separated from sanctification and the moral struggle.

R. Seebero.
Biblioohapht: O. Nitsoh* PraxU morHfiaUionU eamU,

Gotba. 1725; E. Kist. ChrisUiche AwxtUc, 2 vols.. Weasel.
1827-28; O. Zdokler. Krituch^ Ge9chidiU der A9keae, Er-
langen. 1863 (oontaiiia a bibliography); idem, Atkeae und
Mdncht^m, 2 vols.. Frankfort. 1897; DCA, i. 147-149;
Schaff. ChriBtian Church, i, 387^14; J. Mayer, Die ehrUt-
liche Aaceae, Freiburg, 1894; R. Seeberg, in OOA,
dx (1898). 506 sqq.; C. E. Hooijkaaa. Oudchriateliike

Atceie, Leyden. 1905; a detailed treatment of asceti-

cism. Jewish and Christian, of the latter in all periods, is

given in Neander, Christian Church, consult the Index;
also the works on ethics and Christian morals, such as
those of Reinhard, Rotbe, Domer, Martensen, Harless,

Vilmar, Oettinger, Frank, H. Schulti, Luthardt, Wutke,
and Smyth, and see E>rHiai, and Monasticxsm.

ASCHHEDf, ashOiaim, SYNOD OF: A synod
held in a village of what is now Bavaria, a little to

the east of Munich. The church there is men-
tioned in the seventh century. The year of the

synod is not definitely named; but since Tassilo

is mentioned as prince, and as still very young, and
since its decrees are evidently influenced by those

of the Prankish synod of Vemeuil (July 11, 755),

it must have been held either in the latter half of

that year or in 756. Its canons are directed partly

to the regulation of various ecclesiastical relations

(ii, for the security of churches, and iv, of church
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property; v, payment of tithes; xiii, recognition

of the canonical law as to marriage) and partly

to the affirmation of the rights of the episcopate

(iii, power over church property; vi, subordination

of the clergy, and viii, ix, of monks and nuns;

jdv, zv, spiritual oversi^t in courts of justice).

A. Hattck.

Bibuoobapbt: Th« Capitula ara in MGH, Leg., iii (1863).
457-459; ib. ConeiL, ii (1904). 56--58. Consult Hefele. Con^
eOwnomehidUe, iii, 697-602; Hsuok, KD, 1890. ii. 399.

ASHERAH (pi. asherim; in Judges iii, 7, II Chron.

six, 3, xxxiii, 3, asheroth): The transliteration of

a Hebrew word which in the A. V. of the Eng^h
Bible (following the LXX and Vulgate) is ren-

dered "grove" or "groves" (see Groves and
Trbbs, &kCRBD); in the A. V. the word is trans-

ferred (" Asherah ") without attempt at
TwoDii- translation. In explaining its meaning

tinct two entirely different senses in which
Meanings, it is employed must be distinguished:

(1) as a sacred tree-etem or pole; (2) as

the name of a Canaanitic goddess. There is now
no doubt of the general meaning when the word is

used in the former sense. Exactly what the latter

refers to is still a matter of much debate. There
are only three passages (Judges iii, 7; I Kings
xviii, 19; II Kings xxiii, 4) in which the word
(used with ha'al) deariy refers to a goddess; or,

rather, only two, for in Judges the reading should

be 'aahiaroih (pi. of 'ashioreth; see AflHTORBTH) as

in similar early statements with regard to forbid-

den cults. The passage I Kings xv, 13, often sup-

posed to refer to the worship of a goddess, should

be translated as in the R. V. " made an abomi-
nable thing for (i.e., as) an asherah." The other

two passages in Kings are regarded by recent con-

servative commentators as interpolations (cf. R.
Kittel, Die BOcher der KOnige, (Sdttingen, 1900, pp.
143, 300), and certainly justify the conclusion that

at a late period aahercJi was used as another name
for Ashtoreth. How this came about may be ex-

plained from the history of the asherah in Israel.

In preexilic times an asherah was not a divine

companion or concurrent of a baal or the baals

at all. It was, however, an indispensable part of

the normal baal-worship. A " high-

The Pre- place," or shrine of the baal (bamah)

exilic consisted of an altar (with or without

Asherah. a " sanctuary "), a mat^hah or stone

pillar, and an aaherah (see Ai/tar;

High Flags; Memorials and Sacred Stones).

The pillar was a survival of the old stone-worship;

that is to say, the adoration of the local deities or

numina, who had their abode in sacred stones (cf

.

the bethel of Gen. xxviii, 19 and elsewhere). The
asherah or sacred pole was in like manner a sur-

vival of the old tree-worship, that is, of the cult

of sacred trees whose sanctity is a marked feature

of the early histories (e.g.. Gen. xii, 6, R. V.; Judges

ix, 37, R. v.). In the Hebrew text of Deut. xi,

30; Judges ix, 6 (cf. R. V.) the sacred tree and
the sacred stone appear standing side by side.

One step further in the inevitable syncretism was
the combination of both of these with the cult of

the baal, the presiding divinity or "proprietor"

of the district, who gave fertility to its soil and all

consequential blessings to its inhabitants (cf. Hos.
ii, 5, 8; see Baal). Whatever other factors may
have contributed to this cherishing of the aaherim,

these are the most important. At first the

asherim were probably the stems of trees ruddy
chopped and stripped; afterward they were con-

ventionalized into a shapely pole or mast, just as

the " pillars " or mof^hoih were at first rou^y
hewn blocks of stone.

At a later stage the asherah became transfigured

into a goddess and naturally took the place of the

old Ashtoreth in the imagination of

Trans- the Hebrews, who, after the Kxile, fol-

formed lowed no longer the old Canaanitic

into a rites. The fact that the worship of

Goddess. Ashtoreth had been combined with

that of the baals, or rather absorbed

into it, doubtless helped toward the substitution.

The deification of an outward object of worship is

a familiar phenomenon in nearly all religions, and
in the present field of inquiry is actually paralleled

by the conversion of a bethel or baitrili (a god-in-

habited stone) into a god, Baitulos, among the

Phenidana and elsewhere (cf. Schrader, KAT, pp.
437-438).

Whether the fact that there was an old Canaan-
itic goddess AshirtUf with a Babylonian namesake,
aided in the confudon, in the Hebrew literature, of

the two senses of asherah, is not quite dear. It

is, at any rate, practically certain that in the time
of the active idolatrous worship of Israel the

asherah was not a goddess. See Asbtoreth.
J. F. McCUBDT.

BiBUOoBAFirr: B. Stade. in ZATW, i (1881). 843-346.
iv (1884). 203-206. vi (1886). 318-^310; T. K. Cbeyne.
The Projphsciee of laaiak, ii, 291-202, London. 1882:

Q. Hoffmann, in ZATW, iii (1883). 123; idem. Ph^
nikimJu InadirifUn, in AbhamUunom der GMiitger G^
eeUadtaft der Wiemnechaften, xxxvi (1880). 26-28; M.
Ohnefabch-Riohter, Kyprot, die BiM. ufMl Homer, pp.
144-206. Berlin. 1803; Smith. BeL of Sem,, pp. 187-100.
460-470

ASHIMA, a-shoi'ma: A deity of the Hamathites,

whose capital, originally called Hamath, afterward

Epiphania, was on the Orontes, north of the Anti-

lebanon. They were transported into Samaria
by Shalmaneser to replete that depopulated dis-

trict (II Kings xvii, 30). The deity was therefore

Aramean, and was regarded by the Septuagint

as feminine, but since nothing is known of it be-

yond what is told in II Kings, all suggestions as to

its identity are mere conjectures.

ASHTORETH.
The Chilt in Fadestine and Worship. Its Astral Gig-

Syria (| 1). nifioanoe (| 6).

Significance of the Related The Sensual Develoifement

Names (S 2). (I 6).

Extension of Ishtar Woi^ The Worship as Spiritusl-

ship (S 3). ised (S 7).

The Early Ishtar (3ult (S 4). Tendency of the Cult in !•-

Dominant Types of Ishtar rael (S 8).

Ashtoreth is the name of a goddess whose wor-

ship, mostly associated with that of Baal or the

baals, figured largely in the history of idolatry in

ancient Israel. This divinity is especially marked
as a goddess of the " Sidonians " or PheniciaDS

(I Kings xi, 5, 33; II Kings xxiii, 13). She had

also a temple among the Philistinea at Ascalon,
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probably the same as that mentioned by Herodotus
(i, 105). East of the Jordan her worship was rife

in Moab, combined with that of the

z. The national gpd, Ashtar-Chemosh being

Cult In Pal- named on the Moabite Stone in the

estine and ninth century b.c.; and the place

Syria. names Ashtaroth (Deut. i, 4 and
elsewhere), Ashteroth-Kamaim (Gen.

xiv, 5), and Be-eshterah (Josh, xxi, 27) indicate

its prevalence in the country of Bashan. That
it was of andent date in southern Syria is

proved by Egsrptian references to the goddess
" Ashtart of the Hittite land." The most widely

attested of these branches of the general cult

among Canaanitic or Hebraic peoples is the Phe-
nician, which is commemorated by many inscrip-

tions both in the home country and in the western
colonies.

This famous gpddess is also widely known as

Astarte, which is the Greek form of the Phenidan
'Ashlart, The name Ashtoreth itself in the orig-

inal Hebrew texts was 'Ashtarethf the

3. Slgnifl- Masoretic form being a change made
cance of by using the vowels of l>oshdh, " the

the Rda- shameful thing/' a nickname of Baal
ted Names, (q.v.). The Phenidan 'osfttort dear-

ly points to the correct reading, as

also does the Hebrew plural 'Ashicaroih. The
Babylonian and Assyrian form hhtar is modified
from 'Ashtar, according to a regular phonetic law,

through the influence of the initial guttural.

'Ashlar is identical with the South Arabian *Ath-

tar and Aramaic and North Arabian *Atar (from
'Athtcir), the former being a god and the latter ap-
parently a goddess. Of the Arabian cult very little

is known. When more has been learned of South
Arabian mythology, much of the mystery which
surrounds the origin of the universal Semitic wor-
ship of Ishtar-Ashtoreth will be deared up.

The following are the most important of the
facts which may be regarded as established or

practically certain: The cult originated in Baby-
lonia and spread northward to As-

3. Xzten- syria, northwestward to Mesopotamia,
mon of Ish- thence to Syria and Palestine, and
tar Worship, thence through the Phenidans to all

of the Mediterranean peoples; south

and southwestward it spread to Arabia, and thence

across the sea to Abyssinia.

Both the name and the dominant forms of the

cult were of Semitic and not of "Turanian" or

Sumerian origin. There was a god-

4. The dess Nana (q.v.) at Erech in South
Early Babylonia, who was held to be iden-

Iihtar tical with Ishtar simply because she

Cult had been worshiped there by a non-
Semitic people, and, having attributes

akin to those of Ishtar, was replaced by the latter

when the Semites took over the andent shrine. A
similar syncretism took place under the same con-

ditions in the interest both of Ishtar herself and
of other Semitic divinities which she absorbed and
superseded. The word Ishtar is a Babylonian
verbal noun of the ifteal stem though the etymol-
ogy is still unsettled.

The worship of Ishtar was of very complex or-

igin, both in its primary and in its secondary
sources. When in greatest vogue as a prindpal
Semitic religion it was, as above indicated, a
composite or syncretism of many related cults,

non-Semitic as well as Semitic. Of these some
left deep traces of their original distinctive fea-

tures and remained in part practically separate

cults. Such, for example, was the worship of Ish-

tar of Arbela, in which the divinity

5. Domi- appears as a war-goddess—an attri-

nant Types bute probably suggested by the very
of Ishtar natural conception of the planet

Worship. Venus being the leader of the starry

Its Astral hosts. Ishtar was in fact primarily

Signifi- and chiefly identified with this most
cance. beautiful of celestial objects, espedally

as the evening star. Tins conception

spread from Babylonia through the other Semitic

lands to the Phenidan settlements, and thence
mainly by way of Cyprus, to the Greeks and Romans
as the cults of Aphrodite and Venus. Among its

primary sources, therefore, the worship of Ishtar

was in large part astral, and Venus was its favorite

celestial object. This combination was not of late

origin, but is known to have been made in very
early times (cf. Schrader, KAT^ pp. 424 sqq.).

The moon in the Ishtar cult never took the place

of Venus; for the moon among the Semites was
a male deity, whose worship was older than even
that of Ishtar and was centered in Sin, the moon-
god par excellence. Hence Ishtar in the inscrip-

tions is represented not only as the daughter of

Anu, the great heaven-god, but also as the daugh-
ter of Sin. It was as impossible that " the queen
of heaven " of Jer. vii, 18 and other passages could
be a name of the moon among the Hebrews in

Palestine or "Egypt as it could be among the Baby-
lonians. The identification of Ishtar with the fixed

star Sirius and with the constellation Virgo (per-

haps through its beautiful star Spica), though 00m-
parativdy early, was of secondary origin.

From the terrestrial side the primary motive of

the worship of Ishtar was the impulse to deify

sensuousness and sensuality. Of the

6. The resulting worship Ishtar-Venus became
Sensual the celestial patron. She not only

Devdop- legitimated the sexual indulgences

ment which marked her cult in Babylonia,

Phenida, Palestine, and the Semitic

world generally, but she was naturally taken as

the authoress of the sexual passion and therewith

of all derivative and assodated sentiments. This
accounts for the part played by Ashtoreth or

Astarte as the female counterpart of the Phenidan
Baal and of the local Canaanitic baals, and also

for the widoHspread and influential myth of her

relations with her lover Tammuz or

7. The Wor- Adonis (Ezek. viii, 14); see Tammuz.
ship as Linked with these primary attri-

Spiri- butes in the most remarkable and
tualized. instructive ways was the worship of

Ishtar as the fountain of the tender-

est and most sacred human sentiments, also of

imaginative conceptions of external nature, and
even experiences of the inner moral and spiritual

life (on the process of transition cf . J. F. McChirdy,
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History, Prophecy^ and the Monuments, iii, New
York, 1901, if 1184 sqq.). The best illustrations are

afforded by the Babylonian hymns to Ishtar as the
great mother-goddess, as the creator of the animate
universe generally (cf. the exordium of Lucretius,

De rerum naJtwra), and as the helper of men, freeing

them from sickness and the curse of sin and guilt.

Though we learn nothing directly from the Old
Testament as to the character of the service of

Ashtoreth in Palestine, the connections in which
the word occurs make it clear that, whatever else

may have been here and there included, the lowest

forms of Ishtar worship were ordinarily exhibited.

The regular association in the singular with " the

baal " and in the plural {^AekLa-

8. Tendency roth) with " the baals " indicates the
of the predominance of the sexual aspects

Cult in of the many-sided cult. Its popu-
Israel, larity and seductiveness are also mani-

fested in the use of the plural (exactly

as in Babylonian) as an equivalent of goddesses in

general (Judges ii, 13, x, 6; I Sam. vii, 3, 4, xii,

10) in passages which, it is true, proceed from later

deuteronomic editing, but are therefore all the
more indicative of the prevailing tendency.

A comprehensive historical view of the whole
subject helps to understand the fascination of

Astarte worship as a seductive and formidable ob-
stacle to the service of Yahweh. See Assyria, VII

;

Atarqatib; Asherah; Baal; BABYiiONiA, VII,

2, § 7; 3, S 5. J. F. McCurdt.
Bibliographt: J. Selden, D€ dis Syria, ii. 2, London, 1617;

F. MQnter, Die Relioion der Carthaoer, pp. 62-86, Copen-
hasen, 1821; F. G. Movers. Die Pkdniner, i, 6^h6S0,
Bonn. 1841; E. Schrader. Die HdUenfahrt der letar, Gies-
sen, 1874; idem. KAT, pp. 436 sqq.; P. Berger. VAnge
d'AetarU, Paris. 1879; F. Hitiig. Biblieche Theologie dea
Alien TeeiamenU, pp. 17 sqq., Carlsruhe, 1880; P. de La-
garde. Aektrte, in Nackrichien von der GeaeUethafi der Wie-
aenachaften eu OdUinoen, 1881. pp. 396-400; C. P. Tiele,
La Deeaae I^ar aurlout dana le myths BabyUmien, Leyden,
1884; F. Baethgen, Beitrage aur aemitiadimi, Reliaionaoe-
adtiehte, pp. 31-37, 218-220, Berlin, 1889; GolUns. 'Aah-
tortth and the *Aahera, in PSBA, id (1888-89). 291 303;
A. Jeremias, Die btUyyhniach-aaayriachen VorateOMngen
vom Ltben nach dem Tode, pp. 4-45, Leipsio, 1887; idem,
ladvbar-Nimrod, pp. 67-66. 68^70, ib. 1891; P. Jensen.
Die Koemologie der BabyUmier, pp. 117-118. 136, 227 sqq.,

Strasburg. 1890; Aahtoreth and Her Influenca in the O.T, in

JBL, z(1891). 73 sqq.;G. A. Barton, The SemiHe lahtar

CiilCin^fl6mioa,ix (1892-93), 131-165. z (1893-94), 1-74.

For the " Q ueen of Heaven " consult: B. Stade, in ZATW,
i (1886), 123-132, 289-339; E. Sohrader. in Sitxunge-
beriehte der Berliner Akademie, 1886. pp. 477-491; idem,
in Zil, iii (1888). 363^64; iv (1889), 74-76; J. Well-
hausen. Heidenthum, pp. 38 sqq.; A. Kuenen. De Mde-
theOi dea Hemele, Amsterdam. 1888 (Germ, transl. in (?e-

mmmdU Abhandlunyen, pp. 186-211, Freiburg, 1894).

On the connection between Aphrodite and Astarte
consult: J. B. F. Laiard, Rethertkea amr le euUe de
Vinua, Paris, 1837; W. H. Engel. Kyproe, u. 5-649. Ber-
lin. 1841; L. F. A. Maury. Hiaioire dea rtHaiona de la

Orica antique, iii, 191-259. Paris. 1859; F. Honund.
Aphrodile-Aaiarte, in Neua JahHmdier fUr PkHomofkie
und Padagooie, exzy (1882). 176; Ohnefalaeb-Rj<^ter. ut
sup., pp. 269-327; Z>B. i, 165. 167-171; M. Jastiow, The
ReUgion of Bahyloma and Aaayria, Boston. 1898 (cf. In-
dex under lahtar); EB, i. 330^333, 335-339; O. A. Bar-
ton, A Skeldi cf Semitic Origina, pp. 106. 246-208. New
Yotk, 1902; Schrader. KAT, pp. 436-438.

ASH WEDNESDAY (Lat. Dies cineris, feria

quarta etnerum): The first day of Lent, the begin-
ning of the forty days' fast before Easter in the
Western Church. The name is not simply a general
allusion to the repentance in sackcloth and ashes
of which the prophets speak in the Old Testament,
but refers more directly to a rite which marics the
observance of the day in the Roman Catholic
Church. The palm-branches blessed on the Palm-
Sunday of the previous year are burned to ashes,

and these ashes are placed in a vessel on the altar

before the beginning of mass. The priest, wearing
a violet cope (the color of mourning), prays that

God will send his angel to hallow the ashes, that

they may become a salutary remedy to all penitents.

Then foUows the prayer of benediction, which ex-

plains the symbolical meaning of the use of ashes
still more clearly. The ashes are then thrice

sprinkled with holy water and censed, after which
the celebrant kneds and places some of them upon
his own head. The congr^ation then approach
the altar and kneel, while the sign of the cross is

made upon their foreheads with the blessed ashes;

to each one are said the words Memento, homo,
quia pulvis es et in pulverem reverterie (" Remember.
O man, that dust thou art and unto dust shalt thou
return ").

It is impossible to determine accurately the date
at which the imposition of ashes, which originally

formed a part of the public penance for grievous

sinners, became a custom applicable to all the faith-

ful. It is demonstrably at least as old as the synod
of Beneventum in 1091, which expressly commands
it for clergy and laity alike. In the Anglican
communion the day is marked by a special service

known as the " commination service," (q.v.) or at

least by a special collect and Scripture lessons; and
the Irvingite liturgy also contains prayers for it.

See Church Year.

Biblioobapht: Bingham. Ori^iiM.book xviii.ehi4>. ii. f 2;

G. Bevinet. Hietory of the R^ormoHon cf A« Churrk of

England, ii, 94, London, 1681; J. Kutaohker, (MaiUuhe,
pp. 91-162. Vienna. 1843.

ASIA MINOR IN THE APOSTOLIC TIME.
I. The Name.

II. The Province of Asia.

III. The Imperial Cult.

IV. aties.

IX. The Pkovinoe CHlida.

X. Qjrpnw.
XI. The Province Ckppadoda.

L The Name: The term "Asia Minor" is not

found in the New Testament; it is said to occur first

in Orosius, i, 2 (400 a.d.). In the apostolic period

"Asia" denoted the continent, Asia Minor, and the

Roman province of Asia. Paul no doubt under-

stood by Asia, the Roman province (I Cor. xvi, 19;

II Cor. i, 8; II Tim. i, 15). The Apocalypse in-

cludes also the Phrygian Laodicea; and the provin-

V. The Islands of the JElgean Sea.

VI. The Province Pontus-Bithynia.
VII. The Province Galatia.

VIII. The Province LyoiarPunphylia.

cial district is doubtless meant in I Pet. i, 1, where

Asia stands after Pontus, Galatia, and Cappadoda
and before Bithynia, though it is uncertain whether

the author was informed of the political character

of these designations. How far the Roman pro*

vindal demarcations had become familiar to the

people it is difficult to tell. There are passages in

the New Testament in which the term Asia is used
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in a narrower sense. In the time of Paul the
country was still in a stage of development.
n. The Province of Asia: When Attalus III

of Pergamos in 133 B.C. willed his country to the
Romans, it was declared a province, though the real

organization was not effected until 129. The main
parts were the maritime districts Mysia, Lydia, and
Caria. With these Cicero (Pro Flacco, xxvii, 65)
mentions Phzygia, which belonged to the province

after 116. Under the emperors Asia was a sena-

torial province ruled by a proconsul, whose seat

was at Ephesus. The diet of the province, to which
representatives (Gk. asiarchai ; cf. Acts xix, 31 ) were
sent, met annually in different cities. Its powers
and duties culminated in the imperial cult; and
hence it was presided over by the aacerdos provin-

dcB or, Greek, carchierevs Us Asias, who offered the

sacrifices and pronounced the vow for the emperor
and his house. This office changed annually and
the years were dated accordingly.

in. The Imperial Cult: The empire as the

guaranty of peace and the source of all blessings

of culture appeared to the people as a divine power.
From his point of view the author of the Apocalypse
(xiii, 3-8) describes this worship of the empire
by the world. He is convinced that the empire
owes its success to a supernatural power, but not
to the God of heaven—^rather to the devil. The
Jews as a rule enjoyed religious liberty throughout
the empire, and were not required to take part in the

imperial cult. What Caesar had granted to them
was confirmed by Augustus and Claudius. The
sufferings of the Christians of Asia Minor, mentioned
in the First Epistle of Peter, were not caused by
their refusal to take part in this worship (cf. ii, 13
sqq.). It is true that the populace hated and
persecuted the Christians, but not because they
refused to honor the emperor; the name of thiis

new superatitio was distrusted and outlawed as

at Rome in the time of Nero (Tacitus, Annates,

XV, 44).

IV. Cities: The number of free cities was
steadily reduced under the emperors; and immu-
nity from taxation was granted in place of auton-

omy. An edict of Antoninus Pius divided the

cities into three classes according to size and im-
portance. Pliny (Hiat. not,, V, xxix, 105 sqq.)

mentions nine cities which possessed a court of

justice, viz. : Laodicea ad Lycum, Synnada, Apamea,
Alabanda, Sardis, Smyrna, Ephesus, Adramyt-
tium, and Pergamos. Ephesus, at the mouth of

the Cayster, often called on inscriptions '' the first

and greatest metropolis of Asia," was the seat

of the proconsul. Another title of the city is

" temple-keeper " (i.e., of Diana; cf. Acts xix, 35,

R. v.; the Greek is nedkoroa, the usual word for

the custodian of a temple). A college of virgin

priestesses ministered to Diana, presided over by a
eimuch called Megabysos. It was no exaggeration

of Demetrius when he said that the Ephesian
Artemis was worshiped not only by all Asia, but
by the whole world (Acts xix, 27); for through
Ephesus flowed the commerce between the East and
the West. Among the strangers residing there

weremany Jews, who had a synagogue (Acts xviii, 19,

26, xix, 8) and enjoyed special privileges, especially

those who were Roman citizens, as may be seen

from dociunents contained in Josephus and Philo.

Ephesus was a member of the confederation of the
thirteen Ionian cities, of which Miletus was the
head.

A great road led from Ephesus to Magnesia,
where was another temple of Artemis which Strabo
places on a par with the Ephesian. Christianity

came to Magnesia from Ephesus; among the
epistles of Ignatius, that to the Magnesians imme-
diately follows that to the Ephesians. After Mag-
nesia, Strabo mentions Tralles (also mentioned by
Ignatius), once a wealthy city, called CsBsarea under
Augustus. Jews also dwelt there; and it is possible

that the Gospel was brought thither from Ephesus
(Acts xix, 10). It seems that special missionary
attention was devoted to the cities along the Mean-
der-Lykos road; for one meets with the three
closely connected Phrygian congregations Laod-
icea, HierapoUs, and Coiosss, of which Laodicea
was the most important and is alone mentioned in

the Apocalypse. The Christian community seems
to have shared in the wealth of the city (Rev. iii,

17). Laodicea never had an emperor's temple.
Polycrates of Ephesus mentions among the " great
lights " of Asia a bishop and martyr with the
Phrygian name Lagaris as buried at Laodicea
(Eusebius, Hiat, eccl., IV, xxiv, 5). In 165 there was
" great strife concerning the Passover there " (ib.

IV, xxvi, 3). Colossse, an important city of Phrygia,
was long the seat of a bishop. More important
than ColosssB was Hierapolis, the native place of

the philosopher Epictetus, and the place in which
the apostle Philip lived and died. Papias was
bishop of HierapoUs, as was also Claudius Apolli-

naris. Apamea was founded by AntiochusSoter and
was the seat of a conventua juridicua. That many
Jews lived here is known from Cicero (Pro Flacco,

xxviii); they had their own constitution, a 'Maw
of the Jews."
The Lydian Philadelphia was sparsely populated

on account of the frequent earthquakes. The
Gospel was brought thither from Ephesus. Phila-

delphia is one of the seven churches of Asia men-
tioned in the Apocalypse (iii, 7-13); among its

inhabitants Jews are mentioned (iii, 9). Ignatius
addressed an epistle to the Philadelphians; and
Eusebius (Hiat. ecd., V,xvii,3) mentions a prophet-
ess Ammia of Philadelphia. Sardis was the ancient
city of the Lydian kings. Jews lived there, having
their own jurisdiction. The Church at Sardis,

one of the seven mentioned in the Apocalypse
(iii, 1-6), was the episcopal see of Melito in the time
of Antoninus Pius. Two famous roads led from
Sardis: one to Pergamos by way of Thyatira, the
other to Smyrna. All three cities are mentioned
among the seven Churches of the Apocalypse.
Thyatira was known especially for its gild of dyers.
The Lydia mentioned in Acts xvi, 14, called a
" seller of purple," had probably come to Philippi

with wool which had been dyed at home. Thyatira
plays an important part in the history of Monta-
nism (Epiphanius, Hcsr., li, 33). Taking a west-
em road from Thyatira one comes to Smyrna,
where in 195 b.c. a temple was built in honor of the

dea Roma. Tiberius allowed a temple to be erected
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here to hiniBelf, his mother, and the senate. Polit-

ically Smyrna was not as important as Ephesus;

but it had the reputation of being the most beautiful

dty of Asia. Jews in Smyrna are mentioned in

Rev. ii, 9 and in the Martyrium Polycarpif xii, 2,

and both times as enemies of the Christians. Paul

does not seem to have done missionary work there;

but that the congregation was founded by John is

not a necessary inference. By the '' angel of the

church in Smyrna" (Rev. ii, 8) Polycarp might
be meant, had not the epistles to the seven churches

originated in a much earlier period than the final

redaction of the Apocalypse. From Smyrna the

road leads by way of Cyme, Myrina, and Ekea to

Pergamos, where it meets the road to Thyatira.

Pergamos, the ancient royal city of the Attalides,

was still famous under the Roman empire. In the

time of Augustus (29 B.C.) the first provincial

temple was erected here, and by the side of Ephesus
Pergamos seems to have been the most prominent
city in Asia. It was famous for the cult of i£scula-

pius. Although the Jews had influence, they were

not the cause of the animosities mentioned in Rev.

ii, 12-17. Though they are called in the Apocalypse

a '' synagogue of Satan " (ii, 9), it is most unlikely

that they are meant by the words: " I know . . .

where thou dwellest, where Satan's seat is" (ii,

13); the language points to a more concrete phe-

nomenon, which might be thought of as an em-
bodiment of Satan, and no doubt refers to the

worship of iEsculapius. This " savior," whose
symbol was the serpent, and who, according to

Justin (ApologiGj i, 21, 22), looked much like Christ,

could easily appear as a devilish caricature of the

Son of God. The words " hast not denied my
faith" imply that in the days of Antipas the

population made an effort to force the worship of

iEsculapius upon others.

From the seaport Adramyttium, where there was
a converUua juridicua, following the north coast of

the Adramyttian bay the road leads to Asbob,

where Paul seems to have been active (Acts xx,

13-14). It was the birthplace of Cleanthes the

Stoic. Troas, or rather Alexandria, became famous
under Roman sway. Augustus niade it a colony.

It was the seaport from which Paul went to Mace-
donia (Acts xvi, 11). It is perhaps characteristic

of the Roman citizen, that, besides Ephesus, Troas
is the only city of the province of Asia where Paul

labored in person (Acts xx, 5-7; II Cor. ii, 12;

II Tim. iv, 13). The Church of Troas is not men-
tioned in the Apocalypse, but is referred to by
Ignatius in his epistles to the Philadelphians (xi,

2) and Smynueans (xii, 2). Abydus, Lampsacus,
and Cyzicus were not included in Paul's mission.

V. The Islands of the Mgean Sea belonged in

great part to the province of Asia. Tenedos was
opposite Alexandria Troas; Lesbos, with the capital

Mytilene, or as the later form reads in Acts xx, 14,

Hltylene, was the first station on the passage from
Assos. Thence Paul sailed (Acts xx, 15) to Chiosy

opposite the Ionic peninsula. On the following day
he reached Samos. According to the retuiing of

Codex D, he seems not to have tarried on the island

itself in the city of Samos, but in the town of

Trogyllium on a little isle of like name before the

cape, mentioned by Strabo. South of Samoa lay

the small island of Patmos. Following the route of

Paul (Acts xxi, 1) one comes to Coos and Rhodes.

During the last decades before Ghziat, Rhodes
was a center of culture; it was the native place of

the Stoic Panstius, whose work " On Duty " Gcero
used in his Z>0 officiis ; in Rhodes, too, labored his

pupil Posidonius (about 9Q-50 B.C.); the rheto-

rician Apollonius Molon, the teacher of CScero and

Cssar; and Theodore of Gadara, the teacher of

Tiberius.

VI. The Province Pontos-Bithynia: When King
Nicomedes III, Philopator, of Bithynia bequeathed

in 74 B.C. his country to the Romans, the governor

of Asia made it a province, and it was extended

toward the east in 64 B.C. by annexing north Paph-

lagonia and Pontus. After the separation of Pontus

Galaticus, which was joined to Galatia, the new
province with the double name Pontus (and)

Bithynia comprised the entire coast region east of

the Rhyndacus, north of Mt. Olympus, extending

beyond the Halys to the dty of Amiisus. As a

senatorial province it was ruled by pio(»nsxUs

with a legate, a questor, and six lictors. ~ Pliny the

Younger was an extraordinary governor, who was
sent to the province (111-112 a.d.) to r^ulate its

finances. The domestic conditions in Bithynia
are described not only in the correspondence of

Pliny the Younger with Trajan, but also in the

speeches of the sophist Dio CSuysostomus of

Prusa, which have much of interest to the investi-

gator of early (Christianity (ed. H. von Amim, 2

vols., Berlin, 1893-96; cf. also idem, Dio von Prusa,

ib. 1898). The most noteworthy of the cities of

Pontus and Bithynia were Apamea, Chalcedon,
Byzantium, and Prusa. A court of judgment was
also at Nicaea (see Nicsa, Gounciia of), where
there was a temple of the dea Rama and of the

divua Jtdvua, whereas the provincial temple was
at Nicomedia. In Pontus were Amastria, Sinope,

Amisus, AbonuteichiiSy and Comana. Concerning
the Jews in Pontus and Bithynia cf. Acta ii, 9,

xviii, 2. The spread of Christianity in Pontus is

attested by Pliny (Epist, xcvi, 9).

Vn. The Province Galatia has a complicated
history. Its boundaries were often changed. It

derived its name from the Celtic tribes which
migrated to Asia Minor in the third century b.c,

and, according to Strabo, occupied the eastern part

ofPhrygia. Without going into details, it canbe as-

sumed that in the NewTestament " Galatia" means
not the seat of the three Celtic tribes, but the

Roman province including Pisidui and Lycaonia,

therefore the territory of the first Pauline missionary

journey. The question is of interest whether by
"the Churches of Galatia " (Gal. i, 2) Paul under-

stood only those of the first missionaiy journey.

He shows an inclination to address his Churches
according to provinces, following the Roman pro-

vincial divisions. When he addresses a CSiurch

with reference to its special needs, he naturally

speaks to Corinthians, Thessalonians, Philippians;

but where he overlooks his missionaiy territory

as a whole, he uses the provincial names. There
is no reason to believe that "the Qiurches of

Galatia" means anything else than the Churches
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of the Roman province. Since the Epistle to the

Galatians was not addressed to one Church, but to

a number of Churches, Paul had to select a name
expressive of all; and the designation "Churches
of Galatia " was quite natural and appropriate for

the Roman citizen, to whom the political divisions

of the empire were no fortuitous arrangement,

but a moral good. In the time of Paul there were

no Galatians in the old sense; and the name means
Btibjects of the Roman emperor belonging to the

province of Galatia. Similarly Tychicus and the

Ephesian Trophimus (Acts xxi, 29) are said to be

of Asia (xx, 4); and Gains and Aristarchus are

called Macedonians (xix, 29, xxvii, 2; cf. II Cor.

ix, 2, 4), although Gains was certainly no Macedonian
by birth. Of the Galatian cities Ancyra was the

seat of the governor, having the provincial temple

of Augustus and of the dea Roma, on the walls of

which the deeds of Augustus were inscribed (the

so-called monumenium Anc\franum), From An-
cyra the road leads eastward to Tavium, the ancient

capital of the Trocnue. The capital of the Tohs-

tobogi was Pesriniig^ famous for the rich temple

dedicated to Cybele, whom the natives called

Agdistis. North of Pessinus was Germa, a colony

founded by Augustus (Jidia Augusta Fida (hernia).

For military purposes a direct connection must
have existed with Antioch in Pisidia (Acts xiii, 14),

where Augustus had established a military colony

under the name of Cassarea, not mentioned in the

New Testament. It was the center of a system of

military settlements which the emperor established

to protect the province against the mountain tribes

of Pisidia and Isaurica. It is possible that Paul
went to Iconium by way of Antioch. According

to Strabo, Iconium belonged to Lycaonia; but in

Acts xiv, 6 it seems not to be reckoned among the

Lycaonian cities; the population was Phrygian.

The Jews had a synagogue and in the Acts of

Paul and Theda a proconsul is erroneously men-
tioned in Iconium. Another city was Lystra, which
was a Roman colony and had a temple of

Jupiter. Another colony was Derbe at the south

end of the province.

VnL The Province Lycia-Pamphylia was organ-

ised by Claudius in 43 a.d. and again under Ves-

pasian. Till 135 it was governed by the emperor;

afterward, by the senate. Among the six larger

cities of Lycia which are mentioned by Strabo are

the two maritime towns Patara and Myra, through

which Paul passed on his journeys (Acts xxi, 1-2,

xxvii, 5-6). PhaseliSy with three ports, did not

belong to the Lydan confederacy in the time of

Strabo, but was independent. The Jews in Phaselis

are mentioned in I Blacc. xv, 23. Of the Pam-
phylian cities Attalia is of special interest, because
Paul on returning from his first missionary journey

went thither to sail to Antioch (Acts xiv, 25-26).

Ramsay suggests that the same vessel which
brought the apostlefrom Paphos took him to Perga
also.

IX. The Province Cilicia varied in extent at

different times. Under Cicero's administration

(51-50 B.C.), besides Cilicia, Pamphylia, Pisidia,

Isaurica, and Lycaonia, the districts of Laodicea,

Apamea, Synnada, and Cyprus, afterward joined

with Asia, belonged to it. Through the organiza-

tion of the provinces of Galatia (25 B.C.), Pamphylia
(43 A.D.), and Cyprus (22 B.C.), the territory of the

province was reduced to Cilicia proper. The
western part of it, Cilicia Aapera, was given by
Augustus to Archelaus of Cappadocia (25 B.C.), with

ElaiuBsa-Seboste as capital; and Caligula gave it to

Antiochus IV of Commagene. Under Vespasian
it was restored to the province of Cilicia. Con-
sidering the small extent which the province had
under the first emperors, it no doubt was under the

jurisdiction of the procurator of Syria. Under
Hadrian Cilicia Campestris and Aspera became
one imperial province. Under Domitian the

seat of government was Antioch, otherwise Tarsus
was the metropolis. From the time of Antony
it was an urhs libera, densely populated and wealthy;

it was the home of the Stoic philosopher Atheno-
dorus, son of Sandon, the honored teacher of Augus-
tus, perhaps also of Strabo. According to Cicero

{Ad Atticum, XVI, xi, 4, xiv, 4), he helped him in

the preparation of the De officiis, A rived ofTarsus
was Anazarbus, called also Cesarea, native city of

the physician and author Dioscorides, who lived

under Nero, and whose work, De materia medica
(ed. C. Sprengel, Leipsic, 1829), Luke is said to have
perused (cf. P. de La^rde, PsaUerium juxta He-
brcMsHieronymifheipaic, 1874, pp. 165 sqq.; W. K.
Hobart, The Medical Language of St. Luke, Dublin,

1882; Zahn, EinleUung, ii, 384, 435). From Tar-
sus the highroad leads over the CHlician Taurus
to Cappadocia. On the road from Tarsus to Issus

and Alexandria was Mopsuestia, the episcopal see of

Theodore.
X. Cyprus: After a temporary union with

Cilicia the province of Cyprus was separated in

22 B.C. and organized as a senatorial province,

ruled by a proprcetor pro consuls with a legate and^

questor. Many Jews lived in Cyprus, and Cyprian
Jewish Christians brought the Gospel to Antioch
(Acts xi, 20); Barnabas was fromC^rus (Acts iv,

36). In Salamis there were many synagogues. In the

revolt under Trajan the Jews killed 240,000 non-
Jews, and completely devastated the city of Salamis.

For a punishment they were all banished from
the island. The Acts of the Apostles mention the

two seaports Salamis in the east, and Paphos;
Soli, on the southern coast, had a sanctuary of

Aphrodite and Isis; Citium was the birthplace of

the Stoic Zeno.

XL The Province Cappadocia: In the year
17 A.D. Cappadocia, after the death of the last

king Archelaus, was made a province, governed
by a procurator who, as in Judea, was under the
governor of the province of Syria in military mat-
ters. In the year 70 Vespasian united it with
Galatia, but it was afterward again separated.

Pontus Galaticus with Amasia and Pontus Polemo-
niacus, which had belonged to Galatia, Trajan
joined to Cappadocia, to which was added Armenia
Minor and Lycaonia with Iconium. Cappadocia
had very few cities of importance. That Paul did
no missionary work there is very intelligible; hence
it is also improbable that he should have traveled

through Cappadocia (Acts xviii, 23). The road
would have brought him within three days from
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the Cilician gates to Tyana, the birthplace of

ApoUonius, a Roman colony after Caracalla; from

thence perhaps to Mazaka-Eusebea, called Caesarea,

the most important and still flourishing city in

Cappadocia, the metropolis of the province, the

birthplace of Basil the Great. Nazianzus and
Nyssa, the episcopal sees of the two Gregorys,

were places of no importance.

(Johannes Weiss.)

Bibuoorapht: The article Kleintueun in der Apo$toli»chen

ZeU, in Hsuck-Heriog. RE, 3d. ed.. z, 635-663. is s
eholariy and comprehenaive treatment of the mibject,

and ehould be coneulted for further information and ti-

tlee of works dealing with particular locaUties and special

topics. Hitter, Erdkunde, zviii, xix, 2, Berlin, 1868-60.
and Sievers, Atim, pp. 78-8G. 666-562. Leipsio, 1893.

gire a general description. For the history: G. F. Herts-
berg, Die Geachichte OriecherUaruU unler der Hemehaft der

B&mer, vol. ii, Halle. 1868; T. Mommsen. ROmiaehe O0-
•Atchle, ToLv, Berlin. 1004. available for the English reader
in the transl. by T. T. Dickson. Provincee cf theRaman Em-
jnre, i. chap, vii. New York, 1887; J. Marquardt, RiimieeKe

SiaatnenoaUung, i. 333-340. Leipsio, 1881. A complete
collection of inscriptions from Asia Minor has been under-
taken by the Vienna Academy, of which vol. i. contain-

ing the inscriptions in the Lycian language, has been
issued (1900). Of great value in English are W. M. Ram-
say, in Claeeieal Review, iii (1880). 174 sqq.. The Hi^
tcfriieal Oeographv of Aeia Minora in Supplementary Papere
df the Royal Qeofmphical Society of London, vol. iv. 1800;
idem. The Church in the Roman Empire before A,D. 170,
London. 1803; idem. The CiHee and Biehoprice of Phrygia, 2
vols., ib. 1806-07; idem. SLPavl ae Travelerand Roman
Citixen, ib. 1800; idem. Letters to the Seven Churehee
of Aeia, ib. 1004; articles on the several cities in DB and
EB. The article in Ruggiero, Dieionario Epiorafico di
Antichiih Romane is highly commended. On the political

history of the provinces the best monograph is V. Chapot,
La province romaine proconeulaire d*Aaie, Paris, 1004.

ASnCARn, afr-i-nd^rt-oi: Originally a nickname
of the Jews, because they were said to worship an
ass (see Ass); afterward applied also to the Chris-

tians, of whom the same stoiy was told. It is not
impossible that the Jews were the first to shift the

reproach from themselves to the Christians. Ter-

tullian (Ad nationeSf i, 14; Apologia, xvi) teUs

how an apostate Jew, bitterly hostile to the Chris-

tians, exhibited in Carthage a picture representing

a god with ass's ears and a hoof on one foot, clad

in a toga and holding a book, with the inscription

DEUS CHRISTIANORUM 0N0K0IHTH2 [" Ono-
koietes, the God of the Christians;" the meaning
of " Onokoietes " is not very clear; it has been
explained as " ass-priest " or " ass-worshiper ";
another reading is ONOKOITHZ, " lying in an ass's

manger **
(7); perhaps there is a ribald implica-

tion]. More offensive to the Christians was the
"travesty crucifixion" which the Jesuit Gamicci
discovered in 1856 in the ruins of a building on the
southern declivity of the Palatine, which was pos-

nbly a school for the imperial pages. In that case

it was probably sketched in an idle moment by one
of these lads, inmockery of the religion of his Chris-

tian comrades. It represents a man's body with an
ass's head, not strictly hanging on a cross, since the

feet are supported by a platform, but with the arms
outstretched and fastened to the transverse piece of

a T-shaped cross. To the left is a smaller figure, rais-

ing one hand in an attitude of adoration, and under
it is the inscription AAEHAMEN02 2BBBTE [i.e.,

eiperai] GBOK (" Alexamenos worships his god ").

It is now in the Museo Kircheriano in Rome.

In 1870 Visconti discovered another inscription

in the same building, with the words AAEHAMENDS
FIDELIS. Both of these probably belong to

the beginning of the third century. That there is

nothing improbable in a Christian having been

among the imperial pages at that time is shown
by Tertullian {Apologia^ xxxvii) and by an in-

scription of the year 217, given by Rossi.

(A. Hauck.)
Bibuoorapht: Older treatments of the subject, still useful,

are Morinus, De capite aeinino deo Chrietiano, Dort, 1620;

H. Heinsius, De laude aeini, p 186, Leyden, 1629; T.

HasKus, De oalumnia dim Judcgie et Chrtetianie impaeta,

Erfurt, 171 6. Later discussions are, P. Garrucci, in CimUa
eattoUca, series 3. vol. iv (1856). 629; DCA, i. 149. For the
" travesty crucifixion," tk. F. Becker, Dae Spottcrucifix der

r'dmiechen KaieerpalAete, Breslau, 1866; P. Garrucci. Staria

deUa arte Chrietiana, pUte 483, vi. 136. Prato. 1880; F. X.
Kraus. Dae Spoticruciflx vom PalaHn und neuentdeeklte

OraffUo, Freiburg. 1872; DCA, U 616.

ASMODEUS, ajs^'mo-di'us (in the Talmud,
Aahmedai): An " evil spirit/' first mentioned m
the apocr3rphal book of Tobit (iii, 8), as loving

Sara, the daughter of Raguel at Ecbatana, and
causing the death of her seven successive husbands
on the bridal night. But Tobias, the eighth, escaped,

under the direction of Raphael, by burning ** the

ashes of the perfumes " with the heart and Uver of a

fish which he had caught in the Tigris. When Asmo-
deus smelled the fumes, he fled to Upper Egypt,
and was bound there by Raphael (Tobit viii, 1-3).

The figure of this demon is taken from the Persians

who greatly influenced later Jewish angelology and
demonology. He is Parsee in origin, and to be
identified with iEshma of the Avesta, the imper-

sonation of anger (the primary meaning) and ra-

pine.

Once adopted by the Jews, Asmodeus, thanks to

rabbinic fancies, took on greater dimensions.

Thus he is said to have been implicated in Noah's
drunkenness and to be the offspring of the incest

of Tubal-cain with his sister Naamah; he is reputed

to have driven Solomon from his kingdom, but
later Solomon forced him to serve in building the

Temple, which he did noiselessly by means of the

worm Shamir, whose whereabouts he revealed to

Solomon.
Bxblioorapht: J. A. EisenmeDger, Bnltdeeklee Judenthutn,

i, 361-361. 823, Frankfort. 1700; A. F. QMnr, OeeehidUe
dee,Urehrietenthume, i, 378-^424, Stuttgart. 1838; T. Ben-
fey and M. A. Stem, l/ebsr die Monatanamen, p. 201, Ber-
lin, 1836; F. H. H. Windischmann, Zoroaetnedte Studien,

ed. F. Spiegel, pp. 138-147, ib. 1863; Kohut. Uet>er die

jUdiedte Angelologie und D&monoloffie in ihrer Abh4lnffi(t-

keit vom Pareiemue, in AUtandlun{fen far die Kunde dee

Moroenlandee, iv (1866), 72-86; F. Spiegel, Eranimehe
AUerthumekunde, ii, 131-133, Leipsic, 1873; GrOnbaum,
BeHrOge sur vergleichenden Mythologie atu der Haogada,
in ZDMG, xxxi (1877), 216-224; consult also oommei>-
taries on Tobit.

ASMONEAlfS. See HASMONKAKa.

ASPERSION WITH HOLY WATER: A rite

of frequent use in the Roman Catholic Church. It

has a place in the administration of bf4)tism and
extreme unction, in the nuptial blessing, and in

the ceremonies of sepulture, as well as in the con-

secration of objects for divine worship and in

blessings of all kinds. Persons entering or leaving

a church make the sign of the cross with holy
water. A solemn form of aspersion, practised in
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parish churches every Sunday before the high mass,

is called the Asperges, from the first word of the

antiphon usually intoned by the officiating priest.

The explanation of the use of holy water in asper-

sions is found in the prayer said at the time when
it is blessed,—^that, wherever it is sprinkled, the

invocation of God's name may drive away all evil

spirits and every temptation, and that the Holy
Spirit by his presence may comfort all who implore

the divine mercy. See Holt Water.
John T. Crbaoh.

ASS: The wild ass (Heb. pens, poetic 'arodh;

€t9inus onager or hemippua) is often mentioned in

the Old Testament, and appears to have been found
in earlier times more frequently in Syria than is

now the case. It is described as dwelling in the

wilderness (Isa. zxzii, 14; Jer. ii, 24); and to the

poet it is a t3rpe of unbridled love of freedom
(Job xi, 12, zxxix, 5-6), and a picture of the wan-
dering Bedouin (Gen. xvi, 12; Job xxiv, 5). Hosea
(viii, 9) compares Ephraim wilfully running after

Assjrria, to a wild ass separated from the herd.

It feeds on the vegetation of the salt steppe (Job

vi, 5; Jer. xiv, 6). The animal is larger and more
b^utiful and graceful than the common ass; it

is famous for its swiftness, and is hard to catch.

The tame ass has been from ancient times one of

the most important domestic animals in the East,

whence it was introduced intoGreeceand Italy (cf.

Y. Hehn,KaUurpflamen tmd Hauatiere, Beriin, 1894,

pp. 130-131). The Oriental ass is larger, quicker,

more enduring, and more intelligent than the

European. As in older times, the light-gray asses

or white asses are still preferred, which the Sleb

Bedouins rear in the desert; the usual color is

leddish-brown (hence the name l^mor). All

dassQB used them for riding, for which purpose the

females were preferred (Num. xxii, 11; Judges x,

4; II Sam. xvii, 23, xix, 26; I Kings xiii, 13; II

KingB iv, 24; cf. Matt, xxi, 2-9). In the time of

David, mules were used (II Sam. xiii, 29; xviii, 9;

I KingB i, 33). The driver went alongside or

behind (Judges xix, 3; II KingB iv, 24). The ass

was also used as a beast of burden (Gen. xiii, 26,

xlix, 14; I Sam. xxv, 18; Neh. xiii, 15), for plowing

(Deut. xxii, 10; Isa. xxx, 24, xxxii, 20), and for

grinding. Being an unclean animal, it could not

be sacrificed (Ex. xiii, 13, xxxiv, 20), nor could

its flesh be eaten (but cf. II KingB vi, 25). With
other nations, as the Egyptians, it was sacred,

and with this may probably be connected the fable

circulated by Greek and Roman writers that the

Jews worshiped the ass as Cxod (see Abinaiui).

I. Benkinobb.

BiBUOoBArar: An Mrly trefttment stiU valuable is by
8. Boehart. Hitrotoicon, i, 148-140. ii, 214-215. London,
1063; C. von Lengeriw. Kmaan. i. 140-141, 146, 165,

Kfinicabers. 1844; J. O. Wood, WiU AnimaU of tk$ BibU,
London. 1887; DB, i, 173-174; EB, i, 343-344.

ASS, BROTHERS OF THE (Ordo annorum). See
TmNITARIANS.

ASS, FEAST OF THE: A popular entertain-

ment provided by the Church in the Middle Ages
in several cities of France. The aim, as in the

miracle-plays, mysteries, moralities, and many
minor points of the ritual, was to impress the

facts of Bible history upon the minds of the igno-

rant, and to give general religious instruction. At
Rouen a drama was presented at Christmas-tide,

in which the prophets, Moses, Aaron, John the
Baptist and his parents, Simeon, Nebuchadnezzar,
Vergil, and the Sibyl appeared in appropriate dress

and announced the coming of a redeemer. The
story of Balaam was one of the scenes, and the ass

was made to speak by the help of a priest concealed
between the legs. At Beauvais a young woman
with a child in her arms, and mounted on an ass,

was led in procession through the streets on Jan. 14,

in commemoration of the flight to Egypt. Mass
was then said, during which " hinham " was sub-
stituted for certain of the usual responses. There
was a similar festival at Sens, and an ass's feast

at Madrid on Jan. 17, in the course of which the
story of Balaam's ass was recited. In the fifteenth

century these feasts were* forbidden because abuse
had^crept in and they had become a scandal. The
ass naturally figured frequently in Palm Sunday
processions, and a picture of an ass was often

introduced in the churches at that time. See Bot-
BiSHOP; Fools, Feast of.

Bibuoorapht: S. du Tilliot, MSmoirea pour •enavr h VhU-
tain dm la ftU det fout, p. 14, Lausanne, 1741; C. F. du
Canffe, OloMorium, b.v. "FeBtum asinorum.''

ASSEBURG, Os'se-burg, ROSAMUIVDE JULIAKE
VON: Religious enthusiast; b. at Mgenstedt, near
Aschersleben (30 m. n.w. of Halle), Prussia, 1672;

d. in Dresden Nov. 8, 1712. She might have been
forgotten long ago, iif the well-known millenarian,

Johann Wilhelm Petersen (q.v.), had not called

attention to her. and been followed in the study of

her case by such men as Spener, LOscher, and Leib-

nitz. According to her own statement, she received

divine revelations and had glorious visions when
only seven years old, and was regarded in the neigh-

borhood of her home as an inspired prophetess.

She asserted that Christ himself had appeared to

her, and that an angel had received her tears in a
golden vessel. At first these revelations were con-

fided only to the cirole of her friends; but they
obtained wider currency when she removed to

Magdeburg and became acquainted with Petersen

who published a treatise on her case in 1691, dis-

cussing the question whether Crod might be supposed
still to rev^ himself in direct apparitions. L6-
scher, at Dresden, and Johann Friedrich Meyer, at

Hamburg, warned against believing her; Spener,

asked for his opinion by the electress of Saxony,
expressed himself with great caution; Leibnitz

supported her, and compared her visions to those

of St. Bridget and other holy women of the Middle
Ages. Petersen received her at Ltlneburg, where
her mental excitement increased to such a degree

as to cause disturbance in the town and to call for

an official investigation. Petersen's deposition

from the office of superintendent and banishment
followed in 1692, and implied the condemnation
of his friend She followed him to WolfenbUttel

and to Magdeburg; later she lived in Berlin, and
in the house of a Saxon countess, where Petersen

used to call and visit her as late as the year 1708.

It is said that she died in Dresden Nov. 8, 1712,

and was buried at SchOnfeld near Pillnitz . Herpoem
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euch gegebm, ia included in some modem Gennan
hymn-books. (F. W. Dibbuub.)

Bduoobafbt: J. W. Petemn. Ltbentbnehnibuno, Frank-
fort. 1719 (raproduoed in Enff., in the work by J. W. P..

A LtUer to Some JHvinsB Conetming C^ Quo&Uon vhslher

Ood, wince ChrtMfe Aoeenaion dotii any more Reveal Himeelf
to Mankind ty theMeane of Divine AppariHonet With an
BxaetAeeountoftohat God hath Beelowed upon a NobU Maid
. . . written in Hi^Duieh and Now Set Forth in Eng.,

London, 1606).

ASSEMAHI, as-s^mfl^nt (Italianised from the

Arabic olnsama'ontyy, "the Simeonite"): 1^^^

name of several learned Blaronites who came to

Rome from the Lebanon.

1. Joseph Simonius Assemanl: The oldest and
best known; b. at Hasnm (35 m. n.e. of Beirut,

near the cedar-grove at the foot of Jabal Makmal);
d., eighty years old, at Rome Jan. 13, 1768. He
was educated at the Biaronite college in Rome,
and is said to have learned thirty languages. In
1715 Pope Qement XI sent him to the East to

look for manuscripts, and he was there again from
1735 to 1738 in behalf of the Roman Catholic

Christians of the Lebanon. He published numerous
works, of which the first, and perhaps the most
important, was the BUdioiheca orientalis Clemen-

tino-VaHcana in qua mantucriptaa codieea Syriacos,

ArabieoB, Penicoe, Turdeoa, Hebraicos, Samari-
tanas, Armenicae, jEthiapicoe, OrcBCos, jEgyptxacaa,

Ibericaa, et Malabaricaa . . . bibliotheca VaHcanm
addietoe reeeneuU digeseit J, S, Aesemani, Twelve
volumes were planned, of which four were published

(Rome, 1719-28). For Cardinal Quirini's edition

of the works of Ephraem Syrus he prepared the three

Greek volumes (1734-46), and in 1751-53 issued

four volumes of ludica historica scriptoree, a sup
plement to Muratori; four more volumes were
planned. Six volumes of Kalendaria ecdesia

univena appeared in 1755; six more were planned

and partially completed, but were destroyed by
fire in the Vatican library in 1768. The BQAxa-

theca jvTxe oriefUalis cananici et civilie (5 vols.,

1762-66) is now very rare. The arehives of the

Propaganda and of the Inquisition contain more
than 100 volumes of treatises by Assemani. Many
of the works which he planned should be taken

up by organised scholarly researoh. A list of his

manuscript remains is given in Mai, Nova coUectio,

ii, 2 (Rome, 1828), 166-168.

2. Joseph Alqysius Assemani: A younger brother
of the preceding; b. about 1710; d. at Rome Feb.

9, 1782. He was professor of Oriental languages

in Rome. His chief work was Codex lilurgicua

eeeUeia universes in xv, libros distnlmtus (13

vols., Rome, 1749-66). Most copies of the last vol-

ume were burned, but it (as well as the entire work)
is accessible in anastatic reprint. Besides minor
dissertations, he published De catholicis seu patri-

orchis ChaJdcBorum et Nestarianorum commentarius
historico-theolofficus (1755). His Latin translation

of the CoUectio canonum of Ebed Jesu and of the

Nomoeanon of Barhebneus is in Biai, Nova coQectio,

vii (1838).

. 8. Stephan Evodios Assemani: A cousin of the

preceding two; b. 1707; d. Nov. 24, 1782. He
was titular bishop of Apamea and member of the

Royal Society of Great Britain. He published

Bibliotheea MedicecB Laurentiana et Palatina

eodieum mss. orientalium catahgus (Florence, 1742),

containing in twenty-three plates the illustrations

of Bible history from the Syriac codex of Rabulas;

the three Syriac volumes of the works of Ephraem
Syrus in the edition mentioned above; Acta sane-

tarum martyrum orientalium et oeeidentaUum in

duas paries distribvla : adeedunt acta S. Simeonu
Stylitm (2 vols., Rome, 1748); and with J. S. Asse-

mani, Bibliotheem apostolicm Vaticance codiam
maniMScripiarum catalogus in tree paries diaMbutus,

of which 3 volumes (Hebrew and Syriac manu-
scripts) had appeared (1756 sqq.), as well as eighty

pages of the fourth (Arabic manuscripts), whoi the

fire in the Vatican libraiy destrojred the remainder.

4. Simon Assemani: A great-nephew of Joseph

Simonius and Joseph Aloysius Assemani; b. in

Rome Feb. 19, 1752, according to G. P. Zabeo,

Ororions in /unsredtiissemoni (Padua, 1821); others

say in Tripolis, and give the date as Feb. 20, 1752,

and Mar. 14, 1749; d. in Padua, where he was pro-

fessor of Arabic, Apr. 7, 1821 . His publications were
chiefly on Arabic subjects, as Museo cufico Naniana
(Padua, 1788); Su la SeUa Assissana (1806).

E. Nestle.
BiBLZoaBAPBT: J. 8. Ersch and J. G. Qniber. AUgetneiM

Eneydopddie, vol. vi, Leipsic, 1821 aqq.; NowotUe 6m-
Qra'phie g&n^nde, voL iii, Pmris, 1864.

ASSEMBLY, GENERAL: The highest court of

the Presbyterian churehes (see Pbssbttebians).
The name is from Heb. xii, 23.

ASSBR: Bishop of Sherborne; d. 909 or 910.

He was a Briton, a monk of Menevia (St. David's),

and related to the bishop of that see. His repute

for learning was such that about 885 King Alfred

asked him to enter his service, and an arrange-
ment was ultimately made whereby the monkish
scholar agreed to spend half of each year with the

Eng^h king and half in his own home. Alfred
gave him very substantial rewards, including a

grant at Ebceter and its district in Saxonland and
Cornwall. He became bishop of Sherborne (In

Dorsetshire) before 900. He wrote a life of Alfz^
(De re&tis gestis jElfridi), which is a chronicle of

English history from 849 to 887, with a personal and
original narrative of Alfred's career to the latter

year. It betrays the author's Celtic birth in many
passages, and in existing manuscripts has been
much interpolated. The best editions are by
F. Wise (Oxford, 1722), in Petrie's Manumenta
histarica BHiannica (London, 1848), and by W. H.
Stevenson (Oxford, 1904, Eng. transl. by A. S.

Cook, Boston, 1906).
Bibuoobapht: T. Wright, Bioffrapkia Britanniea Uteraria,

i. 406-413, London, 1842 (questions Aoaer's suthorahip of

the De rebue oeeOe); R. Pauli. KOnio JBtfred und etime
SteOe in dor GeechiehU Enolande, Berlin. 1851 (ihows that
Wright's objections are unfounded).

ASSHUR: 1. City of Assyria. See Asbtkia.
lY, i 1. 2. Assyrian God. See Abstria, VII, { 2.

ASSHURBAHIPAL. See AasTBiA, VI, 3, (| 14-

16.

ASSISTAIVTS IN PUBLIC WORSHIP: The
historical functions of those whose place it is to

assLBt the principal minister in divine aavice
belong largely to the development of the various
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Olden (see Obdxbs, Holt). In the modem Roman
Catholic Church the celebrant at high mass is assist-

ed by a deacon and subdeacon who are usually

priests. The minor functions are perfonned by
acolytes, usually laymen and boys. A priest is

not allowed to celebrate even a low mass without

at least one person to make the responses. In

the Anglican prayer-book the clergymen who
read the epistle and gospel are designated not

deacon and subdeacon, but epistoler and gospeler.

See also Lat-Readbb.

ASSHAinr, Os'man, JOHAim BAPTIST MARIA:
German Roman CathoUc; b. at Braniti (80 m. s.e.

of Breslau) Aug. 26, 1833. He was educated at

the University of Breslau, and after his ordination

to the priesthood in 1860 was assistant in Katscher

from 1861 to 1864, and a mission priest and military

chaplain in Eolberg in 1865-68. From the latter

year until 1882 he was divisional chaplain at Neiase,

and was then provost of St. Hedwig's, Berlin, and
delegate of the prince-bishop for six years. In

1882 he was consecrated titular bishop of Phila-

delphia, and since the same year has been field

provost of the Prussian army and navy, being also

the recipient of numerous orders and decorations.

ASSOCIATE CHURCH OF NORTH AMERICA.
See PRB8BTTEBIAN8.

ASSOCUTE REFORMED SYNOD OF THE
SOUTH. See Pbbsbytebianb.

ASSUMPTION, FEAST OF THE: A festival

of the Roman Catholic Church, commemorating
the assumption, or corporal translation, of the

"^rgin Mary into heaven after her death. This

doctrine, which the Greek Church also teaches

(Synod of Jerusalem, 1672), has never been made
the object of a dogmatic papal definition, but the

attitude of the Church toward it and the general

teaching of theologians class it among those truths

which it would be rash to deny; at the Vatican

Council over two hundred bishops desired a decree

making the Assumption an article of faith. The
Assumption can not be proved from Holy Scripture,

and is based entirely upon tradition, though the

scriptural prerogatives of Mary are invoked to

prove the propriety of such an occurrence. About
the year 600 the emperor Maurice ordered the cele-

bration of the feast on Aug. 15; and at about the

same time Gregory the Great fixed the same date

for the West, where it had previously been observed

on Jan. 18, for a reason which can not now be
ascertained. The Gallican Church held to Jan. 18

down to the ninth century. The most that can be
said for the antiquity of tiie feast is that its general

solemn observance in Eaat and West at the end of

the sixth century would seem to justify the belief

that its beginnings date from at least a centuiy

earlier. The word "assumption," at one time

applied generally to the death of saints, especially

martyrs, and their entry into heaven, haJs come
to have an exclusive application to the Blessed

Virgin. See Mart, thx Mother of Jkbitb.

John T. Cbxaoh.

ASSUMPnON, AUGUSTUflAHS OF THE (known
popularly as Astumptionitts): A leligiouB con-

gregation of men, founded at Ntmes in 1845
by Emmanuel d'Alzon (1810-^), and finally

approved by the pope in 1864. The rule is that

of St. Augustine, supplemented by special con-

stitutions. The purpose of the society is the sano-

tification of its members, devotion to God, to the

Blessed Virgin, and to the Church, and zeal for

souls. The activity of the Assimiptiomsts has

been displayed in many fields. A large part of

their energy has been devoted to the poor and work-
ing classes, in asylums, schools, and technical

institutions. In 1864 the Little SLsters of the

Assimiption were organised to assist in this work,
and later, to secure still more effectively the spiri-

tual and material relief of the needy, three pious

confraternities of laywomen were affiliated to

the Oblates—the Servants of the Poor, the Sister-

hood of Our Lady, and the Daughters of St. Monica.

In 1863 Father d'Alzon was sent by Pius IX to

Constantinople to take up missionary work, and
to-day about 350 members of the society are labor-

ing in Turkey, Bulgaria, Asia Minor, and Palestine,

in schools, seminaries, hospitals, and general mis-

sionary work. The demands of this field led to

the founding of the Oblate Sisters of the Assump-
tion. Perhaps the best known work of the Assump-
tiomsts is the Oeuvre de la Bonne Presse for the

dissemination of good literature. This undertaking

which was attended by a remarkable degree of suc-

cess, resulted in numerous newspapers and maga-
Eines, and almost countless other publications.

La Croix du Dimanche had a circulation of 510,000.

Dissolved by a decree of the Court of Appeal of

Paris, Mar. 6, 1900, the Assiunptionists were
doomed to exile or dispersion, but still maintain
their corporate existence, with a central house at

Rome, and establishments in Belgium, Spain,

Italy, England, Australia, Chile, and the United
States. 'Diey count at the present time about

1,000 members. The habit ib a black robe with
long, flowing sleeves, a black cape and cowl, and
a leathern cincture. John T. Cbkaoh.

ASSURAHCE: The doctrine that those who are

truly converted know beyond doubt that they are

saved (cf. Col. ii, 2; Heb. vi, 11; x, 22).

The doctrine may easily be made to contribute

to spiritual pride. The degree of its objectionabl&-

ness depends upon the interpretation placed upon
it. It is particularly objectionable when it as-

sumes to deny a state of salvation to those who
are troubled by doubts, and in its exaggerated form
easily leads to Antinomianism (q.v.). The doc-

trine was taught by both Luther and Calvin, and
has been generally held in Protestantism. In-

deed, the Westminster Assembly was the first

Protestant synod to declare assurance not to be
of the essence of faith. In connection with the

belief in unconditional election, the doctrine in

Calvinism (cf. WestminHer Confession, art. xviii)

takes the form of assurance of final salvation (see

Pbbseverance of thb Saints). In Methodism it

means full confidence of present, not eternal, sal-

vation. In this fonn the doctrine was advocated
by Wesley, who connected it with the witness of

the Holy Spirit; and it is still generally held by
Methodist theologians (see Msthodibtb).
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ASSYRIA.
I. The Name.

II. The Country.
Geographical Podtion and Extent

(ID.
The Tigris (f 2).

Influence of Topography on Hi»-
tory (I 3).

Climate. Fauna, Flora« and Min-
erals (fi 4).

III. Exploration and Excavation.
The Persepolis IneoriptionB (fi 1).

Preliminary Exploration. Rich
and Porter (f 2).

Botta at Khoraabad (fi 3).

Layard and Raaeam ({ 4).

Raaaam, 1862 (f 5).

Place (f 6).

George Smith (fi 7).

Raaeam, 1877-82 (fi 8).

Obetacles in Excavating (S 9).

TV. Theaties.
Anhur (S 1).

Nineveh (f 2).

Calah (f 3).

Reeen, Arbela, and Dur-Sharruldn

(8 4).

L The Name: The original form seems to have
been Or^ugar (" water-plam "), which was assimi-

lated to or confused with the name of the god
Anshar (" Host of Heaven "), softened into Asshar,

and Afishur. The oomitry appears in both Assyrian

and Hebrew as Asshur and *' land of Asshur ";

to the Greeks it was Assyria ; in the Aramaic the

name became Athur and Athuriya,

IL The Country: In the case of a land the

extent of which fluctuated so greatly at dif-

ferent periods, and the name of which con-

noted very different areas, some
z. Geo- convention is necessary. Accordingly,

graphical following the datum of original suse

Position rather than of subsequent develops

and Extent, ment, historians regard as Assyria

that portion of territory lying along

the Tigris, mainly to the east of it, north of the

confluence of the Lower (or Little) Zab on the

south to the foothills of the mountains of

Armenia on the north, and on the east from
the Zagros Moimtains to just beyond the Tigris

on the west. This demarcation coincides with a
change in the topographical character of the

country at its southern limit. Below the Lower
Zab the country becomes alluvial; above that it

is rolling or moimtainous; while the desert lies to

the west. Since this is in accord with native

characteristics of the people to be noted later,

for which it helps to account, the boimdaries given

above are assumed for this article.

Topographically the Tigris is the chief feature,

the character of which is best understood by com-
parison with the Euphrates (q.v.). It rises only
a few miles south of the course of the Euphrates
and at about the same level, but on the south side

of the mountains. The Euphrates, therefore, has to

skirt the north side of the range and
a. The break through on its much longer
Tigria. journey south. The general course of

the Tigris is quite consistently south-
east; and the two rivers reach the same level about
opposite Bagdad. The consequence is that to make
the difference in level of about 1,000 feet between
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the source and the alluvium, the Tigris, having a

much shorter distance to go, makes a more rapid

descent than the Euphrates, and its current is

swifter. A second and noteworthy difference is

that while the Euphrates receives only two impor>

tant tributaries after turning south, the Tigris con-

tinues to receive all the way to its mouth streams

which drain the mountain regions and basins to the

east. While, therefore, the Euphrates loses much
of its water to the thirsty soil through which it

passes, the Tigris swells its torrent as it proceeds.

Another clutracteristic of the country is its partial

isolation. Mountains make it difficult of access

from the north and east; and the

3. Influence desert does the same on the west.

ofTopog- Its only easy approach is from the

raphy on south by the rivers, where settled

History, populations in ancient times guard-

ed it from the nomadic hordes in

that direction. Still one more note should be
made. The country is not alluvial like the great

and marvelously fertile plain of Babylonia. It is

rolling or hilly, harder therefore to cultivate, and,

being more northerly in situation, its returns to

the cultivator are less generous. All these facts

have their bearing upon the character of the people.

Further still, the land to the west of the river being
prevailingly desert, the population of Assyria was
almost entirely to the east of it; and there, with a
single exception, the great cities were situated.

In its temperature and its sufficiently abundant
rainfall Assjrria was fortunate: it was much cooler

and moister than its southern neigh-

bor. Of course, the temperature was
lower in proportion to devation and
to distance north. In the hills the win-
ters were severe. The fauna was very
extensive. In the earlier periods the

elephant was known about the middle Euphrates.
Of beasts of prey, there were the black-maned and
another species of lion, the bear, panther, lynx,

wild-cat, wolf, fox, jackal, and hyena. Of other
animals, the porcupine, beaver, wild ass, wild

boar, wild sheep, wild goat, ibex, gray deer, spotted

4. CUinate,

Fauna,
Flora, and
Minerals.
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deer, and hare may be named, while the great wild

ox was not yet extinct. Of birds of prey or carrion,

the eagle, vultm^, and various hawks were known.
Birds suitable for food were the bustard, swan,
goose, duck, partridge, grouse, and plover. The
conmion domestic animals were employed, while

dogs were trained for the chase. The pine, poplar,

plane, oak, sycamore, and walnut abounded. Un-
der cultivation, though some of them were impoiv
tations, were the date (of inferior quality), orange,

lemon, pomegranate, apricot, mulberry, fig, and
grape. Aasyrian citrons were famous; melons
were abundant; while cucumbers, onions, the
grains—wheat, barley, and millet—and the legu-

minous plants were food staples. Under the care-

ful and extensive system of irrigation in use, the

agriculturist reaped a good return for his labors.

Mineral resources were abundant and conveniently

at hand in the shape of iron, lead, copper, aliun,

salt, and bitumen, while alabaster of a fine quality,

limestone, and sandstone were in close proximity
to the cities or easily reached from the Tigris, on
which they were floated down to the places where
they were required.

lEL Exploration and Excavation: It may ap-
pear somewhat inconsequent that excavations
in Assyria and Babylonia should be the result of

the discovery and partial decipherment of inscrip-

tions from a locality so distant as Persepolis. Yet
the discovery that these were neither mere orna-
mentation nor arbitrary signs influenced greatly

the patient toil and research which have recovered

in large part the history of nations once forgotten,

and have carried history back into the fifth pre-

Christian milleimium. The steps leading to these

results are as follows. The ruins at

I. The Per- Persepolis had been mentioned in

sepolis In- 1320 by Odoric, and the inscriptions

scriptiona. in 1611 by the friar Antonio de
Gouvea; they were first described by

the Spanish ambassador of Philip III to Shah
Abbas, Don Garcia Sylva Figueroa, in 1621; the

guess that they read from left to right was first

made in 1677 by Thomas Herbert; they were first

called cuneiform in 1700 by Thomas Hyde; first

decided to be in three forms of writing in 1774 by
Carsten Niebuhr; declared to be in three languages

in 1798 by Olaf Tychsen; and first really translated,

in part, in 1815 by Georg F. Grotefend, whose work
was the climax which finally stimulated to direct

effort upon Assyrian and Babylonian mounds.
While discussion had been going on over the Persepn

olis inscriptions, bits of inscriptions in the cunei-

form character had been collected by the surveyors

who had been observing, locating, and plotting the

mounds in Assyria and Babylonia. A relation-

ship had been asserted between these scraps and
the Persepolis writing; and Niebuhr had urgently

advised excavation in Babylonia and had predicted

rich results.

The site of Nineveh had been correctly located

as early as 1160 by the rabbi Benjamin of Tudela.

Desultory digging had been done in Babylonia at

various sites by Claudius Rich of the East India

Company, in some cases missing by only a foot or

two walls which must have led him to investigate

farther and have anticipated by over a quarter
of a century the real discovery of the lost em-

pires. That was in 1811; he visited

a. Prelimi- Nineveh in 1820 and there turned up
nary Explo- a few bricks with characters on them
ration. Rich and bought others from the natives,

and Porter, all of which were sent home and found
place in the British Museum. A

visit of the artist and archeologist Sir R. K. Porter
to the region, particularly to the mounds at Hillah

in Babylonia, imder the guidance of Rich, led to

the publication in 1821-22 of a sumptuous work
by Porter illustrated by his own brush. The in-

teresting and even brilliant description of what
was to be seen and inferred aroused anew the
interest of Europe; so that the years which followed,

as well as those which preceded his visit, were years
of exploration. The sites of the mounds were
visited and plotted and described until localities

and names, with conjectures as to their history,

became almost commonplace. The era of exca-

vation, however, was still to come.
In 1842 a French consulate was established at

Mosul, across the river from the site of Nineveh,
and Paul Emil Botta was appointed consul. Botta
had served in Egypt, Arabia, and Syria, and had
so become well acquainted with the Arabs and their

methods of working, as well as with French proce-

dure in archeological investigation. He had met
a German scholar named Julius Mohl, who had
visited Babylonia and had been impressed with the

opportunities which it was not in his power to grasp.

By him Botta was urgently advised not to be
content with mere explorations and plotting of

sites, but to dig. Accordingly Botta at once began
at Kouyimjik, but with residts so scanty that he

transferred his operations to Khorsa-
3. Botta at bad, where speedily so large a number
KhoiBabad. of bas-reliefs and well-preserved in-

scriptions were discovered in the un-
covered palace of Sargon, that upon his sober report

of the facts the French government made a grant

of 3,000 francs to continue the work. The local

pasha meanwhile had procured an order for the
cessation of the operations; but the arrival of a
firman soon enabled Botta to resume, the result

being the nucleus of the magnificent collection

now in the Louvre, made between 1842 and 1846.

In the latter year Botta was transferred, and his

work as an excavator came to an end; but the

results were published by the French government
in five magnificent volumes which are even yet
almost high-water mark.
While Botta was engaged in digging, and after

some of his successes had been gained, he was
visited by Austen Henry Layard, whose early

reading had given him a decided bent toward
archeology. Layard told the story of the mounds
to Lord Stratford, who had secured the Halicaiv

nassus marbles for the British Museum; and in

1845 the latter made a contribution of £60 which
Layard was to use in excavating. Layard returned

to Mosul, kept his plans from the local pasha, and
began excavating at Nimrud (Calah) at two dif-

ferent points. His first day's work led him into

two chambers, belonging to two palaces, lined with
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alabaster slabs bearing inscriptions. Further effort

resulted in the uncovering of colossi which created

sensation first among his Arab laborers and then in

England, in the latter case so pronounced that

the apathetic British government piade a parsi-

monious grant for the continuance of the work.

The local pasha had closed the trenches; but au-

thority from the Porte was obtained wfaich over-

ruled opposition. The palace of Shal-

4. Layard maneser II was excavated, and the

and black obelisk unearthed with its

l^ssssm, sunken panels of relief and its 210
lines of inscription and the mention

of Jehu of Israel, along with many other inscripn

tions. Layard had the benefit of Hormusd Ras-
sam's skill in managing natives, since Rassam was
himself of the country, but educated in England.
In 1847 Kalah-Shei^t was attacked; and among
other finds was the great inscription of Tiglath-

Pileser I. An interval of two years was employed
partly in writing his first books, and then Liayard

returned as the agent of the British Museum
and excavated at Nimnid, Kalah-Shergat, Nebi
Yunus, and Kouyimjik, at the latter place uncover-
ing Sennacherib's palace. In 1851 his transference

to the diplomatic service at Constantinople brought
his work as an excavator to an end. He had
identified Calah and Nineveh, had discovered eight

palaces, and had recovered part of the great royal

library, many historical inscriptions, the great col-

lection of seids and seal impressions, the great slab,

21 ft. by 16 ft. 7 in., the monolith and statue of

Asshumasirpal, and great niunbera of bronse and
copper vessels, implements, and arms. Mean-
while his books, written in most pleasing style

and using with telling effect Biblical passages refer-

ring to Assyria and Babylon, had thoroughly
awakened England to the importance of the opera-

tions. While his active work in digging oeased,

his diplomatic post afforded him the opportunity

of facilitating the efforts of others by preventing

much of the local bigoted and fanatical or ava-
ricious obstruction which had impeded his own
success.

In the year 1852 Rassam, who had contributed

so much to Layard's success, was commissioned
by the British Musetun to continue

5. PsiffffiTn^ the work of excavating, under the

1853. direction of Sir Henry Rawlinson.

He unearthed at Kouyunjik the palace

of Asshurbanipal with its " chamber of the lion

hunt " and the record chamber with its heaps of

inscribed tablets, including the Deluge Tablets,

the richest discovery yet made. At Nimrud he

found E-zida, the temple of Nebo, six statues of

the god, the stele of Shamshi-Ramman IV, and
the fragments of the black obelisk of Asshurbanipal

II. At Kalah-Shergat the two intact prisms of

Tiglath-Pileser I with their 811 lines of inscription

were the prizes. His work was followed by that

of Loftus and Boutcher, which produced less spec-

tacular but equally solid values, while Hilmi Pasha,

who had displaced the imscrupulous Mohammed
Pasha, recovered at Nebi Yunus some winged
bulls, a number of bas-reliefs, and other important
material.

Meanwhile the French government had made
an appropriation of 70,000 francs, by which A^ctor

Place was enabled during 1851-55 to

6. Place, carry on investigations at Khorsabad
and Kalah-Shergat. The plan of the

former was thoroughly worked out, whfle fourteen

cylinders, a magazine of pottery, another of gjbued

tiles, and the bakery and wine cellar of the palace

were uncovered. Unfortunately the materials

gathered by this expedition and the one of the same
period at Birs Nimrud in Babylonia were lost by
the capsizing of the raft on which they were being

conveyed down the river for shipment.
The joint results of these labors being a mass of

unread inscriptions, it is hardly surprising that a
tacit understanding supervened to suspend exca-

vations until decipherment should decide the value

of the documents. Progress was rapid; Assyrian
and Babylonian, Vannic and Sumerian yielded

their secrets; and the reading of part of the material

proved its great importance (see Inbcbiftions).

A new start was taken in the year

7. George 1872. George Smith had discovered

Smith. among Rassam's tablets obtained
from Asshurbanipal's palace the frag-

ments of the deluge story. The possible, even
certain, illumination of the Bible by these docu-
ments, guaranteed by the reading of the names of

several of the Hebrew kings, stimulated to new
effort. The popular demand became urgent for

new discovery; yet the government's action was
so tardy, imder the restrictions of routine, that

private enterprise was evoked and the London
Daily Telsgraph offered £1,000 to defray the ex-
penses of an expedition, if Smith would lead it and
send reports of progress. The start was made in

January of 1873; Kouyunjik was the site chosen
for work; and three new fragments of the deluge
series were recovered, along with a number of his-

torical inscriptions. With this success the TeU-
ffraph was satisfied and recalled Smith. The same
year he was sent back by the British Museum,
and secured some 3,000 inscriptions, many of which
filled gaps in the material already at hand. In
1875 he was again sent out; but Turkish oppo-
sition intervened, and when that had been over-
come, his death had occurred.

During the period 1877-^2 Rassam was the
agent in the field; and he unearthed at Bala-

wat (fifteen miles from Mosul) the
8. Rassam, beautiful bronze plates of the gates
x877-8a. of Imgur-Bel, a city which was the

site of a palace of Asshumasir-
pal II. Kouyunjik was more thoroug^y ex-
plored, 2,000 pieces, some of them exceedini^y
fine, being the reward. But the rich finds of pre-

vious years made these results seem meager; and
the consequence was a cessation of excavation in

Assyria which has not yet been resumed, the south-

ern region of Babylonia being moro promiang
and offering greater rewards.

The difficulties which have to be overcome by
excavating archeologists in these regions are four-

fold. (1) Fiiumcial. The French and Gennan
govenmients have established a fiine record of sup-
port of scientific research; the record of the BriUsh
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IB not so clear; the United States has done nothing.

Consequently expeditions from the United States

have to rely upon private enterprise.

9. Olwta- It is a pity that some great fund is not

des in Ez- available that shall make appeal for

cavating. special resourcesunnecessary : the result

would be more thorough woric and not

the kind which looks for spectacular effects and
leaves on the ground material as valuable as that

recovered. (2) Governmental. This is in the shape

either of refuisal or delay, at the Sublime Porte,

to grant permission to dig, or at the field in

the case of bigoted or obstinate pashajs. The
only remedy in the former case is timely applica-

tion supported by suitable diplomatic effort. If

the pasha on the ground is inclined to interpose

obstructions, the display of a firman should be
sufficient. (3) Popular. The suspicion and super-

stition of the Arabs can be overcome only by the

exercise of great patience and diplomacy. Their

confidence once gained, the Arabs are loyal to their

employers, as is amply proved by experience. The
assistance of one trained in de^dng with them is,

however, a necessity. (4) Natural. The ruins of

the country and of its system of irrigation, the

restilting stretches of marshes with their miasmatic
fevers, the heat of the sun, and the scorching winds
and dust-storms, are obstacles which can not be
overcome. Their effects may be palliated by proper

precautions, which, unfortunatdy, the excavator

too often neglects in the ardor of his piusuit of

knowledge.
IV. The Cities: According to the best reading

of Gen. X, 11 (R. V. margin), " out of Shinar went
forth Asshur, and builded Nineveh, Rehoboth-Ir,

and Calah, and Resen." By excepting from these

Rehoboth-Ir (which is now regarded as a mistake

for Behebath-Ninaf either the place where Mosul
now is, or the " open places," i.e., " squares," of

Ninevdi itself), and by adding Asshur, Arbela,

and Dur-Sharnikin, a list of the known cities

belonging to Assyria proper is completed.

Asshur, the modem Kalah-Shergat, on the west
aide of the Tigris, rather below the middle point

of the places where the Upper and
I. Anhur. the Lower Zab join the Tigris, was

the chief city of Aasyn& untU the

reign of Asshur^bel-kala, son of Ti^ath-Pileser I,

0. 1090 B.C. It never attained as frequent mention
or description as Nineveh in contemporary records,

though theinscriptions record the frequent rebuild-

ing and repair of the great temple of Asshur which
bore the name of £-karsag-kurkurra. That it was
eclipsed by its rival Nineveh is due perhaps to two
causes: (1) The more healthful and pleasant sit-

uation of the latter; and (2) The location of Asshur
in the zone of danger from Babylonian attack.

But the return of quite late kings to it as their

capital shows the hold the old city had upon the

sentimental regard of those rulers.

Nineveh (Asisyr. Nina or Ninua; Hebr. Ninweh
orNintw9K ; LXX, Nineui), the modem Kouyimjik
on the north and Nebbi Yunus on the south of the

Choser, named probably, like the southem city

of the same name, from Nin, daughter of Ea and
identified with Ishtar of Nineveh, stood on the

left bank of the Tigris, about twenty miles north

of the confluence of the Upper Zab with the Tigris.

Its walls enclosed about 1,800 acres, and were about
seven and one-half miles in circumference (approxi-

matelytwo miles square). Herodotus describes them
as being 380 feet high and 80 feet thick, though
in all probability the height given isan exaggeration;
but Layard's plans make them, at one of the prin-

cipal gates, where they were doubtless reinforced,

110 feet thick. The gates were flanked with towers

for their defense. The eastern wall

a. Nineveh, was protected by a moat filled with

water from the Choser. The time and
circumstances of the founding of the city are un-
known, though its Semitic origin seems implied by
its name. The last datum is not quite conclusive,

since it might have been pre-Semitic and renamed
by its Semitic possessors. As it lay on the Indo-
Mediterranean caravan route, its early origin and
importance are assured. Gudea (see Babylonia,
VI, 3, i 3) left an inscription referring to the building

of a temple in Nineveh which may (and proba-
bly does) refer to the Babylonian city. Similarly

precarious is the identification of the Assyrian
Nineveh with the one mentioned by Dungi, second
kingof Ur(c.2700 B.C.), as the place where he built

a temple to Nergal. The fact that Shalmaneser I

made gifts to such a temple in Nineveh does not,

considering the diffusion of the worship of Ner-
gal, make the identification secure. The con-

jecture of Jeremias that it once belonged to a king-

dom called Eisshati has little to support it. About
1450 B.C. it was possibly under control of the
(Hittite?) state of Mitanni, since Tushratta, king
of filitanni, lent an image of Ishtar of Nineveh to

the contemporary Pharaoh. It is named twice in

the Amama Tablets (q.v.), both times in connection
with Ishtar. The first Assyrian who made his resi-

dence there was Asshur-bel-kala, mentioned above.
It was neglected for a number of centuries, and
finally under Sennacherib was made perhaps the

richest and best adomed dty of the times. He
tore down the old palace and built a double one,

one part in the Assyrian style and one in the Syrian.

He also conducted thither a water-supply drawn
from the upper reaches of the Choser. Esar-

haddon and Asshurbanipal added great structures,

and it became the foremost city of the world, a
great center of commerce and enormous wealth.

Under the last-named king, it became a repository

also of Babylonian culture.

Calah (Assyr. KaUi>u) was the city next in im-
portance, really a suburb of Nineveh, twenty miles

south, in the fork of the Upper Zab
3. Calah. and the Tigris. It was apparently

founded by Shalmaneser I (c. 1300
B.C.) and used as his capital in place of Asshur. It

was then neglected until the time of Asshiunasir-

pal (c. 880 B.C.), who rebuilt it, fortified it with a
massive wall, brought a water-supply from the Zab,

and made of it a garden city, adomed with foreign

trees and shrubbery. His palace was one of great

beauty, and the bas-reliefs found there by Layard,
George Smith, and Rassam are in the British

Museum. Shalmaneser II built another palace,

one of the adornments of which was the famous
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Black Obeliflk; and this palace was occupied also

by Tiglath-Pileser III. Esarhaddon destroyed it

and used the materials to construct his own palace.

For these different structures a great platform

was built of bricks and faced with stone, forty feet

high, to guard against floods.

Of Resen (" fountain-source ") little is known
except its location between Ninevehand Calah, and
that it is identified with the Larissaof Xenophon's
AnabatiB (III, iv, 7). Arbela (" [The City of the] Four

Gods")» the modem Erbil, is never

4. Rsten, noticed in the early inscriptions, yet

Arbela, must have had an important though
and Dur- quiet life, and long outlived its more
SharrukiiL pretentious and magnificent sister

cities. It was situated in the moun-
tains between the Upper and Lower Zab, and was
the seat of worship of one of the Ishtars, next in

prominence to her of Nineveh. Dur-Shamikin
("Sargon's Fort"), the modem Khorsabad, the

site of the palace of Sargon (707 B.C.) and of the

necessary adjuncts thereto, was north of Nineveh,

near the sources of the Choser and on the slopes of

the hills. It was much smaller than the capital,

its walk being 3,820 yards in circumference. Two
mountain streams flowed past it. Only in Sar-

gon's time did it have much importance.

V. The People, Language, and Culture: The
people belonged to the so-called Northem Semites,

and were related consequently most closely to the

Semitic Babylonians, Arameans, Hebrews, and
Phenicians. They were sturdy in physique, and
their physiognomy, clearly portrayed in their

many bas-reliefs, is of a pronounced Semitic

type. Their character is traceable

z. National partly to their origin, partly to their

Character, environment. Their isolation pre-

served or intensified their native

qualities, and prohibited the mellowing influences

of contact with other peoples as well as the tolera-

tion which comes with admixture of blood. Their

country was less attractive to marauders, besides

being out of the beaten track of the migrations.

The mountaineers to the east and north served as

buffers against the great waves from the northeast,

until they were subdued or denationalized by
forced colonization. Thus, in contrast with the

Babylonians, who became a much mixed people,

the Assyrians preserved the purity of their race

and consequently its primitive characteristics,

among them that of fierceness (Isa. xxxiii, 19).

This quality of a new people is illustrated in the

case of two other Semitic peoples. The ferocity of

the Chaldeans (c. 600 B.C.) is attributable to the

fact that they, too, were a " new people," only

recently from their Arabian habitat; and the

fanaticism of the Mohammedan hosts is a matter
of history, due not merely to religious causes.

The isolation of the Assyrians is in nothing more
remarkably illustrated than in the fact that their

literature was of late importation from the south,

subsequent to their great military operations, much
of it in the days of Asshurbanipal (669-626 b.c).

Another trait of this people is a national self-con-

sciousness lacking to most Semites. The larger

cities of Assyria do not appear as self-governing

units bearing impatiently the sway of the overlord.

Assyria appears almost without exception as

united; and the exceptions come from dissensions

in the royal family in disputes about the succes-

sion.

The occupations of the people are largely in-

cluded in the two words " war " and " commerce."
The early Assyrian contract tablets

a. Occupa- found in Cappadocia bear testimony

tiona. to a commercial enterprise which

prophesied of the wan of the future.

It has been correctly concluded by several \usUi-

rians that the object of campaigns was not alone

extension of territory, but that security and en-

largement of trading operations had their part in

the purposes of the warring kings. This finds

warrant not so much in the express words of the

inscriptions as in indirect hints such as are found
in the Amama Tablets (q.v.) and in the usages

of the times as represented by Ahab and Ben-
hadad (I Kings xx, 34). Of other occupations,

agriculture has already been assimied (see II, § 4,

above), as also the handicrafts in the mention of

the metab. Casting was known, and there has

been found a mold for arrow-heads of accurate

construction, in four parts, in which three heads
could be cast at the same time. The representa-

tions of siege operations show ingenuity in the

mechanical construction of implements of offensive

warfare.

The language belongs also to the North Semitic

group, and is very close to the Babylonian, differing

only dialectically. The expression of

3. Lan- it in the cuneiform was inherited

guage. directly from the Babylonians, in-

directly from the pre-Semitic inhab-

itants of Babylonia, but developing as a consequence
of the fact that writing is the expression of a living

force, speech.

The culture of Assyria was borrowed. In nothing
is this dearer than in their methods of building.

Although they lived in a land where
4. The Cul- stone was easily procured, the principal

ture not building material was sim-dried brick,

Native, in the more pretentious structures

faced with burnt brick and sometimes
with stone. Even the choice of sites, near the

rivers where platforms had to be erected to avoid
floods, was probably due to early habit acquired
in Babylonia or imitated. To this method and
material of building were due the constant repe-

tition of building operations on the great temple-
structures and the narratives of the same in the
annals of both coimtries. Roof-making was,

from a structural point of view, evidently most
imperfectly developed. When once the roof was
broken, and the elements had access to the unbumt
brick, swift collapse of a structure was inevitable.

Yet to this very fact in most cases is attributable

the preservation of the libraries and records un-

earthed; for the superincumbent clay sealed her-

metically the chambers used as repositories. In
the way of literature nothing creative appears to

have come from the Assyrians except the mere
narratives of the campaigns. The tablets con-

taining the portions of the epics are knows to be
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copies from the south. The elegant style of As-

shurbanipal's annals suggests that the formative

period of Assyrian literature was just beginning,

but the speedy collapse of the empire prevented

any ripening into creative work.

VI. The History.—1. Ohronoloffy: The crucial

datum is the mention of an eclipse in the epony-
mate of Pur-shagali in the month Sivan (May-
June). A total eclipse occurred at Nineveh, June
15, 763 B.C., thus fixing the year of Purnshagali's

eponymate. The bearing of this on Assyrian

chronology appears below. Other data are afforded

by the Eponym Canon, found in the

X. Sources library of Asshurbanipal, a sort of

and Re- calendar in which succeeding years

suits. are named respectively for officers of

state. There are several sets of these,

all incomplete, but often overlapping each other,

and in these synchronistic parts showing that they
are not replicas of each other, but in some cases

independent documents. They cover consecu-

tively the period 902-667 B.C. and give the succes-

sion of the kings as well as of the eponyms, often

including a short statement of the principal events

of the year. In a succession like this, if the date of

one is fixed, that of the rest follows; the eclipse

just mentioned furnishes the desired fixed date.

On these two sets of data hangs nearly all of Aasyr-

ian and Babylonian chronology, as well as that of

some of the contemporary nations. The Canon
of Ptolemy (Greek), is an appendix to the astro-

nomical work of (jlaudius Ptolemteus, based on
solar and lunar eclipses and using Babylonian
sources. This was successfully employed to indi-

cate the order in which the Eponym Canon should

be arranged. The Synchronistic History of Baby-
lonia and il««yria (cuneiform) gives an eniuneration

of Babylonian kings and contemporary Assyrian

monarchs, and covers the periods 1400-1050
and 900-800 B.C. The Babylonian Chronicle

(cimeiform) covers the period 744-668 B.C., during

the Assyrian dominance, and therefore throws light

on Assyrian chronology or corroborates results

otherwise obtained. For the early periods depend-
ence must be placed upon isolated data. Thus,

Sennacherib, in the rock inscription at Bavian
(Schrader, KB, ii, 116 sqq.) alleges that he restored

to the temple E-kallati images carried off to Babylon
by Marduk-nadin-ahi 418 years earlier in the days
of Tiglath-Pileser I. This is practically corrobo-

rated by the Babylonian king's statement that

in his tenth regnal year he gained a victory over

Assyria. The date of restoration was 689 B.C.,

putting the date when the images were carried

off at 1107 B.C., making the coronation year of the

Babylonian 1117 B.C., and establishing the contem-
poraneity of the kings. Sennacherib mentions

another fact which (though in round numbers and
therefore slightly suspicious) places Tiglath-Nindar

(or Ninib), son of Shalmaneser I, about the year

1289 B.C. Similarly, Tiglath-Pileser I (dated

above) records a fact which places the death of his

great-grandfather Asshur-Dan c. 1175 B.C. He
also gives the date of the rebuilding of a temple

by the patesi (see Babtlonia) Shamshi-Ramman
as 641 years earlier, thus placing the latter c. 1815

B.C. Further data are obtained by mention of the
ancestors of different monarchs. When Ramman-
Nirari calls himself son of Pud-il, grandson of Bel-

nirari, great-grandson of Asshur-Uballit, he serves

a useful purpose by naming a succession of four
kings. Tiglath-Pileser I annoimces that the
Shamshi-Ramman whom he dates was son of Ishmi-
Dagan, and that both were patesis of Assyria.

This datum shows also that in their time Assyria
was not independent, since patesi is not the
title of an independent ruler. These data give
results upon which in most cases agreement is

reached by scholars within the margin of a year.

8. Bthnolofflcal Data: Gutiiun (Assyr. Krdu)
was situated northeast from Nineveh, and stretched

from the headwaters o£ the Upper
X. Peoples Zab to Lake Urumiah. It is prob-

and ably referred to in Gen. xiv. The
Places Namri occupied the southern part of

Named in the Zagros mountain range, between
Assyrian Media and Assyria, east of the Lower
Annals. Zab. The Madai and Manda, later

known as the Umman-Manda, were
Aryan tribes beyond the Namri to the east of the
mountains and toward the Caspian. The Kasshi,

sometimes confused in the Old Testament (the

unpointed Hebrew is the same) with Cush (Ethi-

opia), were northeastern neighbors of the Elamites
and gave a long-lived dynasty to Babylonia. The
Kaldu, later known as the Chaldeans, occupied
the territory north and west of the head of the

Persian Gulf and became rulers of Babylonia when
the Assyrian empire fell. The Manni or Minni
inhabited the territory between lakes Van and
Urumiah, and were sturdy foes of the Assyrians.

The Urartu or Armenians dwelt in the Armenian
mountains and valleys northwest of Lake Van, and
partly controlled the plains at the foot. They
were perhaps the most difficult foes the Assyrians

had to meet. The Mitanni, during the rise of

Assyria, held Upper Mesopotamia c. 1400 B.C., and
are supposed to have been a Hittite power. By
their position they controlled the trade route

between the Upper Tigris, the Mediterranean, and
the West. Gozan, later Gauzanitis, was a district

on the upper waters of the Chabur. Bit-Adini

was the ^amean state north of the confluence of

the Chabur with the Euphrates. Kummvi was
a state considerably to the north of Bit-Adini on
the southern spurs of the Taurus Mountains. In
the northeastern part of Syria, north of where
Antioch was situated later, not quite contemporary
with each other were the Aramean states of Patin,

Unki, Samal, Gwrgum, and Yatuii—the latter

for many years mistaken by Assyriologjsts for

Judah, particularly as it had a king named Am-
yahu nearly contemporary with Azariah of Judah.
It lay between Samal and Unki (cf. Winckler,

AUorierUalische Forschungen, i, 1893). Kue was
the name of the eastern part of the coast of Cilicia.

Northeast from Kue was the Mtugri of Asia Minor
(confused in I Kings x, 28 and II Kings vii, 6 with

Egypt, though mentioned in connection with SyrisL

and the Hittites in both passages; in the former

passage the name Kue is perhaps concealed in the

word ma-koh). Still farther to the north were the
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MuBhke, known to the Greeks as Moachi The
Phenidans, the Syrians of Aleppo, Hamath, Aipad,

and Damascus are all frequently mentioned in

the inscriptions, as are the Hebrew kingdoms,

Edom, Moab, Ammon, and Philistia. Arabia

was known as Arabi, Arvbu, and Aribi. In North
Arabia the cuneiform makes known a district called

Mtuffi or Mi^, also mistaken in the Hebrew of

I Kings zi, 17, for Mvfraim, Egypt. It was sub-

dued by Tiglath-PQeser III. South Arabian
inscriptions also name the locality. In the same
region was a district called Ctuh, sometimes con-

fused with Ethiopia. MeluJ^, the Ma*in of the

Old Testament, was in North Arabia. Saba^ the

Sheba of I Kings x, 1, Minaea, rediscovered by
Glaser, and Yamctn, probably the modem Yemen,
are all noted in the annals of the kings. Northeast

Arabia was known as Magan,
8. The Story ofAssyria: The history of Asssrria

before 1800 b.c. is veiled. Gen. x, 11 (R. V. margin)
affirms the Babylonian background

X. Early of this people, and all evidence from
History and areheology, language, and cultural

HameSy to remains, supports the affirmation.

Z500 B.C. The date of colonisation is unknown,
but it was before 2300 B.C. Asshur

was the first dty. The connection with the parent

country was close c. 2000 B.C. Hammurabi of

Babylon (c. 2250 B.C.) had Assyrian soldiers in his

army. No ruler earlier than Ishmi-Dagan (c. 1850
B.C.) is known, and he bore the title of paUai (or

isMhaku), a term that implied political dependence.

In the time of his son, Shamshi-Ramman, Nineveh
was already in existence; for he restored a temple

of Ishtar there. Between his time and that of

Asshur-bel-nisheshu only a few names are known.
Igur-kapkapu (or Bel-kapkapu or Bel-bani) and
hLi son Shamshi-Ramman II, Kallu and his son
Irishum are all, but of the first it is known that a
tablet exists dated in his reign, and (from it) that

he bore the title of king. Assyrian contract tablets

belonging to the period 1800-1500 B.C. have been
found in Cappadocia, indicating commercial, and
perhaps a be^nning of territorial, expansion. At
the time when Thothmes III of Egypt was most
active, the Assyrian king sent him a gift of " a great

stone of lapis-lazuli " which Thothmes interpreted

as a sign of submission, and so recorded it. If

Assyria really feared Egypt, that fear did not last

long, for the Hittites were soon active, and Egyp-
tian aggression did not threaten the Tigris.

The independence of Assyria, won soon afterward,

was due, not to Assyria's strength, but to the

weakness of the parent power. Inter-

2. The Win- nal strife gave the Kasshites the
ning of opportunity to conquer Babylonia,
Independ- but they were too busy cementing

ence, 1500- their own power to attack Assyria,

1300 B.C. and the boundary was settled under
Asshur-bel-nisheshu and Puzu-Asshur

in treaties to which the Kasshite Karaindash of

Babylon was one of the parties. Tins implies

independence. About 1400 B.C., fifty years

later, the Babylonian Bumaburiash claimed As-
syria for his territory. The probable dependence
of Nineveh upon Tushratta of Mitanni has been

noted above (IV, | 2). Assur-ubaUit wrote to

Amenophis IV as an independent monarch;
and indeed the claim of Assyria to Babylon began
in the same reign. The Assyrian's dau^to* had
married Kararkardash of Babylon, and the latter's

son had succeeded his father and then beoi
murdered by his subjects. Asshur-uballit inter-

vened, subjected Babylon, and placed another
grandson on the throne In the same reign and
the next the Assyrian arms were carried to the

borders of Elam, which led to war between Kuri-
galsu II of Babylon and Bel-nirari in which the

northern cause was successful. Ramman-nirari I

(c. 1345-30 B.c ) reconquered the lands already
overrun, and located cities for their government.
He extended his sway beyond the Euphrates, and
had a successful essay against Mitanni. New
troubles with Babylonia arose over the conquest
of Gutium; both sides claimed the victory, but

the Assyrian boimdaiy was advanced. Raznman's
inscription is the earliest one of Assyria that is

dated, and in it he calls himself king, not of Asshur,
but of K%9shaH, " the worid."

Shalmaneser I (c. 1300 b.c.) left on his suooes-

sors an impression of greatness. He crossed the
Euphrates and pushed his conquests

3. Shalman- as far as Mu^ri, which probably means
eserl-Tig- that the territory up to the river at

lath-Pileier least was added to Assjrrian territory.

ly 1300- Asshur was abandoned as the capital,

xzoo B.C. and Calah was built. The temple of

Ishtar at Nineveh was also leocm-
structed, and Harran was added to the possessions

of the king. Shalmaneser's son, Tigjath-Ninib,

invaded Babylonia, captured and plundered Baby-
lon, partly destroyed the wall, carried north with
him the image of Marduk, governed the south from
his own capital, and assumed the titles borne by
Sargon the Great (see Babylonia), king of Simier
and Akkad, as well as of IGsshati and Aashur. But
he could not sustain himself, and lost his life

in a rebellion headed by his son. For a time the
Assyrian star declined. It is very likely that to this

decline the Hittites had contributed; for the dash
to the Mediterranean must have aroused them and
certainly have included in its scope some of their

cities. The Babylonians became the aggressors,

and the next king, Asshumasirpal I had difficulty

in repelling them. Under the next four reigns

Assyria's territory shrank to about its original

extent. Then Assur-Dan I (c. 1210-1181 B.c.)

began to regain territory south of the Lower Zab.

His grandson, Asshur-rish-ishi, cleared the way to

Babylon by conquering foes on the southeast,

and then defeated Nebuchadrezsar I of Babylon.
He rebuilt the Ishtar-temple in Calah. With
Tiglath-Pileser I began a new era for Assyria.

The celebrated eight-sided prism contains a part

of his record. That full information of his pred-

ecessors' activity is not at hand is shown by his

having in the very beginning of his reign to subdue
people so distant as the Mushke. Hewon a victory

over them among their hills, destroyed 14,000 out

of the 20,000 engaged, and puraued the plan of

subduing the territory by destroying the fitting

forces. Tribute was exacted from the rest. During
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the next three years he carried his arms into the

mountain regions northeast, northwest, and south-

east with the uniform result of success and immense
booty. A confederation of twenty-three kings

from the neighborhood of Lake Van was overcomci
and heavy tribute imposed. Mu^ri was once more
subdued, and Babylonia had to submit. At the

end of his fifth year Tiglath-Pileser claimed to

haye subdued "forty-two countries with their

rulers." MentioQ of the Hittites first occurs in

his reign.

At this point it is well to note, in explanation

of the preceding and of much that follows, a char-

acteristic 9f early Semitic rule. Con-

4* Semitic stant reconquest of subjected territory

Rule Un- was necessary The order of events

stable, was: subjection and a light tribute if

submission had been ready, a heavy
one if strong opposition had been offered; this

was invariably followed by rebellion at the first

seeming opportunity, and a change in the ruler

was always considered an opportunity; then new
subjection and a heavier tribute; when rebellion

again Arose, the case of the rebels was desperate,

and further revolt was eliminated by almost com-
plete desolation of the refractory territory. The
creation of an empire by unifsring peoples under a
beneficent rule had not yet been conceived. On
the other side was the inherent tendency to segre-

gation, which was a characteristic of the Semites.

An invader could reduce city after city, throwing
against it the force of his united army, while other

cities awaited their fate in trembling. Confedera-

tions invariably fell apart. Assyria was the one
Semitic power thoroughly unified; and this unity

was the cause of its victorious progress until the

wars of centuries had sapped its strength.

Tiglath-Pileser's activities were not all warlike;

he rebuilt Asshur, restored its temples and palaces,

and fostered agriculture and arbori-

se A Time culture. He was followed by two
of Quies- of his sons in succession, who re-

cence,xxoo- moved the capital to Nineveh once

950 B.C. more, restoring its great Ishtar-tem-

ple. A new period of quiescence or of

exhaustion for Assyria had come, and its

enemies organized themselves for new resistance.

This resistance coincides with that of the ex-

pansion of the Hebrew kingdom. The Arameans
had settled in Mesopotamia and fallen heir to the

Hittite possessions including Hamath, Aleppo, and
Damascus. They were traders, and, holding the

caravan routes, directly menaced Assyrian com-
merce. The Phenicians, too, had been making of

their cities strong fortresses. Between Tiglath-

Pileser I and II were several rulers whose names
are known and little else, while there is also a gap
in the known succession. But the period was not

the time of entire weakness generally supposed;

the outburst of vigor which followed and continued

with little intermission for three and one-half cen-

turies proves it a time of development of power
which was used in a series of campaigns which have
not ceased to astonish since knowledge of them
has been regained.

Tiglath-Rleser II (c. 950 B.C.) began a succession

of kings, all of whose names are known, though of
what either he or his son Asshur-Dan II (0. 930 B.C.)

did, little is certain. During the next reign, that of

Ramman-nirari II (911-891 b.c), the
6. Tiglath- struggle with Babylonia was renewed,
Pileser II, the latter losing territory to its op-

9S0 B.C. ponent. Tiglath-Ninib (890-885 b.c.)

-Asshur- placed under tribute the highlands
nasirpaini, of the north from Urumiah to the
885-860 Mediterranean. Asshumasirpal III

B.C. (885-860 b.c), son of the foregoing,

earried forward the work of conquest.

One of the finest inscriptions extant is his,

on alabaster in 389 lines, corroborated by
other texts. His first campaign in Armenia was
so savage that with a sin^e exception, severely

punished, all tribes in his line of march hastened
to submit. While on a campaign against Kum-
muh, he heard of the rebellion of an Aramean
conmumity at Bit-Kalupe on the Euphrates. He
at once coimtermarched, took and plimdered the
dty, cut off the legs of the officers engaged in the
rebellion, flayed the nobles and stretched their

skins on a pile built for the purpose, and sent the
rebel governor to Nineveh to be flayed. The
result was immediate submission of the district and
of all in his line of march. While he was thus en-

gaged in the west, rebellion broke out in the east

and southeast, was crushed, broke out again, and
was again put down with plundering, devastation,

and daughter. Sedition among the Arameans,
fomented and assisted by Nabupaliddin of Babylo-
nia, was overcome, and Sum, the capital, destroyed.

The fomenter of the trouble in turn found work
in repelling the Aramean hordes and occupation

in rebuilding the temple of Shamash at Sippar.

Continued rebellion among the Arameans revealed

the fact that the little state of Bit-Adini, the Bene-

*Edhen of II Kings xix, 12, was the cause of the rising.

This the Assyrians assailed and destroyed, and
showed that they would permit no strong state on
the Euphrates. The Mediterranean coast was
next visited; tribute was received from the Phe-
nicians; wood was gathered for the new works
at Calah; and a memorial was left on the rocks at

Nahr-el-Ealb (near Beirut). Asshumasirpal made
the Assyrian name a synonym for ferocity and
savagery. Yet war was not his whole occupation.

Oalah had fallen into ruins while Asshur had been

the capital. He rebuilt it, erected there a great

palace, and conducted to the city a water<upply
from the Lower Zab.

With Shalmaneser II (860-824 B.C.) began
contact of the Assyrians with the Hebrews. In

the Black Obelisk and the Monolith

7. Shalman- texts this king has left some of the

eser H, 860- finest inscriptions known. These with

824 B.C. supplementaiy records show a per-

sonal leadership by the king of his

armies for twenty-six consecutive years. Under
him began that battering at the gates of Damascus
which continued from his time till the city fell in

732 B.C., and then was directed against the He-
brews, Arabs, and Egyptians till about 660 b.c.

The three prominent Syrian powers at the time

were centered at Hamath, Patin, and Damascus.
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A coalition of these with their allies, including

Israelites (Ahab furnished a contingent of 2,000

[7] chariots and 10,000 men), Arabs, and Ammon-
ites, was met and defeated at Karkar. The quality

of the victory claimed by Shalmaneser is doubtful,

since in three inscriptions (the Black Obelisk,

Monolith, and Bull; cf. Schrader, KeiUehrift^

forsckung, p. 47) the number of killed varies from
14,000 to 25,000, and no statement is made of

tribute imposed. The victory was barren. There
was revealed here a force which might have stayed

the advance of Assyria could it have been held

together. Six campaigns were made in this region

during 854-839 B.C., none decisive in itself, but con-

tributing in the end to the isolation of Damascus.
Jehu of Israel sent tribute to divert from himself

the attacks of Damascus. With reference to his

campaigns in Armenia, Shalmaneser describes him-

self as " trampling down the country like a wild

bull." But there, too, results were indecisive, and
the region remained a menace to the dominant
power. Media was invaded in a mere booty-

snatching expedition. Internal conflict in Baby-
lonia resulted in the reestablishment of Assyrian

power there, and in checking the northward march
of the Kaldu. The later years of the king were

harassed by rebellions at home, led in one case by
his sons, and due in part probably to utter weari-

ness at the constant drain caused by the perpetual

wars.

This legacy of civil war was left to the son Sham-
shi-Ramman IV (824--812 B.C.), who used two

years in defeating his brother and in

8.Sham8hi- repressing the general rebellion of

Ramman the provinces. A coalition of Baby-
IV and lonians, Eiamites, Southern Arameans,

his Succe»- and Kaldu was met and defeated and
aors, 824- quiet restored after two campaigns.

745 B.C. Payment of tribute was forced in dif-

ferent regions only by the presence of

the army. His son, Ramman-nirari III (812-783

B.C.), who called himself a descendant of Igur-

(Bel-)kapkapu, reduced Damascus to tributary

relationship. The entire eastern coast of the Medi-

terranean contributed to his exchequer. A series

of eight campaigns against the Medes took this

king to the Caspian, and the south to the Persian

Gulf was tributary. He made an attempt to weld

religiously Babylonia and Assyria by the intro-

duction of Babylonian cults into Nineveh, while

Babylonia was treated as an Assyrian province.

With the next king, Shahnaneser III (783-773

B.C.), began a period of decadence which continued

for three reigns. Campaigns to enforce payment
of tribute are mentioned, but Armenia in the mean
time gained in power. Under Asshur-Dan III

(773-755 B.C.) the story of rebellion and disaster

grows. The eclipse of the sun, 763 b.c, and pesti-

lence in 759 and 754 were events of this reign.

Asshur-nirari II (755-745 B.C.) left fewer notices,

but enough to make evident that warlike attempts
were not altogether discontinued. In an uprising

at Calah he disappeared, and with him the dynasty
which had ruled at least since Tiglath-Pileser II.

Under the great Tiglath-Pileser lU (745-727
B.C ), the Pul of II Kings xv, 19, Assyria recovered

at a bound her greatest former eminence and sur-

passed it. The origin of the new king is un-

known, for in his numerous inscriptions he never

mentions his ancestry. His vigor

9. Tiglath- and boldness of conception and swift-

Pileser 111, ness of execution were unparalleled

745-727 even in Assyrian history. Babylonia,

B.C. dining the period of Assyria's weak-
ness, had been unable to take advan-

tage of relief from pressure, owing to attacks by
the Arameans. Tiglath-Pileser invaded the country,
repelled the Arameans, reorganised the government,
and conciliated the inhabitants by paying homage
to the chief deities. The districts east were recon-

quered, and a new policy carried out of settling

disaffected subjects in a distant part of the empire,

Urartu, under a king named Sarduris II, had
completely demolished Assyrian supremacy in

the north. A single sweeping victory over him
changed all this, and his allies paid their tribute

to the conqueror. Arpad fell in 740 B.C., and with

it the northwest was pacified. A new coalition of

states of Syria, Asia Minor, and Palestine was
formed; but at the appearance in the field of the

Assyrian forces, it feJl apart, Menahem of Israel

paid tribute, the states north of Israel were put

imder a governor, their inhabitants deported, and
colonists brought in from other parts. A rebellion

near Nineveh was suppressed by the governors,

who had been made responsible for good order.

They deported the rebellious subjects to Syria

and settled Syrians in their places. Armenia
was crippled in a campaign which reached the

capital on Lake Van, but did not capture it. Tig-

lath-Pileser began next to clear the road to Egypt,
just then weakened by attacks from Ethiopia.

Syria was effectually overawed, Phenicia paid
tribute, and Gaza was captured and held as an
outpost. To offset this, Israel and I>amascus had
determined to force Judah into an alliance against

the Assyrian. Ahas was thoroughly alarmed,

and all the efforts of Isaiah were insufficient to

restrain him from throwing himself into the arms
of Assyria. Tiglath-Pileser listened to the appeal,

ravaged Israel, had Hoshea made king (II Kings
xv-xvi), assailed Damascus, destroyed its depend-
encies, and finally captured it in 732 b.c. While
engaged in the west, the king heard of rebellion in

Babylonia. This was punished; and Merodach-
baladan, who proved almost a perennial rebd,

submitted. The Assyrian appointed governors
from the north instead of leaving native princes

to rule, did homage to the gods of the land, in 726

B.C. " took the hands of Bel," the annual right and
duty of the rightful king of Babylon, and assumed
the name Pul with the old title " King of Sumer
and Akkad and of Babylon" (see Babtijonia).
Tiglath-Pileser's death occurred tba next year. His
achievements in war and in govenunent were the

greatest the world had yet known. The Sanitic

crescent of territory from the Persian Gulf to the

border of Egypt was his without dispute; tribute

was sent from Arabia as far south as Sabsea, from
Armenia, from EUam, and from the states on the

Mediterranean. The policy of exchanging popu-
lations of chronically rebeUious states had made
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the empire more homogeneous by putting seditious

nations where circumstances did not favor risings.

Of Tiglath-Pileser's successor, Shalmaneser IV
(727-722 B.c.)i but httle is known, not even his

rdationship to his predecessor. Under
10. Shal- him Hoshea was led into what proved

maneserlV, the final rebellion of the northern

737-722 Israelitio kingdom, and the episode

B.C. narrated in II Kings xvii occurred.

In this chapter Hoshea is represented

as sending messengers to '' So, king of Egypt."
So has been erroneously identified with Shabak.

Sargon mentions a Shabi of the Arabian Mu^ri;

Shabi in Assyrian would represent the Hebrew
word So pointed to read Seve ; and modem scholars

are inclined to follow Winckler {Mittheilungen

der vorderasiatischen OeMlhehaft, i, 6) and see a
double confusion in Mi^aim (" Egypt ") for

Muzrif and in So for Seve, It is to the point that

this Shabi furnished no little trouble for Sargon,

Shalmaneser's successor. From him, then, Hoshea
expected help and rebelled, when Shalmaneser

attacked, defeated, and captured him, and invested

Samaria. The city held out for three years. Mean-
while Shalmaneser died and was succeeded by
Sargon (722-705 B.C.). Samaria was captured in

721; and the Israelitio kingdom ceased to exist.

Sargon's ancestry is very doubtful: he claimed

no royal lineage, nor did ids son for him; but his

grandson, Sennacherib, connected him
iz. Saigoni with the Igur-kapkapu mentioned

722-705 above. He reproduced the traits of

B.C. the great Tiglath-Pileser III—self-con-

fidence, vigor in plan and action,

and great military and administrative ability. In

Babylonia the determined rebel Merodach-baladan

seized Babylon with the help of the Elamites;

Sargon claimed the victory in the battle which
ensued, but Merodach retained his crown. In the

west Hamath raised the flag of rebellion, and Shabi

of Musri and Hanno of Gaza engaged to support

Hamath; but Sargon attacked the town before

the allies could come in, then marched south, and
defeated Shabi at Raphia. The next rising was
in the north, with Urartu as the backbone of the

movement. But Assyria was still able to conquer;

and, soon after, the old Hittite center, Carchemish,

was destroyed. Campaigns in Media, eastern

Asia Minof, and Arabia kept the armies moving.

Finally peace was secured in the north by the end-

ing of the kingdom of Urartu, which had for cen-

turies defied Assyria and proved its most dangerous

foe. A new uprising in Palestine, Philistia, fkiom,

and Moab, involving Hezekiah of Judah and evi-

dently fomented by Egypt (Isa. xz), necessitated

the sending of Sargon's tartan with an army, who
occupied the Philistine cities, deported the inhab-

itants, and crushed the rebelUon. The other states

seem to have escaped punishment. Only Babylon
was needed to round out the empire. Merodach-

baladan had foreign military forces in support;

but he had alienated the native priests, the most
influential class of his subjects. They called in the

Assyrians, who put the Chaldeans to flight; and
Sargon was acclaimed the deliverer of the city of

Babylon. He performed sacrifice and took office

as viceroy (not king), and restored the temple-
worship in the great religious centers. In the north-
west, boundaries were pushed back, and even
(Cyprus sent tribute. Sargon built Dur-Sharrukin
with its magnificent palace, but occupied it only
a year.

Sargon was succeeded by his son Sennacherib
(705-681 B.C.). The change in succession was

followed by another attempt of Mero-
12. San- dach-baladan to possess Babylonia.
nacherib, It is likely that the embassy to Heze-
705-681 kiah (II Kings xviii, 13) occurred here.

B.C. If BO, its motive is plain : he wasfoment-
ing a revolt in the west to create a

diversion while he settled himself in the south.

But Sennacherib inarched south at once, defeated

the rebel, ci^tured Babylon, rifled the palace, and
then punished severely the Aramean supporters

of the Kaldu, appropriating immense booty and
removing, according to the Taylor cylinder, over

200,000 people and settling them in the Median
mountains after a successful campaign there.

The rebellion fomented by Merodach (if the sugges-

tion above be correct) had gathered headway,
with Hezekiah leading the movement, the latter

having seized Philistia. The revolt must have
been general; forSeimacherib first visited Phenicia,

captured Sidon, set up his appointee as king, and
apportioned him a fair kingdom. The coalition fell

apart before his army, though several of the Phi-

listine towns held out and were reduced. An army
from Egypt was defeated, Ekron captured, and its

chiefs impaled. Then Sennacherib turnedonJudah,
captured forty-six towns, deported 200,150 in-

habitants, and gave the district to his governors

in Philistia to manage. Hezekiah submitted and
paid tribute, to gather which he was compelled

to strip palace and temple. Sennacherib, either

at this time or later, sent a small force to demand
the surrender of Jerusalem. Beyond question

the reason for this was that the conquest of Egypt
was projected, and the Assyrian did not care to

leave so strong a fortress as Jerusalem in his rear.

The surrender was refused; the forces were with-

drawn; a new campaign in Babyloni:. against the

irrepressible Merodach-baladan was successfully

carried through; and Asshur-nadin-shum, son of

Sennacherib, was put on the throne of Babylon.

The next eleven years were spent mainly in the

south against the Elamites and Kaldu imder Mero-
dach-baladan. After holding the coimtiy for some
time the allies were defeated in 691 B.C. after a
terrible conflict. Babylon was taken, sacked,

burned to the ground, the waters of the Euphrates
turned upon the site, and the statueof Marduk taken

to Asshur. A final expedition against Egypt was
probably undertaken near the end of his life by
Seimacherib. Tirhakah of Egypt advancedto meet
him, perhaps as far as Pelusium. There Sennach-

erib experienced a severe check, variously ex-

plained. II Kings ix, 35 tells of a pestilence which

destroyed in a single night 185,000 men; Tirhakah

claimed credit for a great victory; Herodotus

(ii, 141) was told by the Egyptians that field-mice

gnawed the bow-strings and quivers of the As-

qrrians and left them defenseless before the Egyp-
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tianfl; and the Babylonian Chronidea suggest the

necessity for return in a rebellion in that region.

Sennacherib was killed in 681 B.C. by one (Baby-

Ionian Ckranide) or two (II Kings xix, 36-37) of

his sons. He had removed the seat of govenunent

from Calah to Nineveh, and built there the '* peer-

less ** palace, and had provided the city with a
system of water-works.

Esar-haddon (681-668 B.C.), Sargon's son, who
succeeded him, reversed the policy toward Baby-

lonia. He assumed the title of viceroy

13. Esar- of Babylon, and almost at once set

haddon, about rebuilding the city in a stj^e

681-668 of greater grandeur. By restoring

B.C. the gods carried away by his father

he regained the good-idll of the people.

His first care, however, was to avenge the death of

Sennacherib and to secure his own position in

Nineveh, whence his brothers, the murderers, who
had seised the throne, fled on his approach. The
extreme south, again in rebellion, was subdued
and the projected invasion of Egypt was undertaken.

But first the rebellion of Phenicia had to be quelled,

in which three years were ^occupied, when Sidon
was destroyed, a new city built and settled by
colonists. Tjrre was assailed; but its sea-gate

enabled it to hold out. In 783 b.c. Tiriiakah was
enabled to repel the first attack on Egypt; but
Esar-haddon renewed the attempt three years later,

was successful in three battles, and occupied

Meni^his. The land was parceled out for govern-

ment, and no great opposition was offered by the

people, to whom the disaster seemed beyond repair.

Northeastern Arabia was then subdued that it

might no longer afford assistance to the recurrent

rebellions of Palestine. New troubles were by that

time affecting the northern boundaries. The Indo-

European migration, generaUy known as the Cim-
merian or Scythian, had begun. This was split

into two bodies, one of which pressed down into

Persia and Media and settled there, and the other

passed westward. The former occupied a part

of what had been Assyrian territory, and later

formed a part of the force which captiued Nineveh.
The latter passed through Armenia; but its forces

were prevented by Esar-haddon from penetrating

southward. In 668 B.C. the king was called to

Egypt by rebellion there. Before leaving, he had
one son proclaimed his successor in Assyria (A»-

shurbanipal) and another in Babylon (Shamash-
shum-ukm). He died the same year, and before

reaching Egypt, having extended Assyrian domina-
tion farther than it had yet reached. He was
fond of building, and constructed the great arsenal

at Nebi-Yunus, the materials for which were
contributed by twenty-two kings and princes, ten
of them in Cyprus. The name of Manasseh of

Judah appears in this list of tributaries.

The events of the reign of Asshur-
14. Asshur- banipal (668-626 B.C.; Greek,Sardana-

hanipaly pains, Aram. Osnappar, Ezra iv, 10)
668-626 are hard to make out, not because of

B.C. paucity of material, for it is abundant,
nor because of roughness or careless-

ness, for the annals are elegant and polished, but
because the chronological clue is not given. It

is dear, however, that his first movement «^-

to the border-land between Elam and BabyloDia

where his presence prevented serious troubif.

A new invasion of Egjrpt was made neoess&iy

by Tirhakah's return, the Assyrian foroes beo^

gathered partly on the Mediterranean coast. Tir-

hakah was defeated, and the oountiy occupied

this time as far south as Thebes. A new rising

which took place almost immediately was as qwckh
punished in ruthless fashion, and enormous booct

was sent home. A third insurrection under tht

son of the now dead Tiriiakah was futile. Tyre

had finally submitted and sent tribute. But the

story continues of revolts in different parts of the

empire which presage its speedy fall. The kinf

was occupied in desperate attempts to iwMnfMr

himself. Participation in these led to the conquest

of EUam up to the very walls of Susa. Even bis

brother on the throne of Babylon revolted; but

Asshurfoanipal's movements were swift and sure;

Babylon, Borsippa, Sippara, and Cutha were beset:

ShamashHshum-ukin in despair burned himsdf
in his own palace; and people from the cap-

tured towns were settled in Samaria. A new ch^
lenge from EUam was accepted; and finally Susa

was taken with immense booty. The usual success

attended the king's final campaign in Arabia. The
results of this long succession of successful warn

was the heaping up of enormous wealth in tb?

cities of Assyria, particularly in Nineveh. The end

of a victorious campaign was the transportation of

precious metals, works of art, flocks, and herds,

and, in the later reigns, of people as slaves to As-

syria. The great works of the Assjrrian kings were

doubtless in great part the product of the toil oi

captives. And the captors of Nineveh fell heir to

this immense wealth. Asshurfoanipal's wars were

not his only interest. Apart from the palace which
he built, the walls of which were lined with sculp-

tured reliefs, hewas fond of the hunt, and his contests
with lions arefrequently portrayed. Most significant

for modem timeswas his interest in literature. His

library, uncovered by George Smith, was amassed
by the copying of tablets from libraries in the

south, and contained works on history, ethics,

science, religion, and linguistics.

Asshurbanipal was succeeded by his son Asshor-
etil-ilani, of whom it is known thi^ he built or re-

stored the temple E-sida in Calah, and
15. Anfanr- that during his fourth year he claimed
banipal's the title of king of Sumer and Akksd.
Succeasorsy Whether a Sin-dium-lishir next reigzied

626-606 is not known; but mention of him as a

B.C. king of Assyria has been found. A Sin-

shar-ishkun is known from three tab-

lets from Sippar and Erech. In his seventh year be

was still kixig of a part of Babylonia, though not of

Babylon, over which Nabopolassar had established
himself. Upon an invasion of Bsbylonia by the

Assyrian, Nabopolassar invoked tl^ aid of the

Umman>Bianda, and Sin-shar-ishkun was forced

to retreat, Nabopolassar securing the provinces
as the former evacuated them. It seems that

one branch of the Scythians were allies of the

Assyrians at this time and actually defeated the

armies of the assailants, thus prolonging the life
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of Nineveh. The Fush of the Scythians, which bo

t'errified western Asia and elicited the prophecies

of Nahum and Zephaniah (Driver, IrUrodttction,

5th ed., 1894, pp. 314-320), is to be explained by
tlieir alliance with Assyria and a desire to attack

Sgypt, the king of which, Psammetichus, had
assailed Philistia. Their sudden disappearance

is as remarkable as their unheralded coming.
The Umman-Manda returned soon to Nineveh.

Xhe story of the siege is unknown; but the city

fell 607-406 B.C., and its vast treasures became
the nucleus of the tremendous wealth of the later

Persian empire. With it fell the empire which
tiventy-five years earlier had controlled all south-

'western Asia.

Vn. The Religion: From the relationship of

ABsyrians and Babylonians set forth in the pre-

ceding it would be expected that

z. Relation both resemblances and differences

to Baby- would be found to exist in the two
Ionian religions. The resemblances are as

Religion, follows: (1) The general character

of the cults is the same; the litur-

gies, prayers, psalms are often identical, as are

some of the deities. (2) The goddesses are of

minor importance in Assyria, appearing hardly

as prominent as in the southern land. Theoret-

ically the gods had consorts; practically these are

but shadows and a name. (3) The great exceptions

to this in both countries were the Ishtars; to the

extent exhibited below, the pantheons were the

same, at least in theory (see Babylonia). The
dissimilarities are: (1) Asshur assumes the char-

acter of a national god as far back as he can be
traced. (2) His aloofness is a new feature; he in

particular seems ever without consort and family.

(3) The next difference needs stating at some
length. In their annals the Babylonians laid great

stress upon their temple-building, even more than
upon wars and the construction of palaces. From
the emphasiB laid upon religion, and the care taken

to house the divinities and provide for their main-
tenance, the coimtiy seems priest-ridden, with the

kings devoted first of all to religion. The Assyrians,

on the other hand, while indeed they often built

or restored temples, devoted much less space to

the recital of their operations and put far

less emphasiB on the story of this activity than on
that attending their wars and the construction

of their palaces. They seemed less absorbed in their
religion, though not less devout when worshiping.

It is a case of correctly reading in a lesser abun-
dance of matter a lower quality of intensity. Re-
ligion seemed less on the Assyrian's mind. (4) The
pantheon was much smaller. Tiglath-Pileser I,

one of the most pious of Assyrian monarchs, names
Asshur, Bel (rarelynamed elsewhere), Sin, Ramman,
Ninib, and Ishtar. Shahnaneser II mentions on
the obelisk, in addition to the gods of Tiglath-Pileser

I, Anu, Ea, Marduk, Nergal, Nusku, and Belit.

It is just the deities mentioned here which were
most generally disregarded; and their notice by
this king is doubtless to be traced to his attempt
to fuse more closely the north and the south.

Asshurbanipal omits Anu, Ea, Marduk, and Belit,

but mentions two Ishtars and adds Nebo. But

a caveat should be entered here, which is justified

by knowledge of facts existing in other lands
where a similar civilization had been attained; as

in Oriental countries generaUy, so in Assyria

there were an aristocratic or official cult and a
popular and democratic cult. The pantheon of

the kings, particularly of Tiglath-Pileser, repre-

sented the former; the peasant and farmer wor-
shiped the gods and spirits of field, tree, and foun-
tain, and these did not get into the inscriptions.

The chief of the As^^rian pantheon, not found
in the pantheon of Babylonia, was Asshur. His deri-

vation and origin are obscure, though
2. Asshur. there is some plausibility in the sug-

gestion that he was ultimately deriv^
from Anu, the heaven-god of Babylonia. But it

is possible that Asshur the city was not originally

Semitic, and that the local god was adopted by the

Semitic colonists. As that city was for a long

period the capital, he became the chief deity. The
great triad of the south was entirely subordinated

and lost; Anu, Bel, and Ea find scanty mention
in the god-lists of the kings. The significance of

Asshur is that he stands for nationalism. His
position from the first seems more elevated, his

attitude has in it more of aloofness and abstraction

than even Marduk ever attained in the south.

Moreover, he never appears to be chained to a
locality. Whatever city was the capital, there he
made his abode. His symbol or representation

was not an image, but a winged disk surmounted
by the figure of an archer discharging his shaft.

This served also as a nulitaiy standard, and accom-
panied the armies in their campaigns. While
individual kings could and did choose what may
be called individual patrons among the gods, Asshur
was always the nation's guardian and protagonist,

the imquestioned chief. Yet it must be noted that

in spite of this reverence, even when Assyria most
eompletely dominated Babylonia, there was no
attempt to displace Marduk or Shamash or any
other of the southern deities by Asshur; his domain
was his own country, and there was honor among
the gods, precluding one from usurping the due of

another. Sayce was the first to point out that in

this deity and the conceptions about him there

was the possibility of all the greatness of a mono-
theism such as developed in the conception of

Yahw^. Asshur's position was unique, without

wife or family, a consideration which doubtless

had much to do with the elevation of the concep-

tion which was formed of his being. There seems
eveiy reason to assume that he was originally a
Bim-deity, but this feature is not prominent in the

original records in which he figures. The other

godiB form, after a fashion, his retinue or court,

but even this feature is far less pronounced than in

the case of Marduk.
Ishtar was in Assyria never one, but at least

three; she of Nineveh, of Arbela, and of Kitmur
(a city of which almost nothing is

3. Ishtar. known). The first two were the most
prominent; and both appear to have

been above all goddesses of battle. Ishtar of Kit-

mur ruled in the domain of love. In the south

this goddess reached her eminence by absorbing
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or mwimilating the beings, functions, and rites of

local goddesses, such as Nana of Erech, Nina and
Bau of Shirpurla, Sarpanit of Babylon, and Anunit.
In neither place was she originally a moon-deity;
this function af^ars in late times, and gen-

erally in the west after she had become associated,

often as consort, with Baal as sun-god. In some
cases religious prostitution was associated with
her cult; but it was not, as is so often supposed,

exclusively or primarily her rite. The origin of

name and goddess is obscure. Neariy, if not quite,

all Semitic peoples had a deity of the name, though
Athtar of South Arabia wasniale. The hypotheeds

of non-Semitic origin seems out of court, in view
of the universality of her cult among Semites;

and yet no satisfactory Semitic etymology has been
found. If she was a loan-goddess, she was borrowed
in the prehistoric age of the Semitic peoples. The
Ishtar of Nineveh ranked next to Asshur in esti-

mation, was to the Assyrians Belit (" the Lady "),

aa Asshur was Bel (" the Lord "); yet, as is im-
plied in the foregoing, she was never his consort.
" Goddess of Battle," " Princess of Heaven and
Earth," " Queen of All," are titles given her. In
the religious literature she is invoked as the " ^-
cious mother of creation, the giver of plenty,

hearer of the suppHcations of the sinner," and as

the goddess of fertility. It was partly out of this

latter conception that the deba^g worship grew
which attended her as the Oriental Aphrodite.

The functions of the various Ishtars were quite

the same; and there is more of the primitive attach-

ment to locality than in the case of Asshur. (See

Abhtorbth.)
The deity who seemed to rank third, at any rate

if one may judge by the frequency with which his

name was used in the formation of

4. Ramman. proper munes, was Ramman, the

thunderer, god of stonns, and prob-

ably in consequence of this, also of fertility and
fruitfulness. He was identified with Hadad or

Adad, a deity of Syria, one of whose principal seats

was Aleppo. There has always been considerable

doubt whether his name, which in the cuneiform

is represented by the sign IM, should be read

Ramman or Hadad. The name has been found
in the region of Van in the cuneiform written

phonetically Hadad, so that it is settled that at

least the form conunon in Syria was known in

Assyria and used there. But it is not a necessary

conclusion that the sign IM is always to be read

Hadad and never Ramman.
Doubtless the cults of Asshur, Ishtar, and Ram-

man were those characteristic of Assyria. But the

student of religions will always be alert for signs

of sun-worship; and, since Asshur, if

5. TheSun- he was indeed originally a sun-deity,

gods Sham- had been disassociated from that rela-

aah, Ifinib, tionship, it would be expected that
and HergaL other deities would represent that phase

of eariy worship. There were three

sun-gods in Assyria who had a more or less prom-
inent position, were derived from the south, and
were Imown in both lands as Shamash, Ninib, and
Nergal. The first was par excellence the sim-god
(cf. the Hebr. ehemeah, ** sun "); and the splendor

and fervor and inspiration of his ritual almo^
equals that of Asshur. It is practically certain

that he had temples in every city. Ninib became
connected among the Assyrians with hunting and
sports, and then with war. Nei^gal represented
rather the maleficent, destructive power of the

sun; he was, therefore, associated with war as the

destroyer, with pestilence, and also with the chase.

A religion which derived its elements in lai^
part from a people to whom the moon had been
an eminent power would be expected to retain

clear traces of that cult. Accordingly Sin, calk-d

also Nannar, the pre-Semitic EN-ZU.
6. Sin, the god of wisdom, who had early seats

Moon-god. in Ur and Harran, both connected
Husku, the by the Hebrews' tradition with the

Fire-god. father of their race, Abraham, had bis

seats of worship also in Assyria. The
diffused character of his worship will be partly real-

ised when it isremembered that he gave his name to

thepeninsula of Sinai. He was always closely associ-

ated with the endowment of mankind with wisdom.
Nusku was a fire-god, then the deity of charms
and incantations, a ni^t deity, and also associated
with the impartation of knowledge.
Other deities had little place in the worship

and regard of the people. Mention of them seems
rather perfunctoiy, a sort of parade of piety, or a
diplomatic measure of conciliation toward the south,
rather than an acknowledgment of their importance
for the country or the religion. A factor that
swayed mightily the selection of the members
of the pantheon—a selection which was instinctive

rather than deliberative and planned—^was the

persistent rivalry of Babylonia and
7. Rivaliy Assyria. It was impossible for the
of Baby- god Marduk to become domiciled in

Ionia and Nineveh or Asshur or Calah, for he
Assyria. was the god of the rival city. Even

if he had been more mobile, had the
native Babylonian conception of deity been more
favorable to a change of residence of the god than
it was, the fact mentioned would have impeded
his adoption of a seat in the north. But, as has
been noted above, even when the arms and st^ar

of the Assyrians were thoroughly dominant in the
south, no attempt was made to demand that Ai»hur
take his place at the head of the southern pan-
theon. The image of Marduk was carried to As-
syria as a sign of his subjection; but that of Asshur
was not installed in his place, so far as any hint
goes in the annals accessible. So that the As-
syrian recognition of Marduk conveys simphr
the impression of assent to his lordi^p in his

own land. It is not beyond suspicion that the
tendency to favor Nebo was not because he was
especially revered, though as the god of oracles he
became less chained to a locality and more eligible

to general worship than others; more probably be
was used by Ramman-nirari and Asshurbanipal to

diminish the prestige of the almost hostile god
Marduk.
The backgroimd and undercurrent of Assyrian

religion was thoroughly animistic. Omens of all

sorts were consulted; magic of formulas and of

material, sympathetic and simple, was everywhere;
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sorcery was a constant peril and device; spirits evil

and good, maleficent and beneficent, swarmed. The
diagnosis of disease was recognition of obsession or

infliction of suffering or prevention
8. Ifagic of health by spirits or deities who

must be driven out or exorcised or
placated in order to lighten or abolish the suffering

or to secure health. The formulas of magic were
numerous and potent, the medicine-man or shaman
as well as the priest thrived. While for king,

nobility, army, and priesthood the great gods were
supreme, there are hints even in the annals of the
kings, and more decided proof in the collections of

magical texts, of apprehensions of the lower powers,
of hopes that rested not on the gods. Of incan>

tation tablets a whole series give a ritual of " the
evil demons." Parts of the body had their appro-
priate ritual for their preservation from disease

and to banish the spirits which chose them as the
spheres of their operations. The formulas arose

and became fixed because the occasion which pro-

duced them appeared to be recurrent. And, as
elsewhere in early religion, the exact letter, word,
and intonation were essential to success in using
them.
The idea of sin as transgression against the will

of the gods was highly developed; and some of the
penitential psalms, with the polytheistic expressions

eliminated, would fitly express the most pious

sentiments of devout Christians in worship of to-

day. The notion of communion between god
and man is involved in the elaborate sjrstem of

omens and oracles which obtained. For ideas of

eschatology, the imderworld, and future life, see

Babylonia.
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hebrOieehen KOnige, Bonn, 1883; B. O. Niebuhr, Die
Chronohffie . . . Babyloniene und Aeeyriene, Leipsic,

1896.

On the history the best for the English reader is R W.
Rogers, Hitiory of Babylonia and Aeeyria, ii. New York,

1900; other works are: F. Hommel, Oeechiehle BabyUmi-
ene und Aetyriene, Berlin, 1885; C. P. Tide, BabyUmied^
aeeyriedie OeechidUe, 1886-88; F. MOidter and F. De-
litssch. Oeechiehle von Babylonien und Aeeyrien, Stuttgart,

1891; H. Winckler, OeeehidUe Babyloniene und Aeeyriene,

lieicisic, 1892; idem. Die VdUcer Vorderaeiene, and Die
politieche Entwickduno Babyloniene und Aeeyriene^ in Der
alte Orient, I, i, II, i. ib. 1899-1900; Q. Maspero, I>own

of CivUixaiion, New York, 1894; idem. The StruQU^ of
the Natume, 1897; idem. The Paeeing of the Empiree, 1900;
J. F. McCurdy, Hietory, Prophecy and the Monumente, 3
vols., ib. 1894-1901 (gives the parallel development of
Israel and the contemporary nations); F. Kaulen, Aeey-
rien und Babylonien nach den neueeten Bnideckuntfen, Frei-
burg, 1899; L. B. Paton, Early Hietory of Syria and
PaleeUne, New York, 1901 (involves the history of As-
syria); G. S. (joodspeed, Hietory of Babyloniane and
Aeeyriane, New York, 1902 (popular).

On special subjects: Q. Smith, Uieiary of Aeevrbanipal,
London, 1871; W. Lots, Die ineehriften TigUuK-Pileeere
/., Leipsio, 1880; E. Schrader, Die Keilinechriften am
Einoange der Quellgrotte dee Sebeneh^Su, Berlin, 1885 (on
the reliefs of TigUth-Pileser I, TigUth-Ninib, and Aa-
shumaairpal III at Sebneh); 8. A. Smith, Die Keil-
echrifttexte Aeeurhanipale, Leipsic, 1887-89; H. Winckler,
Die Keiledirifttexte Sargone, ib. 1889; idem, Die Inechrif-
ten Tiglat-Pileeere /., ib. 1893; idem. Die Keilechrifttexle Ae-
eurbanipale, ib. 1895; B. Meissner and P. Host, Die Bauin-
echriften Sanheribe, ib. 1893; P. Host, Die Keileckrif^
texte Tigla^Pileeere III,, ib. 1893; D. Q. Lyon, Die Keil-
edirifttexte Sargone II., in Aeeyriologieche BHUioihek, I, iv,

ib. 1883; H. Winckler, Altarientalieehe Foreehungen,
1st series, ib. 1893 97, 2d series, 1898-1901, 3d series, 1902,
in progress (I, i, 1893. on Yaudi; I, iv. 1896. on Mu^;
I. vi. 1897. on the Cimmerians; II, i, on Esarhaddon; II,

ii, 1898, on Tiglath-Pileser III); O. Weber, Sanherib
KOnig von Aeeyrien, n Der alte Orient, ib. 1905; L. W.
King. Recorde of the Reign of TiUcuUi'Ninib I., King of
Aeeyria, London, 1904; F. Delitssch and P. Haupt. Bei-
trUge tar Aeeyriotogie, ib. 1890-1906 (contains a series of trea-
tises on special topics); on Mu^, Meluhha, and Main, cf.

H. Winckler, in Mitteilungen der vorderaeiaHeehen OeeM-
seAa/<,iand iv, 1898, Schrader. KAT, i, 140 sqq., and
Winckler, OeeehidUe leraele, i, 150-153, 2 vols.. Leipsic,

1895-1900.
On the religion: M. Jastrow, Rdigion of Babylonia and

Aeeyria, Boston, 1898 (revised ed., in German, issued in

parts and still in progress, Berlin); J. A. Knudtson, As-
eyriedie Oebete an den Sonnengott, Leipsic. 1894; G. Taaks.
AUteetamenUidie Theologie, Hanover, 1904; A. S. Qeden,
Studiee in Comparative Religion, London, 1898.

On the relations of Assyriology to the Old Testament:
Schrader, KAT, and COT; B. T. A. Evetts, New Light
on the Holy Land, ib. 1891; H. Winckler. AlUeelamenUidie
Untereuehungen, Leipsio. 1892; A. H. Sayce. Higher CriHr
eiem and the Monumenle, London. 1894; C. J. Ball,

Lii^ from the Eaet, ib. 1899; T. G. Pinches, The Old
TeeUiment in the Light of the Hietory . , . of Aeeyria and
Babylonia, ib. 1902; H. Winckler, Keilineehriftlidie Text-

buth sum Alien Teetameni, Leipsio, 1903; J. Jeremias,

Dae Alie Teetameni im Lickte dee alien Oriente, ib. 1904; F.

Delitssch. Babel und Bibel, Leipsio. 1902, Eng. transl.,

Chicago. 1906.

Joumab of note containing valuable material are: ZA;
Revue d'Aeeyriologie et d*Arehiologie Orientate, Paris;

Orienialieche LitteraturMeiiung, Berlin; American Journal

of Semilie Languagee and Liieraturee, Chicago; Journal of

Ae Royal AeiaHe Society, London; TraneacHone and PSBA,
ib. Consult also the literature under Babtuonia.

ASTARTE. See Abhtorbth.

ASTERIUS, as-ti're-us: Name of twenty-five

writers mentioned in Fabriciiis-Harles {Bibliolheca

GrcBca, ix, Hamburg, 1804, 613-622). The follow-

ing are the more important:

1. Asterius Urbanus: Montanist, editor of a

collection of oracles used by the anti-Montanist

mentioned in Eusebius, Hist, Eccl,, V, xvi, 17.

G. KrCobb.
Bibuoorapht: ANF, vii, 333-837 (oontains introduction

and Eng. transl. of fragments); ef. Eusebius, HieL EccL
by McGiffert. NPNF, 2d series, i. 232. note 27.

d. Asterius of Cappadocia: A teacher of rheto-

ric, converted from paganism to Christianity. He
relapsed in the persecution under Maximianus (c.

305), and, notwithstanding the support of the semi-

Arian party, could not afterward attain to ecclesi-

astical dignities. Theologically he was a disciple
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of Lucian of Antioch (see Lucian ths ICabttb)

and represented Arianism in a mild fonn. Aooord-
ing to Jerome (De vir iU,t xciv) he wrote conmien-
taries on the Epistle to the Romans, the Gospels,

and the Psalms. G. KrOobr.
Biauoobapbt: T. Zahn, AfaroaOiM von Anei/ra, pp. 88 Kiq.,

Goth*. 1887.

8. Bishop of Petra in Arabia. He was originally

a follower of Eusebius, but renomiced the party at

Sardica in 343, and was banished to Libya. In

362 he took part in the synod held at Alexandria.

G. KrOgxb.
Bibuoobaprt: DCB, i. 177-178.

4. Bishop of Amasia in Pontus from 378; d.

before 431. He was a famous pulpit orator of the

ancient Greek Church; of his homilies, which have
historical importance, twenty-one are wholly ex-

tant, and extracts from six others are given by
Photius (codex 271). They are in MPO, xl.

G. KrOqbr.
BxBUooKAraT: K. F. W. Puiiel, Praomatiaeh» Q^ukukU

der ehri$aichsn BeredmimkeU, i. part 2, 682-682, Leipdo,
1841; L. Kooh. in Ztf7. xli (1871), 77-107; DCB, i, 178;
KrOger, Hwlory, p 367.

ASTIB, OB"tr, JEAN FREDERIC: Swiss Prot-

estant; b. at N^rao (65 m. s.e. of Bordeaux), Lot-

et-Garonne, France, Sept. 21, 1822; d. at Lausanne
May 20, 1892. He studied at Geneva, Halle, and
Berlin, went to the United States, and was pastor

of a French church in New York from 1848 to 1863;

from 1856 till his death he was professor of phi-

losophy and theology in the Free Faculty at Lau-
sanne. From 1868 he was joint editor of the Revue
de TMologie et de Philoeophief published at Geneva
and Lausanne. Besides polemical pamphlets, he
wrote Louis Fourteenth and the WrUera of Hie Age,

lectures in French delivered in New York, trans-

lated by E. N. Kirk (Boston, 1855); an account, in

French, of the religious revival in the United States

in 1857-58 (Lausanne, 1859); a history of the

United States (2 vols., Paris, 1^); Eeprit d'Alex-

andre Vinei (2 vols., 1861); Lee Deux Th6ciogiee

nouvellee sane le sein du JProteetantieme fran^aie

(1862) ; Explication de V^vangile sdon SainirJean (3

vols., Geneva, 1864); Thiclogie attemande contem-

poraine (1874); Mdangee de ihiologie et de philosO'

phie (Lausanne, 1878); and published an edition of

the Pensies of Pascal (2 vols., Paris, 1857; 2d ed.,

1882).

ASTROLOGY AND ASTRONOKY. See Stars.

ASTRUC, Qs^'trQc', JEAN: Roman Catholic;

b. at Sauve (20 m. w.n.w. of Ntmes, department
of Gard), Languedoc, Mar. 19, 1684; d. in Paris

May 5, 1766. He was carefully educated by his

father, who had been a Protestant pastor, but had
been converted to Roman Catholicism; he studied
also at Montpellier, where he received the degrees
of M.A. and M.D. (1703), lectured at Montpellier,

became professor on the medical faculty at Tou-
louse (1710), and at MontpeUier (1717). In 1729
he became physician to King Augustus III of Po-
land, returned to France in 1730 as physician to
Louis XV, was professor at the royal college in
Paris from 1731, and member of the medical faculty
there from 1743. He was eminent in his profession
and published several medical treatises of value.

The study of skin diseases led bim to oonsider the

Pentateuchal laws of the clean and the unclean;

and this occasioned the work which entitles him to

mention in a theological encyclopedia, a woik
which is regarded by many modem scholais as

pointing out the true path of Pentateuchal investi-

gation. It appeared anonymously (12ixio, Brus-
sels, 1753), with the title, Conjectwree eur lee mi-
nunree originaux dont U paroii que Moyee a'eet eervi

pour composer le litre de la Ginkee. Avec dea re-

marquee qui appuient ou qui idaircieeent oee conjee-

tureen and consists of a preface (pp. 1-2), preUxni-

nary remarks (pp 3-24), the Book of Genesis and
chapters i and ii of Exodus in French translation

from the Geneva folio edition of 1610 arraziged

according to the supposed mhnoirea (pp. 25-280),
the " conjectures " proper (pp. 281-495), closing

with an index of twenty-eight pages

That the Pentateuch is based upon older docu-
ments was no new idea. Astruc's originality con-
sisted rather in his assimiption that these souros
had not been recast, but had been pieced together,

and in his attempt to reproduce the sources, follow-

ing as a due the varying use of Elokim and Yahweh
for the divine name. He thought that he dis-

covered traces of twelve documents, and noade
naive guesses at their authorship; as Amram the

father and Levi the great-grandfather of Moses for

Ex. i-ii, and what immediately precedes, respect-

ively; Joseph for his own story; Levi for the

Dinah narrative (Gen. xxxiv); etc. He xi^tly
perceives that his hypothesis explains the two ex-

pressions for the divine name, as well as repetitions

and chronological difficulties. He also thinks that
it vindicates Moses from the reproach of careless

workmanship, since it is probable that originally

he arranged the material in columns like the woik
of Origen or a harmony of the Gospels, and that

negligent or ignorant copyists put it in consecutive
form. The Mosaic authorship, Astruc oonsiderBd
established beyond possibility of doubt by pas-

sages such as John i, 45, v, 46. The fear that free-

thkdLcrs would misuse his work deterred him from
publishing it till his seventieth year; and he issued

it then only on the assurance of a man " learned

and vexy sealous for religion " that " far from being
injurious to the cause of religion, it oould only be
hdpful to it, because it would remove or clear up
several difficulties which arise in reading the book
and with the weight of which ccHnmentators have
always been burdened '' (Preface, p. 1). The title-

page bears the motto Avia Pieridum peragro loca

ntMiue ante trita solo (" Free through the muses'
pathless haunts I roam, where mortal feet have
never strayed," Lucretius, iv, 1). A German trans-

lation of the Conjectures, abridged, appeared at

Frankfort in 1782, with the title Mvtmaeeungen m
Betreff der Oriqinalberichte deren eich Moaee icoAr-

8cheinlicheru>eiee bei Verfertiqung dee ereten eeiner

Bikher bedient hat, nebst Anmerkungen wodurth
diese Mutmassungen iheils unterstOtet theile eHdu-
tert werden. As a guaranty of his soundness in the

faith, Astruc published inunediately after the Cai^

jecturee a Dieeertation eur VimmortalitS et eur Vim-

mat^rialiti de Vdme with a Dissertation eurla liberif

(Paris, 1755). His M^moires pour servird, Vhistoin
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de la FaeutU de mideeine de Montpettier were edited

after his death with an iloge kistorique by A. C.

Lony. (E. BOHMERf*)
Bibuoobapbt: A. C. Lony, Fm (TAtlruet in his «d. of Aa-

tnio'i IfAnotTM pour trvir d PhitUrin de la FaeuUidemS-
dteuM d0 MontpdUtr, Paris, 1867; A. WestphAl. Lm 8ource§
d€ la PtffiAilMftffiM. I. Le ProbUms UUSrair; p. Ill Kiq.,
Paris. 1888; C. A. Briggs. Study cf Holy SariptwB, pp. 246.
260, 278 Kiq., New York, 1890.

ASYLUM, RIGHT OF: Among practically all

nations is found an early belief that places dedi-

cated to the service of divine beings acquire a
sanctity which makes them inviolable places of

refuge for people pursued by their enemies. Spe-
cific prescriptions for the carrying out of this prin-

ciple are found in the Mosaic law (Ex. zxi, 13; Deut.
idx, 7-10). Certain temples among the Greeks
had the same quality; and in Rome, where orig-

inally only special temples had been places of refuge

for slaves, under the empire statues of the emperor
were considered as affording protection, which the
law definitely recognized in the case of slaves. In
early Christian times the bishops possessed the
priidlege of interceding for accused persons or con-
demned criminals, who accordingly flod to the
churches; but these were not considered inviolable

asylums either by the ecclesiastical or by the im-
perial law. On the contrary, the latter definitely

provided against abuses which had grown up in

connection with this practise.

The right of as^dum first received legal recogni-

tion for the West in 399; this was made more def-

inite in 419, extended by Valentinian III (425-455),

and regulated by Leo I in 466. But Justinian re-

stricted it in 535; and the final shape assumed by
the Roman law was that certain defined classes of

persons who might have taken sanctuary in the
churches could not be removed against their will,

while the bishops had the right, but not the duty,
of allowing them to remain there. In the Gex^
manic kingdoms forcible violation of an asylum was
indeed forbidden; but the fugitive had to be sur-

rendered, though he was exempted from the penalty

of death or mutilation. In the Prankish langdom
the Decretio Chloihani (511-558) took a position

in harmony with that of the Synod of Orleans (511);

the surrender of the fugitive was only required on
an oath being given to renounce the penalties just

mentioned; but no secular punishment was pro-

vided for the violation of sanctuaiy, and the Caro-

lingian legislation did away with this oath, while

it denied the right of asylum altogether to those

condemned to death. Under the influence of the

Deeretum OraUani and other collections of decre-

tals, the right of asylimi was considerably extended;

and this extension has been partly confirmed,

partly revised by various papal dedsions since the

sixteenth century.

In general the right may be said to attach to

churches and other buildingB directly connected
with them, to a certain amount of adjacent groimd,

to the whole enclosures of monasteries, to hospitals

and similar pious institutions, and to episcopal

palaces. The fugitive, whether judicially con-

denmed or not, and even if he has escaped from
prison, may not be repulsed or removed, even with
his consent, by state officers. He may only be

L—22

surrendered when what he has done comes under
the head of a casus exceptuSf such as murder, treason,

robbery of churches, etc. The violation of sanctu-

ary is sacrilege, and incurs excommunication ipso

facto. The right of asylum, however, provoked a
secular reaction after the sixteenth century, which
in the eighteenth went as far as total abolition in

some countries. This is now everywhere the case,

though the Church holds to the right in principle.

(E. Friedbebo.)
Bibuoorapbt: The fundamental book is Rittenhunm,

'A5vAta, hoc utt d€ jure (uylarumt StraabuxSt 1624, re-

printed in Crihei Saari, i, 249 sqq., best ed., Amsterdam,
1098; 8- Pegge, in Ardiceolooia, voL viii (published by
the Society of AntiquAriee, London, 1770 sqq , siyes hie-

tory of Asylum in Great Britain down to James I);

Bingham, OrtQinM^ book viii, ohap. xi; J. J. Altmeyer.
Du Droit d*anU en Brabant, Brussels, 1852; A. Bulwinoq,
Dob AaylreeM in Metner getchiehUichan Bniuncksluno, Dor-
pat, 1853; C. R de Beaurepairs, L*A§ile roligitux dans
remptre romain et la monorchia franfoiaa, Paris, 1854; J.

J E Prooet, Htatoire du droit d'anlereliffiauxan Bdoiiua,
Brussels. 1870; A 8t6ber, Bachardtaa our la droit d'aaOa,
MCUhausen.1884; J. F. Stephen, Hiatory of Criminal Law,
vol. i, ehap xiii. London. 1883; A P Riessel, Tha Law of
Aayium in larad, Leipsic, 1884; A. Gengel, Aaylracht
und FUratanmord, Frauenfeld, 1885; H. Lammaseh, iius-

Uefarunoapiiicht und AaybradUtLeipaie, 1887; P. Hinsehius,
Kirdtanrecht, iv, 880, Berlin, 1888; N. M. Trenholm, AttfU
of Sanctuary in Bnglavd, Univenity of Missouri, 1908.

ATARGATIS, at-ar-g6'tis: A word which does not
occur in the canonical Scriptures; but in II Maoo.
xii, 26 mention is made of " a temple of Atargatis "

{Atargateion) as a place of refuge sought by the
Arabians and Ammonites who were defeated by
Judas BiaccabsBUs. This temple was situated in

Camion (cf. I Hacc. v, 43-44), which is probably
the same as the Ashteroth-Kamaim of Gen. xiv,

5. The supposition is natural that the place was
an old seat of Astarte-worship, and some have
even identified Atargatis directly with Astarte.

Support has been found for this view in the fact

that a principal seat of the cult of Atargatis was
Ascalon, and that Herodotus (i, 105) places there

a temple of ''the heavenly Aphrodite." This is

not conclusive, for there may have been shrines

of both goddesses in the same city, or—which is

far more probable—the Aphrodite of the days of

Herodotus may have been succeeded by Atargatis.

She had there a famous shrine for several centuries

before and after the Christian era. Mabug or
Hierapolis, on the Euphrates, was an equally

famous seat of her worship.

In connection with both temples fishes were
kept sacred to the goddess, and at Ascalon she
was represented as a sort of mermaid—a woman
with the tail of a fish (Luoian, De dea Syria, xiv;

cf. xlv). Various reasons are given for these cus-

toms. According to one form of the legends

in Greek and Roman writers, Derceto (the name
Atargatis modified), having thrown herself into the

water, was saved by a fish (Hyginus, Astronomiat
ii, 30) ; according to another version she was turned
into a fish (Diodorus Siculus, ii, 4). The dove,

which was sacred to Astarte, Aphrodite, and
Venus, also figures in the same legends.

The only question of present importance is the

connection between the cult of Atargatis and that

of Astarte. That the connection was close is indi-

cated prima facts by the fact that the Ator of
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Aiargatia is the contracted form of 'Athtar, the

Aramaic equivalent of Ishtar or Astarte (see Ash-

TORBTH, § 2). Presimiably Ataria here confoimded

with the name of another deity. A certain Fahny-
rene god AH or Atah is supposed to be the one in

question, but his attributes are not sufficiently

known to make the combination certain.

Although a wholly satisfactory explanation of the

compound name is lacking, a plausible hypothesis

as to the leading motive of the complex cult may
be offered. After the political extinction of Sem-
itism, and the consequent oepreciation of Ishtar-

Astarte (along with the decline of the comple-

mentary Baal-worship), it was found necessary to

perpetuate some of the leading features of such a
wide^read and deep-rooted cult. The fertility

and life-giving power of water was one of the

most fandliar of the conceptions of the world of

thought and fancy of which Astarte was the center.

This idea was in large measure suggested by the

mysterious origin and fecundity of fish, the chief of

water animals. These consequently figure very

largely, along with other elements, in the cult of

Atargatis, which replaced but did not supersede the

worship of Astarte. See Ashtoreth.
J. F. McCURDT.

BtBUOORAPHT: J. Seidell, I>« dis 8vri»t ii, 3, London, 1617;

F. C Movers. IHb Phdnmer, i. 584-600. Bonn. 1841:

K. B. Stark, 0<ua uni die jthaiaUtuche KUate, pp. 250-
265, Jena, 1852; Derceio the Goddeu of Aacaion, in the

Journal of Sacred Literature, new iieriefl, vii (1865). 1-20;

P. Schols, OOteendienei und Zaubenceeen bet den alien

Hebrikem, pp. 301-333, Regensburs, 1877; J. P. Six.

in the NumiemaHc Chronidet new series, xviii (1878). 102
sqq.; Hauvette-Besnault, in BidleHn de earreepondanet
hdUnique, vi (1882). 470-503; L. PreUer. ROmiadte MytKo-
logie, vol. ii, Berlin, 1883; W. Robertson Smith, in the
Englieh Hiatorical Review, ii (1887), 303-317; F. Baeth-
gen, BeitrOoe tur eemiHedien RdigumageachidUe, pp. 68-

75, Berlin, 1889; R. Pietschmann.OeKAicMeder PA^mtner.
pp. 148-149. Berlin. 1889; SchOrer. OeaeMdUe, u. 23-24.
Eng. transL.II, i. 13-14 and iu. 91-92; DB, i, 194-195;
BB, i. 379; Smith, BeL of Sem,, 172-170.

I. Title not Jnstified.

Not an Eeumenioal Creed (| 1).

Not Athanasian (| 2).

II. History of Discussion.

Thaorias of Origin (| 1).

ATHANASIAN CREED.
Facta as to Manuscripts (| 2).

Ancient Commentaries (§ 3).

The Theory of Two Sources (| 4).

Parallels to the Athanaaian Creed
(15).

III. Present Status.

Attempted Conclusion (I 1).

Controveray in Anglican Churdi
(12).

The so-called Athanasian Creed (Symbolum
Aihanasianum, also called, from its first word, Sym-
bolum Quicunque) is an exposition of the catholic

faith which, from the Carolingian period, in some
places earlier than in others, began to be sung at

prime every day throughout the Western Church.

It was not then called a " symbol ** or creed; the

passage in Theodulf of Orleans (De spiritu sancto,

MPL, cv, 247) which was supposed so to designate

it is corrupt, and Hincmar's reference to "Atha-
nasiuB speaking in the creed " (De prcBdeatinatiane,

MPL, cxxv, 374) has been shown to refer, not to

this, but to the so-called fidee Romanarum (see

below, II, { 5).

L Title not Justified: None of the manuscripts

of the ninth or tenth century, no certain quotation

of this date, none of the old commentaries, call it

a creed And even later, Thomas Aquinas ex-

pressly says that Athanasius wrote his exposition

not in the manner of a creed but rather in that of

a teacher's lesson (Summa, lib, 1, 10, 3). And he
is right. Nothing was originally considered a
creed, strictly speaking, but the baptismal profes-

sion of faith, and only a composition of similar

structure could be accounted a creed, or more
properly, a form of the creed. The

I. Not an Quicunque can not come imder this

Ecumenical head; it is a theological exposition of

Creed. the doctrines of the Trinity and the

Incamation found in the creed. It is

natural, however, that its use in public worship
should approximate it in the popular mind to the
Apostles' Creed used at baptism, and the Nicene
used in the mass. As late as 1287, it is true, a dioc-

esan synod at Exeter refers to the " articles of

faith as they &e contained in the psahn Quicunque
vuU and in both symbols ;" but in the thirteenth

century the name of creed was not seldom applied

to it. Durandus (d. 1296) says " the creed is three-

fold;'* and Alexander of Hales in like manner,
writing in England about 1230, says, '' there are

three symbols, one bf the apostles; one of the

Fathers, which is sung in the mass; and the third,

the Athanasian, which is sung at prime." Accord-
ingly the Reformers, when their time came, had
learned to receive these old confessions as " the
three creeds " of catholic Christendom. They did
not know that the Greek Church had neither the

Apostles' nor the Athanasian, and the later Luther-
ans included all three as a universal herit-age

in their Corpus doctrincB, So also Zwingli, the
French and Belgic Confessions, and the Angli-

can Thirty-nine Articles expressly accepted the

three creeds as ecumenical. But the Eastern
Churches do not know the Athanasian as an
authority, in spite of the assertion of the Russian
theologian Macarius. Of the Reformed Churches,

those which accept the Westminster Confession,

while agreeing with its general teaching, do not

accept it formally; the American Episcopal Church
has dropped it from the prayer-book; the Churches
of Puritan origin and the Methodists do not use it;

so also the Swiss and French Reformed, to say
nothing of the antitrinitarian bodies.

But the Athanasian Creed is not only not ecu-

menical; it is not even Athanasian. Since Ger-

hard Voss demonstrated this in 1642, the Athana^
sian origin of it has been practically abandoned by
scholars, even those of the Roman Catholic Church.

There are decisive grounds against it:

2. Not Atha- it was composed in Latin—the Greek
nasian. forms, which can be shown to be as

late as the thirteenth century, are

mere translations; Athanasius himself, as weU as his

biographers, know nothing of it—the Greeks men-
tion it first about 12(X); and it expresses things of

later origin, such as the final settlement of not only

the Trinitarian but the Apollinarian and Christo-
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logical controversies, the dogmatic formulas of

Augustine, and the doctrine of the double proces-

sion of the Holy Spirit. The evidence of the manu-
scripts, too, is insufficient. Several of them give

it without any author's name, and of the seven

oldest commentaries only two mention Athanasius

in the title and one in the introduction. Besides

all this, it is not difficult to accoimt for its attribu-

tion to Athanasius.

n. Histoxy of Discussion: But, however gen-

erally these facts are recognized, there is little posi-

tive agreement as to any other origin. The period

of study of the subject which reaches from Voss to

1870 produced a bewildering variety of hypotheses.

Voss himself conjectured that it grew up on Prank-
ish soil under Pepin or Charlemagne, as a conse-

quence of the controversies over the filioque; his

contemporary. Archbishop Ussher, at-

X. Theories tributed it to an unknown author be-

ef Origin, fore the middle of the fifth century;

and Quesnel to Vigilius of Thapsus (c.

500), in which he was followed byCave, Du Pin, and
many others. Antelmius was for Vincent of

Lerins (c. 430); Muratori for Venantius Fortimatus

(d. c. 600); Lequien doubtfully suggested Pope
Anastasius I (d. 401); Waterland, whose book
is the most learned and authoritative of the older

discussions, favored Hilary of Aries (d. 449); and
Speroni referred it to Hilary of Poitiers (d. 367).

A new period in the study of the subject

opened with 1870, the impulse coming from Eng-
land, where the creed is publicly recited in the

Anglican liturgy on certain days, not without oppo-
sition. The commission for the revision of the Pray-
er-book in 1689 had recommended the insertion of a
note explaining away the " damnatory clauses,"

and the question of its retention came up again

before the Ritual Commission appointed in 1867,

with no practical result except to stir up fresh in-

terest in the creed and advance its study. Ffoulkes

tried in 1871 to assign it to Paulinus of

Aquileia (d. 802); Swainson published a learned, if

not uniformly satisfactory, book in 1875, coming to

the conclusion that it was a composite product,

which assiuned its present form between 860 and
870. Lumby's book, published in 1873, was in

substantial agreement with Swainson, dating the

crystallizing process between 813 and 870. The
theory of two sources was also accepted, with nota-

ble modifications, by Hamack in his Dogmen-
geschichte. He saw in the Trinitarian section an
exposition of the Nicene Creed, growing up by de-

grees in Gaul from the fifth century and assuming
its present form in the sixth; to this was added
perhaps in the eighth or ninth the second half, about
whose origin nothing can be certainly said except

that it is older than the ninth centiuy. Ommanney
and Bum added new material but no new results.

An independent French investigation by Morin
urged the claims of Pope Anastasius II (496-498).

Of these hypotheses, those which point to Ana-
stasius I and II do not deserve serious considera-

tion, even if they receive a specious attractiveness

from the fact that some of the manuscripts (though

the later ones) give the name, and a thirteenth cen-

tury compilation treats " of the third symbol, that

of Pope Anastasius "; but Morin himself admits that
without this no one would ever have thought of

the theory, which has really no other support than
the stupidity of medieval copyists.

a. Facts as In order to form an opinion of the
to Manu- other theories, it is necessary to g^ce
scripts, at the facts as to the manuscripts.

Down to 1870 eight were named as an-
cient, viz.: (1) a psalter in the Cottonian Library,

which Ussher put in the time of Gregory the Great;

(2) the PaaUerium Aeihelstani in the same collec-

tion, dated by Ussher 703; (3) the Codex ColbeHinua

784, dated by Montfaucon c. 750; (4) the Sanger-
manensis, about the same age; (5) the Codex regiua

4908, C/800; (6) the Codex Coibertinus 1339, called

PaaUerium Caroli Calvi ; (7) the Codex Ambrosianue,
which Muratori in 1697 thought to be over a thou-
sand years old; (8) a psalter in Vienna, presented
by a Prankish king Charles to a pope Adrian,

thought by Waterland to belong to the first year
of Adrian I (772). Recent investigations have
altered the status of several of these. That sup-
posed to be the oldest, the one named first above,
lost after Ussher's time and rediscovered in 1871 in

the so-called Utrecht Psalter, is now believed by ex-
perts to be of the ninth century, and thus not much
older than (6), which was certainly written between
842 and 869. The second is now known to be a
compilation of three pieces, that containing the

creed being later than the ninth century. The
fourth can no longer be used as a basis for argu-

ment, since it is lost. The fifth may not be older

than (6); and (8) is considered to belong to the

time of Charies the Bald and Adrian II (867-872)

Of all these manuscripts, then, only that numbered
(7) above can be shown to be older than 800—^as

not only Muratori, Waterland, and Montfaucon
believed it to be, but also such modem scholars as

Ceriani, ReiiTerscheid, and Krusch have maintained.

Yet this is not the only one to place the origin

further back, if only a little further, than 800.

Two more must now be added: (9) Paris. 13, 159,

a psalter from Saint-Germain-des-Pr6s, not the
same as (4), assigned on strong grounds to c. 795;
and (10) Paris, 1451, a collection of canons dated
with apparent probability 796. The manuscripts,

then, place the date of the Quicunque at least as

eariy as the end of the eighth century
The same evidence is given by the oldest com-

mentaries. Waterland and the older students of

the question knew of only one commentary older

than that attributed to Bnmo of Wilrzburg (d.

1045)—the so-called Expoaitio Fortu-

3. Ancient nati. The latter, first published by
Commen- Muratori from the Codex Ambroaianua

taries. 79 (eleventh or twelfth century), was
ascribed by most of the earlier inves-

tigators to Venantius Fortunatus (d. c. 600), and
regarded as the oldest evidence of the existence of

the Quicunque, At present there are sixteen ex-

tant manuscripts of this Expositio, besides three

codices which give the bulk of it in the form of

glosses Its ascription to Fortunatus, resting oniy

on the comparatively late authority of the Codex

Ambroaianua, and easily to be explained there by
the fact that the codex begins with his exposition
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of the Apostles' Creed, has now been abandoned.

The only other author's name is offered by a lost

manuscript from St. Gall, printed by Melchior

Goldast in 1610, which caUs it Euphronii pre^by-

teri expoMo. Morin identified this Ehiphronius

with the bishop of Tours of that name (555-572),

who was well known to Venantius Fortunatus.

Bum is inclined to see its author in Euphronius of

Autun, who built the church of St. Symphorian
there . about 450. But this positive criticism is

very hazardous in view of the number of anony-
mous manuscripts, to say nothing of the frequency

of the name Euphronius in Gaul. A more impor-

tant question is that of its date. An attempt has

been made to decide this from the fact that the

author explains the words in sobcuIo in section 31

of the creed (Schaff, Creeds, ii, New York, 1887,

68) by " that is, in the sixth millennium [sex-

tum mUiarium] in which we now are." This has

been supposed to indicate 799 as the temnnue
ante quern ; but no stress can be laid on this; peo-

ple spoke of the eextum miliarium, with Augus-
tine, after 799 as well as before it. Just as little

can be made of its supposed dependence on Alcuin

for a Urminua post quern, as Ommanney has shown.

The only sure limit of date might be supposed to

be given by the fact that the oldest manuscript

(fiodUian. Junius 25) belongs to the ninth century

—^probably the beginning—^were it not that a whole
group of other ancient commentaries allow us to

put the terminus ante quern further back. Om-
manney has rendered a signal service to the inves-

tigation by the discoveiy of these, and Bum has
followed independently. These are, in the order

of the dates given by Bum: (2) the Expositio

Parisiensis, certainly written between Gregory the

Great and 900; (3) the Expositio Trecensis, as-

signed by Ommanney to the seventh, by Bum to

the end of the eighth oentiuy; (4) the Expositio

Oratorii, found in the same manuscript, dated by
Ommanney about 700, by Bum a centiuy later;

(5) the Stabulensis, ninth centiuy according to

Bum; (6) the Buheriana, based on (4), and written,

according to Ommanney, in the first half of the

eighth century, to Bum, in the ninth; and (7) the
AurelianensiSf first published in 1892 by Cuissard,

who attributes it to Theodulf of Orleans, while

Bum is for an author of the middle or end of the

ninth centuiy. Now, of all these commentaries,
only the Expositio Fortunati and the Trecensis

(which in its first part is veiy dependent on the

former), do not evidence a knowledge of the entire

Quicunque, To be sure, Bum's dates—to say
nothing of Ommanney's—are by no means certain.

But none the less these commentaries are of great

importance as helps to a decision of the difficult

problem under discussion. The last-muned, one
of the latest (because dependent on three or four

of the others), is preserved in a manuscript which
DeUsle assigns to the ninth centuiy; and the Tre-

censis, used in the compilation of this, presupposes
in its turn the Expositio Fortunati, This being so,

it is not too bold a conclusion that the latter, every-
thing about which shows it to be the oldest of them
all, belongs to the period before 799. If this is

granted, one may go a little further, and point out

that since its author says nothing about the ap-

proaching end of the sextum mUiarium, he did not

live very near that date.

Both the Expositio Fortunati and the Expositio

Trecensis leave certain verses of the Qvicunque

without muention. Are we to conclude that the

whole of it was not known to their authors? We
have seen how far the testimony of the manuscripts

supports the theses of Ffoulkes, Swainaon, and
Lumby; our Quicunque was definitdy in existence

before the end of the eighth century.

4. The But that does not in itself militate

Theory of against the acceptance of the theory of

Two two sources; Hamack consLders it

Sources, possible that both halves of our present
creed were found in conjunction in the

eighth centiuy, or even earlier. We must there-

fore look further into that theory. Its main sup-

port is the manuscript referred to above as (3),

the Codex Colbertinus 784 (now known as Parit.

3836), which all authorities agree to place in the

eighth century, Swainson dating it sa eariy as

730. In this manuscript the Christological por-

tion of the Athanasian Creed (though with note-

worthy verbal variants) is found under the

rubricated caption Hcbc invini treveris in uno Ixbro

scriptum sic incipiente Domini noetri Jesu ChrisH

fideliter credat et rdiqua. Now, aasuming that the

scribe copied exactly what he found in the Treves
manuscript, Swainson, Lumby, and Hamack see in

this text, which goes weU bade into the ei^th cen-

tuiy (possibly to 730), distinct documentary evi-

dence for the separate existence of the ChiisUdog-

ical half of the Quicunque. But it does not seem to

have been observed that the manuscript will not

sustain this contention. The copyist put down in

red ink, as his introduction, words which actually

form a part of the verse which makes, in the com-
plete creed, the transition from the Trinitarian to

the Christological section. The "Treves frag-

ment " is thus really a fragment—part of a whcde
whose first half stood in the same rdation to our
Quicunque as the extant second half. There is

nothing surprising in tins conclusion. That a
preacher (and Swainson himself has noticed that

this fragment is cleariy a fragment of a aemaon)
should have undertaken to set forth " the faith,"

and then have spoken oidy of the Incarnation and
not of the Trinity, would have been much more
surprising. But the conclusion, if not surprising,

is none Uie less weighty; for it takes both halves

of the creed distinctly further back than any of the
manuscripts described above. We do not know
how old the Treves manuscript was when the
writer of Paris. 3836 copied it in 750 or 730; but
there va room for a logical train of reasoning which
leads to valuable results. It is obviously improb-
able that a copyist with a complete manuscript
before him should copy only the last part, begin-
ning in the middle of a sentence; therefore the
Treves manuscript (or its original) must have been
defective. This train of thou^t gains in force

when we notice that the " fragment " represents

exactly a third of our Quicunque. On the assump-
tion that the two first pages of the original went
down to inoamationem quoque, the third beginning
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with Domini nostri Jesu ChrUH, the loss of the first

part would fully explain the condition of Paris,

3836. It follows further that the Codex Tremrenr

siSf already defective about 750, was more probably

than not relatively old then, and the manuscript

evidence actually confirms the supposition that the

Treves fragment must originally have been pre-

ceded by something answering to the first section

of the present Quieunque, The theory of two
sources breaks down, therefore, at its strongest

point—^for the other arguments, from both external

and internal evidence, are veiy weak.

But the interest of the Codex Paris. 3836 is not

exhausted by its decisive evidence against the two-

source theory, or by the remarkable text which it

o£Fers. It brings up the question whether the sermo

contained in the Codex Trevirensis was taken

from the Quicunque, or whether the latter in

some way grew out of this and other like ser-

mons. The Apostles' Creed in its simplicity was
the standard of faith for the Western

5. Parallels Church at least, long after the Trini-

to the tarian and Christological controversies

Athanadan had carried dogmatic development
Creed, far beyond its simple words. Popular

misconceptions of the meaning of

those words had called for more precise defini-

tions in numerous sermons on the creed still ex-

tant. To supply these is Augustine's aim in his

Sermones de traditione symboli (212, 213, 214),

which contain expressions reminding of the Qui-
cunque. The same is true of the pseudo-Augus-
tinian 244, attributed by the Benedictine editors

and some modem scholars to Csesarius of Aries;

and whether or not he wrote it, it is a product
of the Lerins school, in which similar formulas

were current. Thus Vincent himself recalls our
phrases in his Commonitorium (434), and other

parallels are found in Faustus of Ries, abbot
of Lerins 433-462, and in Eucherius of Lyons,

who was a monk there from 416 to 434. But
parallels of thought are to be expected wherever
these traditional theologians discussed the Trinity

or the Incarnation; and we need only mention here

those authors who offer us not merely a parallel of

thought but a close resemblance in plu-asing outside

of the consecrated formulas of definition. Besides

Augustine, to whom, as has long been recognized,

not a few phrases go back, and Vincent of Lerins,

those who deserve especial mention are Vigilius of

Thapsus (or the author who passes under his name),

Isidore of Seville, and Paulinus of Aquileia. In the

writings more or less doubtfully ascribed to Vigilius,

especially the three books against Varimadus
and the twelve on the Trinity, we find at least three

sections (13, 15, 17) almost word for word, and a
confession of faith—the so-called fides Romanorum
—which touches the Quicunque rather in general

structure than in details. Isidore, writing on the

rule of faith, uses these similar expressions directly

as an exposition of the Apostles' Creed. The
oration of Paulinus at the Council of Friuli has led

to his identification by Ffoulkes as the original

author; in it expressions parallel to no less than
twelve verses of the Quicunque occur. The fact

that Paulinus was addressing a coimcH reminds

us that many synodal confessions of faith had
a life and an influence far beyond their original

purpose, being adopted and copied as happy for-

muLfttions of the faith. Thus the Council of Aries

(813) adopted the Confession of Toledo (633), and
many more examples might be given. The two
most important of these confessions for our subject

are those described in the newer investigations as

fides Romanorum and symbolum Damasi. The
latter (included under this obviously misleading

title among the works of Jerome) is specially inter-

esting not only because it reminds in several places

of the Quicunque, and because it is closely related

to the Toledan confession of 633, but also because
a resemblance may easily be traced here and there

to the Expositio Fortunati. Still more important
is the other, which, under the title Fides catholica

ecdesia RomancB, can be traced in manuscript to

the sixth century. It was cited as Athanaedan by
Hincmar and by Ratramnus in passages which used
to be thought to refer to the Quicunque ; its whole
structure is worth notice—^it begins with a Trini-

tarian section, reminding us of our subject, and
this is followed by a Christological one, which,

exactly as in the Quicimque and in the Toledan con-

fession of 633, goes down to the last judgment.
IIL Present Status: The question whether such

expositions of the faith, or any of them, presuppose
the existence of the Quicunque is the real question

at the present stage of the discussion. If they
do, its author must have lived veiy early; if they
do not, its development forms only a part of the
varied development of these expositoiy formulas

down through the ages. The decision for the first

alternative would be easy if any of the theologians

named above, before Paulinus, could be shown
to have been acquainted with our Quicunque.

But this acquaintance is, for various

I. At- reasons, not probable in the cases of

temi^ted Paulinus, of Ceesarius of Aries, of

Conclusion. Vincent of Lerins, of Vigilius of

Thapsus, or of Isidore. Many reasons,

for which there is not space here, go to make us think

further that the same thing applies to the writer

of the Treves fragment; and, after all, the weight
of evidence seems in favor of the second alternative

mentioned. A long-continued and gradual process,

in which the sermo Trevirensis is but one stage,

seems the inevitable conclusion. Much remains

to be done before the various steps of the process

can be determined. But one of the most important

data for this further research is the famous canon
of the Council of Autun: "If any priest, deacon,

subdeacon, or cleric does not receive the creed

which has been handed down from the Apostles

as inspired by the Holy Spirit and the creed of

bishop St. Athanasius without criticism, he is to

be condemned by his bishop." Waterland and
the older investigators had reason to doubt its

authenticity, which, however, modem research

has confirmed. The council was demonstrably

held under the presidency of Leodegar, bishop of

Autun 659-683, but its date is not positively known;
the best we can do is to assign it roughly to 670«

as the middle of Leodegar's episcopate.

If, then, the Quicunque was ascribed to Atha-
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nafiius about 670, a still earlier date for the conclu-

sion of its formation may well be looked for. The
question how much earlier this may be involves the

question of its birthplace—for productions were
possible in seventh century Italy and Spain which
were impossible in the contemporary Merovingian
north. Italy is excluded by the fact that the

copyist of the Codex Paris. 3836 was not familiar

with the Quicunqtte; notliing speaks for Africa;

and against Spain may be urged the fact that it

seems to have been unknown there at a period

later than that at which the canon of Autun shows
it had begun to play an important part in the Prank-
ish regions. Besides this negative evidence for a
Gallic origin, there is the positive one of the fre-

quent echoes of it in the fifth century theologians

of southern Gaul. But if it grew up in France at

all, it was not the Merovingian theologians who
could give it its final shape; the place of this

development is to be sought in the south of France,

between c. 450 and 600—so that the aermo Trevi-

renaia may very well belong to the fifth century.

The new importance and significance which the

dociunent assumed in the Carolingian period does

not require belief in a late authorship; it is suffi-

ciently explained by the fact that the Carolingian

culture knew how to make full use of this heritage

of the past, which had remained isolated and in-

operative in Gaul during the confusion of the

Merovingian period. The QuicunqiAe is no product
of the early Middle Ages; it is a precipitate resulting

from the early western development of expositions

of the creed. But its history shows how in this

process the theologians' exposition of the faith has

been confounded with the faith itself to such an ex-

tent as to preclude its acceptance as a final authority

by evangelical Christians. (F. Loofb.)

The Athanasian Creed is ordered to be recited

at morning prayer in the Church of England, in

place of the Apostles', on a number
2. Contro- of greater festivals. In the anti-

versy in dogmatic period when the American
Anglican revision of the Prayer-book was made.
Church, it was wholly omitted; and the same

sort of tendency to avoid positive

expressions of strong belief, which might give

offense to those who held different views, has

caused attempts to be made at different times

since 1867, if not to remove it from the English

Prayer-book, at least to render its recitation

optional, to omit the so-caUed " damnatory clauses,"

or by a retranslation to avoid the very possible

misconstruction which might be placed upon them.

Of this movement Dean Stanley was one of the

principal leaders, and Canon Liddon, supported

by a large number who dreaded any tampering
with the standards of faith, was one of the principal

opponents. The opposition has been so determined

and vigorous that all propositions for a change
have thus far been defeated.

Bibuoorapht: The text in six yariant forma is in MPO,
xxviii; in the Utrecht Paalter^ London, 1875 (a faodmile
ed. of the oodex); cf. T. Hardy, Reporta on the Athanaaian
Creed in Connection wUh the Utrecht PeaUer, ib. 1873;

and ia edited by A. E. Bum, The A^umaeian Creed and
ita Early Commentariea, in TS, vol. iv, part 1, Cambridge,
1896; also to be found in Schafif. Creede, ii, 66-71. For

the history of the creed consult: G. D. W. Qnunanney,
Dieeertation on the Athanaeian Creed, London, 1897 (crit-

ical and historical); D. Waterland, Critical Hietory of

the Athanaaian Creeds Cambridge, 1723, revised ed. by
J. R. King, London, 1870 (the fullest diacusaion. but
in part antiquated); E. 8. Ffoulkes, The Athanaaian
Creed, ib. 1871 (historical); C. A. Heurtley, Hamumia
Symbolioa, Oxford, 1858; idem. The Athanaaian Creed, iK
1872; Sohaff, Creeda, i, 34-42; idem. Chriatian ChvrtA,
iii, 689-698; G. Morin, Lea Originea du Symbole Qui-
cunque, in Revue dee que^iona rdiffieueee, (1891),
No. 9; Hamaok, Dogma, iv, 133 aqq.. 156, v. 302-
303, vii. 174. For the debate in the Anglican
Church consult: A. P. Stanley, The Athanaaian Creed,

London, 1871 (adverse to the use of the creed); J. S.

Brewer, Orioin of the Athanaaian Creed, ib. 1872 (de-
fensive); Memoriale to the Primatea and Petition to Convo-
cation . , . for Some Change either in the ComjmUory Ru-
bric or in the Damnatory Clauaea, Chester, 1872; G. A.
Willan. The Athanaaian Creed not Damnatory, London,
1872; The A^umaaian Creed; Suggeationa . . . by a lay

Member of the General Synod, Dublin, 1876; C. A. Swain-
son, The Nioene and ApoaOea* Creed . . . wi^ an Account
of ... "The Creed of SL Athanaeiua,*' London, 1894
(historical and critical, but bearing on the Anglican dis-

cussion); F. N. Oxenham, The Athaitaaian Creed: Should
U be Recitedf andiait Truef ib. 1902.

ATH''A-NA'SIOS PA-RI'OS: DogmaUdan of the
Greek Church; b. on the island of Paros 1725;

d. at Chios June 24, 1813. He studied in the
Athos academy under £ugeniuB Bulgaris, and
from 1792 till 1812 was director of the school at

Chios, which is the period of his most important
activity. He belongs to the most prominent and
fertile theological writers of the Greek Church of

his time, and was also an able philosopher. A
pupil of Bulgaris, in his opposition to the West he
surpassed his master; he attacked with great energy
not only the Roman Church and her scholasticism,

and the Protestants, but also the western rational-

ism—^the worst representative of which, in his

eyes was Voltaire—^particulariy in its opposition

to positive Christianity and monastidsm. This
explains his opposition to the desire of his people
for liberty. Yet his historical judgment was so

far influenced by Bulgaris, that in theology he
recognized the more recent teachers of his Church,
even Koressios, as " fathers," and seemingly made
concessions to Biblical criticism. But Western
science he used only when he attacked hia oppo-
nents. His polemical disposition sometimes placed
him in opposition to his own Church. By his connec-
tion with the Athoscommunityhebecameinvolved in
the Kolyba-controversy (see Athob), and wrote his

"Exposition of the Faith" in 1774. In 1776 he
was excommunicated, but the ban was removed
in 1781. His principal work is an " Epitome or Sum-
mary of the Holy Dogmas of the Faith " (Leipac,

1806), in which he shows hisdependenceon Bulgaris,

but at the same time so much independence of

thought that this epitome may be regarded as one
of the most important dogmatic efiforts of the
Greek Church of the eighteenth century. The
sources of doctrine are, according to him, the Holy
Scripture, written tradition, and the teaching of

the Church as fixed by the synods. The woric

of Christ he treats under the headings of king,

priest, lawgiver, and judge. In the doctrine of

the Lord's Supper he accepts transubstantiation.

He opposes rationalism in his '' Christian Apology "

(Constantinople, 1797), attacking especially the
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false freedom and the false equality of the French,

and renouncing all sympathy with the Greek
struggles for freedom. Against Voltaire especially

he directed the " Antidote for Evil," which was pub-
Ushed after his death (Leipsic, 1818). Of his

hagiographical works the most noteworthy were
lives of Gregorios Palamas (Vienna, 1785), and of

Marcus Eugenicus (1785), which have little inde-

pendent value. In the " New limonarium " (Venice,

1819) he gives many marvelous stories and biog-

raphies of modem saints. Very interesting is a
treatise at the beginning of the book, in which he
tries to show that those who were condemned as

Christians because of a renunciation of Islam
are just as much martyrs as those of the ancient

time. Athanasios was also active as a preacher.

A discourse on Gregorios Palamas, printed after

the Logoi of Makarios Chrysokephalos (Vienna,

17977) is a brilliant combination of popiilar elo-

quence and fanatical rhetoric. Pmupp Metisb.
Bibliographt: A biography, tnutworthy in the main, with
a list of hill writings, by his pupil, A. Z. Bfamukas, is given
in C. N. Sathas, NcocAAi|viicif ^iAoXoyia, Athens. 1868;
consult also P. Meyer, Die Haupturkunden der AthoMdater,
pp. 76 aqq.. 236 sqq.. Leipaic. 1894.

ATH''A-NA'SIUS.
I. Life. Fourth and Fifth Exiles

Sources (§ 1). ({ 6).

Early Life. Chosen Biah- Relations with Monaati-
op 326 (§ 2). cism (§ 6).

The Arian Controversy. II. Writings.
First Exile (( 3). His Works in Chronological

Second and Third Exiles. Order (§1).
(§ 4). His Teaching (§ 2).

Athanasius, bishop of Alexandria, was bom
apparently at Alexandria 293; d. there May 2,

373. His fame is due solely to his unswerving and
self-sacrificing opposition to the Arian heresy, and
some account of his life, with a statement of his

views, is given in the article Arianibm. A few
facts will be added here, and an account of his liter-

ary activity attempted.
I. Life: The principal sources for the biog-

raphy of Athanasius are the numerous docu-
ments bearing on the great Arian controversy
which have been preserved, and his own works,

which are rich in biographical material,—especially
his "Apologies" ("against the Arians," "to Con-
stantine," and "for his Flight ") and his " History
of the Arians for Monks."
The oration on Athanasius by Gregory Nazian-

zen (xxi, NPNF, 2d ser., 269-280; dating from
3807) is a mere panegyric without much bio-

graphical value. The biographies

I. Sources, prefixed to the Benedictine edition

of his works are later than the

fifth century historians and quite worthless. Of
greater importance are two sources not known to

the seventeenth century editor of his works. These
are the fragment published by Maffei (1738) of the

so-called Historia acephala, written between 384 and
412, and the preface to the '

' Festal Letters " of Atha-
nasius which are preserved in a Syriac version (ed.

Cureton, Mai). Both of these come apparently

from a single older source, and are veiy careful in

their chronology, so that since they have been
known the dates given by Socrates and Sozomen
have often to be corrected.

Some difficulties still remain; but a careful

comparison of these authorities enables us with
reasonable security to fix the date of Athanasius's
consecration at 326, and, with the help of a re-

cently discovered fragment of a Coptic " Enco-
mium," written by a contemporary of Bishop
Theophilus of Alexandria (d. 412), to put his birth

back to 293. Of his life up to 326, however, we
still know very little. He seems to have been an
Alexandrian; that his parents were Christians is

not proved. The traditional story of
2. Early his playing at " church " as a boy and.

Life. Chosen in the character of a bishop, so correctly
Bishop 326. baptizing some catechumens that Bish-

op Alexander (313-326) recognized the
validity of the baptism, and took the lad under his

care, is worthy of its first narrator, Rufinus; the
chronology is sufficient tocondemn it. Devoting him-
self, however, to a clerical life, he served (according

to the Coptic " Encomium ") six years as reader;

by the outbreak of the Arian controversy he was
already a deacon, and in close relations with the
aged bishop Alexander, perhaps as his amanuensis.
This would account for Alexander's taking him to

the Council of Nicsea, and perhaps for Sozomen's
story that he designated him as his successor. At
any rate, Athanasiuswas chosen to this office on Alex-
ander's death (326), and was received with enthusi-

asm by the great majority of his flock. His opponents
early asserted that he was chosen bishop by a mi-
nority and consecrated secretly; but this is dis-

proved by the evidence of the Egyptian bishops
assembled in council in 339.

The position was by no means an easy one. The
Meletian schism (see Meletiub of Ltcopolib) had
rent the Egyptian Church in two; and, although the
Nicene decisions had opened the way for a termina-

tion of the schism, the manner in which this came
about did not preclude the continuance of strife as

to the validity of the orders of the Meletian clergy.

Athanasius had scarcely been consecrated when
these disturbances broke out anew, complicated

by the enmities aroused by his decided anti-Arian
attitude.

At the instance of Eusebius of Nicomedia, the
leader of the semi-Arians (see Eusebius of Nico-

media AND Constantinofle), the

3* The emperor demanded the readmission
Arian Con- of Arius into the Church; but Atha-
troversy. nasius stoutly refused his consent.

First Exile, and immediately the storm broke
(see Arianism, I). He was summoned

before the emperor, who was at that time in Nico-

media, and accused of conspiring to prevent Ihe

export of grain from Egypt to Constantinople.

Only after long and wearisome exertions did he suc-

ceed in proving his innocence. Immediately after

his return, new accusations were brought against

him; it was said that he had killed a Meletian

bishop, Arsenius, and used his bones for magical

arts. An investigation was ordered, and a synod
summoned to meet at CSssarea (334). Athanasius

refused to appear; and the investigation came to

a natural end on the discovery that Arsenius was
alive. Eusebius, however, stiU had the emperor's

ear, and Athanasius was summoned to appear at
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a synod in Tyre. He left Alexandria July 11, 335,

but found at Tyre that the council had made up
its mind to condemn him, and repaired to Constan-

tinople, where he succeeded in convincing the em-
peror of the unfairness of the synod. Constantine

saw in him, none the less, an obstacle to peace, the

maintenance of which seemed the most desirable

thing, and banished him to Treves toward the

end of the year. Constantine died May 23, 337,

and Athanasius's first exile ended with his re-

turn to his diocese, Nov. 23 of the same year, his

entrance into the city being, according to Gregory
Nasiansen, " more triumphal than had ever an em-
peror."

The opposition and intrigues still continued,

however; the enemies of Athumsius accused him of

having sold and employed for his own use the com
which the late emperor had destined for the poor
widows of Egypt and Libya. A synod of African

bishops declared in his favor, but as Constantius was
influenced by Eusebius of Nioomedia, and as the pre-

fect of Egypt, Philagrius, wanted the

4. Second see for a countryman of his own, Greg-

and Third ory of Cappadoda, he was driven into

Exiles, his second exile March 19, 339, and
Gregory was installed by military force

at Easter. Athanasius went to Rome, where he
was well received by Pope Julius, and later to Gaul
to confer with Hosius, whom he accompanied to

Sardica to take part in the famous council held

there (3437). After spending some time at Nalssus

in Dacia, at Aquileia, and in Gaul (where he met
Oonstans, whose influence with his brother was
exerted in his favor), he finally appeared once more
before Constantius, and obtained permission to re-

turn. Gregory died June 25, 345, and was not
replaced; and Athanasius was able to resume his

jurisdiction Oct. 21, 346. After the death of Con-
stans (Jan., 350), his position once more became
unsafe; and the end of a long series of intrigues

and machinations was that the " Duke " Syrianus

surrounded thechurch of St. Theonas with 5,000 sol-

diers to arrest him on the night of Feb. 8, 356. He
escaped, and fled the next day, finding refuge dur-

ing this his third exile among the monks and her-

mits of the desert, though for a part of the time
he lay concealed within the city, and by his wri-

tings continued to encourage his faithful followers.

On Feb. 24, 357, another Cappadodan, George,

was made bishop, and as many, as possible of the

ecclesiastical offices were filled by Arians. George,
however, was able to maintain himself for only
eighteen months, and then, after a three years'

absence, was imprisoned three days after his return,

and put to death in the disttubances which fol-

lowed the death of Constantius. The new emperor,

Julian the Apostate (361-363), issued an edict

permitting the exiled bishops to return to their

sees, hoping thus to increase the confusion in the

Church, to the p^fit of the paganism which he
was bent on restoring. The third exile of Atha-
nasius thus etided Feb. 21, 362.

But a fourtb exile followed shortly. The new
emperor's counsdofi1^\ind Athanasius ioo danger-
ous a man for their plans, and Julian issued a spe-

cial edict commanding him, as he had returned to

Alexandria without penonally receiving permis-

sion, to leave it at once (Oct. 24, 362). He
remained in concealment in the deserts of the

Thebaid until he heard of Julian's death (June 26,

363), when he returned to Alexandria

5. Fourth (Sept. 5), though only to pass through
and Fifth on his way to see the new emperor.
Exiles. Jovian, at Antioch. Jovian received

him kindly, and his fourth exile was
defiiidtely terminated by his return on Feb. 20,

364. Jovian's ' death after only eight months
brought fresh trouble to the orthodox. An edict

of Valens (May 5, 365) reversed Julian's recall

of the exiled bishops; and on Oct. 5 the prefect

Flavianus broke into the church of St. Dionysius
and compelled Athanasius to flee once more. He
remained at a villa in the neighborhood of the
city, until Valens found the disocmtent in so im-
portant a place as Alexandria dangerous, azMl

made a special exception in favor of Athana-
sius, who was able to return Jan. 31, 366. The
last seven years of his epiaoopate were undis-

turbed.

The refuge of Athanasius among the monks ajid

hermits of the desert during his third and fourth

periods of exile leads up to a point which needs
special mention—^his relations with monasticism.
Athanasius was not only the father of orthodoxy
in the East, but also the first bishop to take an

active part in encouraging the mo-
6. Rela- nastic Ufe. This assertion is so far

tions with from being founded on the "Life of

Monasti- Anthony " alone that it would still be
cism. demonstrable if his authorship of

that work were less certain than it is.

From an eariy period he was in dose relations

with Egyptian monasticism. When the assem-
bled bishops in 339 designate him as " one of

the ascetics" (referring to the motives which
led to his election), it may mean no more than
that he belonged to the large nimiber in the
Christian community who practised the ascetic

life in varying degrees, without retiring from the
world. We can not say whether his personal inter-

course with Anthony (d. 356) occurred altogether

after he was a bishop or partly before. But he
came early in his episcopate into contact with
Pachomius (d. 345), who came out with his brethren
to greet their new bishop when he undertook a
visitation of the Thebaid between the *Easters of

328 and 329. T<aBting relations with this colony
were kept up by means of the yeariy visits of
deputations of the monks to Alexandria for the
purpose of making necessary purehases. P^
chomius is reported to have said that there were
three sights specially pleasing to the eyes of God
in the Egypt of his time—^Athanasius, Anthony,
and his own comjnunity of monks. Athanasius
knew Theodore, the successor of Pachomius, and
visited him in his desert retreat at Phboou

—

probably in 363, for which year we have evidence
of a journey as far south as Antino^ and Her>
mopolis. So well known were these rdations that
an imperial officer sent by Constantius to appre*
hend him in 360 searehed for him, thou^ in vain,

at Phboou. When Theodore died (368), Athanaaw

*'X.

.V>v
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wrote his successor a letter of wann sympathy.
These long and intimate relations with Egyptian
monasticism support the assertion of Jerome (Epist,,

exxvii) that the Roman lady Marcella first heard
throu^ AthanasiuSy in 341, of Anthony, Pa-
chomius, and the ascetic communities of the Thebaid.

If, however, he rendered monasticism a service

by calling to it the attention of the western world,

he did even more for it by successfully combating
the tendency which it showed at first to form a
caste apart from, and to some extent in rivalry

with, the clergy; he was also the first (at least in

the Church of the empire) to promote monks to the

episcopate—a point of great importance to the later

development of the Elastem Church.
n. WritingB: Athanasius ranks high as an au-

thor—^though it may be doubted whether he would
have attained so high a place had it not

z. His been for the epoch-maldng war which
Works in he waged upon Arianism. Of pure
Chronolog- learning he had not much, or else it

ical Order, was put in the background by the more
absorbing interests of his life. His

most important works were written for some special

purpose of the moment; and they may therefore

be best considered in their chronological order,

the more that any classification of them is prac-

tically impossible. The editors of his works place

first the two connected treatises " Against the

Heathen " and " On the Incarnation." These have
until recently been considered as a product of Atha-
nasius's youth (c. 318); but some recent critics

(Schultze, Dr&seke) have attempted to deny his

authorship and to assign them to the middle of the

fourth century. Thegrounds given for this opinion

are unconvincing, although the date may be brought
down as late as 325. Next follow the oldest of the

"Festal Letters" (329-335 and 338-^39); of the

later ones only short fragments have been preserved,

either in Greek or Syriac—among them part of the

39th, which is important for its bearing on the

New Testament canon. Up to 348 the only things

that can be surely dated are the "Encyclical

Letter," written soon after Easter, 339, and the dis-

cussion of Matt, xi, 27 (probably incomplete), be-

longing to a time before the death of Eusebius of

Nicomedia. But with the collection of documents
known as the " Apology against the Arians " (be-

tween 347 and 351) begins a long series of works
more important for the history of the period, and
at the same time more certainly to be dated.

These are the " Defense of the Nicene Council

"

(probably 351); the ''Defense of Dionysius" soon

after; the '* Letter to Dracontius" (Easter, 354 or

355); the "Letter to the Bishops of Egypt and
Libya " (between February of 356 and the same
month of 357); the "Apology to Constantius"
(probably smnmer of 357); the " Apology for his

Flight," a little later; the " History of the Arians

for Monks " (end of 357 or beginning of 358); the
" Letter to Serapion on the Death of Arius " (358);

the four " Letters to Serapion," decisive for the

doctrine of the consubstantiality of the Holy
Ghost (during the third exile); ** On the Synods of

Aiiminum and Seleucia" (end of 359); the ** Book
to the Antiochians" (362); the "Letter to Jo-

vian" (364); the " Letter to the Africans " (probably

369); and about the same time, after the Roman
synod of 369 or 370, the " Letters to Epictetus,"

"to Adelphus," and "to Biaximus the Philoso-

pher," so weighty for the controversies of the
fifth centiury. We have not mentioned in this

enumeration a few important works whose date
can not be certainly determined, as well as a
large number of smaller letters, 'sermons, and
fragments. To the former class belong the " Life of

Anthony," whose genuineness has been disputed of

late years on insufficient grounds; the " Four Ora-
tions against the Arians," which havebymany been
considered the dogmatic masterpiece of Athanasius

(usually dated in the third exile, but for various

reasonsmore probablytobeassigned to amuch earlier

date, say, 338 or339); the fragmentary " Longer Ser-
mon on the Faith,"and the " Statement of Faith,"

both of which seem fairly assignable to the earliest

period of Athanasius's authorship. Owingto his fame,

it is not to be wondered at that a large number of

works were ascribed to him which have since been
classed as doubtful or certainly not his. For the

famous exposition of the doctrines of the Trinity

and Incarnation which passes under his name, see

Athanasian Creed.
As to the teaching of Athanasius, especially in

regard to his C^hristology, consult the article

Arianism; some further discussion

2. His of his views on the himian nature of

Teaching. Christ, which deserve a more thorough
examination than they have ever

received, will be found under Nebtorius. It is

the opinion of Hamack that the doctrine of Atha-
nasius is identical with that of Alexander and
underwent no development. But it would be diffi-

cult to prove that the teaching of the two is really

identic^, at least on the basis of the writings of

Athanasius from the " Defense of the Nicene Coun-
cil " on; and perhaps as hard to show that his

views did not develop as time went on. It is

more probable (though the question needs mere
thorough investigation) that he began by simply

accepting Alexander's teaching, and then struck

out a path of his own. His terminology, in ques-

tions of C^hristology, demonstrably changes. The
earlier works, like those of Alexander, do not use

the word which became the crucial test of ortho-

doxy, homoatinoa; even in the main thesis of

the "Statement of Faith" homoios t&i patri is

found, though homoousio8 occurs in the expla-

nations, but with an express caution against

a Sabellian meaning. The same impression is

strengthened by the " Orations against the Arians,"

written after he had spent some time in banishment

at Treves; it is probably an already visible effect

of his contact with western thought that we get a

slightly different terminology—^but the influence

of the older phrases, which he gave up later, is

still clearly marked; he employs the word hotno-

ousioa, which his opponents rejected as unscriptural,

only once in passing, and uses homoios several times

to denote the generic identity of substance between

the Father and the Son. In short, in these " Ora-

tions" Athanasius's terminology is in a transi-

tional stage, not free from uncertainty. Later,
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he got over his concealed dread of the term homo-

ousioSf though without giving up the assimilation

of ouaia and hypostasis^ as to which he was evi-

dently uncertain in the " Orations." In fact, his la-

ter honuxmsios is scarcely distinguishable from mono-
ousios, and the eariier homoios [Us ousias] no longer

sufficed him. If we ask the origin of this change

between 339 and 348-352, it will be obvious that

we can not neglect to think of his sojourn in the

West from 339 to 346, and his iiitercourse with

Blarcellus. Further evidences of development
may be found in his teaching as to the manhood of

Christ. If, however, his change of attitude to-

ward the Homoousians, his condenmation of Basil

of Ancyra, etc., show that he was capable of de-

velopment, it need not be taken as a reproach.

He knew better than many of his contemporaries

how to separate the fact, as to which he never

wavered, from the formulas employed to describe

it; his convictions were fixed early , but to the end of

his life he never obstinately asserted the complete-

ness of the phrases he had chosen to express them.

Through evil report and good report, through the

many changes of a long and eventful career, he
maintained indisputably his title to the respect

which we give to love of truth and honesty of

mind. (F. Loofb.)

Bibuoorapht: The Benedictine ed. of the works was printed

in 4 vols., at Padua, 1677; again at Paris. 1090, ed. B.
de Montfauoon; in MPO, xxv-xxviii; and in A. B. Cail-

lau. Paina ApottoKci, xzx-xxxii, Paris, 1842-43. The
dogmatic treatises are accessible in the ed. of J. E. Thilo,

Leipsic, 1853. Editions or translations of selected works
are: Hittorical Tracts and Treaftses in Controverty with
the Ariaru, in Ltbrary of the FcUhere, viii, ix, xiii, and
rxviii. 1843; Contra Oentee, ed. H. von Hurter. in Coltectio

opuaculorum 9anctorutn patrutn, zliv, Innsbruck, 1874;
Select TreaHeee^ transl. by J. H. Newman, 2 vols., Lon-
don, 1881; Hiatorical WriHnoe ed. from the Benedictine

Text, by W. Bright. Oxford, 1881; Dialogue of Athanaeiue
and ZacthoBue. ed. F. C. Conybeare, in Anecdota Oxonieneia,
part 8. ib. 1882; Oratione Againet the Ariane, ed. W.
Bright, with a life, ib. 1873, reissued in Ancient and
Modem Library of Theological Literature, 1887; Select

Writings and Letters, transl. with prolegomena, inNPNF,
iv; and De Inoamatione Verbi Dei, transl. with notes by
T. H. Bindley, London, 1003. Especially noteworthy is

the edition of the long lost Festal Letters, by W. Cureton
from a Ssrriac manuscript, London, 1863, Eng. transl. by
H. Burgess, Oxford, 1864. His life, from early sources,

is in ASB, May. i. 186-258, cf. 766-762 and vii, 646-
647; consult the biographies by P. Barbier. Paris, 1888;
R. W. Bush, London. 1888; and H. R. Reynolds, ib.

1880 (" lucid and able "). For his writings and teaching
consult J. A. Moehler, Athanasius der Orosse und die

Kirehe seiner Zeit, Biains, 1844 (Roman Catholic); H.
Voigt, Die Lehre dee Athanaeiue, Bremen, 1861; F. Boeh-
ringer, Athanaeiue und Ariue, oder der erste grosee Kampf
der Orthodoxie und Heterodoxie, Stuttgart, 1874 (Protestant,

in his familiar series); £. Fialon. SL A^umase, £tude lit-

itravre, Paris, 1877; L. Atsberger, Die LogoeUikre dee

Athanaeius, ihre Gegner und VarlBLufer, Munich. 1880;
G. A. Pell. Ldtre dee Athanaeius von der SUnde, Passau,
1888 (Roman CSatholic. ** difficulties not always faced ");

W. Bright. Lessons from the Lives of Three Great Fathers,

New York, 1801; P. Lauchert, Die Lehre dee heiligen

Athanaeiue, Leipsic, 1806; K. Hoss. Studien Hber SdvrifU
turn und Theologie dee Athanaeiue, Freiburg, 1800;
Hamack, Dogma, passim (consult Index), 7 vols., Bos-
ton, 1806-1000 (important, very detailed); L. L. Paine.
Critioal History of the Evolution of TrinUarianism, Boston,
10(X) (brilliant, deals with the position of Athanasius
respecting homoousianism); W. F. Fraser, A Cloud of
Witneeses to Christian Doctrine, third series, Againet
Arianiem, part 1, St, Athanaeiue, London, 1900; L. H.
Hough, Athanasius; the Hero, Cincinnati. 1006.

ATHEISM : A term employed with some variety

of connotation. Sometimes it is taken purely neg-

atively and applied to every point of view which

does not distinctly assert the existence of God, or

order the life in view of his claims upon
Different it. In this application it is broad

Uses of the enough to include not only such sys-

Word. tems as Agnosticism and Secularism

(qq.v.), but even that simple forget-

fulness of God which is commonly known as ** prac-

tical atheism." Sometimes, on the other hand, it

is given a distinctly positive sense, and made to

designate the dogmatic denial of the existence of

God. Even when it is so understood, however, it

has a wider and a narrower application, dependent
on the meaning attached to the term " God," the

denial of which constitutes its differentiation. In

its narrowest sense, it is confined to those theories

which deny the existence of all that can be called

God, by whatever extension or even abuse of that

term. In this sense it stands over against Panthe-
ism or Fetishism, as truly as over against Theism;
and takes its place alongside of this whole series of

terms as designating a distinct theory of the uni-

verse. In its widest sense, on the contrary, it re-

ceives its definition in contrast with, not a vague
notion of the divine, but the specific conception of

Theism, and designates all those systems, differing

largely in other respects, which have in common
that they are antagonistic to a developed Theism.
In this application, Atheism is synonymous with

Antitheism, and includes not only Pantheism (q.v.),

but even Polytheism, and, with some writers. Deism
itself,—all of which fail in some essential elements
of a clear Theism. Most commonly the term is

employed by careful writers either in its narrowest
sense, or else in the somewhat broadened sense of

the denial of a personal God. Between these two
definitions choice is not easy. All depends on our
definition of God, and what we are prepared to

admit to involve recognition of him. From the

point of view of developed Theism all that can be
thought God is denied when a living personal God,
the creator, preserver, and governor of all things

is disallowed; it is inevitable, therefore, that from
the standpoint of Theism, Atheism should tend to

receive one of its more extended connotations. It

may be truer to the historical sense of the term,
however, to take it in its narrowest sense and to

treat it as designating only one of the Antithe^tic
theories, and as standing as such alongside of the
others, from which it is differentiated in that it

denies the validity of the notion of God altogether,

while the others allow the possibleoractual existence
of the divine in one or another sense of that term.
The question which has been much discussed,

whether Atheism is possible, depends for its solu-

tion veiy much upon its definition. That negative
Atheism, especially in the form of " practical athe-

ism," is possiblci is evident from its persistent ap-

pearance in the world. Whether men may be
totally ignorant of God or not, they certainly can
very completely ignore him. And if the great

atheistic systems like Buddhism and Confucianism
have not been able to preserve the purity of

their Atheism, no more have the great thdstic
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systems—Mohammedanism, Judaism, Christianity

itself—been able to eliminate " practical atheism "

from among their adherents. It is

The Possi- equally idle to deny the possibility of

bility of positive Atheism in its wider sense, in

Atheism, the face of the great part which has

been played in the world by the var-

ious forms of Pantheism, which not only underlies

whole systems of religion but is continually inva-

ding with its leaven the most austere and complete
systems of Theism. It is only in its narrowest sense,

in which it is the denial of all that is called God or

that is worshiped, that the possibility of Atheism
can be brought into question, and then only when
we regard it, not in its outward expression, but in

the most intimate convictions of the heart. No
one can doubt that portentous systems of reasoned

Atheism have flourished in the bosom of the most
advanced culture. As little can it be denied

that, among the backward races, a very low order

of religious conception may sometimes be discov-

ered. It may well be contended, however, that

even the most thoroughly compacted system of

atheistic thought only overlies and conceals an in-

stinctive and indestructible ** sense of the divine,"

just as the most elaborated system of subjective

idealism only insecurely covers up an ineradicable

realism; and that it is this innate " sense of the

divine " which we see struggling in the conceptions

of low savages to express itself in the inadequate

forms which alone a low stage of culture can pro-

vide for it. If this is all that is meant, Atheism is,

no doubt, a condition impossible to man. Man
differs from the lower creations, not in being less

dependent than they, but in being conscious of his

dependence and responsibility; and this conscious-

ness involves in it a sense of somewhat, or better,

some one, to which he is thus related. The expli-

cation of this instinctive perception into an ade-

quate conception is a different matter; and in this

explication is wrapped up the whole development
of the idea of God. But escape from the appre-

hension of a being on whom we are dependent and
to whom we are responsible is no more possible

than escape from the world in which we live. God
is part of our environment.

The history of reasoned Atheism is as old as the

history of thought. There can be no right think-

ing unless there be thinking, and it is incident to

thinking among such creatures as men
History of that some may think awiy. In all

Atheism, ages, accordin^y, the declaration has

found its verification that those who
have not liked to retain God in their knowledge he

has given over to a reprobate mind. India and
China both early gave birth to gigantic atheistic

systems. The materialism of classical antiquity

found its expression especially in the Atomists

—

Democritus, Epiciuiis, Lucretius. The unbelief of

the eighteenth century ran to seed in the French

Encyclopedists—De la Mettrie, D'Holbach, Diderot,

Lalande—and embodied itself in that Systhne de

la Nature which Voltaire called the Bible of Athe-

ism. In the nineteenth century the older mate-

rialism strengthened itself by alliance, on the one

hand, with advancing scientific theory, and, on the

other, with the increasing social unrest; and Athe-
ism found expression through a series of great sys-

tems—Positivism, Secularism, Pessimism, Socialism.

The doctrine of Evolution (q.v.), which was given
scientific standing by Darwm's Origin of Species

(1859)i became almost at once the prime support
and stay of the atheistic propaganda. In every
department of thought " evolution " is supposed
to account for everything, while itself needing no
accounting for. Men as widely unlike in every-

thing else as Feuerbach, Strauss, Flourens, Czolbe,

Duehring, Vogt, Buechner, Moleschott, Mail&nder,

Haeckel, Nietzsche, have united in a conmion proc-

lamation of dogmatic Atheism; and probably in no
period since the advent of Christianity has positive

Atheism been proclaimed with more confidence or

accepted more widely.

Benjamin B. Warfibld.

Bxbuooraprt: R. Flint, AniUheiMHc TheortM, Edinburgh,
1880 (jpves literature in Appendix 4); J. Beattie, Evi-
dence of the Chrietian Relioion, 2 vols., Edinburgh, 1786
(contains a bibliography); J. Buchanan, Faith in Ood and
Modem Atheinn Compared^ Edinburgh. 1855; Modem
Atheiem under it§ Forme of Pantheiem, Materialiem, Seat-
iariem; DevAfjnnent and I^atural Laum, Boston, 1866;
Paul Janet, Le MatSrialieme ecmlemporatn, Paris. 1864;
F^lix Dupanloup, L*AthHeme ei le piril social, Paris.

1866; ii. lAirio, Morale et atKHeme eontemporatfM, Paris,

1875; J. 8. Blaokie, Natural Hietory of Atheiem, London,
1877 (keen and discriminating); J. Cairns, Unbelief in the

Eifhieenth Century, London, 1881; E. Naville. Le Pire
COeele, Geneva, 1866, Eng. transl.. Modem Atheiem or the

Heavenly Father, London, 1882 (philosophical); F. W.
Hedge. Atheiem in Philo§ophy, Boston, 1884; W. H. Mal-
lock, AO^eiem and the Value of Life, London, 1884; H. H.
Moore, Anatomy of Atheiem in the Li4fht of the Lowe of

Nature, Boston, 1890; A. Egger, Der AUteiemua, Einsiedefai,

1901 (evangelioal); F. le Danteo, L'AthHeme, Paris. 1906.

ATHENAGORAS, ath'Vnag'o-ras: Reputed
author of two Greek treatises of the time of the

Antonines, one on the resurrection, the other an
apology for the Christians. He is entirely imknown
to the tradition of the Church. Eusebius, Jerome,

and their successors are silent, and, as the survey

which Eusebius gives of the apologetic literature

of the second century is very complete, his silence

could not fail to attract attention. Very early the

existence of an apologist of the name was doubted

and the work was ascribed to Justin (cf. Baronius,

Annales, ii, ad an. 179, chap, xxxix). This suppo-

sition, however, is from internal reasons untenable.

The first testimony, and the only one from the

third centiury, to the existence of the apology and

the name of its author, is a quotation by Methodius,

found (1) in the ancient Bulgarian translation

(ed. Bonwetsch, i, 293); (2) in Epiphanius, HcBr.,

Ixiv, 20, 21; (3) in Photius, Bibl. cod. 234 (cf. Athe-

nagoras, Supplicatio, xxiv, p. 27 B). Certain notices

by an unknown scribe (Cod. Barocc. 142, fol. 216)

quoting from the " Christian History " of Philippus

Sidetes (early in the fifth century) state that Athe-

nagoras was an Athenian by birth, and first director

of the catechetical school of Alexandria; he lived

in the time of Hadrian and Antoninus I^us; like

Celsus, he was occupied with searching the Scrip-

tures for arguments against Christianity, when he

was suddenly converted. Most of these notices,

however, are palpably erroneous. Yet, in spite of

the entire absence of tradition and the close resem-
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blanoe to the apology of Justin, the date of the

work muBt be placed somewhere in the second

century. It is addressed to the emperors Marcus
Aurelius and Lucius Aurelius Gonunodus, and
various passages indicate the period between 176

and 178. After an introduction (i-iii) the author

refutes the chief calumnies urged against the Chris-

tians in that day, vis., that th^ were atheists

(iv-xxx), and that they ate human flesh and
committed the most horrible crimes in their assem-

blies (3czxi-xxxvi). In the treatise on the resur-

rection, Athenagoras argues in its favor from the

goodness, wisdom, and power of God, together with

the natural constitution of man. (A. Habnack.)

Bibuoobapht: The text of Athenacona is given in MPO,
i; the beet editiona are by J. C. T. Otto, in Corput apoh-
geiaruim Chriatianonim, vol. vii, JenA, 1876. and E.
Sehwara, in TU, kv, 2, Leipeie, 1891; a handy ed. is by
F. A. liareh. New York, 1876; an Eng. tranal. is to be
found in ANF, ii. 125-162. Consult Harnack, LUteraiur,

U 256-268, ii, 817-319; Krflcer. Hutary, pp. 130-132;
L. Amould, De Apoiogia Athftnagorw, Paris, 1898 A full

bibliography up to 1886 is in ANF, BibIiogr^>hy, 36-38.

ATHENS. See Grbbcb, I., | 2.

ATH'OS: The easternmost of the three tongues
of land projecting into the Mgdan Sea from the

Chalcidiui peninsula. It is a^ut 35 miles long

and culminates at the southern extremity in Mt.
Athos proper, 6,780 feet high. Grand forests,

murmuring brooks, dear air, and charming com-
bination of rocks and sea, make it one of the most
beautiful spots of Europe. By the Orthodox
Greeks it is always called "the Holy Mount."
According to the legend, the Holy Virgin Chris-

tianised Mt. Athos and Gonstantine the Great
founded the first monasteries there. But the

Athos monastidsm does not appear in church his-

tory before the middle of the ninth century. At
that time the monks formed a laura of the old

fashion, with its center at Karyas, presided over
by a prCtas appointed by the emperor in Constan-
tinople. With the founding of the Laura of St.

Athanasius, the first great monasteiy there, in 963,
Athos rises in historical importance.

TheVarious The founder of this monastery (which
Monasteries, still bears his name) and of the whole

monastic life on Mt. Athos, belonged
to a noble family in Trebisond. Through Michael

Malelnos, the famous hegumenos of Mt. Kjrminos
in Asia Minor, where he himself lived at first as

monk, he became acquainted with the future

emperor, Nicephoras II (Phocas). The two men
became good friends and the laura was founded at

the instance of the emperor. Ever after Athos
enjoyed imperial favor and monasteries were
founded in rapid succession. To the tenth century

belongs the founding of Iveron, Vatopedi, and
Philotheu; to the deventh, Xeropotam, Esfig-

menu, Dochiariu, Agiu Paulu, Karakallu, and
Xenophontoe; to the twelfth, the two important
Slav monasteries, Russiko and Chilandari; to the

thirteenth, Zografu; and to the fourteenth, Pan-
tokratoros, Simopetra, Dionysiu, and Gregoriu.

The most recent is Stauronikita, founded in 1542.

There were others which long ago disappeared,

such as a Latin monastery of the Amalfines.

Until the fifteenth century all the monks lived

together, according to rules laid down by Atha-

nasius in his three writings, the

The Mon- Kananikan, the DiaihSa, and the

astic Life so-calledDiatypdm (cf. Merfer, Hotcpt-

to the FIf- wrkunden). Any man of unblemished

teenfh character could be reodved; but

Century, women, children, beardless youths,

and people of royal descent woe
forbidden entrance. After a three years' probatioa

admisdon into the holy company of the brethren

took place and the tonsure was recdved. At the

headof the monastery stood thehegownenoa, asmsted

by a council of " the chosen," i.e., the hi^^ier monas*
tic ofiicers and the priest-monks. Two ephois,

generally a noble layman outdde of Athoa and a

monk not bdonging to the monastery, formed a

non-reddent directorate. Approved monks could

live by themsdves, and recd^ml a special dwdling
(Gk. keUion), whence they were called kdl»>tes,

or after thdr mode of living, ascetics or hesycfaaslB,

but were dependent on the monastery. The
relation of the monasteries to each other and the

entire constitution of the holy mount was regulated

at that period by the typica of 975, 1045, and 1394

(printed in Meyer). The prCtas stood at the head,

by his dde the synaxis, consisting of the repre-

sentatives of the monasteries, which as before

met at Karyas. At first the life during this

period was austere, but in the deventh oentuiy it

relaxed, and at one time nomads with wivea and
children were shdtered at Athos (Meyer, 163 sqq.).

The Latin rule at Constantinople was an espe-

cially sad time for the monasteries. In the Hesy-
chastic controversy (1341-51) western sdenoe was
rejected espedally through the influence of the

Athos monks and quietistic mysticism was re-

ceived into the teachings of the Greek Church (see

Hestchabtb).
With the fifteenth century a new period com-

mences in the constitution of the holy mount,
which by degrees transformed the entire Hfe. The
idiorriiythmic life begins, which consisted in the

abolition of the common Ufe in the monasteries

and the adoption of a plan whereby every monk,
sometimes with a few friends, lived by himsdf.

The common roof and the chuich
Changes alone are common to alL Since

after 1500. eveiy one lived at his own expense,

the power of the hegumenos waa soon

crippled. But the influence of idiorrhythm went
stiU further. As the monasteries following it soon
became worldly, the stricter tendency, which was
by no means extinct, reacted upon the monks and
new places of earnest asceticism were established

outdde of the monasteries, such as the sibAof,

monastic villages, the first of which was founded
by St. Anna in 1572. Here one could live an ascetk
Hfe after the old fashion. Such sketes were depend-
ent on their monasteries; thdr rights are set

forth in separate collections of canons (cf. Meyer,
248). The last regulation of the ri^ts of the

kelliotes, who still remained, and of the aketists

took place in 1864 (Meyer, 254). The influence of

idiorrhythm was ultimately of such a character

on the general constitution of the holy mount, that
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the office of protos was aboliahed and the entire

constitution became democratic. The last typicon

is of 1783 (Meyer, 243). In the nineteenth century

half of the monasteries iretumed to the conunon
Ufe, but the old constitution was retained. Down
to the eighteenth century the religious and moral
life was of a low type. After 1750 there seems to

have been a revival. At that time Eugenios Bul-

garia (q.v.) was teacher in the academy of Vato-

pedi. At the end of the eighteenth century there

were certain lively religious controversies on Mt.

Athos, among others the so-called kolyba con-

troversy
—

^whether the memorial days of the dead
could be celebrated on Sunday instead of Saturday.

On the whole the life on Athos has remained

unchanged, and is still a renmant of pure medieval-

ism. The great number of manuscripts and docu-

ments there offer to the scholar a rich field of

activity. The student of art finds all that Byzan-
tine art produced gathered together. The student

of religion can study the E^astem piety of all Chris-

tian centuries, for each period has left behind

distinct remains. It is to be hoped that the struggle

of the nationalists, especially the struggle of Pan-
hellemsm against Panslavism, will not deprive the

Athos monaclusm of its universality.

Pmupp Mbtsr.
Bibuoobapht: The HiatoritB ByaanHna of Nioephoraa
Gregons. book ziy, in MPO, exlviii, and of John Cftnta-

cusenus. book iv, in MPO, eliv, 15-370. paaum; John
Comnenus, Upo^mraniTdipcoi' rov ^y^ov hpavt, Venice, 1701,

nnd often; J. P. FRllmermyer, Fraomente au« dem
Orient, Stuttgart, 1845; M. I. Gedeon, A 'A«»f, Con-
stantinople. 1885; Porphyriue Uspenaky. OetehiehU dec

Atho9 und atifmr Kld§ttr (in Ruadan), 8 vola.. Kiev and
Moaoow. 1845-02; Fhilipp Meyer, Die Haupturkunden
for die Oeediiehie der AUtoMdeter, Leipaic, 1804; A.

Sehmidtke, Dae Klaeterland dee Aihoe, Leipeio. 1003;
H. Qelaer. Vom heUigen Berge und aue Maoedonien, Leip-
aic. 1004; H. Brockhaua. Die Kunet in den AAoeklMem,
Leipaic, 1801. Cataloguea of the documents are given in

V. Langloia. Le Mont Atho9 et eee monaeUree, Paria. 1867;
J. M<Uler. Slavieehe Bibliothek, Vienna. 1851; and in the
Ucpiypo^uc^ Kar^oyoc, published at Conatantinople in 1002
at the instance of the patriarch Joachim III. A catalogue of
the manuscripts in most of the librariea ia given in 8. Lam-
proa, KaroAoyoc n»p iv roif ^t^Aio^oic rov ayiw ftpov* *BX.

kiiyutuvK»MKm¥, 2 vols.. Cambridge. 1805-1000. Many docu-
ments have been published in C^eek and Russian period-

icals. A new collection has been begun by Regel, X/iv9^
^ovAXa Kol ypofiiLdna dif i» nf *Ay^ '0p«& fiotnff rov Barom-
iunit St. Petersburg, 1808. For special literature, consult

Knimbacher. Oeaehiehte; the Kngliah works of R. Curson.
Vieita to Monaeteriee in the Levant, London, 1840, 1885.
and A. Riley, Aiho9 or lh§ Mountain of the Monke, Lon-
don. 1887. may also be mentioned.

ATKINS, JAMES: Methodist Episcopalian;

b. at Knoxville, Tenn., Apr. 18, 1850. He was
educated at Emory and Heniy College (B.A.,

1872) and entered the ministiy in the Holston Con-
ference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South,

in 1872, in which he held various pastorates until

1879. He was president of Asheville Female Col-

lege, 1879-89 and 1893-96, and of Emoiy and
Henry College, 1889-93. Since 1896 he has been
the Sunday-school editor of the Methodist Episco-

pal Church, South. He is president of the Board
of Biissions of the Western North Carolina Confer-

ence, and vice-president of the General Board of

Biissions of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South,

and was also a member of the commission which
effected the union of the Methodist Episcopal

Churches of Japan in 1906. He is the author of

The Kingdom in the Cradle (Nashville, 1905).

ATMIYASABHA. See India, III, 1.

I. Signifieanoe and Histoiy of the Doo-
trine.

The New Testament Presentation

(»1).
Development of the Doctrine (§ 2).

Various Theories (§ 3).

II. The Five ChiefTheories of the Atone-
ment.

1. Terminating upon Satan.
The ** Triumphantorial Theory"

(»1).

L Significance and History of

The replacement of the term "satisfaction" (q.v.),

to designate, according to its nature, the work of

Christ in saving sinners, by *' atonement," the

term more usual at present, is somewhat imfor-

tunate. ** Satisfaction " is at once the more
comprehensive, the more expressive, the less

ambiguous, and the more exact term. The
word " atonement " occurs but once in the Eng-
lish New Testament (Rom. v, 11, A. V., but not

R. v.) and on this occasion it bears its archaic

sense of *' reconciliation," and as such translates

the Greek term katallagi. In the English Old
Testament, however, it is found quite often as the

stated rendering of the Hebrew terms kipper,

kippurim, in the sense of " propitiation," " expia^

tion." It is in this latter sense that it has become
current, and has been applied to the work of Christ,

which it accordingly describes as, in its essential

ATONEMENT.
2. Tsnninating PhsrsieaUy on Man.
" Mystical Theories " and their Ad-

vocates (§ 2).

8. Terminating on Man in the Way
of Bringing to Bear on him In-
duoementa to Action.

'* Moral Influence Theories." The
Essential Thought (§ 3).

Various Forms of these Theories

(M).
4. Terminating on Man Primarily and

on God Secondarily.

the Doctrine:

** Bectoral or Govsmmental The-
ories " (S 6).

Advocates of these Theories (f 6).

Horace Bushnell (S 7).

fi. Terminating on Qod Primarily and
on Man Secondarily.

" Theories of Reconciliation " (§ 8).

Certain ** Saorifidal Theories

"

(§»).
The Doctrine of "Satisfaction"

(» 10).

nature, an expiatory offering, propitiating an
offended deity and reconciling him with man.
In thus characterizing the work of Christ, it does

no injustice to the New Testament
z. The New representation. The writers of the
Testament New Testament employ many other

Presenta- modes of describing the work of Christ,

tion. which, taken together, set it forth as

much more than a provision, in his

death, for canceling the guilt of man. To mention
nothing else at the moment, they set it forth equally

as a provision, in his righteousness, for fulfilling

the demands of the divine law upon the conduct of

men. But it is undeniable that they enshrine at

the center of this work its efficacy as a piacular

sacrifice, securing the forgiveness of sins; that is

to say, relieving its beneficiaries of " the penal
consequences which otherwise the curse of the
broken law inevitably entails." The Lord himself
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fastens attention upon this aspect of his work
(Matt. XX, 28, xxvi, 28); and it is embedded in

eveiy important type of New Testament teaching,

—as well in the Epistle to the Hebrews (ii, 17),

and the Epistles of Peter (I, iii, 18) and John (I, ii,

2), as currently in those of Paul (Rom. viii, 3; I

Cor. V, 7; Eph. v, 2) to whom, obviously, " the

sacrifice of Christ had the significance of the

death of an innocent victim in the room of the

guilty " and who therefore " freely employs the

category of substitution, involving the conception

of imputation or transference " of legal standing

(W. P. Paterson, art. Sacrifice in DB, iv, 343-345).

Looking out from this point of view as from a

center, the New Testament writers ascribe the

saving efiBicacy of Christ's work specifically to his

death, or his blood, or his cross (Rom. iii, 25-59;

I Cor. x, 16; Eph. i, 7; ii, 13; Col. i, 20; Heb. ix,

12, 14; I Pet. i, 2, 19; I John i, 7, v, 0-8; Rev. i,

5), and this with such predilection and emphasis

that the place given to the death of Christ in the

several theories which have been framed of the

nature of our Lord's work, may not unfairly be

taken as a test of their scripturalness. All else

that Christ does for us in the breadth of his redeem-

ing work is, in their view, conditioned upon his

b^kring our sins in his own body on the tree; so

that " the fundamental characteristic of the New
Testament conception of redemption is that deliver-

ance from guilt stands first; emancipation from
the power of sin follows upon it; and removal of

all the ills of life constitutes its final issue " (O.

Kim, art. Erldaung in Hauck-Heriog, RE, v, 404;

see Redeuftion).
The exact nature of Christ's work in redemption

was not nuide the subject of scientific investigation

in the early Church. This was due partly, no
doubt, just to the clearness of the New Testament
representation of it as a piacular sacrifice; but in

part also to the engrossment of the minds of the

first teachers of Christianity with more immediately

pressing problems, such as the adjustment of the

essential elements of the Christian doctrines of

God and of the person of Christ, and the establish-

ment of man's helplessness in sin and absolute

dependence on the grace of God for salvation.

Meanwhile Christians were content to speak of the

work of Christ in simple scriptural or in general

language, or to develop, rather by way of illustra-

tion than of explanation, certain aspects of it,

chiefly its efficacy as a sacrifice, but
2. Develop- also, veiy prominently, its working
ment of the 9s a ransom in delivering us from
Doctrine, bondage to Satan. Thus it was not

until the end of the eleventh century

that the nature of the Atonement received at the

hands of Anselm (d. 1109) its first thorough dis-

cussion. Representing it, in terms derived from
the Roman law, as in its essence a ** satisfaction "

to the divine justice, Anselm set it once for all in

its true relations to the inherent necessities of the

divine nature, and to the magnitude of human
guilt; and thus determined the outlines of the doc-

trine for all subsequent thought. Contemporaries
like Bernard and Abelard, no doubt, and perhaps

not unnaturally, found difficulty in assimilating

at once the newly framed doctrine; the former

ignored it in the interests of the old notion of a

ransom offered to Satan; the latter reject«d it

in the interests of a theory of moral influence upon
man. But it gradually made its way. The Vic-

torines, Hugo and Richard, united with it other

elements, the effect of which was to cure its one-

sidedness; and the great doctors of the age of

developed scholasticism manifest its victory by
differing from one another chiefly in their individual

ways of stating and defending it. Bonaventura
develops it; Aquinas enriches it with his subtle

distinctions; Thomist and Sootist alike start from

it, and diverge only in the question whether the
*' satisfaction " offered by Christ was intrinsicaliy

equivalent to the requirements of the divine justice

or availed for this purpose only through the gracious

acceptance of God. It was not, however, imtil the

Reformation doctrine of justification by faith threw

its light back upon the " satisfaction " which
provided its basis, that that doctrine came fully

to' its rights. No one before Luther had spoken

with the clarity, depth, or breadth which character-

ize his references to Christ as our deliverer, first

from the guilt of sin, and then, because from the

guilt of sin, also from all that is evil, since all that

is evil springs from sin (cf. T. Hamack, Luther's

Theologie, ii, Leipsic, 1880, 10-19, and Kim, ut sup.,

407). These vital religious conceptions were
reduced to scientific statement by the Protestant

scholastics, by whom it was that the complete
doctrine of ** satisfaction " was formulated with a
thoroughness and comprehensiveness of grasp

which has made it the permanent possession of the

Church. In this, its developed form, it repre-

sents our Lord as making satisfaction for us " by
his blood and righteousness"; on the one hand,
to the justice of God, outraged by human sin, in

bearing the penalty due to our guilt in his own sac-

rificial death; and, on the other hand, to the demands
of the law of God requiring perfect obedience, in

fulfilling in his inunaculate life on earth as the

second Adam the probation which Adam failed to

keep; bringing to bear on men at the same time
and by means of the same double work every con-

ceivable influence adapted to deter them from sin

and to win them back to good and to God,—by the

highest imaginable demonstration of God's right-

eousness and hatred of sin and the supreme mani-
festation of God's love and eagerness to save; by
a gracious proclamation of full forgiveness of sin

in the blood of Christ; by a winning revdation of

the spiritual order and the spiritual worid; and by
the moving example of his own perfect Ufe in the

conditions of this world; but, above aU, by the pur-

chase of the gift of the Holy Spirit for his people as

a power not themselves making for righteousness

dwelling within them, and supematurally regen-

erating their hearts and conforming their lives to

his image, and so preparing them for their perma-
nent place in the new order of things which, flow-

ing from this redeeming work, shall ultimately be

established as the eternal form of the Kingdom of

God.
Of course, this great comprehensive doctrine of

"the satisfaction of Christ" has not been per-
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mitted to hold the field without controversy.

Many ** theories of the atonement " have been

constructed, each throwing into emphasis a frag-

ment of the truth, to the neglect or denial of the

complementary elements, including ordinarily the

central matter of the expiation of guilt itself (cf.

T. J. Crawford, The Doctrine of Holy Scripture

Respecting the Atonement^ Edinburgh, 1888, pp. 395-

401; A. B. Bruce, The Humiliation of Christ,

Edinburgh, 1881, lecture 7; A. A. Hodge, The
Atonement, Philadelphia, 1867, pp. 17 sqq.). Each
main form of these theories, in some method of

statement or other, has at one time or another

seemed on the point of becoming the oonmion
doctrine of the Churches. In the patristic age

men spoke with such predilection of the work of

Christ as issuing in our deliverance from the power
of Satan that the false impression is very readily

obtained from a cursory survey of the teaching of

the Fathers that they predominantly conceived it as

directed to that sole end. The so-called " mystical

"

view, which had representatives among the Greek
Fathers and has always had advo-

3. Various cates in the Church, appeared about
Theories, the middle of the last century almost

ready to become dominant in at least

Continental Protestantism through the immense
influence of Schleiermacher. The *' rectoral or

governmental theory," invented by Grotius early

in the seventeenth century in the effort to save

something from the assault of the Socinians, has
ever since provided a half-way house for those who,
while touched by the chilling breath of rationalism,

have yet not been ready to surrender every sem-
blance of an '' objective atonement," and has

therefore come very prominently forward in every
era of decaying faith. The " moral influence

"

theory, which in the person of perhaps the acutest

of all the scholastic reasoners, Peter Abelard, con-

fronted the doctrine of ** satisfaction " at its formu-
lation, in its vigorous promulgation by the Socin-

ians and again by the lower class of rationalists

obtained the widest currency; and again in our own
day, its enthusiastic advocates, by perhaps a not
unnatural illusion, are tempted to claim for it the

final victory (so, e.g., G. B. Stevens, The Christian

Doctrine of Salvation, New York, 1905; but cf.

per contra, of the same school, T.'^ V. Tymms, The
Christian Idea of Atonement, London, 1904, p. 8).

But no one of these theories, however attractively

they may be presented, or however wide an accept-

ance each may from time to time have fotmd in

academic circles, has ever been able to supplant

the doctrine of " satisfaction " either in the formal

creeds of the Churches, or in the hearts of simple

believers. Despite the fluidity of much recent think-

ing on the subject, the doctrine of " satisfaction
"

remains to-day the established doctrine of the

Churches as to the nature of Christ's work of re-

demption, and is apparently immovably entrenched

in the hearts of the Christian body (cf. J. B. Rem-
ensnyder. The Atonement and Modem Thought,

Philadelphia, 1905, p. xvi).

n. The Five Chief Theories of the Atonement:
A survey of the various theories of the Atonement
which have been broached, may be made from

many points of view (cf. especially the survey in

T. G. Crawford, ut sup., pp. 385-401; Bruce, ut

sup., lecture 7; and for recent German views, F. A.
B. Nitzsch, Lehrbuch der evangelischen Dogmatik,
Freiburg, 1892, {{ 43-46; O. Bensow, Die Lehre
von der Versdhnvng, GUtersloh, 1904, pp. 7-166;

G. A. F. Ecklin, Erldsung und Versdhnvng, Basel,

1903, part 4). Perhaps as good a method as any
other is to arrange them according to the con-
ception each entertains of the person or persons

on whom the work of Christ terminates. When
so arranged they fall naturally into five classes

which may be enumerated here in the ascending
order.

1. Theories which conceive the work of Christ

as terminating upon Satan, so affecting him as to

secure the release of the souls held in bondage by
him. These theories, which have been described

as emphasizing the '' triumphantorial " aspect of

Christ's work (Ecklin, ut sup., pp. 113 sqq.) had
very considerable vogue in the patristic age (e.g.,

Irensus, Hippolytus, Clement of Alex-

z. The"Tri-andria, Origen, Basil, the two Greg-
umphan- ories, Cyril of Alexandria, down to and
tonal including John of Damascus and

Theory." Nicholas of Methone; Hilary, Rufinus,

Jerome, Augustine, Leo the Great, and
even so late as Bernard). They passed out of view
only gradually as the doctrine of " satisfaction

"

became more widely known. Not only does the

thought of a Bernard still run in this channel,

but even Luther utilized the conception. The
idea runs through many forms,—speaking in

some of them of buying off, in some of overcoming,
in some even of outwitting (so, e.g., Origen) the

devil. But it would be unfair to suppose that

such theories represent in any of their forms the

whole thought as to the work of Christ of those

who made use of them, or were considered by them
a scientific statement of the work of Christ. They
rather embody only their author's profound sense

of the bondage in which men are held to sin

and death, and vividly set forth the rescue they

conceive Christ has wrought for us in overcoming
him who has the power of death.

2. Theories which conceive the work of Christ

as terminating physically on man, so affecting him
as to bring him by an interior and hidden working
upon him into participation with the one life of

Christ; the so-called " mystical theories." The
fundamental characteristic of these theories is their

discovery of the saving fact not in anything which
Christ taught or did, but in what he was. It is

upon the Incarnation, rather than upon CJhrist's

teaching or his work that they throw stress, at-

tributing the saving power of Christ not to what he
does for us but to what he does in us. Tendencies

to this type of theory are already traceable in the

Platonizing Fathers; and with the en-

2. ''Mystical trance of the more developed Neo-
Theories" platonism into the stream of Chris-

and their tian thinking, through the writings of

AdvocateB. the Pseudo-Dionysius naturalized in the

West by Johannes Scotus Erigena, a
constant tradition of m3r8tical teaching began which

never died out. In the Reformation age this type
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of thought was represented by men like Osiander,

Schwenckfeld, Franck, Weigel, Boehme. In the

modem Church a new impulse was given to essen-

tially the same mode of conception by Schleier-

macher and his followers (e.g., C. I. Nitzsch, Rothe,

SchOberlein, Lange, Martensen), among whom what
is known as the " Mercersburg School " (see Mer-
CBRSBURQ Thsoxx)ot) will be particularly interest-

ing to Americans (e.g., J. W. Nevin, The Mystical

Presence, Philadelphia, 1846). A veiy influential

writer among En^^h theologians of the same gen-

eral class was F. D. Maurice (1805-72), although

he added to his fundamental mystical conception of

the work of Christ the further notions that Christ

fully identified himself with us and, thus partaking

of our sufferings, set us a perfect example of sacri-

fice of self to God (cf . especially Theological Essays,

London, 1853; The Doctrine of Sacrifice, Cambridge,

1854; new ed., 1879). Here, too, must be classed

the theory suggested in the writings of the late

B. F. Westcott {The Vidory of the Cross, London,

1888), which was based on a hypothesis of the effi-

cacy of Christ's blood, borrowed apparently directly

from William Milligan (cf. The Ascension and Heav-

enly Highpriesihood of our Lord, London, 1892)

though it goes back ultimately to the Socinians,

to the effect that Christ's offering of himself is

not to be identified with his sufferings and death,

but rather with the presentation of his life (which

is in his blood, set free by death for this purpose)

in heaven. ** Taking this blood as efficacious

by virtue of the vitality which it contains, Dr.

Westcott holds that it was set free from Christ's

body that it might vitalize ours, as it were, by
transfusion" (C. H. Waller, in the Presbyterian

and Reformed Review, u, 1892, p. fi56). Some-
what similarly H. day TrumbeU (The Blood

Covenant, New York, 1885) looks upon sacrifices

as only a form of blood covenanting, i.e., of

instituting blood-brotherhood between man and
€rod by transfusion of blood; and explains the

sacrifice of Christ as representing communing in

blood, i.e., in the principle of life, between God and
man, both of whom Christ represents. The theory

which has been called ** salvation by sample," or

salvation " by gradually extirpated depravity,"

also has its affinities here. Something like it is as

old as Felix of Urgd (d. 818; see Ajdoptionism),

and it has been taught in its jfull development by
Dippel (1673-1734), Swedenborg (1688-1772), Men-
ken (1768-1831), and especially by Edward Irving

(1792-1834), and, of course,by the modem followers

of Swedenborg (e.g., B. F. Barrett). The essence

of this theory is that what was assimied by our
Lord was human nature as he found it, that is, as

fallen; and that this human nature, as assumed by
him, was by the power of his divine nature (or of

the Holy Spirit dwelling in him beyond measure)
not only kept from sinning, but purified from sin

and presented perfect before God as the first-fruits

of a saved humanity; men being saved as they be-

come partakers (by faith) of this purified humanity,
as they become leavened by this new leaven. Cer-

tain of the elements which the great German theo-

logian J. C. K. von Hofmann built into his compli-

cated and not altogether stable theory—^a theoiy

which was the occasion of much discussion about
the middle of the nineteenth century—^reproduce

some of the characteristic language of the theory
of " salvation by sample."

8. Theories which conceive the work of Christ as

terminating on man, in the way of bringing to bear

on him inducements to action; so affecting man as

to lead him to a better knowledge of God, or to a
more lively sense of his real relation to God, or to

a revolutionary change of heart and life with refer-

ence to God; the so-called " moral in-

3. "Moral fluence theories." The essence of all

Influence these theories is that they transfer the

Theories." atoning fact from the work of Christ

The Essen- to the response of the human soul to

tialThought, the influences or appeals proceeding
from the work of Christ. The work of

Christ takes immediate effect not on Crod but on
man, leading him to a state of mind and heart which
will be acceptable to God, through the medium of

which alone can the work of Christ be said to affect

God. At its highest level, this will mean that the
work of Christ is directed to leading man to repent-

ance and faith, which repentance and faith secure

God's favor, an effect which can be attributed to

Christ's work only mediately, that is, through the
medium of the repentance and faith it produces in

man. Accordingly, it has become quite common
to say, in this school, that " it is faith and repent-

ance which change the face of God ; " and advo-
cates of this dass of theories sometimes say with
entire frankness, " There is no atonement other

than repentance " (Auguste Sabatier, La Docbine
de Vexpiation etson Evolution kistorique,Faxis, 1903,

Eng. transl., London, 1904, p. 127).

Theories of this general type differ from one an-

other, according as, among the instrumentalities

by means of which Christ affects the minds and
hearts and actions of men, the stress is laid upon
his teaching, or his example, or the impression

made by his life of faith, or the manifestation of the

infinite love of God afforded by his total mission.

The most powerful presentation of the first of these

conceptions ever made was probably that of the

Socinians (followed later by the rationalists, both
eariier and later,

—
^TOllner, Bahrdt, Steinbart, Ebei^

hard, L6ffler, Henke, Wegscheider). They looked
upon the work of Christ as summed

4. Various up in the proclamation of the willing-

Forms of ness of God to forgive sin, on the sole

These condition of its abandonment; and
Theories, explained his sufferings and death as

merely those of a martyr in the cause
of righteousness or in some other non-essential way.
The theories which lay the stress of Christ's work
on the example he has set us of a high and faithful

life, or of a life of self-sacrificing love, have found
popular representatives not only in the subtle theoiy
with which F. D. Maurice pieced out his mystical
view, and in the somewhat amorphous ideas with
which the great preacher F. W. Robertson dothed
his conception of Christ's life as simi^y a long (and
hopeless) battle against the evil of the worid to

which it at last succumbed; but more lately in

writers like Auguste Sabatier, who does not stop

short of transmuting Christianity into bald altni-
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ism, and making it into what he calls the religion

of " universal redemption by love," that is

to say, anybody's love, not specifically Christ's

love,—for everyone who loves takes his position
by Christ's side as, if not equally, yet as truly,

a savior as he (The Doctrine of the AUmemerU
in ita Historical Ewdution, Eng. transl., ut sup.,

pp. 131-134; so also Otto Pfleiderer, Das Chris-
iusbild des urchristlichen Glaubens in religions'

geschichtlicher Beleuchtung, Berlin, 1903, Eng.
transl., London, 1906, pp. 164-165; cf. Horace
Bushnell, Vicarious Sacrifice, New York, 1865, p.
107: ** Vicarious sacrifice was in no way pecul-
iar"). In this same general category belongs
also the theory which Albrecht Ritschl has
given such wide influence. According to it, the
work of Christ consists in the establishment of the
Kingdom of God in the world, that is, in the revela-

tion of God's love to men and his gracious purposes
for men. Thus Jesus becomes the first object of

this love and as such its mediator to others; his

sufferings and death being, on the one side, a test

of his steadfastness, and, on the other, the crown-
ing proof of his obedience (Rechtfertigung und
Versdhnung, iii, {{ 41-61, 3d ed., Bonn, 1888, Eng.
transl., Edinburgh, 1900). Similarly also, though
with many modifications, which are in some in-

stances not insignificant, such writers as W. Herr-
mann (Der Verkehr des Christen mU Gott, Stuttgart,

1886, p. 93, Eng. transl., London, 1895), J. Kaftan
(Dogrnatik, Tubingen, 1901, pp. 446 sqq.), F. A.
B. Nitzsch (Evangelische Dogmatik, Freiburg, 1892,

pp. 604-513), T. Hftring (in his Ueber das Blei-

bende im Glauben an Christus, Stuttgart, 1880,

where he sought to complete Bitschl's view by
the addition of the idea that Christ offered to God
a perfect sorrow for the world's sin, which supple-

ments our imperfect repentance; in his later wri-

tings, Zu RUschVs Versdhnungslehre, Zurich,

1888, Zwr Versdhnungslehre, Gdttingen, 1893, he
assimilates to the Grotian theory), E. KOhl (Die

Heilsbedeutung des Todes Christi, Berlin, 1890),

G. A. F. Ecklin (Die Heilstoerth des Todes Jesu,

GUtersloh, 1888; Christus Unser BUrge, Basel, 1900;

and especially Erldsung und Versdhnung, 1903,

which is an elaborate history of the doctrine from
the point of view of what Ecklin calls in antag-

onism to the " substitutional-expiatory " concep-

tion, the " Bolidario-reparatory " conception of the

Atonement,—the conception, that is, that Christ

comes to save men not primarily from the guilt, but
from the power of sin, and that '' the sole satisfac-

tion God demands for his outraged honor is the

restoration of obedience," p. 647). The most pop-

ular form of the " moral influence " theories has

always been that in which the stress is laid on the

manifestation made in the total mission and work
of Christ of the ineffable and searching love of God
for sinners, which, being perceived, breaks down
our opposition to God, melts our hearts, and brings

us as prodigals home to the Father's arms. It is

in this form that the theory was advocated (but

with the suggestion that there is another side to it),

for example, by S. T. Coleridge (Aids to Reflec-

tion), and that it was commended to English-speak-

ing readers of the last generation with the highest

ability by John Young of Edinburgh (The Life and
Light of Men, London, 1866), and with the great-

est literary attractiveness by Horace Bushnell (Vi-
carious Sacrifice, New York, 1865; see below, \
7; see also article Bushnell, Horace); and has
been more recently set forth in elaborate and vigor-

ously polemic form by W. N. Qarke (An Outline

of Christian Theology, New York, 1898. pp. 341-
367), T. Vincent Tymms (The Christian Idea of
Atonement, London, 1904), G. B. Stevens (The
Christian Doctrine of Salvation, New York, 1905),
and C. M. Mead ( Irenic Theology, New York, 1905).

In a volume of essays published first in the An-
dover Review (iv, 1885, pp. 57 sqq.) and afterward
gathered into a volimae imder the title of Progres-

sive Orthodoxy (Boston, 1886), the professors in

Andover Seminaiy made an attempt (the writer

here being, as was understood, George Harris) to

enrich the " moral influence " theory of the Atone-
ment after a fashion quite common in Germany (cf.,

e.g., H&ring, ut sup.) with elements derived from
other well-known forms of teaching. In this con-
struction, CHirist's work is made to consist primarily

in bringing to bear on man a revelation of God's
hatred of sin, and love for souls, by which he makes
man capable of repentance and leads him to repent
revolutionarily; by this repentance, then, together

with Christ's own sympathetic expression of re-

pentance God is rendered propitious. Here Christ's

work issupposed to have at least some (though a sec-

ondaiy) effect upon God; and a work of propitia-

tion of God by Christ may be spoken of, although
it is accomplished by a '' sympathetic repentance."

It has accordingly become usual with those who
have adopted this mode of representation to say
that there was in this atoning work, not indeed
" a substitution of a sinless Christ for a sinful race,"

but a " substitution of humanity plus Christ for

humanity minus Christ." By such curiously com-
pacted theories the transition is made to the next
class.

4. Theories which conceive the work of Christ as

terminating on both man arui God, but on man pri-

marily and on God only secondarily. The outstand-

ing instance of this class of theories is supplied by
the so-called " rectoral or governmental theories."

These suppose that the work of Christ so affects

man by the spectacle of the sufferings borne by
him as to deter men from sin; and by thus deter-

ring men from sin enables God to for-

5. "Rector- give sin with safety to his moral gov-

al or Gov- emment of the world. In these

emmental theories the sufferings and death of

Theories." Christ become, for the first time in

this conspectus of theories, of cardinal

importance, constituting indeed the very essence of

the work of Christ. But the atoning fact here too,

no less than in the " moral influence " theories, is

man's own reformation, though this reformation is

supposed in the rectoral view to be wrought not pri-

marily by breaking down man's opposition to God
by a moving manifestation of the love of God in

Christ, but by inducing in man a horror of sin,

through the spectacle of God's hatred of sin af-

forded by the sufferings of Christ,—through which,

no doubt, the contemplation of man is led on to
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God's love to sizmeTS as exhibited in his willing-

ness to inflict all these sufiFerings on his own son,

that he mi^t be enabled, with justice to his moral
government, to forgive sins.

This theory was worked out by the great Dutch
jurist Hugo Grotius (Defensio fidei Christiana de
satisfactiane Christie etc., Leyden, 1617 ; modem
ed., Oxford, 1866; Eng. transl., with notes and
introduction by F. H. Foster, Andover, 1889) as

an attempt to save what was salvable of the es-

tablished doctrine of satisfaction from disintegration

under the attacks of the Sodnian advocates of the
" moral influence" theories (see Gbotiub, Hugo).

It was at once adopted by those Ar-
6. Advocates minians who had been most affected

of These by the Socinian reasoning; and in the

Theories, next age became the especial property
of the better class of the so-called su-

pranaturalists (Biichaelis, Storr, Moms, Knapp,
Steudel, Reinhard, Muntinge, Vinke, Egeling). It

has remained on the continent of Europe to this

day, the refuge of most of those, who, influenced

by the modem spirit, yet wish to preserve some
form of " objective," that is, of Godward atone-
ment. A great variety of representations have
grown up under this influence, combining elements
of the satisfaction and rectoral views. To name
but a single typical instance, the commentator F.

Godet, both in his commentaries (especially that

on Romans) and in a more recent essay (published
in The Atonement in Modem Thought by various
writers, London, 1900, pp. 331 sqq.), teaches (certain-

ly in a very high form) the rectoral theory distinctly

(and is corrected therefor by his colleague at Neu-
chAtel, Prof. Gretillat, who wishes an ^' ontolog-
ical " rather than a merely " demonstrative " neces-

sity for atonement to be recognized). Its history

has run on similar Unes in English-speaking coun-
tries. In Great Britain and America alike it has
become practically the orthodoxy of the Independ-
ents. It has, for example, been taught as such in

the former cotmtry by Joseph Gilbert (The Chris-

tian Atonement, London, 1836), and in especially

well worked-out forms by R. W. Dale (The Atone-
ment, London, 1876) and Alfred Gave (The Scrip-

tural Doctrine of Sacrifice, Edinburgh, 1877; new
ed. with title, The Scriptural Doctrine of AUmem/ent
and Sacrifice, 1890; and in The Atonement in Modem
Thought, ut sup., pp. 250 sqq.). When the Cal-

vinism of the New Eng^d Puritans began to break
down, one of the symptoms of its decay was the
gradual substitution of the rectoral for the satis-

faction view of the Atonement. The process may
be traced in the writings of Joseph Bellamy (1719-

90), Samuel Hopkins (1721-1803), John Smalley
(1736-1820), Stephen West (1735-1819), Jonathan
Edwards, Jr. (1745-1801), Nathanael Emmons
(1745-1800); and Edwards A. Park was able, ac-

cordingly, in the middle of the nineteenth century
to set the rectoral theory forth as the " tradition^
orthodox doctrine " of the American Gongregation-
alists (The Atonement: Discourses and Treatises by
Edwards, Smalley, Mazey, Emmons, Griffin, Burge,
and Weeks, with an Introductory Essay by Edwards
A. Park, Boston, 1859; cf. Daniel T. Fiske, in the
Bibliotheca Sacra, Apr., 1861, and further N. S. S.

Beman, Sermons on the Atonement, New York, 1825,

2d ed., 1846; N. W. Taylor, Lectures on the Moral
Oovemment of Ood, New York, 1859; Albert Barnes,

The Atonement in its Relation to Law and Moral
Govemment, Philadelphia, 1859; Frank H. Foster,

Christian Life and Theology, New York, 1900; Lewis

F. Steams, Present Day Theology, New York, 1893).

The eariy Wesleyans also gravitated toward U:^

rectoral theory, though not without some hesitation,

a hesitation which has sustained itself among Brit-

ish Wesleyans until to-day (cf., e.g., W. B. Pope,

Compendium of Christian Theology, London, 1875;

Bfarshall Randies, Substitution, a Treatise on the

Atonement, London, 1877; T. O. Summers, Sys-

tematic Theology, 2 vols., Nashville, Tenn., 1888;

J. J. Tigert, in the Methodist Quarterly Review, Apr.,

1884), although many among them have taught the

rectoral theory with great distinctness and decision

(e.g., Joseph Agar Beet, in the Expositor, Nov., 1892,

pp. 343-355; Through Christ to God, London, 1893).

On the other hand, the rectoral theory has been
the regnant one among American Methodists and
has received some of its best statements from their

hands (cf . especially John Miley, The Atonement of

Christ, New York, 1879; Systematic Theology, ii.

New York, 1894, pp. 65-240); although there are

voices raised of late in denial of its claim to be con-

sidered distinctively the doctrine of the Methodist

Church (J. J. Tigert, ut sup.; H. C. Shddon,in AJT,
viii, 1904, pp. 41-42).

The final form which Horace Bushnell gave his

version of the " moral influence " theory, in Ins

Forgiveness and Law (New York, 1874; made the

second volume to his revised Vicarious Sacrifice,

1877) stands in no relation to the rectoral theories;

but it requires to be mentioned here by their side,

because it supposes like them that

7. Horace the work of C^hrist has a secondary ef-

BushnelL feeton God, although its primary effect

is on man. In this presentation, Bush-
nell represents Christ's work as consbting in a pro-

found identification of himself with man, the effect

of which is, on the one side, to manifest God's love

to man and so to conquer man to him, and, on the
other, as he expresses it, " to make cost " on God's
part for man, and so, by breaking down God's
resentment to man, to prepare God's heart to
receive man back when he comes. The underlying
idea is that whenever we do an3rthing for those
who have injured us, and in proportion as it costs

us something to do it, our natural resentment of the
injury we have suffered is undermined, and we are
prepared to forgive the injury when forgiveness

is sought. By this theory the transition is nat-

urally made to the next dass.

5. Theories which conceive the work of Christ
as terminating primarily on God and secondarily

on man. The lowest form in which
8. '* Theo- this ultimate position can be said to

ries of be fairly taken, is doubtless that set

Reconcilia- forth in his remarkably attractive

tion." way by John McLeod CampMl (The
Nature of the Atonement and its Rda-

turn to Remission of Sins and Eternal Life, Lon-
don, 1856; 4th ed., 1875), and lately argued out
afresh with even more than Campbell's winningness
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and far more than his cogency, depth, and richness,

by the late R. C. Moberly {Atonement and Person^

alUyf London, 1901). This theory supposes that

our Lord, by sympathetically entering into our
condition (an idea independently suggested by
Schleiermacher, and emphasized by many conti-

nental thinkers, as, for example, to name only a
pair with little else in common,byGess and H&ring),

so keenly felt our sins as his own, that he could

confess and adequately repent of them before God;
and this is all the expiation justice asks. Here
"sympathetic identification" replaces the con-

eeption of substitution; " sodality," of race-unity;

and " repentance," of expiation. Nevertheless,

the theoiy rises immeasurably above the mass of

those already enumerated, in looking upon Christ

as really a Savior, who performs a really saving

work, terminating immediately on God. Despite

its insufficiencies, therefore, which have caused

writers like Edwards A. Park, and A. B. Bruce
(The Htimaiaium of Christ, ut sup., pp. 317^18)
to speak of it with a tinge of contempt, it has

exercised a very wide influence and elements of

it are discoverable in many constructions which
stand far removed from its fimdamental pre-

suppositions.

The so-called " middle theory " of the Atonement,
which owes its name to its supposed intermediate

position between the " moral influence " theories

and the doctrine of " satisfaction," seems to have
offered attractions to the latitudinarian writers

of the closing eighteenth and opening nineteenth

centuries. At that time it was taught in John
Balguy's Essay on Redemption (London, 1741),

Henry Taylor's Apology of Ben Mordeeai (London,

1784), and Richard Price's Sermons on Christian

Doctrine (London, 1737; cf. Hill's Lectures on
Divinity, ed. 1851, pp. 422 sqq.). Basing on the

conception of sacrifices which looks upon them as

merely gifts designed to secure the

9* Certain good-will of the King, the advocates
" Sacrificial of this theory regard the work of

Theories." Christ as consisting in the offering

to God of Christ's perfect obedience

even to death, and by it purchasing God's favor

and the right to do as he would with those whom
God gave him as a reward. By the side of this

theorymay be placed the ordinary Remonstrant the-

ory of acceptilatio, which, reviving this Scotist con-

ception, is willing to allow that the work of Christ

was of the nature of an expiatory sacrifice, but ia

unwilling to allow that his blood any more than that

of " bulls and goats " had intrinsic value equivalent

to the fault for which it was graciously accepted

by God as an atonement. This theory may be
found expounded, for example, in Limborch
(Theologia Christiana, 4th ed., Amsterdam, 1715,

iii, chaps, xviii-xxiii). Such theories, while pre-

serving the sacrificial form of the Biblical doctrine,

and, with it, its inseparable implication that the

work of Christ has as its primary end to affect God
and secure from him favorable regard for man
(for it \a always to God that sacrifices are offered),

yet fall so far short of the Biblical doctrine of the

naturo and effect of Christ's sacrifice as to seem
little less than travesties of it.

The Biblical doctrine of the sacrifice of Christ

finds full recognition in no other construction than
that of the established church-doctrine of satisfac-

tion. According to it, our Lord's redeeming work
is at its core a true and perfect sacrifice offered to

God, of intrinsic value ample for the expiation of our
guilt; and at the same time is a true and perfect

righteousness offered to God in fulfilment of the

demands of his law; both the one and the other

being offered in behalf of his people, and, on being
accepted by God, accruing to their benefit; so

that by this satisfaction they are relieved at once
from the cxxne of their guilt as breakers

10. The of the law, and from the burden of the
Doctrine of law as a condition of life; and this by
"Satisfac- a work of such kind and performed

tion." in such a manner, as to carry home
to the hearts of men a profound

sense of the indefectible righteousness of God
and to make to them a perfect revelation of his

love; so that, by this one and indivisible work,
both God is reconciled to us, and we, under
the quickening influence of the Spirit bought
for us by it, are reconciled to God, so making
peace—external peace between an angry God and
sinful men, and internal peace in the response of

the human conscience to the restored smile of

God. This doctrine, which has been incorporated

in more or less fulness of statement in the creedal

declarations of all the great branches of the

Church, Greek, Latin, Lutheran, and Reformed,
and which has been expounded with more or less

insight and power by the leading doctors of the

Churches for the last eight hundred years, was first

given scientific statement by Anselm (q.v.) in his Cur
Deus homo (1098); but reached its complete devel-

opment only at the hands of the so-called Protes-

tant Scholastics of the seventeenth century (cf.,

e.g., Turretin, The Atonement of Christ, transl. by
J. R. WiUson, New York, 1859; John Owen, The
Death of Death in the Death of Christ, 1650, Edin-
burgh, 1845). Among the numerous modern
presentations of the doctrine the following may
perhaps be most profitably consulted. Of Con-
tinental writers: August Tholuck, Lehre von der

SUnde und von der Versdhnung (Hamburg, 1823);

F. A. Philippi, Kirehliche Olaubenslehre (Stuttgart,

1864-82), IV, ii, 24 sqq.; G. Thomasius, Christi

Person und Werk (3d ed., Ldpsic, 188^-88), vol. ii;

E. BOhl, Dogmatik (Leipsic, 1887), pp. 361 sqq.;

J. F. Bida, Die Versdhnung des Menschen mit GoU
(Basel, 1874); W. Kolling, Die Satisfactio vicaria

(2 vob., Gatersloh, 1897-99); Merie d'Aubign^,

UExpiakon de la croix (Geneva, 1868); A. Gretillat,

ExposS de thiologie syst&motique (Paris, 1892), iv,

pp. 278 sqq,; A. Kuyper, E Voto Dordraceno (Am-
sterdam, 1892), i, pp. 79 sqq., 388 sqq.; H. Bavink,

Gereformeerde Dogmatik (Kampen, 1898), iii, pp.
302-424. Of writers in English: The appropriate

sections of the treatises on dogmatics by C. Hodge,
A. H. Strong, W. G. T. Shedd, R. S. Dabney, and
the following separate treatises: W. Symington,

On the Atonement and Intercession of Jesus Christ

(New York, 1852; defective, as excluding the ''ac^

tive obedience " of Christ); R. S. Candlish, The
Atonement, its Efficacy and Extent (London, 1867);
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A. A. Hodge, The AtanemerU (Philadelphia, 1867;

new ed., 1877); George Smeaton, The Doctrine of

the Atonement ae Taught by Christ Himself (Edin-

burgh, 1868; 2d ed., 1871); idem, The Doctrine of

the Atonement ae Taught by the Apoetlea (1870); T.J.

Crawford, The Doctrine of the Holy Scriptures

Respecting the Atonement (London, 1871 ; 5th ed.,

1888); Hugh Martin, The Atonement in its Relations

to the Covenant, the Priesthood, the Intercession of

our Lord (London, 1870). See Satispaction.

Benjamin B. Warfisld.

Bibuoorapht: The more important treatiaet on the Atone-

ment have been named in the body of the article. The
history of the doctrine has been written with a fair degree

of objectivity by Ferdinand Christian Baur, DisChriat-

lieke Ldm von der VertOhnung in ihrer oeBchiekUieken Snt^

wiekdunot Tabingen, 1838; and with more subjectivity

by Albreeht Ritschl in the first volume of his RedUfertir

Ouno und VeraOhnung, 3d ed., Bonn. 1889, Enc. transl.

from the first ed., 1870. A Critieal History of the Chriaiian

Dodtrina o/ Juatifieation and Reeoneiliation, Edinburgh,

1872. Excellent historical sketches are given by G. Tho-
masius. in the second volume of his ChriaU Paraon und
Wark, pp. 113 sqq., 3d ed.. Leipsio, 1886, from the con-

fessional, and by F. A. B. Nitssch. in his Lahrbueh dar

avanoeliadten Dogmatik, pp. 467 sqq.. Freiburg. 1802,

from the moral influence standpoint. More recently the

history has been somewhat sketchily written from the

general confessional standpoint by Oscar Benson as the

first part of his Dia Lahra von dar Veradhnuno* Giltersloh,

1004. and with more fulness from the moral influence

standpoint by G. A. F. Ecklin, in his Erldaung und Var-

sMnu9i0, Basel, 1003. Consult also E. M^n^s, La Mort
da Jiaua at la Dof/ma da VExpiaOon, Paris, 1006. The Eng-
lish student of the history of the doctrine has at his dis-

posal not only the sections in the general histories of doc-

trine (e.g., Hagenbach, Cunningham, Shedd, Harnack)
and the comprehensive trsatise of Ritschl mentioned
above, but also interesting sketches in the appendices of

O. Smeaton's Doctrine of the Atonement aa Taught by the

Apoetlea, Edinburgh, 1870, and J. 8. Lidgett's The Spiri-

tual Principia of the Atonement, London, 1808, from the

confessional standpoint, as well as H. N. Oxenham's The
Catholic Doctrine of the Atonement, London, 1865, 3d ed.,

1881, from the Roman Catholic standpoint. Consult also:

J. B. Remensnyder. The Atonement and Modem Thought,

Philadelphia, 1005; D. W. Simon. The Redemption of

Man, London, 1006; C. A. Dinsmore, Atonement in Liter-

ature and Life, Boston. 1006; L. Pullan. The Atonement,
New York, 1006. An interesting episode is treated by
Andrew Robertson, Hiatory of the Atonement Controvaray

in the Seceeaion Church, Edinburgh, 1846.

ATONEMEirr, DAY OF: The great Hebrew
and Jewish fast-day, occurring annually; called in

Lev. xxiii, 27-28 yom horkippurim, in the Talmud
simply yoma, " the day "; in vulgar Hebrew yom
kippur. The legal provisions are given in Lev.

xvi (cf. Ex. XXX, 10); xxiii, 26-32; Num. xxix,

7-11. Since these enactments, in spite of their

relative differences, are not sufficient to define

the very important ritual in all details, a supple-

mentary tradition became necessary; the Mishnaic

treatise Yoma is devoted to the celebration of the

day during the Second Temple. According to

Lev. xvi, 29, xxiii, 27, Num. xxix, 7,

Institution the day fell on the tenth of the seventh
and RituaL month (Tishri); it was to be a sab-

bath of rest C sabbath of sabbaths,"
Lev. xvi, 31), on which all labor was prohibited,

and the congregation had to meet in the sanctuary
(Lev. xxiii, 27-28). A general fast—the only one
enjoined in the Mosaic law—was prescribed for the
day. By this fast, the " afflicting of the soul,"

the members of the congregation were to bring

themselves into a penitential mood appropriate

to the serious atonement act. The day is therefore

called sometimes simply ** the fast-day " (Joeephus,

Ant., XIV, iv, 3, where, however, as in XIV, xvi, 4,

the " third month " causes some difficulty; PhUo,

De septenario, 296 M) or '' the fast " (Philo, 278 M;
Acts xxvii, 9); by the rabbis also " the great fast

"

to distinguish it from the fast-days which were

introduced after the Exile. The stranger who
dwelt in the land was also obliged to rest from
work, but he was not obliged to fast (I^ev. xvi, 29).

The rite to be performed in the sanctuary is de-

scribed in Lev. xvi, d-28. Aaron (i.e., the hig^

priest), attired in plain priestly clothing is to offer,

first for himself and his house, a young bullock

for a sin-offering. He is to bring its blood into the

Holy of Holies and sprinkle with it the Kapporeth,

the expiatory covering of the ark. in. the

same manner he has to deal with the blood of the

goat, appointed as a sin-offering for the people.

With this blood the other vessels of the sanctuary

also were afterward sprinkled. Two goats were
presented before God for the people, and the high

priest cast lots, designating the one goat " for

Yahweh " as a sin-offering, the other " for Azaiel "

(A. V. " scapegoat;" see Azazel); on this second
goat the high priest laid his hands and confessed

the sins of the people, which the goat was to cany
away into the wilderness. Thither it was led by
a man, so that it could not return (with the two
goats compare the two birds, Lev. xiv, 4-7). The
sin is to remain in the territory of the unclean
desert-demon Azazel (cf. Zech. v, 5-11). When
this act was over the burnt offering for the high
priest and the people and other offering's were
brought. The great importance of this day is

seen from the fact that the high priest officiates

personally, and his functions are mostly performed
in the Holy of Holies, which he could enter only on
this day; furthermore, from the purpose of the
whole, to purify priest and congregation, and the
habitation of C^kI and its vessels, from all defile-

ment. On this account this day is also referred to

as a type in the New Testament (cf. especially

Heb. ix, 7, 11 sqq., 24 sqq.; also the Epistle of

Barnabas vii).

The antiquity of this fqst-day, its Mosaic origin,

and even its preexilic existence, is denied by
Vatke (Biblische Theologie, i, Berlm, 1835, 548).

George (FesU, Berlin, 1835, 200 sqq.), Graf, Well-
hausen, Kuenen, Reuss, and others. It is indeed
strange that this important festival is nowhere
mentioned in preexilic writings except in the Law.
But this may be accidental. At all events it is a
rash inference that so solenm a festival must be
of late origin, because the old festivals of the He-
brews were of a joyous character. In favor of

the higher antiqmty of this usage is the fact that

the entire action takes place by the
Date of ark of the covenant, which did not
Origin, exist after the Exile and of whose

absence nothing is said in the Law.
The desert-demon Agazel (for which in later times
one would rather expect Satan as opposed to Yah-
weh) also points back to the Mosaic time of the

abode in the wilderness. It may, however, rightly
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be inferred from the fact that the Day of Atonement
is not mentioned in preexilic literature that it

did not pass into the consciousness and life of the

people, like the three great festivab, Passover,

Pentecost, and Feast of Tabernacles. It was a
festival connected mainly with the priesthood and
sanctuary, hence it was more strictly observed at

the center of the legitimate worship. There came a
change in the postexilic time, in which theTemple at

Jerusalem exercised greaterinfluenceupon thepeople.

But even then we see that in spite of the prescribed

self-mortification the people knew how to indulge

in joyful recreation; from the Mishnah (Taanit iv,

8) we learn that on the Day of Atonement (no doubt
in the evening, after the high priest had returned

to his home), the maidens all went forth, arrayed

in white garments, into the vineyards around Jeru-

salem, where they danced and sang, inviting the

yoimg men to select their brides (cf. Delitzsch,

Zur Geschichte der jitdischen Poesie, Leipsic, 1836,

195-196). The Gemara finds such joy perfectly

legitimate on a day when atonement was made for

Israel. After the destruction of Jerusalem the

celebration of the Day of Atonement was con-

tinued, although the sacrificial rites could no more
be performed. The grand festival with its solemn

earnestness had so deeply impressed itself upon the

people, that it could not be wholly dispensed with.

(For the later usages see Orach Chayim, translated

by LOwe, 150 sqq.; Buxtorf, Synagoga Judaieaj

chaps. xxv-xx>d.) In general the penitential

prayers in the synagogue have taken the place of the

atoning temple-sacrifices. Nevertheless, the cessa-

tion of the sacrifice is deplored; in some places

the house-father takes a cock, the mother a hen,

which are killed as a substitute for the sacrifice.

C. VON Orelu.

The late date of the origin of the festival would
seem to be made certain by the following consid-

erations: (1) Its absence from the Ust of feasts

given in the earlier books can not be accidental,

especially in view of the radical character of its

practical prescriptions. (2) These prescriptions

and their moral sanction were not in keeping with

the spirit of the earlier laws, in which there is no
suggestion of fasting and contrition. (3) Tran-

sition stages between the prophetic and the priestly

legislation are indicated in the ideal conception

of Ezekiel, the prophet-priest, with its two single

days of atonement (xlv, 18-20), also in the inter-

vening institution by Ezra of a general fast on the

twenty-fourth day of the seventh month, with no
mention of the tenth day of the priestly code.

(4) The old festivals of the Hebrews were of a

joyous character, while the Levitical Day of Atone-

ment was one of great solemnity. J. F. M.

Biblioorapht: The Miahna tract Yoma, translated into

Latin with notes by R. Sheringham. London. 1648; the

same, ed. H. L. Straok, Leipsic, 1904; an Eng. transl.

is in J. Barclay, The Talmud, London. 1878; the Tosephta
on this tract and Jerusalem Gemara in Ugolini, TheaauruSt

xviii, 163 sqq.; BlaimonideSt Yad Ao-J^cua^^iA, tranal. by
F. Delitssch. Hebr6eHfr%ef, pp. 749 sqq., Leipsic, 1867; J.

Lightfoot, MinUterium letnpli, chap, xv, in Opera, i, 671-

766, Rotterdam, 1686; J. O. Cvpsov, Apparatua hie-

iorieo-eriHcua anHquitatum eacri codicie, pp. 433 sqq.,

Frankfort, 1748; J. Lund. JUdiache HeaUfthUmer, pp.
1161 sqq.. Hamburg, 1738; J. H. Otho, Lexicon rabbinieo-

pkUolooieum, pp. 182 sqq., Geneva, 1675; J. Meyer, De
temporibue eacrie Hebrmorum, in Ugolini, Theaavrue, vol. i;

C. W. F. BAhr, Symbolik dee moeaiechen CuUua, ii. 664
sqq., Heidelberg. 1839; M. Brueck. PharieOiecKe VoUce-
eiUen und Rihudien, Frankfort, 1840; H. Kurts, Der alt-

teelamenaieKe OpferkuUue, pp. 336 sqq., Berlin. 1862; B.
Wechsler, Zur GeeehidUe der Veredhnungefeier, in Jfl-

diechs Zeitechrift, ii (1863), 113-126; Nowaok, ArehA-
ologie, ii. 183-194; Bensinger, ArehOoloffie, pp. 200, 398,
401. 427 ; the works on Old Testament theology, and the
commentaries to Lev. xvi. particularly Driver's Levitieue,

in 8BOT, 1898. On the critical question consult Frans
DeUtisch, in ZKW, i (1880). 173-183. For the laterJu-
daism, consult J. F. 8chr6der, Saiaungen und Oebr&u^e
dee UUmudiech^rabbiniechenJudenthume, 130 aqq., Bremen.
1851; 8. Adler. in ZATW, ii (1882). 178 sqq., 272;
L. Dembits, Jewieh Servioee in Synagogue and Home,
Philadelphia, 1898; M. Jastrow, in AJT, i (1898), 312
qq.

ATRIUM: In the church architecture of the
earlier centuries, an open space in front of the
entrance to the church, surrounded by porticos,

and provided with a fountain, or at least ii large

vessel containing water. Here the penitents who
were not allowed to enter the church assembled,

and begged the faithful to pray for them.

ATTERBURT, FRANCIS: English Jacobite

bishop; b. at Milton or Middleton Keynes (about

45 m. n.w. of London), Buckinghamshire, England,
March 6, 1662; d. at Paris Feb. 22, 1732. He
studied at Christ Church, Oxford, and received holy
orders about 1687. His briUiant success as a con-
troversialist, and his powerful eloquence in the
pulpit, soon attracted attention; he was made
chaplain to William and Mary in 1692, dean of

Carlisle in 1704, dean of Christ Church in 1711,

and bishop of Rochester and dean of Westminster
in 171 3. He was a Tory in politics, and in ecclesias-

tical affairs his sympathies were with the High-
churchmen. The succession of George I at the

death of Queen Anne was unfavorable to his am-
bition, and, as a Tory, being coldly received by
the new king, he took his place in the foremost
ranks of the opposition, refused in 1715 to sign the

paper in which the bishops declared their attach-

ment to the House of Brunswick, and began in

1717 to correspond directly with the Pretender,

and carried on his intrigues so skilfully that his

most intimate friends did not suspect him. But
in 1722 his guilt was manifested; he was committed
to the Tower, and by an act of Parliament was
banished for life in March, 1723, and all British

subjects were foibidden to hold communication
with him except by the royal permission. He went
to the continent, and lived most of the time in

Paris, in more or less constant correspondence

with the Pretender, for whose sake he had suffered

so much. Ill health and the death of a devoted
daughter added to his afflictions. Atterbury was
a man of restless and pugnacious disposition, with
many striking qualities, and one of the foremost
preachers and orators of his time. He had little

learning, however, his talents were superficial,

and his judgment was rash. In private life he is

said to have been winning and amiable, and he
counted among his friends most of the literary

men of the day as well as many influential per-

sonages. He had much popular sympathy in his

banishment. At his death his body was carried
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to En^and and buried privately in Westminster

Abbey.
The most important of Atterbury's controversial

writings were: An Answer to Some Coneideraiione

on the Spirit of Martin Luther and the Original of

the Reformation (Oxford, 1687), in reply to an at-

tack upon the Refonnation by Obadiah Walker;

An Examination of Dr. BeniUy'e Diaeertationa on
the EpMea of Phalaria and the Fables of ^$op
(London, 1698); Rights and Privileges of an Eng-
lish Convocation Stated and Vindicated (1700).

Selections from his sermons have been many times

printed and a collected edition in four volumes
appeared in London, 1723-37. His Epistolary

Correspondence, Visitation Charges, Speedies, and
Miscellanies were edited by J. Nichols (5 vols.,

London, 1783-90).

Biblxographt: The atandard life ha by T. Staokhouee, If01*1-
oin <A ih» Life, Charaeter, Conduct, and WriHnea of Franda
AUeHmry, London. 1727; his biography by Macaulay is

in the Bneyetopadia Brilannioa; oonmilt also F. Williams.
Momoire and Comtpondenee of Franeia AUerfmryt 2 vols..

London. 1860; DNB, ii, 233-238; W. H. Button, Bngliah
Churdi (i£S5-i7iA). pp. 273. 278. 280. London. 1003.

ATTERBURT, WILLIAM WALLACE: Pres-

bsrterian; b. at Newark, N. J., Aug. 4, 1823. He
was educated at Yale (College (B.A., 1843) and
Yale Divinity School (1847). He held Presby-

terian pastorates at Lansing, Blich., from 1848 to

1854 and at Madison, Ind., from 1854 to 1866.

He traveled in Europe and the East and acted as

a supply for various pulpits at Cleveland, O., and
other cities from 1866 to 1869, when he was chosen
secretary of the New York Sabbath Committee.
In 1898 he was relieved of much of his work in this

capacity by the appointment of an assistant, to

whom he relinquished his regular duties two years

later. He has also, been an active member of the

United States branch of the Evangelical Alliance,

and was its secretary in 1875. His writings, which
are generally brief, are devoted chiefly to the

various aspects of the Sunday question.

AT^TICUS: Patriarch of Constantinople 406-

425 (or 427). He was bom at Sebaste in Armenia,

repaired early to Constantinople, and was one of

the party opposed to Chrysostom (q.v.), who was
expelled from Constantinople in June, 404; his

successor, Arsacius, an old man of eighty years,

died the following year, and after a few months
Atticus was elevated to the patriarchate. He is

described as a man of but moderate learning, whose
sermons were not thought worth preserving, but
possessed of much skill in affairs, and esteemed for

charity and piety. He restored the name of Chrys-

ostom to the diptychs in 412. Two of his letters

with a fragment of a third, and two fragments

of a homily on the birth of Christ are preserved;

consult MPO, bcv, 637-652.

ATTO: The name of three churchmen.
1. Bishop of Basel. See Haito.
2. Archbishop of Mainz. See Hatto.
8. Bishop of Vercelli 924-961. If his will (pre-

served with his works in MPL, cxxxiv, 9-916)

is to be taken as genuine, he came of the family to

which Desiderius. the last Lombard king, belonged;

and this would account for his remarkable educa-

tion, which included not only a knowledge of the

Bible and the principal western Fathers, but Greek
as well, with at least some works of the eastern

ecclesiastical writers. He was especially well

read in legal history, knowing the Roman, Lom-
bard, and canon law. He was ordained at Mflan,

where he became archdeacon, and in 924 was
advanced to the see of Vercelli. Among the pro-

ductions of his episcopal career is his Capittdare,

a series of instructions for the clergy, which shows
him to have been a foe to superstition and a friend

of popular education. His other extant works
are a commentary on the Pauline epistles, following

the older exegesis; eighteen sermons; nine letters;

the treatise De pressuris ecclesiasticis, which pleads

for the exemption of the clergy from the jurisdiction

of secular tribunals and protests against lay inter-

ference with ecclesiastical elections and the aliena-

tion of church property; the Polypticum, which
contains a philosophical presentation of the affairs

of Italy from the accession of King Hugh (926)

down to the repeated intervention of Otto I. Atto
is an outspoken opponent of the Germans, and a
partisan of Berengar of Ivrea. This woric exists

in two forms, of which the shorter is undoubtedly
the authentic one, the other being a version edited

with a view of removing some of its obscurities.

(A. Haucx.)
BiBLioaRAPHT: Tbe Opera were edited by C. Burontiufl. 2

vols., Veroelli, 1768, and m« in Mai, Veterum eerijdarum
nova eoUecUo, vi, 2, pp. 42 sqq., Rome. 1832. and in MPL,
ezxziv. Consult J. Sohulta, AUo von Veroelli, GAttingen,
1886; A Ebert, Oeechichte der LUeraiur doe MiUekJtere.
iii, 368 sqq., Leipsto, 1887.

ATTRIBX7TES OF GOD. See Ck>D, II, { 3.

ATTRITION. See Psnancx.

ATWATER, LYMAlf HOTCHSISS: Presby-
terian; b. at Hamden, Gonn., Feb. 23, 1813; d. at
Princeton, N. J., Feb. 17, 1883. He was graduated
at Yale 1831; was tutor there and student of di%in-

ity 1833-35; pastor of the First Congregational

Church, Fairfield, Conn., 1835-54; professor (at

first of mental and moral philosophy, after 18i69

of logic and moral and political science) at Princeton

College, 1854 till his death. He was also lecturer

in Princeton Seminary snd acting president of the
college. He contributed many articles to the
religious reviews and was one of the editors of the
Biblical Repertory (1869-71) and its continuation

(from 1872), the Presbyterian Quarterly and Prince-

ton Review. He pubUshed a Manual of Elementary
Logic (Philadelphia, 1867).

ATWILL, EDWARD ROBERT: Ptotestant
Episcopal bishop of Kansas City; b. at Red Hook,
N. Y., Feb. 18, 1840. He was educated at Columlna
College (B.A., 1862) and the (General Theological

Seminary (1864), and was successively rector of

St. Paul's, Buriington, Vt. (1867-80), and Trinity,

Toledo, O. (1881-90), until he was consecrated first

bishop of the newly organised diocese of JCMmyi

City in 1890.

ATWOOD, ISAAC MORGAK: Universalist;

b. at Pembroke, N. Y., Mar. 24, 1838. He was
educated at Yale, but did not graduate. He was
a tutor in Ferguson Boys' School in 1859 and prin-

cipal of Corfu Classical Institute in 185&-M. In
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the following year he entered the Universalist

minifltry and until 1870 held various pastorates in

New York, Maine, and Massachusetts. He then
became president of the Canton (N. Y.) Theological

School, where he remained until 1809. Since 1808
he has been general superintendent of the Univei^
salist Church in the United States and Canada, of

which he was also appointed secretary in 1905.

He lectured before the St. Lawrence University

Divinity School in 1000-06 and before the Lom-
bard College Divinity School in 1006. He was
vice-president of the Universalist General Con-
vention in 1880-85 and is a member of the Ad-
visory Board of the New York State League of

Churches and of the committee on churches in the
Religious Education Association. From 1867 to

1874 he edited the Christian Leader, of which he
has since been associate editor, while in 1886-80
he was a sta£f-contributor to the Independent

and in 1802-94 was on the editorial 8ta£f of the

Standard Dictionary. He is also a member of the

American Social Science Association and of the

New York Economic Club. In theology he holds

firmly to the cardinal doctrine of the Univer-
salist denomination. His principal writings are:

Have We Outgrown Christianity t (Boston, 1870);

Latest Ward of Universalism (1879); Walks About
Zion (1880); Episcopacy (1885); Revelation (1893);

and Balance Sheet of Biblical Criticism (1896).

ATZBERGER, LEONHARD: Roman Catholic;

b. at Velden (a village near Vilsviburg, 42 m. n.e.

of Munich) July 23, 1854. He was educated at

the Gymnasium and Lyceum of Freising and at the

University of Munich. He was ordained to the

priesthood in 1879, and three years later became
privat-docent at Munich, where he was university

preacher in 1886. In 1888 he was appointed asso-

ciate professor of theology at the same university,

and was promoted to full professor in 1894. He
has written Die Logoelehre des heiligen Athanasius

(Munich, 1880); Die UnsUndlichkeU ChrisH (1883);

Christlidie Eechatologie in den Stadien ihrer Offen-

barung im AUen und Neuen Testament (Freiburg,

1890); Der Olaube (1891); Oeschichte der christ-

lichen Eschatdogie in der vomicdniachen Zeit (1896);

and Handbuch der katholiachen Dogmatik (1898-

1903; being the fourth volume of the work of the

same title by M. J. Scheeben).

AUBERLEHyQulber-len, KARL AUGUST: Theo-
logian; b. at Fellbach, near Stuttgart, Nov. 19,

1824; d. at Basel May 2, 1864. He studied in the

seminary of Blaubeuren 1837-41, and theology at

Tubingen 1841-45; became repetent in theology

at Tabingen 1849, and professor at Basel 1851.

As a young man he was attracted by the views of

Goethe and Hegel and enthusiastic for the criticism

of Baur; but he later became an adherent of the

old WOrttemberg circle of theologians—Bengel,

Oetinger, Roos, etc. He published Die Theoaophie

Oetingers (TObingen, 1847); Der Prophet Daniel

und die Offenbarung Johannis (Basel, 1854; Eng.

transL, by Adolph Saphir, The Prophecies of Daniel

and the Revelation, Edinburgh, 1874; 2d German
ed., 1857); Die gmliche Offenbarung (i, Basel,

1861; Eng. transl.,with memoir, Edinburgh, 1867).
A volume of sermons appeared in 1845; a volume
of lectures on the Christian faith in 1861.

AUBERTIN, 6"\AT^'ian\ EDHB : French Re-
formed clergyman; b. at Ch&lons-sur-Mame (90
m.e.of Paris) 1595; d. at Paris Apr. 5, 1652. He
became minister at Chartres 1618, and at Charen-
ton (Paris) 1631. To prove that the doctrine of the
Reformed Church concerning the Eucharist was
the same as that of the ancient Church, he wrote
ConformiU de la criance de Vtglise avec ceUe de St.

AugusHn sur le eacrement de VEucharistie (Paris,

1626), afterward enlarged and entitled VEucharis-
tie de Vandenne £glise (1629). The work attracted
attention and caused much controversy.

AUBIGlviyJEAir HENRI MERLE D'. SeeMsRUB
d'AubiqnA.

AUBIGNE, d'^brnyd', THEODORE AGRIPPA
D : Huguenot soldier and writer; b. at St. Maury,
near Pons (50 m. n. of Bordeaux), in Saintonge,
Feb. 8, 1552; d. at Geneva Apr. 29, 1630. He
grew up under influences which tended tomake him
a strong partisan in the religious disputes of the
time; studied for a period under Beza at Geneva,
but ran away to join a Huguenot regiment at the
age of fifteen; fought with distinction through the
wars which ended in the accession of Henry lY,
and, notwithstanding his rough manners and un-
politic candor, retained the friendship of the king
till his death. After the abjuration of Henry he
retired from the court, and devoted the later years
of his life to literary work. In 1620 to escape
threatening persecution he took refuge in Geneva.
One of his sons was the father of Madame de Main-
tenon. His most important work, was the Histoire

univereelle depuis 1660 jusqu*ti Van 1601 (3 vols.,

Maill^, 1616-20; new ed., by A. de Ruble, 9 vols.,

Paris, 1886-98). The Tragiques (1616; ed. C.
Read, 2 vols., Paris, 1896), a long epic poem,
treats in bad verse of the same subject as the
Histoire univereeUe. These works, little read when
published, and almost forgotten during the eight-

eenth century, in modem times have come to be
regarded as valuable sources of French history. His
complete works have been edited by E. R4aume
and F. de Caussade (6 vols., Paris, 1873-92).

Bibuooraprt: His autobiography was published by L. La-
laune. Mhnoirf de T. A. d'AvbiiaiU, Paris, 1880. Consult
further & Prarondt Les PoiUa AmIotmim; . . . d'Au-
biffnS sous Henri III., Paris, 1873; P. Morillot, Dieeoure
eur la vie etlee mwree d'Agrippa d'AubigtU, Paris, 1884;
A. von Sails, Affrippa d'AMoni, Heidelberg, 1886; Q.
Guiaot, Agrippa d'AvbionS, Paris, 1890.

AUBURN DECLARATION: An incident of the

Old and New School controversy in the Presby>

terian Church in 1837. The General Assembly
of that year, controlled by the Old School party,

"exscinded" the Bynoda of Utica, Geneva, and
Genesee, in New York, and Western Reserve, in

Ohio, declaring them to be " neither in form nor in

fact a part of the Presbyterian Church." On the

17th of the following August a convention of about

two hundred clergymen and a number of prominent

laymen, representing all the presbyteries in these

synods, met in Auburn, N. Y., to repel the charge
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of uiiBoundnesB in the faith and aet forth the views

they actually held. A declaration was adopted,

consisting of sixteen articles, corresponding to a

similar list of sixteen heresies alleged to be held

by the New School churches, which had been pre-

sented to the Assembly and had been the basis of

its action. Replying to the first of the charges, that

it was taught ** that God would have been glad to

prevent the existence of sin in our world, but was
not able without destroying the moral agency of

man; or that, for aught that appears in the Bible,

sin is incidental to any wise, moral system," the

members of the convention declared that they

believed that '' God permitted the introduction of

sin, not because he was imable to prevent it con-

sistently with the moral freedom of his creatures,

but for wise and benevolent reasons which he has not

revealed " (art. i) . In replying to the other charges,

the convention pronounced fully in the sense of

the Westminster Symbols. With a perhaps un-

conscious supralapsarianism, they put the doctrine

of election first in order, and all the other facts in

the process of redemption after it; so the arrange-

ment suggests that it was the primary purpose of

God to save a definite number of men out of a
race to be thereafter created; that in pursuance

of this purpose man was formed, the fall decreed,

and an atonement provided sufficient to meet the

case of that predestined number, and no others.

No affirmation of the universality of the atone-

ment is found among these sixteen propositions.

Original sin, total depravity, vicarious atone-

ment, Christ's intercession for the elect previous

to their conversion, absolute dependence upon
irresLstible divine grace for the renewal of the

heart, instantaneous regeneration, etc., all these

dogmas are emphatically affirmed. '' All who are

saved are indebted from first to last to the grace

and spirit of God and the reason why God does

not save all is not that he wants the power to do it,

but that in his wisdom he does not see fit to exert

that power further than he actually does" (art.

xiii). In short, the Auburn Declaration rises well

up to the high-water mark of the Calvinistic theology

and was indorsed by the General Assembly (Old

School) in 1868 as containing " all the fimdamentals
of the Calvinistic Creed."
Bibuooraprt: For full text of the deolaration oonmilt

Sehaff. CnedM, iii, 777-780; oonmilt also E. D. Morris. The
Prutyttrian Churchy New School, 18S7-18e9, pp. 77 sqq..

Columbus. O., 1906.

AUDIANS: The followers of a certain Audius,
according to Epiphanius (Hcer,, Ixx; followed by
Augustine, Hcer., 1), Theodoret (Hist, ecd,, iv, 10;

Higr, fab,, iv, 10), and Ephraem Syrus (Serm., xxiv.

Adv. h(Br.)f who state that Audius was a Mesopo-
tamian, a layman who lived " in the time of Arius,"
that he declaimed against the worldly conduct of

the clergy, foimded an ascetic sect, and, in his old
age banished to Scythia, did successful missionary
work among the Goths. When Epiphanius wrote
(c. 375) the sect was practically extinct in its orig-

inal home. He praises the orthodoxy of Audius
and his exemplary life, but blames him and his fol-

lowers for holding anthropomorphic views of God
and for being qut^todedmans. G. Knt^OBB.

Bibuoobapbt: C. W. F. Waloh, Bniumrf eimsr voOeiamligen
Hietorie der KetMormen. iii. 300-321. Leipoie. 1766; G.
HoffmAnn, AuuHge aue eyriaeken Akien pereiaeker M&r-
iyrer, pp. 122. Leipsic, 1880: J. Overbeek, 3. Bpkroemi
Byri RabuLm optra, p. 104, Oxford. 1866; L. E. laelin. in

JPT, xTi (1800). 296-a06.

AUDIENTIA EPISCOPALIS: The name given
by the code of Juptinian to the bishop's power of

hearing and deciding judicial cases. This power
in the eariy Church was based upon such passages
of Scripture as Matt, xviii, 1^16 and I Cor. vi. 1-

6. The Didachs testifies to the exercise of this

power by the presbyters, or by the college of pres-

byters with the bishop at their head; and the Apos-
tolic Constitutions forbid Christians to go to law,

even with the heathen, before a pagan tribimaL
Small differences are to be adjusted by the deaoons;
the more important are to be laid before the bishop
sitting in judgment with his clergy every Monday;
he is to decide after careful investigation and orderiy
examination of witnesses, by a procedure following
closely that of the secular tribunals. The enforce-

ment of his sentence by the civil power oould, of

course, only follow when the act took on the form
of a stipulation, which could be brought before the
courts. But with the public recognition of Chris-

tianity, Constantino gave the bishops a real judicial

power. The first of his three edicts on this sub-
ject is lost, and there have been many controver-
sies about the other two, of 321 and 333. EUther
party might appeal to the bishop at any stage in

the proceedings, and his decision was final, though it

required enforcement by the civil tribunals, for even
Constantine gave the bishop no imperium. This
privilege was abolished by Arcadius for the East
(398) and by Honorius for the West (408); the
regulations established by Valentinian III in 452
provide that no one shall be forced to appear before
the episcopal tribunal, and reduce the power to

something more like its original limits. In the
form then fixed, it remained in Justinian's code.
The bishops attonpted, in virtue of their disciplin-

ary authority over their clergy, to compel the latter

to submit even their civil differences to episcopal
judgment; this Justinian approved, and extended
to suits by laymen against clerics. The represent-
atives of the ecclesiastical tendency in the Frank-
ish kingdom went back to the edicts of Constan-
tine. Thus Florus of Lyons, in his commentary on
the constitutions published later by Sirmond, dis-

regarded the facts that these had been reversed by
Constantino's successors, and that in any case the
edicts of Roman emperors were no authority for

the Prankish kingdom; and Benedictus Levita
wrote an introduction to the law of 333 in which he
asserted that Chariemagne had proclaimed this as
the law of his empire. Regino only quotes one
passage from the edict of 333; but later collections

down to that of Gratian include the whole of what
is given by Benedictus Levita; and Innocent III
(119&-1216) relied upon it as the basis of his Z>e-

nunciaUo evan^ica (see Jurisdiction, Eoclbsias-
tical). But the later development of systematic
ecclesiastical judicature absorbed the function of
the bishop as arbiter. (E. Frieobbbo.)
BiBUooBArar; B. Sohilliiic, De origwe juriedicliome eede-
maaUem in emteieeivUibuetheipnc 1825; Junsk, De i
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mbiw §i progrtuti •puoopolit ivdieii in ooim* cwHSnu
laioorum utquM ad JiolinMinum, Berlin. 1832; Turok, !>•

jurwUeiumiM eivtKt per medium crvum . . . origine ei pro-
greeeu, MQnster, 1832; B. Matthian. Die Bntuncklung dee
rOmiechen SdiiedegerichtB, pp. 130 sqq., Rostock, 1888.
There ia an Eng. tranal.. with introduotion and notes, of the
Inetitulea of Justinian, by T. C. Sanders, London. 1888.

AUDIN, 6"dan' (JEA3X MARIE), YINCENT:
French Roman Catholic; b. at Lyons 1703; d. at

Paris Feb. 21, 1851. He studied theology at the
seminary of TArgenti^re, then studied law, but in

1814 went to Paris and lived thenceforth as book-
seller and author. He wrote Histaire de la Sain^
Barthilemy (2 vols., Paris, 1826); Histaire de Luther

(2 vols., 1839; Eng. transl., Philadelphia, 1841);
Histaire de CcUvin (2 vols., 1841); Histaire de Henri
VIII (2 vols., 1847; Eng. transl., London, 1852);
Histaire de L6on X (2 vols., 1844). His work has
been criticized as prejudiced and unscholarly.

Bibuoorapht: J. Barbey d'Aureyilly. Notice eur J. If.
Audin, Paris, 1856.

AUDREY, SAINT. See Etheldreda, Saint.

AUTKLARUIIG, THE. See Enlightenment,
THE.

AUOER, 6"zW, EDMOND: Jesuit preacher;

b. at Alleman, near Troyes, France, 1530; d. at

Como June 17, 1591. He made a pilgrimage to
Rome, and, while filling a menial position, attracted

the notice of Loyola, who admitted him to the novi-

tiate; sent back to France as mission preacher, he
is said to have converted more than 40,000 Hugue-
nots to the Church of Rome. He became court
preacher and confessor to Henry III in 1575, and
founded the Congregation of the Penitents of the
Annunciation of the Virgin Mary, 1583. He wrote
ascetical and controversial works, but is best known
by his Caiichisme franfois, written in Lyons, 1563
(published at Paris, 1568).

Bibuoorapht: For his life consult N. Bailly. Psris, 1662;
Dorigny, Avisnon. 1828; M. A. Perieaud, Lyons. 1828.

AUGSBURO, BISHOPRIC OF: The origin of the
Augsburg bishopric is lost in obscurity, but there
IS no doubt that it goes back to the days of the
Roman empire. The importance of the colony of

Augusta Vindelicorum is sufficient to account for

the early introduction of Christianity there. That
it was evangelized from the north of Italy is prob-
able from the fact that it originally formed a part
of the ecclesiastical province of AquUeia. It sur-
vived the downfall of the empire, the Alemannio
csonquest, and the subjection of the Alemanni in
their turn to Prankish rule. The early boimdaries
of the diocese, including not only Suabian but also

Bavarian and Prankish territory, give further evi-

dence that it was in existence before the establish-

ment of Teutonic dominion. The present diocese
has lost a few Austrian districts and those parts
which are now in Wttrttemberg, but has retained
BO much of the old diocese of Constance as is now
Bavarian. From the foimdation of the archbiEihop-

ric of Bfains, Augsburg was a suffragan see under
its jurisdiction until the reorganization of 1817
transferred it to the newly founded province of

Munich. The secular jurisdiction which the bishops
of Augsburg had exercised for more than a thou-
sand years was taken from them in 1802 and trans-

ferred to the Elector of Bavaria. (A Hauck.)

BnuooBAPHT: P. I. Braun. Oeeehidite der BiechOfe von
AugAwg^ 4 vols., Augsburg, 1813-16; A. Steichele. Dae
Bietum Ayg^burg . . . heechritben, 6 vols., Augsburg,
1864-1901; consult also Rettbeig, KD; Friedrich, KD;
and Hauck, KD.

AUGSBURG C05FESSI0K AND ITS APOLOGY.
Origin of the Confession (11).
Its Character and Contents (f 2).

Origin of the Apology ({ 3).

History of the Confession and the Apology (f 4).

On Jan. 21, 1530, the Emperor Charles V issued

letters from Bologna, inviting the German diet

to meet in Augsburg Apr. 8, for the purpose of

discussing and deciding various important ques-
tions. Although the writ of invitation was couched
in very peaceful language, it was received with
suspicion by some of the Evangelicals. The far-

seeing Landgrave of Hesse hesitated
I. Origin to attend the diet, but the Elector

of the Con- John of Saxony, who received the writ
fesaion. Mar. 11, on Mar. 14 directed Luther,

Jonas, Bugenhagen, and Melanchthon
to meet in Torgau, where he was, and present a
summary of the Protestant faith, to be laid before
the emperor at the diet. This summary has re-

ceived the name of the " Torgau Articles." On Apr.
3 the elector and reformers started from Torgau
and reached Coburg on Apr. 23. There Luther
was left behind. The rest reached Augsburg
May 2. On the joiimey Melanchthon worked
on an " apology," using the Torgau articles, and sent
his draft to Luther at Coburg on May 11, who
approved it. Several alterations were suggested
to Melanchthon in his conferences with Jonas,
the Saxon chancellor BrQck, the conciliatory bishop
Stadion of Augsburg, and the imperial secretary

Alfonso Valdes. On June 23 the final form of the
text was adopted in the presence of the Elector
John of Saxony, the Landgrave Philip of Hesse,
the Margrave George of Brandenburg, the Dukes
Ernest and Francis of LOneburg, the represent-

atives of Nuremberg and Reutlhigen, and other
counselors, besides twelve theologians. After the
reading the confession was signed by the Elector

John of Saxony, Margrave George of Branden-
burg, Duke Ernest of Laneburg, the Landgrave
Philip of Hesse, the Prince Wolfgang of Anhalt,
the representatives of Nuremberg and ReuUingen,
and probably also by the electoral prince John F^-
erick and Duke Francis of Ldneburg. During the
diet the cities of Weissenburg, Heilbronn, Kempten,
and l/nndesheim also expressed their concurrence
with the confession. The emperor had ordered the

confession to be presented to him at the next
session, Jime 24; but when the evangelical princes

asked that it be read in public, their petition was
refused, and efforts were made to prevent the

public reading of the document altogether. The
evangelical princes, however, declared that they
would not part with the confession until its

reading should be allowed. The 25th was then

fixed for the day of its presentation. In order

to exclude the people, the little chapel of the

episcopal palace was appointed in place of the

spacious dty hall, where the meetings of the diet

were held. The two Saxon chancellors Brtick

and Beyer, the one with the Latin copy, the other
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with the German, stepped into the middle of the

assembly, and against the wish of the emperor
the German text was read. The reading lasted

two hours and was so distinct that every word
could be heard outside. The reading being over,

the copies were handed to the emperor. The
German he gave to the imperial chancellor, the

Elector of Mains, the Latin he took away. Neither

of the copies is now extant.

The history of its origm shows that the docu-
ment presented at Augsburg was confession and

apology at the same time, destined

2. Its Char- to serve the cause qf peace and to

acter and refute the charge of deviating from
Contents, the ancient doctrine of the Church

and of having communion with see-

taries; and the entire first part {ArHculi prcecipui

fidei, arts, i-xxi) was intended to prove that the

Evangelicals agreed with the Catholic teaching,

and wherever they differed from the transmitted

form of doctrine they wished to restore the original,

genuine teaching of the Church. The second

part {Articidi in quibua recenserUur abusua mvJtati,

xxii-xxviii) treats of abuses and proves how cer-

tain general abuses must be abolished for the sake

of conscience and that such action was not only
supported by Scripture but also by the practise

of the ancient Church and the acknowledged
teachers of the Church.

[The first part of the Confession, which treats

of the chief articles of faith, speaks of the follow-

ing subjects: art. i, of God; ii, of original sin; iii, of

the Son of God; iv, of justification; v, of the

ministry of the Church; vi, of the new obedience;

vii, of the Church; viii, what the Church is; ix, of

baptism; x, of the Lord's Supper; xi, of confession;

xii, of repentance; xiii, of the use of sacraments;

xiv, of ecclesiastical orders; xv, of ecclesiastical

rites; xvi, of dvil affairs; xvii, of Christ's return

to judgment; xviii, of free will; xix, of the cause

of sin; xx, of good works; xxi, of the worship of

saints. The second part recounts the abuses which
have been corrected: art. i, of both kinds in the

Lord's Supper; ii, of the marriage of priests; iii, of

the mass; iv, of confession; v, of the distinction

of meats and of traditions; vi, of monastic vows;
vii, of ecclesiastical power.]

The hope that the opponents of the Confession

would make a profession of their faith was not
fulfilled. They refused to be con-

3. Origin sidered as a party. Nevertheless,

of the Apol- it was decided to have the Confession

ogy. examined by intelligent and impreju-

diced scholars, who were to acknowl-

edge that which was correct and to refute that

which was against the Christian faith and the

Christian Church (Picker, Die Confutation des Aug%-
burger Bekenntnisses, Leipsic, 1891, pp. 15 sqq.).

Among the twenty scholars selected by Campeggi
were some of the most malicious opponents of

Luther, like Eck, Faber, Cochlseus, Dietenberger,

and Wimpina, and their refutation (reprinted

by Ficker) was of such a character that it was
rejected by the emperor and the estates siding with

Rome. A revision, however, was accepted, and
as Responsio Augustance oonfessionia it was read on

Aug. 3, 1530, in the same room in which the Con-

fession had been read. Since this reply, the Con-

futatio pontifica, as it afterward came to be knovn
(the Latin text in Kolde, 141 sqq.), was adopted

by the emperor as his own and conformity to it was

demanded, the Protestants thought necessaiy to

refute it. No copy of the confutation was given

to the Evangelicals, and, as negotiations led to no

result, Melanchthon and others were requested to

prepare an "Apology of the Confession," that is

to say, a refutation of the charges of the Confuiatio,

and the same was approved by the Evangelical

estates. In the circular for dismissing the diet

which was presented to the estates, Sept. 22,

the remark was foimd that the evangelical con-

fession '* had been refuted." This remark was

contradicted by the chancellor BrQck in the

name of the Evangelicals, who presented at the

same time Melanchthon's apology. But the

emperor, to whom Ferdinand haid whispered some-

thing, refused to accept it. Tlus is the so-called

Prima ddineatio apoUfgim, first made known in

Latin by Chytrftus (Historia Augustana eonfes-

sionia, Frankfort, 1578, 328 sqq.; best edition of

the Latin and German text in the Corpus refor-

matarum, xxvii, 275 sqq.). Subsequently Melanch-

thon received a copy of the Confutation, which

led to many alterations in the first draft of the

Apology. It was then published in 1531 under
the title Apoiogia confessumia AugustancB. It

follows the artides of the Augustana (i.e., the

Augisburg Confession), and on account of its theo-

logical exposition is rather a doctrinal work than
a confession.

Although the emperor prohibited the printing of

the evangelical confession without his special per-

mission, during the diet six German
4. History editions and one in Latin were pub-
of the Con- lished (cf. Corpus reformatorumj xx\%
fessionand 478 sqq.). Their inaccuracy and
the Apology, incorrectness induced Melanchthon

to prepare an edition to which he

added the Apology. Thus originated the so-called

edUio princeps of the Augustana and Apology,

which was published in the spring of 1531. This

edition was regarded as the authentic reproduction

of the faith professed before the emperor and em-
pire. Whereas the first recension of the Apology
was composed in behalf of the evangelical states,

the edition now issued by Melanchthon was evi-

dently a private work to which he attached his name
as author, which is not the case with the Augustana.
Nevertheless, the Apology was accepted everywhere

and the German translation of Justus Jonas made
it accessible to the laity. In 1532 the Apology
was officially accepted at Schweinfurt by the

evangelical estates as an '* apology and exposition

of the confession along with the confession." Ever
since the Augustana and Apology have been
regarded as the official principal confessions of the

nascent Evangelical church. Their recognition

was a condition of membership in the Schmalkald
League; both were adopted in the Concord of

Wittenberg of 1536 and again at Schmalkald in

1537. Meanwhile fiielanchthon worked contin-

ually to improve the text. The German edition of
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the Augustaxia published in 1533 shows changes

in arts, iv, v, vi, xii, xv, xx, which are of no doc-

trinal consequence. The same is the case with

subsequent editions. More important was the

new Latin edition of 1540, where the apology is

said to have been diligerUer rtcognita. But the

Augustana appears here in such a form, espe-

ciaUy in art. x, that it afterward received the

name variata. Although attention had been

called in 1537 to Melanchthon's changes in the

text, and the Elector John Frederick criticized

them as arrogant (Corpus refarmatarum, iii, 366),

we find that the " Variata " when published gave

no offense. The assertion that Luther condenmed
it, can not be confirmed (cf. Kdllner, Symbolik,

i, Hamburg, 1837, 239). The new edition was
used freely, as a new edition is preferable to an
older; even such strict Lutherans as Johann Brens

praised Melanchthon for it {Corpus reJormaioTum,

iv, 737). Even the fact that Johann Eck at the

Worms Colloquy in 1541 mentioned the change
of the original text (Corpus reformatorum, iv, 34

0qq.; Ranke, DeiUsehe OeschidUe, iv, 176) had so

little effect upon the contemporaries and Melanch-

thon, that when a new edition became n^essary
in 1542 the latter introduced other changes. After

the death of Luther, when dogmatic controversies

widened the chasm between Melanchthonians and
the strict Lutherans and the edition of 1540 became
the party-symbol of the former and later also of the

Crypto-Calvinists, it naturally became an object

of suspicion to the stricter Lutherans and it was
but natural that in preparing the Book of Concord
the original text was adopted. The Latin text

represents the edxtio princeps of 1531, whereas

the German was made from a Maims copy.

(T. KOLDB.)
BiBUooBAnrr: The best text of the Confesnon in Let.

mnd Germ, is by Teehaokert, Leipaio. 1901; given also by
T. Kolde. Qotha, 1896. of. the ed. by E. Rauaoh. Die un-
gedndtrU auot^giadu C<mfe$9iont Dresden, 1874; the

L«t. with Eng. transl. by C. B. Krauth is in Schaff, Cneda,
iii, 3-73; the Krauth transl. of the Confession and Eng.
transl. of the Apology by H. E. Jacobs are in the latter's

Book of Concord, U 69-302. Philadelphia, 1893. while full

information as to the history of these documents is given

in the same, ii, 24-41. For early history and collections of

sources consult D. Chytrftiu, Hitiorie dor AuQ^tnarger Con-
fonion, Rostock. 1576, and often; J. J. MOller. Hiatorie

von dtr ovangdioAen StAnde Protestation vfie aueh von
dem BUT Augebwro Hberoebenen Olaubenebekenntnitoe, Jena,

1706; K 8. Cyprian. Hietorie der Augaburger Confeeeion,

Qotha, 1730; C.A. Salig, VoUsldmfios HiHorie der Aug§-
bwrtfer Confeeeion, 3 vols., Halle, 1730; G. Q. Weber,
Kritiecke OeethidUe der Aug^bwrger Confeeeion, aue archi-

valiMekenNaehricMen,2vo\%., Frankfort, 1786. For hi»-

tory of the text consult CR, xxvi, 280; G. W. Panser,

Die unverHnderte. augeburgieehe Confeeeion, Nuremberg,
1782 (Germ, and Lat.); G. P. C. Kaiser, Beitrageu einer

kritieAen JMerikrgeethichle der Mdanethaneehen Original-

OMegahe, ib. 1830. For the sources consult C. E. Fdrste-

mann. Urkundeftbudi tur Oeeehichte dee ReicKeiage tu
Augelntrg, t5SO, Halle. 1830; idem, AnMv fUr die Go-
eAithte der kirchlichen Reformation, vol. i, part 1, Halle,

1831; Luther's Briefe, ed. M. L. de Wette. vol. iii. Berlin,

1826; CR, ii; T. Kolde. Analeeta Lutherana, pp. 119

•qq.. Gotha, 1883; F. Schimnacher. Briefe und Akten tur

OeetMehte dee RdigionegeeprOehe und dee Reidtetage eu

Aitgeburg, ib. 1876. On the history and interpretation

consult Q. L. Plitt, BinUitung in die Auguetana, 2 vols.,

Eriaagen, 1867-68; O. Zdckler. Die augeburgieche Confee-

eion ale eymbolieche LOirgrundlage, Frankfort. 1870; C. P.

Krauth, The ConeervaHve ReformaHon and He TheoUtgy ae

rtpreeented in the Augeburg Confeeeion, Philadelphia. 1871;

L. von Ranke, Deuteehe OeeehidUe, iii, 172 sqq., Leipsie,
1881 ; J. Ficker, DieKonfuiaHon dee augelmrgiechenBAennt-
nieeee, ihre erete Oeetalt und ihre OeediidUe, ib. 1891;
H. E. Jacobs, Book of Concord, ut sup^ (the best edition
for English readers); T. Kolde. Martin Luther, ii, 324 sqq .

Gotha, 1893; Schaff, Chrietian Church, vi. 706-718: J.

W. Richard, PhUip Melanehthon, pp. 190-218. New York,
1896; J. KdstU >. MarUn Luther, ii. 192 sqq., BerUn. 1903.

AUGSBURO, IllTERIM OF. See Interim.

AUGSBURO, RELIGIOUS PEACE OF: A con-

vention concluded in a diet at Augsburg Sept.

25, 1555, intended to settle the religious question

in Germany. After his victory over the Schmal>
kald League (1547), the Emperor Charles V thought
he was near his goal, the religious and ecclesiastical

unity of the empire. But the desertion of Duke
Maurice of Saxony, and the Treaty of Passau (1552)

changed the situation, because by the latter public

recognition was given to the Lutheran faith as

among the ecclesiastical institutions of the empire.

Such recognition meant a complete rupture with the

ecclesiastical and political development inherited

from the Middle Ages, and a peace on the basis of

the equal recognition of both religions was highly

unacceptable to the emperor. As he could not pre-

vent it, he withdrew from the negotiations and
transferred all power to his brother Ferdinand, who
felt like himself, but was ready to accept the in-

evitable. When the diet at Augsburg was finally

opened Feb. 5, 1555, Ferdinand's endeavor was
directed more toward strengthening the peace of

the country than to religion. But the Protestants

insiBted upon settling the question of the religious

peace first, without regard to a council. The op-

posite party yielded reluctantly. With the excep-

tion of the Augsburg cardinal, Otto von Truchsess,

the spiritual princes agreed that " there should be
concluded and established a continual, firm, un-

conditional peace lasting forever," between the

professors '' of the old religion and the estates be-

longing to the Augsburg Confession." The stipu-

lations of the peace were as follows: All adherents

of the Augsburg Confession were to be included,

without regard to its various editions (see Auos-
BUBO Confession and its Afoloot), those sects

alone being excluded which had been condemned
by decrees of the diet, as already provided in the

Treaty of Passau. Spiritual jurisdiction in Prot-

estant territory was to be suspended, but the chap-

ters were not to be expelled from Protestant cities.

Confiscated spiritual estates, which did not belong

to those immediately subject to the emperor and
which at the time of the Treaty of Passau or later

were no longer in the possession of the clergy were

to remain in the hands of the Evangelicals. To
the secular estates alone was unrestricted freedom

of religion granted, and they were masters of the

religion of their subjects, for '' where there is one

Lord, there should be one religion." The conver-

sion of a spiritual prince to the Augsburg Confes-

sion, according to the reservatum eccUsiasticum

added by the king, carried with it the loss of his

spiritual dignity and his office as well as of the im-

perial fief. The imperial chamber, to which Prot-

estants were now admitted, was to watch over

the continuance of the peace. Considered all in

all, the success of the Protestants was small. Prot-
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estantism was deprived of the chance to spread,

by the reservatum ecdeaiasHcum, a large part of

Germany was permanently assigned to Catholicism,

and the Lutheran reformation, which had hardly be-

gun, was broken off, not to be resumed. The little

that had been gained was established, but the im-
mediate effect was the outbreak of the internal doc-

trinal controversies and the riseof the official Church.
(T. KOLDB.)

In Austria and its dependencies Lutheranism
profited greatly by the peace. Many nobles having
become Protestant claimed and exercised the right

to promote the Protestant cause in their possessions.

To be sure, the Hapsburgs claimed for themselves

the exclusive right to determine the religion of the

people in all their dependencies; but they found
it impossible to enforce their views upon the nobles.

A. H. N.
Bxbuooiiapht: Lehenmann, I>e pact rdioionia acta jnMiea

ti, criginalu, Frankfort, 1631; L. von Ranke, Deutadi*
OeaehidUe, vol. v. book x, Leipsio, 1882; H. Ritter,

I>eut$ckt Oe9diidU€ tm Zeilalier der Otffenreformatiant i,

79 0qq.. Stuttgart. 1880; O. Wolff, D^ AvQ9tnarger lU-
UtrionirimU, ib. 1800; F. von Beiold, OeadiichU der detO-

«db«ii Reformation, p. 866, Berlin, 1800; O. E^Uu^f,
Deuteehe OeediidUe im aeAmehUen JahrKumiert, ii, 687
•qq., Stuttcart, 1891.

AUGUSn, Qu'^gfls'tt, JOHANN CHRISTUll
WILHELM: Theologian and archeologist: b. at

Eschenberga, Saxe-Coburg-Ootha, Oct. 27, 1772;

d. at Coblens Apr. 28, 1841. He studied theology

at Jena and became professor of philosophy there

1800, of Oriental languages 1823; professor of the-

ology at Breslau 1812, at Bonn 1810, where he repH

resented the older school of theology by the side of

younger teachers such as LQcke, Gieseler, and
Nitzsch; in 1828 he became councilor of the con-

sistory of Coblens, in 1835 president. Among his

works are DenktourdigkeUen aus der ckristlichen

ArchOologie (12 vols., Leipsic, 1817-31); Lehrbueh
der chrisUichen Dogmengeschichie (1805; 4th ed.,

1835); EinleUung in das AUe Testament (1806; 2d
ed., 1827). The most widely xised of his works was
the Handbuch der ckristlichen Archdologie (3 vols.,

1836-37); he also assisted de Wette in translating

the Bible into German (1809-14). Adaptations of

his works on archeology were published in En^h
by J. E. Riddle (London, 1830) and L. Coleman
(Andover, 1841).

AUOUSnNAfSISTER. SeeLASAnLX,AMALiBvoN
AUGUSTINE OF ALVELDT: German Fran-

ciscan; b. at Alfeld (27 m. s. of Hanover), Prussia,

c. 1480; d. probably in Halle after 1532. He first

appears in Leipsic, where he was a reader in theol-

ogy at a convent. He is the Minorite to whom
Erasmus refers in the Spongia. He is known
chiefly as an opponent of Luther. On Jan. 20,

1522, he engaged in a public disputation at Weimar
with Johann Lange in defense of cloister-life. He
became guardian of the Franciscan cloister at Halle
about 1523. His works have now no value, except
as curiosities.

AUGUSTINE (AUSTIN), SAINT, OF CANTER-
BURY : The apostle to the English and first arch-

bishop of Canterbury; d. at Canterbury May 26, 604
or 605. When first heard of he was jrrmpositus

(prior) of the monastery of St. Andrew, foimded

by Gregory the Great in Rome, and was sextt by

Gregory in 506 at the head of a mission of forty

monks to preach to the Ang^o-Saxons. They lost

heart on the way and Augustine went back to

Rome from Provence and asked that the missioQ

be given up. The pope, however, commanded
and encouraged them to proceed, and they landed

on the Island of Thanet in the spring of 597.

They found the way not unprepared as Bertha,

daughter of Charibert of Paris and wife of Ethel-

bert, king of Kent, was a Christian and was
allowed to worship Gkxi in her own way. Ethel-

bert permitted the missionaries to settle and

preach in his town of Canterbury and before the

end of the year he was convert^ and Augustine
was consecrated bishop at Aries. At Christmas

10,000 of the king's subjects were baptised. Au-
gustine sent a report of his success to Gr^ory with

certain rather petty questions concerning his work,

which do not indicate a great mind. In 601 Melli-

tus (q.v.) and others brought the pope's replies,

with the pallium for Augustine and a present of

sacred vessels, vestments, relics, books, and the

like. Gregory directed the new archbishop to or-

dain as soon as possible twelve su£fragan bishops

and to send a bishop to York, who should also have
twelve suffragans,—a plan which was not carried

out,norwas the primatial see established at London as

Gregory intended. More practicable were the pope's

mandates concerning heathen temples and usages;

the former were to be consecrated to Christian

service and the latter, so far as possible, to be trans-

formed into dedication ceremonies or feasts of mar-
tyrs, since " he who would climb to a lofty height

must go up by steps, not leaps " (letter of Gregory
to Mellitus, in Bede, i, 30). Augustine reconse-

crated and rebuilt an old church at Canterbury as

his cathedral and founded a monastery in connection

with it. He also restored a church and founded
the monastery of St. Peter and St. Paul outside

the walls. His attempts to effect a union with the

old British (?hiu-ch in Wales failed. See Anglo-
Saxons, Conversion of the; Celtic Church in

Britain and Ireland.

Bibuooraprt: The important souroM are Bede, HiaL eceL,

i, 23-ii, 3 and the lettenof Gregory the Great (in Haddan
and Stubbs. CounciU, iii. 6-^). The thirteenth eente-

nary of Augustine's mission in 1807 called forth a number
of publications, including an edition of the chapters nf

Bede, with introduction, by A. Snow, O. S. B., London.
1807, and The Mieeion of St AugueHne to EngHand aeeord-

ing to the Original Doeumenta, ed. A. J. Mason, Cambridge.
1807, which gives everything of importance in Latin and
English (cf. also Haddan and Stubbs, ut sup., tii, 3-60>.

Monographs of a more popular character were issued by
O. F. Browne, Auguetine and hia Companionet London,
1805; E. L. Cutts. Augtutine of Canterhyry, ib. 1895;
Brou, 8. J., St AugueOn de Canterimry et eea oompagnortM,
Paris, 1807, Eog. trans!.. London, 1807; F. A. Gasquet,
The Mieeion of St Augtutine, ib. 1807; W. K. CoUma.
BeginningM of BngUth Chri^iawUy: Coming of St Avgu^
One, ib. 1808 (brief but scholarly); mention may be made
also of DNB, 1886. ii. 256-257; W. Hook. Lives of the

ArMiehope of Canterimry, voL i, London, I860; E, Bas>
senge. Die Sendung Auguetine eur Bekehrung der Angtl-
eacheen, Leipsic, 1800; A. P. Stanley. Hietoricai Mt-
moriaU of Canterimry, pp. 10-66, London, 1883; G. F. Mac-
lear, ApoeOeeof Medianal Europe, pp. 87-08, London. ISSS;
W. Bright, J^oriy Bngiuit Churdi Hietory, pp. 40-100. Ox-
ford, 1807. The life of Augustine is included in Oftrdinal

Newman's Livea of the EngHOi Sainta, London. 1845.
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AUGUSTINE, SAINT, OF HIPPO.
. Life.

1. FormatiTe Period.
Souroee for a Biography (f 1).

Boyhood. Parental Influences (f 2).

Schooling and Early Marriage (f 3).

Comes Under Manichean Infltienoee

(§4).
Teaches at Thagaste (i 5).

Rejection of Manicheanism. Re-
moval to Rome (f 6).

Life Under Ambrose at Milan (f 7).

Attracted to Neoplatonism ({ 8).

Conversion to Christianity (f 9).

Baptism. Ordination in Africa

(I 10).

Preebyterate at Hippo (i 11).

Beginnings of Polemic Activity

(I 12).

2. Work as Bishop.
Election to the Bishopric (| 1).

Possidius's View of Augustine's
Servicee ({ 2).

II.

Doctrinal Importance of Augustine
(I 3).

Events of His Episcopate (f 4).

Theology and Writinga
His Anti-Manicheanism (| 1).

His Anti-Pelagianism (f 2).

Anti-Pelagian Writings (f 3).

Activity Against Donatism (| 4).

Development of His Views (f 6).

Additional Writings (f 6).

Miscellaneous Works (f 7).

I. Life: 1. FormatlTre Period: Augustine, bishop

of Hippo (Lat. AuffusHnua; the prsenomen Aure-
lius given by Orosius, Prosper, and others, has no
evidence in his own writings, or in letters ad-
dressed to him), is not only the most important of

the Fathers of the early Church, but at the same
time the one best known through a variety of

specially full and useful sources. He was one of

the most fertile writers of the early period, and
the multiplication of his manuscripts has allowed

his works to come down relatively complete in nimi-

ber. Among these, the Confeasio-

I. Sources nea and the RetractaHonea have a
for a Bi- unique value for the history of primi-

ography. tive church life, while others are full

of biographical details. Moreover,

a countryman of his, Possidius, Bishop of Calama,
who was in close relations with him for forty years

and present at his death, has given us a life which
deserves a place of honor in early hagiography.

We have thus remarkably satisfactory sources

both as to Augustine's life and as to his literary

work. He himself, in his Confesaionea (written

between 397 and 400), has described the events

of his first thirty-three years; and for the rest of

his life we have both the treatises and letters,

which begin about the time when the Conleaaiones

stop, as well as the biography by Possidius. For
the historical imderstanding of his works, as well

as for their dates and criticism, Augustine himself

has left in the Retractationes (completed at the end
of 427) a unique guide. In this review he takes up
each one of his writings, except the letters and ser-

mons, in chronological order, with the purpose of

expUdning things which might be misconstrued

or of restating them in a better way; and Possidius

has given us also a comprehensive and systematic

list of all the writings, as an appendix to his biog-

raphy.
Augustine is the first ecclesiastical author the

whole course of whose development can be clearly

traced, as well as the first in whose case we are able

to determine the exact period covered by his career,

to the very day. He informs us himself that he was
bom at Thagaste (Tagaste; now Suk

2. Boyhood. Arras), in proconsular Numidia, Nov.
Parental 13, 354; he died at Hippo Regius

Influences, (just south of the modem Bona) Aug.
28,430. [Both Suk Arras and Bona are

in the present Algeria, the first 60 m. w. by s. and the

second 65 m. w. of Tunis, the ancient Carthage.]

His father Patridus, as a member of the council,

belonged to the influential classes of the place;

he was, however, in straitened circimistances,

and seems to have had nothing remarkable either

in mental equipment or in character, but to have
been a lively, sensual, hot-tempered person, en-
tirely taken up with his worldly concerns, and
unfriendly to Christianity until the close of his life;

he became a catechumen shortly before Augustine
reached his sixteenth year (369-370). To his mother
Monnica (so the manuscripts write her name, not
Monica; b. 331, d. 387) Augustine later believed
that he owed what he became. But though she
was evidently an honorable, loving, self-sacrificing,

and able woman, she was not always the ideal of

a Christian mother that tradition has made her
appear. Her religion in earlier life has traces of

formality and worldliness about it; her ambition
for her son seems at first to have had little moral
earnestness and she regretted his Manicheanism
more than she did his early sensuality. It seems
to have been through Ambrose and Augustine
that she attained the mature personal piety with
which she left the world. Of Augustine as a boy
his parents were intensely proud. He received his

first education at Thagaste, learning to read and
write, as well as the mdiments of Greek and Latin
literature, from teachers who followed the old

traditional pagan methods. He seems to have had
no systematic instruction in the Christian faith

at this period, and though enrolled among the cate-

chumens, apparently was near baptism only when
an illness and his own boyish desire made it tem-
porarily probable.

His father, delighted with his son's progress in his

studies, sent him first to the neighboring Madaura,
and then to Carthage, some two days' joumey
away. A year's enforced idleness, while the

means for this more expensive schooling were being

acciunulated, proved a time of moral deterioration;

but we must be on our guard against forming our
conception of Augustine's vicious living from the

Confesaicnea alone. To speak, as Mommsen does,

of ** frantic dissipation " is to attach too much
weight to his own penitent expressions of self-

reproach. Looking back as a bishop, he naturally

regarded his whole lilfe up to the

3. Schooling '' conversion " which led to his bap-

and Early tism as a period of wandering from
Marriage, the right way; but not long after

this conversion, he judged differently,

and found, from one point of view, the turning-

point of his career in his taking up philosophy in

his nineteenth year. This view of his early life,

which may be traced also in the Canfessianea,

is probably nearer the truth than the popular

conception of a youth simk in all kinds of immoral-

ity. When he began the study of rhetoric at

Carthage, it is tme that (in company with com-
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rades whose ideas of pleasure were probably much
more gross than his) he drank of the cup of sensual

pleasure. But his ambition prevented him from
allowing his dissipations to interfere with his

studies. His son Adeodatus was bom in the sum-
mer of 372, and it was probably the mother of this

child whose charms enthralled him soon after his

arrival at Carthage about the end of 370. But he

remained faithful to her until about 385, and the

grief which he felt at parting from her shows what
the relation had been. In the view of the civilisa-

tion of that period, such a monogamous union was
distinguished from a formal marriage only by
certain legal restrictions, in addition to the infor-

mality of its beginning and the possibility of a
voluntary dissolution. Even the Church was
slow to condemn such unions absolutely, and
Monnica seems to have received the child and his

mother publicly at Thagaste. In any case Augus-
tine was known to Carthage not as a roysterer

but as a quiet honorable student. He was, how-
ever, internally dissatisfied with his life. The
Hortensiua of Cicero, now lost with the exception

of a few fragments, made a deep impression on
him. To know the truth was henceforth his deepest

wish. About the time when the contrast between
his ideals and his actual life became intolerable,

he learned to conceive of Christianity as the one
religion which could lead him to the attainment

of his ideal. But his pride of intellect held him
back from embracing it earnestly; the Scriptures

could not bear comparison with Cicero; he sought for

wisdom, not for humble submission to authority.

In this frame of mind he was ready to be affected

by the Manichean propaganda which was then

actively carried on in Africa, without

4. Comet apparently being much hindered by
Under Mani- the imperial edict against assemblies

chean In- of the sect. Two things especiaUy

fluences. attracted him to the Manicheans:

they felt at liberty to criticize the

Scriptures, particularly the Old Testament, with

perfect freedom; and they held chastity and self-

denial in honor. The former fitted in with the

impression which the Bible had made on Augustine

himself; the latter corresponded closely to his

mood at the time. The prayer which he tells us

he had in his heart then, " Lord, give me chastity

and temperance, but not now," may be taken as

the formula which represents the attitude of many
of the Manichean audxtartt. Among these Augus-
tine was classed during his nineteenth year; but
he went no further, though he held firmly to Mani-

cheanism for nine years, during which he en-

deavored to convert all his friends, scorned the

sacraments of the Church, and held frequent dis-

putations with catholic believers.

Having finished his studies, he returned to

Thagaste and began to teach grammar, living in

the house of Romanianus, a prominent

5. Teaches citizen who had been of much service

at Thagaste. to him since his father's death, and
whom he converted to Manicheanism.

Monnica deeply grieved at her son's heresy, for-

bade him her house, until reassured by a vision

that promised his restoration. She comforted

herself also by the word of a certain bishop (prob-

ably of Thagaste) that ** the child of so many
tears could not be lost." He seems to have spent

b'ttle more than a year in Thagaste, when the

desire for a wider field, together with the death

of a dear friend, moved him to return to Carthage
as a teacher of rhetoric.

The next period was a time of diligent study,

and produced (about the end of 380) the treatise,

long since lost, Dt pukhro et aplo.

6. Rejection Meanwhile the hold of Manicheanism
of Mani- on him was loosening. Its feeUe

cheanism. cosmology and metaphysics had long

Removal to since failed to satisfy him, and the

Rome. astrolo^cal superstitions springing

from the credulity of its diaciplfa

ofifended his reason. The members of the sect,

imwilling to lose him, had great hopes from a meet-

ing with their leader Faustus of Mileve; but when
he came to Carthage in the autumn of 382, he too

proved disappointing, and Augustine ceased to be

at heart a Manichean. He was not yet, however,

prepared to put anything in the plac» of the doc-

trine he had held, and remained in outward com-
munion with his former associates while he pursued
Ids search for truth. Soon after his Bfanichean con-

victions had broken down, he left Carthage for

Rome, partly, it would seem, to escape the pre-

ponderating influence of his mother on a mind
which craved perfect freedom of investigation.

Here he was brought more than ever, by obli^tions
of friendship and gratitude, into close association

with Manicheans, of whom there were many in

Rome, not merely oudUoreB but perfecti or fully

initiated members. This did not last long, however,
for the prefect Synunachus sent him to Milan,

certainly before the be^nning of 385, in answer
to a request for a professor of rhetoric.

The change of residence completed Augustine's

separation from Manicheanism. He listened to

the preaching of Ambrose and by it

7. Life Un- was made acquainted with the aUe-

der Am- gorical interpretation of the Scrip-

brose at tiures and the weakness of the Mani-
MiUuL chean Biblical criticism, but he was

not yet ready to accept catholic

Christianity. His mind was still imder the influ-

ence of the skeptical philosophy of the later Acad-
emy. Thiswas the least satisfactorystage in his men-
tal development, though his external circumstances

were increasingly favorable. He had his mother
again with him now, and shared a house and garden
with her and his devoted friends Alypius and Ne-
bridius, who had followed him to Milan; his assured

social position is shown also by the fact that, in

deference to his mother's entreaties, he was for-

mally betrothed to a woman of suitable station.

As a catechumen of the Church, he listened r^ulariy
to the sermons of Ambrose. The bishop, thou^ as

yet he knew nothing of Augustine's intenial

struggles, had welcomed him in the friendliest

manner both for his own and for Monnica's sake.

Yet Augustine was attracted only by Ambrose's
eloquence, not by his faith; now he agreed, and
now he questioneid. Morally his life was perfa,^
at its lowest point. On his betrothal, he had put
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away the mother of lus son; but neither the grief

which he felt at this parting nor regard for his

future wife, who was as yet too young for marriage,

prevented him from takhig a new concubine for the

two intervening years. Sensuality, however, began
to pall upon him, little as he cared to stru^e
against it. His idealism was by no means dead;

he told Romanian, who came to Milan at this

time on business, that he wished he could live alto-

gether in accordance with the dictates of philoso-

phy; and a plan was even made for the foundation

of a community retired from the world, which
should live entirely for the pursuit of truth. With
this project his intention of marriage and his am-
bition interfered, and Augustine was further off

than ever from peace of mind.
In his thirty-first year he was strongly attracted

to Neoplatonism by the logic of his development.
The idealistic character of this phi-

8. Attracted losophy awoke unbounded enthusi-

to Keo- asm, and he was attracted to it also

platonlsm. by its exposition of pure intellectual

being and of the origin of evil. These
doctrines brought him closer to the Church, though
he did not yet grasp the full significance of its central

doctrine of the personality of Jesus Christ. In
bis earlier writings he names this acquaintance

with the Neoplatonie teaching and its relation to

Christianity as the turning-point of his life, though
in the Canfesncmea it appears only as a stage on
the long road of error. The truth, as it may be
established by a careful comparison of his eariier

and later writings, is that his idealism had been
distinctly strengthened by Neoplatonism, which
had at the same time revealed his own will, and not

a nattara altera in him, as the subject of his baser

desires. This made the conflict between ideal and
actual in his life more unbearable than ever. Yet
his sensual desires were still so strong that it seemed
impossible for him to break away from them.
Help came in a curious way. A countryman of

his, Pontitianus, visited him and told him things

which he had never heard about the monastic life

and the wonderful conquests over self which had
been won under its inspiration. Augustine's pride

was touched; that the unlearned should take the

kingdom of heaven by violence, while

9. Conver- he with all his learning, was stiU held

sion to captive by the flesh, seemed unworthy
Christianity, of him. When Pontitianus had gone,

with a few vehement words to Alypius,

he went hastily with him into the garden to

fight out this new problem. Then followed the

scene so often described. Overcome by his con-

flicting emotions he left Alypius and threw himself

down under a fig-tree in tears. From a neigh-

boring house came a child's voice repeating again

and again the simple words ToUe, lege, ** Take up
and lead." It seemed to him a heavenly indica-

tion; he picked up the copy of St. Paul's epistles

which he had left where he and Alypius had been
sitting, and opened at Romans xiii. When he

came to the words, " Let us walk honestly as in the

day; not in rioting and drunkenness, not in

chambering and wantonness," it seemed to him
that a decisive message had been sent to his own

soul, and his resolve was taken. Alypius found a
word for himself a few lines further, " Him that
is weak in the faith receive ye;" and together
they went into the house to bring the good news
to Monnica. This was at the end of the summer
of 386.

Augustine, intent on breaking wholly with his

old life, gave up his position, and wrote to Ambrose
to ask for baptism. The months which inter-

vened between that sxmmier and the Easter of the
following year, at which, according to the early

custom, he intended to receive the sacrament, were
spent in delightful calm at a country-house, put at

bis disposal by one of his friends, at Cassisiacum

(Casciago, 47 m. n. by w. of Milan). Here Monnica
Alypius, Adeodatus, and some of his pupils kept

him company, and he still lectured on
10. Baptism. Vergil to them and held philosophic

Ordination discussions. The whole party re-

in Africa, turned to Milan before Easter (387),

and Augustine, with Alypius and Adeo-
datus, was baptized. Plans were then made for

returning to Africa; but these were upset by the

death of Monnica, which took place at Ostia as

they were preparing to cross the sea, and has been
described by her devoted son in one of the most
tender and beautiful passages of the Confeeaionee,

Augustine remained at least another year in Italy,

apparently in Rome, living the same quiet life

wl^ch he had led at Cassisiacum, studying and
writing, in company with his countryman Evo-
dius, later bishop of Uzalis. Here, where he had
been most closely associated with the Blanicheans,

his literary warfare with them naturally began; and
he was also writing on free will, though this book
was only finished at Hippo in 391. In the autunm
of 388, passing through Carthage, he returned to

Thagaste, a far different man from the Augustine

who had left it five years before. Alypius was
still with him, and also Adeodatus, who died young,

we do not know when or where. Here Augustine

and his friends again took up a quiet, though not yet

in any sense a monastic, life in common, and pur-

sued their favorite studies. About the beginning

of 391, having found a friend in Hippo to help in

the foundation of what he calls a monastery, he
sold his inheritance, and was ordained presbyter in

response to a general demand, though not with-

out misgivings on his own part.

The years which he spent in the presbyterate

(391-395) are the last of his formative period. The
very earliest works which fall within the time of

his episcopate show us the fully developed theolo-

gian of whose special teaching we think when we
speak of Augustinianism. There is little externally

noteworthy in these four years. He took up
active work not later than the

zz. Pr6»- Blaster of 391, when we find him
byterate at preaching to the candidates for bap-

ffippo. tism. The plans for a monastic com-
munity which had brought him to

Hippo were now realized. In a garden given

for the purpose by the bishop, Valerius, he
founded his monastery, which seems to have been
the first in Africa, and is of especial significance

because it maintained a clerical school and thus
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made a connecting link between monasticism

and the secular clergy. Other detaik of this

period are that he appealed to Aurelius, bishop

of Carthage, to suppress the custom of hold-

ing banquets and entertainments in the churches,

and by 305 had succeeded, through his courageous

eloquence, in abolishing it in Hippo; that in 392

a public disputation took place between him and a
Manichean presbyter of Hippo, Fortunatus; that

his treatise De fide et aymbcio was prepared to be
read before the council held at Hippo October 8,

393; and that after that he was in Carthage for a
while, perhaps in connection with the synod held

there in 394.

The intellectual interests of these four years are

more easily determined, principally concerned as

they are with the Manichean controversy, and pro-

ducing the treatises Dt utUitate en-
13. Begin- dendi (391), De duabua animabue con-

nings of tra Manich(B08 (first half of 392), and
Polemic Contra Adimanhim (394 or 395). His

Activity, activity against the Donatists also

begins in this period, but he is still

more occupied with the Manicheans, both from
the recollections of his own past and from his in-

creasing knowledge of Scripture, which appears,

together with a stronger bold on the Church's

teaching, in the works just named, and even more
in others of this period, such as his expositions of

the Sermon on the Mount and of the Epistles to the

Romans and the Galatians. Full as the writings

of this epoch are, however, of Biblical phrases and
terms,—grace and the law, predestination, vocation,

justification, regeneration—a reader who is thor-

oughly acquainted with Neoplatonism will detect

Augustine's old love of it in a Christian dress in

not a few places. (He has entered so far into St.

Paul's teaching that humanity as a whole appears

to him a massa peccoH or peccatorumf which, iif left

to itself, that is, without the grace of God, must
inevitably perish. < However much we are here

reminded of the later Augustine, it is clear that he

still held the belief that the free will of man could

decide his own destiny. He knew some who saw
in Romans ix an unconditional predestination

which took away the freedom of the will; but he

was still convinced that this was not the Church's

teaching. His opinion on this point did not change

till after he was a bishop.

fl. Work as Bishop: The more widely known
Augustine became, the more Valerius, the bishop

of Hippo, was afraid of losing him on the first va-

cancy of some neighboring see, and desired to fix

him permanently in Hippo by making him coad-

jutor-bishop,—a desire in which the

z. Election people ardently concurred. Augus-
to the tine was strongly opposed to the pro-

Bishopric, ject, though possibly neither he nor Va-
lerius knew that it might be held to be

a violation of the eighth canon of Nicea, which for-

bade in its last clause " two bishops in one city
"

(Hefele, Conciliengeachichte, i,407 sqq., Eng. transl.,

i, 409-410); and the primate of Numidia, Megalius of

Calama, seems to haveraised difiieulties which sprang
at least partly from a personal lack of confidence.

But Valerius carried his plan through, and not long

before Christmas, 395, Augustine was consecrated

by Megalius. It is not known when Valerius died;

but it makes little difference, since for the rest of

his life he left the administration more and more
in the hands of his assistant.

A complete narration of Augustine's doings dur-

ing the thirty-five years in which he was the glory

of the little diocese would require a history of tl^

African, almost of the whole Western, Church.

Here we can do no more than briefly discuss some
things which constitute his importance to later

Christianity, and mention a few important bio-

graphical facts. Further details will be found in

the articles Donatibm, PsiAoros, SEMiPEUkoiAN-
ISM, MONABTICISM, NORTH AFRICAN ChURCH. The
life of Augustine by his friend Possidius shows that

its author was possessed by the de-

2. Poflsid- sire to erect a suitable memorial to a

itts'i IHew of man who was destined to have a last-

Aogustine'i ing importance in the history of the

Services. Church; it is much more than a mere
product of hagiography. He con-

siders Augustine first as an author who has left so

many works in refutation of heresy and encourage-

ment of piety that few even of diligent students

can master them all; and he feels himself therefore

bound to include a brief account of his subject's

literary activity. Then he deals with the services

which Augustine rendered to the peace and unity

of the Church by his labors against the Donatists;

and finally he attributes to Augustine's encourage-

ment of monastidsm much of its growth, together

with an actual regeneration of the clerical life. His

view on the two latter points, if colored a little

by the local point of view, is still the respectable

opinion of a contemporary; but it does not alto-

gether agree with the deliberate historical judg-

ment of posterity. The Vandal invasion, which
came like a spring frost upon the young life of the

African Church, and the Mohammedan conquests,

both prevented Augustine's labors from having
their full effect in Africa. Leaving aside for the

moment the influence of his writings, one may
really say that the condemnation of Pelagianism

was the only permanant result of his work.
But his writings have continued to exert such

an influence, by no means confined to the time of

the early Church nor to African soil, as no other
Fatherbeforeor since has ever attained.

3. Doctrinal If we look to the posthumous effects

Importance they have had, we may agree with the

of Angus- verdict of Possidius, and carry it

tine. further than was possible to a contem-
porary. Augustine is practically the

father of all western Chrii^ianity after his time. It

is true that Catholicism has never officially accepted
his doctrine of grace in its entirety; but this fact

is of relatively ^ght importance when we think of

the colossal influence which his writing? have had
upon the gradual shaping of the Churdi's doctrine

as a whole—^there is scarcely a single Roman Cath-
olic dogma which is historically intelligible without
reference to his teaching. And it is not only the

dogmas of the Western Church over which he has

exerted an unparalleled influence; its hierarchical

and its scientific development both derive from
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him. The great struggle between the rival chiefs

of medieval Christendom, the pope and the emperor,

is explicable in its deepest meaning, intelligible in

its course, only from his De civitate Dei; when medi-

eval theology was most active, then it was most
under his influence, and the scholastic movement
was determined, not only in its speculations but in

its very method, by him. From him, again, medi-
eval myptidsm, in both its authorised and its

heretical forms, received its most decisive impulse;

Augustinian influences must be taken into account
in the study of all the so-called precursors of the

Reformation. When, however, we have called

him the father of medieval Catholidsm, we have
not yet said all. The effect of his teaching in the

East has been, to be sure, slight and indirect; but
the Reformers made an ally of him. The charac-

teristic notes of what are specifically called the

Reformed Churches, in contradistinction to the

Lutheran, are especially founded upon Augustinian

tradition. In the history of philosophy, too, he
has been a force far beyond the liiddle Ages; in

both Descartes and Spinoza his voice may be dis-

tinctly heard.

Space forbids any attempt to trace all the causes

of these abiding effects; and in what remains to be
said, biographical interest must be largely our
guide. We know a considerable number of events

in Augustine's episcopal life which can be surely

placed—the so-called third and eighth

4. Events synoda of Carthage in 397 and 403, at

of His which, as at those still to be men-
Episcopate, tioned, he was certainly present; the

disputation with the Mamchean Felix

at Hippo in 404; the eleventh s3rnod of Carthage
in 407; the conference with the Donatists in Car-

thage, 411; the synod of Mileve, 416; the African

general council at Carthage, 418; the journey to

Cffisarea in Mauretania and the disputation with
the Donatist bishop there, 418; another general

council in Carthage, 410; and finally the consecra-

tion of Eradius as his assistant in 426. None of

these events, however, marks a decisive epoch in

his life, which flowed on quietly and evenly during

the whole time of his episcopate, except the last

few months. Thus it will require careful study to

determine the epochs in his intellectual develop-

ment during this period.

n. Theology: His special and direct oppo-
sition to Manicheanism did not last a great while

after his consecration. About 397
I. His Anti- he wrote a tractate Contra epistolam

Maniche- [Manichan] quam vacant fundamenti;

anism. in the De agone ckrUtianOf written

about the same time, and in the

Confeaaionee, a little later, numerous anti-Mani-

chean expressions occur. After this, however,

he only attacked the llanicheans on some special

occasion, as when, about 400, on the request of

his "brethren," he wrote a detailed rejoinder to

Faustus, a Manichean bishop, or made the treatise

De natvra boni out of his discussions with Felix;

a little later, also, the letter of the Manichean
Secundinus gave him occasion to write Contra

Secundinum, which, in spite of its comparative

brevity, he regarded as the best of his writings

on this subject. In the succeeding period, he was
much more occupied with anti-Donatist polemics,

which in their turn were forced to take second
place by the emergence of the Pelagian contro-

versy.

It has been thought that Augustine's anti-

Pelagian teaching grew out of his conception of the

Church and its sacraments as a means
2. His Anti- of salvation; and attention was called

Pelagian- to the fact that before the Pelagian

ism. controversy this aspect of the Church
had, through the struggle with the

Donatists, assimied special importance in his mind.
But this conception should be denied. It is quite

true that in 395 Augustine's views on sin and grace,

freedom and predestination, were not what they
afterward came to be. But the new trend was
given to them before the time of his anti-Donatist

activity, and so before he could have heard anything
of PelagiuB. What we call Augustinianism was
not a reaction against Pelagianism; it would be
much truer to say that the latter was a reaction

against Augustine's views. He himself names the
beginning of his episcopate as the turning-point.

Accordingly, in the first thing which he wrote after

his consecration, the De divenia quoBstionilma ad
Simplicianum (396 or 397), we come already upon
the new conception. In no other of his writings

do we see as plainly the gradual attainment of

conviction on any point; as he himself says in the

Retractatume8f he was laboring for the free choice

of the will of man, but the grace of God won the

day. So completely was it won, that we might
set forth the specifically Augustinian teaching on
grace, as against the Pelagians and the Massilians,

by a series of quotations taken wholly from this

treatise. It is true that much of his later teaching

is still undeveloped here; the question of predestina-

tion (though the word is used) does not really come
up; he is not clear as to the term " election "

;

and nothing is said of the " gift of perseverance."

But what we get on these points later is nothing

but the logical consequence of that which is ex-

pressed here, and so we have the actual genesis

of Augustine's predestinarian teaching under our

eyes. It is determined by no reference to the

question of infant baptism—still less by any con-

siderations connected with the conception of the

Church. The impulse comes directly from Scrip-

ture, with the hdp, it is true, of those exegetical

thoughts which he mentioned earlier as those of

others and not his own. To be sure, Paul alone

can not explain this doctrine of grace; this is evi-

dent from the fact that the very definition of grace

is non-Pauline. Grace is for Augustine, both now
and later, not the mieericordia peccata condonane

of the Reformers, as justification is not the altera-

tion of the relation to God accomplished by means
of the accipere remisaionem. Grace is rather the

miaericordia which displays itself in the divine

inapiratiOf and justification is jtutum or jrium

fieri as a result of this. We may even say that

this grace is an interna Uluminatio such as a study

of Augustine's Neoplatonism enables us easily

to understand, which restores the connection with

the divine bonum esse. He had long been convinced
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that " not only the greatest but also the smalleBt

good things can not be, except from him from

whom are all good things, that is, from God;"
and it might wdl seem to him to follow from this

that faith, which is certainly a good thing, could

proceed from the operation of God alone. This

explains the idea that grace works like a law of

natm«, drawing the human will to God with a
divine omnipotence. Of course this Neoplatonic

coloring must not be exaggerated; it is more con-

sistent with itself in his earlier writings than in the

later, and he would never have arrived at his pre-

destinarian teaching without the New Testament.

With this knowledge, we are in a position to esti-

mate the force of a difficulty which now confronted

Augustine for the first time, but never afterward

left him, and which has been present in the Roman
Catholic teaching even down to the Councils of

Trent and the Vatican. If faith depends upon
an action of our own, solicited but not caused by
vocation, it can only save a man when, per fidem

ffratiam accipiens, he becomes one who not merely

believes in God but loves him also. But if faith

has been already inspired by grace, and if, while

the Scripture speaks of justification by faith, it is

held (in accordance with the definition of grace)

that justification follows upon the infuiio carUaHs,
—^then either the conception of the faith which is

God'inspired must pass its fluctuating boundaries

and approach nearer to that of carttas, or the con-

ception of faith which is unconnected with caritaa

will render the fact of its inspiration unintelligible

and justification by faith impossible. Augustine's

anti-Pelagian writings set forth this doctrine of

grace more clearly in some points, such as the terms
" election," " predestination," " the gift of perse-

verance," and also more logically; but space for-

bids us to show this here, as the part taken in this

controversy by Augustine is so fully detailed else-

where (see Pklagius; Semxpelaqianism). An
eniuneration of his contributions to this subject

must suffice.

They are as follows: De peccatarum meritia et

remissione (412); De epirilu et litera (412);

De nahtra et gratia contra Pelagium

3. Anti- (415); De perfectione juatitUB homi"

Pelagian nia (about 415); De ffeatia Pelagii

WritingB. (417); De gratia Christi et de peccato

originali (418); De nuptiie et con-

cupiecentia (419 and 420); De anima et ejus

origins (about 419), which does not bear directly

on Pelagianism, but answers a Pelagianising critic

of Augustine's reserve on the question of tradudan-
ism and creationism; Contra dttae epistulaa Pe-
lagianorum ad Bonifatium, romana ecdeeicB epis-

copum (about 420); Contra Julianum (about 421);

De gratia et libero arbitrio (426 or 427); De cor-

reptione et gratia (426 or 427); De proBdeetinatione

sanctorum (428 or 429); De dono perseverantia

(428 or 429); and the opus imperfectum written in

the last years of his life, Contra secundam Juliani

responsionem.

In order to arrive at a decision as to what influ-

ence the Donatist controversy had upon Augustine's

intellectual development, it is necessary to see

how long and how intensely he was concerned

with it. We have seen that even before he was a

bishop he was defending the catholic Church against

the Donatists; and after his- consecration he took

part directly or indirectly in all the important

discussions of the matter, some of which have beeo

already mentioned, and defended the cause of the

Church in letters and sermons as well as in his

more formal polemical writings. The

4. Activity first of these which belongs to the

Against period of his episcopate. Contra par-

Donatism. tern DonaU, has been lost; about 400

he wrote the two cognate treatises

Contra epistulam Parmeniani (the Donatist bishop

of Carthage) and De haptismo contra Donatistas,

He was considered by the schismatics as their

chief antagonist, and was obliged to defend himself

against a libelous attack on their part in a re-

joinder now lost. From the years 401 and 403

we have the reply to the Donatist bishop of Qrta,

Contra epistulam PetUiani, and also the Epistula

ad catholicos de unitate ecdesia. The conflict

was now reaching its most acute stage. After the

Carthaginian synod of 403 had made preparations

for a decisive debate with the Donatists, and the

latter had declined to fall in with the plan, the

bitterness on both sides increased. Another synod
at Carthage the following year decided that the

emperor should be asked for penal laws against the

Donatists. Honorius granted the request; but the

employment of force in matters of belief brought
up a new point of discord between the two sides.

When these laws were abrogated (409), the plan of

a joint conference was tried once more in June, 411,

under imperial authority, nearly 300 bishops

being present from each side, with Augustine and
Aurelius of Carthage as the chief representatives

of the catholic cause. In the following year, the

Donatists proving insubordinate, Honorius issued

a new and severer edict against them, which proved
the beginning of the end for the schiam. For these

years from 405 to 412 we have twenty-one extant

letters of Augustine's bearing on the controversy,

and there were eight formal treatises, but four of

these are lost. Those which we still have are:

Contra Cresconium grammaticum (about 406);

De unico baptismo (about 410 or 411), in answer
to a work of the same name by Petilian; the brief

report of the conference (end of 411); and the Liber

contra DonaOstas post cpUationem (probably 412).

After this date, though he occasionally touched on
the question in letters and sermons, he produced
practically no more literary polemics in regard to it;

we know of one lost anti-Donatist treatise of about

416, and still possess one written for a special

occasion Contra Gaudentiumf DonaHstarum epis-

copum, about 420; but these are all.

The earliest of the extant works against the

Donatists present the same views of the Church and

its sacraments which Augustine developed later.

The principles which he represented in this oon-

ffict are merely those which, in a simpler form,

had either appeared in the anti-Donatist polemics

before his time or had been part of his own earlier

belief. What he did was to formulate them with

more dogmatic precision, and to permeate the

ordinary controversial theses with his own deep
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thoughts on unitaa, caritas, and inspiralio qraiia

in the Church, thoughts which again trace their

origin back to his Neoplatonio foundations. In

the course of the conflict he changed

5. Develop- his opinion about the methods to be

ment of employed; he had at first been opposed

Hit Views, to the employment of force, but later

came to the " Compel them to come
in " point of view. It may well be doubted, how-
ever, if the practical stru^e with the schismatics

had as much to do with Augustine's development
as has been supposed. Far more weight must
be attached to the fact that Augustine had be-

come a presbsrter and a bishop of the catholic

Church, and as such worked continually deeper into

the ecclesiastical habit of thought. This was not

hard for the son of Monnica and the reverent ad-

mirer of Ambrose. His position as a bishop may
fairly be said to be the only determining factor in

his later views besides his Neoplatonist foundation,

his earnest study of the Scripture, and the predes-

tinarian conception of grace which he got from
this. Everything else is merely secondary. Thus
we find Augustine practically complete by the

beginning of his episcopate—about the time when
he wrote the Confeaswnea. It would be too much
to say that his development stood still after that;

the Biblical and ecclesiastical coloring of his thoughts

becomes more and more visible and even vivid;

but such development as this is no more significant

than the effect of the years seen upon a strong face;

in fact, it is even less observable here—^for while

the characteristic features of his spiritual mind
stand out more sharply as time goes on with

Augustine, his mental force shows scarcely a
sign of age at seventy. His health was uncertain

after 386, and his body aged before the time; on
Sept. 26, 426, he solemnly designated Eraclius (or

Heraclius) as his successor, though without conse-

crating him bishop, and transferred to him such a
portion of his duties as was possible. But his

intellectual vigor remained imabated to the end.

We see him, as Prosper depicts him in his chronicle,

" answering the books of Julian in the very end of

his days, while the on-rushing Vandals were at the

gates, and gloriously persevering in the defense

of Christian grace." In the third month of the

siege of Hippo by the barbarian invaders, he fell

ill of a fever, and, after lingering more than ten

days, died Aug. 28, 430. He was able to read on
his sick-bed; he had the Penitential Psalms placed

upon the wall of his room where he could see them.
Meditating upon them, he fulfilled what he had
often said before, that even Christians revered for

the sanctity of their lives, even presbyters, ought
not to leave the world without fitting thoughts of

penitence.

He left no property behind him but the books
which he had procured for the library of the church,

among which, according to Possidius, corrected

copies of his own works were some of the most
valuable. They constitute, in fact, Augustine's

legacy to the Church at large. Certidn parts of it

which have not been enumerated above may be
mentioned here. He himself divided his writings

into three classes: the 232 treatises [libri) discussed

in the RetractaHoneB ; the letters; and the "popular
tractates, which the Greeks call homilies " (he calls

them aermoneB ad populum in another
6. Addi- place). He had intended to review
tional the two latter classes as he did with

Writings, the libri in the Retradationea,hut death
prevented him. In so far, therefore, as

the index of Possidius fails us—and this is often the

case, owing to the uncertainty of titles and the great

number of letters and sermons—a critical study
of these classes of writings is much more difficult

to make than of the libri. The edition published

by the Benedictines of St. Maur (Paris, 1679-1700)
in eleven folio volumes affords a useful working
basis; it includes 217 letters, though the classification

is not always justified, and a few more have come
to light since. The sermons comprise a much larger

niunber. Augustine must be considered, although
his preaching did not please himself, as the greatest

Western preacher of the early Church. He did not
memorise his sermons, but after saturating himself

with his subject, spoke from the inspiration of the

moment; some of them he himself dictated for

preservation after preaching them, while others

were taken down by his hearers. Among those

for which he is responsible are the series on the

Gospel of John, dogmatically among his most
interesting works (about 416), and the comments
on the Psalms, partly preached (between 410 and
420).

Of works not yet mentioned, those written after

395 and named in the Retractationea, may be classi-

fied under three heads—exegetical
7, Mlscel- works; minor dogmatic, polemical,

laneous and practical treatises; and a separate

Works, class containing four more extensive

works of special importance. The
earliest of the minor treatises is De calechizandia

rudibia (about 400), interesting for its connection

with the history of catechetical instruction and
for many other reasons. A brief enumeration of the

others will suffice; they are: De opera monor
charum (about 400); De bono conjugali and De
eancta virginiUUe (about 401), both directed

against Jovinian's depreciation of virginity; De
divinatione dcemonum (between 406 and 411);

De fide et openbua (413), a completion of the argu-

ment in the De spiritu et liierat useful for a study

of the difference between the Augustinian and the

Lutheran doctrines of grace; De cura pro mortuiSf

interesting as showing his attitude toward super-

stition within the Church; and a few others of

less interest. We come now to the four works
which have deserved placing in a special category.

One is the De doctrina Christiana (begun about

397, finished 426), important as giving his theory

of scriptural interpretation and homiletics; an-

other is the Enchiridion de fide, ape, et caritate

(about 421), noteworthy as an attempt at a system-

atic collocation of his thoughts. There remain

the two doctrinal masterpieces, the De trinitate

(probably begun about 400 and finished about

416) and the De civitale Dei (begun about 413,

finished about 426). The last-named, beginning

with an apologetic purpose, takes on later the form

of a history of the City of God from its beginnings.
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before the worid was, to the time when it looks

upward, beyond the world, to its heavenly goal.

The closing years of his life, after the completion

of the Retractationes in 426-427, were busy ones.

Besides works already named, he wrote four others

in these years: three against heresies, and the

Speculum de acriptura sacra, a collection of the

ethical teaching of the Scripture for popular use.

We can not now tell whether the last paragraph
of the 0pu8 imperfectum or the latest of the letters

were the last words he wrote; but the close of the

letter is eminently characteristic of him: " That
we may have a quiet and tranquil life in all piety

and love, let this be your prayer for us (as it is ours

for you), wherever you are; for, wherever we are,

there is no place where he is not whose we are."

(F. LOOFB.)

Biblxoobapht: The earliest printed ed. of the collected

works waa by Amerhaoh, toIs., Basel, 1606, reprinted

Paris, 1515, lacldnc. however, the EpUtolm^ 8ermone»t and
EnarratUm$a in PmUmo; of the original edition; an ed.

by Erasmus was published in 10 vols., Basel, 1529, often

reprinted there, at Venice, and at Lyons; the next ed. by
the theologians of the University of Louvain was in 10
vols., Antwerp, 1577, often reproduced (a great advance
on both the others); the Benedictine ed., still the best,

came next. 11 vols., Paris, 1679-1700 (the article Augtu-
Hne in DCS, i. 222-224 gives the contents of this ed.,

volume by volume); other editions are by Ledere, 12
vols., Antwerp [Amsterdam], 1700-03, Gaume, 11 vols.,

Paris, 1836-39, Antonelli, 14 vols., Venice, 185&-60. MPL,
xxxii-xlvii; in CSEL fifteen volumes have appeared,
1887-1905 (this will be the definitive edition). An Eng.
transl. of the most important works is in NPNF, let

series, vols, i-viii (vol. i contains St. Auffu^Hne'* Life and
Work by P. SchaflF. This edition reproduces in revised

form the fifteen volumes of the Edinburgh edition, Marcus
Dods editor, and the three volumes on the New Testament
and the six on the Psalms in the Oxford Library of the

Faihere, with treatises not previously translated, making
it superior to all previous translations). Of individual
works editions that are noteworthy or convenient are the
following: CtvUae Dei, Opuecula eeleeta de ecdeeia, De
graUa et libero arhitrio^ De prtBdeeHnatume^ De dono per-

eeveranUcBt De triniUUe, In Joannem, and Confeeeionee
are all in the Teubner series; Civitae Dei, Lat. text and
Eng. transl., by H. Gee, 2 vols., London, 1893-M, and
Lat. text with Fr. transl., 3 vols., Paris, 1846; Select

AnH^Pelagian Treatiaee, Lat. text with introduction
by W. Bright, Oxford, 1880. Translations of separate
treatises worthy of mention are, in English: Confeeeiona,

by W. Watts, London, 1631, republished by W. G. T.
Shedd, Andover, 1860, by W. H. Hutchings, London,
1883, by A. Smellie. ib. 1897, and by C. Bigg, ib. 1898;
Lettere, selected and translated by Ifary H. Allies, ib.

1890; HomUiee on John, by H. F. Stewart, ib. 1902; Ctty
of Ood, by J. Healey, 3 vols., ib. 1903; in German: Con-
feeeionee by A. Rapp, Bremen, 1889. by W. Bomemann,
Gotha, 1889, and by E. Pfieiderer. Gottingen, 1902; Medi-
taOonee, by A. Dreier, Steyl, 1886; in French: La CiU de
Dieu, by E. Saisset. 4 vols., Paris, 1855; Midilatione, by
Peliasier, ib. 1853; Letiree, by J. J. F. Poujoulat, 4 vols.,

ib. 1858; Lee Confeeeione, by P. Janet, ib. 1857. and by
C. Douais. ib. 1893. For the life of Augustine the chief
sources are his Confeeeionee, Retradationee, and Epietola,
and the Vita AttowHni by his pupil Possidius. the latter

ed. A. G. Cramer, Kiel. 1832. from which are culled the
accounts in L. 8. Tillemont, Mhnoiree . . . eccUeiae-
tiquee, vol. xi, Paris fl706 (Eng. transl., 2 vols., London,
1733-35). and in ASB, Aug. vi, pp. xxviii. 213-286. Mod-
em accounts to be mentioned are: F. A. G. Kloth, Der heil-

ige Kirchenlehrer AuQiutin, 3 vols., Aachen, 1839-40;
J. J. F. Poujoulat. Hiaknre de St. AugueHn, 3 vols., Paris.
1843; C. Bindemann, Der heilige AvgwUnue, 2 vols.,
Leipdc, 1844-55 (a standard work); F. Bdhringer, Aure-
liue ilKOusfe'nus, Biechof von Hippo, Stuttgart, 1878;
IT. J. C. Bourke, Life and Laboure of St. Auguetine, Dub-
lin, 1880; R. W. Bush, SL AvifueHns, hie Life and Timee,
London, 1883; C. H. Collette, St AugueHne; . . . hie

Life and WriHnoe ae affecting hie Controversy wiA Romt,

ib. 1883; Hietoire de SL AtiffusKn, 2 ola.. Paris, 1SS6

(by a member of the Augustine Order); P. Schaff, Shtdut
in Chrietian Biograj^y, SL Chryeoetom and SL ^u^M^iae.
New York. 1891; C. Wolf«ruber, Ataguetinua. Auf Grund
dee kirdisngeediiehUiehen ffadUaeeea von Kardinal Ran-

•ehen, Paderbom. 1898; A. Hatsfekl, SL Au4n*Mlin, Pvv.
1902 (Eng. transl. of earlier ed.. London, 1896): J. Hod-
son, SL Auffuetine, Biehop of Hippo, ib. 1899; J. McCabr.
SL Auffuetine and hie Age, New York, 1903 (a briili&ct

book); G. W. Osmun, AugueHne, the Thinker, Cincinnsti.

1906. For discussions of various phases of his ateiivit}»

and influence consult: J. C. F. B&hr, Oeeckiekie der r.-mi-

edten Lileraiur, supplement volume, part 2, 3 parts, Carl«-

ruhe, 1836-40; G. F. Wiggers, Veraueh einer pragmaH-
eehen Daretdiung dee Auffuetiniamue und Pdagianiemua
nodi ihrer geediidUlidifen Entwideelung, Hambnrs. 2 voUl.

1821-33, ^ig. transl.. An Hietorieal PreeentaHon of A^
guetiniem and Pdagianiem from 0kc Original Source*.

Andover, 1840 (a standard work); J. B. M. Flottea, Studta

eur SL Auffuetin, eon gtnie, eon dms, so pkilooojAu,

Montpellier, 1861; Nourisson, La PhUoeopihie de SL An-
guetin, 2 vols., Paris, 1866; Ferras, De la poyehologie di

SL Auguetin, ib. 1869; A. Naville, 6tude sur le devtiop-

pement de ea peneie iueq^'h Vipoque de eon ordination.

Geneva, 1872; A. Domer, Auguetinue, aein theoioet-

echee Syelem und eeine rdigionephiloeophieehe Aneeham-
ung, Berlin, 1873; J. H. Newman, AugueHne and du
Vandale, and Convereion of AugueHne, in vol. iii of Hietor-

ieal Sketehee, London, 1873; J. B. Mosley. The AugueHwtiaa.

Doctrine of PredeeHnation, London, 1878; A. F. Th^.
Le Ohde philoeophique et litUraire de SL Auguetui^

Amiens, 1878; J. Stors, Die Philoeophie dee heUigen .4*-

gueHnue, Freiburg, 1882, K. Werner, Die auguaHniacht
Theologie, Vienna, 1882; S. Angus, 5ottroes of the Fim
Ten Booka ofAuguatine'e Deeivitale Dei, Princeton. N. J^

1906; H. Renter, AugueHnieche Studien, Gotha, 1SS7;

G. J. Seyrich, Die OeechichtephHoeophte Augustine nadk

aeiner Schrift De eivitate Dei, Leipsic, 1891; J. Specht,

Die Lehre von der Kirche naeh dem heUigen AuguaHnue,
Paderbom, 1891; W. Heinaclmann, AugueHne Anaichten
vom Weeen der menadtliehen SeeUe, Erfurt, 1894; O. Sched.
Die Anadiouung AugueHne mber ChrieH Peraon und Werk,
Tabingen, 1901. Besides the foregoing the various his-

tories of the church and of Christian doctrine may be cqd-

sulted with profit.

AUGUSTINIANS : The general name for a

number of orders and congregations of both men
and women living according to the so-called Augu^
tinian rule. It is true that St. Augustine composed
no monastic rule, for the hortatory letter to the

nuns at Hippo Regius {Epist,, ccxi, Benedictine
ed.) can not properly be considered such; never-

theless three sets have been attributed to him
(texts in Holstenius-Brockie, Codex Tegularum
monasHcarum, ii, Augsburg, 1759, 121-127). the

longest of which, a medieval compilation from
certain pseudo-Augustinian sermons in 45 chapters,

is the one commonly known as the regula Augu^
tinif and served as the constitution of the R^ular
Canons of St. Augustine and many societies imi-

tating them, as, for example, the Dominicans (see

Chapter; Dominic, Saint, and the Dominicax
Order).
The Hermits of St. Augustine (who are generally

meant by the name " Augustinians; " known al^
as *' Austin Friars; " the order to which Martin
Luther belonged) were the last of the four great

mendicant orders which originated in the thir-

teenth centiiry. They owed their existence to no
great personality as founder, but to the policy of

Popes Innocent IV (1241-54) and Alexander IV
(1254-61), who wished to antagonize the too power-
ful Franciscans and Dominicans by means of a

similar order under direct papal authority and
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devoted to papal interests. Innocent IV by a bull

issued Dec. 16, 1243, united certain small hermit

societies with Augustinian rule, especially the

Williamites, the John-Bonites, and the Brictinans

(qq.v.). Alexander IV (admonished, it was said,

by an appearance of St. Augustine) called a general

assembly of the members of the new order \mder
the presidency of Cardinal Richard of St. Angeli

at the monastery of Santa Maria del Popolo in

Rome in Mar., 1256, when the head of the John-

Bonites, Lanfranc Septala, of Milan, was chosen

general prior of the united orders. Alexander's

bull Licet ecdesia catholica of Apr. 13, 1256, con-

firmed this choice. The same pope afterward

allowed the Williamites, who were dissatisfied

with the new arrangement, to withdraw, and they

adopted the Beneddctine rule. The new order

was thus finally constituted. Several general

chapters in the thirteenth century (1287 and 1290)

and toward the end of the sixteenth (1575 and 1580),

after the severe crisis occasioned by Luther's

reformation, developed the statutes to their present

form (text in Holstenius-Brockie, ut sup., iv, 227-

357; cf. Kolde, 17-38), which was confirmed by
Gregory XIII. A bull of Pius V in 1567 had
already assigned to the Hermits of St. Augustine
the place next to the last (between Carmelites and
Servites) among the five chief mendicant orders.

In its most flourishing state the order had forty-

two provinces (besides the two vicariates of India

and Moravia) with 2,000 monasteries and about
30,000 members. The German branch, which
until 1299 was counted as one province, was divided

in that year into four provinces: a Rheno-Swabian,
Bavarian, Cologne-Flemish, and Thimngo-Saxon.
To the last belonged the most famous German
Augustinian theologians before Luther: Andreas
Proles (d. 1503), the founder of the Union or Con-
gregation of the Observant Augustinian Hermits,

organised after strict principles; Johann von
Paltz, the famous Erfurt professor and pulpit-

orator (d. 1511); Johann Staupitz, Luther's mon-
astic superior and Wittenberg colleague (d. 1524).

Reforms were also introduced into the extra-

German branches of the order, but a long time after

Proles's reform and in connection with the Counter-

reformation of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. The most important of these later

observant congregations are the Spanish Augus-
tinian tertiary nuns, founded in 1545 by Archbishop
Thomafi of Villanova at Valencia; the ** reformed "

Augustinian nuns who originated under the influ-

ence of St. Theresa after the end of the sixteenth

century at Madrid, Alcoy, and in Portugal; and the

barefooted Augustinians (Augustinian Recollects;

in France Augustins d^chaussH) founded about
1560 by Thomas a Jesu (d. 1582). O. ZOCKLEBf.

Bibuoorapht: Helyot, Ordrf numaatiquM^ iii, 1-72; T.
Kolde, Die deuUcKe AuoutHnerkonffregaHon und Johann
van Staujrits, Qotha, 1870; Heimbucher, Orden und Kon-
oreoatianen, ii, 388, 443 aqq.; Currier, RelioiouB Order; pp.
310-315, 669-772.

AURELIAN: Roman emperor 270-275. He was
of humble origin but through his talents as a soldier

rose to a high position under the emperors Valerian

and Claudius and by the latter was nominated

CJiBsar at the wish of the army. Upon the death
of Claudius (270), Aurelian succeeded to the prin-

cipate at a time when the integrity of the empire
was threatened by the barbarians and the appear-
ance of numerous pretenders within its bounds.
His talent and energy in restoring order and repel-

ling invasion won him the title of Restorer of the
Commonwealth. He was victorious on the Danube
and in Italy, but is best known in connection with
the overthrow of the Syrian kingdom of Palmyra
and its celebrated queen Zenobia. He was assas-

sinated in Thrace by one of his own oflScers while

preparing to set out on an expedition against the
Persians.

Aurelian, according to an old tradition in the
Church, originated the ninth of the ten great

persecutions of the Christians spoken of by the

early writers; but this tradition seems to rest on
a misunderstanding of the texts. Orosius (vii, 23)
speaks of Aurelian as a persecutor of the Christians,

but attributes to him only the inception of a plan
of persecution without stating that it was put into

effect. The author of the De moriibus persecutorum

(vi) is authority for the statement that an edict

hostile to the Christians was promulgated, but that

before it could reach the border provinces the death
of the emperor intervened. Eusebius {Hist, ecd.,

vii, 30), to whom all other accoimts may be referred

as the source, says that toward the end of his reign

Aurelian experienced a change of view with regard

to the Christians and for the worse, but that before

he could proceed to the execution of his hostile

designs he was overtaken by the divine vengeance.
Eusebius speaks neither of the actual issue of an
edict nor of its execution, and this accords with

the known character of the emperor and the con-

ditions prevailing in the empire. Aurelian was
first of all a soldier and was occupied almost entirely

with military affairs during his reign. It is highly

improbable that in a time of foreign danger and
internal unrest he would risk further disturbances

by organizing a general persecution of the Chris-

tians; and, though he was devoted to the pagan
faith and even to its superstitions, he would recog-

nize that Christianity had held, since the time of

Gallienus, a publicly guaranteed position in the

State. (August Klostermann.)

BiBLxooRArar: Qibbon, Dedine and FaU^ chap, xi; T. Momm-
Bcn. Prcvincte of the Roman Empire^ i, 180, 268-260; ii,

117-120. New York. 1887; V. Dunay. Hitiary of Rome,
vii, 283-323, Boston, 1800; and other histories of the
period.

AURICULAR COlfFESSlON (From Lat. awricuLa,
" the external ear ")•' Confession into the ear of a
priest in private, enjoined by Leo the Great (440-

461) as a substitute for public confession. The
twenty-first canon of the Fourth Lateran Council

(1215), under Linocent III, makes it obligatory

every year upon all Catholics, on pain of excom-
munication, and consequently the loss of Christian

burial. See Cokfession of Sins.

AURIFABER, au-i1-fa'ber (GOLDSCHMID), AN-
DREAS: German physician and theologian, best

known in connection with the Osiandrian contro-

versy in Prussia; b. at Breslau 1514; d. at K6nigs-

berg Dec. 12, 1559. He began his studies at
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Wittenberg in 1527 and there gained the friendship

of Melanchthon. In 1529 he became rector of the

Latin school at Danzig and two years later accepted

a nmilar post at Elbing. The bounty of Dtike

Albert of Prussia enabled him to pursue the study
of medicine at Wittenberg and in Italy, and after

1545 he was physician to the Duke and professor

of physics and medicine in the newly established

university at Kdnigsberg, issuing, in the perform-

ance of his duties, a number of treatises on
physics and physiology. In 1550 he married a
daughter of Osiander and thus became involved

in the bitter controversy aroused by the latter's

views on justification and grace (see Osiander,
Andreas). After Osiander's death in 1552, Auri-

faber, who in the preceding year had been made
rector of the university, became the leader of the

Osiandrian party and made use of his office and his

influence over the duke to crush the rival faction

in Prussia, driving its adherents from the imiver-

sity in 1554. In pursuance of the same object he
traveled extensivdy throughout Germany and by
his activity aroused the bitter hatred of the con-

servatives, who assailed him with extreme viru-

lence. Aiuifaber, however, retained his influence

till his death, which occiured suddenly, in the

antechamber of the duke. (G. Kawerau.)

AXTRIFABER,JOHANIIES,OF BRESLAU (Vro^ts-

laviensis) : Gennan reformer and church adminis-

trator, younger brother of Andreas Aurifaber;

b. at Breslau Jan. 30, 1517; d. there Oct. 19,

1568. He began the study of languages and phi-

losophy at Wittenberg in 1534, and later turned
to theology, forming an intimate friendship with
Melanchthon, whose lifelong friend and adviser

he remained. He became a member of the philo-

sophical faculty in 1540, and in 1545 was dean.

In 1547 he became rector of a school at Breslau

but returned in the following year to Wittenberg,
leaving again in 1550 to assume the position of

professor of theology at the University of Rostock,

secured for him through Melanchthon's inter-

cession. In 1551^2 he took a leading part in the

drafting and promulgation of the Mecklenburg
diurch order. Through the influence of his

brother Andreas he was sunmioned to KOnigsberg
in 1554 as professor of theology and inspector

of the churches within the see of Samland, where
it was hoped that his reputation for mildness and
the conciliatory character of his theology would be
instrumental in allaying the bitter dissensions

aroused by the teachings of Osiander. Aurifaber

devoted himself to the task of pacification and in

September, 1554, presided over a general synod
caUed for the purpose of arriving at a compromise
between the factions. The parochial clergy, how-
ever, regarded with mistrust the advent of an out-

sider who was not wholly free from suspicion of the

Osiandrian taint and the synod failed to effect a
compromise. Aurifaber was nevertheless appointed
president of the see of Samland. Persisting in

his efforts at conciliation he summoned a second
synod at Raesenburg in 1556 and succeeded in

obtaining from the Osiandrian faction a recanta-

tion of their extreme doctrines, without, however,
satisfying either party. His unpopularity increased

as a result of the publication, in 1558, of the

new Prussian church order, with the preparation

and editing of which Aurifaber was dosely cod-

cemed and in which his opposition to the practise

or exorcism in baptism found expression. Biany

of the clergy refused to subscribe to the new or-

dinances and recourse was had to imprisonment
and expulsion, measures which were repugnant to

Aurifaber and nuide his office irioKime. In 1565

he resigned and returned to Breslau, where he

became two years later pastor and inspector of

schoob and churches. (G. Kawerau.)

AX7RIFABER, JOHANHES, OP WEDCAR (Vvm-
rienaiB): German Lutheran divine, best known
as a collector and editor of the writings of Luther;

b. probably in the county of Mansfeld in 1519;

d. at Erfurt Nov. 18, 1575. He began his studies

at the University of Wittenberg in 1537, where he

attached himself closely to Luther. FVom 1540

to 1544 he acted as tutor to the young count of

Mansfeld and in the following year made the cam-
paign against the French as field chaplain. In

1545 he went to live with Luther as his famuhu
and remained with him till the great refoimer's

death in the following year. In 1550 he became
court preacher at Weimar and for the next ten years

took a very prominent part in the internal quarrds
of the followers of Luther, distinguishing htinself as

a zealous adherent of the so-called Gnesio-Lutheran

faction. His extreme views caused his dismissal

from the court of Weimar in 1561 and he remox-ed

to Eisleben where he began his series of Luther
publications. In 1566 he became pastor at Erfurt,

where he passed the rest of his life engaged in almost

incessant strife with his colleagues. Aurifaber

began collecting Lutherana as eariy as 1540 and
by 1553 he claimed to be in possession of 2,000

letters of the master. From 1553 to 1556 he was
coeditor on the Jena edition of the works of Luther.

In the latter year he published a volume of Latin

letters by Luther and followed this with a second

volume in 1565. In 1566 appeared his celebrated

Tischreden und CoUoquia D. Af . Lutiien, of which
part only, that dealing with the last days of the

reformer, was based on notes taken by Aurifaber.

The great mass of the work followed closely a col-

lection of Luther's Table Talk prepared by Lauter-

bach as early as 1538 and subsequently revised

by him. With Lauterbach's material Aurifaber

incorporated much from other sources, displaying,

however, little care in the collation of his texts or

even in the logical arrangement of the sources.

His compilation, therefore, has the value only of

a secondary authority except for the memoranda
of his own preservation. Without attempting
deliberate falsification of his texts Aurifaber showed
littie hesitation in modif3ring the tone of Luther's

discourse, so that his work should not be read with-

out caution. It is more than probable that in

many places he has sought to intensify Luther's

characteristic homeliness of expression, with the

result of lending to the book a spirit of gratuitous

coarseness. Aiuifaber derived great profit from
the sale of collections of Luther's writings to the

Protestant princes of Gennany.
(G. Kawsbau.)
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BzBLioaaAPBT: On the Table TcUk oonsult W. Mey«r, Ueber
Lauitrhadu und Aurifabert Sammlungen der Tiaehrtden
Lutktn, G^^ttingen, 1896. Goiunilt further Von Popowsky,
KriHk der handetJur^Uiehen Sammlung dee JoKann Auri-
faber, KOnigsberK, 1880.

AUSO^mUSy DECIMnS MAGNUS: Latin poet
and rhetor; b. at Burdigalia (Bordeaux) about
310; d. there about 393. Hia family was of Celtic

origin and the poet numbered among his near ances-

tors members of the Druid class. He received

his education at Tolosa and, returning to his native

city about 327, established himself as a teacher of

grammar and rhetoric, attaining in a career of more
than thirty yean the reputation of one of the
greatest professors of his time. About the year
364 Ausonius probably declared himself formally

a Christian, for in the following year he was sum-
moned to Treves as tutor of the young Gratian,

eldest son of the Emperor Valentinian I, a post
which would have scarcely have been open to him
if he had continued to profess the pagan faith.

The sincerity of his conversion or rather the depth
of his new belief has been made the subject of a long
controversy, his writings offering evidence in sup-
port of different views. Thus his Versus paschales

pro AugustOf falling between the years 367 and
371, express an undoubted adherence to the for-

mulas of the Nicene Creed, while about the year
378 in the Precatio consulis designati he turns
once more to the heathen gods, invoking Janus
among them. Over Gratian, Ausonius exercised

unbounded influence and when the former ascended
the throne of the Western Empire in 375 his tutor

attained an important position in state affairs and
was powerful enough to bestow the highest offices

on members of his own family. He made use of his

influence to further the cause of education in Gaul
by instituting schools of rhetoric in the principal

cities and he was active in saving the monuments of

the ancient civilization from the iconoclastic fury of

the early Christians. In 378 he was made prefect

of Gaul and in the following year became consul.

This was the climax of his career and was followed

by the speedy disappearance of his influence over
the emperor, who was now completely under the

sway of the great Ambrose. Ausonius felt deeply

the loss of power and it has been conjectured that

his animosity against Ambrose finds expression

in his Mixobarbarartt which some would have to be
a travesty in form and matter upon the hymns
of the bishop of Blilan. Whether his views upon
Christianity also underwent an unfavorable change
with the decline of his fortunes is uncertain. A
poem of the year 379 in which Ausonius commends
himself to the aid of Christ as his master, would
be decisive on this point were it not for the fact

that in the first collection of his poems which he
prepared in 383 the Christian element appears as

unimportant, while verses quite in the nature of

the old pagan hedonism find a very conspicuous

place. After the death of Gratian, Ausonius gave
himself up to literary work, leading a life of luxu-

rious ease in his native city or on his estates in

Aquitania. From this period date the family

poems, ParentaUaf and the biographic Commemo-
roHo professorum Burdigalensium, which, thbugh far

inferior in literary value to his exquisite master-
piece, the Mosella, are of value as sources for the
life and thought of his times. It is in this period,

too, that Ausonius appears in his most interesting

aspect as the representative of the classic spirit

and culture battling in vain against the rising

spirit of asceticLsm, which under the inspiration of

men like Martin of Tours was rapidly transforming
the character of West European civilization. Among
the most devoted followers of St. Martin was Pauli-

nus of Nola, a former pupil of Ausonius, and in

the letters which passed between the two men this

conffict between the old and new finds eloquent
expression. Possibly the nearest approximation
to the poet's real views on Christianity may be
obtained by considering him solely in the character

of a literary craftsman, to whom, by temperament,
religion was a more remote influence than art, and
who, while lending adherence to the formulas of

the Christian faith, continued to find in the old
beliefs inspiration and grateful material for the
use of his poetic gifts. (F. Arnold.)
Biblioobapht: The opueeula of AuaoniuB have been

edited by C. Schenkl. MGH, AueL ant, v. 2, 1883,
and by R. Peiper, in BMioiheoa Teubneriana, Leip-
sio, 1886; they are also in MPL, six. An excellent

edition of the Moeetia, with French translation, is that
of H. de la Ville de Mirmont, Bordeaux, 1889; ooneult
abo idem. De Axtecmii MoaeUa, Paris, 1892; A. Ebert,
GeeehidUe der Litteratur dee MittelaUerB, i, 294 sqq., Leip-
ic, 1889; M. Manitius, OeethidOe der ehrietlid^en iaieini-

eehen Poeeie, pp. 105 sqq., Stuttfsart, 1891; C. Jullian.

Aueone et Bordeaux, Bordeaux, 1893; J. W. Mackail,
LaHn Literature, pp. 266-267. New York. 1895; 8. Dill,

Roman Society in the Laet Century of the Weelem Empire,
especially pp. 141-156, London, 1898.

AUSniT: A syncopated form of Augustine,

used especially for St. Augustine of Canterbury
(q.v.); also used for the adjective Augustinian;

as, an Austin friar.

AUSniT, JOHN: English Roman Catholic;

b. at Walpole (65 m. n. of London), Norfolk, 1613;

d. in London 1669. He studied at St. John's,

Cambridge, and remained there until about 1640,

when, having embraced the Roman Catholic

religion, he found it necessary to leave the univer-

sity; he studied law and lived in London, and for

some time during the civil war was a private tutor

in Staffordshire. Under the pseudonym of William

Birchley he published The Christian Moderator;

or persecution for religion condemned by the light

of nature, law of Ood, evidence of our own prin-^

dpLes (part i, London, 1661; parts ii-iv, 1652-61),

aiming to vindicate the Roman Catholic beliefs

against popular misconceptions and pleading for

the rights and privileges accorded to other religious

bodies. He also wrote Devotions; First Part,

in the Ancient Way of Offices, with psalms, hymns,

and prayers for every day in the week and every

holy day in the year (2d ed., Rouen, 1672; place

and date of 1st ed. not known), a work which in

various forms has passed through many editions

(4th ed., 1685; " reformed " by T. Dorrington,

1687, 9th ed., 1727; by Mrs. Susanna Hopton,
with preface by Dr. George EUckes, commonly
known as " Hickes's Devotions," 1701, 5th ed.,

1717, reprinted, 1846). The Harmony of the Holy

Gospels Digested into one History, reformed and
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improved by J. Bonnel (London, 1705) is thought

to have been originally published as the second

part of the Devotions,

Bibuoorapht: A. k Wood, AAena OxonienaeB, iii. 149. 160,

1226. 1227. Oxford, 1602; C. Butler. HUtorical Memain,
of Bngluh . . . CatholicB, iv. 450. London. 1822; DNB,
ii. 263-264; J. Gillow. Bioffraphical DiOionary of Bng-
HA Catholieg, i. 87-00, London. 1886.

AUSTRALIA.
History (§ 1).

Relation to England (§ 2).

Church and State. General
Statistics (§ 3).

Anglican Church (§ 4).

Other Protestants (§ 6).

Boman Catholics (§ 6).

Non - Christian Religions

(»7).
Missions Among Aborigi-

nes (S 8).

Education (§ 0).

Australia is a continent and a federal common-
wealth that includes, for administrative purposes,

the island of Tasmania; it consists of five states,

with a population of about 3,670,000

I. History, in 1901, in addition to the 172,000

inhabitants of Tasmania. In 1788

Sydney, in the present state of New South Wales,

was founded, chiefly as a penal settlement,

but the immigration of freemen continued side by
side with that of criminals imtil 1840, while after

1835 the latter class of settlers entered the colony

in considerable numbers. In the present Western
Australia and Queensland penal settlements were

established at King George Sound and Brisbane

in 1825 and 1826, while Adelaide and South Aus-

tralia were settled in 1836. In consequence of the rich

discoveries of gold Victoria was formed into a new
colony in 1851, and Queensland was separated from
New South Wales eight years later. These districts

enjoyed the utmost independence, especially after

1855, but the need of union was increasingly felt, so

that on Jan. 1, 1901, a confederation of all the

colonies and Tasmania was formed under the name
of the Commonwealth of Australia. The adminis-

tration consists of the Governor-General, seven

ministers, a senate of six members from each of

the allied states, and a house of seventy-six repre-

sentatives. In addition to this, each state has

its own parliament and president.

'

The legal bond of Australia with the mother
country is extremely loose, since the power of the

English Governor-General is restricted to a tem-
porary veto with regard to foreign

a. Relation affairs. On the other hand, by far

to England, the greater majority of the population

recognize themselves as imited with

the mother country by descent, language, and
religion, so that Australia and England are knit

together by internal bonds other than political.

The import and export trade, moreover, is car-

ried on chiefly with England, which is also the

principal creditor of the national debt of Aus-

tralia. The immigrants naturally transplanted

their ecclesiastical tendencies and institutions into

their new home, and the religious communities
of Australia are vitally connected with those of the

mother country as well as with other British

colonies, thus further cementing the internal union
of Australia and England.
An external union of Church and State was long

maintained in Australia, the state finances paying
the greater part of the salaries of the clergy and

contributing largely to the building of churches

and parish expenses until the seventh decadeof the

nineteenth century. The dissolution

3. Church of this relation, begun by New South

and State. Wales m 1862, brought little disadvan-

General tage to the laigier denominations, and
Statistics, of the smaller sects only the Lutherans

(chiefly Germans) su£Fered severely

by the change.

The following table gives results of the census

of 1901, to which figures for 1891 are added far

comparison:

AngllcsnStlOOl....
" 1801....

Prnb^^tariaiis, 1901

XetbodifltB^lOOl...
1801...

Ooogregatlonallsts
andlndependents,
1001
1801

Latheraiif,100l....
**

1801....

Bapdsfes, 1001..'.*'.'.

" 1801

Total, IflOl
" 1801

h

883,900
fiUB,000

188,n»
100,400
187,700
110,160

24,900
24,120
7,400
7,060
18,660
18,160

186,060
142.800
67,660
46,660
46,600
80,900

0,800
8,600

2SJS60
28,400
12,800
10,800

942.660886,960277,000
767,770261,460221,200

107,000
89.800
18,400
18JB00
90,000
00,860

18,400
11,000
264900

22,000
17,600

3

88,860

8,000
4,610
400

1,100
4,800
8.300

424,000
76,1004174900
U,550 192,000
0,800 197,080

26«,000 182.000
174B00 156,060

17,200
22,210
14.100
0.400

83,000
27,900

1814800 882,800 124.1W
112,01fl 801,810

ll

75.<^
24,80)
14,730
2,ar

24.91)

4,600

4,450

2,960

34,99U

To the figures for 1901 are to be added 1,240

Quakers, 3,100 Unitarians, 22,050 who reported

themselves simply as Protestants (the majority

probably Germans), 11,660 " Christians," and 24,-

200 adherents of smaller bodies. The Salvation

Army numbered 31,150. The sum total of the

Protestant population of the Commonwealth is

therefore in the neighborhood of two and three-

quarter millions.

The Roman Catholics are also strong in Aus-
tralia, as is shown by the following table:

1901..

1801.,

r
847,160120.700
286,960 92300

62,200
474900

80.8S0 200,060 4a8(»
26,800240,80012,500

S.

li

Adding 6,200 who designated themselves simply
as " Catholics," the sum total is 857,450.

The ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the religious

bodies naturally conforms to the political bound-
aries of the states, although, as in case of the states,

unions, either temporal^ or pennanent, have
been formed. The oldest and most prominoit

Protestant body in Australia is the

4. Anglican AnglicanChurch, with a membershipof

Church. 1,498,750. Services were held as eariy

as 1788, although the bishopric of Aus-
tralia (includingTasmaniaand New Zealand) was not
created until 1836. In 1847 three new bishoprics

were created and the former bishop of Australia

became bishop of Sydney and metropolitan of
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Australia and Tasmania. In 1807 the inc\imbent

was made archbishop of Sydney and he has the

title of primate of Aiistralia. He is elected by the

Australum bishops, but must be confirmed by the

archbishop of Canterbury. At present the prov-

ince of New South Wales includes, besides the

primatial see of Sydney, the dioceses of Bath-
uFBt (founded 1869), Goulbum (1863), Graf-

ton and Armidale (1867), Newcastle (1847),

and Riverina (1883). The province of Victoria

comprises the dioceses of Ballarat (1875), Bendigo

(1902), Gippsland (1902), Melbourne (1847), and
Wangaratta (1902). The province of Queensland

includes the dioceses of Brisbane (1859), North
Queensland (1878), Rockhampton (1892), New
Guinea (1896), and Carpentaria (1900). Further,

there are the independent dioceses of Tasmania,
with seat at Hobart (1842); Adelaide, for South
Australia (1847); Perth (1857) and Bunbury
(1903), in West Australia. Each bishopric man-
ages its own affairs, diocesan conventions being
convened from time to time by the bishop and at-

tended by both clergy and laity. The chief busi-

ness of these conventions concerns finance, the

education of clergy, and relations to other ecclesias-

tical bodies. In 1872 a regular organization was
adopted which unites the ^oceses of the present

Commonwealth \mder the primate of Sydney.
Clerical and lay representatives of these sees as-

semble every five years at Sydney for general

conference and legislation. In education the

Anglican Church is important chiefly through a
number of colleges under its supervision.

The Presbyterians, who numbered 427,000 in

the Conmionwealth in 1901, belong to several

branches. Their first minister was installed at

Sydney in 1823. The s3mod of each state and the

general assembly meet annually. The Australian

Methodists in 1901 were 506,000 strong. After

the census of that year, which showed seven

branches of Methodists in New South Wales, the

union of the entire denomination

5. Other was effected by the establishment

Protestants of the " Methodist Chureh of Aus-
tralia," first in three colonies, and in

1902 in the remainder. The first Wesleyan serv-

ice in Australia was held in 1821, but a Methodist

conference was not established until 1854; it was
at first affiliated with the British conference,

becoming independent in 1876. An annual con-

ference is held in each colony, and the general

conference meets triennially, while every ten years

the Australian Methodists take part in the inter-

national Methodist Ecumenical Conference. The
Baptists of Australia numbered 91,700 in 1901,

although they did not begin to increase rapidly until

after 1852, their gains being due primarily to their

missionary activity in cooperation with the larger

denominations already mentioned. The Congre-
gationalists, including the Independents, num-
bered 75,350 in 1901, but can scarcely be considered

a united and influential religious conmiimity on
account of their basal principle.

The Roman Catholic Chureh in the Conmion-
wealth, with 857,450 members, is divided into five

provinces. Althou^ Roman Catholic priests were

in Australia as early as 1803, it was not until 1820
that the Church came to a vigorous development
with the aid of State subvention of clergy and
buildings. In 1834 Sydney became the seat of a
vicar apostolic with twenty-five priests, and eight

years later was elevated into an archbishopric

and the seat of a metropolitan for Australia and
the islands, Hobart and Adelaide being suffragan

sees, although they did not remain in

6. Roman the province of Sydney, which now
Catholics, includes Maitland (1847), Armidale

(1862), Goulbum (1862), Bathurst

(1865), Lismore (formerly Grafton; 1887), and Wil-

cannia (1887). The second oldest archbishopric

is Melbourne, which was created a diocese in 1847

and elevated to an archdiocese in 1874. To it

belong the bishoprics of Sandhurst (1874), Ballarat

(1874), and Sale, the southeastern part of Vic-

toria (1887). In 1887 Adelaide and Brisbane

(founded as bishoprics in 1842 and 1859) were
made arehbishoprics. The province of the former

comprises the dioceses of Perth (1845); Victoria,

formerly Palmerston, in the north, opposite Mel-

ville Island (1847); Port Augusta, on Spencer

Gulf (1887); and Geraldton (1898); also the abbacy
of New Norcia (founded on Moore River in 1867)

and the apostolic vicarship of Kimberley (1887).

Brisbane includes the bishopric of Rockhampton
(1881) and the apostolic vicarships of Cooktown
(founded in 1876 and placed for the most part in

the charge of the Augustinians for missionary

purposes) and Queensland (1887). The fifth

province is Hobart (Tasmania), founded as a bishop-

ric in 1842, raised to metropolitan rank in 1888.

Many of these dioceses contain but few Roman
Catholics, and were poor in ecclesiastical institu-

tions and churehes at the time of their creation.

With the rapid increase of immigration after the

seventh decade of the nineteenth century, however,

and in the determination to resist the propaganda
of Protestant denominations, orders and congrega-

tions were brought to Australia at an early period,

and were particularly active in missions and paro-

chial schools. The most extensive settlements

were those of the Jesuits, the Marists, the Domini-

cans, and the Brothers of the Christian Schools,

although the Benedictines were the first to arrive.

The most active female orders are the Sisters of

Charity, the Sisters of the Good Shepherd, and the

Sistera of St. Joseph. Roman Catholic associations

flourish in all the cities, and schools of all kinds,

especially intermediate, are under ecclesiastical

control, while Roman Catholic newspapers and
weeklies promote the interests of this Chureh.

Synods of the Roman Catholic clergy of Australia

have thrice been held, the first being in 1844.

The number of Jews in Australia is relatively

small; there were in 1901 only 14,850, of whom
6,450 were in New South Wales and

7. Non- 5,910 in Victoria. Mohammedans,
Christian chiefly from India and the Sunda Is-

Religiong. lands, numbered scarcely 4,500, chiefly

in Queensland. Confucians and Bud-
dhists were not carefully distinguished in every

colony, as is dear from the grave discrepancy

between the number of Chinese immigrants and
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the figures assigned to Gonfudanism and Bud-

dhism. The majority of Buddhists live in New
South Wales, while the most of the Confucians

axe found in Queensland and Victoria. The esti-

mated number of the latter in the Gonmionwealth

is between 15,000 and 16,000, and that of the

former more than 7,000.

Polytheists and fetish-worshipers come from

the islands of the Pacific, the Philippines, and the

Sunda Islands; it is uncertain how large a propor-

tion of this category is made up of the aborigines.

By far the greater number of Australian black-

fellows have been converted to Christianity by
missionary activity in their behalf, although the pre-

carious conditions of life and the poverty of nature

in the interior render it extremely difficult to reach

the natives in that region, and the obstacles are

augmented by their spiritual and
8. Missions moral degradation. Nevertheless, not

Among only the larger denominations, but

Aborigines, also the smaller, such as the Luthei^

ans and the Quakers, are engaged

in missionary activity among the aborigines.

There are, in addition, special societies under the

auspices of the Anglican Church and unions of

several denominations, such sa the Aborigines'

Protection Biission, the Society for the Propagn-

tion of the Gospel, the Free Biission (in New South
Wales), and the Australian Board of Missions (in

Victoria). The missions of the Roman Catholic

Church are chiefly in the north. The number of

unconverted Australian aborigines is estimated

between 10,000 and 20,000. Several missbns have

also been established for workmen in the gold mines.

The number of those who profess to be without a

religion, such as freethinkers and the like, is incon-

siderable, the census returning less than 24,000

of this class; to this group, however, should doubt-

less be added many of those who declined to answer

the question concerning their reli^on, so that the

number can probably be doubled.

The public schoob of Australia underwent an

important change in the eighth decade of the

nineteenth century, when obliga-

g. Edoca- tory gratuitous instruction was intro-

tioD. duced into all the colonies. While

many schoob are still maintained by
religious denominations, all citizens contribute

to the support of the public schoob. The inter-

mediate schoob, on the other hand, are, for the

most part, under denominational control and of

denominational origin. Popular Christian educar

tion is also furthered by the Sunday-echools, which

are well attended. WiiiHBLM Gosn.

Bibuoorapht: G. W. Ruflden, Hiatory of AvatraUa, S^vols.,

London, 1883; T. A. Coghlan, StoHtltical Acamnt cf At
Seven CoUmiM of AuKtrdLia, Sydney. 1891; R. R. Garraa.

Th» Coming CommonwealA; a Handbook of Federal Gw
ernmeni, ib. 1897; P. F. Moran, Hiat. of Ihe CaXhoUc Ckurek

in Aueinlaata, ib. 1897; W. We«t«arth, Half a Ceniwv of

AueiraUan ProgreeB^ London, 1899; Avetralian Handbook^

ib. 1902; W. H. Moore, ConetUuHon of ft« CommonweaWk
of Auetndia, ib. 1902; Bneifdopmiia Britanmea, Suppie-

meiU, B.V.
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The Conooidat of 1855 (§ 1).
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Theological Education (§ 3).

Revenues (§ 4).

Arohdiooesee and Diooesee (§ 6).

Societies and Charitiee (§ 6).

AUSTRIA.
Qfeek and Armenian Chriitiane

(»7).
II. The Protestant Churches.

The Evanieelical Church and its Or-
ganisation (§1).

Changes of Confession (§ 2).

Schools (f 3).

Theological Education (| 4).

Financial Status of the Eyangel-
icals (§ 5).

Societies and Charities (| 6).

Minor Denominations and Non-
Christians (§ 7).

Retigious Distribution and Statis-

tics (I 8).

Austria is an empire of southern Europe, forming
with the kingdom of Hungary (which is not in-

cluded in the present article; see Hunoary) the

Austro-Hungaiian Monarchy. Excluding also the

former Turkish provinces of Bosnia and Herse-
govina (q.v.)f the area is 115,903 square miles,

the population (1900) 26,107,304.

I. The Roman Catholic, Ch-eek, and Armenian
Churches: During the period of the Reformation,

Protestantism made much progress among the

people and gave rise to a considerable number of

sects, especially in Bohemia. But the government
remained Roman Catholic and by force and law
freed the Chureh from heresy and then began to

rule it. Long before the reign of Joseph II (1780-

90) Gallican and Jansenist teachings were intro-

duced and were intensified by Febronianism (see

HoNTHEiM, JoHANN NiKOLAUs), and Joseph trans-

formed the Austrian Church into a body which
was almost schismatic. An ecclesiastical govern-
ment was formed which regulated the minutest
details by state law, sparing scarcely any depart-
ment of activity, le^slation, or administration
(see JoBEPB II).

A new period began with the concordat of 1855

(see CONCORDATB AND DBLnOTING BULLB, VI, 2,

SS 6, 8). The imperial patent of Mar. 4, 1849,

and the imperial enactments of Apr. 18 and 23,

1850, laid the foundation of the complete independ-

ence of the Chureh and in 1853 negotiations were

begun with the Curia for carrying out the new pro-

visions. The result was the concordat of Aug. IS,

1855, which was promulgated by a bull of the

pope and by an imperial patent, both dated Nov.

5 of the same year. A definite agreement in regard

to all ecclesiastical matters was enacted in thirty-

six articles. The jurisdiction and administration

of the Chureh, so far as its internal

X. The Con- interests were concerned, were pLwoed

cordat of entirely under chureh control, in this

1855. category falling the relations between

the bishops, the clergy, the laity, and
the Holy See; the education and ordination of the

clergy; diocesan administration; the arrangement of

public prayers, processions, pilgrimages, ftmends,

provincial councils, and diocesan synods; the super-

intendence and giving of instruction to the Roman
Catholic youth, and all religious instruction from

the theological faculties to the public schools;

the ecclesiastical right to censor books; jurisdiction
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over marriage; the discipline of the clergy; the

right of patronage; ecclesiastical penalties inflicted

on the lidty; seizing of ecclesiastical property; and
the internal administration of religious orders.

The State retained control of marriage in its civil

aspect, the civic position of the clergy, and the right

to punish them. An agreement between Church

and State was necessary for the creation or altera^

tion of dioceses, parishes, and other benefices, the

collation to livings and ecclesiastical offices, the

appointment of professors of theology, catechists,

the inspectors of schools, the introduction of orders

and rdig^ous congregations, and the expenditure

of religious fimds.

The results of the concordat, though it was actu-

ally enforced in but few points, were especially note-

worthy in two phajses of public life. The marriage

laws hitherto prevailing were subjected to a rigid

scrutiny, and by the imperial patent of Oct. 8, 1856,

the Roman Catholics received a new law corre-

sponding in all respects to the decrees of the Council

of Trent, placing divorce under the control of the

neiK^y created episcopal divorce court. Seminaries

for boys were established in all dioceses, and
received children of lawful birth

a. Effects immediately after they left the pubUc
of the schools, giving them, in addition to

Concordat, their gymnasium training, preparation

for later theological studies, thus

forming places of education for the future clergy.

The expenses of these seminaries were partly cov-

ered by ecclesiastical funds and partly by the income
from benefices. The influence of the State was
limited to the supervision of their financial relations

and the superintendence of instruction so far as

it concerned the State. The result was an increase

in the number of Roman Catholic theological

students from 1,804 in 1861 to 3,286 in 1868, after

which began a period of decline, due especially to

the law of Dec. 5, 1868, which abrogated the pre-

vious exemption of theological students from
military service, an additional factor being the

school laws of 1868 and 1869, which made admission

to study in a faculty conditional on the possession

of a diploma from a gymnasium. The breach
with the concordat widened steadily, and the law
of May 25, 1868, repealed the imperial patent of

Oct. 8, 1856. Tlie former regulations concerning
marriage were again enforced, divorces being re-

ferred to state tribimals and civil marriage being
again permitted. Finally, by a despatch of July

30. 1870, Austria abrogated the concordat alto-

gether.

The theolo^cal training of the Roman Catholic

clergy is given partly by the faculties of the various
imiversities and partly by the diocesan seminaries.

Theological faculties exist in the imi-

3. Theo- versities of Vienna, Graz, Innsbruck,
logical Prague (two), Lemberg^(for both the

Education. Latin and Greek rites), Czemowitz, and
Cracow, in addition to twoindependent

theological faculties, not affiliated with any univer-
sity, in Salzburg and OlmQtz. The course given
by the diocesan seminaries corresponds essentially

to that given by the university faculties, but
they are forbidden to confer academic de-

grees and the bishop is in absolute control. Cer-

tain orders provide for the education of their

own members in twenty monastic schools, yearly

courses being given in successive years in different

monasteries in the Tyrol. In 1895 theRoman Catho-

lic Church had 16,132 priests, the Greek Catholic

2,649, and the Greek Oriental 475.

In cases where a living has no canonical claims

to a definite income, the revenues of the Church,

and even the State, come to its assistance. The
claim to such an income, either from the property

of the living or from the benefice, begins with

ordination to the priesthood, but if religious founda-

tions and monasteries desire to give a title to such

income to one who does not belong to their own
number, they are required to secure the consent

of the government. The endowment of the Church
has come from the monasteries secidarized in the

reign of Joseph II and later, abandoned churches,

and suppressed communities, canon-

4« Revenues, ries, benefices,, and ecclesiastical feoffs.

It is continually augmented, more-
over, by the intercalaries (the income of vacant
positions), the auxiliary taxes of dioceses and
orders, and, in Bohemia, by a certain per cent, of

the sale of salt. This fund, when the property

has been sold, is invested in state bonds which
belong to the ecclesiastical province or diocese,

the income being administered by the government
with the cooperation of the bishop or bishops.

It is charged with the defrayal of certain expenses

(the cathedral chapters of Budweis, Salzburg,

Trent, and Brixen drawing their entire income from
it), as well as with the payment of all other dis-

bursements which are not obligatory on a third

party. The revenues are devoted to the defray-

ment of patronage, the income and endowment
of new parishes, the building of churches, the in-

crease in the income of livings, the salary of chap-

lains, the making good of deficits, the support of

mendicant orders, the salaries of teachers at the

state schools, and the maintenance of theological

faculties and seminaries. A second fund is that

for students, which is derived from the estates of

the Jesuit monasteries suppressed by Maria Theresa
'on Dec. 23, 1774, and is devoted to defraying the

expenses of Roman Catholic education in interme-

diate and higher institutions of learning. Since

the passage of the new school law, this fund is also

used for undenominational public schools, since

the estates of the Jesuit monasteries are not regarded
as the property of the Church. For the value of

the livings and the income of the religious orders

no recent data are at hand, but in 1875 the former
amounted in all parts of the empire to 7,644,611
florins, and the latter to 4,100,375 florins.

Austria is divided into nine ecclesiastical prov-

inces as follows: (1) the archdiocese of Vienna
for Upper and Lower Austria, with the two suffragan

dioceses of St. Polten and Linz; (2) Salzburg for

Salzburg, Styria, Carinthia, Tyrol, and Vorarlberg,

with the five suffragan dioceses of Seckau, Lavant,
Gurk, Brixen, and Trent; (3) GOrz for Camiola,
KQstenland, and the island of Arbe, with the four

suffragan dioceses of Laibach, Triest-Capo d'Istria,

Parenzo-Pola, and Veglia-Arbe; (4) Prague for
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Bohemia, with the. three suffragan diooeses of

Leitmeritz, KOniggr&tz, and Budweis; (5) OhnQts
for Moravia and a portion of Silesia,

5. Arch- with the suffragan diocese of BrOnn;
dioceses and (6) the Austrian portion of the exempt

Dioceses, diocese of Breslau for the remainder
of Silesia; (7) the Austrian portion

of the archdiocese of Warsaw, with the diocese

of Cracow; (8) Lemberg for Gahcia (excepting

Cracow) and Bukowina, with the two suffragan

dioceses of Przemysl and Tamow; (9) Zara for

Dalmatia (excepting Arbe), with the five suffragan

dioceses of Sebenioo, Spalato-Macarsca, Lesina,

Ragusa, and Cattaro.

Austria, like (Germany, has countless Roman
Catholic societies, institutions, and foundations.

In almost every parish there are brotherhoods

and societies for prayer, associations of both sexes

and all ages, societies of priests, congregations of

Mary, Franciscan Tertiaries, the Society of the

Holy Family (with 25,000 families in the diocese of

Lavant alone), societies for pilgrimage and for the

building and adornment of churches, church music,

home missions, brotherhoods of St. Michael, polit-

ical Roman Catholic societies, and general Roman
Catholic social organizations with 40,000 members
in the single provmce of Upper Austria. Children

and youth are cared for m protectories, kinder-

gartens, orphan asylums, refectories,

6. Societies boarding-schools, refuges, training-

and schools for apprentices, and the like.

Charities, while the great Roman Catholic

school-union has about 40,000 mem-
bers. Popular education is promoted by reading

dubs and societies for the di^mination of educa-

tional literature, as well as by reading-rooms and
libraries for the clergy and laity, while Roman
Catholic science, literature, and art are advanced

by the Leo-GetieUschaft, the Czech society Vlast,

and by various periodicals. Countless institutions

are devoted to charity, including almshouses,

memorial foundations, poor gilds, hospitals of the

most various characters, and fimds for the feeding

of the poor in monasteries. There are likewise

insurance societies for the protection of masters,

partners, apprentices, peasants, workmen, credit

and other purposes of economic nature, but clubs

of Roman Catholic students are still only in embryo.
There is a large number of Greek and Armenian

Christians, some being Uniates and some non-

Uniates. The Uniate Greeks, or Greek Catholics,

form a special ecclesiastical province with the arch-

diocese of Lemberg and the suffragan diocese of

Przemysl. The Uniates of the Armeno-Catholic
rite also have an archbishopric of Lemberg, the arch-

bishop likewise ruling over the non-Uniate Arme-
nians of Galicia and Bukowina. The non-Uniate

Greeks of the Greek Oriental rite have a patriarchate

at Carlowitz with ten bishoprics or

7* Greek eparchies, of which seven are in Hun-
and Anne- gary, one in Czemowitz (Bukowina),
nian Chris- one at Hermannstadt (Transylvania),

tiana. and one at Sebenioo (for Dalmatia and
Istria), in addition to the community

at Vienna. The patriarch is chosen by the national

congress of Servia, which must remain in session

sufficiently long for its candidate to receive the

sanction of the emperor, after which the formal

consecration takes place. The non-Uniate Aime-

nians of the Armeno^Oriental rite control the

Mekhitarist monastery in Vienna (see Mekhi-

taribtb) and are accordingly subject to the Unkte

Armenian arehbishop of Lemberg. The Old Catho-

lics have three parishes at Vienna., Wamsdorf,

and Ried, and in 1902 built two new churches at

SchAnlinde and Blottendorf. The Philippones.

or Lippowanians, expelled from Russia, have

formed scattered communities in Galicia and

Bukowina.
n. The Protestant Churches; Austria is esBen-

tially Roman Catholic, and the number of Evan-

gelical Protestants in the £2mpire hajs declined from

a tenth of the population at the time of their great-

est expansion in the sixteenth century to a fiftieth.

A patent of toleration was issued in their favor on

Oct. 13, 1781, and the Protestant patent of Apr.

8, 1861, conferred upon them full equality before

the law. At the same time the political, civil, and

academic disabilities of the non-Catholics were re-

moved, and they were no longer required to con-

tribute to the support of another Church, while

they were now permitted to adorn their churches,

to celebrate their feast<s, and to exercise pastoral

care. On the day after the patent was issued

(Apr. 9), a preliminary chureh constitution was

drawn up, but one which was substituted on Jan.

6 (23), 1866, canceled important rights of self-gov-

ernment, and from this the present

I. The constitution of Dec. 9, 1891, dif-

Evangelical fers only in minor details. The Evan-

Church gelical Church, divided into paiishe,

and its Or- seniories, superintendencies, and syn-

ganization. ods, is unrestricted m respect to its

confession, its books, the creation of

societies for ecclesiastical and educational pur-

poses, and its rdations to foreign religious bodies.

It forms a national Church, of which the emperor

may be regarded as the bishop, his prerogatives in

its control being distinguished from the correspond-

ing functions of the Roman Catholic Gennan sov-

ereigns in degree, not in kind. His position is due,

however, to Mb constitutional relation to the Evan-

gelical Cihurch, and not, as in the case of the Ger-

man princes, to his ecclefflastical relation. The

lawful administration of Evangelical funds, as well

as revenues and assessments, is guaranteed by the

State.

The Austrian Evangelical Church is divided into

ten superintendencies, six of the Augsburg Confes-

sion, three of the Helvetic Confession, and one

mixed. Those of the Augsburg ConfessioD are:

(1) Vienna, with the seniories of Lower Austria,

Triest, Styria, the region south of the Dravc in

Carinthia, and the region north of the Drave and

in the Gmttnd valley in Carinthia; (2) Upper Aus-

tria, with an upper and a lower seniory; (3) West-

em Bohemia; (4) Eastern Bohemia; (5) Asch

(also in Bohemia); (6) Moravia and Siletda, ^th

the seniories of BrQnn, Zauchtl, and Silesia. The

superintendencies of the Helvetic Confession are:

(1) Vienna
j (2) Bohemia, with the seniories of

Pregue, Chrudim, Podiebrad, and Ciaslau; and
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(3) Moravia, with a western and an eastern se-

niory. The superintendency of mixed confession

is that of Galicia and Bukowina, with three seniories

of the Augsburg Confession, western, middle, and
eastern, and one of the Helvetic Confession, Ga-
licia. There is also a small Ang^can parish in

Triest, under the control of the Helvetic superin-

tendency of Vienna. The number of ministers and
vicars in 1900 was 200, and there were 640 places

of worship.

While in the last decade of the nineteenth cen-

tury the increase of Roman Catholics was but 9.12

per cent, the Evangelicals of the Augsburg Con-
fession showed an increase of 15.17 per cent, as

against 0.28 in the preceding decade; and the Hel-

vetic Confession a gain of 6.67 per cent, as con-

trasted with the more rapid accretion of 0.05 in

the ten years previous. In Bohemia
a. Changes the Evangelical gain was 20.06 per

of Con- cent, in Styria 25.0 per cent, and In

fession. Lower Austria 37.01 per cent. In

Silesia and Galicia alone the increase

of Evangelicals failed to keep pace with the gain

in population, this being due to the increasing emi-

gration from the German districts of West Silesia

and the German colonies in Galicia, an additional

factor being the immigration of Gahdan workmen
to Silesia to work in the coal mines.

No statistics are available for a classification of

the Austrian Protestants according to language,

nor are the figures sufficiently complete to afford a
safe basis to determine the changes caused by im-
migration and emigration. The Los von Rom
movement, which began in 1898, resulted by 1900
in the loss of more than 40,000 members to the

Roman Catholic Church, some 30,000 becoming
Evangelicals, several thousand Old Catholics, an
imdetermined number joining the Moravians and
Methodists, while some broke entirely with denom<-

inational Christianity. Many, however, returned

to the Roman Catholic Church. A hundred new
chapels were erected, and seventy-five preachers,

chiefly from Germany, entered upon the work (see

Lob von Rom).
Religious instruction is given in the primary and

secondary schools by the minister of the parish,

or, in certain cases, by secular teachers of religion,

either in the school or in '* stations." By a law of

June 17, 1888, an allowance was given or a special

teacher of religion was appointed in the higher

classes of primary or secondary schools of more
than three classes, and more than 160 teachers of

this description are active in over 560
3. Schools. " stations." The Church also pro-

vides for religious instruction in nor-

mal and intermediate schools, although state aid is

g^ven only when the total number of Evangelical
scholars in such an institution is more than twenty.
National, district, and local school boards are en-
trusted with the adnunistration and supervision of

normal and intermediate schools in each province,
and in almost all the boards the Evangelical Church
has a vote (at least advisory) and representatives.
In consequence of the rivalry of the state unde-
nominational schools, however, the EvangeUcal
schools tend to become more or less ultramontane,

and are gradually decreasing as a result of the

double taxes levied on the Evangelicals. In 1869

there were 372 EvangeUcal schools, a number which

has since decreased by two-thirds. An Evangelical

normal school exists in Bieliti for the training of

Evangelical teachers, while in Csaslau there ii a

Czech Evangelical Reformed seminary for Bohemia
and Moravia.

The education of the Evangelical clergy is con-

fined to the Evangelical theological faculty main-

tained at the expense of the State in Vienna.

Though desired by the estates for this purpose

in the sixteenth century, it was first founded
as a theological institute after the separation

of the empire from Germany and the pro-

hibition to attend German universities (Apr. 2,

1821). On Oct. 8, 1850 (July 18, 1861) it was
made a faculty with the right to

4« Theo- confer degrees, but althou^ the only

logical Evangelical theological school in aO
Education. Austria, clerical intrigues, Protestant

narrowness, and the disfavor and indif-

ference of the Liberals have prevented it from being

incorporated with the university and securing the

rooms allotted to it in the new buildings. The
school consists of six ^rofessora and two privat-

docents, teaching Augsburg and Helvetic dogmatics
separately. The course of study is at least six

semesters, two of which must be spent at Vienna.
Since the formation of the dual monarchy in 1861,

which denies to Hungary all Austrian subventions,
and as a consequence of the Hungarian legislation

and the national excitement, the number of stu-

dents at the theological school has diminished. In
1904-05, however, fifty-one were studying there, al-

though the meager salaries attached to the majority
of the parishes gives Uttle hope of an increased
student body. In 1901 a small national denomina-
tional Utraquist home was established at Vienna
by private contributions for the aid of students
without means, and is conducted by an inspector
and an ephor.

In view of the necessity of Tnitinfjdning their

churehes, schools, and charitable organiaations,

the congregations have the right to claim State aid,

but this is asked reluctantly, despite the heavy
debts of most of the congregations, especially in

Galicia. Outside assistance is, therefore, abso-
lutely necessary. The oldest and most generous

b^efactor is the Gustav Adolf Verein

5. Financial (q.v.) which has spent millions of

Status of florins, and which is divided in Austria
the Evan- into a main society with fifteen branch
gelicals. societies, in addition to thirty societies

for women, forty-nine for children,

and 324 local organisations. This is followed by
the Lutheriacher GoUeskaaien and, more recently,

by the Evangeliacher Bund (see GoTTESKAfiTEN, Ln-
THERiscHER ; BtTNV, Evanoeuscher), as well as by
many societies and private benefactors in Switzer-
land and Holland. The property of the individual
superintendendes is administered by committees
of the districts concerned, while the foundations
and funds of the superintendendes and seniories

are controlled by committees appointed fn>m tb«e
bodies, and also by the supreme church ooundl
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and the Oustav Adolf Verein, These fundfl are

devoted to many purposes, such as general ecde-

siastical interests, the support of ecclesiastical

officials and their widows and ori^ians, candidates

for the ministiy and theological students, general

educational objects, teachers with their widows
and orphans, religious instruction, charities, and
buriab. The Evangelical Church likewise provides

pensions for superannuated pastors and teachers,

as well as for their widows and orphans.

Societies and charitable organizations are ex-

tremely numerous among the Evangelicals of

Austria. Women's dubs exist in many city con-

gregations, and institutions for those intending

to be confirmed are also popular. Orphan asylums
exist at Biala, BieUti, Goisem, Gras, Krabschitz,

Kussic, Stanislau, Teled, Ustron, Weikersdorf

(Gallneukirchen), Waiem, and Vienna (St. Polten).

Summer homes are provided by the Erster Evan-
geliacher UrUerttQUungsverein fUr Kinder, while

the OberdsterreichUcher Evangelischer Verein fUr

Innere Mission cares for the sick,

6. Socletiet maintaining in Gallneukirchen, in

and addition to a house of deaconesses,

Charities, asylums for the sick and insane, as

well as homes for convalescents.

The deaconesses trained at Gallneukirchen find

employment at Gablonz, Graz, Hall, Marienbad,

Meran, and Vienna, whUe in Aussig and Teplita

they have been placed in charge of the mimidpal
hospital after the expulsion of the nuns. Gosely
connected with this society is that of the Verein

far die Evangdische Diakanissensache in Wien
with its home, summer sanitarium, and hospital.

In 1901 a third house of deaconesses was estab-

lished at Prague, and a number of other Evan-
gelical homes and hospitals also exist. Provision

is made for the dead and their survivors by the

Evangelischer Leichenbestattungsverein in Vienna
and by the Sterbekasse fur Evangelische Pfarrer

und Lekrer Oesterreichs. Educational institutions

abound, while devotion is fostered by libraries of

various types, ** evenings at home," church con-

certs, Sunday-schools, Young Men's Christian

Associations, and young women's sodeties. The
Czech " Comenius Sodety," the '' Evangelical

Literary Sodety of the Augsburg Confession,"

and the "Comenium," as well as the German
Evangelischer Volksbildungvereinf the first three

at Prague and the last at Teschen, are literary in

character. The only sdentific Evangelical maga-
zine, however, is the Jahrbuch der OeseUschaft fUr

die Oeschichte des Protestantismus in Oesterreich,

foimded in 1879 for the investigation and presen-

tation of the history of Evangelical Protestantism.

Among other Protestant denominations. State

recognition is accorded only to the Moravians,

beginning with 1880. Baptists, Irving-

7* Minor ites, Mennonites, Methodists, Congre-

Penomina- gationalists, the Scotch New Free

tions and • Church in Vienna, and the Free Evan-
Non-Chria- gelical Church in Bohemia are re-

Hans, garded as undenominational, and are

allowed to worship only in private.

The Jews are now represented in all provinces

of Austria, although previous to 1848 no Jew was

allowed to reside in Salzburg, Styria, Carinthia,

Camiola, Istria, Tyrol, and Vorarlberg. The Mo-
hammedans in the army thus far have places of

worship only in the barracks.

With regard to the distribution of various con-
fessions in Austria, it may be said that the
Greek Uniates are found chiefly in Galida, the
Armenian Uniates in Galicia and Bukowina,

the Greek Catholics of the Oriental

8. Religious rite in Bukowina and Dalmatia, the
Distribution Armenian Catholics of the Orien-

and tal rite in Bukowina and Galida,

Statistics, the Jews in Lower Aiistria, Galicia,

and Bukowina. The Evangelicals of

the Augsburg Confession are far more evenly dis-

tributed than those of the Helvetic Confession,

who are centered chiefly in Bohemia and Moravia-

Almost half of those professing no creed are in

Lower Austria. The religious statistics of the em-
pire on the basis of the census of Dec. 31, 1900, are

summarized on page 381. Georq Loesche.
Bebuoobapht: K. Kusmany, Lehshuth des aUo^meintn
und CMtmreithiaehen evanoeUtehr^protsatatUiadten Kirekn^
radUeB, Vienna, 1866; J. A. Ginsel, Handbuch des neueBten

in Oeaterrndi geUenden Ktrchsn-RechlM, 3 vols., Vienna,
1856-62; Sammlung der aUoemeinen kirddiehen Verord-

nungen der kaiaerlichen kirddidten evanoeU9€hen Ober-
hirthenratee (published oontinuously sinoe 1873); 8taH»-
Hadie Monaiedirift (published at Vienna by the Central
Commission for Statistics sinoe 1875); M. Baumgarten,
Die kaOufUadte Kirdte unaerer ZeU und ihre Diener in
WorCund Bild, 3 vols., Munich, 1897-1902; Q. A. Skalsky.
Zur OeadiidUe der evangeliedien Kirdtenverfaaeung in
Oeelerreidi, Vienna, 1898; G. Loesche, Jahrbudi der Oe-
edlsduxft fUr die Oeeehidiite dee Proteetantiemue in Oeeter-

reidi (published since 1883 in Vienna); Oe^erreickiadis

StaHaHk (edited under the Central Commission for Statis-

tics, in Vienna), especially vols. Ixii-Ixiii, 1902; the Quel-
Un und Forechunoen aw daterreidiiadten KirdiengeadiidUe
has begun publication under the care of the Leo-Qesell-
schaft in Vienna, 1906.

AirrHORITY, ECCLESIASTICAL (PoUstas ee-

desiasHca): The vested power of the Church
over its members, by virtue of a divine commission
(mandatum divinum) in the foundation of the

Church. According to the pre-Reformation view
and according to the same view as conserved by
the Roman Catholic Church to-day, this authority

is vested only in the pope and the bishops; so that

any others can exercise it merely
Pre-Refor- in their name, as their commissioned
mation and agents. Indeed, strictly regarded,

Roman according to the sense of the curia,

Catholic it devolves exclusively upon the pope,

View. so that even the bishops possess none
but a derivative power from him;

and in so far as this conception of the matter is

fundamental to the Vatican, it must accordingly

be regarded as the sense which officially obtains

in the Roman Catholic Church to-day.

Intrinsically, to be sure, the power of the Church
is a salutary and spiritual power even according

to the pre-Reformation doctrine. But the com-
mission also carries with it eversrthing which
appears expedient in the sight of the commissioned
themselves, with reference to the interests and
cure of souls, toward the appertaining regulation

of external conduct. Within limits affecting the

cure of souls, then, the Church is also empowered
with civil functions and prerogatives. In this
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respect, the pie-Refonnation doctrine distinguishes

two sides or directions of ecclesiastical authority:

an internal power (poUatas ordinu or sacramen-

talu) and an external (poUatas jurisdicUonu or

furudictumalU), the tormer acting upon the so-

called forum internum, the latter upon the externum.

The Evangelical Church, Lutheran and Reformed
alike, puts a narrower construction upon eccle-

siastical authority, interpreting the poteetaa eccte-

etattica exclusively as the power of administering the
word and sacraments in the widest

Protestant sense of the term; which includes

View. the cure of souls under these instru-

mentalities, but not at all the external

regulation of conduct by the exercise of legal

compulsion. The exclusion of the ungodly from
the congregation is to be brought about without
human power, solely through the word of God;
and so this jurisdiction is only an act of verbal
execution. Not infrequently in the Evangelical
confessional writings, ecclesiastical authority is

mentioned comprehensively as the " power of the
keys " (see Keys, Powkb op the). As such it is

attributed not to a single estate in the Church, but
to the Church as a whole. The power of the Church
is thus committed immediately to the Church;
intermediately and for practical operation the per-

sons thereunto adopted receive it from the Church.
Thus the Evangelical conception of ecclesiastical

authority assigns to the secular powers, or as

modemly expressed, the State, a different province
in relation to the control of church affairs, from
that of pre-Reformation times and likewise that

of the Roman Catholic Church to-day. The
Schwabach articles of 1528 declare " the power
of the Church is only to choose ministers and to

exercise the Christian ban," and to provide for the
care of the sick; " all other power is held either by
Christ in heaven, or by temporal powers on earth."

The reiterated expressions of Luther and other
Reformers, to the effect that this temporal power
has no ecclesiastical jurisdiction and may not

interfere in church government, mean
^ews of consistently this alone, that the tem-

Luther and poral power has no spiritual juris-

Other Re- diction and may not intermeddle
formers, with the cure of souls. The matter

of control in the external affairs of

the Church, that is, what we nowadays call church
government, was deferred by Luther even so early

as his tract to the German nobility, and at a later

period constantly so, to the temporal powers
directly; and the same is true of the other German
Reformers. In particular, they claim for the

Church no manner of legislative prerogative; the
Reformation ecclesiastical law subsists rather, in

so far as it was formulated by new legislation,

entirely upon State enactments (see Church
OnnER). Only since the established reformation
Church has come to be superseded more and more
by the organized union Church on a presbyterial-

s3modical basis, has the latter, apart from the
absolute administration of word and sacraments,
been also empowered by the State with the jue

stahtendi; and this it exercises within forms and
limits determined by the State; as it also exercises

the right of independent church government accord-

ing to its constitutional Utitude under this organ-

isation. In both instances, however, this is done

not upon any fundamentally intrinsic ground, bm
solely on historic grounds; and therefore, in so fark
no unwholesome ideas come into play, without cod-

flict with the State authorities. E. Sehung.

In the free Churches of Great Britain, in tbe

British colonies, and in the United States, there

is no assumption of ecclesiastical authority by the

civi government, its sole function being to protect

the Churches in their right to hold property and

to carry on their work. In many csaes church

property and in some communities where an in-

come tax prevails ministers' salaries are exempted

from taxation. Individuals are protected by the

civil courts from injustice at the hands of a (%urch.

Ministers may, e.g., sue for their salaries or fcr

wrongful disrnissal, and excommunicated memben
for malicious or unjust treatment; but even in

such cases, the courts are careful to interfere as

little as possible with the authority of the Churches.

In each religious body the question of autboriry

is determined by its polity. In episcopal bodies

much authority is vested in individual bishops and

boards of bishops, in presbyterial bodies in synods,

in congregatioxial bodies in the local church. See

Church Govxrnvsnt; PoLmr. A. H. X.

AUTHORIZED VERSION OF THE ENGLISH

BIBLE. See Bible Versions. B, IV, 6.

AUTO DA FE (Portuguese, " Judgment [Judicial

Decision] of the Faith," from Latin, actus fidei):

The public announcement and execution of the

judgment of the Inquisition upon heretics and

infidels; also called eermo pMicue, or generalis, de

fide, because a sermon on the Oatholic faith vas

delivered at the same time. It was not to take

place on Sunday or in a church, but on the street.

At sunrise of the appointed day, those condemned

with the hair shaved off, and variously dieesed,

according to the different degrees of punishmeot.

were led in a solemn procession, vrith the bann^
of the Inquisition at the head, to some public place.

When the secular authorities, whose duty it vas

to be present, had sworn to stand by the Inquisition,

and execute its orders, the sermon was delivered

and then judgments against the dead as well as the

living were pronounced. Next the backsliders,

and those who refused to recant, were expelled

from the Church and given over to the secular

authorities for punishment, and then the procession

again began to move. The bones of the dead

who had been condemned were carried on sledges

to the place of execution. Those condemned to

death rode on asses, between armed men, and wore

coats and caps, called in Spanish sanbenito, painted

over with devils and flames. Not only the mob

and the monks, but also.the magistrates, and some-

times even the king and the court were present at

the spectacle. There were, however, differenees

in the solemnisation of autos da f6 in Southern

France, in Spain, in Italy, and in the Foitugue^

colonies in India. After the middle of the eight-

eenth century they disappeared, and the verdicts

of the Inquisition were executed in private.
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Biblxoorapht: ExhaustiTe articles are to be found in P.
Larouaae, Orand dieHonnaire univertel, i« 980-981, Paris,

1866, and in Bertholet, La Grande EneychpSdie, !, 766-
758; ooneuit also H. C. Lea, Hiatory of the InquieiUoih i.

389-391. u, 200. New York. 1888; L. Tanon, Hietoire dee
iribunaux de Viruiuieiiion de France, Paris, 1893. The
article in JS, ii, 338-342, is very full and is most valuable
for the i^undant literature there cited.

AUTPERTUS, AMBROSroS: Abbot of St. Vin-

cent at Benevento; d. probably in 781, though the

date 778 has generally been accepted. He is chiefly

memorable for his comprehensive commentary
on the Apocalypse, which also gives the most
reliable information as to his life. The brief auto-

biography which terminates it states that he was
bom in the province of Gaul, and that he began
and finished his commentary in the days of Pope
Paul I (757-767), Desiderius, king of the Lombards,
and Arichis II, duke of Benevento. In this work,

for which he obtained the special protection of

Stephen III (752-757) against the attacks of the

ignorant, he follows the Fathers, especially Augus-
tine and Jerome; his principal purpose is the at-

tempt to discover the mystical sense of the apoca-

lyptic imagery. He is as much attracted by the

method of spiritual interpretation offered by the

Douatist Ticonius as was his predecessor, the
" obscure " Primasius (q.v.), in working over this

heretic in an orthodox sense; Ticonius's seven

rules [cf. DCBy iv, 1026], especially the sixth, de

recapihdationef governed the ecclesiastical exegesis

of the time. But Autpertus added moral and
devotional considerations of his own, and aimed at

imitating the transparent clearness of Gregory the

Great. The commentary as a whole made sucl^an

impression on Alcuin that in his own exposition of

the Apocalypse he scarcely attempted to do more
than make extracts from it. An uncritical eleventh

century biography of Autpertus, contained in the

Chronieon VuUumense, mentions a number of other

writings—commentaries on Leviticus, the Psalms,

and the Song of Solomon, a treatise De conflictu

vitiorum, homilies on the Gospels, and lives of the

founder and first abbots of his monastery; these

lives are poor in historical material, and are really

an ideal picture of monastic life as a stimulus to the

zeal of his fellow monks. Autpertus's own rule

as abbot did not last long. His election provoked

a schism in the monastery; he was the choice of

the Prankish monks, while one Potho was elected

by the Lombards. The contest was referred to

Charlemagne through an accusation of treason

brought against Potho. The king asked Adrian I

to decide, and both competitors were summoned
to Rome; Autpertus died on the way, and Potho was
acquitted. Both the letters written by Adrian to

Charles on the subject are addressed " noatro

spirUali compatri" which seems to fix their date

after Adrian had baptized Charles's youngest son

in Rome (April 15, 781), and thus to place the death

of Autpertus later than the date given by the

Chronieon VvUumense, July 19, 778. His works

are in AfPL, Ixxxix. (J. Haubsleiter.)
Bibuoobapht: C. U. J. Chevalier, Repertoire dee eourcee

hietoriquee du moyenF^oe, pp. 96-97, Paris, 1877; Hie-

Urire littiraire de France, iv, 141-161; J. C. F. Bfthr, Oe-

9ehiehle der r&miechen LUteratur im karolinoiedt^n ZeU-
aUer, pp. 191-192, 293-295, Carlffuhe, 1840; Hauek. KD^
li, 133, 138.

L—25

AUTUN, 6"tim'; A town of France, department
of Sa6ne-et-Loire, 160 m. s.e. of Paris. It is the
old Bibracte, the capital of the Mdm in Cesar's
time, whose name was changed under the emperors
to Augustodunum. It was one of the principal

*

towns of Gallia Lugdunensis; its walls had a cir-

cimiference of over two miles. The few inscrip-

tions preserved from its early Christian period show
that the Greek language was used in the Christian

community there, side by side with the Latin, as

late as the fourth century. The first bishop of

whom we have certain knowledge was Reticius,

who was present at the First Synod of Aries (316).

In the seventh century Bishop Leodegar held a
provincial synod there, whose decrees have only in

part survived. The first canon contains one of the
earliest distinct mentions of the Athanasian Oeed;
the fifteenth shows the progress already made in

the Prankish kingdom by the Benedictine rule.

(A. Hauck.)
Biblioorapht: MOH, Leoum, Sectio III, Concilia, vol. i.

Concilia avi Merovingici, i (1893), 220; Hefele, ConeUien-
OeechiefUe, iii, 113, Eng. transl., iv, 485.

AUXERRE, e^sar', SYNOD OF: A diocesan

synod held by Bishop Aimachar in the Burgundian
city of Auxerre, the old Autessiodorum or Altisio-

dorum in Gallia Lugdunensis, 105 m. s.s.e. of Paris.

Thirty-four priests, three deacons, and seven ab-
bots were present. Its date can be only approxi-
mately fixed, since all we know of Aunachar is that

he took part in the Synod of Paris in 573 and the

two Synods of M&con in 583 and 585. It must
accordingly have been held between 570 and 590.

Forty-five canons were passed, which have a cer-

tain importance as contributing to our knowledge
of the pagan superstitions still surviving at the

period and condemned in several canons.

(A. Hauck.)
Biblxoorapht: MOH, Legum, Sectio III, Concilia, vol. i.

Concilia cevi Merovingici, i (1893), 178; Hefele, CondUen-
geechidUe, iii, 42-47, Eng. transl., iv, 409-414.

ATJXIL'nJS: German clerical author; d. after

911. He went to Rome in the pontificate of For-

mosuB (891-896) to receive holy orders from him, as,

he tells us, was common custom at the time. He
remained in Italy, perhaps at first in Rome, but
probably later in or near Naples, with whose bishop

Stephen and arohdeacon Peter he appears in relation.

It is at least not impossible that he finally became
a monk at Monte Cassino. We still possess four

treatises of his, which all bear directly or indirectly

on the controversy about Pope Formosus (q.v.).

That In defensionem sacra ordinationis papa For-

mo8i, written in 908 or 909, describes the events lead-

ing up to the pontificate of Formosus, to show that

these afford no ground for contesting the legitimacy

of his episcopate, and those which followed his

death, to prove how unjust was the sentence upon
him. The aim of Auxilius is to prove the validity of

orders conferred by Formosus, and the object of

the three other treatises is the same. The second,

Libellus in defenaionem Stephani epiacopi, gives

not a little information about the checkered

career of the Stephen mentioned, proving the valid-

ity of his Neapolitan episcopate, though he was
enthroned by Benedict IV (900-903), who was or-
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dained by Formosua The third and fourth bear
directly upon the validity of these ordinations

The works are in MPL, cxxix, 1058-1100, and
.£. DOmmler, AuxUiuB und Vvlgariua (Leipsic, 1866),

pp. 59-116. The Liber cujuadam requirerUis et

nspondentis, inAfPL, cxzix, 1101-12, is not genuine.

(A. Hauck.)
Bibuographt: Watttenbaoh, DOQ, i (1894), 806.

AVA: The first German poetess; d. at Melk
(on the Danube, 50 m. w. of Vienna), or a neighbor-
ing convent of Lower Austria, Feb. 8, 1127. A
number of poems are ascribed to her, of which the

most important and most certainly genuine is de-

scribed in one of the manuscripts as treating of

"the life, passion, and resurrection of the Lord,

and of the Holy Spirit, according to the gospels;

of the Last Judgment and Antichrist, and of the

delights of heaven."

A later manuscript includes the life of John the

Baptist. Two sons are said to have helped in its

composition, who are thought to have been two
poets known from other works, named Hartmann
and Heinrich. The former was educated for the

priesthood at Passau, became prior of St. Blasien

in 1004, then abbot of G6ttweih, foimded the mon-
astery of Lambrecht in 1096, and died in 1114.

The latter was a layman and probably survived

Hartmann. Ava was a reduM, but conjectures as

to her sinful early life and later ascetic practises

are based upon the doubtful works and are hardly

justified by these. The poem as preserved is not

composite. It displays real poetic gifts and, in the

choice of incidents as well as in their treatment,

indicates that the author was a woman, with no
trace, however, of feminine enthusiasm. The ma-
terial is drawn from the gospels and the Acts, for

the presentation of Antichrist and the Last Judg-
ment from Rev. xvii-xz. The aim seems to have
been to present a simple narrative in poetic form
of the great deeds of God in the new covenant simi-

lar to treatments of Genesis, Exodus, and other

parts of the Pentateuch which are known to have
been already in existence. There is no homiletical

coloring, and moral reflections and allegory are

avoided. The separation of the good and the bad
at the Last Judgment gives opportunity for a brief

but instructive picture of social conditions of the

time, which indicates personal familiarity with the

sins of the higher classes. The time of composition
was probably about 1120. A. Fretbb.
Bibuoorapht: J. Diemer, Deutaeh* GWicMt dea si und xH
JakrhunderUt aufotfunden im refftdierten ChorhemtmtifU
tu Vorau in der Steiermark, Vienna. 1849; W. Boherar,
OeUOithB PtmUn der deuiaehen Kaitergnt, u, inQuMen und
Fonehunoen gur Spraehe und CtdluroMehidUe dir ffermani'
achen VdUur, vii, pp. 73-77. Stuttgart. 1875; and espcwiaUy
A. Lancguth, Unianuihunifan Obar dia QadidUa der Ava,
Budapest, 1880.

AVARS, THE: A tribe related to the Huns,
who from the middle of the sixth century came
into contact with the Christian nations—first with
the Byzantine empire, and then with the Prankish
kingdom; but they learned Christianity from
neither of these. Virgfl of Salzburg seems to have
been the first to attempt their conversion, and
Charlemagne supported him. Duke Tassilo of
Bavaria summoned them to Germany as allies

against him; in 788 they attacked the Frankisb

Idngdom from two sides, but were repulsed on both.

and the struggle ended with their complete subju-

gation in 706, when they accepted Christianity as

one of the conditions of peace. The territory thus

won for Chariemagne and Christian missions ex-

tended from the Enns and the slopes of the Styri^

Alps to the Danube. It was divided between the

dioceses of Aquileia, Salzbui^, and Passau. The

Avars, however, soon afterward disappeared from

history, probably being absorbed by the Slavie

population which formed a nu^ority in thmr terri-

tory. (A. Hauck.)
Bduogbaprt: SehkfiiMr, VeraucK Hhar doe AtBorucAe, Sl

Pbtanburg. 1862; Haudc, KD, ii. 419.

AYB MARIA. See Robart.

AVE MARIA BRETHREN. See Skkvites.

AVENARIUS, JOHAiniES. See Habermakx,
JOHANN.

AVENGIHG OF THE SAVIOR. See Afocrtfha,
B, I, 7.

AVERCIUS.a-ver'shius (AVIRCIUS, ABERCIUS),
OF HIEROPOLIS (in the Glaucus valley, not Hie-

rapolis'on the Lycus): A Phrygian, the inscription

on whose gravestone is preserved in a legendary
life, written probably about 400, and was found, in

part, on a portion of the actual stone by W. M.

Ramsay in 1883 at the warm baths near HieropobH.
The inscription, with restorations, may be rendered

as follows:

I, the dtiMn of a noble eity, have made this (monument)
in my lifetime that I micht hare here a resting-place in the

eyee of men for my body. Averdue by name, the servant of

a holy shepherd who pastures flocks of sheep upon the hiCs

and meadows; whoee eyes are large and aU-eeeing; for be
taught me . . . writings worthy of faith. To Rome be
sent me that I might see the king and the queen in goldea
apparel with sandsls of gold. But I eaw a people there
bearing a shining seal. I saw likewise the plains of Syria
and all its eiUes (as well as) Nisibis, after I had crossed the
Euphrates. But everywhere I had a companion, for I^ul
sat in the chariot with me. And Faith led the way (as guide)
and in all places set before me as food a fiah from the spring;
gigantic pure, which a holy Tirgin had caught. And this

(fish) he (Faith) gave at all times as food to friends,—
(Faith) who has good wine, giving mixed drink and bivad.
This have I, Averdus, while I stood by, ordered to be written
down; seventy-two years old was I when it was done. Yon
who understand the meaning of this, pray for Avertata,
every one that is of the same mind. In my grave let no one
lay another. But if any one do so, he shall pay to the
treasury of the Bomans 2,000, and to the loved native dty
Hieropolis 1,000, pieces of gold.

From this wording G. Ficker concludes that
Avercius was a priest of Qybele, while Haraack
would make him out the member of a sect partially

Gnostic, partially heathen, wherein pagan mysteries
were combined with one of the mysteries of the

Christian faith, namely, the Lord's Supper. The
weight of authority, however, is in favor of the

Christian character of the inscription. It mi^
be dated somewhere about 200,—a time when it

was not safe to make too open profession of Chris-

tian faith; hence Avercius phrases his confession
in mysterious language which has a double meaning
yet is easily intelligible to one " who understands.

"

The life already referred to supports this view,

being based apparently on a well-established local

legend corroborative in many details of the writing
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on the tombstone. Possibly the author may have
been the Avercius Marcellus, a native of Phrygia,

to whom a work against the Montanists was dedi-

cated about the year 193 (Eusebius, HUt. ecd.,

V, 16). As internal evidence, are cited the immis-

takable allusion to the Lord's Supper, to baptism

(the " shining seal "), and the reference to Paul,

which may be taken to mean either that Avercius

had the works of the apostle with him on his travels

or compared his own journey to that of Paul from

Damascus to the west. The inscription is now in

the Lateran museum at Rome. (T. Zahn.)

Biblioobapht: The life ia in MPO, oxr. Consult J. B.
Pitn, Spieiieaium 8ols9menae, iii. 532-633. Paris, 1865;

idem. AnaUeia taora, ii (1884). 180-187; W. M. Ramsay, in

the Journal of HeUsnie Studies, iv (1883). 424-427; idem,

in The Exponior, ix (1889). 15&-180, 263-272; idem, The
CUiea and Biahopriee of Pkrygia, vol. i, part 2, 709-716,

722-729. Oxford, 1897; G. B. de Rossi. InearipHonee

ChriaHanm, ii. pp. xii-xxv, Rome. 1888; J. B. Lightfoot,

The Apoetolie Father; ii. part 1, 493-601, London, 1889;

T. Zahn. Forathungen, v. 67-99. Leipsic. 1892; G. Ficker,

in Sitgunotheriehte der Berliner Akademie, 1896, 87-112;

A. Harnack, TU, xii. 4, Leipsic, 1896.

AVES, HENRY DAMEREL: Protestant Epia-

oopalian bishop of Mexico; b. in Huron Co., O.,

July 10, 1853. He was educated at Kenyon Col-

lege, Gambier, O. (Ph.B., 1878), the Cincinnati

Law School (1879-80), and the theological seminary

attached to Kenyon College (B.D., 1883). He was
then rector successively at St. Paul's, Mt. Vernon,

O. (188a-84); St. John's, aeveland (1884-92);

and Christ Church, Houston, Tex. (1892-1904).

In 1904 he was consecrated bishop of Mexico.

AVIGNON, a'M"ny6n': The capital of the

department ofVauduse, southern France, situated

on the Rhone, about 400 m. s.s.e. of Paris, and 50

in. n.n.w. of Marseilles. It became the papal resi-

dence in 1309, at which time it was under the rule

of the kings of Sicily (the house of Anjou); in 1348

Pope Clement VI bought it from Queen Joanna I

of Sicily for 80,000 gold gulden, and it remained a

papal possession till 1791, when, during the dis-

orders of the French Revolution, it was incorporated

with France. Seven popes resided there,—Clement

V, John XXII, Benedict XII, Qement VI, Innocent

VI, Urban V, and Gregory XI; and during this period
(1309-77; the so-called Babylonian Captivity of

the popes) it was a gay and corrupt city. The
antipopes Clement VII and Benedict XIII continued

to reside there, the former during his entire pon-

tificate (1378-94), the latter until 1408, when he

fled to Aragon. Avignon was the seat of a bishop

sa early as the year 70, and became an archbishopric

in 1476. Several sjrnods of minor importance

were held there, and its university, founded by
Pope Boniface VIII in 1303 and famed as a seat of

leg^ studies, flourished until the French Revo-
lution. The walls built by the popes in the years

immediately succeeding the acquisition of Avignon

Bs papal territory are well preserved. The papal

palace, a lofty Gothic building, with walls 17-18

feet thick, built 1335-64, long used as a barrack,

ia now to be turned into a museum.

AVILAy flM-lfl, JUAN DE: Ascetic writer,

called the apostle of Andalusia; b. at Almodovar

del Campo (16 m. 8.w. of Ciudad Real) in the

archdiocese of Toledo, between 1494 and 1500;
d. in Montilla (18 m. s.e. of Cordova) May 10, 1569.

In 1516 he entered the University of Salamanca
to study law, but soon retired to his home and
lived a strict ascetic life for three years. Then he
studied theology at Alcala under Domingo de
Soto. Having been admitted to orders, he con-
tinued his ascetic life and won fame as a preacher
in different places. Through envy he was brought
before the Inquisition and refused to defend him-
self, but was acquitted for his exemplary life. At
the age of fifty he went into retirement, broken in

body by his exertions in preaching and ascetic

practises; thenceforth he addressed smaller circles

and devoted himself to writing. He declined a
profferred appointment as canon in Grenada, as

well as the bishopric of Segovia and the arch-

bishopric of Grenada. His tomb in the Jesuits'

Church at Montilla bears the inscription, Magistro
Johanni Avila, Patri Optimot Viro integerrimo,

Deique amantiasimo, Filii eju8 in Christo, Poa-
[uerunt]. His writings were collected in nine

volumes at Madrid, 1757; the chief were Audi
filia and the Cartas espiriiuales (in vol. xiii of

the Biblioteca de AtUares Eapaflolea, Madrid, 1850).

K. Benrath.

Bxblioorapht: Life in Spanish by Luis de Grenada (d.

1688) in vol. iii, pp. 451-486, of his works. Bfadrid, 1840;
N. Antonio. BiUiotheea Hiapana nova, i, 630-642. Bfadrid.

1783; L. degU Oddi. Life of As Bleeeed Maaier John
of Avila, transl. from the Italian, Quarterlu Seriea, voU
xovii, London, 1808.

AVITUS, Q-voi'tus, ALCIMUS ECDICroS:
Bishop of Vienne; d. Feb. 5, 518. He was bom of

a distinguished Romano-Gallic family, connected

with the Emperor Avitus (455-456); his father,

Hesychius, was bishop of Vienne, where the son

seems to have been educated, probably in the

involved and fanciful rhetorical style of Sapaudus,

who was then teaching there. In 494 we find him
mentioned as his father's successor in the see;

and until the death of Gundobad (516) he exercised

a predominant influence on the Church of Burgundy,

and through it on the civil government. He
induced Gundobad's son, Sigismund, to renounce

Arianism, and the old king himself listened gladly

to Avitus and seemed disposed to follow this ex-

ample. In the contest over boundaries between

the metropolitan sees of Vienne and Aries, Avitus

won a decisive victory under Pope Anastasius II

(496-498). He was a zealous supporter of the close

connection between the south of Gaul and the

Roman see which was restored in 494, and did his

best to promote the power of the latter. His

political influence was far from salutary, since it

was exercised mainly for ecclesiastical ends. His

theology was dominated by his opposition to Arian-

ism and other kindred heresies; otherwise he

appears to have been chiefly interested in questions

of ritual and church law. His last great success

was to call and preside over the Burgundian council

at Epao in 517, some of whose canons show hia

authorship, even in their wording. His prose

writing? consist partly of sermons, partly of letters,

which, as was customary at that time, attain the

dimensions of complete tractates. These have
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some historical value, which would be greater if

we could establish a more secure chronology for

them. The most famous is Epist. xlvi (xli), ad-

dressed to Clovis in the beginning of 497. Epist.

xxziv (xxxi) is important for the hght which it

throws upon his attitude in regard to ecclesiastical

polity Here he speaks for the Gallic episcopate

in relation to the Roman contest arising out of the

charges against Pope Symmachus. This note-

worthy manifesto unfolds an entire ultramontane
programme, addressed to the senators Faustus and
Symmachus, probably at the end of 501. Some
of his oratorical productions are interesting, but
more important is his poetical work, an epic dealing

with the origin of the human race, and a didactic

poem. The former is called by Ebert " at least

in regard to its plan, the most significant contribu-

tion to the poetical treatment of the Bible in early

Christian literature." It seems to have been com-
posed in the last decade of the fifth century, and
consists of 2,522 hexameter verses, divided into

five books which carry the history of the world
from its creation through the fall of man (in which
Satan is drawn as an imposing figure reminding of

Milton) to the Flood and the Exodus. It is much
more than a bald transcript of the Biblical text,

and frequently goes off into long typological trains

of thought. (F. Arnold.)
Bibliography: The worka mn in MPL, lix, and ed.

R. Peiper in MOH, AueL AnL, vol. vi. part 2.
1883; alao, (Euvtm completer d€ St, Avit, ed. U. ChevB-
Uer. Lyons, 1800. Consult A. Charaux, St Avite . . . m
vie, M« CBUVTM, Pans, 1876; P. Parisel, SL Xvtte.

as vte el MS iariU, Louyain, 1850: A. Ebert, GnehxehU
d«r LiUeraiur dee MittelaUere, i, 303-402. Leipsic, 1880;
W 8. Teuffel. Geediiehte der rOmieehen LUeratur, p.
1210. No. 5. Leipsic. 1800; C. F. Arnold. C<Bsar»«i« von
ArtlaU und die gitUiedte Kirehe aeiner Zeii, pp. 101 sqq..
202-215. 578. Leipeic. 1804.

AVIZ, 0"vlz^ ORDER OF: An association of

knights founded about 1145 by King Alfonso I of

Portugal to extend his dominions into Moorish
territory to the south. They were originally called

nova militia; when Alfonso captured Evora from
the Moors (1166) he gave it to the knights as their

seat and they took the name '' Brethren of St.

Maria of Evora/' and after 1211, when Alfonso II

gave them the town of Aviz (75 m. n.e. of Lisbon),
they were known as the " Brethren (or Knights)
of Aviz." Their constitution, which, besides the
three customary vows, imposed also the obligation

to fight against the infidels, was prepared in its

main outlines by the Cistercian abbot Johannes
Civita about 1162. Like the Order of Alcantara
(q.v.) the Knights of Aviz were for a time dependent
upon the Order of Calatrava (q.v.), but at the begin-
ning of the fifteenth century they obtained their

independence, and successfully resisted an attempt
of the Council of Basel to restore the supremacy
of the Calatrava Order. Toward the end of the
Middle Ages they received dispensation from the
vow of celibacy and were allowed to marry once.
In 1789 the order was changed into one of military
merit and the ecclesiastical vows were abolished.

O. ZOCKLBRt.
Biblioorapht: Helyot. Ordree monaetiquee, vi. 65-60; Q.

Giucd. Iconoffrafia atorica degli ordini religioti e eaval-
Uresehi, i, 61-63. Rome, 1836; P. B. Gams. Dte Ktre?ien^
geachtchte von Spanien^ iii, 57-58, Regensburg. 1876.

AWAKEimiG: A term which in rec^it times

has occasionally been mentioned in Protestaat

dogmatics as a member of the ardo saluiis (s«r

Order op Salvation). Elsewhere the tenn is

used, especially in the language of the Pietists anu

Methodists, to designate the great commotion
produced in the heart, especially by preaching.

To this usage corresponds also the popular con-

ception which understands by the term " awakai-
ing " specifically the stirring of strong rdipous

feelings, such as at times accompany the beginninc

of the Christian estate. In this sense books or

sermons are characterized as " awakening," ani

periods of history in which there is a rapid chaiuip

of religious feeling are called ** times of awakening."
So far as the Biblical basis for the conception is

concerned, the sources are quite meager. Onlj

Rom. xiii, 11 and Eph. v, 14 come into ooDsid»a-
tion. In both passages the act of awakening i^^

placed in close connection with the light or illuim-

nation. He who is brought into the sphere of tbc

light, does not continue to sleep, but awakes ou'

of his sleep and then by the awaidng is illuniinBted

by the light. If the work of grace be considered

as an enlightenment, then its first effect in man is

that of awaking. According to the Biblical usage,

therefore, we are to think neither of a special diWne
act of ** awaking " nor of a condition, having tem-

poral duration, of " awaking " or " becoming
awake./' There are, however, some recent dog-

maticians who take these positions (e.g., C. 1
Nitzsch, System der ckristlichen Lehre, Bonn, 1851,

pp. 298, 304-305; L. A. Domer, GlaubensleJirr,

vol. u, part 2, Berlin, 1881, 725-728; F. Reiff.

Chrisaichs Glaubenslehre, ii, Basel, 1873, 349; F.

Nitzsch, Lehfbueh der Doffmatik, Freiburg, 1892,

p. 593). Calling (q.v.) is then divided into illumi-

nation (q.v.), which aims to give a knowledge of

salvation, and awakening, which directs the will

to the salvation. Others, on the contrary, empjha-
size more the subjective condition of the awakening.
It is the introduction to regeneration; the awa-
kened is " mightily moved by grace "; it is a " con-

dition of religious suffering," for as yet there is no

self-determination (Martensen, Die christUche Lhg-
, matik, Berlm, 1870, pp. 361-362); it is " a moment
in which the soul is more profoundly seized bv
grace," " the birth throes of the new man," wbei^
" there is still too much being built upon feeline

and sensibility " (Thomasius, Lekre von Christi

Penon tmd Werk, ii, Leipsic, 1888, 377, 381 ; cf.

Luthardt, Kompendium der Dogmatik, Leipsic>

1893, p. 264; Wacker, Die Heileordnung, Guters-

loh, 1898, pp. 33, 34). Of special interest is the repre-

sentation of " awsLkening " given by the do^ia-
tician of German Methodism, A. Sulzberger (rf.

Die ckrisUiche Glavbenalehref ii, Bremen, 1876, 36$

sqq.). But in spite of these and other efforts

to give the term " awakening " a place in dog-

matics, the necessity of the conception can not be

maintained. Objectively, it adds nothing to

" calling," and, subjectively, it has no spedfic con-

notation as against the first beginningis of faith

and " conversion " in the old dogmatics. Here

as in general, the undue subdividing of the onk
ealiUis is to be opposed. R. Seebebg.
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AWAKENING, THE GREAT. See Reyivalb of
Religion.

AXEL. See Absalon.

ATER, JOSEPH CULLEN, JR.: Protestant

Episcopalian; b. at Newtonville, Mass., Jan. 7,

1866. He was educated at Harvfuxl University and
the universities of Berlin, Halle, and Leipsic (Ph.D.,

1893), and at the Episcopal Theological School,

Cambridge, Mass., from which he was graduated
in 1887. He was honorary fellow at Johns Hop-
kins in 1899-1900, and in the following year was
appointed lecturer on canon law in the Cambridge
Theological School. In 1905 he was chosen pro-

fessor of ecclesiastical history in the Divinity School

of the Protestant Episcopal Church in Philadelphia.

His theological position is that of a conservative

Broad-churchman or a liberal High-churchman.
In addition to numerous briefer studies on canon
law, music, and painting, in various reviews, and, be-

sides contributions to the second, third, and fourth

volumes of The World's Orators (New York, 1900),

he has written Die Ethik Joseph BuUers (Leipsic,

1893) and The Rise and DevelojmerU of Christian

Architecture (Milwaukee, 1902).

AYLMER, 61-mer (ELMER), JOHN: Bishop of

I^ndon; b. at Aylmer Hall, parish of Tivetshall St.

Mary (15 m. s. of Norwich), Norfolk, England, 1521;

d. in London June 3, 1594. He studied at Cambridge
(B.A., 1541) and was tutor to Lady Jane Grey;
was made Archdeacon of Stow in 1553. During
the reign of Mary he retired to Strasburg and Zurich,

and wrot« there a reply to John Knox's Monstrous
Regiment of Women (Geneva, 1558), under the title

An Harborowe [Harbor] for Faithfid and True Sub-
jects against the late blown blast concerning the

government of women (Strasburg, 1559). He re-

turned to England shortly after the accession of

Elizabeth (1558) and was made archdeacon of

Lincoln in 1562, bishop of London in 1577. He
was a somewhat narrow-minded man, of arbitrary

and arrogant temper, and as bishop displayed a
harshness toward Puritans and Roman Catholics

which brought upon him much unpopularity and
exposed him to the biting satire of the Maiprelate

tracts (q.v.); yet he was a man of leammg and a
patron of scholars. Besides the volume already

mentioned he left sermons and devotional works.

Bibuoorapht: The beat book ia by J. Strype, HutorictU
CoUeeUont of the Life and Aett of John Aylmer, Oxford,
1821; 8. R. Maitland, Eeaaye on the Reformation in Eng-
land, London, 1849; J. Hunt, Religioue Thoughi in Eng-
land, i, 73-76, London, 1870; DNB, u, 281-283.

AZARIAH, az^'a-roi'd: King of Judah. See
UzziAH. For the apocryphal " Prayer of Azariah,"

see Apocbtfha, A, IV, 3.

AZAZEL a-z6'zel or a-zQ'zel (Heb. 'aza'td):

The word translated " scapegoat " in the A.

v., found only in Lev. xvi, in the legislation

concerning the Day of Atonement, where the

high priest is directed to take two goats as

sin-ofifering for the people, to choose by lot

one of them " for Yahweh '' and the other '' for

Azazel " (ver. 8), and to send the latter forth into

the wilderness (ver. 10, 21-22; see Atonement,
Day or). The meaning of the word has occa-

sioned much discussion. Starting from the fact

that " for Yahweh " and " for Azazel " stand in

opposition (ver. 8), many think that it is the name
of a being opposed to Yahweh,—a desert-monster,

a demon, or directly Satan. Such as attempt an
etymological interpretation then explain it as

characterizing the demon or Satan as removed or

apostatbed from God, or a being repelled by men
{averruncus)f or one which does things apart and
in secret (from azal^ " to go away "). Others con-

ceive of Azazel, not as a proper name, but as an
appellative noun and modified reduplicated form
of a root '(wai, " to remove, retire," signifying longe

remotus or porro abiens. The sense of verses 8, 10,

and 26, then, is that the goat is designated by the

lot as an azazel, i.e., something which is to go far

away, and is sent into the wilderness as such; and
the idea is expressed symbolically that with the

sending away of the goat, sin has also been removed
from the people for whom atonement has been
made, and they regard themselves as freed and re-

leased from their sins. The contrast between " for

Yahweh" and "for Azazel," however, in ver. 8
favors the interpretation of Azazel as a proper noun,
and a reference to Satan suggests itself. It has
been urged that nowhere else in the Pentateuch is

Satan mentioned, and that afterward, when the

idea of Satan comes out more fully in the conscious-

ness of the Old Testatment congregation, the name
Azazel is not found. But it may be that Azazel

—

whatever its meaning may be—was the name of an
old heathen idol or of one belonging to Semitic

mythology and thought of as the evil principle,

wliich older Judaism made the head of the demons
as later Judaism used the name of the Philistine

Baal Zebub. A definite explanation, satisfactory to

all, can hardly be looked for. The name of Azazel,

like Belial and Beelzebub, is transferred from the

Old Testament language into the Book of Enoch
as designation of a power of evil. W. VoLCKt.
Bibuoorapht: H. Sohults, Old Testament Theology, i. 403-

406, Edinbursh, 1892; Diestel, Set-Typhon, Aeaeel, und
Satan, in ZHT, 1860. pp. 159 wiq.; O. H. A von Ewald,
Die Lehre der Bibel von OoU, ii. 191-192, Leipsic. 1874;
Oort, in ThT, x (1876), 150-166; a R. Driver, in Expoeitor,

1885. pp. 214-217; Nowack, Arehttologie, ii, 186-187;
Benringer, ArchHuiiogie, p. 478; DB, i. 207-208; EB, i,

394-398; consult also the commentaries on Leviticus. For
ethnic analogies cf. J. Q. Fraser, Oolden Bough, ii, 18-19,
London, 1900.

AZYMITES, a-zim'oits (Gk. azymitai, from
a-privative and zymi, " leaven '') : An epithet given

by the Greek Church to the Latin Church from the

eleventh century, because the latter uses unleav-

ened bread in the Lord's Supper. Michael Ceeru-

larius. Patriarch of Constantinople (q.v.), in 1053

attacked the practise of the Western Church, de-

claring their Eucharist worthless because unleav-

ened bread was lifeless and powerless. A hot con-

test ensued in which the Latins maintained that

either leavened or unleavened bread could be used;

they retaliated upon their opponents with the

epithets fermeniarii or fermentacei (from Lat. /er-

mentumf "leaven") and prozymitai (from Gk.

pro," for,"andzy»n^). The Council of Florence (1439)

decreed that each Church must follow its own cus-

tom, and for the Latin Church to change would be

grievous sin. See Lord's Suppbb.
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B
BAADER, bft'der, FRANZ XAVBR VON: Roman

Catholic philosopher; b. at Munich Mar. 27, 1765;

d. there May 23, 1841. He studied and practised

medicine, afterward became a mining engineer,

and, after a visit to England (1791-96), held of-

ficial positions in the Bavarian department of

mines. In 1826 he became professor of philosophy

and speculative theology at Munich. In 1838,

having opposed the interference of the Church in

civil flairs, he was forbidden to lecture on religion

and thenceforth confined himself to psychology
and anthropology. He was an originid and sug-

gestive thinker, and exercised considerable influ-

ence on his own and the succeeding generation, al-

though the aphoristicand paradoxical form in which
he presented his thought often makes it difficult

to understand him. He sought for a deep and
true understanding of Christianity, always with
the conviction that '' the legitimate organs had
lost the key." A tendency toward individual

judgment caused the Roman Catholics to reject

him as one of their philosophers; he considered

the papacy an equivocal institution not essential

to the Church, and contrasted the Eastern and
Western Churches unfavorably to the latter (in

Der morgerddndische und der aberuUdndiache Katho-
licismus, Stuttgart, 1841). At the same time he
was a theosophist rather than a philosopher or

theologian, and sought the lost key in the mystical

speculations of Eckhart, St. Martin, and B6hme;
hence he was equally out of sympathy with
the rationalistic tendencies of nineteenth century
theology. His system is set forth in his Fermenta
eogniiionis (parts i-v, Berlin, 1822-24; part vi,

Leipsic, 1825) and Varlesungen uber apehukUive
Dogmatik (part i, Stuttgart, 1828; parts ii-v,

MQnster, 1830-38). His works, collected and edited

by his scholars (Franz Hofifmann, Hamberger,
Eknil von Schaden, Lutterbeck, von Osten, SchlQ-
ter), appeared in 16 vols., Leipsic, 1851-60; vol.

XV contains a biography by Hoffmann.

Bxbuoorapht: C. P. Fascber, Ztir hundertjohrigen Otburtt-
feier F. von Baadem, Leipsic, 1865; J. Hamberger.
Cardinalpunkie der baaderachen PhUoBojihiet Stuttgart,
1855; idem, Fundatnenkdbegriffe von F. Baadert Ethik,
Politik und ReUgumMphiloaophie, ib. 1855; C. A. Thilo.
BeleudUung de» Angrifft det F. Baader, in Theoloffieirende
Reeht^ und StaaUUhre, Leipsic, 1861; G. Goepp.^Mai eur
F. de Baader, Strasburg, 1862.

BAAL.
Various Forms of the Name (f 1).

Meaning and Use of the Name (§ 2).

The Conception of Baal (f 3).

Special Baals in the Old Testament (f 4).
The Baal-cult in Israel (i 5).

Ceremonies of the Baal-worship (§ 6).

Baal ifl frequently mentioned in the Old Testa-
ment as a ^>d of the idolatrous Israelites, as
well as of the Phenicians, Philistines, and Moab-
ites (7). The name also occurs in a proper name
of the Edomites, in Phenician and Arsimaic in-

scriptions, in Greek and Roman authors (Baal,
Bal), in the Septuagint and writings dependent on
it, and in Josephus. Greek and Latin writers for

the most part speak of BU, BUob, Bel as a Babylo-
nian as well as a Syrian and Phenician god. The
form Bal is more frequently found in composite

Phenidan proper names as Abibalos,

z. Various Hannibal, etc., according to which the

Forms of Phenicians pronounced the name of

the Kame. the godWl (cf. P. Schrdder, DiephdRi-
ziache Sprache, Halle, 1869, p. 84).

The Phenicians carried their religion wherever they
went, and thus the worship of Baal was very widely
spread. Even the Semitic Hyksos in Egypt,
according to Egyptian testimony, worshiped the

god Bar {^Ba'al; cf. E. Meyer, Set-Typhon,
Leipsic, 1875, p. 47, and ZDMO, land, 1877, p. 725;

W. Max MoUer, Asien tmd Etarapa naeh altdgtfp-

tiacken DenkmOJem, Leipsic, 1893, p. 309).
There can be no doubt of the identity of the

names Ba*al and Bd, the Babylonian god mentioned
in the Old Testament, the BHxyr BUoa of the GreekF,
i.e., the Assyrian Bdu (Bilu) contracted from B^d,
which is modified from Ba^al by the influence dl

the guttural. In an Esarhaddon inscription ?%l-Bei
(" Baal is protection ") is the name of a king of

Haziti, i.e., of Gasa (E. Schrader, KeHinsckrifien
und Oeachichtaforachung, Giessen, 1878, pp. 7&-'79),

where Bd is evidently used for the Ganaanitic
Baal. The " hoi " in the names of the Pahnyrene
deities Aglibol and Yaribol (and " bd" in Malak-
bel) may be still another form of Baal.
The Hebrew word ba*al means "owner* or

"lord," also " husband," as possessor of the wife.

The names of Semitic divinities all set forth the

idea of power, and thus present a conception
different from that of the Aryan divinities (cf. A.
Deissman, in The Ezpoaitory Timea, xviii, 205 sqq.).

Furthermore, it has been disputed whether ba'al

in the sense of " lord " was an epithet

3. Meaning of honor attached to divinity in gen-
and Use of eral, or was given as a proper name
the Name, to a definite local god. In favor of

the latter supposition is the fact that
there was a Baal of Tyre, a Baal of Sidon, a
Baal of Harran, a Baal of Tarsus, and so on.

When in later times many such local ddties were
worshiped in close proximity, thename '

' Baal"desig-

nated the principal god of a place; for he alone

could there be called the owner or lord. From
this can be explained the later confusion between
the Ganaanitic Baal and the Babylonian Bel, also

the fact that Baal was called Zeus by the Greeks
and Jupiter by the Romans. When ba*al occurs

in the Old Testament with the article, this does
not prove that there was a special god called

Baal; it shows only that ba'al appears in the Old
Testament not as a proper name but rather as an
appellative noun. The use of the article in the

Old Testament can be explained from this, that

in cases where the Old Testament speaks of an

actual Baal-cult, some one Baal among the many
is meant; the later Old Testament usage, especially

that of Jeremiah, employed " the baal " in the

sense of " the idol."

If Baal were merely the designation of some god
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as owner of a place of worship or the honorary

title of a god| an inquiry into the common meaning
of the word would not be necessary. But such an in-

quiry is suggested by the statements concerning

the Baals of different places. From the Arabic

appellative meaning of the word hafl it has been
supposed that in places naturally irrigated the

deity was worship^ as the Baal of that place.

According to Hosea (ii, 15), the idola-

3. The Con- trous Israelites imagined that the

ception of gods worshiped by them, whom the

BaaL prophet otherwise calls ''the Baals,"

were the authors of the good things

of nature. Sacred springs are also found in places

where the Tyrian Heracles was worshiped. But
this does not necessarily imply that some special

terrestrial notion must be connected with Baal.

It is easy to understand how among an agricultural

people Woe the Canaanites the god of heaven could

be conceived as god of agriculture, for the field

can not produce without the blessing of heaven.

But it is possible that in different Baal<«ults a
terrestrial idea and the conception of Baal as heaven-

gpdy at first distinct and separate, afterward grew to-

gether, as in the case of Astarte (see Ashtorbth).
It is erroneous to assert that every individual god
who had the name of Baal was worshiped as lord

of heaven; still more so to hold that each was
specially worshiped as a sun-god, or that Baal was
everywhere and at all times so represented.

While there is no evidence of the solar meaning
of Baal, it is certain that the Phenicians at

times attributed to their Baal or Baals some
solar characteristics. As generally in the Phenician

deities, beneficent and destructive powers were not
separated but were represented as being combined
in one and the same deity, so it was with Baal,

so far at least as both powers were thought of as

proceeding from heaven or more particularly from
the sun. That Baal bestows natural blessing,

has been seen above. Names like Hannibal " grace

of Baal," Aadrybal "Baal helps," BaaUhama
" Baal hears," BaaUhamar " Baal keeps," and the

like, designate him as a benevolent god. That
human sacrifices were offered to Baal can not be
inferred from the Old Testament. The passages

Jer. six, 5; xxxii, 35 speak of children who were
offered to Moloch, and the Baal mentioned there

is only a general designation of the idol. That the

Baal-prophets cut themselves in the service of their

god (I lOngs xviii, 28) can not be regarded as a
substitute for human sacrifice. The representative

animal of Baal was the bull, which also represented

the ancient god of the Hebrews.
Certain Baals are named in the Old Testament

with epithets which designate them more exactly:

(a) Baal^BerUh, worshiped by the Shechemites

(Judges ix, 4; cf. verse 46; viii, 33), denotes

probably the protector of a definite covenant or
" the Baal before whom agreements are made."
(b) Baal-Peor (Num. xxv, 3, 5; Deut. iv, 3;

Hos. ix, 10; Ps. cvi, 28), also simply Peor (N\mi.

xxv, 18; xxxi, 16; Josh, xxii, 17; cf. the name
of a Moabite city Beth-Peor, " temple of Peor,"

Deut. iii, 29; iv, 46; xxxiv, 6; Josh, xiii, 20), was

a god of the Moabites (Num. xxv, 1-5) or of the

Blidianites (Num. xxv, 18, xxxi, 16), worshiped on
Mount Peor, where the Israelites committed whore-
dom with the daughters of Moab (Num. xxv, 1) or

Midian (Num. xxv, 8). (c) Baal^Zdmb, see Beelze-
bub. Certain place-names compounded with Baal
(not necessarily all, cf. II Sam. v, 20) were orig-

inally god-names, the word heth (" temple ") being

understood in the place-name. Baals

4. Special knowD from such place-names are: (d)

Baals in Baal-Gad (Josh, xi, 17; xii, 7; xiii, 5),

the Old the " fortune-bringing Baal." Gad (Isa.

Testament Ixv, 11; perhaps also Gen. xxx, 11)

occurs independently as a name of

a deity (see Gad), (e) Baal-Hermon (Judges iii, 3;

I Chron. V, 23), usually identified with Baal-Gad,

the designation of the Baal worshiped on Mount Her-
mon. (f) Baal-Meon (Num. xxxii, 38; Ezek. xxv, 9;

I Chron. V, 8), the god of a Moabite (Reubenite)

city, the fidl name of which reads Beth-Baal-Meon
(Josh, xiii, 17), contracted into Beth-Meon (Jer.

xlviii, 23), i.e., " temple of the Baal of Meon." (g)

It is possible that Baal-Zephan (Exod. xiv, 2, 9; Num.
xxxiii, 7), the name of a station of the Israelites on
the Red Sea, belong? here. Zephon, or more cor-

rectly Zaphon, is known as a god-name from Egyp-
tian, Phenician, Carthaginian, and Assyrian inscrip-

tions. Baal-Tamar, a place mentioned in Judg. xx, 33,

may also be derived from the name of a god, and
Baal-Hamon (Song of Sol. viii, 11), Baal-Hazor
(II Sam. xiii, 23), Baal-Perazim (II Sam. v, 20),

and Baal-Shalisha (I Sam. ix, 4; II Kings iv, 42)

were probably designations of local deities, of whom
nothing is known.
There can be no doubt that, in ancient times,

the Hebrews called their god the Baal, whether
they used this name to designate Yahweh, or a

special Baal worshiped beside him.

5. The Baal- The latter can not be proved; the

cttltin former is indicated by names of the

LuaeL Davidic time compounded with Baal.

The worship of the Canaanite Baals
in opposition to the Yahweh-worship had many
adherents among the Israelites as early as the

time of the Judges (Judges ii, 11, 13; iii, 7; vi,

25 sqq.; x, 6; I Sam. vii, 4; xii, 10). There is no
proof that the Hebrews upon their settlement in

Canaan adopted the Baal-cult practised there,

but the fact can hardly be doubted. The earliest

certainty comes from the time of King Ahabof
Israel, who, influenced by his Phenician wife,

introduced the Phenician Baal-worship, erecting

a Baal-temple in Samaria and appointing a
numerous priesthood (I Kings xvi, 31-32; xviii,

19). Elijah (q.v.) vigorously opposed this idolatrous

cult (I Kings xviii). Jehoram, Ahab's son, put
away a Baal-colimm erected by his father (II

Kings iii, 2), but did not extirpate the cult.

Jehu abolished the worship of the Phenician god
(II Kings X, 21-28). But in the eighth century

the prophet Hosea speaks of Baal-worship as exist-

ing in Israel without stating which " Baal " or
** Baals " are meant. Of the Baal-cult in Judah
we know only that it was abolished under the

influence of Jehoiada the priest (II Kings xi, 18).

Probably under the influence of Athaliah, grand-

mother of Joash and daughter of the Ph^cian
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Jezebel, Baal-worship had been introduced into

Judah (cf. II Chron. xxiv, 7); this Baal was no
doubt Melkart of Tyre. Not much reliance can
be placed upon the statement (II Chron. xxviii, 2)

that Ahaz worshiped the Baals (but cf. II Kings
xvi, 3-4). In the statement (II Kings xxi, 3)

that Manasseh reared up altara " for Baal "

(better '' for the Baals ''), Baal may be a gen-
eral term for idol. Whenever Jeremiah speaks
of the Baal (ii, 8; vii, 9; xi, 13; xxii, 29), he
generally means '' the idol " (so also II Kings
xvii, 16), which is especially evident from II

Kings xi, 13 (cf. " the Baals," ii, 23; ix, 14).

In Zephaniah, too (i, 4), in '^ the remnant of Baal "

the word Baal is equivalent to " idolatry." In
the time of Jeremiah the idolatrous Judeans wor-
shiped the stm, the moon, and the host of heaven.
All these powers Jeremiah calls ''the Baal " or " the
shameful thing " (Jer. xi, 13). The name Baal was so
obnoxious to the later scribes that they substituted

for it the word hoahethf " shame." a word used as
early as Jeremiah; and the Alexandrian Jews, as
Dillmann has shown, read in their Greek text the
word aiachynS instead of Baal, which explains the
use of the feminine article before Baal (cf. Dill-

mann, Ueber Baal mU dem weiblichen Artikd, in the
MonatsherichU der Akademie der Wiaaenachaften zu
Berlin, phil.-hiat. Klasae, 1881).

For the mode of worship in Israel reference can
be made only to those passages of the Old Testar-

ment in wbdch Baal-worship is undoubtedly to
be understood as the cult of the Phenician god.
He was worshiped with sacrifices and burnt ofifei^

ings (II Kings x, 24) especially of btd-

6. Ceremo- locks (I Kings xviii, 23), and by kiss-

nies of the ing his images (I Kings xix, 18). In
Baal-wor- the Baal-temple of Samaria the pillar

ship. of Baal was of stone (II Kings x,

27). Usually a Baal was worshiped
in conjunction with Astarte (Judges ii, 13; x, 6;

I Sam. vii, 4; xii, 10). A Baal-^ltar^ with an
Asherah is mentioned in Judges vi, 25. Accord-
ing to II Chron. xxxiv, 4, the Ijammanim or sun
images stood on or beside the altars of Baal. When
the statement is made that incense was offered

upon the roofs to the Baal (Jer. xxxii, 29; cf., on
the " burning of incense " to the Baal in general,

Jer. vii, 9; xi, 13), not Baal-worship, but wor-
ship of the stars is meant (Jer. xix, 13; Zeph.
i, 5; cf. II Kings xxiii, 12). In the time of

Ahab there were many priests and prophets (about
450) of Baal (II Kings x, 19; I Kings xviii,

19). The prophets worshiped the god by leaping
around the altar (I Kings xviii, 26) and by cutting
themselves with knives and lances (verse 28).

The leaping appears to have been a means of in-

ducing the trance-state (verse 29), it may also

have been a part of the cult. The " vestry

"

mentioned II Kings x, 22 probably belonged to the
royal palace, and was not intended for the official

robes of the priests. See Asherah ; Ashtoreth;
High Place.
Biblioorapht: Smith. Rel. of Sem., pp. 93-113 (best);

J. Selden, Dedi9 Syria, London, 1617; F. Mflnter, Rdioion
der Karthager, pp. 6-61. Copenhagen, 1821; F. C. Movers,
Die PhOnisier, i, 169-190, 264-321. 385-498, Bonn, 1841;
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deuieehe Theologie, 1860. pp. 71^-734; H. Oori. Tke War--
ehip of Baalim in lerael, from the Dutch by CoIbdb , Lon-
don. 1865; E. Schrader, Baal and Bel, in T8 , 1874. pp.
335-343; W. W. Baudisain. Jahve et MoLotk, pp. 14—41.
Leipaic, 1874; B. Stade. in ZATW, vi (1886). 303-306:
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Harran in einer aUaramOiechen Ineehrift, in Sittun4faberiehie
der Berliner Akademie^ 1895, pp. 119-122; F. Vigouroux,
Lee Prktree de Baal, in Revue BHUique, part 2, 1896. 227-
240; DB, i. 209-211; EB, i. 401-409; H. Gunkel. Eiiae,
Jahve, und Baal, Tabingen. 1907.
On Baal-Peor: E. Kautiach and A. Soein. Die AedU^

heii der moabiUechen Alterthikner geprUft, pp. 69-77, Stra»-
burg. 1876; W. Baudissin. Studien eur aemitiechen. Re-
ligionegeedtichie, ii, 232, Leipaic 187^ F. Baethgen, Bei-
trSoe Mur eemitieehen ReliffionageechidUe, pp. 14-16, 261,
(36ttingen, 1888. On AgUbol and Bfaliushbel: LaJArd.
RechercKee eur le euUe de Cyprke, in Mimoiree de Vacadimie
dee inearipHone ei heUee^ettree, new aeriea. vol. xx, part
2 (1854), 39-40; Levy, in ZDMO, xviii (1864). 00-103;
M. de Vogtt^. Syrie eenirale, inecripUone ehnitiquee, 1868,
pp. 62-65. On Baal in Hebrew proper names: Geiger.
in ZDMO, xvi (1862). 728-732; E. Nestle. Die ieraeiiUeeite

Eiffennamen und ifure reUtnonegeeohichUidte Bedeutung,
Leipeio, 1876; Q. B. Gray, Studiee in Hebrew Brvper
Namee, London, 1896.

BAALBEK, bal'a>ek': A dty of Coel&^yna^
celebrated for its magnificence in the first centuries
of the Christian era, and famous ever since for its

ruins. It is situated on a plain near the foot of
the Anti-Lebanus range, about forty

Location miles northwest of Damascus, and
and His- 3,800 feet above sea-level. Its earlier

toiy. name was Baalbek, ** City of Baal,"
changed under the Seleucids to Heli-

opolis. In Egypt there was a HeliopoUs (also

called On; see On), and the plausible supposition
has been ofifered that these two places were of com-
mon origin. In proof, the saying of the author of
De dea Syria, that in the great temple of Heliopolis

an antique idol was worshiped which had been
brought from Egypt, is quoted, and also the state-

ment of Macrobius in his Saturnalia^ that the statue
of Jupiter Heliopolitanus came from Egypt. Sup-
porting this is the judgment of C. A. Rich, quot^
below, that the substructure of the ruins at Baalbek
is Egyptian, at least in part. It was only after

Baalbek was made a Roman colony, under the
name Colonia Julia Augusta Felix Heliopolitana,

that it became a place of importance. It can not
be identified satisfactorily with any Bible locidity.

It is mentioned by Josephus (Ant,, XIV, iii, 2),

Pliny (Hist, not., v, 22), and Ptolemy; and coins

of the city have been found of almost all the on-
perors from Nerva to Gallienus.

Baalbek contains ruins of three temples: of the

sun, of Jupiter, and a small one of Venus; also of a
Christian basilica. The first is attributed to

Antoninus Pius (138-161) by John BCalala (c. 525-

600); only six columns and their entablature and
the substructure remain. The walls of the temple

of Jupiter are standing, but the roof is

The Ruins, gone. C. A..Rich, who examined the

ruins in 1894, says (American Archited,

xlvii, 1895, pp. 3 sqq.) that the substructure of

the whole, at least in part, is Egyptian, while the
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beveled xnaBoniy under the peristyle of the temple

of the sun is Phenician. The Germans, who have
in hand the examination of Baalbek, have made
out that a great altar, thought at first to be cut

from the living rock and pieced out with masonry,

but subsequently discovered to be wholly of ma-
sonry, is the center of the entire group. This was
surrounded by a series of walls built up so as to

allow the superposition of a platform level with

the base of the altar, forming the floor of the great

court. On the east, west, and north sides, these

walls were employed to make passages and cham-
bers beneath the platform. To the east of the plat-

form was a hexagonal court, giving access to the

great court, while to the west was the great temple

of the sun.

The temple of Jupiter is to the south of the west

end of the great court, distant about fifty feet

from the south wall of the latter. Around this

court on three sides, also around the hexagonal

court, was carried a lofty peristyle on a stylobate

of three steps. Four sides of the hexagonid court

held chapels, the other two sides being given to the

entrances to the courts. The north and south

sides of the great court held each three chapels

and two niches, most richly elaborated, the east

side having two, one on each side of the entrance.

On the floor of the great coin^ on the north and the

south sides of the altar were two large basins,

unfinished, two and a half feet deep, with waUs
paneled on the outside, the panels decorated with

genii and festooned flowers. Clear traces of a
Christian basilica have been found on the great

platform, the great altar being the center, while

the line of the eastern wall of the temple of the sun

is conterminous with the west wall of the basilica.

The floor of the latter was seven and a half feet

above the court pavement, thus preserving intact

the great altar, which was bmlt over.

Of the temple of the sun the two most marked
features, long known, were the six great colimms

with their entablature and the three megaliths at

the west end, two of the latter measuring sixty-

three feet long by thirteen square, and sixty-four

feet long by fourteen square. Another stone

still lies in the quarry near-by cut out

The Great from the rock, and measures sixty-

Stones, nine and a quarter feet long by four-

teen square. The columns, of which

there were originally fifty-eight, nineteen at each

side and ten at each end, were seventy-five feet

in height with a diameter of seven and a quarter

feet, and the entablature was fourteen feet in

height. These columns supported the roof. The
use of the megaliths was only recently discovered.

It now appears that they were carried around the

south side of the base of the temple, and it is possible

that they will be found on the other sides as well.

It appears that the temple was built on an artificial

mound of earth, and that the great stones were

employed to sustain this mass. The order of

architecture is the Corinthian, with all the elabora-

tion to which that style so easily lends itself. The
floor area of the temple of the sun was approxi-

mately 290 feet by 160.

The temple of Jupiter, also of the Corinthian

order, 227 by 117 feet, was surrounded by a peristyle

of forty-two plain columns, while ten fluted ones
were in the vestibule. The entablature was of

very profuse and rich ornamentation.

The whole was reached from the east by a mag-
nificent flight of steps no longer standing, 150 feet

in breadth. The scope of the entire group of

structiu^es may be judged from the fact that from
the east porch of the hexagonal court to the west
wall of the temple of the sun is 900 feet, while the

breadth of the great court was 400 feet.

In connection with recent study of these ruins

two interesting questions have been answered.

On the soffit of the temple of the sun, now hidden

by the braces sustaining it, is a figure in relief of

an eagle carrying in his talons a caduceus and in

his beak a garland, the ends of which are held by two
putti. It is believed that the eagle represents

Jupiter, the caduceus Mercury, and the putti

represent the evening and morning star, i.e., Venus,

all of whom received worship at the place. Mr.

Rich in the article cited shows that great masses like

the megaliths were moved by a sort of crane,

V-shaped, socketed on metal, to one end of which
was attached a cradle in which stones were put
until the mass to be moved was coimterbalanced.

Geo. W. Gilmorb.
Bibuoorapht: Wood and Dawkin, The Ruint of BaZ&ee,

London, 1757 (still very valuable); E. Robinson, Later

Biblical Beeearchee, 505-^627. New York, 1856; W. M.
Thomson. T?ie Land and the Book, iii. New York, 1886;

H. Fraubeiser, Die Akropolie von Baalbek, Frankfort,

1892; C. A. Rich, in American Ardiiteet, xlvii (1895), 3
sqq.; M. M. Alouf. OeeehidUe Baalbeke, Prague. 1896; Jahr-
btieh dee kaieerlidien deuteehen archAologiedien Inetitute,

xvi (1901). 133-160. xvii (1902), 87-123; BUdia, March,
1903, 387-393; American Journal of Arehcnloov, new
series, vi (1902). 348-349. vii (1903). 364. viii (1904);

PBF, Quarterly StatemenU, Jan.. 1904. 58-64. July. 1905,

262-265.

BAASHA, bd'arsha: Third king of Israel, 952-

930 B.C., according to the old chronology; 925-901,

Duncker; 909-886, Hommel; 914-891, Kamp-
hausen. He was the son of Ahijah of the tribe of

Issachar, apparently of a family of little repute,

but probably rose to be a commander in the army.

When Nadab, king of Israel, was besieging the

Philistine city of Gibbethon, Baasha conspired

against him, slew him, and then proceeded to

establish himself on the throne by a massacre of

the entire house of Jeroboam. His residence was
at Tirzah, where he was also buried. He under-

took to fortify Ramah, on the frontier between

Israel and Judah, two hours north of Jerusalem,

thus menacing the southern kingdom, but desisted

on hearing that Benhadad of Damascus had in-

vaded northern Israel instigated by Asa, king of

Judah (q.v.). Whether he resisted Benhadad or

made terms with him is not stated, but the cities

which the latter is said to have captured were later

in Israel's possession (II Kings xv, 29). The
religious condition of Israel under Baasha remained

as imder his two predecessors. His history is

found in I Kmgs xv, 16-22, 27-34; xvi, 1-6.

(W. LoTZ.)

Bibuoorapht: Ck>nBult the worlu mentioned under Abab.

BABA; BABA BATRA; BABA KAMMA; BABA
MEZIA. See Talmud.
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BABCOCK, MALTBIE DAVEKPORT: Prosby-

terian; b. in Syracuse, N. Y., Aug. 3, 1858; d. in

Naples, Italy, May 18, 1901. He was graduated
at Ssrracuse University, 1879, and from Auburn
Theological Seminary, 1882; he became pastor of the

First Presbyterian Church, Lockport, N. Y., 1882,

of the Brown Memorial Presbyterian Church,

Baltimore, Md., 1887, and of the Brick Presbyterian

Church, New York, 1900. In the following spring

he went on an excursion to the Holy Land, on his

way back contracted Mediterranean fever and died

in a hospital in Naples. His comparatively brief

life made a deep impression because he consecrated

his remarkable powers and attainments to the pub-
lic service. His sermons were of unusual effect.

They were unconventional, sincere, and fervid,

glowed with a spiritual light, and held the attention

of even the most indifferent. His loving heart

went out to all whom he met and his single desire

was to do th^m good. As pastor and preacher

he will long be remembered and spoken of in un-
measured terms of praise. In Baltimore he was
counted one of the first citizens and in New York
he bade fair to repeat his personal and professional

triumph. Book-making was not his i^»tn in life

and the publications which bear his name were
posthumous; they are: Thoughts for Every Day Liv-

ing (New York, 1901), a volume of selections;

Letters from Egypt and Palestine (1902), written to

the Men's Association in the Brick Church; Three

Whys and their Anstoer (1902); Hymns and Carols

(1903); and The Success of Defeat (1905).

Bibuoorapht: C. E. Bobiiunn, MaUbie Davenport Babeoek,
New York, 1904.

BABISM.
Antecedents of Babism (f 1).

Bfiraa Ali Mohammed, the Bab (§ 2).

Persecution and Death of the Bab (f 3).

Doctrines (§ 4).

Babism, the system of a mystic Mohanmiedan
sect, which originated in Persia about the middle
of the nineteenth centuiy, is said to have more
than 1,000,000 adherents to-day and is still spread-

ing, and offers in its history some striking parallels

to the origin and early development of Christianity.

Mohammedanism is a religion sharply defined,

even iron-bound in its doctrinal precision, dog-
matic to the last degree in its essentials; and yet

it has manifested the greatest elasticity in politics,

in social life, in philosophy, and in religious beliefs

(see Mohammed, Mohammedanism). Material and
expressed in material terms, its theology has never-

theless embraced the abstractions of Greek phi-

losophy, Persian mysticism, and Hindu pantheism
and incarnation among the doctrines held by its

adherents. Babism and its precursors most com-
pletely illustrate these anomalies. The roots of

the sect Ue in the early doctrine known
z. Antece- as Shiah, which has flourished most
dents of prolifically and almost solely on Per-

Babism. sian soil. The foundation of Shiah
teaching is the doctrine concerning

the Imam. According to this system, the Imam-
ate or Califate is not elective nor is it to be usurped;

it is of divine right and altogether spiritual; Ali,

through Ayesha's guile thrice defeated for succes-

sion to Mohammed and finally assassinated, was
the first Imam. The essence of the Imamate is a

light which passed directly from Mohammed to

AU and passes from one Imam to the next. By
virtue of this Ught the Imam becomes impeccable,
omniscient, divine, an incarnation of deity. A
philosophic ground of this doctrine is that even an
infallible book like the Koran to be effective re-

quires an infallible exponent, which is furnished

by the Imamate. But the Iniamate, thou^it is a
succession, is not unlimited, and of the two main
branches of Shiites one reckons six and the other
twelve Imams. Both branches hold the mystical
doctrine that the last Imam did not die, but lives
" concealed " in one of the Arabic Utopias, Jabulka
or Jabulsa. A corollary is that he is to reappear.

e.g., as the Mahdi " the Guided," who is to " fill

the earth with justice "—^a prophecy and a hope
which naturally lead to repeated attempts at th^
fulfilment and realization (see Mahdi). It is

further held that there were two degrees of " con-

cealment " or " occultation," the minor and the

major. During the former, communication with
the faithful was made by intermediaries who were
called Abufob or " Gates " (singular bob). When
the last of the Abwab died (1021) without naming
a successor, the major occultation began in the

entire cessation of communion between the Imam
and the faithful. Naturally the Shiites have ever
since been expecting the reopening of conmiu-
nication with the Imam and a period of enlightoi-

ment in his revealing.

The inmiediate precursors of the Babis were the

Shaikhis, followers of Shaikh Ahmad (1753-1826),

a Shiite mystic, ascetic, and thinker. His special

teaching was that the Imams were personifications

of divine attributes and that of these personifica-

tions Ali was chief. He gathered around him a
great company of believers, the leadership of whom
passed after his death to Hajji Sayyid Kazim, still

a young man, but reserved, mysterious, and ascetic

to a degree, under whom the sect multiplied in

numbers and came to include many of the nobility.

Just before his death (1S43) Sayjrid Kazim for-

bade his followers to mourn and declared that it

was good that he should go in order that " the true

one should appear." He died without appointing
a successor. Among his disciples had been a cer-

tain Mirza Ali Mohammed, a native of Shiraz,

who was only twenty-three years of

3. Mirza Ali age when Sayyid Kazim died. Mirza
Mohammed, Ali was met by Mullah Husain, one of

the Bab. the searchers for a successor to the dead
leader, and claimed to be the sought

one, the " true one who was to appear " and the

Bab or " Gate." He also claimed inspiration,

established his right to the place of leader by
revealing undiscovered meanings in the Koran,
and convinced the searchers that their quest was
ended. This claim was the more earaly allowed

because the year in which it wad made was reck-

oned as the one thousandth from that of the di^

appearance of the last Imam. Millenarianism

of a certain kind is as potent in its influence over

Mohammedans as it was in Christendom in the year

1000 of the Christian era. Adherents came in
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by the hundred when the news that the Bab had
appeared was spread abroad, as it soon was in the

manner peculiar to the East. To the personal

attractiveness of the young leader and the agree-

ment of his pantheistic teachings with the mysti-

cism held by most Shiites there was added as a
compelling force driving to association with his

following the great evils of a tyrannous civil and
religious administration, so that the Babis soon
became a large and important body.
The next year (1843) the Bab made the pilgrimage

to Mecca, returning confirmed in his opposition to

the mullahs or clergy. He attacked them in his

preaching, and when they sent their

3. Persecu- ablest debaters to confute him and his

tion and claims, these partisans were either si-

Deafh of lenced or convinced. They then se-

tha Bab. cured his arrest and attempted to

assassinate him, but were prevented
since he was under the protection of the gov-
ernor. When the latter died (1847), Mirsa
Ali was thrown into prison in Bidku and
finaUy taken to Tabriz, where his confinement
was daily made more rigorous. All the time he
was exceedingly prolific in a literary way, claiming

indeed as evidence of his inspiration the ability

to produce 1,000 lines of poetry a day. His mild-

ness and gentleness won the hearts even of his

jailers, and converts were increased as accounts of

his sufferings were made public. The most notable

conversion was that of a famous, learned, and very
beautiful woman to whom the Bab gave the name
Jenab-i-Tahira, '' Her Excellency the Pure."

She was permeated with mysticism, and by her

devotion and persuasiveness during her life and
still more by her martyrdom (1852), she gained

large numbers as adherents of the faith. Mean-
while in 1848 the late Shah was crowned, and
selected as his prime minister a violent opponent
of Babism. Under the persecution immediately
instituted, some of the Babis seized arms and
proclaimed the Bab sovereign, a proceeding which
he discountenanced. The prime minister then
had the Bab executed, July 8, 1850, expecting

that his death would cause the dissolution of

the sect. But Mirza Ali had nominated Mirza

Yahya his successor and head of the nineteen

councilors, and continuity was secured. On as-

suming leadership, the latter took the names of

Sub-i-Ezel and Hazrat-i-Ezel, " Dawn and Holi-

ness of Eternity."

The execution of the Bab exasperated his follow-

ers, and some of them attempted to assassinate the

Shah. This involved the sect in new persecutions

and in wholesale executions in public in which the

most execrable atrocities were perpetrated (Count
Gobineau has described some of the scenes in Lea

Religums et lea philosaphieaf pp. 301-303, quoted in

Renan, Lea Apdtrea, p. 378, Eng. transL, p. 201).

As a result there was a great exodus of the adherents

of the sect to Bagdad, whence, upon Persian of-

ficial protest againsjb their continued residence so

near to the Persian territory, the Turkish govern-

ment removed them to Adrianople. The leader

secluded himself very persistently, conducting
affairs through his half-brother Beha. The latter

suddenly proclaimed himself the one foretold by
the Bab as '' the one whom God shall manifest,"
drew after himself most of the following, and split

the sect into the " Ezelites " and the " Behaites."
Between the two parties hostilities so bitter broke
out that the Turks sent Beha to Acre, which became
the headquarters of the Behaites and the center of

their propaganda. Ezel was removed to Cyprus,
and his following has become almost extinct. Beha
was almost as proUfic a writer as the Bab, and his

works are extant in a Bombay edition. He died
in 1892, and his son Abbas Effendi took his place
and is the present leader. The number of Babis
is estimated at over 1,000,000, and they cany on
a propaganda in the United States (described in
AJT, Jan., 1902). See Behaibm.

The doctrines of the Babis rest on two bases:

(1) The general system of Shiah in its pantheistic

and mystical phases; and (2) the as-

4. Doc- sumption that no revelation is final,

trines. but represents only the measure of

truth the stage of human progress

has rendered man capable of receiving. Hence,
as the revelation of Moses was superseded by that

of Jesus, and his by Mohammed's, and his in turn

by the Bab's, so the latter's is superseded by Beha's.

But Abbas Effendi has tried to throw a log under
the car of progress by declaring that " whoever
lays claim to a revelation before 1,000 full years

have passed is a lying impostor." The explicit

teaching? are (1) the veneration of the Imams;
(2) the fact of their concealment and the doctrine

of intermediaries; (3) the reappearance of the Imam
as a reincarnation; (4) the non-finality of any
revelation; (5) the incarnation of deity as an avatar

from time to time to give instruction (Adam, Noah,
Abraham, Moses, David, Jesus, Mohammed, and
the Bab were such avatars, alike rejected by their

hearers); (6) the possibility of an achievement,

like that of the Buddhist Nirvana, of unity of the

individual with True Being; (7) the fact of a final

judgment; (8) the system of numbers based on
nineteen: the year consists of nineteen months,

of nineteen days, of nineteen hours, of nineteen

minutes; the Bab had eighteen associates, he
making the nineteenth and being the point of unity;

the square of nineteen is the symbol of the uni-

verse; the Bab and his disciples represent God
and, each of these having nineteen under him, make
up the square which represents perfection. Com-
mended for practise by the Babis are: abolition

of religious warfare, friendly intercourse with all

sects and people, obedience to the ruler, submission

to law, confession of sin to God, acquisition of all

knowledge which contributes to human good, and
mastery of some trade or profession. Prayer is

three times (not five times) a day, and the believer

turns his face toward Acre, not toward Mecca.
The Babi fast is not the month of Ramadhan, but
the last month of the Babi year and lasts nineteen

days. There is evident in all this a determination

to mark the separation of the sect from Moham-
medanism.
The Bab's dictum on worship is worthy of quo-

tation: " So worship God that if the recompense
of thy worship of him were to be the fire, no altera-
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tion of thy worship would be produced. If you wor-

ship from fear, that is unworthy of the threshold

of the holiness of God, nor will you be accounted

a believer; so also, if your gase is on Paradise

and you worship in hope of that, for then you have
made God's creation a partner with him."

Gbo. W. Gilmore.

Bibuookapht: The best deMriptions of Babimn are in the
writince or tnuulatione of E. Q. Browne, who givee ma-
terial gained from first-hand knowledge and in sympathetic
vein, as follows: TraveUer*§ Narrative, VTriUen to iUuMtrate

As Epiaode of the Bab, 2 vols.. Cambridge. 1883; A Year
among the Pereiane, London. 1803; Miraa Hueeyn of Hama-
dan, Tarikhr4rJadid, or the New Hietory of Miraa Alt Mu-
hamtnad the Bab, transL by E. O. B.. New York. 1892
(diffuse, but full; a native aooount with oondeneed narra-

tive and valuable notes); Babiem, in RaUoiau* Sv&tema --'

As World, pp. 189 sqq.; lAUrory Utetory at Pereta, pu-
sim. New York, 1902. Other aooounts are in: J. A. <ie

Qobineau, Let JMigione et lee phiioeopkiem done FAeu
CeniraU, pp. 141 sqq.. Paris, 1865 (detailei and sympe-
thetio; one of his pathetie descriptions of the peraecuttoa
is quoted in E. Renan, Lee Apdirea, pip. 378 eqq

Puis, I860. Eng. transl.. pp. 201-202. London, n.d :

G. N. Curaon, Psrsta and the Permian Qtteetion, i.

passim, espedally pp. 406-504, 2 vola.. London. 1SP2:

A. a Geden, Siudiee in Comparative BaHoion, pp. 291

sqq.. ib. 1898 (oondse but dear); E. Sell, ^ssajis m
leiam, pp. 46 sqq., ib. 1901 (deals with the anteeedenttf ci

the sect); AJT, Jan., 1902 (describes the American prop-

aganda): J. E. Oarpenter. in 8tyd%ee m TTkooiogy, by J

E. G. and P. H. Wioksted, London, 1003: M. H. Phf4p<
The Life and Teaehinge of Abbae Effendi, New York, \9f:*^

(gives one of the later phases of the developmeot); Beks-
Ullah. Lee Pr^eepiee du Bihaieme, Pteis. lOOS.

I. The Names. Importance of Baby-
lonia.

Reasons for Interest (§ 1).

II. The Land.
Alluvial (f 1).

Influenceon Lifeand Aotivitiesd 2).

The (ylimate. Fauna, and Flora (§ 3).

III. Exploration and Excavation.
Rich and Mignan (§ 1).

Loftus (§ 2).

Fresnel and Oppert (f 3).

De Sarsec (§ 4).

Rassam (f 5).

The University of Pennsylvania
Expedition (f 6).

IV. The Cities.

Origin and Development (f 1).

Eridu (f 2).

Ur (I 3).

Larsa (S 4).

Erech (i 5).

Shirpurla and Lagash (| 6).

Isin or Nisin (| 7).

Giriu (i 8).

Nippur (§ 9).

Kish and Cutha (f 10).

Akkad and Sippar (§ 11).

Babylon (f 12).

Borsippa (f 13).

Bit-Yakin (f 14).

V. The People, Language, and Culture.

The Earliest Inhabitants Mongolian
(§1).

Semitic Immigrations (f 2).

The Language. Two Forms (13).
The Bumerian-Akkadian Langxiage

(*4).

The Asssrrio-Babylonian language
(§6).

BABYLONIA.
The Literature (§ 6).

The Civilisation (§7).
Slavery and the SUtus of Women

(18).
Occupations (§ 9).

Scienoe (§ 10).

VI. History.
1. (Chronology.

The Data (§ 1).

Value of Nabonidus's Dates (f 2).

2. The Pre-Sargonic Age, 4500-3800
B.C.

En-ahag-kushanna (f 1).

Urukagina (f 2).

MesiUm (f 3).

Ur-Nina, Akurgal, Eannatum, En-
temena (§ 4).

Aluaharahid (§ 5).

Lugal-saggisi, Lugal-kigubnidudu,
Lugal-kiaalsi (§ 6)

8. Sargon to Hammurabi, 3800-2260
B.C.

Safgon (i 1).

Naram-Sin (§ 2).

Ur-Bau and Oudea (f 3).

Ur«ur and Dungi (f 4).

Nur-Ramman and Siniddina (f 5).

4. The Supremacy of Babyk>n, 2250-
1783 B.C.

The Elamites. Kudur-Mabug and
Eri-aku (i 1).

The First Babylonian Dsmasty.
Hammurabi (f 2).

The Second Babylonian Dsmasty
(13).

5. The Kasshite Period. 1783-1207
B.C.

Agumkakrime (f 1).

Later Kasshite Kings (f 2).

6. The Iain and Aassrrian Periods.

1207-625 B.C.

Nebuchadresaar I and his Socco-
•ors (i 1).

7. The Kaldu or Chaldean Period.
625-538 B.C.

Nabopolassar (f 1).

Nebuchadreasar II (f 2).
Nabonidus and Belshassar. The

Fall of Babylon (f 3).
VII. The Religion.

1. Historical Development.
PoliUcal Factors (f 1).

The Philoeophical-Prieetly Factor
(§2).

Decrease in the Number of Deitiei

(§3).
The Earliest Beligion Animistic

(§4).
Spirits and Demons (f 5).
Magic (i 6).

2. The Gkxis.

Anu (§ 1).

Bel (I 2).

Ea (S 3).

Solar Deities, flhamaah <f 4).

Lunar Deities. Sin (S 5).
Adad or Ramman (f 6).

Ishtar (f 7).

Nergal (§ 8).

Ninib. Qimi, and Tkmmos (f 9).

Maiduk (i 10).

Nebo (I 11).

8. The Priests and the Epics.
Influence of the Priests (f 1).

The Gilgamesh Epic (i 2).
The Adapa Epic (f 3).

Marduk and Chaos (f 4).
Ishtar's Descent into Hades (i 5\

Babylonia designates the country extending

from the head of the Persian Gulf to about 34°

north latitude (approximately the latitude of

Beirut; c. 75 m. n. of Bagdad) and lying between
the rivers Tigris and Euphrates or immediately

adjacent to them.

L The Names. Importance of Babylonia: Baby-
lonia was the Greek name for the country, derived

from the name of the capital city Babylon, this

last also a Grecized form from the Semitic BaiMlVf
Heb. Babd, *' Gate of God.'' By the earliest in-

habitants known the whole land was caUed Edin,
** the Plain." In Gen. x, 10 the name given it is

ShinoTj the derivation of which is in dispute. The
most probable origin is from Sungir, a variant read-

ing of Girsu. The g in Sungir represents the Semitic

ghayin which could be represented in Hebrew only

by ayin; the word would then be transliterated

SnW and could be pronounced Shinar. The land

was known to the Hebrews also as Erei Kagdim,
" Land of the Kasdim/' the second word a varia-

tion for Kaldu, Hebraixed Kaldim. FVotd this la^
came the Greek form Chaldea. The Kaldu were
the race which controlled the country about 61(^
538 B.C. A name used by the eariy inhabitants
now called Sumerians or Akkadians was Kengi-
Uri, Semituted by Sargon and others into Sumer-
ip-Akkadf "Sumer and Akkad." Another name,
derived from a Kasshite source and appearing in

the Amama 'tablets, is Karduniifash,
The reasons for the great interest in Babylonia

are twofold, cultimd and Biblical. In that countiy
have been revealed the certain traces of the earliest

advanced civilisation yet discovered as well as that
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which had the longest continuous existence. The
highest estimates place the beginnings of this

civilisation between 8000 and 10000 B.C.; at a
moderate reckoning it seems that evidences of

culture are in sight dating from 5000 B.C. The
Biblical interest centers about two facts: first,

that in Genesis the origin of Abraham is traced

to Ur, one of the oldest cities in Baby-
X. Reasong Ionia; and, second, the fact that

for In- Babylonia was the land of Israel's

terest. exile and became to Israel a second

home, where many Israelites settled

pennanently. But there is a third reason for inteiv

est. One of the lessons a comparative study of

history teaches is that Babylonia represents a
principle very different from that which underlies

Assyrian history. Assyria stood for Semitic material-

ism, for fighting abihty, and conquest by force of

arms. Babylonia, on the other hand, represented

culture, civilization, literature, and the all-control-

ling power of religion. Its force in this respect

is notable especially for the way in which its civi-

lization subdued even its conquerors. Its Elamitic,

Kasshite, and even Assyrian masters came under
the sway of its religious moods and its literary

methods. Kasshite and Chaldean kings forgot

to write of their wars and transmitted almost

solely the accounts of the erection and adornment
of temples and the making of canals.

n. The Land: Geologically, Babylonia is

almost wholly alluvial. The tldrty-fo\u*th parallel

of latitude cuts across the line of demarcation

between the limestone and the alluvium, leaving

in the northeast a slight stretch of the latter to

the north of the parallel, and on the southwest

a little region of limestone east of the Euphrates
to the south. The alluvium on the west is nearly

conterminous with the Euphrates, except in the

extreme south; to the east the soil made by the

rivers stretches to the foothills of the

I. AlluviaL Persian mountains. Its narrowest

part is where the rivers make their

nearest approach to each other; from that point

northward the alluvium is only between the

rivers, while below it immediately widens beyond
the Tigris eastward and thence to the Persian

Gulf maintains its width. The account just given

involves the statement that in prehistoric times

the Persian Gulf stretched north to a point just

beyond the thirty-fourth parallel, and that before

the deposit of the rivers, its waters have receded

a distance of 425 miles. The rate of this deposit

is known for a part of this period. The town
known as Spasinus Charax in the time of Alexander
the Great was then one mile from the Gulf. In
1835 Mohammera, recognized as the site of the

town just mentioned, was forty-seven miles away.
Thus forty-six miles of land had been made in 2,160
years, or at the rate of over 110 feet a year. It is

interesting that this ascertained rate, supposing
it to have been imiform during the historic period,

corroborates the chronology gained from other

sources.

To the character of the land as alluvium, to its

subtropical position, and to the elaborate system
of irrigation and careful agriculture, and the abun-

dant moisture, was due its wonderful fertility,

second only, if it were second, to that of the Nile

valley. To these characteristics were due many
important consequences, notable among them
the structure and material of the buildings and
the kind of governmental and popular activities.

It was inevitable that an alluvial land, inundated
by two rivers, the periods of overflow of which
were not quite synchronous but in part successive

(see Asbtria), should abound in

2. Influence marshes; and that to relieve this

on Life and condition, distribute the waters, and
Activities, drain the land, canals, and many of

them, should be constructed. And
the extent of country thus to be redeemed being

large, the making of canals became a govemmentid
function. Again, an alluvial district provides

neither stone nor wood for building. The clay of

the land must therefore be utilized as building

material; and it is almost inevitable that most
of the bricks be sun-dried, since fuel for burning
them is scarce and expensive. Once more, it is

evident that since the inundations were annual,

some method of putting human habitations beyond
the reach of the waters would be required, and it is

found that the cities were built upon platforms of

bricks. Thus Babylonia became a land of mounds
and of canals, the construction of the latter being

one of the chief activities of the rulers. The " rivers

of Babylon " were a feature of the landscape, and
the mounds are abundantly in evidence.

Of the fertility varying accounts have been
transmitted. Herodotus (i, 193) gives the increase

of cereals as 200 to 300 fold; Theophrastus (Hist,

plantarumf viii, 7) as fifty to 100; Strabo (xvi) as

by report 300 fold; and Pliny as 150 fold. Herod-
otus was notoriously credulous, Strabo and Pliny

got their reports at second hand. The statement

of Theoj^urastus is not beyond belief.

Knowledge of eariy climatic conditions is in part

a matter of observation in modem times under
conditions which differ greatly from earlier con-

ditions, and in part of inference from known
effects. The temperature reported by the exca-

vators runs in June and July as high as 120^ F.

in the shade. And this heat is made more oppres-

sive by the hot winds brought by the sandstorms

of the desert. That the conditions were not so

severe during the palmy days of

3. The Cli- Babylonia is almost certain, since

mate, the abundant canals of flowing

Fauna, and water must have reduced the tempera-
Flora, iuie and so have modified the at-

mospheric depressions caused by rare-

faction. The fauna and flora differed little from
those of Assyria (q.v.). Of grains, wheat, barley,

millet, sesamum, oats, and perhaps rice, were
grown; wheat and barley were probably indig-

enous. The gourd family was abundant, legu-

minous plants were in great variety, and the leeks

numerous. Of trees the apple, fig, apricot, pis-

tachio, almond, walnut, cypress, tamarisk, plane,

acacia, and above all the palm, were cultivated.

The waters aboimded in fish, the carp being es-

pecially plentiful. The water fowl were naturally

the most numerous, the swan, goose, duck, pelican,
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crane, stork, heron, and gull bdng known. Of
land birds the ostrich, bustard, partridge, quail,

pigeon, turtle-dove, and ortalon are still found.

Birds of prey are the hawk and the eagle.

in. Exploration and Bzcayation: Antiquarian

interest in Babylonia had always been greater

than in Assyria, perhaps because the region had
oftener been visited and described. BrickB with
inscriptions had been seen and sent to England by
the East India Company's agents at Baasorah;

these, however, were not the result of excavation

but of purchase or of superficial search of the

mounds. They served, none the less, to awaken
and maintain interest in the country. For the back-
ground of Babylonian excavation see Abstbia, III.

The first excavatorin BabylonwasClaudius James
Rich, who in Dec., 1811, visited Babil, had some
Arabs dig at the top of the mound, found layers

of inscribed bricks, and purchased others from the
natives, which when sent home proved to carry

writing of the same general character

z. Rich as that of the Peraepolitan inscrip-

and tions. In 1826-28 Capt. Robert BGg-
ifflgnan. nan was attached to the East IndSi

Company's station at Bassorah, in

conmiand of the military escort. He was interested

in exploratory work and particularly in the region

between Ballad and Bassorah. In his travels

in the district he made some small researches, as

for instance at Kassr, where he put thirty men at

work, found a platform of inscribed bricks, a num-
ber of seal cylinders, and a barrel cylinder, the
first ever found by a European, and some remains
of the Greek age.

Attached as geologist to the Turko-Persian
Frontier Commission (1850-54) was William
Kennett Loftus. In the course of a ride from Bag-
dad to Mohanmiera he had picked up or bought
a number of small antiquities, and proposed to

excavate for more at Warka. Permission from
his commanding officer was obtained, and in 1850
Loftus set to work. A number of " slippered "

coflins were secured whole, and by the ingenious

device of pasting thick layers of paper inside and
out three were kept intact and sent to the British

Museum. In 1854 Loftus excavated a number
of buildings, recovered many inscribed bricks but

no works of art, in which he was most
a. Loftus. interested. The finds of Botta at

Nineveh (see Assyria, III, 3) seemed
so great in comparison with his own that he became
discouraged even with his success in finding mor-
tuary remains, tablets and vases, and a considerable

number of contract tablets of di£ferent periods.

He removed his operations to Senkereh, discovered

there the temple of Shamash, found bricks that

brought Hammurabi into light and recovered the

records of IQng Ur^^;ur (2700 B.C.) and other objects

relating to the period between him and Nabonidus
(539 B.C.). Work at other moimds, as at Tell-Sifr,

was productive of inscriptions dated under the first

dynaisty of Babylon, and of utensils of copper
belonging to the third pre-Christian milleimium.

During this same period Layard and Rassam made
an essay at Tell-Mohammed near Bagdad, but found
little of interest and importance. Excavations

at Babfl, Kassr, and elsewhere were also resultless.

At Niffar little besides the slipper coffins rewarded
the workers, and Layard was led to abandon as
unpromising the site from which half a centiuy later

the great fiads of the expedition of the University
of Peimsylvania were recovered.

The FVench expedition under Fulgence Fresnel
and Jules Oppert began work at Kassr, TeU-Amran,
and elsewhere near Bab}don in 1852. There
were considerable results from the gleanings of
the next three years, the most valuable being the
marble vase of Naram-Sin. Unfortunately the
whole was lost in the Tigris with the finds which

had come from Assyria. Under the
3. Fresnel direction of Rawlinson, the British

and vice-consul at Bassorah undertook
Oppert work at Mugheir. It was speedily de-

termined that the temple there, which
had never wholly collapsed, belonged to the
moon-god Sin, which comprised the results of build-

ing operations from the time of Ur^gur (2700 B.C.)

to that of Nabonidus, and the inscriptions of the
latter recording his work of restoration were found.

Sufficient was unearthed to carry the history of

the place as far back as 4000 B.C., but the site

still awuts systematic excavation. Abu-Shahrein
was examined and found to be unique in the quan-
tity of stone used on the great structimes, and
evidences were also discovert which implied pre-

Sargonic date. It is a promising site for future

work. At Birs Nimrud examination of the ruins

was undertaken, and the experience of Rawlinson
enabled him to point out the exact place where
cylinders would be found (which proved to be those

of Nebuchadreszar), in the comers of the temple
of Nebo.

For about twenty years systematic operations

were suspended while scholars at home were exam-
ining the material accumulated. Meanwhile Ernest

de Sarsec had been appointed vice-consul for the

French at Bassorah. He secured the good-wiU
of Nasir Pasha, then the real ruler

4. De of the district, and began a series of

Sarzec campaigns at Telloh which covered
the period between 1877 and 1900,

the year before his death. The net results of the

work there were the discovery of Gudea's bricks

and of the temple which he built; nine diorite statues

in the hi^iest form of Babylonian art yet discovered,

headless indeed, but inscribed; two cylinders with

the longest inscriptions in Sumerian yet discovered;

and, in 1804, a treasure of 30,000 tablets, thousands
of which were stolen by the Arabs because De
Sarsec was unable to care for them. The t^nple
of Nin-Girsu or Ninib, god of Lagash, was uncovered,
also the celebrated stele of vultures which rep-

resents the birds carrying away from Gishku parts of

the bodies of the slain enemies of King Eannatum,
art objects of the highest finish in the th&pe of

round trays of onyx, the silver vase of Entenema,
beautifully chased, and votive statues. The tab-

lets recovered were mainly commercial and admin-
istrative, the series nmning from c. 4000 b.c. to

about 2550 b.c. The additional fact was developed
that by 4000 b.c. the writing had already passed

beyond the stage of pictxire-writing.
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Between 1878 and 1882 Rassam conducted
excavations for the English at Borsippa and in the

region of Babylon, and among the tablets unearthed

were those of the Egidi firm of bankers. Over
60,000 were discovered, but unfortimately most
of them were ruined by moisture. In general

they were of a business character,

5. Ratwam. though a number were literary, mytho-
logical, and religious, and one was

the cylinder of Cyrus describing his conquest of the

city of Babylon. Sippar was identified with Abu-
Habba, where the celebrated tablet of the sun-god
was recovered; in this place alone Rassam uncov-
ered 130 chambers. The result of (jerman exca-

vations at Surghul and El-Habba in 1887 was a
large collection of mortuary remains and more
exact knowledge of methods of disposing of the

dead.

The next noteworthy attempt at excavation

was made by an American expedition sent out

by the University of Pennsylvania
6. The Uni- (see below, IV, 9). In 1884 an asso-

ersity of ciation of scholars in America was
Pennsyl- formed to forward research in Baby-
ania £z- Ionia, and the same year the Wolfe
pedition. expedition under Dr. Ward, Mr.

Haynes, and Dr. Sterrett sailed to

make a preliminary survey and recommend a site

for systenuitic excavation. Niffar was chosen,

and there, beginning in 1888, the most systematic

work has been done and consequently permanently
valuable results have been there obtained. Aside

from the recovery of over 60,000 tablets and art

objects of various sorts, perhaps the most significant

consequence is the approximate determination of

the period of occupation of the site, which was
accomplished by means of the depth of the debris.

The Parthian fortress was seventeen to nineteen

feet above the pavement of Naram-Sin, and the

interval between the early ruler and the Parthians

was about 3,500 years. From the pavement to

the virgin soil was about thirty feet, for twenty-

five of which continuous evidences of human
activity were found in the shape of constructive

works, urns, and seal impressions. A low estimate

would place the city's beginnings then as eariy as

6000 B.C.

A German expedition has been working since

1899 on the mounds which cover the old city of

Babylon and has identified Kassr with Nebuchad-
rezzar's palace, and Tell-Amran with E-sagila.

IV. The Cities: Two facts differentiate Baby-
lonian from Assyrian cities. (1) The former re-

ceived character rather from their temples than
from their palaces, from their religion than their

temporalities. (2) They were not arbitrary crea-

tions like most of the Assyrian cities. Investiga-

tions at Nippur and careful examination of the

evidence (as by C. S. Fisher, Babylonian Expe-
diiion of the Untvenity of Pennsylvania, part 1,

Philadelphia, 1905) proves that the location of

the centers of Ufe, culture, and worship were the

results of the usual play of natural circumstances.

With the plain subject to periodical inundations,

the highest spots were occupied by the earliest in-

habitantSy reed huts were built, and a shrine was

erected. The character of the materials used invited

frequent conflagrations with loss of life, which ex-
plains the beds of ashes next to virgin

X. Origin soiland the human remains found wher-
and Devel- ever excavation is carried far enough.
opment With increase of population came sys-

tematic effort to escape the inundations
by elevating the original mound, further elevation

through the decay of the structures, which was
hastened by the character of the materials used as
the people advanced to the use of sun-dried and
burned bricks, and finally the governmental erection

of platforms on which the larger cities were built.

It is necessary for even an elementary appre-
ciation of the Ustory of Babylonia, to recognize

the early existence of two groups of cities, one in

the south in the district represented by the general

name of Sumer, and one in the north covered by
the term Akkad. Midway between was the city

of Nippur. At the opening of history strife be-

tween the north and the south is in evidence.

Whether this was due to the incoming of Semites
at that early age is not yet certain, though the possi-

bilities are that way. A difference in the language
is evident in that early time, and they of the south
claimed the purer speech. The cities of the south
were Eridu, Ur, Erech, Girsu, Larsa, Shirpurla,

and Lagash, and, much later, in the extreme south,

Bit-Yaidn. North of Nippur were Kish, Cutha,
Agade, Sippar, and in later days Babylon and Bor-
sippa. Of these, Eridu, Ur, Erech, Larsa, Nippur,
and Sippar retained their eminence almost through-

out history because of the celebrity of the shrines

and of their deities. Shirpurla, Girsu, Isin, Kish,

and Agade dropped out of sight in the later period;

Babylon achieved its predominancy in the middle
period and maintained it to the end.

Eridu, Sumerian Erirdugga, " Holy City," the

modem Abu-Shahrain, " Father of two Mouths,"
was the southernmost city of eariy Babylonia,

situated then on the Persian Gulf, now 130 miles

inland. This fact, on the basis of the data given

for the rate of deposition of silt by the rivers in the

historical period, indicates an antiquity of close to

6000 B.C. That the ruins contain

a. Eridtt. the remains of the famous temple
E>«agil is certain, since the city was

the home of the god Ea, who was said to come
each day out of the sea to teach its inhabitants

the useful arts. This deity remained in the pan-
theon till the last. Among the reasons for the

interest in this site is the fact that it was never,

so far as known, a political center. It was the

home of the Adapa legend, the fisherman myth
found in the Amama tablets (cf. Boscawen, First

of Empires, London, 1903, pp. 69-77). See betew
VII, 2, 5 3, 3, 5 3.

Ur, Sumerian Uru or Urima, the modem Mu-
gheir (30 m.n.e. of Eridu), is on the right bank of

the Euphrates. The ruins form a rude oval 1,000

yards by 800. Its position made it probably the

greatest mart of those early times. It was located

(1) on the river, easy therefore of access from the

Gulf and from the entire north; (2) at the entrance

of a wadi which leads straight into the heart of

Arabia and marks the caravan route; (3) at the
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starting-point of the road across the desert to Egypt
and Africa, a route early provided with wells; (4)

just a little below where the Shatt-

3« Ur. al-Kahr, the continuation of the Shatt-

al-Nil, entered the Euphrates, thus

giving access to central Babylonia; (5) a little

above the Shatt-al-Hai, which gave it a water-

way to the Tigris. Besides these great advan-

tages as a commercial site, Ur was the locus of a
pilgrim shrine. It was also at times the center of

political movements, and gave several dynasties

to the land. As the home of Sin, with his celebrated

temple E^-gishshirgal, " House of Great Light/'

and as the home of the goddess Nin-gal, its religious

significance was hardly less than its commercial
importance.

Liarsa, the EUasar of Gen. xiv, the modem Sen-

kereh, was situated 15 miles e. of Erech, probably

on the Shatt-al-Nil. It was a home of the sun-god

whose temple took its Semitic name, BitShamash,
Sumerian E-babar, " House of Light," from the

god himself. This temple, built or

4. LaruL restored by Ur-gur and Dungi, was
restored by other kings at frequent

intervals. Not much is known of the city except

that it was the head of a small state and was the

last city to submit to Hammurabi when he unified

the country, c. 2250 B.C.

Erech, Sumerian Unu or Unug, " Seat," Semitic

Uruk or Arku, the modem Warka and the Greek
Orchoe, probably the home of the Archevites of

Ezra iv, 9, was situated between the Shatt-al-Nil

and the Euphrates, 30 miles n. of Ur. The ruins

are about six miles in circumference, indicating

a large population. Erech was Sumerian in origin,

one of the most sacred of Babylonian cities from
eariy times, and continued to stand high in the

esteem of the people. The two goddesses, Ishtar

and Nana or Nina or Animit, had their seat there

in the two temples E^mouh, " House
5* Erech. of the Oracle," and E-Ana, " House of

Heaven." Besides the two temples

Erech had the seven-staged ziggurat E-tipar-^mina.

It was a walled city, intersected by canals, and has

yielded to the spade of the excavator evidences

of the activities of early kings of the Ur dynasty,

Dungi and Ur-Bau. It was a seat of learning also,

the source of part of the library of Asshurbanlpal,

the locus of the Gilgamesh e^HC and of a creation

story, the place of abode of the wailing priestesses

of Ishtar who celebrated the Ishtar-Tammuz
episode. It was therefore rich in those possessions

which were dearest to the Babylonians. Later

it fen into decay and was used as a necropolis.

Shirpurla, the modem Telloh, was situated east

of Erech. In the opinion of modem scholars it

was originally two cities, Shirpurla

6. Shir- and Lagash. It was the home of

ptsxla and two celebrated kings, Ur-Bau and
Lagash. Gudea. The fish-goddess Nina had

a home there, and the temple of

Ninsunffir was also located in the place. It may
have been the Babylonian Nineveh. Its inscrip-

tions are wholly in Simierian, and the ceremonies

at the founding of temples are best known from
discoveries made at this city

Isin or Nisin is one of the lost cities, its site

not yet having been Recovered or at least ida>-

tified. It was in all probability &

7. Isin or little north of the middle of the line

Nisin. joining Erech and Shirpurla. It con-

tained the ziggurat-temple E-khanag-
kalama, " llountain of the Worid," belonging to

Ishtar-Nina.

Girsu is another of the lost cities; poambly the

modem Tell-Id covers it. At any rate ita location

is sought a few oodles northeast of

8. GliBcu Erech. It was very eariy a seat

of government but was soon dwarfed
by its more prosperous neighbors, abandoned,
and then lost to sight.

Nippur, the modem Niffar (35 m. s.e. of Babylon),
revei^ in ancient times as the home of En-Hl.

the earliest Bel of Babylonia, and the locus of his

great temple E-kur, *' Mountain House," was on
the Shatt-al-Nil which ran through the city. It

is the site of the epoch-snaking excavations of the

University of Pennsylvania through which more
of light on eariy conditions has come than from

any other single source. It coa-

9, mppur. tained the chief sanctuaiy of the land

in the early and middle period, and
its possession was always coveted by the rulers

because of the prestige which accrued, but its pres-

tige was purely religious. Kings of the north and
of the south and of united Babylonia vied in doing
honor to its god, placing there votive offering? to

Bel. Even after Babylon had attained its pre-

dominance and liarduk had seised the position

and attached the name of Bel, the Sumerian En-lil

still received his meed of worship. The topography
of Nippur has been investigated by the help of a
native map dated about 3000 B.C. found on the site

(cf. C. S. Fisher, Balrylcmian Expedition of the

University of Pennsylvania, part 1, Philadelphia,

1905). Ur, Erech, and Nippur remained for mil-

lenniums the triad of most holy cities of the land.

North of Babylon and Borsippa are Kish and
Cutha, a few miles apart and related to each other

as were Borsippa and Bab}don. Cutha is repre-

sented by the modem Tell-Ibrahim (15 m. s.e. from
Sippar and the same distance n.e. from Babylon).

It was the seat of the god Nergal and the site of

his temple E-shidlam, " House of Shadow." Its

neighbor Kish, possibly the modem
10. Klflh Al-Ohaimer, appears in the records

and Cutfaa. belonging to the veiy dawn of history.

Not improbably, it was one of the

early seats of the Semitic settlers. Its king Lugal-

saggisi in the fifth pre-Christian millennium
claimed dominion from the " Lower Sea " (Persisn

Gulf) to the " Upper Sea " (Mediterranean or Lake
Van?), and it was again prominent in the time of

Hammurabi, who had a palace there, and built

the ziggurat called E^miUunag, " House of War-
rior's Adornment."
Akkad and Sippar must also be treated together,

for it is believed that they were not two but one.

Akkad, Sumerian Agade, was the city of Sargon I

and the capital in his time of the region of Akkad
(the Sumerian Uri), and is mentioned Gen. x, 1.

Sippar was almost certainly a dual city, loca^
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at the modem Abu-Habba. The Hebrew dual

form Sepharvaim has by some been referred to

this city. The displacement of Ishtar

zi. Akkad'of Akkad by Anunit goes well with

and Sippar. the hypothesis of the oneness of

Akkad and Sippar, and equally con-

cordant is the long continuance in importance of

Sippar and the utter loss of Akkad as a city. Akkad
h&d no great claims to importance outside of its

eminence pohtically \mder Sargon; and its political

eminence was utterly lost when Babylon assimied

the leadership in Babylonia. On the other hand,

Sippar always had claims to importance on account
of its deity Shamash, and this importance would
easily permit it to assimilate and absorb its less

important neighbor. Thus Sippar Uved on, its

temple of Shamash, E-harra, " House of Brilliance/'

and its temple of Anunit, E^ulbar, securing its

fame.
Babylon bore also the name Ttn-^ir, " Seat of

Life." In Gen. x, 10 it is named as one of the four

cities of Shinar. The description which has been
ciirrent in Christendom goes back to the narrative

of Herodotus (i, 178-179; transl. in Rogers, His-

tory of Babylonia and Assyria, i, 389-391, where
is given also the India House inscription of Nebu-
chadrezzar describing the defenses he added to

the city). According to Herodotus, Babylon was
a great square fifty-four miles in circuit, enclosed

by a moat of running water and by a rampart 300
feet in height and seventy-five broad. Ctesias

gives only forty-one miles for the circuit. The
mounds called by modem Arabs Jumjuna, Amran,
Kassr, and Babil are recognized as covering parts

of the old city. The origin of Babylon as a city is

unknown, as it does not appear in history till

just before the time of Hammurabi,
Z3. Bab- 2250 B.C., and it then figiu:es as his

ylon. capital. The prowess of that king

elevated it to the supreme political

position, which it maintained till Persian times.

From Hanunurabi's dajrs " king of Babylon

"

was one of the proudest titles of the monarchs of

Westem Asia. Though destroyed by Sennacherib

Babylon was restored by Esarhaddon in a style of

still greater magnificence, but it was Nebuchad-
rezzar who elevated it to its pinnacle of greatness.

It was he who completed its two great waUs, the

outer Nimittir-Bel, " Dwelling of Bel,'' and its inner,

Imgur-Edf " Bel is Gracious," and dug the moat
of which Herodotus tells. He finished the two
great streets, which he elevated and paved. The
waUs enclosed spaces not occupied by dwellings,

asserted to be large enough to raise crops ample
to support the inhabitants during a siege, making
Babylon, with its great external defenses, im-

pregnable against a foe on the outside. Its great

temple for Marduk, Esagila, " House of the Lofty

Head," and its ziggurat E-lemenanakif seven stages

in height, are described by the proud builder and
beautifier of them. The temple was a compound
of sanctuaries, the principal one, of course, Bel's,

containing the splendid statue by taking the hands
of which year by year the kings of Babylon con-

firmed their right to the title. Nebuchadrezzar's

palace was also there, built new from the founda-

L—26

tions. Hardly less famous than walls and temples
and palace were the great gateways, closed by
massive bronze-covered doors guarded by huge
colossi. And another temple or z ggurat, E-kwr,
** Mountain House " was also located in the city.

This king might well have exclaimed: " Is not
this great Babylon which I have built for the royal

dwelling-place, by the might of my power and for

the glory of my majesty?" (Dan. iv, 30; cf.

D. W. McGee, Zur Topographie Babylons auf
Grund der Urkunden Nabopoiassars und Ndnir
kadnezarSf in Beitr^ge zur Assyrvologie^ iii, 524-560.)

Borsippa, the modem Birs Nimrud, is of impor-
tance only as the suburb of Babylon and the home
of Nebo, the prophet-god of the country. There
are some signs that its origin antedated that of

Babylon, as for instance the fact that on his yearly

visit to Marduk Nebo was accom-
13. Bor- panied by Marduk part way on the

sippa. retum journey, and this is inter-

preted as an indication of a former
precedence which was abolished when Marduk
became supreme. This is corroborated by the
relationship assigned to Nebo as the son of Marduk,
a fiction of late date. The famous temple of the

place was named E^zida, " Established House,"
sacred to Nebo. The temple of the Seven Spheres
of Heaven and E^arth was also located there.

Bit-Yakin was a city in the extreme south, the

capital of the Kaldu before they

14. Bit- became masters of Babylonia. It

Yakin. had been the home of Merodach-
Baladan, and belonged to the king-

dom of the Sea Lands.

V. The People, Language, and Culture: Careful

discrimination with respect to periods must be
made in describing the population. The fertility

and the wealth and culture existent in the coun-
try made it the natural focus of efforts at sub-

jugation. Different races came in and settled in

the land, but the old population was able to assimi-

late the new elements which made the region their

home. The Babylonians of later periods were
consequently a people of very mixed origin. The
earliest inhabitants were a non-Semitic race, almost

certainly Mongolian, using an agglu-

X. The Ear- tinative language which differed in

liest Inhab- its vocabulary, its root forms, and
itants Hon- its grammar from the Semitic type

golian. (see below, {{ 3-5). This earliest

population, dating back to the begin-

ning of the fifth pre-Christian millennium, is shown
by statues from Telloh now in the Louvre to have
been short of stature and thick set, brachycephalic,

with high cheek bones, flat face, broad nose, and
almond-shaped eyes, and to have been either beard-

less or to have had the head and face shaven.

Other statues of the same period seem to represent

a mixed race with the characteristics just noted

somewhat toned down. With these is to be con-

trasted the type shown in later reliefs and statues,

a dolycephalic race, typically slender, with aquiline

features, and hair and beard that were long and
wavy.
Upon the earlier Sumerians, as the Mongolic

people is named, before 4000 B.C., came in the
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Semites as conquerors of part of the land, which

after some hundreds of years was wholly under

their control. Thus a second element was added
to the population. Somewhere about

2. Semitic 2500 B.C. a second Semitic immigra-
Immigra- tion reenforced the first and marked

tions. the completeness of Semitic domina-
tion. Elamites and Kasshites, both

probably predominantly Mongolian, and then

Semites again followed each other at intervals.

Still another Semitic addition to the population is

to be added in the conquest by the Kaldu; while

the Assyrian and Chaldean periods added other ele-

ments in the colonists forcibly introduced from
subjected coimtries. In the Chaldean period, there-

fore, the population had become exceedingly het-

erogeneous in respect to origin.

Modem knowledge of the tongues of Babylonia
has come entirely from a study of native sources,

vis.! The inscriptions on bricks out of which struc-

tures were built or streets or squares paved, on
doorHM)ckets, on votive ofiferings of various

materials, on record-tablets of clay or stone,

on statues, on cylinders of varying form, on
cones, vases, and bowls (see Inscriptions). The
writing in which these records were made is

called cuneiform or wedge-shaped, [from the
form of the simple elements of

3. The Lan- which most of the characters are

guage. Two composed. It exists in two varieties.

Forms, concerning which two theories have
been stated and defended. One is

that the earlier form is not a language in the sense

of a distinct speech, but is a cryptic or artificial

method of writing, corresponding loosely with the

hieratic of Egypt. Along with this may go the

hypothesis that there was no pre-Semitic race in

Babylonia, and that the whole civilization was
Semitic in origin and development. The second
theory is that this method of writing was a distinct

tongue, belonging to a non-Semitic family, akin to

the Mongol-Tataric group. For a number of years

modem students of Babylonian inscriptions were in

two camps nearly equally divided in numbers and
authority. But within the last twenty-five years

the advocates of the second theory have become
the more numerous, until at the present day Hal^vy
in France, McCurdy in Canada, and Price and Jas-

trow in the United States are the only scholars of

high rank who support the first theory. A reason

for the long debate is that the cuneiform is exceed-

ingly complex and its acquisition difficult. The
signs are conventional, not natural. Different

forms exist for the same soimd, and the same char-

acter may have different values, syllabic or ideo-

graphic, and may therefore be pronounced in a
number of ways and may also carry more than one
meaning.
The facts which have abundantly established

the reality of a Sumerian-Akkadian language may
be summed under two heads* (1) The character of

the writing. As already noted above, the Sumerian
differs in vocabulary, root-forms, and grammar from
the Semitic type. It has not the triliteral, tri-

consonantal roots of the latter, lacks the accidence

of gender, is not inflectional, is fond of compounded

words, has a unique numeral system, uses postposi-
tions instead of prepositions, while dependent

clauses precede major clauses and
4* The Su- causal particles follow their clauses.

merian-Ak- (2) Facts in histoiy. The existence
kadian of two languages is presupposed by

Language, the ethnology of the land, a Mongolian
people gradually conquered by a Sem-

itic. Hammurabi entrusted his records to both
methods of writing, this proceeding being exactly
what would be expected of a king ruling a dual
realm whose subjects were of different races and
tongues. The texts are often bilingual in alternate
lines, and Sumerian-Semitic dictionaries or sylla-

baries are found. Moreover, religious formulas,

ritualistic and magical, are in the Sumerian lan-

guage and persist so down to the latest times.

This is in accord with the universal law of religions,

according to which ritual and other formulae are

retained in use long after the language has ceased
to be understood. Further, the employment of the
Simierian language was provincial; its home was
in the south and there it lingered longest. This
tallies with what is but the other face of the same
fact, vis., that the south was the region latest sub-
dued by the conquering Semites. Moreover, the
antagonism between the north and the south which
study of the history discloses is in part explained
by difference in race, which in this case accom-
panies difference in speech. Add to the foregoing
that a tablet in the Semitic tongue mentions by
name the Akkadian, stating that in a " great tablet

house " (library) the " tongue of Akkad is in the
third [room]." Akkadian and Sumerian were dia-

lectical varieties of the same speech.

The other language, the Assyria-Babylonian, was
of the common Semitic type, inflectional, its roots

were triliteral and triconsonantal, and it belonged
to the north Semitic branch which

5. The As- included the Aramaic, Phenician, and
syrio-Baby- Hebraic families. It presents few

Ionian difficulties to the average scholar in

Language. Semitic, apart from those offered in

the reading of the character itself.

The twofold method of writing goes back to atx>ut

4000 BC. But after the final conquest by the

Semites, c. 2250 B.C., the use of the Sumerian tongue
was almost entirely confined to matters religious

or magical. To the world-speech it has given one
word at least of value, '' Sabbath."

In one or the other, sometimes in both, of these

languages the literature of Babylonia was written.

In the earliest period, and in the south down to the

middle period, records were entirely in the Sumerian.
The substance of the literature is very varied. It

may be comprised under six heads: historical,

diplomatic, scientific, religious, commercial, and
legal. (1) The historical material includes the

record of the operations of government. Notice-

able is the fact that the records of the kings of the

land deal largely with temple-building

6. The or the excavation of canals or beauti-

Literature, fication of cities—a striking contrast

to the record of martial exploits which
so nearly fill Assyrian annals. (2) Diplomatic in-

tercourse is suggested by the Amama correspond-
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ence (see Aiiarna Tablets). (3) The scientific

writings include books on history, geography, as-

trology, astronomy, medicine, mathematics, and
linguistics. (4) Religious texts include the epics,

myths, folk-tales, and the ritual of prayer, psalmody,
incantation, and magic. (5) The commercial texts,

forming by far the greatest bulk of the inscriptions

recovered, are usually inventoried under the name
*' contract tablets,'' a term which is far too narrow
to describe accurately the great variety of these

documents. They are oftener records of transac-

tions completed than statements of agreements to

be carried out. They cover every phase of social,

even of family, life, and deal with marrying and
purchase, renting of land and hiring of persons,

with crops and merchandise and handicrafts. (6)

For the legal literatiu^ see Hamuxtbabi and his
Code.
The writing of this literature was often micro-

scopic and had to be read with the help of a magni-
fying-glass. It is interesting to note in this con-
nection that a lens (of crystal) evidently used for

such a purpose is now in the British Museum.
Long works appeared on a series of tablets, and the
order in the series was indicated by marginal notes

such as are made on modem sheets intended as

copy for the printer or as employed in commercial
correspondence. Copying of old tablets was often

most faithfully done, and some late documents
exist which record that in the exemplar followed

by the scribe there was a hiatus in the text. The
poetry, like that of the Hebrews, was character-

ized by parallelism, and the strophical structure is

often evident.

Nippur is the only place where systematic exca-
vations have been carried down to the stratum
manifesting the beginning of the city in the collec-

tion of inflammable re^ huts so often burned
down with evident loss of life Written records

began much later. According to the chronology
assumed by this article, the earliest documents
date back to about 4500 b.c At that time there

were dties which possessed an advanced civiliza-

tion, where the social fabric was already complex,
and where the strife for empire was already violent.

Public works were carried on by the government,
and division of labor had been accomplished. The
condition was such that a long antecedent devel-

opment is necessarily assumed. Thus it is known
that Nippur had four navigable canals, possibly

one of them the regular channel of the Euphrates
of the time. It was not so veiy long before the

two great canals, the 8hatt-al-Nil (probably the

Chebar of Ezekiel) and the Shatt-al-Hai were in

existence. The former branched off from the Eu-
phrates above where Babylon stood later, struck

out toward the interior of the country and, after

running south over 100 miles, joined the same
river nearly opposite Ur. The Shatt-

7. The al-Hai started from the Euphrates
Civilization, a little below Ur and crossed the

oountiy in a northeasterly direction

till it joined the Tigris. In the extreme north,

just below Sippar, another canal united the two
rivers. Besides these great channels others are

known to have existed and in many cases their

courses may still be traced. By 3000 B.c. these
works had made Babylonia the land of many
waters. As a further evidence of the advance a(
civilization it is shown that as early as 4000 B.C.,

tin and antimony were used to harden copper and
to make it more fusible. Another indication of
cultiue are the many testimonies to an early com-
merce which embraced probably all Arabia, the
Sinaitic peninsula, Egypt, and the Mediterranean
coast region; and a remarkable fact is startling to

learn, namely, that the Nippur arch is placed by
Hilprecht prior to 4000 B.C. (Nippur, p. 399)
The corbeled arch shown in the same work (p. 420)
is not a true arch, but is similar to the Myceneean
gateways formed of stones beveled so as to meet
at the top. This period, therefore, was one of regu-
lated commerce, advanced public works, and large

international intercourse. Cadastral surveys were
made by the government in the fifth pre-Christian

millennium as a basis for taxation and for the regu-
lating of sales of land. Civilized methods of gov-
ernment were therefore employed.
The legal provisions are also of value in reveal-

ing the type of civilization. Slavery is in evidence
during iJl periods. Slaves were of two classes,

private and public; in the latter case

8. Slavery they might belongto the government or
and the to the temples. Public slaves were
Status of doubtless employed on the great pubUe
Women, works; temple slaves were used in the

usual meniid offices about the temples,

and also in tilling the temple lands. Even in Sumer-
ian times the law protected the slave from ill-treat-

ment. The servitorwas often apprenticed to a handi-
craft that his labor might be more profitable to his

owner. But he might engage in trade on his own
account and, if fortunate, even purchase his freedom.
Records are known where a slave lent his master
money and at the usual interest. The whole im-
pression given by usages respecting slaveiy is there-

fore that of a mild and comfortable culture. This
impression is heightened by the tendency of law
and custom respecting marriage. While the usage
was theoretically polygamous, the many protections

thrown around the wife and her dower, the hindran-

ces to divorce and the penalties for it, and the mutual
agreements contrary to polygamy indicate that the
practise was predominatingly monogamous. Not
opposed to this general appearance is the showing
made by the status of woman. She could hold
property, could trade, and might maintain and
defend actions at law. Partnership of man and
wife in conduct of business is often in evidence.

The freedom of woman is one of the noteworthy
features of Babylonian life.

In full accord with the indications already given
is the diversity of the activities of the early popu-

lation. Besides the agriculturist and
9. Occu- shepherd, there were weavers and
pations. fullers and dyers—Babylonian gar-

ments in a later period were in high
repute—brickmakersand potters, smiths of various

sorts and carpenters and stonecutters, goldsmiths

and jewelers and carvers in wood and ivory. The
learned professions included, besides the priests

who gave tone to society, scribes who acted as
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teachera and librarians and pubHshera and
notaries, physidans and astronooers and mu-
sicians. Gold, silver, copper, and ivory, and
later bronse, ^iaaa, and lapis lasuli, were worked
and employed in the useful and ornamental

arts.

It is not improbable that the high sdentifio

attainments of the first pre-Ohristian millennium
have been mistakenly read back into

za Science, much earlier times. Doubtful is the

.daim that eclipses were correctly pre-

dicted before the Assyrian age; though by that time

the periodicity of these events was well known and
records of eclipses and obscurations were kept at

Borsippa and Sippar. Sdenoe was inaccurate,

the fallacy of post hoc propter hoc being character-

istic of this as of all early civilisations, most evident

in the doctrine of omens.
The dvilisation thus described is Sumerian-

Akkadian, not Semitic, as the preponderating

weight of scholarship now affirms. The Semites

came in upon this dvilisation and adopted and
adapted it so that its ideals became theirs,—even
the theology was taken over and remolded in the

Semitic consciousness.

VL History. 1. Ohronology: Babylonian chro-

nology rests upon the same general facts as

that of Assyria (q.v.). The absolute datum is

the eclipse of the year 763 B.C. The other dates

depend upon synchronisms, either stated or com-
puted by means of comparison of native documents
such as the King-list or the Babylonian Chronide,

or upon individual statements respecting date,

genealogy, and the like. Besides these data, the

form of the characters in the documents often

gives a clue to the rdative age of certain documents
and therefore of the maker. The King-list gives

the names of kings c. 2400-625 B.c. A second

King-list gives the first and second dynasties of

Babylon. The Babylonian Chronicle refers to

members of the first, fifth, sixth, and seventh

dynasties, and another Chronide gives parts of

three dynasties, furnishing a check

upon the first. The most important
isolated data are the following. A

king named E-(dingir)nagin calls himself a son

of Akurgal; Elntena is named son of En-anna-tum
and descendant of Ur-Nina, while En-annantum
II is son of Entena; and the daughter of Ur-Bau
is called the wife of Nammaghani. These items

gLve the succession in a dynasty. Bumabxiriash
is shown by the Amama Tablets (q.v.) to have
been a contemporary of Thothmes III and IV of

Egypt, and he is stated by Nabonidus to have
reigned 700 years after Hammurabi. This datiun

places Hammurabi about 2100 B.C., which comes
within a century of the date obtained from other

sources. A king named Shagarakti-buriash is

placed by Nabonidus c. 800 years before his own
time, a date which agrees well with the character

of the name and with other indications. A bound-
ary-stone of the fourth regnal year of Bel-nadin-

apli (1118 B.C.) asserts that from Qulkishar, king

of the Sea Lands, to Nebuchadrezzar I, was 696
years, which item locates Gulkishar c. 1818 B.C.

Sennacherib asserts that 418 years before 689 b.c.,

1. The
Data.

Marduk-nadin-ahi of Babylon carried off two
images from Assyria; this datum fixes the year of
the victory as 1107 b.c., while the beginning of

Marduk-nadin-ahi's reign is settled as 1117 by a
stone telling of a victory over Assyria in his tenth
regnal year. Asshurbanipal relates that in a cer-

tain year (known to be 640 b.c.) he brought back
from Elam an image carried thither 1,635 years
eariier by Kudur-nanhundi, an Elamite, thus plar-

dng the Elamite invasion c. 2275 B.C. Thia fits

in exceedingly well with the datum about the date
of Hammurabi referred to above. Nabonidus
states in the inscription in which he dates Shag-
arakti-buriash (ut sup.) that he found the corner-
stone of the temple of Shamash at Nippur laid by
Naram-Sin 3,200 years earlier, thus placing Naram-
Sin about 3750 B.C., and giving the date by which
to locate early events.

There have been in recent 3rears attempts to re-

duce the age of Sargon and Naram-Sin by from 318
to about 1,000 years. For the shorter reduction
alone is there positive indication, the fact being
that a dynasty which reigned 318 years is some-
times repeated, and it is supposed that Nabonidus
induded in his reckoning this doubled period. The
round numbers which appear in Nabonidus's state-

ments are also the objects of suspicion. But there

are certain facts which lead to the

8, Value of condusion that Nabonidus was not
Vaboaidiis** far out of the way. In the first jdaoe,

Dataa. he was very much the antiquarian,

very little the king. His very care in

going to the foundations of buildings he was en-
gaged in restoring and his evident pride in record-

ing his archeological discoveries is a prima facie

testimony to his good faith. Moreover, the state-

ments he makes are, in general, consistent with
each other and with the results from other sources.

Throwing light upon antiquarian methods in the
time of this king is a squeeze of a tablet of Sargon
I, i.e., an impress with raised letters reading back-
ward. It is an example of scientific work done
about 550 B.C. Moreover, as suggesting sources

for the calculations of this king in records preserved

till his time, there was found at Nippur a collec-

tion of tablets of different periods from the assumed
date of Sargon to 615 B.C., this collection sealed up
in a jar. It is not beyond the bounds of proba-

bility, therefore, that Nabonidus had access to doc-

uments similar to these upon which he based his

calculations. Inasmuch as there is no positive

evidence against the date for Sargon furnished by
Nabonidus, and objections to it come prindpally

from a distrust of statements involving high an-

tiquity, and taking into account the indications

derived (a) from depth of debris, (b) from the

changes in the character of the writing, and (c)

from allusions to Eridu as once situated on the

Gulf, the probability is suggested that no great

change is likdy to be required in the general system

of dates now adopted tentatively for eariy Baby-

lonia.

8. The Pre-Sarvonio A««, 4600-8800 B.O.

History opens with the mention of En-ehoff-kuehr

annGf who names himself king of Kengi, the name

for South Babylonia or Sumer. He also calls him-
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self patesi * of En-lil of Nippur. He is doubtless a
Sumerian, as is shown both by his name and his

region; but that the Semite is already
1. En-shaff- in the land and even among the king's
kttshanna. eubjects is clear. With this first of the

known kings of the land comes also

knowledge of the strife between North and South.

Other cities are in existence, and the relations are

not friendly. Girsu and Kish are named, and
hostilities had been carried on by En-shag-kush-
anna with the latter, for he names it ** the wicked
of heart "; and he must have conquered it, for he
presented spoil from it at Nippur. Not far from
the time of this king another is heard of from Shir-

purla whose name is Uru-kagina, and his title of

king indicates that his city was then

2. XTm- the head of the district. He is known
kaffina. by several inscriptions, which reveal

Idm building temples and digging

canals. The preeminence of the south is still in-

dicated, for soon after the ruler of Kish is the patesi

U-dug, perhaps contemporary with En-ge-gai, who
is called king of Girsu. Yet how quickly the for-

tune of war changes is shown by the fact that the

next ruler of Kish is Mesilim, named as lord para-

mount, who intervenes to fix the boundaries be-

tween two cities, Gishban and Shirpurla, while the
ruler of the latter receives the title patesi. That

the lordship of Mesilim was more than
8. Meailiin. nominal appears from the mention of

Ush who is patesi of Gishban, while,

the ruler of Girsu has the same title; and that the

hegemony was not temporary is proved by the fact

that the succeeding ruler of Kish, named Lugal-

da-ag (7), bore the title king. But with the names
which appear next the leadership reverts to the

south with the dynasty of Shirpurla in control. Of
the names of eight persons connected with this dy-
nasty the first two, Gursar and Gunidu, seem only
ancestors of the later rulers. The rest follow in

the order Ui^Nina, Akurgal, father of

*iY' m5** Eannatum and Enannatum I, the

jjj^jj]J2J[Jl latter the father of Entemena and

Bntemena, grandfather of Enannatum II. The
third, fourth, and fifth of these had the

title king, the others were patesis. Ur-Nina is

known as a constructor of temples and canals,

bringing wood for his temples from Arabia, sug-
gesting either conquest or commerce. His time
and that of his son Akurgal seem peaceful; but
with his grandson the Semites are once more ag-
gressive. It is from Eannatimi that the celebrat^
stele of vultures comes, recording his victory over
the Semites, from whom he delivered Ur and Erech.
The results were so great and the confidence gained
so decided that Elannatum invaded Elam and made
Sumerian supremacy seem assured. From his

nephew Entemena comes the celebrated silver vase,

the most beautiful of the objects of high antiquity.

* The term " pated " k used in different ways: a man
may be a patesi of a god, of a city, of a king, of men, and of
a festival. These different ways of using the word seem to
be equivalent, tespectively, to the words priest, subordinate
ruler, viceroy, shepherd, and director. It indicates subor-
dinate rank, therefore, and seems to be used politically in
contradistinction to the term king; though the king of the
land may be at the same time the patesi of a god.

After the reign of Enannatum II there is a gap,

and the next ruler of Shirpurla claims only the title

patesi.

From his time down to about 3850 B.C. a num-
ber of Semitic kings of Kish are known, the last of

whom, Alusharshid, claimed to be " king of the
world." This king invaded Elam and presented

at the temples of Nippur and Sippar the " spoil of

Elam " in the shape of inscribed

6. Aln- marble vases. The Semites are thus
harahid. shown advancing to control. The

Semitic wedge meantime had been
driven as far as Gutium, while a Semitic kingdom
of Lulubi is known in the moimtain regions of the
lower Zab. These notes are interesting as showing
the coiu*se and development of the growing power
of the people from Arabia. Their entry must have
been made into the region between the two rivers

about the point where the Tigris and Euphrates
make their nearest approach. There the wedge
was inserted, the point penetrating beyond the
Tigris. Semitic power developed both to north
and to south, the latter the locality which resisted

longest and where the Sumerian civilization re-

mained unsubdued.
About 4000 B.C. the patesi Ukush of Erech had

a son Lugal-zaggisi (the names are Sumerian) who
became king of Kish and Gishban, and seems to

have made Erech the capital of a

^^r?^"*?" "^^^ Babylonia. He lauded En-lil

kliJIibnidSln, ^ bestower of the kingship of the

T.n ^tL}-VI fffvT (ri . worid. and claimed rule from the
rising of the sim to its setting, from

the " lower sea " (Persian Gulf) to the " upper sea "

(Mediterranean or Lake Urumiah?). About 3900
B.C. there was a king of Erech named Lugal-kigub-
nidudu, known to be earlier than Sargon because
the latter used his blocks at the gates, but what
part he and his son Lugal-kisalsi took is unknown.
The names of a nimiber of rulers of other cities of

this period appear in inscriptions as diggers of

canals or builders of temples, or as making offer-

ings to the gods, and as bearing title either of king
or patesi. The pre-Sargonio period therefore re-

veals the Semites in Northern Babylonia, striving

for control of the whole land, at times achieving it

only to be pushed back. Meanwhile they record
their victories in the Sumerian tongue. The land
had already become a region of canals, commerce
had won its empire, and commimication with the
far west seems already established.

8. Sarffon to Hammnrabi, 8800-0800 B.C. Sar-
gon's name was till about a decade ago the high
mark of antiquity. This king is best kno¥m by the
name just given, though he appears on the inscrip-
tionsasiSAar^antnsAor-a/t. An eighth century tablet,

claimed to be a copy of an early one,
1. Barton, tells his life-etory to the effect that

he was bom of poor parents, that his
mother put him in an ark of reeds and bitumen
and committed him to the river which brought him
to one Akkil, an irrigator, who reared him as a
gardener, and that Ishtar made him king. Another
tablet asserts that he mastered the Elamites and
conquered Martu or Syria. His historical character,
once seriously questioned, is now beyond doubt,
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and his name is linked with that of his son, Naram-
Sin, in journeys of conquest as far as the Mediter-

ranean, while both brought back wood from Leb-
anon for their temples. Sargon speaks of forming

all countries into one, by which is doubtless meant
an attempt at organizing the whole realm so that

the alternations of government which had been
the rule should cease. The capital was Akkad
or Agade. His son was as famous as himself, both

as warrior and builder. Nippurowed

bS*"" *® *^»™ »*« 8*^* ^^ eighteen feet

wide, laid on foundations in trenches

that were sunk fifteen feet for security and built of

bricks that bore his nama. He claimed to be long

of Simier and Akkad and of " the four quarters

of the worid," a title often assumed by later rulers.

Confirming the claim to control of the region is the

fact that Lugal-ushum-gal appears as contemporary
of both Sargon and his son, and is patesi (not king)

of ShirpurU. He it is who calls Naram-Sin *' the

mighty god of Agade,'' and a seal from far-away

Cyprus seems to indicate that even during his life

Naram-Sin was deified. During this period Syria

was under a governor named Uru-malik (a Canaan-
itic name), who ruled for the Babylonian overloid.

A postwas instituted, and literature was encouraged.

Sargon had books of omens and of history compiled.

In spite of the promise this Akkad dynasty seemed
to show, after the reign of Sargon's grandson, Bin-

gani-shar-ali, it sank out of sight. Its significance

was its dominance for the time and its testimony

to the ability of the Semites to carry on campaigns
in as distant points as Elam and the Mediter-

ranean.

With the fall of Akkad, Shirpurla once more
comes into prominence, but the exact period can
not be fixed within 300 years. Between 3500 and
3200 B.C. appears Ur-Bau with the title patesi,

followed by a son-in-law Nammaghani, also patesi,

and he, alter an interval, by Gudea. The first-

and last-named of these were the rulers for whom
were made the beautiful statues of diorite men-
tioned above. The inscriptions, particularly those

of Gudea, tell of his building opera-
*• "^'-Bau tions in which he was inspired by the

Gk^aa. S^dess Nina. His statues show the

hands dasped in reverential attitude

and in one case he is studying the plan of a building

which is represented on a tablet placed on his

knees. From Magan and Meluhha he brought
dolerite and gold and gems, from Amanus cedar
logpB 105 feet long, and choice building stones from
other regions. Here again is the suggestion of

great commercial operations or else of widely ex-

tended powers.

Who held the leadership in the time of these

patesis is not known, but their successors recognised

the suzerainty of the kings of Ur. Besides them a
mmiber of rulers of Shirpurla are known, but the
succession is not completely made out. Gudea's
successor was Ur-Ningirsu, then at intervals Akurgal
II, Lukani, and Galalama, the date of the last being
about 3100 B.C. The significance of this period
is the renascence of Sumerian power. Ur shows
the next attempt for supremacy, and the dating
here also is still mb judtce. The question is whether

there were two pairs of kingps bearing the names
of Ur-gur and Dungi; if so they must be put

about 450 years apart. Then Ur-gur I and Dmigi
I must be placed c. 3200^150 b.c.

4. Ur-ror and Ur-gur II and Dungi II 2700-

*^^ 2660 B.C. An accumulation of indi-
^'^^'^'^

cations suggest four of these kings

and not two. The period under Ur-gur I was
evidently one of Semitic decline similar to those

seen in Assjrria, for this king not only left monu-
ments of himself in the shape of temples at Ur,

Erech, Larsa, and Nippur, but he was in control

of North Babylonia. Dungi calls himself king of

the four quarters, implying complete mastery.
It is once more characteristic that of the wars which
must have been waged to construct this empire,
not a word is said; the inscriptions deal with peace-

ful matters, mainly religious. The length of this

dynasty is not known. A new aspirant for honors
appears in the dty of Isin under a Semitic dynasty,
the kings whose names are certain being Ur-Ninib,
Libit-Anunit, Bur-Sin, and Ishme-Dagan. It will

be noted that the second element in each of these

names is the name of a deity. Reversal oomes
with the son of Ishme-Dagan, Enannatum, who
acknowledges himself a vassal of the king of Ur.

But his predecessors had control of Ur, Eridu,
Erech, and Nippur, the great religious centers,

as well as of Cutha, the tem^des in all these places

being restored by either Ur-gur or Dungi.
The '* second Ur dynasty " is a matter of grave

debate. Radau names Gungunu and Ur-gur II,

in which he is alone; generally accepted are Dungi
II, Bur-Sin 11, Gamil-Gin, and Ine-Sin; but Radau
interjects a Dungi III after the second of the name,
and Ur-Bau II after him, and Idin-Dagan after

Ine-Sin. The decision must wait. The old title

of Sargon is still in use, " king of the four quarters,"

and the Mediterranean region was visited either

in trade or hostility.

The downfall of this dynasty brought Larsa
to the fore, the kings of which signified their su-

premacy by using the customaiy
6. Vnr. title of Sargon. Only two king^
j^^^*^ appear here, Nur-Ramman and his

Slnlddlna. Bon Siniddina, the latter a oontem-
porazy of Hammurabi. Temples in

Ur and in Larsa, the wall and a canal for the Latter

city are among their constructive achievements.
The supremacy of this dty was cut short by an
invasion of the Elamites, the mention by Asshur^
banipal of the theft of the idol placing this raid

about 2285 B.C.

4. The Supremaoy of Babylon^ 2860-1788 B.O.
Even if the Elamitic raid had not taken place,

another cause would have shortened the oontrd
by Larsa. A new people, of Arabian origin, had
come to reenforoe Semitic control. Under them

Babylon had been growing in power,
1. The and was ready to assert itself.

Blamites. ^he attack of the Elamites un-

buff and doubtedly made easier the assault

Bri-aka. of the Semites. The leader of the

former was Kudxir-Biabug, "a prince

of the Western land " Anshan, which centuries lat^
was to fosterCyrus. Heestablished himself in South
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Babylonia, conciliated the religious by erecting a
temple for Sin at Ur, and commended to that deity

his son, who succeeded him, whose name is read
Eriroku and Rim-Sin, the two names being exact

equivalents (see Elam). Gen. xiv is right in making
Arioch the contemporary of Hammurabi (Am-
raphel?)*. Over this Arioch Hammurabi claims

a victory as well as over the king of Western Elam,
which is the indication of a united Babylonia and
marks the end of the political importance of the

Smnerians. From this time on it is not the rivalry

of different cities which is responsible

2. ThePirst for the clash of arms in the region,

^^^^"^ but the attempt of nations to pos-

^J^J^J sess it. The first dynasty of Baby-

rabi. Ion, to which Hammurabi (c. 2250
B.C.) belonged, numbered eleven kings,

five before and five after him. The city had taken

no part in large poUtics. Its rulers had doubt-

less been cementing their position, butno sign of it has

comedown. Theonly thingsuggestive is the fortificar-

tion of the city by Sumu-larilu, the second of the

dynasty, while Zabu, his successor, had built a
temple in Sippar to Anunit. For the reign of Ham-
murabi and his code see Hambcurabi. From his

successors little has come down. His son carried

on the usual building operations in Nippur and
elsewhere; of the remaining four kingps the only

records are incidental references in commercial

tablets, but they imply peace and prosperity in the

land.

The account of the next or second dynasty of

Babylon (2250-1783 B.c.) found in the King-lists

is under grave suspicion on account
*• ?^^^ of the length of the reigns assigned

^"^^^an
" *^ *^® different kings. One is given

j}yxigMty» ^^y ^^G^^ years, another fifty-six,

another fifty-five, and a fourth fifty.

From the period as yet not a single document has

come to light. The King-lists give only the names.

Hommel once held that the dynasty (^d not exist,

but he now accepts as historical the first six

IdngpB.

6. The Xaaahlte Period, 1788-1207 B.O. The
next dynasty was foreign and came from the East.

They are known as Kasshites or Kosshites, and
their home was the hill country north of Elam
and between Babylonia and what became Persia.

The movement which brought them into the land

seems like an immigration of new peoples, virile

and active, subduing a people used to peace, agri-

culture, and commerce in a quietude won for them
by the great Hammurabi. Concerning this whole

period little is known. There is only one inscription

of any length belonging to these times, and the name
of the king there mentioned is not given in the

*Tbe identifieaiion of Eri-«ku, Kudur-Lacamur, ond
Hammorabi with tha Ariooh, Chedlorlaomer, and Amraphel
of Gen. xiv has been made to do illegitimate service in sup-

porting that chapter. The inscription in which the names
were thought to occur belongs to the period of the Arsacida
and does not oontsin the name of Chedorlaomer. But the
" Tidal " of Qen. xiv is probably the Tutf-lruia of the

tablet in question, suod *' Ariooh of Ellasar " of Genesis is

probably Eri-aku, son of Kudur-Mabug. The proba-

bility is now acknowledged that Gen. xiv is drawn from
very late sources, of which this tablet may have been one.

King-lists, which, in the part covering this period,

ars much mutilated. There is a votive tablet from
the first known of the rulers, named

1. Acmn- Gandish, and some fragmentary in-
kakrime. scriptions. The seventh ruler was

probably Agum-kakrime, one of whose
inscriptions was copied for Asshurbanipal's library.

He called himself '' king of Kasshu and Akkad,
king of the broad land of Babylon." Other titles

show that he claimed a very large empire, from
the frontiers of Persia to the borders of Syria. He
restored the images of Marduk and Sarpanit, which
had been carried away by a people in the northeast.

That the sway of religion had lost none of its power
to enchant and enchain is shown by the active

building operations which he carried on. By about

1500 B.C. light breaks again, and Karaindash ap-

pears as a ruler who is devoted to the deities of the

land and arranges his titles in Babylonian fashion.

The Synchronistic History throws light on the

period and reveals friendly relations with the young
Assyrian empiro. The two nations appear as

equals, making treaties and settling boundaries.

Only a little later a king is known as Kallima-Sin

(or, as it is proposed to read his name, Kadashman-
Bel), and he is found corresponding

2. Xiater with Amenophis IV (see Amabna

^Jj^lJf** Tablets). It is interesting to find
* in that correspondence discussion of

a commercial treaty and of the customs duties to

be exacted. It is also worth noting that a very

close chronology is attainable here through the

triple synchronisms from Babylonia, Assyria, and
Egypt. Kurigalsu I (c. 1410 B.C.) follow^ Buma-
buriash I, son of Kallima-Sin, using the titles

** king of Sumer and Akkad, king of the four quar-

ters." Bumaburiash II, correspondent of the

Pharaoh Amenophis IV in the Amama series, was
next, but only the general peace of the world

appears in his times. About 1370 Karahardash
succeeded, and his queen was the daughter of

Asshur-uballit of Assyria. His son succeeded him,

carried on a war with the Sutu, a nomadic people

in the northwest, and on his return was killed by
rebellious Kasshites. The principal events which
followed are given in the article on Assjnria. Kuri-

gabsu II was placed on the throne, invaded Elam
and captured Susa, as a votive tablet declares, and
followed up the victory by defeating Bel-nirari of

Assyria. A new conflict with the northern power
was thus begun, in which the Assyrians were

superior and for a time held Babylonia, 1285-69

B.C. Under Ramman-shum-usur the latter began

to recover its own, and by 1211 b.c was reestab-

lish^ in all its former territory. Four years later

the Kasshite dynasty came to an end.
6. TheZalnand Aasyzlan Periods, ld07-626 B.O.

The nominal rulers of the land in the next period

were the members of a dynasty of eleven kings

known from the King-list as the dynasty of Ldn.

Whether this city was the one active in politics

1,700 years earlier, or whether it was a part of the

city of Babylon, is yet under debate. The names
of the first five kingps are lost, the sixth was Nebu*
chadrezsar I, c. 1135 B.C. The period waa
marked by Assyrian attacks. Even N^uohad-
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rezzar was twice defeated, though he was a war-

rior of great ability who carried his aims to Syria

on the west and to Elam on the east.

1. Vebn. H® ^** followed by Bel-nadin-apal

ohadreasar and he by Marduk-nadin-ahi. The
I and his latter made a successful attack upon

Snooessors. Assyria which was punished later by
the capture of Babylon and subjection

of the whole country by Tiglath-PUeser I, c. 1100
B.C. The King-list gives a succession of five

dynasties, one that of the " Sea Lands/' the place
from which the Chaldeans were later to issue, a
second of " Bazi," another of Elam, a fourth of

Babylon, and still another of the Far South, of

which the noted Merodach-baladan was a member.
But all of these held the throne either by sufferance

or appointment of Assjrria or assumed it during
the temporary quiescence of that power.
7. The Xaldn or Chaldean Period, 625-588 B.O.

The many attempts made by Merodach-baladan
to gain control of Babylon (see Asstria) were
important, not in themselves so much, as for the
foreshadowing of the rising supremacy of the
Chaldeans. The kingdom of the Sea Lands had
formed around the headwaters of the Persian Gulf,

and its dominant people, fresh from Arabia, were
feeling their way to world empire. The decay of

the Assyrian power was their opportunity. Nabo-
polassar made himself king of Babylon. While

he was absent attacking the outskirts

1. Habo- of his kingdom in Mesopotamia, the
polasaar. Assyrian Sin-shar-ishkun invaded

Babylonia, probably 610-609 B.C., and
Nabopolassar was cut off from his base. The
Umman-Manda, an aggregation of tribes gathered

about a Median nucleus, brought about the fall of

Assyria, and Nabopolassar was left free to estab-

lish himself. Already great nimibers of his tribes-

men had entered Babylonia, and the possession

of the capital gave him the needed prestige to rally

them around him. The native Babylonians were

ready to receive him because of their hatred to the

Assyrian oppressor, so he succeeded as the head
of Semitic Asia. Aiiother fact had doubtless much
to do with the ease with which he assumed power.

The religious interest of Babylonia seems to have
absorbed his attention, and he acted like a son of the

soil whose heart was fully in accord with Baby-
lonian ideals. This is illustrated by the fact that

though the events of his reign must have been stir-

ring and important, the three inscriptions he left are

concerned with building of temples and digging of

canals. Among the great events was the defeat

of the Egyptian Necho by his son and general,

Nebuchadrezzar. Necho had already seized the

western appanages of Assyria, against which
doubtless Nabopalassar was intending to operate
in his Mesopotamian campaign, and had led forth

a great army in hope of gaining a still larger share
of the defunct Assyrian empire. The two armies,

Egyptian and Chaldean, met at Carchemish, the
Egyptians were defeated and pursued to the very
border of Egypt by the victorious Nebuchadrezzar.
The latter there received tidings of the death of his

father, and the very newness of the kingdom
required his instant presence at home.

Nebuchadrezzar II (00^562 B.C.) has left many
inscriptions, which, like his father's, tell little of
battles and campaigns and much of his oonstmctive
labors on the city of Babylon, his pride. The story

of his campaigns comes largely from

^iJlJ^V other sources, partly Biblical. The
2j^ refusal of Jehoiakim to pay tribote

caused Nebuchadressar to let loose

on him the neighboring hostile tribes, and paved
the way for the campaign in 597 B.C. in which
Jerusalem was taken and its inhabitants in part
deported. Renewed rebellion stirred up by the
new Pharaoh, Hophra, led to a reoccupation of

Palestine; Hophra was defeated, Jerusalem taken,
and its defenses destroyed in 586 B.C. Tyre was
assailed and a siege of thirteen years resulted, after

which terms were made. Civil war in Egjrpt gave
Nebuchadrezzar his opportunity, the country
was invaded and plundered as a punishment for its

intrigues in Palestine and ^3rria. There can be
little doubt that the alliance of the Chaldean with
the house of Media in his marriage of Amuhia,
daughter of Cyaxares, did much to cement his

power. It hardly seems an accident that the force

of Media should have been spent in the north,
westward into Asia Minor, while Nebuchadieasar's
operations covered the regions southward. Some-
thing of Nebuchadrezzar's building operations has
been told in the description of Babylon (see above,
IV, § 12), but how extensive these were can be
appreciated only in the light of Rawlinson's state-

ment that he examined the ruins of not less than
one hundred places in the vicinity of Babylon
and in very few were there not found traces of

Nebuchadrezzar's activity. In a land whose kings
were all builders not one of the rulers had ap-
proached him in the extent, variety, completeness,

and magnificence of his buildings.

Of Nebuchadrezzar's son, Amil-Marduk (562-
560 B.C.), only II Kings xxv, 27 (where he is

called Evil-merodach) and Berosus give any
information. The one records an act of mercy,
the other asserts that he reigned lawlessly. He
was assassinated and the chief conspirator, Nerig-

lissar (560-556 B.C.) seized the throne. Temples
and canals absorbed his interest, and he was suc-

ceeded by Labashi-Marduk who reigned nine

months and was assassinated. Nabonidus (555-

538 B.C.) was the last Semitic king of
8. Vaboni- Babylon. He was a pietist, an anti-
*^**^^**" quarian, and a temple-builder, with

The Fall of ^^^ ^^^® aptitude for the cares of

Babylon. State and little interest in them. How
he contributed to present knowledge

has been told in the section on chronology in this

article and that on Assyria. He resided most of

the time at Tema, a place not otherwise known.
His son Belshazzar may have been associated as

regent with him, though there is no authority in the
inscriptions for calling' him long. Between the

time of Nebuchadrezzar and Nabonidus relations

with the Medes had been broken o£F. Cyrus, the

king of Anshan, had enlarged his realm, and filially,

having defeated Astyages, had assimied the title,

king of Persia. He had overthrown Croesus, and
all Asia Minor at once fell into his hands. His
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next move would obviously be southward to Baby-
lonia, but NaboniduB made no preparation for the

crisis that was coming. When the war finally

broke out, he collected the statues of the gods of

Babylon, left the command of the army to Bel-

shazsar, and when the latter was defeated fled into

Babylon. Gobryas led the victorious army against

the capital, where a sturdy and indeed successful

defense might have been expected. The walls and
gates which might have defied the best that Cynia
could do proved no protection, and though there is

no proof that such is the fact, historical probability

can offer no explanation of the speedy capture of

the city other than that Nabonidus's worst enemy
was within, and that from within the gates swung
open to ad^t the captor. Thus the rule of Asia
passed from the Semites to the Aryans to hold until

at the end of a millennium Arabia should once more
discharge its hordes and in the Mohammedan con-
quest znake a new era. See Cyrus the Great;
Persia.
Vn. The Religion. 1. HUtorloal Development:

The survey of the political geography and history

of Babylonia shows it to have been as eariy as 4500
B.C. what it continued to be, a land of cities. His-
tory shows also that even at that early date there
was a tendency toward what later became nation-
alization, in the effort of one or another city to

control the whole land. These two features are
reproduced in the religion. Each city had a deity
who claimed the worship of the inhabitants; fre-

quently there were two, generally in that case a
god and a goddess, originally in all

1. Folitloal probability not spouse and consort,
Faotors. but independent. And in the pre-Sai^

gonic period there are clear evidences
that one of the gods of one of the cities had attained

an eminence, not indeed of kingship over the gods,

but of position among them. The general di^)osi-

tion of Idngs who took their titles from cities other
than Nippur to devote their spoil to En-lil and to

deposit it in his temple, suggests for him a general

recognition not accorded to other deities, even to

Ea of Eridu. While no specific claim of lordship

over the gods was made for En-lil, not only was he
practically the chief of the gods, but a theoret-

ical headship is implied in the theological fiction by
which later Blarduk's definite claim to preemi-

nence was supported, vis., that En-lil had trans-

ferred to the deity of Babylon the leadership among
the gods because of the latter's victory over Tia-

mat, the demon of chaos, though, of course, the real

reason of Marduk's supremacy was the hegemony
of Babylon. The principle of centraUzation, of

nationalization, was clearly at work in the sphere

of religion as well as of politics. But this was
limited by another principle, that preeminence
among the gods did not involve supersession of

other gods in their own seats of worship. En-lil

was ever localized only in iNippur, Marduk had his

seat only in Babylon, just as Asshur never set up
his throne and temple in Babylon even during the

Assyrian period. The political strife between
Sumerian and Semite was also reflected in the re-

ligion. There can be no doubt of two facts: first,

the Sumerians had a decided favoritism for female

deities; second, Semitic female deities were, with
the single exception of Ishtar, but the pale reflec-

tion of the gods. While then in the earliest periods

the i^oddesses were nimierous and prominent, in

later times they either faded out of existence, were
made the consorts of the gods and so became ec-

lipsed, or were identified with Ishtar.

In the development of the religion, besides the
political principle, there became operative also a
philosopMcal-priestly activity. Out of this grew
the semidetachment of certain gods from extreme

localization and connections were

OTO hi iZ"
^^"^®^ ^^^ them having cosmic mean-

PrieaUy" ^^' Noticeable here is the forma-

Faotor. ^^^° ^^ ^^® ^^^ principal triads: Anu
heaven-god, Bel or En-lil earth-god,

Ea water-god, and Sin of the moon, Shamash of

the Sim, and Ramman (Adad) of the storm or

cloud. While worship of these gods still centered

at definite temples, in invocations they were ad-
dressed more generally. Their association with
larger phenomena made them accessible to a larger

clientele, just as Nebo's association with prophecy
made him the object of a larger circle of worshipers

than was rightly his in his position as god of Bor-
sippa. And the philosophical principle worked
also in the reduction of the number of the deities,

particularly of the goddesses. The notion of iden-

tification was particularly insistent, so that many
of the Simierian goddesses were in time pronoimced
the same as Ishtar, and that deity made her way
to her unique position as the one great goddess of

Babylonia.

This reduction in nimiber of deities is completely

proved. In the period from c. 2250 B.C. on, be-

sides the eight great gods already

f
*

^iT*??***
"Mwned* only Marduk, Ninib, Nergal,

r^^i^'and Nusku have any prominence.

Deities.
"^^^Q^™^^ might perhaps be added,

but it is possible to maintain that in

his worship Ishtar was the central figure. Yet in

earlier times the number of the deities was very

much greater. Manirtusu, an early king of Kish,

mentions about fifty deities. The incantation

texts, coming from an eariier stratum of thought
and practise, increase the nimiber greatly, one
series alone giving 150 god-names. There can be
no doubt that the sun-gods of the various cities

were originally separate, though .the priestly philos-

ophy regarded them as the same; this can be said

also of the moon-deities, who became one in Sin.

Etymology enables the investigator to go still

farther back and posit for earliest Babylonia an
animistic worship when spirits were

4. The Bar« numerous, some of whom rose to high
1^*A^mi** position and became great gods.
^^

.
* This is demonstrable in the cases of

En-m (" Lord of Spirits "), Ea, and
Damkina, the consort of Ea, and is practically cer-

tain in several other cases. Secondly, the entire

system of magic and inca station is the surest proof

that animism preceded polytheism in old Baby-
lonia. To illustrate the belief in spirits, mention

may be made of the Simierian n, " the living thing,"

having about the same ooDnotation as '* spirit

"

in animistic usage. The lU were ghosts, subter-
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ranean Bpirits of the darkness and storm, sexless,

attended by vampires. En4U means " Lord of

. . Ghosts," and he was the destroyer

imd]^- in the deluge. Utukku meant " de-

mona." mon," a ghost escaped from the dead;

and another name for demon was
ekimmUf a being which took delight in obsessing

the living. The demons were nmnberless, had
their dwelling in the desert, and were malign in

their activities, working harm in all relations of

life. So of other spirits it might be said that they

swarmed—on the earth, in the air, imder the earth,

in the waters; there were spirits for every sort of

existence and they controlled or might affect for

good or ill every deed, even the thoughts and
dreams, of men. The actions of even the good
spirits might be inimical; the bad spirits must
ever be guarded against. Hence there had grown
up in the earliest times known an empirical magic,

a routine of enchantment, a ritual of spells, the

forms and practise of which are vouched for by hun-

dreds of tfli>lets. Since sickness, disease, and mis-

fortune were often believed to be due to the malig-

nity of evil powers, self-determined or directed by
the evilly disposed among men, the means of

release lay in charms or enchantments
6. Xaglo. which included the employment of

formulas, or which used fire, water,

herbs, or metals without magical sayings. Series

of incantation rituals have be^ discovered, named
from the demons they aim to foil or from the parts

of the body affected by illness, or from the means
used in the exorcism. And these remained potent

throughout the existence of Babylonia as a realm

and then continued their power in the West whither

they were transplanted. Other signs of the animism
once existent are foimd in the animal forma of the

gods, while the ritual of worship led the worshiper

to figure forth his relationship to the god by assu-

ming raiment which typified animal or other forms

of life. This is Sumerian; the development under

Semitism was anthropomorphic. On the other

hand, man was himaelf deified—^this was the case

with Naram-Sin, while Gudea and Gimil-8in erected

temples to their own godhead.

The transition to polytheism never involves

complete dissolution of the prior animism. Sur-

vivals of the older faith ever perpetuate ancient

practise. The gods of Babylonia evolved from
the spirits; in some cases the process can almost

be measured, but the spirits lived on. By 4500
B.C., however, there were already great deities

whose majesty was acknowledged beyond their

own cities.

2. The Oods: The deities who were earliest

grouped in a triad were Anu, Bel (En-lil), and Ea.

Of these Anu (Sumerian Ana), or Bel-shamayim,
** Lord of heaven," as he came to be considered,

appears to have been first localized at a place called

Der, not otherwise known, and subsequently wor-
shiped at Erech. He was the nearest to an ab-

straction of all Babylonian deities

1. Ann. and the first to be disassociated from
local connections and universalized

(fourth millftnninn^ B.C.). Perhaps because of

this disassodation he was the oftener invoked in

prayer and incantation. The assigmnait of a
supramundane region of control marks the begin-
ning of priestly philosophy. Lugal-zaggisi claimed
to be Anu's priest, and it was this king who first,

so far as is yet known, united in a triad the three

gods just mentioned. Anu was often known as

UUf the god par excellence, with whom other deities

took refuge. He was called the father of Ishtar,

and his consort was Antum (Semitic Anai), per-

haps remembered in the birthplace of Jereniiah,

Anathoth.
Of Bel or En-h'l, god of Nippur, much has already

been said. His commanding position, compelling
homage from hostile kings, was gained before the

making of the first records which have so far been
recovered. Bel's Sumerian ideograph

2. Bel. represents the nun (suggesting a
totemistic connection), while the mean-

ing of his name, " Lord of Spirits," or " demons,"
has already been noted. In an inscription of En-
shagkushanna Bel is named " King of the Lands,"
the one exj^dt statement of his eminence aznong the

gods. In accordance with his name he was lord

of the underworld, and as such was especially con-

cerned with incantations. His consort was the

Sumerian goddess Nin-harsag, the " Lady of the

Mountain" (Semitic Belii), and his temple wae
E-kur, " Mountain-House." The preeminence he
had was lost to Marduk when Babylon became the

chief city and its god assumed the principal place

in the pantheon.
The thiru member of the triad and god of Eridu,

Ea (Sumerian En-ki, "Lord of the Country"),
had the waters as his division of the universe.

The earliest traditions connect him with the Persian
Gulf, whence he used to emerge daily to instruct

his people in the civilizing arts. As associated

with the deep, he became god of the river Euphrates,
and then of the river which, according to Baby-

lonian cosmography, encirded the

8. Ba. earth. As a water-deity he was a god
of knowledge, therefore of culture,

light, beneficence, and healing. And by these

same attributes he was also a god of cunning and
beguiled the first man out of immortality. His

orades came by the roar of the surf on the shore.

He was depicted also as half man, half fish, and his

worshipers are pictured in robes which mimic the

skin of a fish, again suggesting totemism, an indi-

cation not lessened by the fact that his ideograph
stands also for " antelope." As god of wbdom
it was inevitable that E& should have part in incan-

tations. His attitude toward humanity is generally

benefic^it, and he is called the creator of men.
His consort, Damkina, a Sumerian deity, was

originally independent. They are credited with

a son Asari, with whom Marduk was identified in

order to legitimate his daim to the chief place

among the gods. Each of the three deities asso-

ciated with Eridu can be traced backward to

animistic origins.

The second triad consisted of Shamash (sun-gpd),

Sin (moon-god), and Ramman or Adad (thunde^
or cloud-god). That the sun could not escape

worship in such a land as Babylonia is a foregone

condusion, and that the ddty of the sun should
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take different nameB was almost as inevitable. So of

8un-gods there were, e.g., Utu in Lama, Shamash
in Sippar, Nergal in Cutha, Za-mal-mal in Kish.

Marduk was originally solar. That the sun's

activity should be viewed in different ways is also

natural, hence some of the deities

^JJ^^ mentioned remained distinct. But

Shamash. ^^^ ^^^ ^^ different cities having
similar aspects should be identified

was to be expected in accordance with the laws
of religious evolution. So Shamash came to be
worshiped in different centers, the sun-deities of

those places being identified ¥dth him, while others

like Ninib and Nergal were differentiated and
given special functions as sun-gods of the morning
and springtime or of noon and summer. The pow-
ers attributed to Shamash in his two principal

eeats of Sippar and Larsa were such as belonged to

the kindly god of light,—^powers of healing and
revelation, as well as of protection by detection

and punishment of crime. He was given as con-
sort Nin-A, a Sumerian deity originally male, who
under Semitic misunderstanding was made to

change his sex. Another explanation, less prob-
able, is that the change of sex is a sign of subordina-
tion of the Sumerian to the Semitic god.

If the worship of sun-deities was notable, not
less so was that of moon-gods. Both Semites
and Sumerians encouraged the cult, but there are
many signs that among the latter it was a favorite.

So £^-xu, "Lord of Wisdom," and Nan-nar, " Giver
of light," were names the Sumerians

»^«»*' bestowed on this deity. Nan-nar's

^^^ principal seat was at Ur, connected
with Abraham in the Biblical narra-

tive. As Sin, a Semitic deity, he was located at

Harran, also associated with Abraham, and he
gave its name to the mountain and peninsula of

Sinai. It is noteworthy that at Harran the god's
image took the form of a conical pillar, and this

suggests another phase of animism, that of the
phallic cult. With Nannar-Sin also was connected
the attribute of imparting wisdom, giving knowl-
edge, particularly of measures.

The third member of this triad was Adad (also

read Ramman, the Rimmon of Syria), god of

storms. This is the one deity whose
6. Adad or localization never seems to have been
Bamman. effected. He seems to have developed

out of the storm-spirits. His nature
led him to be regarded both as beneficent and
malevolent. The rains brought destruction, and
also fertilisation, to the fields. So he was invoked
to bring blessing to friends and misfortune to foes.

Perhaps this led to his association with Shamash
in the function of punishing evil-doers. His con-

sort was Shala, never an important deity, and her
ideograph could represent also a milch-goat.

A deity sometimes displacing Adad as third

member of this triad was the great Ishtar. In
Arabia and Moab Athtar was male. In one case

in Babylonia a male god was identified with her,

and androgyny is there in sight. She was patroness

of Erech, and had shrines in many towns. She
was too strong a personality to be the mere consort

of a deity. The attempt was made to wed her;

but it involved either that her consort should be
subordinate because of her greatness, a thing un-

thinkable forSemites, or thatsheshould
T.Zshtar. be reduced to passivity, which that

same greatness forbade. She is noted
for the absorption and comprehension in her being
of all the noted goddesses of old Babylonia. Nin-
harsag of Erech (the great mother), the war-deity

Nana of Erech, Nina of Shirpurla, AJaunit (Sumerian
Anuna) of Sippar, all yielded up their personalities

to Ishtar as she grew in greatness, and her name
came to be a synonym for " goddess." She even
disdained the feminine tennination ah in her name,
and she was the Bdit, " Mistress," as Marduk was
Bel, " Lord," of the Umd. At her principal temple
at Erech impure worship was a part of her ritual.

Nergal, already mentioned as personifying the
sun's destructive action, was worshiped at Cutha
in the temple E-shidlam, " House of Shade," at

least from the time of Dungi tiU c. 700 B.C. He
was a god of the dead in conjunction with AUatu,

this flowing naturally from his office

8. Nerval, as destroyer. He, too, absorbed other

deities (e.g., Ira, a fire-god) and took
others as his servitors (e.g., Namtar, the plague-

god). His consort as god of the dead was Eresh-

Kigal, as a god of the living Las. The pantheon
of the dead was a late scholastic development.

Ninib and Girru (Assyrian Ntisku) were two
deities who had absorbed a number of earlier gods.

9 Hinib
'^® former was connected with agri-

Q^j^ m^ culture and war, the latter with the

Tammoa. ^'^^ '^^ ^^^ ^^' Girru was also

a victor over demons, and as such was
much invoked in incantations. Tammus (Su-

merian Dumurgi) was originally a sim-god, son of

Ea and bridegroom of Ishtar, a culture god of

Eridu, of note chiefly because of his being the
cause of Ishtar's descent into Hades which is the
theme of one of the epics. In 8jn& he was Adonai,
"my lord," and gave the Gredcs their Adonis
(cf. on the name Ninib, J. D. Prince, in JBL, xxiv,

1905, part 1, p. 54).

Marduk, the youngest of Babylonian deities,

supreme in Bablyonia from c. 2250 till the fall of

the Semitic power, owed his position first to the

political preeminence of Babylon, secondly to

priestly ingenuity which connected him with En-
lil and then manufactured the fiction that because

of Marduk's victory over Tiamat En-
10. Marduk. lil resigned to him his supremacy.

To clear the way, Marduk was iden-

tified with Asari, son of En-lil. He was probably a
sun-god, though hisname seems to come fromAmar-
duggu, *' good heifer," a title of Asari. Hammurabi
seems to havebeen tlie first to declare his supremacy.
Nabonidus appears to have attempted to cany
this supremacy a step further and to have been
thwarted by the priesthood. As it was, Marduk
was never to Babylonia what Zeus was to Greece.

Nebo (from the same root as Hebrew nabhi^
*' prophet "; Sumerian Dim-Mr, *' Wise Scribe "),

god of Borsippa, originally superior to Marduk,
was subjected to the latter by being made his son.

He was god of utterance, wisdom, revelation,

writing, and culture. There appears to have been
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a connection with £a of Eridu, but exactly what
is not yet made out. Ab the god of wisdom Nebo

was readily dissociated from local con-

11. Vebo. nections, ai.d was even adopted in As-
syria. Indeed he took on universal

functions as the god of prophecy. As such he was
kindly, and none of the dread which attached to

thoughts of other deities appears in mention of

him.
8* The Priestsand the Bpios: The type of woi^

ship has already been indicated in the article on
Assyria. Among the kingly functions sacrifice

continued. The priests were numerous, and though
they appear little in the texts, their influence can
alwajTB be read between the lines. The ill-starred

attempt of Nabonidus to make Marduk more than

^. he had been, to set him in a place
'

of t^^^ ^® ^^** ®^ Asshur's in Assjnria, was

Priests, doubtless frustrated by priestly op-
position. As the scribes, the teach-

ers, the molders of theology and myth, in a coimtry

BO devoted to a religion of set forms, the priests

had an influence which can hardly be exaggerated.

The cosmogony which is most in evidence is mani-
festly of their make and postdates the rise of Baby-
lon to preeminence, since in it Marduk is conqueror

of the rebellious Tiamat, " chaos," and out of her

rent body creates the universe and then human
kind.

The three epics contain earlier material and
doubtless took form before Semitism laid its hands
upon them. The Gilgamesh epic is the earliest

which contains the world-wide thought of a means
of escape from death. In this case it is a tree, and

after obtaining a scion and curing his
8. The Oil-

^^^^ mortal illness Gilgamesh lost the

^^^ scion while on his way home, it being

stolen from him by a serpent as he
was drinking from a spring. Here occur elements

of comparison with the G^esis tree of life in the

midst of the garden (not the tree of knowledge of

which the first pair ate), and the serpent is also in

evidence. A fiuther point for comparison is that

Gilgamesh was in opposition to deity in the person

of Ishtar, not indeed by eating of the fruit of the

tree but by slaying of a sacred bull. The eleventh

tablet of the series contained the Babylonian deluge

narrative (see Noah). A second epic connected

with Eridu tells the story of the first

8. The man, Adapa (which name it has been
Adapa Bpie. proposed to read Adamu, cf . Exposi-

tory Times, June, 1906, p. 416-417),

and how he too just missed immortality through

the guile of Ea. He was summoned to heaven to

answer for breaking the wings of the south wind.

Ea warned him not to partake of food while there,

and by his obedience he failed of the immortality

that the " food of life," whichwas offered him, would
have bestowed (see Adam, II, § 5). The third epic,

dealing with Marduk's contest witb the

4. Uarduk demon, Chaos, has two points of inter-

andOhaos. est: first, it bears upon its face its date,

not earlier than Hammurabi, under

whom it probably took form; second, it is manifestly

a plagiarism from a much eariier story in which Ea
was the hero who vanquished Apsu, " the deep,"

and then became creator and protector of men.
A fourth narrative, which hovers between eiHc

and ritual, concerns the bereaval of

6. Zahtar*s Ishtar in the loss of her brid^room
Desoent In- Tammus, to recover whom she de>

to Hades, scends into Hades. This narrative is

late, its description of the environment
of the underworid exhibiting the refinements of

Semitic elaboration. Geo. W. Gilmobe.
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See Ibrasl. 2. Of the popes. See Avionon.

BACCANARISTS. See Paccanari, Nioolo.

BACH, bOH, JOHAlfH SEBASTIAN: Musician;

b. at Eisenach Mar. 21, 1685; d. at Leipsie July

28, 1750. He belonged to a family which throu^

several generations had distinguished itself by mu-
sical talent; lost his parents early, and had, from
his fourteenth year, to provide for his own educa-
tion. In 1703 he was appointed court-musician in

Weimar; and in 1723, already one of the most
celebrated musicians of the time, he was made
cantor and director of church music at Lieipsic.

His celebrity during his lifetime he owed mainly
to his skill as an organist and pianist; his compo-
sitions were not appreciated till a later age. They
consist chiefly of church music, oratorios, masses,

etc., for organ and orchestra, for instruments as

well as for the human voice; after his death the

manuscripts were divided among his sons, and re-

mained unnoticed till the time of Mendelssohn. See
Music, Sacred.

Bibuoorapht: P. Spitta, Johann Sebaatian Back, 2 vols.,

Leipsie, 1878-80, EIng. transl., 3 vols., London. 1884-86;
C. F. A. WillUuns, Boeft, in Maeter Muaiciana series. New
York, 1900; H. Barth, Johann Sebaatian Badi, ein Lebena-
bUd, Berlin, 1902; A. Pirro, Johann Sebaatian Bath, the

Organiat, and hia Worka, from the French, New York,
1903; A. Schweitser, J. S. Bach, la muaieien poHa, Leipsie,

1906; Philipp Wolfram, Johann Sebaatian BacA, Berlin,

1906.

BACH, JOSEPH: Roman Catholic; b. at Ais-

lingen (22 m. n.w. of Augpsburg), Bavaria, May 4,

1833; d. at Munich Sept. 22, 1001. He studied

philosophy and theology in the University of

Munich; became privat-docent there, 1865; pro-

fessor extraordinary of theology, 18<67; ordixiary

professor of philosophy of religion and pedagogics,

and uiiiversity preacher, 1872. He wrote: Die
SiebenzM der SacramerUe (Regensburg, 1864);

Meieter Eckhart (Vienna, 1864); Propel Oerhoch

von Reichereberg (1865); Die Dogmengeechichte dee

MiitelaUere vom christologiechen Slandpunkte, oder

die miUelaUerliche Ckrieiologie vom 8, hie 16, Jakr'

hvndert (2 vols., 1873-75); Joeeph von G&rree

(Freiburg, 1876); Dee Alhertue Magnue VerhOli-

niee zur Erkenntnieelehre der Oriechen, Lateiner,

Araber, vnd Juden (Vienna, 1881); (/eber doe Ver-

haltniee de6 SyeUme de la Nature zur Wieeenechaft

der Gegenvxxrt (Cologne, 1884); Der heilige Rock su
Trier (Frankfort, 1891); Die Trierer Heiligtume-

fahrt im Jakre 1891 (Strasburg, 1892).

Bibuookafht: A. Schmid, Lthene-BUd dea . . . Joeeph
Bach, Kempten, 1902.

BACHER, bOH'er, WfLHELM: Hungarian Jew-
ish Orientidist; b. at Lipt6-Ssent-Mikl6s (65 m.
s.w. of Cracow), Hungary, Jan. 12, 1850. He was
educated at the Evangelical Lyceum of Pressburg,

and the universities of Budapest, Breslau, and
Leipsie (Ph.D., 1870). He was graduated from the

Jewish Theological Seminaiy of Breslau as rabbi

in 1876 and was appointed to the rabbinate of

Szegedin. In the following year, however, the

Hungarian government chose him to be one of the

professors of the new Landeerabbinerechvie at Buda-
pest, where he has since taught on a great variety

of subjects. In 1878 he was a field-chaplain in

the Austro-Hungarian army of occupation in Bos-

nia. Seven years later he was appointed director

of the Talmud Torah school in Budapest, an insti-

tution with which he is still connected. In 1894

he was one of the founders of the Jewish literary

society Itraelita Magyar Jrodami Tdrsulat, of which
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he was elected vice-president four yean later. Hia

chief works, in addit on to numerous oontributiona

to adentific periodicals and various encyclopediaa,

aze NitdmCB Leben und Werke, und der gweiU TheU
de» NitAmVadim Alexanderlmchea (Leipato, 1871);

Mtuiicheddin Sa'ad^a Aphorigmm und Sinnge-

dichte, mm er^en Male herauagegd}en und Hbereetzt

(Strasburg, 1879); Die Affoda der habyUmieehen

Amarder (1878); Die Agada der Tannalten (2 vols.,

188^-90); Leben und Werke dee Ahulwaltd MerwAn
ibn OanOt und die QueUen eeiner SchrifterklOrung

(1885); Die Agada der paidetiniaehen AmorOer (3

vols., 1892-99); Die hebrdiache Spraehwieaenechaft

vom aehnten bi8atmaechzehmtenJakrkunderi(^rTeyee,

1892); Die Bibdexegeae der jOdiachm BeHgionafM-
haophen dee MiUelaUera vor Maimikni (Strasburg,

1892); Die Anfdnge der Jubrdiachen OrammaHk
(1895); Die Bibelexegeae Maimimi'a (1896); Die
dUeate Terminologie der fOdiachen Schriftaudegung

(2 vols., 1899-1905); Ein hd^iach^peraiachea Wdr-
terbuch aua dem viertdmten Jahrhundert (1900);

and Aua dem Wdrterbuch Tanchum JeruatkaJmi^a

(1903). In 1884 he and Joseph Btodcai founded
the Magyar Zaidd Szemle, which th^ edited for

seven years, and which is still the only Jewish re-

view in Hungary.

BACHIARinS, bak-i-A'ri-Tis: An author, pre-

sumably a monk (cf. Gennadius of Marseilles, Script.

eccl,, xxiv), to whom are ascribed two writings:

(1) a Liber de fide^ in which he defends his ortho-

doxy against attacks, probably of the Priscillian-

ists (cf. Priscillian, ed. Q. Sdbepes, C8EL, xviii,

1889, index, p. 167); and (2) a Liber de reparar

done lapai ad Januaritan, in which he takes the

part of a monk whose ofifenses against morality had
been treated with extreme rigor by his abbot.

Q. KbOoxk.
Bzbuooraprt: The works mn in MPL, xx. Conmilt Few-

InsJiingmMm, InttUuHontM pairologim, vol. ii, part 1, 41^
427 Innsbruok. 1802; S. Berger. HiaHoirt dm la Vuk/aU,
p. 28. Naaoy. 1803; Q. L. Hahn. BMioAA <Ur SymhoU,
i 206, Leipsie. 1897; F. Kattanbuaoh. Da» apo§iolueh§
Symbol, i-ii, pMsim, Leipnc, 1894-1900.

BACHKAmr, bOH^man (6E0R0), PHILIPP: Ger-
man Protestant; b. at Geislingen (34 m. s.e. of

Stuttgart) Oct. 13, 1864. He was educated at the

University of Erlangen (Ph.D., 1887) and the semi-

nary for preachers at Munich (1888). He was a
lecturer at Erlangen in 1888-90, and pastor at

Urfersheim in 1890-92, after which he was a teacher

of religion at Nuremberg until 1902, when he was
appointed professor of systematic theology at

Eriangen. He has written Die peradnliche Heila-

erfahrung (Leipsic, 1889); Die augdmrgiache

Confeaaion (1900); Sittenlehre Jeau (1904); and
Kommentar tu I Korinther (1905).

BACHlKAinfy JOHAinfES FRAHZ JULIUS:
Lutheran; b. at Beiiin Feb. 24, 1832; d. at Ros-
tock Apr. 12, 1888. He studied at Halle and
Berlin, became privat-docent at Berlin, 1856,

ordinary professor of theology at Rostock, 1858,

also university preacher, 1874. In his student
days Tholuck and Hengstenberg attracted him
most, and it was in large measure the learning,

ingenuity, and firmness of the latter in defending
tradition which influenced Bachmann to devote

himself especially to the mvestigation of tbe Old

Testament. His theological position may be thus

characteriaed: The conception of prophecy seemed
to him determined by the mode of its fulfilment;

for this reason he believed that the spiritual, not

the literal, exposition of the Old Testament should
be followed. Nevertheless, he tried to avoid the

one-dded spiritualism which Hengstenberg espoused
in his earlier works. His scholn^hip in his ehos^i
field is evident in two works. Die FeatgeBetze dee

Pentateucha aufa neue hiHach unteraucht CBerlin,

1858), in which he endeavors to prove, against
Hupfeldy the harmonious unity of the festival laws
of the Pentateuch; and in his unfinished commen-
tary on the Book of Judges (Berlin, 1868), upon
which he had spent years of labor. Of this work
George F. Moore remarks (Camm«ntory en Jwtgee,
New York, 1895, 1): " By far the fullest recent
conmientary on Judges is that of J. Bachmann,
which was unfortunately never carried beyond the
fifth chapter. The author's standpoint is that of

Hengptenberg, and he is a stanch opponent of

modem criticism of every shade and school; but
in range and accuracy of scholarship, and exhaust-
ive thoroughness of treatment, his volume stands
without a rival." Bachmann also wrote with
reverence and learning a biography of his teacher
Hengstenberg (2 vols., Oatersloh, 1876-80).

E. KOmo.
Bibuoobapbt: H. Behm, Johannu Badksnafm, Rostock.

1888 (by hia Mn-is-Uw).

BACniERI, ba''ch!-lU'ri, BARTOLOMEO:
Cardinal-priest; b. at Breonio (near Verona),
Italy, Mar. 28, 1842. He was educated at Verona
and the CJoUegio Capranica, Rome, and after long
service in the priesthood, was consecrated titular

bishop of Nyssa in 1888, at the same time being
appointed bishop coadjutor of Verona. Three
years later he became bishop of the latter see, and
in 1901 was created cardinal-priest of San Bartolo-
meo airisola. He is a member of the congrega-
tions of the Index and of Indulgences and Relics.

BACONy BENJAMIN WISNER: Congregation-

alist; b. at Litchfield, Oonn., Jan. 15, 1860. He
was graduated at Yale in 1881 and the Yale
Divinity School 1884, and held successive Congre-
gational pastorates at Old Lyme, Conn. (1884-

89), and Oswego, N. Y. (188&-96). In 1896 he
became instructor in New Testament Greek in the

Yale Divinity School, and in 1897 Buckingham
professor of New Testament criticism and inter-

pretation. In addition to numerous briefer con-

tributions and a translation of Wildeboer's Hei
Ontataan van denKanon deaOuden Verhonda (Qronin-

gen, 1889) under the title The Origin of the Canon
of the Old Teatament (London, 1895), he has written

The Oeneaia of Oeneaia (Hartford, 1891); Triple

TradiHon of the Ezodua (1894); InlroducHon to

the New Teatament (New York, 1900); The Sermon
on the Mount (1902); and The Story of St. Pavl
(Boston, 1905).

BACON, FRANCIS: English philosopher and
statesnuin; b. in London Jan. 22, 1561, son of Sir

Nicholas Bacon (b. 1509; d. 1579), Lord Keeper
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of the Great Seal under Elizabeth; d. at Highgate,

near London, Apr. 9, 1626. He studied at Trinity

College, Cambridge, 157^-75, and in 1576 was
admitted to Gray's Inn. He entered parliament

in 1584, became one of the leading lawyers of Eng-
land, and rose through various posts in the public

service until he reached the Lord Chancellorship

in 1618. The same year he was
life. raised to the peerage as Baron Veru-

lam, and three years later was made
Viscount St. Albans. In 1621 he was charged
with accepting bribes, and was tried and found
guilty; his offices were taken from him, he was
sentenced to a fine of £40,000, to imprisonment
during the king's pleasure, and was disabled from
sitting in parliament and coming within twelve
miles of the court. Feeling his disgrace keenly,

he went into retirement and devoted the remainder
of his life to study and literary work. The par-

liamentary sentence, however, was not imposed,
for the king (James I) practically remitted his

fine and in 1622 he was allowed to come to London.
As philosopher and man of letters Bacon's fame

is in bright contrast to his sad failure in public life.

His philosophy is contained chiefly in the various

parts and fragments of a work which he called

Instauratio magna and which he left incomplete;

the most important part is the Novum arffanum
(published 1620). His philosophy is a method
rather than a system; but the influence of this

method in the development of British thought
can hardly be overestimated. As Luther was
the refonner of reUgion, so Bacon was the reformer
of philosophy. Luther had claimed that the Scrip-

ture was to be interpreted by private judgment,
not by authority. The problem of Bacon was to

suggest a method of interpreting nature. The
old method afforded no fruits. It " flies from the
senses and particulars " to the most general laws,

and then applies deduction. This
Bacon's is the " anticipation of nature." To

Philosophy, it Bacon opposes the " interpretation

of nature." Nature is to be inter-

preted, not by the use of the deductive syllogiBm,

but by the induction of facts, by a gradual ascent

from facts, through intemiediate laws called
" axioms," to the fonns of nature. Before begin-

ning this induction, the inquirer is to free his mind
from certain false notions or tendencies which
distort the truth. These are called "Idols"
(idola), and are of four kinds: " Idols of the Tribe "

(idola tribus), which are common to the race;
" Idols of the Den " (idola apecua), which are

peculiar to the individual; " Idols of the Market-
place " (idola fori), coming from the misuse of

language; and '* Idols of the Theater " (idola

theatri), which result from an abuse of authority.

The end of induction is the discovery of forms,

the ways in which natural phenomena occur, the

causes from which they proceed. Nature is not

to be interpreted by a search after final causes.
" Nature to be commanded must be obeyed."
Philosophy will then be fruitful. Faith is shown
by works. Philosophy is to be known by fruits.

In the application of this method in the physical

ind moral world. Bacon himself accompli^ed but

little. His system of morals, if system it may be
called, is to be gathered from the seventh and eighth
books of his De augmerUia acientiarum (1623; a
translation into Latin and expansion of an earUer
English work, the Advancement of Learning, 1605),
and from his Eaaaya (first ed., 10 essays, 1597;
ed. with 38 essays, 1612; final ed., 58 essays, 1625).
Moral action means action of the human will,

llie will is governed by reason. Its spur is the
passions. The moral object of the

Ethics, will is the good. Bacon, like the
ancient moralists, failed to distinguish

between the good and the right. He finds fault

with the Greek and Roman thinkers for disputing

about the chief good. It is a question of religion,

not of ethics. His moral doctrine has reference

exclusively to this world. Duty is only that which
one owes to the community. Duty to God is an
affair of reUgion. The cultivation of the will in the

direction of the good is accomplished by the for-

mation of a habit. For this Bacon lays down
certain precepts. No general rules can be made
for moral action imder all circumstances. The
characters of men differ as their bodies differ.

Bacon separates distinctly religion and phi-

losophy. The one is not incompatible with the
other; for " a little philosophy in-

Relation dineth man's mind to atheism, but
Between depth in philosophy bringeth men's

Philosophy minds about to religion." Bacon
and Re- has been sometimes regarded as a
ligion. defender of unbelief, because he

opposed the search after final causes

in the interpretation of nature. But it is one
thing to discourage the search after final causes

in science, it is another thing to deny the exist-

ence of final causes. " I had rather believe," he
says, '* all the fables in the Legend and the Tal-

mud and the Alcoran than that this universal

frame is without a mind " (Eaaay on Atheiam),

The object of scientific inquiiy should be the

"fonn," not the final cause.

While philosophy is not atheistic it does not
inform religion. Tertullian, Pascal, and Bacon
agree in proclaiming the separation of the two
domains. TertuUian and Pascal do it to save
religion from rationalism; Bacon does it to save
philosophy from the " Idols." Credo quia abaur-

dum is expressed in the following words: " But that

faith which was accounted to Abraham for right-

eousness was of such a nature that Sarah laughed
at it, who therein was an image of natural reason.

The more discordant, therefore, and incredible, the

divine mystery is, the more honor is shown to

God in believing it, and the nobler is the victory

of faith " (De augmentia, bk. ix). Religion comes,
therefore, not from the light of nature, but from
that of revelation. " First he breathed light

upon the face of the matter^ or chaos, then he
breathed light into the face of man, and still he
breatheth and inspireth light into the face of his

chosen " (Eaaay on Truth), One may employ
reason to separate revealed from nat\md truth,

and to draw inferences from the former; but we
must not go to excess by inquiring too curiously

into divine mysteries, nor attach the same authority
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to inferences as to principles. If Bacon was an

atheist, as some claim, his writings are certainly

not atheistic. He must, in that case, have been a
hypocrite in order to be a flatterer, and, if a flatterer,

a most foolish one. Yet the inductive method
has given natural theology the facts which point

most significantly to God.
Bxbliooraprt: Baoon's religious works are thus enumer-

ated by Prof. Thomas Fowler: (1) the Meditations §acra
(published with the EaaayM, 1697): (2) A ConfMtion of
Faith (written before 1603, published 1648); (3) a Trans-
laHon of Certain Pmdme into Bngliek Verae (composed
during a fit of sickness 1624. published 1625); (4) throe
prayers. Ths Student'e Prayer, The Writer'a Prayer, and
a third composed during his troubles (1621). The most
oomplete and best edition of Bacon's Worka is by J. Sped-
dine. R. L. EUis, and D. D. Heath, 7 vols., London. 1867-
69, new ed.. 1870, which is supplemented by Bpedding's
Lettera and Life, 7 vols., 1861-74; abridged ed., 2 vols.,

1878. Of numerous editions of special works, mention
may be made of The Advancement of Learning by W.
Aldis Wright. 4th ed.. Oxford. 1891; the Eaaaya by Arch-
bishop Whataly. London. 1866. 6th ed.. 1864; by W. Aldis
Wright, Cambridge, 1862; and by E. A. Abbott, 2
vols., London, 1876; and the Novum organum, translation
and text by G. W. Kitchin, Oxford. 1866; text with in-

troduction, notes, etc.. by Thomas Fowler, 2d ed., ib.

1889. For the life of Bacon and criticism, consult
Maoaulay's famous essay (handy ed., by Longmans, 1904),
which, however, is considered incorrect and unfair;
Thomas Fowler, Franeia Bacon, in the series of Bnotiah
Philoeophera, London, 1881; idem, in DNB. u. 328-
360 (the best sunmiary); R. W. Church, in the EngUah
Men of Lettera, London,1884; E. A. Abbott, Franeia Bacon:
Account of hia Life and Worka, ib. 1886; J. Nichol, Franeia
Bacon, hia Life and Philoaophy, f vols., ib. 1888-89. re-

issued. 1901.

BACON, LEONARD: Congregationalist; b. in

Detroit, Mich., Feb. 19, 1802; d, m New Haven,
Conn., Dec. 24, 1881. He was graduated at Yale
in 1820, studied theology at Andover, became pas-

tor of the First (Center) Church in New Haven in

1825, and retained his connection with the church
during his life, after 1866 as pastor emeritus. He
was instructor in revealed religion in the Yale Di-
vinity School, 1866-71, and lecturer on church
polity and American church history, 1871 till his

death. He was one of the founders and early edi-

tors of The New Englander (1843) and of The
New York Independent (1848). His published books
include a life and selections from the works
of Richard Baxter (2 vols.. New Haven, 1830);

Thirteen Historical Discourses on the Completion of
Two Hundred Years from the Beginning of the First

Church in New Haven (1839); Slavery Discussed in

Occasional Essays from 1833 to 1846 (New York,

1846); The Genesis of the New England Churches

(1874). He possessed a marked individuality of

character and was an able and influential leader

in his denomination. He was prominent in the

slavery contest, and was a prolific writer and fre-

quent speaker upon all topics of social and political

reform.

BACON, LEONARD WOOLSEY: Congregation-
alist; b. at New Haven, Conn., Jan. 1, 1830; d. at
Assonet, Mass., May 12, 1907. He was educated at
Yale (B.A., 1850); he studied theology at Andover
and Yale (1854), and medicine at Yale (M.D., 1855).
He was pastor of St. Peter's Presbyterian Church,
Rochester, N. Y., in 1856-57 and of the Congrega-
tional Church at Litchfield, Conn., in 1857-60. He

was missionary at large for Connecticut in 1861-62,
and then held successive pastorates at Stamford,
Conn. (1863-65), Brooklyn, N. Y. (1865-70), and
Baltimore, Md. (1871-72). From 1872 to 1877 he
was in Europe, and after his return to the United
States was pastor at Norwich, Conn. {IS7S-S2),
Philadelphia (1883-^), and Augusta, Ga. (1886-
88). Since 1901 he has been pastor of the Congyre-
gational Church at Assonet, Mass. He has edited
Congregational Hymn and Tune Book (New Haven,
1857); The Book of Worship (New York, 1865);
The lAfe, Speeches, and Discourses of Father Hya-
cinths (1872); The Hymns of MaHin Luther Set to

their Original Melodies, with an English Version
(1883); and The Church Book : Hymns and Tunes
(1883). He has also written The Vatican Coun-
cil (New York, 1872); Church Papers: Essays on
Subjects Ecclesiastical and Social (1876); The Sim-
plicity that Is in Christ (1885); Irenics and Polem-
ics (1898); History of American Christianity (1898);
and Story of the Congregalionalists (1904).

BACON (BACO), ROGER: The famous Fran-
ciscan theologian, called doctor mirabilis ; b. at or
near Ilchester (31 m. s. of Bristol), Somersetshire,
1214; d. at Oxford June 11, 1294. He studied
first at Oxford, then at Paris, where he took the
degree of doctor of holy scripture in 1248 and
joined the order of St. Francis,—^probably imme-
diately after receiving his degree. In taking this

step, he followed, it is said, the advice of the famous
bishop of Lincoln, Robert Grosseteste (q.v.); but it

is more probable that his countryman Adam of
Marsh {de Marisco) from Bath, himself a Francis-
can and professor of philosophy at Oxford (d. about
1260), induced him to join that order (cf. J. Felten,
Robert GrossetesU, Freiburg, 1887, 94 sqq.). Baoon
now taught in Oxford and Paris, though it can not
be stated how long he stayed in either place.

On accoimt of his deep insight into the realm of
natiu^ science, which was then little known, and
because of the astonishing effects which his phys-
ical experiments produced upon pupils and other
contemporaries, he was suspected of being a " ma-
gician " and astrologer, busying himself with illidt

arts. Some accidental remarks of his on the influ-

ence of the stars upon human destiny may have
furnished occasion for this surmise. There is no
doubt that he was himself the scholar of whom he
narrates that he was fined for making a burning-
glass (Op. maj., iii, 116). The many vexations

which he experienced, especially at
Suspected the hands of the friars, induced him to

and Perse- write to Pope Clement IV (formerly

cuted as a Guido Foulques), who as cardinal-

Magician, legate in France and Eng^d had
shown a friendly disposition toward

him. Clement answered from Viterbo (Aug. 22,

1266) in a kindly manner, and requested Baron to

send some of his works. Accordingly he sent his

Opus majus to Rome, and between 1266 and 1268

also the Opus minus and Opus tertium. A pupil of

Bacon, the London magistcr John, seems to have
taken an important part at that time in interpret-

ing these works to the pope, and probably also

produced and explained some instruments made by
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his teacher. The first investigation was favor-

able to the genial scholar, but a. renewed charge
which was brought against him by the general of

the Franciscans, Jerome of Ascoli, during the pon-
tificate of Nicholas III (1277-81), especially on
account of the treatise De vera attronomia, ended
with Bacon's imprisonment in a monastery either

in Paris or at some other place in France. Ten
years he thus spent behind the walls, but when
Jerome had become Pope Nicholas IV, Bacon ob-

tained his liberty through the recommendation of

influential friends and was permitted to return to

England.
Bacon belongs to those sciendsts of the Middle

Ages who approached modem methods. On this

account he criticises sharply the scholastic method
of instruction. In his Compendium etudii phUoaO'
phice he speaks disparagin^y of Aristotle, Albert

the Great, and Thomas Aquinas, whose " boyish "

learning and effort he censures, also of the great

Franciscan theologian Alexander of Hales. The
attacks upon the latter explain in part the hostil-

ities which he experienced from his fellow friars.

In the 0pu8 majtu (treating in six sections " of the
hindrances of philosophy; of the relation between
theology and philosophy; of the study of languages;

of mathematics; of optics; of experimental knowl-
edge") his decidedly antischolastio standpoint is

also evident. No less do we find this

AnticipA- in his Opua mintu, which endeavors
tion of Hod- to reproduce the contents of the Opus
em Methods principale in an abbreviated form, and

and Dis- in the Opus tertium, in which the prin-

coveries. dpal theses of both works are repro-

duced in a more aphoristic form
(clothed in a more elegant diction to make their un-
derstanding easier and more acceptable to his papal
protector Qement IV). In his theological works,

of which two only have been preserved. Bacon
also appears as representative of an antischolastio

tendency. The Epistola de laude Scriptwroe Sacra
(ed.Wharton, in Ussher'sHistorta dogmaticade Scrip-
turia, London, 1699) is permeated by a reformar

tory spirit. He emphasises the sentence: Tata

acientia in Bibliia contenta eat principaliter et fonta^

liter ; he insists upon the reading of the Bible in

the original (and, if possible, also by the laity); he
emphasizes in a critical spirit the need of correcting

the Vulgate and cautions against the implicit con-

fidence of the expositors in the authority of the

Church Fathers. In the last of his works, the

Compendium atudii theologici (composed in 1292),

he appears rather as a representative of church
tradition, and denoimces the " gross errors " of a
Parisian theologian, the sententiarian Richardus
Comubiensis. The advanced character of his

theological thought and teaching is evident also in

his works on natural philosophy; for example, he
speaks in the Opua minua of the " seven principal

sins '' in theological study, including the neglect of

the original languages of the Holy Scripture, the

corruption of the traditional text, and the wrong
confidence in the authority of the Fathers. With
regard to the futiu^ progress and triumphs of

natural science, Bacon, in bold anticipation, fore-

saw and predicted many things, which assure to

I.-27

him the repute of a prophet, just as he discovered

the principles of the telescope and microscope, was
able to outline the laws of refraction and reflection,

and penetrated more deeply into the laws of cos-

mology than any other scholar of the Middle Ages.

His proofs that the Julian calendar needed correo-

tion, and the wasrs and means which he indicated
' to accomplish this end, and for which he was praised

by Copernicus, must also be mentioned.
Of Bacon's writings the most are philosophical,

or rather physical. The most important works
of this class, especially the Opua majua, remained
in manuscript till toward the end of the eighteenth

century. The Opera chemica Rogeri Baconia, which
was published in folio in 1485, was followed by a
few minor writings pertaining to alchemy and
mathematics. Of these the most interesting is

the tractate on the secret powers of art and nature
(first published at Paris, 1541, under the title,

De mirabUi poteatate artia et naturce ; often issued

since the beginning of the seventeenth century
with the title: De aecretia operibua artia et naturce).

His principal work, Opua majua ad
Writings. Clemeniem IV, was first published

in the eighteenth century by Samuel
Jebb (London, 1733), and not before 1859 were
his philosophical and physical works, which sup-

plement his main work, issued (Fr. R. Baconia

opera qucedam hactenua inedita, acil. Opua tertium,

Opua minua, Compendium atudii phihaophicB, De
nuUiiate magice, De aecretia naturce operibua, ed.

J. F. Brewer, Rolls Series, No. 15). Two other

works followed this publication: the tractate De
phUoaophia morali, which Bacon composed as part

vii of his Opua majua (Dublin, 1860), and De muUU
plicatione apecierum, which was pubhshed in 1897

as an addition to J. H. Bridges's new edition of

the Opua majua (The Opua majua of R, Bacon,

edited with introduction and analytical taJbiU, 2 vols.,

Oxford, 1897), which gives for the first time the

complete text, including also the seventh part,

of moral-philosophical contents. His Greek Gram-
mar and a Fragment of hia Hebrew Grammar, edited

from the manuscript, with notes by £. Nolan and
S. A. Hirsch, appeared in 1902 (London), and a
Greek tragedy was first published in the same
year by the Cambridge press. In manuscript are

still the Computua naturcdium (3 books pertaining

to the calendar and chronology), the Communia
naturalium, and the Communia mathematica,

O. ZdCKLERf-
Bibuoorapht: For the life Jebb's preface to hia edition of

the OpuM ma/iM, ut aup.; M. le Clere, in the Hittoire lit'

Orain de la France, vol. xx, Paris, 1842; E. Charlee. Roger
Bacon, ea vie, eee ouvragee, eee dodrinee, Paris, 1861 (**a

model of industry, ekill. and intelligenoe "); L. Schneider,

Roffer Bacon, eine Monoffraphie rttr Oeediichte der Phi-
loeophie dee dreitehnten Jahrhunderte, Augsburg. 1873;
DNB, ii. 374-378; J. H. Bridges, in the introduction

to hii edition of the Opus majue, ut sup. (this and
Charles are the best sources); H. Hurter, Theologia eo-

tholica tempera medxx <rrt, pp. 310-312, Innsbruck, 1800.

On Bacon as scientific investigator consult: K. Werner,
IHe Peychologie, ErkenninuUhre und Wieeeneehafteldiredee

Roger Baco, and Die Koemologie und aUgemeine Natwrlekre

dee Roger Baco, both Vienna, 1870. For his signi&cance

as forerunner of the erangelical doctrine of scripture and
as Bible-critic, F. A. Gasquet, EngltMh BMe Critieiem in

Vie Thirteenth Century, in The Dublin Review, oxxii (1808),

1-22.
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BADEIf, bd'den: A grand duchy in the south-

western part of the German Eminre, bounded on
the north by Hesse and Bavaria, on the east by
Wtb-ttemberg and Hohenzollem, on the south and
west by the Rhine, which separates it from Switzer-

land, Alsace, and the Rhine Palatinate (Rhenish
Bavaria); area, 5,281 square miles; population

(1900), 1,867,044, of whom 1,131,639 (60.6^)

are Roman Catholics; 704,058 (37.7j$), Evan-
gelical Protestants, partly Lutherans, and including

some of the Reformed oonmiunion, especially near
the Swiss border, and several flourishing Methodist
congregations, which have received help from
America; 5,563, other Christians; 26,132 {IA%),
Jews; and 552, otherwise classified. In late years,

owing to immigration and emigration, the number
of Roman Catholics has decr^ised, while that of

Protestants has increased.

In the eye of the law the Evangelical and Roman
Catholic Churches are public corporations with the
right of holding public divine services. Other
bodies are restricted to privileges specially granted.
Congregations manage their own affairs and the
right of patronage is unknown. Ecclesiastical

property is administered by Church and State
jointly. No religious order can be introduced
without consent of the government. Invested
funds for the benefit of the sick and the poor, as
well as for education, have generally be^ with-
drawn from ecclesiastical boards.

The Evangelical Protestant Established Church
is a union of diverse elements, consequent upon
territorial changes, accomplished in 1821. As
now constituted the grand duke is at the head.
All permanent residents of a parish are regarded
as members of the congregation, and the active

members choose a representative committee,
which has a voice in the selection of the pastor
and important financial questions, and selects

the Church Ck>uncO. The latter with the pastor
has the general charge of the congregation. Con-
gregations are united into dioceses, and diocesan
synods, consisting of all pastors and an equal
number of elders meet yearly. Diocesan affairs

are in the hands of a dean and a diocesan com-
mittee of two clerical and two lay members elected

by the synod. A general synod meets every five

years; it consists of the Prelate, seven members
named by the grand duke, and one clerical and one
lay delegate from each synod. It cooperates in

ecclesiastical legislation, approves the church
budget, has the right of complaint against the
Upper Church Council, and chooses a synodal
committee to work with the latter. The Upper
Church Council is appointed by the grand duke.
Church revenues are supplemented, when necessary,

by taxation, equal sums being appropriated for

the Evangelical and Roman Catholic Churches,
although the latter has declined such aid under thct

condition imposed binding the bishop to accept all

laws and ordinances of the State. Ministers receive

salaries ranging from 1,600 to 4,000 marks, graded
according to years of service. Religious instruc-

tion is obligatory in all schools and a (Protestant)

theological faculty is maintained at Heidelberg.

The Roman Catholic Church of Baden belongs

to the province of the Upper Rhine and fonns the

archbishopric of Freiburg. The relations betveai

Church and State, particulariy the questions of the

position of the bishops, the appointment of priests,

the maintenance of independent Roman Catholic

schools, the right of establishing religious societies

and institutions, and the management of diurch

property, have been in almost continual dispute

between the government and the curia, and pro-

tracted negotiations have not led to a permanent

settlement. Wilhxlm CoEfiz.

BADBlf QM AARGAU), COIIFEREIICE OF: M
early attempt to check the Reformation in Switzer-

land. It met at Baden in Aargau, May 21, 1526,

and closed June 8. The assembly was laiige and

brilliant, the cities, with the exception of Zurich,

having very generally sent their delegates and theo-

logians. The chief speakers for the Reformation

were CBcolampadius and Berthold Haller; for the

Roman Catholics Eck, Faber, and Mumer. The

entire conduct of the assembly was in the hands of

the opponents of the Reformation and its decision

against the latter was a foregone conclusion. Its

decrees, however, had little influence on the

popular mind, and indiscreet efforts to give them

practical effect brought them still further into

disfavor. The acts were published by Muner

(Lucerne, 1527).

Bduoobapht: SohaCF, ChriUian Church, vii, 09-102, New

York, 1892.

BADEN (IN BAD^f), CONFERENCE OF, 1589-

See PisTORius.

BADER, bdMer, JOHANN: Leader of the

Reformation at Landau in the Pidatinate (18 m.

n.w. of Carlsruhe); b., probably, at Zwdbriicken

(50 m. w. of Speyer), Rhenish Bavaria, about

1470; d. at Landau shortly before Aug. 16, 154d.

Of his early years almost nothing ia ^own. He

seems to have studied at Heidelbei^g in 1486 and

succeeding 3rearB and then appears as chaplain in

Zweibrdcken, where he was also tutor to Duke

Ludwig (b. 1502). In 1518 Bader was called ss

minister to Landau, where he labored till his death.

From 1522 he openly opposed Roman abuses asd

especially auricular confession. Called to appear

before the spiritual court at Speyer, he followed

the summons and, after many proceedings, was

bidden, July 17, 1523, to preach in future the holy

gospel only and to obey the imperial mandates.

As he believed that he had been preaching the pore

gospd, he did not feel called upon to change bis

former manner, and, upheld by the confidence of

his congregation, he opposed tLe teachings of the

Church the more, and openly attacked the dk)0-

trine of purgatory, mass for the dead, invocation

of the saints, monastic vows, and fasts. For this

he was again smnmoned to Speyer, Mar. 10, l^*^-

His proposal, to prove his teachings from the New

Testament, was rejected, and he was excommu-

nicated. Not in the least intimidated, he appealed

to a future council, published his appeal with all

the documents, and, supported by the dty-council,

steadfastly continued his reformatory woi^. ^^

devoted great care to the instruction of the youth,
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and aasembled the " young people " of the city

and instructed them in the ChriBtian faith. About
Easter, 1526, he published his OesprOchabUchiein,

which may be regarded as the oldest evangelical

catechism. In this he gives an exposition of the

Lord's Prayer, the Apostles' Creed, the doctrine

of baptism, and the ten commandments. In 1527
he opposed the Anabaptists, but afterward he was
strongly influenced by Schwenckfeld, as appears

especially in his Katechismua published in 1544,

a new edition of his earlier work, containing a
treatment of the Lord's Supper not found in the

GeaprdchabUchlein. He states that where the prin-

cipal requisite for a true celebration of the Lord's

Supper—a church of true believers—^is lacking,

it is better not to celebrate. And indeed, after

1541, Bader could no more be induced to celebrate

the Lord's Supper at Landau, because he did not

regard the congr^ation there as sufficiently holy.

Julius Net.
Bibuoorapht: J. P. Gelbert, MagUter Johann Baden Leben
und Sekriften, Neustadt, 1868. For a full account of the de-

bate on infant baptism at Landau, Jan. 20, 1627, between
Hana Denk and Bader, cf. Bader's BtOderliche Wamung
far den newen AhgOUiMtAen Orden der Widert&uffer (1527),
of which oopieB are to be found in Munich and in the li-

brary of the University of Rochester. Bader strongly
opposed Denk at the time, but later he adopted most of
his views; cf. L. Keller, Sin Apo9lel der WiedertOufer, pp.
196-200, Leipsic. 1882.

BAENTSCH, btotsh, BRUNO JOHAlfNES LEO-
POLD: German Lutheran; b. at Halle Mar. 25,

1859. He was educated at the gynmasium and
university of his native city, and held successive

pastorates at Rothenburg on the Saale (1886-88)
and Erfurt (1888-93). In 1893 he became privat-

docent of Old Testament science at the University

of Jena, where he was appointed associate professor

in 1899 and full professor two years later. In
theology he is an adherent of the hiBtorioo-critical

school. He has been a member of the KGnigliche

Akademie gemeinniiUiger Wiaaenschafien since 1891,

and has written Da8 Bundesbuch, Ex. xx, BS-xxiii,

S3 (Halle, 1892); Die modeme Bibelkritik und die

Autaritat dee QoUeewortee (Erfurt, 1892); Dae
HeiligkeitegeeeU, Lev. xvii-xxvi, eine hiatoriech^

krUiiche Uniereuchung (1893); Oeechichteconetmc-

turn Oder Wieeenechaftf (Halle, 1896) ; Die BOcher
Exodue, Lemtieue, Numeri vbersetet und erkldrt

(2 vols., Gdttingen, 1900-03); H. St, Chamberlaine

VoreteUungen uber die Religion der Semiien (Lan-

gensalza, 1905); and AUoHentaliecher und ieraelitv-

echer Monoiheiemue (Tubingen, 1906).

BAERWINKEL, FRIEDRICH WILHELM RICH-
ARB: German Lutheran; b. at Dallmin (a

village near Perleberg, 77 m. n.w. of Berlin)

July 3, 1840. He was educated at the universities

of BoDO and Halle from 1859 to 1862 (Ph.D., Jena,

1864), and after passing his theological exami-

nations in 1862 and 1865, being at the same time

a private tutor, was a teacher in a real-school in

Halle from 1863 to 1868. Since the latter year he

has been pastor of the Reglerkirche in Erfurt,

where he is also superintendent and senior of the

Evangelical Ministerium, as well as a member of

the local academy of sciences since 1891, being

likewise a member of its senate since 1905. He has

been, moreover, a member of the governing board
of the Evangdiecher Bund since its establishment in

1886, and is a member of the synodical council of

the Prussian General Synod, besides being president

of several ecclesiastical committees. He is a me-
diating theologian, and an advocate of the " mod-
em theology of the ancient faith." He has written

Luther in Erfurt (Erfurt, 1868); Ueber den religiOeen

Wert von Reuter'e " Ut min Stromtid " (1876); and
Im Garten Oottea (1900), as well as many briefer

pamphlets, particulaiiy in the Flugsckriften dee

evangeliechen Bundee.

BAETHGElf, bdth'gen, FRIEDRICH WILHELM
ADOLF: Protestant theologian; b. at Lachem
(a village near Hameln, 25 m. s.w. of Hanover)
Jan. 16, 1849; d. at Rohrbach (a village near
Heidelberg) Sept. 6, 1905. He studied at G«t-
tingen and Kiel, and served in the German army
in the war against France, 1870-71. He was in

Russia, 1873-76; in Berlin, 1876-77, and in the
British Museum, 1878. He became privat-docent

at Kiel in 1878, and associate professor of theology
in 1884. From 1881 to 1884 he was also adjunctue

ministerii in Kiel. In 1888 he was called to Halle
in the same capacity, but in the following year
was appointed regular professor of theology at

Greifswald, where he also became counselor and
member of the Pomeranian consistoiy. In 1895
he was called to Berlin. He was the author of

Untereuchungen Uber die Paalmen nach der Pe-
achita (Kiel, 1878); Sindban oder die eithen weieen

Meister (Leipsic, 1879); Syrieche Grammatik dee

Mar Eliae von Tirhan herauegegeben und UbereeUt

(1880); Anmuth und WUrde in der aUteatament^

lichen Poeaie (Kiel, 1880, a lecture); Fragmente
ayriacher und arabiacher Hiatcriker herauagegd)en

und uberaetet (Leipsic, 1884); Evangelienfragmente :

der griechiache Text dee Cureton'achen Syrera wieder-

hergeatelU (1885); Beitrdge eur aemitiachen Reli-

gionageachidue : der Oott laraela und die 06tter der

Heiden (Berlin, 1888); Die Paalmen, uberaetzt und
erklOrt (GOttingen, 1897); andHio6 Uberaetzt (1898);

in addition to preparing the second edition of

Riehm's Handwdrterbuch dee btbliachen Altertuma

(2 vols., Bielefeld, 1893-94).

l^AGSHAWE, EDWARD GILPIN : Roman Cath-
olic titular archbishop of Seleucia Trachea; b. at

London Jan. 12, 1829. He was educated at Lon-
don University CoUe^ School and at St. Mary's
College, Oscott, near Birmingham (B.A., London
University, 1848). In 1849 he joined the Congre-
gation of the Oratoiy of St. Philip Neri, London,
and in 1852 was ordained priest by Cardinal Wise-
man. After a priesthood of twenty years he was
consecrated Roman Catholic bishop of Nottingham
by Archbishop Manning (Nov. 12, 1874), but
resigned in 1901. In the following year he was
appointed titular bishop of Hypspa, and in 1904
was elevated to the titular archdiocese of Seleu-

cia Trachea. In addition to a number of briefer

pamphlets, he has written Notea on Chrialian Doc-
trine (London, 1896; originally a series of lectures

delivered before the Hammersmith Training College

for Teachers); The Breviary Hymne and MiaMd
Sequencea in Engliah Verae (1900); The Paalma and
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CantieUs in Enfiuik Vene (1903); and Doctrinal

Hymns, with the Life of Our Lord in the Mom
(1906).

BAHRDT, bOrt, KARL FRIEDRICH: A caricar

ture of the vulgar rationaliam of the eighteenth

century; b. at Bischofswerda (20 m. eji.e. of

Dresden), Saxony, Aug. 25, 1741; d. at Halle Apr.

23, 1792. He was the aon of a Lutheran pastor

who afterward became profeasor at Leipsic, and
commenced his studies at Leipsic when quite yoimg.
In spite of his many pranks he was promoted as

magister and appointed catechist at St. Peter's.

Beingdevoted to Biblico-exegetical studies underthe
influence of the learned Emesti, he was made ex-

traordinaiy profeasor in Biblical philology 1766, but
was dismissed in 1768 for inmioral life. At the

same time he abandoned the orthodox standpoint,

which he probably never had held seriously. From
now on his life is that of a dissolute adventurer.

He appears first at Erfurt, afterward at Gieasen

(1771), where he managed to obtain a theological

professorship. Here he published (1772) a silly

*^ Musterrevision " of the Bible, entitled Neueate

Offenbarungen Ootiea in Briefen und ErxMungen,
which even Goethe ridiculed (in his Prolog gu den
neueeten Offenbarungen Oottee). The enlightener

was dismissed from his office in Giessen in 1776.

He then tried his luck as director of a phUanthrO'

pieum in the Grisons, then as superintendent-gen-

eral m the Palatinate, finally as privat-docent at

Halle. That he was received here, was due to the

liberal government of King Frederick II of Prussia,

whose free-thinking minister of ecclesiastical af-

fairs and of public instruction, Zedlits, procured

for Bahrdt the venia legendi. He attracted great

attention, not so much by his lectures as by his

surprisin^y prolific fa'teraiy productivity. With
reckless brutality he attadrod every kind of

belief in revealed religion. His Syeiem der morali'

echen Religion (Berlin, 1787) advocates open
naturalism; Christ is to him the greatest natural-

ist. Having ruined his religious and moral reputa-

tion, he finally opened an inn in a vineyard near

Halle, and thus sought to attract the interest of

students of the university. Meanwhile the Prus-

sian government had tfdcen a different course;

Frederick II was succeeded by the reactionary

Frederick WUliam II (1786-97), whose minister of

worship, Wdlbier, in 1788 endeavored to restore

orthodoxy. Bahrdt did not hesitate to ridicule

(anonjrmously) Wdllner's religious edict in a com-
edy. For this he was imprisoned in the fortress

of Magdeburg in 1789. During the year which he
spent here he wrote smutty stories and his auto-

biography, a mixture of falsehood, hsrpocrisy, and
impudent self-abasement. In 1790 he again

opened his inn, fell ill in 1791, and died of disease

induced by a too free use of mercury in the attempt
to effect a self-cure. In Halle the report was
spread that he died of an unclean disease. Highly
gifted, Bahrdt never yielded to moral discipline,

and thus sunk into the deepest baseness; in his

later years he seems to have lost every trace of

decency; the flood of writings which he sent out

into the worid is altogether worthless; he is in

every respect merely a representative of a whoOy
demoridiied rationaUsm. Paul Tbchackebt.

Biblxoobaprt: D. Pott. L«6efft, Mmnungen und SektdcmaUdm
C. P, Bahrdi, aiu Urkunden getoovt, 4 pwta. Beriin. 1790-
01; O. Frank, in Raumtn HutariaAe TiuehetAueh^ aer.

4, vol. Tii, 1860, 203^70, eapedAUy 346 aqq.

BAIER, bcd'er, JOHANN WILHELM: Lutheran
theologian of the seventeenth century; b. at Nu-
remberig Nov. 11, 1647; d. at Weimar Oct. 19,

1095. He studied philology, especially Oriental,

and philosophy at Altdorf from 1664 to 1669, in

which year he went to Jena and became a disciple

of the celebrated Muasus, the representative of the

middle party in the syncretistic controversy, whose
daughter he married in 1674. Taking his doctor's

degree the same year, he became in 1675 professor

of church history in the university, and lectured

with great success on several different branches of

theology. In 1682 he was chosen to represent the

Protestant side in the negotiations with the papal

legate Steno, bishop of Tina, for reunion of the

Churches. He was three times rector at Jena be-

fore he was called by the elector Frederick HI, in

1694, as {»rofessor and provisional rector to the

new university of Halle. Here his devotion to

strict orthodoxy brought him into conflict with
some of his colleagues, and the pietistic movement
also gave him trouble, so that liter a year he was
i^ad to accept the combined positions of chief

court preacher, superintendent, and pastor at

Weimar—^which, however, he held only a few

months. He left a name in the history of theology,

especially by his dogmatic compendium, which
still preserves the eariy Protestant traditions

among High Lutherans, especially in America.
The Jena theologians, and Musbbus in particular,

bad been asked by Ernest the Pious to draw up
such a work, to take the place of the antiquated

Hutter, and Museus urged his son-in-law to do it.

The first edition appeared in 1686, the second, en-

larged, in 1691, and it has been frequently reprinted

since. It was commended for general use as a

text4)ook by its method, its condseness, and its

absence of mere polemics. It was obviously, how-

ever, intended by its author as a vindication of the

Jena theology, which had been sharply attacked

from Wittenberg, «nd lay under some suspicion of

syncretism. Its dependence upon Mus&us is really

the distinguishing feature of the book, which is

largely a compilation from him. Baler's oth^
works indude polemical writing? against Erber-

mann, a convert to Roman Catholidsm and a

Jesuit, and against the Quakers; and three other

oompendiums, published after lus death (1698), one

of exegetical, and one of moral theology, as veil

as one of the history of dogma. His real signifi-

cance lies in the fact that he handed on and popu-

larised the theology of Museeus; and his work was

continued by Buddeus, whom he left at Halle as

professor of moral philosophy.

(Johannes Kunze.)

Bduoobapht: Q. A. Will. NUmberoUeheB Geldtrieftlenkon.

U 47-«3, T. 89. Nurambers. 1765; W. Sohrmder. GeiAicktt

der Fri9drieh9univ0n%UU cu HaUs, i. 40-^60, BerUn. 1>94:

C. Stange, Die eyttematieekem Prtnnpien im der Thnijc^
dee IfitfAiw, Halle. 18M.
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BAIER, JOHARIIES: German Roman Catho-
lic; b. at Hetsles (a suburb of Erlangen) Oct.

16, 1852. He was educated at the Lyceum of

Bamberg and the UniverBity of Munich (D.D.,

1885), and was ordained to the priesthood in

1877. From that year until 1882 he was a tutor

in the archiepisoopal seminary for boys at Bam-
berg and also assistant lecturer in dogmatics at

the lyoeimi of the same city, besides being assist-

ant parish priest at Bamberg and Nuremberg in

the summer of 1877 and at Hersbruck in 1879-80.

In 1882-86 he was a teacher of religion at the nor-

mal school at Bambeig, where he became 06er-

lehrer and tutor in the latter year, and where he
has been professor since 1901. Since 1906 he has

been headmaster of the same institution, and in

the same year was made an honorary Austin friar.

In theology " he belongs to the conservatiye party
and is a friend of rational sound progress." Be-
sides many contributions to theologicfd and philo-

sophical periodicals, and in addition to numer-
ous poems, he has written, frequently under the

pseudonjrm of Dr. Johaimes Scholasticus, Die
NcUvrehe (Regensburg, 1886); Die religidae Unler'

weisung in der VoIkMchtUe (Wttnburg, 1890); Der
heilige Bruno, Biachof von WHnbiarg, aU Katechet

(1891); Dm aUe AugusHnerkloster in Wurtburg

(1894); Die SteUung der ReligioneurUerricht tur

PhUoaophie Herbarta (1895); Dr. Martin Luthere

Aufenthalt in Wurtburg (1895); Die Oeachichte dee

Cieterzieneerklosiers Langheim mit den WaUfahrta'

Often Vierzehnheiligen und Marienweiher (1895);

Die GeachicfUe der beiden Karmelitenkldeter und dee

Reurerinnenkloetere im WUrtburg (1900); Sailers

Buck aber Erziehung fUr Erzieker (Freiburg, 1901);

Analyse und Syntheee im Religioneunterricht (Wtlrs-

burg, 1902); Sailer in eeinem VerhdUnis gur moder-

nen Pddagogik (1904); Die WHlenebildung (Kemp-
ten, 1905); and Methodik dee Religioneunterrichte

in Volka- und MiUeUchulen (Leipsic, 1906).

BAILETyHENRT: Church of En^^d, canon
of St. Augustine's, Canterbury; b. at North Lever-

ton (13 m. n.w. of Lincoln), Notts., Feb. 12, 1815.

He was educated at St. John's College, Cambridge
(BA., 1839). He was Crosse University Scholar

in 1839 and Tyrwhitt Hebrew University Scholar,

Ist class, two years later, while he was elected

fellow of his college in 1842 and Hebrew lecturer

in 1848. From 1850 to 1878 he was warden of

St. Augustine's College, of which he has been hon-
orary fellow since 1878, and after 1863 was honorary

canon of Canterbury. He was also rector of West
Tarring, Sussex, from 1878 to 1892 and was rural

dean of Storrington in 188&-92. He was twice

appointed Select Preacher at Cambridge and was
Proctor in Convocation in 1886-92. Since 1888

he has been canon of St. Augustine's. He has

written RituaU Anglo-Catholicum (London, 1847);

Manual of Devotion for Clergy (1890); and Ooepel

of the Kingdom (1902).

BAILLET, bd^'y^, ADRIElf : Roman CathoUc;

b. at Neuville, near Beauvais (54 m. n.n.w. of Paris),

June 13, 1649; d. in Paris Jan. 21, 1706. He was
educated in the Seminary of Beauvais; became a
priest 1675 and obtained a small vicarage; in 1680

he was appointed secretary to Lamoignon, presi-

dent of the Parliament of Paris, and spent the rest

of his life in unremitting devotion to study. His
most important works were: Jugementa dee eavanU
eur lee prindpaux ouvragee et auteure (9 vols., Paris,

1685-86); Lee vies dee eaints (3 vols., 1695-1701);
Vie de Descartes (2 vols., 1691); Histoire de Holr
lande, a continuation of Grotius (4 vols., 1693).

He was favorable to the Jansenists and has be^
called hypercritical. A monograph, De la devotion

d la Sainte Vierge el du culte qui lui est dH (1693)
was thought to attack the doctrine and practise

of the Church and put upon the Index, and a like

fate befell the first and second volumes of the Vies

dee saints, which were said to contain remarks
little short of slanderous. The first volume of

the Amsterdam edition (1725) of the Jugementa
dee savants contains an Abrigi of his life.

BAILLIEy ROBERT: Presbyterian; b. at Glas-

gow 1599; d. there July, 1662. He studied

at his native city, and was made professor of divinity

there in 1642, and principal of the university in

1661. He was a fine scholar and took an active

part and wrote much in all the church controversies

in his time. His Letters and Journals (ed. David
Laing, 3 vols., Edinburgh, 1841-42, with a notice

of his writings and a description of his life) are of

great historical interest. To him we owe a graphic

description of the Westminster Assembly of Divines,

to which body he was sent as one of the five Scotch
clergymen in 1643, and sat in it for three years.

Bibuoorapht: Biograi)kia Britanmea, ed. A. Kippia, i,

5ian515, London. 1778; T. Ckrlyle. BotUi* tht Covenanter,
in WeHmineter Review, xxxvii, 43, reprinted in his Ifie-
eellaniee (a remarkable paper); DNB, ii, 420-422.

BAIRD, CHARLES WASHINGTON: Presby-
terian; b. at Princeton, N. J., Aug. 28, 1828, son
of Robert Baird (q.v.); d. at Rye, N. Y., Feb. 10,

1887. He was graduated at the University of the

City of New York, 1848, and at Union Theological

Seminary, 1852; was chaplain of the American
Chapel at Rome, Italy, 1852-54; agent of the

American and Foreign Christian Union in New York
1854-55; pastor of the Reformed (Dutch) Church
on Bergen Hill, Brooklyn, 1859-61; of the Pres-

byterian Church at Rye, N. Y., 1861-^. He pub-
lished Eutaxia, or the Presbyterian Liturgies (New
York, 1855; revised and reprinted as A Chapter

on lAiurgies, with preface, and appendix, Are
Dissenters to Have a Liturgy t by Thomas Binney,
London, 1856); A Book of Public Prayer compiled

from the authorized formularies of worship of the

Presbyterian Church as prepared by the Reformers
Calvin, Knox, Bucer, and others (New York, 1857);
A History of Rye, Weateheater County, N. Y. (1871);
A Hiatory of the Huguenot Emigration to America
(2 vols., 1885, new ed., 1901; left incomplete at his

death).

BAIRD, HENRT MARTYN: Presbyterian, author
of the authoritative history of the Huguenots;
b. at Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 17, 1832, son of Robert
Baird (q.v.); d. at Yonkers, N. Y., Nov. 11, 1906.

He was educated at New York University (B.A.,

1850), the University of Athens, Greece (1851-52),
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Union Theological Seminary (1853-55), and Prince-

ton Theological Seminary (1856). Alter being tutor

in the College of New Jersey from 1855 to 1859.

he was appointed profeesor of the Greek language

and literature in the University of the City of New
York, and became professor emeritus in 1902.

He was corresponding secretary of the American
and Foreign Christian Union in 1873-^84. and was
the firrt vice-president of the American Society

of Church History, in addition to being a member
of the board of the Soci6t6 de 1 Histoire du Protes-

tantisme Frangais. honorary member of the Hugue-
not Society of America, honorary fellow of the

Huguenot Society of London, and a member of

various historical assoc^^ations. He published

Modem Greece (New York, 1856); Riae of the

Hugtienots of France (2 vols., 1879); The Hugue-
nots and Henry of Navarre (2 vols., 1886); The
Huguenots and the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes

(2 vols., 1895); and Theodore Beta, the Caunsellar

of the French Reformation (1899).

BAIRD LECTURES * A lectureship on a founda-
tion established by Mr. James Baird (d. 1876) a
wealthy Scotch ironmaster, member of Pariiament
1851-57. who was greatly interested in religious

and educational affairs. While the Baird Lec-

tures had their inception in 1871. their realisation

was made possible when in 1873 Mr. Baird estab-

lished the " Baird Trust and gave into its care

£500,000 to be used fo! aggressive Christian work.
A piut of the income of this fund provides for a
series of lectures each year at Glasgow and also,

if required, at one other of the Scotch university

towns. Each oourse must consist of not fewer

than six lectures and must be delivered by a minis-

ter of the Chiuxh of Scotland, who may be reap-

pointed. Since 1883 each lecturer has held the

position for two years with the exception of Rev.
William Biilligan. who lectured in 1891 only. The
most noteworthy contributions are the series by
Professor Robert Flint in 1876-77 on Theism and
AntinTheistic Theories (Edinburgh, 1877-79), and
that by J. Marshall Lang in 1901-02 on The Church

and its Social Mission (1902). A full list of the

lecturers and theii- subjects may be found in L. H.
Jordan, Comparative Religion (New York, 1905),

pp. 565-566.

BAIRD, ROBERT: Presbyterian; b. near

Uniontown, Fayette County. Pennsylvania, Oct.

6, 1796; d. at Yonkers, N. Y., Mar. 15, 1863. He
was graduated at Jefferson College, Canonsbtirg,

Penn., 1818, and at Princeton Seminary in 1822;

was ordained in 1828 and thenceforth devoted his

life to the cause of total abstinence, education,

and the effort to spread Protestantism in Ronum
Catholic countries. He resided in Europe as agent

of the French Association and of its successor, the

Foreign Evangelical Society, from 1835 to 1843,

and continued in the service of the society in the

United States 1843-46; from 1849 to 1855 he was
corresponding secretary of the American and
Foreign Christian Union and again, 1861 to his

death; his ninth mission to Europe was made in

1861. He wrote Histoire des sociHis de tempe-
rance des jStalS'Unis d'AnUrique (Paris, 1836);

Religion in the United States of America (Glasgow,

1844); Sketches of Protestantism in Italy (Boston,

1845).

Biblioorapht: H. M. Baird, IAf« of Bee, BeUrt Baird, New
York. 1866 (by his son).

BAJUS, bd^yus, MICHAEL (MICHEL DE BAT):
Theologian of Louvain; b. at Meiin (arrondisse-

ment of Ath, 14 m. n.w. of Mons), Hainault, 1513;

d. at Louvain Sept. 15, 1589. He was educated
in the University of Louvain, where he became
magister 1535, head of the Standonck college and
member of the faculty of arts 1540, and doctor of

theology 1550. When four Louvain professors

were summoned to Trent at the reopening of the

council there in 1551 Bajus and his likenninded
colleague Johannes Hessels (q.v.) filled the va-

cancies by lecturing on the Holy Scriptures. Bajus
was soon appointed professor in ordinary.

Being convinced that the questions of faith which
were started by the Reformation could not be suf-

ficiently answered by the scholastic method, Bajus
endeavored to found the study of theology more
upon the Scriptures and the Fathers, especially

upon Augustine, whose works he is said to have
read nine times. But soon a great controversy

arose, and in 1560 his opponents secured the con-

demnation by the Sorbonne of eighteen proposi-

tions extracted from the lectures of Bajus. Bajus
defended himself, complained of unfair treatment,

and declared that he was ready to submit to the

holy see and the council. After a few years the

controversy began anew caused by a number of

dogmatic tractates, the first of which {De libero

arbitrio, De justitia, De justificatione, and others)

were published in the beginning of 1563, others

(De meritis operum, De prima hominis fustiHa, De
virtutibus impiorumf etc.) in 1564, and a general col-

lection (Opuscula omnia) in 1566.

The Contro- Bajus's opponents induced the new
veray Con- pope, Pius V, in 1567 in the bull Ex
ceming omnibus afflictionOms to condemn
Bajus*! seventy-nine propositions from his

Orthodoxy, writings as hereti^, false, suspicious,

bold, scandalous, and offensive to

pious ears, without stating, however, which of the

propositions deserved the one or the other epithet,

and without mention of Bajus's name. The bull,

written in the usual form without punctuation,

s&yBi Quas quidem sententiiB stricto coram mtbis

examine ponderatas guanquam nonnullae aliquo

pacta sustineri possent in rigore et propria verborum

sensu ab assertoribus intento heareticas erroneas . . .

damnamus, etc. Ifacomma be inserted after intento,

as was done by the Louvain theologians and after-

ward by the Jansenists, the bull contains the con-

cession that some propositions in the strict sense

intended by the authors are perhaps permissible; but

if, with the Jesuits, the comma is put after sustineri

possent, the contrary meaning is imparted, that

some propositions which may perhaps be inter-

preted in an orthodox sense, are neverthdess con-

demned as meant by their authors. Hence arose

the later controversy about the comma Pianwn.

A papal brief (May 13, 1569) sustained the con-

demnation, and Bajus submitted and waa absolved.

In his lectures (Apr. 17, 1570) he expressed himself
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onoe more in the sense of his apology. The bull

against him was now first made public. The Lou-
vain faculty made explanations, which were satis-

factory in form, but the majority still adhered to

the Augustinian system. Bajus remained in his

prominent position, and was made chancellor of

the University and dean of the Collegiate Church
of St. Peter in 1576. He founded in the univer-

sity a Collegium SancH Augustini, to which his

nephew Jacob, who acted as his executor, gave the

name of CoUegiun Baianwn,
The propositions of Bajus which were attacked

and condemned by the papal bull rest entirely on
the fundamental Augustinian idea of the entire de-

pravity of man through original sin, of the abso-

lute moral inability of the fallen man to do good,

and of utterly unconditional and irresistible grace.

To retain and carry out the Augustinian idea, he
believed it necessary to oppose the scholastic (and
Tridentine) notion of the original state of man. He
will not achnit that the original nature of man con-

sisted in the so-called pura naiura, to

His Doubt- which came as an additional gift

ful Teach- {danum 9uperaddUum, 9upematuralia

ings. dona) thefuatitia origindlia
t which lifts

man above his natureandqualifieshim
for salvation. He thinks that the aiatus pvra natures

est impoenbtlie. According to Scripture, Christ

first brought grace. From this point of view the
state of fallen man appears as essential corruption

of hiunan nature according to the Augustinian
presentation, which especially precludes free will

in the sense of power of choice. Liberum artntrium

hominia nan valet ad opposUa. There exists in-

deed a certain freedom of choice with reference to

things which are not under consideration, but no
condition of religio-moral indifference. Finidly

Bajus follows Augustine as a matter of course in

the assertion that in the justified person original

sin does indeed not rule as concupiscenoo. but still

acts, and adopts the manet actUfprceterit reatu. As
the whole man is corrupted by sin, so also is all

humanity.
In all these points Bajus coincides very closely

with the Augustinianism of the Reformers, and
only in a few points does he make a not very suc-

cessful effort to explain away certain harsh ex-

pressions (e.g., concerningdeterminism ) and charge
them to the Reformers only. But he stops far

short of making the decided deviation which the
Reformers made from Augustine with regard to the
doctrine of justification. Grace justifies man.

Since no man on earth can attain

Relation active perfection in this life, our right-

to the eousness will rest more upon the for-

Reformers. giveness of sins than upon our virtue.

It is characteristic how the forgive-

ness of sins comes in here like a makeshift. Si
proprie loqui velimus, remieeio peecatorum juetitia

nan erit, quia juetitia proprie legia obedientia eet

eive inhte in voluntate eive foria in opere. . . . 8ed
in scripturie eacria peecatorum remiaeio idea etiam

nomine juetitia inteuigitur, quia licet proprie nan eit,

tamen apud deum pro justitia repvJtatwr, Justifi-

cation means to make righteous and have forgive-

ness of sins; but it is the former above all.

The bull against Bajus is very instructive for the
history of doctrinal theology, because the Augus-
tinian theology is here censtmed with all plainness.

Thus, condemnation is pronounced upon the fol-

lowing propositions: that every sin deserves ever-

lasting punishment (20); that all works of the un-
believers are sin (25); that the will without the help
of grace can only sin (27); that concupiscence, even
where it acts unwillingly, is sin (51); that the sinner

is not animated and moved by the absolving priest

but only by God (58); that the merit of the re-

deemed is given to them freely (8); that tem-
poral sins can not be atoned for by one's own
doings de condigno, but that their abolition, like

the resurrection, must be ascribed in a proper sense

to the merit of Christ (77, 10).

R. Seebbrq.
Biblxogbapht: Mitha/A Bait opera: cum buUie ponHfieum

9t oliiM iptiuM eaiuam epeeianiitma . . . eolUeta . . .

•tudio A. P. th0olooi [G. Gerberon]. Ck>lo8iie. 1696; J. B.
P. du Chesne, Hiatoire du Bajanisme, Douai, 1731; F. X.
Linaenmaim, Michael Bajue und die Orundleguno dee /on-
Mmraittf, Tabingen, 1867; L. E. du Pin. NouveUe bibtto-

OUque, xvi; R. Seebergi in Thomaaius, Dogmenoeediiehiet
vol. ii« part 2. 718 sqq., Leipaio, 1889; A. Hamaok, Dog'
menoeechichiet iii. 628 sqq., Freiburg. 1890, Eng. tranol.,

Tii. 86-93.

BAKER, DANIEL: Presbyterian; b. at Midway,
Liberty County, Ga., Aug. 17, 1791 ; d. at Austin,

Texas, Dec. 10, 1857. He studied at Hampden
Sidney College, Va., 1811-13 and was graduated
at Princeton, 1815; was licensed (1816) and or-

dained (1818) in Virginia; was pastor in Washing-
ton, 1822-28; in Savannah, 1828-31; after a note-

worthy revival season in his church there, resigned

and spent the rest of his life, with the exception of

brief pastorates, traveling through the southern
States as evangelist and missionary; became general

missionary in Texas of the Board of Missions in

1848, was one of the founders of Austin College

(Presbyterian), at Huntsville, Texas, in 1849,

and agent of the college till his death. While in

Washiagton he published A Scriptural View of

Baptism, afterwanl revised and enlarged as A Plain
and Scriptural View of Baptism (Philadelphia,

1853); he also published two series of Revival

Sermons (1854-57).

Biblzoobapht: W. M. Baker, Life and Lahore of. Rev. Dan.
Baker, Philadelphia, 1868.

BAKER, SIR HENRT WILLIAMS: Hynmolo-
gist; b. in London May 27, 1821; d. at Monkland,
near Leominster, Herefordshire, Feb. 12, 1877.

He took his B.A. degree at Cambridge (Trinity

College) 1844; became vicar of Monkland 1851;

succeeded his father, Vice-Admiral Sir Henry
Loraine Baker, as baronet 1859. He wrote certain

tracts and prayers, and hymns of no slight merit

(including the version of Psalm xxiii. The King of

Love my shepherd is). He was one of the most
prominent compilers of Hymns, Ancient and Mod-
em (London, 1861; Appendix, 1868; revised and
enlarged edition, 1875), one of the most successful

of modem hjrmnals, to which he contributed some
twenty-five hymns, original and translated.

Biblzoobapht: S. W. Duf&eld, BnglUh Hymne, p. 77 et

paasim, New York, 1886; Julian, Hymnalogy, p. 107; DNB^
iii. 11.
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Mlam: A non-Israelitie prophet

or 80oth8a3rery son of Beor, from Pethor (Aflsyrian

Pitru, cf. E. Sohrader, KAT, i, 38; F. Delitzsch,

Wolagdaa Paradiea, Leipidc, 1885, p. 269; J.Hal^vy,

Mdange» d'jSpigraphie et d*ArchMoffie StmitiqueSf

Paris, 1874, p. 77; Max MOller, Asien und Eturopa

nach aUdgypUachen DenkmHUrn, Leipsio, 1803,

p. 291),' a city of northern Mesopotamia, not far

from the Euphrates. He seems to have been
known as a soroerer throughout a wide region,

and according to Niun. xxii, 5 sqq., was engaged by
Balak, king of the Moabites, to curse Israel in the

name of the God whom Israel served. But the

God in whose name Balaam practised his magical

arts, is a living God who could interfere with and
govern Balaam's doings. And such an interference

took pLace when Balak called Balaam. By this

means his divination became real prediction.

Balaam, moved by desire for reward, accepted
Balak's invitation, which aroused Yahweh's anger.

That he accepted the invitation gladly

The Biblical may be seen from the anger which
Narrative, seized him as his animal suddenly

shied on the way and refused to pro-

ceed. His own eyes were held so that he did not
perceive the apparition in his path. He would
have seen it if he had gone with the disposition of

a prophet of Yahweh, for he would then have had
an eye open to that which his God sent him. The
irrational animal which carried him became the

instrument to set him right. Its resistance changed
into intelligible speech. For the animal spoke in

the same manner as the wife of the first man heard
the serpent speak. In neither case need one think

of an act of divine onmipotence, granting to the

speechless animid the momentary function of human
organs of speech. The act concerned rather the

ear of the prophet and for him the animal's plain-

tive tone became articulate utterance. The prophet
could be brought to his senses and aroused from a
mental disposition intent only upon gain by some-
thing extraordinary, which was the reason why
the animal refused to proceed. Now he idso saw
the apparition which had startled his beast, and
the horror of it made him even willing to turn back,

still more to speak only that which should offer

itself to him as God's word.
After Balaam had arrived in the mountainous

part of Moab, near the sources of theAmon between
the Amon and the Jabbok, Balak, after offering

sacrifices to predispose Yahweh in his favor, three

times assigned to Bidaam a station (Num. xxii, 41;

xxii], 14, 28), that from the high place he might
curse Israel which was encamped before his eye.

But three times, overcome by Yahweh's spirit,

the prophet blessed the people (Num. xxiii, 7-10;

18-24; xxiv, 3-9), first giving the reason which
made it impossible for him to curse Israel, vis.,

that it differed entirely from other nations, being

richly favored by Crod; he then expanded the bless-

ing briefly indicated in this first parable, and in a
third deliverance finally described the glorious

prosperity of Israel and its dominion as well as the

fearful power of this people which should crush all

enemies, having been set for a curse and a blessing

to the nations. Balak was greatly enraged and

dismissed the seer who, according to Num. xxiv,

1&-24, spoke to the king more fully of the future

which awaited Israel during its rule, and of the

mighty commotions which should destroy nations,

Under the figure of a star and scepter he sees in the

distant future a long coming forth from Israel,

whose ^orious power none may resist, and the

ruin of the world-powers one after the other and
one through the other.

It can not be denied that there is something
strange in Balaam's utterances foretelling worid-
lustorical events to a remote future. But to have
recourse to the expedient that we have here a
prophecy after the event, or that the orig;inally

transmitted prophecy of Balaam has been oilarged

in later time in accordance with the course of his-

tory, is to deprive Balaam's whole appearance of

its essential meaning in connection wiUi Old Testa-

ment prophecy. Balaam's importance
Significance consists in just this, that from the

of Balaam's time when IsmA first appeared among
Prophecies, the nations, the future of the nations

and world-powers was disdosed not

to one of its own prophets but to one outside of it.

And the knowledge of the history of future om-
turies which was there communicated to the people
served to comfort them in the midst of threatening

worid-movements till Daniel's revelations came
and continued the knowledge of the future from
the point where Balaam left it. The great im-
portance of Balaam's prophecy finds its expression

idso in this, that whenever the Israelitic prophets
of later times speak of the rdations of Israel to

the world-nations, we hear his words ringing throu^
their utterances. As a matter of course, this refer-

ence of the origin of the oracles of Balaam to

Mosaic times applies only to the essential contents,

not to the form of expression as it now exists.

The latter must be attributed to the narrator.

Balaam's condemnation in the New Testament
(II Pet. ii, 15-16; Rev. ii, 14) is founded upon the

notice Num. xxxi, 16, according to which he
advised Balak to seduce Israel to the sensual

cultus of Baal-Peor. The contradiction in which
this later and additional notice seems to stand

with Num. xxiv, 25, which passage at the first

^ance every one understands to mean thatBalaam,
after his parting-word concerning Israel, returned

to his home, is easily reconciled by the supposition

that Balaam actually left Balak, but stayed with

the Midianites, who were alUed to the Moabites
(Num. xxii, 4, 7), in order to serve Israel's enemies

and to await the success of his plan to lead them
astray. In the war of revenge which broke out

against Midian (Num. xxv, 16-19), the divine

punishment overtook him (Num. xxxi, 8; Josh.

xiii, 22). His giving to the Midianites the advice

so fatal to Israel in its consequences can be ex-

plained from the irritation which took hold of him
when he found himself deprived of the reward

which he desired. W. VoLCxt.
The fascinating and somewhat perplexing stoiy

of Balaam as given in Numbers becomes less pus-

sling when it is analysed and traced to its sources.

The whole story is an episode of the history of the

tribes of Israel at the close of their wanderings after
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the Exodus. The main oontinuous narratiye, as

we now have it, is found in Num. zxii-zziv and
contains two well-defined elements: a prose por-

tion or the narrative proper, and a poetical portion

comprising four oracles uttered by the hero of the

stoiy.

The incidents aro in brief as follows: Balak,

king of Moab, alarmed at the numbers and strength

of the Hebrews, sends for the noted seer and wisard,

Balaam of Pethor (Assyrian Pitru) on the Euphrates
in Mesopotamia, to bring a curse upon them.

Balaam would not answer the messengers till he
had consulted God as to what he should do. God
at first forbade him to go; but after he was again

approached by an embassy from Balak with greater

gifts and more mgent appeals, he was
The Ifar- granted pennission upon the condition

rative that he should utter only God's direct

Analyzed, message (Num. xxii, 5-21). He at

once sets out for Moab with the

princes of the embassy, and on meeting Balak he
assures him that at best he can act only as God's
mouthpiece (Num. xxii, 35-38). Then Balak
takes him to Bamoth-Baal EV, " the high places

of Baal "), not far south of the Arnon. Here
elaborate sacrifices were prepared, and, when
Balaam retired for consultation, God appeared to

him and gave him a message which foretold the

greatness and blessedness of Israel (Num. xxii, 3&-
xxiii, 10). After a bitter remonstrance from Balak
a siznilar transaction took place upon the sunmiit

of Pisgah followed by an oracle in which Israel's

purity of worship and its vidor are extolled (Num.
xxiii, 11-24). Bidaam was next transferred by
Balak to Peor—apparently another height of Nebo,
commanding a specially good view of the Dead Sea
desert (Jeshimon), where Israel was encamped.
At this stage Balaam, instead of going into the

solitude, uttered his oracle from inunediate inspi-

ration (as " the spirit of God came upon him ")

with a Rowing description of the beauty and fer-

tility of the promised land and a forecast of the

military triumphs of Israel (Num. xxiii, 25-xxiv, 9).

Finally Balak in anger dismisses the prophet, who
without the advantages of the prescriptive sacri-

fices spontaneously delivers himself of a prophecy
in which Israel \a pictured as victorious over Moab
itself as well as over the peoples to the south of

Palestine. Balaam then returns to his distant

home (Num. xxiv, 10-25). Embedded in this main
narrative is the story of Balaam's being confronted

by the angel of Yahweh, when on his way to Moab,
and of the speaking she-ass who sees this divine

messenger invisible to the prophet (Num. xxii,

22-34).

A reference to the last-named section may best

introduce a brief analysis of the sources. It is

evident at a glance that this section contradicts

the preceding part of the present nar-

Itt In- rative. Verse 22a directly contravenes

conslsten- verse 20a, and verses 22 sqq., which
cies. make Balaam to have traveled pri-

vately, are inconsistent with verse 20b
(cf. verses 35 and 36, where the main story is

resumed). Moreover, the incident of the angel

and the clairvoyant and speaking ass is out of

place and inconsequent. There was no occasion

that Balaam should learn that it was useless to

resist the will of Yahweh (cf. verse 32) since it

was in accordance with the divine oonmumd that

he had entered upon his journey. The marvel of

an animal endowed with human speech has many
parallels in folk-lore from the earliest times, and
adds nothing to the dignity and force of the narra-

tive but rather detracts from it. (In fact, if chap,

xxii, 22-35 be removed we have a consistent and
instructive allegory of the historico-prophetic order.

This sin^e and separate episode of the journey
to Moab belongs to J, and the rest of the narrative

in chap, xxii belongs to E. Chaps, xxiii and xxiv
are probably the work of a redactor

The Sources, using materials from both of these

great sources. More particularly, it is

i^parent that the oracles of chap, xxiii bear, on
the whole, an Elohistic and those of chap, xxiv a
Jehovistio stamp. In the narrative proper E pre-
dominates throughout. Indeed the journey epi-

sode is almost all that we have from J in the prose
portions of the story. Hence it is now impossible

to say what his conception was of the original

attitude of Balaam toward his mission. The
variations of the story, however, do not obscure
the essence of it as far as it concerns the personality

and doings of Balaam. In the remote background
there appears the figure of a famous Aramean seer

of the twelfth century b.c. who among the contend-
ing tribes and peoples of Palestine discerned special

elements of greatness and power in the Hebrew
tribes and in the religion of Yahweh, and had some
prevision of their future, to which he gave official

utterance. There is no reason why such a belief

may not have had a foundation in fact. It must
be remembered that the chief proximate ancestors

of the Hebrews were Aramean (Deut. xxvi, 5),

and that no small portion of the narrative of

Genesis consists of cherished traditions of Aramean
associations. Moreover, the twelfth century was
the epoch-making period of emigration and travel

from western Mesopotamia across the Euphrates
and southward.
The oracles aro of course the significant element

of the Balaam story. Their underiying motive is

to vindicate the rightful predomi-

The nance of Israel over its rivals to the

Orades. east and south. It is this motive
Their Mo- which has diverted the tradition of

tive and Balaam from its original scope and
Date. employed it to justify the remorseless

border wars waged by southern Israel

in the days of the monarohy. In the nature of the

case the poems were composed not more than a
very few generations after the events. Now since

the oracles of chap, xxiii are essentially Elohistic

and had their origin in the northern kingdom,
the events which suggested them took place before

the schism, not later than the warlike d&yB of

David. Indeed it is generally agreed that the

subjugation of Moab and Edom (cf. xxiv, 17, 18),

which took place in his time, formed the central

point of practical interest for the whole series. The
literary period of Solomon may have been the start-

ing-point. But the process of enlargement and
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refinement in the individual poems must have
lasted till the eighth century.

An i^pendix to the oracles is found in chap,

zziv, 2(V-24, which must have been composed
originally at a late date, since deportations by the

Assyrians are referred to (verse 22), and perhaps
also even the Macedonian conquests of the fourth

century (verse 24). This poem should of course

be separated from the others in our texts.

Quite apart from the main current of tradition

and its idealisation is the use made of the Balaam
stoiy by the priestly writer in Num.

The Story xxxi, 8, 16. He connects the prophet
in P and with the Midianitish seductions de-

Later Lit- scribed (also by P) in Num. xzv, 6-18.

erature. The statement that Balaam suggested

the corruption of Israel by sensual

allurements and suffered death in the ensuing holy
war, is out of harmony with the original conception

of the prophet, which is retained throughout the
older accounts. The notion, however, gained con-

tinually in popularity, and is recalled in the later

literature even in New Testament times (cf. II

Pet. ii, 15, Jude 11; Josephus, Ant., IV, vi, 6).

Prejudice is already shown in Josh, xxiv, 0; Deut
xxiii, 4, 5; but a more just sentiment is displayed

in Mic. vi, 5. A historical example of the influ-

ence of the tradition may be seen in Neh. xiii, 1, 2.

J. F. Mc€UBDT.

BiBuooBAPfrr: For review of literature up to 1887 oonsult
F. Delitseoh, Zur neuetim LUemtur Hbrnr dtn AbadiniU
BiUam, in ZKW, 1888. On the generkl eubjeot F. A. Q.
Tholuek. Die 0€9chiehie Bileama, in hi* VenmadUt iScArt/-

ien, U 406-432. Hambtirg, 1830; E. W. Hengstenberg,
Oetdnehte Bileama und 9eine Weiuaounifen^ Berlin, 1842;
H. Oort, DitjnUatio ds Num. xxii-xxiv, Leyden, 1860;
Q. Baur. OetdiidUe der cUOetiamenUichsn Weiaaagunifen^

pp. 329 sqq., Gieaeen, 1861; A. Kuenen, in ThT, xviii

(1884). 407-640; A. DiUmann. oonmilt on the paasace hie

oommentaiy in Ktmoefaatiet exegetudisa HamOntdi ram
Allen Tmiameni, Strasburs. 1887; A. H. Sayoe, Balaatn*§

Propheeif, Num. xxiv. 17-24. and Ote Ood Seih, in Hebmiea,
iv (1887), 1-6; A. van Hoonacker, ObeervaUone eritiQuee

rar lew rieUe eoneernant Bileam, in Le MueSon, Lyons,
1888; J. HaMvy, in Revue Sim%iique, 1804. 201-200;
DB, i, 232-234; EB. i, 461-464; T. K. Cheyne. in BxpoeOory
Timee, 1800, 309-402. Bishcp Butler's celebrated sermon
on the character of Balaam is in voL ii of his works, Ox-
ford, 1844.

BALAN, balon, PIETRO: Roman Cathoh'c church
historian; b. at Este (17 m. 8.8.w. of Padua), Italy,

Sept. 3, 1840. He was educated in the seminary
at Padua, where he was appointed professor in 1862.

He was director of the Venetian La LiberUt CaJUo-

liea in 1865 and of the Modenese Diritto CaUolieo
in 1867. In 1879 he became subarchivist of the
Vatican, but retired on account of ill health four
years later, and has since resided at Pregatto in the
province of Bologna. He was nominated chamber-
lain by Leo XIII in 1881, and domestic prelate
in the following year, while in 1883 he was appointed
referendary of the Papal '' segnatura." In the
latter year he was also created a commander of
the order of Francis Joseph He is the author of
Studi 8id Papato (Padua, 1862); Tommaso Becket
(1864); Staria di S. Tomnuuo di CarUofhery e dei
suoi tempi (2 vols., Modena, 1867); / Precunori
del razionalismo modemo fino a Lutero (2 vols.,
Parma, 1867-(>8); Romani e Langobardi (Modena,

1868); L*Eeonamia,laChieaaegliumanUari(19^);
Pio IX, la Chieaa e la Rivohutione (2 vols., 18G9);

DanU ed i Papi (1870); Chieta e Stato (1871);

StdU Legagioni oompiute nei paesi nordici da Gu^i-

dmo vucovo di Modena nel 9ecolo XIII (1872); II

Veseovo di Modena Alberto BoacheUi (1872); Storia

di Oregorio IX e dei auoi tempi (3 vols., 1872-73);

Storia d*Italia dai primi tempi fino al 1870 (7 vds.,

1875-86); Storia del ponHficato di Papa Giovanni

VIII (1876); Storia deOa Lega Lombarda, con

documenti (1876); Memorie etoriche di Tencarola

nel Padovano con documenH inediH (1876); Storia

della Chiua CaUolica durante U ponHficato di Pio

IX (3 vols., Turin, 1876-86); Memorie deOa B.

Beatrice I di Eete (1877); Roberto Boechetti t

ritaliadei8Uoitempi(;2yo]B.,l87S-^);Dieoorsitenvti

nel quinto Congresso Cattolieo in Modena (Bologna,

1879); SuU'Autenticitd del diploma di Enrico II di

Germania a Papa Benedetto VIII (Rome, 1880);

S. Catterina da Siena e U Papato (1880); La PoUtica

italiana dal 186S al 1870, eeoondo gli ttUimi docu-

menti (1880); La Storia d'Italia e pit archivi eegreti

della Santa Sede (1881); Le Rdanoni fra la Chiua

Cattolica e gli.Slaoi meridionali (1881); / Papi ed

i veepri eiciliani, eon documenti (1881); II Processo

di Bonifatio VIII (1881); La Politica di Clemente

VII fino al eaoco di Roma (1884); Boma capUaU
d*Italia (1884); Monumenta reformatumis Luthe-

ranee ex tabtdariiB SancH Sedie eecretis, 16tl-U
(Regensburg, 1884); and Clemente VII e VItalia
del 8UO tempo (Milan, 1887).

BALDACHDf: A canopy-like ornament in

stone or bronse over the altar in some Ronisn

Catholic churches, designed originally to protect

the Eucharist from objects that might fall on it

from above. The name is derived from Baldaceo,

an old Italian form of Bagdad, and owes its use in

this connection to the fact that Bagdad was a rich

source of the precious doths which were frequently

employed in decorating the protecting ornament
over sdtars. In spite of legislation of the (}ongre-

gation of Rites requiring a baldachin over eveiy

altar, the contrary practise is common everywhere

at the present day, even in Rome. Formeriy the

baldachin was called a dborium because the dbo-

rium or vessel containing the Eucharist was sus-

pended from it. A splendid example of the bolds-

chin is seen in the bronse masterpiece of Bernini

over the main altar of St. Peter's in Rome. A
portable baldachin is held over the sacrament of

the altar when it is borne in procession or, in some

places, when it is carried to the sick. A baldachin

should be erected also over a bishop's throne.

John T. Cslkaos-

BALDBy bfllMa, JAKOB: Glerman Jesuit, dis-

tinguished as a scholar, poet, and preacher; b. at

Endsheim (55 m. s.s.w. of Strasburg), Alsace, Jan.

4, 1604; d. at Neuburg (29 m. n.n.e. of Augsburg),

Bavaria, Aug. 9, 1668. He was destined for s

Ic^ career, and was educated by the Jesuits in

his native town, at Molsheim> and at Ingolstadt.

In 1624 he renounced the worid and entered the

Sodety, still continuing his dasdcal studies, and

teaching rhetoric at Mimich and Innsbruck. In

1633 he was ordained; from 1635 to 1637 he was
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professor of rhetoric in the UniverBity of Ingol-

stadt; and from 1638 to 1640, after the death of

Jeremias Drexel, court preacher to Maximilian I

in Munich. Here he remained as historiographer

of the duchy for ten years longer, but won more
renown by the poetical compositions of the years

1637-46. His work in this period was lyrical

(Lyrieai Munich, 1638^2; SylvcB, 1641-45), but
after 1640 ho turned rather to satire and elegy.

His health forced him to leave Munich in 1650,

and after three years at Landshut and one at Am-
berg, he settled at Neuburg on the Danube, where
he spent his last years in the peaceful dignity of

the office of chaplain to the count palatine Philip

William. His memory, which had to a great ex-

tent died out, was revived at the beginning of the

nineteenth centuiy by Herder, Orelli, and others,

and his name has since been increasingly honored,

especially by the efforts of the Munich society,

founded in 1868, which bears it. He well deserves

this renown from more than one point of view.

He was a great classical scholar, a positive rein-

carnation of Roman antiquity. As a Latin poet
(his small body of vernacular work is far inferior)

he displasrs a wonderful array of excellent qualities

—vivid imagination, depth of thought and feeling,

brilUant invention and composition, and mastery
of the most difficult forms. The characteristic

uiuversal scholarship of his age is best shown in

his Urania Vidrix (1663), which touches every

branch of knowledge. Besides the works already

mentioned, and some epics belonging to his first

period, his Philomela (1645), full of devotion to the

Crucified, his EUgim varies (1663), and his amusing
satires on quack doctors and other impostors in

MedicincB gloria (1649) may be named.
(F. List.)

Bibuoorapht: His ooUeoted works were first published in

eompleta form at Munich, 1729, the earlier editions at

Cologne, 1660 and 1718, being defective; his Carmina
lyriea appeared, ed. B. MOller, Regensburg, 1884. Con-
sult L. Brunner, J. Balde, U grand poHe de VAl$ac§. NoHe^
hi»ionqu0 §t litt^rotrs, Quebwiller, 1866; J. Bach, Jacob
BaU€, der neulateiniiche Diehier dea JPiscMSss, Strasburg,

1885; F. Tauehert, Herder'a griedaache und morgefddndi^

bcKb AnOioloffie und stifis UalMrMUunoin von J. Balde^ p.

176, Munich. 1886.

BALDENSPERGBR, WILHELM: German Prot^

estant; b. at MQlhausen (63 m. s.s.w. of Stras-

burg), Alsace, Dec. 12, 1856. He was educated

at the universities of Strasburg, G^ttingen, and
Paris, and in 1880 was appointed supply at Stras-

burg. Two years later he was chosen assistant

pastor and secretary of the editorial board of the

Joiamal du Proiestantitme fran^aia at Paris, where
he remained until 1884. From 1886 to 1890 he was
vicar at Mundolsheim (a suburb of Strasburg) and
Strasburg, but in the latter 3rear was appointed

associate professor of New Testament exegesis at

the University of Giessen, becoming full professor

two years later. He was created a knight of the

first class of the Order of Philip the Magnanimous
in 1904. In addition to many briefer studies and
his contributions to the Brunswick edition of the

works of Calvin, he has written Da« Selbstbeiousst-

seth Jeau im lAchU der meaaianischen Hoffnung
seiner Zeit (Strasburg, 1888); Ulnflutnce du

dilettantieme artietique 9ur la morale et la religion

(1890); Karl AugiLst Credner, sein Lehen und eeine

Theologie (Leipsic, 1897); Der Prolog der vier

Evangdien (Giessen, 1898); and Dae apdtere Juden-
thum ale Voretufe dee Ckriatenthume (Giessen, 1900).

BALDWIN: Archbishop of Canterbury; d. at
Acre Nov. 19, 1190. He was bom at Exeter in

humble circumstances, but received a good educar-

tion; became archdeacon of Exeter, but resigned

to enter the Cistercian monastery of Ford, Devon-
shire, and within a year was miide abbot; became
bishop of Worcester, 1180, archbishop of Canter-
bury, 1184. He engaged in a quarrel with the

monks of Canterbury, and successfully asserted

his preeminence among the bishops of England;
with King Henry II he had much influence; he
crowned Richard I in 1180, and attended him to

the Holy Land the next year. His works (edited

by B. Tissier) are in the Bibliotheca patrum Cieter--

densium, v (Paris, 1662), from which they are

reprinted in MPL, cciv.

BALE, JOHN: English polemical writer of the
Reformation period; b. at Cove, near Dunwich,
Suffolk (25 m. n.e. of Ipswich), Nov.21, 1495; d. at

Canterbury Nov. 1563. He was educated in the

Cannelite monastery at Norwich, and at Jesus

College, Cambridge; embraced the Reformation,

married, and had to seek refuge in Germany in

1540; returned under Edward VI, was made
Bishop of Ossoiy, in Ireland, 1552, and tried to

introduce reformed doctrines and practise with an
intemperate zeal; fled to the Continent after the

accession of Mary, and lived for some years at

Basel; returned under Elizabeth, and was made
prebendary of Canterbury in 1560. He wrote
much and with a coarseness and bitterness in con-

troversy which gained him the name of " Bilious

Bale." His principal work is lUuatrium majoris

Britannia acriptorum aummarium (Ipswich, 1548;

enlarged editions, Basel, 1557 and 1559); he idso

became noted as a writer of miracle plays in which
he violently attacked the Roman Church. His
play Kynge Johan has been published by the

Camden Society (1838); and the Parker Society

has published a selection of his works (1849), with
biographical notice by H. Christmas.

Bibliookaprt: The fullest account of hia life is in C. H.
Cooper, Athtnm Cantabriffienae*^ London, 1868.

BALL, JOHN: Puritan and Presbyterian; b. at

Cassington (5 m. n.w. of Oxford) Oct. 1585; d. at

Whitmore (4 m. s.w. of Newcastle-under-Ljrme),

Staffordshire, Oct. 20, 1640. He was educated at

Brasenose College and St. Mary's Hall, Oxford,

and in 1610 became minister at Whitmore. He was
one of the fathers of Presbyterianism in England,
and, afl Richard Baxter says, " deserving as high

esteem and honor as the best bishop in England."
His Small Catechiam containing the Principlea of

Religion (London) reached an eighteenth impression

in 1637; and his larger catechism, entitled A Short

Treatiaef containing All the Principal Grounde ofChris-

tian Religion, a fourteenth impression in 1670. They
were published anonjrmously. His Treatiae of

Faith (London, 1631; 3d edition, corrected and
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enlarged 1637, with an introduction by Richard
Sibbs) IB divided into two parts, the first showing
the nature, and the second the life of faith.

It is an exceedingly valuable and complete

discussion. But his chief work was published

after his death by his friend Simeon Ashe, with an
introduction signed by five Westminster divines,

entitled A Treatise of the Covenant of Qraee (1645).

This is of great importance as exhibiting that view

of the covenants which found expression in the

Westminster symbols. Important also is A tryaU

of the NeuhChurch toay in New England and in Old

(1644). According to Thomas Blidce, '' his purpose

was to speak on this subject of the covenant all

that he had to say in all the whole body of divinity.

That which he hath left behind gives us a taste of

it." In this he anticipated Cocceius and the Dutch
Federal Theology, but his view of the cove-

nants is somewhat different from theirs. Simeon
Ashe also issued several other works of Ball of a
practical and controversial character.

C. A. Bbioos.

Bduoobapht: A. k Wood, Atkeno OxonteiuM, ii, 670, ed.

P. Blin, 4 vote., London, 1813-20; DNB, iii, 74-76.

BALLAKCHE, ba'lansh', PIERRB SIMON:
French theocratic philosopher of the Restoration,

an intimate member of the circle which gathered

around Chateaubriand and Madame R6camier;

b. at Lyons Aug. 4, 1776; d. in Paris Aug. 7, 1847.

His great work, the Palinginisie eociale (Paris,

1830), is an attempt to construct the philosophy

of history on the basis of revelation; only the

first of three parts projected was completed; a
fragment of the third part, the Vision d'H^xd
(1841), attempts in a vague way to predict the

future. Ballanche's thought was unsystematic

and his style obscure. He was elected to the

Academy in 1841. A collected edition of his

works was begun in 1830, but only four volumes
of the nine planned appeared.

Bibuoorapht: Sainto Beuve. Portraita eotUemporain», vol.

ii, Pairis, 1846; J. J. Ampere, P. BaUanche, Paris, 1848;

Q. Frainnet, Eami aur la philomtphie de P. 8. BaUanche,
Paris, 1902.

BALLANTINE, bal'an-tain, WILLIAM GAT:
Congregationalist; b. at Washington, D. C, Dec.

7, 1848. He was graduated at Marietta College,

Marietta, O. (1868), and Union Theological Semi-

nary (1872). He studied at Leipsic in 1872-73,

and in the following year was a member of the

American Palestine Exploring Expedition. He
was then successively professor of chemistry and
natural science in Ripon College (1874-76), assist-

ant professor of Greek in the University of Indiana

(1876-78), professor of Greek and Hebrew in the

same institution (1878-81), and professor of Old
Testament language and literature in Oberlin

Theological Seminary (1881-91). From 1891 to

1896 he was president of the latter institution,

but resigned and studied in Greece until in 1897 he
was appointed instructor in Bible at the Interna-

tional Y. M. C. A. Training School, Springfield,

Mass. He was an editor of the Bibliotheca Sacra
in 1884-91, and has written PkUippians, the

Model Letter (New York, 1898); Christ in the

Oospel of Mark (1898); Inductive Bible Studies,

Mark and Acts (1898); Luke and John
and Matthew (1900).

BALLARD, ADDISON: Congregationalist; b. at

Framingham, Mass., Oct. 18, 1822. He was

educated at Williams College (B.A., 1842), and

was successively principal of Hopkins Academy,
Hadley, Mass. (1842-43), tutor in Williams College

(1843-44), and principal of the academy at Grand
Rapids, Mich. (1845-46). In 1846-17 he was a

home missionary in Grand River Valley, MicL,
and was then professor of Latin in Ohio University

(1848-^54), professor of rhetoric in Williams College

(1854-^5), and professor of mathematics, natural

philosophy, and astronomy at Marietta College

(1855-57). He has held successive pastorates at

the First Congregational Church, Williamstown,
Mass. (1857-65), the Congregational Church at

North Adams, Mass. (1865-^; stated supply),

and the First Congregational Church, Detroit,

Bfich. (1866-72). He was professor of Christian

Greek and Latin and of moral philosophy and
rhetoric at Lafayette College in 1874-93, and of

logic in New York University from 1894 to 1904.

He is an honorary member of the London Society

of Science, Letters, and Art, and in theology is an

advocate of the doctrine of justification by faith.

He has written Arroufs, or the True Aim in Teach-

ing and Study (Syracuse, N. Y., 1890); From Talk

to Text (New York, 1904); Through the Sieve

(1907).

BALLS, bolle, HICOLAI EDDIGER: Bishop
of Zealand; b. at Vestenskov, near Nakskov (on

the w. coast of the island of I^iaaland, 80 m. s.w. of

Copenhagen), Denmark, Oct. 12, 1744; d. in Co-

penhagen Oct. 19, 1816. He studied at Copen-
hagen, Leipsic, Halle, and Gdttingen; in 1770-71

he gave lectures at Copenhagen on church history

and philology, and then accepted a pastorate in

the bishopric of Aalborg; in 1772 he returned to the

university, was made court preacher and doctor of

theology in 1774, first professor of theology in

1777, assistant to Bishop Harboe of Zealand in

1782, and finally his successor in 1783; he resigned

as bishop in 1808. Balle lectured and wrote on

almost all theological branches, but church history

was his specialty, and in 1790 he published a His-

toria ecdesice ChristiancBf reaching to the Reforma-
tion. His Theses theologici (1776), the last work
on dogmatics written in Denmark in the Latin

tongue, was used at the universities of Kiel and
Wittenberg. He opposed rationalism and free-

thinking, and when the candidate Otto Horrebow
started a publication, Jesus og Fomuften C* Jesus

and Reason ")> Balle replied with BHien forsvarer

sig selv (" The Bible Defending Itself ")• He intro-

duced weekly Bible readings in the capital, advo-

cated the public school, and believed in special

training for teachers. In 1791 he published a

primer, which contains supranatiuralistic as well

as rationalizing views, and in 1798 a new hymn-
book. Both these works served their time, but

were finally superseded on the revival of Chris-

tian and church life in Denmark. Balle*s position

among the bishops of Denmark is an important

and honorable one. In recognition of his labors,
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the citizens of Denmark presented to him in 1798
a gold medal with the inscription: " To the friend

of religion, to the friend of the State, Matt, x, 32."

The pastors of Zealand erected a monument over
his grave, and a bas-relief in the garrison church
where he explained the Bible represents him with
the Bible in his hand. (F. Nielsen.)

Bibuoobapht: L. Koch, Biahop N. E, BalU, Copenhagen,
1876; F. Nielsen, Bidrao til den evanoeHBk-krUtelige
Pmlnuboot Hi&torie, ib. 1896.

BALLERINI, bdl'aa-ri'nt, PIETRO and GIRO-
LAMO: Brothers, of Verona, distinguished by
their joint labors in chureh history and canon law;

b., the former, Sept. 7, 1608, the latter, Jan. 29,

1702; d., Pietro, Mar. 28, 1769, Girolamo, Apr. 23,

1781. Both were educated in the Jesuits' school

in Verona and became secular priests. Pietro for

a time was at the head of the Accademia delle belle

lettere in Verona and spent eighteen months in

Rome (1748-50) as counselor to the Venetian am-
bassador there, during which time he made good
use of exceptional opportunities for investigation.

Both brothers devoted the greater part of their

lives to studies in common and produced, with
other works, editions of the Sermones of St. Zeno
of Verona (Verona, 1739; in MPL, xi); of the

Summa theologica of St. Antoninus of Florence (4

vols., Verona, 1740); of the Summa de p<gnitentia

of St. Raymond of Pennaforte (1744); of the Opera
of Pope Leo the Great (3 vols., Venice, 1753-57;

MPL, liv-lvi), one of the most important pieces

of editorial work of the eighteenth century, with
an appendix on the collections of canons before

Gratian; and of the Opera of Ratherius, Bishop of

Verona (Verona, 1765; MPL, cxxxvi). Pietro

also participated in literary controversies of his

time and defended the absolute papacy with learn-

ing and zeal. His two last works, De poteatate ec-

clesiastica sanctorum pontificum et concUiarum gene-

rahum . . . contra opus J, Febronii (1765) and
De vi ac ratione primattu pontificum (1766), have
been edited by E. W. Westhoff (MOnster, 1845-

47), and an appendix to the former on papal infalli-

bility was translated into German by A. J. Bin-

terim (DQsseldorf, 1843). K. Benrath.

Bibuoorapht: G. M. liaiiuohelli, OH Scrittori d'ltalia, vol.

ii. part 1. 178-186. 6 parts, Brescia, 1753-65; L. Federici,

Elooi iatorici de* pik iXhutri ecdeaiaeHei KsrofMM, iii, 60-

120. Verona, 1819.

BALLOU, ba-lQ^ H06EA: American Univer-

salist; b. at Richmond, N. H., Apr. 30, 1771; d.

at Boston June 7, 1852. He was the son of a poor

Baptist minister and had to strug^e for an educa-

tion; began to preach at the age of twenty, and
was ordained at the Universalist convention of

1794; settled at Dana (then called Hardwick),

Mass., the same year; removed in 1803 to Barnard,

Vt., in 1809 to Portsmouth, N. H., in 1815 to Salem,

Mass., and in 1818 to Boston, where he took charge

of the Second (School Sti^t) Universalist Society.

In 1819 he assisted in founding and became editor

of the Untversaliat Magazine (later called The
Trumpet, The Univerealiat, and The Christian

Leader), the first Universalist newspaper in

America; in 1831, of The Universalist Expositor

(afterwaid The Universalist Quarterly Review),

He wrote Notes on the Parables (Randolph, Vt.,

1804); A Treatise on the Atonement (1805); Exam-
ination of the Doctrine of Future Retrtbuiion (Bos-
ton, 1834); and several volumes of sermons.

Biblioorapht: M. M. Ballou, Life Story of Hoeea Batlou,
for the Young, Boston, 1854; T. Whittemore, Life of Hoeea
Ballou, 2 vols., ib. 1854; O. F. Safford, Hoeea BolUm ; a
MarveUoue Life Story, ib. 1889.

BALLOU, HOSEA, 2d: American Univereal-

ist, grand-nephew of Hosea Ballou; b. at Guil-

ford, Vt., Oct. 18, 1796; d. at Somerville, Mass.,

May 27, 1861. He assisted his uncle in school-

teaching at Portsmouth; was first settled as pas-
tor at Stafford, Conn., in 1821 was called to Rox-
bury, Mass., and in 1838 to Medford; in 1853
became first president of Tufts College. He helped
the elder Hosea Ballou as editor of denominational
periodicab and wrote The Ancient History of Uni-
versalism (Boston, 1829).

Bibuoorapht: H. S. Ballou, Hoeea BaUou M, firet Preei-
dent of Tufts Cottege; hu Origin, Life, and Lettere, Boeton,
1896.

BALM: The rendering in both English versions

of the Hebrew fgori (Gen. xxxvii, 25 and xliii, 11,

where R. V. has " mastic " in the margin; Jer. viii,

22; xlvi, 11; li, 8; Ezek. xxvii, 17). An impor-
tant product of Palestine, particularly of the East-

Jordan country, is evidently referred to, and the

transparent, yellowish-white, fragrant gum of the

mastic-tree (Pistacia lentiscus, L) is probably
meant. Pliny mentions the Judean mastic (Hist,

nat,, xiv, 122 sqq.). The substance was prised by
the ancients as a medicine (Pliny, xxiv, 32 sqq.).

The identification of fori with balsam by Jewish

tradition is not correct; such a tropical or sub-

tropical product would hardly be found on the

mountains of Gilead. In Song of Sol. v, 1, hasam
may be the true balsam (so R. V., margin; text and
A. v., " spice "; cf. " bed of spices," v, 13; vi, 2).

It grew in the Ghor, and the balsam gardens of Jer-

icho were famous (Josephus, Ant,, IX, i, 2; XIV,
iv, 1, and many others). Pompey is said to have
carried it thence to Rome, and Josephus thought

the Queen of Sheba brought it to Palestine (Ant.,

VIII, vi, 6; cf. I Kings x, 10), There are several

varieties, of which the chief is the Amyris Gileaden-

sis, L, the true Arabian or Mecca balsam. It is a
low, berry-producing tree, with small blossoms, and
imparipinnate leaves. The balsam exudes from
the ends of the twigs. Myrrh also belongs to the

balsamodendra and probably bdellium; see Mtrrh;
Bdellixtm. I. Benssingsh.

BALM£S,b(ll''m£8', JAIME (LUCIANO). Spanish

politico-religious writer; b. at Vich (37 m. n.n.e. of

Barcelona), Catalonia, Aug. 28, 1810; d. there

July 9, 1848. He studied at his native place and
at the University of Cervera, and was ordained

priest 1833; became teacher of mathematics at

Vich 1837. After 1840 he acted as associate editor

of La Civilizacum and sole editor of La Sociedad,

journals of Barcelona, in which he had oppor-

tunity to express his political views; visited

France and England 1842, and after returning to

Spain settled in Madrid, where from Feb., 1844,

to Dec. 91, 1846, he published El Pensamienlo
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de la Nacion in the interest of the Catholic party.

He hailed the accession of Pius IX and the last thing

he published was a brilliant work in his praise

{Pio IX, Madrid, 1847). He gained his greatest

fame by his ProUstantismo comparado can el Cato-

licigmo en sus relacianea can la civUuacion europea

(4 vols., Barcelona, 1842-44; Eng. trans!., from
the French, by C. J. Hanford and R. Kershaw,
ProUstanttem and Catholicity Compared in their

Effects on the Civilization of Europe, London, 1849;

31st American edition, Baltimore, 1899), a work
modeled on Guizot's History of CivUitation, and an
able presentation from the Roman Catholic point

of view. He also wrote La Religion deniostrada al

alcance de las niflos (Barcelona, 1841, Eng. transl.,

by Canon Galton, The Foundations of Religion

Explained, London, 1858); Cartas d un esceptico en

materia de religion (Madrid, 1845; Eng. transl.,

by W. M'Donald, Letters to a Skeptic an Religious

Matters, Dublin, 1875); El Criteria (Madrid, 1845;

Eng. transl., Criterion : or haw to detect error and
arrive at truth, New York, 1875); Filosofia funded

mental (4 vols., Barcelona, 1846; Eng. transl., by
H. F. Brownson, 2 vols.. New York, 1856); Curso

de Filosofia elemental (4 vols., Madrid, 1847). He
published a collected edition of his political writings

at Madrid, 1847.

Bxbuoorapht: B. Qarda de kM Santos, Vida de Balmet,
ettrado y analiaU de eue dbraa, Miuirid, 1848; A. de Blanche-
Baffin, JaequM BahrUe, mvie eteee ouvraoee, Paris, 1849.

BAL06H, FERENCZ: Himgarian Reformed;
b. at Nagy Vdrad (140 m. s.e. of Budapest) Mar.

28, 1836. He was educated at the gymnasium of

his native city and at the Reformed theological

seminary of Debrecasin (1854-58), where he remained
nine years in various capacities. He visited Paris,

London, and Edinburgh for the purpose of further

study in 1863-65, and in 1866 was appointed pro-

fessor of church history in the Reformed theological

seminary of Debreczin, where he has since remained
and of which he has been rector five times. He
has been an elder in the session of the Reformed
Church since 1860, and an ecclesiastical councilor for

life in the Transtibiscan superintendency of the

same religious denomination since 1883. He was
a delegate of the Hungarian Reformed Church
to the general councils of the Presbyterian Alliance

at Edinburgh (1877) and London (1888), and was
a member of the national synod of Debreczin in

1881-82. He has been a member of the committee
of the Hungarian Protestant Literary Society

since 1890, and an honorary member of the British

and Foreign Bible Society since 1904. In theology

he is a strict adherent of the Helvetic Confession.

His numerous works include the following in

Hungarian :
" Peter Melius, the Hungarian Calvin "

(Debreczin, 1866); "History of the Hungarian
Protestant Church" (1872); "General Church
History to the Present Time" (5 vols., 1872-90);
"History of Dogma up to the Reformation"
(1877); " Principal Points of Modem TheoloQr

"

(1877), a polemic against the German Evangelical
Union; " Literature of Hungarian Protestant
Church History " (1879); " Specific lUustrations of
the most Recent Unitarian History" (1892);
"Phenomena of the History of Dogma in the

Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries" (1894);
and " History of the Reformed College of Debrec>
zin " (1905). He likewise wrote in ESn^ish History

of the Creeds, which appeared in the Report of the

Proceedings of the Presbyterian AUianee (Phila-

delphia, 1880), and is the author of numerous
minor contributions in Hungarian, French, and
German, while in 1875 he founded at Debreczin
the Hungarian weekly " Evangelical Protestant
Gazette," which he conducted for three years in

a successful crusade against the Budapest " Protes-

tant Union."

BALSAM. See Balm.

BALSAMOlf, bOl'sQ-mon, THEODOROS : Greek
writer on church law; b. in Constantinople; d. there

about 1200. He was chosen patriaroh of Antioch in

1 193, but, as the patriarchate was in the hands of

the Latins, remained in Constantinople. The most
important of his writings is the commentary on
the Nomocanon and Syntagma of Photius, in which
he helped to make general the view that in matters
of the Greek canon law, not the Justinian compila-
tion, but the Basilica were authoritative. Balsa-

mon's " Answers " to the patriarch Mark of Alex-
andria and his eight " Dissertations " (Gk. mdetai)
are of great importance for the canon law of the
Greeks. Philifp Metkb.
BzBUOGRArar: The best edition of bis juridical writincs is

found in Rhalles and PotleB. Zvrrcyfta rStw dctwr k«a Upmw
Kcu^vMv, 6 vols., Athens, 1853-60; Enunbaeher, Oe-

BALTHAZAR, bal^ha-zor, OP DERNBACH
AND THE COUIVTERREFORMATION IN FULDA:
Balthazar of Dembach, abbot of Fulda 1570-

1606, was bom about 1548; d. at Fulda Mar. 15,

1606. He came of an old Hessian family, and
though his parents were Protestants, took the Catho-
lic side as a boy. In 1570, young as he was, he
was elected prince-abbot of Fulda, and became the

leading champion of the Counterreformation there.

The territory under his jurisdiction, adjoining
Protestant Hesse and Saxony, seemed practi-

cally lost to Rome. The chapter, jealous of its

rights, was willing rather to join with the enemies
of the Church than to support a strict, determined
abbot; the upper classes were striving for botli

temporal and spiritual independence; the dtisens

stood by the Augsburg Confession. Balthazar
took a decided stand against all three classes. His
first task was the enforcement of ecdesiastical

discipline, the appointment of Catholic officials,

and the suppression of popular demands for the

appointment of a Lutheran preacher and the

erection of a Protestant school. He called the

Jesuits to his aid; in 1571 they started a school
and the next year a college. The chapter were
much annoyed by the privileges granted to the

newoomere, and as a movement hostile to the abbot
grew, Protestant princes took a hand. As selfish

motives actuated the chapter and the gentry, so

they played a part with the Landgrave of Hesse,

who joined the Elector of Saxony and the Margrave
of Brandenburg-Ansbach (Oct., 1573) in sending
an embassy to demand the expulsion of the Jesuits

and the abandonment of anti-Protestant measures.
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The demands did not move the abbot, though they
strengthened his opponents; a formal alliance was
made between the chapter and the gentry. Bal-

thazar gained time by politic delays, and found
support from his fellow Catholics; the Curia and
Duke Albert of Bavaria sought to influence the

emperor in his favor. After some hesitation,

Maximilian took his side, and rebuked the princes

(Feb., 1574) for their interference. Dissensions

sprang up between the allies; and the chapter
finally made peace with their abbot. He proceeded
more diligently than ever to assert his jurisdiction

and to keep down the new faith. In 1576 the three

classes joined once more in opposition, and this

time the chapter were willing to consider the depo-

sition of their chief. Bishop Julius of Wdrzburg
was destined as his successor, and justified the part

he played as the only means of saving Roman
Catholicism in the district. He promised religious

freedom to the country gentry, while refusing it

to the towns, and observance of all the rights, both
of the gentry and the chapter—practically the

restoration of the conditions previous to 1570.

Balthazar was in Hammelburg, supervising the

restoration of Catholicism there, which had been
previously unsuccessful. On June 20 the forces

of his opponents entered the town, followed the

next day by Bishop Julius. They numbered about
200 horsemen, and Balthazar had made no pro-

vision for defense. On the 23d he was forced to

abdicate; compensation in both money and bene-

fices was offered to him, on condition that he would
write to the emperor and other princes, assiuing

them that the proceedings had been freely agreed

to by him. A few days later, Julius was formally

chosen administrator of Fulda. But it was not
possible long to conceal the real facts. The em-
peror inunediately addressed a stem mandate to

Julius, annulling the agreement, and Balthazar
recalled his forced consent. Julius lost the sup-

port of the Roman Catholic princes when the facts

were known, and the Protestants had little confi-

dence in him. Long legal proceedings followed.

The Diet of Regensburg provided a temporary
administrator, who was, however, a vassal of the

Bishop of WOrzburg. Yet from 1570 onward
Catholicism made steady progress, largely through
the tireless labors of the Jesuits, which Balthazar,

living at Bieberstein near Fulda, supported to the

extent of his power. To him also was owing the

erection of a seminary at Fulda in 1584. When,
therefore, in 1602 the final decision was rendered

in his favor, his return in December met with no
opposition from the new generation, and the Coun-
terreformation made stilly more rapid strides

during the remaining four years of his activity,

until at his death the Roman Catholic faith was
restored in practically the whole district, with the

exception of the country gentry. This earliest

case of the successful resistance of a minority to

the Reformation had a great importance as showing
what could be done and inspiring the Catholic

party to take the offensive in reconquering territory

which they seemed to have lost. Wal/tbr Gostz.

BiBUOOBArar: Komp, FUrsUibi BaUKamr von FuUa und
dU ShfUnbeUion von 1676, in Hittoritdirjtolitudis BUU-

Ur, Ivi, 1865 (oontaina rich ooUeetion of souroes); H.
EgloflFstein, FiirMtabt BaUhamr wm Dembach und dU
kaAoliaehe Reatauration im HoduHfU Ftdda, 1670-1606,
Munich, 1800; H. Moriti. Dm WahL Rudolf9 Il,derRoieh^
tag tu RegenAvrg und die Freiatellunosbeweguno, pp. 26,
347, 411 sqq.. Marburg. 1895; K. SchellhaBB. NuntuMturU-
riehtg, iii, 3, Berlin. 1896; W. E. Schwari, NunHaiurkorm-
pondong OropporM, Paderbom, 1898.

BALTIMORE COUNCILS: A name given to

ten assemblies of the Roman Catholic Church in

the United States held during the nineteenth cen-

tury. The first independent episcopal see of the
Church created in the American Republic was that

of Baltimore (erected in 1790), and the same dio-

cese was made the first metropolitan see of the
United States in 1808. On account of this priority

in point of time the archdiocese of Baltimore en-
joys a quasiprimatial dignity conferred upon (it

by the pope, and hence that city has been the plaice

of meeting of the various assemblies of the Ameri-
can hierarchy. The first of these assemblies was
held under the presidency of Most Rev. James
Whitfield, fourth archbishop of Baltimore, in Oct.,

1829. This council and the six following ones,

held respectively in 1833, 1837, 1840, 1843, 1846,

and 1849, belong to the category designated canou"

ically as provincial councils; i.e., assemblies of all

the bishops of a territory known as an ecclesiastical

province, and presided over by the metropolitan

or archbishop. Three other Baltimore Councils

(held in 1852, 1866, and 1884) are called plenary

or national, by which is meant an assembly of i^
the bishops of a country, convoked and presided

over by the primate or some other dignitary com-
missioned thereto by the pope. At the time of the

first council, the province of Baltimore was the only

one in the United States, comprising, besides its

own see, the sees of Boston, New York, Bardstown
(Kentucky), Charleston, and Cincinnati, and only
the incumbents of these dioceses with their coad-

jutors constituted the voting members of the coun-

cil. The decrees drafted were thirty-seven in

number, and they were confirmed by a papal
rescript of Oct. 16, 1830. They embody the earliest

attempt at a uniform legislation in church matters

in the United States, and they deal with the most
urgent needs of a time when church forces were
scattered and without organization. Thus, among
other things, means are taken to regularise the

credentials and the ministrations of the small

number of available clergy, and to obviate the

abuses arising from lay interference in ecclesiastical

matters, particularly that known as " trusteeism."

The Douai version of the English Bible was recom-
mended, and various regulations were formulated

with reference to the administration of the sacra-

ments, because in the generally prevailing drcum-
stanoes, it was impossible to carry out in full the

prescriptions of the Roman ritu^. The six su^
ceeding councils, which continued to frame, as

circumstances required, the local canonical legis-

lation of the Roman Catholic Church in the United

States, were similar in purpose, form of procedure,

and general results.

The First Plenary Council of Baltimore was held

in May 1852, and was presided over by Arch-

bishop Kenrick, who had been appointed to that
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function by Pope Pius IX. There were present

six archbiflhope and twenty-four bishops with a
large number of theologians and canonists, who
acted as consultors. The decrees of the former
councils of Baltimore were oonfinned and extended
to all parts of the country; certain enactments
were made concerning the canonical administra-

tion of dioceses, the publication of marriage banns,
the establishment of ecclesiastical seminaries, etc.

The councQ suggested to the Roman authorities

the erection of a metropolitan see in San Frandsoo
and the establishment of ten new dioceses in vari-

ous parte of the countiy. The suggestion was acted
upon by Pius IX who confinned the decrees of the
council by a rescript dated Sept. 26, 1852.

The Second Plenary Council of Baltimore was
held in Oct., 1866, under the presidency of the
Most Rev. M. J. Spalding, archbishop of Baltimore;
there were present seven archbishops, thirty-eight

bishops, three mitered abbote, and 120 theologians.

The motives for calling the council and the topics

discussed were in the main the same as those per-

taining to the previous assemblies, but in particular

it was deemed useful, " at the dose of the great

national crisis which had acted as a dissolvent upon
all sectarian ecclesiastical organisations, to reaffirm

solemnly the bond of union existing between the
Catholics of all parte of the republic, and to deliber-

ate on the measures to be adopted in order to meet
the new phase of national life which the result of

the war had just inaugurated." Besides, it was
felt to be an urgent duty on the part of the heads
of the Church to discuss the future stetus of the
newly emancipated yet veiy dependent negro.

Among the resulte of the council may be men-
tioned the erection of ten new dioceses and the
drafting of a scheme for the selection of bishops,

which, having been approved in Rome, remained in

force imtil amended in the Third Plenary Council.

This last and most important of the Baltimore
Councils was held Nov. 9-Dec. 7, 1884, under the

presidency of the Most Rev. James Gibbons, who
had been appointed to that office by Pope Leo XIII.

The number of prelates who took part in the council

was fourteen archbishops, sixty bishops, five visit-

ing bishops from Canada and Japan, seven mitered
abbote, one prefect apostolic, eleven monsignors,

eighteen vicars-general, twenty-three superiors of

religious orders, twelve rectors of ecclesiastical

seminaries, and ninety theologians. The object of

the council was to provide efficient means of organ-

isation for the needs of the rapidly growing Church
of the United Stetes, and to prepare the way for

the gradual introduction of the more useful el&-

mente of canon law into the administration of

religious affairs in this country. The decrees of the

council, which were approved by Pope Leo, Sept.

10, 1885, comprise eleven tittUi or sections, and
each one of these is divided into several chapters.

This body of legislation touches successively upon
the prerogatives and duties of bishops and the

inferior members of the clergy, on divine worship,

the administration of the sacramente, the training

of the clergy, Catholic schools, ecclesiastical courto,

church property, ete. Since the promulgation of

these decrees in 1885 they constitute the norm of

ecclesiastical law as applied within the jurisdiction

of the Roman Catholic Church in the United States.

Jamss F. Dribcoll.

Bibuoobapbt: Concilia pmoineUdia BaUimori htAiia ab
anno 1899 uaquM ad annum 1840, Baltimore. 1842: Con-
eilitim pUnanum totitu Ammiea oepienirionaliB fadmnOm
hahitum anno 185t, ib. 1863; ConcOu vUnarii Baltimo-
nnoU II. acta ct dccrtia, ib. 1868. 2d ed., 1877; Third PUn-
ary CouneU of BaUimore, 1884, New York, 1885; M«nu>-
rial VoUmnB of the Third Plenary Counea of BaUiman,
Baltimore, 1865; Ada et decroia concUii pLenarii BalU-
moronoU, ib. 1886; J. O. Shem^HicL of Oia Catholic Churd^
in the United Stateg, vole, iii-iv. New York. 1892; T.
O'Gorman, American Church Hietary Seriee, iz, 340 aqq..
New York, 1805.

BALTUS, bdl'^tas', JEAN FRAN9OIS: French
Jesuit; b. at Mets June 8, 1667; d. at Reims, as

librarian of the college. Mar. 19, 1743. He joined
the Jesuits in 1682, and taught in several schools in

France; became censor of books in Rome, 1717.

He distinguished himself by a niunber of Uterary
and theological works, of wl^ch the most important
are, lUponse & rhiataire des oracles de Af. de Fon-
tenelU (2 vols., Strasburg, 1707; Eng. trand.,

London, 1708), in which he maintains that the

ancient oracles were not mere frauds on the part

of the priests, but utterances under demoniacal
influence; and IMfenae des Saints Phres accusis

de plaUmisme (Paris, 1711), in which he vindicates

the originality of the Fathers and their complete
independence of the ancient philosophy.

BALTZER, JOHAim BAPTISTA. See Hmas,
Gbobo.

BALUZB, ba'IOs', EnEHNE: Roman Catholic

canonist and historian; b. at Tuile {Tutela Lemo-
vicum, 45 m. s.s.e. of Limoges), in Limousin, France,

Nov. 23, 1630; d. at Paris June 28, 1718. He be-

longed to a family of famous jurists and studied

first with the Jesuits at Tulle. In 1646 he was
sent to Toulouse, where he remained till 1654,

attending the philosophical lectures at St. Martial,

the Jesuit college there. While still in school he
showed an inclination for old parchments and
historical documents. As his father made him
study civil law, he could only devote himself in

secret to his favorite studies in the library of Charies

of Montchal, bishop of Toulouse. Exceptional

acumen and persevering application made his

critical method a safe one and he soon became
known among the scholars of his time. His studies

made it necessary for him to become either a monk
or a priest, or to enter the service of some eccle-

siastical dignitary. He received the tonsure and
looked for a patron, whom he found in the successor

of Montchal, Peter of Marca, afterward archbishop

of Paris, who also showed him how to utilise has

extensive historical studies for the canon and
civil law. After Marca's death (1652) different

bishops and archbishops tried to attach him to

themselves. For a short time he remained with
the Archbishop of Auch, and Le Tellier, the chan-

cellor, who appointed him canon of Reims. In

1667 the minister J. B. Colbert made him his

librarian, and Baluse occupied this position until

compelled to resign by advanced age after thirty-

three years' service. He collected himdreds of

documents from abbeys and monasteries and copied
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a large number. In 1707 Louis XIV appointed
him inspector of the ColUge royal, where he had
been professor of canon law since 1689. In this

position he corresponded and had personal inter-

course with scholars of different countries. A
history of the house of Auvergne, which he edited

during this time with the help of Cardinal Bouillon,

obliged him to leave Paris after the flight of his

ambitious protector (1710). Though eighty years of

age, Baluze was obliged to go from place to place

and finally settled at Orleans, where he remained
till 1713. The family of Bouillon being received

again by the king after the Peace of Utrecht, Baluze
was able to return to Paris. Deprived of all means,
he was obliged to devote himself entirely to literary

activity, and he died without completing his history

of Tulle. He wrote: Regum Francorum capUu-
laria (1677; new edition by de Chiniac, 3 vols.,

fol., 1780); EpiatolcB Innocentii papcB III (1682);

ConcUiorum nova coUectio (1683, fol.); VitcB pajxi-

rum Avcnitmensium (1693); Historia Tutdensis

(1717); Cypriani opera (1726); Bibliotheca Baluzi-

ana (1719); MUceUanea (7 vols., 1677-1713).

G. Bonbt-Maurt.

Biblioobapbt: Hib autobiosntphy ia in tha Bibliotheca

Balunana, Pwib, 1719. Consult L. E. Du Pin, Biblu>tlUque

deM auteun eedUioMtique; xix, 1-6, 47 Tola., Paris, 1686-
95; Niceron, MSmoirta, i, 459-471; Vitrac. £loo9 de
Baltue, ib. 1777; M. Deloche, 6. Baluee, ea vie ei 9e$

auvree, ib. 1856; L. Delisle, Le Cabinet dee manuacritade la

BiUiothique NaHonale, i, 364-367, 445-475, ib. 1868;
BuUetin de la eociiU dee Uttree de la Ccrrkxe, iii (1881), 93
and 457. iv (1882), 513. (1883), 160, vi (1884), 645, ix

(1887), 100-163, X (1888); A. Lefrano, Hietoire du Coin

Uqo de France, Paris, 1893; E. Faga, j£. Bahiae, ea vie,

9ee ouvnvM, eon exile, ea difenae, ib. 1899.

BAMBERG, BISHOPRIC OF: A see founded

in 1007 by King Heniy II in the city {civitas

Papinberc) which Otho II had given to Henry's

father, Duke Henry of Bavaria, in 973. As
Henry II had no children, his idea was to leave

this possession to God, at the same time aiding

in the final conquest of paganism in the district.

But the territory of the Wends on the upper Main,

the Wiesent, and the Aisch had belonged to the

diocese of Wdrzburg since the organization of the

Middle German bishoprics by St. Boniface, so that

no new diocese could be erected without the con-

sent of the occupant of that see. He raised no
objection to parting with some of his territory,

especially as the king promised to have Wiirzburg

raised to an archbishopric and to give him an
equivalent in Meiningen. The consent of Pope
John XVII was obtained for this arrangement,

but the elevation of Wiirzburg to an archbishopric

proved impracticable, and its bishop withdrew

his consent. The king persisted, however, and had
the erection of the new diocese confirmed at the

great Synod of Frankfort, subsequently naming
his chancellor, Eberhard, the first bishop. [The

next seven bishops were named by the emperors,

after which free canonical election was the rule.

Eberhard's immediate successor, Suidger of Mors-

leben, became pope in 1046 as Clement II. At the

beginning of the thirteenth century the diocese

graidually became a territorial principality, and its

bishops took secular precedence next alter the

L—28

archbishops. The fortieth bishop, George III of

Liimburg (1505-22), was inclined toward the Refor-
mation, which caused a violent social outbreak
under his successor Weigand (1522-^56), and the
city suffered severely in the Margraves' War
(1552-54), as well as in the Thirty Years' War,
when it was placed under the jurisdiction of Ber-
nard, the new Duke of Franconia. At the Peace of

Westphalia (1648), the bishops recovered their

possessions; but these were overrun by the French
revolutionary armies, and in 1802 annexed to Ba-
varia. From 1808 to 1817 the diocese was vacant];

but by the Bavarian Concordat of the latter year
it was made an archbishopric, with WQrzburg,
Speyer, and Eichstftdt as suffragan sees. The pres-

ent diocese comprises Upper Franconia and the
northern half of Middle Franconia.

(A. Hauck.)

Bxbuoorapht: Adalbert, VUa Heinriei, ed. 0. H. Perti, in
MOH, Script., iv (1841). 787 aqq.; A. U»8ermann. Epie-
copatue Bambergeneie, Blaiae, 1802; P. Jaff^, Monumenta
Bambergeneia, Berlin, 1809; KL, i. 1916-28 (very full);

J. Looahorn, Oeechiekie dee Bietume Bamberg, 6 voIb.,

Munich, 1886-19(X) (an exhauative history); Hauck, KD,
iii. 418-428.

BAMPTON LECTURES: A series of eight lec-

tures or sermons instituted at the University of

Oxford by the Rev. John Bampton, M.A., of Trin-

ity College, Canon of Salisbury (b. 1689; d. 1751),

who left his entire estate for the purpose. By the

terms of the founder's will they shall be preached

on Sunday mornings in Term, " between the com-
mencement of the last month in Lent Term [the

day before Palm-Simday] and the end of the third

week in Act Term [the day before Whitsunday

—

the Saturday after the first Tuesday in July, or

later, if continued by Congregation], upon either of

the following subjects—^to confirm and establish

the Christian Faith, and to confute all heretics and
schismatics—^upon the divine authority of the holy

Scriptures
—

^upon the authority of the writings of

the primitive Fathers, as to faith and practise of

the primitive Church—^upon the Divinity of our

Lord and Savior Jesus Christ—^upon the Divinity

of the Holy Ghost—upon the Articles of the Chris-

tian Faith, as comprehended in the Apostles' and
Nicene Creeds.'' The publication of the lectures

is obligatory. The lecturer is chosen by the heads

of colleges and must be at least a master of arts of

Oxford or Cambridge; no one can be selected a

second time. The first course was given in 1780;

since 1895 lectures have been suspended in alter-

nate years because of diminution in the income

provided by the endowment fund. At present the

estate produces £120 to each lecturer.

A list of lecturers and mibjects is given in The Hie-

lorioal Regieter of the Univereity of Oxford (Oxford,

1900); also, down to 1893. in J. F. Hunt. Literature of

Theology (New York, 1896); the continuation from the

latter date is as follows:

1894. Rev. John Richardson Illincworth, Pereonality,

Human and Divine, pp. xv. 274« 8vo, London, Macmillan,

1895.

1896. Very Rev. Thomas Banks Strong, Chrieiian

Efhiee, pp. xxvii, 388, 8vo, London, Longmans, 1896.

1897. Rev. Robert Lawrence Ottley, Aepeete of the Old

Teetament, pp. xix, 448, 8vo, London, Longmans. 1897.

1899. Rev. William Ralph Inge, Chriatian Myaticiem,

pp. XV, 380, 8vo, London, Methuen, 1899.
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1901. Rer. Archibald Roberiaon, B^omum Dti, pp, sdz.

402, 8to, London, Methuen. 1901.

1903. R&T. WiUinm Holden Button, The tnfhmtm cf
ChruHamity upon NaUonal Charaeler, iUuairaimi by A«
Live§ and LegmtU of As BngliA SainU, pp. xIt, 12, 88&,
8vo. London. Wells, Q*rdner. Darton A Co., 1903.

1906. Rev. Fredoriek WiUiam BuMell. ChriMtuui The-
oi/ogy and Social FragrtM, London, Methuen, 1907.

BAN: In the civil law of the old Gennan Em-
pire, a declaration of outlawry; in the twelfth cen-

tury adopted by the church bb the common name
for a declaration of excommunication (q.v.}«

BANCROFT, RICHAKD : Archbishop of Ganter-

bury; b. at Famworth, Lancashire, 1544; d. in

Lambeth Palace, London, Nov. 2, 1610. He was
educated at Cambridge (B.A., 1567; D.D., 1585),

was made rector of Teversham, near Cambridge,

1576, and rose steadily till he became Bishop of

London in 1597 and Archbishop of Canterbury in

1604. He was a Hig^-churchman, asserting that

the episcopal authority is based upon a divine right,

and most violently opposed to the Puritans, whDm
he often attacked in Ids sennons. As president of

the Convocation, he presented for adoption the

Book of Canons now in force, and as Archbishop
he was " the chief overseer ** of the authorized ver-

sion of the Bible, which he had opposed as a Puri-

tan proposition at the Hampton Court Conference

(1604). His literaiy remains are unimportant.

BANES, ba''n^, DOMINGO: Spanish theologian;

b. either at Mondragon (65 m. s.e. of Bayonne,
France), Biscaya, or at Valladolid Feb. 28, 1528;

d. at Medina del Campo Oct. 21, 1604. He studied

at Salamanca; joined the Dominicans 1544; lec-

tured on theology at Avila, Alcala, Valladolid, and
Salamanca. At Avila he became the confessor of

St. Theresa and remained her friend till his death.

He was one of the greatest of the expounders and
defenders of Thomism (see Thomji^ Aquinas,
Saint) and contributed much to the condemnatiaQ
of Molina. His chief work was his commentary on
the Summa theologicB of Thomas Aquinas (4 vols.,

Salamanca, 1584-94).

BANGORIAN CONTROVERST.
Benjamin.

See HoADLET,

BANES, JOHN SHAW: English Wesleyan; b.

at Sheffield Oct. 8, 1835. He was educated at

King Edward's School, Birmingham, and, after

being a missionary in southem India from 1850

to 1864, was a minister of his denomination in

Plymouth, Dewsbury, London, Manchester, and
Glasgow until 1880. Since the latter year he
has been professor of theology in Headin^ey Col-

lege, Leeds. He was president of the Wesleyan
Conference in 1902, and has written Three Indian

Heroes : Missionary, Statesman, Soldier (London,

1874); Martin Luther, the Prophet of Germany
(1877); Our Indian Empire, its Rise and Orowth

(1880); Manual of Christian Doctrine (1887);

Scripture and its Witnesses, Outlines of Christian

Evidence (1896); The Tendencies of Modem The-

ology (1897); Development of Doctrine in the Early

Church (189i9); Development of Doctrine from the

Early Middle Ages to the Reformation (1901), in

addition to translating F. A. Philippi's " Commen-

tary on St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans " (2 vols.,

Edinburgh, 187&-79); D. G. Monrad's " The
Worid of Prayer " (London, 1879); and I. A. Dar-
ner's " System of Christian Doctrine " (in collab-

oration with A. Cave, 4 vols., Edinburgh, 1880-

82), as well as a number of less important Gennan
theological works.

BANKS, LOUIS ALBERT: Methodist Eiusco-
palian; b. at Comwallis, Ore., Nov. 12, 1855. He
was educated at Philomath Collie, Philomath,
Ore., and Boston University, but <Hd not take a
degree. He has held pastorates at the Hall Street

Church, Portland, Ore., Vancouver and Seattle,

Wash., Bois^ City, Ida., Trinity Church, Oncin-
nati, O., First Church, Cleveland, O., Hanson
Place Church, Brooklyn, N. Y., St. John's Church
and First Church, Boston, Mass., Grace Church,
New York City, and Trinitjr Church, Denver, CoL
He was Prohibition candidate for governor of Mas-
sachusetts in 1893, and is now an evangelist for

the American Antisaloon League. In theology

he is an orthodox Methodist. He has written The
People's Christ (Boston, 1891); The WkUe Sltms
(1892); The Revival Quiver (1893); Anecdotes and
Morals (New York, 1894); Common Folks* Rdigion
(Boston,. 1894); Honeycomb of Life (New Yoik,

1895); Heavenly Trade Winds (1895); The Christ

Dream (1896); Christ and kis Friends (1896);
Paul and his Friends (1896); The Saloon-Keeper's

Ledger (1896); The Fisherman and kis Friends

(1897); Seven Times around Jericho (1897); Hero
Tales from Sacred Story (1897); The Christ Broth-

erhood: Heroic Personalities (1898); The Unez-
pected Christ (1898); Immortal Hymns and Their

Story (Qeveland, 1898); Sermon Stories for Bays
and Girls (New York, 1898); Immortal Songs of

Camp and Field (Qeveland, 1899); The Great Sin-

ners of the Bible (New York, 1899); A Year's Prayer
Meeting Talks (New York, 1899); Chats with Young
Christians (Qeveland, 1900); David and his Friends

(New Yoric, 1900); The Lord's Arrows (1900);

Fresh Bait for Fishers of Men (Qeveland, 1900);

Poetry and Morals (New York, 1900); Hidden
Wells of Comfort (1901); The Great Saints of the

Bible (1901); Unused Rainbows (Chicago, 1901);

The Motherhood of God (1901); The King's Slew-

ards (New York, 1902); Life of Rev. T. DeWiU Tal-

mage, D.D, (1902); Youth of Famous Americans

(1902); Windows for Sermons (1902); The Healmg
of Souls (1902); The Great Portraits of the Bible

(1903); Soul-Winning Stories (1903); Thirty-<me

Revival Sermons (1904); The Religious Life of Far
mous Americans (1904); and Great Promises of the

Bible (1905).

BANNS: A public announcement of an intended

marriage, made in church during service. The
word is a plural of ban, meaning an authoritative

proclamation. The singular in the modem sense

occurs in the fifteenth century; since then the

plural only is found. Banns really have no con-

nection either with the professiones of the early

Church, alluded to by Ignatius and Tertullian, or

with the provision made in the Carolingian capitu-

lary of 802 for investigation by the clergy and

seniores in order to avoid incestuous marriages.
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The public announcement seems to have become
customary first in France, then in England (where
the Syncd of Westminster, 1200, decreed that no
marriage should be contracted without banns
thrice published in the church), and were pre-

scribed for the whole Church by Innocent III in the
Lateran Council of 1215. According to the pro-

visions of the Council of Trent the proclamation
must be made in the place of residence* of both
parties on three consecutive Sundays or feasts of

obligation. The bishop may dispense from this

rule, and in case of need the parish priest may dis-

regard it; in any case its observance does not
affect the validity of the marriage. The evangel-

ical churches of Gennany retained this custom, as

involving investigation of possible impedunents

and intercession of the congregation for the couple,

and most secidar laws, where marriage in church
is required, have also sanctioned it, as a prelim-

inary to ecclesiastical marriage. [In the Church of

England the Prayer-book requires the publication

of banns on three successive Sundays, after the
second lesson at morning or evening prayer. This
may be avoided by the prociiring of a special licence

from the Archbishop of Canterbury. In the United
States banns are published only in the Roman
Catholic Church and certain minor denominations.]

(E. FfUSDBEBOO
Bibuoobapht: Bingham, Origine; book xxii, chap, ii, § 2;

E. Mart^oe, De atUiquu §oduia ritibu9, book ii, chap,
iz, art. Y, 3 toLb., Antwerp, 1736-^7; J. Fesaler, Der
Kvxhtrbann und Mine Folgen, Vienna, 1862; Bchillinc
Der Kirehenbann naeh kanonuAen Reehi, Leipeic, 1860.

I. Biblical Dootrine.
1. Origin and Praotiae.

2. Significanoe of Chriatian Bap-

II. Church Doctrine.

1. Patristic Teaching.
Primitive Period (§1).
Fourth Century (§ 2).

Augustine ({ 3).

2l Roman Catholic and Eastern
Teaching.

Scholasticism and Later Roman
Catholicism ((1).

The Eastern Church (§ 2).

3. Teaching of the Reformers.
Lutheran ({ 1).

Reformed (§ 2).

Modem Developments (| 3).

III. Liturgical Usage.
1. General Development to the Ref01^

mation.
Original Forms (§ 1).

The Subapostolic Age (S 2).

In TeriuIEan (§ 3).

Lines of Development (§ 4).

X. BiUical Doctrine.—1. Oridn and Practise:

Conybeare has tried to prove that the original text of

Matt, xxviiiy 19 did not contain the baptismal com-
mand or the Trinitarian formula, which were interpo-

lated, according to him, at the beginning of the third

century. But since the investigations of Riggen-

bach, the ordinary reading may be considered the

original. Jesus, however, can not have given his

disciples this Trinitarian order of baptism after his

resurrection; for the New Testament knows only

baptism in the name of Jesus (Acts ii, 38; viii, 16;

xix, 5; Gal. iii, 27; Rom, vi, 3; I Cor. i, 13-16),

which still occurs even in the second and thiid

centuries, while the Trinitarian formula occurs

only in Matt, xxviii, 19 and then only again Didache
vii, 1 and Justin, Apoi., i, 61. It is imthinkable

that the Apostolic Church thus disobeyed the ex-

press command of the Lord, which it otherwise

considered the highest authority. Occurrences
like those of Acts xix, 1-7 ought to have shown
that the prescribed formula of baptism could not
have been shortened to "the name of the Lord
Jesus," if the character of baptism was to be re-

tained as commanded. Judging from I Cor. i,

14-17, Paul did not know Matt, xxviii, 19; other-

wise he could not have written that Christ had sent

himnot to baptise, but to preach the gospel. More-

BAPTISM.
2. Development of the Ritual in Vari-

ous Parts of the Church.
Syria (§ 1).

Asia Minorand Constantinople (§2).
Egypt and Ethiopia (S 3).

Rome (§ 4).

Spain and Africa (S 6).

Milan and North Italy (§ 6).

Gaul (§ 7).

8. The Baptismal Service in the Refor-
mation Churches.

Three Main Types (§ 1).

Later Development (} 2).

4. The Minister of Baptism.
& The Time for Baptism.
6. The Place of Baptism.
7. Sponsora.

IV. Disoosrioa of Controverted Points.
1. The Arsument against the Neces-

sity of Immersion.
Immersion, even if the Original

Form, a Circumstantial Detail

(ID.
The Aposiolie Practise not Certain

(§ 2).

Philological Considerations (| 8).

Archeological Considerations ({ 4).

Considerations from Symbolism
(§6).

The Mode of Applying the Water
Unessential ({ 6).

2. The Baptism of Infants.

Arguments against Infant Baptism
(5 1).

Arguments in Reply (§ 2).

Origin of Infant Baptism (§ 3).

Patristic Testimony (§ 4).

The Schoolmen and the Reforma-
tion Period (§ 5).

8. The Baptist Position Concerning
Immersion and Infant Baptism.

True Baptism a Burial in Water
(§1).

The Testimony of Csrprian (| 2).

Origin of Affusion (§ 3).

The Argument from Symbolism
(§4).

Objections to Infant Baptism
(l«. .

over, had it been known at the Apostolic Council,

the missionary spheres could not have been so

separated that Peter was recognized as the apostle

of the circumcision, Paul and Barnabas as apostles

of the heathen (Gal. ii, 7-8); rather would the

original apostles have claimed the universal apos-

tolate for themselves. Finally, the distinctly

liturgical character of the fonnida Matt, xxviii, 19

is strange; it was not the way of Jesus to make
such formulas. Nevertheless this baptismal com-
mand contains the elements which constitute

Christian baptism; for the activity of the Son in

baptism implies the immediate cooperation of the

Father; and from the beginning Christian baptism
has been considered the mediating agency of the

Holy Spirit, Therefore while the formal authen-

ticity of Matt, xxviii, 19 must be disputed, it must
still be assumed that the later congregations recog-

nised as the will of their Lord that which they

experienced as the effect of baptism and traced it

back to a direct word of Jesus.

If Matt, xxviii, 19 can not be considered as a
baptismid command, we have no direct word of

Jesus which institutes baptism; for Mark xvi, 16

belongs to the spurious appendix of the Gospel and

is dependent upon Matt, xxviii, 19. But from the

verybeginninij the (lliristian Church has universally
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practised baptism (Acts ii, 38; viii, 36, 38; x, 48;

I Cor. xii, 13; Gal. ill, 27; £ph. iv, 5; John iii, 5),

and must therefore have been convinced that it

was acting according to the will of the Lord. The
origin of baptism may perhaps be explained as

follows: the word of Jesus in Acts i, 5 repeats John
the Baptist's prophecy of spiritual baptism (Mark
i, 8). Moreover, the farewell discourses in John
and the expression epangelia tou pneumatoSfWYdch
occurs like a technical term in Acts ii, 33; Gal. iii,

14; Eph. i, 13, postulate an utterance of Jesus

concerning the gift of the Spirit to the disciples.

But Jesus had spoken of baptism as a symbol of

the gift of the Spirit. Being filled with the Spirit

was for him the antitype of the baptism of John.
When the disciples, after the completion of the Mes-
sianic work, took up again the baptismal rite which
they had formerly practised at his command (John
iii, 22; iv, 1, 2) as a preparation for admission into

the Messianic congregation, and the Holy Spirit

descended upon the baptized, they came to the

conviction that they were acting according to the

will of their Master and now combined the above-
mentioned words concerning the Spirit and Chria-

tian baptism. Christian baptism has its real root

in the baptism of John, not in the sphere of mys-
terious initiations and lustrations of Greek religious

societies, or in the great wave of Babylonian bap-
tism which poured over the civilised countries of

that time from the East.

2. Siffniiloance of Christian Baptiam: The Greek
phrase baptizein en or epi tOi onomaH lesou means
that the act of baptism takes place ¥rith the utter-

ance of the name of Jesus; baptizein eis to orwma
iHou means that the person baptized enters into

the relation of belonging to Christ, of being his

property. All three formulas are alike in so far as
the baptized are subjected to the power and
efficacy of Jesus, who is now their Lord. Accord-
ing to Paul (Rom. vi, 1-11; Col. ii, 11, 12; Gal.

iii, 26, 27; I Cor. xii, 13; vi, 11; Eph. v, 26; Tit.

iii, 5), baptism secures purification from sins, the

putting off of the sinful body of the flesh, morti-

fication of sin, renewal of life, regeneration, the

power of the Holy Spirit, communion with the
life of Christ, incorporation into the mystical body
of Christ, the Church. Everywhere baptism is

represented as the mediating agency of real objec-

tive effects, with God as their cause, and not as a
merely symbolical act. Paul's teaching on baptism
is not a transition from pagan cults, but his mystical

doctrine concerning Christ and the Spirit are to be
explained from his religious experience, which he
objectifies in a manner conditioned by the history

of his time. The Book of Acts does not contain

theological reflections on baptism like those of

Paul's epistles, but simple views of the congrega-

tions, and the connection with the baptism of

John is here plainer (Acts xxii, 16; ii, 38) than in

Paul. It is true, we find also in Acts the relation

of the gift of the Spirit to baptism (Acts ii, 38;

viii, 13-17; xix, 6; in ix, 17-18; x, 44-48 the gift

of the Spirit precedes baptism), but this connection

is looser than in Paul, and in some passages (viii,

13-17; xix, 6) it is only external. Baptism is

mentioned in the New Testament also in I Pet. iii.

21; Heb. x, 22; vi, 2; John iii, 5; xiii, 10. The

act was often performed immediately after the

recognition of the Messiahship of Jesus and the

decision to join the Messianic congregation with-

out further preparation (Acts ii, 41; viii, 38; ix.

18; X, 33-48; xvi, 33). A detailed baptismal

profession of faith was still wanting; but baptism
in the name of Jesus was equivalent to such a

profession. P. Feins.
IL Church Doctrine—l. PatrUtlo TtmrhiTir

The expressions of the Fathers on the subject are

very indefinite, the symbolical and realistic features

not clearly distinguished. It is perhaps not to be

taken seriously when Justin (/ Apol., Ixi) compares
regeneration by the water of baptism with natural

generation as its proper counterpart; but with

Tertullian speculation oonoeming the

I. Primitive general cosmic signification of the

Period, water, its inner natural relation to the

spirit of God (Gen. i, 2), goes so far

that he imdoubtedly thinks of some sort of real

connection of the Spirit with the water of baptian.

He probably imagines that the Holy Spirit after

the invocation of God makes his " fll>ode " in the

water {De bapUsmo, iii-v). But it is not dear

how God or the Spirit is supposed to act upon man
through the water or out of the water, how far

through the agency of the body or how far through
will and thought.

Since the eariiest days two ideaa have been

characteristic of the estimate of baptism—the
view that it forms the sure, and, as a rule, the only

entrance to the congregation of Christ and its

blessings, i.e., to salvation; and the belief that

while its effects may be lost, it can not be repeated.

To the former view there was only one exception,

the belief that martjrrdom, the baptism of blood,

could replace baptism with water. Baptism of

blood was even to be preferred in so far as it ad-

mitted directly and irrevocably into the heavenly

congregation of Christ. Why it was considered

impossible to repeat baptism with water is not

quite intelligible. It is certain, however, that this

view was soon felt to be a heavy biuden. The
more highly baptism was valued, the more was the

loss of its grace dreaded, and thus a tendency grew

up to postpone it to the end of life. None the l&ss

as early as the second century the custom developed

of baptizing children, if not infants in arms at least

those of " tender age " (see below, IV, 2). Ter-

tullian disapproved of this, being of the opinion that

baptism should be postponed to the period of a fuller

development. He is also the first to mention the

institution of sponsors (see below, UI, 7). All the

blessings of the Church are brought into connection

with baptism—^forgiveness of sins, renewal of life

(regeneration), reception of the Holy Spirit, proper

knowledge of God (" illumination *'), assurance of

eternal life (incorruptibility of soul and body). In

course of time, the different acts of baptism were

separated—the immersion in water from the

anointing and laying on of hands, which had been

added, it is uncertain how early. It was then

thought that immersion or ablution signified puri-

fication from sin, and the other acts equipment

with the Spirit and bestowal of eternal life. In
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practise, however, these theoretical distinctioDS

were never strictly kept apart. Tertullian re-

quired that as a rule only the bishop, or a presbyter

or deacon delegated by him, should perform the

act of baptism; only in case of necessity was a lay-

man authorized to perform it (De baptismo, xvii).

Cyprian goes so far as to say that a priest (aacerdoa)

" must " (aportet) " purify and hallow " the water
{Epist., Ixx, 1).

In the fourth century the doctrine of baptism

wais treated by Cyril of Jerusalem in his third

catechetical lecture (MPG, xxxiii, 425 sqq.)» by
Gregory Nazianzen in his " Discourse on Holy
Baptism " {Orat,, xl, MPG, xxxvi, 360 sqq.), and

by Gregory of Nyssa (" Greater

a. Fourtfa Catechetical Oration," xl, MPG, xlv,

Century. 101; and "Address to those who
Postpone Baptism," MPG, xlvi, 1).

Both Gregory of Nyssa and Gregory Nazianzen
desire an " early " baptism, at any rate no " pro-

crastinatioiL" Baptism is here spoken of as a
power of prime importance as an aid to man in

his temptations. It is so necessary that even a
child can not be saved without it. Gregory Na-
zianzen " recommends '' that a child shall be bap-
tized in the " third year of his life. ' That, in spite

of the opposition to which Tertullian witnesses,

baptism of children became soon more and more
a general custom, is evident from the fact that

Origen {" On Romans," bk. v) considers it an
apostolic /tradition. The motive for its enforce-

ment diners with different authors. In fact, the
general notions as to the meaning of baptism
vary so widely that there was evidently not yet
any recognized " church doctrine " in the strict

sense of the word. Not a few ideas from the anal-

ogous rites of pagan mysteries crept into the teach-

ing of theologians.

The first who developed a really dogmatic theory
of baptism was Augustine, under the stress of his

controversy with the Donatists (see Heretic
Baptism). His most important early

3. Augua- writing on the subject is the com-
tine* prehensive work De bapUamo contra

DoruUistaa libri vii (MPL, xliii), with
which may be coupled the smaller treatise De
unico baptiamo contra PeHlianum (ibid. ). He makes
a sharp distinction between aacramentum and rea

sacramentu It is possible, according to him, to
obtain the aacramentum ¥rithout the rea, the grace
of which the sacrament is a sign. He also taught
originally that one might obtain the rea without
the aacramentumf but later he abandoned this view,

at least in regard to baptism. The older he grew,
the more firmly he was convinced that baptism was
indispensable for salvation, since men could be
saved only within the Church, to which baptism
was the only entrance. It is true, he was thinking

in this coimection primarily of adults; but even in

their case he was of the opinion that God would be
gracious if by any chance a catechumen should die

without baptism by no fault of his own. Later,

however, he believed that even children dying un-
baptized could not be saved, although they would
meet only the smallest degree of condemnation
(cf. De peccatorum meriiia et remiaaione et de bap-

tiamo parvulorum libri Hi, MPL, xliv). In the

controversy with Pelagius, Augustine had fre-

quent occasion to devetop and justify his views on
the baptism of children (cf. especially his Epiat.

ad Dardanum, Epiat., dxxxvii, MPL, xxxiii). It

was Auguitine especially who developed the theory

that baptism had reference to original sin. It is

true he laid more emphasis originally on sin in

general than on original sin as the obstacle to be
removed by baptism. But the more the idea of

the baptism of children began to occupy his mind,

so much the more original sin became the central

point of his interest, coupled with the question

of the importance to be attached to faith in con-

nection with baptism. He taught not that the

children themselves had faith, but that the faith

of the Church benefited them. Since the Church
presents the children to God in baptism, making a
confession of faith in their stead, God grants them
real forgiveness and power for a real " conversion

of the heart " when they grow older (cf. especially

his Epiat. ad Bonifacium, Epiat, xcviii, MPL,
xxxiii). But at this point his views on predestini^

tion come in, and with them his distinctions within

the sacrament, according to which baptism does not
su£Sce for salvation if one is not predestined.

2. Soman Oatholic and Bastem Teaohinar: Scho-
lasticism on the whole only elaborated and systema-

tized the doctrine of Augustine (cf. Peter Lombard,
Sent,, IV, dist. iii-vii, and ThomasAqui-

I. Scholar- nBs,8umma, III, quest. Ixvi-lxxi). The
tidsm and views expressed in the Catechiamita

Later Ro- Romanua (part II, chap, ii) and in Bel-

man Cafhol- larmine's treatise De baptiamo {Diapur

idsm* tationea de controveraiia Chriatiance fidei,

II, ii, 1) rest upon the same basis.

It became customary among the scholastics to

explain the doctrine of the sacraments by the
distinction of the conceptions materia and forma.

Everything in the sacrament rests upon divine

institution and therefore can not be altered even
by the authority of the Church. The Church can
not abolish a sacrament, and is bound to observe
its matter and form, but may be assured of possess-

ing and transmitting everything that the sacrar

ment ought to contain and offer according to the
divine w9l. If matter and form are properly con-
nected, the sacrament produces its effects ex opere

operato. The matter of baptism is water only;

its form is the words, " I baptize thee in the name of

the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost."
In baptism all sins are forgiven, in the child original

sin, in adults actual sins also. With special

reference to original sin Thomas teaches that it is

taken away only reatu, i.e., in regard to its guilt

(which is great enough to exclude one from the
bliss of heaven), but not actu. The latter expres-

sion means that " concupiscence " still remains as

a " tinder " (fomea) from which at any moment
sin may be kindled into flame. Peter Lombard
emphasizes the idea that natural concupiscence is

"weakened." The Council of Trent (Seaaio V)
teaches that it is not sin in the proper sense. Real
conversion follows baptism, but rests partly upon
the grace which it bostows and which only needs
to be used by our free wiU. Great significance is
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attached to tbe teaching of Thomas especially oon-

oeming the " character " which baptism confers.

This iJso goes back to Augustine, who touches this

idea briefly in order to establish the validity of

the baptism of heretics. Baptism incorporates us

with Christ under all circumstances. It confers

the *' character " of belonging objectively to Christ,

to his "body/' the Church. This character is

indelible, and depends only upon the due adminis-

tration of the sacrament as to matter and form.

Thus baptism brings every one into actual contact

with the flow of grace emanating from Christ.

Whoever " interposes an obstacle " by not receiving

baptism in the subjectively right disposition (for

instance, as a heretic) does not experience this

immediate contact with grace as justification imtil

he subsequently removes the obstacle (as, in the

case supposed, by returning to the faith of the

Church). The character conferred in baptism
carries with it the right and capacity to receive

the other sacraments, and at the same time in-

volves the duty of obedience to the Church. In
practise it is the sacrament of penance which sub-

sequently makes the character of the baptized

heretic or hypocrite efficacious for salvation. On
the basis of its theoiy of character, the Roman
Church acknowledges '' in principle " the baptism
of Protestants, but practically is often in doubt
whether the Protestant Churches perform baptism
with due regard to matter and form. Converts

are thus, where any uncertainty exists, bi^tized

hypothetically with the form, " If thou art not

already baptised, I baptize thee," etc. In one

essential point scholasticL^m differed from Augus-
tine, at least from the Augustine of the later,

stricter period, by acknowledging not only the
" baptism of blood," but the '' baptism of the Holy
Spirit " or " of desire " as conveying grace. Ac-
cording to Peter Lombard and especially Thomas
Aquinas, an adult may even before baptism antic-

ipate in faith the effects of baptism upon the heart

(converaio in the proper sense); he may so effi-

caciously desire salvation as to be incorporated with

Christ merUaliier and possess the res sacramenti

without the sacrameniumf so that if he should die

suddenly, the votum sacramenti would be sufficient

to secure him salvation. The Roman Church still

denies salvation to unbaptized infants; the whole

tradition on that point was so firmly established

that scholasticism did not dare to think differently.

According to this doctrine unbaptized infants do
not go to hell, but they do not get into heaven;

they remain in a special place, the limbus infarUtum

(see LiMBUs).
Not much need be said of Eastern teaching in

medieval and modem times. The later Greek
mind seems to have found other " mysteries," not
indeed more important, but more interesting and
more in need of exposition. Of course, however,

this sacrament could not be omitted
3. The from the considerations of mystagogic
Eastern theology (q.v.). From the time of

Church. Cyril of Jenuualem and the pseudo-
Dionysius the baptismal ceremonies

have had their fixed place in these discussions; but
a much larger place is given, especially in the

Byzantine period, to the Eucharist. The most
exhaustive treatment of the subject after the Are-
opagite is that of Nikolaos Kabaailas, metropol-
itan of Thessalonica (d. 1371), particulariy in his

treatise "On Life in Christ." The Greeks em-
phasize the ideas of regeneration and illumination,

and conceive both under such aspects as are attain-

able by specific philosophical (Aristotelian) methods.
The notion of a new birth is carried through by
means of the terms " matter " and " form "; and
the doctrine of a transference from the kingdom
of darkness or sin into that of light or truth is

easily illustrated by the relation long supposed to

exist between darkness and matter, between light

and form or the true " idea " or image of God in

man. The conception of original sin was current

also among the later Greeks. The theologians of

the seventeenth oentuiy considered Protestant

views a corruption of the truth, which they found
in an imconditional realism as to the value of the

baptismal ceremony. Baptism to them is not
merely the forgiveness, but the abolition, the ex-

tinction, of sin—although it is sometimes hard to

seize the precise shade of meaning intended to be
conveyed by their rhetorical expressions. They
require, in opposition alike to Rome and to Prot-
estantism, a threefold immersion, althou^ the

Russian CJhureh has formally abandoned the prac^

tise of rebaptizing Westerns. They teach that

children dying without baptism can not be saveil,

although Mesoloras, for example, lays stress upon
the lightness of the penalty in their case.

8. Teaohincr ofthe Beformers: In order to un-
derstand correctly Luther's attitude toward bap-
tism, it is necessary to grasp his idea of grace, which
forms the central distinction between the conception
of the sacraments in Protestantism and Roman
Catholicism. Luther defined grace no longer in

the sense of divine power {virtw),

z. Lutheran, but as a sign or token of the divine

disposition—^in the older Latin sense

as the divine favor. He also considered baptism
necessary for salvation, believing unconditionally

in the command of Christ, Matt, xxviii, 19. He
did not seek for the reason of this command, for

its "necessity" in a rational sense, seeing in it

simply an expression of the love of Christ, who
desires to convince us through baptism of God's

favor and thereby to awaken '' faith " {fides in the

sense of fiducia). In baptism we experience the

actual bestowal of the favor of God, which, without

it, does not, or at least does not indubitably, descend

on man. Luther does not imderstand the necessity

of baptism for salvation in the sense that the grace

of GckI is included in the sacrament in an objective

sense, but that while one can not be entirely cer-

tain of grace without the sacrament, in virtue of it

one may be " always " assured of the grace of God
in faith. The preaching of the gospel addresses

itself too much to humanity in general; the sacra-

ment applies itself to the individual as such, and
thus gives him the assurance of grace, and in case

of doubt it is the only full guaranty that he is in

God's favor. Luther does not follow the Roman
idea of " character " as conferred by baptism, but

applies his new definition of grace to the oont^t
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of baptism in order to establish the fact that bap-
tism possesses validity for the whole life, validity

as a real offer of grace. He seeks in baptism nothing

but grace. Throughout the whole life that is

realized which God in baptism makes known to us

as his will through the signumf the act performed
by means of water. Luther's idea of baptism was
identical with his idea of the sacraments in general

—

that they make plain and confirm the " Word."
Like the Word, baptism can only be efficacious if

it finds faith or establishes faith by its power.
But in faith one can always look back on it, in

order to know that he possesses God's grace.

As in regard to Luther's view of the sacraments
in general, three periods may be distinguished in

his exposition of baptism, which, however, are

characterized by their mode of expression rather

than by a development of thought. From the
first period originated the '' Sermon on the Sacra-

ment of Baptism" (1519; " Works," Erlangen ed.,

xxi, 229-244). Here he distinguishes especially

between the " sign " and that which it " signifies,"

to establish the fact that it is faith which appro-
priates to man what the sign signifies. Immersion
in water in the name of God denotes death to sin

and resurrection to grace. The second period

begins in 1520 and is characterized especially by
the work De captivUate BabyUmica (" Works,"
Erlangen ed.. Opera varii argumenii, v, 55 sqq.).

Here he puts all the emphasis upon the " promise "

which the order of baptism contains. In reality,

the Word is everything in the sacrament, immersion
in the water is only the seal which confirms the

Word and makes it fully certain. In the third

period also, that of his controversy with the fanat-

ics, Luther emphatically proclaimed that the

Word is the principal thing in the sacrament. He
maintained, at times almost in the spirit of the

law, that baptism is based upon a " conmiand " of

Christ. On the other hand, he enthusiastically

pointed to the fact that through the Word the water
becomes a " divine, heavenly, sacred " element.

This must be understood in the same way as his

attribution of a divine character to parents and
authorities. In the last analysis he only wishes to

establish firmly and show plainly the unconditional

authority of baptism as a representation of the

divine will over us. His words are not to be under-

stood in the sense of a theosophical speculation.

To the last period belongs the Larger Catechism,

the treatise Van der Wiedertaufe, an zwei P/arr-

herm (1528; "Works," Erlangen ed., xxvi, 254

sqq.), and a niunber of sermons on baptism, espe-

cially that of 1535 (" Works," 2d Erlangen ed., xix).

Melanchthon's doctrine is identical with Luther's.

He Bays that God inscribes " by means of the water

his promise " in a certain sense " upon our bodies."

The Reformers were convinced that children must
be baptized in order to be saved; for on account of

original sin they also need pardoning and reno-

vating grace. But if baptism must awaken faith

in order to save the children, it was a great problem,

at least for Luther, whether that could really be

said to take place. He believed that it might, in

consideration of the almightiness of the Word of

God, which could even change the heart of the

impious, and a forHori could bring a child to faith.

The different representatives of Lutheranism dif-

fered in the form of their teachings concerning
baptism, especially the baptism of children, but
in the matter itself they agreed (cf. H. Heppe,
Dogmatik dea detUschen ProUHantiamua im 16,

Jahrhundertf iii, Gotha, 1857). In the orthodox
period of Lutheranism baptism was always imder-
istood as a kind of representation of the Word
{verhum visibile), in accordance with the statement
of the Apology of the Augsburg Confession (vii)

that the sacraments have no other content and
therefore no other effect than the Word. But the
doctrine was no longer sustained by the vivid

intuition of Luther. When he spoke of the Word,
he always had before his eyes the living personality

of Christ as the incarnate Word of God; he " saw "

in the Spirit how God graciously inclines to man.
For the theologians of the orthodox period, on the
other hand, the Word of God was simply the Bible,

and the sacrament a constituent part of the Word
because it represents a scriptural institution.

They were sure that it was an especially powerful
" word "; but they were no longer able to explain
in what its power consisted and how it produced its

effects. Quenstedt made regeneration and reno-

vation, including that of children, dependent upon
baptism. Regeneration was for him transposition

into the state of adoption which is brought about
by God's bestowing in baptism the power of faith

{vires credendi). Since the baptized person, in

virtue of this power, turns to God, he is also en-
abled to assume the vires operandi and to enter

thereby on the process of moral " renovation,"

which continues throughout the whole life.

Zwingli and Calvin also devoted much of their

thought to the question of baptism. Zwingli, who
became interested in it especially through the
Anabaptists, wrote several special treatises on it.

According to him, it is not the function of baptism
' to mediate grace, sLaoe that could be

2. Reformed, accomplished only internally and im-
mediately through the Spirit of God;

but baptism has its value as a means of setting

children apart for God, and as a sign for them that

they belong to the congregation of Christ and are

bound to his service. Calvin was influenced more
than any other Reformer by Augustine's distinction

of eacramentum and ree aacramentif because, like

Augustine, he always has predestination in mind,
especially in connection with the baptism of chil-

dren. In regard to the elect he believes, with
Luther, in a real "bestowal" or "sealing" of

grace through baptism. The sacrament signifies

for them the beginning of the development of the
" new life " in the Church. It is a peculiarity of

Calvin that he rejects private baptism. The other

Reformers hardly touched this subject; its position

was established from ancient times. But Calvin
thought that baptism, like all ecclesiastical func-

tions, was a matter of the ministerium ecdeeiaUi'

cum. A child, numbered among the elect, who
dies without baptism, suffers no harm in God's sight.

It is evident that Calvin counts baptism only among
the normal means of grace which bind the elect

to the Church, as they undergo their development
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on earth; but his reason can not be dearly seen.

The orthodox dogmaticians of the Reformed Church
continued the thoughts of Calvin (cf. A. Schweiser,

Die Olaubenalehre der evanffdUch-^eformirten Kirche,

Uf Zurich, 1847; H. Heppe, Doffmatik der evange-

lieehrreformirten Kirche, Elberfeld, 1861).

The age of pietism and rationalism showed no
interest in baptism. Schleiermacher (Der ckriet^

liche Olaube, §{ 136-138) treats bap-

3. Kodem tism as the solemn act of reception

Deyeiop- into the " community of believers,"

ments. in which alone the individual can
attain real communion ¥dth Christ.

Baptism of children, according to him, has no mean-
ing imless Christian education follows, and it is

oidy an " incomplete " baptism if it does not lead

to a later act of confession of faith (confirmation).

In the course of the nineteenth century the re-

awakened life of Lutheranism produced new, but
on the whole not healthy tendencies in the doc-
trine of baptism. Scheel distinguishes three tend-

encies. The first is one which tries to give to the

sacraments as a whole and to baptism especially a
special import apart from the Word. Some small

beginningB of this tendency may be noticed even in

the old orthodoxy, especially in the teachings of

Leonhard Hutter. In our modem time it is repre-

sented by Norwegian (Danish) and German Luther-
an theologians, among the former especially by
G. W. Lyng and Krogh-Tonning, among the lat-

ter chiefly by the Eriangen theologians Hftfling,

Thomasius, and others. Baptism is here explained

as a natural power of the spirit which by means of

the body renovates and " regenerates " the whole
man. Theoeophical speculations on the relation

of body and soul form the backgroimd of this theory.

Quite different w the second tendency, which is

represented especially by H. Cremer of Greifswald

and P. Althaus of Gdttingen. In opposition to the

former theory, the stress is here again laid upon
the Word in the sacrament. Here also baptism is

considered a bath of regeneration, but it is explained

as neither natural nor ** moral," but as purely

religious or " soteriological." Baptism is a " trans-

position " into a new life, into the real life. It is

assurance of grace, and as such salvation from the

judgment and death which we have deserved.

Its moral effects follow as a natural result of justi-

fication. Faith is produced in the degree in which
man becomes conscious of what God has done for

him and assured him in baptism. In the child

baptism denotes exactly the same thing as in

the adult. It is necessary because the Lord
has instituted it and made the effects of grace de-

pendent upon it. The third tendency is chiefly

represented by A. von Oettingen (Dorpat) and
takes a middle ground between the two other tend-

encies. Here baptism is thought of as not only
" convincing " like the preaching of the Word,
but in an especial manner as both " generating "

through assurance of grace and also, through a
" realistic " transformation of the nature of man,
** regenerating." Emphasis is once more laid upon
the thought of Luther that baptism, as distin-

guished from the general preaching of the gospel,

assures the individual as such of his salvation.

It is true, in baptism it is the " Word " which pro-

duces all effects, but it produces them in a hidden

and often mysterious manner.
Among recent works on bs^tism is that of Gott-

Schick, who, impelled by certain events in Bremen,
investigated the doctrine of the Reformers with a
view to determining how far the Trinitarian for-

mula is a constituent part of baptism. Scheel con-

cludes his work also with a detailed dogmatic dis-

cussion. These writers, with M. K&hler {Die

SacramerUe ale GnadenmiUel. Beeieht ihre refcr-

nuxtorieche SchStzung noch su Recht t Leii>Bic, 1903),

are nearly related to each other in their interpre-

tation of bs^tism. They go back to the living

intuition of Luther, who saw the whole Christ

standing behind the order of bs^tism, thus con-

sidering it not merely as of legal authority. Scheel

shows especially that the proper act or rite of bap-
tism can not be fully appreciated dogmatically,

but only from the standpoint of the psychology
of religion. Dogmatically he considers baptism
only as the presentation of the Word or gospel.

All three regard baptism of children as an arbitrary,

but blameless custom, which is removed alike from
dogmatic justification and from dogmatic criticism;

the empirical efficacy of the " Word," they say, is

incalculable. F. Ejlttenbusch.
IIL LiturgicalUBage.—1. 0«n«ralDeveIoinnant

to the Beformation: The origin of Christian bap-
tism seems closely connected with the Jewish cus-

tom of baptizing proselytes, which was based on
the wide-spread idea of attaining ritual purity by
ablutions, found in practically all the ancient

religions. Whether Christian baptism be founded
on a specific command of Christ or not (sec above,

I, 1), there is no doubt that it soon became a uni-

versal Christian custom. If there had
I. Original been no other reason, it would have
Forms, seemed obviously fitting, in the interest

both of the community and of the new
converts, that their entrance should be marked by
a special rite. As soon as definite sacramental
ideas were connected with the rite—and this must
have been very early—^it spread throughout the

Christian organisations. It is an attractive theory,

supported by Cyprian's express statement (EpisL,

Ixui, 17), that the Jews and the Gentiles in the

apostles' time had a different manner of baptizing;

that among the Jewish Christians a single immer-
sion was the rule, in the name of Christ alone, on the

analogy of the Jewish proselyte baptism, while the

threefold immersion in the threefold name, which
had its counterpart in the heathen lustrations, was
the rule among the Gentile Christians. It is imoer-
tain whether the later rite ¥rith which Jewish prose-

lyte baptism was performed (see Proselyte) was
in existence at the foimdation of the Christian

Church; but if so, it is most likely that the Christian

rite was a free adaptation of it. It is possible that

the analogy of the reading of the commandments
and the proselyte's promise to keep them sug-

gested the similar vow on the part of the Christian

catechumen (Clement, Horn,, xiii, 10; Justin, /

Apol.j bd; Tertullian, De epecUtculis, iv), although,

of course, it may have originated independently.

The early course of the developmenib made out of
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a simple symbolic action a complex ritual consisting

of various ceremonies, quite in accord with the

natural tendency of a sacramental conception.

The first step was to add the laying on of hands.

Baptism must not only signify entrance into the

Christian fellowship and commimion with Jesus,

the forgiveness of sins and liberation from the

power of evil, but also confer the gift of the Holy
Spirit, imparted, indeed, by baptism itself, but more
surely and definitely by the imposition of hands.

The Didache and Justin do not mention this rite,

but that does not prove that it did not exist. The
importance attached to it is shown by the fact that

in the two places in the Acts where it is mentioned
(viii, 16; xix, 6) it is performed by apostles. Ac-
cording to the entire mental attitude of the period,

it was undoubtedly looked upon as not merely sym-
bolic but sacramental.

For the subapostolio age the main authorities

are Justin (/ ApoL, Ixi, 2; Ixv, 1) and the Didache
(vii), the former representing the

2. The Sub- practise of Rome, the latter that of

apostolic western Syria. Yet they agree in all

Age. essentials. For both baptLsm is a
complete inmiersion in the open air;

if the Didache permits still water to be used in

place of running, and affusion in place of immer-
sion, the local conditions are obviously taken into

accoimt—the probably frequent scarcity of water
in a Syrian siunmer. Both have the Trinitarian

formula, which involves a threefold dipping or

pouring. It is dear from the Didache and prob-

able from Justin that laymen were authorised to

administer the rite. Both agree in requiring the

candidate to be fasting, in which other brethren
specially interested are to join. It is a safe assump-
tion from both that baptism was immediately fol-

lowed by participation in the Lord's Supper.

Thus by the middle of the second century the ad-

ministration of baptism would seem to have been
alike in essentials throughout the whole Church.
The laying on of hands may not have been univer-

sal (Heb. vi, 2 shows that it was known in places

outside of Rome and Syria); and here and there a
formal profession of faith may have been in use.

Nothing is yet heard of any consecration of [the

water, or of fixed seasons for baptism.

The first completely developed baptismal ritual

appears in TertuUian. The forms already seen in

Justin and the Didache are clearly to

3. In Ter- be recognized, but it is likely that not
tullian. a few customs sprang up about the

middle of the second century for which
the earliest evidence is found in TertuUian. The
most striking of these is the renunciation of the

devil, which was a solemn ceremony full of meaning,

and practically an essential feature in the territory

of the Gentile Church. To judge from TertuUian's

most detailed accoimt in the De baptismo, there

waa a period of preparation, marked by frequent

prayers, fasting, vigils, and confession of sin. The
baptism proper begins with the invocation of the

Holy Spirit upon the water (see Epiklbsis); next

follows apparently the renunciation, and then the

threefold inmiersion in the name of the Father and
of the Son and of the Holy Ghost, with a profession

of faith in the form of answers to the interrogations

of the minister; then the anointing, and the laying

on of hands with prayer. That the reception of

the Eucharist still foUowed the baptism is dear
from several passages; after this the newly bap-
tized, dothed in white garments, join in prayer with
the " brethren," and milk and honey are given

them. For a week after baptism they abstain

from the usual duly bath (De corona, iii).

Although this ritual gives the basis of the de-

vdopment of the next few centuries, it must not
be forgotten that this development

4. Lines varied considerably in different parts of

of Devdop- the Church. There is not space here

ment to follow out the ways in which the

East differed from the West, and one
province from another. One main distinction

between East and West is the greater richness of

the rite in the former, while the latter held dosely

to primitive simplidty and even in course of time

actually shortened the form—though later it was
once more added to. This enriclunent is to be
explained along the lines of the preparation for

the definite and final act of baptism by varied

ceremonies of dedication and exordsm patterned

after the andent pagan mysteries (see Exor-
cism). The catechumen was considered to

have crossed the boundary which divided the

kingdom of darkness from that of light ¥rith the

first of these initiatory ceremonies. It is thus

eajsily imderstood how the lines separating these

preparatory ceremonies from baptism proper were
fluctuating. On the one hand, things which had
originally been part of the main rite were pushed
back into the preparation, as in Jerusalem and
Rome the renunciation and profession of faith took

place in the outer court or vestibule, while the bap-

tism proper began ¥rith the blessing of the water
in the baptistery. On the other, the process

which had once taken weeks was now compressed

into an hour, and thus such things as the redtation

of the creed, the giving of the name, the adminis-

tration of salt, etc., became part of the baptismal

ceremony. The dose connection between bap-

tism and the Eucharist made it possible for large

sections of the latter service to be fused with the

baptismal in places, aa among the Nestorians,

Copts, and Armenians. Thus, once more, certain

actions originally part of the baptismal function

gradually separated from it into independent rites,

as the blessing of oil and water, and the unction

after bs^tism, which developed into confirmation

under hierarchical infiuence. The decisive elements

in the development may be summed up in the

following points: the increasing prevalence of in-

fant baptism; the gradual decay of the catechu-

menate through this and through the large numbers
coming to bs^tism; the tendency to imitation which

brought in new customs, especially those followed

by a dominant church ¥rith a definite ritual like

Rome or Antioch; and finally the abbreviation of

the ceremonies for the benefit of parents and
sponsors.

2. Development of the Bltual in Various Parts
of the Ohuroh: For eastern Syria (the territory of

the Syriac language, with its center at Edessa in
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Osrhoene), some infonnatioQ may be gained from
the Acts of Thomas, which, although of heretical

origiii, probably do not differ from the orthodox
rites on this point. These mention

X. Syria, imposition of hands and prayer, anoint-

ing with consecrated oil, baptism in

the name of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost (imder

certain conditions by immersion only), the service

closing with the celebration of the Eucharist. This
Syrian Church appears to have maintained its

liturgical independence imtil Bishop Rabbula of

Edessa (d. 435) introduced the customs of the Greek
churches, especially of Antioch; but there may
have been earlier influences from that source;

the later Syrian Jacobites have essentially the same
baptismal rite as is foimd in the Eastern Church at

large, especially Constantinople.

Coming to western Syria (with Antioch for its

center) and Palestine (Greek-speaking districts), the

primary authority for Coele-syria is the Syriac Di-
dascalia (third century), from which the following

order may be deduct: possibly first the renun-
ciation and profession of faith; anointing with
imposition of hands; baptism proper; imposition

of hands by the bishop and further anointing.

This agrees with what may be inferred for An-
tioch from the Apostolic Constitutions (middle or
latter half of the 4th cent.)> in which the seventh
book, dealing With baptism and undoubtedly derived

from an older source, is of especial value. Accord-
ing to this the order is as follows: in the anteroom,
or outside the baptistery, the renunciation, the act

of allegiance to Christ, the Trinitarian confession

of faith, recited by the candidate, the consecration

of the oil, and the unction; in the baptistery, a
prayer of thanksgiving and blessing of the water,

baptism in the threefold name, blessing of the

balsam, imposition of hands and unction, Lord's

Prayer, and prayer of the newly baptized. In its

essential points this ritual is found also in Cyril of

Jerusalem (d. 386); the main differences are that

the first anointing takes place, according to him,
within the baptisteiy, and that he does not mention
the blessing of the water (though there is reason to

think that he knew it), the prayer of thanksgiving,

or the Lord's Prayer. Thus it is clear that the

type of baptismal rite in western Syria and Jeru-

salem was substantially the same in the fourth cen-

tury, and relatively simple, which speaks for its

antiquity. The next glimpse afforded by tradition,

about a century later, is in Dionysius the Areop-
agite {De hierarchia ecclesiastica, ii-iii, MPL, iii,

393 sqq.). This is much more richly developed;

the individual acts are in some cases repeated

three times, the blessing of the water has more
formality, and imposition of hands occurs after the

profession of faith, while nothing is said of the

second anointing.

In the territory including Asia Minor and Con-
stantinople, between 350 and 450 a baptismal
ritual must have grown up and spread widely which
did not differ essentially from the present Eastern
usage. That of the Syrian Jacobites agrees with
it, not only in general structure but even in

the text of prayers—^and since they separated

from the Church in 451 (finally in 519), they

must have had it before their separation. The
oldest version of this liturgy, which the Jacobites

traced back to James the Apostle, ia

3. Aria probably that which bears the name of

Minor and Basil the Great, and it is possible that

Constanti* it originated with this liturgically ae-

nople. tive bishop. Both types agree in pUr
dngthe act of reception of catechumens

and the lastexorcismbeforebaptism, and the reading
of the Scriptures comes before the actual baptism.

Here again, as in the Apostolic Constitutions and
Cyril, the first act of the real bi4>tismal ceremony
is the blessing of the water. The Byzantine liturgy

has only one anointing with oil before baptism,
while the Jacobite forms have two before and one
with chrism after. Little is certainly known of the

Nestorian and Armenian liturgies, but both have
much less connection ¥rith theGreek than has that

of the Syrian Jacobites.

The Egyptian liturgy has |>eculiaritie8 which
mark it off from the Ssrrian. It may be recon-

structed from the pra3rer-book of

3- Sgypt Bishop Serapion of Thmuis (c 350)
and in the following form: blessing of the

Ethiopia, water; prayer for the catechumens,
renunciation, prayer before anointing,

anointing, confession of faith, prayer; presentation

of catechiunens by the deacon to the bishop, prayer,

baptism, imposition of hands with prayer, conse-

cration of chrism, anointing with it. The main
differences between this and the rite of the Apos-
tolic Constitutions, which originated about the

same time, lie in the different positions assigned

to the blessing of the water of the first unction

and in the fact that the imposition of hands after

baptism is distinguished from the anointing in the

Egyptian, and closely connected with it in the

Syrian. The later approximation of the two is

attributable to the influence of the Syrian upon the

Egyptian. The sixth century liturgy known under
Baumstark's name places the blessing of the water
(as well as of oil and chrism) within the main
action instead of before it. Some later Egyptian
hturgies place before the renunciation the anointing

which formerly followed it. The Coptic Uturgy
ultimately had three imctions. That after the

baptism separated into two-—one by the priest

inmiediately after baptism, the other by the bishop

in the church (as in Rome). The later Egyptian
liturgies (Baumstark's Alexandrian, the Coptic,

and the Ethiopian) have a section at the beginning

which is clearly the earlier reception of catechu-

mens, containing the giving of a name, uncticm

with the oil of catechumens, imposition of hands
and exorcism, and wholly free from the Syrian

influence.

For the investigation of the Western develop-

ment, Rome is of the greatest importance, as tend-

ing to influence the provinces, which

4. Rome, at first had peculiarities of their own,
though they agreed in general type.

Unfortunately the information as to the early

Roman development is very fragmentary. Ju»-

tin's testimony has been already referred to; but
there is no doubt that a more formal ritual existed

than his words directly cover. That the Roman
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Church had an anointing after baptism is perhaps
the only thing to be safely concluded from Hippoly-
tus. Two centuries later, under Innocent I (402-

419), this anointing had been divided between the

priest and the bishop, whether the latter was
present at the time or not, and the bishop claimed

the right of consecrating the chrism and imposition

of himds. From Leo I (440-461) the following

order may be worked out: renunciation, profession

of faith in God, blessing of the water, threefold

immersion, anointing with chrism, and signing ¥rith

the cross. From the sixth century the rite. Imown
as the scrutinies developed in preparation for

baptism, taking place in seven spedal masses in

the last weeks before Easter, to which the cate-

chumenate period had now been reduced. At
this time the Sacramentaiy of Gelasius and the

first Roman Ordo show no essential changes from
the order under Leo I. After the last scrutinies

have taken place in the vestibule of the baptistery,

including renunciation and profession of faith,

clergy and people enter the baptistery singing a
litany, and the blessing of the water follows; the
" symbol " is recited at the time of the actual

baptism in the form of three questions and an-

swers; then the presbyter anoints the candidate

with chrism on the back; the procession moves to

the conaiffncUoriumt where confirmation or consig-

nation is administered by the bishop, consisting of

signing with the cross on the forehead and impo-
sition of hands; and another litany leads to the

eucharistic celebration. This form may have been

used until the ninth century; but finally a tendency

sets in to fuse the acts belonging to catechumens
and competentes, in a shortened form, with the bap-

tism, while the confirmation is more completely

separated from it. By the fusion of the Ordo ad
aUechumenum faciendum with the actual baptismal

ceremony is formed the present Roman rite, which
in its final form dates from Paul V (1614). It has

two different rites, one for infants and one for

adults. The latter, representing more closely the

ancient system, has the following parts: preparation

by the clergy in the church, the candidates waiting

without, including reading of Psalm xli, perhaps a
survival of the ancient reading of Scripture; at

the church door, the giving of the name, renun-

ciation and profession of faith, threefold blo;nring

in the face, signing with the cross on forehead and
breast, prayer, more signs of the cross, imposition

of hands, blessing and administration of salt,

another imposition of hands, and exorcism—dis-

tinct traces of the old catechumenate ceremonies;

in the church, confession of faith, imposition of

hands and exorcism, symbolic opening of the ears,

renunciation, and anointing—^the ancient redditio

symboli with its consequent exorcism; in the bap-

tistery, baptism proper and confirmation. Rome
endeavored constantly to spread its baptismal

liturgy and customs through the other provinces.

The scrutiny-masses were introduced into Gaul
and the Prankish kingdom in the seventh and
eighth centuries. In Spain the Synod of Braga

(561) made the Roman rite binding on a whole

province; it probably, though not certainly, spread

into Africa, and Milan showed a tendency to accept

it. The question as to what rites were used in these

provinces before the Roman can not be answered
completely, but some important points may be
set down.

It would seem that the ancient customs sur-

vived longer in Spain than anywhere else in the
West. The witnesses, however, are

5. Spain late, beginning with Isidorus His-

and paUensis (d. 636), whose De officiU

Africa. eccUsiasticis makes it possible to

establish the following order: blessing

of the water; renimciation, pronounced by the

candidate standing in the water; confession of

faith in three parts, probably in the form of question

and answer; baptism in the threefold name, but
probably by a single immersion; anointing with
chrism and imposition of hands, performed only by
the bishop. The rite is somewhat further developed
as it appears in Toledo with the De cognUione bap-

tismi of Ildefonsus (d. 667). Here the blessmg of

the water is more ceremonious (a wooden cross is

used); the single immersion is clearly shown; and
after the entire ceremony the Lord's Prayer is

recited and thus delivered to the new-made Chris-

tian, as it was among the Syrian Jacobites. An-
other ancient rite preserved in Spain was the foot-

washing after baptism (attested by the Synod of

Elvira, 306); and many of these old customs were
retained in the miasale mixtum of the Mozarabic
liturgy. For Africa we get substantially the same
accoimt in the earliest witness, TertuUian, as in

Cyprian, in Optatus of Mileve, and in Augustine,

showing that little change had come about in two
centuries.

For Milan and North Italy, the principal source

is the De myeteriia, still generally, though not cer-

tainly, ascribed to Ambrose. Here
6. Milan the order was: the symbolic opening
and North of the ears and imction on ears and

Italy. nose, in the antechamber; in the

baptistery, renunciation, blessing of

the water, profession of faith by the candidate

standing in the water, in the form of three ques-

tions and answers, one immersion following each
answer, unction on the head, foot-washing, clothing

in white garments, probably imposition of hands,

and the Eucharist. With this in the main agree

the four addresses of Maximus of Turin to the

neophytes (fifth century; MPLy Ivii, 771), and
the pseudo-Ambrosian De sacrameniU. The latter,

however, has an additional imction before the

renimciation, which is retained in the later Milanese

usage, as mentioned by Archbishop Odilbert (d.

814). This ritual is characterized by the com-
bination of the ceremonies belonging to catechu-

mens and competentes into one service with the

baptism proper, and in general is closely allied to

that of the Prankish Church of the ninth century

and to the later Roman ordo.

In Gaul, according to the sacramentaries which
are here the first definite authorities, the service

began with a solemn blessing of the

7. GauL water in the absence of the candidates;

in the antechamber followed the re-

nunciation; in the baptistery, threefold confession

and immersion; in another place, confirmation by
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the bishop, clothing in white, foot-washing

—

speaking generally, a simple and veiy ancient form
of service. It contained only one miction, with

chriran; but in the Sacrameniarium OaUicanum a
second is added, before the renmiciation, with oil,

on ears, nose, and breast, following an exorcism.

This ancient ritual was either influenced or re-

placed by the Roman. The development reached

by the time of Chariemagne is visible in the in-

structions sent by him to the bishops of his domin-
ions in the last years of his reign, not later than 812,

and obviously based on the Roman ordo. No
absolute imiformity was, however, attained, so that

even in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries it is

impossible to speak of one single baptismal ritual

for Germany or for France; but they agree fairly

closely in the prayers and in the foimul» for

exorcism.

8. The Baptismal Servloe In the Beformatlon
Ohnrohea: The transition stage was marked by
simple translation of the current older ritual with-

out essential alterations, as in the service put forth

by Thomas MOnser in 1524, though made in the

previous year, and that of Luther in his

X. Three TaufbOMein verdeutscht, also 1523.

Kain Luther omitted the exorcism of salt

TypeSb and the opening of the ears, short-

ened the initial exorcisms, omitted

the profession of faith by the sponsors, and used

the Lord's Pra3rer as a prayer, instead of the earlier

usage of reciting it in the hearing of the newly
baptized for their instruction. This service, com-
paratively little different from the Latin forms,

was widely used or imitated. The first thorough
recasting of the service was made at Strasburg in

1525, and in the next year appeared a new edition

of Luther's book; these, with ZwingU's order of

1525, form the three points of departure for the

later development. Luther's is divided into two
parts. Outside the church or in the vestibule

occurred an exorcism, signing with the cross on
forehead and breast, prayers, another exorcism,

reading of Mark x, 13-16, imposition of hands, and
recitation of the Lord's Ftayer. At the font:

salutation, renunciation and profession of faith,

request for baptism, also made by the sponsors,

baptism by threefold immersion, giving of the

chrisom-cloth. The exorcism, deliberately retained

by Luther, aroused opposition and controversy

even in the sixteenth century. The Strasburg rit-

ual, drawn up imder Butter's influence, left much
less of the pre-Reformation service. It was com-
posed of an exhortation ending with a prayer, the

Lord's Prayer, Apostles' Creed, reading of Blatt.

xix, pledge of sponsors to bring up the child in

the Christian faith, baptism by pouring, and final

prayers. Slight alterations were made in 1537 and
later, but the service has remained in this essen-

tially evangelical form. Zwingli's service oonsLsted

of an introductory formula, questions to sponsors,

prayer, reading of Mark x, 13-16, request for

baptism, baptism, giving of chrisom-cloth. It is

thus obvious that the ZwingUan and Strasburg
services differ from Luther's in the omission of

the exorcisms and renunciation, considered as in-

appropriate to the baptism of a child of Christian

parents, and in the substitution of pouring for

immersion.

These three forms have had dedsive influence

on the development of the Evangelical Churches.

Luther's was the standard for the old

3. Later Lutheran established Churches, with
Devdop- the omission here and there of the

ment signing ¥rith the cross and the ex-

orcisms. That of Strasburg had a
powerful influence, through the cooperation of

Butzer and Hedio with Melanchthon, on the
" Cologne Reformation " of 1543 and a number
of other German services, and more than the

Zwinglian on that of Calvin, so that it gradually

influenced the entire Reformed oommimity with
the exception of German Switzerland, where
Zwingli was followed. The Church of England
service has features of both Lutheran and Reformed
types, the former predominating.

The baptismal formularies of the German evan-
gelical churches remained more or less on the 6Ld

model imtil the age of rationalism, when the exor-

cisms (to which Spener had already objected)

were removed together with the meaningless ques-

tions to the child, and in many places the renun-

ciation; immersion was also generally discontinued.

Even where the old service-books remained offi-

cially in force, the ministers frequently disregarded

them and made use of private compositions, com-
posed in thoroughly eighteenth century style,

and unsuited to the taste of the nineteentL The
movement for the reform of the services which set

in between 1810 and 1820 showed an inclination to

return to the older formularies, not indeed restoi^

ing the exorcisms, but frequently including once
more the questions to the child and the renun-

ciation.

4. The KinlsterofBaptlam: Itwould seem that

the original system allowed any baptized person

to baptize others; at least it is impossible to assert

that only the apostles or those oonunissioned by
them could adxnimster the sacrament (cf. I Cor.

i, 14>17; Acts vi, 5; viii, 12, 38). The same in-

ference may be drawn from the Didache (vii) and
Ignatius {Ad SmymctoSf viii, 2). Tertullian al-

lows lay baptism in the absence of a cleric (De

baptismo, xvii), though the natural minister is the

bishop—a view which became more and more
prev^ent, so that baptisteries were found only in

episcopal sees. But the practical difficulty of en-

forcing this principle led bishops to commission
others, especially presbyters. The natural light

of the bishop was still expressed in the fact that it

was he who consecrated the oils used, and gave the

unction and laying on of hands after baptism.

The scholastic theologians supplied a theory to fit

this already ancient practise, asserting that the

right belonged to the bishop, but that he might
delegate it. The right of the priest was dogmat-
ically declared, following Thomas Aquinas (Summay
III, Ixvii, 2), by Eugenius IV: " the minister of this

sacrament is the priest, who has ex officio the right

to baptize" (Decretum pro inatructione Armeniorum,
1439). The CaUchismua Romanus (11, ii, 18)

asserts that priests exercise this function jure «iio,

so that they may baptize even ip the presence of
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the bishop. Deacons, however, were only allowed

to baptize by commission of a bishop or priest.

Yet, although thus the right to baptize was
appropriated to officials of the Church, the old

practise of lay baptism was maintained by the

doctrine of the necessity of baptism to salvation.

The validity of lay baptism is dogmatically asserted

by Augustine (Contra Parmenianvm, II, xiii, 29;

Epiatt ccxxviii), but only, of course, in the absence
of a presbyter and in danger of death. The Synod
of Elvira (306) decreed (canon xxxviii) that on a
journey by sea or in any case where no church is

accessible, a layman, so long as he had not lost his

baptismal grace by apostasy or bigamy, might
baptize a catechumen in mortal illness, though the
bishop was afterward to give the laying on of hands,

if possible. These principles (with the exception

of the restriction as to the moral quality of the
baptizer) became generally accepted. Both the

Catechismus Bomanua and the RittLole Romanum
permit both men and women, even unbelievers or
heretics, to administer baptism in case of neces-

sity, provided they use the proper formula. The
Lutheran Church recognizes lay baptism as per-

missible in case of necessity. The Reformed
Churches, on the other hand, denying the necessity

of baptism to salvation, forbid it as a usurpation

of the ecclesiastical ministry.

The right of women to baptize has a separate

history. There is no evidence that they baptized

in the primitive age, though it is conceivable that

the right was conceded to prominent women.
Tertullian recognizes no such right {De baptismo,

xvii), condemns the Gnostics who had the custom,
and protests energetically when a woman appears

in Carthage teaching and baptizing. In the acts

of the martyrs, however, there are some cases of

both teaching and baptizing by fenude martyrs,

such as Domitilla and Chryse; and nothing but
the existence of pushing women who claimed both
this right and that of administering the Eucharist

would explain protests like those in the Apos-
tolic Constitutions (iii, 9) and Epiphanius (Hear.,

Ixxix). That women, especially " clerical " wom-
en (widows and deaconesses) assisted at baptisms,

especially in the unction of female candidates is

evident from the Syriac DicUucalia; but this did

not involve the concession of the right to baptize.

The modem Roman Catholic custom can scarcely,

then, be a survival of ancient practise, as it is first

sanctioned by Urban II (1088-99; cf. MPL, cli,

529). Thomas Aquinas justifies it on dogmatic
grounds (Summa, III, Ixvii, 4); but it is only per-

mitted now in the absence of a man. The Lutheran

Church retained the practise, Luther expressly

declaring such baptism valid, and the Lutheran
agenda giving the right especially to midwives.

6. The Time for Baptism: No special season

was observed in the apostolic age, nor is such limi-

tation ever mentioned in the oldest Christian litera-

ture. But before the end of the second century

Easter must have been recognized as the appropri-

ate time. The fixing of a special season was the

natural consequence of the great nimiber of can-

didates and of the catechimienate system, which
led up through common instruction to common

reception of the sacrament. The choice of Easter
was determined not only by the feeling that heav-
enly grace was more abundant at that time, but
also by Paul's connection of baptism with the death
and resurrection of Christ (Rom. vi, 3; Col. ii, 12;

iii, 1). The increasing number of candidates led

to the addition of Pentecost, for which again there

was an intrinsic appropriateness. These two sea-

sons were widely adopted, and the popes enforced

them zealously against innovators (e.g., Siridus,

385, MPL, xiii, 1134; Celestine I, MPL, 1, 536;
Leo I, 429, MPL, Uv, 696, 1209; Gelasius I, MPL,
lix, 52; Gregory II, AfPL, Ixxxix, 503, 533; Nicho-
las I, Ad canauUa BiUgarorum, Ixix). The oldest

of these papal utterances passed into the collec-

tions of decretals and thus gained imiversal sanc-

tion. The first break in the practise came from
the East, where it became customary to baptize

at the Epiphany also; Leo I asserts that in Sicily

more people were baptized then than at Easter.

The second Irish synod under Patrick (canon xix,

Hefele, ConcUiengeachichte, ii, 678) puts the Epiph-
any on a level with Easter and Pentecost. Then
it became customary to baptize also at Christmas,

the evidence for which goes back to the sixth cen-

tury, and on the feasts of martyrs, apostles, and
John Baptist. Infant baptism made it all the

more impossible to adhere to the few ancient days.

Even Pope Siricius had admitted that children and
the sick might be baptized at any time. Attempts
were made to enforce the old restriction in the ninth
century (synods at Paris, 829; Meaux or Paris,

845, 846; Mainz, 847); but in the tenth it began
to disappear. Thomas Aquinas, though he still

prefers Easter and Pentecost for adult baptism,
recommends that infants shall be baptized im-
mediately after birth. The Rituale Romanum
speaks of the vigils of Easter and Pentecost as the
most fitting times for the solemn administration of

the sacrament; but almost the only trace of the

ancient custom is the blessing of the baptismal
font on those two days as part of the regular cere-

monies. From the eleventh century no more
attention was paid in the East to the old seasons.

6. The Plaoe of Baptism: Primitive Christi-

anity had complete freedom also in regard to the

place. Running or sea water was, indeed, preferred

;

and the open air was the usual place (Victor I, d.

202, still presupposes this as the norm, MPG, v,

1485). But perhaps even while this was still the

custom, the atrium was used for the ceremony
which conferred entrance to the Church, until

finally special baptisteries began to be built in con-

nection with the episcopal churches (see Bap-
tistery). The restriction of baptism to the ecde-

sioe hapHsmales was frequently attempted, but
with diminishing success. By the present Iloman
Catholic and Greek usage, baptism in private

houses is permitted only in case of necessity. The
same rule was laid down by the Refonners, but in

the seventeenth f^^ntuzy the custom of baptizing

healthy infants at home came up, and in the eight-

eenth became the normal practise in some Lutheran
commimities, especially among the upper classes,

who considered it a distinction of rank; and the

Reformed and Roman Catholic practise was par-
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tially influenced by this tendency. The Anglican

Prayer-book requires children who have been
privately baptised to be brought to their parish

church as soon as possible thereafter for a solemn
ceremony of formal " reception into the Church."
7. Sponsors: The institution of godfathers and

godmothers is not coeval with infant baptism, but
originated in the custom of requiring an adult pagan
unknown to the bishop to be accompanied, when
he came to seek baptism, by a Christian who could

vouch for him, and who was also bound to watch
over his preparation and instruction. It is worth
noting that in the Eleusinian mysteries the can-

didate to be initiated had a similar sponsor, known
as mystagogos. The date of the Christian function

is unknown. Since Tertullian is the first witness

for sponsors at infant baptism {De bapHsmo, zviii),

the custom must have been established before his

time; and its existence may possibly be inferred

from Justin (/ ApoZ., bd, 2). But the duties at-

tached in modem times to the office of sponsor are

rather those which would be connected with infant

baptism. The sponsor was obliged to represent

the child, since the oldest baptismal formularies,

drawn up for adults, were used without change
for infants, who could not answer questions, make
the renunciation, or recite the profession of faith.

This is deariy brought out in the oldest Egjrptian

baptismal ritual, where the parents are regarded as

the most natural sponsors. Augustine takes the

same view (EpiaL, zcviii, 6); but he also contem-
plates the bringing of children of slaves by their

masters and of orphans or foundlings by other

benevolent persons. Attempts have been made to

prove that the sponsorship of parents continued

the usual custom down to the eighth century, and
that an innovation is represented by the Synod
of Mains (813); but it is usually the case that such
synodal decisions have a long previous histoiy and
raise to the rank of laws things already established

as customs. Thus the seventh Roman Ordo speaks

simply of godfathers and godmothers, and mentions

the parents only in connection with the oblation,

and then in addition to the sponsors. Caesar

rius of Aries speaks clearly of the spiritual relation-

ship into which the sponsors enter with the child

in a way which, taken in connection with Augustin-

ian ideas, would soon tend to exclude the parents

from this office. Another consequence of the notion

of spiritual affinity was the prohibition of marriage

between sponsors, which appears as early as the

Code of Justinian (V, iv, 26). The Trullan Council

(canon liii) absolutely forbids marriage between a
child's godfather and its mother. By the thir-

teenth century this view had extended so far as to

prohibit marriages between the baptizer and the

baptised or the tatter's parents, between the spon-
sors themselves, between them or their children

and the baptised person, or even between a god-
father's widow and the godson or his natural parent.

The Coimcil of Trent diminished these restrictions,

so that, according to the Catechismtia Romanus (II,

ii, 21), marriage is now forbidden only between
baptiser or sponsor and the baptized person, and
between the sponsors and parents.

The dose relation between sponsors and child

was considered to lay a grave responsibility upon
the former. Having renounced the devil and pro-

fessed the faith on the child's behalf, they were
bound to see that these vows were carried out.

This is emphasized in the instructions of Caesarius

of Aries and in those issued for the Prankish mis-

sion, where Chariemagne insisted that the sponsors

shoiild know the craed and the Lord's Prayer
thoroughly. This insistence tended to diminish,

though Thomas Aquinas still presupposed the

instruction of children by their godparents {Summa,
III, Ixxi, 4); but the CaUchigmtu Romantts com-
plains that " nothing more than the bare luune of

this function remains," and attempts to enforce

its duties.

Originally there was but one sponsor, but with
the admission of parents to the office this prindple
was broken through. A tendency to increase the

nimiber as much as possible is attested by synodal
decrees of the eariy Middle Ages, which place the

proper number at two, three, or four. The Council

of Trent allows only one sponsor of the same sex

as the candidate, or at most two of different sexes.

According to Roman Catholic law, a sponsor must
have been baptised and preferably confirmed; the

RituaU Romanum exdudes infidels and heretics,

those laboring imder exoommimication or inter-

dict, notorious criminals, the insane, and those

ignorant of the rudiments of the faith; monks and
nuns, since theirseparation from the worid makes it

difficult for them to perform the duties, are not
supposed to undertake them.
The institution of sponsors was retained, with

infant baptism, by the Evangelical Churches at

the Reformation. Though parents were still ex-

duded, the notion of spiritual affinity was dropped,
and any baptized Christian is now, though it was not

usual at first, permitted to take the office without
regard to his creed—a latitude which would be

illogical if the function carried with it the duty of

religious instruction, as it does not at present.

Some among those who recognize that it is prac-

tically an empty form are in favor of abolishing it

altogether, while others would have it reformed
and made once more a living reality. [The Angli-

can baptismal office (which contemplates two god-
fathers and one godiodother for a boy, and vice

versa) contains a solemn charge to them as to their

duties, including spiritual instruction and bringing

the child to confinnation at the proper time.]

(P. Drewb.)
IV. Discussion of Controverted Points.—1. The

Arffoment against the Necessity of Xmrnerslon:

In the view of those who do not practise im-

mersion, baptism ia a "washing with water in the

name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the

Holy Ghost," in which the " dipping of the person
into the water is not necessary; " but it oiay be
''rightly administered by pouring or sprinkling

water upon the person" (Westminster Shorter

Catechism, Q. xciv, and Confession, xxviii, 3).

" We must bear in mind," said Walafrid Strabo a
thousand years ago (De ribus ecd,, zxvi, MPL, cxiv,

959), " that many have been baptized not only by
immersion but by affusion, and may yet be so

baptized if necessary." " Whether the person who
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is baptized/' says John Calvin (" Institutes/' IV,

zv, 19 end), " be wholly immersed, or whether
thrice or once, or whether water be only poured
or sprinkled upon him, is of no importance." " The
mode of applying water as a purifying medium,"
says Charles Hodge (SyatemoHc Theology, iii, 626),
" is unessential."

This is the position oooupied also by Thomas Aquinas, Sum-
ma, III, Izvi, 7; CaUehUmuB ex deertto ConeUii TridenHni^
Leipsic ed., 1853, p. 136 (Eng. transl. by J. Donovan, Lon-
don, 1833, p. 156); Dominious a Soto. DUHnc, III, i, 7;

Durandus, In 9enUrUUu, IV, iii. 4; William Lyndwood,
ProvinciaU, iii, 25; Qioranni Psrrone, Pr€tleetione§ Aeo-
loffiea^ vi, 10; C. Peseh, PraUeHonet theolooiea, vol. vi,

Freibuxs, 1900, pp. 150-151; T. M. J. Gousset, Thiotogis
doomaHQue, vol. ii, Paris, 1850. p. 412; H. von Hurter. Thso-
looim dogmaHcm eompendium^ yoI. iii, p. 210. % 324; F.
Minces, Comvendium Vtmlogim dogmaHem wptdalU, part ii,

Munich, 1001, p. 45; J. Dalponte, Compendium theolooim

dogmaHem epteUdia, Trent, 1800. VII. i. 814. p. 565; R.
Owen, DogmaHe Thtology, London. 1887, p. 405; Darwell
Stone, Holy Baptism, Oxford, 1800, pp. 135 sqq.; H. E.
Jacobs, Summary of Chrietian Doctrine, Philadelphia. 1005,

pp. 820 sqq.; H. L. J. Heppe, Dogmatik der evangelieeh-

reformirlen Kirdu, Elberfeld, 1861, p. 441; B. de Moor,
Commeniariue in J, Marekii compendium theologia, 7 parts,

Leyden, 1761-78, XXX. ix. vol. y, p. 413; J. J. van Ooster-
see, Chreiian DogmaHce, New York, 1874, p. 740; H. B»-
vinck, Qereformeerde Dogmatiek, vol. iv, Kampen, 1001, p.

273; A. GrtftiUat, JBzpoeS de thSologie eyetimoHque, vol. iv,

NeuchAtel. 1800, p. 403; R. L. Dabney. SyOabue and Noiee,

p. 764; E. D. Morris, Theology of the Weetmineter Symbole,
Cincinnati. 1001, pp. 678 sqq.; R. V. Foster, SyBlemaiie
Theology, Nashville. 1808. pp. 740 sqq.; W. B. Pope. Com-
pendium of Chrietian Theology, vol. iii, London. 1870. p. 322;
Miner Raymond, Syeiematic Theology, vol. iii, Cincinnati,

1877, p. 350; John Miley, Syetematie Theology, vol. ii. New
York. 1804. p. 307; N. Burwash. Manual of Chrietian Theology,

vol. ii. London, 1000. p. 350; H. C. Sheldon. Syttem of Chrie-

tian Doctrine, Cincinnati. 1003. pp. 520 sqq.; J. W. Etter.

Doctrine of Chrietian Baptiem, Dayton. Ohio, 1888. p. 121;

J. Weaver, Chrutian Theology, Dayton, Ohio, 1000, p. 250.

It is important to keep in mind the exact point

which is in debate. This is not whether the Greek
word which was adopted to designate this sacra-

ment, and which has passed into English as " to

baptize," means " to immerse." Nor is it whether
the early Christians, or even the apostles, baptized

by immersion. It is whether so slender a circum-

stance as the mode of applying the water can be so

of the essence of baptism that nothing can be bap-
tism except an immersion.

The contention that inmiersion alone can be
baptism is usually based on the presumption that

baptism was originally administered by immersion.

It does not appear, however, that, granting the

fact, the inference from it is stringent. Its assump-
tion throws baptism out of analogy with all other

Christian usages, with the sister sacrament of the

Lord's Supper, and with itself in other

I. Immer- particulars. Probably no one im-

•ion, eren agines that the validity of the Lord's

if the Supper depends upon painfully con-

Original forming in the mode of its celebration

Form, a to all the circumstantial details of

Circumatan- its first celebration. The Lord's Sup-
tial DetaiL per was instituted at an evening meal,

as a part of a household feast which

was itself the culminating act of an annual festival,

from which it derived deep significance; in a
private gathering, of men alone, who received the

elements in a reclining posture. No one seeks to

reproduce any of these things in the manner of

its celebration. Even the use of unleavened bread,

which might be thought a more intimate circum-
stance, is treated as a matter of indifference by a
large part of Christendom. If primitive baptism
were by immersion, it will scarcely be doubted
that it was administered to completely nude
recipients. The Jews, in their parallel rite of

proselyte baptism, insisted upon this to such an
extent that *' a ring on the finger, a band confining

the hair, or anything that in the least degree broke
the continuity of contact with the water, was held
to invalidate the act " (C. Taylor, The Teaching

of the Twelve Apoatlee, Cambridge, 1886, pp. 61, 62).

The allusions of the early Fathers imply a like

nudity in their method of celebrating the Christian

rite gingham, Origines, XI, xi, 1; DCA, i, 160).

Few would demand that this usage should be
imitated. In the midst of so much freedom in

the circumstantials of Christian ordinances, it

is not obvious that the mode of applying the
water must be treated as of the essence of the
sacrament.

Nor is it easy to be sure what the mode of apply-
ing the water employed by the apostles was; or

whether indeed it was uniform. No
2. The mode of applying the water is pre-

Apostolic scribed in the New Testament. In
Practise not the record the New Testament gives

Certain, of acts of baptism, the mode in which
the water was applied is never de-

scribed. It is never even implied with a clearness

which would render differences of interpretation

impossible. Nor does what we may think the
most natural suggestion seem in all instances to be
to the same effect. If we are inclined to fancy
the phrase " to baptize in water " (Gk. baptizein

en hydaU, Matt, iii, 11; John i, 26, 31, 33) sug-
gestive of immersion, we can not fail soon to recall

that it may just as well mean '* with water " and
that it is varied, even in parallel passages, to the
simple dative of cause, manner, means, or instru-

ment (Mark i, 8; Luke iii, 16; Acts i, 5; xi, 16).

If " baptizing in the river Jordan " (Matt, iii, 6;
Mark i, 6), varied even to what some unidiomat-
icaUy render " baptizing into Jordan " (Mark i, 9),

strikes us as intimating immersion, we are bound
to bear in mind that both phrases may just as well

be translated " at Jordan " (Thayer's Lexicon, 8.v.

kv, I, l,c; cf. esp. Luke xiii, 4, and F. Blass, Orammar
of New Testament Greek, Eng. transl., London,
1898, p. 122); just as we are bound to bear in mind
of those passages which, in our EInglish Bible,

speak of going " down into the water " to be bap-
tized and coming " up out of the water " after

baptism (Mark, i, 10; Acts viii, 38, 39), that they
may just as well be rendered going " down [to^the

water " and '' coming up from the water "; and
just as we are boimd to bear in mind in the pres-

ence of all such passages that there are other man-
ners of baptizing besides immersion, which require
for their 'accomplishment going into and coming
out of the water. If we read of a locality being
selected for baptizing " because there was much
water," or, possibly better, " because there were
many waters," that is, numerous pools, or springs,

or rivulets there (John iii, 23), we read also of^
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admiTiwtration of baptism in circunuitanoes in

which there is no likelihood that " much water "

was available—^for example, in a private house
(Acts X, 47, where the water almost seems to have
been something to be brought and expended in

the act; cf. Acts ix, 18; xxii, 16), or even in the
noisome jail at Philippi (Acts xvi, 33). Candor
would seem to compel the admission that not only
is there no stress laid in the New Testament on
the mode of applying the water in baptism, but
that all the allusions to baptism in the New Testa-

ment can find ready explanation on the assumption
of any of the modes of administration which have
been widely practised in the Churches.

In these circiunstances it is not strange that

appeal should be made to subsidiary lines of inves-

tigation, in the hope that by their means at least a
probable judgment may be reached as to the mode
in which baptism was administered in apostolic

times. Of these, most frequent appeal has been
made to these three: the philology of the term
employed in the New Testament to designate

baptism; the archeology of the rite as practised

in the Churches; the inherent symbolism of the

sacrament. It must be confessed that the results

of this threefold appeal are less decisive than could
have been wished.

It is of course true that the tenn " to baptise "

goes back to a root which bears the sense of " deep "

(cf. W. W. Skeat, Etymological Dictionary of the

English Langvuige, Oxford, 1882, p. 733, no. 89).

Its immediate primitive, the Greek verb haptein^

from which it is formed by adding the tennination

AxeiUt which gives it a repetitive or intensive

meaning (cf. Jelf's Greek Orammar, i, 331, { 330),

naturally, therefore, has the sense " to dip," while

"baptise" itself would primarily

3. Philo- mean " to dip repeatedly" or " to

logical Con- dip effectively." Even the primitive

siderationa. verb, baptein, of course, acquired

secondary senses founded on its

fundamental implication of "dipping," but ulti-

mately leaving it out of sight. Thus, as iron is

tempered by dipping, when applied to iron hapUin
came to mean " to temper "; as garments are dyed
by dipping, baptein came to mean, when applied

to garments, " to dye "; and it soon passed on to

mean simply, without any implication of the mode
by which it is accomplished, " to temper," " to

dye," " to steep," " to imbue," and the like.

When, for example, the Greek bully threatened

his fellow that he would " dye [baplein] him with

the dye of Sardis "—a place famous for its red dye

—

he meant precisely what the English bully means
when he threatens his fellow " to give him a bloody
coxcomb," and was as far as possible from
implying that the effect would be produced by a
process of dipping. So when we read in the com-
mon Greek version of Dan. iv, 30 (35); v, 21, that

Nebuchadnezzar was " wet \baptein] with the dew
of heaven," there is no implication whatever of

the mode of the application of the dew to his per^

son. The derivative, baptizein, of course, lent itself

even more kindly to the development of these

secondary senses, because, as an intensive form,

it naturally emphasized the effect. Accordingly

it is rarely used more literally than of the sinking

of ships by storm or by war, with the implication,

of course, of their destruction; or of the bathing of

persons (Eubulus, Nausicaa, 1), with the implication,

of course, of their cleansing. It passes freely over

into such metaphorical usages as when a dnmkard
is spoken of as baptized with wine, a profligate as

baptized with debt, a city as baptized with sleep,

a hapless youth as baptized with questions, or as

when the prophet (Isa. xxi, 4, LXX) is made to

say he is baptized with iniquity; the English

equivalent in such cases being something like

"overwhelmed," "steeped," or the like. Such a

term obviously lay dose at hand for application

to the Jewish ceremonial lustrations, in which,

not the mode, but the effect of the application of

the water receives the stress. In the Greek Old

Testament it has not yet, indeed, obtained the

position of the technical designation of these lus-

trations. But the begumings of such a usage

are already traceable there (Ecdus. xxxi, 30 [xzxiv,

2S\; Judith xii, 7; cf. II Kings v, 14); and by the

time the New Testament was written it seems to

have supplanted the term commonly employed
in the Greek Old Testament [loueethaH for this

purpose (cf. Cremer, s.v., and J. A. Robinson, in

JTS, Jan., 1906, vii, 26, 187-189). At least that

term occurs in the New Testament only once of a

ceremonial lustration, and then only in connection

with baptUein as exi^aining its effects, while bap-

tizein occurs quite naturally in this sense (Mark

vii, 4; Luke xi, 38; Heb. ix, 10) and is the tenn

adopted, probably from such a preceding use, to

designate the symbolical washing proclaimed by
John the Baptist, and the Christian rite which is

called "baptism.'.' In these circumstances it

seems very rash to assume that the word was

applied to the Christian rite in its primitive meaning
of " to dip "; or indeed that any implication of that

primitive meaning still clings to it in this application.

The presumption is very strong that even in its

preliminary use of the Jewish lustrations, it had

already " lost its earlier significance of ' dipping/

or ' immersing "* and " acquired the new religious

significance of ' ceremonial cleansing by water '"

(J. A. Robinson, ut sup.; cf. EB, i, 473; DB, i, 238).

In any event the stress of the word in its application

to the Christian rite is not upon themode in which

the water is applied in it, but to its effect as a sym-

bolical cleansing. The etymology of the word, in

short, throws no clear light on the mode of applying

the water in baptism in the usage of the apostles.

Nor does archeology lend much more aid. It is,

indeed, true that the present divergences in the

practise of the (Jhurchea are the result of growth,

and that behind them lies what without much
straining may be called a universal usage of at least

theoretical immersion. And it is true that the

earliest clear intimation which has come down to

us of the manner in which Christians baptized,

belonging probably to about the middleof the second

century(found in the seventh chapterof the Didache),

contemplates normal baptism as by immersion.

But it is equally true that throughout the whole

patristic period no one ever doubted the entire va-

Udity of baptism administered in other modes of
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applsring the water. The Didache makes provision

for baptism by affusion whenever water in sufficient

quantity for inmiersion is not at hand
4. ArchecH (cf. A. Hamack, LehrederewdlfA poatel,

los^al Ldpsic, 1884, pp. 23-24; F. X. Funk,
Considera- Doetrina duodecim apoatolorum, TOb-

tionB. ingen, 1887, p. 3); and Cyprian (Epiat,,

Ixxv Pxix], 12-14; AiVi?*,v, 401) argues

the whole case out with respect to the baptism of the

sick by affusion. No contrary voice is ever raised;

but in various ways a full body of testimony is borne

to the unhesitating acceptance, throughout the early

Church, of baptism by affusion as equally valid

with that by immersion. And despite the consen-

tient testimony of the literature of the period to

immersion as normal baptism, the entire testimony

of the monuments is to the opposite effect (cf.

C. F. Rogers, BapHam and Christian ArduBlogy,

in the Oxford Studia Biblica eL Ecdeaiaatica, IV,

v; also Bibliotheca Sacra, Oct., 1806, pp. 601-644).

This monumental evidence comes, it is true, from
only a single section of the Church,—^that which
had its center at Rome; but it makes it dear that

from the second century down to a comparatively

late date baptism as actually administered, in that

region at least, was not an immersion but an af-

fusion, although ordinarily apparently affusion upon
a nude recipient standing in shallow water. When
we realise that this was the actual mode of baptism
in the early Roman Church, we catch apparent

allusions to it in the literature of other portions

of the Church also, and begin to suspect it may
have been prevalent elsewhere too. Indeed, we
are deterred from confidently ascribing it to the

Apostolic Church itself chiefly by the gulf of a
century's width which separates the Apostolic

Church from our earliest evidence, literary or

monumental. This is not a century over which
we may lightly leap. During its course the church

usages for which we have both first and second

century evidence changed greatly; and all the con-

ditions for a development of new usages with re-

spect to the mode of baptism were present in the

circumstances of the times. Nor can we be helped

over the gulf by the analogy of the Jewish proselyte

baptism. For, in the first place, the points of

departure of the two usages were different. The
Jewish rite was rooted specifically in the bath
preliminary to sacrifice; the Christian took hold

through the command of our Lord and the baptism

ofJolmof the entire lustration system and tradition.

And in the next place, the Jewish usage, just because

a development of the presacrifidal bath, owed its

elaboration into a separate rite, to the cessation of

the sacrifices, which threw the bath into an im-

portance it could not have had in their presence;

it Ib therefore too late in its origin to have served as

a model for Christian baptism
We are left, therefore, to the essential symbol-

ism of the rite to indicate how it must needs be
administered, and how, therefore, the apostles must
have administered it. If, indeed, it could be estab-

lished that the essential symbolism of the rite is

burial and resurrection with Christ, an application

of the water in such a manner as to suggest this

might well be thought necessary to its proper

administration. There are many who take this

view, and seek support for themselves in the con-
nection instituted between baptism

5. Consid- and dying and rising again with our
erations Lord in Rom. vi, 3-5; Col. ii, 12.

from Sym- The Church Fathers from a comparar
holism, tively early date (certainly from the

fourth century—Cyril of Jerusalem,
Basil, Gregory of Nyssa, Chrysostom) were accus-
tomed to speak familiarly of the Christian enacting
in baptism the drama of redemption through death
and burial and resurrection. But the Church
Fathers never lost sight of the fact that the funda-
mental symbolism of the rite was cleansing; to
them it was before all else the bath in which sins

were washed away. And certainly the passages
cited from the New Testament can scarcely be
fairly adduced as implying that in its very mode
of administration baptism signified for the Apos-
tolic Church burial and resurrection with Christ.

Their reference is not to the mode of baptism but
to its effects. So little does Paul depend upon the
very mode in which baptism is administered to

suggest burial and resurrection with Christ, that
he actually labors to make his readers coimect
their baptism with the death and resurrection of

Christ by the aid of another mediating thought;

vi2., that their baptism was with respect to Christ's

death for their sins. He repeats the heavy clause,
" through baptism unto death " (Rom. vi, 4) in

order to prevent them from missing a point which,
if baptism in its very mode symbolised burial and
resurrection with Christ, they could not in any
event miss. This may not prove that baptism
as known to Paul was not by inmiersion. But it

seems to indicate that its symbolism to him was not
burial and resurrection with Christ. And, indeed,

it is hard on other grounds to maintain that this is

the inherent symboUsm of immersion as a religious

rite. Few will maintain that this is the inherent

symbolism of the Jewish lustrations. Few will

maintain even that the baptism of John the Bap-
tist, which most advocates of immersion as the only

valid form of baptism will suppose to have been
by immersion, was charged with this symboUsm.
It seems dear enough that baptism, the matter
of which is nature's great detergent, has as its

essential symbolism just cleansing. And this being

so, there seems nothing in the essence of the sacrar

ment to demand one mode of applying the water
above another, within the limits of this symbolism.

And we can not forget that our Lord Jesus himself

said on a memorable occasicQ :
*' He that is bathed

needeth not save to wash his feet, but is dean every

whit "; and that the Lord Jehovah dedared through

his prophet that he would " sprinkle clean water

upon his people and they should be dean " from

all their filthiness. From which we may perhaps

infer that out of the drde of ideas of neither the

Old Testament nor the New Testament would
it be imaginable that a complete bath were necessary

in order to symbolise a complete cleansing.

It would hardly appear probable that the mode
of applying the water in baptism can enter into the

very essence of the sacrament, when it is so diffi-

cult to obtain certainty as to what that mode was
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in the hands of the apostles. Each of ua may
properly cherish an opinion of his own as to what

that mode was. The opinion of the

6. The Mode writer of this article is that it was
of Applying probably by pouring water on the

the Water head of the recipient, standing, or-

Unessen- dinarily perhaps, but apparently not

tial. invariably, in a greater or less depth
of water. But he would not like to

insist that no mode of administering baptism but
this is valid. Certainly the New Testament lays

no stress on the mode of applying the water; and
even were it established that it was rather by im-
mersion that the apostles were accustomed to

administer it, it is not apparent that no other

modes of administering it are valid. It might
even be granted that the term " baptism " means
nothing but " immersion," and that it was applied

to this rite because it meant " immersion," and
just in order to describe it as a rite of " immersion ";

and still it would not follow that the rite can be
validly administered only by " immersion." As in

the case of the sister sacrament of the Lord's Sup-
per, in which the tenn "supper," in its English

form and in the Greek of the Lord's time, means
an evening meal and was given to this ordinance

because it meant an evening meal and to signalize

the fact that the feast at which it was instituted

was an evening meal, so in the case of baptism, it

may be altogether conceivable that the name of

the ordinance is derived from a prominent external

drcumstanoe connected with its first administra-

tion, and yet as far as possible from formingan
integral element of the sacrament itself. What-
ever may have been the primitive meaning of the

term wbich was adopted to designate it, and how-
ever the rite was customarily administered in the

first days of its use, the thing is a washing with
water for the sake of cleansing to symbolise the

cleansing of the siimer by the blood of Jesus Christ.

And the main matter is therefore not the mode
of washing, but the fact of washing.

Benjamin B. Warfibld.
2. The Baptism of Infknts: A laige section of

Protestant Christendom, especially in the United
States, dissents from the practise of infant bap-
tism. It includes the various denominations of

Baptists, Disciples of Christ, the Dunkers, Men-
nonites, Winebrennerians, and other Christian

bodies. These Christians and their sympathizers

in pedobaptist denominations, ground
I. Argor their dissent (1) upon the absence of a
ments positive command of Christ, or of any
against account of apostolic procedure which

Infant Bap- expressly favors the practise; (2) they
tism. hold infant baptism to be a violation

of the very idea of baptism, since

baptism presupposes conversion and an intelligent

profession of faith, which can not be expected from
infants.

To these arguments it is replied in general that,

while no positive conunand for baptizing infants

is given by Christ or his apostles, the pages of the
New Testament offer a strong probability that in-

fants were baptized from the beginning; and the
testimonies of Irensus, Origen, and TertuUian con-

firm this impression. The argument in detail is

as follows: (1) The general command to baptize all

nations, naturally interpreted, includes

2. ArgOr the baptism of infants; and the men-
ments in tion of the baptism of whole house-

Reply, holds (Acts X, 48; xvi, 15, 33; I Cor.

i, 16; xvi, 15) implies the presence

of children; at least their presence in some house-
holds is far more probable than their absence in

all. If to these considerations be joined the re-

iterated assertion that the promise of the remission

of sins and of the Holy Spirit was to the believers

and their children (Acts ii, 38; cf. iii, 25), we have
a strong probability, to say the least, that infants

were baptized by the apostles. (2) Christ's treat-

ment of children, whom he blessed and pronounced
to be members of the kingdom of heaven (Matt,

xviii, 3; xix, 14) shows that children are fit sub-

jects for the kingdom of heaven; are they not then
also fit recipients of the initiatory rite, which is

baptism with water? All baptism is in idea an in-

fant baptism, and requires to begin life anew in a
truly childlike spirit, without which no one can
enter the kingdom of God. (3) The analogy of

circiuncision, which began with adult Abraham
and then extended to all his male children, favors

the baptism of infants. Baptism is the initiatory

rite of introduction into the Christian Church, and
the sign and seal of the new covenant, as circum-
cision was the sign and seal of the old covenant
(Rom. iv, 11). The blessing of the old covenant
was to the seed as well as to the parents; and
the blessing of the new covenant can not be less

comprehensive. Infant baptism rests upon the
organic relation of Christian parents and chil-

dren (I Cor. vii, 14). It is a constant testi-

mony to the living faith of the Church, which
descends, not as an heirloom, but as a vital

force, from parent to child.

No time can be assigned for the beginning of the
practise of infant baptism. If it had been an in-

novation, it seems likely that it would
3. Origin have provoked a violent protest,

of In- No traces of this can be found except

fant Bap- in TertuUian, who, alone in the early

tism. Church, denies the expediency of in-

fant baptism. The requirement of re-

pentance and faith, which the apostles made a con-

dition of baptism, was to be expected when it is

remembered that their exhortations were addressed

to adults. This will always be the mode of procedure

when the gospel is first preached to a people. Adult
baptism always comes first in every missionary

Church. Infant baptism, it is reasonable to as-

sume, arose naturally from the very beginning, as

Christianity took hold of family life and training.

The three earliest witnesses to the prevalence of

infant baptism are Irensus, Origen, and TertuUian.

The testimony of Irenaus, though not unequivocal,

leans strongly in favor of the apoe-

4. Patristic toUc usage. Bom probably between
Testimony. 120 and 130, a disciple of Polycarp, one

of John's disciples, he was surely an
exoeUent witness. He says, " Christ came to save

through means of himself aU who through him
are bom again [regenerated] to God, infanis,
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and children, and boys, and youths, and old men "

{Har,, II, xzii, 4). The phraae "bom again to

God " refers plsdnly to baptism; in Irensus's usage

(cf. I, xxi, 1) baptism is " being bom to God," and
(III, xvii, I) " the power of regeneration unto God."
Origen, who was himself baptized in infancy, dis-

tinctly derives the custom from the apostles. " The
Church," he says (on Rom. v, 9), " has received

the tradition from the apostles to give baptism to

little children." He also speaks of infant baptism

as a '' custom of the Church " {Horn., on Lev. viii,

MPO, ii, 496). The opponents of the practise

make much use of Tertullian (close of the second

century). In his De baplismo (xviii) he counsels

delay of baptism, particularly in the case of in-

fants. But, when the passage is investigated, it is

found that his motive is not the impropriety, but
the inexpediency of infant baptism, on the ground
that it involved the great risk of forfeiting forever

the remission of sins in the case of relapse. The
very argument proves not only the existence, but
the prevailing practise of infant baptism. Tertul-

lian does not even hint at its being a postapostolic

innovation. His opposition is due to his peculiar

theory of the magical efifect of baptism in washing
away the guilt of past sins, and is by no means
antipedobaptist. Loofs {Dogmengeackichte, Halle,

1893, p. 137) sententiously sums up the early his-

toric evidence in these words: " The rite of infant

baptism can be traced in Irenteus, was contested by
Tertullian, and was for Origen an apostolic usage."

The practise of the third century is uncontested.

Cyprian (d. 258) says (EpiaL, bdv) an infant should

be in no case denied grace and baptism. The Sjrnod

of Carthage in 252 rejected the opinion that bap-
tism should, like circumcision, be deferred to the

eighth day after birth (cf. Hefele, ConcUiengeachichte,

i, 115). But that the custom was not imiversally

followed is evident from the cases of Augustine,

Gregory Nazianzen, and Chrysostom, who had
Christian mothers, but were not baptized till they
were converted in early manhood; and Constantine

the Great put oS his baptism till his death-bed.

Gregory Nazianzen recommended that the baptism
of children be put ofif till they were three years old,

unless there was danger of death. This delay was
recommended by chiu'ch teachers because of the

prevailing doctrine of the effects of baptism, which
was regarded as washing away original sin and all

actual transgressions committed before the admin-
istration of the rite.

The Schoolmen, following the later Fathers,taught

that children are proper subjects of baptism be-

cause they are under the curse of Adam, and bap-

tism washes away the guilt of original sin. As the

mother nourishes her offspring in the womb before

it can nourish itself, so in the bosom of mother
Church infants are nourished and re-

5. The ceive salvation through the act of the

Schoolmen Church. It is not a question of faith

and the but of the definite sponsorial and foe-

Refonnatioatering act of the Church; so Thomas
Period. Aquinas (Summa, III, Ixviii, 9, ed.

Migne, iv, 646: " Children receive sal-

vation not of themselves but by act of the Church ")

and Bonaventura (Breviloquium, vii, ed. Peltier,

vii, 320A). A child can not be baptized before it

is bom, but if its head appear it may be baptized,

for the head is the seat of the immortal agent (Peter

Lombard, Sent,, IV, vi, 2; Thomas Aquinas, Sufiv-

ma, III, Ixviii, 11). Thomas Aquinas {Summa, III,

Ixviii, 10) and most of the Schoolmen pronounced
it unlawful to baptize the children of Jews and in-

fidels without their parents' consent, but Duns
Scotus took the opposite view (cf. R. Seeberg, Duna
Scotus, Leipsic, 1900, p. 364). The baptism of infants

was expressly commended by the Council of Trent
(Session vii, de baptiamo, canon xiii). It was also

commended by the Protestant Confession of the
Reformation period: the Augsbuig Confession (art.

ix, with an anathema against the Anabaptists);

the Second Helvetic Confession (xx, 3, also with an
anathema against the Anabaptists); the Heidel-

berg Catechism (question Ixxiv); the Galilean Con-
fession (xxxv); the Belgic Confession (xxxiv); the
Thirty-nine Articles (xxvii); the Scotch Confession
(xxiii); and the Westminster Confession (xxviii).

It must be admitted that adult baptism was the
rule and infant baptism the exception >n the apos*
tolic age, and not until the fifth century, when the
Church was widely established in the Roman Em-
pire, was infant baptism general. It continued to
be the imiversal rule, with some exceptions, as in

the case of the Cathari, until the Protestant Refor-
mation, when " believers' baptism " came to be in-

sisted on by some leaders in Switzerland. Holland,
etc. Infant baptism has no meaning apart from
the Christian fsmuly and without the guaranty of

Christian education. Hence the Church has always
insisted on catechetical instmction, and most
Churches practise confirmation as a subjective

supplement to infant baptism. Compulsory in-

fant baptism was unknown in the ante-Nicene age;

it is a profanation of the sacrament, and one of the
evils of the union of Church and State, against

which Baptists have a right to protest.

(Philip ScHAFFf) D. S. Schaff.
8. The Baptist Position Conoeminff Immersion

and Znfknt Baptism: The Greek word bapHxein
means *' to dip," " to submerge." When we read
in the Septuagint (II Kings v, 14) that Naaman
went down into the Jordan and " baptized himself

"

(Gk. ebapHaato), we are compelled to understand
a dipping; and there is cited from Greek literature

not a single instance of the use of the word in which
the idea of submersion is not involved.

I. True Wherefore it is held that the rite of

Baptism a baptism as spoken of in the New Tes-

Burial in tament was always a burial in water
Water, and that the command to baptize is

a command to immerse. The burial

in water has always been the practise of the Greek
Church, its older patriarchates holding that there

is no other baptism (Stanley, Eastern Church, Lec-
ture i). The Baptists and some other bodies in

Western Christendom hold rigidly to this view.

Immersion is the only satholic act of baptism,

the only one whose validity is recognized semper et

vbique et ab omntbua. The burial in water contin-

ued to be the standard usage of the Roman Church
for more than a thousand years. Thomas Aquinas
Fpeaks of it as " the more common " usage. It was
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the practise in Britain till the reign of Elizabeth,

and is still demanded in the order of the Church
of En^and for the baptism of infants unless the

parents shall certify that the child is weak. Though
pouring or sprinkling is now employed rather as a
matter of convenience, affusion was for many cen-

turies resorted to only in case of necessity.

The first extended discussion of the question is

found in the epistle of Cyprian to Magnus written

about the middle of the third century. Being
asked whether those can be deemed legitimi Chris-

tiani, ''Christians in full standing/' who, being

converted in sickness are nan lati sed perfiui, " not
immersed in the water but having it

2. The Tea- simply poured over them," he gives an
timony of affirmative opinion but does so with
Cyprian, the very greatest hesitation. His

words are: " So far as my poor ability

comprehends the matter; " and " I have answered
your letter so far as my poor and small ability is

capable of doing; " and " So far as in me lies I have
shown what I think." He disclaims any intention

of saying that other officials should recognize affu-

sion as baptism and even goes so far as to suggest

that those who have thus received affusion may on
their recovery from sickness be immersed. But,
citing various sprinklings in the Mosaic ritual, he
gives the view, that necessitate cagente, immersion
being out of the question, those who have been
poured upon may be comforted by being told that

they have been truly baptized (Cyprtani epist,, Ixxv

Dxix], 12-14; ANF, v, 400-401). This epistle

makes it clear beyond all controversy that in the

third century the ordinary baptism was immersion,

and that even in the Latin Church there were those

who declared it the only baptism. It further ap-

pears with equal clearness that affusion was never

practised in the Apostolic Church, for had the apoa-

ties resorted thereto even in a single instance Cyp-
rian would certainly have known the fact and would
never have presented so mild an apology for a
usage which had apostolic precedent, nor indeed

would any one have taken exception to the

practise.

For a thousand years the resort to the use of affu-

sion was justified only on the ground of necessity.

And the supposed necessity existed in the idea that

baptism was essential to salvation and so that

when immersion, the established rite, was out of

the question, something must be put

3. Origin of in its place or the soul would be lost.

Affusion. The use of affusion would never have
been thought of except for the idea

that water baptism was essential to salvation. But
those who deny that salvation is conditioned on
baptism, who regard baptism as merely a token of

a salvation already wrought, see no necessity for a
resort to affusion. They will continue to adnums-
ter immersion whenever it is practicable, and where
it is not they will let the convert die without any
water baptism whatever. They condemn the use
of affusion not only as unnecessary but as based
on a gross superstition.

To the declaration that baptism is simply a wash-
ing, it is answered that Jesus's baptism of suffering

was not a washing but a submersion beneath the

tide of wo and that the baptism of the Holy Spirit

is a whelming in the waves of divine influence,

while many of the Fathers regarded
4. The the baptism of fire, not as a purificar

Argument tion, but as a swallowing up of the
from Sym- wicked in waves of burning. And
bolism. granting that originally the immer-

sion was but a lustration, the aposties

point out in it another image; viz., that of burial

and resurrection. The act of affusion contains
nothing whatever of purely Christian symbolism,
for simple lustration is found in the Mosaic and
even in heathen ritual. The burial in water is the
only distinctively Christian baptism, for it alone
sets forth the death and resurrection of our Lord,
which is the central fact of the Christian system.
To the idea that the purpose of the " apostolic " im-
mersion was simply a washing and that this can be
attained just as well by a pouring or sprinkling, it

may be added that the purpose of the pouring is

simply a profession of faith, which can be given
just as well by word of mouth, and thus that all

iise of water may be dispensed with. Those who
abandon the " apostolic " immersion simply on the
ground of convenience leave the way dear for the
adoption of the position of the Society of Friends,
the abandonment of water baptism entirely.

As to the subjects of the rite, the Baptists hold
that it should be administered only on profession

of faith. There is found in Scripture no instance
of the baptism of an unconscious infant nor will a
fair exegesis discover in any text the remotest ref-

erence to such a usage. On the oon-
5. Objec- traiy, it stands in direct antagonism

tions to In- to the New Testament idea of the
fant Bap- Church. The baptism of infants

tism. arose from the idea that in baptism
one is regenerated and christened,

that is, made a Christian. But, as they grow up,
no difference appears between the baptircd child
of Ronum Catholic or Episcopalian and the unbap-
tized offspring of the pious Quaker or the Baptist,
or indeed of the unbeliever.

The Presbyterians baptize infants on the ground
that the Church is to consist (Westminster Confes-
sion, XXV, 2), not of the converted alone, but of be-
lievers " together with their children." The sons
of believers, however, may grow up unbelievers,

even atheists, and thus the Church, the bride of
Christ, come to be made up in part, possibly the
greater part, of the unregenerate, perhaps the im-
moral. When a child is "dedicated" to Christ,

to baptize it without awaiting its hoped^or con-
version is not only as unreasonable as it would be
to ordain the infant to the ministry on faith that

he will yet be another Jonathan Edwards, but it is

also to introduce an impenitent element into the

Church. As well might the miasionary baptize
at the start the whole heathen tribe, who, he has
faith to believe, will be converted.

If an infant may be baptized on the ground that

it is pure and sinless, then, since the babe of Turk
or pagan is as pure as the child of the Christian,

there is no reason why all infants, even the whole
race of man, should not be baptized into the Church.
The Church is based on the idea that there is a
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difFerenoe between the disciples of Christ and men
at large. But there is no theory of infant baptism

which does not freely introduce the impenitent into

the Church, thus wiping out all distinction between

the Church and the world. The burden of John's

preaching was that the new kingdom was not simply

a continuance of the Jewish commonwealth, that

though all could be circumcised and introduced into

the latter who could say, " We have Abraham to

our Father," baptism and membership in the for-

mer were given not on parental faith but only on
personal repentance. That baptism was given on

different grounds from circumcision is seen in the

fact that the believing Jews continued to have

their infants drcumciBed (Acts xxi, 20), that

Timothy who had been baptised was nevertheless

circumcised, and that it was demanded that the

Gentile converts be circumcised though they had all

been baptised. Norman Foxf.
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baptism); DCA, i. 15(^178 (condensed, but lucid); the

works on church hist, and hist, of doctrine; Schaff,

Crtede, vols, ii, iii (for credal statements).

On IV, 3. the following may be cited: A. Oarson.

Baptism in its Mode and SubjeeU, Philadelphia. 1867

(an extended discussion with replies toTarious writers); T.

J. Conant, Meaningand Use of Baptiaein, New York. 1860
(an exhaustive list of passages in Greek literature); J. C.

Chrystal, HisL of the Modes of Christian Baptism, Philadel-

phia, 1861 (argues for trine immersion); R. Ingham. A
Handbook on Christian Baptism, 2 parts. London. 1866-

71; W. Cathcart. The Baptiem of the Ages, Philadelphia.

1878 (citations from documents of different periods);

H. S. Burrage, The Act of Baptism, ib. 1879 (collection

from all the centuries showing the usage of each period);

D. B. Ford, Studies on the Baptismal Question, Boston.

1879 (reviews Dale's works, ut sup.); N. Fox, Rise of the

Use of Pouring for Baptism, in Baptist Quarterly Review,

Oct.. 1882; A. P. Stanley, ut sup., chap. 1; J. M. Frost.

Pedo-Baptiem, ie it from Heaven or of Men t Philadelphia,

1889; A. H. Newman. Hist, of Anti^Pedobaptism, ib.

1896; A. Rjiuschenbusch, Die Entstehung der Kindertaufe
im S Jahrhundert und die Wiedereinfithrung der biblisdien

Taufe im 17 Jahrhundert, Hambuig. 1898.

BAPTISM FOR THE DEAD: A custom men-
tioned by Paul in I Cor. xv, 29. It probably con-

sisted in the vicarious baptism of a living Christian

for a catechumen who had died unbaptised, the

latter being thereby accounted as baptised and so

received into bliss. It is doubtful iif the custom
was ever widely prevalent and it seems soon to

have died out in the Church, although kept alive by
Mardonites, Montanists, and other heretics (cf.

Chrysostom, Hom.f xl, on I Cor.; Epiphanius, Hcer,,

xxviii, 6). The sixth canon of the Synod of Hippo
in 393 forbade the practise. It is observed by the

Mormons at the present day.

Objection is made to this interpretation on the

ground that Paul would not have referred to such

a practise with even a tacit approval, and that the

practise is in sheer contradiction to Paul's doc-

trine of justification and baptism. Epiphanius,

Calvin, Flacius, Estius, and others interpreted the

Greek kuper tOn nekrOn in the passage mentioned
to mean "when about to die/' "on their death-

bed."

Another interpretation regards tOn nekrOn as

referring to bodies, the baptism of which, on the

supposition that they are mortal, would be use-

less. Another ingenious interpretation refers kit-

per ton nekrUn to the imminent danger of violent

death at the hands of unbelieving persecutors in-

curred by those tn^^ring a public profession of their

faith in baptism. " What is the use of incurring

such danger if there is to be no resurrectionT"

Bibuoobapht: R. J. Cooke, in Methodist Review, xlix(1880).

100; J. W. Horsley. in Newbery House Magaeine, June.
1889; DB, i, 24fi; and the oommentaries on I Cor. xv, 29.

BAPTISM BT HERETICS. See Hebbtic B^p-
TIBM.

BAPTISM WITH THE HOLY GHOST AlfD
WITH FIRE: A figurative expression used by
John the Baptist (Matt, iii, 11; Luke iii, 16) and
understood to refer to the descent of the Holy
Spirit on the Day of Pentecost (Acts ii, 1 sqq.; cf.

i, 5).

BAPTISMAL REGENERATION. See Rboknkb-
ATION.

BAPTISTERY: A building or a portion of a
church used for administering baptism. The his-

tory and institution of baptisteries is naturally

connected with the development of the baptismal

form. Immersion, which was customary in the
ancient Church, required a basin of the requisite

depth, and the custom of solemn seasons for bap-
tism made necessary a considerable space for the
reception of the numerous neophytes. The atrium
and impluvium of the antique dwelling, in which
divine service was held for neariy two centuries (see

ARCHirBCTURE, EccLBsiABTiGAL, I, { 2), appeared
first of all as fit for it and were used in the beginning

for the performance of the rite (cf. Schultze, p. 51).

The neophyte, after having received baptism, was
led from the atrium to the congregation assembled
in the adjoining space. But when the atrium
became merely the vestibule of the basilica, being

an open court besides, buildings were
Early Bap- erected as early as the fourth century
tlsteries. exclusively for the administralion of

baptism (Gk. baptisUria, phSiisUria,

Lat. forUes, fontes baptisterii). As a rule these

buildings were near the choir (as in St. Sophia in

Constantinople, and the baptisterium of the Lateran
basilica), or toward the west (orthodox baptis-

terium at Ravenna), or on the west-front (Grade,

Parenso). Sometimes a location in the immediate
neighborhood of the church was not considered

necessary or could not be obtained from local

reasons (Arian baptisteriimi at Ravenna). An
open or covered gsdlery often connected the two
buildings (Torcello, Aquileia, and elsewhere).

Baptisteries are almost exclusively buildings

with central arrangement of circular or polygonal

plan; the rectangular form is rare. The walls

were supplied with recesses, or a lower passage-way
surrounded an elevated central structure supported

by coliunns and roofed with a dome. The develop-

ment of the baptismal rite from the fomrth century

and practical considerations in general

Form and necessitated the addition of other

Structure, rooms, as a vestibule (Gk. vroaulws

oikos, esCUros otkaSf Lat, atrium; Lat-

eran, Nocera), a dressing-room, and more especially,

a school-room (Gk. katechoumenon). In such rooms
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epifloopal meetings were occasionally held. An
apee or complete choir was also sometimes sup-

plied. In the center of the baptistery was the basin

(Gk. kolymb&kraf Lat. piscina, fona), polygonal

or circular, seldom cruciform, and artifically sup-

plied with water (cf. J. von Schlosser, SchriftgueUen

zuT Kunttgeachichte der KarolingerzeU, Vienna, 1892,

no. 232). Low, ornamented barriers surrounded

it, with openings for going down and coming up.

Three steps—symbolically referring to the holy

Trinity, in the name of which the baptism was
performed—led down and up (gradus descennoniSf

and ascensionia). Curtains covered the basin

and seats stood along the walls. The arts were
employed chiefly in the mosaic decorations of the

dome, but reliefs in stucco, marble ornamentation,

and artistic pavements were also used. As sub-

jects for pictorial representatbn the baptism of

Christ and the hart panting after the water brooks

(Ps. xlii, 1), representing the longing after baptism,

commended themselves (cf. Schultse, pp. 205 sqq.,

228 sqq. , 240-24 1 ). Inscriptions were also not lack-

ing, telling of the purpose of the building and the

blessingof the baptismal grave (Holtzinger, pp.21^
220; Schlosser, U.S., no. 910).

Most of the extant baptisteries of early Christian

time (which were freely dedicated to John the Bap-
tist) are in Italy (cf . O. Mothes, Die Baukunst dea

MiUelaUera in Italien, i, Jena, 1882, 125 sqq.).

In the East some samples have recently been dis-

covered and more may be looked for. In general

the number was limited, since the right of baptism
was connected with the episcopal churches (ecc2e-

sicB bapHsmalea), and was only gradually granted

to the parochial churches. The discontinuance of

the baptism of adults was not in itself a reason

for the abolition of baptisteries; only the inner

arrangement, as the form of the basin, was influ-

enced thereby. However, for practical reasons,

the tendency grew stronger to substitute for the

detached building an addition, or rather a separate

room in the church itself; during the Middle Ages
the detached buildings became exceptional. In
these baptismal chapels the font or basin took the

place of the piscina. In the old plan

Superseded of St. Gall belonging to the ninth

by Baptis- century, the chriistening-font is already

mal Fonts, in the interior of the church (F. Keller,

Bauriss dea Klostera von St, QaUen,

Zurich, 1884, plan and p. 18). Immersion, which
was still customary during the Middle Ages, re-

quired a large basin (cf . the instructive illustrations

from the ninth century in J. Strzygowski, Icona-

ffrapkie der Taufe Ckristi, Munich, 1885, plate viii,

4-7). The material was generally stone, but
sometimes bronse or brass. The round or polyg-

onal form may perhaps be looked upon as a sur-

vival of the antique piscina. As the latter was
adorned by art, so also ornamentations and figura^

tive representations are foimd on the outside of the

baptismal fonts, such as the apostles executing the

baptismal command of Christ and the baptism of

Jesus. Sometimes the four rivers of Eden per-

sonified or Uons served as supports; in Li6ge

there were oxen, an imitation of the molten sea in

the court of the priests of Solomon's temple. In

the Gothic period the broad, massive form of the
older time becomes more slender, and the archi-

tectural ornamentations occupy a larger space.

Connected with the Ronum Catholic rite of conse-

crating the baptismal water is the use of a covering,

which in its artistic shaping is in harmony with the
whole, and often develops into a high superstructure.
In the Middle Ages enactments were passed by the
Church concerning the material and other matters
(Rituale romanum, de aaeramento bapHsmoHSf 30;
cf. V. Thalhofer, Handbuek der katholiachen Li-

turgik, i, Freiburg, 1883, 816 sqq.). When inmier-

sion ceased to be practised in the Roman Church
the baptismal fonts became smaller.

The Protestant Church knows of no consecration

of the baptismal water. In order to connect as

closely as possible the two sacraments which were
recognized, the baptismal font' was at first placed
near the altar,—a custom which in modem times
has rightly been increasingly disregarded. As to

baptism and baptisteries in the catacombs, noth-
ing can be positively asserted, and all probability

is against it. The water reservoirs which are spo-

radicaUy found there, have no connection with bap-
tism. Victor Schultze.

Biblioobapbt: H. Holtstnger, Handlfueh der aUduriaUiehen
ArdiUaktur, Form, Einriehhmg und AuMcAsnUdbifv d«r
aUdtr%$aieh«nKirdt€n, BapMerimi .... Stuttgart, 1880;
Bingham, Oriffinea^ bookTm,ohap.Tii, §i 1-4; E.Marttee, D*
anHquueeeUHarilibu9,pp. i, 186, 163, Antwerp. 1736; DCA,
i. 173-178; F. X. Kraua, lUal-EneyklopddUdm' ehruav^en
Alterthikmer, art. Taufkireha, vol. ii, Freiburg. 1880-86;
H. Otta, Handbueh d«r kirMiehen Kun$iarekaoloQie det
deuiadiM MHUUOUn, ii, 803 aqq., Leipmo, 1883; V.
8«hu]tae, ArehAologU d«r aUdiritUiehtn KutUt, pp. 76
qq., 028qq., Munich, 1806; T. Beaudoire, Oeniae de la eryp-

UH/rapkieapoBioliguBet de VarthiUetwre riiuelle du premier
au eixUme tUde, BapHatiree, haeUiquee .... Paria, 1003.

BAPnSTniES (BATTISTINI, BATTISTIlfE): A
religiotis order for both sexes, named after its patron

saint, John the Baptist. The male branch {Con-

gregoHo aaeerdotum acBCuiarium misaionariorum de

S, Johanne Baptieta) was founded at Genoa by the

pious priest Dominico Francesco Olivieri (d. 1706)

and received papal approval from Benedict XIV
in 1755. Its special purpose was to perform mis-

sionaiy work, which was carried on in Bulgaria,

Rumelia, and China. The female order was in-

stituted by Giovanna Bfaria Battista Solimani (d.

1758), who established a community at Moneglia

(33 m. e.s.e. of Genoa) as early as 1730. Olivieri

became their spiritual director. In 1736 they re-

moved to Genoa and in 1744 were confinned by
Benedict XIV under the official name of Hermitesses

of St. John the Baptist. Each member took the

name Battista, whence arose tSe popular designa-

tion of BatHetine. They follo'-ed a rigidly ascetic

life, marked in particular by strict fasting, and de-

voted themselves to works of charity. The male
Baptistines ceased toward th<» end of the eighteenth

century, but the female branch continued in Genoa,
Rome (where a convent was founded in 1755), and
eLsewhere in Italy till the middle of the nineteenth

centuiy. O. Z6cxuBBt-

Biblioobapbt: O. Moroni, Dieumario di erudieione elorie^

eedeeiaeHea, .y. Bottitto, Rome. 1831-33; HoimbudMr,
Orden und KonortgaUonen, ii, 807-^306, 876.
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Oriffin of tb0 Name (§ 1).

Praeurson of tha Baptuta (§ 2)

.

I. The English Baptists.

1. Rise of tha General Baptists.

John Smyth and his Concregation

(§1).
They Oiganiae a New Church (§ 2).

Smyth Exoommunifsated by his

Church (i 3).

Attempts to Join the Mennonites
(§4).

Smyth's Dedantion of Faith (§ 5).

His Last Utterances (S 6).

Helwys Returns to London (§ 7).

His Doctrines (§ 8).

Baptist Publications (§ Q).

Further Traces of Baptists in Eng-
land (§ 10).

2. Rise of the Particular (Galyinistio)

Baptists.

Congregations in London (§1).
Confession of 1644 (S 2).

3. General Bi4>tists from 1641 On-
ward.

Organisation and Polity (§ 1).

Revival at Barton (f 2).

Tlie New Connection (§ 3).

In the Nineteenth Century <| 4).

4. Particular BaptisU from 1644 On-
ward.

To the Restoration (| 1).

Cooperation and Union ({ 2).

To 1717 (J 3).

To 1776 (§ 4).

Andrew Fuller. Missionary Enter-
prise (I 6).

Baptist Union (§ 6).

BAPTISTS.
Charlea Haddon Spuigeon (§7).
The Welsh Baptisto (§ 8).

Alexander Carson and the Lrish

Baptisto (§ Q).

Scotch Baptisto. Tlie Haldanes
(§ 10).

II. Baptisto in the United Stotes.

1. To 1740.

Roger Williams (§ 1).

The Providence Church (| 2).

The Newport Church (( 3).

Bi4>tisto in Masaachusetto (§ 4).

In South Carolina (§ 5).

In Virginia, North Carolina, and
Connecticut (§ 6).

In New York (§ 7).

In the Quaker Colonies (i 8).

2. From 1740 to 1812.

The Great Awakening (§ 1).

The Philadelphia Association (§ 2).

Rhode Island College (Brown Uni-
versity) (§ 3).

Southern Associations (| 4).

Evangelistic Work of Steams and
Harehall (i 6).

Separate Baptisto in Virginia (§ 6).

Baptistoand Religious Liberty (§7).

8. From 1812 to the Present Time.
Lack of an Educated Ministry (| 1).

Missionary and Educational Work
(12).

Opposition and Difficulties (§ 3).
Theological Seminaries (§ 4).

Univeraities, Colleges, and Schools
(«5).

The Home Bfission Society (§ 6).

The Publication Society (§ 7).

TiM Southen Baptisto (i 8).

Tlie Baptist Congress and Young
Ptople's Union (i 9).

Colored Baptisto (§ 10).

German Bi4>tiBto (§ 11).

Scandinavian Baptisto (i 12).

4. Biinor Baptist Pkutias in the Uni-
ted Stotes.

(a) Six-Principles Bi4>tists.

(b) Seventb-Day Baptists,

(e) Free-WiU Baptists.

(d) Original Free-Will Baptists.

(e) General Baptists.

(/) Separate Baptisto.

{g) United Baptists.

(4) Primitive C HardshaU ") Bap-
tists.

(0 The Old Two49eed-in-thfr^pirit
Predeetinarian Baptists.

ik) The Baptist Church of Qirist.

in. Baptisto in the British Possessions.

1. The Dominion of fSanada.

The Maritime Provinces ({ 1).

Ontario and Quebec (f 2).

The Northwest and British Colum-

2. Ai
bia (I 3).

.ustralia,

.

Tasmania, and New Zea-

3. The British West Indies. Oentral

America, and Africa.

4. India, Ceylon, Burma, and Aaaam.
IV. Baptisto in liission Lands.
V. Baptistoon the 0>ntinentof Europe.
1. Germany and (Serman Missions.

2. Scandinavia.

3. France and Italy.

The use of the term "Baptist" as a denomi-
national designation is of comparatively recent

origin, first appearing about the year 1644.

Its German equivalent (TOufer) was applied by
Zwingii and others to the antipedobaptists of

their time, expressing their opinion that the lat-

ter laid undue stress on believers' baptism; and
the [terms " Anabaptist " and " Katabaptist "

(Wiedertaufer and Widert&ufer) were used implying
repetition and perversion or destruction of the
infant baptism that for many centuries had been
practised (see Anabaptists). These designations

were of course repudiated as opprobrious by anti-

pedobaptists, who were content to call themselves
" Christians," " Apostolic Christians," " Brethren,"
" Disciples of Christ," " Believing Baptized Chil-

dren of God," etc. Eariy English antipedobaptists

were stigmatized as " Anabaptists," with the worst
continental implications, by their op-

I. Origin of ponents, and were much concerned to

the Name, disown this designation. In the earli-

est Particular (Calvinistic) Baptist

confession of faith (1644) the chiurhes concerned
designate themselves as " those churches which are

conmionly (though falsely) called Anabaptists," and
in the appendix to the confession (1646) they call

themselves " Baptized Believers." In the confes-

sion of 1688 Baptist churches are designated " con-
gregations of Christians baptized upon profession

of their faith " and " baptized congregations."

Other common designations (1654, etc.) are " Bap-
tized Churches," " Baptized Christians," and
" Churches of Christ in England, Scotland, and
Wales." "ChurchesofChristinLondon,""Chuiche8

of C!hrist in Ireland," etc., are ezpresrions that

occur in docmnents of 1653-57. As a sort of com-
promise between '' Anabaptists " and '* baptized

believers," " baptized people," etc., the term " Bap-
tists " was gradually adopted (1670 or eariier). In
1672 it is used in a royal license.

Baptists have always professed to base their doc-

trine and practise exdusively upon New Testament
precept and example. If they have failed to realize

their aim, it has heea due to imperfect understand-

ing of the New Testament Scriptures or to the im-

perfection inherent in human nature. Baptists

find their spiritual ancestry in all individuals and
parties that during the eariy Christian centuries,

the Middle Ages, and the Reformation time, in the

spirit of obedience and loyalty to Christ, sought to

stay the tide of incoming pagan and Judaizing

error, or in times of general apoet&ay endeavored
to restore (Christianity to its primitive purity and
simplicity. They find rejection of infant baptism
and insLstence on believers' baptism among the an-

cient, medieval, and modem Paulicians (Thon-
draki; see Pauucianb), with the common (if not

exclusive) practise of immersion and
2. Precur- the most strenuous effort to realize

ors of the regenerate membership, which so far

Baptists, identifies them with Baptists; but with

their adoptionist Christology and sec-

tarian exdusiveness modem Baptists have little

sympathy. In the Petrobrusians of the twelfth

century (see Pbter of Brutb) Baptists find thdr
principles almost completely embodied, but there

is no indication that the former insisted upon im-
mersion as the exclusively valid act of bi^tisQL
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Many of the Waldenaes and the Bohemian Breth-

ren (qq.v.) rejected infant baptism and practised

believers' baptism, but they seem not to have dis-

fellowshiped their pedobaptist brethren and laid

no stress upon immersion; while in the rejection

of judicial oaths, magistracy as allowable for a

Christian, capital punishment, and warfare, they

put an interpretation on the Scriptures that mod-
em Baptists do not approve. The historical rela-

tions of modem Baptists to the Anabaptists of the

sixteenth century are close and direct. English

Puritanism and Brownism (see Browne, Robert),
from which English Baptists sprang, were them-
selves products in part at least of the Anabaptist

movement. A still more direct influence was
exerted by the Mennonites of the Netherlands

upon the English refugees that there became anti-

pedobaptist (1009 onward). Anabaptists were the

forerunners of modem Baptists in rejection of in-

fant baptism and insistence on believers' baptism,

in insisting on the sole authority of the Scriptures,

in their efforts to secure and maintain regenerate

church membership, in pleading for liberty of con-

science and the separation of Church and State;

but nearly all Anabaptists rejected oaths, magis-

tracy, warfare, and capital punishment, all were
anti-Augustinian in their anthropology, many were

chiliastic, many were antitrinitarian, some were
pantheistic and antinomian, many were commu-
nistic, and none (so far as is known) insisted on
inmiersion as the exclusively valid act of baptism

(see Anabaftistb).

L The English Baptists.—1. Bise of the General
Baptiote: John Smyth (q.v.) became a Puritan

as eariy as 1590 but continued in the Established

Church until 1606, when he led in the organization

of a separate congregation at Gainsborough, the

members of which covenanted together " to walk

in all his [God's] ways, made known or to be made
known unto them, according to their best endeav-

ors, whatsoever it might cost them, the Lord as-

sisting them." In 1606 or 1607 they fled from per-

secution and settled in Amsterdam. They did not

unite with the older Puritan church in Amsterdam,

of which Francis Johnson and Henry Ainsworth

(qq.v.) were pastor and teacher, but were on terms

of fellowship with this body. In his reply to Rich-

ard Bernard's SeparatisU* Schism^ published some
months after his arrival, Smyth expressed the pro-

foimdest aversion to '' Anabaptists,"

a v^*"*d ^^0°^ ^® classed with Papists, Arians,

wSfcon™-"**^ "other heretics and anti-Chris-

vation.
' tians," whose " prayers and religious

exercises " could not be acceptable to

God. By this time he had reached convictions in

favor of pure Congregationalism as against the

presbyterial practise of Johnson. He soon took

issue with " the Ancient Brethren of the Separa-

tion " as regards the use of the book [Bible] in read-

ing, prophesying, and singing in church meetings,

declaring it to be " no part of spiritual worship "

and hence " unlawful "; he objected to the " tri-

formed presb3rtery *' (pastors, teachers, and rulers)

as " none of God's oniinance but man's device ";

and insisted that " in contributing to the church

treasury, there ought to be both a separation from

New
Church.

them that are without, and a sanctification of the

whole action by prayer and thanksgiving." He is

reported by some of his contemporaries to havd
objected to the use of translations of the Bible and
to have insisted " that teachers should bring the

originals, the Hebrew and Greek, and out of them
tnmslate by voice." He had evidently become hy-

persensitive regarding anything that savored of

human additions to divine prescriptions.

Prejudice against the Anabaptists seems for

some time to have hindered the application of

Smyth's principle to infant baptism, but late in

1608 or early in 1609 it was home in upon him
that if the Church of England was apostate (as his

Separatist brethren agreed), then its ordinances

were invalid, and that infant baptism was wholly
without Scripture warrant and so in any case to be
rejected. Accordingly he and his followers dis-

solved their church, disowned their baptism (Smyth
repudiating also his ordination), resolved to intro-

duce anew believers' baptism and to effect a com-
pletely new church organisation with the New
Testament as their only guide. Smyth seems to

have first administered the ordinance to himself

and then to the rest of the company. Then as

baptized believers they effected a new organization

with Smyth as pastor. They now felt

Or
*

niM^
impelled to protest against the church

^ * of Johnson and Ainsworth as " a false

church, falsely constituted in the bap-
tizing of infants, and their own unbap-

tized estate." When charged with inconsistency

and changeableness, Smyth insisted that a change
for the better is always in order, and that not to

change so long as complete conformity to Scrip-

ture has not been attained " is evil simply; and
therefore that we should proceed from the profes-

sion of Puritanism to Brownism, and from Brown-
ism to tme Christian baptism, is not simply evil

and reprovable in itself, except it be proved that

we have fallen from tme religion." In answer to

the charge of " Se-baptism " he claims that there

is as much warrant for believers baptizing them-
selves as there is for setting up a tme church (which

his Separatist opponents professed to have done),

inasmuch as a " tme church can not be erected

without baptism," and that " any man raised up
after the apostasy of Antichrist " may " in the re-

covering of the church by baptism, administer it

upon himself in communion with others." He
further justifies self-administered baptism on the

ground, among others, that ** in the Old Testament
every man that was unclean washed himself; every

priest going to sacrifice washed himself . . . . Every
master of a family ministered the Passover to him-

self and all of his family." He adds: " A man can

not baptize others into the church, himself being

out of the church. Therefore it is lawful for a man
to baptize himself together with others in commu-
nion, and this warrant is a plerophory for the prac-

tise of that which is done by us."

As Puritans, Separatists, and Mennonites prac-

tised affusion at this time and as no issue was raised

in the controversial literature called out by this

new movement among English Separatists or in

the later negotiations between these English anti-
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pedobaptiBts and the Mennonites respecting the act

of baptism, it seems highly probable that Smyth
practised affusion. Deep-seated prejudice against

Anabaptists, unfamiliarity with the Dutch language,

and the attitude of aloofness assumed by the Men-
nonites, furnish a sufficient explanation of the fail-

ure of these English antipedobaptists to secure

baptism at the hands of the Dutch brethren with
whom they had so much in common.

Shortly before or shortly after the introduction

of believers' baptism, in sympathy with the Ar-
minian movement then current and with the So-
cinianixed Mennonism of the time, Smyth adopted
Socinian (Pelagian) views, denying original or he-

reditary sin and the redemption of infants by Christ.

He also adopted the Mennonite view that Christ

did not derive " the first matter of his flesh " from
Mary, that " an elder of one church is an elder of

all the churches in the world," and that " magis-
trates may not be members of Christ's church and
retain their magistracy." Smyth's church, led by
Thomas Helwys and John Murton, then excom-
municated him and his followers because of their

departure from the principles on which the church
had been constituted. These (thirty-

8. Smyth ^hree in number) now sought admis-

Satftd''
^^^^ ^^ *^® fellowship of the Men-

by his nonite church in Amsterdam of which

Ohuroh. Lubbert Gerrits was pastor. In their

application they " confess this their

error, and repent of the same, vis.: that they under-
took to baptize themselves contrary to the order
laid down by Christ," and express the desire " to

get back into the true church of Christ as speedily

as may be." Helwys and his associates besought
the Mennonites to take "wise coimsel, and that
from God's word," how they should deal " in this

cause betwixt us and those who are justly, for their

sins, cast out from us. And the whole cause in ques-
tion being succession, . . . consider, we beseech
you, how it is Antichrist's chief hold, and that it is

Jewish and ceremonial, an ordinance of the Old
Testament, but not of the New." They cite the

case of John the Baptist to prove that an unbap-
tized person may inaugurate baptism. They claim

that "whosoever shall now be stirred up by the

same Spirit to preach the same word, and men
thereby being converted, may, according to John's
example, wash them with water, and who can for-

bid T And we pray that we may speak freely herein,

how dare any man or men challenge unto them-
selves a preeminence herein, as though the Spirit of

God was only in their hearts, and the word of God
now only to be fetched at their mouths, and the
ordinance of God only to be had from their hands,

except they were apostles? Hath the Lord thus
restrained his Spirit, his word, and ordinances, as

to make particular men lordly over them, or keep-

ers of them 7 God forbid. This is contrary to the

liberty of the gospel, which is free for all men, at

all times and in all places. . . . And now for the

other question, that elders must ordain elders; or if

this be a perpetual rule, then from whom is your
eldership come 7 And if one chureh might once or-

dain, then why not all churehes always 7
"

It might have been expected that the Mennonites

of Amsterdam would receive with open arms these

English brethren who were seemin^y so thoroughly

at one with them in doctrine and practise. Several

considerations led them to hesitate. The oonnec-

tional church order of the Mennonites made it neces-

sary for the Amsterdam chureh to secure the ap-

proval of other churehes in fellowship. An unwise

actmight easily rend the entirebrother-
*• "V^*™?** hood, as unhappy experiences in the
to Join the p^^ ^^d abundantly demonstrated.

^l^^' The Amsterdam Mennonite congrega-

tion found Smyth's party so thor-

oughly in accord with themselves that they were
prompted to express to their brethren at Leeuwar-
den the opinion that " these English, without being

baptised again, must be accepted." Yet, if the

Leeuwarden brethren thought otherwise, Smyth
and his associates were willing to accept and the

Amsterdam brethren to administer a new baptism,

if it could be proved from Scripture and reason to

be necessary. The Leeuwarden brethren could not

be induced to conunit themselves as to the validity

of Smyth's baptism or to assume any responsibility

for what their Amsterdam brethren might do in

the premises. One of the Mennonite brethren fur-

nished Smyth's party with a meeting-place in the

Great Cake House; but they were not received into

full fellowship until 1615, three yean after Smyth's
death.

In 1611 Smsrth and hit foUowara put forth a declaration

of their faith in one hundred articlee. The oonfeeaion sets

forth just viewe as to the nature of aavinc knowledge of

God as involvinc conformity in character to God's attributes.

Arminian views are clearly and moderately set forth with
respect to God's relation to the fall and to human sin.

" Adam being fallen did not loee any natural power or
faculty, . . . and therefore . . . still retained freedom of

will " (17). '* Original sin " is declared to be " an idle

term." there being ** no such thing as men intend by the
term, . . . because God threatened death only to Adam,
not to his posterity, and because God created the soul

"

(18). It is accordingly maiitained that ** infants are con-
ceived an bor i in innocency without sin " (20). It is a»-

serted that " Adsjn being fallen, God did not hate him, but
loved him still and sought his good " (22). " The new
creature which is begotten of God needeth not the outward
Scriptures, creatures, or ordinances of the chtirch, . . . yet

he can do nothing against the Lawor Scrip-
6. Smyth's tures, but rather all his doings shall serve to

Declaration the confirming and establishing of the Law"
ofFaith. (01-63). *' The outward church visible " is

declared to consist '* of penitent persons
only, and of such as believing in Christ bring forth fruits

worthy of ame dment of life " (66). ** All penitent and
faithful Christians are I rethren in Uie communion of the
outward church, . . . though compassed with never so many
ignorances and infirmities; and we salute them all with a
holy kias, being heartily grieved that we which follow after

one faith, and one spirit, one Lord, and one God, one body,
and one baptism, ihould be rent into so many sects and
schisms: and that on] for matters of less moment " (69).

It is taught '* that the outward baptism of water is to be
administered only upon s ch penitent and faithful persons

as are [aforesai ], and not upon innocent infante, or wicked
persons " (70); th t ** in the outward supper which only
baptised persons must partake, there is presented and
figured before the eyes of the penitent and faithful that

spiritual supper which Christ maketh of his fleeh and blood:
which is crucified and shed for the remission of sins . . .

and which is eaten and drunken . . . only by those which
are flesh of his flesh and bone of his bone, in the communion
of the same spirit " (72); that '* there is no succession in

the outward church, but that all the succession is from
heaven, and that the new creature only hath the thing sig-

nified and substance, whereof the outward church and or-

dinances are shadows, and therefore ha alone hath power
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and knowvth aright how to admimster in the outward
church, for the benefit of others: yet Qod is not the author
of confusion but of order and therefore we are in the out-
ward church to draw as near the first institution as may
be in all things; . . . therefore it is not lawful for every
brother to administer the word and sacraments" (81).

The following declaration on liberty of conscience is espo-

eially noteworthy: ** That the mag&Btrate is not by virtue

of his office to meddle with religion or matters of conscience,

to force or compel men to this or that form of religion or
doctrine, but to leave Christian religion free to every man's
conscience. . . . That if the magistrate will follow Christ

and be his disciple, he must deny himself, take up his cross,

and follow Christ: he must love his enemies and not kill

them, he must pray for them and not punish them, he must
feed them and give them drink, not imprison them, banish
them, dismember them, and spoil their goods . . ." (84-

86). Going to law before dvil magistrates, marriage
with unbelievers, and the taking of oaths are forbidden to
Christians. Community of goods in times of need is i

Smyth died in Aug., 1612, after a long period of

decline during which he ixianifeBted a wonderful

degree of chiuity toward all true beUeyera. He
expressed the profoundest regret for his bitterly

censorious writings against the Church of England,

the Separation, and Helwys, and showed the ut-

most aversion to everything controversial. In his

Retractation of his Errors and the Confirmation of

the Truthf published a year or two after his death,

along with the confession of faith from which ex-

tracts have been given, and a brief account of hia

life and death, he restates the points at issue in the

controversies in which he had been engaged, and
in a thoroughly judicial and irenic spirit indicates

what he is stiU constrained, without controversy,

to maintain, as well as what he feels

6. 'g<» lABt inclined to stirrender. Helwys had
XTtteranoea. been so intemperate as to charge him

with sinning against the Holy Ghost
in receding from the position he had reached re-

garding the independent inauguration of baptism

and church organisation. The point at issue was
not the necessity of succession in the administra-

tion of baptism and the organization of churches,

but whether " although there be churches already ea-

tablished, ministers ordained, and sacraments ad-

ministered orderly, yet men are not bound to join

these former churches established, but may, being

as yet unbaptirod, baptize themselves (as we did)

and proceed to build churches of themselves, dis-

orderiy (as I take it)." Smyth points out that

Helwys's contention would involve a recognition

of the right of any two or three private persons

(even women), in a community where rightly con-

stituted churches abound, to disregard these

churches and baptize and organize themselves.
" Concerning succession, briefly 'thus much: I deny
all succession except in the truth; and I hold we
are not to violate the order of the primitive church,

except necessity urge a dispensation; and there-

fore it is not lawful for every one that seeth the

truth to baptize, for then there might be as many
churches as couples in the worid, and none have
anything to do with other, which breaketh the

bond of love and brotherhood in churches; but, in

these outward matters, I dare not any more con-

tend with any man, but desire that we may follow

the truth of repentance, faith, and regeneration,

and lay aside dissension for mint, comin, and annis

seed." Helwys understood Smyth to deny with
the Bfennonites that Christ received his flesh from
Mary. He now points out that while once inclined

to distinguish between the first and second flesh

of the infant in the womb and to hold that the
former was not derived while the latter, the prod-

uct of nourishment, was derived from Mary, he
has now reached the conviction that it is better to

attribute his flesh to Mary without going beyond
the Scriptures in curious inquiry " whereof C!biist's

natural flesh was made." He thinks it far more
important that " we should search into C^hrist's

spiritual flesh, to be made flesh of his flesh, and
bone of his bone, in the conmiunion and fellowship

of the same spirit."

By 1611 Helwys and his associates reached the

conviction that flight in persecution and voluntary

exile were absolutely unjustifiable. Late in 1611

or early in 1612 they returned to England and set-

tled in London. Helwys was not content to carry

out, with his company, his own con-

7. Helwys victions; he published (1612) A Short

Batums to DedaraOon of the Mystery of Iniquity,
liondon. in which " in great confidence and

passion " (Robinson) he held up to re-

proach all the English dissenting refugees in the

Netherlands, charing that in seeking to avoid

being '* sheep in the midst of wolves " the false-

hearted leaders had fled into strange countries to

save their Uves and had drawn other people after

them, leaving the true believers who could not thus

save their lives without leadership and leaving their

native la^d without gospel testimony.

In A Declaration of FaOh of English People Re-

maining at Amsterdam in Holland (1611), set forth

by Helwys and his associates, while Christ's right-

eousness is said to be imputed to all (general re-

demption), men are declared to be " by nature the

children of wrath, bom in iniquity, and in sin con-

ceived . . . even so now being fallen, and having

all disposition unto evil, and no disposition or will

unto any good, yet God giving grace, man may
receive grace, or may reject grace. . . ." It is

further taught, ** That God before the foundation

of the world hath predestinated that all that be-

lieve in him shall be saved, and all that believe not

shall be damned; all which he knew
8. "gt* before. And this is the election and

Doetrlnes. reprobation spoken of in the Scrip-

tures, concerning salvation and con-

demnation; and not that God hath predestinated

men to be wicked, and so to be damned, but that

men being wicked shall be damned." It is taught
" That man may fall away from the grace of God,
and from the truth. . . . That a righteous man
may forsake his righteousness, and perish." Civil

magistracy is recognized as " a holy ordinance of

God " and magbtrates " may be members of the

chureh of Christ, retaining their magistracy."

From this confession, as well as from Helwys's

Proof that Ood'a Decree is not the Cause of any Man's
Sin or Condemnation, published the same year, it

appears that Helwys held to a moderate type of

Arminianism, while Smyth had become almost So-

cinian in his doctrine.

Little is known of the careers of Helwys, Murton,
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and their associates after their repatriation. In

1614 a sealouB, clear-headed antipedobaptiflt,

Leonard Busher by name, addressed to King James
and the High Court of Parliament a treatise en-

titled Rdigioua Peace : or A Plea for Liberty of

Coneeienee, the first work on the subject published

in English. Among the more striking sentences

are the following: " It is not only unmerciful, but
imnatural and abominable; yea, monstrous for one
Christian to vex and destroy another for difference

and questions of religion." " I do affirm, that

through the unlawful weed-hook of persecution,

which your predecessors have used, and by your
majesty and parliament is still continued, there is

such a quantity of wheat plucked up, and such a
multitude of tares left behind, that the wheat which

o Ba tiflt
remains can not yet appear in any

F^Swir "8^* visible congregation." " With

lions. - * * Scripture, and not with fire and
sword, your majesty's bishops and

ministers ought to be armed and weaponed." Hav-
ing shown that even in the Old Testament time
" the Lord would not have his offerings by con-

straint," he proceeds: " So now in the time of the

gospel, he will not have the people constrained, but
as many as receive the word ^adly, they are to be
added to the church by baptism. And therefore

Christ commanded his cUsciples to teach all nations

and baptize them; that is, to preach the word of

salvation to every creature of all sorts of nations,

that are worthy and willing to receive it. And
such as willin^y and ^adly receive it, he hath
oonmianded to be baptised in the watsr, that is,

dipped for dead in the water." The last sentence

would seem clearly to identify Busher with the

Baptists as regards his conception of the subjects

and mode of baptism; but whether he was a mem-
ber of the little Helwys company or a disconnected

antipedobaptist we are not informed. The follow-

ing year (1615) there was published OhjecHone an-

8weredhyway of Dialogue f wherein ia proved . . . that

no man ought to be persecuted for hia religion, eo he

teeiifie his allegiance by the Oath, appointed by Law,
By Chriet's unworthy Witnesses, His Majesty's faithr

fvl Subjects: Commonly QnU most falsely) called

Anabaptists This somewhat elaborate and thor-

oughgoing plea for liberty of conscience proceeded
from the Helwys company and has been attributed

to John Murton, as has also A Most Humble Sup-
plioalion of many of the King's Majesty's Most Loyal

Subjects . . . who are persecuted {only for differing

in religion), contrary to divine and human testimonies

(1620). According to an early tradition recorded

by Roger Williams, the latter treatise was written

with milk brought daily in a bottle with a fresh

sheet of paper each day rolled up for a stopper and
the written sheet returned as stopper of the empty
bottle to be deciphered by a friend.

Helwys seems to have died a few years after re-

turning to England. Murton was thenceforth

leader of the party. By 1624 or 1626, as is learned

from correspondence of members of Murton's con-

nection with the Mennonites of Amsterdam pre-

served in the archives of the latter (B. Evans, Early
English Baptists, ii, London, 1862, pp. 21-22), there

were, besides the congregation at Newgate, Lon-

don, small congregations at Lincoln, Tiverton, Salis-

bury, and Coventry, aggregating about 150 mem-
bers. Differences had by this time arisen among
the brethren and a minority, led by Elias Tookey,
had been excommunicated. Both sides sought

the moral support and the fellowship of the Amster-
dam Mennonite church. As usual, the Mennonite
brethren were extremely cautious, and required to

be accurately informed on many points before com-
mitting themselves to either party. Tookey failed

to satisfy the Mennonites on a number of points:

he and his party thought it right to celebrate the

Supper in the absence of an ordained minister;

were not willing to refuse oaths or military service;

while none of them denied the deity of Christ,

there was difference of opinion as to what was in-

volved in his deity. They wished the Mennonites
to write to Murton and his friends on their behalf

"in order to augment peace and welfare.'' In

1626 two commissioners from the five churches of

Murton's connection visited the Mennonites of

Amsterdam with a view to fellowship. These also

were disposed to defend oaths as almost necessary

at the time in EIngland and to insist that Christ

had his flesh from Mary. Against the
^^^;^*'*'****' practise of the Mennonites they were

strongly inclined to perpetuate the
Traoesof

Bi^gi^w^. weekly celebration of the Supper.

They acknowledge that the minister-

ing of the sacraments is inseparably united with

the ministering of the word, but insist that

without ordination servants of the church may
** preach, convert, baptise, and perform other pub-
lic actions with the consent of the chiurch, when the

bishops are not present." They crave the indul-

gence of their Dutch brethren in a difference of

opinion regarding the right of a Christian to exer-

cise magbtracy. They insist upon the ri^t of

Christians to bear arms for national and local de-

fense. The Mennonites treated both parties kindly

but refused to enter into organic union with either.

Two letters addressed to the Mennonites in 1630-

31, the one by the church at Lincoln, the other by
that at Tiverton, in answer to letters of reproof

occasioned by their overreadiness to exercise severe

discipline even to the wasting and scattering of

their constituencies, turn the tables upon their

somewhat patronizing counselors, justify their

efforts to purge themselves of evil by abundant ci-

tation of Scripture, rebuke the Mennonites for their

laxity, which if they had known before they applied

for union (1626) they would first have sought to

reform, and blame them for refusing union on
grounds that can not be shown to be Scriptural.

One of the matters of complaint was that the Eng-
lish antipedobaptists disciplined members for at-

tending the services of the Established Church.

There is no indication of difference of opinion re-

specting the act of baptism.

John Murton seems to have died about 1630.

when his widow returned to Amsterdam and united

with the Mennonite church.

Somewhat vague traditions of the existence of

Baptist churches about this time (in some cases

considerably earlier) at Stony Stratford, Ashford,

Biddenden, Eyethome, Hill Qiffe, Booking, Canter-
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bury, and Amersham are still current in England.

Attempts to confirm these traditions by antiqua-

rian research have so far failed. Some of the Bap-
tist churches that claim early foundation may have
grown out of Anabaptist, Lollard, or Separatist

congregations of the earlier time. Little further

is known of English antipedobaptist life until about
1640-42, when in conunon with the Calvinistic anti-

pedobaptists, they became convinced that immer-
sion alone is baptism.

2. BiM of the Partioular (Oalvlnlatio) Baptlata:

In 1616 Henry Jacob, a learned Piuitan minister,

who for some years had been pastor of an English

congregation at Middelburg, Zealand, and who
had published a number of works against the

English establishment, after much conference with

his Separatist brethren in the Netherlands and in

England and much fasting and prayer with his

associates, reached the conviction that duty re-

quired him to return to EIngland and to " venture

himself for the kingdom of Christ's sake." Such
of his members as chose to return with him he
organized anew at Southwark, London, all cov-

enanting together " to walk in all God's ways as

he had revealed or should make known to them."

The congregation proceeded to choose and ordain

Jacob pastor and " many saints were joined to

them." After about eight years of heroic service

and suffering, Jacob emigrated to America. After

an interval, John Lathrop became pastor and with

many of the members spent much of the time in

prison. Finding it impossible to labor in England
Lathrop also ssdled for America (1634). In 1633,

differences of opinion having arisen as to recog-

nition of the parish churches, a number of the

brethren were peaceably dismissed to form an
independent congregation, " Mr. Eaton with some
others receiving a further baptism." John Spil»-

bury's name does not appear among
1. Ooncre- the seceders of 1633, but some time
vationaln between this date and the second
liondon. secession of 1638 he had become the

pastor of an antipedobaptist congre-

gation; whether this was distinct from Eaton's
congregation does not clearly appear. The record

reads* " These also being of the same judgment
with Sam Eaton and desiring to depart and not be
censured, our interest in them was remitted with
prayer made in their behalf, June 8, 1638, they
having just forsaken us and joined with Mr. Spil»-

bury." Shortly before or shortly after this seces-

sion William Kiffin, then a young man of twenty-
two, afterward till 1701 one of the most influential

leaders of the Particular Baptists, united with
Eaton. The learned and sedous Henry Jessey
had become pastor of the Jacob-Lathrop church in

1637 In 1640 the conviction that " dipping the
body into the water" is the only valid baptism
forced itself upon a number of the members and the
matter was much agitated in antipedobaptist

circles. As a result of conferences on this matter
Richard Blount, who understood Dutch, was sent

to Holland where the Collegiants of Rhynsburg
(see Collegiantb) were practising inunersion, and
received baptism at the hands of J. Batte, a teacher

among them. This party had arisen about 1619,

I.—29

but its immersion may have been derived from the

Polish (Socinian) antipedobaptists. On his return

Blount inmiersed Blacklock, and they two bap-
tized large numbers (1641). The immersionist

antipedobaptists had by this time formed them-
selves into two companies. Spilsbuiy insisted that
** baptizedness is not essential to the administra-

tor " of baptism and, with a number of adherents,

discountenanced Blount's method of restoring

baptism. As the agitation had been going on for

some months before Bloimt's joiuney to Holland,

it is not unlikely that Spilsbury and his adherents,

including Kiffin, had some time before introduced

inmiersion independently. Spilsbury's argument
against the necessity of succession in baptism pre-

vailed. In 1643 friendly discussion of the question

of infant baptism was renewed in the congregation

of which Jessey was pastor. Hanserd Knollys,

a university graduate and Piuitan preacher, who
had spent some time in New England and had foimd
himself out of harmony with the theocracy, was
at this time a member of Jessey's church. Accord-
ing to the ancient records " H. K., our brother,

not being satisfied for baptizing his child, after

it had been endeavored by the elder and by one or

two more, himself referred to the church then that

they might satisfy him or he rectify them, if amiss
therein, which was well accepted. Hence meetings
were appointed for conference about it . . . and
each was performed with prayer and much love."

An interesting outline of the arguments pro and
con by Jessey and Knollys, in which other brethren

(Kiffin among them) joined, is given in the record.

A considerable number were convinced with Knollys
against the baptism of infants, and the church
after taking the advice of the elders and brethren

of other churches (including Praisegod Barebone,
Dr. Parker, Thomas Goodwin Philip Nye, Simpson,

and Burrows), several of whom had recently

retiuned from exile in the Netherlands and were
to become prominent members of the Westminster
Assembly, it was decided, that inasmuch as the

antipedobaptist brethren had absented them-
selves, not from obstinacy, but from tender con-

science and holiness, and in order to avoid dis-

turbing the proceedings of the church, that the

church would not " excommunicate, no, nor ad-

monish, which is only to obstinate, to count them
still of our church and pray (for) and love them,"
and to * desire conversing together so far as their

principles permit them." By this time Kiffin

had become pastor of a church and some of those

who left Jessey's church on this occasion joined

with him, while others organized themselves into

a new church with Knollys as pastor (1644).

By October 1644, the Calvinistic antipedobap-

tists of London who had adopted immersion as the

exclusively valid form of baptism " had become
seven churches." At this time, in order to defend

themselves against charges of Arminianism, oppo-
sition to civil government, etc., usually associated

with the name " Anabaptist " and slanderously

urged against themselves, representatives of these

churches united in a confession of faith in fifty-two

articles, wherein along with Calvinistic teachings

on theology, Christology, and anthropology, are
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et forth Baptist views of baptism and the Supper
(the " dipping or plunging of the body " of the

believer " under water/' the Supper
8. Oonfee- to be partaken of after baptism),

^JJf^' magistracy, oaths, etc., and a vigoi^

ous statement of the doctrine of

liberty of conscience. " But if any man shall

impose upon us anything that we see not to be
commanded by our Lord Jesus Christ, we should

in his strength rather embrace all reproaches and
tortures of men, to be stripped of all outward com-
forts, and, if it were possible, to die a thousand
deaths, rather than do anything against the least

tittle of the truth of God, or against the light of our
own consciences." This confession was signed by
fifteen brethren representing the seven churches.

The name of Kiffin stands &^t, those of Spilsbury,

Skippard, Gunne, Webb, Hobson, and Phelps, are

first in the other groups. In the second edition

(1646) a French church represented by Le Barbier

and Le Duret is added, and the names of Hanserd
Enollys, Benjamin Cox, and Thomas Holms ap-
pear for the first time.

The following record, written apparently by
Jessey, dates from 1644: " After that H. Jessey was
convinced also, the next morning early after that

which had been a day of solemn seeking the Lord
in fasting and prayer CThat if infant baptism were
unlawful and if we should be furtherbaptised, etc.,

the Lord would not hide it from us, but cause us

to know it). First H. Jessey was convinced against

pedobaptism and then that himself should be
baptised (notwithstanding many conferences with
his honored and beloved brethren Mr. Nye, Mr.
Th. Goodwin, Mr. Burroughs, Mr. Greenhill, Mr.

Cradock, Mr. Carter, etc., etc. . . .), and was
bi^tised by Mr. Knollys, and then by degrees he
baptised many of the church, when convinced
they desired it." Several who had left the church
to become Baptists now returned. Jessey long

continued to minister to a mixed congregation.

Baptists and pedobaptists mutually tolerating

each other. In the general religious ferment which
set in with the opening of the Long Parliament
(Nov. 3, 1640) and the greater freedom which was
then allowed, many who had doubted the pro-

priety of infant baptism felt free to avow and
propagate their principles.

8* General Baptists from 1641 Onward: It is

probable that most or all of the antipedobaptist

churches of the Helwys-Murton connection sur-

vived the Laudian persecutions and others may
have arisen after 1632. Thomas Lamb was arrested

at Colchester for disseminating heresy some time
before 1640. After his release he resumed his

ministry in London and is said to have become
familiar with neariy every prison in London and
its vicinity. At the beginning of this period he
was pastor of a congregation in Bell-alley, which
became a fruitful mother of churches. In 1643
he was reenforced by Heniy Denne, who had been
educated at Cambridge and was instruments!,

with Lamb and several other zealous evangelists,

in the conversion of multitudes in Huntingtonshire,
Cambridgeshire, Lincolnshire, Kent, and elsewhere.

Lamb's church became a missionary society which

sent forth evangelists into various parts of England
and into Wales. Between 1641 and 1649 about
ten associations are supposed to have been estab-

lished, with quarteriy, half-yeariy, or annual
meetings, for edificatory, disciplinary, and mis-

sionary pmposes. Possibly from eariy connection

with the Mennonites, the General Baptists empha-
sised coimectional church government rather than
church independency. Several years before 1671
a General Assembly of the churches of the entire

coimection had been formed, which

1. Orvan- usually met in London. The General
Isationand Baptist churches exercised a rigorous

Poilty. discipline over their membership in

matters of doctrine and life. Per-

sistence in Calvinistic teaching (as in denial of the
universality of the atonement) was a ground
of excommunication. Divisive controversies on
chtirch singing and on the imposition of hands
occupied a large share of attention. Quakers and
Ranters invaded the congregations and in some
cases were responsible for decimating their member-
ship. Divided congregations, churches at variance

with neighboring churches, and even aggrieved
individucds could appeal to the associations. The
General Assembly became virtually a court of

appeal from churches and associations. An ag-

grieved member of a church might appeal to two
or more neighboring churches, which were under
obligation to hear and judge the esse. From such
a judgment, appeal might be made to the asso-

ciation and from this to the General Assembly.
Thus every local difficulty was likely to pervade
the entire connection. Thus equipped with a
system of graduated courts of appeal, the connec-
tion came to feel the need of general executive

officers, and found the New Testament prototype
of what they wanted in the apostolate. These
officials were called " messengers " or '' bishops."

According to the Orthodox Creed (1678), "The
bishops have the government of those churches
that had suffrage in their election, ordinarily,

as also to preach the word to the world." Thomas
Grantham (in Ckriaiianiamua Primiiivus, London,
1678), a chief defender of Baptist episcopacy,

thus defined the office: "1. To plant churches

where there are none; 2. To set in order such
churches as want officers to order their affairs;

and 3. To assist faithful psstors or churches against

usurpers and those that trouble the peace of par-

ticular churches by false doctrines." Grantham
expressed the wish that representatives of all the

baptized chtirches in the world might meet occa-

sionally in a great consistory to consider matters

of difference among them. The Lincolnshire

Association in 1775 gave still more ample powers
to the " messenger," who is said to have " full

liberty and authority, according to the Gospel,

to freely inquire into the state of the churches

respecting both the pastor and people, to see that

the pastors do their duty in their places, and the

people theirs; he is to exhort, admonish, and
reprove both the one and the other, as occasion

calls for. In virtue of his office, he is to watch
over the several flocks committed to his care and
charge, ... to labor to keep out innovations in
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doctrine, wonhip, and discipline, and to itand up
in defense of the Gospel."
The General Baptists were greatly prospered

during the Civil War, in which they heartily par^
ticipated, and during the Cromwellian period.

Along with other dissenters they suffered severely

under Charles II. After the Revolution (1688-89),
owing in part to the disciplinary system already
described and still more to the pervasive influence
of Socinianism, disintegration set in. The process
was accelerated by their resistance to the evan-
gelical revival led by the Wesleys and Whitefield.
By 1770 they had dwindled to small proportions
and most of those that remained had become
unitarian.

In 1743 a religious revival occurred in the vicinity

of Barton. After a time the converts became im-
pressed with the importance of immer-

2. Bevival sion and brought a large tub into the
at Barton, meeting-house for the dipping of

infants. Without any knowledge of

Baptists they became convinced (1755) that

believers only should be baptised and they pro-

ceeded to introduce baptism anew, Donithrope
baptizing Kendrick, who in turn baptized his

baptizer, and the two baptized between sixty and
seventy others. Those who did not feel the need
of a further baptism were allowed to remain in

communion. Their numbers multiplied until by
1770 six Baptist churehes with near a thousand
members and ten ordained pastors had resulted

from the movement.
In 1762 Dan Taylor (q.v.), a young man of

twenty-four, who had recently been converted in

the Wesleyan meetings and had been engaging suc-

cessfully in evangelistic work in Yorkshire, became
convinced independently of the unscripturalness of

infant baptism, left the Wesleyans, and associated

himself with four others who had had a similar ex-

perience at Heptonstall. Having reached Bap-
tist convictions and having learned of some General
Baptists in Lincolnshire, one hundred and twenty
miles distant, Taylor journeyed in the midst of win-
ter and was baptized by Jefifries, pastor of the Gam-
ston church. Taylor proved himself a master work-
man and by 1770 he had founded or rescued from
decay fifteen chwches, which united in forming

a " New Connection of General Baptist churches,

with a design to revive experimental

New Con- ^^PO^ ^^ primitive Christianity in

neotion. " '*^*^ *"*^ practise." The brief arti-

cles of faith combine evangelical Ar-
minianism with insistence on believers' baptism
(immersion) as indispensable. Socinian views of

the person of Christ and hyper-Calvinistic antino-

mianism are explicitly condemned. The New
Connection rigorously excluded from membership
General Baptists of the older type who would not
sign their confession and whose num'sters failed to

come up to their standard of personal religious ex-

perience. By the close of the eighteenth century

the New Connection had an academy for the train-

ing of ministers, had engaged in Sunday-school

work, and had started a magazine. Their mem-
bership had grown to about four thousand. It is

probable that the General Baptist churehes of

the older type had about the same number of
members at the same time.

Diuing the nineteenth century the denomini^
tion grew in numbers, educational and literary en-
terprise, and in missionaxy activity. In 1816 they
formed a missionary society and entered upon
foreign work. Their most influential leader at this
time was J. G. Pike. For many years the General
Baptists had joined with the Particular Baptists
in the Baptist Union and there had been a free in-

terchange of pulpits and members. In

h£
**^* 1891 a union of General and Particular

teenth
^^P^i^sts was effected. Until recent

Oentory. ^"^^ ^^® General Baptists had almost
imiformly practised restricted com-

munion and rigorously excluded Calvinistic Bap-
tists from the Supper. During the nineteenth cen-
tury their views on this matter became assimilated
to those of the great migority of the Particular
Baptists.

4. Particalar Baptists firom 1644 Onward: From
the date of the signing of the confession of 1644-46,
Baptists of the Calvinistic type went forward by
leaps and bounds. Through the evangelistic efforts

of John Myles and Vavasour Powell Baptists early
gained a firm footing in Wales. In 1651 four
chtirehes met at Carmarthen to consider the ques-
tions of singing of psalms and the laying-on of hands,
and a year earlier three of the chiurches had gath-
ered for consultation on missionary business. The
meeting of 1650 had voted that each chiu-ch should
raise ten pounds for the dissemination of the gospel.

From this time onward the Welsh Baptists made
much of associations and these were the prototypes
of the Philadelphia Association in America (see be-
low, II, 1, S 8). The London churehes were active
in evangelizing the provinces, leading ministers

spending much time in this kind of

work. Baptists of both tjrpes were
soon numerous in the Parliamentary
army, many of whose officers were of

this persuasion (Fleetwood, Cromwell's son-in-law

and Lord Deputy of Ireland, Major General Har-
rison, Col. Hutchinson, Major Paul Hobson, and
others). Baptist officers were in several cases

effective preachers and most of them gave evexy
encouragement to Baptist preaching and the estab-

lishment of Baptist chiurches in the neighborhood of
the camps. The efforts of the Westminster As-
sembly and of the Presbyterian Parliament to check
the spread of Baptist principles proved ineffective,

and Baptists and Independents became so power-
ful in the army that they were able to dissolve the
Assembly and to cast out the Presbyterian mem-
bers of Parliament. Baptists encouraged (^m-
well to assimie the headship of the state; but they
soon grew weary of his military government. It

seems well established that their determined op-
position prevented Cromwell from accepting the
royal title when it was pressed upon him by others.

Harrison, who had been active in the trial and exe-
cution of Charles I, became Cromwell's bitter op-
ponent. He embraced socialistic and millenarian

ideas. John Milton advocated Baptist principles

and was a stanch antipedobaptist, but there ia no
evidence that he was ever a member of a Baptist

1. To the
Bestora-

tion.
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church. Among CromweirB "Tiyers," appointed

to pass upon the qualifications of candidates for

the pulpits of endowed churches were Heniy Jessey,

Daniel Dyke, and John Tombes, a highly educated

collegian who wrote and disputed against infant bap-

tism. These and about twenty-two other Baptist

ministers thought it right to accept appointments as

pastors of endowed churches, a majority of the

parishioners in each case petitioning for their serv-

ices. Hanserd KnoUys and many other Baptist

ministers protested against the Court of Tryers as

too much like the High Conmiission Court of Laud's

time. Besides being one of the most influential

and devoted pastors of his time, William Kiffin was
a successful man of affairs and by the liberal use of

his wealth promoted the Baptist cause.

It has been noticed that the first Particular Bap-
tist congregations were formed by peaceable with-

drawal from a pedobaptist church and that Jessey

remained pastor of a mixed church. Open com-
munion was from the first practised by most of the

churches. Controversy between Kiffin and Bunyan,
in which the latter denied that differences of opin-

ion and practise respecting an external rite should

be allowed to hinder the manifestation of Chris-

tian love and brotherhood in the Supper, left the

question an open one.

In 1653 several churches in Ireland that had been
formed through the labors of London ministers ad-

dressed a letter to their brethren in London sug-

gesting the desirability of '' brotherly correspond-

ence" with them and through them "with all

the rest of the churches of Christ in England, Scot-

land, and Wales." They requested that two or

more suitable brethren " visit, comfort, and con-

firm all the flock of our Lord Jesus that are, or

have given up their names to be, under his rule and
government, in England, Scotland, and Wales."

The London brethr^ accepted the suggestion and
messengers were sent out to visit the churches.

Jessey '' was sent by divers churches to visit about
thirtyndx congregations in Essex, Sussex, Norfolk,

Middlesex." In the same year a cir-

2. Ooop- cular letter was addressed by many
eratlon churches in London, Wales, etc., to

other churches, suggesting the sending

of messengers to a meeting with a
view to harmonizing doctrine and practise among
the churches and arranging for the approval and
sending out of teachers. The Western Association

was formed the same year, the Biidland Association

in 1655. The Western Association in 1655 ap-

pointed and ordained Thomas Collier, its most in-

fluential leader, '* General Superintendent and
Messenger to all the Associated Churches." In
1656 this association adopted a confession of

faith (the " Somerset ") in which the duty of the
churches individually and collectively to " preach
the gospel to the world " is asserted, and special

recognition is made of obligation to labor for the
conversion of the Jews. It may be worthy of note
that Heniy Jessey, who was an enthusiastic He-
braist, was deeply interested in the Jews of his time
and raised a considerable amotmt of money for

the relief of the persecuted and distressed.

Particular Baptists as well as General, though

Union.

probably not to so large an extent, suffered much
from the intrusion of Familists, Seekers, Ranters,

and Fifth Monarchy Men.
Baptists promoted the restoration of Charles II

and accepted in good faith his assurances of tolera-

tion. The uprising of the Fifth Monarchy Men
(q.v.), led by Heniy Venner (1661), was the occasion

of an outbreak of persecution. Twenty-six Bap-
tist ministers who had held benefices under the

Cromwellian regime were deposed through the

execution of the Act of Uniformity (1662), the

least regrettable of the results of the Restoration.

These ministers, it will be remembered, had been
educated in the Established Church and no doubt
justified themselves in abetting a union of (}hurch

and State by the practical consideration that the

funds were available for the support of a ministry

and that it was bettter for them to do the service

to which they were invited rather than to leave

the people destitute or with inferior pastors. The
Bill of Indulgence (1675) opened the way for efforts

to strengthen the ministxy of dissenting churches.

In the same year the Particular Baptist ministerB

of London requested the churches in England
and Wales to send representatives to meet in Lon-
don the following May, with a view to taking
measures for " providing an orderly standing

ministry in the chtirch, who might
8. To 1717- give themselves to reading and study,

and so become able ministers of the

New Testament." The meeting seems not to have
occurred till 1677, when a confession of faith, that

of the Westminster Assembly with necessary modi-
fications, was adopted and formally promulgated.
In 1689 (just after the Revolution and the pro-

mulgation of the Act of Toleration) representatives

of about a hundred churches assembled for the

expression of fellowship and the reaffirming of the

confession of 1677. The meeting was most har-

monious, scarcely a note of dissent being heard.

A dearth of properly qualified pastors is lamented.
During the Civil War and Commonwealth times
many hi^y educated ministers from the £lstab-

lished Church had joined the Baptist ranks. This
source of supply had failed. Failure " to make gos-

pel-provision for their maintenance " is thought
to be one of the reasons why so few competent men
devote themselves wholly to the work. For remedy-
ing this defect it was decided to raise " a public stock

or fund of money," " first by a free-will offering

to the Lord; and secondly, by a subscription,

every one declaring what he is willing to give weekly,

monthly, or quarterly to it." " A general fast

in all the congregations " was arranged for, a list

of " evils to be bewailed and mourned over" is

given, and special prayer is to be offered for the

conversion of " the poor Jews." The assembly
was careful to disclaim " superiority and superin-

tendency over the churches " and determined that

in future assemblies no differences between churches
and persons should be debated. Nine London
brethren were entrusted with the collection and
the administration of the fund for the assistance of

weak chtirches, the sending forth of missionaries,

and the assistance of gifted and sound men "in
attaining to the knowledge and imderstanding of
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the languages, Latin, Greek, and Hebrew." The
question of open or restricted communion was
left to the churches, each to act in the matter '' as

they have received from the Lord." The assembly
of 1691 was made up of representatives of a hun-
dred churches belonging to twelve associations.

In 1692 it was decided to divide the assembly,
one portion to meet in London and the other in

Bristol, at different seasons of the year, these

assemblies not to be accotmtable to each other
and each to send messengers to the other. At
this time a grievous controversy was raging on the
question '' whether the praises of God should be
sung in public assemblies," Kiffin, Keach, Cox,
Steed, and other leading brethren being involved.

It was decided to refer the matter to seven breth-

ren appointed by the assembly, who adminis-

tered a scathing rebuke to the offenders, which
was taken in good part. The Bristol meeting
prospered, but the London meeting declined.

The Broadmead church, Bristol, was one of the

earliest and strongest of the Particular Baptist

Churches outside of London and the importance
of Bristol as a Baptist center was greatly enhanced
by the endowment left by Edward Terrill (d. 1686)
with the Broadmead church for ministerial educa-
tion, which became available in 1717. Out of this

foimdation grew the theological college that from
its inception has been one of the chief factors in

the progress of the denomination.

In 1717 the London ministers inaugurated another
missionary fund. The great leaders of the past

century had all passed away, and there had been
a marked decline in the Baptist cause. The older

assembly with its fxmd seems to have become
extinct. Benjamin Stinton, pastor of one of the

wealthier churches, and the Hollis brothers, wealthy
business men, who while contributing liberally

for the support of Baptist work regularly attended

Presbyterian services, lurged that General Baptists

be invited to cooperate in the raising and admin-
istration of the fund and to participate in its use.

This cooperation was refused, but there was in

London at this time a strong sentiment in favor

of Baptist imion. The fund was to be administered

by representatives of the contributing chturches,

to be appointed in numbers propor-
4. To 1776. tioned to their contributions, and

individual contributors not members
of contributing churches participated in the man-
agement. John Hollis was for years treasurer

of the fund and left it a large legacy. It may be
observed that to the HolUs family Harvard Univer-

sity was indebted for endowment and equipment.

In opposition to this unionistic movement, a
" Society of Ministers of the Particular Baptist

Persuasion " was formed 1723-24, which for many
years exerted a powerful and wide-spread influence.

By way of reaction against the Socinian teachings

that were pervading the Established Churoh and
all the dissenting bodies. Particular Baptist theo-

logians like John Gill and John Brine promulgated

a high type of Calvinistic teaching that in the minds
of the uncultured easily degenerated into fatalism

and antinomianism. ' Many Particular Baptist

ministers went to the extreme of considering it an

1-30

impertinence to preach to the imregenerate or to
pray forthem,'andmany churehes excluded from fel-

lowship anywho dissented from their fatalistic views.

By 1753 there had been such a decline that JohnRy-
land, who made a careful inquiry, could find only
4,930 Particular Baptists in England and Wales.
They opposed the evangelical revival with almost
fanatical zeal. In the London and Bristol centers

there remained a number of more moderate pastors
and churehes. In general it may be said that pas-
tors educated at Bristol rarely carried their doc-
trine and practise to the fatalistic and antinomian
extreme.

The conversion of Andrew Puller (q.v.) to evan-
gelical views, chiefly through the reading of a pamph-
let by Jonathan Edwards on the importance of a
general union of Christians in prayer for a revival

of religion, and through the influence of the evan-
gelical revival in England, marks an epoch in the
history of the Particular Baptists. For a few years
before 1792 ministers of the Northamptonshire
Association, under Fuller's leadership, held monthly
prayer-meetings for the extension of the gospel.

In May, 1792, William Carey (q.v.) having become
deeply impressed with the destitution of the

heathen and the duty of Christians to carry out the
great commission, preached a sermon

'^'B^of'*^
on the topic: "Expect great things

Enter- God/ which made a profound un-

priseT pression and led to the organization,

a few months later (Oct. 2), at Ketter-

ing (Fuller's church) of the Baptist Missionary

Society. From this time onward Fuller devoted
much of his time and effort to the diffusion of the

missionary spirit throughout his denomination
and among dissenters and churchmen. He
visited from time to time all parts of Britain

in the interest of Carey's mission. His popular

but profound publications disseminated moderate
Calvinistic views suffused with missionary en-

thusiasm. Not since the Cromwellian age were

Baptist principles brought to the attention of the

religious public in so acceptable a manner. Closely

associated with Fuller was John Ryland (q.v.),

who in 1783 became pastor of the Broadmead
churoh, Bristol, and Principal of the Baptist College.

For thirty years he exerted a wide-spread influence

as pastor and teacher. Among the students that

went forth from the college were John Foster and
Robert Hall (qq.v.). Fuller's cuief Baptist oppo-

nents were Abraham Booth, T^'ho from being a
General Baptist became a Particular Baptist of

the more rigorous type and wrote largely in defense

of believers' baptism, restricted communion, and
high Calvinism (" Reign of Grace "), and Alexander

Maclean, leader of the Scotch Baptists. The
successful inauguration of missionary work in

India and Carey's achievements in the acquisition

of Oriental languages and in Bible translation gave

the denomination a prestige and popular accept-

ance that it had not before enjoyed. By 1801

the Particular Baptists had increased to 29,000.

The work of the denomination in Foreign Mis-

sions was greatly prospered, and commanded
enthusiastic support. India, Ceylon, China, Pales-
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tine, Africa, the Bahamas, Trinidad, San Domingo,
Turk's Island, and Italy are the present bene-

ficiaries. At an eariier date Jamaica was evan-

gelised by this body. The present annual income
of the Foreign Missionary.Society is about £100,000.

It supports about three hundred missionaries and
evangelists and has about 20,000 members in its

mission churches.

About 1812 a conviction was expressed by a
writer in the Baptist Magagine that, while numer-
ically strong, the Baptists of England and Wales
exerted little influence because of their lack of

union. " Union of the most extensive, firm, and
durable nature " was earnestly advocated by him.
A number of brethren met in London the same
year to plan for a union. Particular Baptists

contended much more strenuously than General

Baptists for church independency, and the recog-

nition of the fullest independence of the local

churches was indispensable. Among the principal

promoters of the enterprise were Joseph Ivimey, the

historian, Drs. Ryland and Rippon, of London, and
James Hinton, of Oxford. The union did not at

once take firm hold on the denominatiomJ life or

become a marked success. But the great relig-

ious and political upheaval of the third and fourth

decades of the nineteenth century (Re-
6. Baptist form bills, Catholic Emancipation,
Union, abolition ofCorporation and Test Acts,

Hampden Controversy, Tractarian
Controversy, etc.) aroused Baptists anew to the
importance of making their influence felt and the
Union grew in importance. The determined and
successful Romanising propaganda of the Oxford
school and the disruption (1843) of the Scottish
Church encouraged English dissenters to believe

that disestablishment was possible in England
and led to concerted efforts for religious equality.

At the formation of the Anti-State^Church Asso-
ciation (1844) Baptists were the only religious body
represented. In the recent agitation against the edu-
cation act, Dr. John Clifford (q.v.) was the recognized
leader and to him and his free church coadjutors
was largely due the victory of the Liberal party in

1906.

Through the enthusiastioadvocacyof RobertRob-
inson and Robert Hall, and other favoring influen-

ces, open communion became widely prevalent in

England early in the nineteenth century. In Wales,
however, restricted conmiunion has always prevailed.

In 1845 a number of " Strict Baptist " churches
formed the Baptist Evangelical Society under
the leadership of Dr. John Stock. This society

\mdertook missionary work in Germany and fotmded
a theological college at Manchester. The most
eminent English Baptist leaders of the present
day carry their liberality so far as to practise open
or mixed membership. Alexander Madaren, the
famous Manchester preacher was for many years
pastor of a mixed church. The same is true of Dr.
Clifford. F. B. Meyer, president of the Baptist
Union, 1905-06, was for some years pastor of a
pedobaptist congregation in London.
The coming of Charies Haddon Spurgeon to the

pulpt of New Park Street Church, London, in 1854,
marks an epoch in the history of British Baptists.

Within a few years he became recognised as one of

the greatest of preachers. That he built up a
church of six thousand members, preached r^^-
larly in the Metropolitan Tabernacle to 7,000

people with a large overflow, that he reached
through his published sermons millions of people

throughout the worid, represent only a small part
of his beneficent activity. From his Pastor's

College hundreds of 3^ung men went forth as pas-

tors into all parts of Britain and throu^iout the
world, and it is estimated that considerably over
a himdred thousand have been added to churches
pastored by Spurgeon's students. The Stockwell

Orphanage founded by Spuiigeon has

7. Charles ^^ '^ example to Baptists and others

Haddon u^ practical philanthropy. His Book
Sxmrffeon. Fund supj^ed the needs of multi-

tudes of pastors. His magasine and
his popular writings multiplied his influence. The
last years of Mr. Spurgeon (1884-02) were some-
what embittered by a controversy in which he
became engaged with the Baptist Union because
of its toleration of liberal views on the Scriptures,

the person of Christ, the atonement, future pun-
ishment, etc. His own Puritan convictions made
him incapable of seeing anything but the abomi-
nation of desolation in less rigorous mcxies of

thought that had become widely prevalent.

When the Union refused to exclude from its

fellowship those whose teachings he r^arded as

unsound he severed his connection with this body
and was followed by many of his former students

and the churches to which they ministered.

The Baptists of Wales suffered much during the

first half of the eighteenth century from hyper-

Calvinism, but the religious fervor of the race was
too great to be completely quenched. More
promptly than the English Baptists, they responded

to the quickening influences of the evangelical re-

vival, especially to the Calvinistic phase of it rep-

resented by Whitefield. During the latter part of

the century Sandemanianism and Socinianism

made some headway among them. The teachings

of Andrew Fuller finally prevailed, and

W 1^ the spirit of evangelism attained to a

Baptists. ^^^^^^ among Welsh Baptist preachers

rarely surpassed. Quistmas Evans
(q.v.) was from 1791 onward by far the greatest

evangelising force. Anglesea was the chief scene

of his labors, but he is said to have traversed Wales
forty times on preaching tours and to have preached
one himdred and sixty-three associational sermons.

Many other men of power carried forward through-

out Wales the work in which Evans was the chief

prophet. Pontypool College (1836) grew out of

earlier efforts at ministerial education. Haverford-
west College was founded in 1839 and Uabollen
College in 1862. Like the English denominational

colleges these are small institutions in which two
or three teachers instruct twenty or thirty students

for the ministry. The Welsh churches, while re-

taining for home work a liberal share of scholarly

ministers, have sent to England and America many
of their brightest and best. The Philadelphia As-

sociation has profited largely by Wdsh talent and
consecration. The Welsh Baptists at present num-
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ber nearly 150,000, nearly 30,000 having been added
^thin the past year and a half as a result of the

great revival of 1904-05.

The Baptist churches planted in Ireland in the

Cromwellian time by Thomas Patient and other

London Baptists either became entirely extinct or

survived in a very feeble way. About 1803 Alex-

ailder Carson (q.v.), who had been graduated a few
years before from the University of Glasgow and
was pastor of a Presbyterian chtirch at Tubbermore

with ample state support, reached
0. Alexan- convictions in favor of congregational

^^^^*^^ church government and believers'

I^^Bap- ^P^^'^°^ ^ strong that he gave up his

tists.
" living and the prospect of a Glasgow

professorship. With a few like-minded

believers he organized a Baptist church which dur-

ing his forty years of service grew to a membership
of 500. His best-known work is his treatise on
baptism, but his doctrinal and controversial wri-

tings are numerous. He is said to have contributed

the scholarship to Haldane's commentary on
Romans. He was closely associated with the Hal-
danes. Like the Scottish Baptists, Carson practised

weekly communion. He aiao followed the Scrip-

tural injunction " salute one another with a holy

kiss," himself kissing one of the deacons, and others

following his example. After the sermon the

brethren were encouraged to exhort. He was fre-

quently called to Scotland and England for ser-

mons and addresses. Since Carson's time English

Baptists have devoted much efifort to the propaga-

tion of Baptist principles in Ireland with snudl

numerical results.

In Scotland also the Baptist movement that

flourished in Cromwell's time failed of maintenance.

In the eighteenth century Sir William Sinclair of

Keiss, Caithness, who luid been baptized while

visiting England, gained a number of adherents in

his own neighborhood, whom he baptized and or-

ganized into a church (about 1750). This is the

oldest Baptist church in Scotland. In 1765 Robert
Carmichael, a Sandemanian minister of Glasgow,

was baptized in London by John Gill. He bap-

tized several members of his former church and
organized them into a Baptist church. Archibald

McLean, who had been a member of Carmichael's

church in Glasgow, joined his former pastor in

Edinburgh, was baptized by him, became his co-

laborer, and succeeded him (1769) with Dr. Robert
Walker as coelder. McLean was a vigorous and

somewhat voluminous writer, and his

10. Sootoh works (published in seven volumes,

Baptists. 1805) have exerted a profound influ-

TheHal- enoe on Scottish Baptist life and
thought. By far the most important
factor in the history of Scottish Bap-

tists was the conversion to evangelical principles,

and then to Baptist views, of Robert and James
Alexander Haldane (qq.v.). The former was
deeply interested in religious and philanthropical

matters from 1793 onward, and in fifteen years

spent $350,000 in educating and supporting evan-
gelists, building chapels, circulating religious litera-

ture, etc. In 1799 James became pastor of an In-

dependent church in Edinburgh and in 1801 his

brother built for the church a large tabernacle in

which he ministered for fifty years. In 1808 both
became avowed Baptists, and from this time on-
ward, while conducting their work on somewhat
broad lines, were highly influential in the propaga-
tion of Baptist principles. Christopher Anderson
was converted under the ministiy of James Haldane
(1799). Through the influence of English Baptist
students at the University of Edinburgh he became
a Baptist, and was exduded therefor from Hal-
dane's church. He was persuaded by Andrew
Fuller to enter the ministiy and in 1806 led in the
founding of a regular Baptist church in Edinbiu-gh,
where he soon preached to overflowing congrega-
tions. His ministry of thirty years greatly strength-

ened the Baptist cause in Scotland. Anderson's
church practised restricted communion and did not,

like most Scottish Baptist churches, have plurality

of elders or weekly communion. Among the most
noted preachers of the Scottish Baptist churches,
some of whom labored exclusively in Scotland while
others did so in England, may be named Drs. Pat-
terson, Landels, Culross, and Alexander Maclaren.
Scottish Baptists have never gained great nu-
merical strength, their present membership being
less than 21,000. The Baptists of Great Britain

number at present about 500,000, which, in view
of the constant drain upon the membership by
emigration, is a very creditable showing. This
estimate takes account of about 400 unassociated

churches. One of their greatest achievements was
the raising of the £250,000 Twentieth Century Fund
for home and foreign work.
IL Baptists in the United States.—!. To 1740

:

About March, 1638, Roger Williams (q.v.), having
been banished from Massachusetts two years be-

fore because of agitation against the charter, advo-
cacy of extreme Separatist views, insubordination

on conscientious grounds to the theocratic author-

ities, etc., and having settled on Narragansett Bay,
felt it his duty, in cooperation with a dozen like-

minded men and women who had followed him
from Massachusetts, to introduce believers' baptism
anew and to organize independently a new church
on the apostolic model. Ezekiel Holliman first

baptized Williams, who in turn baptized Holliman
and the rest of the party. Winthrop attributes

Williams's antipedobaptist views to the influence

of the wife of Richard Scott, a sister of Mrs. Anne
Hutchinson, the antinomian agitator

1. Boffsr (see Antinomianism and Antino-
WiUiams. mian Controvebsies, II, 2). He was

already familiar with the opinions

of the Mennonites and probably also with those

of the followers of Smyth and Helwys and the

contemporary Calvinistic antipedobaptists of Lon-

don. He had reached the conviction that the or-

dinances and church order of the apostolic time

had been lost by apostasy and, for the time, he was
persuaded that a company of true believers had

the right to restore them; but he did not long rest

in this conviction. To the end of his life he main-

tained that true churches could only be constituted

of regenerate members baptized upon a profession

of their faith, and on many occasions expressed

the conviction that in doctrine and practise the
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Baptists were nearer than others to the apostolic

norm; yet after a few months of experience he
became so doubtful as to the warrantableness of

what he had done, that he felt constrained to with-

draw from the fellowship of the church he had
founded and to spend the rest of his life as a
" Seeker ** (q.v.). Nothing short of a miraculously

given commission to restore the ordinances would
thenceforth meet his requirement. It was after he
had assumed this position that he gained inunor^

tality of fame as an advocate of liberty of con-

science and as, in cooperation with John Clarke

(q.v.)i the founder of a state in which this doctrine

was embodied to an extent never before known.
For some years little is known of the career of

the littie church. The principle of individualism

was so emphasized in the Providence community
that complete harmony among the members of the

church could hardly have been expected. Within
a few years several who had been members of anti-

pedobaptist churches in England (probably of the

Arminian type) seem to have reenforced the con-

stituent members and to have introduced elements

of discord. Among the Arminian members, after-

ward to become somewhat prominent, were William
Wickenden, Gregory Dexter, and

2. The Chad Brown, who, like many of the

Providence Eng^h General Baptists insisted

Churoh. upon the laying-on of hands after

baptism as a Christian ordinance

and an indispensable qualification for church-
fellowship. Williams himself regarded the lajring-

on of hands as an ordinance of Christ. Thomas
Olney, one of the constituent members, prob-

ably succeeded Williams in leadership, and by
1652 was coelder along with the brethren named.
By thisttime diversities of opinion as. to the extent

of Christ's redemptive work and the laying-on of

hands had become so pronounced as to occasion

a schism. Olney led the faction that opposed
the laying-on of hands as an ordinance and prob-

ably insisted on limited redemption, while Brown,
Wickenden, and Dexter, on the basis of Heb. vi,

1-2, led the party, probably a majority, that in-

sisted on the laying-on of hands as one of the " Six

Principles." The fact that Olney's party did not
survive as a church has led to the claim on behalf

of the Newport church, organized some years later

than the original Providence church, of priority

among surviving churches. But the party led by
Brown and the others seems equally entitled to be
regarded as the original church. Wickenden
extended his labors to New York State, where he
was imprisoned (1656) for baptizing and adminis-

tering the Lord's Supper. By 1669 his Arminianism
had developed into Socinianism greatly to the alarm
of Williams. He died in 1670. Gregory Dexter,

who had printed Williams's Key to the Indian Lan-
guage (1643) in London, removed to Providence
about 1644. He was probably a General Baptist

before his emigration. He became one of the most
prominent men in the colony (President, 1653).

Brown was for about twenty-five years a pillar

among the Providence Baptists. He is of special

interest as the ancestor of the Browns who gave
their name to the first Baptist College in America

and have done so much for its endowment and
equipment (see below, II, 2, j 3).

The First Baptist Church of Newport owes its

origin to John Clarke (q.v.), an educated English-

man who arrived at Boston in Nov., 1637, and
cast in his lot with a company of Antinomians
(Anne Hutchinson, Wheelwright, Coddington, and
others), who were leaving Massachusetts for con-

science' sake and who through Williams's good
offices secured from the Indians the island of Aquid-
neck (Rhode Island), where they organized a colony

(Mar., 1638) with recognition of Jesus Christ as

King of Kings and Lord of Lords. The first agree-

ment was theocratic, but in 1641 a distinctly demo-
cratic constitution with full provision for liberty

of conscience was adopted. Clarke was equally

prominent with Williams in the later political his-

tory of the united colonies that became Rhode
Island, and, like Williams, spent much

8. The ^jjjj^ jjj England in the public in-

Governor John Winthrop designated

Clarke as " a physician and preacher to those of the

island." By 1640-41 strifehad arisen betweenClarke,
Lenthall, Harding, and others, and Easton, Cod-
dington, Coggeshall, and others, the latter main-
taining the antinomian views of Anne Hutchinson,

the former repudiating these views and probably

at this time objecting to the baptism of infants.

Winthrop wrote of the presence of " professed

Anabaptists " on the island in 1641. There is no
direct proof of the organization of Clarke's followers

on a Baptist basis imtil 1644 or a little later. Mark
Lukar, who was among those baptized by Blount

and Blacklock in London in 1641--42, was for many
yean one of the most influential members of the

Newport church. The date of his arrival has not

been ascertained. If he arrived in 1644, as seems
probable, he may have been a constituent member
and have led in the introduction of believers'

baptism. Samuel Hubbard, a friend of Roger
Williams and a man of intelligence and force of

character, removed from Connecticut in 1648,

where he had adopted antipedobaptist views and
was baptized into the fellowship of the church.

In 1665 Stephen Mumford, an Eng^h Seventh-

Day Baptist, became a member of this church and
won to his views Hubbard, Hiscox, and others.

Failing to carry the majority of the church for

Sabbatarianism, they withdrew in 1671 and formed
a separate congregation. In 1649 Obadiah Holmes
of Seekonk, Mass., near the Rhode Island border,

was baptized into the fellowship of the church and
with a number of other persons attempted to cany
on Baptist work in the Seekonk neighborhood.

Civil interference with their meetings led th»n
to remove to Newport. In 1651 Clarke, Holmes,
and Crandall visited Lynn, Mass., to minister to

some antipedobaptists there. They were im-

prisoned, heavily fined, and Holmes, for refusing

on principle to pay the fine, was cruelly whipped.
In 1652 Clarke published in England III News from
New England, a full account of this act of persecu-

tion with a somewhat elaborate argument for lib-

erty of conscience. The division of sentiment

among the Providence Baptists on the laying-on
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of hands extended to the Newport church, which
had been strictly Calvmistic. William Vaughan,
a member of the church, went to Providence in

1652 and submitted to the rite. Wickenden and
Dexter accompanied him to Newport and a num-
ber were convinced in favor of the " Six Principles."

In 1656 a division occurred. From this time on-

ward until the Great Awakening Baptist progress

in New England was almost confined to the Gen-
eral (Six Principles) type. Several churches were
formed in Rhode Island, Connecticut, and southern

Massachusetts, and associational meetings were held

among them early in the eighteenth century.

In Massachusetts a ^rigorous law was enacted

(1644) against " Anabaptists," whose presence was
supposed to imperil civil and religious order, ban-
ishment being the penalty for openly condemning
or opposing the baptism of infants or secretly

propagating Anabaptist principles. The law was
put into execution in a number of cases before the

persecutions at Seekonk and Lynn mentioned
above. In 1646 Winslow stated that in one of the

churches of the Plymouth settlement (presumably

that of CHmuncy at Scituate) the pastor " waiveth
the administration of baptism to infants." Re-
monstrance on the part of the synod seems to have
led to the resumption of infant baptism, though this

future president of the college at Cambridge con-

tinued to insist upon immersion. About 1652 or

1653 Henxy Dunster, the highly efficient first presi-

dent of the college at Cambridge (1640 onward),

became so profoundly impressed against infant

baptism that he did not feel at liberty longer to

keep his views in abeyance, and after many confer-

ences with the overseers and ample
4. Baptists warning he was obliged at great sac-

In Massa- rifice of sentiment and material good
obusetts. to relinquish his position. The par

tience of the authorities and their

willingness for him to continue in the office pro-

vided he would cease to agitate against inf^t
baptism speak well for their tolerant spirit. The
influence of Dunster is clearly manifest in the move-
ment for the founding of the First Baptist church of

Boston under the leadership of ThomasGould (1655).

In 1663 John Myles, a Welsh Baptist minister

who had acted as one of Cromwell's Tryers for

Wales, driven from his post by the Act of Uni-
formity (1662), came with his congregation to

Massachusetts and secured a tract of land in Reho-
both, near the Rhode Island border. Partly be-

cause of their remoteness from churches of the

standing order and partly perhaps because they
were less aggressive than most Baptists Lq their

condemnation of the union of Church and State,

they suffered little molestation until 1667 and even
then they were permitted to continue their worship

on condition of holding their meetings at a greater

distance from the Rehoboth congregational meet-
ing-house. Myles proved himself a man of power
and built up at Swansea in Rehoboth a vigorous

church of the Calvinistic type. He also gave valu-

able assistance to the Boston brethren after they

had secured a measure of toleration. Grganizar

tion was not effected by the Boston antipedobap-

tists until 1665, when Thomas Grould and throe

others were baptized and joined with Richard
Goodall and four others who had been baptized in

England. In spite of persecution this faithful

body grew to considerable size. Even after the
Act of Toleration (1689) had come into force inEng-
land, intolerance held sway in Boston. In 1680
John Russel, an officer of the church, published in

London, with an " Address to the Christian Read-
er " by Kiffin, Dyke, Collins, KnoUys, Harris, and
Cox, A Brief Narrative of some considerable passages

concerning the first gathering and further progress of

a Church of Christ, in Gospel Order, in Boston in

New England, commonly {though falsely) called by the

name of Anabaptists, for clearing their innocency

from the scandalous things laid to their charge (re-

printed in Wood's History of the First Baptist Church
in Boston), English Congregationalists, and Eng-
lish Baptists, protested in vain against the intoler-

ance of the Massachusetts authorities in dealing with
the Boston Baptists, partly because of the justi-

fication that it would seem to furnish to the home
government for the persecution of non-conformists.

A Six Principle church was formed at Swansea
in 1693, and in 1732 a Baptist church was formed
in Rehoboth by John Comer, the able pastor of the

original Newport chim^h, who had left his charge

because of his adoption of the doctrine and practise

of laying-on of hands, but had remained a Calvin-

ist. Indian Baptist chtirches were formed by 1694

on Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket Island through

the labors of Peter Foulger, of the First Baptist

church of Newport, and others. In 1735 through

the influence of CV>mer a church was organized at

Sutton, Mass., from which, by friendly division,

the Leicester church was formed in 1738. The
Brimfield, Mass., church was gathered and organ-

ized through Ebenezer Moulton in 1736.

In 1682 some members of the Boston church who
had settled at Kittery, Me., sought and obtained

the cooperation of the church in the organization

of a new church at that place. The leaders were
Humphrey Churchwood and William Screven.

The latter was approved as a minister by the parent

church and became pastor of the new body. Per-

secution soon broke up the Kittery church. In

1683 or 1684 Screven made his way to South Caro-

lina, accompanied or followed by several of the

members, and settled on the Ashley river, a short

distance from the place where Charleston was
about to be founded. About 1683 a colony of Brit-

ons, among whom were several Bi^tists, had set-

tled on Port Royal island. At about the same
time a large company from Somerset-

6. In South shire, England, including several Bap-
Carolina, tists of intelligence and social rank

(Lady Blake and Lady Axtell), settled

in the Charleston neighborhood and became mem-
bers of the church at Somerton with Screven as

pastor. In 1693 the church was removed to

Charleston, which was assuming commercial im-

portance. Screven died in 1713 leaving the church

with a membership of nearly a hundred. Through
his zeal, preaching stations had been established at

a number of points and something practical had
been done for the evangelization of tSe negro slaves.

In 1733 a schism occurred that resulted in the
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organization of a General Baptist church, and in

1736 members residing in the Ashley river com-
munity withdrew to form a church of their own.
This greatly weakened the Charleston church and
by the close of the present period it had become
almost extinct. In 1737 a company of Welsh
Baptists from Welsh Tract, Pa. (now Delaware),

settled on the Peedee river, S. C, and formed the

Welsh Neck church.

In 1714, in response to an appeal from some
Baptists in Isle of Wight County, Va., Robert

Nordin was sent out by the General
6. In Vir- Baptists of London. He succeeded

^2?^ ^ organiEing a church at Burleigh

Una i^T* '^^ another in Surrey county. In

Oonneoti- ^^^ ^ Baptist church was formed

out. ui northern North Carolina under the

leadership of Paul Palmer, who had
been a member of the Welsh Tract church and who
was presumably Calvinistic. In Connecticut,

through the labors of Valentine Wightman, Stephen
Gorton, and others, General (Six Principles) Bap-
tist churches were constituted at Groton (1705),

New London (1726), Wallingford (1735), and
Farmington (now Southington) a little later.

These were closely associated with the General
Baptist churches of Providence, Newport, South
Kingston, and Dartmouth, R. I.

In 1643 Lady Moody, who had become a zealous

antipedobaptist, left liassachusetts and settled

at Gravesend, N. Y. On her way she spent some
time in New Haven, where she won to her views the

wife of Theophilus Eaton, first governor of the

colony and daughter of an English bishop. Formany
years religious services were held by Lady Moody
without regular church organization. Francis

Doughty, driven from Massachusetts on account
of antipedobaptiflt views, labored for a while at

Flushing and left for Virginia in 1656 without
effecting a church organization. In 1656 William
Wiekenden, of Providence, preached, baptized, and

celebrated the Lord's Supper at

7. In Hew Flushing, but was driven away after

7ork. imprisonment and an attempt to

collect from him a heavy fine. From
1711 onward Valentine Wightman, of Connecticut

(General Baptist), frequently visited New York
on the invitation of Nicholas Eyres, a prosperous

brewer, who with others was baptized by Wightman
in 1714. Eyres became pastor of the congregation.

He was ordained and the church recognized

by brethren from Rhode Island and Connecticut

in 1724. This church became involved in debt
and controversy (Arminianism vs. Calvinism) and
was extinct before the close of this period.

At Oyster Bay, L. I., there were Baptists from
1700 onward. A Baptist church (probably General)

was constituted a little later.

The Quaker colonies furnished an attractive

field for Baptist effort. The first Baptist church
founded in this section was that at Cold Spring

(16S4) through the labors of Thomas Dungan, an
Irish minister who had been a member of the First

Church, Newport. This church became extinct

by 1702. The Lower Dublin, or Pennepek, church

followed in 1688. Several families of Welsh Bap-

tists, with one Irish and one English Baptist, had
settled in the neighborhood two years earlier.

Elias Keach, the prodigal son of the famous Benja-
min Keach, of London, was converted while prac-
tising imposture upon the brethren and became
a preacher of power. Under his leadership the
Pennepek church was organized in 1688, and in a
few years through his evangelistic efforts baptised
believers were to be found at the Falls, Cold Spring,

Burlington, Cohansey, Salem, Penn's
8. In the Neck, Chester, Philadelphia, and other
Quaker places, who continued to be members
Oolonies. of the Pennepek church enjoying

occasional preaching services and
gathering quarterly at different places for evan-
gelistic services and oonmiunion. Keach returned
to England in 1692. Here also controversy arose
respecting the laying-on of hands and occasioned
Keach's withdrawal in 1689 from the pastorate of
the chtirch. The laying-on of hands became the
common practise of the churches of the Phila-

delphia Association, but was never a term of com-
munion. Churches were formed in the following

places: Piscataqua, N.J. (1689), Middletown, N. J.

(1688), Cohansey, N.J. (1691), Philadelphia (1698),
Welsh Tract, Del. (1703), Great VaUey, Pa. (1711).

The Welsh element prevailed, but many of the
members of the churches were English and not a few
had had New England experience. Many Men-
nonites settled in this region and reenforoed the anti-
pedobaptist life; so also the Dunkers. Baptists

in Philadelphia were considerably strengthened
(1692-1700) by the conversion to their views of a
number of Keithian Quakers. Some of these were
constituent members of the church and in 1707 the
Keithians invited the Baptists to share the use of

their meeting-house. Seventh-Day Baptists eariy

appeared in this region and churches were organ-
ized by them at Piscataqua (1705), Newtown (1700),

and Shiloh (1737). In 1707 churches which from
the beginning had held general meetings together

joined in organizing the Philadelphia Association,

than which no agency has been so potent in the

imification and extension of the denominational
life. The adoption, with modifications, by the

Association of the English Particular Baptist
Confession of Faith of 1689 tended to fix the doc-
trinal type of what was long the most aggressive

aggregation of Baptists in America. Before the

Great Awakening the Baptists of the Philaddphia
Association were carrying on successful missionary

work.

2. From 1740 to 1821: A Socinianized Arminian-
ism long before the beginning of this period had
wrecked a number of the older Calvinistic Baptist

churches. As in England, so in America, evan-

gelical religion was at a low ebb during the first

third of the eighteenth century. Tlie Great
Awakening (see RsviVALfi of Reuoion) found the

Baptists wholly unprepared to cooperate. The
Arminian Baptists were repelled by the Calvinistic

teachings of the great evangelists, while Baptists

of all parties had suffered so much at the hands of

pedobaptists that they would have been disinclined

to join heartily in any general Christian movement.
Yet no denomination profited more largely by
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the revival of religion. A considerable number
of " New Light " churches which had been formed
by way of separation from churches of the standing

order that opposed the revival, or in new commu-
nities from the products of the new evangelism,

came to feel that the practise of infant baptism
was inconsistent with their demand for regenerate

membership. In many cases " New
^^jp^^* Light " churches were (Hvided in opin-

Awaken- ^^^ respecting infant baptism and mu-
Inff. tual toleration of each others' opinions

was agreed upon. Convictions proved
too strong to allow mixed churches long to persist

and separation proved inevitable. Among the
most valuable accessions to the Baptist ranks
from this source wsa Isaac Backus (d. 1806), who
was for many yean the champion of the denomi-
nation in the cause of religious equality and wrote
a meritorious history of the New England Baptists.

Hezekiah Smith (d. 1805) after his graduation at

Princeton (1762) wrought as an evangelist in South
Carolina and more largely in New England. While
pastor of the Haverhill (Mass.) church he devoted
a large share of his time to evangelistic effort and
to the collection of funds for the support of Rhode
Island College. The First Church of Boston, under
the influence of Jeremy Condy (pastor 1739-65),
had become Arminian (Socinian) in sentiment
and stron^y opposed the revival. Under the well-

educated and eloquent Samuel Stillman (pastor

after 1765) the church regained its evangelical zeal

and its high standing among the churches. In
1769 the membership of the chim;h was more
than doubled. Under the influence of the Great
Awakening a number of brethren led by Ephraim
Bound formed a second Baptist church (1743).

Valentine Wightman, one of the very few Baptists

of the older sort who had entered heartily into the

revival movement, assisted in the ordination of

Bound. The Swansea and Rehoboth churches
held resolutely aloof from the revival movement
and would have no fellowship with the New Light
brethren until 1771 when several htmdred were
added to their membership through evangelistic

effort. Some of the converts formed a new church
at Rehoboth which practised open communion.
At about the same time the " New Light " Congre-

gational church of Rehoboth suffered schism,

Klhanan Winchester, a baptized evangelist, be-

coming pastor of the antipedobaptist party which
organized on an open communion basis. Win-
chester refused to admim'ster the Supper to any but
baptized believers and was excommunicated. He
afterward became a Universalist leader. A third

open communion church was formed in this r^on
in 1777.

The churches of the Philadelphia Association

had reached a position of assured strength that

enabled them to assert their principles

^'oiiV h?^" ^*^ ^® utmost decision wUle main-
adelphia

taining the most friendly relations

with their brethren of other denomi-
nations. The growth of the churches

of Pennsylvania and New Jersey during this period

was only normal. The Philadelphia Association,

being long the only body of the sort among the

Asaooia-
tion.

Calvinistic Baptists, had by 1762 extended its

influence so as to embrace churches in New England,
New York, Virginia, and Maryland. At this time
the association comprised only twenty-nine churches
with a membership of 1,318. The territory of the
association was covered by the evangelizing activity

of the Tennents and the Presbyterian discipline

was so effective that few of the converts became
Baptists. In 1756 measures were taken by the asso-

ciation for the establishment of a grammar-school
under the care of Isaac Eaton, at Hopewell, N. J.

About 1762, members of the association under
the leadership of Morgan Edwards began to

agitate and plan for the establishment of a Bap-
tist College. The graduation of James Manning

and Hezekiah Smith at this time
®' *?^*, from Princeton and the availability
Isluia Ool-

q£ ^YiQ former for educational work

(B^»wn '^^y hB.ye brought the matter to an

XTniver- issue. Rhode Island was selected as

ity). the most promising location for a col-

lege because of its men of eminence,
its central position, its lack of a college, and
its devotion to dvil and religious liberty. In
1663 Manning was sent to Rhode Island to con-

fer with leading brethren there. In 1764 a
charter was secured, which, while giving control

to the Baptists, provided for the participation in

the government of the institution of Quakers,

Congregationalists, and Episcopalians. The charter

provides: " Into this liberal and catholic institu-

tion shall never be admitted any religious tests.

But, on the contrary, all the members hereof shall

forever enjoy full, free, absolute, and uninterrupted

liberty of conscience; and the places of professors,

tutors, and all other officers, the president alone

excepted, shall be free and open for all denomina-
tions of Protestants . . . and that sectarian dif-

ferences shall not make any part of the public and
classical instruction." The trustees and fellows

included the most prominent men of the various

denominations. Morgan Edwards visited England
on behalf of the college and Hezekiah Smith made
a canvass of the South. It was arranged that

pending the raising of funds Manning should min-
ister to a few Baptist families at Warren and con-

duct there a granmiar-school (1764). In 1765
Manning was appointed president and in 1769 seven

yoimg men received the bachelor's degree—^the

first academic degrees ever conferred by a Baptist

institution. In 1804 Rhode Island College became
Brown University and tmder this name has steadily

grown in equipment and influence. Among its

presidents have been Francis Wayland, Bamas
Sears, Alexis Caswell, E. G. Robinson, £. B. An-
drews, and W. H. P. Faunce.

As a result of the influence of the Baptists

of the Philadelphia Association, the Warren
Association was formed in 1767. The moving
spirits were James Manning and Hezekiah
Smith. Only four churches participated in its

organization, Isaac Backus and many of the "New
Light " brethren as well as all of the older churches

holding aloof from fear lest the body should " as-

sume any jurisdiction over the churches." The
influence of the Warren Association was soon felt
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and became mighty in favor of education, evangel-

ization, and religious liberty.

In 1749 Oliver Hart from the Philadelphia Asso-

ciation went to Charleston, S. C, where he was in-

fluential in reviving the Baptist cause and in form-

ing the Charleston Association after the model of

the Philadelphia. From 1742 onward members of

the Philadelphia Association (Gano, Vanhom,
Miller, Thomas) visited the scattered and unorgan-

ized Baptists of Virginia and North Carolina, won

4 Bo th
some Arminians to Calvinism, intro-

AaTOcia^ ^^^^ better church discipline, and

tions.
' secured the organization (1765) of the

Kehukee Association, composed of

churches in Virginia and North Carolina. Through
the labors of David Thomas, also a gift of the

Philadelphia Association, several churches were
constituted in the Northern Neck of Virginia and
in 1766 formed the Ketokton Association with the

approval and cooperation of the Philadelphia.

Tins association adopted the Philadelphia Confes-

sion, with its requirement of the laying-on of hands.

Of momentous importance for the diffusion of

Baptist principles throughout the South was the

enthusia^itic evangelism of Shubael Steams and
Daniel Marshall, " New Light " Baptists from New
England (1754 onward). Steams had become a
Baptist in New England (1751) and had felt an
irresistible impulse to devote his life to missionary

work in the South. Marshall was led to Baptist

views after his arrival in Virginia from contact with

Baptists of the Philadelphia Association type.

Within the next thirty years multitudes were con-

verted and accepted Baptist views through their

ministry, and churches were organized in Vir-

ginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia.

The Sandy Creek (N. C.) church was

^Lif^w^v" organized by Steams in 1755 and in a

of Stearns *®^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ members.

and Mar. ^ ^^^ ^^^ Sandy Creek Association

nl^i^XL ^^ formed, which for years embraced
all the churches of the Separate type in

the South. In seventeen years the connection had
grown to forty-two churches with 125 ministers.

The evangelism of Steams and Marshall was char-

acterized by an enthusiasm that verged upon fanat-

icism. Mfljiy new converts, without previous edu-

cational equipment or subsequent training, entered

zealously upon the work of evangelization and the

people heani with gladness their imcouth but ear-

nest testimony to the power of the Gospel.

Because of their fiery enthusiasm and their im-

willingness to take out licenses and conform to the

Colonial conditions of toleration the Separate Bap-
tists of Virginia suffered much persecution in

genuine martyr fashion and thereby won for them-
selves great popular acceptance and made the epis-

copal estabUshment highly odious. Virginia Bap-
tists of the older type conformed to the laws and

suffered little persecution, and looked
6. Separate with disfavor upon the Separate Bap-
Baptlata in tists as unduly enthusiastic and as
Virginia, allowing untrained and imtried men

(and even women) freely to evangelize.

Steams was disposed to lay more stress on the inter-

dependence than the independence of the numer-

ous and widely scattered churches of the Sandy
Creek Association. Under his influence overtures

from the Regular Baptists for the union of Regulan
and Separates were rejected (1767) by a small

majority. By 1770 many churches and ministers

of the association had become dissatisfied with the

rigorous ruling of Steams and insisted upon the

division of the body into three associations. The
result was the formation of the General Association

of Separate Baptists, for Virginia, and the Rapid-

Ann Association, for South Carolina. From 1770

onward the Separate Baptists increased in '^rginia

from 1,335 in 1771 to 3,195 in 1773. In 1774 it was

det«miined by theGeneral Association to restore the

office of apostle, and Samuel Harris, the most suc-

cessful of the Virginia evangelists, was appointed

apostle for the southern district, and a little later

John Waller and Elijah Craig became apostles for

the northern district. In 1775 the question of

general and particular redemption was debated in

the General Association, and by a small majority

particular redemption prevailed. The three i^^os-

tles withdrew by way of protest and dismption

seemed inevitable. But better counsels prevailed

and mutual toleration was agreed upon. Anninian

tendencies gradually disappeared and in 1783 the

Philadelphia Confession was adopted with provi-

sion against its too strict construction.

Virginia Baptists were among the eariiest and

stanchest supporters of the Revolution and led in

the struggle for religious equality. The General

Association in 1776 appointed a committee on

grievances, which zealously devoted itself to

the abolition of dissenters' disabilities until the

establishment itself was abolished, the glebe

lands confiscated, and absolute separation of

Church and State secured. Not content with being

chiefly instrumental in securing religious equality

in Virginia, Virginia Baptists watched closely the

fomiing of the Federal Constitution

AT^S^ *^^ ^^^ instrumental in procuring the

ious IaS' ^'^^riiion of art. i, which prohibits

erty.
" Congress from taking any cogni-

zance of religion. From 1883 on-

ward Regular Baptists of Virginia joined hands

with the Separates in the struggle for religious

equality and the separation of Churoh and State

and in 1787 the two parties united, agreeing to

bury in oblivion the names Regular and Separate,

and adopting the name '' United Baptist Churches

of Christ in Virginia." In New En^and the strug-

gle for religious liberty on the part of the Baptists

was no less heroic, but it was far less succaeful.

In Virginia the Episcopal clergy were corrupt and

oppressive and were bitterly opposed to the Revo-

lution, and Baptists had the cooperation of leading

statesmen, of the patriotic masses, and (inmostmeas-
ures) of the Presbyterians; while in New England

the clergy and members of the standing order were

leaders in the cause of Colonial independence and

Baptists became unpopular by agitating their griev-

ances and threatening to appeal to En^and for

their redress at the very time when resistanoe to

British authority was being determined upon. This

difference of attitude of the Established (Churches

in the two sections accounts for the fact that the
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Baptists of Virginia not only led in the strug^e for

religious liberty but multiplied in numbers during

the Revolution and after, while Massachusetts and
Connecticut Baptists failed to secure religious lib-

erty and made little progress during the Revolu-
,tion. In 1812 there were in Virginia, North Caro-

lina, South Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky, and
Tennessee 108,843 Baptist commimicants, while

those of Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts,

Rhode Island, and Connecticut numbered 32,372,

and those of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

Delaware, and Maryland, 26,852. In Virginia alone

there were 35,655 Baptist church members.
8. From 1812 to the Present Time: While Bap-

tists had by the beginning of this period attained

to a numerical strength of neariy 200,000, they were
deficient in culture and had made almost no pro-

vision for an educated ministry. Brown Univer-
sity was still the only institution ior higher educar
tion, and this provided no theological course. In
Boston, Providence, Newport, New York, Philadel-

phia, and Charleston, and in a number of other

churches in the Philadelphia, Warren, and Charles-

ton Associations there was considerable culture.

The Charleston Association had established (1791)
an Education Fund, and by 1813 had aided nine-

teen young ministers in securing an education,

some under private tutorship, some at Brown
University, and some in other institutions. In
1812 the Baptist Education Society of the Biiddle

States was constituted and Dr. William Staughton,

of Philadelphia, began to instruct students for the

nunistry on its behalf. The vast
^' ^^f^ ^' majority of American Baptists at this

tJi^ time regarded ministeriSi education

Ig^^^
' as an impertinent human effort to

exercise the divine prerogative of

calling and equipping ministers, and looked with
disfavor upon the pajring and receiving of minis-

terial salaries as introducing a oonmiercial element
where the Holy Spirit should work unimpeded.
A large proportion of Baptist preachers owned
their farms and were self-supporting. Many of

them without scholastic advantages acquired con-
siderable education and were men of power. The
tendency was to neglect the towns, where the self-

supporting method was impracticable and where
enthusiastic but illiterate ministers were less accept-

able. Some able ministers who could have afforded

to minister in towns and cities resolutely refused

to leave their cotmtry homes and work. Churches
like those of Boston, New York, and Philadelphia

fotmd the utmost difficulty in suppljring their

pulpits when vacancies occurred. The only period-

ical publication in circulation at the time was the

Maasachusetta Baptist Missionary Magaxine, the

first number of which was published in 1803 and
the twelfth in 1808. Under the editorship of Dr.

Thomas Baldwin, of Boston, it exerted a strong

but not very wide-spread influence in favor of

missions, education, and better methods of denomi-

national work. The Lake Baptist Biissionary

Society (afterward called the 'Hamilton Missionary

Society) was formed in Central New York (1807)

for domestic evangelization. From the beginning

of the century (or earlier) Baptists of Boston,New

York, Philadelphia, and Charleston joined with
other denominations in contributing toward the
support of the missionary work of Carey and his

associates in India. In 1812 Philadelphia Baptists
began to hold monthly union meetings and larger

quarterly meetings " for the spread of the gospel."

The conversion to Baptist views of Adoniram
Judson and Luther Rice (qq.v.), as they were about
to open up missionary work in India under the
auspices of the American Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Missions, marks an era in the histoxy

of American Baptists. Judson announced his con-

version to American Baptists through Thomas
Baldwin, of Boston, and L. Bolles, of Salem, and
threw himself and his missionary enterprise upon
the liberatity and enlightened zeal of the denomina-
tion. The more intelligent Baptist communities

rejoiced that so glorious a responsi-
8. MUsion- \^^^ y^^^ ^^q providentially thrust
wry and ^pon ^g denomination and began at

tional ^^^ *® orgamze local missionary so-

'^oxk, cieties for the diffusion of the mis-

sionary spirit and the raising of
.

funds. "The Baptist Society for Propagating

the Gospel in India and other Foreign Parts " was
formed at Boston in 1813 with Baldwin as presi-

dent and Daniel Sharp as secretary. Rice returned

to America (summer of 1813) for the purpose of

arousing American Baptists to a sense of their

obligation and opportunity. Through his efforts

local missionary societies were formed from Maine
to Georgia and considerable money was raised.

In May, 1814, thirty-three leading brethren from
eleven States met in Philadelphia and organized the
'' General Missionary Convention of the Baptist

Denomination in the U. S. A. for Foreign Mis-

sions," to meet triennially. Richard Furman, of

Charleston, was chosen president and Thomas
Baldwin secretary. The Convention appointed a
Board of Commissioners as an executive with

Baldwin as president and Philadelphia (from 1826

onward, Boston) as headquarters. William Staugh-

ton of Philadelphia was the first corresponding

secretary. By 1817 Rice and other leaders had
become convinced that provision for the educa-

tion of ministers was absolutely essential to the

progress of denominational work at home and
abroad, and the Triennial Convention of 1817 ap-

proved of the raising of funds for this purpose.

In 1818 a theological institution was opened
in Philadelphia, with William Staughton and Irah

Chase as instructors. As eariy as 1815 Rice had
reached profound conviction regarding the neces-

sity of missionary work in the newly settled

regions of the West, and in 1817 the Triennial

Convention decided to enter upon this work. Two
zealous and well educated ministers, J. M. Peck
and J. E. Welsh, were appointed home mission-

aries. The work of the former proved apostolic

and was of momentous importance. From 1817

onward Rice labored with consuming zeal for the

establishment in Washington of a National Baptist

University. Columbian College was opened in 1822

and has done a noble work. The theological work
inaugurated in Philadelphia was transferred to

Washington in 1821. As a means of promoting
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the misnonary and educational work Rice began

(1816) the publication of The Latter Day Lumi-
nary and (1822) The Columbian Star.

By 1826 the college had become inextricably

involved in debt. The situation became so des-

perate that the mission funds were drawn upon to

meet pressing claims. From the beginning the

great mass of the Baptists had shown themselves

indifferent or hostile to the missionary and educa-

tional enterprises. It was easy for ignorant and
illiberal pastors to persuade their still more ignorant

and illiberal parishioners that the introduction

of commercialism into religion was of the devil

and that they were doing God service in resisting

all efforts at exploitation on the part of the money-
gatherers. In many caaes associations excluded

churches, and churches members, for

8. Opposl- contributing to the funds of the enter-

tlonand prises fostered by the Triennial Con-
Difloultles* vention. State Conventions were

formed as bonds of union for those

who were alive to the importance of united effort.

Massachusetts Baptists had effected a State organi-

sation in 1802. South Carolina followed in the

year 1821. In a few years nearly every State

had organized a convention made up exclusively

of cooperating churches, associations, and individ-

uals. In the States of Ohio, Tennessee, and Ken-
tucky, the missionary movement was well-nigh

overwhelmed by the antieffort party. In Ohio,

Baptists contributed for Foreign Missions in 1820,

$547. From 1821 to 1828 nothing was given, while

$10 constituted the contribution in 1829 and $5
that of the following year. In Tennessee, mission-

ary societies were dissolved and associations re-

scinded all resolutions favorable to the schemes
of the Trieimial Convention. Not till after 1840
could the cause of missions get a hearing. The most
influential leader of the movement was Daniel

Parker, an illiterate enthusiast, who held to an
extreme type of supralapsarianism and wrou^t
up his followers to a fanatical hatred of all organised

effort. It was in the regions occupied by this

perverse type of Baptists that Alexander Campbell
(q.v.) worked so suooessfully, combining, as he did,

with his bitter denunciation of human institutions,

vigorous antagonism to hyperOalvinistic theology.

In 1825, owing in part to the financial difficulties

of Columbian College, and the willingness of New
En^and Baptists to provide for its support, the
theological work was transferred to Newton Theo-
logical Institution at Newton Center, Mass., with
Iiah Chase as president. In 1819 the Baptists of

New York laid the foundations for Colgate Uni-
versity at Hamilton, N. Y., with its literary and
theological departments. In 1826, for reasons

above suggested, the Triennial Con-
4. Thao- vention left Columbian College to its

loffical own resources, retaining only the right
Seminaries, to nominate fifty brethren from whom

its Board should be chosen. The
Bf4>tists in the various States have been too much
occupied in fotmding and building up local colleges

to give adequate support to Columbian, and recently

its Board have thought it best to declare it unde-
Dominational and to change its name to George

Washington University. Ample provision has
been inade by the denomination for ministerial

education by the establishment, in addition to the

institutions already mentioned, of Rochester
Theological Senunary (1850), at Rochester, N. Y.,

Southern Baptist Theological Seminary (1859,

Louisville, Ky.), Divinity School of the University

of Chicago (Baptist Union Theological Seminary,
Morgan Park, HI., 1867), Crozer Theological Semi-
nary (1868, Upland, Penn.), Pacific Coast Baptist

Theological Seminary (1890, Berkeley, Cal.),

Baylor Theological Seminary (1901, connected with
Baylor University, Waco, Tex.), Kansas (Xty

Theological Seminary (1901), and the Theological

Department of Union University (1867, Richmond,
Va.). These, institutions have property and en-

dowments aggregating about $7,000,000, over 100
instructors, and over 1,200 students.

The denomination maintains about 100 univer-

sities and colleges of various grades with property

and endowments aggregating about

B. Univer- S45,000,000, neariy 2,000 instructors,

sittosy Ool- and 30,000 students. The most im-
lacesyand portant of these are the University
SohooU. of Chicago, Chicago, El. (founded

1891, with assets of $20,000,000);

Brown University, Providence, R. I. (1764, $5,500,-

000); Colgate University, Hamilton, N. Y. (1819,

$2,500,000); Bucknell University, Lewisburg, Penn.

(1846, $1,700,000); Baylor University, Waco,
Tex. (1845, $600,000); Colby College, WaterviUe,
Me. (1818, $700,000); Denison University, Gran-
ville, 0. (1831, $1,050,000); Stetson University,

Deland, Fla. (1887, $600^,000); Mercer University,

Macon, Ga. (1838, $550,000); Richmond College,

Richmond, Va. (1832, $1,065,000); Rochester Uni-
versity, Rochester, N. Y. (1850, $1,370,000);

Wake Forest College, Wake Forest, N. C. (1834,

$500,000); William Jewell College, Liberty, Mo.
(1849, $550,000); Ealamasoo College, Kalamasoo,
Mich. (1833, $431,000); Vassar CoUege, Pough-
keepsie, N. Y. (1861, $1,660,000). A score of

other institutions with less ample resources are doing
good work along chosen lines. There are more than
100 academic institutions under the auspices of

the denomination, with nearly 20,000 students and
neariy $5,000,000 worth of property.

By 1832 the domestic missionary work of the

Triennial Convention had reached such proportions

that the need of a separate Board and a separate

appeal for funds was apparent. At this time the

American Baptist Home Mismon Society was
organised. The Society has always made New

York City its headquarters. Its mis-
e. The sionary work on the frontiers, among

^^^ the Indians, negroes, and foreign

Booie^ populations, in Cimada, Bfexioo, CuIm,
and Porto Rico, employs at present

over 1,500 missionaries and teachers. There are

twenty-five schools and colleges for colored pec^le

supported by it wholly or in part. It has neariy

$1,500,000 of permanent funds for various pur-

poses, and mission and school properties valued at

$1,300,000. Since its organisation nearly 200,000

persons have been baptised by its missionaries

and nearly 6,(X)0 churches organised.
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The demand for an agency for the publication
and circulation of denominational and other
religiouB literature led to the organization of the
Baptist General Tract Society in 1824. Its head-
quarters were at Washington and it was under the
general direction of Luther Rice. The complica^
tions that arose in connection with Columbian Col-

lege and the superior publishing and distributing

facilities offered by Philadelphia led to a change
of location in 1826. In 1840 a revised constitution

with the name American Baptist Publication

Society was adopted. The society has

PnbU
* formed an important factor in the

tion So^
growth of the denomination and it has

0^0^^
~ kept abreast of its needs. The annual

receipts of the publishing department
at present amotmt to nearly 1900,000 and in its mis-

sionary and Bible departments to about $200,000.

Its net assets amount to about $1,600,000. The
refusal of the American Bible Society to appro-

priate funds for the publication of a Burmese
version in which the words for " baptise " and
" baptism " were translated by words equivalent

to " immerse " and " immersion " (see Biblx Socie-

TiBB, III, S 2) led to the organisation of the Ameri-
can and Foreign Bible Society (1836). The refusal

of this society to seciure the publication of an Eng-
lish version in which " immersion " should supplant
" baptism " led to the fonnation of the American
Bible Union (1850), which employed Thomas J.

Conant, H. B. Hackett, and others to prepare a
new version of the Bible with critical apparatus

and notes. The New Testament and portions of

the Old were completed. Hostility between the

American and Foreign Bible Society and the

American Bible Union was crippling to both and
in 1883 both were compelled by a great denomi-
national gathering to relinquish the field, the

Missionary Union assuming responsibility for the

publication and circulation of the Scriptures in

foreign languages in its fields and the Publication

Society undertaking to complete and circulate the

Bible Union and the Anglo-American Revised
versions, as well as the King James version.

Before 1840 the slavery question was agitated

in Baptist circles. Bfany Southern Baptists, in-

cluding leading ministers, were slaveholders, and
nearly all were very sensitive to Northern abolition-

ist utterances. In 1843 the neutrality of the For-
eign BiiBsion Board was reaffirmed. With a view
to making continued cooperation practicable, Rich-
ard Fuller, an eminent Southern Baptist, offered

a resolution in the Triennial Convention for 1844
for the elimination from the consideration of the

body of all matters foreign to the object designated

in the constitution and declaring cooperation in

the proper work of the body not to involve or

imply concert or sjrmpathy as regards other matters.
This resolution was withdrawn in favor of one
whereby the body disclaimed all sanction of

slavery or of antislavery and left each individual

free in a Christian manner and spirit to express and
promote his own views on these subjects. Not-
withstanding the adoption of this resolution the

Foreign Mission Board was thought to have pro-

cured the resignation of an Indian missionary who

was a slaveholder. Southern Baptists were con-

vinced that thenceforth slaveholders would be dis-

criminated against and that future

Sou^rn *®®*^^^^ ^^ ^^®Conventionwould be ren-

Baptists. ^^'^ tumultuous by attackson slavexy

and rejoinders. A literary controversy

between Francis Wayland, President of Brown Uni-
versity, and Richard Fuller awakened much inter-

est and demonstrated the impossibility of harmony
between Northern and Southern Baptists. Con-
ciliatory measures were attempted on both sides;

but the conviction had become overmastering
among Southern leaders that the Baptists of the
South could work more successfully with separate

Convention and Boards. This policy was carried

into effect in May, 1845, by 370 messengers from
the various Southern States. Home and Foreign
Mission Boards were at once constituted, and both
these departments of work have been vigorously

prosecuted. The Foreign Mission Board (Rich-

mond) has for years conducted successful mission-

ary work in Italy, Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, Africa,

China, and Japan, and has attained to an annual
income of about $300,000. The total membership
of native churches under the Board is reported

(1905) as 11,423. The Home Mission Board (At-

lanta) expends neariy $200,000 a year within the

bounds of the Convention, inCuba, and in the insular

possessions of the United States. The Sunday-
school Board (Nashville), besides furnishing Sun-
day-school papers and other requisites, publishes a
number of books, and fosters Sunday-school work
through a professorship in the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary and through district secre-

taries who labor throughout its constituency. Its

annual receipts are about $125,000. The Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary is cherished by the

Convention, wUch nominates brethren from whom
the members of its Board are chosen and receives

its annual report.

After the formation of the Southern Baptist Con-
vention, the Foreign Mission Board of the Trien-

nial Convention became the American Baptist

Missionary Union, which has since had annualmeet-
ings in coimection with the American Baptist Pub-
lication Society, the American Baptist Home
Mission Society, etc. Women's auxiliary societies

cooperate with the Northern and Southern Boards.

The Baptist Congress is not strictly a denomina-
tional orgam'sation; but is supported by subscribing

members and holds an annual meet-
0. The ing for the free discussion of current
Baptist questions of doctrine, polity, and life.

"*?!?•• Its annual reports furnish the public

Toang with the most advanced thought. The

People's Baptist Young People's Union of

Union. America (1891 onward) seeks to pro-

mote Christian activity, inteUigenoe,

and denominational spirit among the Baptist

young people of the United States and Canada.
Baptist owners of slaves were by no means in-

different to their spiritual welfare. It is estimated

that there were 400,000 negro Baptists in the United
States at the dose of the Civil War. Most of these

were members of the churches of their masters; but
in the towns and cities many n^gro churches had
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been constituted. The first of these on record is

that in Savannah, Ga. (1788) of which Andrew
Biyan was for many years pastor. The largest

negro Baptist church before emand-

rad^* pation was that in Richmond, Va., of
^
tlsts.^ which for twenty-five years Robert

Ryland, president of Richmond Col-

lege, was pastor. In many churches controlled by
the whites a majority were negroes. After eman-
cipation they everywhere effected separate church
organijsation. Associations were almost immedi-
ately formed, State Conventions soon followed, and
in 1880 a National Convention was organized with
its Home Mission, Foreign Mission, Education, Pub-
lishing, and Baptist Young People's Union Boards.

Besides the University, Theological Seminary, and
Colleges founded and fostered by the American
Baptist Home Mission Society, they have estab-

lished, own, and control scores of institutions of

higher and lower grades. Over 15,000 students

are in attendance at these schools. While hundreds
of their ministers have enjoyed educational advan-
tages and are in a position to elevate those under
their ministry, thousands are illiterate and incar

pable of wise leadership. Since emancipation they
have increased in number fivefold, the present mem-
bership, according to the statistician of the National

Baptist Convention (1905) being 2,189,000.

The first to gather German Baptist churches in

America was Conrad Fleischmann, a Swiss, who in

1841 organized three churches in Pennsylvania.

By 1851 there were eight small churches

11. Gherman with 405 members. The present mem-
Baptists, bership is about 25,000. They have

seven annual Conferences and a trien-

nial General Conference. Their publishing house
is located in Cleveland and their training-school for

ministers is organically connected with the Roches-
ter Theological Seminary. Educational and mis-

sionary work among the Germans of the United
States and Canada has been from the first gener-

ously assisted by American Baptists.

The first Scandinavian Baptist chtirch in America
was formed in Illinois in 1848. At present there

are about 5,000 Dano-Norwegian Baptists with
eighty-six churches, whose representatives meet
annually in seven Conferences. Their ministers

are educated in the Dano-Norwegian
Department of the Divinity School of

12. Bcandl-
navian
Baptists. *^® University of Chicago. Swedish

Baptists (first church organized 1853)
are far more numerous, having at present over 300
churches and nearly 25,000 members. The educa-
tion of their ministers is provided for in the Divin-
ity School of the University of Chicago. Scandi-
navian Baptists are most numerous in Wisconsin,
Illinois, Minnesota, Dakota, Iowa, and Nebraska.

4. Minor Baptist Parties in the United States:

(a) The Six-Principles Baptists are a survival of the
General Baptists that prevailed in Rhode Island
and Connecticut in the ewiy time. They still contend
for the laying-on of hands as an indispensable or-

dinance. They have at present less than a score
of churches with less than a thousand members.

(6) The first Seventh-Day Baptist church was
organized at Newport, R. I., in 1671. As the name

indicates, they make the celebration of the Jewish
Sabbath as the day of rest and worship rather than
the Lord's Day an essential, and devote much of
their attention to showing the error of adopting
another day and the evil consequences that flow

from this perversion. They have institutions of

learning at Milton, Wis., and Alfred Center, N. Y.,

and circulate considerable literature through their

publishing house at the latter place. They have
ninety-seven churches with a membership of less

than 9,000, scattered over twenty-four States. For
the so-called Seventh-Day Baptists, German, see

Communism, II, 5.

(c) The Free-Will Baptists originated in New
Hampshire in 1780 under the leadership of Ben-
jamin Randall who left the Congregationalist body
to become an anti-Calvinistic and open communion
Baptist. The Arminian teaching was no doubt
due to Methodist influence. Free-Will Baptists took
an active part in the antislavery agitation (1835
onward) and thus closed the South against their

influence. They were reenforced in 1841 by 2,500
Free-Communion Baptists of New York State;

but the Adventist movement a little later deprived
them of a large nimiber. From 1845 to 1857 their

niunbers declined from 60,000 to 49,000, but by
1870 they regained this loss. They have lost about
1,500 members since 1890; the present membership
(1905) is 86,322. They have 1,543 churches dis-

tributed over thirty-three States. They early

adopted quarterly and annual conferences, the

former made up of delegates of churches, the latter

of delegates from the former. The system is over-

topped by the General Conference composed of

delegates from the local annual conferences. The
quarterly meeting may discipline churches, the
annual meeting quarteriy meetings, and the Gen-
eral Conference annual meetings. Ministers are

first licensed by the quarteriy meeting and after

probation are ordained by the council appointed

by the same body. Women are eligible for ordina-

tion to the ministry. Negotiations looking to the

union of the Free-Will Baptists with the Regular
Baptists of the North are pending with good pro»-

pects of success.

(d) It has been noted that the General Baptists

from '^rginia first introduced Baptist teaching
into North (Carolina. Some of the churches formed
under this influence refused to amalgamate with
the Separate and Regular Baptists. After a tune
they adopted the name Original Free-Will Baptists

to distinguish themselves from the more numerous
body mentioned above. They differ from the Free-

Will Baptists in practising foot-washing, anointing

the sick with oil, restricting the ministerial oflSce

to men, and having ruling elders for the settiement

of controversies. Annual conferences may silence

unworthy preachers, disown elders, and settle

church difficulties. They have three Conferences,

167 churches, and less than 12,000 memben, all

in North Carolina and South Carolina.

(e) A number of General Baptist churches of the

older English type failed to amalgamate with the
more popular Baptist parties of the nineteenth

century. The flrst association of this party was
formed in Kentucky in 1824. This association
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adopted open oommunion in 1830. A General
Association was formed in 1870 to embrace all

the churches of the connection. Unlike most of

the smaller Baptist bodies, this had increased

from 8,000 members in 1870 to 21,362 in 1890.

More recent statistics are not avaUable. Their
confession of faith indicates closer agreement
with Regular Baptists in doctrine and in practise

than does that of the Free-Will Baptists. They have
about 400 churches in Missouri, Indiana, Kentucky,
Illinois, Arkansas, Tennessee, and Nebraska.

(/) A few churches in Indiana have retained the

name Separate Baptists. They are in general

agreement with Free-Will Baptists. They seem to

be confined to Indiana, where they have an asso-

ciation with 24 churches and about 1,600 members.

(jSi) In the union of Regular and Separate Bap-
tists in Kentucky in 1801 a doctrinal basis not
strictly Calvinistic was adopted. About 200
churches in Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, Ala-

bama, and Arkansas, with a membership of over

13,000, still call themselves United Baptists and
hold aloof from the great Baptist body. They are

moderately Calvinistic, practise restricted com-
mimion, and insist upon foot-washing as an ordi-

nance to be practised by all baptised believers.

They have several associations.

(h) Mention has already been made of the bitter

opposition that arose in many Baptist commu-
nities to the missionary and educational enter-

prises that centered in the Triennial Convention
(1814 onward). The Chemung Association (N. Y.
and Penn.) seems to have been the first (1835) to

disfellowBhip other associations that had departed
from the simplicity of the doctrine and practise of

the gospel by " uniting themselves with the world
and what are falsely called benevolent societies

foimded upon a monied basis." This example
was speedily followed by many other associations,

especially in the South and Southwest. Besides

holding to extreme necessitarian (supralapsarian)

doctrine in accordance with which human agency
in the conversion of men is absolutely ineffective

and the attempt to employ it impertinent, they
practise foot-washing as an ordinance and utterly

repudiate missionary, Bible, tract, Sunday-school,

and temperance societies, State conventions, theo-

logical schools, and similar organizations. The
United States census of 1890 brought to light 121,-

347 Baptist communicants of this type, with
churches in twenty-eight States and the District of

Columbia. They are most numerous in Georgia,

Alabama, Tennessee, North Carolina, Kentucky, and
Virginia, but are found all the way from Maine to

Texas and from Nebraska to Florida. They call

themselves Primitive Baptists; they are conmionly
called " Hardshells " and Anti-Mission Baptists

by their opponents.

(i) The followers of Daniel Parker, the most
virulent opponent of the organized woric of the

denomination (b. in Georgia, ordained in Tennessee

in 1806, active in Illinois 1817-36, and in Texas
after 1836), are known as the Old Two-Seed-in-the-

Spirit Predestinarian Baptists. They still persist

in twenty-four States and had in 1890 nearly 500
churches with nearly 13,000 members. They

derive their name from the peculiar doctrine of

Parker set forth in certain pamphlets (1826-29)

on the doctrine of Two Seeds. This was a fantastic

dualistic account of the introduction and perpet-

uation of evil in mankind, reminding of Gnostic
speculations. God created Adam and Eve and
infused into them particles of himself so that they
were wholly good. The devil corrupted them by
infusing particles of himself. It was predetermined
by God that Eve should bring forth a certain num-
ber of good offspring, the seed of God, and that her
daughters shoidd do likewise. The evil essence

infused by the serpent led to an additional brood
of offspring, the seed of Satan or the serpent.

For the former the Atonement was absolute, they
will all be saved. The Atonement did not apply
to the seed of the serpent, who are hopelessly lost.

The doctrine of Parker was absolutely fatalistic and
was in the worst sense antinomian. His followers

go beyond the other Primitive Baptists in their im-
compromising hostility to " human institutions."

(k) The Baptist Church of Christ came into

separate existence by way of reaction against the
antinomian hyper-Calvinism of the churches led

by Daniel Parker. They teach general redemption
along with perseverance of the saints. Like most
of the minor Baptist parties they practise foot-

washing as an ordinance. This, more than any-
thing else, prevents their union with the great

Baptist body; but, like the Primitive Baptists,

they seem to object to organized denominational
missionary and educational work. The chief

strength of the body is in Tennessee, but congre-

gations are found in Arkansas, Alabama, Mississippi,

Missouri, North Carolina, and Texas. In 1890
the party had 152 churches with a total member-
ship of 8,254.

The Dunkers (q.v.) have much in conmion with
Primitive Baptists, and, with the Church of God
founded in Pennsylvania in 1830 by John Winebren-
ner (see Chttrch of God, 1), are more worthy to be
classed with Baptists than some of the above parties.

The River Brethren (q.v.) and the Mennonite body
known as the BrQder-Gemeinde (see Mennonites)
have much in conunon with Baptists. The Dis-

ciples of Christ (q.v.), originally an offshoot from
the Baptists, agree with the latter in insisting

upon immersion as the only valid baptism and in

their recognition of the sole authority of the Scrip-

tures in matters of faith and practise. They differ

from Baptists in a number of important matters,

but there is more in common between progressive

Disciples and the great Baptist body than there

is between the latter and several of the minor
parties that bear the Baptist name. The body
who call themselves " Christians,'' frequently known
as the Christian Connection (see Christians) tiao

regard immersion of believers as the only true

baptism. They practise open communion and
admit to membership those who do not agree with

them respecting immersion. In En^^and they

would pass for satisfactory Baptists.

m. Baptists in the British Possessions.—1. The
Dominion of Canada: The Maritime Provinces

were the first to receive Baptist influence. In

1752 a Dutch Baptist named Andres is said to have
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settled in Lunenburg and to have diaseminated

his principles there. In 1763 Ebenezer Moulton
of Biassachusetts organised a church at Horton,

N. 8., of Baptists and Congregationalists, which
soon became wholly Baptist. Just before, during,

and after the Revolutionary War, a considerable

number of New England Baptist loyalists found
their way to Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and
Prince Edward Island. In 1880 an association

was formed which adopted the English

1. The Particular Baptist Confession of 1689.

Xarltime In 1846 the Baptist Convention of
Provinoea. Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and

Prince Edward Island was formed
with a constituency of 14,177. Acadia Univer-

sity (chartered 1840, successor to Horton Academy,
1828) at Wolfville, N. S., was adopted by the

Convention and has educated a large number of

leaders not only for the Maritime Provinces, but
for Western Caziiftda and the United States. It now
has endowment and equipment worth about $500,-

000. The Convention has its domestic and foreign

mission boards and has engaged zealously and
successfully in every line of denominational work.

About 17,000 Free-Will Baptists have united with
the Regulars on the basis of a brief doctrinal state-

ment that avoids strict Calvinistic phraseology

and insistence on restricted communion. The
Maritime Baptists number at present about 67,000.

Baptist loyalists in small numbers during the

later years of the eighteenth century found their

way into what is now Ontario and Quebec, and by
the beginning of the nineteenth century about
six small churches had been organized in three

widely separated localities. These were fostered

by missionary effort from the United States and
reenforced by further immigration of their fellow

countrymen. Later a considerable number of

English Baptists of open communion antecedents

came in and were the occasion of discord. In 1816

a company of Scotch Highlanders, who had become
Baptists in connection with the Haldane movement,
settled in the Ottawa region. Most of these became
advocates of restricted communion; but several of

the most eminent (notably John Gilmour) favored

open communion. A society was formed in Eng-
land (1836) for fostering Baptist work in Canada.
The Upper Canada Missionary Society refused to

cooperate fully with the educational and mission-

ary work that centered in Montreal and was con-

ducted under En^sh open communion auspices.

The Canada Baptist College cstab-

aiid O^ lished in Montreal in 1838 died of in-

Y^^^ anition in 1849, although it had at its

head such scholars as Benjamin Davis
and J. M. Cramp. Dissension prevented the suc^

cess of further efforts to provide the denomination
with educational facilities until 1860, when the
Canadian Literary and Theological Institute was
opened at Woodstock with R. A. Fyfe as Principal.

^V^e proved a leader of the first rank and exerted
a strong unifying influence upon the denomination.
By this time the denomination in Ontario and
Quebec had a membership of about 13,000.
After cooperating with the American Baptist
Missionary Union in foreign mission work for a

number of years, the Baptists of Ontario and Quebec
organized an independent Foreign Bfission Society,

whose work has steadily grown until at presmit

$40,000 are expended annually on its missions in

India and Bolivia. In 1881 Toronto Baptist

College was founded as a theological seminaiy
by Senator William McMaster. This institution

developed into McMaster University as a result of

the bequest of neariy $1,000,000 by the founder.
In 1888 the organization of the denomination was
completed in a new constitution and charter,

which commits to the Convention made up exclu-

sively of delegates of churches the election of

Home Mission, Foreign Mission, Publication, and
Education Boards. Baptists in Ontario and Quebec
now number about 47,000.

Baptist work in the Canadian Northwest began
about 1873. It has grown to large proportions
and has enjoyed the support of Baptists in the older

Provinces, in Great Britain, and in the United
States. A Convention was organized

8. The in 1881, and Brandon Coll^, at
^'^*^** Brandon, Man., was established in

Columbia. ^^^' '^^^ college abeady has equip-

ment and endowment worth about
$150,000. The Baptist cause in British Colimibia

has not yet attained to very large dimensions.

During the earlier years Baptist churehes in this

region worked in connection with the American
Baptist Home Mission Society. In 1897 they
fonned a Convention of their own and since that
time they have depended for help chiefly upon the

Baptists of the older Provinces. Baptists in Mani-
toba and the Northwest Territories now number
about 7,000; in British Columbia, 2,000.

8. Anstralia, Tasmania, and HsfwZealand: In
these colonies Baptists were among; the earliest

British settlers, and Baptist churehes were organ-

ized from 1834 onward. The several British types

of Baptist life have been represented and some
controversy has had place regarding communion,
Calvinism and Arminianism, etc.; but the ordinary

English open communion type has prevailed.

There are still about a dozen churches of the old

Particular Baptist antimissionary type. Most
of the churches of the various provinces are grouped
in seven Unions, which correspond with each other

and support in common a re^gious journal. The
Baptist College of Victoria in affiliation with the

University of Melbourne was conducted from 1890

to 1900 and then abandoned. Some Foreign
Mission work is being accomplished in India in

connection with the English Baptist Society.

There are at present in Australasia sixty-eight

churches and about 21,000 members. IVogreas

for the past few years has been very slow.

8. TheBritishWestIndies, OentralAmeiloa, and
Afirica: English Baptists commenced missionary
work among the negroes of Jamaica in the year

1814. The way had been prepared somewhat by
Moses Baker, an American n^;ro Baptist. In fif-

teen years there were 10,000 Baptists on the island.

A negro insurrection in 1831 led to the destruc-

tion of much of their church property and to the

persecution of the leaders; but sympathy was
awakened in Britain and the losses were made
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good. The work was extended to the Bahamas,
Trinidad, Honduras, San Domingo, etc. The Ja-

maica Baptists have at present nearly 200 churches

and nearly 34,000 members; in Haiti there are

12 churches with nearly 2,000 members; in Cuba
(through American Baptist effort) there are 31

churches with nearly 4,000 members; in the Ba-
hamas neariy 4,000 members; and in Central

America 10 churches with nearly 700 members. In

Africa, through American, English, and German
missionary effort there are 81 Baptist churches with

11,388 members, mostly in British territory, the

Kongo, and the Kamerun.
4. India, Oeylon, Burma, and Assam: In these

British possessions, through English, American, and
Canadian missionary effort 1,244 churches have
been organized with a membership of over 126,000.

A very large proportion of the converts have been
won by missionaries from the United States and
Canada.

IV. Baptists in Mission Lands: In China there

are about 13,000 Baptist church members almost

equally divided among the English, Northern, and
Southern Baptist missions. In Japan there are

about 2,500 Baptist church members of whom over

2,000 belong to the American Baptist Missionary

Union and the rest to the missions of the Southern
Baptist Convention. In Mexico missions of the

Southern Baptist Convention have nearly 1,400

church members to their credit, while those of the

American Baptist Home Mission Society, with
twenty-six laborers, have a far smaller number.
In Brazil the missions of the Southern Baptist Con-
vention have established sixty-nine churches with

a membership of over 4,000, and in Bolivia Cana-
dian Baptist missionaries have organized three

churches with 115 members.
V. BaptistB on the Continent of Europe.—1. <Hr-

many and German Missions: The first Baptist

church of the modem type organized in Germany
was formed in Hamburg in 1834 under the leader-

ship of J. G. Oncken (q.v.), who several years be-

fore had reached Baptist views from independent

study of the New Testament. In his youth Oncken
had spent some years in England and had been sent

(1823) by an English evangelical society as a mis-

sionary to Germany. Oncken and six others

availed themselves of the presence of Bamas Sears,

of the United States, afterward famous as an edu-

cational leader, to receive baptism at his hands.

Oncken proved a leader of heroic type and with

the aid of American Baptists carried on for many
years wide-spread and fruitful missionary labors

and raised up like-minded ministers who are still

carrying forward the work throughout German-
speaking Europe and beyond. In 1880 a theo-

logical seminary was established near Hamburg
that has given educational equipment to hundreds
of earnest and self-sacrificing young men. The
present membership in Germany is about 34,000.

They sustain a mission in the Kamerun with over

2,000 converts. The German Baptist Union for

the spread of the gospel in foreign parts includes

churches in Austria (648 members), Hungary
(10,500 members), Switzerland (796 members), the

Netherlands (1,396 members), Riunania (277 mem-

bers), and Bulgaria (74 members). The Russian
Baptist churches, which have resulted chiefly from
the activity of German Baptists of the Oncken
type, have now a membership of about 25,000 and
a Union of their own; but they still cooperate with
the German Union in the raising and use of mis-
sionary funds. Through the missionary labors of

German Baptists a few Lithuanians were brought
into the Baptist fold (1857 onward). A more suc-

cessful work was done among the Letts, and about
7,000 of the Russian Baptists are Lettish. From
the same source Baptist influence was brought to

bear upon the E^thonians, of whom over 1,000 are

now Baptist church members. The Finns received

Baptist teaching from the Swedish Baptists (1868
onward) and now have over 2,000 Baptist church
members.

2. Soandinavia: From Germany Baptist influ-

ence also extended into Scandinavian lands. Julius

Koebner, one of Oncken's eariy converts and co-

laborers, was a Dane and on a visit to his native

land won to his faith a company of Christians that

had become dissatisfied with Lutheranism. The
first church was organized in Copenhagen in 1839.

Persecution impeded the progress of the B^tist
cause and religious freedom was not gained until

1850. A considerable number of ministers trained

in the Scandinavian Department of the Divinity

School of the University of Chicago have assisted

in carrying forward the work in Denmark as well

as in Sweden and Norway. In 1895 the Danish
Baptists established a small theological school of

their own. They have not made rapid progress

and their present membership is only about 4,000.

German Baptist influence entered Norway not
later than 1840. The first church was organized

two years later. At present Norwegian Baptists

have over 30 churches with a membership of about
3,000. A Danish Baptist named Foerster labored

in Sweden in 1848 and baptized five persons near
Gothenburg. The Baptist cause has greatly pros-

pered here, so that at present there are 40,000 mem-
bers and nearly 600 churches. Since 1866 they
have had a theological seminary at Stockholm.
They are thoroughly organized for missionary and
educational work and have reached a degree of

influence and recognition enjoyed by Baptists

nowhere else on the Continent of Europe.

8. France and Italy: In France, Belgium, and
French Switzerland there are about 40 churches

with a membership of 2,272, due in large measure
to English Baptist missionary enterprise. In Italy

there are 55 churches and about 1,500 members,
the result, in almost equal measure, of the mission-

ary endeavors of the English Baptist Biissionary

Society and of the Southern Baptist Convention.

The latter body sustains a theological college.

Two highly significant events, indicating the de-

sire of Baptists everywhere to draw closer together

and to cooperate in the world-wide dissemination

of their principles, were the formation of the Gen-
eral Baptist Convention (St. Louis, May, 1905) to

embrace the entire continent of North America and
its islands and to hold triennial meetings, and the

Baptist Worid Congress (London, July, 1905), in
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which Baptists from all parts of the world gathered

and organized a Baptist World Alliance, to meet
every five years in different parts of the world.

The union of the Free Baptists in the Maritime

Provinces of Canada and the Regulars (1005) and
the steps taken toward imion between the Free

' Baptists of New England and the Regulars in the

same year show that the tendency is in the direc-

tion of union rather than of further division.

Counting all nominally Baptist bodies through-

out the worid, the present number of Baptists is

about 6,000,000. If to these other bodies of anti-

pedobaptist immersionists be added, the number
is increiEised to about 7,500,000.

A. H. Newman.

BiBuooKArHT (Only volumes derived from independent
Bouroea are here mentioned): I. Eoglish Baptist History:

T. Crosby. BUt. of the English Bapfiste, 4 vols., London.
1738-40; J. Ivimey. A But. of the Engluh Baptigf, ib. 181 1-

80; A. Taylor, Hutory of the Bngluh Oeneral BapHete, 2
vols., ib. 1818; B. Evans, The Early Englieh BaptieU, 2
vols., ib. 1862; R. Barclay. The Inner Life of the ReUg-
ioue SoeieUee of the Commonwealth, ib. 1870 (not on Bap-
tists exclusively, but gives their cenesis in England in an
authoritative way; an excellent volume); D. Masson, lAfe

of John Milton, and Hietory of hie Timee, 6 vols., ib.

1859-80 (a work of great learning and authority. Milton

was an antipedobaptist, but, so far as is known, not a
member of a Baptist Church); J. (Afford, The Englieh
BapHete, ib. 1881 (the work of different contributors, but
edited by the chief English Baptist leader); J. C. Carlile,

The Story of the Englieh BaptieU, ib. 1006.

II. English and American Baptist History: T. Armi-
tage: A Hietary of the BapHete, New York, 1887 (con-

tains a full history); H. C. Vedder, A Short Hietory of the

BaptieU, Philadelphia, 1802 (authoritotive); idem. The
BaptieU, New York, 1002.

III. American Baptist History: I. Backus, A Hietary

of New England. With Particular Reference to the Denomi-
nation of Chrietiane called BaptieU, 3 vols., Boston, 1777-
06, new ed., with notes by David Weston, 2 vols., New-
ton. Mass., 1871; H. 8. Burrage, A Hietory of the Bap-
tUU in New England, Philadelphia, 1804; H. C. Vedder,

A Hietary of the BaptieU in the Middle StaUe, ib. 1808;

B. F. Riley, A Hietory of the BaptieU in Ote Southern
Staiee Eaet of the Mieeieeippi, ib. 1808; J. A. Smith, A
Hietary of the BaptieU in the Weetem Staiee Eaet of the

Mieeieeippi, ib. 18—; L. Moss, A Hietory of the BaptieU
in the Trane-Mieeieeippi Staiee, ib. 10— ; A. H. Newman,
A Hietory of the Baptiet Churchee in the United Staiee,

New York, 1808; idem, A Century of Baptiet Achievement,
ib. 1001 (the work of different persons); C. H. Mattoon,
BaptUtAnnaU of Oregon, 2844-1000, Mcllinnville, Oregon.
1006.

IV. Biographies of Baptists (all clergymen except
two): M. B. Andereon, by A. C. Kendrick, Philadelphia,
1806; leaac Baekue, by A. Hovey, Boston, 1860; Oeorge
Dana Boardman, by A. King, ib. 1834; Edmund BoUford,
by C. D. Blallary. Charleston, 1832; Jamee Pettigru Boyce,
by J. A. Broadus, New York, 1803; J. A. Broadue, by
A. T. Robertson, Philadelphia, 1001; R. C. Burleeon, by
H. Haynes, Waco, 1801; Alexander Campbell, by R. Rich-
ardson, 2 vols., Philadelphia, 1868-70; William ColgaU
(layman), by W. W. Everts, ib. 1881; Nathaniel Colver,
by J. A. Smith, Boston, 1876; Spencer Houghton Cone,
by Ldvermore, New York, 1866; John Price Croter (lay-
man), by J. W. Smith, Philadelphia, 1868; E. W. Dadeon,
by J. H. Farmer, Toronto, 1003; J, Donovan, by O. C.
S. Wallace, ib. 1001; Henry Duneter, by J. Chaplin, Bos-
ton, 1872; The Duneter Family, by S. Dunster. ib. 1876;
Riduird Fuller, by J. H. Cuthbert, New York, 1870;
R. A. Fyfe, by J. E. Wells, Toronto, 1882; H. B. Hackelt,
by Q. H. Whittemore, Rochester, 1876, Adoniram Judeon,
by F. Wayland, 2 vols., Boston, 1863, and by E. Judson,
New York. 1883; Jacob Knapp (autobiography), ib. 1868;
D. A. McGregor, by A. H. Newman, Toronto. 1801; P. H.
MeU, by P. H. Mell, Jr., Louisville, 1806; Jeeee Mercer,
by C. D. Mallary, Now York. 1844; John Maeon Peck,
by R. Baboock. Philadelphia, 1864; Luther Rice, by J. B.

Taylor, Baltimore. 1840; Adid Sherwood, by 8. Boykin,
Philadelphia, 1884; WiUiam Staughlon, by 8. W. Lynd,
Boston, 1834; Baron Stow, by J. C. Stockbridge. ib. 1804;
Jamee BameU Taylor, by G. B. Taylor, Philadelphia,
1872; Francie Wayland, by F. and H. L. Wayland, 2
vols.. New York. 1868; Roger WiUiame, by J. D. Knowlee,
Boston, 1834; also by W. QammeU, ib. 1844; and H. M.
Dexter, ib. 1870; and O. S. Strauss. New York, 1804;
Elhanan Wincheeter, by R M. Stone, Boston, 1836; Danid
Witt, by I. B. Jeter. New Orleans, 1876; Carey, Mareh-
man and Ward, by J. C. Marshman, London, 1850; Vir-

ginia BaptUt Minielere, by J. B. Tayk>r, New York, 1860.

BARADAI, JACOB (JACOBUS BARADAX7S).
See Jacobites.

BARAITA. See Talmud.

BARBARA, SAIHT: A saint whose career

belongs to the domain of legend; her name is not
found in the Martyrclogium Hieronymianum or
in Bede. According to the traditional story, she
was a maiden of great beauty, who, having been
early converted to Christianity, was given up by
her own father to the authorities, and behc^ed
by the prcesea of the province, Martinianua, stead-

fastly refusing to deny Christ. Her father is said

to have been killed by lightning at the scene of the
execution, which is stated to have been Nioomedia
(in Bithynia), Tuscia (i.e., Etruria), and Heliopolis

in Egypt; the time was either under Maziminus
(235-2^) or sixty or seventy years later under
Maximianus or Galerius. In Roman Catholic

countries she is popularly considered to give pro-

tection against fire and tempest, and she is also the
patron saint of the artillery. She is invoked by
the dying in consequence of the story of Henry
Kock at Gorkum, in Holland, in 1448, who, being
nearly burnt to death, called on her and was pre-

served alive long enough to receive the last sacra-

ments. Her feast falls on Dec. 4.

Bibuoqrapbt: C^lestin, Hietoire de SU. Barhe, Paris. 1853;
Villemot, Hietoire de SU. Barhe, vierge et mar^/re, patronne
de VartiUerie de terre et de mer et dee mineure, Besancon,
1866.

BARBAULD, anna LEnriA: Poetess; b. at
Kibworth (10 m. s.e. of Leicester), Leicestershire,

June 20, 1743; d. at Stoke Newington (a suburb
of London) Mar. 9, 1825. She was the daughter of
the Rev. John Aikin, a Presbyterian minister and
school-teacher, and was carefully educated by her
father; married the Rev. Rochemont Barbauld
(d. 1808), a Unitarian minister, in May, 1774; with
her husband she conducted a very successful school

at Palgrave, Suffolk, till 1785; thereafter lived at
Hampstead and Stoke Newington. At the solidtar

tion of her brother (Dr. John Aikin) she published
her first volume of Poems in 1773 and four editions

were sold within a year. In the same year appeared
Miscellaneoiu Pieces in Prose by J [ohn] and A. L.
Aikin; in 1775 Hymns in Prose for Children and
Early Lessons for Children (written for her pupils),

and Devotional Pieces Compiled from the Psalms
of David, Her later writings are of a general and
critical character and include political pamphlets,
an edition of Collins (1797), of Akenside (1808),
the British Novelists (50 vob., 1810), with essay and
biographical and critical notices, etc. Perhaps
her best-known hymns are '* Come, says Jesus's
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sacred voice/' " How blest the righteous when he
dies/' and ** Awake, my soul, lift up thine eyes."

Bibuookapht: Ths Work§ of A. L. Barhauld, with a Mem-
oir, by her nieoe, Lucy Aiken, 2 vols., London, 1825;
Mrs. A. L. Le Breton, Memoir of A.L. Barhauld, with Letlere

attd NoHeee, ib. 1874; Mrs. Q. A. Ellie, Memoir of A. L.
BarhatUdf LeUerw and SdecHone from Poema and Proee
WriUnga, Boston, 1874; 8. W. Duffield, Erntlieh Hymne,
pp. 76, 225, 459, New York, 1880; Julian, HymnoLogy,
pp. 113-114.

BARBER, HENRY HERVEY: Unitarian; b.

at Warwick, Mass., Dec. 30, 1835. He was educa^
ted at Deerfield (Mass.) Academy and Meadville

Theological School (1861). He held successive

pastorates at Harvard, Mass. (1861-66), Somerville,

Mass. (1866-84), and Meadville, Pa. (1884-90),

while from 1884 to 1904 he was professor of philos-

ophy and theology at Meadville Theological School.

Since 1904 he has been professor emeritus. He
is a member of the American Historical Association

and of theAmerican Economic Association, and from
1875 to 1884 was editor of the Unitarian Review.

BARBER, WILLIAM THEODORE AQTJILA:
Wesleyan; b. at Jaffna (190 m. n. of Colombo),
Ceylon, Jan. 4, 1858. He was educated at London
University (B.A., 1882) and Caius College, Cam-
bridge (M.A., 1883). He was assistant professor

in the Wesleyan Theological Missionary College,

Richmond, from 1882 to 1884,when he became head-
master of Wuchang Missionary High School, Central

China. Eight years later he returned to England,
and until 1896 was a preacher in the Leeds (Bruns-

wick) Circuit. In 1896 he was appointed general

secretary of the Wesleyan Missionary Society, but
two years later was chosen headmaster of the Leys
School, Cambridge, where he had already been
assistant master in 1877-^. He was secretary

of the General Missionary Conference, Shanghai,

1890, and since 1902 has been a member of the

Legal Hundred of the Wesleyan Conference. In
theology he is a broad Evangelical. He has written

The Land of the Rising Sun (London, 1894); David
HiUf Missionary and Saint (1898); Raymond Lidl,

the lUuminaled Doctor (1903); and David Hill,

an Apostle to the Chinese (1906).

BARBEYRAC, bOr^'b^^'rac', JEAN: French wri-

ter on law; b. at B^ziers (44 m. s.w. of Mont-
pellier), Languedoc, Mar. 15, 1674; d. at Groningen
Mar. 3, 1744. He fled with his parents into Switzer-

land after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes,

1685; studied at Lausanne, Geneva, and Frank-
fort^on-the-Oder; became teacher in the College

of the Reformed Congregation at Berlin, 1697;

and, in 1710, was appointed professor of law and
history in the Academy of Lausanne, and in 1716
in the University of Groningen. He translated

Puffendorf's De jure naturce et gentium into French

(2 vols., Amsterdam, 1706), and added a valuable

preface and notes; he also translated other works
of Puffendorf and Grotius, wrote a Traits du jeu

(2 vols., 1709), maintaining that games of chance

are not immoral, and a Traits de la morale des Pkres

de r6glise (1728). He was a moderate Calvinist,

and refused to sign the Helvetic Formula Con-
census, which disapproved of the doctrines of

Amyraut and the other Saumur theologians.

I.—31

Biblioorapht: Gardes, Oratio funabrie in obitum J. Bor-
beyroc, Groningen. 1744 (by his oolleacue); Q. ^^{^^11^
NoHee hiographigue eur Barbeyrac, Montpellier, 1838.

BARCKHAUSEN-VOLKMAinf CONTROVERSY:
A discussion of the question of predestination

and grace which was carried on with much ardor
in Germany early in the eighteenth century. In
the Reformed Church of Brandenburg particulariy

many things tended to start troublesome questions
on these points. The Confessio Sigismundi of
1614 had followed the Augsburg Confession with
'' revision and improvements," whereby it became
not merely unlversalistic, but sjmergistic, and, in

its exposition of predestination, approximated to
the " Reformed Evangelical Churches." As a
matter of fact it taught both the absolute election

of every believer and universal grace. The need
of making concessions to the Lutherans led to some
modifications, as in the Colloquium Lipsiense of

1631, the Declaratio Thoruniensis of 1645 (see

Leipsic, Colloquy of; Thorn, Confsrbncb of),

and an edict of the Great Elector in 1664 (in C. O.
Mylius, Corpus constUutionum Marchicarum, i,

Berlin, 1737, 382 sqq.). The Brandenburg Church
was thus separated from orthodox Calvinism, while
still adhering to the Reformed type, and this the
more as a large number of French congregations

bound to Calvin's Confessio OaUieana were settled

in the country.

The Barcldiausen-Volkmann controversy began
with the publication (Cologne, 1712) of the Theses

theologiccB of Paul Volkmann, rector of the Joa-

chimsthal gjrmnasium at Berlin; it was a complete
presentation of the Reformed dogmatics, maintain-
ing universal grace and conditional election. Kon-
rad Heinrich Barckhausen, a native of Detmold
and colleague of Volkmann in Berlin (in 1715 rector

of the Friedrich Werder gymnasium), came for-

ward as protagonist against Volkmann *3 views.

Under the pseudonym Pacificus Verinus he pub-
lished in 1712 an Arnica coUatio doctrines de gratia

and followed it the next year with a coarse German
writing Mauritii Neodorpii Calvinus orthodoxus, d,

t. ein kurzes Gesprdch . . . worin hescheiden un^
tersucht toird ob und wie weit die Lehre der Universes

listen mit der Lehre der ersten reformirten Lehrer

. . . vhereinhommen. A Berlin preacher, Stercki

by name, took up the discussion on Volkmann *s

side and Philippe Naud^ (q>v.) replied. The con-

troversy was growing hotter when the Prussian

king, Frederick William I, in 1719 issued an edict

commanding both sides to keep silence (Mylius, ut
sup., 534-535). (E. F. Karl MCller.)

Bibuoosapht: J. G. Walch, Einleituno in die RelioionM'

atreitiokeiten . . . auaaer der evangeliadi'liUheriachen

Kirche, i. 457, iii, 746 sqq., 6 vols., Jena, 1733-36; Her-
ing, Beitrdg^ avr Qeaehichta der evanoeliath-reformvrien

Kirche in den preuaaiaehrbrandenburgiaehen Ldndem, i,

57 sqq., Berlin, 1784; A. Schweiser, Die proteUantiachen
Centraldogmen, ii, 816 sqq., Zuridi, 1854 sqq.

BARCLAY, ALEXANDER: English scholar of

the Renaissance period; b. probably in Scotland

about 1475; d. at Croydon (9 m. s. of London),
Surrey, 1552. He is believed to have studied at
one, or perhaps both, of the English universities;

traveled on the continent; was made chaplain in
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the collegiate church at Ottery St. Mary, Devon-
shire; afterward became a moiiJc in the Benedictine

monastery of Ely; In 1546 became vicar of Great

Baddow, Essex, and of Wokey, Somersetshire; in

1552 also rector of All Saints in Lombard Street,

London. His chiei works were the Ship of FooU
(London, 1509), a translation, with some additions,

of Sebastian Brandt's Namnachiff ; and the

Echguea (n.d., probably 1514).

Bibuoorapht: A lull afeoount of Barclay and valuable list

of referenoMT is given in DNB, iii, 156-161; con-
sult also for list of his writings and his life the edition of

the Ship of FooU, by T. H. Janoieeon, 2 vols.. Edinburgh.
1874.

BARCLAY, JOHN: Minister of the Church of

Scotland and founder of the Barclayites or BercB-

ans; b. at Muthill (35 m. n.w. of Edinburgh), Perth-

shire, 1734; d. at' Edinburgh July 29, 1798. He
was graduated M.A. at St. Andrews; was assistant

minister at Enrol, Perthshire, 1759-63, being dis-

missed in the latter year for teaching obnoxious
doctrine; assistant at Fettercaim, Kincardineshire,

1763-72, where he was popular and admired,

but continued to promulgate views inacceptable to

the ministers. In 1773 the General Assembly bu»-

tained his presbytery (Fordoun), which had in-

hibited him from preaching. His followers then
formed independent congregations at Edinburgh
and Fettercaim, and Barclay became minister of

the former. He also preached and foimded a so-

ciety in London. His adherents took the name
Beraeans (from Acts xvii, 11), professing to build

their system of faith and practise upon the Scrip-

tures idone, without regard to any human authoi^
ity whatever. They denied natural religion, main-
taining that knowledge of God is from revelation

alone; considered faith in Christ and assurance of

salvation as inseparable and the same; held that

the sin against the Holy Ghost is unbelief; and in-

terpreted a great part of the Old Testament proph-
ecies and the whole of the Psalms as typical of

Christ and not applicable to the experiences of

private Christians. In other respects their views
were those of ordinary Calvinism. They originally

had several churches in Scotland and a few in

America. Eadie {Ecdesiasiical Cyclopedia, Lon-
don, 1862) characterises them as '' a small and di-

minishing party of religionists."

Biblxoorapht: A collected edition of Barclay's TToriba.

with brief memoir and statement of the views of his fol-

lowers, was published in Glasgow, 1852; cf. DNB, iii,

164-166, and literature mentioned there.

BARCLAY, JOSEPH: Third Anglican-German
Bishop of Jerusalem; b. near Strabane (15 m. s. by
w. of Londonderry), County Tyrone, Ireland, Aug.
21, 1831; d. at Jerusalem Oct. 23, 1881. He
studied at Trinity College, Dublin (B.A., 1854;
M.A., 1857); was ordained curate at Bagnalstown,
County Carlow, Ireland, 1854; becoming inter-

ested in the work of the London Society for Pro-
moting Christianity among the Jews, he offered

himself as a missionary in 1858, and was sent to
Constantinople; was incumbent of Christ Church,
Jerusalem, 1861-70; ciuute of Howe, Lincolnshire,

1871, of St. Margaret's, Westminster, 1871-73; was
consecrated bishop of Jerusalem July 25, 1879,

and took up lus residence in the city the following

January. He preached in Spanish, French, and
German, was a good Hebrew scholar, and acquainted
with Turkish and Arabic. He published The Tal-

mtuif a translation of select treatises of the Mishnah,
with introduction and notes (London, 1878), a work
which has been generally criticized by Jewish
scholars as prejudiced.

BiBUOOKArHT: A critical biography was published anony-
mously at London, 1883, giving extracts from his journals
and letters; of. also DNB, iii. 167.

BARCLAY, ROBERT: Scotch Quaker; b. at

Gordonstown (28 m. n.w. of Aberdeen) Dec. 23,

1648; d. at Ury (14 m. s.w. of Aberdeen) Oct. 3,

1690. He was descended from an ancient Scottish

family and his father was Col. David Barclay of

war celebrity in Germany and Sweden. After a
careful home training he was sent to his uncle,

Robert Barclay, rector of the Scotch College in

Paris, for further education, and so came under
Roman Catholic influences and inclined' toward
that conununion. But in 1664 he was called home
and in 1667 followed his father into the Society of

Friends. He was sealous with voice and pen in

the advocacy of their faith and in consequence was
in prison for five months during 1676-77, and was
again imder arrest in 1679. If he had not had
aristocratic and influential friends it might have
gone much worse with him. He traveled through
Great Britain and also in Holland and Germany.
He was the most remarkable theologian the Quakers
have produced. Besides a Catechism and Confes-

sion of Faith (1673; repeatedly reLasued; translated

into Latin, French, Danish, and Dutch), he pre-

pared controversial works. The treatise upon
which his great fame rests is An Apology for the

true Christian divinity, as the same is held forth, and
preached by the people, called, in scorn, Quakers. He
had previously published fifteen theological theses

for a debate and they were so favorably received

that he translated them into Latin and accompanied
them with an exposition in the same language, pref-

aced them with a remarkably faithful epistle to

Charles II, dated Nov. 25, 1675, and issued the

volume at Amsterdam in 1676. He says that he
did this " for the information of strangers." In

1678 he published, probably in Aberdeen, his own
translation of the Apology, and it has become a
classic. An edition, the fourteenth, was published
at Glasgow in 1886, and other editions have ap-

peared in Philadelphia; there are translations of it

in German, French, Dutch, Spanish, and Danish.
In 1692 William Penn brought out an edition of it,

with other works, under the title Truth Triumphant
through the spiritual warfare, Christian labours and
vfritings of that able and faithful servant of Jesus
Christ, Robert Barclay.

Bxbuoorapht: R. B. Barclay, QmealoQieal Aooowd of Oe
Bardatft of Urte, Aberdeen. 1740. ed. H. Mill. London.
1812; W. Armistead. Memoir of R. Barday, Manchester.
1850. For full list of books by and on Robert Barclay
consult Joseph Smith, Deeeriptive Caialoguo of FriomU*
Book; 2 vols.. London. 1867, and Supplemont, 1883. The
sketch in DNB, iii. 167-170 is also valuable; also JUUquicB
Bardaiana, a ColUetion of LtUtn privacy prvUtd, 1870
(lithographed).

BAR COCHBA. See Bar Kokba.
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BARDENHEWER, BERTRAM OTTO: German
Roman Catholic; b. at MOnch^-Gladbach (16 m. w.

of DOBseldorf) Mar. 16, 1851. He was educated at

the imiversitiee of Bonn (Ph.D., 1873) and Wtlrz-

burg, and in 1879 became privat-clocent of theology

at the University of Munich. In 1884 he accepted

a call to Monster as professor of New Testament
exegesis and Biblical hermeneutics, and two years

later returned in the same capacity to Munich,

where he still remains. He has been a member of

the Deutsche morgenUindiaehe Oeaellschaft since 1873,

and of the papal Bible Committee since 1903.

He was rector of the imiversity in 1906, and has

written Hermetia Triemegieti qui apud Arabes

fertur de castigatione animcB Ubellus (Bonn, 1873);

Dee heiligen Hippolytus von Rom KammerUar turn

Buche Daniel (Freiburg, 1877); PcHychroniuay Bru-

der Theodora von Mopsuestia und Biechof von

Apamea (1879); Die peeudo-aristoteliache Schrift

aber die reine Gute, hekannt unter dem Namen Liber

de caueia (1882); Patrologie (1894); and Geachichle

der aUkirchlichen LUeratur (2 vols., 1902-03). Since

1895 he has edited Bibliache Studien at Freiburg.

BARDESAKES, bOr^'d^^^'nlx (BAR-DAISAN)

:

Gnostic; b. of Persian parents (Nuhama and Nas-

iram; cf. Ckron, Edeaa., ed. L. Hallier, TU, ix, 1,

Leipsic, 1892, 90; Michael Syrus), at Edessa, on
the Daisan, on the 11th day of Tammuz (July),

154; d. there 222 (Moses of Chorene, HiaL Armen.,

ii, 63; Michael Syrus). He was educated with

the princes at the court (Epiphanius, Har., Ivi, 1)

and won distinction as well by his bodily excellences

as for versatility of mind and the linguistic and
scientific knowledge which he acquired. With
his parents he went to Mabug (Hieropolis), where
he became acquainted with Kuduz, a priest of the

Dea Syra, who adopted him and taught him the

doctrines of his cult. When twenty-five years of

age, the priest sent him to Edessa, where he heard

the preaching of the Christian bishop Hystaspes,

was instructed by him, and baptized. He soon

interested the Abgar of Edessa (Bar-Manu, c. 179-

216) in the new religion. When Caracalla took

Edessa (216-217), Bardesanes fled into Armenia,

where he spent his time in writing and preaching,

but returned afterward to Edessa.

Of his writings, Eusebius {Hiat. eccLj iv, 30) and
Theodoret (Har, fab., i, 22) mention dialogues against

the teachings of Mareion; Eusebius and Epiphanius

(I.e.) mention also an apology. An Armenian
chureh history, composed in his exile, was used

as source by Moses of Chorene. Ephraem Syrus

(Serm. adv, hcer,, liii) knew of a book of 150 psalms

or hynms. By their hymns Bardesanes and his

son Hannonius became the creators of the Syriac

chureh hymn. Whether the hymns (e.g., the hymn
on the destinies of the soul) preserved in the so-

called Acts of Thomas (cf. W. Wright, Apocryphal

Acta of the ApoaHea, i, London, 1871, 247) are to be
traced to Bardesanes, is doubtful. Eusebius,

Epiphanius, and Theodoret mention also a work
of Bardesanes " On Fate," which is extant under

the title " The Book of the Laws of the Countries,"

though apparently revised by one of his disciples.

Finally, George, Bishop of the Arabians, quotes a

passage from a work of Bardesanes on " The Mutusl
Synodoi of the Stars of Heaven."

It is impossible to assign to Bardesanes in the
present state of knowledge the place which he
occupies in Gnostic speculation. Some affinity

with Valentinianism can be established from the
work which has been preserved, which, however,
reproduces the views of Bardesanes in a revised

form. But there can be no doubt as to his connec-
tion with the Babylonian Gnosis. He was cer-

tainly greatly influenced by Chaldean mythology
and astrology. His cosmogonic speculations, which
Hort (ZX7B, i, 254) rightly calls " strange Meso-
potamian heathenism," contain no special orig-

inality when compared with the Mandiean and
Ophitic fancies. It is noteworthy that he retained

the unity of the divine principle against the Mar-
cionites, which does not preclude his speaking of

an " eternal matter." His '' Christ " is that of the

Docetfls (who had no real body and did not really

suffer). He denied the resurrection of the flesh.

He made a mysterious connection between the
soul and the celestial spirits. But in this deter-

minism he saw only a natural limitation which did
not preclude the free volition of man. For the rest,

he explained his speculations only in narrower
circles and seems to have kept silent about them
in the presence of the congregation. Chureh his-

tory must not forget that Bardesanes won Edessa
for Christianity. His influence was still strong
in the time of Ephraem, who opposed him vigorously

and hated him as the head of the three-headed
monster, Mareion, Mani, Bardesanes. Neverthe-
less the people took pleasure in Bardesanes's
fantastic religious poetry. Ephraem substituted

orthodox hymns for the heretical, but retained the

meter. The celebrated Rabulas (q.v.; d. 435)
seems to have been the first to put an end to Bar-
desanism in Edess^. But it was not confined to

Edessa; it spread to the Southern Euphrates, to

Khorasan, even to China. In the West it seems
to have been without influence, and to the real

West it never penetrated. G. KatOBR.

Dxblxoorapht: Hia Book of 1h» LaxM of Diven Countriet is

given in Eng. transl., ANF, viii, 723-734; a rich bibliog-

raphy will be found in ANF, Bibliography, p. 108. Consult
A. Merx. Bordefanet Ono9tieu», Halle, 1863; A. Hilgenfeld,

Barde9ane9, der UtxU Onottiker, Leipsio, 1864; idem,
KettergeMchiehU dea Urehri$ienthunu, Leipdc, 1884; DCS,
i. 250-260 (especially noteworthy): Hamack, Litteratur, i,

184-101. u, part 2, 128-132; Krflger, Hiatory, pp. 76-77; F.

Nau, Une Bioffraphie inSdite deBardisaneVaalrolooue (from

the chronicle of Biichael Sjrrus), Paris, 1807; idem« Le lAvre

dea Una dea paya (Syriao and French), Paris, 1800; F. C.

Burkitt, Early Eaatem Chriatianity, London, 1004. On
the use of his hymns by Ephraem Syrus consult H. Bur-
gess, Hymna and HomUiea of Ephraem Synu, pp. zxviii-

zl, London. 1863.

BAREFOOTED MONKS Ain) NUNS: The popu-

lar name for members of various religious orders

who go without any foot-covering whatever or with

sand^ in place of shoes. They are also called

"discaloed" (Lat. diacalceati, "unshod"), but

this name is more properly restricted to those who
wear sandals and is used especially of the '' dis-

calced Carmelites." It is said that the custom was
introduced in the West by St. Francis of Assisi

(q.v.), who, with his companions, in 1209 discarded
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shoes in supposed obedience to ICatt. x, 10, snd
thenceforth went wholly barefoot. There have
been barefooted or disciBloed members of many
orders,—^the Clarenines, Recollects, Capuchins,

Poor Clares, Blinimites, Augustinians, Camaldolites,

Servites, Cannelites, CSsterdans (Feuillants), Trin-

itarians, Passionists, imd others. It is usually the

stricter divisions of the order who adopt the practise.

BARHAli, RICHARD HARRIS: Church of

En^and; b. at Cantert)ury Dec. 6, 1788; d. m
London June 17, 1845. He studied at Braaenose

College, Oxford, took orders in 1813, and in 1817

became curate of Snargate, Kent. In 1821 he re-

moved to London as minor canon of St. Paul's and
thenceforth resided in London, where he held dif-

ferent UvingB and positions. He was esteemed for

his exempkuy life, and his sound sense and kind

heart made him a good counselor and valued friend.

His fame rests upon the Ingcldthy Legends, written

under the pseudonym " Thomas Ingoldsby " for

BenJtUy*B Miscellany and The New Monthly Mag-
aiine, collected in book form 1840; a second series

was published in 1847 and a third, edited by the

author's son, the same year (many later editions).

In this work Barham proved the possession of

humorous powers of a high order and produced
what is perhaps the best collection of rimed mirth

in the English tongue; his extraordinary command
of language appears also in passages of much lyric

beauty; and the satire of theological and church

tendencies which have not yet passed away give

the work more serious value than that of merely

promoting amusement.

BiBLiooKArHT: Lif« and LeUen cf the Rev. R. H. Barham^
wiik a SelseHon from hia MiseeUatmouM Poema, edited by
his aon, R. H. D. Barham. 2 vols., London. 1880.

BAR HEBRJEUS. See Abulfaraj.

BARIHG-GOULD, SABINE: Church of England;

b. at Exeter Jan. 28, 1834. He was educated at

Clare College, Cambridge (B.A., 1854), was ordered

deacon in 1864, and was ordained priest in the fol-

lowing year. He was then successively curate of

Horbury, Yorkshire (1864r-66), vicar of Dalton,

Yoricshire (1866-71), and rector of East Meisea,

Essex (1871-81). He inherited the family estates

of Lew-Trenchard in 1872 and since 1881 has been
rector of Lew-Trenchard, Devonshire. His nu-

merous works include The Path of the Just (London,

1854); Iceland, iU Scenes and Sagas (1862); Post-

MedicBval Preachers (1865); Book of Were-WoLves

(1865); Curious Myths of the Middle Ages (2 vols.,

1866-68); The Origin and Development of Religious

Belief (2 vob., 1869-70); The Golden GaU (1870);

The Silver Store, Collected from Mediceval Christian

and Jewish Mines (1870); Legendary Lives of Old
Testament Characters (2 vols., 1871); One Hundred
Sermon Sketches for Extempore Preachers (1871);
Village Conferences on the Creed (1873); The Lost

and Hostile Gospels (3 vols., 1874); Yorkshire Odd-
ities (1874); Some Modem DifficuUies (1875); Vil-

lage Sermons for a Year (1875); The Mystery of Suf-
fering (1877); Germany, Present and Past (1879);
Sermons to Children (1879); The Preacher's Pocket

(1880); The Village PulpU (2 vols., 1881); Church

Songs (1884); The Seven Last Wards (1884); The
Pastion of Jesus (1885); The Nativity (1885); The
Resurrection (1888); Our Inheritance, a History of

the Holy Eucharist in the First Three Centuries

(1888); Historic Oddities and Strange Events (2

vols., 1889-91); Old Country Life (1889); In Trour

hadours* Land (1890); Conscience and Sin (1890);

History of the Church in Germany (1891); Songs of

the West (IS91); The Tragedy of the Ccesan (2 vols.,

1892); Curious Survivals (1892); The Deserts of

Southern France (2 vob., 1894); A Garland of

Country Song (1894); Old Fairy Tales Retold (1894);

Old English Fairy Tales (1895); Napoleon Bona.-

parte (1896); A Study of St. Paul (1897); The
Sunday Round (1898); Book of the West (2 vols.,

1899); Book of Dartmoor (1900); Virgin Saints

and Martyrs (1900); Brittany (1902); Book of

North Wales (1903); Book of Ghosts (1904); Book
of South Wales (1905); Book of the Riviera (1905);

and Memorial of Horatio, Lord Nelson (1905). He
has likewise written a number of noveb, and edited

the Lives of the Saints (17 vols., London, 1872-77).

BAR K0K3A : The name traditionally assigned

to the leader of the great insurrection of the

Jews in Palestine against the Romans under the

emperor Hadrian in the years 132-135 (see Israel).

The Roman historians Spartian and Dio Cassius,

however, give no name and do not even speak of

one sin^e prominent leader; nor does the name
occur on the coins struck during the revolt, or,

according to Derenbourg (p. 423), in the rabbin-

ical authorities. It rests on Christian tradition

beginning with Justin Idartyr, an author likely to

be well infonned. In his larger " Apology " (xxxi)

he speaks of the leader of the rising as Bardioche"

has, saying that he inflicted severe penalties on the
Christians (regarded as apostate Jews). Euse-
bins (Hist, ecd,, IV, viii, 4) reproduces this passage,

with the variant spelling Barchechthas, and con-

firms it in IV, vi, 2, where he says that the leader

won his authority over the ignorant bybadng on his

name (meaning ** star " or " son of a star ") the

claim to have been sent directly by Qod as a light

to the oppressed. Beyond this Eusebius appears

to know nothing of him except that in the last de-

cisive battle, at the present Bittir (7 m. by rail s.w.

of Jerusalem), in the eighteenth year of Hadrian
(134-135), he suffered the penalty of his deeds.

That the Jews had a native l^tder in this rising

is clearly proved by the coins, both those which
are adapted to Jewish use from coins of Vespasian

and Trajan, and must thus belong to this period,

and those which on account of similarity of treat-

ment are evidently of the same date (cf. F. W.
Madden, History of Jewish Coinage, London, 1864,

203 sqq., and Coins of the Jews, 1881). The in-

scriptions of these give on the reverse sometimes
" in [the year of] the freedom of Israel " alone,

sometimes the same with the number 2 for the

year, or " year 1 of the deliverance of Israel "; on
the obverse sometimes " Eleaxar the priest " (who
must not be confounded with the uncle of Bar
Kokba, the scribe Eleasar), sometimes " Jerusa-

lem," claiming the right of coinage for the city,

and sometimes ** Simeon, prince of Israel." That
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the leadership of Simeon coincided with the priest-

hood of Eleazar is shown by a distinct variety

which names Eleazar the priest on the obverse and
Simeon, without any title, on the reverse. Ac-
cording to the coins, therefore, during the time of

the revolt, Israel had a secular head of the name of

Simeon; which leads to the hypothesis that the

same man who inspired the people by the name of

Bar'^Kokba was really called Simeon. This theory
finds support in certain coins which show the letters

of the name of Simeon on both sides of a temple
portico above which is a star. Moreover, the

Jewish accounts are consistent with it. The Seder
*Olam mentions the three and a half years of

a native ruler as the epoch following the wars of

Vespasian and Quietus, calling this ruler, however,
" Bar Kozeba." And the Talmudic explanations

to the Mishnah treatise Ma'aaer ahenif when they
forbid the payment of tithes with money coined

by rebels or otherwise unauthorized, give as ex-

amples that of '' Ben Kozeba " or the " coins of Ko-
zeba " and the " coins of Jerusalem." By the

analogy of the latter, the former might also be a
local designation (cf. I Chron. iv, 22); but the
variant form first given makes it much more prob-

able that it is from the name of the ruler; and there

is no difficulty in identifying this ruler with the
Simeon already mentioned, especially as Jewish
tradition, quoting (in the Talmud on Ta'anit) from
Rabbi Akiba, shows how easy was the transforma-

tion of the name of Ben Kozeba into the form Bar
Kocheba (or Bar Kokba), with its encouraging
reference to the prophecy of Balaam (Num. xxiv,

17).

Not much can be safely asserted of Bar Eokba's
personality and achievements, for the Jewish
sources mentioned above tell nothing trustworthy
about him which is not already known from Dio
Caasius, with the exception of his relations to Akiba
and to Eleazar, whom, on suspicion of treachery,

he is said to have killed with a Idck. The immense
number of his adherents (200,000 men, who had
pledged themselves to the conspiracy by cutting

off a finger), the fabulous size of his citadel of Bit-

tir, and the awful bloodshed there, are merely
imaginative projections from the natural facts of

such a rising. As a consequence of his failure,

Bar Kokba has lived in Jewish memory as a de-

ceiver; but one who could bring about so vigorous

and stubborn a revolt and dominate it to its close

must have been a man of great power and deter-

mination, who had made the nation's cause his own.
(August KLOSTERMAim.)

Bibuoorapbt: The prindpal Bouroe is Dio OBflrius, HitiaHa
Romano, book Ixix, ehftps. 12-14, ed. F. G. Sturs, 9 vols.,

Leipsio, 1824-43; the Samaritan Book of Joahua, ed.

JuynboU, Leyden, 1848, may be used cautioualy. Con-
sult J. Hamburger, RealeneyklopQdie fOr BUM und Tal-

mudf vol. ii, Leiprio, 1891 ; J. Derenbourg, E$9ai aw Vhi^
toire et la giographie de la PaUatinet Paris, 1867; idem,
Notea avr la guerre de Bar Koaeba, in MHangea de l'6cole

dea Hauiea Etudea, ib. 1878; H. Orftts. Oeaehtehie der Ju^
dm, iv, 137 sqq., Leipeio, 1893; SchOrer, OeaeKiehte, i,

682-685. 695-696, 766-772, En«. tranal., I, ii, 297-^301,

311; A. Schlatter, Die Tage Trajana undBadriana, Oaters-
loh, 1897; JB, ii, 505-509.

BARLAAM. See ELxbtctbasib.

BARLAAM AND J08APHAT (or JOASAPH):
The abbreviated title of a Greek religious romance
commonly ascribed, without adequate reasons, to
John of Damascus (q.v.; d. about 754). The
fuller title is " History of the Soul-profiting . . .

of Barlaam and Josaphat (or Joasaph)." The
popularity of the story is manifest from the fact

that it was translated into Arabic, Ethiopic, Arme-
nian, and Hebrew, as well as Latin, Icelandic,

EngUsh, and other European languages. Rraearch
has proved that the work is bas^ upon an Indian
story (the Lalitaviatara, composed 76 a.d.), in

which Buddha (transformed into Josaphat) is the
hero. Josaphat is represented as son of Abenner,
an Indian king bitterly opposed to the Christian
religion. His future conversion to a new faith and
fame as a religious leader are predicted at the time
of Ms birth by astrologers. Every effort is made
by his father to enthral him in pleasures, to conceal
from him the miseries of the world, and to shield

him from all influences calculated to impress him
with a sense of obligation to the world. At last,

weary of pleasure and ease, Josaphat goes forth to
see the worid, is driven to despair by its misery, and
is converted by Barlaam, a Christian hennit. To
overthrow his son's convictions the king arranges
a disputation in which Nachor, a court sage, is to
impersonate Barlaam and by a feeble defense of
Christianity to discredit it. By special divine
inteix>osition Nachor makes a noble defense of

Christianity, which leads to his own conversion,
and that of the king and his people. Barlaam
and Josaphat secured places in the Roman Catholic
calendar as saints. It was discovered a few years
ago by Prof. J. A. Robinson, by a comparison of

the defense of Christianity in the Gieek story with
the newly discovered Syriac text of the long-lost

"Apology" of Aristides (see Asubtweb, Mar-
ciANus), that the former, modified to some extent
to suit the purpose for which it was employed, is

the original of the " Apology." The Greek text is

in MPO, xcvi, 860 sqq. A. H. Newman.
The story of Barlaam and Josaphat forms the

subject of the chief poem of Rudolf of Ems, a
Middle High German poet (d. between 1250 and
1254), composed in 1220-23. It was based on a
Latin book received from Abbot Guido of Cappel,
which is said to have been a translation of the Greek
legends of John of Damascus, already rendered by
a certain Bishop Otho in the twelfth century.

Rudolf, however, was unaware of this version or of

another, which seems to have been made in the

first half of the thirteenth century, and of which
only a few fragments have been preserved. The
story of the ascetic life of Buddha was highly at-

tractive to a Christian ascetic, and Rudolf was the

more drawn to the theme since he wished to atone
for the frivoUty of his earlier writings, declaring

that this poem was no romance of knighthood, love,

adventure, or the summertide, but a complete and
sincere war upon the worid, whereby men and
women might be made better and purer.

Rudolf's ** Barlaam and Josaphat " contains

about 16,000 verses, and describes the victory of

Christianity over heathen teachings. It thus sum-
marises the Middle Ages, and accordingly riaea far
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above the level of a mere revamping or even am-
plification of an original source. In the poem
Joeaphat is the son of a heathen Indian king named
Avemier. Astrologers foretell the conversion of

the prince, who is accordingly confined by his

father in a palace built especially for him. Sur-

rounded by every luxury, he is kept from all knowl-
edge of age, disease, and death. Permitted, after

a time, to leave the palace, Josaphat sees a lame
man and a blind man, and on a second excursion

meets a man weighed down with all the infirmities

of age. When sobered by reflection on these sights,

God sends him Barlaam, a hermit from the island

of Sennaar, who appears in the presence of the

prince disguised as a jewel-merchant. Only to the

pure in heart, however, can he show the most pre-

cious gem, which, he at last tells Josaphat, is Chris-

tianity. He th^ describes the life of Christ, so

that Josaphat asks concerning baptism, whereupon
Barlaam tells him of baptism, eternal life, the chief

doctrines of Christianity, and the lives of the saints

and martyrs who renounced the vanity of the

world. At the request of Josaphat, Barlaam bap-
tizes him, administers the sacrament to him, and
urges him to remain pure in word and thought.

The king seeks in vain to win his son back to

heathenism, but the priests are refuted, the mar
gician Theodasis converted, and temptations to sen-

suality are overcome. Avemier then offers Josaphat
the half of his kingdom, and his administration

manifests the omnipotence of Christianity, while

the glory of his father gradually wanes, and his

councilors bow before the ethical power of the

new faith. Meanwhile Josaphat prays to God to

turn his father's heart, and in answer to these peti-

tions the king takes coimsel how he may atone for

his former iniquity. His councilors advise him to

follow the example of his son, whereupon he writes

a pathetic letter to Josaphat, full of lamentations

and self-accusations. Father and son met, Aver-
nier was instructed by Josaphat, received baptism
together with all his councilors, surrendered the

entire kingdom to the prince, and lived as a hermit
the remaining four years of his life. After his

father's death, Josaphat appointed Barachias as

his successor and became an anchorite, finding his

teacher Barlaam again. He bravely resisted all

manner of fleshly temptations, and hved with Bar-
laam in fasting and prayer until his teacher died.

Josaphat buried him, and himself died at the age
of sixty. (A. Freybb.)
Bibuoorapht: A eollection of titles will be found in V.

ChAuvin, Bibliographie dea ouvragea Arabea^ vol. iii, Paris,

1808. A Lat. transl. of John of DamaBCus' story is in
MPL^ Ixxiii, 443-606; and the version of Rudolf of Ems
was edited by F. Pfeiffer. Leipsie, 1843. Consult Barlaam
uni Jomphal; franzdnachet Oedichi dea drr>adint»n Jahr-
hunderta von Qui de Cambrai, ed. H. Zotenberg and P.
Meyer, Stuttgart, 1864; E. Cosquin, in Remie dea quea-
Hona hiatoriquea, xxviii (1880). 570-600; £. Braunholts.
Dia erate nichiehriatliehe Parabel daa Barlaama und Joaa-
phot, Halle. 1884; H. Zotenberg. Notica aur la livra

da Barlaam el Joaaphat, Paris, 1886; A. Krull, Out da
Cambrai: eine aprachlieha UrUerattehuno, Qdttingen, 1887;
F. Hommel, Dia HUeate arabiat^ Barktam-Varaion^ Vienna,
1888; 7*100 Fifteenth Century Livea of SL Barlaam, ed.
J. Jacobs, London, 1803 (contains discussion of the in-

fluence of Buddhist legend on Western medieval litera-

ture); E. Kahn, Barlaam und Joaaaph: btbtiogrophiacK-

UterOrgaadiichaitha Studie, Munich, 1803; K. S. Maodon-

ald. Introduction to the Story of Barlaam and Joaaaph,
1805; idem. Story of Barlaam and Joaaaph [London],
1805; Story of Barlaam and Joaaaph: Btiddhiam and
ChriatianOy^ ed. J. Morrison, Oaloutta, 1805; A. Kranse.
Zum Barlaam und Joaaphat dea Chii von Cambrai, 2 vols.,

Berlin, 1800-1000. See also the literature under Abxb-
TIDKB, MaBGEANUB.

BARLETTA: More correctly Gabriel of Bar-
letta (on the e. coast of Italy, 33 m. w.n.w. of Ban),
a Dominican of the fifteenth century. About
1480 he preached in different cities of northern
Italy. His sermons (first collected at Brescia,

1497; often reprinted in the following century) have
the usual scholastic form of the time, but are en-

livened by an originality of ideas, a lively wit, and
a sense of humor often grotesque, which gave rise

to the adage, " He knows not how to preach who
knows not how to barlettise." The moral serious-

ness of the sermons and their striking descriptions

of the distress of the country and its lost greatness

made them influential and powerful. In a history

of popular preachers Barletta must have a chief

place (cf. Zeitsckrift fOr praktiache Theologie, vii,

1885, 30 sqq.; viii, 1886, 227 sqq.). K Bsnrath.

BARNABAS: The companion of the Apostle
Paul, himself called an apostle in Acts ziv, 4, 14.

According to Acts iv, 36, he was a Levite bom in

Cyprus, his original name was Joses, and he was
sumamed by the apostles (in Aramaic) Bar-
nebhuahf which is explained by the Greek htdos

parakliseOa (" son of exhortation," not " of con-

solation," cf. Acts xi, 23) and denotes a prophet
in the primitive Christian sense of the word (cf

.

Acts xiii, 1; xv, 32). like his aimt, the mother
of John Mark (Col. iv, 10), Barnabas seems to have
been living in Jerusalem, and he sold his property,

after having joined the Christian congregation in

the first year of its foundation, for the benefit of

needy coreligionists (Acts iv, 37; xii, 12). He
soon occupied a leading place in the community.
Of his activity the Book of Acts records that he

introduced the still distrusted Saul to the Jerusalem
church after his return from Damascus (ix, 27).

When the news of the spread of Christianity to

Antioch came to Jerusalem Barnabas was sent to

the former city (xi, 22-24). From Antioch he went
to Tarsus to meet Paul and with him woriced for an

entire year in the Antioch church
Authentic (xi, 25-26). Both were sent to Jeni-

Histoiy. salem with a contribution for the

Christians of Judea (44 a.d.) and
returned to Antioch with John Marik (xi, 27-30;

xii, 25). The three were sent on a missionary

journey to Cyprus, Pamphylia, Pisidia, and Lycaonia
(xiii, 1 sqq.). In the narrative of this journey
Paul occupies the first place from the point where
the name " Paul " is substituted for ** Saul " (xiii,

9). Instead of " Barnabas and Saul " as hereto-

fore (xi, 30; xii, 25; xiii, 2, 7) " Paul and Bar-
nabas " is now read (xiii, 43, 46, 50; xiv, 20; xv,

2, 22, 35); only in xiv, 14 and xv, 12, 25 does

Barnabas again occupy the first place, in the first

passage with recollection of xiv, 12, in the last two,

because Barnabas stood in closer relation to the

Jerusalem church than Paul. Paul appears as the

preaching missionary (xiii, 16; xiv, 8-9, 19-20),
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whence the Lystrans regarded hun as Hermes,
Barnabas as Zeus (xiv, 12). After this journey

follows a long stay in Antioch (xiv, 26-28) until

they became involved in a controversy with the

Judaizers and were sent to the Apostolic Council

at Jerusalem, where the matter was settled (xv,

1-29; Gal. ii, 1-10; see Apobtouc Council at
Jerxtbalem). According to Gal. ii, 9-10 Barnabas
was included with Paul in the agreement made
between them, on the one hand, and James, Peter,

and John, on the other, that the two former should

in the futiue preach to the heathen, not forgetting

the poor at Jerusalem. Having returned to Antioch

and spent some time there (xv, 35), Paul asked

Barnabas to accompany him on another journey

(xv, 36). Barnabas wished to take John Mark
along, but Paul did not, as he had left them on the

former journey (xv, 37-38). An tmhappy dissen-

sion separated the two apostles; Barnabas went
with Mark to Cyprus (xv, 39) and w not again

mentioned in the Acts; but from Gal. ii, 13 a little

more is learned about him, and his weakness under

the taunts of the Judaizers is evident; and from

I Cor. ix, 6 it may be gathered that he continued

to labor as missionary.

Legends begin where authentic history ends.

Barnabas is brought to Rome and Alexandria.

The " Clementine Recognitions ''
(i, 7) make him

preach in Rome during Christ's lifetime, and
Clement of Alexandria {Stromata, ii.

Legend- 20) makes him one of the seventy

ary His- disciples. Not older than the third

tory. century is the tradition of the later

activity and martyrdom of Barnabas
in Cyprus, where his remains are said to have been

discovered under the emperor Zeno (474-491).

The Cyprian church claimed Barnabas as its founder

in order to rid itself of the supremacy of the Anti-

ochian bishop, just as did the Afilan church afterward,

to become more independent of Rome. In this

connection, the question whether Barnabas was
an apostle became important, and was often

treated during the Middle Ages (cf. C. J. Hefele,

Das Sendschreiben dea Aposteh Barnabas, Ttlbingen,

1840; O. Braimsberger, Der Apostel Barnabas

,

Mainz, 1876). The statements as to the year of

Bamabas's death are discrepant and untrustworthy.

Tertullian and other Western writers regard

Barnabas as the author of the Epistle to the He-
brews. This may have been the Iloman tradition

—

which Tertullian usually follows—and in Rome the

epistle may have had its first readers. But the

tradition has weighty considerations against it.

According to Photius {QruBst. in Ampkil.f 123),

Barnabas wrote the Book of Acts, and a gospel is

ascribed to him (cf. T. Zahn, Oeschickte des neu-

testamendichen Kanons, ii, 292, Leipsic, 1890).

Of more interest is the tradition which
Alleged makes Barnabas author of an epistle

Writings, in twenty-one chapters, contained

complete in the Codex Sinaiticus at

the end of the New Testament. A complete

Greek manuscript was discovered by Bryennios

at Constantinople, and Hilgenfeld used it for his

edition in 1877. Besides this there is a very old

Latin version (now in the imperial libraiy at St.

Petersburg), in which, however, chaps, xviii-xxi

are wanting. Toward the end of the second cen-

tury the epistle was in great esteem in Alexandria,

as the citations of Clement of Alexandria prove.

It is also appealed to by Origen. Eusebius, how-
ever, objected to it and ultimately the epistle dis-

appeared from the appendix to the New Testa-

ment, or rather the appendix disappeared with
the epistle. In the West the epistle never enjoyed
canonical authority (though it stands beside the

epistle of James in the Latin manuscripts). The
first editor of the epistle, Menardus (1645) advocated
its genuineness, but the opinion to-day is, that

Barnabas was not the author. It was probably
written in Alexandria in 130-131, and addressed

to Christian Gentiles. The author, who formerly

labored in the congregation to which he writes,

intends to impart to his readers the perfect gnosis

that they may perceive that the Christians are the

only true covenant people, and that the Jewish
people had never been in a covenant with God.
His polemics are, above all, directed against Judai-

zing Christians. In no other writing of that early

time is the separation of the Gentile Christians

from the patriotic Jews so clearly brought out.

The Old Testament, he maintains, belongs only

to the Christians. Circumcision and the whole
Old Testament sacrificial and ceremonial institu-

tion are the devil's work. According to the

author's conception, the Old Testament, rightly

understood, contains no such injunctions. He is

a thorough anti-Judaist, but by no means an anti-

nomist. The main idea is Pauline, and the apos-

tle's doctrine of atonement is more faithfully repro-

duced in this epistle than in any other postapostolic

writing. The author no doubt had read Paul's

epistles; he has a good knowledge of gospel-history

but which of the gospels, if any, he had read, can
not be asserted. He quotes IV Esdras (xii, 1) and
Enoch (iv, 3; xvi, 5). The closing section (chaps,

xviii-xxi), which contains a series of moral injunc-

tions, is only loosely connected with the body of

the epistle, and its true relation to the latter has

given rise to much discussion.

(A. Harnack.)
Bxblxookaprt: A liit of editions and discuBnons is in ANF,

Bibliosraphy, pp. 16-10. The editio princejm, Paris,

1645, was preceded in 1642 by an edition of Usser, Ox-
ford, 1642, which, however, was consumed by fire in 1644,

cf. J. H. Barkhouse, The Editio princepB of the EpittU

of Bamabaa, Oxford, 1883; the epistle was edited' aI»o by
J. G. MQUer. Leipsic. 1869; A. Hilgenfeld. ib. 1866. 2d
ed., 1877 (containing the material discovered by Bryen-
nios); W. Cunningham. London, 1877; in Patrum apoB-

tolicorum opera, ed. Gebhardt and Hamack, Leipsic, 1875.

2d ed., 1878 (contains a list of titles up to the year 1878);

Funk. 1887. ANF, i, 133-140 contains an £ng. transl.

and an introduction. 0>nsult DCB, i. 26(V-265 (di»-

cusses the earlier literature on the subject); S. Sharpe,

Epiatle of BamabM, from the SinaiUc MS, London. 1880;

Velter, in JPT, xiv (1888), 106-144; J. Weiss, Der Bamor-
baabrief, hritiech utUeraucht^ Berlin, 1888; Hamack, Lil-

tenUur, i, 58-62; G. Salmon, Hiatorical Introduction to

the Study of the Booke of the New Teetameni, pp. 513-510,

London, 1802; KrOger, HiUory, pp. 18-21; {BamaboB),
Brief an die Hebriier, ed. F. Blass, HaUe. 1003.

BARNABITES (Clenci regulares S. BamabcB):

A congregation of regular clerics founded in the

city and diocese of Milan in 1530 by a nobleman
of Cremona, Antonio Maria Zaccaria (b. 1502;
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educated at Padua and a physician by profession;

ordained priest, 1528; d. 1539), with the help of

his friends, Giacomo Antonio Morigia and Bartolo-

meo Ferrari, and two priests, Francesco Lucco
and Giacomo Caseo. The region was then suffering

severely from the wars between Charles V and Fran-
cis I, and the purpose was stated in the constitution

to be the promotion of a love of divine service and
the true Christian life by means of preaching and
the frequent administration of the sacraments.

The original and official name was Clerici regtUarea

S, Paidi decoUati, which is found in the brief of

Clement VII (1533) confirming the congregation

as well as in the edict of Paul III (1535) which
exempted the society from episcopal jurisdiction.

In 1538 the grand old monastery of St. Barnabas
by the city wall of Milan was given to the congrega-

tion as their main seat, and thenceforth they were
known as the Regular (Clerics of St. Barnabas.
After the death of Zaccaria they were favored and
protected by Archbishop Cario Borromeo of Milan
and later by Francis of Sales because of their suc-

cessful missionary work in Upper Italy. They
entered France under Henry IV in 1608, and Austria

under Ferdinand II in 1626. In the last-named
country they still have six monasteries, the chief

being at Vienna. In Italy their houses are larger

and more numerous (twenty in all), and that con-

nected ^ith the (Thurch of S. Carlo a' (3atanari in

Rome is the most prominent and richest. The
Order can boast of eminent scholars, as Gavanti,
Niceron, Gerdil, Lambruschini, and Vercellone in

the past, and Savi, Semeria, and others in the pres-

ent. O. ZOCKLBRt.

Bibuookapbt: Helyot, Ordnt motuutiquet, iy, 10O-116;
KL, i. 2030-^; J. HeisenrGther. AUoemeine KtreKerv-

oeachiehie, iii. 276-277, Freiburg, 1880; Heimbucher,
Orden und Kongreoationen, i, 490, 619-^520, ii, 256 sqq.
On the life of the founder consult F. 8. BiAnohi, Brwve vita

A. M. Zaccaria, Bologna, 1876.

BARNARD, JOHN: Congregational minister;

b. at Boston Nov. 6, 1681; d. at Marblehead Jan.

24, 1770. He was graduated at Harvard in 1700;
accompanied the expedition to Port Royal as

chaplain in 1707; was ordained minister at Marble-
head in 1716, where he developed a great activity

both for the moral and the material welfare of his

flock. He published A New Version of the Psalms
of David (Boston, 1752), and some sermons which
show an incipient deviation from Calvinism.

Bibuookapht: His autobiography, written in hia 86th
year, is published in the Collections of the M<U9ach%i»etta
Hittofical Society, 3d series, vol. , Boston, 1836.

BARNES, ALBERT: Presbyterian; b. at Rome,
N. Y., Dec. 1, 1798; d. at West Philadelphia Dec.
24, 1870. He was graduated at Hamilton College,

Clinton, N. Y., in 1820, and at Princeton Theo-
logical Seminary, 1823; was ordained pastor of the
Presbyterian church at Morristown, N. J., 1825;
was pastor of the Ilrst Presbyterian Church, Phila-

delphia, 1830-67, when he resigned and was made
pastor emeritus. He was an advocate of total

abstinence and the abolition of slavery and worked
actively in the Sunday-school cause. In 1835 he
was brought to trial for heresy by the Second
Presbytery of Philadelphia upor ten specifications

(given in E. H. Gillett, History of the Presbyterian

Church, revised ed., ii, Philadelphia, n.d., pp. 473-

474), but was acquitted. Appeal was then made to

the Synod of Philadelphia (1835) and he was sus>

pend^from the ministry until heshould repent of his

errors. He appealed to the General Assembly of 1836

and the decision of the Synodwas reversed. The^-
tation still continued and the trial was one of the

active causes of the disruption of the Presbyterian

church in the United States in 1837 (see Prbbbt-
terianb) and Mr. Barnes was a leader of the New
School party; yet he Uved to rejoice in the re-

imion in 1870. His Notes on the entire New Testa-

ment and on portions of the Old {Notes Explanatory

and Practical on the New Testament, 11 vols., Phila-

delphia, 1832-53; revised edition, 6 vob., New
York, 1872; Isaiah, 2 vols., 1840; Job, 2 vols.,

1844; Daniel, 1853; The Book of Psalms, 3 vols.,

1868), designed originally for his congregation in

Philadelphia, were eminently fitted for popular
use and more than one million copies were sold;

they are not original, but show much patient and
conscientious labor. Other publications were
Scriptural Views of Slavery (Philadelphia, 1846);

The Church and Slavery (1857); The Atonement
in its Relation to Law and Moral Government (1859);

The Way of Salvation (1863); Lectures on the Evi-

dences of Christianity in the Nineteenth Century
(New York, 1868); Prayers for the Use of Families

(1870); Life at Three Score and Ten (1871).

BARNES, ARTHUR STAPTLTON: Roman
Catholic; b. at Kussoull (20 m. s.w. of Simla),

India, May 31, 1861. He was educated at Eton
(1874-77), Royal Military Academy, Woolwich
(1877-78), and University College, Oxford (B.A.,

1883), and was a lieutenant in the Royal Artillery

in 1877-79. He later studied theology and was
ordained to the Anglican priesthood. In 1889 he
became vicar of St. Ives, Hunts, with Woodhurst
and Oldhiust, and was vicar of the Hospital of St.

Mary and St. Thomas, Dford, from 1893 to 1895,
when he entered the Roman (Catholic Church.
He then studied at Rome for the priesthood and
was engaged in diocesan work at Westminster
until his appointment as Roman Catholic chap-
lain to Cambridge University. He has also be^
a Private Chamberlain to the Pope since 1904.
In addition to numerous briefer studies, he has
written The Popes and ihe Ordinal (London, 1896)
and St. Peter at Rome (1899).

BARNES, ROBERT: Church of En^and; b. at
or near Lynn (26 m. n.e. of Ely), Norfolk, 1540;
d. at the stake as a Protestant martyr, London,
July 30, 1540. He studied at Cambridge, where he
became an Augustinian friar, and at Louvain,
where he proceeded doctor of divinity. Returning
to Cambridge^ he rose to be master of the house of
the Augustinians. In 1526 he began to advocate
Protestant views with great boldness, and so quickly
got into trouble. Though treated leniently he was
imprisoned from 1526to 1528, when heescaped to the
Continent, where he lived till 1531, and called him-
self Antonius Anglus. He enjoyed the friendship

of the German Reformers. In Wittenberg in 1530
he published his first book, a collection of passages
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from the doctors of the Church—all in Latin

—

which supported, as he claimed, the Protestant

position. In 1531 a German translation of these

passages appeared in Nuremberg. In that year

he returned to England and was employed on
diplomatic journeys by Henry VIII and Thomas
Cromwell, for instance to arrange the marriage

between Henry and Anne of Cleves. He was always

outspoken, and showed more zeal than prudence
in propagating his Protestant views. So at last he
was cast into prison in the Tower and, although no
definite chaige was laid against him, was burnt at

Smithfield as a heretic. In 1573 John Foxe printed

his English works (London) which display his

courage, clearness, and comprehensiveness; selec-

tions were issued by Legh Richmond in his Fathers

of the English Church (London, 1807>—in both the

account of Barnes reprinted from Foxe's Monu-
ments will be found.

Bibuoorapht: Soiiroea for his life are in the CaUndar of

Lettera and Papera . . , of Henry VIII, vol. v, ed. J. 8.

Brewer and J. Gairdner, in RoUa Serie; 11 vols., 1862-
88. Luther's Preface to Bamee's ConfeMHon in Lather's
works. ErUngen ed., Ixiii, 396-400. Consult the biog-

raphy in DNB, iii. 263-256.

BARlfES, WILLIAM EMERY: C^hurch of Eng-
land; b. at London May 26, 1859. He was edu-

cated at Peterhouse, Cambridge (B.A., 1881),

and was ordered deacon in 1883 and ordained

priest in the following year. He was curate of St.

John's, Waterloo Road, Lambeth, in 1883-^85,

assistant theological lecturer at dare College,

Cambridge, in 1885-94, and assistant tutor at

Peterhouse in 1891-1904. Since the latter year

he has been Hulsean professor of divinity at Cam-
bridge. He has also been chaplain of Peterhouse

since 1885 and fellow since 1889, as well as exam-
ining chaplain to the bishop of London since 1903.

In addition to numerous briefer contributions

and his work as editor of the Journal of Theological

Studies from 1899 to 1904, he has written Canonical

and Uncanonical Gospels (London, 1893); The
Peshitta Text of Chronicles (1897); Chronicles with

Notes, in The Cambridge Bible for Schools (1899);

Isaiah Explained, in The Churchman's Bible (1901);

The Psalms in the Peshitta Text (1904); and The
Creed of St. Athanasius (1905).

BARNETT, SAMUEL AUGUSTUS: Church of

England; b. at Bristol Feb. 8, 1844. He was edu-
cated at Wadham College, Oxford (B.A., 1865),

and was ordered deacon in 1867 and priested in the

following year. He was curate of St. Mary's,

Bryanston Square, London, in 1867-72, vicar of

St. Jude's, Whitechapel, in 1872-93, and curate of

the same church in 1897-1903. In 1884 he founded
Toynbee Hall, Whitechapel, of which he has since

be^ warden, as well as chairman of the White-
chapel Board of Guardians, of the Children's

Country Holiday Fund, and of the Pupil Teachers'

Scholarship Fund. In 1893 he was appointed a
canon of Bristol Cathedral, and was idso select

preacher at Oxford in 1896-97 and at Cambridge
in 1900. In addition to minor contributions, he
has written Practicable Socialism (in collaboration

with his wife, London, 1893) and The Service of
Ood (1895).

BARirUM, HENRY SAMUEL: Presbyterian;

b. at Stratford, Conn., Aug. 13, 1837. He was
educated at Yale College (B.A., 1862) and Auburn
Theological Seminary, from which he was grad-

uated in 1867. In the same year he was ordained
to the Presbyterian ministry, and for five years
was a missionary of the American Board of Com-
missioners for Foreign Missions at Harpoot, Turkey.
Since 1872 he has been a missionary of the same
organization at Van, Turkey, and since 1884 has
also edited a weekly in Armenian and Turkish.

He has likewise written a number of commentaries
in Armenian.

BARO (BARON), PETER: Anti-Calvinist; b.

at £tampe8 (35 m. s.s.w. of Paris) Dec., 1534;

d. in London Apr. 17, 1599. He studied law at

Bourges, and began in 1557 to plead in the court

of the Parliament of Paris, but retired in 1560 to

Geneva, where he studied theology and was or-

dained by Calvin. In 1572 he returned to France,

but soon fled from persecution to England and in

1574 was appointed Lady Margaret professor of

divinity at Cambridge. He fell out with the rigid

Calvinists; and a sermon on the Lambeth articles,

preached Jan. 12, 1596, gave so much offense that

he was compelled to renounce his chair in the

university and retire to London. Among his worics

are In Jonam prophetam prcelectiones (London,

1579)^ Summa trium de prcBdestinatione senten-

tiarum (Hardwyck, 1613), translated in Nichols's

Works of James Arminius, i (London, 1825), 92-100.

Bibuoorapht: His autobiography is found abridged in

R. Masters, Memoira of the Ufa and Writinoa of T. Baker,

pp. 127-130. Cambridge. 1784. Consult C. H. Cooper,
AAena Canlabrioiwaaa, ii. 274-278. London, 1861; DNB,
iii, 265-267.

BAROinnS, CMSAR (Cesare de Baxono): The
father of church history among Roman Catholics

since the Reformation; b. at Sora (56 m. e.s.e. of

Rome*), in the kingdom of Naples, Oct. 31, 1538;

d. in Rome Jmie 30, 1607. His faznily was ancient

and distinguished for piety. He was educated
first at Veroli, then at Naples, where he studied

theology and law. He went to Rome in 1557,

just at the time when Paul IV was attempting to

restore the papacy to its medieval splendor and
dominion; but he felt less attraction to public

policy than to a life of scholarly retire-

Life. ment. This he found in the new
Congregation of the Oratory under

Philip Neri (q.v.) whose system prepared the young
man, without his knowledge, for the great work he

was to do. The Oratorians were directed by their

founder to occupy the morning hours with studies

in ecclesiastical matters, but in a manner which
should conduce to instruction as well as to edifica-

tion. More and more attracted by the study of

church history thus required, Baronius began
diligently to collect and compare materials for its

prosecution, and worked for thirty years amidst

the vast mass of unpublished material which the

Vatican archives contained. He had apparently

no far-reaching Utenuy plans until he was called

upon by his superior, by Cardinal Caraffa, and by
other friends to utiliae his stores of knowledge in

the defense of the Church against the powerful
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attack which had been made upon it in the " Magde-

burg Centuries " (q.v.) and to provide a complete

Roman Catholic church history such as did not then

exist,—a desideratum which his Annales ecdc"

siaatid supplied with no small credit to the author,

considering the conditions of historical writing in

the sixteenth century. The fame which he acqidred

by the execution of his task drew him unwillingly

from his retirement. He was made prothonotary

of the apostolic see and later, by Clement VIII in

1596, a cardinal, as well as librarian of the Vatican.

At both the papal elections which occurred in 1605

he was a candidate against his will, and came near

being chosen. But the exhausting labor involved

in the completion of his huge work really caused his

death two years later.

The Annaki ecdeaiastici begin with the birth

of Christ and come down to 1198. In form they

resemble the ordinary medieval chronicle, the

events of each year being grouped together under
the date without regard to any other connection.

This form would have been well adapted to the

author's purpose of offering the great mass of

historical material to the reader as sources arranged

in order, if it had been carried out with strict appli-

cation of critical principles and the utmost exact-

ness. Baronius tried, indeed, to meet
The An- these requirements; but with all his*

nales Ecde- pains he did not altogether succeed.

siasticL To say nothing of the limitations

inseparable from his fundamental
beliefs and polemical attitude, the errors in non-
contentious points, such as dates, are so numerous
as to make great care necessary in using the Annalea.

Nevertheless they are a storehouse of learning.

Though the work was occasioned by the appearance
of the " Magdeburg Centuries," it is not directly con-

troversial. The opposition appears rather in the

simple fimdamental conception that true history

can only be written by the aid of the documents
to which he had access, guaranteed by the authority

of the Roman Church, and that it is only necessary

for these documents to be known in order to secure

universal recognition of the claims of that Church.
He agrees with the Centuriators as to the purity

of the Chiurch of the first six centuries; but while

they endeavor to show that the Christianity of the

Middle Ages was an actual apostasy from that happy
state, Baronius does his best to demonstrate the

continuity of Catholicism and the early existence

of a distinctively Roman character in Christianity.

His other writings are of far secondary importancQ*

,

The first edition of the Annales appeared in 12

voltmies at Rome, 1588-1607; the Mainz edition,

1601-05, was revised by Baronius himself; that

of Antwerp, 1597-1609, is noteworthy because
Philip III suppressed vol. xi within his dominions
because of the Tractatia de monorchia SicUuB con-

tained in it [separately printed, Paris 1609]. The
Annalea have been continued (1) from 1198 to 1565
by Abraham Bzovius (8 vols., Rome, 1616 sqq.;

9 vols., Cologne, 1621-30); (2) from 1198 to 1640
by Henricus Spondanus (Paris, 1640 sqq.; Leyden,

1678); (3) from 1199 to 1565 by the Oratorian

Odoricus Raynaldus (9 vob., Rome, 1646-77;

Cologne, 1693-1727; 14 vob., Lucca, 1740 sqq.),

the best continuation; (4) from 1566 to 1571 by
Jacobus Laderohius (3 vob., Rome, 1728-37;
Cologne, 1738 sqq.); (5) from 1572 to 1583 by
Augustin Theiner (3 vob., Rome, 1856 sqq.). The
Critica hiatorico^hronologica in universos Ccesaris

Baronii annalea of F. Pagi (4 vob., Antwerp, 1705
sqq.; 1724) are an indispensable companion to the
work. The most convenient edition b that of

Mansi (38 vob., Lucca, 1738-57), which has Pagi*s
emendations appended to the text, the continuation
of Raynaldus, and three volumes of valuable indices.

The most recent edition (incomplete), with all

continuations, appeared, vob. i-xxviii at Bar-le-
Duc, 1864-75, vob. xxix-xxxvii at Paris, 1876-83.

(Cabl BimBT.)
Bxblioobapht: Saira, Vtia del , , . Ceaan Baronio, Rome,

1862. On his history ooimiilt F. C. Baur. Die Epoehen
der kirddidien OeaehichtaaekreQmno, pp. 72-84, TQbingen,
1852; P. Scha£f, Hutory of the Apoetolie Church, PP. 56-
57, New York, 1874; C. de Smedt. Introduetio o^^^'sralie

in hutariam ecdeHaaHoam, pp. 461 sqq., Ghent, 1876;
H. Hurter, Nomendator liierariua recentioria thaologia
eaiholica, i, pp. 200-212, Innsbruck, 1892; J. F. Hurst,
Hiatory of the ChrieHan Church, i. 42. 52. 723. 751. ii, 568,
New York, 1900; Cambridge Modem Hiatory* The Renaia-
aanca, p. 609, London, 1902.

BARRETT, BENJAMIN FISK: Swedenborgian;

b. at Dresden, Me., June 24, 1808; d. at German-
town, Penn., Aug. 6, 1892. He was graduated
at Bowdoin, 1832, and at the Harvard Divinity

School, 1838; became a Swedenborgian, 1839;

was pastor of the New Church Society, New York,
1840-48; in Cincinnati 1848-50; after a temporaiy
retirement because of ill health became pastor in

Philadelphia; president and corresponding secre-

tary of the Swedenborg Publishing Association,

Philadelphia, 1871. He was editor of The
Swedenborgian^ 185S-60, and of The New Church
Monihlyt 1867-70 (when it was merged in The
New Church Independent), He compiled and
edited The Swedenborg Library, giving the sub-

stance of Swedenborg's theological teachings

(12 vols., Philadelphia, 1876-81). His books
include a Life of Emanuel Swedenborg (New York,

1841); Lecturea on the Doctrines of the New Church

(1842; title afterward changed to Lecturea on the

New Diapenaation); Beauty for Aahea, or the old

and new doctrine concerning the ataie of infanta after

death contraated (1855); The Golden Reed, or the

true measure of a true church (1855); The Question

concerning the Viaible Church (1856; new ed.,

with title Th^ Apocalyptic New Jeruaalem, Phila^

delphia, 1883); Catholicity of the New Church (1863);

The New View of HeU (1870); The Golden City

(1874); The New Church, iia nature and whereabouts

(1877); Swedenborg and Channing (1879); The
Queation |what are the doctrines of the NewChurch ?]

Anawered (1883); Heaven Revealed (1885).

Bibuoorapbt: J. R. Irelan, From Different Poinia of View:
B. F, Barren, Preacher, Writer, Theologian, and PhUoeo-
pher, Germantown, 1896.

BARRIERE, JEAN DE LA. See Fsxtillai«t8.

BARROW (BARROWE), HENRY: English Sep-

aratist; hanged at Tyburn, London, Apr. 6, 1593.

He came of good family in Norfolk, studied at Clare

Hall, Cambridge, 1566-70, studied law, and was
admitted a member of Gray's Inn in 1576. He
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belonged to the court circle and is said to have led

a dissolute life until converted by a chance sermon.

Probably through the influence of John Greenwood
(q.v.) he adopted the views of the Brownists.

After Greenwood's arrest, Barrow visited him in

prison and was himself illegally detained, Nov.,

1586, and kept in confinement thenceforth till

his execution. While in prison, in collaboration

with Greenwood, he wrote several books and
pamphlets, including A True Deacriptum out of

the Word of God of the Visible Church (1589; of.

W. Walker, Creeds and Platforms of Congrega-

tionalism, New York, 1893, 28^0) and A Brief

Discovery of the False Church (1590). Dr. Dexter's

suggestion (Congregationalism of the Last Three

Hundred Years, New York, 1880, 192-202) that

he wrote the Marprelate Tracts (q.v.) has not
met with general acceptance. He differed from
Robert Browne in placing the government of the

Church in the hands of elders rather than the

entire congregation, fearing too much democracy.
See CoNGREGATioNALiBTB, 1, 1, § 3. After the erratic

leader of the Separatists had submitted to the

Church, he turned his invective sagainst Barrow and
Greenwood, who remained Separatists consistently

to the end (see Browns, Robebt).

Bibuoorapry: Eoerton Paper; ed. J. P. Collier for Camden
Society, pp. 166-170, London. 1840; DNB, iii. 207-
208 (has excellent list of references); Chaniplin Burrage,
The True Story of Robert Browne, pp. 48-60, Oxford,
1006.

BARROW, ISAAC: Church of England; b. in

London Oct., 1630; d. there May 4. 1677. He
studied at Trinity College, Cambridge; traveled

in Europe and the East, 1655-59, residing for more
than a year in Turkey; was ordained on his return

to England, and after the Restoration was made
professor of Greek at Cambridge; became pro-

fessor of mathematics in 1663, but resigned in 1669

in favor of his famous pupil, Isaac Newton, and
devoted himself to theology. Charles II made
him his chaplain and in 1673 appointed him master

of Trinity; in 1675 he was made vice-chancellor

of the university. His reputation is deservedly

high as a scholar, mathematician, and scientist;

his Treatise of the Papers Supremacy (London, 1680)

shows much skill in controversy; his sermons are

elaborate and exhaustive, but ponderous in style

and inordinately long. His theological works
edited by John Tillotson appeared in four volumes
at London, 1683-87; they have been several times

reissued, the best edition being that by A. Napier

(9 vols., Cambridge, 1859).

Bzblxooraprt: The best account of his life is by W. Whew-
ell, prefixed to vol. ix of Barrow's works, ut sup.; a oritica)

account is given DNB, iii. 200-305. His Treatise of the

Pope's Supremacy has been reprinted by the Cambridge
University Press and the 8. P. C. K.

BARROWS, JOHN HENRY: Congregationalist;

b. at Medina, Mich., July 11. 1847; d. at Oberlin,

Ohio, June 3, 1902. He was graduated at Olivet

College, Michigan, 1867; studied theology at the

Yale Divinity School and Union Theological Sem-
inary, New York, 1867-69, and at Andover, 1874-

75; was ordained pastor of the Eliot Congregational

Church, Lawrence, Mass., 1875; was pastor of
Maverick Church, East Boston, 1880-^81; of the
First Presbyterian Church, Chicago, 1881-96;
president of Oberlin College, Jan., 1899, till his

death. He was chairman of the committee on
religious conferences of the Columbian exposition

of 1893, organized the Parliament of Religions at

Chicago in that year, and published an account of it

(2 vols., Chicago, 1893); his Haskell lectures at

the University of Chicago, 1895, were repeated,

with many other addresses, in India and Japan
the following year and were published under the

title Christianity the World Religion (1897); in

1898 he was Morse lecturer at the Union Theo-
logical Seminary upon the topic The Christian

Conquest of Asia (New York, 1899).

Biblxoorapht: Mary E. Barrows, John Henry Barrowe, a
Memoir, New York, 1006 (by hie daughter).

BARROWS, SAMUEL JUNE: Unitarian; b. in

New York City May 26, 1845. After being for a
time a journalist and stenographer, he studied

theology at Harvard Divinity School (B.D., 1875)
and studied for a year at Leipsic. He was pastor

of the First Church (Unitarian), Dorchester, Mass.,

from 1876 to 1880, and was editor of the Christian

Register from 1881 to 1897. He has been since

1896 the United States representative on the Inter-

national Prison Commission, and since 1900 the

corresponding secretary of the Prison Association

of New York. In 1897-99 he was a member of

Congress for the tenth district of Massachusetts.

His writings include: Life and Letters of Thomas
J. Mumford (Boston, 1879); The Doom of the

Majority of Mankind (1883); Ezra AbboU (Cam-
bridge, 1884); A Baptist Meeting House (Boston,

1885); and Isles and Shrines of Greece (1898).

BARRUEL, AUGUSmf: French politico-relig-

ious writer; b. at VilleneuveKie-Berg (95 m. n.w.

of Marseilles), Ard^he, Oct. 2, 1741; d. at Paris

Oct. 5, 1820. He was teaching in the Jesuit college

in Toidouse when the order was suppressed in France

(1764), and thereupon undertook extensive travels

in Europe; returned to France in 1774 and wrote

against the infidelity of the age as associate

editor of the Annie litt^raire, after 1788 as edi-

tor of the Journal eccUsiastique, and in his book,

Les Hdviennes ou lettres provinciates philosophiques

(5 vols., Amsterdam, 1784-88). In August, 1792,

he fled from the Revolution to En^and and re-

mained there till 18(X). He published at London
an Histoire du clergi pendant la Revolution franfoise

(2 vols., 1793); Mimaires pour servir d Vhistoire

du Jacobinisms (5 vols., Amsterdam, 1796-99; Eng.

transl., 4 vols., 1798); Uivangile et le clergi fran^ais

(1800). After his return to France he published

Du pape et de ses droits religieux (2 vols., Paris,

1803), which gave the Ultramontanes occasion to

say that he had sold himself to Bonaparte. His

work in general is marked by exaggeration and
bitterness and he goes to an absurd extreme in

opposition to the freemasons and secret societies.

Bibuoorapht: Ihuaault, Notice evr la vie et lee oumraoee

de Barruel. Paris, 1826.
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BARRY, ALFRED: Church of England, BufFra-

gan bishop in West London; b. at London Jan. 15,

1826. He was educated at King's College, Lon-

don, and Trinity College, Cambridge (B.A., 1848),

where he was elected fellow in 1849. He
was Bubwarden of Trinity College, Glenalmond,

in 1849-54, headmaster of Leeds Grammar School

in 1854-62, principal of Cheltenham College in

1862-68, and principal of King's College, London,
in 1868-83. Having been ordained deacon in 1850
and priest in 1853, he was canon of Worcester in

1871-^1 and of Westminster in 1881-84, in addition

to being chaplain to the queen in 1875-84. In
1884 he was consecrated bishop of Sydney and
primate of Australia, but resigned in 1889, and
until 1891 was suffragan bishop in the diocese of

Rochester. He was then appointed canon of

Windsor, and was rector of St. James's, Piccadilly,

from 1895 to 1900. He was consecrated suffra-

gan bishop in West London in 1897. In addition

to numerous voliunes of sermons, he has written

Introduction to the Old Testament (London, 1850);
The Atonement of Christ (1871); What is Natural
Theology t (Boyle Lectures for 1876); The Mani-
fold Witness for Christ ((Boyle Lectures for 1877-

78); Teacker*s Prayer Book (1882); First Words
in Australia (1884); Parables of the Old Testament

(1889); Christianity and Socialism (1891); Light

of Science on the Faith (Bampton Lectures for 1892);
England*s Message to India (1894); Ecdeeiastical

Expansion of England (Hulsean Lectures for 1894-

95); The Position of the Laity (1903); and Ths
Christian Sunday (1904).

BARRT, WILLIAM FRAHCIS: English Roman
Catholic; b. at London Apr. 21, 1849. He was
educated at St. Bfary's College, Oscott, English

College, Rome, and Gregorian University, Rome
(D.D., 1873). He was ordained to the priesthood

at St. John Lateran, Rome, in 1873, and from that
year until 1877 was vice-president and professor of

philosophy at the Birmingham Diocesan Seminary.
He was then appointed to the professorship of the-

ology at St. Mary's College, Oscott, where he re-

mained until 1880. From 1881 to 1883 he was
curate at Snow Hill, Wolverhampton, and since

the latter year has been rector of St. Birinus,

Dorchester, Oxfordshire. He was a delegate to

the Temperance Convention at the Chicago World's
Fair in 1893, and lectured before the Royal Institu-

tion, London, in 1896. Since 1889 he has been
a member and lecturer of the Catholic Truth
Society, and in 1897 was elected vice-president of

the Irish Literary Society of London. In addition

to numerous briefer studies and contributions to

periodicals, be has written The New Antigone
(London, 1887); The Two Standards (1899); Ar-
den MassUer (1900); The Wizard's Knot (1901);

The Papal Monarchy (1902); The Day Spring

(1903); Cardinal Newman (1903); Perils of RevoU
(1904); Ernest Renan (1905); and The Tradition of

Scripture (1906; put upon the Index).

BARSUICAS: 1. Archimandrite or abbot of a
Syrian monastery, adherent of Eutyches and his

doctrine. At the Robber Synod of Ephesus (449)

he appeared at the head of a thousand rough and

turbulent monks, and took part personally in the
tumults which disgraced that assembly (see Eutych-
ianism). Two years later he presented him-
self at the Council of Chalcedon but was refused

admittance. He continued to work for Eutychian-
ism till his death in 458. By the Jacobites he is

honored as a saint and miracle-worker.

2. Bishop of Nisibis 435-489. See Nbstorianb.

BARTH,bart, CHRISTIAir GOTTLIEB: Pastor
and friend of missions; b. in Stuttgart July 13,

1799; d. at Calw (20 m. w. of Stuttgart) Nov. 12,

1862. He studied theology at Tubingen, became
pastor of Mdttlingen, near Calw, in 1824, but retired

in 1838 to Calw, and devoted himself entirely to

the missionary cause. He founded the missionary

society of WUrttemberg, and brought it in active

cooperation with Basel and all the great missionary

societies of the Christian world. He wrote some
of the best German missionary hymns. He edited

the Calwer Missionsblatt and wrote a great num-
ber of works of practical Christianity, and stories

for children and youth, some of which met with
an almost unparalleled success. Several were
translated into English, e.g., The Autobiography of

Thomas PlaUer (London, 1839); BiUe Stories for

the Young (1845); Stories for Christian Children (2
series, 1851 and 1854).

Bibuoorapht: K. Werner, C O. BarA, naeh mintm LAen
und Wtrken o^eieknet, 3 vols., Calw, 1865-09; G.Weit-
brecht, I>r. Bartk wuh aeintm Leben und 1F«rib«n, Stutt-
gart, 1875; W. Kopp, C. O, Bartk's LtUn und Wirken,
Calw, 1886.

BARTHy JACOB: JudeoH]rerman Semitic

scholar; b. at Flehingen (a village of Baden) liar.

3, 1851. He was educated at the universities of

Leipsic, Strasburg, and Berlin, and since 1874 has
taught Hebrew, exegesis, and the philosophy of

religion at the rabbinical seminary in Berlin, and
has also lectured for many years on Semitic and
Jewish literature at the Veitel Heine Ephraim
Institute in the same city. In 1880 he was ap-
pointed associate professor of Semitic languages in

the Univeraity of Berlin. He has written Beitrdge

tur Erkldrung dee Budies Hiob (Berlin, 1876);
Maimonides Commentar turn Tractat Makkoth
(1880); BeitrSge tur Erkldrung des Jesaja (1885);

Die NominaJbildung in den semitischen Sprachen

(2 vols., Leipsic, 1889-91); Etymologische Studien
turn semitischen^ insbesondere turn hd>rdischen

Lexikon (1893); Wurxeluntersuchungen rum hebrai-

schen und aram&ischen Lexikon (1902); and a large

number of contributions to various learned peri-

odicals. He has also edited the KUab al-Fatify of

Thalab (Leyden, 1876); the first two parts of the
Leyden edition of the " AimalB " of al-Tabari

(1879-81); and the Diwan of al-Kutami (1902).

BARTHy MARIE ^IKRHE AUGUSTB : French
Lutheran; b. at Strasburg Mar. 22, 1834. He was
educated at the College Royal and the academy
of his native city, being graduated from the latter

in 1855. From 1856 to 1861 he was professor of

rhetoric and philosophy at the college of Buchs-
weiler, Alsace, but has since lived as a private

scholar in Paris* He is a chevalier of the L^on of

Honor, a grand offioer of the Royal Order of (3am-
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bodla, and a Commander of the Dragon of Annam.
He is a member of learned societies in France,

Holland, Russia, Great Britain, and the United
States, and in addition to nwnerous contributions

to Oriental and scientific periodicals in France,

has written Le8 Religions de VInde (Paris, 1^9;
Eng. transl.. The Religiona of India, by J. Wood,
London, 1882); InacripHons soMcrilea du Cam-
bodge (Paris, 1885); and Inscriptions sanscriUs du
Cambodge et de Campu (1894).

BARTHOLOMEW (Gk. Bartholonunos, Aram.
Bar-Talmai, " Son of Tahnai "): One of the twelve

Apostles, mentioned in Matt, x, 3; Mark iii, 18;

Luke vi, 14; Acts i, 13. Nothing is told in the New
Testament of his work as an apostle. According

to Eusebius {Hist, ecd., y, 10) and Jerome {De
vir, ill,, xxzvi), he preached the Gospel in India

—

that is, in what is called India to-day, not, as some
have argued, Arabia Felix. Other Asiatic coun-

tries have been named as the scenes of his labors,

especially Armenia, where he is said to have been
flayed dive and crucified with his head down.
L^end narrates that his body was miraculously

conveyed to the island of Lipari, and thence to

Benevento. His feast-day is usuially the 24th of

August; at Rome, however, it is celebrated on the

25th. An old and wide-spread theory (though Augus-
tine, for example, did not accept it) identifies Bar-

tholomew with Nathanael of Cana in Galilee (John
i, 45-51; xxi, 2). That John counted Nathanael
as an apostle is probable because in the former

of these passages he represents him as joining the

company of Jesus with the earlier and later apostles,

and in the latter passage he mentions him in the

company of apostles. In support of the theory, it

is noticed that in the lists of the apostles in the syn-

optic Gospels (though not in the Acts) he is men-
tioned next to Philip, while Nathanael was brought

to Jesus by Philip; and John nowhere mentions

Bartholomew, while the synoptists do not mention
Nathanael. But, on the other hand, it is remark-

able that the synoptists do not give the other name
for Bartholomew, if he is the same, while John
speaks of Nathaxiael as if the reader would know
at once who he was. (K. Schmidt.)

BARTHOLOMEW OF BRA6A (known also as

Bartholomceus de Martyribus from the church in

Lisbon in which he was baptized): Archbishop of

Braga 1558-82; b. at Lisbon 1514; d. at Viana

(on the coast of Portugal, 40 m. n. of Oporto) July

16, 1590. He belonged to the Dominican order

and took part in the Council of Trent, the decisions

of which he introduced into Portugal. He founded

the first clerical seminary in Portugal and won
well-deserved renown by establishing hospitals and
hospices. In 1582 Pope Gregory XIII allowed

him to resign his office, and thenceforth he lived

as simple monk in the monastery of Viana, giving

instruction and performing works of mercy. He
wrote Biblical commentaries, a Portuguese cate-

chism, and a Compendium doctrina apiritucdis (Lis-

bon, 1582; many later editions). An edition of

his works, with Ufe, by Malachias d'Inguimbert ap-

peared in two volimies at RomOi 1727.

K. Benrath.

BARTHOLOMEW OF BRESCIA: A canonist

of the thirteenth century. Little is known with
any certainty of his life. He was bom about the
beginning of the century at Brescia, studied Roman
and canon law in Bologna under Laurentius His-
panus, and afterward taught canon law there. He
is principally remembered for his commentary on
the Decretum Gratiani (about 1240), but he wrote
several other works on canon law, which are usually

not much more than revised editions of earlier

works. (£. Friedbero.)

BARTHOLOMEW'S DAT, THE MASSACRE OF
SAINT. See Gougnt.

BARTHOLOMTTES: 1. A society founded at

Genoa in 1307 by certain Armenian Basilian monks
who had fled thither from persecution in their na-
tive land. They built there a church to the Virgin

and St. Bartholomew, whence their name. Pope
Clement V (1305-14) allowed them to follow their

Eastern rite and customs, but in course of time
they conformed to Western usages, and in 1356 In-

nocent VI allowed them to choose a general. They
existed at Genoa and in other places in Italy till

1650, when Innocent X suppressed the order.

2. A congregation of secular priests founded at

Salzburg about 1643 by Bartholom&us Holzhauser,

canon of Salzburg (b. at Langenau, near Ulm, 1613;

d. at Bingen May 20, 1658). Their statutes, con-

firmed by Innocent XI in 1680 (complete text in

Holstenius-Brockie, Codex regtdarum, vi, Augsburg,

1759, 543-595), regulated their life on conununis-

tic principles, whence their official name, Institu-

turn dericorum scBCularium in communi viventium,

and their popular designation as " Communists.*'

For a time the society flourished in the dioceses of

South Germany as well as in Hungary, Poland, and
Spain, but with the suppression of their last house,

at Landshut, in 1804, they went out of existence.

O. Z6CEXERt.

Bibuoobapht: 1. Heimbuoher. Orden und Konffreoattonen^

i. 48. 2. Helyot. OrdrM monaMtUiue§, viii (1719). 119-
126; Heimbucher, Orden und Kongregationen, ii. 363-
366; J. P. L. Gaduel. Viedu , . . BarthiUmv HoUkauter,
Orleans, 1892 (oontains also a study of the order).

BARTLET, JAMES VERNON: English Con-
gregationalist; b. at Scarborough (37 m. n.e. of

York), Yorkshire, Aug. 15, 1863. He was educated

at Exeter College, Oxford (B.A., 1886), and at

Mansfield College (1886-^9), where in 1889 he was
appointed fellow and began to lecture on church

hLstory, remaining senior tutor in residence until

1900. In the latter year he was appointed pro-

fessor of church history in the same institution, and
still holds this position. In addition to numer-
ous briefer contributions, he has written Early

Church History (London, 1894); The Apostolic Age
(Edinburgh, 1900); Commentary on Acts (in The
Century Bible, 1901); and The Earlier Pauline

Epistles (in The Temple Bible, 1901); and was joint

author of The New Testament in the Apostolic

Fathers (1905).

BARTLETT, SAMUEL COLCORD: Congrega-

tionalist; b. at Salisbury, N. H., Nov. 25, 1817; d.

in Hanover, N. H., Nov. 16, 1898. He was gradu-
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ated at Dartmouth 1836, and at Andover Theo-
logical Seminary 1842; was ordained 1843, and
was pastor at Munson, Mass., 1843-46; professor

of intellectual philosophy and rhetoric in Western
Reserve College, Hudson, O., 1846-52; pastor at

Manchester, N. H., 1852-57; in Chicago 1857-59;

was one of the founders of the Chicago Theological

Seminary (Congregational) and professor of Bib-
lical literature there 1858-77; president of Dart-

mouth 1877-92, and lecturer on the relation of the

Bible to science and historyand instructor in natiu*al

theology and evidences of Christianity, 1892-98.

Besides many articles in the periodicals and ad-

dresses, he published Life and Death Eternal, a refur

tatian of the doctrine of annihilation (Boston, 1866;

2d ed., 1878); Sketches of the Missiana of the A. B.

C. F. M. (1872); Future Punishment (1875); From
Egypt to Palestine through Sinai (New York, 1879),

an account of a journey to explore the desert of

the Exodus; Sources of History in the Pentateuch

(1883); The Veracity of the Hexateuch (Chicago,

1897).

BARTOL, CYRUS AUGUSTUS: Unitarian; b.

at Freeport, Me., April 30, 1813; d. in Boston
Dec. 16, 1900. He was graduated at Bowdoin,
1832, and at the Harvard Divinity School, 1835;

in 1837 he was ordained as assistant pastor to Dr.

Charles Lowell at the West Church (Unitarian),

Boston; after Dr. Lowell's death in 1861 he be-

came pastor, and served till 1888. He was a mem-
ber of the Transcendental Club and published a
number of volumes, chiefly sermons and addresses,

among them being Discourses on the Christian Spirit

and lAfe (2d ed., revised, Boston, 1850); Discourses

on the Christian Body and Form (1853); Pictures of

Europe (1855); Church and Congregation (1858);

Radical Problems (1872); The Rising Faith (1873);

Principles and Portraits (1880); Spiritual Sacrifice

(1884).

BART0U,b(lr''t6-lt',DAlfIELL0: Italian Jesuit;

b. at Ferrara Feb. 12, 1608; d. at Rome Jan. 13,

1685. He entered the Society of Jesus in 1623;

was a distinguished preacher and teacher of rheto-

ric in different cities of Italy; in 1650 he became
historian of his order at Rome. He wrote biog-

raphies, moral and ascetical works, and books upon
physical science. His Istoria deUa compagnia di

Giesik (5 vols., Rome, 1653-73), especially the part
devoted to Asia, is replete with curious informa-
tion; as an introduction to this work he wrote the

Viia e istituto di S. Ignazio (Rome, 1650; Eng.
transl., 2 vols.. New York, 1856). His collected

works were edited by H. Marietti (34 vols., Turin,

1823-44). The life of Ignatius and the moral and
ascetical works have been published at Piacenza

(9 vols., 1821) and at Milan (3 vols., 1831).

BARTOIT, ELIZABETH: English impostor of

the reign of Henry VIII; b., according to her own
statement, in 1506; beheaded in London April 20,

1534. In 1525, while a servant at Aldington, Kent,
her ravings in consequence of some nervous disorder
gained for her a local reputation as one divinely
inspired. She recovered her health after a few
months, but her fame remained, and certain monks.

notably one Edward Bocking, made use of her to

attempt to check the advance of the Reformation.
Instructed by them she continued her alleged

prophesyings. In 1527 she was taken to the priory

of St. Sepulchre at (Canterbury, and under the title

of the " Nun " or " Holy Maid of Kent " her fame
went far and wide and she seems to have been partly

or fully believed in by persons of intelligence and
influence. When the divorce from Catharine of

Aragon was proposed she inveighed against it and
ultimately went so far in her threats against the

king that she and certain of her abetters were ar-

rested and brought to trial in 1533. Under torture

Elizabeth and Bocking confessed to fraud; with
two friars and two priests they were beheaded at

Tyburn, the Nun repeating her confession on the

scaffold. Sir Thomas More, Bishop Fisher, and
others were implicated and narrowly e8ci^)ed suf-

fering at the same time.

Bibuoorapht: The sources for a biography are indicated
in the long and critical notice in DNB, iii, 343-346.

BARTON, GEORGE AARON: Friend; b. at

East Famham, Canada, Nov. 12, 1859. He was
educated at Haverford College, Haverford (B.A.,

1882), and Harvard University (Ph.D., 1891).

He was teacher of mathematics and classics at the

Friends' School, Providence, R. I., in 1884-89, and
lecturer on Bible languages in Haverford College

in 1891-95, while in 1891 he was appointed pro-

fessor of Biblical literature and Semitic languages

at Bryn Mawr College, a position which he still

holds. He has been a member of the American
Oriental Society since 1888, of the Society of Biblical

Archeology, London, since 1889, of the Society of

Biblical Literature and Exegesis since 1891, of the

Archeological Institute of America since 1900, of

the VorderasiatlBche Gesellschaft, Berlin, ranoe 1899,

of the Victoria Institute, London, since 1902, and
of the Orients-GeseUschaft, Berlin, and the Egypt
Exploration Fund since 1904. He was president

of the Oriental Qub of Philadelphia in 1898-99, and
a member of the coimcil of the Society of Biblical

Literature and Exegesis in 1900-03, and in 190^-
04 was one of the executive committee of the

American School of Oriental Research in Palestine,

of which he was director in the previous year.

He was also a delegate to the Inter-Church Con-
ference in 1905, and since 1879 has been an acknowl-
edged minister of the Society of Friends (orthodox).

In theology he is in general agreement with the

so-called " new theology." In addition to briefer

studies and contributions to various religious

encyclopedias, he has written The Religious Use
of the BiMe (Philadelphia, 1900); The Roots of

Christian Teaching cw Found in the Old Testament

(1902); A Sketch of Semitic Origins, Social and
Religious (New York, 1902); A Year's Wandering
in Bible Lands (Philadelphia, 1904); and The
Haverford Library Collection of Cuneiform Tablets

or Documents from the Temple Archives of TeUoh
(1905).

:BART0N, WILLIAM ELEAZAR: Congregar
tionalist; b. at Sublette, 111., June 28, 1861. He
was educated at Berea College (B.S., 1885) and
Oberlin Theological Seminaiy (B.D., 1890). He
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was ordained to the Congregfttional xninistiy at

Berea, Ky., in 1885, and has held successive pas-

torates at Bobbins, Tenn. (1885^7), Litchfield,

O. (1887-90), Wellington, O. (1890-93), Shawmut
Congregational Church, Boston, Mass. (1893-99),

and First (yongregational Church, Oak Park, 111.

(since 1899). He is a corporate member of the

American Board of CommissionerB for Foreign

Missions and of the Chicago Society of Biblical

Research; a director of the Congregational Educa-
tional Society, of the Chicago Theological Seminary,

of the Illinois Home Missionary Society, and for-

merly of the similar society in Massachusetts;

a trustee of Berea College; and vice-president of the

Congregational Simday-school and Publication

Society and of the American Peace Society. He
is lecturer on applied practical theology at the

Chicago Theological Seminary, and was a delegate

to the Triennial National Congregational Council

in 1895, 1898, and 1904, and to the International

Decennial Ck>uncil of the same denomination in

1899. In theology he is a progressive conserva-

tive Congregationalist. He is associate editor of

the Bibliotheca Sacra, and his writings, in addition

to numerous sermons and works of fiction, include:

The Paaltna and Their Story (Boston, 1898); Old
Plantation Hymns (1899); The Improvement of

Perfection (Portland, Me., 1900); Faith as Related

to Health (Boston, 1901); Consolation (1901); An
Elementary Catechism (1902); The Old World in

the New Century (1902); The Gospel of the Autumn
Leaf (Chicago, 1903); A Shining Mark (Phila-

delphia, 1903); and Jesus of Nasarethf His Life

and the Scenes of His Ministry (Boston, 1904).

BARUCH, APOCALYPSE OF. See Psbud-
EPiQRAPHA, Old Testament, II, 10-11. Book of.

See Apocrypha, A, IV, 6.

BASCOM, HENRY BIDLEMAN: Bishop of

the Methodist Episcopal Church, South; b. at

Hancock, Delaware Coimty, New York, May 27,

1796; d. at Louisville, Ky., Sept. 8, 1850. He
was licensed to preach 1813; was appointed chap-

lain to Congress 1823; was president of Madison
College, Uniontown, Pennsylvania, 1827-29; agent

of the American Colonization Society, 1829-31;

elected professor of moral science in Augusta
College, Kentucky, 1832, president of the Tran-
sylvania University, Kentucky, 1842, bishop 1850.

He was prominent in the organization of the Method-
ist Church, South, and from 1846 to 1850 he
edited the Southern Methodist Quarterly Review,

He published sermons and lectures and a volxmie

upon Methodism and Slavery. His collected works
were printed at Nashville (4 vols., 1860-56).

BASCOM, JOHN: Congregationalist; b. at

Genoa, N. Y., May 1, 1827. He was educated at

Williams (College (B.A., 1849) and Andover Theo-
logical Seminary (1855). He was a tutor in Will-

iams College in 1852-53 and professor of rhetoric

in the same institution from 1855 to 1874. In
the latter year he was chosen president of the

University of Wisconsin, where he remained until

1887. He then returned to Williams (}ollege as

lecturer on sociology, and four years later was

appointed professor of political science, holding

this position imtil 1903. He is an adherent of the

new theology of the Congregational type, and has
written: Political Economy (Andover, 1859); JEs-

theHcs (New York, 1862); Philosophy of Rhetoric

(1865); Principles of Psychology (1869); Science,

Philosophy, and Religion (1871); Philosophy of
English Literature (1874); Philosophy of Religion

(1876); Growth and Grades of Intelligence (1878);
Ethics (1879); Natural Theology (1880); Science

of Mind (1881); Words of Christ (1883); Problems
in Philosophy (1885); Sociology (1887); The New
Theology (1891); Historical Interpretation of Phi-
losophy (1S93); Social Theory (1895); Evolution and
Religion (1897); Growth of Nationality in the United
States (1899); and God and His Goodness (1901).

BASEDOW, ba'zeKi6'' (BASSEDAU), JOHANN
BERNHARD: Crerman rationalist and innovator

in educational methods; b. at Hamburg Sept. 11,

1723; d. at Magdeburg July 25, 1790. After a
wilful boyhood he studied theology at Leipsic

(1744-46), but followed his studies in very irregular

fashion and hampered by poverty; he was tutor

to a noble family of Holstein 1749-53; became
teacher at the academy of SorO, Denmark, in 1753,

and at the gymnasiimi of Altona in 1761; he was
forced to retire from both of these positions because
of his unorthodox views freely and offensively

expressed in various publications {Praktische

Philosophie far aUe St&nde, Copenhagen, 1758;
PhUalethie : neue Aussichten in die Wahrheiten
und Religion der Vemunft, 2 vols., Altona, 1763-64;

Theoretisches System der gesunden Vemunft, 1765;

Grundriss der Religion wdche durch Nachdenken
und Bibelforschen erkannt wird, 1764). After 1767
he abandoned theology for education. Influenced

by Rousseau's jSmile, he sought to devise a system
that should be according to nature and dispense

with the exercise of authority on the part of the

teacher and with the necessity for work on that

of the pupil. His views are set forth in his Vor-
stellung an Menschenfreunde und vermdgende Mdnner
aber Schulen, Studien, und ihren Einfluss in die

dffentliche Wohlfahrt, mit einem Plane eines Elemen-
tarbuches der menschlichen Erkenntnies (Hambivg,
1768; new ed., Leipsic, 1894) and his Elementar-

werk (4 vols., 1774). He had remarkable success

in enlisting sympathy and gaining patrons, and in

1774 was able to open an institution for the real-

ization of his ideas, the " Philanthropin " at Dessau
(described in Das in Dessau errichtete Philanthro-

pinum, Leipsic, 1774). After four years he retired,

having shown himself, by loose management and
personal bad habits, utterlyimfitted for the position.

He spent the rest of his life in literary work and

'

private teaching. His writings on theological

and educational subjects number more than sixty;

the former are crude and coarse, and grossly ration-

alistic; the latter ill-considered and impracticable,

althoi^ some of his ideas as developed by others

have been productive of good. He was well char-

acterized by Ooethe as a man who undertook to edu-
cate the world, but himself had no education at all.

Bxbuoorapht: ADB, ii. 113-124 (by his great-grandaont
Max Mailer); R. Diflstelmaim. J. B, Baaedow, Leipaie,

1807.
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BA'SELy BISHOPRIC OF: The origin of this

diocese probably goes back into the Roman period.

Just above Basel, at the present Kaaserangst, lay

the Roman city of Augusta Rauricorum, which re-

tained its importance well into the fourth century.

Historical analogy justifies the supposition that

Christianity was not unknown there. By the end
of the fourth century the town must have sunk
into decay, since the NotUia provinciarum GaUicB

does not mention it. As, however, in the seventh
century we hear of a bishop Ragnachar of Au-
gusta, we are led to infer the retention of an older

title; and when we find him also designated as

Bishop of Augusta and Basel, we are able to under-
stand this by the supposition that the see was
transferred from the old decayed town to the

rising city of Basel, which is mentioned as early as

374 by Ammianus Marcellinus. Apparently, then,

Christianity in this region survived all the storms
which raged there in the fifth and sixth centuries.

After the establishment of Prankish rule, the dio-

cese included the Alemannic districts between the

Rhine and the Aar, the Alsatian Sundgau, the Bur-
gundian Sorengau, and the northeastern part of

the Elsgau. Its boundary, accordingly, was formed
partly by the two rivers, partly by a line drawn
from the Aar to the Doubs, thence to the southern

slope of the Vosges, then along their crest, then to

the Rhine at Breisach. [The Benedictine monk
Hatto or Haito (q.v.), bishop c. 80&--822, was a
trusted counselor of Chariemagne and his envoy
to the emperor Nicephorus at Constantinople. At
the end of the tenth centuiy the bishopric devel-

oped into an imperial principality. It was at

Basel that in 1061 Cadalus of Parma was elected

by the in^perialists as antipope against Alexander
II (see HoNORius 11, Amtipopb); and Bishop
Burkhard of Hasenburg (1071-1107) was one of

the most influential counselors of Henry IV.

Under the Hohenstaufen emperors also, the bishops

of Basel were usually on the imperial side. After

the council (see Basel, Council of), the next im-
portant event in the history of the diocese is the

outbreak of the Reformation, which occurred in

the episcopate of the wise and pious Christopher

of Utenheim (1502-27), and in spite of his efforts

led to much turbulence and the ultimate suppres-

sion of the Roman Catholic religion in 1529. The
imiversity was suspended, and most of the pro-

fessors left the town with Erasmus and Glarean.

The bishop went to Pruntrut and the chapter to

Freiburg, whence it did not return to the diocese

until 1678. A succession of zealous prelates strove

to undo the work of the Reformation (see Jacob
Chbistopher, Bishop of Basel). The territory of

the diocesewas incorporated with the French Repub-
lic, and at the Congress of Vienna with the cantons
of Bern and Basel. In 1828 the see was reelected,

and at present includes the Roman Catholic popu-
lation of the cantons of Basel, Solothum, Bern,

Aargau, Zug, Lucerne, Schaffhausen, and Thur-
gau; the bidbop resides in Lucerne.]

(A. Hauck.)
BiBLiooaAFBT: The SeriM epiaeoporum BtuUvermum to

1060 A.D. is in MGH, Script., xiii (1881), 373-374; Manu^
mtnU de Vhiaitrin de I'andtn ivMU de BAle, ed. TrouilUt,
Basel. 1858; J. J. Merian, QudhichU dtr BiadiOf* von

Bami, BmcI, 1862; K Egli. Xtrdh^n^McUcAli der Sckumt,
Zurieh. 1803.

BASEL, COHFBSSION OF: A oonfessbn of

faith submitted to the citizens of Basel for their

acceptance on Jan. 21, 1534. It was prepared by
Myconius on the basis of a briefer formula put forth

by (Ecolampadius in his address at the opening of
the synod in September, 1531. It is simple and
moderate, occupying an intermediate position be-
tween Luther and Zwingli. Until 1826 it was read
in the pulpits on Wednesday of Holy Week, but
then was made binding on the clergy only; in 1872
it was set aside entirely. The confession was also

accepted at MOhlhausen and is sometimes called

the Mylhusiana; the first Helvetic confession is

also called the Second Confession of Basel, because
it was written there (see Helvetic Confessions).

(R. STAHEUNt.)
Bibuoobapbt: The beet reprint is giyen by K. R. Hagen-

baoh, in his /. Oekolampad und O, Mnoomnu, pp. 465-470,
of. 349-^630. Elberfeld. 1850. Consult Sehaff. Oesob, i,

385-388, where the literature is given.

BASEL, COUirCIL OF: The last of the "re-
forming councils" of the fifteenth century. By
the decr&d Frtquens of the Council of Con-
stance (q.v.), a periodical repetition of ecu-

menical synods was enjoined. The first synod
held accordingly at Pavia and Sienna, 1423-24

(see Pavia, Council of; Sienna, Councii. of),

had passed without accomplishing anything. After

the execution of John Huss, his victorious

and uncompromising followers (see Huaa, John,
Hussites) greatly embarrassed the Roman Church
and the German empire, and Pope Martin V felt

obliged to convene a new ecumenical council to

meet in a German city. Basel was selected. The
pope died shortly after, but his successor, Eugeniua
IV, a Venetian, had to confirm the convocation.

His legates opened the council at Basel Aug. 27,

1431. But when it became known that the pope
thought of dissolving it at once, as he expected

nothing good from it, distrust of the pope filled the

members of the coimcil. On Feb. 15,

Attitude 1432, the council declared itself to be
Toward the a continuation of that of (}onstance

Pope. and therefore an ecumenical one, rep-

resenting the Holy Catholic Church,

and deriving its authority immediately from God;
therefore it could only dissolve itself of its own free

will. In fixing the order of business, that of the

Council of Constance, where the members were
grouped according to nationality, was discarded;

and four committees were formed: (1) on matters

of faith, (2) on political affairs, (3) on ecclesiastical

reforms, and (4) on general business. These com-
mittees met separately, each having its own presi-

dent. The agreement of three of them was neces-

sary to bring a question before a general session.

The council was at first presided over by Cardinal

Cesarini, or some other cardinal designated by the

pope. But much was lacking to make the work
of the ooimcil effective; the pope distrusted the

Fathers of Basel and these distrusted the pope;

both were ruled by party-hatred and passion; the

highest aim of the coimcil was the subjection of

the pope to it. On Apr. 29, 1432, the pope and
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his cardinals were invited to come to Basel. As
the former did not come, a process was instituted

(Sept. 6) against him for contumacy. The coun-

cil stood at that time in the zenith of its power,

since it was recognized by most states, and Euge-

nius had to yield and expressly recognize the coun-

cU Aug. 1, 1433.

In the mean time the authority of the council

had increased through its negotiations with

the Hussites. On Jan. 4, 1433, the Hussites

Procopius, the terror of C^uistendom, and John
Rokyczana, the learned and fanatic orator,

together with a nimierous and brilliant

Relations retinue, rode into Basel, not as peni-

with the tent heretics, but with proud and fierce

Hussites, mien, as guests of the coimcil. The
negotiations with them resulted in an

agreement in 1434 by which the so-called Com-
pactata of Prague (see Huss, John), embodying
their principal demands, among others the use of

the cup in the celebration of the Lord's Supper,

were granted with modifications.

Beginning in 1435, the coimcil considered and
issued a nimiber of decisions, which concerned the

reform of the Church in its head and members and
the introduction of a better discipline,

Church but these measures were dictated by
Reform, hatred to the curia, rather than by

enthusiasm for reform. The annates,

the pallium-money, the tax on the papal confirma-

tion of ecclesiastical promotion, the judicial au-

thority of the pope, the richest source of the revenues

of the curia, were abolished and declared to be
simony. Prospects of a compensation were held

out, but not fixed. As concerns the spiritual offices

the canonical chapter-election was reinstated in its

full right, the papal reservations, with a few ex-

ceptions, were abolished, and strict provisions were
made concerning the moral worthiness of those to

be elected. The troublesome appeals to Rome were
limited, also the election and number of the car-

dinals and their prebends. But the restriction of

the sources of power of the curia when it needed

revenues the most, excited the fierce opposition of

the whole army of officials. In the council a small

but strong party arose which wished to avoid a
breach with the curia, a party of legates, headed by
Cardinal Cesarini.

Another matter, however, brought about a com-
plete breach. The Greek emperor John Pakeologus

had addressed himself to both the pope and the

council with a view of obtaining help against the

menacing Turks through a union of the Greek and
Roman Churches. The pope would

Proposed not concede that the glory of having

Union with brought about a union with the Greeks

the Greek should belong to the members of the

Church. council; he and the minority at Basel

wished the negotiations with the

Greeks to be carried on in a city of Italy, whereas

the antipapal majority at Basel wished the nego-

tiations to be carried on there. The party of the

legates left the council in 1437 and outwardly also

sided with the pope. Of the cardinals only Louis

d'Allemand (q.v.) remained and the vacant seats

of the bishops were filled by clerics of lower order.

I.—32

The council became more and more democratic.
All regard for the pope now ceased; the council

opened the process against him and the cardinals

and on Jan. 24, 1438, he was suspended. The pope
declared the council to be a company of Satan, ex-

conununicated its members, and convened a coun-
tercouncil at Ferrara, which he soon removed to
Florence, where he met the Greek emperor and his

spiritual and secular retinue (see Fbrrara-Flgr-
ENCE, Council of). He brought about the so-

called Florentine union, which in itself was delu-

sive and imreal, but greatly enhanced the fame of

the pope in the eyes of his contemporaries, while

the council at Basel deposed him Jime 25 as a
backsliding heretic.

The governments took advantage of the difiPeren-

ces of both parties. In France, the Synod of Boui*ges

(1438) incorporated the decrees of the Council of

Basel with the laws of the kingdom, the so-called

pragmatic sanction of Bourges (see Pragmatic
Sanction). Germany declared in 1439 that it

would keep neutral, and observed the neutrality for

some time to the great detriment of the curia. Ulti-

mately, however, almost all European governments
sided with Eugenius. The council at

Decline Basel persisted in its opposition under
and End the direction of Allemand. On Nov.
of the 5, 1439, it elected an antipope in the

Council, person of the Duke Amadous of Sa-

voy, who took the name of Felix V
(q.v.) and was crowned at Basel with great pag-
eantry. He did not satisfy the expectations of the

Fathers at Basel and was not recognized by the

princes and nations. The German king, Frederick

III, was especially averse to him, and the cunning
secretary of the king, iEneas Sylvius Piccolomini

(see Pius II, Pope) secretly influenced the German
church policy in favor of Eugenius, who Uved to

know, though dying, that the German king and most
of the German princes had declared forMm Feb. 7,

1447. Great concessions had indeed been wrung
from the pope; they were afterward modified or

not regarded at all. The tolling of beUs and bon-

fires announced the victory of Rome. The German
king withdrew his support of the coimcil, and it de-

creed Jime 25, 1448, to meet at Lausanne, where
Pope Fehx V had his residence. Ten months later

the king of France induced the pope to resign, and
the council, tired of the imending conflict, made
Nicolas V his successor, whom the cardinals at

Rome had appointed after the death of Eugenius.

In this way it meant to preserve at least a sem-

blance of authority, and in its last session, Apr.

25, 1449, it decreed its own dissolution. In spite

of the failure of the council the belief that the

Church needed reformation persisted.

Paul Tschackert.

Bxbuooraprt: The souroes for a history are in the Acts of

the Council, to be found in Manai, Coneiliat vols, zxix-xxxi,

and Harduin, Concilia, voU. viii-ix; also in iEneaa
Sylvius, Commentariut de rebua Bamlea getHa, used in

C. Fea, Piua II. a calumniia vindieatua, Rome, 1823; Monu-
tnenta conciliorum generalium aeculi xv. Concilium Bati-

liente, Scriptorum, i, ii, iii, Vienna, 1857-04; and Conr-

cUium Baailiente; Studien und Quellen gur Ofdiichie det

ConcilM von B<uel, ed. J. Haller. G. Beckmann. R. Waoker-
nagel, Q. Coggiola, Basel, 1896-1904 (reports on the MS8.
still preserved in Basel and Paris, and criticism of ^neas
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SylTina, Raguaa, and Seforw). Contult J. Lenfant. Hit-
Anrw diB la guem de$ HumilM H du ConeUs d€ BaaU, Am-
sterdam, 1731; I. H. von Wetaenberg. Die grouen Kir-
dytnvertammiunoen dm fUnfMehnien und §§€MaM»knien Jakr-
hundtrU, rol. ti, 4 yola., Conatanoe, 1840; J. Aickbaeh.
QtadiiehU det Kaiaer SigmufyU, vol. iv. Hamburg 1846:
Q. Voigt, £«Ma Sylvia Pioeolamiin ala Papat Paul II, vol.

i, Basel. 1866; O. Riehter. OrganiaaHan und OetdtafUord-
mmg dm Ba$ler ConeiU, Leipaic* 1877; A. Barhmann,
Di€ deuUcke KOnige und di§ kurfHrtaiehe NeuiraliUU,

Vianna, 1888; P. Joaehimaohn, Cfngor Hamburg, Munich,
1891; J. F. Hunt. HiuUrry of Ou ChriUian Church, i, 786-
786. ii. 69. 93. 341. New York. 1897-1900; Hefele, Canr-

cilitnffmehiehie, vol. vii; XL, i. 2066-2110; Pastor, Popea.
I. 280-338; Creighton, Papacy, iii, 1-46.

BASHAH, b^shon: The northeastern part of

trans-Jordanic Palestine. The name occurs in the

Old Testament in prose and sometimes in poetry
with the article Q* the Bashan "), indicating that

bashan was originally a common noun, and its sig-

nification is made evident by the Arabic hath-

amah, " a fertile plain free from stones." The
Greeks had the name in the forms Basan, Basor
naUis, the LXX has BasanitiSf and Josephus Bata-

naia and Batanea (cf . Eusebius and Jerome, Ononuu-
tiean). The location of the district is clearly noted
in the Old Testament as the northern third of the

plateau to the east of the Jordan (Deut. iii, 8;

Joshua xiii, 11-12), with Gilead (the Yannuk) as

the southern boimdary, Hermon on the north, and
Salcah on the east.

As soon as the traveler going east from the Sea
of Tiberias crosses the Nahr-al-Allan, eighteen miles

away, he may note the abrupt change of the struc-

ture of the plain. The numerous hillocks, a pecu-

liarity of the Jaulan, disappear, as do the great lava

blocks, and in their place one sees a great plain of

mellowed, red-brown, fertile soil stretching away
east, north, and south. The boundary of this on
the northeast is the volcanic, wooded heights of

Al-Kimetra and the base of Mt. Hermon, on the

north the district of Wadi al-Ajam, on the east the

Lejjah and Jebel Druz or Jebel Hauran, and on the

south the plateau of Al-Hamad, with the stony

JaulAn in the west. It is divided by two great

wadies (Dahab and Zadi), which empty into the

Yarmuk. Ruins abound, and on some of the hill-

ocks are the graves of the former leaders and chiefs

of the districts.

The spongy, easily worked soil is a mixture of

disintegrated lava, ashes, and sand from Jebel

Hauran. To this composition is due the extraor-

dinary fertility of the region, yielding half crops

even in seasons of drought. The plain is almost

treeless, the only exceptions being the old tere-

binths which stand by Arabic holy-places or vil-

ages. The slope of the southern part, which is the

granary of Syria, is quite sharp from east to west,

while from north to south the altitude is about the

same. The boundaries already noted (the steppe

of Hamad and the Drus mountains) are promi-
nent. The last are the " Salmon " of Ps. Ixviii, 14-

15. The region formed part of the kingdom of

Og (Joshua xii, 5). It is celebrated in the Old Tes-

tament for its cattle (Deut. xxxii, 14; Ezek. xxxix,

18), and in those times probably served better a
pastoral than a nomadic population. The " oaks

of Bashan " (Isa. ii, 13; Ezek. xxvii, 6) have disap-

peared except on the foothills of the Hauran and
Hermon mountains, where there are small groves,

and along the Yarmuk.
The following cities of Bashan are mentioned in

the Old Testament: (1 and 2) Ashtaroth and Edrei,

capitals of Og (Deut. i, 4, iii, 1; Joshua xii, 4);

(3) Ashteroth Kamaim (Eusebius and Jerome,
Onanuutieon), not far from Job's grave [an Arab
sanctuary], and near Shaikh Sad, until 1903 the

seat of govenmient; (4) Bosrah (I Blacc. v, 26), at

the southwest of the Hauran, containing ruins da-
ting from Roman times; (5) Golan (Joshua xxi, 7),

one of the Levitical cities of refuge, probably the

modem Saham al-Jolan on the western edge of the

plateau; (6) Kamain (I Blacc. v, 26, perhaps Amos
vi, 13, A. V. " horns "), not located; (7) Salcah,

modem Salkhad, east from Bosrah, on the water-

shed, with a castle built in an old crater. These
places are all on the edge of the plateau, as are the

modem cities.

The Old Testament mentions also the district

Argob in Bashan, which had sixty cities (I Kings
iv, 13; Deut. iii, 4), a possession of Jair (Deut. iii,

14, but cf. Judges x, 3 sqq., I Kings iv, 13), and in

the eastern part of the Jaulan. (H. Guthe.)
BiBuooRAraT: J. L. Portar, Oiani-Citim of Baakan, New

York, 1871; id.. Fivo Yoan in Damaacua, London, 1855;

J. G. Wetatein, Roimbarieht Hbor Hauran und dio Troche
nan, Berlin, 1860; idem, Da» batanAiacht GiebeOmve, Leip-

eie, 1884; C. J. M. de Voga^ La Syria eantrale, inaerip-

Hona aimiUqum, 2 vols., Paris, 1888-77; R. F. Drake and
C. F. T. Drake, Unexjdorad Syria, 2 vols., London. 1872;

O. Schumaoher, Aerom the Jordan, pp. 20-iO. 103-242,

ib. 1886; idem, Tha Jaulan, p. 126, ib. 1888; idem, Daa
aOdlieha Baaan turn eraien Mala aufganammen und be-

aehriaban, Leipne, 1897; W. M. Thomson. Tha Land and
tha Book, 3 vols.. New York, 1886; F. Buhl, Oeoi/raphia

von PalAaHna, Freiburi. 1896; G. A. Smith, Hiatorieal

Oaography of tha Holy Land, pp. 542. 549-553, 575 sqq.,

611 sqq.. London, 1897; D. W. Freshfield. Tha Siona

Towna of Control Syria, New York, n.d.

BASHFORD, JAMES WHTTFORD: Methodist

Episcopal bishop; b. at Fayette, Wis., May 25,

1849. He was educated at the University of Wis-
consin (B.A., 1873), the Theological School of

Boston University (B.D., 1876), the School of

Oratory in the same institution (1878), and Boston
University (Ph.D., 1881). He was tutor in Greek
at the University of Wisconsin in 187^-74, and held

successive pastorates at Harrison Square Method-
ist Episcopal Church, Boston (1875-78), Jamaica
Plain, Boston (1878-81), Aubumdale, Mass. (1881-

84), Chestnut Street, Portland, Me. (1884-^),
and Delaware Ave., Buffalo, N. Y. (1887-^89). He
was president of Ohio Wesleyan University in

1889-1904, and in the ^atter year was chosen bishop,

and in this capacity went to Shanghai, China. In

theology he is distinctly liberal, believing that

Christianity can be better interpreted from the

point of view of evolution than from the older

standpoint, and being confident that higher crit-

icism, if used with sound scholarship, will not en-

danger the fundamentals of Christianity. He has

written: Science of Religion (Delaware, O., 1893);

Wesley and Goethe (Cincinnati, 1903); and Method-
tern in China (1906).

BASH. OF ACHRn>A: Archbishop of Thessa-

lonica. , He came from Achrida (on the n.e. shore
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of the modem Lake Ochrida, 100 m. n. of Janina,

in Albania) in Macedonia and became archbishop

in 1146. HiB importance lies in the fact that he

wroteandspoke against theunion of theGreekChurch
with the Roman. He wrote a letter on the subject

to Pope Adrian IV in 1154. To about the same
time belong his dialogues with Ansehn of Havelberg,

ambassador of Frederick Barbarossa, published by
J. Schmidt in Des Basilitts ana Achrida bisher une-

dirte Dialoge (Munich, 1901). Another dialogue

with Henry of Benevento is still in manuscript.

Vasiljewskij has published an address of Basil's

on the death of Irene, first wife of the Emperor
Manuel Comnenos, in VizarUijskif Vremnik, 1894,

55-132. His earlier printed writings are in MPG,
cxix. Philipp Meter.
Bibuoobapbt: Kmmbacher, OtacKidde dtr hytanitiniMeKen

LiUenUwr, pp. 88, 406. Munieh. 1897.

BASIL (BASILAS) OF ANCYRA: A physician,

bom at Ancyra, and bishop there from 336, succeed-

ing Marcellus (q.v.). He was deposed by the Synod
of Sardica in 343, reinstated by Constantius in 350,

and, with George of Laodicea (q.v.), became the

leader of the homoiousian middle party. In 360
he was banished to lUyria, and died in exile. With
George he composed a dogmatic memoir and,

according to Jerome, also a writing against Mar-
cellus, a treatise on virginity, and " some other

things.'' The sources are Socrates, Hi^. ecd,, ii,

26, 42; iii, 25; Jerome, De inr. ill,, Ixxxix; Sozomen,
Hi8L ecd., iv, 24; Philostorgius, v, 1; Epiphamus,
H<Br., Ixxiii, 12-22. See Arianism.

G. KrCoer.
Bxbuoorapht: J. Schladebach, BtuUiua von Aneyra, Leip-

lie 1808: DCB, i. 281-282.

BASIL, SAINT, THE GREAT: Bishop of CJsesarea

in Cappadocia; b. at Csesarea, of a wealthy and pious
family, c. 330; d. there Jan. 1, 379. He was
somewhat younger than his friend, Gregory Nazi-

anzen, and several years older than his brother,

Gregory of Nyssa, who, with him, are known as the

three great Cappadocians. The first years of his

life Basil spent on a rural family estate under the

guidance of his grandmother, Macrina (q.v.),

whom he always remembered with gratitude.

He received his literary education at first in Csesarea,

then at Constantinople, finally at the great school

in Athens, where he became intimate

Earlier with Gregory and the future emperor
Life. Julian. The practical ideal of pure

Christianity, the elevation of the soul

above sensuality, the flight from the world, and
the subjection of the body were already apparent

in him. The family tendency to an ascetic hfe

proved decisive after his return to Cssarea (c. 357).

For a time, indeed, he acted as rhetor, but he

resisted exhortations to devote himself to the

education of youth. At this time he seems to have

received baptism, and, after being received into

the Church, he visited the famous ascetics in S3rria,

Palestine, and Egypt. To the dogmatic contro-

versies which stirred the Church he paid no atten-

tion, though he deplored them. Upon his return to

Csesarea he distributed his property among the poor

and withdrew to a lonely romantic district, attract-

ing like-minded friends to a monkish life, in which

prayer, meditation, and study alternated with
agriculture. Eustathius of Sebaste (q.v.) had
already labored in Pontus in behalf of the anchoretic

life and Basil revered him on that account, although
the dogmatic differences, which then estranged

so many hearts, gradually separated these two men
also. Siding from the beginning and at the Council

of Constantinople in 360, with the Homoiousians,
Basil went especially with those who overcame
the aversion to the homoousios in common oppo-
sition to Arianism, thus drawing nearer to Atha-
nasius (see Arianism). He also became a stranger

to his bishop, Dianius of Csesarea, who had sub-
scribed the Nicene form of agreement, and became
reconcUed to him only when the latter was about
to die.

In 364 Basil was made a presbyter of the Church
at Csesarea and as such opposed the new bishop
Eusebius, who was not favorably disposed toward
asceticism. For a time he again withdrew to soli-

tude, but the increasing influence of Arianism
induced him to devote his imdivided strength to

ecclesiastical affairs. He now appears as the

real leader of the Church of Csesarea,

Presbyter and in directing the church discipline,

and Bishop in promoting monachism and eccle-

of Csesarea. siastical asceticism, and especially

by his powerful preaching, his influ-

ence grew. His successful exertions during the

famine in the year 368 are especially praised.

After the death of Eusebius (370), Basil was
elected bishop of Csesarea in spite of much opposi-

tion on dogmatic and personal grounds; even his

friend Gregory felt offended. Occupying one of the
most important episcopal sees of the East, Basil's

influence on public affairs was now great. With
all his might he resisted the emperor Valens, who
strove to introduce Arianism, and impressed the em-
peror so strongly that, although inclined to banish
the intractable bishop, he left him unmolested.
To save the Church from Arianism Basil entered
into connections with the West, and with the help

of Athanasius, he tried to overcome its distrustful

attitude toward the Homoiousians. The difficulties

had been enhanced by bringing in the question as
to the essence of the Holy Spirit. Although Basil

advocated objectively the consubstantiality of the
Holy Spirit with the Father and the Son, he be-
longed to those, who, faithful to Eastern tradition,

would not allow the predicate homoousios to the
former; for this he was reproached as early as 371
by the orthodox zealots among the monks, and
Athanasius defended him. His relations also

with Eustathius were maintained in spite of dog-
matic differences and caused suspicion (see Eu-
stathius OF Sebaste). On the other hand, Basil

was grievously (tended by the extreme adherents of

Homoousianism, who seemed to him to be reviving

the Sabellian heresy. The end of the unhappy
factional disturbances and the complete success

of his continued exertions in behalf of Rome and
the East, he did not live to see. He suffered from
liver complaint and excessive asceticism made him
old before his time and hastened his early death.

A lasting monimient of his episcopal care for the

poor was the great institute before the gates of
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CseBarea, which was used as poorhouse, hospital,

and hospice.

Of Basil's writin^B, mention may be made (1) of

the dogmatic-polemical, including the books against

Eunomius of Cyzicus (q.v.) entitled " Refutation

of the Apology of the Impious Eunomius/' written

in 363 or 364; book i controverts Arianism, books
ii and iii defend the Homoousianism of the Son
and the Spirit. The foiurth and fifth books do not

belong to Basil, or to Apollinaris of

WritingB. Laodicea (q.v.), but probably to

Didymus of Alexandria (q.v.). The
work " On the Holy Spirit " (ed. C. F. H. Johnston,

Oxford, 1892; transl. by G. Lewis, Christian Classics

Series, iv, London, 1888) also treats the questions

of Homoousianism. Basil influenced the fixing

of the tenninology of the church-doctrine of the

Trinity, though as concerns dogmatic acuteness and
speculative power he is far behind Athanasius and
lids brother Gregory (of Nyssa). (2) The ascetic

works {(ucetica) are religio-ethical writings which
acquaint us with the man who in a high degree

labored for the naturalisation of monasticism in

the Church, and who at the same time exerted him-
self to regulate it in the cenobitic form and to make
it fruitful also for the religious life of the cities (cf

.

A. Kranich, Die Aacetik in ihrer dogmatischen

Grtmdlage bei BasiHus dem Grosaen, Paderbom,
1896). Of the monastic rules traced to Basil, the

shorter is the one most probably his work (see

Basiuans). (3) Among the numerous homilies

and orations, highly appreciated by the early

Church, some like that against usury and that on
the famine in 368, are valuable for the histoiy of

morals; others illustrate the worship of martyrs

and relics; the address to young men on the study

of classical literature shows that Basil was lastingly

influenced by his own education, which taught him
to appreciate the propedeutic importance of the

classics. His homilies on the Hexaemeron were

especially valued. (4) The veiy numerous epistles

are an important source of contemporaneous
church history. His three " Canonical Epistles "

give a clear idea of his efforts in behalf of church-

discipline. (5) The liturgies bearing the name
of Basil (ed. with transL by J. N. W. B. Robertson,

London, 1894), in their present form, are not his

work, but they nevertheless preserve the true

recollection of Basil's activity in this field in for-

mularizing liturgical prayers and promoting church-

Bong. (6) A fruit of Basil's studies with his friend

Gregory in their monkish loneliness is, finally, the

PhUokalia, an anthology (florilegium) from the

works of Origen (ed. J. A. Robinson, Cambridge,

1893). The best edition of Basil's works is that of

J. Gamier and Prudence Maran (3 vols., Paris,

1721-30), reprinted in MPG, xxix-xxxii. The
" Holy Spirit," homilies of the Hexaemeron, and
letters are translated in NPNF, viii.

G. KrCoer.

Bibuoobapht: Th« aouroet, bendea Basil's own works, an
the eulocies of Gracory Nasiansen, Qnigory of Nyssa. and
Ephraem Syrus, also notices in Socrates, Sosomen, Theo-
doret, Philostorgius, and Rufinus, and in Jerome, De
vir. m., and PhoUus, BMiothaea. Of tbe volumi-
nous literature mention may be made of E. I1ak>n,
ihuU hittoriqua et lHUrain mtr St BanU, Paris, 1869;
F. B6hringer, Die Kirdu Chri»H und ikn Zmtaen, vol.

ii, Stttttsart. 1876; F. Loofs, EuMtaOtiuM von SebaHt und
dU ChronologU d$r banlianUdten Briefe, Halle, 1897.
Consult also the works on petrology and history of doe-
trine. For the literature consult 8. F. W. Hoffmann.
BMiographitekee Lexicon der oeeamnUen LiUeratur der
Grisdten, i, 407-421, Leipsie, 1838; U. CheraUer. Riper-
toire dee eoureee hieloriquee du moyen doe, Nos. 234 and
2446, Paris, 1877-^88. There is a life in English by R. F.
Smith, The Faikere for Bnglieh Readere, London, 1881.
Consult also P. Sehaff. Hielory of Om Christian Church, iii.

893-003. New York, 1884; J. H. Newman's throe essays
on the Triode of Baeil, Labawn of Baail, and Baail and
Oreoory in vol. iii of his Historical Skelehee, London, 1873;
and the long article in DCB, i. 282-297.

BASIL OF SELEUCIA: Bishop of Seleuda in

Isanria. He was against Eutyches at the Synod of

Constantinople in 448, but for him at Ephesus in

449, and escaped deposition at Chalcedon in 451
only by again changing his vote. In 458, with the
other Isaurian bishops, he gave an answer to the
emperor Leo I favorable to Chalcedon and against

Timotheus ^urus (cf. the document in Mansi,

vii, 559-563; see Timothettb .^lurus) . His extant
works are forty-one sermons in pompous style and
dependent on Ctuysostom (cf. Photius, cod. clzviii)

and a writing on the life of St. Thecla (cf. R. A. lip-

sius. Die apokryphen Apostdgeechichten, ii, part 1,

Brunswick, 1887, p. 426). They are in MPG, Ixxxv.

G. KbCoer.

Bxblxoorapht: Fabricius-Harles, BtMioObeos (Trooo, ix, 90-
97, HambuxK, 1804; Hefele, ConeilisnoeechidUe, ii, pa»-
sim, Eng. transl., vol. iii.

BASILIANS: Monks or nuns following the rule

of St. Basil, who introduced the cenobitic life into

Asia Minor, and is said to have founded the first

monastery there. The rules which he gave this

community connected active industry and devo-
tional exercises in regular succession, day and night,

—one meal a day, consisting of bread and water;
very little sleep during the hours before midnight;
prayers and singing, morning, noon, and evening;

work in the fields during forenoon and afternoon:

etc. These rules were further developed and com-
pleted by Basil's ascetic writings. After the eeparsr

tion between the Eastern and Western churches, Ba-
sil's rule became almost the exclusive regulation of

monastic life in the Eastern Church; so that a
" Basilian " simply means a monk of the Greek
Church. In the Western Church the rule of Basil

was afterward completely superseded by that of

Benedict of Nursia. Nevertheless, Basilian monas-
teries, acknowledging the supremacy of the Pope,
are still lingering in Sicily and in the Slavonian
countries. See Basil, Saint, thb Great; Monas-
ticism.

END OP VOL. I.
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